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CORPORATE CRIMINAL LIABILITY 
, . 

THURSDAY; NOVEMB~~R 15, 1979 

HOUSE OF REP~:~SENTATIVES, 
SUBCOMJYlITTEE ON CRIME, 
COMMITrJ.iEE ON 'rHE JUDICIARY, 

,-"') 

,,-, Wa.shington, D.C. 
The subcommittee met at 1:45 p.m., in room 2237, Rayburn 

House Office Building, Hon. John Conyers, Jr. (chairman of the 
subcommittee) presiding. . 

Present: Representatives Conyers, Ashbrook, Gudger, and Sen
senbrenner. 

c' Staff present: Hayden Gregory, counsel; Steven Raikin, assistant 
counsel; Diane Clarke, assistant counsel; Linda Hall, and Phyllis 
Henderson, secretaries .. 

Mr. CONYERS; The subcommittee will come to order: 
The Chair has received a request to cover this hearing in whole 

or· in part on television broadcast, radio broadcast, still photogra
phy, and by other similar niethods. In accordance with rule Yea), 
permission will be granted unless there is objection. 

[No response.]. ,,(' 
Mr. CONYERS. Hearing no objection, so granted; coverage is per-

mitted. '," . 
;, Today: the Subcommittee on Crime begin its heari.ngsVon H.R. 

4973, a bill to amend title 18 of the United States Code to impose 
Ii criminal penalties for knowing nondisclosure by business entities of 
: dangerous products and business practices. \1 

- This bill is sponsored by our distinguished colleague froJ:ilCalifor-
'-' nia, Congressman George Miller, and it brings a significant 

number of cosponsors. The bill addresses an extreniely serious 
problem of growing proportions: 0 A business discovers a serious 
danger associated with one of its products or business practices and 
fails to take action to warn the public and notify the appropriate 
ll'ederal authority. . . . 

[A copy of H.R. 4973 follows:] 
(1) 
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To 'amend title 18 of the U~ited State~ Code to impos~' p~~alt!es with respect to 
;certain nondisclosure by ·business. entities:as to :dangerous products. .~. 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTAT~S ..... 

",;i- .J~Y.26, 1979 . <' .:: . 
.... .., •• 1. ""\ "'~" !..:,. •• ... ~ .~ .. 9- ••• : ~ .. .-

M~. MILLER of California (for himself, ¥r. CONYERS, Mr. GORE, Mr. BEARD of 
.. ).ttlOd~ J~lil.nd, Mr.,BEDE~l';>, :1.h:'.,J3~i~EN~p~, ¥.r. B.p~f()~ :of.¥iclllgan, ~Ir. 

BROWN of California, Mr. BUCHANAN, Mr. CARR, Mrs. CmsuoLM, Mr. 
.. DELLU:M:S; 14i> PIXON,' Mz:. Do~,~~, Mr. D~WNEX:, :Mr .... ;ECKRAR~T, ~. 
ED'GAR, Mr. EDWARlf~}, of California, Mr. G~IC.KMAN, Mr. GRAY, Mr. 
GUARINI, Ms. HOLTZMAN, ~; .. LEw.!', Mr •. LO~G'., of .. MaryI.Rnd, Mr. 1~A
GUIRE, Mr. }'IARKEY, Mr. McHUGH, Mr. MITCHELL of Maryland, MI'. 
NEAL, Mr.~9.~~,·;M.r., OJ.'~P'tGE:R:i ,M!. J;>EP~E.~.J ~~.S~ON! ~fr. SOLAR?-!, 

'MrS,SPELLUAN, Mr. STARK, Mr. STOKES, Mr, VENTO, ?tIr. 'VAXMANf Mr. 
'VEAVER, Mr. WEISS, and Mr. WQLPE) introduced the f?llQ')ing bill; ',,:h!C)l 
was referred to the Committee on the Judiciary 

~ ,4 '.. .. 

.. ~. ,: ~-. ;'. ~: ' .. : :"'~::' 

A BILL 
To amend title 18 of the United States Cqde t~ impose penalties 

" .- . 
with re'spect to cer.tain. nondisclosure :hY' bush1ess entities as 

to:d~lJgero~s pr9.~uctS., '.:,;:,,:,~::;.;~~u: .~:. "~'." < .'~ .:. "" ~':~:~ ".:: . . '" .. . . ..' ~ 

1· " ,:: lJe;,it: <!nacte.d by: the'. S'e1iare' and House 'of Representa

tives of the United States of America in Congress assembled, 

That chapter 89 of-tit!e 18 of .the .United States Code is' 

amended 'by. adding' _at the end· the Jollo'wing new section: 
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"§ 1822. Nondisclosure of' certain matters by certain busi .. 

.' ; 

1'- • 

ness entities. an~ personnel 

It(a) Whoever-

H(l) is an 8"pp:ropzi~te man~ger with respect to a 
',,'. . ., :..:, ~. . : . "', ~ " "':.. '.' '. 

prod~c,t,: o:r;:: b:u~in~sJfJ"vractic(:}j. ~' _. ., .. " . 
.' .: .. '. , 

'''(2) 'discove~s' in the' course of business as such 

mana&,er a seriou:s danger associated with such' product 

(or a component of that product) or business practice; 
., ~ 

~ ~q' . 
.' .•• • j,'''' 

..... ". 

. .:,'. ~~(~) kpq~~1Y fails' to ,~9 inform e~ch .. appropriate 
. '. . . 

F~der~l agency iQ. writing, if such ag~ncy has not been 
,,,/ 

,ot4e~se so informe'a, ~nd warn affected ,employees in 
. \ 

. Writing, ifl! such employees have' not been SQ warned, 
, ., 

before the en~' of thirty d~y~ after Sl,lch discovery is 

'made" .. , 
:,' " 

shall be fmed not less than $50,000 or imprisoned not less 

than two years, or both, but if the con.victed defendant is a 

corporation? such fme shall be not less than $100,000. 

It(b) As us~d in this section-

H(1)' t~e term 'appropriate manager' means n, 

21 person having management authority in or as a busi-

22 

23 

2'4 

25 

ness entity with respect to a particular. product or busi

ness prac'tice, if 'such ,authority extends to informing 

Federal; a,gencies' ·aD.(i iuch business' entity~s person~lel 

abo1:lt 'serious '(hinge~s'associated with such' product (or 



o 

c= 1, , 

--------------~------.~ .. --------------------

4 

?~., 

1" :':' ,': any component of. such pro(~uct) or such business 

2 ' ". practice; 

3 '~(2) the term 'product' means a product of the 

4 business entity with respect to which the relevant ac-

5 cused person is the appropriate manager; 
'. ..: . . .. . .. .. . -

': 6 '. U(3) the term 1Jusiness practice' 'means a business 

7 ~ practice with respect· to which the relevant accused 

,8 " person is the appropriate manager; 

9 "(4) the term 'discovers", used with respe~t toa 

10 "~erious da;nger, means obtains 'information that would 

; i1convmce a reasonabie person 'in the circumstances in 

12 which the discoverer is situated that it is probable. the 

d3 serious danger exists; 

14 "(5) the term 'serious danger', used with respect 

15 to a product or business practice, means that the 

16 normal or reasonably foreseeable use of, or the expo-

11 sure ~f human beings to, such product or such business 

18 pr~ctice will cause death or serious bodily injury to an 

19 individual; 

I 
11 

I 
20 H(6) the term 'serious bodily injury' means an im-

21 pairment of physical condition, including physical pain, 

22 that creates a substantial risk of"' death or ,vhich causes 

23 serious permanent disfigurement, unconsciousness, ex-

24 treme pai~, or permanent or protracted loss or impair-

25 ment of the function of any bodily member or organ; 
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"(7) the' term 'wa~:· ·affected : employees', used 

with respect to ~ serjQ~ danger, m,eans g1ve ;'sufficient 
< ':\. , 

'description of the danger to ''all: individuais working fiir 

~r 1n the business entit~y wh~ 'are likelY: to: he subject tb 

the serious danger in the"c'ourse:~f that "Y~rk· 'and '. ... ~ .,. _ . , . '. 
'~(8)'th:(t ,ternl. '~~pp~~pri~te Federal'ag"en~;' m~~ns' ..... 

. , 

a Federal agency having regulatory authority with re-

spect to the product or business practice and dangers 

.. of the sort discovered.". 
. " .. -. '. . 

10 " SEC. 2. The table of sections. for chapter 89 af title i8 

ii . of the"U:n'ited States Oode IS amended by addIng at the erid 
12 the following; new'item: . . ~; , 

"1822. Nonclisclosure, of certain matters by ccrta,inbusiness entity personnel." 
, ' 
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Mr. CONYERS. We welcome the leadoff witJ4~sS for this part of our 
continuation of hearings on white-collar crIme, our distinguished 
colleague from California who has served with great distinction on 
the Education and Labor Committee, the Interior and Insular Af
fairs, and other ad hoc committees. We know his work on the 
Education and Labor Committee has resulted in this legislation 
that he brings before this subcommittee. It is our pleasure to 
welcome George Miller, incorporate his prepared remarks in the 
record, and allow him to proceed in his own way. 

[The prepared statement of Hon. George Miller follows:] 
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STATEl·mNT OF CONGRF:SSMMl » 
GEORGEMILLlm 

BEFORE THE SUBCOlvlt1I'l'TEE ON CRn~F. 
J 

HOUSE: JUD:):CIARY COMMITTEE 

November 15, 1979· 
(-; 

. on 

B.R. 4973 

MR. CHAIRM~f'J~ I APP.RECIATE YOUR SCHEDULING THESE HEARINGS 

THIS AFTERNOON ON MY BILLJ . H.R. 4973 J WHICH WOULD ESTABLISH 
- . . 

CRIMINAL PENALTlES FOR CERTAIN CORPORATE OFFICIALS WHO 

KNOWINGLY CONCEAL PRODUCT OR MANUFACTURING PROCESS HAZARDS. 

FROM THEIR EMPLOYEES OH THE PUBLIC. AS A MAJOR INVESTIGATOR 

OF WHITE COLLAR CRINEr AND AS THS; LEAD. COSPONSOR OF THIS 

LEGISLATION J YOU HAVE SHOWN GREAT LEADERSHIP IN ALERTING 

AMERICANS TO' THE FACT THAT CRIME DOES NOT OCCUR MERELY IN 

BACK ALLEYS AND GHETTOS) BUT ALSO IN THE BOARDROOMS OF SOME 

OF THE GREAT CORPORATIONS OF THIS COUNTRY. 

~OU WILL HEAR OF ASBESTOS MANU~ACT~RE~S WHO CONCEALED 

SCIENTIFIC DATA WHICH SHO~/ED THAT EXPOSURE TO ASBESTOS) 

EVEN IN SMALL QUANTITlES) GREATLY .INCREASED ~ WORKER'S RISK 

OF CANCER. 

YOU WILL HEAR THAT ~/ORKERS \,IERE NOT TOLD OF .,CATAsrROPIIU: 

. HEALTH PROBLEMS WHICH COMPANY PHYSICIANS /-lAD DETECTED 91'1 

X-RAYS. 

YOU WILL HEAR THAT CHEMICAL COMPANIES DECIDED TO DUMP 

PO I SONOUS WASTES fi..LEGALL Y J EVEN THOUGH OFF I C IALS KNEW \,IATER 

WELLS WERE BEING POLLUTED, 

YOU WILL HEAR' OF A DECISION BY ONE OF THE LARGEST 

CORPORATIONS IN THIS NATION TO SELL A DEFECTIVE AUTONOBILE 

WHICH COMPANY OFFICIALS KNEW WOULD RESULT IN DOZENS OF 

NEEDLESS AND PREVENTABLE DEAn/s. 

AND YOU WILL HEAR MANY) MANY ~10RE CASES. 

IN SHORT J YOU WILL FIND THAJ, IN NORE CASES THAN YOU 

MIGHT WISH TO IMAGINE J THE VERY HIGHEST CORPORATE LEADERS IN 

OUR NATION HAVE C~NSCIOUSLY DECIDED '( CONCEAL A WORKPLACE 
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ARD OR TO MARKET AN UNSAFE P(WDUCT r BECAUSE THEY VALUED HAZ ) 

PROFIT OVER PEOPLE. I THINK THAT ·KIND dF CONDUCT IS A CRIME. 

. THE LEGISLATION BEFOR~ YOU TODAY \'/OULD· ESTABLI.SH SEVERE 

,cPEN~L TI ES FORKNm'm'IGLY CPNC EALI NG HAZARDS. 

SOME HAY BELIEVE HUIT THIS BILL IS AN ASSAULT ON 

INDUSTRY. IT IS NOT. rBEtlEVE THAT MOST BUSINESSMEN FIND 

THESE COVER-UPS AS REPULSIVE AS ANYONE ELSE., 

SOME MAY BELIEVE THAT THIS Bt,ll 1"S A CALL FOR INCREASED 

GOVERNMENT INTERVENTI9N AND REGU~ATION. IT IS NOT. 

'INSTEl\D) IT IS A CH/\LLENii~ TO INDUSTRY TO TAKE PERSONAL, "'/' 
/' 

RESPOilSIBILIrf FOR SAFETY) AND T00 PERSONALLY BEAR THE' S~VERE 

CONSEQUENCES OF INDIFFERENCE. 

"n=' I'/E ASSUME THP,T CORJ:ORATE MANAGERS ARE AT LEAST 
, '0,' ''I ' 

AS MORAL AS THE REST OF US)" WIlLIAH GREIDER OF THE WASHIN~TON 

fP...s.I HAS \'mITfliN/ lI:rHE PRESENCE OF CRIMINAL LIABILITY MAKES. 

IT EASIER FOR THE~1 TO DO THE RIGHT'T;'IING.I JUST AS THE 

OCCAS roNAL INCONE TAX PROSECUTIONS NAKE IT E~S I ER FOR ALL OF 

US TO PAY OUR TAXES. THE GOOD WILL PR.OS~ER; ONLY THE 

SCOUNDRELS NEED H IDE FRor~ t'HE L'I GHT. 1/ • ()0 

THIS 1,S REALLY 'THE INTENT OF'THE LEGISLATION. IF o ' . , ' 
INDUSTRY WAr:nS LESS GOVERNMENT I NTRUS ION.I , WHI CH HAY WELL 

BE DESIRABLE) THEN .,Lr::T ,INDUSTRY TAKE THE fULL RESPONS.1 BILITY 

FOR THE HAZARDS IT CRE!"TES. 

BUT TODAY; WE SEE THE CHENICA.L COMPANIES RUNNING TO 

GOVERNMENT.I ASK1NG FOR FEDERAL ASSI~TANCE TO CLEAN, UP , 

HAZARDOUS WASTE S I,Tf:S • 

WE SEE THE ASBESTOS INDUSTRY RUNNING TO GOVERNMENT, 

ASKING FOR FEDERA~ ASSISTANCE IN PAYING COMPENSATION CLAIMS. 

. NE SEE FORD RUNN I NG 7.0 G"OVERNI'IENT, ASKI NG FCR CHANGES 

IN THE TAX LM'I TC ALLON LONGER PERIODS TO ~IRITE OFF LIABILITY 

PAYMENTS. 

SOMEONE OilCE PUT IT VERY SUCC I NCTL'(: II- I NOUSTRY I'IANTS 

GOVEI\NMENT OFF THE I R BACKS) THEY SHOULD GEr., THE m HANDS CUT 

.oF 08[1; pOCKETS. ULTH~ATEL)7) THE TAXPAYE~S--INCLUDING THE 

VICTIMScoOF INDUSrRY NEGLEq--ARE CALLED UPCN TO BEAR THE 
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THE IRONY IS THAT CRIMES .oF A CORPORATE NATURE) UNLIKE 

INDIVIDUAL ACTS OF VIOLENCE) OFTEN AFFECT MANY THOUSANDS.) 

OR EVEN MILLIONS·OF VICTIM~,. THE RECENT STUDY) ·lL.LE.G.AL 

CORPORAIf.....!iE!:I.lWICR; :!3Y THE I-A~I ,ENFORCEI1ENT ASSISTANCE 

ADMINISTRATION, NOTED --

CorIJorn te crime costs run into billions 
of dollars. These costs. involve not, only 
large financial. losses but also injuries 
and health ha zards ',lto workers and C''')nsumers. 

TODAY) WE ARE FOCUSING ON A SP~CIFrC ASPECT nF ILLEGAL, 

CORPORATE BEHAVIOR--THOSE SITUATIONS IN WHICH A CALCULATED 

DECrS{ON IS MADE TO EXPOSE WORKERS OR CONSUMERS TC A KNQW~ 

HEALTH .oR SAFETY DANGER WITHOUT ADEQUATE ~/AfmING. 
. . '. 

IT SHOULD BE POI NTEDOUT THAT 75 PERCENT OF' r~lL CORPORATE 

CRIMES ARE 'IN THE ENVIRbNMENTALiLABOR PROTECTION AREA) AND 

ACCCRDING TO lEAA) PENALTIES AGAINST ,CORPORATE .oFFICIALS ARE 

FAR tESS SEVERE THAN THOSE AGAI NST ~R~I.NARY LA\'IBREAKERS; 

FINES'ARE NCMINAL) PRISON SENTENCES' ARE FREQUENTLY SUSPENDED) 

AND ,,PROBA T I .oN . IS EAS I L Y GRANTED. 

BEFORE I ILLUSTRATE' SOME OF THE SITUATIONS \I/HicH I 
'" 

BELI EVE ,NANDATE THE ~NACnlENT OF H', R .4.973, I WA'NT TO RAISE 

SOHE PHI lOSOPH I CAL AND POll TI CAL PC I NTS WRJ CH UNn!.:'RLI E THE 

'" LE~ I SLAT fON. 

I BELI EVE THAT THE INTENT OF THI S LEG! SLATION EiaENDS 

FAR BEYOND INDIVIDUAL CASES OF CORPORATE COVER-UP, TRAGIC 

AND INCREDIBLE AS THOSE INDIVIDUAL CASES MAY BE. THIS 

'LEGISLATION ADDRESSES tHE ISSUES OF CORPORATE ETHICS) INDIVIDUAL 

RESPONSIBILITY) AND BUSINESS MORALITY. IT RAISES THE FUNDA-

MENTALLY DISTl.;!~BINGQUESTION OF WHETHER OUR ECONOMIC .. POLITICAL 

.oR ETHrCAL SYSTEr<1S HAVE SOMEHOW BECOME SO SKEWERgD THAT WE 

WORSHIP PRCFIT AS MORE Il~PORTANT THAN PEOPLE. 

I FIND IT VI:RY DISCONCERTING) FOR EXAMPLE) T/?4READTHE 

COMMENTS OF A FORMER HIGH-RANKiNG OFFICIAL .oF THE GENERAL (10rORS 

CORPORATION \~HO REPORTEDLY SAID RECENTLY J:HAT NEVER.I IN ALL 

THE TiME HE WORI<ED FOR THE tlORLD'S LARGEST COI'IPANY)" "DID 
", 

ANYONE RAISE THE QUESTIO'NOF"THE INPACT OF THE PRODUCTS HIS 

COn?ANY NA;!UFACTURED ON THE /\t·IER I C/\I.! PEO?: r:. 11TH: SYST~I<I 0;: 
C\ 
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AMERICAN BUSINESS OFTEN PRODUCES WRONG AND IMMORAL DECISIONS~u 

HE SA ID~ ,AND AS A RESULT "w I LLFULLY PRODUCES I NEFFECTI VE 

OR DANGEROUS PRODUCTS," 

THE KEY CONCEPT IS uWILLFULLNESS/' A CONSCIOUS DECISION 

TO MARKET A PRODUCT OR TO OVERLOOK A WORKPLACE HAZARD, IT 

IS SIGNIFICANT THAT LAST YEAR) NEARLY ONE-THIRb O~ ALL 

NORKPLACE SAFETY VIOLATIONS \~ERE DETERrvtINED TO BE "SERIOUS). 

\'II LLFUL) OR REPEATu OFFENSES. YET THE AVERAGE FINE FOR 

SERIOUS OFFENSES WAS'UNDER $500. I~ t1Y HOME STATE OF 

CALlFORNIA~ THE AVERAG.E FINE FOR A uSEfHOUSII VIOLATION IS 
. ' 

C>NLY' $239--AND TAX.I?EDUCTIBLE. 
, . 

WHILE INDUSTRY MAY NOT APPROVE OF GOVERNHENT REGULATION 

OR INTERVENTION INTO 'THE PRIVATE .WORLD OF CORPORATE AND 

INDUSTRI~L ACTIVI~Y) THERE WAi PRECIOUS LITTLE EVIDENCE 

THAT BUS I NESS WAS I Nell NED TO' CONDUCT HIE NECESSARY TEST I NG . . . 
AND TO REMEDY WORKPLACE DANGERS ON ITS OWN PRIOR TO THES~ , 

FEDERAL PROTECTIONS. 
. 

CORPORATE INDIFFEHENCE TO WORKER AND CONSUHER SAFETY 

HAS NOT BEEN ELll'1WATED THROUGH REGULATION) NOR \'IILL IT) 

PARTLY BEcAUSE THE PENALTIES FOR VIOLATIONS ARE SO 111NItIi;'\L. 

THERE ARE STILL THOSE WHO PLACE A HIGH~R ~EGARD ON PROFITS 
" 

THAN ON PEOPLE. THE; FACT li.!:JAT WE .EV~N COI~S,I~ER THE NECESSITY 

FOR THIS KIND OF LEGr'SLATION SUGGESTS A. KIND OF BANKRUPTCY 

FAR MORE SERIOUS THAN THE FINANC·I.AL KINri. 

COVER I NG UP KNOWN HAZARDS FROM ~IORI<ERS AND THE GENERAL 
\\ 

PUBLIC ILLUSTRATES A MORAL AND ETHICAL PROBLEM ImICHAPPEARS 

WITH ALARf>IlNG FREQUENCY) NOT ,JUST 'IN ONE INDUSTRY) BUT 

THROUGHOUT INDUSTRY AND.IN OUR SOCIETY AS A WHOLE. CONCERN 

FOR ONESELF) EITHER IN AN INDIVIDUAL OR A CORPORATE SENSE) 

. HAS REPLACED OUR TRADITIONAL MORAL AND LEGAL CONCERN FOR 

THE GENERAL GOOD, THIS LEGISLATION SEEKS TO PLACE SOl1E 

RESPONSIBILITY ON THE INDIVIDUAL. . 

, I NANT NOW TO TAKE A FEN MINUTES TO DISCUSS SOME 

EXAMPLES NHICH I BELIEVE NM;:1ATE:'THE ENACTMENT OF H.R. [1973; . " 

------------------------------

r 

t 

(i 
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LET ME MAKE ONE POINT) HOWEVER) WHICH APPLI~S TO EACH ~ASE: 

NEITHER I .. NOR ANYONE ELSE) HAS MANUFACTURED THIS INFORNt'\-' 

TION; THE SHOCKING EVIDENCE) IN MOST CASI;,§,/j1lEARS THE _,._1 

LETTERHEAD OF THE CONPANY INVOLVED, 

ij' 
(' 

ASBESTOS. 

THE NUMBEn OF ILLUSTRATIONS OF PURPOSEFUL COVER-UPS 
, . 

IN THE ASBESTOS INDUSTRY ARE SO EX'fENSrVE THAT \~E COULD NOT 

POSSrB~.Y HOPE 1.0 DETAIL THEM ALL THIS AFTERNOON. LET I1E 

CITE A .FEW EXAMPLES: 

" BY THE EARLY 1930's .. OFFICIALS OF THE ASBESTOS INDUSTRY . . 
HAD BEEN ~/ARNED THAT I NHALA nON OF ASBESTOS DUST NOULD CAUSE 

THE SE~IOUS LUNG DISEASE .. ASBESTOSIS. ON OCTOBER 1) 1935) 

THE PRES IDENT OF THE RAYBESrOS~'MANHA TTEN CONPANY) ONE OF THE 
i 

NATION S LARGE ASBESTOS PRODUCERS .. NROTE ,TO HIS COUNTERPART 

() AT THE LARGEST CONPANY .. JOHNS-MANVILLE .. /II THINK THE LESS 

SAID ABOUT ASBESTOS) THE BETTER OFF WE ARE'/I J-M'S PRESIDENT 

REJPONDED) "I'QUITE AGREE WITH YOU THAT .OUR INTER~STSARE ' 

BEST S~RYED BY HA~ING ASBESTOSIS RECEIVE ~HE MIN1MUM OF 

PUBLI CITY. 1/ 

THROUGHOUT THE 1930's AND 1940's, NUMEROUS MEDICAL AND 

SC I ENTI FI ~ JOURNALS ADDRESSEP THl: HEALTH PROBLEMS CAUSED BY 

ASBl:STOS. DEATH RATES FHON LUNG CANCER /\HONG ASBESTOS NORKERS 

WERE FOUND TO BE 9 TIMES THAT O,F THE 'oVERALL POPULATION. 

AN ASBESTQS I~ORKER WHO SMOKED HAD 90 TIMES THE CHANCE OF . .' . .. 
DEVELOPI~G THE DiSEASE AS THE AVERAGE ,NON-St101<ING PERSON. . . 
MESOTHEL"!OMA) A RARE LUNG ILLNESS AMONG THE GENERAL POPULAn~N) 

OCCURS WITH.DISTURBING FREQUENCY~MONG ASBESTOS WORKERS. 
G • . 

THE ASBESTOS I NDUSTRY WOULD HAVE 'YOU BEll EVE THAT ITB 

LEADERS .WERE UNAWARE·· OF THESE HEALTH PROBLEMS) AND ALSO THAT 

THEY TOOK ALL PRECAUTIONS TO f1ItHMIZE RISK TO THEIR' Er1PLOyr.;es 

NHEN T.HEY BECAME AWARE. TtlI S WAS Nor ,THE CASE, 
" .. 

INSTEAD .. THE ASBESTOS INDUSTRY REJECTED I,MANY INVESTfGATIONS 

IN,TO THE RELATIONSHIPS B~n/EEr{ ASBESTO.S EXPOSURE AND ILLNESS .... 

AND IGNORED WARtlINGS .. EVEN FROM TIISIR OWN N!;.DICAI., ADVISORS. 

69-9~3 0 - ,a - 2 
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IN 1952, JOHNS~MANVILLE/S MEDlcAL D~RECTO~~ DR. KENNET~t 
SMITH, HAD URGED HIS sUPERIORS TO PLACE A WAR~)NG LABEL ON 

FOU~ Y~~R~ LATER, 
ASBESTOS PRODUCTS; HIS PLEA WAS IGNORED, ,; 

DR. SMITH URGED niE ASBESTOS TEXT! LE' INSTITUT,E TO UNDERTI\KE 

A STUDY OF THE RELATI0NSHIP BETWEEN ASBESTOS EXPOSURE AND ~ 
, . 9 

DISEASE; AFTER A YEAR OF,CONSIDERATION, THEoSTUDY WAS , 

REJECTED, PARTIALLY BECAUSE "THERE IS A CERTAIN FEELING If ;/ 
AMONG CERTAIN MEMBERS THAT SUCHAN INVESTIGATION WOULD ~T~R 

• .;1 " 
UP A HORNET I S NEST AND PUT THE WHOLE I NDUSTRY UNDER SUSPlp

ION
• 

, ,THE ItUUSTRY, CLA 1I1S TO HAVE BEEN UNA'/IARE OF THE DANi~ER 
TO LIG;nLY EXPOSED WORKI;RS UNnL D~" IRVING SELIKOFF'~' jI . 

P IO~E"R STUDY OF' INSULA 'F i ON" WORKERS iN 1964. HtEV ER i 1<EARL Y. 

TWENTY YEARS EARLIER) BRITISH INSULATION. WORKER'~ HAD B~),EN 
t~OTlF'IED OF POSSIBLE HEALTH. E'FFECTS OF, ~ORKING I~.ITH N>~\IE~TOS'". 

" CLOSER TO HONE .. JOHNS-:-MANVILLE WAS WARNED !~P HAZA1DS 

"TO W~R KER;' BY TH~ D,I RECTOR 0 F. ~HE S~RANAC LABOR~TORY" l '. 
. DR, ~RTH~R. VORI'IALD, THE· A~BES:OS I ~DUSTRY OFT~~N . C IrES jilTS 

FINANCTAL S~P~ORT. OF THE ,SARANAC, L~B ~S E~IDEN!~E O~ IT'i!' ~ 
CONCE;RN ',FOR ,WORKER SAF~:TY,' VIHAT THEY Dml -: T9~L YOU Itr 
THAT T~E ,GO~D:AD,YI,CE OF THAT LABORATORY WAS O~iEN IGNJlED, 

'. O,N 'AUGUST 13, 1948 .. H.M, JAC.KSON, A SAFEr ENGINllER 

FOR J-M, WROTE TO DR. VORWALD FOLLOWING THE D~iATH OF ~ 
CI

J
-

M 
~'IORKER NliOSE '!DEGREE O~ EXPOSURE WAS RELA1

l
IVELY S~.IGHT." 

JACKSON ASKED \!/HE~HER OTHERS.. S INI LARLY Exposl~D TO GE~II\ERAL 
CONDITIONS .. MIGHT BE AT RISK. "I" 

'WHILE ACKNOWLEDGING'THAT SOHE INDIVIDUAL" FACTORS I: MAY 

PL~Y A ROLE 'I1~ DETER~lININ'G SUSCEP!IBILITY~' VPR\~ALD RE!SPONDED 

ON AUGUST 19..,;'. II I CAN' SEE NO ;THER ALTERNAn'VE THANlj,b 
(r/) . ' 

ANTICIPATE OTHERS NiTl1 SIMILAR EXPOSURES TO BE SIMILl\Rl~Y .r 
" :; 

II 

YET FOR N\tARL Y 20 MORE YEARS, THE I NDUSTR"YCON1
J 

I NUED 

TO ARGUE THAT ONLY TH!= f-10ST HEAVILY AFFECTED, \10RKER;S \'/ERE' 

AT RISK,,' AND TODAY STILL DISCLAIMS TH~'RISK TO LIGtlrLY 

AFFECTED, ,;;" <, 

EXPOSED P~9PLE, 

o 
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OTHER WARNINGS WENT IGNORED. IN 1948, SARANAC SCIENTISTS 

NARNEp THE OWENS-ILLINOIS GLASS cor~PMIY THAT THEIR prwbUCTJ 

"K " II • AYLO ... WAS CAPABLE OF PRODUCING ASBESTOSIS.'} 

THE ~,EPORT ON KAYLO UNDERSCORED THE DANGER TO LI GHTL Y EXPOSED 

PEOPLE, NOTING THAT "A SEENINGLY NEGLIGIBLr: PROPORTION OF 

FIBROUS'AS~ES'i'(jS IS SlJl=FICIENT TO PRODUCE THE CHARACTE(USnC 

'LMEDICAL! REACTION," 

A CONF I DENT I AL 1963 REPORT AUTHORED BY DR. THor·lI\S 

'-1ANCUSO WARNED OFFICIALS THAT THE PHILIP CAREY CO~\P/lNY 

FACED A WIDE VA(UETY OF Lt:.GAL PROBLEMS BECAUSE OF 'ITS fMNU-
I' 

FACTURE OF ASBESTOS CONTAINING MATERIALS. NHY HAD THESE 
/1 

MED I CAL PROBLEMS B~EN UNRECOGNIZED FOR SO LONG J HE ~/AS ASKEl) , 
" . MANCUSO REPLl ED.. .ACTUALLY.I THEY I'IERE RECOGN I ZED .. BUT THE 

, ASBESTOS INDUSTRY CHOSE TO IGNORE AND.DENY tHEIR EXISTENCE," 

HE RECOMr1ENDED THAT THE COMPANY UNDERTAKE A \'IIDE RANGING 

SERIES OF MEDICAL AND LEGAL STEPS~ 

AS RECENTLY As AUGUST OF THIS' YEAR, THE SUCCESSOR TO 

,~CAREY MAN~FACTU~ING, CELOTEX .. DENIED THAT ~lANCUSO'S REPORT 

W/\S EVER FOR\'/ARDED TO THE COt1PANY~. AND QUEST 10NED \'/HETHER OR 

NOT HE HAD AUTHORED IT. THEY COULD PROVIDE i~o INFORNATION, . 

AS TO ,~HETHER OR NOT HI S, RECOHr~ENDAT IONS H/iD BEEN CARR I ED OUT. 
. " 

OTHER REPORTS WARN I NG THAT ALL ASBESTOS ~"OHl~ERS> REGARDl ESS 

or- EXPOSURE.. ARE AT rn SI( NERE, L,TKEWI SE IGNORED, 1 N FACT ~ . 

THE 11AR~INGS OF DR,WLLIr~M HUEPER} OF THE NATIONAL CANCER 

I NST IT~JoEJ' WERE DENOUNCED BY THE ASBESTOS TEXTI LE INSTITUTE 

MEMBERS ~S "DEROGATORY LITERATURE" AND. "DAMAGING INFORNA-

TION .. " ALTHOUGH NO EVIDENCE'iO REFUTE HIS 'FINDI NOS WAS OFFERED , ' 

ASBESTOS OFFICIALS NOT ONLY COVERED UP SCIENTI~JC 

FINDINGSJBUT NEDICAL INFORMATION I'IHICH SHOWED THAT NORkEHS 

WERE AT .RISK OF SERfOUs .. AND PERHAPS FATAL .. LUNG DISEASE • 

. I'll LBUR RUFF.. THE FORMER' MANAGER OF THE JOHNS-f.1ANV I LLE 

PLANT IN PItTSBURG .. CALIFORNIA (NHICH Ii IN THE DISTRICT 

REPRESENT) TOLD ATTORNEYS IN A DEPOSITION EAR(IER THIS, 

YEAR THAT THERE N~S A ;Cm'i;'ANY POLICY NOT .TO > TELL \'IOR1)1~RS .. ,)" 

ABOUT IRREGULAR ITI ES ONC:HEST X"RAYS BEC/l,lJSF liTHE Ci')N?ANY 
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DID NOT WANT TO j • • GET EMPLOYEES UPSET) UNTIL sucH TIME 

AS WE KNEW OUR GROUND,'" COHPANY POLl CY PRECLUDED THE 
, I:, 

COf'/IP,ANY PHYS I C I AN FRat" RECOr~MSND I NG AN OUTS IDE DO.CTOR OR 

TREATMENT 'FOR AFFECTED)'lORKERS) ACCORD I NG TO ~lR. RUFF. . 

NINUTES OF THE. HEALTH REVIEW C'ONf'lITTEE OF JOHI~S-I:1ANVILLE 
ALTHOUGHJ-t1 OFFICIALS Cl.Am THAT. 

BACK UP THIS INFORMATION. 

A POLICY OF NOTIFYING I\LL Wor~l':ER,S OF IRH~GULAR' X-RAYS WAS 

ESTABLISHED IN 1956) CONf'lITTEE M'INUTES FROI'1 1957 sHO\'l A 

STEADY POll CY OF NOT TELLI NG THH1) I N ONE CASE BECAUSE A~ 
AFFECTED \'lOiljAN "vII LL GET HYSTER I CAL AND I A~l SURE yOu WI LL 

" HAVE 1\ LCOHPENSATIOW CLAlI1 ON YOUR \lANDS. 

OTHER CASE RECORDS INDICATE THAT \'/HEHE I'IORKERS HAD 

BEEN /lHEAL TH COUNSELLED'; ABOUT THE I R X-RAYS) YEARS HAD Gotlr:: 

HE IL
' "t:SS WA(: DETECTED BEFORE THEY V/ERE INFORt'IED. 

nY AFTER T ~n_ ~ 

DURING TillS TINE) THEY 'OFTEN REHAINED EXPOSED TO ASBESTOS. 

IN TESTIMONY EARLIER THIS YEAR) J-H OFFICIALS ACKNO\'lLEDGED 

THAT THEY HAVE NO ~;AY :TO BE sunE THAT THE 1)10TlFICATION 

EVIDENCE WOULD APPEAR TO 
POLICY WAS REALLY CARR I ED OUT • 

INDICATE IT WAS NOT) AND THAT AFFECTEi.' WORKERS WERE NOT TOLD 

ILLNEs
cES OR RELOCATED <;',\~lFTLY TO S/~FER SE'rTINGS. 

OF THEIR" ,j 

EVEN I'IHEN THE HAZARDS WERE DROUGHT TO LI sHT I N RECENT 

YEARS) INDIFFERENCE WAS OFTEN THE RESPONS~~BY MANAGEMENT. 

H THE 
EN\l'fW~INENTAL DIRECTOR FOR RAYBESTOS-HMHATTAN) 

JOHN W\RS ) " ' . \. 
VIROTE A ~lEt-lO IN VIHICH HE NOTED THAT Cot1PANY'S SUBSTANTIAL 

LEGAL LIABILITY PROBLENS) AND STATED . .1 "I THOUGHT THE f'/IEETING 

IN JUNE 19T5 AT I'IHICH NORTALITY AND MOHBID!TY DATA VIAS 

REVIE\~ED IN DETAIL. WOULD BE 1'l0R~ THAN SUFFICIENT TO SI-IOCK 

PEOPLE .. INTO IICT I ON. TI1 I S HAS NOT HAPPENED," MARSH CALLED 

RAYBESTOS 1 poll C rES 1/ I NDEFENS IBLE • • • AND NOT GETTI NG BETTER." 
. /I" 

v/HEN CONSIDERING I'4HETHER TO "COOPEflATE ~'IlTH SCIENTISTS) 

NARSH NOTED, "WE HAVE VALUABL.E I NFORf1ATI ON GO I NG BACK TO 1930.1" 

AND HE ADHIRABLY POINTED OUT THEIR COI1PAtIY'S "OBLIGATION TO 
/I 

EHPLOYEES" AND THE "LE?AL It4PLICATIONS OF WITHHOLDING INFO. 

LEST ANYONE BELIEVE THAT THE A~BESTOS INDUSTRY HAS BEEN 

IT·SHOUl.D nr.: NOTEn THAT ONLY 
~WM\ED ,INTO RfGPo:;';np.L~ DFH/WWRJ (\ 
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ONE YEAR AGO) AT A MEET! NG OF THE ASBESTOS INTERNATIONAL 

ASSOC I ATION) MENBERS DI SCUSSED \~AYS TO CON'CEAL PRODUCT 

HAZARDS. NINUTES OF THE MEETING) WHICH' i HAVE ACQUIRED) 

sHmt THf\T MEMDERS OBJECTED TO Pl:ACING A 11ARNING ON' 

EUROPEAN-BG.lJNIJ' rfWDUCTS "BEC/IUSE or- A POSS I BlE NEG~ TI VE. 

INFLUF-N~E, O~ SALES. /I AlA OFFiCIALS HAVE REFUS-;O MY REQUEST 

FOR A" LI ST OF ASSOC I ATI ON NE~1BE~S AND THE ~OHP'LETE 
TRANSCRIPT OF THAT MEETING. 

LET t1E NOV!: TO ANOTHER AREA OF GRO\,'ING CONCERN--CHEHICAL 

POLLUTION. 

OGClD.ERl]LC.Hfll1[AL 
OCCIDENTAL I~ANUFACTURES PESTICIDES AND Of~ER' CHEHICAL' 

'PRODUCTS AT ITS LATHROP) CALIFORNIA) PLANT. CALIFORNIA lAW 

REQUIRES ANY DUNPING WHICH NIGHT AFFECT GROUNDl1ATEH: TABL~S 
TO BE FILED WITH THE STATE WATER RESOURCES CONTROL BOARD. 

OCCrnENT~L PURPOSEFULLY IGNORED THE lAW.I AS INDICATED BY 

I NTr::I~NAL tIJENOS) AND AS A RESULT POLLUTED GROUND\~ATER TABLES 

WITH POISONOUS WI\STES. 
1/ FOR YEARSNE HAVE DUMPED \'/ASTEWATER CONTAINING PESTICIDES 

AND OTHER AGCHEM PRODUCTS)" WROTE R. ,EDSON IN A JUNE 25 .. 1977) 
MEf'10 TO A. OSBORN. "FORTUNATELY FOR THE 11ANAGEMENT OF THIS 

Cor~PANY NO rEST! C IDE HAS YET BEEN DETECTED" I N A NEI GHBOR' S 

WELL. "1 PERSONALLY WOULD NOT DR I'NK FROM HIS WElL/' EDSON I~ROTE. 
EDSON PR.OVIDES oNE OF THE MOST FRIGHTENING EXANPLES OF 

CORPORATE INDIFFERENCE TO HUMAN HrALTH AND SAFETY. 
II . 

NO OUTSIDERS ACTUAlL,Y KNOI~ ~IHAT WE DO AND THERE HAS 

BEEN NO GOVERN~ENT PRESSURE ON US)~HEWROTt .. /ISO WE HAVE HELD 

BACK TRYING TO FIND OUT WHAT TO DO WITHIN FUNDS NE HAVE AVAILABLE." 

EDSON MADE CLEAR· THAT THE COST OF CLEANIN~ UP THE HAZARDOUS 

DISCHARGES WOULD BE VERY D!Fr.FICULT' FOR THE COMPANY TO PAY. 

"FRANKLY) I DON'T BELIEVE ANY OF US I1ILL BECOME T.V. 

PERSONAL! T! ES ANSWER I NG 'QU~STI ONS ON THESE CaNT Af'1I NA~JTS) " 

HE WROTE. "THE NEXT DROP OF PESTICIDE THAT PERCOLATES TO . 
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THE 'G~OUND IS A MANAGEMENT DECISION WHICH I DON'T FEEL 

, WE CAN AFFORD • • • 1 BEll EVE THAT NE HA,VE FOOLED AROUND 

LONG ENOUGH AND ALREADY OVERPRESSED, ClUB ~trCK. 
II 

AWOST A YEAR LATER) THE PROBLEr>l VIAS NOT YET BE I NG 

SOLVED. IN A tolEMO TO j. H. LINDLEY J EDSON ADMITTED IITHAT 

\'IE HAVE DESTROYED THE USAB I,LITY OF SEVERAL NELLS, I N OUR 

AREA. I F ANYONE SHOULD CONPLA I NJ \olE COULD BE THE ,PARTY 

NA/'lED 1 N AN ACTI ON BY \ THE WATER QUALI TY CONTROL BOARD • '.' 

THE BASIC DECISION IS TI-IIS. DO \'IE CORRECT THE SiTUATION BEFORE 

\~E HAVE A PROBLEN' [srr,,7J 01\ DO ~IE HOLD OFF UNTIL ACTION IS 

TAKEN AGAINST US. /I 

EDSON AmllTTED THAT HE MISLED THE ItIATER ,BOARD CONCERNING 

THE COMPANY'S POLLUTING ACTIVITIES. 
, , , 
IITH1S REPORT ISN T 

EXACTLY ACCURATE EVEN THOUGH THE INACCURACY IS DUE TO 

or~ I SS I ON HATHER THAN OUTR I GHT, }'ALSEHOOD~ tI HE \'IROTE. '~Hm~EVEr:. .. 

I DON'T THINK IT WOULD BE ~~ISE TO EXPLAIN THE DISCREPANCY 

TO THE STATE AT THIS TIME. /I EDSON ADMITS THAT liE HJ\D BEEN, 

VIARNING THE COMPANY OF THE POLLUTION PROBLEN "POR THE 
, II 

LAST-THREE OR FOUR YEARS. 

T~E LATI-IROP\'/ELL- PO'ISON I NGS ~iERE NOT THE ONLY CASES OF 

COVER-UPS BY THE CHEMICAL INDUSTRY, 'THE SITUATION INVOLVING 

ONE OF- OCCiDENTAL'S SUBSIDIARIES .. ,~100'I<ER CHEMICALJ IS ~IELL .... 

KNeJ\'lN TO MOST PEOPLE. EARL!ER THIS YEAR .. A Hl.GI-\ HANKING 

OFFICIAL 'ADtHTTED THAT RESIDENTS, IN THE VICI~lTY OF LOVE 

',CANAL.. A HOOKER DU1'1P SIT!;) WI:RE NOT WARNED OF THE H~AL TH 

HAZA~~S F;ROM LEAl( I NG CHEtH ~ALS EVEN THOUGH THE COMPANY W/\S 

AWARE OF THEM. 

AS ~ONG AGO AS JUNE 18) 1958) A r~EMO NOTED THAT "THE 

ENTI~E, AREA I.S BEING USED BY CHI LDREN AS A PLAYGROUND. /I 

THE ~Or1PANY ~(:Ol< NO ACTION, ALTHOUGH THE PHOBLEf". \'IAS DISCUSSED 

BY COt1?ANY OFFICIALS. LOCAL RESIDENTS \'l.ERE N~T \·/AIUlEJ;> .. 

ACCO~DING TO THE MENO'S AUTHOR, BECAUSE "WE DID NOT F,EEL HE 

COU~D DO IT L"NOTIFY THEt17 \'/lTHOuf,i>INCUHRING A SIJBSJANTIAL 

, " LEGAL LIABILITY FOR CURRENT OWNERS OF lHE PROPERTY. 
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RESIDENTS OF LOVE CANAL .. AFFECTED BY THE CllEf-IICAL 

1'lASTE LEAKS .. HAVE CONPLAINED OF HEADACHESJ.BJRTH DEFECTS, 

MENTAL ILLNESS, AND A VAR I ETY OF HEALTH PROBLEt1S. 

~ARCINOGENS AND CHEMICAL POLLUTANTS HAVE nECEIVED 

MUCH OF HIE RECENT PUBLICITY ABOUT PRODUCT AND INDUSTRIAL 

HAZARDSJ BUt SONETrMES nlE DAl~GEHS :'\HE r~ECfi~NICAL IN NATUr(E. 

LIKE THE OTHER SITUATIONS, HOWEVER, MANY LIVES MAY DE 

JEOPAHDIZED BY A SINGLE CORPORATE DECISION TO MAI1KETAN 
:'f." 

UNSAFE PRODI./'CT. 
G' 

IN 1971, A MENO ~IITHIN TI-IE FORD MOTOR COMPANY \'1ARNI:O 

THAT THE "DESIGN OF THE PINTO AUTOtolOnLE MADE THE CAR SUSCEPTIBLE 

TO FUEL LEI\KAGE AND EXPLOSION FOLLOWING EVEN RELATIVELY 

SLI G1-IT REA:(-I:ND COLLI S loriS, THE MEt'IO CONCLUDED THAT A $6 OR 

$3 PART COULD SOLVE THE PROBLEH. COMPANY OFFICIALS) HOHEVEH" 

DECIDED Tp FOREGO ANY CHANGES UNTIL 1976
J 

EXPECTING THAT THE 

DELAY COULD SAVE FORD ABOUT $20 rlI LLI ON. 

IN 1973 A MORE DETAILED NEMO OUTLINED THE SEVERITY OF 

THE HAZARD BY EVALUATING TilE cOSTS~P t10DIFYING PRODUCTION 

EQUIPI'1~NT OR INSTALLING A PART TO RrUCE THE RISK TO PASSEtlG~nsi 
THIS COST WAS THEN CONPARED TO THE . V/ILUE" OF _THE LIVES NHJ CH 

. I'!OULD BE LOST IFNO COHRECTIONS ~IERE UNDr:RTAI<EN. 

FORD ESTINATC}) TI-IE VALUE OF A HUMAN LIFE TO BE $200 .. dPO ... 
AND THE VALUE OF A SERIOUS INJURY AT $[:7 .. 000. l>1ULTII'LYING',i 

THIS BY THE ESTH1ATED 180 DEATHS NHICH ,COULD BE ANTICIPATED) 

AND A COMPARABLE NUMBER OF SERIOUS INJURIES" THE Cor'lPANY ," 

DECIDED THAT niE COSTS OF PERMITTING THE DEATHS AND INJURI~S 
TO OCCUR--ABQUT $50 m L.L I ON--i'l/\S CONS I DERABLY LESS THAN THi~ 
COST OF RETROFITTING TilE CARS l'I1TH SAFETY DEVICES--$137 tolILLION 

I: ) 
OR ABOUT $11 PER VEH I CLE.· TO DATE, 23 PEOPLE HAVE LOST THi: r R 

LIVES IN BLAZING INFERNOS INSIDE FORD ~INTOS. , 

I!, 

--~--------~ -- - .--. -----.- ----------
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WHEN WE DISCUSS "CRIME,H WE WOULD DO WELL, TO PLACE 

THIS CORPORATE CRJ~1E IN ITS PHOPER PERSPECTIVE. THE' 

LAIWEftT WELFARE FRAUD III HI STORY AMOUNTED TO 'ABOUT $2l I0 .. 000. 

THE TYP ICAL BURGLARY I NVOLVES ABOUT $350. BY Cot~P.AR I SON .. 

SENATOR PH I L.I r HART I S SUBCOH~lITTEE ON ANT I -TRUST AND r'10NOPOL Y 

ESTIMATED A FEW YEARS AGO THAT CORPORATE CRIME--MONOPOLISTIC 

FAULTY G'O' ODS AND THE LI KE--COST CONSUNERS BETI'IEEN 
PRACTICES) , , ' 

$17l! AND $231 B.,l1~ A YE~R) NOT INCLUDING INJURIES TO \'JORI<ERS 

~ 

AND DAt~i-\GE TO THE ENVI RONMENT. 

IN REVIENING THE ENORMOllS PROBLE~l OF \,IHITE COLLAR CRI~lEJ 

THE LEAA STUDY'RECOMNENDED A ~1ASsivE' INCREASE IN THE NUMBER 

Of GOV.ERNMENT I NVEST I GATOR~ AND LA\~YERS.,' \,IHI CH NSANS GREATER 

I NTHUS'IONS AND' MORE GOVERNMEnT COSTS. PERHAPS THIS \~ILL BE 

NECESSARY; MOST STUDIES INDICATE THAT PEOPLE SUPPORT ENVlRON

r~ENT fl.L ~ND LAUOR SAFETY LAWS., EVEN I F THEY COST r~ONEY. 
Btrr I WOULD HOPE TO ~HRO\'I MORE OF THE RESPONSIB~LITY 

ONTO THE SHOULDERS OF INDUSTRY TO POLICE ITSE~F .. AND THEN 

TO HO'LD IT ACCOUNTABLE WI-lEN IT FAILS TO ~O SO. 

HOPEFULLY) INDUSTRY WILL ACCEPT THIS BURDE", r WAS 
': .::::,;. 

HEARTENED TO R'EAD IN "FORTUNE" MAGAZINE THAT THE PRESIDENT. 

OF O~C !DENTAL HAS SENT A MEMO TO HIS MANAGERS ON TH~ SUBJECT 

OF ENVIRONr~ENTAL.HAZARDS. UNLIKE PAST HOOI(ER MEMO~" THIS ONE 

WARNS THAT FAILURE TO CO~1PLY \'IITH SAFEGUARDS \,IILL RESULT IN' 

, DISt1ISSAL. 

.I F I NCHEASED PROF ITS I S TolE REAS~N FOR CONCEALI NG HAZARDS) 

THEN STIFF FINPNCIAL PENALTIES \~ILL HOPEFULLY REDUCE THE 

INCENTIVE FOR CONCEALMENT. 

If PROBATION A'ND SUSPENDED SENTENCES FAIL TO INTunD/\TE 

CORPORATE OFFICIALS CONCERNING SERIOUS HEALTH AND SAFETY 

VIOLATIONS) PEHIiAPS HANDATORY JAIL TERf1S \·iILL FORCE GREATER 

ACCOUNTABILITY • 
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TESTIMONY OF HON. GEORGE MILLER REPRESENTATIVE IN 
THE CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES FROM THE SEV-
ENTH DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA ,) 
Mr. MILLER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I certainly appreciate 

the opportunity to appear before this committee and lend my effort 
to 'its ongoing concern with crime in America, and also with a 
particular concer~~s the chairman of white-collar crime. 

H.R.4973, whicli would ~establish criminal penalties for certain 
corpora1~e officials who'S knowingly conceal product Or tnanufactur~ 
ing process hazards from their employees or the public. As a major 
investigator of white collar crime, and as the lead coauthor of this 
legislation, you, Mr. Chairman, have shown great leadership in 
alerting Americans to the fact that crime does not occur merely in 
the back alleys and the ghettos, but also in the boardrooms of some 
of the great corporations of this country. 

You will hear of asbestos manufacturers who concealed scientific 
data which showed that the exposure from asbestos, even in small 
quantitiel3, greatly increased a worker's risk of cancer. 

You will hear that workers were not told of catastrophic health 
problems which company physicians had detected on X-rays. J 

You will hear that chemical companies decided to dump poison
ous wastE!S illegally, even th6ugh officials knew water wells were 
being polluted. 

You win hear of a decision by one, of the largest corporations in 
this Nation to sell a defective automobile which company officials 
knew would result in dozen~ of needless and preventable deaths. 

And YOll will heat many, many more cases. 
In short, you will find that in more cases than you might want to 

imagine, the very highest corporate leaders of our Nation have 
consciously decided to conceal a workplace hazard, or to market an 
unsafe pr()duct beca:use they valued profit over people. And I thihk 
that kind of conduct is a crime. " "" ,,' 

The legislation before you today would establish severe penalties 
for lfuowir~gly cO:Qcealing hazards. ' " "")' 

Some may l)Jlieve that this bill is,,\ an assault on i:Qdustry. It is 
not. I believe that most businessmen find these coverups as repu..1-
sive as anyone else. ,", " " " ' 

Some Ip.ay believe that this 'bill IS a call forincreasedGQyern
ment inteJrvention and regulation. It is not. Instead,it is a chal
lenge to industry to taJre personalr$sponsibility for the safety, and 
to personally beai' the seve:r~ conseqll€mcesof indifference. ' 

"If we assume that cprporate managers are at least as moral as 
tbe res~ of us," W~UiaJ~.l Gl"eiQ,erof . .the Washington Post has writ
ten, "the presenc~, of criminal liability mak~s it easier for them' to 
do the right rthing'7JlJst as the occasional income tax ,prosecutions 
make it ~a.sierJor (dl of us to pay our taxes. The good wjll prosper, 
and only the scoundrels need hide from the light." . 

This is re~lly the intent of the legislation. If industry wants less 
Government intrusion, which may well be desirable, then let indus
try take the full r~sponsibility for the hazards it creates. 

But";today, we see the chemical companies running to the Gov
ernment, asking for Federal assista:Qce to clean up haz,ardous waste 
sites. ' , ",b 
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We see the asbestos industty running to the Government, asking 

for Federal assistance in paying compensation claims. 
We see Ford Motors running to the Government, asking for 

changes in the tax law to allow longer periods to write off liability 
payments. 

Someone once put it very succinctly: If industry wants Govern
ment off their backs, they should get their hands out of our pock
ets. Ultimately, the taxpayers-including the victims of industry 
neglect-are called upon to bear the burden of industry's failures 
and indifference. 

The irony is that the crimes of a corporate nature, unlike the 
individual acts of violence, often affect many thousands, or even 
millions of victims. The recent study, "Illegal Corporate Behavior," 
by the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration, noted: t:Corpo
rate crime costs run into billions of dollars. These costs inyolve not 
only large fina.ncial losses but also injuries a~d health hazards to 
workers and consumers." 

Today we arE{ focusing on a specific asp~ct of illegal corporate 
behavior, those situations in which a calculatrad decision is made to 
expose workers or consumers to a known health or safety danger 
without adequate warning. . 

It should be pointed out that 75 percent of all the corporate 
crimes are in the env~ronmental and labor protection area, and 
according to LEAA., penalties against corporate officials are far less 
severe than those against ordinary lawbreakers; fines are nominal, 
prison sf)htences are frequently suspended, and probation is easily 
granted:

1 

Before I illustrate some of the situations which I believe mandate 
the enactment of H.R. 4973, I want to raise some philosophical and 
political points which underlie the legislation. . 

I believe that the intent of this legislation extends far beyond the 
individual cases of corporate coverup, tragic and incredible as those 
individual cases may be. This legislation addresses the issues of 
corporate ethics, individual responsibility, and ~usinessmora1ity. It 
raises the fundamentii.ily disturbing question of whether our eco
nomic, political, or ethical systems have somehow become so skew
ered that the worship of profit is more important than people. 

I find it very disconcerting, for example, to read the comments of 
a former high ranking official of the General Motors Corp. who 
reportedly sajd recently that never, in all the time he worked for 
the world's Iiargest company, did anyone raise the question of the 
impact of the prodl1cts his company manufactured on the Ameri
can people. To quote: "The system of American business often 
produces wrong and immoral· decisions," he said, and as a result 
"willfully prorluces ineffective or dangerous products." 

The key' concept is "willfullness," a conscious decision to market 
a product or to overlook a workplace hazard. It is significant that 
last year nearly one-third of all the workplace safety violations 
were determined to be "serious, willful, or repeat" offenses, yet the 
average fine for serious offenses was under $500. In my home State 
of California, ~"'?e average fine for a serious violation is only $239, 
and tax deductIble. 

While industry may not approve of Government regulation or 
intervention into the private world of cQrporate and industrial 
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artiv~t~ therde was precious little evidence that business was in
CIne 0 con uct. the necessary testing and to remed the work
pIece danger~ 0D: Its own prior to these Federal protecti~ns. 

orp<!ra~e IndIfference to worker and consumer safet har;;: . 
~~~~l:f~~£nate~ fhtz:ough regulati~n,. nor will it; partly blcaus~ lli! 

. or,vlO a IOns are so mInImal and there are still th 
f~a~e~ wlt~f hIgh reg~rd for .profits rather than people. The fac~~: 

a ~ven 1 . we conSIder the necessity for this kind of Ie islation 
ky:~~sts a kInd of bankruptcy far more serious than the Enancial 

'11 Co;e~ing up known haza~ds from workers and the general public 
~ us ra es a moral ~nd e,thlCal p.roblem which appears with alarm
In~ ~requency, .not Just In one Industry, but throughout industry 
i:d' ~d °Ir sO~Iety as a whole. Concern for oneself, either as an 

IVI ua or In a corporate sense, has replaced our traditional 
:orjl andc1egalf cthoncern for ~h~ ~eneral good. This legislation seeks 

p ace some 0 at responsIbIlIty on the individual 
I 'da¥t ttohtake a few minutes to discuss examples ~hich I believe 

man a e e enactment of H.R. 4973 Let me mak . 
however, which applies to each case' :th I e one pOInt, 
:anufactured this information; th~~~cki~g' ~d:~o~~ e~~~raf 

e~e cases,~bears the lette~head of the companies invol~ed. 0 
FIrst of all, the asbestos Industry where I mi ht add . 

~hllY, as a result of a~tivities here ~hich I will ~ut1ine, 'Ji:~d~3se~i 
ousands. ?f p'eopl~ In an around my congressional district 

sf/fer ?ebIlItatI~g dIseases because they lent their effort to the ~; 
teh °trtthln. the shldPyards of the San Francisco Bay area only to find 

a. elr rewar was cancer. " 
t T~e d nUf"ber of illustrati?ns of purposeful coverups in theasbes
d~~aYi fue~ :11e thO extf~nslve thaBt we~could n?t possibly hope to 

1 · IS a "ernoon. ut let me CIte a few of these examp es. 

w!~e~h~h e~rg 1.93
h
O'sl' t~fficials of the asbestos industry had been 

. a e In a a IOn of asbestos dust could caus th . 
}fnt ditseaM, ahsbestosis. On October 1 1935, the presid~:t S~?~h: 
.ay es os- an att~n Co., one of the Nation's large asb t 

~cer~, wrote\to hIS!, co~nterpart at the largest compan~ ~ol:~~= 
beUVlllff.and I q~lOJ'teh' I thInk: t~e less. said about asbestos, the 
. er o. we are. 0 ns-ManvIlle s preSIdent responded "I uit 

apee ":Ithtyhou tI:a~ our i~~!ests are best served by having' asb~sto~ 
SIS receIve e mInImum puolicity." ."1 " 

Throughout the 1930's and 1940's '. 
B~~t~our~als f addrlessed the health' P~~hl::~sc:~~da6ya~~b~~~~~-

s . ra e~ rom ung cancer I:lmong asbestos workers were fi d 
~h~e s:~ke~mheasdth90att?f thet'c'hoverha11 population. An'asbestos woork. ~r 

.' Imes·· e c ance of developing th di 
the average nonsmoking person. Mesothelioma a rare iun seilie as 

amamoOnngg thbe gteneralkPoPulatio~l occurs with disturbing fr~qu=~yS 
as es os wor ers. ':' 

Th~. asbestos industry would have you believe that it 1 d: 

fr"::a.:~;.a';, 2~~e4t~e~i~k~e'f~~:':m~~y!atw~:t:h!k 
. ecame aw~re. That sIm1?ly is ,not. th~~ ~ase. Instead, the asbesto~ 
mdustry rejected many InvestIgatIOns Into the relationships be-
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tween asbestos exposure and illness, and ignored warnings, even 
from their own medical advisers. In addition, -they neglected to tell 
workers and purchasers of the potential hazards which studies had 
disclosed. 

In 1952 the Johns-Manville medical director, Dr. Kenneth 
Smith, had urged his superiors to place a warning label o~ asbestos 
products; his plea was ignored. Four years later, Dr. SmIth ur~ed 
the asbestos textile institute to undertake a study of the relatIOn
ship between asbestos exposure and disease; after a year of con~id
eration, the study was rejected partially because, quot~, dth~re I~ a 
certain feeling among certain members that such a!lInvestIgatIon 
would stir up a hornet's nest and put the whole Industry under 
suspicion." , 

The industry claims to have been unaware of the dangers to 
lightly exposed workers until Dr. Irving Selikoff's pioneer.study .of 
insulation workers in 1964. However, nearly 20 years earher, BrIto: 
ish insulation workers had been notified of the possible health 
effects of working with asbestos. _ " 

Closer to home, Johns-Manville was warned of the hazards to 
workers by the director of the Saran~c L.aboratory" Dr. Arthur 
Vorwald. The asbestos industry often CItes Its finanCIal support of 
the Saranac Lab as evideti.'Ce of its concern for worker safety. What 
they don't tell you is that the good advice of the laboratory was 
often ignored. -

On August 13, 1948, H. M. Jackson, a safety engineer for Johns-
Manville wrote to Dr. Vorwald following the death of a J-M 
worker ~hose quote "degree of exposure was relatively light," 
unquote. J ack~on asked whether others, similarly exposed to the 
general conditions, might be at risk. . 

. While acknowledging that some individual factors may play a 
role in determining, susceptibility, Vorwald resp?nded on Au~st 
19: "I can see no other alternative than to antICIpate others WIth 
similar exposures to be similarly affected." Yet for nearly 20 m~re 
years the industry continued t<) argue that. onl! th~ most h~avIly 
affected workers were at risk, and today still dIsclaIms the rIsk to 
lightly exposed people.· ..' 

Other warnings were ignored. In 1948, Saranac SCIentIsts warned 
the Owens-Illinois glass company that their product, "Kaylo," was 
"Capable' of producing asbestosis.H The ~~port on Kaylo u,nder
scaled the dangers to li~htly exposed pe~ple, n?ting th!lt "a seem
ingly negligible proportIon of fibrous asbestos IS suffiCIent to pro
duce the characteristic"-medical-"reaction." 

A confidential 1963 report authored by Dr. Thomas Mancuso 
warned officials that the Philip Carey Co. faced a wide variety of 
legal problems because of its .manufacture of asbestos-coI1:taining 
materials. Why had these medIcal problems been unrecognIzed for 
so long, he asked M~ncuso, Mancuso replied, "4ctuall~, they were 
recognized, 'but the a~bestos industry chose to Ignore It· and deny 
their ~ existence." He recommended that the company undertake a 
wide ranging series of medical and legal steps. -.' 

As recently as August of this year, the successor to Carey Manu
facturing, Celotex, denied that Mancuso's ;report was ever forward
ed to the company, and ques~ioned whether or not ,~e had authored 
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it. They could provide no information as to whether or not his 
recommendations had been carried out. 

Other reports warning that all asbestos workers, regardless of 
exposure, are at risk were likewise ignored. In fact, the warnings of 
Dr. William Hueper of the National Cancer Institute were de
~ounced by the Asbe~~p~ Te~tile Ins~itute members as "d~rogatory 
lIterature" and "damagIng InformatIOn," although no eVIdence to 
refute his findings was offered. 

Asbestos officials not only have covered up scientific findings, but 
medical information which showed that workers were at risk of 
serious, and perhaps fatal, lung disease. , 

Wilbur Ruff, the former manager of the Johris-Manville plant in 
. Pittsburg, Calif., which is the district I represent, told attorneys in 
a deposition earlier this year that there was a company policy not 
to tell workers about irregularities on chest X-rays because, quote, 
"the company did not want to get employees upset until such time 
as we knew our ground." Company policy precluded company phy
sicians from recommending an outside doctor or treatment for 
affected workers, according to Dr. Ruff. 

Minutes of the health reviaw committee of the Johns-Manville 
back up this information. Although Johns-Manville officials claim 
that the policy of notifying all workers of irregular X-rays was 
established in 1956, committee minutes from 1957 show a steady 
policy of not telling them, in one case because an affected woman 
"will get hysterical and I am sure you will have a compensation 
claims on your hands." So, she was not told. 

Other case records indicate that where workers had been "health 
counseled" about their X-rays, years had gone by after the illness 
was detected before they were informed of their dis~bility. During 
this time they often remained exposed to asbestos. In testimony . 
earlier this year), .J-M officials acknowledged .that they have no 
way to be sure that that notification policy was ever carried out. 
Evidence would appoar to indicate that it was not, and that affect
ed workers were not told of their illnesses or relocated swiftly to 
safer settings .. 

Even when the hazards were brought to light in recent years, 
indifference was often the response by management. John Marsh, 
the environmental director for Raybestos-Manhattan, wrote a 
memo in which he noted that company's substantial legal liabilities 
and stated, "I thought the meeting in June 1973, at which mortal
ity and morbidity data was reviewed in detail, would be more than 
sufficient to shock people into action. This has not happened." 
Marsh called Raybestos' policies "indefensible' and not getting 

;1 better." , ' 
\ When considering whether to "cooperate With scientists," Marsh 

:n,oted, "we have valuable inform,atio!l,gbing back to 1930;" and he 
admirablr, pointed out their company's "obligation to employees" 
and the t legal im~l,i~ations of withholdin~ information." 
. Lest anyone beh:';e th.at the asbestos Industry has been shamed 
intorespdnsible 'be~avior, it should only be noted that only a year 
.ago, at a meeting of the Asbestos Jnternational Association, mem
bers discussed ways to conceal product hazards. Minutes of the 
meeting, .j which I have acquired, show that members objecied to 
placing,. a warning onr;EuropeaA~bound products "because of a possi-
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ble negative influence on sales." The AlA officials have refused my 
request for a list of associatkn members and the complete tran-
script of that meeting. . 

But let us move on to another area of growing concern, that IS of 
chemical pollution. . .' . 

Occidental Chemical manufactures pestICIdes and other ~hemICal 
products at its Lathrop, Calif., plant. California law req~Ires a.ny 
dumping which might affect groundwatel1 tables to be flIed wIth 
the State water resources control board. Occidental purposely ig
nored the law as indicated by the internal memos, as a result 
polluted groundwater tables with poisonous wastes. . ..' . , 

"For years we have dumped wastewater contalmng pestIcIdes 
and other AgChem products," wrote R. Edson in a June 25, 197,!, 
memo to' A. Osborn. "Fortunately for the management of this 
company no pesticide has yet been detected" in a neighbor's well. 
"I person'ally would not drink from ?is we~l," Edson wrote. 

Edson provides one of the most frIghtenIng examples of corporate 
indifference to human health and safety. 

"No outsiders actually know what we do and there has been no 
Government pressure on us," he wrote, "so we have hel~ bac~ 
trying to find out what_to do within f?nds we have avaIlabl~. 
Edson made clear that the cost of cleanIng up the hazardous dIS-
charge would be very difficult for the co~pany to pay. . . 

"Frankly, I don't believe any of us :will be Home TV pe;,sonahtIes 
answering questions on these contamInants, he .wrote. The next 
drop of pesticide that percolates to the ground. IS a management 
decision which I don't feel we can afford. I beheve that we have 
fooled around long enough and already overpressed our luck.J1 

Almost a year later, the problem was not yet being solved. In a 
memo to J. H. Lindley, Edson admitte;d "that we have destroyed 
the usability of several wells in our area. If anyone should com
plain, we could be the party ~ame~ .in ~n a~tion by the Water 
Quality Control Board. The basIC deCISIon IS thIS, do we co:r:rect ~he 
situation before we have a problem, or do we hold off untIl actIOn 
. t k . t " IS a en agams us. . . 

Edson admitted that he mislead the Water Board concernIng the 
company's pollution activities. "This repo~t isn't exactly a~cu:ate 
even though the inaccuracy is due to omiSSIon rather than outrIght 
falsehood" he wrote. "However, I don't think it would be wise. to 
explain the discrepancy to the. St!lte. ~t this time." Amazing 
amount of judgment shown by thIs IndIVIdual. E~son admIts ~pat 
he had been warning the company of the pollutIOn problem for 
the last 3 or 4 years.'} 

The Lathrop well poisonings were not the only cases of cove,rups 
by the chemical industry. The situation involving one of OCCIden
tal's subsidiaries, Hooker Chemical, is well known to mos~ peopl.e. 
Earlier this year, a nigh ranking official ad~itted that reSIdents In 
the vicinity of .Love Canal, a Hooker dump sIte, were not warned of 
the health hazards from leaking chem::"~:~s even though the compa-
ny was aware of them. " 

As long ago as June 18, 1958, a memo noted that "the entire area 
is being used by children as a playground." The compapy too~ no 
action, although the problem was discu~sed by company, offiCIals. 
Local residents were not warned, accordIng to the memo s author, 
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because "we did not-feel we could do it"-that is notify them
"without incurring a substantial legal liability for current owners 
of the property." 

Residents of Love Canal affected by the chemical waste leaks 
have complained of headaches, birth defects, mental illness, and a 
variety of problems. 

In the area of consumer products, carcinogens and chemical pol
lutants have received much of the recent publicity about product 
and industrial hazards, but sometimes the dangers are mechanical 
in nature. Like the other solutions, however, many lives may be 
jeopardized by a single corporate decision to ,market an unsafe 
product. 

In 1971, a memo within the Ford Motor Co. warned that the 
design of the Pinto automobile made the car susceptible to fuel 
leakage and explosion following even relatively slight rear-end col
lisions. The memo concluded that a $6 or $8 part could solve the 
problem. The company officials, however, decided to forego any 
changes until 1976, expecting that the delay could save Ford about 
$20 million. 

In 1973 a more detailed memo outlined the severity of the hazard 
by evaluatiqg the costs of modifying production equipment or in
stalling a part to reduce the risk to passengers. This cost was then 
compared to the value, if you will, of the lives which would be lost 
if no corrections were undertaken. 

Ford estimated the value of a human life to be $200,000, and the 
value of a serious injury at $67,000. Multiplying this by the esti
mated 180 d~aths which co'uld be anticipated, the comparable 
number of serious injuries, the company decided th.at the cost of 
permitting the deaths and injuries to occur-about $50 million
was considerably less than the cost of retrofitting the cars with 
safety devices, $137 million, O!"i about $11 per vehicle. To date, 23 
people have lost their lives in blazing infernos inside the Ford 
Pintos. ' . 

When we discuss crime, we would do wellio place this corporate 
crime in its proper perspective. The largest welfare fraud in history 
amounted to about $240,000. The typical burglary involves about 
$350. By comparison, Senator Philip Hart's Subcommittee on Anti
trust and Monopoly estimated a few years ago that corporate 
crime-monopolistic practices, faulty goods, and the like-cost con
sumers between $174 billion and $231 billion a year, not including 
injuries to workers and damage to the environment. . 

In reviewing the enormous problem of white collar crime, the 
LEAA study recommended a massive increase in the number of 
Government investigators and lawyers, which means greater intru
sions and more Government costs. Perhaps this will be necessary. 
Most studies indicate that people support environmental and labor 
safety laws, even if they cost money. 

But I would hppe to throw more responsibility onto the shoulders 
of industry to poliq:e itself, and then to hold it accountable if it 
failed to do so. Hop(~fully, industry will accept this burden. ., 

I was heartened to read in Fortune magazine that the president 
of Occidental has s,~nt a memo to his managers on the subject of 
environmental hazards. Unlike past Hooker memos, this one. warns 
that the failure to comply with safeguards will result in dismissal. 
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If increased profits is the reason for concealing hazards, then 
stiff financial penalties will hopefully reduce the. incentive for con
cealment. 

If probation and suspended sentences fail to intimidate corporate 
officials concerning serious health and safety violations, perhaps. 
mandatory jail terms will force greater accountability. 

I wish to thank the committee for taking the time to allow me to 
testify on this matter of concern. 

Mr. CONYERS. You have made a powerful statement, and appar
ently you have done a great deal of detailed research. 

I want to thank you very much as our leadoff witness and as the 
author of the legislation. 

I want to recognize as many members for this discussion as 
possible, so I'll be brief. . 

What is proposed in your legislation is, esseJ?-tially,. a law~ prohib:. 
iting corporate and executive concealment of ~owlng about the 
act complained of a criminal offense. That beIng the case, you 
proceed on to set a penalty that establishes a minimum for the 
.corporate executive that fails to notify the company and the Feder
al Government, and a penalty for the executive as well as the 
corporation, but no maximum. This, apparen~ly, is to al~ow the 
court, in passing a sentence, to recover . any Ill-gott~n !5alns and 
avoid some of the almost ludicrous penaltIes that obtaIn In the few 
other areas in which corporate liability exists. 

You also attached as a possible penalty a maximum 2-year sen
tence for individuals that would be so found guilty. 

Now, in your judgment, where do you come down on this debate 
that goes on in the Judiciary Committee constantly about whether 
white collar criminals. should go to jail? 
. Mr. MILLER. Well, Mr. Chairman, I think that we have got to 
make the determination that when a knowing decision, a conscious 
decision, is made to not take actions, to cover up hazards, you have 
set in motion the same types of actions that a person does when 
they take a gun into a public place. We say, ~'You must go to jail," 
to that person. At least in California we say, "You must go to jail." 
If you're caught with a gun in the commissio~ of a cri?1e, we'r~ not 
going to give you any leeway, because you set Into motIOn a serIes of 
actions. 

When people set into motion through their decision, actions 
which release a dangerous product into society, it is no different in 
my mind than when a person fires a gun into, a crowd. That 
activity, on its face, a reasonable man would have known, is known 
to be hazardous and reckless. 

I understand, on the Senate side, there is another determination 
as to the standard of reckless endangerment of another individual, 
which is a lesser standard than knowingly. But I trJnk when 
you're dealing with corporate decisions-and maybe you want both 
standards-you've got to be" able to pierce the corporate veil. A 
middle-level manager or s~ction head of General Motors, of Ford 
Motors, cannot be allowed to make a decision with the comfort that 
the corporation will pay the fine and he personally will be insulat
ed. We've got to make people take responsibility for their own 
decisions. 
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The reason for the mandatoriness of the penalties and the maxi
mums, and th.e minimums in this bill is because it obviously is very 
difficult fOI"iEl judge in a community which relies upon employment 
by a plant or an economic entity to sentence the pillar of that 
community to jail or to a harsh fine. He may be traveling in the 
same social circles as that corporate manager. But, in the privacy 
of the corporate boardroom, that person made a decision to cause 
millions of dollars worth of health damage to individuals, to maybe 

. even kill individuals, and to place into commerce a very, very 
dangerous product. 

I think that we have got to treat that as a criminal action. It has 
many of the components that we learn in law school about fore
thought, premeditation, calculation, knowingly. All of those things 
that we ascribe to criminals who lie in wait in the alleys can be 
ascribed to some of these decisions I've referred to in my testimony. 

Mr. CONYERS. Would you have objection if a subsection were 
added to cover reckless conduct? 

Mr. MILLER. I wouldn't have an outright objection. I think it is 
one of the things that we should consider. I would assume that, if I 
remember correctly, the standard of reckless conduct may be 
against the surrounding in which you made that decision. You 
should have known that to do such a thing "is reckless, and you 
should be"held to a standard at that point .. ' 

And I think, in many cases, it would be very helpful, because it 
may cause industry to recheck corporate decisions in terms of what 
can be expected of a product or whether the workplace is safe. So, I 
think it may be helpful as a lesser standard. 

Mr. CONYERS. We are going to have some legal experts join in 
this discussion with us, but it just seems to me that if a person's 
reckless driving can make him criminally liable, that you can do 
things that are so obviously endangering to those around you that 
the act itself becomes a crime, it would seem that in this particular 
area the same analogy may hold. So, we want to examine that, and 
I'm glad that you leave it open for further consideration. 

I would like to yield now to the gentleman from Ohio, Mr. 
Ashbrook. 

Mr. ASHBROOK. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Like you, I will try to 
be brief, and maybe we can get in a second round of questions. 

George, I was very much impressed with your testimony. I 
became interested in this when you brought up the issue in the 
Education-Labor Committee with respect to a number of~'schools 
where children are exposed to the same risk. ..< 

I certainly do not want in any way to discount anything you 
have said,' because I think it is very powerful testimony. But, I do 
think in the area of shipyards and schools we have basically the 
same fundamental problem: I know of no school that has been built 
anywhere in my State that is not under the regulatioP/ofthe State, 
and to some degree, the Federal Government. I upderstand that 
several thousand suits have been filed by former 'World War II 
shipyard workers, quite a few of them, obviously, in Your area. But 
isn't it true that in almost everyone of those cases, t~ey ~rIs~d.in a 
Government work area, under Government standards, and In a 
Government-controlled environment for the most part? 

69-943 0 - 81 - 3 
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Mr. MILLER. That is going to be a very interesting point. In the 
litigation that is now starting is the question of what the Govern
ment knew about these products, and what was concealed from 
them. And we are starti~~s~e now that the Government is fIling 
cross complaints to defend "itse~:}' because in the case of shipyards, 
and maybe in the case of schools, people are going to say this was 
under the control of the Government. 

There is substantial thinking in the legal community that many 
of the people who made the decisions for the Government to buy' 
products were never told when, in fact, the company wishing to sell 
the product knew of hazards. School boards that made the decision 
to insulate ceilings were never told that this may be a hazardous 
material. They went ahead and used it, and now we find out it is a 
health hazard. 

So, I think that is one that is going to have to be played out in 
the courts. And this legislation, unfortunately, cannot go back and 
redo history. It is a question of looking forward as we dump thou
sands of new chemicals and products a year into the marketplace. 
Somebody has to say, "I'rn going to be liable." 

You know, in the old days, I guess, Mr. Smuckers had his name 
on the jam and if food poisoning occurred he was liable to his 
neighbors; but today most people don't know the company that 
makes the product. That distance allows you to be a little bit more 
cavalier than you should be. ·Because when you turn out now 
hundreds of millions of a product, you have really got to be con
cerned about the impact of that. 

And, so, the question of governmental involvement is going to be 
fought in the courts, not in thjs legislation. . 

Mr. ASHBROOK. Let me follow up on a specifIc point. You men
tioned two or three times in your very fIne testimony certain data 
going ,back to 193J}. Is it your testimony that this data was known 
to industry, but not to the Gover~ment? 

Mr. MILLER. I know that it Was clearly known to industry who 
was manufacturing the product. I personally believe industry clear
ly tOQk steps to conceal much of their data that they developed and 
others developed from the consumers, and, in that case, Govern
ment. 

Now, whether or not the public health organizations that go back 
to that· time, knew or did not know is not clear yet. . 

Mr. ASHBROOK. I wonder if that could be reached through the 
Freedom of Inforrp.ation Act. We seem to be able to get just about 
everything else. . 

In considering white-collar crime, complicity and conspiracy, if it 
were known that the health officials or Government officials were 
aware of this risk, at least to some degree, or to a reasonably equal 
degree with the industry people~ would it be your feeljng that they 
would be as guilty of that whitel!!ollar crime? Mayb&it would be an 
even.higher responsibilIty, I suppose, because they hold themselves 
O1,lt as if they speak for all of us, whereas I do nOl; know of any 
corporation that ever did that. 

If the Surgeon General's Office, for example, knew .or had the 
same information dating back to 1930, the date- you mentioned, 
would it be your feeling that they would be as culpable or guilty of 
complicity? What would be your position with respect to them? 
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Mr. MILLER. I hate to play lawyers' hour in the middle of law
yers, but I think it is a question of duties. And I think a person 
who manufactures the product has one duty; I think the Govern
ment official has another. Certainly, if a Government official know
ingly covered up this kind of information about a product, or a 
process, if you will, I would think that that person is a criminal in 
the same sense. 

But don't forget, under this legislation all the company or all the 
individual has to do is notify the Government entity and they are 
off. It doesn't mean they can't manufacture. 

And also, on that side, access by the Government to much of this 
information which is proprietary information that is developed in a 
fIduciary relationship between scientifIc organizations and a corpo
rate entity, or in their own labs, is not accessible to the Govern
ment. Again, much of that is going to be fought in the major 
litigation cases involving the asbestos people, Electric Boat, Gener
al Dynamics, the Government. I think we have the kind of legal 
talent involved and the money, the potential liability involved, that 
we will get to the bottom of some of these concerns. 

Mr. ASHBROOK. I've used up my 5 minutes. If we get a second 
round, I think the difference between the Ford case and the chemi
cal case, as distinguished from asbestos, where it did appear to be in 
a controlled government area, is something that ought to be studied. 

Mr. Chairman, I've had my 5 minutes. 
Mr. CONYERS. Mr. Gudger. 
Mr. GUDGER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Congressman Miller, I have read your bill with a great deal of 

interest, and I have noticed that the burden of compliance falls 
upon someone called, quote, "an appropriate manager;" and the 
appropriate manager is defIned as "the person having management 
authOrity in or as a business entity with respect to a particular 
product or business practice." 

Now, in each instance within your statement, you have dealt 
with a situation which appears to be conduct on behalf of the 
company which was known to its board of directors, and yet it 
seems from the draft of your bill that you are putting the responsi
bility on the general manager rather than upon the board of direc
torse 

In a bank fraud case or any other type of practice where there is 
a clear violation of a State statute, all members of the board 
having knowledge would be guilty and not just the bank manager. 
Could you explain to me why you put the burden on the general 
manager and n9t upon the board, where the conduct that you 
complained of seems to be board conduct? ' 

Mr. MILLER. First of all, it was an effort ·to protect that person 
lower down, if you will, from liability-the line worker. It is not an -
effort to protect those from what I can the appropriate manager 
and upward, the board of directors and the chairman of the board, 
the chief executive offIcer. 

But in answer to your question, I think one has to be cognizant 
of intimidation in the workplace. Those people who are personally 
aware of hazard.at some point have got -to know that if they 
continue their activities without reporting them to responsible offi-

--
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cials, that they are engaging in activity that could cause a severe 
legal liability. . . ,. 

I say that because In many mstances we re talking about a very 
highly trained, highly educated, technical person who und~rstands 
the dangers and should not assume that the cOrJ~orate veIl ~~. ~he 
liability of the board will protect them from theIr own actIVIties. 
They cannot go along suggesting that they were only following 
orders. They have an obligation tp speak up. .. 

I think in some cases the appropriate manager under thIS definI
tion in fact, may include a memt~er of the top level management
a p;esident of the Chevrolet ~h:ision, or of, you kno~, in a car 
company a president of a SubSIdIary. And a board of dIrectors, as 
we all know, are on different levels of duty based upon notice. In 
this case they all wrote one another. 

Mr. GUDGER. Thank you very much. 
Now you establish a 30-day period for disclosure and warning to 

employees. You say that this appropriate manager will be gu~lty 
and punishable Gif he knowingly fails to inform the approprIate 
Federal agency and warn employees in writing.. .. 

Now let me ask you this. Suppose we deal WIth the SItuatIOn 
where 'this appropriate manager is operating a nuclear plant .on 
Three Mile Island in Pennsylvania. Is he to have 30 days to gIve 
warning to his employees to get out of the way when he has 
knowledge that they have exposure to nuclear radiation? Doesn't 
your bill have the ~ffect ?f excusing him if he faps to give timely 
warning and allOWIng hIm to defer that wa.rnlng for 3~ days? 

Mr. MILLER. I think you make a very good pOInt, that the ISSU~ of 
timeliness may really be the reasonable test and not somethmg 
that could be used later to escape the exact liability which we wish 
to put on that individual. ". . 

Mr. GUDGER. And third-and thIS WIll be my last questIon, Mr. 
Chairman-we have dealt with some of these problems in my State 
of North Carolina. For example, we had an instance fairly recently, 
within the past year, in which some PCP was dumped beside the 
highway in eastern North Carolina. And I believe the district 
attorney down there determined that whoever was responsi~le for 
that, whether it was the manager of the company.or the ~rIver of 
the truck, whoever made the decision to make that depOSIt, could 
be found guilty of crimes for which, perhaps, an aggregate State 
sentence of up to 20 years could have been imposed. 

Don't you see this, really, as something that t~e State should 
deal with as in that instance in eastern North CarolIna, 

Mr. MILLER. Well, I think)n this instance, Mr. Gudger, that it is 
a little bit like the argument we heard on the House floor last 
night. Some people we,re .arguing. that the States take care. of t~e 
funeral director becaus"e It's not Interstate commerce. But In thIS 
case, a corporate decision mads in the same office, or a subsidiary 
plant can have ramifications that run far beyond the borders of 
that State. I think that in order to determine liability, the Federal 
Government must have jurisdiction, because the actions which 
o.ccurs and the resultant criminal liability, may go far beyond 
people in the home State. The produd may have left that State 
and not even been used in that State. 't 
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So, I think that the jurisdiction is properly Federal in this Cir
cumstance, given the interstate commerce of toxic materials that 
you have suffered in your own State. 

Mr. GUDGER.:~hank you very much. It has been very interesting 
testimony and I appreciate your observations. 

Mr. CONYERS. Mr. Sensenbrenner. 
Mr. SENSENBRENNER. Thank you. 
Congressman Miller, from the beginning of your testimony, I got 

the impression that you think that existing deterrents are not 
sufficient to stop the kind of behavior that you have discussed, and 
that the new deterrents of a $50,000 minimum individual fine and 
a $100,000 minimum corporate fine are necessary to plug the 
loophole. 

Looking at the issue through tne eyes of the guilty corporate 
executive, purely from a profit-and-loss standpoint, which do you 
think would be the stronger deterrent: the $50,000 fine or, in the 
example of the Ford Pinto case, the $128 million judgment that 
was entered by the jury, which included punitive damages? 

Mr. MILLER .. Hopefully, the $50,000 individual fine would have 
prevented the $128 million jUdgment. I think that a person who 
aspires to be a leader in corporate America would not want to have 
a resume with a criminal conviction on it. I think that is the 
deterrent. . 

The economic wane will continue whether it is on the table 
saw or the Ford Pinto cases, that kind of economic disencounter 
will continue; but I think that in the case of individual corporate 
decisions-and in this case it may have been the designer of the 
assembly of part of the automobile-maybe a person will say, "I'm 
setting myself up here because I know that this is preventable." Or 
the people at the test t.rack, where they filmed tests showing that 
rear end collisions caused liquid to go into the passenger compart
ment and explode, maybe those engineers would have said, "I'm 
setting myself up, I'm notifying the Government that this thing has 
got problems." 

And, so, I think it is a preventative action here, £0 that the $128 
million judgment, hopefully, does not happen and the tens of 
people who were burned up in those cars doesn't happen. Maybe 
the possibility of a criminal conviction will discourage that kind of 
action. A criminal indictment is not one of the great pleasures in 
our society. 

Mr. SENSENBRENNER. Let us take·· this one step further. Your bill 
provides a fine which, if levied, would go into the Treasury of the 
United States. I am sure that would not provide very much com
pensation to the severely injured victim. By ~ontrast, our present 
system of torts, through either product liabili.!Y: actions or class 
action suits, does provide such compensation. Do you think that the 
Government fine approach is one that would be preferable, given 
the fact that the victim goes, essentially, uncompensated? 

Mr. MILLER. No. I think, as we know that this is not an effort to 
preclude legal action by the victim. Those people who sued in the 
Ford Motor case, if this was the law, would still be able to sue. The 
State of North Carolina is, I am sure, going to sue for cleanup costs 
as New York has in Love Canal. They would still be allowed to 
recover those. 
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But, the people who made those decisions would become if you 
w~1l1 the victims of their own criminal activity if it is so deter
~lned th~t they meet the standards under this law. So, I think it, 
In fact~ takes care of all parties. 

But what all too often happens is that individuals in corporations 
.. ,:vho make these decisions by themselves or jointly with others are 
Insulated because the corporation reaches into their deep pocket if 
you will, pays out, comes to Congress, gets the tax laws changed,'so 
that they can write if off-these fines are deductible in the case of 
Ca_lifornia law-and they mitigate the real impact.' . 

Well, I don't think you can ever assess General Motors enough of 
a fine that this Congress will pass. Make the fine a million dollars' 
in terms of the cost of the Ford Pinto, it's minimal. ' 

But the issue is;, is somebody there going to have to risk going to 
j~lil for II;laking those decisions? 
. We're <~ieyer going to have enough Government inspectors. OSHA 
IS never gOIng to have enough people to do the job. And they can't 
really determine these kinds of activities if we did have enough. So 
let's start having people in the corporate world to take onto them: 
selves the responsibility that you and I have as we walk down the 
street, as we drive our car, as we drink alcohol, as we take actions 
toward another person. And I think that is the test. And I think 
that will be a deterrent, to answer your question. 

Mr. SENSENBRENNER. I have one final question. As we all know 
the standard of proof in a criminal case is that the defendant must 
b7 .guilty beyond a ~easonable .doubt. The standard of proof in a 
CIvil ca~e, however, IS substantIally less. The jury must find that 
somethIng happened by a preponderance of the evidence . 

. ~o~{, looking a~ this entire .si~uation from the viewpoint of pro
VIdIng compensatIon for the VIctIm, so that hopefully they will not 
have to depend on public assistance to pay their medical bills or to 
live ?ut tpe res~ of their lives, what effect do you feel that an 
acquItttll In a crImInal case, where the standard is beyond a rea
sonable doubt, will have on a subsequent civil case,' where the 
preponderance of the evidence standard prevails? 

Mr. MILLER. Th~t is an age-old problem that you have under 
current law. The Interplay between a civil trial and a criminal 
trial has ,either been a burden or a benefit, depending upon what 
the outcon1e has. 

Let me say that the kinds of cases I recited to you today, certain
lyon the civil side, I believe they meet the reasonable doubt test so 
that these people would be convicted under the criminal standard. 
On the. civil side, there is enough' corporate letterhead floating 
around. In ~ocuments. th:a.t. I .am sure that a jury would make the 
determ~natlO-? as to liabIlIty In these cases, and, in fact, they have. 

I thInk, If I remember correctly, one of the compelling 
pieces of evidence in the Pinto case was the test films of the 
company which were shown to the jury that showed, in this case it 
was water, not flaming gasoline but water, in a number of these 
rear-end collisions t~~t ~t the ~est track flew into the passenger 
compartment. The InjUrIeS WhIch were suffered therefore, were 
reasonably foreseeable. " 

Mr. S~NSENBRENNER. Yes, but that is a case where you would 
probably get a guilty verdict under your legislation. I am more 
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concerned about the case where the guilt is not as clear, arid since 
criminal cases have priority on most of our State and Federal court 
calendars, there might be an acqUittal on the same facts on which 
a civil case would be brought to provide compensation for the 
victims. I am certain that the aCQnittal in a criminal case would be 
~used to' influence the jury in tbe - civil case even though the juror's 
might not be as attuned to legal issues as you and I would be
specifically, that there are two different standards of proof that are 
like the difference between night and day. -

Don't you think that in this case, where there would be an 
acquittal in the first criminal trial, you wouldact1.lally be harming 
the victims' right to compensation in civil action brought against 
the responsible corporate manufacturer? 

Mr. MILLER. My answer would be that I don't think, for that 
reason, that we ought to preclude the criminal action. I don't think 
that that will happen. I think that that situation is parallel in a 
number of other areas. The question of assault and battery and 
criminal activity, time and again where torts border on the crimi
nal, you have overlapping prosecutions; and you may have an 

.:. acquittal in one and a conviction in the other, and sometimes it 
helps you, sometimes not. That is the roll of the dice. 

But let's not roll the dice simply with whether or not you can 
I recover for the victim. Let the manager, let the responsible 

person-the board of directors, the presidents of the companies
let them roll the dice with their own criminal liability and let'$,)see 
how they do. Today they do not do that. They only roll the dice as 
to whether 180 or 23 people are going to get burned up. Did they 
figure it right or wrong? Obviously, the $128 million judgment 
showed them that they rolled them wrong. 

Now, that was reduced later, as W9 all know; but I think it is a 
question of you have to look and say, just as we do whf3n we vote, 
and you say, "What impact is this going to have on my political 
future?" You are thinking about yourself. I think a corporate man
ager ought to think, What impact is this going to have on my 
future? Am I going to go to jail because I have sent this· product 
into commerce? Do I reasonably know in my expertise that this is a 
serious danger under the definition of this law which says it has· all 
likelihood_ of harming you? If I know that, should I just go ahead 
and assume that my employer, maybe after I am gone, will assume 
responsibility? The guy that made the decision may be dead. What 
did he pay? What did his company pay? Nothing. But the people 
who worked in the plants in my district, they got a gold watch and 
cancer. That is not what they bargained for when they signed up to 
work in that plant or when they signed up for-the war effort to 
help us build ships. That is not what they signed up to do. 

So, I recognize the problem you have, but it is a problem that is 
consistent with our system of justice in this country. We ought not 
to allow someone to escape personal liability because we are afraid 
that the problems of overlapping prosecution could cause one to 
come out ahead of the other. 

Mr. SENSEl'VBRENNER. My time is up. 
Mr. CONYERS. The Federal racketeering statute, commonly called 

RICO, allow5 the court in assessing a fine to penalize to the extent 
of the ill-gotten gains, which gets us around the question of some of 
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the nominal fines for a transnational corporation that would just 
as soon be found guilty and pay. , 

Does that feature meet your appr~)Val, and could it be operative 
under this legislation? '. 

Mr. MILLER. Well, it is a very old belief in this country that you 
ought not to profit by your illegal activities. With your experience 
here in the Crime Subcommittee, you may be able to fashion 
penalties along the lines of the racketeering act. 

But why is a racketeer anYodifferent that somebody we saw in 
hearings the other day, who put on the market a formula that 
lacked the ability to sustain human life. Small babies were given 
that formula, mothers were giving that to their children? Talk 
about a racketeer. 

Definitely I think if you can devise, if this committee can put it 
together, you know we can devise a bill here that has the potential 
of really placing responsibility on individuals. If you~;ce not going to 
profit, if you have the chance of going to jail, you may not want to 
engage in that activity; and then we may not need the Goverriment 
to chase you around with OSHA and EPA and every other agency 
that we have. 

Mr. CONYERS. Maybe the racketeering statute does, apply to that 
person. 

Mr. MILLER. In my mind it does, but usually, you know, they 
have to dress a certain way, look a certain way, before we call 
them nacketeers. 

Mr. CONYERS. Mr. Ashbrook? 
Mr. ASHBROOK. One final point. In your testimony, IGlid not find 

mention of something which was brought to .my attention after we 
looked into the school issue. I got letters, testimony, and state
ments which indicated that one company-I do not know whether 
it was Johns-Manville or another-does state that it wants to com
pensate victims and has not resisted that idea. 

Is that correct? _' 
Mr. MILLER. No. They want to devise a system for compensation 

which is different than them compensating the victims. What they 
want is a system in which w~, the Federal Government, will make 
those victims whole-if you.can makesdmebody with lung cancer 
or other kind of debility of: disease whole. . 

Mr. ASHBROOK; I suppose it depends on how YOtI rel;;ld It. As I 
read it, they .said they were willing to pay their share, but they dm 
not want to pay the bill of the U.S. Navy. 

How do you divide it up? Has anybne devised a formula, or do~s 
that go back to my first question?' , 

It is rather hard to determine the respective degrees of involve
ment. 

Mr. MILLER. I don't think there is a question in anybody's mind 
that the Government is going to end up picking the tab llpfor the 
U.S. Navy, and some of the shipyard workers, through Federal 
employees compensatioi1:;But when they talk about their own em
ployees, you bet they have indicated for the first time in the 
t;l~stimony we had in, Labor that they might be willing to ·pick up 
ti£le tab for their own employees; because we have proved the 30-
year coverup, That was not 'their original offer in the Fenwick bill. 
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It is still the problem of the courts to apportion out the liability. At 
this momemt we do not know the full role of the Government in it. 

But I tell you, the bill is so big, John. Let me be candid, we're 
going to spend Federal dollars on it. 

Mr, ASHBROOK. I thought the estimate was in the billions. 
Mr. MILLER. It is possible that it is in the billions. 
Mr. ASHBROOK. That is what it was reported to be, and those are 

merely the cases that have been filed. That does not necessarily 
mean that is what it would ultimately be. 

Mr. MILLER. We're picking them up anyway through the VA 
system. These people are getting X-rays, they are getting taken 
care of. We are screening people with Federal dollars, people with 

,} cancer. Many of these people are elderly, they are on medicaid, 
medicare, they're getting taken care of in that fashion. We are 
already paying. . '~ 

Mr. ASHBROOK. I have one last question. 
Most of my questions have dealt with the World War II situation. 

Based on your experience and your;study, can you distinguish this 
World War II situation from others? 

I think we might all agree that in the emergencies of war even 
the Government might look the other way in order to produce 
ships. Kaiser, I think, as you well know, was prob~bly one of ' the 
more liberally oriented corporations. So, even during war, things 
like that might have happened. 

Did that degree of lack of concern eviderlced in the 40's stop after 
the Second World War? What was the situation after that? 

Mr. MILLER. They claimed they had no knowledge until 1964 
with Dr. Selikoff's study. As I said in my testimony, a year ago the 
international association of these people was debating whether or 
not to put warning labels on the materials, with full knowledge of 
what we required in this country, but for European markets they 
argue over the size, the shape of the label, because of the impact on 
sales.' 

No, I'm not convinced at all that they have shown greater con
cern; not at all. 

Mr. ASHBROOK. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Mr .. CONYERS. Well, this has been an excellent beginning. We 

hope that you will work with us. We're beginning to examine a 
number of other witnesses, both legal and environmental. 

Again, you have the commendation of this subcommittee. 
Mr. MILLER. Thank you. Thank you very much for the time to 

make the case. -
Mr. CONYERS. Our next witness is Mr. Castleman, an environ

mental consultant and engineer, and former air pollutiqn ,?pntrols 
person for Baltimore County Health Department. Mr. Castleman 
has been a consultant to many Federal regulatory agencies and has 
served on the Council on Environmental Quality and many qther 
commissions and environmental groups. He has been consultant to 
litigation in the asbestos area and has an extensive list of publica
tions, to his credit. 
W~ welcome you and incorporate your very extensive statement 

into the record, and that will prepare you for a summary and any 
additional comments you wish to make. 

Thank you for joining us this afternoon. 
[The prepared statement of Mr. Castleman foHows:] 
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STATEHErlT OF BARRy CASTLm!AN 

,J;. PIIJ;;VENTION 

It is a pleasure ,to llave the opportunity of'your invitation to speak 

on'congressii!an Miller's criminal bill, H.n. 4973. 
U 

As we enter the ~9~O's, 

'~crease in the rates of seriou$ occupational and environthere will be,~ ~. 

menbal diseases, a legacy from the ~irst two decades of our people's rising, 

n to car' c3."nog' enic and toxic substances. l3ut even, aD the, post-war exposures 

shadow of our past failur~ in prevention grows darker, the outlook is . bleak 

1980"s in terms of, what we are doing toUpreve~t furthel;" occupational for the , , , 

and environmental; disease. Our safety as well as our health i,~ t~eatened 

needlessly by the sale of .J defective consumer products (e.g. 

cars ,and tires). 

1 h eliminated some of the worst threats RegulatiQn of th(~\ marketp ace as 

;, t But those of us who hoped i;or more in the workplace and the enV3.ronmen " 
'\ • v 

substantial-preventive action ,through the process of regulation~ave been 

disappoint~. Every OSHA re,,-ulati0J:l is contested by industry, and in Con

gress it i~/a contL,uing st:J;"uggle to just presen'e the protective' laws we 

have and provide regulatory agencies with SOllIe funds to develop standards 

and enforce them. 

With the regulatory approach continuously blocked by everYthin~f~om 

sticker bushes to fallen trees, those of us i,n the Prevention business 

have been learning about indirect 'paths, likecompensatioh. We find that 

the state laws on worker's ccmpensation programs are full of probl~s for 

victims of occupat3.ona 3.sease: . 1 d' short ,sta,tutes of limitations for filing 

claims, long delays in scheduling hearings, and low limits of medical 
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and disabilitycompen~ation have made workers' campensation"a national 

disgrace. OVer the last twelve years, "an average of, only five people per 

year have rece:!.v~d 'compeneiation in 'the state 01; New York')for occupation~l 

cancer. 

Another form 'of compensation started out and in'many placeS' still 

is in good shape, however, and it is increasingly used by injured working 

people and the general public" This is pb;>duct liability p'articularly~ 

and damage suits in general, over the harm caused by" rec);-.less 6r neg;Ligeht 

business practices. The mounting litigation over asbestosis, Ford pintos, 
0~ ,-, 

Firestone tires, Kepone devastation of the James River, pesticid;r; ~terility, "'\ 

and PBB poisoning of the <,!~irY industry in Michigan, involves mCY.ll!'I~el:l. 
I, 't:.':Ireats 

"to millions of liveslll1d billions of dollars in liabilities; 

As a result, business interests in every state 
,ill! ' 

are' mounting' !.\.\\\;, ~\':efOrt 

is being don~· '\~.;i\' '\:he to avert liabilities tinder the existing laws. This 

erection of new legal defenses and statutes of limitations to bar ,I:\'~\:tts for 

injuries and disease arising m6re,)than ten years after the sale o£ a prod.uct. 

Since 1977, the product liability laws in about: tw~lve fltates have been 

rigged wi t~ 'these insidious laPcl1es in the right to redress • 'Such sta.tutes 

of limitations have w,tthstood court c?fllenges in cases involving pro-

ducts with long-latent effects. 

At the national level, asbestos manufa~turers collaborated in, the 

development of a bill for asbestos "co,ljlpensation." This bill, f.r'!R. 2746', 

introduced originally in 1977 and reintroduced by Cbngresswoman Millicent 

Fenwick in the current session Of Congress, would bcir all damage: S\lits 

against asbestos manufacturers and the government. Compensation for asbestos 
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If .. 

diseases would be solely available through a fea.eral, bur~aucracy using an 

expert medical board to evaluate causation. The diS<i.bility compensation 

would be limited to something like $8,000 a year, and ~uld be paic;l bY' both 

the taxpayer and the asbestos industry. Without going into a lengthy dis

cussion of the merits, I just want to point out that passage of this bill 

would greatly lessen the liabilities of thf) asbestos canpanies, mainly ,at 

the expense;' (If peopl~, with cancer and asbestosis. In"effect, it would 
(-). 

amount to society's seal of ap~ro\'alfor the historic business ,conduct in 

the asbestos industry. 

,~~~ somewhat lengthy prologue was necessary to present the reason I 

am here today. It is for the puxpas~of PEevention of occupational disease, 
0'_' "-~J~' • G ; .. 

and similarly grave threats to'the public. Congressman Hiller's bill is the 

only forward step being taken legislatively in the area of prevention,-and 
-, 

with the other preventive structures of regulation and compensation either 

under attack or already in ruins, this legislation is a vital n~ed in these 

times. 

I have no doubt, that if ten people were selected at random anyWhere in 

this countrY, told the stories of the a~bestos industry, the Firestone ra

dial and Fo~t Pinto cover-ups, and ~sked for their opinion on H.R. 4?,73, 

they would -- all ten of them -- urge its passage. The people in this 

country would like to see something done about the tendency of America's 

landscape to resemble a mine field of hidden time bombs. 
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I first delved into the medical literature on asbestos in 1970, as 

part of graduate training on' air pollution. My Master's: Thesis was a 

review of the state of knowledge,on the threat of asbestos. Ever since, 

then, I have been involved in struggles to curb worker and public ,expo

sure to asbestos. The issues iliustrate the ubiquitousness of asbestos 

contamination: dr.inking water, table salt, consumer spackling compoun,ds, 

schoolroom ceilings, Navy shipyards, and filters for penicillin manufacture, 

to name only a few examples. 

For most of this decade, I focused on recognizing and correcting pub-

lic health hazards directly. In order to choose priorities and pursue 

these efforts, it was necessary to keep up to date on the advances in our 

knowledge o{ the haza+ds of asbestos: ' particularly with an eye to the oose-

respOnse relationshiP between exposure and disease risk. 

I did not concern myself with what the industry executives had done in 

the 1930's 'and the 1950's, because that seemed irrelevant to preventing future 

problems. I.t was not until 1976 that I was introduced to Ji!~mpensation. 

The plaintiff was the widow of Ivan Johnson, an insulation worker who 

had died of pleural cancer from asbestos in Beaumont, Texas. Mrs. Johnson 

was one of the angrjest people I had ever met, eight years after her husband's 

death. She had refused a settlement of $90,000 for the loss of her man, and 

l was asked by her attorney to present the history of development of medical 

knowledge to the jury. ,For this purpose I had brought about two dozen medical 

papers which a quick review'nad culled out, papers that, strung together, 

seemed to tell the story. The jury had already been selected, but just before 
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the trial commenced the defendants ~aised thei~ ~ff~slightly and the case 

was settled. 

'Later that y~~, another Texas attorney asked me to write a thorough 

~eview of this medical histo~y on asbestos. I spent another 150 ho~s with 
, -

the medical Wdex and the a~ticles themselves trying to locate eve~ything 

published by 1940, and everything significant through 1964. The p~pose of 

the inquiry was to reasonably establish when the make~~ of asbestos insula

tion should have known of the mortal haz~d entailed in the installation of 

their p~oducts b~ shipyard and cons~ction wo~ke~s. 

Acco~ding to a precedent case in Texas federal co~t, brought by Mr. 

Johnson's cowo~ke~, Clarence ,,Borel, the manufac~ers were consiaered 

~esponsible fo~, among other things, providing w~ning labels on thei~ 

p~oducts once it was known in medical ci~cles that dust exposu~e in insu-

lation wo~k was dangerous. The warnings did not st~t to appear on these 

products until 1964, the year an epidemiological study was published showing 

that fo~ty percent of New York inSUlation wo~kers died of aSQestosis and 

occupation-~elated cancer. 

I sUbmitted a distillate of the publiShed literat~e on asbestos two 

and a half yea~s ago to the S~,ate Commerce committee, 'Sub-committee for 

COnsumers, hearings on S.403, on p~oduct liability insurance. The wealth 

of published material convinced me beyond doubt that: 

The as-yet uncounted toll of death and disease 

is enormous, and it has directly ~esulted f~om 

calculated'decisions to promote asbestos sales 

with the knowledge that wo~kers' and consume~s' 
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IJ 
lives wOUld be endangered thereby. 

In the past two and a haifyears; ~esearch and discovery involving 

dozens of plaintiffs' lawyers -have re'/ealed many details showing -what was 

known, by whom, and what was done about that knowledge. The inside sto~y 

is vital in evalu'~l:in9 the role of "company men" in failing to prevent: the 

sacrifice of one million of their fellow citizens, their-children, and 

their children's children. It can only be hoped that the passage of H.R. 

4973 would have its intended effect on business executives faced with the 

choice between treacherous profit and the prevention of harm to the public. 

The Asbestos Business 

The founder 9f the modern u.s. asbestos industry was Henry Ward Johns. 

He patented asbestos roofing products, bought asbestos mines, started making 

fireproof teitiles and insulation, and then something happened that he 

didn't expect. He got asbestosis and died in a f~w years, one bleak day in 

February la9a. We have no way of knowing whether Mr. Johns walked through 

his factori~~ and noticed his longtime employees suffering the, same emacia

tion, coughing fit~_, wheezing, and acute shortness of breath that was grip

ping him. We have no way of kno~ing what he said and thought when he attended 

the funerals of foremen of his factories who had died f~om the dust. We don't 

-even know what his docto~s told the sixty-one year old industry magnate he 

was dying' f~om. We know onlV~hat his death ce~tificate lists the caus'e as 

"phthisis pneumonitis" (failure of the lungs from tuberculosis or 

other disease). 
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In 1906, Dr. Montague Murray in England reported the death of a patient 
, lianent:aJ:y 

from asbestos fibrosis of the lungs to a~mmittee on industrial ~isease 
"compensation. Murray's report was cited in a 1918 Bulletin from the U.S. 

Department of Labor Statistics, which called for (the investigation of asbes
JO: 

l~s dust ha~ards. The Bulletin expressed concern over the industry's growth, 

noting that insurance companies were already refusing to sell life insurance 

to asbestos workers. The first case of asbestosis described pathologically 

in the literature was reported in the British Medical Journal by W. E. CoUk~ 
Q 

in 1924. As this was followed by other reports, tbe Bl:'l~?,~h Factory l;nspec-/ 

torate decided to survey the industry. The survey, complefea in 1930 and 

reported both in a government report and the (U. s.) JOuri{~l" of Industrial", 

Hygiene, found asbestosis in one third ?f all the employees who had been with 

the industr~ for more than five years. Regulations for the control of asbes-

tos dust went into effect in Englan~\ in 1933. 

In this country, case reports of fatal asbestosis began to appear in 

1930. Even earlier, a foreman in a Massachusetts asbestos factory received 

disability compensation for asbestosis. By the 1930's, compensation was 

I taken up at -the top levels in the industry. The BO~ Directors of the 

Johns~ville Corporation settled eleven aSbestosis cases in 1933 for 

"$30,000 provided written assurance were obtained from the attorney for the. 

various plaintiffs tp~t he would not directly or indirectly participate in 

the bringing of new actions against the company." 

That same year, Dr. Merewether of the British Factory Inspectorate 

published a report showing that workers dying with asbestosis'had an average 

survival time of only fifteen years past the start of asbestos work, compared 

Ii 
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with a figure of forty years for those dying with silicosis. Merewether 

reiterated mOre bad news first repo:>:ted at a conference in Los An.i~les by 

the British radiologist Sparks: the asbestosis often gets worse, even 

after people showing the disease are removed from dust exposure. Merewethe:r; 

thoroughly described the disease, and i~s awful prognosis in light of his 

many cases, who hed died at an average age of forty-one. 

From North Carolina, Dr. Donnelly reported asbestosis in .asbe~tos _ 

textile mills and warned that, "the protective devices now in use in many 

plants are most inadequate." And in 1934 the SupremE! COurt of North Caro

!ina declared that asbestosis was compensable under the WOrkmen's Compen~

tion Act as an injury "J::,y accident." 

The U.S. asbestos industry was not taken completely by surprise. In 

1029, they had arranged for a survey of workers with three years or more 

employment "selected at random," as it was reported. The survey w,as com-

pleted by 1931 by Dr. Anthony Lanza of the Metropolitan Lifa Insurance 

Company and his coworkers,;, but it was not; submitted for pUblication until 

lat~ in 1934." Tne'survey founn that fifty-three percent qf the workers had; 

asbestosis by a ccmservative reading of their chest x-rays, )l,Ild many others' 
. t:,~:;'. ", 

sh~wed clinical' symptoms. The galley proofs of, the ar,ticle were sent to 

the Johns-Manville Corporation and ~Ybestos Manhattan Corporation by Dr. 

Lanza. J-M attorney Vandiver Brown sent the galleys on to his le,gal spe

cialist, George Hobart, in Newark, New Jersey., Mr. Hobcu::t noted ,that the 

company was in danger of hi\vipg asbestosis recogldzed as a compensable occu

pational disease inu the 1935 session of the New Jersey Legislative Commission. 

He reported that the cpmpany's principal defen;'e against; negligence suits was 
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the dearth of published medical knowledge on asbestosis. Now that the 

state of J-M's largest ~~facturing plant (in Manville) was thinking 

of compensating silicosis, asbestosis might be joined in: 

"I, thererore, disiike to have this report suggest 

that asbestosis might be assumed to be 'similar' 

to. silicosis, either as to the period of time within 

which it might develop, or as to the dosag~' received 

by the lung's, or as to the quantity of dust, etc." 

Attorney Vandiver Brown sent Dr. Lanza Hobart's three-page ~etter sug-

gesting detailed changes, "and a cover note of his own specifically requesting 

that Lanza insert a sentence he had deleted frcm the original report sent 

years earlier to the company lawyers. The sentence appeared, word for word, 

as tha main conclusion of the medical report published in January ~935: 

"Clinically, from this study, it (asbestosis) appeared 

to be a type (of disease) milder than silicosis." 

Brown explained to Lanza that "all we ask is that all of the favorable aspects 

of the survey be included and that non'e of the unfavorable be pictured in 

darker tones than the cirCumstances justify." 
C',' 

Lanza made a number of the sug-

gested changes, and asbestosis did not become a compensable disease in New 

Jersey until 1945. 

Asbestosis became compensab;!.e in Ne~I"York in 1935, and an insurance ccm

pany lawyer wrote that even at top rates some firms were unable to obtain 

insurance and were moving hazardous work out of the state. It was late that 

year that the trade magazine Asbestos had the temerity to write to Raybestos-

Manhattan President sumner Simpson for permission to run a !irst story on 
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asbestosis and modern methods of dust control. The subject had been raised 

earlier, of course: 

"Always yo~ have requested that for certain obvious 

reasons we publish nothing, and, naturally your wishes 

have been respected." 

Simpson sent'it on to Vandiver Brown at J-M, commenting that the magazine had 

, been "very decent about not reprinting the British articles;" Vandiver Brown 

replied: 
G 

"I quite agree with you that our interests are best 

served by having asbestosis receive the minimum of 

publicity." 

The editor of Asbestos magazine wrote again s~ne years later about pub

lishing the results of industry-sponsored anim~l inhalation tests, still 

acknowledging that the information was·confidential and "nothing shOUld be 

"" published about asbestosis in 'Asbestos' at present." This letter is dated 
.Dr. E. W. Baader reporl:e.d ;in the literature . 

March 1939, one week aftex: I that state insurance c;arriers in Nazi Germany 

were "compensating lung cancer with even slight asbestosis as.a compensable 

diaease. 

"The indUstry experiments on animals were conducted at the Trudeau 

Institute's Sa,ranac Laboratory in Saranac Lake, New York. The lab had 

, started with tuberculosis research and moved on to dust inhalation studies 

in the 1920's. In ~936, an inv~tation was sent out to five other companies 

by Sumner Simpson, Raybestos' president, offering the suggestion of Vandiver 

Brown and himself that the industry support eome research: 

" (~I) e could dete:Qlline from time to time after the 
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findings are made, whether we wish any publioa

, tion or not. My own idea i~ that it would be a 

good thing to di~tribute the information among 

the medioal fraternity, providing it is of the 
tJ 

right type and would not injure our' companies." 

Saranao ohief and pathologist, Dr. Leroy Gardner, promptly aocepted the 

industry's offer of $5,000, assuring Van Brown that "the results of these 

studies shall become the property of the contributors and that the manuscripts 

of any reports shall be submitted for approval of the contributors before pub-

lication." 

In 1939 and 1940, Brown wrote to S:lJnpson, alarmed that Dr. Gardner was 

referring to his findings without obtaining the prior oonsent of his sponsors. 
Jolms-M3nv.ille 

A draft version of a 1949 confidential report to I referred to the 

"outline of a proposed monograph on asbestosis submitted by the l.ate Dr. L. V. 

Gardner in February 1943. In it 'he oalled attention to the high inoidenoe of 

lung cancer among mioe inhaling long-fiber asbestos." Apparently, this ~utline 

was Submitted to someone who did not wish ,its publication. (All mention of 

cancer was deleted from the oonfidential 1949 report sent to Johns-Manville.) 

OWens-Illinois Glass Company got into the asbestos insulation business in 

1943, and oame to Saranac to test the dust from "Kaylo" insulation for its 

ir t ha d F~ve years lat;r' the tests had' gone on long potential resp a ory zar s. ~ 

enough to produce extensive asbestosis in the test an~a~s. Wrote Gardner's 

suocessor, Dr. Arthur Vorwald, to OWens-Illino;s researoh ohief Bowes: 

v\ 
0 

"I realize that our finditi.gs regarding Kaylo are 

less favorable than antioipated, it is Petter to' 
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discover it now in animals rather than later 

in industrial workers. Thus the ,DOIDpany, being 

forewarned, will be in a better position to 

institute adequate pontrol measures for safe

~~arding exposed employees and protecting its 

" own interests." (November 16, 1948) 

L\ 

In 1950, OWenS-Illinois safety specialist William Hazard wrote to Dr. 

Vorwald about his department's J?lan to issue a brochure on the. "health aspeots 

of Kaylo dust," but no such"brochure was ever produced. The company hired A 

team from Saranac to conduct an industrial hygiene survey, oompleted in the 
~, 

beginning of 1951. 

In light of the company's proprietary knowledge, it is interesting to read 

an April 1952 "exolusive" in The Petroleum Engineer extolling the virtues of' 
... . 

Kaylo. The piece, written by Kaylo Division Director of Research, E. C. Shuman, 

begins with a photo of a refinery in Port Arthur, Te:;as, where Ivan Johnson and 

Clarenoe Borel worked as insulators. 

"The story of how this company researohedand 

developed the non-glass insulating material is 

interesting. It is als,o an inspiring example 

of the 1\merican Way. Without the vision, re-

so~ces, and technical knOW-how of 'big 

business,' thiS'material would not be on the 

market today." 

The article boasts that appiicators appreciate "the fact that (Kaylo) is non-

toxic." Italsohas,ca,yhoto'of'a smiling workman sawing up a.piece of "pipe 
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covering using a dust,-covered Kaylo boi as a tnaY.eshift: ~rk ,bench~! The box 

bears the advice; "Handle with care,'i; obviously mtended to protect: ,the pro-

duct against breakage in transit. 

'OWens-illinois continued testing Kaylo at Saranac, where the direc~3r'ih 

1954, Ili' .. G~'l'1~ Schepers :-again told company officials the tests shewed Kaylo, 

dust was harmful. But after 1953 the largest customex for Kaylo W~B OWens

Corning, and ill 1958 '(hlens-corxting 'bought: the Kaylo bU9iness frOIti owens"::U,linois. 

The new owner, which had long manufactured fiberglass insv.la,tion, a campe~itive' 

plX<1uct, had known about the hazaids of asbeStos insulation eV"<!!l before the 

pro1luct, Kaylo, came on the market:. 

Back in 1942., OWens Cor:ning ,,/as having trouble breaking intD the insulation 

business wit.h a fiberglass product. Asbestos W:>rkers '-mion zrerrbers eomplciinai 

of skin irritation andqanam.ed extra pay for their discanfort in banili.ng 

fi.!:erglass •. Sarcmac Lab had test:ed fiberglass dust for ~ arid 'reported 

that it caused ro significantly adverse tatholegy. SO as articlesby' Dr. Gardner 

and another researcher 'W<'..re going to press, the canpany decided to "take the 

offense :in telling the health sto:ry of fiberglass mere>, it WJuld do the lIX>st ' 

good. " '.I'OOplan \-/as to buy p:roduct 'liability coverage as a means of assuring 

the union that the product's safety ~'a5 guaranteed. If this failed to :inpress, 

a "weapon in reserve" on the hazards of asbestos versus fiberglass would be 

used. This SOO-page ccmpendium on asbestos-iq w:>uld be used if the union 1eader

'ship refused to budge on £i.!:erglass, ana it\\Ould be spread arrong'the union 

locals. In this way, the c:onpany roped to use the health issue to cut in on 

asbestos in the marketplace, while at i:hesane tlIre prc:m::>ting dissention in the 

union, possibly' even bringing about "the overth-row of'the' present union 

leadership. " 
'0 
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Though the company unfortunately nev~r unloaded the asbestosis issue on 

the union, owens-corning did print up a brochure for employers. This was full 

of endorsements for fiberglass as a raw material that carried lower workers' 

compensation premiums than competitive products like asbe$tos. 

So when OWens-Corning went into insulation contracting and then bought 

the Kaylo business in the 1950's, it should ha'Zre been no surprise that, one 
~ 0 

immediate result 'was the filing of workers' compensation claims by insulation 

workers with asbestosis. OWens was not the only company that both manufactured 

asbestos insulation and was fightil)g compensation claims by (contracting divi-

sion) insulation installers. 

One insulation worker in southern Califorll~a filed a claim for permanent 

total disability, listing as defendants~ifty-four companies he had worked 
. D , 

for 
over the years 1920-1957. Mr. 'uames W. Riley and his widow spent the next four 

years wresting disability and death benefits from Johns-Manvilie, OWens-Corning,' 

Armstrong Cork, Philip Carey, and Fibreboard, all of whom were manufacturing 

prod~cts that had caused Mr. Riley to die fr~ asbestosis: When I examined 

the claim file on Mr. Riley at the state's offices, it tUrned out to be nine 

inches thick and included one notice of a 1961 hearing on "penalty for wilful 

failure to pay compensation and death benefits." 

A large number of claims have been found against Armstrong Cork, a com-

pany that aamits to having been served ~ dis~ility claims for asbes
Q an asbestos. ~tion 

tosis before starting to manufacture~ product used by its contracting 

units. in 19S6 .. One of the earliest claims was filed by Mr. Richard Rothwell 
. , 

in 1952. Dr. Harriet Hardy, a respected industrial diseas,e expert, asserted 

at compensation he~ings in MaGsachusetts that Mr. Rothwell's lung c~cer was 

caused by asbestos iIlsulation a,u8t. On the 1953 claim of },'loyd Hyatt, Arm

strong went all the w~y to the Florida Supreme Court to avoid paying compe~sa-

tion for asbestosis on.a technicality. 

Though few compensation records from before 1960 have been'preserved, 

m~ical reports of insulation installers being comp~nsated for asbestosis 

date from the 1930's in the ,I).s., Germany, and Finland. 
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In the i940's Johns-~111e perivri~~lY sent lung sections and chest X-ray films 

to the Saranac Lab in hope;? of\getdllg rep~~ts to evaluate compensation cla:ims by 

asbestos workers. Rose Bertogliat, a widow of a J:ohns-Manville plant wqrker in 

Illinois, approached the company seeking compensation for the ocCUpation-related 

death of her oo"sband. Sections from Dominic Bertogliat'.s lungs were then s~nt 

by the company to Dr. Vorwald, who concluded that Mr. Berto~liat must have 

suffered "considerable respiratory difficulty" with his asbestos.itorn lungs. Johns

Manville headquarters" safety engineer Ifugh Jackson wrote back that he was 

"particularly concerned that the type of exposure to which Mr. Bertogliat was 

subjected should produce the evident results." He continued: 

''To our way. of'thinking, although he had worked in the general 

area for a number of year:;, the degree of exposure was r~lative1y 

slight. That is, he was .subjected"not to, a concentratedeXp\}5ure 

of any particular part of the process but rather only to that of 

the general a'bnosphere. Since there are numerous others who also 

have tIus _type of exposure, I would appreciate }'Pur opinion as to 
whether Mr. Bertogliat might have had some individual susceptibility 

to tile asbestosd.rritation and/or whether we should anticipate 

others with :;:imilar exposures to be similarly affected." 

Dr. Vorwald ieIllied 'on Altiust 13, 1948, Ithat "Iemi' see no other alternative than 

to anticipate others with slmilar exposures to be slmilarly affected. ,i . 
\.,1 ':1 \1 • • 

It IIUlSt have beGIl clear to Dr. Vorwald that the company was most pleased with 

negative findings. In all of Dr. Vorwald's archives, there is only one letter 

signed by Vandiver Brown, who was by 1949 ensconced in Johns-Manville's Execlltive 
~ -

Offices." The letter included payinent of $90 for evaluation of u,;o workers;\chest 
. Oi 

J:rays, in 1949. 

"I was pleased to note your findings confi"rm our olm belief 
" ." ~ \ /1 

that these men were not afflicted with any occupational d\lSt diseases." 
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As the present medical director of Raybestos Manhattan has written, 

''Merewether (1949) first demonstrated a clear-cut associatiori 

between asbestosis and lung carcinoma. II 

Dr. Merewether's data was quickly picked up in an editorial in the Journal of the 

American Medical Association. And Merewether ~e1f also published a paper in the 

canadian Medical Association Journal. 

This last item was imnediate1y spotted by, Dr. Kenneth Smith of Johns-Manville, who 

woul:d later become corporate medical director. He expressed his concern in a/~ote 

to Dr. Vorwald, who was on his way to an international pneumoconiosis conference in 

Australia. Vorwald said he'd have a word with Dr. Merewether in Sydney. 

Merewether's canadian article included his "t;tatistic that, of 235 people dying in 

theU. K. with asbestosis, 31 (13.2%) also had cancer ,,?f the lung and pleura. This 

was contraste~ with a 1.32% lung cancer rate with siliCOSis, and a 1.0% rate in the 

general population. In addition Merewetherwrote: 

, "It can be said '~ith certainty. however, that a few months 

exposure to silica or asbestos dust in gross '" concen~~ions 
,dll ine~tably cause death." 

Vorwald wrote to Smith that th~ article lWS a "dilly and, as you do, I take strong 
(: 

exception to some of' his statements."But Vorwald's real pitch was for fur'tller 

f-ci.tdy funds •. 

"Paul (Cartier, physician at a Quebec asbestos mine's c1mic) tells me Qf 

another stonn which is brewing, this time concerning a case of asbestosis ,'lith cancer~ 

,'> I am most anxious to get in with the survey of all data available on the subJ"ect ,( 
'\ " 

Ii b~~?r.e the ,stann really breat<s. ''As you know, fishing is' always best just 'before 

\'!,jither than immediately after "the stonn." (emphasis added) 
'0 ; . . 
!'{ .tt,lhns-Manville's plant worker Vernoll Hall died later that month l'lith lung 
i':' . " 

crinGer, and Ifugh Jackson at corporate headquarters WR'R, ~pprised of the possibility 

" thJE\,'~ comp~nsation cla:im might' be brought against dt~ company. 
I, 'I 

~,~, \ 'I 

',I '/ )'1 

" I'· 
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In November, 1950, the Quebec Asbestos Mining Association approved a request 

from Saranac for funds·to do both ep~demiological and animal inhalation investigations 

to see if asbestos caused cancer of the Itmgs. The animal tests cost $36,000 for 

f 'k Apnroval was granted· ina meeting attended by QAMA. 'la\'i)'ers Ivan . two years 0 wor. , c-

o ," '~''''''''--'''''"~vi1le consultant Dr •. Anthony Lanza. The only trace SaboUl'ID and l?ligt1llle "OllU;:' ~'J<U'. , 

of the an:imal study is an interim confidential report in 1952, in which Vorwald 

f . ulmonary cancer in mice exposed to asbestos dust for 14 reported an excess 0 p . 

....... No ';~~"l report has ever been :found., There was s:i.mi.lar concealmllnt of the moI!'-'~. ........ .. , .. 

epidemiological findings. 

Dr. Cartier in Quebec had autopsied 53 asbestos miners, among whom 10 had lllllg 

. cancel'. o 0 1952 He presented this table .of, results at the Seventh Saranac Sympos1.UIJI ;m , 

proceecUngs of which Wre. nelfe-r published. 

• - 0 f Pulmo Cancer in 2 groups of 53 Autopsied asbestos workers Camperat1.ve !nc1.dence 0 nary 

. n.. I Group 2 'fotal ~.o~ 0 h t 
Employees \dth Employee:; W1.t ou 
Asbestosis Asbestosl.S 

'NUmber Autopsied 19 

NUmber of Pulmonary Cancer 

,34 

4 6 '" C'J 
Percent in Each Gro~ 11.7% 31.5% 

53 

10 

o ht think there ''laS a high risk of cancer in the asbestos From these results. oneffil.g 

o-k that extended to the employees ~dth moderate as well as heavy c"'POsure. industry, a r1.S ". . . . 

But rather than consider this obvious point, Cartier concluded, 

"(T)his table does not reveal a statistical evidence of a 

causal relationship petlieen asbestos~ and canc~r." (elTlPhasis added) 

• 0 ted that of 40 miners ted ' 1953 an'd p'ublished in 19,55, Cart1.er repor , In a paper presen. m . . . . .. . 

·th b t .' that he' had au~onsied. 6 had had qlllcer of the lung. Without publishi)Jg Wl. as es OS1.S , .J:<' }' 

. Ii 0 

a figure for the number of nort-asbestotic workers autopsied, .he Sal.d the~e were 7 

'on asbestotics' He alluded to a general industry survey, .other lung cancers among n - .,.. . 

.... 1· hed which did not seem toindica,te ."a cilusal relationship." Playing a never puu 1.S ., . " 

-----------------------------------------., .. - .. -
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semantic game he. described the role of the "asbestotic fibrosis" as. "questionable" 

in the ~usation of cancer. Again, he walked wide around. the frightening implicatioJl? 

of his data, which showed that Canadian "asbestos was quite a carcinogenic substance. 

Thi~ would have been clear if Cartier had revealecr the proportion of ltmg cancer 

among non-asbestotics, which we now know was on the order of 30 percent. 

No one in the in~try was fooled by Cartier's published conclusions, least ! 
. l 

of all the cunning lawyer of the Quebec Asbestos Mining Association., Minutes of his 

September, 1955, presentation to members of the Asbestos Textile Institute. were 

recorded byJohns~~vi1l~'s Hugh Jackson: 

''Mr. Sabourin stated that'the present major health problems of 

the ~ndustry pertained to the relationship of heart difficulties and eo 

cancer to a.sbestos exposure." SaboUl'in was accarpanied by Dr. Cartier, himself. 
at the neeting. . '.' .' ., 

Cartier's 1953 presentation on asbestos miners \folS hosted by Professor Anthony Lanza 

at New York Un~ver$ity. One of Lanza's YOtmgassociates, Dr. lVi1liaJ!! E. Smith. 

approached Lanza ilbout that time to test inhaled asbestos on. rats for its cancer 

properties. Shortly before he was fired. Dr. Smith was "told by Lanza that scientists 

looking for industrial causes of Cancer were "trouble makers .• " 

Having sUp'ported studies on men and mice that both yielded evidence of the 

carcinogenic effects of asbestos. industry enthusia~m for, further research dissipated., 

Dr. Vorwald was fired by the Saranac Laboratory. ije was,replaced by Dr, Gerrit 

Schepers, who did not know of Vorwald's cancer study on asbestos. Dr. Schepers 
~') 

proposed that the Asbest?s Textile Institute support carcinogenicity tests on 

asbestos and was tUl'ned dOli'll. In 1957 the laboratory folded. 

There \folS still one place left for conducting confidential studies: The Industrial 

Hygiene Foundation, Originally the Ail' Hygiene Foundation. It was set up by a 

cross~section of represenatives of American industry. (In the words of Vandiver 

Brown of Jolms-Manville "(I)t is •.• the creature of industry and is the one 
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institution upon which employers can rely completely for a sympathetic appreciation 

of their viewpoint. tI) In 1947, 1. H. F. did a medical and industrial hygiene survey 

for the members ,of the 'Asbestos Textile Institute (ATI) in 1947. The study found. a 

cont~uing incidence of asbestosis and dust level,s exceed:ing the lax guidelines 

recOlllllended by the Public Health Service in 1938. (The textile mill owners fired 

150 workers, JlX)st with asbestosis, just before the PHS shOl~ed up.) The author 

recoimtended that the industry assemble the best possible medical ~rains in a 

major effort to bring the asbestosis problem tmder control. Though the author 

called this industry-wide, confidential survey a ''preliminary dust investigation", 

1. H. F. was never invited back to those plants. 

After Saranac's cancer study proposal was rejected by the industry' ('iill-advised 

due to its imPlication that a relationship existed'ben~een asbestos and carcinogenic 

development, a cOI'Mtion which has not been established although it bas been given 

rather widespread publicity iu thepressll
), 1. H. F. decided to appro¥ch two 

asbesto~ compan;" associations, ATI 'and Quebec Asbestos ~ing Association, on 

a cancer epidemiology stUdy. 1. H. F: Director Daniel~ sent excellent 

~ries of the 'cancer literature to Jobns-r.~ville safetY chief Hugh JacKson, 

as well as more lengthy rerlews to' the trade associations. The ATI members, 

thus informed that a recent study in England showed a very high lWlg cancer rate 
,/) 

in asbestos textile workers, rejected the stuc1y proposal, by 1{'6,,; \vote. From" 

ATIis minutes in 1957: 

''There is a feeling among 'certain members that such an 

investigation ,muld stir up a hornet's hest and put thelqhole 

industry under suspicion. II 

- -------- ---- -----~--~---~--~~---
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, After assuring a study design and method of analysis most likely to produce 

negative results, the Asbestos Mining group bought the idea of a cancer s,tudy. 
, c 

As us~, the survey was sent back to its sponsors for final revi~. Jobns-Manville's 

Medical Director Kenneth Smith reviewed the draft with Hugh Jackson, and sent on 

reconmended changes via Quebec attorney Sabourin. The study was published in 

1958,' and in the introduction it noted, ,"Perhaps no one has written so extensively 

on the subject as Hueper.'" Dr. Wilhelm Hueper at the National 'Cancertnstitute 
, ' , 
who had written about the carcino~enicity of asbestos s:U].ce 1943, denounced the 

1. H. F. report as "statistical acrobatics which tend to obscure incriminating 

evidence." 

We can only wonder what the President of Johns-Manville had in mind when he 

addressed his fel101~ industrialists at, a 1955 meeting of the Industrial Hygiene 

Foundation with these words: 

''Years ago industrial res~arch was unconcerned about probl~ 
'. . ' 

of health and safety that'might be involved in a product. When the 

product was developed, it was put on the mqxket. Today our industrial 

research organizations probe into e~7ry health hazard. Andevery 

safeguard is insisted upon before the llroduct is marketed to the 
. - -...... ~ 

co~er. A 'number of companies have established research organizations 

and laboratories for the sole purpose ,of eliminating health hazards 

that might injure the consumer. Some companies have granted 

fellowships for this specific. purpose. And industry has inspired, 

to a very. great extent, the movement to label properly certain 

types of products that might ham the constnner if he were not forewarned." 

-
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Johns-Martville did not put Caution 1ab~ls on sacks of asbestos t.Ultil 1968. 
, . ed ing labels 

No asbestos products are alleged by m3nufactur~s to 'have canl. warn, 

t.Ulti1 1964 and later. 
. f th .-<mmensat:ion c0111llittee 

By the late 1950's there were regul~ meetmgs 0 e -"'r , 

at Johns-Manvil.le'~ huge New Jersey plant. 'At: these meetings , .. ere Medical 

Director Ken smith. plant engineer Cliff ShecKler. Nurse llahn. and a couple of 
others. .Some exerpts of their notes: 

Signnmd Skirzenski', age 52, advanced -pneumoconiosis 

Sheckler: Should we change him. 

Snlith: Won't make any difference. Do not transfer, retire if necessary. 

Alphonso Desantis, age 50 

Hahn: Should these men be advised? U 'J 

ShecKler: We' can put transite pipe out of business, £rom this list alone .. 

John Huda1<. 58, !llOderately advanced pneumoconiO'siS"" 

Snlith: Has he been counseled? 

No. 
lil< 'this 't' dangerous 

I see no reason to bring in a man e 3. 15 • Smith: 

Anna Blanik. 49. moderately advanced asbestosis 

ed · she will get hyste~iciu 
DulloW: She is very nervoUS. If she is call m~ 

and I a!ll sure you will have a claim on yo~ hands. 

Hahn: If she is transferred to another job, wouldn't that a1so precipitate 

something? 

DuBow: Mrs. Blanik is WOTlOng with no complaints. 

she was (health counselled). 

It is one yea.r since 

Sinith: As a doctor, you ca.'\'t leave her ,,,here she is today. ,') 

DuBoW: Taking her off the job will not change things. The daInage has 

been done. 
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Stella Krzesewski, 41, moderate t~ advanced. asbestosis 

Sheckler: No health c01.UlSeling 

Patsy Infante. 53. 33 years in asbestos 
o 

Getter: Records indicate asbestosis .in 2/51. ,lv'.an wa& advised about dust: 

in his lung in 1/55. 

Workers at Uanville describe the conditions in the 1950's as extremely dusty. 

Ted Kowalski. who is a leader of this conmnmity' svictims of .asbestos, U$ed to 

saw the butt ends off of molded p~p~ insulation. The dust was SO thick he couldn't 

'see acorss the room~ The air pollution from the £acto:ty covered the town wjth 

asbestos dust. The Uanville asbestos worI<ers' group is still struggling to bring 

New Jersey's compensa.tion laws up to a nrlxmmnn level of decency. These"plant 

workers have no alternative to 1rorkers' compensation, and their employer's failure 

to tell them when their examinations sho'ved occupational disease cannot even be 

1" ed 1 ed' CfI~ . l.tl.gat , et along us to deman~ punitive damages., At the January, 1960 meeting 

pf the National ,Insulation Uanufa,cturers Associati,on somebody raised'the idea of 

a health program. By this time" the industry leaders were busily fighting 

compensation claims from insulation workers in their contracting div~sions. 

The idea was dropped at the Manufa,ctu+ers' meeting that May, at a florida, b~ach 
Tesort. Of ali t.'le asbestos products ever Imtrketed. the one that accotmts for 

the greatest toll ir~ exposure ,and disease is tmdoubtedly insulation, dust from' 

~'\ which was daily breathed by millions of shi~rd and c~truction workers. 

A major producer of asbestos insulation was Plrl.llpCarey l>~ufacturing 

~ny. In 1962, at the Teconmenditioll of consUlting act~ries" Carey hired 

Dr. ThomasuUancuso for a medical survey of their manufacturing plant. It was 

initially hoped that: 
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"From the claiJIis standpoint. Dr. Mancuso, as a natioruilly 

accredited expert, can help us differentiate an expensive asbestosis 

or silicoisis case from non-occupational illnesses such as cancer ahd 

btonchitis, and make the defense stand up." 

The author'of this prediction was Louis A. Pechstein, Assistant Secretary of 

the company. Mr. Pechstein is now an official l'lith the company that bought Carey 

in the early 1970's, Celotex Corporation,. 

Dr. Mancuso did a' thorough survey of conditions at' the plant and reconnnended 

extensive changes, not only inside the plant but in terms of consumer warnings 

and air pollution control. These recommendations were couched in terms of promoting 

public and consumer relations while avoiding lal~suits and compensation claiJIis. 

By rnid-1963, Dr. Mancus~ presented the company with thecfirst report of Dr. 

Selikoff, show:ing the very high death rate from cancer and asbestosis among 

insulation workers. He advised that the. officers and managers of an ,enterprise 

inight be sued by their o~ employees for not providing a safe place to work. 

Reporting the results of a conference wi thMr. Pechstein and others, Dr. 

Mancuso submitted a ~onfidential report to nuplllgement on Septenil>er 23, 1963. 

The report was full of specific recomm!ffidations'to clean up the plant, control 

air pollution,-and provide advisory services to product users. By this time, 

Mancuso appears to have realized that his advice would be rejected. 

"Internally, -within the company, the question has been' 

raised as to why medical problems, particularly r~lating to 

cancer and asbestos, were not recognized before. Act-ually, 

they were recognized, but the asbestos industry chose to ignore 

, and deny their existence." \ . 
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Page 24 

This company continued manufacturing asbestos insulation products without 

even attaching warning labels, ·until 1971. 

Dr. Kenneth Smith testified in 1976, snortly before his death, that he'd 

recommended the use of 1'1aming labels on Johns-Manville asbestos back in 1952: 

'7he reasons why the caution labels were not implemented 

immediately, it was a business decision as far as I could under

stand. Here was a recommen~tion, the corporation is in business 

to make! to pr?vide jobs for people and make money for stock

hOlders and they had to take into cons~deration the effects of 

everything they did and if the application of a caution label 

identi£y:ing. a product' as hazardous would cut into sales, there 

would be serious financial implic;:1.tions.· And the pOwe!'s of be 

had to make some .effort to judge the necessity of the label 

versus the consequences of plaCing the label on the produ~t." . 

It wou}.d appear thai the company's decision had been made some years before. rtf 
Starting t; 1947 ,and continuously until the insurance carriers bailed out on Johns-

Manville in 1976, the corporation purcllaSed a total of $364,000,000.00 in product 

liability insurance coverage. 

What can we conclude from all this? 

1. The entire asbestos problem of today is man made. 

2. The concealment of medical facts and rec.ldess indifference to the gro\~g 

threat represented. by the rising use of asbestos involved every major 

film in "the industry. 
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Specifically: 

a. 'l'fuldelayed publication or Lanza's 1935 indUStl"y-sponsor¥ medical 

survey, critica11ywea:kened by editorial changes' requested by Johns

Manville attorn.ey V~i~r Brcrvm representing his "firm and Raybestos- ' 

Manha,tt~ Corporation President Sumner Simpson. 

II 
.(1 

b. Thest.'PPressionof any mention of asbestosis in the U. SJI trade journal, 

'Asbestos, throughout· the 1920's and 1930's. 

c. Five asbestos companies, including John5-Manville and Raybestos-I>fanhattan. 

contributed to inhalationexperimentsl,on animals with asbestos dust, 

but the scientists a:tSararuic were not allrnfu1 to publish any 0;( their 

findings unless approved by Vandiver Brown. Studies implicating asbestos 

as a carcinogen wera suppress~d. 

d. Even after receiving a ~report (1948) that'Kayll) dust caused asbestosis, 

,and having Saranac personnel conduct industrialhyg~ene surveys of 
~ . 

the (')l1io plant. where KEiylo was produced (1951) , Ow'ens-Illinois continued 

to push the prouuc.t as "non-toxic" in· trade magazmes (1952). 

e. Owens-Coming, which had used the heatth issue against asbestos in the 

.1940~s went into asbestos insulation ~~ntracting in the 1950's and 

bought the KaY1~ business in 1958. Despite the longstanding :kno\~ledge 
of asbestos insulatio,\1 dangers both in Owens-'Corning and its ne\~ 

subsidiary, and despite mounting compensation claims by insulation 

installers in the 1950's, the company made no effort to inform 

insulators of t.lte dangers and the measures to take to reduce exposure 

to the deadly dust. 
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Page 26 

f. Johns-Manville management rejected the'proposal by Dr.' Kenneth Smith 

,to affix warning labels to asbestos in 1952. This despite the 'company's 

discovery in 1948 that one employee died of asbestosis from just 

breathing the gener~l atmosphere inside their'l~aukegan, Illinois plant. 

g. Johns-ManviUe's management held regular meetingf at the large Manville, 

New Jersey plant, to consider health problems and avert workers' 

, compensation claims (1957-1958). Their notes show that th k II e wor. ers 

were routinely kept in the dark about the company doctors' diagnoses 

of asbestosis. A John-Manville plant manager in California, Wilber 

Rufj, has testified that the company had a policy l.DltU 1971 of not' 

telling workers'if their biennial company physical °showed Signs of 

dust disease. 

h. The Q.lebec Asbestos ]lUning Association sponsored an inh 1 t· - a a 10n test 

of asbestos on mice, at S~~c in 1~51-52. The preliminary findings 

of these tests 1 np-ver published l'lere positive in 1952 . (".: , , a report to 

QAMA.. The same year! that industry doctor Paul Cartier published 

figures PI~l~orting to show no cancer hazard in asbesto::; ~ines, QAMA' s. 

lawyer informed the (9/55) meeting of the Asbes~os Text~e Instit~te 
that "'cancer 'I'f§l!; a major problem in the industry. . 

i- ATI's members rejected proposed cancer studies from Saranac Lab d 

j. 

~ an 
Industrial Hygiene Foundati~n in 1956-57. QAMA supported a short-term 

follow-up, mortality study of asbestos Ifumers, published by 1. H. F. 

researchers and roundly denounced for design biases by Dr. Wilhelm 

Hueper and Dr;. lhomas Mancuso. 

Armstrong Cork had a large number of co~pensation elainE (for asbestosis 

and cancer, starting 1952) frOm insulation workers hired by its 
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~ 
contracting division. Yet Annstrong had long been repackaimg asbestos 

insu1ation and then manufactured its own starting in 1956, with no warning, 

labels and ao attempts to advise lmrk~rs of safest work practices. 

k. Compensation clam by insulators were also being paid' by Johns-Manville 

and Philip Carey Manufacturing C{)mpa.'1Y in the 1950:s. They continued 

to manufacture asbestos. insulation with no attempts to warn of the 

danger. or conduct studies ~ tht~xposure and fate of insula~ion 
l't--orkers. 

1. The National Insulation Manufacturers Association rejected the idea of 

setting up a health program in 1960. MCZ)Jber finns includ,ed major 

producers of asbestos insulation. The corresponding British manufacturers 

group ('Thermal Insulation C'.ontr~tors Association). had requested 70 

copies of governmenSrmrning on the health hazard of asbestos in 

shipyards in 1945~ 
m. Dr. Thoma.c; 'Mancuso, whose studyof asbestos workers .published in 1963 

::howed all excess of cancer, was hired by the Philip Carey Manufacturing 

Company to conduct an industrial hygiene and medical survey of the Carey 

",plant making asbestos i.,Tlsu:t~tion •. He recolmJlend:dcontinuous industrial 

hygien~.oversight for the"plant ,>'Orkers, the compilation of health and. 

autopsy data for studies, ,and the development of a lI"...llti-faceted 

customer advisory effort on the health hazards. The responsible 

company officials, including Louis Pechstein, who had hir~JDr. Mancuso, 

apparently disregarded much of t:lis advice: Carey asbestos insulation 

was sold for the next 7 years without warning labels. 
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Page 28 

Some of the worst of these activities would be addressed by H. R. 4973 • 

Individuals who profit by murder would be punished for wantonly endangering the 

people in this country. It was never the "American Way" to sell death in Kaylo 

bOXes and call the stuff non-toxic. If we want to prevent that business from 

continuing, the rules of the marketplace '<1i11 have to be changed~ Those who 

conceal deadly truths from their workers and customers are almost never confronted' 

personally with the fact t!,lat they have committed a monstrous crime. My own 

feeling is that no one in the executive suites would lightly risk imprisomnent 

and humiliation for a quick buck.
c 

Other Industries 
./ 

'The asbestos industry is subject to the same rules of the marketplace as 

many other businesses, snd it does not operate in a singular manner. Concealment 

of knowledge of Cancer hazards has also occurred in the !:hemical industry." 

Witness the policy of the DuPont Company, as privately explained by the corporate, 

medical director in. 1949'. 

DuPont had very high rates (j.f bladder cancer:in its dye ,~orkers, something 

quite COImlon "in industry despite the longstandi?JgrecognitiQn of the ~cer. 
hazard in ~ing arolMtic amine dYirs. But in 1948 DuPont Medical Director Dr,: 

Gehrmann presented a paper to the effect that all the cancer was caus~ bY~ne 
,-' 

dye intermediate, which they were phasing out (beta-~phthYlamine). 'At least 

two listeners were surprised to see another intermediate, benzid~e, declared 

. non-carcfuogenic. These .~octors, representing the. British government and the 

biggest British dye producer. carne to visit DuPont in 1949. In the course of 

this, Dr. Gehrmann confided to the other companY,doctor{l:hat LuPont realized 
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Immdd-il1(: l'ln~ t:ard.lloi:,'fl'LC, but tll;rl: it I'WS (;o:llll;m), po:! ic}' 1.:0 b'I.llme bc;t;l-· 

mljJht.hylmnino for a11 tlw ,~orJ~C1rs' c1<:11U1S. ])llPilllL d:i!;C:Cln t.i.f1l1eu l~:m:.1]j.nz llc:t~!·-
. -

ll<lpht.irylwninc in 195!;, liut: cUd not stop ncldll[! hc:n;d.clilm clyc~ trnt::il 19i'3 • . ' 
~" c 

~jl1~1 full IJ:.rl:lc:ulars. m'o incluc1cc1 in thn J:(11J.m1.lTI{: artie},· £1'0:,1 '11m 
• ?,' ' .. -

l~as!~!.l.!I\;:O~ post and a'l< ·:1:(,1' from Dr. Rob,lr!: CfI!:U, '~lIO \'m~ '(:hc l~~'il::isJl. f~ove.m:7.ent: 

ph)'~:.ic:i<.lfi 1'lho '·1.i.tncs5CU the confess:i.on of Dr, Gal'iJ'Jn:mll. 

TESTIMONY OF BARRY CASTLEMAN, ENVIRONMENTAL 
CONSULTANT AND ENGINEER 

Mr. CASTLEMAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and members of the 
committee. 

Mr. Miller has covered many of the things that are in my state
ment, and I'll try not to repeat any more than I have to. 

.. My own background i~ in the area of preventing occupational 
disease, environmental disease; and I have, for many years, hoped 
to see this done the most direct route through a regul~tory process. 
And in the 1970's I think we have all been 'disappoInted that the 
regulatory process hasn't worked as well as we had hoped,'and that 
only the really worst of the problems seem to be handled by the 
regulatory process; and even these are tied up in lengthy litigation. 
And, so, those of us who are concerned about prevention have 
learned other methods less direct. 

I became involved in compensation matters in 1976. I was ap
proached by att'lrneys representing people who had asbestosis, 'had 
cancer, and they asked me to present for trial the history of the 
development of the knowledge of asbestos disease so that judes 
could see for themselves how long some of these things had been 
known. 0' 

And it was at this point, around 1976, that I started to take a 
very strong interest in the historical litel'ature, which I had not 
really looked at before. Because when you talk about direct preven
tion, the historically literature doesn't seem very preventative; you 
need to know what is the state of the art today. 

And, so getting into this, I have been positively amazed at what 
was known and what was covered up. Let me give you a couple of 
examples of this, with it in mind that the legislation proposed by 
Mr. Miller would directly address this sort of thing.' 
.~ 'J1here was a laboratory called the Saranac Lab()ratory set up at 
the beginning 'of the century that was originally set up for tubercu
losis research. Later on they started doing work on silicosis, and 
then they started. testing industrial dusts. 

By 1938 you have a list of the contributions to the Sal!anac 
Laboratory: the Portland Cement Association, Johns-Manville, 
Lake Superior Minning Assocation, Inland Steel-others. And this 
was a laboratory, for experimenting on animals, using dust that 
was used in industry to see whether these dusts were dangerous 
when inhaled, whether they would cause adverse pathology on the 
lungs o(,th.e animals. 
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Now, the asbestos industry had contributed to the Saranac Labo
ratory starting 1937, and in the course of litigation it has come out 
that the Saranac Laboratory had an actual contract with Johns
Manville and· four other companies to not publish any of the find
ings until they met the editorial scrutiny of the lawyers' of those 
who were supporting research. It has also come out that a number 
of studies were suppressed. There was a study in 1943 submitted to 
the sponsors,which had to do with finding tumors in animals. 
There was other work in 1945 showing damage to the lungs of cats 
inhaling asbestos, and, according to Dr. Harriet Hardy, the director' 
of the laboz'atory had tears in his eyes when he told her Johns
Manville wouldn't let him publish any of that stuff. 

In 1952, the Saranac Laboratory did an inhalation study and 
found in its interim report, at 14 months, an excess of cancer in 
mice exposed to asbestos. A final report has never been found; the 
interim report was never published. It was only discovered recently 
in litigation. . " 

The' story of Kaylo is wortb special attention. Saranac Labora·· 
tory started testing in' 1943 a "product called Kaylo. It was an 
insulation product, one widely used. It contained asbestos and hy
drous calcium silicate. And in 1948 the director of the Saranac 
Laboratory wrote to Owens-Illinois and explained they had found 
that asbestosis was caused by the inhalation of Kaylo dust. ;And 
this was not asbestos dust, but the dust of the actual insuVation 
product. And the conclusion of the letter says: / 

I realize that our findings regarding Kaylo are less favorable thanfo£icipated. 
However, since Kaylo is capable of producing asbestosis, it is better fo discover it 
now on animals rather than later in industrial workers. Thus, the ~ompany, fore
warned, will be in a better position to ins. titute control measures lfdr safeguarding 
exposed employees and protecting its ownJ!J.!ere~ts. /.. 

Now, this letter was sent to the company on No~ihber 16, 1948. 
, In 1950, a letter from the files of the Saranac L~oratory on Kaylo 

acknowledges receipt of such material and. p:€ntions the idea of 
putting together a brochure warning abolJt"potential hazards of 
this insulation. ...1 .,/' .' 

No such brochure iWas ever issued by O~ens-Illinois. But in 1952, 
we have an article in the Petroleum Engineer where Owens-lliinois 
. is advertising its product to the oil industry; and they say some 
remarkable things in here. ',' .. 

First of all, they have a picture of an applicator sawing the pipe 
insulation. And I would like for you to see the original article, 
because photocopies are not terribly good for seeing the dustiness. 
Your have this guy standing there smiling, not wearing a respira
tor, sawing up a hunk of this pipe covering with dust allover the 
place. He is using the Kaylo box as a workbench, .and. the only 
warning on that box is Hhandle with care," which is obviously 
intended to prevent the breakage of the product in transit; there is 
no warning about the danger ·of breathing the dust or working in a 
place where you are continually filling it with dust by sawing off 
. the lengths of pipe covering to fit the various configurations of pipe 
ina power p~antor any other place. '. 

They talk in that article about the applicators being fond of this 
product llecause it is nontoxic; and,that is an out-and-out lie. This 
article is published under. the name. of the director of research of 
the Kaylo division of Owens-Illinois who certainly knew that the 
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extensive innovations of the plant, to which he i-efers in his article, 
has a lot to do with industrial hygiene. But there is no mention 
that the dust of this product is deadly. 

Mr. CONYERS. Without objection, we will accept into the record 
the company documents that relate to that statement. 

Mr. CASTLEMAN. Thank you. 
[See appendix.] 
Mr. CASTLEMAN. I also have a copy of the confidential reports 

from the Saranac Laboratory to the Quebec Asbestos Mining Asso
ciation, called "Asbestosis and Pulmonary Cancer," to which I have 
already referred. . 

Now, another amazing case of concealment occurred in the early 
1960's. The Philip Carey Manufacturing Co., facing a number of 
workmen's' compensation claims, hired a reknowned medical 
expert, Dr. Thomas Mancuso, and asked Dr. Mancuso to conduct 
industrial hygiene and medical surveys of the manufacturing oper~ 
ations where they were making an insulating product with asbes
tos, and to make r(:}commendations for them that· would reduce, 
among other things, their compensation costs associated with the 
manufacture of this product. 

When Dr. Iv.fancuso was hired, Louis Pechstein who was then 
assistant secretary of Philip Carey, announced, "From the claims 
standpoint, Dr. Mancuso, as a nationally accredited expert, can 
help us differentiate an expensive asbestosis or silicosis case from 
nonoccupatiollal illnesses such such as cancer and bronchitis, and 
make the defense stand up." 

I think these people didn't fully appreciate the fact that Dr. 
Mancuso would tell them what he thought, even though they were 
paying for his services. In 1963 Mancuso published an article show
ing that in asbestos manufacturing there was excess rate of cancer 
among the workers. 
. Well,. Mancuso surveyed the plant and started submitting reports 
In 1963. Mancuso urged them not just to have full-time industrial 
hygenists in the plant, and to clean up all hazardous conditions 
existing there, but to, 'in addition, undertake to control the air 
pollution from that plant or it might cause cancer in the neighbor
hood, and the neighbors might sue. 

Mancuso ~lso urged that they conduct a program to warn the 
consumers of the product, that this was a dangerous product, and 
that certain use practices should be followed, obvious housekeeping 
measures that you would follow if you knew that the dust was a 
danger, like wetting insulation when you saw it, wearing a respira
tor, and things like that. 

Well, none of this was done. This product was m~nufactured, 
according to the best information I have, until 1971 without so 
much as a warning laBel. And you may wish to question some of 
the people included in my testimony who are still alive, such as 
Mr. Pechstein and Hugh Jackson of Johns-Manville, and ask them 
if the existence of legislation such as has been proposed by Mr. 
Miller might hav~ altered their actions at the time, might have 
altered perception of what was going on at the time in such away 
that it would have benefited many of the people using their prod-
~~. . 
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Mr. CONYERS. That is an excellent suggestion. Mr. Ashbrook 
thought that we might want to follow up on it. 

Was Dr. Mancuso's recommendation, in your judgment, appropri
ate and adequate in terms of his relationship to the company? 

Mr. CASTLEMAN. Yes. 
I have only the highest regard for Dr. Mancuso. He has a long, 

distinguished career in occupational medicine. 
Mr. CONYERS. With no objection we will enter into the record at 

this point the Mancuso report. 
[See appendix.] 
Mr. CASTLEMAN. Well, Congressman Miller has already men

tioned a number of the cases of out and out concealment, of the 
suppression of medical findings of asbestosis in plant workers by 
the Johns-Manville Corp., Johns-Manville's rejection of its own 
medical director's advise to label the product with asbestos as 
hazardous, for what the medical director testified in deposition 
shortly before his death were sales reasons. 

These are cases of concealment which would be addressed in the 
bill. There are others, though. 

In my written statement I also mentioned the case of duPont. I 
think there's something to say here about the asbestos industry; 
they're obviously subject to the same market constrains and rules 
as other industries, such as members of the chemical industry. You 
have mentioned the idea of reckless indifference, and I'd like to at 
least cite a few examples, of reckless indifference that you might 
wish to cover at something with criminal sanctions. I've spent quite 
a lot of time going around looking for old workmen's compensation 
claims involving manufacturers of asbestos insulation. 

Some of the attorneys with whom I was working, who represent
ed plaintiffs, believed that there were probably a number of such 
claims against the manufacturers because the manufacturers were 
also in the business of bidding on contracts. And, so" they would bid 
on a power plant job, or shipyard job, construction job; and if they 
got the contract they would go down and hire a bunch of insulation 
workers. They would do the job, using their own products. And if 
these guys got asbestosis, they would make workmen's compensa
tion claims; and if it was a State like California, they would have 
to name as defendants, all the companies that they worked for 
handling asbestos. And the one that I brought in is the case of 
James Whitcomb Riley, of California; he listed 54 companies
contracti~g companies, manufacturing companies, and their insur
ance carrIers. 

This man filed for compensation in 1957. I believe all of these 
companies were making asbestos: Johns-Manville, Philip Carey, 
Armstrong Cork, and Owens-Corning. These companies were de
fendants in this action. And there were a number of others, and 
the companies were fighting these compensation claims. 

Mr. Riley's claim file' must have been about 9 inches thick. It is 
full of motions of change of hearing dates, medical records. There 
isn't any way you could assume that the·defendant companies just 
wrote a check and paid him off without thh~king about what this 
expense was really all about. There are a \'dumber of claims like 
this. 
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Now, how anyone can go manufacturing a product like that, 
without even affixing warning labels, while paying total disability 
and death benefits to people who use the product is something you 
. may wish to consider when it comes to reckless indifference. Such 
conduct mayor may not be directly attributable or assignable to a 
member of the board of directors. 

Mr. CONYERS. Well, these was no OSHA, there was no legislation 
requiring reporting, and there is no federal statute on law of 
endangerment. Those would be my three likely reasons to suspect 
why the corporations felt no obligation to do more than payoff the 
counterclaim when and if it could be proven. 

Mr. ASHBROOK. What is that date again? 
Mr. CASTLEMAN. The claim was filed in 1957, and the disability 

and death benefits were ordered to be paid, starting in 1959. 
Mr. ASHBROOK. That was about the time between 1957 and 1959, 

when Mr. Fleming found something wrong with cranberries. They 
probably were spending more time on that than they were on 

'these. 
Wasn't it 'rhanksgiving about that time when none of us were 

eating cranberries because there were problems with them? 
'Mr. CONYERS. Without objection we will incorporate into the 

record the documents of Mr. Riley's claims and file which detail the 
witness' discussion. 

[See appendix.] 
Mr. CASTLEMAN. There were 14 pages of workIDen's compensation 

claims for asbestosis yielded up by the Armstrong Cork Co. in this 
litigation, some of which go back to the early 1950's, and many of 
which predate 1964, when warning labels first started to appear on 
these products. 

Mr. CONYERS. Mr. Castleman, do you have any larger conclusions 
in terms of where we are in trying to control and get an orderly 
hanCi~e on, the whole question of these massive numbers of cases? 

Cleatly, with these reporting requirements as recommended, and 
. perhaps other legislation, there are and will be even a larger 
number coming forward. 

In light of difficulty under OSHA procedures, do you have any 
wider recommendations to suggest?· . 

Mr. CASTLEMAN. Are you talking about how to ,handle the ap
proaching caseload of chemical diseases. as 'a result of past expo
sures? 

;Mr. CONYERS. Right, and the present ones that will come about if 
w~ get this reporting system set up. In my mind it is clear that if 
everybody starts reporting there will be an, even larger number 
than there have been.:, 

Mr.. CASTLEMAN. Well, if you're reporting it directly to your 
workers, that is something that cuts through just reporting it to 
the Government, which directly arms the workers with at least 
some means of taking steps to protect themselves. And I under
stand that this would be required, too, if the hazard extended to 
the workers of the company that developed the information. 

And it is true, OSHA and the Environmental P:rotection Agency 
Office of Toxic Substances are, at this point; already overwhelmed 
with the information that they have to process. ' 
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But by making knowledge available to the customers of the 
product and workers at the same time as the Government it is 
bound to' do some good. And, also, I would suppose that' State 
governments would pick up on information as well as the Federal 
Government, and may, in turn, take steps that would be quicker 
than the Federal Government's action. 

As far as the approaching clinical disease problem the problems 
of asbestos in ~he past, the outlook is not good at all.' The litigation 
for com~el1satIng. these pe~ple i~ a~ extr~~ely arduous thing, too: 
. I was Involve~ I~ a ca.se In MIamI, testIfIed as an expert witness 
In a damage SUIt Inv:olvlng an asbestos company in May; and that 
case had been filed In 1975. Such delays make it very difficult I 
think, for a lot of these people to go on. ' ' 

Mr. CONYERS. Do you feel that there could be some substitutes 
for some of this obviously dangerous material that is used? 

Are the corporations up against the wall and have to choose 
between trying to fight off compenBation claims when and if they 
are disc~>vered or not move their products forward, or are there 
alternatives that are yet to be examined? 

Mr. CASTLEMAN. There definitely are. ' 
There is a report by Oliver Bowels of the Bureau of Mines that I 

came. across, dated 1955, that said hydrous calcium silicate as a 
substIt?tc: for asbestos had been around for 10 years commercially; 
~nd thIS IS, from all I can tell, the same product which is now used 
In place of mo~ded asbestos pipe covering. This asbestos was banned 
by the EPA In 1975, and it was obviously substituted for long 
before then. 

Mr. ASHBROOK. Excuse me. The product ban was substituted or 
the asbestos? ' ' 

Mr. CASTLEMAN. The asbestos was banned in molded pipe cover
ing in 1975, but obviously it could have happened a lot sooner. The 
state of the art appears to have been that asbestos could have been 
eliminated ~rom. pipe-cover~ng materials 30 years sooner. 

Asbestos IS Widely used In brake products-brake linings, brake 
shoes-and now there are breakthroughs being made by General 
M~t«?rs and Raybestos-M~nhattan which app~ar to open the' way to 
making these products Without anY asbestos In the next few years. 

Mr. CON~ERS. Are you near a conclusion so that I can open this 
up to questIOns by my colleagues on the subcommittee? 

Mr. CASTLEMAN. Yes. 
I would just like to say that the threat of asbestos has really 

engulfed us all. I~ is ,~ard ~o f!.nd anybody who hasn't been exposed 
t? asbestos pollutIOnm drlnkl.ng water, asbestos in dry-wall spack
hng conl~oun~s, asbestos in ceilillgs in public buildings, in schools, 
asbestos In shIpyards, where many people work. This is something 
that has ~een let .loose on us all. It is out and it is very difficult to 
get back In any kmd of a controlled situation. ' 

And thi~ J:1app~nded in a. ve~y calCUlated way. My written testi
mony goes~ Into Industry rIgging of" the medical literature going 
back ~o 19&\4.. :rhere is suppression of knowledge of asbestosis in? 
trade Journal~ In 1935, and soon. " " 

My feeling i~ that if I had 15 minutes to tell the story to any 10 
people chosen at random off the street, that all 10 of them would 
tell you to please put this legislation through so that this sort of 
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activity would at least have some deterrent that it doesn't now face 
in the marketplace. . = 

Mr; CONYERS. Thank you. From what you have said, many of 
those 10 might also be affected by it. 

Mr. CASTLEMAN. Yes. 
Mr. CONYERS. I don't remember ever being tested for this. 
How do we alert the general public who may not be working in 

Johns-Manville? It may not occur to them that they could be in 
danger. 

What kind of precautions are recommended to the general 
public? 

Mr. C.A;STJ.EMAN. There are very few precautions that you can 
take oncle you've been exposed; once you've got the fibres trapped 
in your lungs, there is very little that can be done. There seems to 
be some medical evidence that if you quit smoking and live 5 years 
after you have quit smoking, that from that point on your risk of 
getting lung cancer seems to go down. But there are other cancers 
caused by asbestos, mesothelioma for example, which are defintite
ly not associated with smoking habits but which are principally 
associated with exposure to asbestos, and which are showing up in 
people with what you might consider minimal exposul'e-people 
who are family members of asbestos workers who only got the dust 
that was brought home on a worker's clothes, or people who were 
neighbors of the Brooklyn Navy Yard, or, in one case, Mr. Miller 
referred to a Johns-Manville plantworker who died b&?~)asbestosis 
just from breathing the general atmosphere in one of Johns-Man
ville's plants. Johns-Manville went to the Saranac Lab and found 
that that was so, because they were trying to fight a compensation 
claim. It was in 1948. 

Well, one of the people that I represent is a woman who worked 
in a plant as a secretary where they sawed up asbestos and made 
panels from 1940 to 1955, all of which came from Johns-Manville, 
and she was also exposed to the general environment, the general 
atmosphere, of the plant where asbestos products were being fabri-
cated. ' 

The failure of the company in providing a warning to their 
employees had the direct result of this woman getting a terrible 
form of cancer. 

Mr. CONYERS. This could be terribly demoralizing to scores of 
thousands of people who are working in this environment in the 
industry who, I presume now, are beginning to raise this question 
in terms of what their employers are doing about it. 

Is that, in fact, going on? . 
IVlr. CASTLEMAN. Well, my own experience with high-risk follow

up is that it is not very popular among employers. I was working 
for the CO:Q.gress' Office of Technology Assessment, and one of the 
things that I recommended action on was the notification of people 
who are now recognized to be at high risk of getting some specific 
types of cancer from some chemical agent they worked with in the 
1960's which we identified, say, 2 years ago as a lung cancer agent. 
And there are certain types of screening one might be able to do to 
detect that early, in high-risk populations. 

.. And I .can tell you this didn't go over very well withr,the industri
al representatives on the panel who were top executives from 
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Exxon and Fairchild Camera. We're talking about very l~rge liabil
ities and the unwillingness 011 the part of the compaD;les to sa~, 
"Well we're sorry but you've been exposed to somethlng that lS 
very dangerous, and you ought to have certain kinds of medical 
followup." And companies have the records of tl;1e workers. ComP!l
nies k~ow who was exposed, at least have some ldea. Any maybe In 
a lot of cases nobody else knows; that is a' continuing problem. 

Mr. CONYERS. Mr. Ashbrook? 
Mr. ASHBROOK. Thank you. 
I find your testimony interesting. I suppose you started and 

ended up with the same point. You said you were shocked by what 
was known and what was pointed up. I guess the finger today has 
been pointed at corporate America, which is always fair game. 

But let us expand this discussion on what was known and what 
was covered up by possibly other institutions, including the Gov-
ernment. 

Is it your understanding that these facts were known only to 
corporations? Were they known, for example, by the Government 
and the unions? 

They too have responsibility in thisare.a .. Taking the ~atter first, 
I know Or) no union that has not been WIllIng .at any tIme or a;ny 
place in the last 30 years to make issues of thIS type P!l~t. of th~er 
bargaining with management. They do have responsIbIlIty With 
respect to the workplace. ..' 

How would you rate union understandIng of thIS problem. In the 
past? Were they honestly without kno~ledge; w~re th~y blIssfully 
ignorant; were they inept; were they In collUSIOn WIth manage
ment; or none of the above? 

Mr. CASTLEMAN. I would say, for the most part, they were honest-
ly without knowledge. . . . 

Mr. ASHBROOK. So, most of thIS InformatIOn, to the best of your 
knowledge, was never known by any industrial union that had the 
real responsibility for the workers in the workplace? 

Mr. CASTLEMAN. To the best of my knowledge. I've had freque;nt 
contact with Roy Steinfurth, who is the health and safety ~peC1ahst 
for the asbestos workers, insulation workers, in Washington. I 
asked him to come today, but he could not make it. He could tell 
you himself that they just didn't know. 

Mr. ASHBROOK. You said you were shocked. I suppose I would 
find it shocking that a union with responsibility in this ar~a kne-yv 
nothing about it and was honestly without knowledge durIng thIS 
whole period of time. 

Mr. CASTLEMAN. Well, up until 1964, when the warnin~ labels 
appeared, when Dr. Irving S~likoff had a large. conference m ~ew 
York and announced his findIngs In a very pubhc way, these thIngs. 
were-they were mostly in the medical literature, but they weren't 
in the public domain. . . 

And there is an interesting story about Owens-CornIng, WhIch 
serves as an example of what companies knew and ~el'haps didn't 
share with the unions. This is a 1942 document, an Intercompany 
correspondence having to do with how Owens-Corning could break 
into the insulation business with a fiberglass product. They were 
competing against asbestos. And their plan-. this was. a very bare
knuckle business plan-was to have a~:\ a weapon In reserve a .. 
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compendium of e~erything known about::a:sbestosis, 500-and-some
thing pages~ complete bibliography, and to just keep that in wait
ing. They would go to the union with the plan, prearranged plan 
with an insurance company, Aetna, and they would say, "Look, 
"'Ne're going to buy product liability insurance so that if anything 
happens to you with our fiberglass product you are covered; you'-ye 
got the sarhe coverage a.s one of our own employees would have In 
manufacturing. That is how much we are willing to guarantee the 
safety of this product, and moreover-a reputable insurance com-
pany is going to stand behind it." -

And if they didn't go for that, the company was willing to go 
ahead with circulating this 500-page compendium on asbestosis 
with some stuff on the relative innocuousness of fiberglass, and try 
and pressure the union leadership or bring about the overthrow of 
the union chiefs. 

The problem was the insulation workers didn't like fiberglass 
because it caused . .skin irritation, and they were asking for a little 
bit more nloney to work with fiberglass. And this was keeping 
fiberglass out of the market. . 

As it turned out, according to Roy Steinfurth, Owens-Corning 
never told the u.nion about asbestosis. What they did was get some 
kind of Government intercession to the effect that it was an unfair 
business practice for the union to demand extra money to work 
with their products as compared to somebody else's product, and 
they got the same union rates using the fiberglass. In that way 
they did not use the w:eapon in reserve of telling the union directly 
about the hazards of the competition's product. . 

Then, 15 years later, they bought the Kaylo business, and they 
certainly knew about the asbestosis problem. " 

Mr. ASHBROOK. Owens-Corning or Owens-Illinois? 
Mr: CASTLEMAN. Owens-Corning .. 
Mr. ASHBROOK. Owens-IllinoiB had it? 
Mr. CASTLEMAN. Yes, Owemi-Illinois had it, and Owens-Corning 

bought it in 1958. ), . 
, So, this is an lllu;Stration of how the unions came close to finding 
out but didn't. -\; , 

And as far as the Government is concerned, Mr. Conyers has 
pointed out that there was no OSHA; the public health service was 
not in any way a regulatory agency, they were very ineffective. 
And lack of Government-substantial Government-' action in the 
area of prevention in the shipyard is hardly surprising. 

Mr. ASHBROOK. I just wonder if that is accurate. I mentioned the 
cranberry sca.re to be facetious. However, those types of things 
were done in those days, and it just seems hard to believe that 
someone in the Government 'Would n.ot have known or have had 
some indication that all of this information was out in the public 
sector. 

Mr. CASTLEMAN. There appear to beat least a few people in 
Government who knew, bp.t who were very friendly"with", the asbes
tos industry. One of them: Dr.·Lewis Cralley, attenqedttade associ
ation meetings of asbestos companies. In fact, the' Public' Health 
Service's failure to warn workers about the hazards of asbestos in a 
Tyler, T~x. plant in 1971 h~d to the Government settling out of 
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court for $5 million in compensation to over 400 workers who had 
been in that plant. 

But I would urge you to consider that, to put it politely, the 
irresponsible conduct of one Government official should hardly lay 
the burden of compensating this damage on the taxpayer. 

And the incompetence of the Navy is not doing something sooner 
about the fact that they were using a lot of asbestos insulation in a 
careless manner doesn't mitigate the responsibility of the compa
nies that were profiting by mining asbestos and using asbestos as 
insulation in products which they continued to sell. / 

Mr. ASHBROOK. What did you say that cutoff date, was, 1964? 
Mr. CASTLEMAN. For the introduction of warning labels, 1964 for 

some of them, but that was for Owens,:"Cotning and Johns Manville. 
For Philip Carey, I believe it wasn~t until 1971 that the product 
was either discontinued or labeled as potentially harmful: 

Mr. ASHBROOK. The reason why I asked about 1964 IS that we 
are sitting in a building that was completed ju~t about that t~me. It 
would be interesting to know what was used In the way of .Insula
tion, particularly in the catacombs. I understand that we PWe our 
heat in from down on M Street, or somewhere down that way, for 
several blocks, and I think it is fairly insulated. It would be kind of 
interesting, Mr. Chairman, just to learn what was used. 

I think we come more within the area of collusion than of 
victimization. 

Thank you. I appreciate your testimony. (, . 
Mr. CASTLEMAN. You authorized the funds, do you think that 

makes you responsible? 
Mr. ASHBROOK. Well, I do not know. It was just running thro?-gh 

my mind. I do not want to trample on the State of N?rth Carol~na, 
but I suppose the same argument could be made WIth respec(' to 
those who vote for tobacco subsidies. [Laughter.] 

I was 'listening to George with interest. It makes one wonder 
where the liability stops. Maybe we are guilty in a lot of areas like 
that because we have Borne degree of knowledge in things we do" So, 
I suppose. we are not unlike some of the terrible corporate men one 
hears so much about. 

Mr. CONYERS. Mr. Gudger. 
Mr. GUDGER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. ' 
I have found your testimony quite exciting and quite inte:esting 

especially the idea that there is an area of knowledge that IS kept 
from the public because of market forces or Governmental forces. 

I recall in the 1950's, having an interesting lawsuit in which we 
were deaiing with a woman who had contracted a serious pulmon
ary condition. It was suspected that this was in consequence of her 
employment wit!! a major retail compan~ and her practice at that 
place where she was employed of breakIng each spent tube that 
was brought in tovbe exchanged for a new tube. In that day there 
were so many different models and. different sizes of florescence 
that most purchasers would bring in the old tube to display so that, 
they would get the same or similar size new product. ' 

I was confronted with a suit against this retailer brought by an 
attorney claiming that she had contracted l:>e:yllium poisoning. At ';,; 
that time it was not known that the beryllIum was an element 
contained in the gas being used in the manufacture of these tubes, 
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and it was not generally known that it was a highly poisonous 
agent in bringing about fibrosis of the lun.g. I 

We came, in investigation, up t? the .LIbrary of Cong~ess, talked 
to physicians that had been dealIng wIth pulmon@,,.ry dIsease, and 
finally came to the conclusion that, in fact, ~here was a dangerous 
agent, beryllium, within these tubes, WhICh, when they. were 
broken by this employee, created enough gas~ous ~apor In the 
vicinity where the breaking took place to cause d~rect I~Jury to her. 

Needless to say, there was a settlement mad~ InVO~VIng the com
pensation claim, there was a settlement made I:qvolving the manu
facturer's liability; and, within a year, that product was no longer 
being used in the manufacture of those flourescent tubes. ' 

This is how the marketplace is supposed to wo~k. . . 
Now, what you are saying, is that there ar~ Ins~ances .In WhICh 

responsible parties do not seek out a solutIOn hke t.hIS. I was 
representing the employer of this woman and was trYIng to fin~ 
wherein the truth did lie. Once we found the tr';Ith, th~e retaIl 
merchant and the manufacturer worked out a solution so "hat the 
product was no longer manufactuloed; what was on hand I, was de
stroyed by the retailer, and the manufacturer put a replacemp-nt 
product on thf:l line. . ' 

Now, my question to you is this, d? you not thInk that WIth t~e 
current supervision through OccupatIOn Safety and Health AdmIn
istration through the self-policing of the industry, and throug~ the 
extreme' exposure to major civil litigation, the m~rketplace IS far 
mbre able now to deal with these hazards than It was 15 or 20 
years ago? . 

I'm talking about the marketplace p:ocess Itself now. . 
I realize that you will have to qualIfy your answer With respect 

to fraud and suppression of knowledge. ' 
Mr. CASTLEMAN. A lot of these injuries are very long latent 

things; industrial substances that cause cancer take, on the aver
age, 20 to 35 years to produce that effect. If the ma~ufactu:er has 
knowledge that the substance causes cancer, somethIng whIch can 
be determined in a couple of years, and the manufacturer, for some " 
reason, fails to notify the Governmen~ about that,. there may not b~ 
any litigation over the cancer-causmg propertIes of those s';Ib
stances for another 20 or 30 years. This is. what happened WIth 
asbestos. This is why we don't have VandIver Brown, Summer 
Simpson, Dr ... Ant1;ony. L!inza and a ~umber of. other. p~ople to 
question about theIr crImInal conduct In suppresslJ.~g thIS l1?-forma
tion because they all have died and nobody ever saId anything bad 
abo~,t them while they were living. 

So we have to remember that a lot of times the~e effects are v~ry 
long latent and this complicates the whole b.uslness .of assessmg 
damages and having the marketplace react In a qU1C~ manner. 

;Then you also have the legal fIx. As has ~een mentIOned, the 
asbestos industry has come to C0D:gr~ss askIng that a so-called 
compensation bill be enacted. The prInCIpal tenet of that compensa
tion bill is to stop any further third-party suits against the asbestos 
manufacturer. 0 • 

Mr. GUDGER. I come fr~m North Caroli~a,'as has be~n pOInted 
out earlier and we establIshed a workmen s compensatIOn system 
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in that State in 1939. And within about 6 years we had silicosis as 
a compensJlble disease. 

Now, of course, many States did not because they were not 
dealing with mica and other mineral products which had the pro
pensity to cause silicosis, and the incidence of silicosis had a long 
historic recognition. before the compensation act became a part of 
our economic system in North Carolina. Then, later on, of course, 
asbestosis and brown lung have become compensable claims where 
connection with employment can be shown, brown lung being a 
condition of the lungs attributable to employment in a textile 
manufacturing plant where the cotton fiber is subject to being 
inhaled by the employee. OSHA is gaining a great deal of control 
of that hazard now, but h&f;,pnly been addressing it, I think, for the 
last 5 or 6 years. . --,j , 

Again, I get back to the situation where we see industry, govern
ment, the labor unions and individuals moving to try to reduce 
hazards when, tlJ:e.y are discovered, analyzed and appreciated. 

I wonder, do IV'~ ",) think that attaching a criminal. accountability 
to something as l Q!..phisticated as these hazards will be of significant 
benefit when accountability has traditionally evolved through liti
gation and the sort of proofs that litigation affords? 

Mr. CASTLEMAN. I don't know. I think it will help; I hope it will 
help. And it is the only thing that we've got left. But I don't know 
how well it is going to work once it is in practice. It depends, of 
course, on whether the law will provide a way that is reasonably 
enforceable and place the responsibilities where they belong, or 
whether it's weakened by all kinds of amendments and provisions 
a:(td obscure defInition changes. 

Mr. GUDGER. Let me ask you one final question to illustrate the 
dilemma, and it. is this. When the directors of major industry 
acquire knowledge that there is hazard to their employees or to the 
consumers of their manufactured product, which hazard could be 
relieved by a substitution of chemical component or other means, it 
seems to me that there is every possible economic inducement in 
the ~tructure now to remove that hazard so as to avoid civil litiga
tion, which would result in much heavier expense than would be 
impressed by small criminal penalties. 

Mr. CASTLEMAN. A small criminal penalty means a loss of your 
freedom. If you have ever been in a room with the door locked 
from the other side, you'd be very impressed with that as a poten
tial threat to people who otherwise consider themselves above the 
law and quite capable of paying out of petty cash all of the existing 
fines. 

Let me tell you the example that convinced me that we needed 
some kind of a criminal sanction, and that is the Firestone case. 
The fact that Firestone went forward with a tire that it knew was 
defective, which had been reported to the top levels of Firestone in 
1972, went forward, with this despite the possibility of a $100 mil
lion' recall, despite the fact that the chief executives in the com
pany would be, unless they fled to the Bahamas or sQmewheret 

involved in litigation depositions for a long time, despite the Gov
ernment fine in addition to the cost of the recall and litigation, and 
the fact that this would turn around on them within 10 years 
time-not 30-and they still went ahead and put that tire on the 
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market, tells me that you've got to have something; something 
more than what we had if you want to deter that sort of activity in 
the future. 
. Mr. CONYERS. Would the gentleman yield at that point? 

This is one of the questions that the members of this subcommit
tee and the full committee are constantly involved, in terms .of 
Federal and crhninallaw. . 

If one' approaches incarceration from the point of view of remov
ing those who haye violated criminal laws from our society, based 
on their :p~'obability or possibility of continuing to injure or threat
en the peace of others, you have one basis for incarceration. There 
are those who also look ~t incarceration after examining the Feder- . 
al and State prisons and penitentiaries to find them a crime 
against everyone, and that to willingly, and in many cases, inflict 
that penalty which is far ,more than what is written in the statutes 
,as an additional violation, indeed, is a violation of'the States upon 
its citizens. Then you reach this notion of trying to deal with those 
who consider themselves above and beyond ,the range of criminal 
sanctions generally, and, so, there is .this predilection to say, ItLet's 
lock up executive and corporate criminals because we lock up 
street criminals," 

Now, the problem that is raised here th:;it causes me to bring it 
to your :a'ft€l,ltion for comment is that there are many who are 
saying that vJle are locking up street criminals for the wrong rea
sons; so that we are now caught with the il1'~eresting notio~ thatc 

since we're locking up people who frequently sh{;; ~1 not be Incar
cerated, certainly not to some of the ~"' "'<3dible le:n( , of ti:rn,e that 
they are, do we make all ends of justlt:l wrong by evening it out 
and also start locking up white collar criminals, or do we consider 
the possibility of going' to the motive for executive criminality in 
the first place, which is usually mercenary and prompt to Jncrease 
profit t~KJng, and there, we are engaged with the large ~~d i~~rigu
ing qu.estion of exacting large monetary fines from the Uldividual 
and from the corporation, frequently making sure that the fines 
that would be levied against the individual will not be reimburs
able by the corporate entity. 

Mr. CASTLEMAN. I still favor holding to the incarc~ration of these 
people. I think they would be deterred by that threat better than 
any other kind of criminal you will ever find. And the history of 
having been jailed for such things might prevent such promotions 
as we have seen in the past, such as':the vice president of Firestone 
who got that memorandum in 1972, becoming the president of 
Firestone later on, and the promotion of Vandiver Brown of Johns
Manville to become the top lawyer in Johns-Manville partly, I 
suppose, for his role in doing such ~ splendid job of managing the 
suppression "of medical knowledge about the hazards of asbestos. 

".The fac~ that these people had a criminal record would not make 
it less likely that they would be promoted. 

Mr. CONYERS. No; but if they had to cost their corpqration $22 
million, . that might make them even less likely to have been pro
moted.In other words, I haven't yet been persuaded that incarcer
ating people who coniInit ordinary common cri~e has had any 
tendency to reduce t~e amount of crime committed . 
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Maybe there are some studies to that effect but as we continue 
there has been an incre~li~le increase in th~ ~mount of maximu~ 
sentences, ~andatory mInImUms, and commIssions of crime with a 
weapo~whICh carry additional inflexible incarceration. We have 
ve.ry' lIttle. axample of a person saying, "This would get me 14 
mInImum If I. take th~s gu~ and do this." We don't find evidence 
that threa~ening and ImposH~g lon~er sentencing really is any de
t~rrt:~t. I Just w~md~r that SInCe we have neither exacting, really 
SIgnIfICant, monItOrIng of damages againet corporate executives 
~hether that may not be as good as incarceration which in on~ 
VIew.' ~a:r be seen to continue a questionable pattern in th~ Ameri-
can JUrIdICal system. . 

We have the longest sentences for crimes of any nation in the 
Western V/orld. r I' 

Mr. CAS~EMAN. But if you ~Uow-if you encourage-the exist
ence of ~eath ~er?hants in the marketplace by not ~aking them 
g? to JaIl as crImInals the same as you woul(i anyone else who 
killed someb?dy, aren't .yo~ cre~ting a privileged' class? 

IncorporatIOn ha.s a .l~mlted lIability; a corpo~:a'tion could even go 
b~nkrupt ~nd the IndIVIdual who is the director of the corporation 
still doesn t f~ce any personal-you know, doesn't face what I 
would call seriOUS personal retribution or penalties for 'what he 
dpes as officer of the corporation. .F i 

Mr. C?NYERS. Well, murder is one thing; these penalties that we 
are tr~cmg here may be another. After all, the incarce&.tion maxi
mum IS 2 years. 

l\1:r. CASTLEMAN. That is the minimum. 
Mr. CONYERS. If we're going to really look at it as murder, then I 

·"would ~ave to want to change the 2-year maximunl-2-year mini
mum. I m sorry; I stand corrected. 
~r .. CAS~LEMAN. I ~ean if it's a 2-year maximum, I wouldn't be 

testIfymg In ~avor. of It, Mr. Conyers. The idea is preventive, not 
revenge. The Idea IS to prevent these things from happening in the 
first place and to guarantee that somebody will go'to jail if he does 
start doing th~s. I think it is goi?-g to do a lot of good. 
An~ any kI~d of fines, as In the case of Firestone, as I just 

~eco1f~lted, don t seem to have done so much good. Fines and recalls 
Just don't seem t~ have accomplished that result. 
. Now" do you ~sh to put larger fines into this bill as an alterna-

tIve to IncarceratIOn, or as. an adjunct? 
You know, that might be perfectly justified. 
Mr~ CONYERS. Are tht3re any other questions of my colleagues? 
If not, I wa~t to express on behalf ,of all of us our appreciation 

for the experIence and the very well-reasoned opinion" that you 
~ve bro~ght here today. We appreciate it, and we hope that you 
~IU contInue to watch us as we wind our way through this legisla
tIOn. 

Thank you very much, Mr. Castleman. 
Tho subcommittee stands adjourned. " 
[Whereupon, at 3:45 p.m.~ the hearing was adjourned.] 
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Additional Material 

NOVEMBER 16, 1948. 

DEAR MR. BOWES: Enclosed you will find three copies of a report on the results of 
animal experiments with Kaylo dust. As is our custom!. we have summarized briefly 
material previously presented, including our interim report dated October 30, 1947, 
and have given detailed discussion only of subsequent developments. When all 
experiments have been completed, we expect to prepare a final report which will 
include details of each phase so that all data will be available in one place. 
However, the experimental study of the effects of inhaled Kaylo dust on normal 
uninfectedanimals is now finished and conclusions f::;;-;>ressed on that subject are 
final rather than tentative. ,-

In the :report issued one year ago, which describes the findings in animals that 
inhaled Kaylo dust for periods up to 30 months, the following tentative conclusion 
was made: 

"In consequence of the experimental studies with guinea pigs to determine the 
biological activity of Kaylo, it may be tentatively concluded that Karlo alone faUs to 
produce significant pulrp.onary damage when inhaled into the lung.' 

During the 30 to 36 months period, however, definite iridication of tissue reaction 
appeared in the lungs of fi.nimals inhaling Kaylo dust and therefore, I regret to say, 
OUr tentative conclusion quoted above must be altered .. In all animals sacrificed 
after more than 30 months of exposure to Kaylo dush unmistakable evidence of 
asbestosis has developed, showing that Kaylo on inhalation is capable of producing 
asbestosis and must be regarded as a potentially-hazardous material. It should be 
noted that since neither silicosis nor the diffuse pulmon8.ry fibrosis caused bl; 
inhaled diatomaceous earth was observed, the quartz and diatomaceous earth cot~_-::: 
ponents of the dust apparently do not produce their typical lesions. ~. 

In order to present mort;l information on the subject asbestosis, certain evid~nce 
derived from our experimental work with asbestos dust has been discussed. As these 
fmdings have not yet been released for publication, I request that, while using them 
as required in formulating a safety program, you regard them as confidential. 

The new series of experim(mts with respect to the influence of Kaylo on tubercu
lous infection are well under way and are progressing satisfactorily. It is, of course, 
too early to expect significant results on which to base even tentative conclusions. 

At this time may I review briefly the fmancial arrangement for conducting the 
investigation with Kaylo? The research program up to this year was carried on 
under a contract, initiated in 1945, by which the experiments would be subsidized 
with a grant of $5,000. pel' year. As pointed out in my letter of March 3, 1948, the 
contract terminated officially on F'ebruary 15, 1948,but the investigation would be 
continued without charge until June because the orignial experiments were started 
late. Si":1.ce a check was received which took care of the subsidy up to November 15, 
1947, there is due on the old contract the sum of $1,250. for the fmal quarter of the 
contract (from November 15, 1947 to February 15, 1948). We ha"e delayed sending 
an invoice for the final quarter until all work could be finished and a final report 
submitted. Following the termination of the experiment in June, it has requi~ed 
several months to do the histological work, study the tissue sections, collate the data 
and prepar~ tp.e report which accompanies this letter. 

We are including in the report a brief review of the new ,experiments in which the 
effect of inhaled Kaylo dust on tuberculous infection is being studiE,ld. Your purchase 
order AS-170 authorizing this experiment at $5,000. for one year is dated February 
3, 1948, but owing to a shortage of animals and other unavoidable delays the actuaJ 
experimental work did not get under way until May. Hence we have concluded that 
financial support for this new program should be dated from~fay 1, 1948. For 
reasons outlined in my letter of March 3, I suggested a two-year contract at $7,000. 
per year. Your letter of March 31 acknowledged this but failed to confirm the extra 
amount of $2,000. involved."Nevertheless, we have proceeded at the 61id rate and are 
endeavoring to absorb the increased cost from our Foundation reserve., 

In a few days our accounting department will forward a statem.ent of the pay~ 
ments now due in suppotlt of , the research program, as follows: 
Original experiment, begun Feb. 15, 'J945, at rate of $5,000 annually: 

For final quarter (Nov. 15, 1947i1to Feb. 15, 1948) .............................................. $1,250 
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New experiment begun Ma 1 1948 t 

For first qua'rter (May { 1~)48 to' A rale 1~15,ooo anm1ally: 
For second quarter (Aug. 1, 1948 toUfiov: 1 1~48) ...... · ...... ·; ...... · .. · .. · .. · .... · ........... 1,250 

I realize that ou fi d' ,.............................................. 3,750 
However, since Ka;lo lis ~~sabi:a:ling Kallo are less favorable than anticipated 
~ow in animals rather thaJ' later inPi~~!l~dng isbes~osis, it is better to discover it 
orewarned, will be in a better ositio IVI. ua. Wor ers. Thus the company bein 
safegua~ding exposed employees ~nd pr~t!~t~nst~iute ad~quate control measu~es fo; 

Smcerely yours, ,mg I sown mterests. 

Encs. (3)." 

D~. ARTHUR J. VORWALD, 
Dtrector, the Saranac Laboratory 
Saranac Lake, N. Y. ' 

ARTHUR J. VORWALD, M. D., 
Director. 

OWENS-ILLINOIS GLASS Co 
Toledo, Ohio, December 12, 'i950. 

DEAR ART: Some time ago we mentioned to 
gather together in brochure form mat . 1 you that our Kaylo Division wants to 
wAts to consider the possibility of p~blish?n the hea~h aspects of Kaylo dust and 

S . s "ill" recall it, ,}- nu mentioned during thg s~)J1etho your experimental findings. 
aranac last JUly th~4t the animal ex . e VISI at Dr. Shook and I made to 

nee.d be started) .... nd that the results ~!tr:~e~:s wele all ~ompleted (and no new ones 
uP

C
m lfidmal report form. Could you let us know vhra lhe~rs P!ogram would be written 
ou you also le'i, us know how ow IS project stands? 

d$iIft5rOtmednt rep.orts that they have paid~:~ai~~of~ t~he. finances? ~ur accounting 
, . a~ one m May for $1,250. s IS year-one In January for 

" We stIll feel that before this can be fi 11 . c 

one of your e!lgineers, to visit Our Sayr~~ih: lomf1etit It would be desirable for 
some g~OSS all' samples for comnosition a f ~n an .1. ~mong other things, take 
wOked mto yo~r schedule convenIently let ~a ~IS. Any.tIme such a trip can be 

ne more pomt-you mentioned last J 1 Sow. 

t
thhrough the years at Saranac wa~ being u y.:rat all the usbestos work carried on 

IS been. done yet? ' WrI en up and would be published. Has 
. Best WIshes to you and Mrs V· ld 
m the ~dirondack hills-and a'ha~~;N fOya merry Christmas-with lots of snow 

Smcerely yours, ew ear. 

L d' . BILL, 
n ustrzal Relatl,ons Division. 

HYDROUS CALCIUM SILICATE HEAT INSULATION " 

(By E. C. Shuman director of h K 
' researc, aylo Division, Owens-Illinois Glass Co.) 

EXTREMELY LIGHT WEIGHT-l1 LB PE 
SIMPLIFIED DIMENSIONAL STANDA~DS R CUBIC FOOT-MAKES HANDLING EASY' 
AI' FACILITATES NESTING Al'{D APPLICATION' 

h vya¥s among the first to recognize add t· . 
t e ~)Jl m~ustry has quickly accepted a n h op .Improyed materials and methods 
calcIlum sllicate type. A chemically rea~~d e:;t\InsulatI<?n material of the hydrou~ 
s~~ I amounts of asbestos fiber for hin ~ nux .ure of lIme and silica, containing 
SImIlar to other rigid insulating materi~~g actwn, the new.m~terial looks quite 
gla?s. In outward appearance, its distin' . commonly l!-s~d In Industry. It is not 
whIteness and a comparatively smooth s~Ufill~g characterIstIcs are an almost chalky 

Property made hydrous calciu '1' l' .ac .texture, even when sawed. 
als now on. the market because oT i~ ~a~e IS dIffe~ent. form Qthez: insulating materi-
1lthough. It has a density of only 11 ibIq~: co~m~tlOn .of phYSIcal characteristics. 
s rength In excess of 50 psi and, . r. cu IC loot, It has an average flexu al 
wateI: and incomb~stibility are t~~ompresslV~ strength o.f 150 psi. Insolubilit rin ~r;ectIvi through,o';lt t~e entire tempe~f~:~ ~a Its iutsandIng characteristics. It is 
erm~ conductIVIty IS conservatively stated ~feo 39rn tiroooto 1200 F. Because its 

~ean .emperature, it is frequent p'ra t" t .' a, ,mean or 0.54 at 500 
I
1
n
2
s
0
u
O
·lf'\tIon than for "combination' in~~l:t' Q spec~fY '%l·~· less thlckness for Kaylo 
surface temperature.' mg rna ena s c.m the range from 500 to 

11 - ----------------------------________ ~ __ ~ __ ~iL-______________ ~~== _________________ ~(~'~ 
._-_.----_ .. _- <ll \1 
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This new material is produced under patents numbered Re. 23,228, 2,547,127, and 
other pending patent applications. 

Hydrous calcium silicate insulation has been used principally in the medium and 
high term perature range, because it is in this range that the material performs to 
greatest advantage. It may be used also as a low temperature insulation, provided 
proper vapor seals ar~ employed. 

Hydrous calcium silicate insulation products of certain types have been manufac
tured and sold commercially by Owens-Illinois Glass Company since 1943. The story 
of how this company researched and developed the non-glass insulating material is 
interesting. It is also an inspiring example of the American Way. Without the 
vision, the resources, and technical wow-how of "big business," this material would 
not be on the market today. 

Development of hydrous calcium silicate products began in 1938. The company 
wanted materials of construction to supplement its Insulux glass block, already 
well-established, and it had a great deal of manufacturing a~d engineering experi
ence with the two principal markets used in hydrous calcium silicates-lime and 
sand. 

Many other companies and groups have experimented with various hydrous cal
cium silicate products. Work had been done in Germany in the early 1930's. Several 
independent rev~earch' organizations and manufacuring companies in the United 
States and C~}1.ada had attempted 'to develop commercial materials during this 
period. One gro\Ip was able to produce experimentally limited quantities of a cal
cium silicate product which they' called Microporite. It was a structural material, 
and there is an experimental house on Long Island today, which is built almost 
entirely of this material, except those parts that are exposed to weather. 

Until the company's physicists, chemists, and engineers studied the component 
materials and learned the details of their reactions, however, no one had produced a 
stable, uniform product with the advantages now found in the hydrous calcium 
silicate. 

Research had reached the pilot plant stage of manufacturing by the outset of 
World War II. Hydrous calcium silicate heat insulation, then being made at a 
converted brick plant at Berlin, New Jersey, was approved by the U.S. Navy, which 
used it for marine insulation. Even in those early days, the material proved strong
e~, more durable, and easier to handle than others tested. ' 

After the War, construction began on a quarter-mile-long manufacturing plant at 
Sayreville, New Jersey, and manufacturing of hydrous calcium silicate begin the,re 
in March, 1948. ' 

The original plant at ;Berlin, New Jersey, where the forerunner of today's hydrous 
calcium silicate heat insulation was first produced, has been remodeled and en
larged almost continually to become a sizeable and modern factory, from the outside 
looking much like a typical glass plant. The glassman who enters it, however, finds 
himself in strange surroundings. 

The Sayreville, New Jersey, plant, although little changed on the outside since its 
construction, has undergone extensive change within during the past four years as 
the company has perfected improved processes. 

" OTHER CALCWM SILICATES 

Calcium silcates, of course, are not new to the chemist. Portland cement may be 
called a calcium silicate, for example. Even some types of glass can be called 
calcium silicates, although being fusion products, they are not typical members of 
the family. Kaylo insulation, however, is a chemically l'eacted product, and is a 
permanently set and stable product when it leaves theilplant. Portland cement is an 
incompletely reacted chemical compound insofar as ultimate use is concerend and 
does not reach its permanent set until mixed with water. Glass is a fused product· 
using no water, its raw materials melted and blended at high temperatures. 

The manufacturing of hydrous calcium silicate insulation is essentially a chemical 
reaction operation. Lime, silica, asbestos, and water are mixed to form a slurry that 
is poured into metal molds to shape the desired product. The reaction of this slurry 
is accelerated by the. use of elevated temperatures in large pressure vessels called 
indurators. Mier induration, or hardening, the material is dried to practical com..; 
mercial limits. It should be noted that, bec;;lUse a chemical reaction is invoJ:~ed, 
there is no "binder" in any Kaylo insulation.:~ 

The millions of tiny air spaces per cubic inch tJ::tat are 1eft in the material after 
the moisture is driven off give this insulation it~ light 'weight and low thermal 
conductivity. Every cubic foot of insulation contains so many tiny air spaces that 
the total area of the surface surrounding them is about 100 acres. 
, By varying the proportion of water in the formulation it is possibleio obtain 

pr.oducts in various densities. As the density increases, strength becomes greater 
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~hd in~ulating value less. The densit f 11 . 
InSUlatIOn was established after 1 y 0 Ibh per CUbIC foot presently used for heat 
ml;1mt combination of physical ch~~:C[::i~~f~s f~s thhetone thfat represents. the opti-
pom . r a use, rom a practIcal view-

A 20-lb per cubic foot hydrous c I . T . 
of two building products-insulati~ ClUm sI.Icate IS manufactured also, in the form 
for fabrication by other manufactur:rsri~{ t~e, for rfodof decking, and core material 

o Ireproo oors and wall panels. ' 

UNIQUE COMBINATION OF PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS 

The fire resistance of hydrous calciu T t . 
which withstands high temperatures It~iii ICI\h tS dde to .its mineral composition bS 1200 F for an indefinite period· without\ s af tShervlCe temp~ratures as high 
eca}lse expOsure to high tern t' d. oss 0 . ermal effiCIency. Actuall 

effiAlClen~y of the material imprtve:s
a 
arlee: in~r~jIS~t<?ff resddual moisture, the thermKi 

s mIght be pressumed from its t t i:l Ion an use. 
abso.rptionj yet it is not permanentl s d~~ ure, hydrous. calcium silicate has a high 

. retams a high propo.rtion of its ntrmal :t~~:£h wettIng. Even 'Yhen. saturated, it 
nO{tmahl strength and msulating value It does not d: aId after drYing It regains its 

s ygroscopicity is low. After sixh. ISS.o ve nor crumble. 
90 per cent relative humidity, for exa~~f: ~~Pburb In an atmosphere of 120 F and 
volu¥le. . ,1 a sor s only 0.9 per cent moisture by 

Wlth a-pH factor of about 10 Ka I· I· . 
metal coverings Or fasterners thereJo 0 msu atIOn IS rust-inhibitive. Contact with 
aluminum, u~less the insulatio~ is satu::tedffers no problem. This includes even 
Th~ materIal has remarkable dimensi ·1 t b· . . 

hours exposure to a temperature of 750 FD:a s t tlsty . Lmear shrinkage after 24 
after exposure to 1200 for the same length ors ti~:' . percent, and only 1.5 percent 

WIDE RANGE OF FORMS , 

. Hydt:0us' calcium silicate heat inSUlation i . d . . 
Ins.utslatmg bl?ck and pipe insulation are fur~h~: de: ~d twd <? bas.\c forms in which heat 
umare 3.6 In. long. IV! e Into many other forms. All 

For the Insulation of flat surfaces there· fl t b 
from

h 6 ~o flO ft in diameter, there is curved Iblo~k Jh~kkn· For thefrinsulation of vessels 
mc es In Increments of one-half i h .. . IC esses om one through five 
six, niI:e, twelve, and eighteen inch~s are avaIlable for both forms. Widths are three 
. For ~sul~tion of pipes and tubes f . h· .. ' 
InSUlatI~m IS made in numerous fo~om one- alf ~ch ~o SIX f~et In diameter, Ka 10 
~successive layers "nest"). For tubes ads, .all ~h SImplIfied DImensional Standa~ds 24 n;tade. i~ sectional form (two pieces nto ~iies. rou~h twelve inch~s in diameters it 
. In., It IS made in tri-segmental fi (e clrCUn;t erence). For diameters through 

d!ameters through 41 in., it's' inade 0i: ~hree pIeces to the circumference). For 
clrcumfe~ence:). For diameters to 6 ft it isq adJe&mental form . (four pieces to the 
na

Th
lly.18 In. Wide and with various radii of c:a i m)k-segmental form (pieces nomi-

. lCknesses range from one in h th rva Ul;e . '. . 
Inch. . c rough five mches, In Increments of one-half 
Th~ trI,'quad, and k-segmental form . 

the hIgh strength and light weight of theare fen~qleb anl are ~ade possible only by 
u~er to dreduce greatly the number of pie~: arplpal: d ~ a.rgeulr pIpes, they permit the 
p~pe an reduce the number of ·oints Th' Ie: 0 InS ate. a given surface of 
pIeces, yet the light weight of the ~ate:al e kapplIcator, therefore, handles fewer 
handle. rl rna es these larger units easy to lift a d 
. For large pipes with temperatures ab 500 n 
~hed~ced even further. In this range ifT: cust F the tumber of pieces to be applied 
o. er lll:sulating materials-a diatomace omary 0 apply double thicknesses of 
clentththlckness .to reduce the temperatur~Uto eS08h t)pe next to the surface in suffi
o'!.o er materIal as an outer la er U t or ?wer, and 85 percent magnesia 
~ihcate (usually of lesser thickne:S thanPthO ~200, a SIngl7 la:yer of hydrous calcium 
IS needed. e ormer cOmbInatIOn covering) is aU that 

A standard 20-in. pipe with a tern er t f . 
. saV'ded by the use of 1£j:drous calciumPsilk~re.o 710~.IS a g<?od example of the labor 

an types of heat inSUlation the a lic e InSU a Ion. WIth other standard forms 
pipe. ~ith k-segmental insul~tion, C~ h~3f mUit handle 26 pieces for each 3 ft. of 
. All SIZes and thicknesses of th· . . es o~ y three. , 
(j0n~ Standards. This system waslSd~~edbuIR!:0nThre made to Simplified Dimen

arblde and Carbon Corporation, as a meY y . om~, .staff engineer for Union 
storage of pre-formed heat inSUlation At than~. of ~Imh phfYIng the application and 

, . e Ime at Thomas first published his 

, 
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proposal for the system j this company was considering similar ideas. Hydrous cal
cium silicate was among the first, if not the first, heat insulation to be manufac
tured in conformance with this system. It is gradually being adopted by other 
manufactur.ers. 

Under the Simplified'Dimensional Standards system, every piece of pipe insula
tion is made with an outside diameter that corresponds to that of a standard pipe. 
Under the old system, pipe insulation is made in what are called standard and 
double standard thicknesses. So-called standard and double standard thicknesses are 
constant through certain ranges of pipe diameters. Because standard pipe sizes are 
often actually larger than their nominal diameters (e.g., "one-inch" pipe has an 
actual OD of 1.32 in., "six-inch" pipe an OD of 6.63 in.), pipe insulation made to the 
old system will not always nest. 

To overcome this handicap, the Simplified Dimensional Standards system varies 
the thickness of the insulation from nominal thickness. Sp7called "one-inch" thick 
insulation for a 1I0ne-inch" pipe is actually 1.08 in. thick. 'nOne inch" thick insula
tion for, a IIsix-inch" pipe is actually 0.94 in. thick. These variations are insignificant 
as to thermal conductance (and our heat loss char.ts take actual thickness into 
account). The result is that insulation made to this system will always nesti. Any 
size or thickness will fit snugly over either a standard pipe or another size or 
thickness of insulation. 

SAVINGS BY SDS SYSTEM 

The savings anticipated by Thomas in creating the system have proved practical. 
Because of the interchangeability of insulation made to this system, the number of 
sizes and thicknesses required to do a given job is greatly reduced. This is particu
larly beneficial to the user who keeps inventories of material for maintenlmce. He 
no longer need keep in stock all sizes and thicknesses that might be requirC;ld for his 
insula~ed equipment. Instead, he can stock only enough sizes and thicknesses to 
make up the necessary combinations. 

If processes are changed after equipment has been insulated, thereby neccessi
tating greater insulation thickness, the user can simply apply another layer to his 
existing insulation. He need not remove the TITSt insulation and appiy a new, 
thicker covering. 

It is worth noting that the 1200 F effective temperature limit of hydrOlis calcium 
silicate also applies here. Often insulations must be removed from equIpment be
cause new operating temperatures exceed 500 or 600 F limits of the material. 

SAVINGS IN APPLICATION 

To the engineers who desiguand specify and to the workmen who, apply, the 
advantages of Kaylo heat insulation products are many, the limitations fElw. 

The "limitations" are tied up with the advantages. One is that the material is so 
strong and rigid that it cannot. be broken and shaped easily around irregular 
surfaces,a not uncommon practice, though not considered good workmanship. On 
the other hand, it is this. strength combined with light weight that makes it possible 
to manufacture and 'apply the insulation in larger sizes than has been previous 
practice. This same strength makes it possible for the applicator to qut hydrous 
calcium silicate insulation to fit irregular surfaces\'or odd spaces with (~n ordinary 
saw, or even with a knife. Applicators who use it learn the new Htricks ()f the trade" 
quickly. 

Applicators appreciate the fact that hydrous calcium silicate is non-toxic and 
"easy on the hands." ; 

And this high strength makes it possible to walk on insulated pipes and equip
ment during installation, and also reduces the amount of insulati.on breakage 
during construction. The insulation foreman on a large refmery projElct in Illinois 
where this insulation was used throughout, remarked recently that the wasted 
inljulationfor the entire job could be hauled away in a pick-up truck. Estimators are 
lel1rning to use a smaller breakage factor when hydrous calcium silicate is specified. 

It is not unusual for applicators to mix crushed magnesia insulation with water to 
form a paste and force it into small areas to be insulated. Hydrous calcium silicate, 
being insoluble in water, cannot be used this way. This same water insolubility, 
however, eliminates damage from rain before weathercoating on ouf;side jobs, and 
also the need for replacing insulation jf steam Or water leaks occUr in insulated 
pipes. Refining towers, insulated but not weathercoated, have withstood 3-day rains 
and high winds witllOut damage. . 

Hydrous calcium silicate insulation is applied in the same manner as other 
insulating materials, It is available either with or without canvas covering, and can 

. be strapped, wired or pinned to surfaces being insulated, Paints·of any type compati-
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ble with an alkaline surface 'can be us d It" '1 '.:a. 
better th~n average. It has good affinUy' fo; ~aI tr. staplde-hfjol?hW power are 

Due to Its compatibiI't 'th" Il}SU a mg an IU1shmg cements 
to Simplified Dimensio~~l Stand~d;e1; ~t adhesIlv~s, plu.s. the fa~t that it is mad~ 
well as block may be shi la d'" y rou~ ca cIUm. SIlIcate pIpe insulation as 
shiplapped lumber roviain pp~ tQ,,~.rder.; ~hlp~app~d msulation fits together like 
appli~ators often ~fke thei; oW~~hi~~~pJp°t::gts i~n thm~eldlayer. application. Skilled 
chlppmg hammer. " e Ie ,usmg a saw or even a 

fieT;eb va~~~n of fo~~s of hea~ in~ulation that .can. be made in the plant ,or in the 
Skillful, consci!~t1~~!Ir:~r~~~atmg, or G~mbmatIOns of them is almost endless. 
ods. The engineer and the estima~~;en~~una. numerou.s shor~cuts using these meth
be the more economical for their require~eO~lY to deCIde whICh product promises to 

al1!t~h~g~ila rr:A~~;; ~~dco:er;o th~ field this heat insulation is a proved materi
major installations are Sut Ttxa~ceGs~lf C.el~. :~mSotng dthe companjes using it for 
ard of Indiana Sta d d f Oh' S' ,mc aI~)~ an ard of New Jersey, Stand
Oil, Phillips, Shell, Ci~[es Servi~~ a~dn~aurd bOlf CalIfornia, Sunray, Pure Oil, Imperial , m e. 

H. ~. ~~rrett, S .. H. Badgett, D. 'A. Pechstein. SEPTEMBER 14, 1962. 
Subject. OccupatIOnal Health of employees. 

I urge your attention to the very . t t tt h ' 
of our actuary dated September 8 1962Por an a ac ed report and recommendation 

We know now that the United State' P bI' H al h . ' '.' 
narY.inyestigation of asbestos users. sItsuCi~c' e t S:fiVIC€h' has ordered a prelimi
permISSIon for a pilot stud of C T lUna 1 0 Ic.e .. as been asked to get 
juris~iction, Carey being in flH~ mU~kK;alit~a~f <>f.~~hl:ealW thii ~t did ~ot have 
and It :would be advantageous to be able to th t De WMI ecom~ mvolved, 
conductmg a study., sayar. ancuso IS already 

The meeting of September 7 included a t f B '1 ." 
found to be unbelievably bad. The $37 000 °d~s~\IlI ~mg 44 where ~ondi!ions were 
geously. Dr. Mancuso's engineering ad~ce wouldcb eh Ir f i~ oPleratlUg dlsadvanta-
44, and dust and fume problems else h A e e p u lU? eaning up Building 
Any plan to be !lndertaken would be e;ec~~d b;~~sh problem IS not contemplated. 

From the cHums standpoint Dr M ' age.s. 
~elp us differentiate an expen;sive' asb~~~:i; ~s ~1?at~onallY faccredited expert, can 
Illnesses such as cancer and bi'onchitis and k sVCosdlsficase rom non-occupational 

At the meeting of Se t b. 7 '.. rna ~ he e ense stand up. 
$10,000 to '$12,000, so tha~~h;~~e ist~~0~~:~t~~~u~~~,on$lc50nOOceOrnfjing his. fee ':Vas at 
attachment. ....,'e , 19ure gIven ill the 

L.· Knippa, K. Kriegf and I strongly r' d;' h' . 
company:wide oc~upational he:alth consulta:fommen, IrIng Dr. Mancuso as our 

Speed m reachmg our deciclion is of th' .. 
being scmght by other comp~ies and he meuestsel?c~t shI~ce ~r .. ¥ancuso's services are 

. SImI IS actIVItIes. 

J0'HN T. CAlIITLON & ASSO?I~TES, IlIIc., 
Columbus, Ohw, April 5, 1969. 

Re Occupational health progtam 
Mr .. L. A. PECHSTEIN, ' 
ALsskl,Sltandt Sceqre~ary, Philip Carey Manufacturing Co 

oc an, mcmnati, Ohio. 'J , 

DEAR MR. PECHSTEIN' You will b . t· ' 
study by Dr. Thomas F. Mancuso e lU erested l~ the .re~.,;ints of the report of a. 

t~~~~t~: ~:~d~: :lcr~~~:a~h d~~~~ta:d~~~~~~~~~{he!i~li~!ra~~~!~ "~~! :~ 
, some months ago. It was pal;t of the k~~~1e~Ime a~e. ar:d prepared for publication 

and I had when we discussed with' th ge an . m ormatIOn that Dr. Mancuso 
progra~ in ~our operations. ,you e neceSSIty for an occupational health 

The Imp!,nrment of health that· . 1 ·d<~. . 
CompensatIOn claims in :your operati~n~nf~u veo''ce~egan to show up 111 Workmen's 
was feared this would 'ow r . r r IV~ years ago, and at that time it 
would be a matter that four ri:a~~::~~~r w~~[d ;er:tfs aId costly and eventually, 

Also enclosed are copies of an t' I th ee 0 so ve. 
health magazine which is tical ofr IC e. !it ~ppeared recently in an industrial 
t~e basic. material of your ytroducts.aTt~~:?atIve of the publicati~ns that refer to 
eIther eXISts, or the fear that such a condit' I~ da.nl1ger,. tthefhefore,. that a condition 

.. • 10 WI eXlS,,, at WIll affect not only 

~I ~------~------------------------------------------~----------~---------------~----~~~~'~=.~'.,=.~~.=~~, .. ~,-~,=~"~-------------------~~~.----. 
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your own employes, but the employes of companies which purchase your products 
for use, or even of customers of your end products.. . 

You have, of course, foreseen the problem and have reta1O~d as your qonsultlI~g 
Medical Direct.or, Dr. Mancuso, who is the person ~est qU!,!hfi.ed to assIst you In 
investigating the matter and to advise and guide .you 10 solvmg It.,I?r. Mancuso and 
I will again discuss these matters further at the time of our next VISlt. 

Yours very truly, JOHN T. CANTLON, President. 

Enclosures. 

THE PHILIP CAREY MFG. CO., .. 
.. August 15, 196~~j 

Re Occupational health program. 
Mr. LoUIS KNIPPA, 
Plant Manager, Philip Carey Manufacturing Co., 
Cincinnati, Ohio 

DEAR MR. KNIPPA: In further reference to our latest discussi~n in your office and 
in particular, the discussi~n with M;r. John yv. Humphrey, Pre~Ident o.f yOU! compa
ny I am sending you copIes of artIcles whICh have appeared 10 medIcal lIterature 
reiating to the hazards of asbestos exposure in industrial employment and to the 
surrounding population. .;).. h 

These are recent articles. The most recent and perhaps the most Important, IS t e 
paper presented at the Medical Association Meeting in Atlantic ~ity on June 17, 
1963, which has not yet appeared in med!cal !iterature, bu~ ~hICh, of course, IS 
known to the medical profession interested 10 thIS field of medlcI!le, and l~ ~mown ~o 
your trade unions, whose members were studied and whose UnIons partiCIpated In 

or partially underwrote the study. . . 
A copy of t~is letter and two se~ of the artIcles are bemg sent to Mr. L. A. 

Pechstein ASSIstant Secretary for hImself and Mr. E. J. Fasold, Secretary, an~ a 
copy of this letter and one set of the articles are being sent to Mr. Karl F. Krieg, 
Employe Relations Manager. n [I .• • " 

Our coming meeting would be more productive and effective If you are able to 
review these articles beforehand. . . 

With no intent to alarm you, may we briIW to you~ atte~tIOn. another asp~ct of 
this problem. There have been recen~ law SUIts and dIs9us~IOns 10 legal and msur
ance circles in the past two years whIch would seem to mdICate that emI?lo~e.s who 
suffer . industrial disabilities can sue fellow ~employes for personal liabIbty at 
common law. . h 

This refers particularly to the officers and m~1Oa~ers .of an ~~terprIse to t e 
extent that they do. not fulfill their duties and obhg~tIOns m proYIdmg a safe place 
for employes to work, or in detecting and removmg occupatIOnal hazards and 
injurious exposures. 

This personal liability seemed so certain and costly that the 105th General Assem-
bly attempted to rectify it. . 

You will shortly be informed, in an eight-page letter from yo.ur Ac~uarIes, JohI?- T. 
Cantlon & Associates, Inc., pf the legislative chapges enacted, mcludmg the partIcu-

(lar amendment feferring to this personal liability. . 
The reading of the enclosed articles will also inform you ?f the advances made In 

the study and medical findings in your industry. The~e WIll later become general 
knowledge among the unions and your employes, .a!ld IS a for~runn~r of ~he.~ork
men's Compensation claims of the future. In addItIOn, there.tIs pOSSIble habIhty. to 
persons other than employes from air pollution. '. . ... 

Mr. Cantlon and I are looking forward to the opportumty to further discuss thIS 
with you and with others in your organization. " 

Personal regards, \; • 
THOMAS F. MANCUSO, M.D.M.l .H., 

Research Consultant. 

Enclosures. 

STATEMENT OF THOMAS F. MANCUSO, M.D.M.P.H., THE PHILIP CAREY 
( MANUFACTURING CO., SEPTEMBER 23, 1963 '.\ 

/1 Q \\ 

OCCUPATJQNAL HEALTHPROG*UI .i\ 

Following are the observations of the company's m:edicaJ consultant, Thom~ F. 
Mancuso, M.:O.M.P.H., to preface Ii conference with?:metnagement scheduled for 
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September. 23, 1963. It· is understood that the contents of this report are strictly 
confidential and are not to be used for any purpose other than consideratioll by the 
officials of the company. This information should remain within the knowledge of 
the persons participating ill the conference and should . not otherwise be 
disseminated.What are the immediate and long-range goals? 

What are the recommendations to accomplish them? 
What should the company do? 
These are the questions posed at the latest conference with Mr. Louis Knippa, 

'Lockland Plant Manager, Mr. L. A. Pechstein, Assistant Secretary, Mr. Karl F. 
Krieg, Employe Relations Manager, Mr. R. J .. Praston, Safety Supervisor, and Mr. 
John T. Cantlon, Consulting Actuary, which may serve as a basis for points of 
reference and clarification. 

It would be preferable to review this report in its entirety prior to discussing any 
of the specific areas referred to in order to evaluate the inter-relationship of the 
various factors mentioned. 

Question A. What are the immediate and long-range goals? 
1. Identify and evaluate the chemicals and materials in the working environment 

which are 'hazardous to health of the employes, which may cause an occupational 
disease or injury, in the Lockland plant, and subsequently, in each of the other 
plants and operations, inc;;luding the Canadian mining and processing of asbestos. 
This should be conceived and carried out as a matter of company policy, recognizing 
that there should be no neglect of other company operations and that an over-all 
view of the situation must be obtained. 

2. Development of priorities of risk of health hazard and liability for each of the 
company plants and within these plants, according to departments, manufacturing 
process and specific operations. 

3. Determine the control measures required, engineering and medical, according 
to the priority of risk to the employes and the company, for each of these operations 
a:nd manufacturing processes; determine and design the ventilation requirements 
for the specific operational hazards. 

4. Determine the nature and extent of the air pollution problems derived from 
company operations, at all locations, beginning at the Lockland plant, and the 
control measures specifically required and designed for these situations, . . 

5. Determine the nature and extent of the occupational disease problems immedi
ately and projected on a company:wide basis, beginning with the Lockland plant 
and extending to all other operations. 

6. Evaluate the nature, adequacy, range and scope of The Philip Carey Manufac
turing Company's responsibilities for its employes' health, physical examinations, 
disabilities, first-aid and medical care, the cost associated with present operations in 
terms of employe protection, compensation liability, alld effect on production. This 
includes evaluation of policies and pro,cec;iures pertaining to sickness, return to 
work, specific tests, use of sickness insurance, medical and production problems 
relating to alcoholism, mental illness, heart disease and other impairments and 
handicaps; patterns of referrals for treatment, and types of medical examinations 
required for all and specific occupational groUps. 

7. Develop a system of medical records and surveillance on a company-wide basis, 
ins:luding all plants and company operations relative to the health status 'and 
disabilitieEh of all employes for the detection of diseases and injuries, patterns of 
sickness hi different departments and operations, and for the identification and 
early recognition of problems, the type of problem and the location. 

8. Develop a medical program and prepare a manual of company policies and 
procedures-'pertaining to (5), (6) and (7) on a company-wide basis and as related to 
specific }>roblems and occupational groups, in cooperation with personnel and pro
duction objectives. 

9. Evaluate and determine toxicological or harmful effects of company products or 
components under various conditions of use, and as used in specific installations and 
occupations, bUildings, industries, etc. by.consumers. 

10. Develop safe practice ventilation guides with illustrative drawings, as well as 
medical guide lines, for distribution with sales, for consumer protection and rela
tions, to avoid added compensation liability by consumers. 

11. Evaluate occupational disease and injury claims alld identify nonlegitimate 
claims and prepare scientific data as may be required in the proper adjudication of 
claims. 

Question B. What are tll.e recommendations to accomplish these objectives? 
1. Employ immediately an experienced, qualified industrialbygiene engineer, 

competent in the areas of the working environment and ai.r pollution, to conduct 
the necessary studies and to carry out the responsibilities ori a company-wide basis 
for (1), (2), (3), (4), (9), and (11) referred to previously. Initially, the work is to be 
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directed at the Lockland plant, with air sampling and ventilation control design for 
operations w.ithin the plant and for air pollution studies, and for ,0ontrotmeasures. 

Regardle~qs ot\obvious dust expOl3ure, air sampling of the various dusts and chemi
cals must b~carried out and measurements mad.e of the concentration and analyses 
of the composition of the various dusts and ,fumes as basic reference data in 
determining the extent and prio:rity of the rieed, as well as for the evaluation of 
effectiveness of control measures before and after studies. ,(Contractural arrange
ments pertaining to ventilation systems can I,be made contingent upon verification of 
effectiveness by the industrial hygiene engineer). In addition, such data is essential 
to the interpretation of compellsation claims. Without such data, the company 
cannot deny or affirm whether €)xposures to silica, talc, or asbestos, or other dusts, 
fumes or gases, had occurred, and at what concentrations, etc., all of which have a 
bearing in determining whether a process or occupational exposure ,can be classified 
as harmful. Undoubtedly, many claims will occur in the future, in which such basic 
technical data is needed. 

Past experience in other industries has shown losses of h~1fidreds of thousands of 
dollars, where decisions on ventilation control measures were not made by qualified 
industrial hygiene engineers, but rather by others, including engineers of the com-
pany selling ane. installing the ventilation equipment. -

In the area of air pollution, there seems to be a lack of awareness by the company 
of the financial liability that is at stake in the operations of The Philip Carey 
Manufacturing Company plants, as evidenced by the, lack of control effort. 

Although only the Lockland plant has been observed, it is evident that: 
Air pollution does occur and has occurred over the years. 
Emissions from asphalt and tar operations are liberated into the surrounding 

community. 
Such fumes are knoWn to be carcinogenic (produces cancer) in animals and 

humans. 
If an individual in the nenghboring community developed lung cancer, who was a 

resident for a number of years in that area, the company would have no scientHic or 
legal basis to deny the possibility that such lung cancer cold have occurred or be 
due to the fumes from the Lockland plant. 

There is no limit to the amount of money for such air pollution suits (Brush 
Beryllium was sued for $7{JO,000.00 in each case). 

A competent attorney and the climate of the courts relative to air pollution would 
make the success of such suits a distinct probability.. 

Since this one case clln be multiplied many times over for the surrounding 
population of the Lockland plant and the problems of other areas (which would not 
be ascertained until a survey was made), it is evident 'that the company needs to 
know, on a sound and re:gular basis, the exact concentrations and the identity of the 
various chemicals dispe1ced by its plants and that contributed by other industries in 
the surrounding areas, together with comprehem;;ive data on wind direction, veloc-
ity, etc.' , 

Unless the company immediately initiates such a program, it will not have any 
data from which a possible defense may be derived. Unfortunately, such inforriJ:ation 
is no longer available for the preceding year~. However, an experienced industrial 
hygiene engineer may indirectly, through r~~nstruction of processes and produc
tion, estimate the range and composition as it relates to present operations, etc. 
Wind data over the past years can be obtained from meteorological stations. 

It is highly possible that after an adequate appra:isal of all the company oper
ations relating to occupational exposures and air pollution by the industrial hygiene 
engineer and an industrial medical consultant, The Philip Carey Manufacturing 
Company may find it fmancially desirable to change, relocate or disconti:p.ue certain 
processes and to reappraise further investments in production changes at particular 
plants where future liability may be excessive. 

The Philip Carey Manufacturing Company is not in a position at this time, 
without such survey data, to appraise or determine the extent of its financial 
liability in the future, or to make the necessary immediate decisions on control. 
_ 2. Conduct medical studies which have a direct bearing on sales of the company 
products and legal liability through a medical director, medical consultant, universi
ty contract, or other arrangement. This relates to the questions which are inevitable 

_' and will be J;'aised by all users and consumers and in general, by the public, becl,3.use 
of the accumulation of recent scientific reports showing the positive associf;\,tion 
between asbestos and cancer of the lung, pleura and peritoneum. In addition to 
cancer, positive association also exists with Cor pulmonale (right heart failure due 
to the fibrosis of the lungs) pulmonary emphysema (which follows fibrosis), chronic 
bronchitis, bronchiectasis, and pneumonitis. As'a consequence, there is a}ormidable 
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array of medical problems now being recognized as directly related to asbestos 
exposure. 

Some of the questions posed and to be readily anticipated nationally are: 
Do these asbestos products or this particular asbestos product produce caI)(~er? 
4re we, as industrial us.ers, g<?ing to be subjected to lung cancer and other Cl:t.ticer 

c~alms, because we are mnng. thIS asbestos product, which will affect our compensa
tIOn costs and employee relatIons and liability? 
W~at other types of lung disease or medical problems may we expect from the use 

of thIS product? . 
What conce:r:tration of dusts, percentage of asbestos, and par.ticle size, for how 

many years, wIll cause cancer or other medical problems? 
What types of medical and 'engineerjng safeguards are required for control and 

prevention of disease when we use this product? '" 
Internally, '"?thin the co~pany, the question has been raised as to why medical 

problems, partIcularly rela~mg to cancer and asbestos, were ngt recognized before. 
Act.uall~, they wer~ recognlze~, but the asbestos industry chose to ignore and deny 
theIr eXIstence. EVIdence of thIS was as recent as the Industry Hygiene Foundation 
Stu~y, sponsored by t~e Asbestos Industry, at a cost of $40,000.00, which provided a 
baSIS for the compames to argue against this recognition of asbestos and lung 
cancer .. The report, when properly analyzed, had many weaknesses, upOn which the 
c?nCIUSIOn was drawn, and these weaknesses have been recognized in scientific 
CIrcles. 

Refutation of .thi~ report has already appeared in press and will appear in a 
number of publIcatIOns. Consequently, the asbestos industry cannot rely on this 
report for legal defense. -

A seco~d m~re bllsic ~eason for: the lack of recognition is, that there. was no 
planned, mt~l~I&,ent medIcal surveIllance or supervision of the employees" or the 
company actIvltI~s, to detect what was happening to the employees over the years. 
In some com1;?ames, large n1:lmbers of can~ers occurred among the employees, but 
there was no Illt~rest or medICal effort obtamed to recognize the occupatiomil cancer 
and other lung dL'3ease problems. . 

It is also possible that there was no desire by these· companies to recognize the 
problem because of the Workmen's Compensation implications. Evidently what is 
not kn<;>wn cannot be recognized as an occupational disease. ' 

A thIrd re~on for the lack of recognition of the cancer problem is the long latent 
perIod, the tIme from exposure to the development. of cancer, for the majority of 
cas~s.Now, after .25 to .30 ye~rs, some of the cases will start appearing, and because 
of Improved .medlcal dla~osIs and .record~, as required by the medical and insur
ance pr~fe~sIOns, there WIll be an mcreasmg number of cases as ,additional years 
pass. !his IS also rela~ed to the number of years of exposure to asbestos. Usually, 
t~e . hIgher concentratIon of exposure in years, the shorter the latent period, and 
sIm.Ilarly, the 10'Yer concentration of exposure, will ~ave a much longer latent 
penod, measured III years. . 
. At The Philip Carey Manufacturing Company a high proportion of employees are 
m the old~r age group, and it will be difflcult to disprove that asbestos exposure did 
not occur III the. pre~ous 20 or 30 years o~ more for those who subsequently develop 
lung .cancer. I~ IS. eVl~ent t~at an occupatIOnal cancer problem e:dsted at Plymouth 
Meetmg, and It IS hIghly lIkely that occupational cancer also has occured at the 
Lockland plant. 

A fourth reason for the lack of recognition of the problem, not only at The Philip 
9arey Manufactur!-ng Company, but at other asbestos industries has been the 
madequacy of medIcal records, which made accurate statistical eval~ations difficult 
';I'his has b~en coupled with ~he ,absence of any ,plan of compet~nt analysis of 
msurance, SIckness and mortalIty data. '. , 

Howeyer, ~he ~itua~ion now h~s changed. This information is now more readily 
known m SCIentIfic cI~cles and. IS definitely known by the unions specIfically in~ 
vol~e.d beca1:lse of. theIr finanCIal support in part of the project, which reported 
pOSItIve findmgs WIth cancer. " ' 

F.~rther, this matter will receive congressional and public attention because of 
natIOnal study underway by the United States PubHc Health Service on asbestos 
and cancer. 

Attention may be directed to this before Workmen's Compensation Boards 
througho1,lt the country,:\ because asbestos, serves as an excellent illustration of the 
we~k~ess .of Workmen's Comp~,sation Laws r~lative to occupational cancer (statute 
of lIm.lt~tIons). Further attentu?n may occur as',this illustration is used in collective 
bargaIllmg con~racts am?ng um<?ns, not only asbestos, but boilermakers, pipe fitters, 
eb., for extra rIsk pay, sICkness~n~urnnce, changes in pensions, etc. 
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All of these events, individually and collectively, represent potential and actual 
sources of attention throughout the country, directed at asbestos as a health hazard, 
and represent a likely sequence of events. . 

Although attention has been focused on cancer in this report because this is a 
disease more readily recognized and appreciated by the user or consumer, as well as 
the general public, The Philip Carey Manufacturing Company must realize that a 
similar situation may be developing; i.e., a lack of recognition of other health 
problems, for the same reasons previously stated, for other chemicals and processes 
in the company operations. 

Unless a medical study is made of the industrial population and various records, 
these problems will not be re~ognized in tim~ to pr~~ent an "out~reak:' ~f a 
collection of cases of the same dIsease of occupatIOnal orlgm, nor recognIzed m tIme 
to protect the health of the employes, with the same sequence of events possible as 
related earlier to asbestos and cancer. , 

Planned medical studies are required to detect these problems as early' as possi
ble; certainly before they become serious in terms of sickness and Workmen's 
Compensation costs of liability. In this way, the company.can protect the health of 
the employes and be forewarned relative to health problems and projected liabil
ities, and can design a course of action appropriate to the situation. 

Some of the possibilities which require study are cancer and blood phanges of 
specific groups exposed to asphalt, tar and other solvents; lung changes among those 
exposed to talc, silica and dusts of varying compositions, including fibrosis and 
emphysema which may be related to dusts and some other chemicals. 

These medical studies are really what a competunt medical director should and 
would do for a company to protect the health of the employes and the financial 
interests of the company. Such studies for those who may not be acquainted with 
the responsibilities of a medical director and the functions that would be. normally 
carried out by an experienced medical director, might label such studies as research. 

It is true that such studies to require additional skills and training available from 
a consultant to avoid the pitfalls that exist in the collection and analyses of such 
data, but the point being emphasized is that these medical studies are a normal, 
necessary function that every company, particularly one with many problems, would 
have carried out as an on-going current operation. 

In this manner, management can be advised of various health problems, their 
nature, extent, location and the implications thereof, just as the research engineer, 
plant manager or employe relations director, do in their respective fields. . 

These medical studies of the employes exposed to specific dusts or chemcials 
provide observations which may serve as a basis extrapolation to consumer use of 
these products. 

By determining the dust concentrations of specific operations, the chemical com
position of the dusts, particle size and duration of exposure, for specific populatiotl 
groups and noting changes in time of. x-ray or laboratory findings, as well as 
observing the development of symptoms or related illnesses, correlations may be 
established. This would be done on a departmental comparison basis of employes 
characterized by sex, color, age, and duration of employment, but differing by 
occupational exposure. 

It is possible, through use of existing employe records organized by Mr. Krieg, to 
establish a. plant cohort as of 1950 or 1952, identified by department and the 
necessary characteristics, so that a follow-up study could be undertaken. This would 
involve study and search of medical records, sickness and insurance coverage, etc. 

Similarly, observations of importance could. be derived from studying the Plym
outh Meeting population in particular, their mortality pattern; i.e., the pattern of 
the various causes of death of that employe popUlation, to detect abnormalities or 
variations with controls of specific causes of death: This may provide a clue as to 
the relative significance of asbestos exposure" co 

The Plymouth Meeting plant now recently closed, presents a unique and vital 
situation to study what factors or combinE,'Ltion of factors in terms of duration of 
exposure to asbestos, is required for the development of cancer and related diseases. 
estimates of concentration§; may be deriveld and together with analyses of settled 
dust and the making of departmental comparisons of employe groups exposed under 
various conditions, some index may be derived relative to the years and types of 
exposure required. 

The Plymouth Meeting plant, in comparison with the smaller groups exposed at 
Lockland, has the necessary size population exposed over a sufficiently long period 
of time to asbestos, from which meaningful observations or conclusions could be 
made. Now that. the Plymouth Meeting plant is closed, a confidential and flexible 
study can be made within the company structure. With a common termination date 
for all employes, a better statistical, evaluation can be made. This is an ideal 
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s~tuati~n to attempt to ascertain the standards and points of reference for compari-
Sion WIth employes of other plants. . 
Althoug~ dust d.e!erminations a~d neceseary analyses were not done in the past 

for th~ varIOUS PhIlIp Care~ operatIOns, an experienced industrial hygiene engineer 
can pIece together productIon schedules, changes in operations ventilation data 
analyse.s . of settled dusts, etc., to?btain some estimate of the p~obable range and 
com~ositIon of the dust exposures In the past, which can be related to medical data. 

I~ .IS l!,ot known at .present what has been the extent of chest x-rays in the varIous 
PhI!Ip LJarey operatIons and plants over the years and to what extent these 'are 
avaIlable. 

Fonyard pro~pective Ihedi~al studies could and should be set up at the Canadian 
operatIons. ThIS s~ould be tied tog~ther wit~ comprehensive engineering data and 
would serve as I?omts of. referenc~ m !,ucce~dmg ~ears. A ?arefuly supervised medi
cal progra~. ~lth speCIal exammatIons, Includmg respIratory function studies, 
sho~ld be Inltla~ed and repeated at periodic intervals, to observe and detect the 
earlIest changes m the lungs. of employes of the Canadian operations. These findings 
then could be correlated WIth exposure data and would confirm the absence or 
~re~e!lce of a hea~th ~azard etkly enough to do something about it and to prevent 
lIabIlIty. Informa~lO~ from Canad~f'representing relatively new operations and em
plo~es, may provld~ ;unportant'data for extrapolation to other areas and this oppor
tumty should be utIlIzed. 

In essence, medical and engineering studies are considered vital to the company's 
operations and financial liability and sales. U 

3. Prepare and inau~rate a medical and engineering consultation service and 
program ~f consumer aI~, f~r the evaluation and control of any health problems and 
proper.guld~nce on ventIla!IOn controls for the company's products. 

4. DISCOl1tI?u~ the practIce of placing on Philip Carey's payroll employes of sub
c.on~r~ctors mdlfferent areas of the country because of the occupational disease 
lIablhty. It h&s already been established by the recent study supported by the union 
that the union members have a high lung cancer rate ' 

It is highly .1ik~ly that these installers, exposed t~ asbestos over the years, and 
~e~erall?, contmumg the same type ?f work, will develop high lung cancer rates. It 
IS InadVl~able to p~a?e the co~pany ~n the P?sition of defending against such claims 
and haVlnl,f such bUIts aSSOCIated WIth PhIlIp Carey. Stich legal and medical costs 
can b.e aVOIded, as well as Workmen's Compensation claims. Such employes should 
remam th~ employes of the sub-contractors (Example noted in a national study
death .certI:qcate of lung ~ance! case, reported as an employe of The Philip Carey 
Manufacturm% .Compa~y m Chlc~go-:-actually a sub-contract employe). 

5 .. Set up rIgid phYSICal exammatIOns and comprehensive pre-employment infor
matIon on al~ new employes ~o exclu~e certain. dust exposures, individuals with 
other chest dIseases, etc.; speCIal studIes of speCific occupational groups to detect 
earl:r chang7s of harmful. nature; procedures for medical surveillance, etc.; conduct 
speCIal studIes to determme those already affected and not recognized who can be 
transferred pefore fl;lrther progression of the illness or disease. 

6. R~conslder retIrement and pension plans, sickness and insurance benefits to 
determme the most advantag~ous plB;n for employes and the company, in light of 
the large numb~r of employes m certam age groups with many years of employment 
exposure who, m advanced ages, may develop the medical conditions discused in 
this report. 

l:!nfortunately, The Philip Carey Manufacturing Company is now confronted with 
seeIng, the consequences of a lack of a program of medical supervision of its em
ployes health ~v~r the yea~s; lack ?f dus~ control; la~k of a'Yareness o( the injurious 
nature of th~ varIOUS chemICals utilIzed m the working enVIronment as well as the 
com~umty, In terms of air pollution. This build~up is now apparent. ' 

It IS necess.ary that top management be alerted to the financial liabilities which 
are at stake, In terms of: 

a. ,occupationa~ disease claims causing increasing funds to be set aside for Work-
men s CompensatIOn. . 

b. Air pollution suits for harJl!.f~1 exposure, pa~ti~ular1y lung cancer. 
c. Effect on sales by the pubhclty of the aSSOCIatIOn of cancer with the use of and 

the manufacture of, asbestos products. 
This informati<?n i~ necessary so that proper plans and judgment~ may be made as 

to a cout;se of act~on In the ove~-all company management.)) 
~uch mformatIOn and warn~ngs should not be taken lightly, 'sInce the factors 

WhICh would m~ke such finanCIal threats possible are already in existence and will 
be augmented m the near future by the additional publication of other scientific 
data. 
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BEFORE THE INDUSTRIAL, ACCIDENT COMMISSION OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA 
, " 

CASE NO. 57-L.A. 182-835 
, 

J AMES WHITCOMB RILEY ~ 

Apr:;l1cant l 

vs 

JOHNS-MANVILLEI INCORPORATED, a 
corporation; SOUTHERN ASBESTOS 8-. 
MAGNESIA CORPORATION, a corporation; 
ASBESTOS COMPANY 9F CALIFORNIA; 
PLANT RUBBER 8: ~SBESTOS COMPANY; 
LOS ANGELES RUBBER-COMPANY; MARINE 
ENGINEERING COMPANY, a corporation; 
FIBERGLASS ENGINEERING &. SUPPLY 
COMPANY, a corporat10n; ROBERT O. 
LYNCH" an individual, doing busi~ess 
as Lynch Asbestos Company.and Lynch 
Asbestos Company, a corporation; 

) 

) FINDINGS AND AWARD, 
ORDER DENYING LIEN 

) CLAns AND ORDER 
DISMISSING PARTY 

) DEFENDANT 

) 

) 

} 

) 

} 

PLANT INSUL~TION COMPANY" ~ corporation; 
(.IOAST INSULATION PRODUCTS" a corporation; 
ARMSTRONG come COMPANY" a oorporation; , ') 
J. T. THORPE I INC., a,corporation; 
WARREN AND BAILEY; TOTMAN-MORGAN COMPANY; ) 
OWENS-CORNING FIBERGLASS· COMPANY I 
PACIFIC COAST DIVISION; PLANT INSULATION 
AND THORPE COMPANY; 

) 
EMPLOYERS LIABILITY ASSURANCE CORPORATIONI 
LTD., of LO:NDONI ENGLAND" .a corporation; ) 
THE TRAVELERS INSURANCE COMPANY:, a 
co.rporation; ASSOCIATED INDEMNITY ) 
COMPANY, a corporation; FIREMANIS'FUND 
INDEMNITY COMPANYI a, corporat1on; AETNA. ) 
CASUALTY & SURETY COMPANY" a corporat1on; 
INDUSTRIAL INDEMNITY COMPANY" a corpora- r 
tion; EMPLOYERS MUTUAL LIABILITY INSUR-
ANCE' ,COMPANY OF WISCONSIN" a corporation; ) 
GUARANTEE'INSURANCE COMPANY, a corporation; 
ARGONAUT INSURANCE COMPANY, a oorporation; ) 
AMERICAN MOTORISTS INSURANCE COMPANY, a 
corporation; ZURICH INSURANCE COMPANY" 
a cor.poration; PACIFIC EMPLOYERS 
L~SURANCE COMPANY, a co~poration~ 

Defendants. 

) 

) 

) 

,-------------~------------------------------
Hays and McLaughlin" by John F. McLaughlin, 

applicant's attorneys--

Herlihy & Herlihy, by Kennis T. Jones, attorneys 
for Argonaut Insurance Co., ~hoenix Indemnity 
Co., Fireman's Fund Indemnity Co., Industrial 
Indemnity CO. I and Employers Liability Assur- v 

ance Corp., Ltd. of London, England 

Clopton and Penny, by R. Wr1esner, attorneys ,for 
Paoific Employers Insurance Co. 
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Tipton & Weingand~ by o. ~eingand, attorneys 
for Associated Indemnity Corp. ' 

S;l!'SY, G:ould and Bcwe:;."a,by M. W. Bralley,' Jr., 
~tttl)!'ney8 for Employers Mutual Liability 
1Il3'J.!'ance Co. of W1s~~cnsin and Guarantee 
InB~n:·.mce Co. 

i!. E. Ca:Oignan" representa.ti'le fo:' A:'nerican 
*oto!'ists Insurance Co. 

" 

JOBe;>hBilchak,'representatl'\1~ for The Travelers 
I-nsuZ'anoeCo. 

An App11cation havina:' been 'filed' herein and all 

parties having appeared and the matter ha''11ng been regularly submitted 

for decision, GEORGE A. ,MARTINELLI, Referee, makes his Findings and 

Award, Order Denying Lien Claim and Order Dlsmissing Party Defendant 

as i'ollows~ 

FINDINGS OF FACT 

1.. James Whitcomb Riley" born October 23, 1899, 

while employed as an 1ns~lator by various employers in the State of 

California,oommenc:!.ng in the month of January.. 1920 continuing 

'through May 19, 1951 .. su~tained 1njury arising out of and occurr~ng 

in the course of his emp!oym~nt as follows: In the performance of 

his occupational duties, the applicant was exposed during each and 
..... 

every day of his emp!oyr.lent to deleterious dusts l the accumulat+ve 

effects of which res"l:ttd in a pneumoconiosis and tuberculosis which 

rendered the app11oan~ totally disabled on May 19 .. 1951. 

2. The names ot the employers and insurance 

carriers for said employers during the periods of said employment and 

exposure are as follows: 

(a) Employers; Johns-Manville, Incorporated; 

Warren and Bailey; Southern Asbestos & Magnesia Corporation; Plant 
: 

Rubber and Asbestos Company; Lo~ Angeles Rubber Company; Plant Insula

tion Company; Marine Engineering Company; Robert 0& Lynch, an indi-

Vidual, doing business as Lynch Asbestos Company and Lynch Asbestos 
57-LA 182-835 
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,. Company} Ii~a~t J;nsulat!~n ahli Thorpe /co.; Arntstrong·{lork ¢omp~nYl 
. . /; 

, Coast Insulation Pl'Oductsj Totlll~n-Mo?L'gan Comp~,nyj and J. /'1'. Thorpe,Inc. 
.! ' ',: 

(b) The1nsurari,ce car:t~ier for Mari~'e Engineering , , 
'. !. 

Company, a corpo~at1on and t:1iant Inisulaiiion Company, a /borporation 
• « 

during a part of the period ot applica!!:t ~,a employment jwas 'Paoific 

f Employers Insurance C6i1lp,~ny .. a corporation. II . 

The insurance carrier for" ~o~el't o. Lynch, an' 

indiv:l:dual, doing business as Lynch Asbestos Co~any and Lynch Asbes

tos qompany, a corpor~t1on dur1nlg a par~ of the period of applicant I.S . . 
employment was 'Industrial I~d.emnity Company, a corpore.t1on. 

The insuraincecarr1er for Coast In,sulat1on 

Products, a corporat:l:on, durin:~ a part of the period of ;applicant' s 

employment ~/as Guarantee Insu'ranee Company I a corporation. 

The 1nsu:rance carr1er for J. T. Th/.)rpe, Inc" a 

the entire period of'>appl1cant l s employment was 
. ;;:c.~ \ . . 

Insurance Companyot'" a c:orporation. 
.... \. . . 

The instll'ance carrier fol;' PlantjInsulation 

corporation during 

American Motorists 

company .. a corporation .. during a part of the period of .. a pplicant ' a 

employment was Fireman's Fund Indemnity Company .. a corporation. _ 

During said ti~es, all the employers and the 

employee were subject to the provisiQns of the Labor Code of 'the 

state of California. .. :. . 
3. Said injury caused temporary total dis-

ab11ity entitling the applicant to $40.00 per week beg~nning May 20, 

1957 through November 16, 1959 and thereafter during the continuanoe 

or d1sab111ty or until the further Order of th1s Commil3.~ion, based 
~ ,;) , 

upon m~?Cimum earnings. 

4 •. 'Defendants, are entitled to credit for all 

sums heretofore paid.as disability indemnity. / 
/ I 

5. Appl1cant is entitled to be:lreimbursed for' 

the reasoha'Dle.. vaiue of medical· treatment procured" J~ him to cure 
" 

or relieve' from the effecta of said injury .. to be adljusted by the 

57-LA 182-835 -3-
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parties ambhg themselves" h. adjustment. ,:1,lt I'H)t .. l>O~si:t>!e, this Com

mission will determin~ the matter up.on the f1~ing .and se.I'Vice of 

1temized bills. Among the ite~' of re1mbu~sement are. the following; 

~he defend~nts are di~~ct~d:to ~ay to veterans Administ;at1on Hos-
. ' 1~·· • 

pital the sum' of $2,685.60; To Dr. C. Pierre De Lawter, the sum of' 

$105.0~l f~r services render~d: ~s "anesthesiologist which was author-
, . .... . . ~ 

1zed by the defendants; and ~o Dr.'~ohn K. Shirey, the sum o~ ",331 •00• 

'6 •. In view of Finding #5, the lien claims of Dr. 
~ . . ... 

C. Pierre De Lawter and Veterans Administration Hospital should be . 
denied, 

Purs~~nt t~ ~,,abor Code Section·4600 .. appl1-

cant is entitled to the reas~nable, actual and necessary medical 

expense inourred for x-rays~ laboratory fees and medical rep6rta . . . . . . . . ~ 

~eQu~r~d to successfully prove his claim herein, 1n the sum of $150.00 

payable directly to Dr. John K. Shirey. 

8. Founders Insurance Company is entitled to 

a lien a,ge,inatunpaid Qompensation in the Bum of $1,040.00 for the 

per10d beginning May 27,1957 for a period of 26·weeks .. at the weekly 
• (! . 

rate of $40.00 under the provisio~s of Labor Co~e 's~ction 4903-F. 

9. Founder~ Insurance Company is not ent1tled to 

.a lien in the sum of .$120~00 for hosp1tal benef1,~s paid the appl1cant 

under theprov1sions of the .Labol;' Code • 
•. ::::::=::) (, 

\ ,-::; .'lo . 
(1 • 

10., .Appl1cant is ent1;tledto such further 

medical arid/o~ surgical treatment as ~y rea~onably be rep1re4, t9, 

cure g;:' relieve from the effects of sa~d injury" This treatment ,fa 
to be furnished by the. defendants herein. 

11. Said inj~ry will 'result 1n permanent dis

abi11ty. Further qearing to establish the extent thereof will be 

held by the Commission upon the request of any party in interest 

upon proof that the disability h~~ be09me permanent am stat1.Qnary. . . 

12.. The claim herein is not barred-:by the 

Statute of Limitations. 

57-LA 182:-~35 -4--
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13. Deferldants have not been prejudioed by any 

alleged failure of the applioant to r~port said injury within the 

time required by the provisions 01' the X,abor Code. 

14 •. Applicant's attorneys are entitled to a 

lien against unpaid compens~tion for the reasonable value of their 

services in the sum 01'$750.00. 

15. Pursuant to otipulat10n of the parties, ' 

Phoenix Indemnity CompanYi a oorporation,is ent~tled t~ be dismissed 

and discharged herefrom. 

AWARD f 

( 

AWARD IS MADE in favor of James \'Jhi tcomb Riley 

against Johns-Manville" IncoJ:..po!'a'ced, a corporation; Warren and Balley; 

Southern Asbestos & Magnesia Corporation; a corporation; Plant Rubber 

and Asbestos Company; Los Angeles Rubber companl~ant Insulation 

Company,/.p- corporation; Marine Ellgineering co~~)a oorporation; 

Robert O. ~ynch, an individual, doing business as Lynch Asbestos 

Company and Lynch Asbestos Company, a corporation; Pl'ant Insulation 

and Thorpe Company; Armstrong Cork Company, a corporation; Coast 
)::> 

Insulation Products, a corporation; Totman-Morgan Compa~y; Pacific 

Employers Insurance Company, a oOl~oration; Industrial Indemnity 

Company, a oorporation; Guarantee Insurance Compa~YI a corpora1'fon,; 

Amerioan Motorists Insuranoe Company, a corporation; and Fireman's 

Fund Indemnity Company, a'corporation, Jointly and severally, of the 

sum 0~$40.00 per week beginning May 20, 1957 through November 16, 

1959 and thereafter during the oontinuance of.disabil1ty or until the 

further Order of this Commission; together.~~th interest as provided 

by law; less all sums heretofore paid; less the sum of $1,040.00 pay-

able to Founders Insurance CompanY18s outlined in Finding #8; and 

less the sum of $750.00 payable to "flays and McLaughlin I as attorneys' 

fees; together with reimbursement f~i\;the reasonable value·ofJ. his 
\ 

se1f-prooured medioa1 treatment; atilOns\the items of reimbursement, 
\, 

"\:' 
;~I\ 
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the defendants shall pay direotl~ to Veterans A~in!atrati6n HO~~ita1j 

the sum of $2,685.60; To Dr. C.' Pierre De Lawter, the su~ or $105.00j 

and to Dr. John K. Shirey, the sum of $331.00, as outlirleJ i6 Finding 

#5; together with reimbursement under Labor COde Seotion 4600 in the 
, , 

swn of $150.00 payable directly to Dr. John K. Shirey;, tog~the~ with 

suoh.further medical and/or surgical treatment,aa may reasonably be 
'. , 

required to cure or re11evefrom the effects of said inJurYJ as out

l,ined in Finding #10. 

IT IS ORDERED that the lien claim of Veterans 

Administration Hospital and t~e lien olaim Of Dr. C.' P1erre DeLawter 

be and they are hereby DENIED. 

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that ~hoenix Indemnity 

Company, a oorporation, be and it is hereby DISMISSED. 

DEFENDANTS ARE FURTHER ORDERED· to report to this 

Commission on Form c-6 within· ten days after the .cessation of compen

sation payments unde:' the above oontinuing award. Copies·of said 

form and oapies of all reports incidental thereto are to be served . 
on all adverse parties before fil1ng with this COmmission. 

GAM:NN 

57-LA 182-835 

DATED AT LOS ANGELES" CALIFORNIA 

NOVEMBER 27 I 1959 

SEA L 

GEORGE A. MARTINELLI 
. Referee •• '" 

INDUSTRIAL. ACCIDENT COMMISSION 
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[l.'<'rom the Washington Post, July 15, 1979] 

DnPONT's RECORD IN BUSINESS ETHICS: ANOTHER VIEW 

(By Barry 1. Castleman) 

The IIFive-Part Quiz on Corporate Ethics" offered to readers of Outlook two weeks 
ago by the DuPont public affairs office contended that critics of business morality 
have failed to appreciate the complexities of the ethical problems that face business 
executivp: .. A fuller understanding of such issues, the article suggested, would vindi
cate the actions of DuPont, for one. 

At-least one of the examples cited in this article deserves further discussion. This 
was an account of DuPont's discovery in the 1930s that workers manufacturing dyes 
using an intermediate called Beta-naphthylamine were developing cancer. Where
unon, "We made full disclosure in the medical journals, cleaned up the process, and 
t;ok care of employes to the best of medical science's ability." 

The cancer hazard in dye making was brought to the attention of the DuPonts by 
the late Dr. Wilhelm C. Hueper, who is widely regarded as the father of environ
mental cancer prevention. Fortunately, Dr. Hueper and others. who w~re i~volved it?
this struggle in the 1930s and '40s have left the account of mdustrlal hIstory and 
ethics which follows. This story will even be informative to the DuPont public 
relations wl'iters, whose "Mobil ad" view of past events was as incorrect as it was 
self-serving. 

Dr. Hueper had emigranted from Germany and was working under the tutelage 
of a physician at the University of Pennsylvania in the early 1930s. This gentleman 
was also the personal physician of Irenee DuPont. One day old DuPont had a cold 
and Hue~er came along for the house call. Dr. Hueper asked to see the DuPont 
Company s dye works, and this was arranged within a short time. He was horrified 
to find dyes being made with benzidine and beta-naphthylamine, with absolutely no 
industrial hygiene precautions taken. White, powdery dust was everywhere, and the 
work areas where the deadly amines were handled were in no way cordoned off 
from the large chemical works. Hueper noted that it had been known since the turn 
of the century in Europe that these conditions led to a very high incidence of cancer 
of the bladder. Hadn't DuPont had that experience, too? The quick answer was 
I'No," but within a few months there were 23 cases of bladder cancer noticed among 
past and present workers. 

A few years later Hueper was working for DuPont Company, and someone seri
ously suggested that maybe they should just hire people for two years apeice in the 
dangerous areas and then lay them off. Hueper explained that if they did that, they 
would be mass-producing cancer. Meanwhile, Swiss dye chemists found other routes 
of dye synthesis that obviated the need for Beta-naphthylamine, which was aban
doned in Switzerland in 1938. 

Hueper's most brilliant research was done while he was at DuPont. For 40 years, 
it had been known that workers exposed to Beta were getting bladder cancer, but 
when the substance was tested on rats it prOdl,lCed no effect. Dr. Hueper tested Beta 
on dogs, and it produced numerous bladder fiumors. He theorized that there were 
species-specific metabolic pathways for this substance, which itself was not carcino
genic. However, in some species Beta was metabolized into an active form, which 
accumulated at high concentration in the urine. The dog "digested" the chemical 
much the way man did, but the rat was able to pass it off without chemically 
converting the Beta to its deadly form. Hueper even identified the carcinogenic 
metabolite in the urine of his dogs. 

Word soon got around that the head of the DuPont research labs had announced 
to the local papers that he had made this discovery. Hueper, enraged, went to see 
the editor, saying that the big shot had never set foot in his laboratory. "I call that 
theft," fumed Hueper. The editor calmed him down and called the lab director, who 
admitted that the work was not his after all. IIBy then, I knew my days at DuPont 
were counted," Hueper told me. The scientific report was published in 1938, around 
the time Hueper left DuPont. After that time, Hueper said, DuPont toxicological 
research that was bad for business was treated as a trade secret and withheld from 
publication. 

Wrote Hueper in 1943: 
"Industrial concerns are in general not particularly anxious to have the occur

rence of occupational cancers among their employes or of environmental cancers 
among the consumers of their products made a matter of public records. Such 
publicity might reflect unfavorably upon their business activities and oblige them to 
undertake extensive and expensive technical and sanitary changes in their produc
tion methods and in the types of products manufactured. There is, moreover, the 
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distinc.t poss~bility of b~c<?ming inv,?lved i!1 compensation suits with extravagant 
finanCIal claIms by the Injured parties. It IS, therefore, not an uncommon practice 
that some pressure is exerted by the parties financially interested. in such matters 
to keep. information on the occurrence of industrial cancer well under cover." 

In thIS paper, Hueper called upon industry to find substitutes for carcinogenic 
substances such as secondary aromatic amines and asbestos. 

Dt;lPont finally ~toppe4 using Beta in 1955. But Beta's chemical cousin, benzidine, 
persIsted as a mamstay m the manufacture of numerous dyes for cotton, paper and 
leather. Hueper had told· DuPont that benzidine was carcinogenic in 1936 but 
benzidine proved to be not so easily substituted as Beta. ' 

An important international medical congress was held in London in 1948 at 
which th~ ~hief medical officer of. the Dt;lPont Company;.presented a paper to show 
that benzldme was not a cause of mdustrml cancer, and h~~t all the cases of bladder 
cancer in his factories could be laid at the door of Beta, whose use he said was being 
abandoned. . 

.In the early m'?~t~s of .1~49 the medical officer to the Imperial Chemical Indus
trIes Dyestuffs DIVIsIon VIsIted the DuPont Chambers Works dye plant. This man 
the late Dr. Michael Williams, was accompanied by another British researcher and 
they were shown a~ound by the corporate medical director who haC!_given the paper 
at the London me~ICal congress. After the plant tour, he drove Dr. Williams and his 
colleague to their next destination, quite a long drive. Dr. Williams, who often 
recounted th~ stOl'Y, noticed that his c()mpanion in the back of the car had his eyes 
closed, and said to the DuPont doctor, "Look, you are a company man and I am a 
company man, and Dr. So-and-So is asleep. Can you explain to me why, after the 
records and so on that you have shown to us today, you are so certain that 
benzidine is rtot causing any of the trouble?" 

He got the reply, witnessed by the other Briton, who was in fact not asleep but 
~hinking, "We ~ere kn<?w 'zerr well that benzidine is causing bladder cancer, but it 
IS company polIcy to mcnmmate only the one substance, Beta-naphthylamine.H 

Dr. Williams had only recently joined the giant Imperial Chemical firm where he 
later became known us an ardent campaigner against occupational canc~r hazards. 

DuPont did not withdraw from the benzidine dye business until 1973. According 
to company records, there were 339 known cases of urinary bladder cancer ascribed 
to benz~dine and Beta among DuPont workmen during the years 1956-1974. Even 
accountmg for the 20-25-ye~r lapsed period between onset of exposure and develop
ment of cancer, it is obvious that this continuing epidemic of cancer was both 
foreseen and preventable.. . 

The DuPont public relations department was not content to merely rewrite histo
ry,. but went .on to lect~fe T~e Post's readers abou~ morality, of all things. The 
wrIter admOnIshed that we g1Ve up the Moral Recbtude Race. If we consider the 
possibility that most people in business have pretty much the same base of values as 
most of their critics * * *" I could well imagine Dr. Hueper's reaction to the 
suggestIOn that he was the moral equivalent of the. DuPont' executives and their 
medical minions. 

He called them chiselers, the callous businessmen who saved a few thousand 
dollars on industrial hygiene engineering. He railed at them for suppressing the 
deadly truth from their workers, with their "flexible" front-men in medicine law 
and public relations. Bill Hueper learned about business ethics and occupational 
cancer from ~h~ people who wrote the book. liThe only thing they understand is jail 
and bad pubhcIty/' i' 

The pu~~lic's fears and suspicions of business will only be allayed when outfits like 
DuPont,. «elsicol (Tri~), firestone .(~adial 590 tires), Ford (Pintos), .Hooker Che~ical 
(Love Can;\ll) al1~ their 11k stop g1Vmg busmess a bad name. Until then, sancbmo
niou~ varnish over criminal business conduct serves only to warn us that the danger 
perSIsts. 

EDITOR, 
Washington. Post, 
Washington, D.C. 

CHESTER BEA'rTY RESEARCH INSTITUTE, 
Londo1J:, England, July 90,1979. 

DEAR SIR: Although now retired due to ill-health, I feel oblip-'ed to write to you 
about two articles on the Business Ethics of DuPonts which h:ve been brought to 
my notice and 'which I have now seen for myself. . 

A few days ago I was astonished, and not best pleased, to receive a telephone call 
from a representative of DuPonts, who' had somehow identified me as someone 
referred to in the second of your articles (which I had, of course, not seen), and who 
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had also managed. to ferret out my retirement address with telephone number. The 
reason for the call was to ask if I could remember an incident referred to by Barry 
Castleman, and to ask me to confirm or deny it. I am writing this letter' in the 
hopes'that if I make my raply public, and also state such relevant facts as I know 
about the subject being discussed, I will be spared further inquisition by either .. 
party to the dispute or by any other people who may feel involved, for there is then..... 
no more for me to add. 

The inddent described related to a conversation between the then Medical Direc
tor (now dead) of DuPonts and the late Dr. Williams, a medical officer at LC.I.Ltd. 
The conversation took place in the presence of a British scientist, who was thought 
to be dozing~ the back of the car, and related to the state of scientific knowledge 
about the power of benzidine to cause cancer of the bladder in 1948. Since I was the 
"dozy Brit" referred to, I informed the man from DuPonts that the tale as recount
ed was absolutely true, and that the Medical Director of DuPonts had stated that he 
and the company were aware that benzidine was a carcinogenic hazard to work-
people. \ 

The two articles··thaL~published give two somewhat differing versions of the 
dates at which Th:iROiitSi,m.eame-aware that beta naphthylamine and benzidine were' 
thought by a large .body of responsible people to cause cancer in human beings. In 
my view neither J!c~.ount is accurate. Since this very topic of awareness of this type 
of risk was crucial to an importaD;t lawsuit by two workmen against I.C.I.Ltd in 
England in 1970-71 the Judgement in that case has passages that are important in 
relation to the argument between your contributors Carl RKaufmann of Duponts 
and Barry Castleman, I feel that I should quote extracts of the salient points.: Mr. 
Justice O'Connor, in his lengthy Judgement said "By 1914 it was appreciated in 
Germany and Switzerland that men employed in the synthetic dyestuffs industry 
were exposed to a definite cancer hazard." In 1921 the International Labour Office 
in Geneva published IICancer of the Bladder among workers in Aniline Factories". L. 
quote three passages from that paper. .-' 

"In 19:1,2 Luenberger published a very interesting study dealing with 18 cases 
observed among the workers at Basle handling Aniline dyes. From that moment the 
existence of a very close connection between the manipulation of aromatic bases 

. and tumours of the bladder among workers was proved." 
Among the conclusions at page 22, the following are found-
"(4) It is not possible to determine the substance capable of engendering tumours. 

At .present one can go no further than to incriminate the amino compounds, and 
partic~larly benzidine and beta naphthylamine". 

"(7) It is, therefore absolutely necessary that in factories in which workers are 
exposed ·to the dangerous action Of aromatic bases, the most rigorous application of .'. 
hygienis precautions should be required".. - --

A little later in his Judgement Mr. Justice O'Connor continues with the history as 
it relates to DuPonts, quoting from unpublished company reports made available to 
the Court by one of the defendants. He says HIn 1933 Dupont sent a medico
technical team to Europe visiting England, Germany and Switzerland. They made 
individual reports and recommendations and also some joint recommendations. . . . 
I quote from Dr. Gehrmann's recommendations .... 

9. We should consider aniline, beta naphthylamine and benzidine as the causative 
materials and take immediate steps to construct all operations so that there shall be 
absolutely no dust, no fumes nor any skin contacts." .. 

Their joint report opens with an interesting piece of informa,fion when it is,. . 
remembered that Dupont did not go into the production of syntl?:a-tlc 'dyestuffs until 
1915 or 1916 /tapproximately two years ago we began to experience a few cases of .... 
bladder tumoul's among our workmen at the Dyeworks. . . . This is the most 
serious occupational disease that we have ever encountered". 

According to information that I collected during my visit to DuPonts in 1949, 
when the car conversation incident occurred, the manufacture and use of the 
suspected aromatic amines started in 1930 and the first cases of confirmed bladder 
tumours occurred in 1929. By 1948 there had been 139 cases, 115 at the Chambers 
works and 44 at Carrollville. 

After some exchange of infor-mation about my own researches and researches at 
the Haskell Laboratories during 1949, Dr. Gerhmann informed me in a letter qated 
30 December 1949 that owing to legal difficulties it would not be possible to setid me 
information that had been promised or new information that might arise. Ho",vever, 
Kauffman's own stat~ment ~bout information being given to persons in~ide or 
outSIde the Company In relatIon to health and safety removes any scruples that· I 
might otherwise have felt about making public this hitherto undisseminated infor
mation. 
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All this may be summarized as follows:-From about the time that DuPonts 
entered the synthetic. dyestuff field the Company had, or should have. had, an 
awareness of the dangers attendant on such manufactures. It must s!.:lrely be idle to 
pretend that s'uch a company would not be expected to be aware of the Ge.rmanan:d . 
Swiss publicat~ons about the hazard, even before the factory was built. Still less 
could It be claImed that they could reasonably be excused for not knowing of the 
Lllternational Labour Office publication of 1921. 

Duponts themselves were experiencing the first wave of casualties by 1929, and by 
1933 they were made aware, by their OWn investigating team, that both beta 
naphthyl amine and benzidine were almost certainly the main culprits. 

That Dr. Gerhmann should, in 1948, present a paper at the ninth International 
Congress on Industrial Medicine (I was present) claiming that benzidine was not one 
of the bladder carcinogens would not in itself be scientifically unacceptable, for as 
the late Lancelot Hogben once said "it is by no means to the discredit of anr 
philosopher to say that he has changed his views in the course of a prolific career' , 
if the evidence derived from a study of the epidemiology of the disease at DuPonts 
had. warranted such a volte face. However, the car conversation renders this expla
natIon untenable and lends support to some of Barry Castleman's strictures on Carl 
Kaufmann's description of business ethics. . 

May I reiterate my plea that now I have "revealea all" I am left in peace until I 
rest therein! 

ROBERT A. M. CASE, M.D., Ph. D., F. I. Biol., 
Professor Emeritus (Ret.), University of London. 

CORRESPONDENCE BETWEEN ASBESTOS COMPANIES AND TRADE MAZAGINE 
"ASBESTOS" 

Mr. SUMNER SIMPSON, 
President, Raybestos-Manhattan, Inc., 
Bridgeport, Conn. 

"ASBESTOS" 
Philadelphia, Pa., September 25,19[15. 

DEAR SIR: You may recall that we have written you on several occasions concern
ing the publishing of information, or discussion of, asbestosis and the work which 
has been, and is being done, to eliminate or at least reduce it. 

Always you have requested that for certain obvious reasons we publish nothing, 
and, naturally your wishes have been respected. 

Possibly by this time, however, the reasons for your objection to publicity on this 
subject have been eliminated, and if so, we would like very much to review the 
whole matter in "Asbestos". 

Our t.hought is that we could either prepare from data which we have in our files, 
or obtam from Mr. W. A. Godfrey of the Cape Asbestos Company, London who is 
much interested in the subject, an article on the work done in England a~d then 
follow it with an article written by someone in your organization, as to the work 
done here. 

We understand from Mr. Stover that your North Charleston plant, contains very 
complete dust control equipment and a description of such equipment, if you ap
prove, would make a very interesting part of the 'article. Possibly even you could 
supply a pho~ograph or two showing some part of this dust control equipment. 

We awaIt WIth much interest your reply. If there is no serious objection it would 
seem to be a most interesting subject for the pages or tlAsbestos", and possibly a 
discussion of it in II Asbestos" along the right lines, would serve to combat some of 
the rather undersirable publicity given to it in current newspaper. . 

Very truly yours, 

Mr. VANDIVER BROWN, 
Attorney, Johns-Manl)ille Corp., 
N~W,. York City. 

R. S. ROSSITER. 

'. My DEAR MR. BROWN: Enclosed is copy of a letter received from Miss Rossiter of 
-"!!;A::;bestos." . , 

As I see it personally, we would be just as well off to say nothing about it until 
our survey is complete. I think the less said about asbestos, the better off we are 

out at the saII;te time, w~ cannot lose track of the fact that there have been ~ 
number of artIcles on asB'Q~tos dust control and asbestosis in the British trade 
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magazines. The magazine i'Asbestos" is in business to p~bl.ish articles a.ffectin~ the 
trade and they have been very decent about not re-prmtmg the EnglIsh artIcles. 

I shall be pleased to have your opinion in the matter. 
Very truly yours, 

Enc. 

Mr. S. SIMPSON, 
President, Raybestos-Manhattan, Inc., 
Bridgeport, Conn. 

SUMNER SIMPSON, President. 

JOHNS-MANVILLE, 
New York, N. Y., October 3, 1935. 

My DEAR MR. SIMPSON: I wish to acknowledge receipt of yours of October 1st 
enclosing copy of the September 25th letter.£!om the editor of the magazin. e ((~S
BESTOS." I quite agree with you that our llnterests are best served by h!iVlng 
asbestosis receive the minimum of pUblicity. iEven if we·should eventually decIde to 't 

raise no objection to the publication of a~ article on asbes~osis in the magazine: in 
question, I think we should warn the edItors to use Amencan data on the subJe~t 
rather than English. Dr. Lanza has frequently remarked, to me personally and m 
some of his papers, tha~ the clinical pic~ure pr:esented in. North American localiti~s 
where there is an asbestos dust hazard IS consIderably milder than that reported m 
England and South Africa. 

I believe the question raised by Miss Rossiter might well be considered at the 
committee meeting scheduled for next Tuesday, at which I understand both you and 
Mr. Judd will be present. ;c) __ 

Very truly yours, 
VANDIVER BROWN, Attor1J~Y. 

[Int~a-company correspondence] 

OWENS-CORNING FIBERGLAS CORP., 
Toledo, Ohio, January 7, 1942. 

Attention of Mr. E. J. Marshall. 
Subject AsbestosWorkers Union. 

1. The issue was joined. -

REVIEW OF 1941 

2. Our health story was draWn together. 
3. Our strategy has been to attack each situation locally. 

IMMEDIATE DEVELOPMENTS AHEAD FOR 1942 
, 0 

1. Siebert article to appear in January issue of Industrial Medicine. 
2. Gardner article in preparation for Journal of Industrial Hygiene. 
3. Sulzberger program under way. 

STRATEGY FOR 1942 

Should it not be- to take the offensive? 
The following plan is suggested: 
1. Gather as a weapon-in-reserve an impressive file of photostats of medical 

literature on asbestosis. Available are two-bibliographies covering medical literature 
to 1938, Citing references to scores of publications in which the lung and skin 

. hazards of asbestos are discussed. This file would cover five or sbc. hundred pages, 
which can be microphotographed in the library of the Surgeon GerlEml1 in Washing
ton or in some other medicaillbrary. 

2. (a) Explore through Aetna the feasibility of working out a plan whereby ollr 
products liability coverage could be extended to.~l members of the Asbest~s Work
ers Union wherever and whenever they are h~p.dling Fiberglas products. ThIS would 
involve some 2,000 workers all of whom would have to be X-rayed (X-rays to be 
interpreted at Trudeau by Dr. Sampson), and in all probability given a physical 
examination before group coverage became effective on a set date. 

(b) If feasible, approach Union le~ders with offer presenting plan as follows: 
(1) A demonstration of Owens-Corning's willingness to work with A.F. of L. Union 

Labor. 
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. (2) A means of t;xtend~n!5 to U~ion me:mbers on construction jobs the same kind of 
m~uran~e protectIon and mdustrIal hYgIene precautions now available to workers in 
pnvate mdustry. 
. (3) An irrefutable demonstration of the willingrtess of a reputable c~mtnercial 
msur~nce company to underwrite such a risk and of the manufacturer to carry the 
premlUm cost. 

(~) If r.eac~ion is favorable, arrange for Aetna representatives to present plan at 
Un~on ~Istnct conferences and/o~ meetings of locals or at general convention of 
Umon m fal! ?f 1942 .. PresentatIon to be accompanied by distribution of Aetna 
leaflets expla~mn!f the msurance and telling the Fiberglas health story. 

(d) If reactIOn IS unfavorable, use the asbestosis weapon-in-reserve to let them 
stew. He ma:f be SU~t; that wor.d of the proposal will reach competition and may give 
us a lever wIth wh~cn to go dIrect to the ~ocals under the union's professed law of 
!ocal autonomy. ThIs procedure may prOVIde an opportunity to promote dissansion 
m the r~ks that conceivably could bring about over~throw of the present Union leadershIp. . 

(e) The pr~pos~l can be e~pl?ited pUblicity-wise to our advantage either way. 
If the reactIon -IS favorable, It IS a step unprecedented in the industry, taken by a 

man:ufacturer so cO.nfident of the absence of unusual hazard in his materials that he 
has JOll!-e.d forces WIth Aetna-at a rate mbre favorable than could be granted to any 
comI?ehhve manufact~rer-to protect and reassure labor and assume liability at
taching to an:f oc~upatIOnal hazard attributable to his materials. 

If the reactIOn IS unfavora~le, the 'Yay is opened to spread word among the locals 
about the refusal of the Umon OffiCIalS to make this protection available to the 
members and to play all the stops on asbestosis. Implied is the threat to distribute 
to all m~mbers of the Union copies of the U.S; Public Health Bulletin No. 241 on 
AsbestosIs. 

Principal adv~ntages of the .whole.p!an are that it would take out of the realm of 
rumor and gOSSIp all the. storIes of mJuries that are floating around, would enable 
us to document such storIes, and would enable us to take the offensive in telling the 
health story of Fiberglas where it would do the most good. 
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Qu.::hoc "'~O:;b:1 ~:inin'~ {,:l:Jcc 
lD~ Int:_.1...'1 i!.or·";.t' ~ ;,:"7-:5':!, • 

" 

~nd JiL I~;].th:l; ,~ho nm:::: :l:;t.orv:!J. n...1.S been·sc;t. rei- ,16 'i:l:ini:.h!I., At ca.r .. 'l 
, ' ",., ,.' •• ', j ' , '" 

~io.d ?4 ~1"~:C":?~ ':l:r:: ~ ,.~~~t~Ol' ,:;-"l~"-l:~,':tr:: ~!i.ll:cd·; ~£ ~n:h P'01!p 
,Qf ;4 t.niJ::Ll~'J ,17 -:r.:l'C '~'t.:·cln C il."ld. 17'';~'~ ·St.t'~~ c57 bl!lck.'·: 'L"l cil.ch'~ " 

rr., Rcsur:rs 
" 

Tho ObSCl·,,~t;ions m::de at C<:.ch oJ: the r-==~,oCiG 1-:::Gn :m~ rocra !d.~ 
\ .. .. . . ~ 

are pro:lozntc:1 ill t:J.l>~.~ 1. It, 'Irlll be ~:,.i;c:d tl::!.-;' ~~1:: t..:,'l::!l mt::bCr or ~ .. .''li=sJ..2' 
" 

e~, .. ~cd.:b e.<!.ch 0 r,. i;!;:! cliff a!"oiOt. ~CU!?3 v~.r~c:; '::lizh tJi ~ Tlli.:l vuria~:!.on . 

is the r<!l:it·~~ or a r~T1 sponi;;::ncO''::I cieath::: in cnc!l' 6i:'Ollp •. Tho o\'oC:-1."ct:io~,= 

In ~" :!nuta .... l:::;:s i).nS.~~ cl'7""-no'" .... llOnt-~!!D .. _-'_" ""'.'~ ... .......' v ". .. --- M 'J ,~ ..... ::-::In ,c:l .. cn. u'f t.r.cir, 

or tW.:OI"5 ~n!.: E.:!i=M~:; ~o~c-d toO asbu~co::; ~t.:.~t. tjc~ L!:';O~ the c·o~t.t"oLi.· 
" 

The s.:!:"..o. sit1l .. tion i::: t:-'J~ .. ithin tho. Si;r~ c$7 b:tu.ck •. Ob-."it):'::Jl:rl "';'0 " 

:lar.!9 condit1on i::J t:-..:," :::\.:;0 or' t"".' ell .. ' ~ I~ o· .. e:-.· ... ::'g1.!.':'::S cccb:i.'11r-l::, bot:'l str-~"'h 

Tho DiC;ai!ic..:.."lc:: 0 ~ !lJ.~ tIl:::;o :F.crc:::lt:-~e iI:.ci!!~::ca !'1:;urc~ b.:?!1 b::~t1 

testec. ot;:,t:!":;tic::Ll~ l!;' r.=!.."1:: of t:h:: -::ci~ -=eco£J·:.i:~i! f:::::J.tlo.: 

\ .---- --~-------------S.~ ..... :\/ ?:),:~ -to' P2"Q2 

~}j~ ~-
, .... 

s.r.. c Sta .. ~::.rd C!:=~:r of: dirrC'!'c:rlce 'i.'1 :!.1::::l.~c:~::c bethoe:l t-.':\) !;rot~s' 

'" '. llJ. = 'l'otc.l rz-"::::.r oi: £.;,-l",,,1 .. in !:.ho ~ot'r. 
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Tcllla 1/:' 

'" Qtl\:::)":' j\:;':c~tO:J ;~i:11n.~ iI'::::~c. 
JlI';;:" ~l"i0'l ltcp<lrt. 5-7-S2 

CCCUr'J,'a:'.eQ or l"Jl:-:.:m.ar-.1 Tll;"a~ , 

" 

'.\ ' 

" :,~ Uiee '~O::la.d to .~:;bc.t;~QS D'al$ "".,d :m ~aCQ l!ot ~Ioc:::d to 

j .?::~\~j,::, ,,~; ::: ".(. ,.,~,:~.:~,;,~,.(:;~~;,~~.~~~;' ~:.~. ?':1~ .~~~';: . ".:':~~~.'~::~ . :.; .. ~ 
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I (-
t.:ut!o.;r ,.,:;..,C~t.O:; .;lriir...; ,~::!l~c .. 
lllt.·~ .:r.1!:! r..cpo:-t,5-7-;>2 , 

n~'" '..7i'~i1out tt!:lor in t.hb 5(1;::0 '1poci.fic :rr~up 
.~'.. 11 • 

, " 
" 

......... 
, . 

It' , 

'It,~ be :t"CC!ll1I:i! '~l'.a'l;' ll' ::.n o!l:;cr"od dL':l:c'c:1ce ir. pa::-centq;a 

:1ncidc:ncu bot':!cc:i ttoO t;r~Ups is &i'c<ltCl.' tha., t.-::icc the a'.;ar.dx.:d cr:cr o£, 

. ~ .. 
Ii' tl"·(! op:;e~·cd. dirre::encc i.:l 11::::;::;, tha.'l • 

" 

t;dcC! tho ::~anck.rd ';'."'::-c1r" it is vCl'y liki!ly auo ::;:i=?l:r to cr':::''''l.eo. In 
'; . . , '. -'(;' 

2 tba cbS~I",·cdd~.r.r~t:;.ccc:: in the incidence of p~.!r-a::.::..,::,:r '::'u:::a:- ~iid the 
~ _ .. 

crl.tical \'al';l? cr t1:iCC t::.c st:sr.dl.rl!' c,,'rc:" o! dir1'c::'en:':<l moe co:~~cd ic:-
, . ' '. : .. 

the va...-iot!:: [,T;)I!p.:i. I~: t:il1. b!l nctcd b:r 'co::l!'z:1r..:; t!\C v;:l\!!l:: tiutt nar.c 
" 

oi: th~ ob::crvatiol1::; r1:::;:::l t.:: COl.to '.I'C ::~tist1c::lly slO"3.iic.:l..,\~. '~\n 
" 

,c:M!.:IP1c o!: t.he =,c~hcd C'l c~ccll!.i;~cn r"ll?";;!l_ 

Calcu1.ation o! S"tt":..:!;u'cf' e.-ro:' of di.f.":crecc~ b~t;;;::en ci'~e:'-2.11 i.!'Icic!enec. 
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Quc~:r \coe.::tto:: :(L~n~ iL:1::~C. 
].,1;' L . ..:r:1l:t I\cFo.--t. ,5-7-52 

" 

" ' . ~ .. 
~uo a dj,l'.t'orcnce Up to ~.s"pc .. cent ~!I 1i!~ol:r to cecur IT.r ch:mco. Tho 

ob:Jcr1(cd dHfcrcncc of 4 per cci.t (905 ~ SS :: 4.9>" r:1~ tr.cr(?i'cro have . -,j 
\ • • I •• " 0\ • •• \ I • To 

occurrCd '::inply b:r chenoa C!i:!trib.u!#loll or an1~ ~d h not st;:.t.iot1cu~'-,~ 
"a1:{!~i~i>~ ~'\-. ~"".;:~.': " t:,f",:r~,:;, ~':~':: ' ,\,,~:;" '.:-:', "'~ f ':',tN. ":.' ~;:,,~::: :,," {i': ,~~?; 

_. --.' !-:- ~~.~ 

v. co:,c:mTr' 

It trl..lJ. be ClPF:!Ze •• t i'rO::l Q. rt!'ric:n- \IF t ... blll 1 t~t tho e.-:.:;cr!=cn~ is : ~i 
I 

n0i7 in ~t:: CO!lt il:l!=o .. t~.t ptla:la. 'ena incidence 0;; pulc:::'ar-./ tu.."'!Ol"!J ha:r • :'~ 
~ .. ~ ~ .. ~i 

,bc::;un t.o ri::c fa'!' u..'l!.!.~l.!l Idll .. c. ~, t.~c lh-.-cnth F:!::-iod, both ror tho ~ • ~ 
~ ;.. . '. )t 

control e..'1i::l::l:: a.n:! fer t.':o eo";""'''' e:tpo:;.:!.Co to a::bo:.tos du:;t." Tile :!.nc.eD.sed.~~ 
t • .. 'f ~ • .• ~ •. 0) r·.;.j , .:~!J 

incidence i:;; =.0:-0 F:not.:.~ccd f~:' .th~ ~"OuP CXFOs~~ to c!1l:ltJ but. th,o r,~~~ <,:': ~ 
has occurred at about thc sc::e til..!! 1.'1 bat.h :;!'cupo. '1nc d:Lrl';lrcncos bGtr:'J:lD.f. 

" 

J]w:b;;:r:J of an~o.l:l l:i~c.:! ou:1:r :in the 'c....~:Jr~::...""lt .:xo 'I'i:iShtl!l,s the l'ir..:u. 
-..:. .. 

... l41l!lt bG r:c':'o~ thilt tId:;; s'i;uciy ~~, bCC:l c:.n EJ=F2:-i::cntal., one ;;;.:i that it 

has bce:I nocc;aeru-J' to rl::ka OC:l.!:r,/l:'.tions cy J:i.1.ll.'1U. ;:.."ti!:.21.::J £0;;' .'3 t.1!d.,;r 4t 
, , 

~c~ :!.n':.~r:/ul:;. I~ <!.ppcm-:J t~~c.:!.I'~r' a. ra£hc:' J..'1'Jo1':cd statisti~ 
ccl. procedure t.'lc Ili;rl':.r:;-tic:-.:ltil .. ~;;htin;: Qr til:! vaJ.u;;:l b:; the I!c.t:l. or 

. tile. o.::.rly\_q.~g=r'l<!,t1ol'..:J c.:!..'1 bs cH-·'n:;.tcd. 'rhi!l p:-occcu:-a r.ill hi! c.:ll':'ica 
--"''l~, 

aut c.rte .. tir.iJ. ob:ren-.. tio!:'.3r..::;;c bcc..'1 tz!c~ l:Ii:Jc(! .it is too l.;boricus = 
. 'Undert.a,tdnz to 1:c pcrtor:::c:i d:. i:.ho !lrcso~t s~<!.Se nh::.'1 the ';;:.llle:: obtain:;d 

~uld be only of uC:l.cc:li.c ":1nt=r::~t. 
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Qucbc .:;oc::too l.:in1.n-: ,\:o:;cc. 
l::J1.' Intcr1n ncpo:.-t 5-7-52 • 

It ~ bo ~ot:cl 1:"1 r~::inr; ~hl~t~· tha 0;':;-7'111 1:1c1doncQ ot tu..--:or 

a!.~n~ the' c:q:O~e'.1iU1.1r.l:lls".!'~a·bc:m only. ~~::ht.~ ~e~t~r.-J.?- F.r:r ~cnt ' ,. .. . I.. . .. . 
ra.thor .tn.'!ll 90S per c9.;l~th(l dir.r~x::-:.c: bc~r/[:cn.thc :!.n~ic!o?cc;ro~.t!~C!: ~. i;; 
• , '.' .' • ':1; , • • ; • .' ...... 

CX}'9scd c;roup ~nd fot' the .contro~. ~O\!.P·TIO:l1~ r.::t'''~. heen 3tatis~1.C~' • 

'oi8f\liica.,'lt. . , 

. , 
'0 

.' 
VI. SU:i.i:'.?Y If 

.' . . .. . 
J,n e:mari .. :cnt cOl'lt;:crni.n:; the ir.£l,tu:nca !,£'illh!l2cd :l3b!!sto:; ~ust 'Upo~ ': :; 

.. • 't.. '.... .' 

. th~ incider.ce ot' pul=onm'; te:,rs in niCQ' h::s~e~nin f"~:;~e:Js tar :t4., ~,";'. 
~:1thS.' ·j\!'.l!.l.i-:;is or. th~ 1'~9uli;!I 01' t!lis ~::p:!::i.-::~;.j,t revc.al.s~:~at. tb~ itJ!::: .••. 

. Carter th~ o..'l5;::a,"; h2.~"\)i;~c:n 'e:xr.o::c.: t() a:.b::s tOli c!ast. .ro~1h ~ntb:J} l the . 
. .... 
'. d 'r' . I- t "~e S"""i~ dlLSt h:1!l 1101'. ~:e .. ted a.."l in.!'l;:cncc aI: i:!. Se::'C-eCU:. ~c:.en~ 0 co!!!.. w .... __ -

ticaJ.J.;r s:L~tican~ tlltc:-ation::; in' tthC!. i.'lClcc:lcc or P~I:4Uj: :t;U::O:-:J. 1'il!: 

:riJulJ.'rt~~~ Oi··thii c;,. .. o;:l::::.a~t nil:!- b-~ oi.' r;:-e::.~ ~,.!X>:-ta"c,e, since at the 
,: .' .' , • r 

tIO::;t rcc?I1~!!p:;l'ictl .. hcn ;:..~~s ';;I~re kllicd !o~· stuc!i; the incidenC'a or 

tw:iars !-.ui ir..C;;"C<!!led uo:1 ';~2 ir.cr~~ OC..z::l:'l to b;; 1:0"0 z:;:onciuncc:! c:..~~ t~;) 

~ c::::-o::;cc! to ;:.:;b;;~~::ll: dl!!it t1:an ~n? the non~'P0:::ed contro~ m~. 
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CORPORATE CRIMIN':1\L LIABILITY 
, , , 

THURSDAY, DECEMBER 13, 1979 

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, 
SUBCOMMITTEE ON CRIME, 
COMMITTEE ON THE JUDICIARY, 
, ,Washington, D.C. 

The subcommittee met,pursuant to notice, at 9:30 a.m. in room 
2226, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon, John Conyers, Jr. 
(chairman of the subcommittee) presiding, 

Present: Representatives Conyers, Synar, Volkmer, Hyde, Sen
senbrenner, and Gudger. 

Also Present: Hayden W. Gregory, counsel; Steven G, Raikin, 
assistant counsel; Joseph V. Wolfe, associate counsel; Linda Hall 
and Phyllis Henderson, secretaries. 

Mr. CONYERS. Good morning. The subcommittee will come to 
~~ ~ , 

The Subcommittee on Crime continues its hearing on H.R. 4973 
which would amend the code to impose criminal penalties for 
knowing nondisclosure by business entities of lethal defects in 
products and business practices. ' 

The witnesses that we have heard included the sponsor of this 
legislation, Mr. George Miller of California, and an environmental 
consultant, Barry Castleman, who described in detail a number of 
cases where allegations of the yariq:us industries knowingly con
cealed serious dangers associated with their productions in busi-
ness practices. . 

The asbestos; Lathrop" Calif., well poisoning; Love Canal; and 
exploding gas tank'i cases were all brought into the discussion. 

Today, our delibe~.ati,ons continue with two distinguished wit
nesses who will offer their comments and observations. 
'We are pleased to begin with Dr. Samuel Epstem. We now have 

\:J approximately 12 additional cosponsors of this legislation, and it 
appears to be gaining Support, even at its second session. 

Dr. Epstein is, a professor of occupational and environlnental 
me4icine at the School of Public Health at the University /Of Illi
noistMedical Center at Chicago. 

He has, been chief of the lahoratories of carcinogenesis and toxi
cology at the Children's Cancer Research FQundation in'Bo~ton, 
s~nior research associate in pathology at Harvard Medical School, 

.. and profes~or of environmental health and human ecology at Case 
Western Reserve University Medical SGhool. ' " .,"" 

He i~ ~n authority on toxic and carcinogenicity hazards' due to 
chemicals and is the author of over 200 scientific publications and 

= 4 books. . . , 
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He has been before congressional committees humerous times, 
worked with Federal agencies, and is president of the Rachael 
Carson Trust and chairperson of the Commission for the Advance-
ment of Public Interest Organizations. . 

I am currently scanning his latest book, "The Politics of Cancer," 
'oo;ld recommend it enthusiastically to those members of the com
mittee and citizens 'who would want to understand the nature of 
our subject matter, which is now related to white collar crime, but 
taking a new direction, of which homicide is a part of the criminal 
act. 

We welcome you, Dr. Epstein. We appreciate your preparation 
for this hearing and incorporate in its totality your printed state
ment, and that will allow you to proceed in your own fashion. 

TESTIMONY OF DR. SAMUEL S. EPSTEIN, PROFESSOR OF OC-
CUPATION~L.AND ENVIRONMENTAL MEDICINE, SCHOOL OF 
PUBLIC HEALTH, UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS MEDICAL 
CENTER AT CHICAGO 
Dr. EpSTEIN. Mr. Conyers, members of the subcommittee, I would 

like to insert a statement on my professional qualifications, back
ground, and publications into the record. 

Mr. CONYERS. Without objection, they will be accepted. 
[The information follows:] 

SAMUEL S; EpSTEIN, M.D., CIRRICULUM VITA:E 

PERSONAL 

Born April 13, 1926, Middlesborough, Yorkshire, England. Naturalized U.S. citi
zen. Married, Three Children. Professional address: School of Public Health, Univer
st."ty of Illinois Medical Center, P.O. Box 6998, Chicago, Illinois 60680. 

QUALIFICATIONS 

194i7-B.Sc. (physiology) London University, England. 
1950-M.B.B.S. (Bachelor of Medicine, Bachelor of Surgery) (Double Honors) 

London University, England. 
1952-D.T.M.H. (Diploma of Tropical Medicine and Hygiene, Bacteriology and 

Parasitology) London University. 
1954-D. Path. (Diploma of Pathology) London University. 
1958-M.D. (Doctorate of Medicine, Thesis in Pathology and Bacteriology) London 

University, England. 
1963-Diplomate, in Public Health and Medical Laboratory Microbiology, of the 

American Board of Microbiology. 
1971-Fellow of the ROYI1.l, Society of Health, England. ~ 

POSITIONS HELD 

1950: Demonstrator, Morbid Anatomy, Guy's Hospital, London. 
1951: House Physician, St. John's Hospital, London. 
1952: . Postgraduate Student in Tropical Medicine, Pathology, Bacteriology and 

Parasitology, Royal Army Medical College, London. 
1952-1955: Specialist in Pathology, Royal Army Medical Dorps. 
1955-1958: Lecturer in Pathology and Bacteriology, Institute of Laryngology and 

Otology, University of London. 
1958-60: British Empire Cancer Campaign Research Fellow, in conjunction with 

the Chester Beatty Cancer Research Institute, and Tumor Pathologist at the Hospi
tal for Sick Children, Great Ormond Street, London. 

1960: Consultant in Pathology, The Memorial Hospital, Petersborough""England. 
1961-1971: Research Associate in Pathology and Microbiology, The Children's 

Hospital Medical Center and the Children's Cancer Research Foundation, Inc., 
Boston, Mass. 
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1961-=1971: Chief Laborator' f C' . 

ology and Histology The ch':id 0 ,arcnogenesls and Toxicology, Applied Microbi-
Mass., ' 1 ren s ancer Research Foundation, Inc., Boston 

1962-1971: Senior Research A . t . Ph' ' 
search Foundation Inc 'Boston sS~~d R In aht °Alogy, The Children's Cancer Re
Medical School, Bo~ton .. , , esearc ssociate in Pathology, Harvard 

1971-1976: Swetland Professor f E . 
Professor of Pharmacolo . Direct 0 nVI.r0nme~tal Health and Human Ecology· 
ern Reserve University, ?chool of M~d~i;~rcl:-~l!a~ ~h~th Programs, Case West~ 

1~?6 to date: Professor of Occupational' d 'E ~,IO. ..-
PublIc He~lth, University of Illinois at the ~dicaICro~~enct~1 MedlcI,ne" School of 

1978-Dlrector, Environmental Health Res . ('1 ent el,S hicago. ' illInOIS. 
ourceven er, tate of illinois. 

, l 
• AWARDS 

1. Military Awards in Royal Army Medical Cor s 1953' 
(a) Montefiore Gold Medal in Tropical MedP" . 
(b) Montefiore Prize in Tropical Hygiene !CIne 
(c~ .Ranald Martin Prize in Military Sur er 

2. SOCIety of Toxicology, 1969 Achievement Iwird l Fellow of the Royal Society of Health 1971 . 
. Fellow of the New York Academy of Scienc~s, 1975. 

SOCIETY MEMBERSHIPS 

1. Soc~ety for Pathology !IDd Bacteriology. 
2. Soc!ety for General MIcrobiology. 
3. S~Clety of Protozoologists. 
4. AIr P?llution Control Association 
g. i:er!can ~ss?ciation of Pa~holoiists and BacteriolOgists 
7' A er!can oClety for Expenmental Pathology . 
8' A mer~can Association for Cancer Research . 

. . m~ncan Board of Microbiology. .' 
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PREPARED TESTIMONY ON WHITE COLLAR CRIME CH.R. 4973) BEFORE THE SUBCOMMIT
TEE ON CRIME OF THE COMMITTEE ON THE JUDICIARY BY SAMUELS;; EpSTEIN, M.D., 
PROFESSOR, OCCUPATIONAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL MEDICINE, SCHOOL OF PUBLIC 
HEALTH, UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS MEDICAL CENTER, CHICAGO, ILL. 

A.INTRODUCTORY STATEMENT 

Mr. Conyers, members of the Subcommittee, my name is Samuel Epstein and I 
am Professor of Occupational and Environmental Medicine at the School of Public 
Health, University of Illinois Medical Center, Chicago. A statement on my profes
sional qualifications, background, and publications is attached to ,this testimony. As 
a pathologist and experimental toxicologist, I have for some three decades studies 
the hazardous effects of chemicals and chemical pollutants, including drugs, food 
additives, pesticides and industrial chemicals, in air, water, food and the workplace 
with particular reference to delayed toxic effects, notably cancer, and have over two 
hundred scientific pUblications and five books in these areas. Additionally, during 
the past decade, I have had increasing involvement in the interfa,ce between science 
and public policy, as exemplified by membership of a wide Tange of Federal advisory 
and expert committees, by consultantships to Congress, including the Senate Com
mittee on Public Works, and by assisting organized labor and public interest groups 
in the development of their concerns on health and safety. .. 

In the course, of _ these activities, I have had occasion to undertake detaUed 
investigations of the regulatory data base of a wide range of consuml'Jr products and 
industrial chemicals. These investigations have revealed a pattern of constraints, 
including gross negligence, manipUlation, distortion, suppression and destruction of 
data, which are so frequent as to preclude their dismissal as exceptional aberra
tions. Besides the businesses concerned, involved in the generation al').d interpreta
tion of such constrained data are a complex of commercial testing al~d consulting 
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laboratories and organizations and academic consultants, supported bya network of 
industry front organizations and quasi-professional societies. Such constrained data 
have served as the basis for the past and continuing successful strategies of some 
segments of industry which have minimized or denied risk to workers and the 
public-at-large, and have maximized product or process efficacy and the costs. and 
difficulties of compliance. Such strategies, reflecting apparent preoccupations with 
short term economic growth to the detriment of considerations of long term adverse 
public health and environmental impacts, have resulted in a burgeoning toll of 
cancer and other preventable diseases. 

These grave charges, including "knowing (acts of) nondisclosure", are not made 
lightly or speculatively. They pose fundamental questions of legal equity, besides 
reflecting the subersion of democratic decision making processes by special inter
ests. Before substantiE1ting and illustrating these charges; I would like to offer some 
comments on H.R. 4973. . 

B. COMMENTS ON THE BILL 

May I first congratUlate Congs. Miller and Conyers and other members of Con~ 
gress for having introduced H.R. 4973, and Cong. Conyers and members of the 
Subcommittee on Crime of the Committee on the Judiciary for the important and 
informative hearings they have held so far on the bill. This bill epitomizes our most 
honored constitutional and legal traditions, and the indiv5.sibility of American jus
tice. The bill recognizes the serious nature and implications of white collar crime, 
and seeks to restore eroding trust in government and the judiciary by eliminating 
the major discrepancies which currently exist between legal and societal responses 
to white and blue collar crimes. The bill can thus also be expected to exercise an 
indirect deterrent effect against blue collar crime. 

1. Impact on business 
The thrust of this bill is consistent with the finest traditions of American busi

ness. It offers business the time opportunity to explicitly"feassert its highest ethical 
standards and, by policing itself, to preclude or limit the need for the futher 
regulatory policing. Clearly, the bill imposes no. ~1nreasonable restraints on com
merce or on technological innovation, but merely1lleeks to encourage honest disclo
sure of "lethal defects," and to deter and punish those who knowingly commit 
criminal acts on "nondisclosure." In so doing, the bill will discourage the introduc
tion into commerce of products and processes with "lethal defects," with attendent 
major economic dislocation following their subsequ~mt withdrawal once these defects 
become belately recognized. Successful seU:'policing by business will also act as a 
major brake to burgeoning product liability suits, such as those weare now experi
encing for asbestos products. Finally, the bill offers a unique opportunity to restore 
the eroding public confidence in big business, in general, and the chemical industry, 
in particular, and thus to reverse the growing and nationally damaging trend of 
polarization and confrontation between business, 8.nd the general public and labor. 
Reco@1ition of these various considerations and the overall favorable impact of this 
bill on business has been clearly recognized by Irving S. Shapiro, Chairman of E. I. 
duPont de Nemours & Co., who speaking on behalf of the Business Roundtable, 
agreed in hearings of September 13, 1979, that the same standards of criminal law 
should be applied to b~siness, executives and corporations as for the gener(.ll public 
and who, Wlth the JustIce Departemnt, on November 28, approved a tough package 
of white collar crime proposals. 

2. Ambiguities in ~he assignment'of responsibility .. 
My major criticism of the bill relates to ambiguities in its apparent alternatives 

assignment of responsibility for "nondisclosure" to an "appropriate manager" or to 
~ corporation. Such criminal acts, at least in big business, are rarely committeed by 
anyone individual alone acting in a cQrporate, vacuum nor, even in a case of 
organized crime such as antitrust violations, can they be committed by an inani
mate corporation, but by its managers or directors. 

Making a .corporation the defendant, unless a co-defendant with responsible 
named individuals in that corporation, trivializes and depersonalizes the offense and 
encourages the abnegation ofpersomU responsibility. Resp,onsibility should be nei
ther restricted to a "corporate manager' nor diffused anonymously behind the 
corporate veil, but should be extended to the full range of involved individuals for 
whom criminal intent can be demonstrated. These may include the administrative 
superiors of the II appropriate manager(s),JI other managers, the board of directors, 
who determine the overall climate and policies and standards of business practice 
and ethics, and others such as plant physicians, industrial hygienists, and engineers, 

.'.'; 
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who may be a "kIiowing" party to "nondisclosure," althollgh not necessarily invest-
ed with Happropriate" ,management authority. , 

Some measure of responsibility should also be extended to outside consultants and 
cO!l1mercial co~sulting industrial hygiene, engineering and testing laboratories who 
generate and mterpret product and process health and safety data on the basis of 
which the particular business is regulated, and who may be susceptible to direct or 
indirect influence to produce patterns of information consistent with the perceived 
short term needs of business. The theme of individual responsibility could be further 
emphasized were the bill to require the specific licensure of managers and directors 
with direct responsibilities in health and safety, and the compulsory revocation of 
such licenses following the determination of guilt for "nondisclosure." Such a threat 
to professional careers may prove a potent complementary deterrent to criminal 
sanctions. 

An important incentive to disclosure which the bill should explicitly address is 
the protection from dismissal or any retaliation of whistle blowing business person
nel who report or otherwise draw attention to a potential Hserious danger." 
3. Restrictions in the concept of" knowing" 
" Perh;aps a more fund~mental :p,roblem relate~ to the restriction of respons~bilit~ to 
knowmg (acts of) nondIsclosure I to the excluslOn of reckless acts, such as dIstortIOn 

of information and gross negligence, and which involve blatant disregard for the 
possibilities of serious consequenC~$, but which. reflect a state less than "knowing." 
Such consideration suggest that the bill should recognize two major categories of 
white collar crime-those involving "knowing" acts which merit a high level of 
sanctions, and those involving reckless acts for which a lesser level of sanctions 
should be imposed. 

4. Restrictions on the concept of "warning" 
Emphasis in the bill on "affected employees" may be misleading as it appears to 

divert consideration from the additional possibility of "serious danger" to the~gener
al public or to special non-occupational subgroups of the general public. Addlttpnal
ly, there appears to be a lack of symmetry between the affirmative requiremo"nt to 
notify affected employees and the absence of such requirements to notify the gener
al public. It would appear unreasonable that the burden for the latter should be 
shifted to Federal agencies. 

Recognition of the impact of "serious danger" must also be extended outside 
America to arrest the growing and alarming trend of "dumping" or exporting 
hazardous products and processes to lesser developed countries, particularly aftel' 
their ,regulation in the U.S., and especially in the absence of fnll and comprehensi
ble dISclosure to the local population at potential risk.! Apart from possibilities of 
reimportation of "dumped products," such actions seriously damage the good name 
of American business and the international repute of our country. 
5. Redress for victims 

Considerations 6;.\ redress' for victims of white collar crime do not seem to be 
ad!lquately p~e?ented in t~e bill"yictims sho~ld be aided in their pursuit of civil 
SUItS. by Pt:0VIdmg theJ?l Wlth. ;full acce~s to eVIdence collected by federal investiga
tors m w.hl~e c?llar crIme sl:uts. The bIll should also recommend modernizhlg stat
utes of limitahon to allow for tolling of statutes to reflect serious long delayed 
consequences, such as cancer, of white collar crime. 

q, CASE STUDIES ON HUMAN CONSEQUENCE OF WHITE COLLAR CRIME 
i!:' .. ·, 

Wif,!I notable e~ceptions, such as the Pinto and asbestos case studies, the N:~)Verr 
ber ,{ 1'0, .1979 hearmgs' on this b~ have focused on economic crimes with primaril" 
eCO!<:omlC consequences. My testimony extends the scope and import of these con
c~rlis to econom~c. crimes with adverse human consequences, including preventable 
dISease and homICIde. '. 

A ~de range of disturbing examples of such crimes, some of which would. argu
ably rIse to the level of criminality and involve a variety of industries and their 
con~~ltants, are summarized in the attached Chapter Eight, from my book "The 
?olItlCs of Cancer," 2 ~hich also offers scenarios for improving the reliability of 
mdustry data (Appendix 2). The attached exc1erpt,from Chapter Nine of the book 
de~(u~strates how suc~ !lctivities reflect a complex of strategies designed to preclude 
or lImIt Federal regulatIOn of. hazardous products and processes, Detailed specifics of 

Ii J',' 

',' 

1 For acrecent general discussion on "dumping," with illustrative reference to contraceptives 
drugs, and pesticides, see "Mother Jones/' November 1979. ' 

2 Anchor Press/Doubleday, New York, 1979, 
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these and other "knowing" and reckless acts, resulting in "serious danger" to 
workers and the general public, are documented in the book, and are illustrated as 
follows: 

1. Knowing acts of nondisclosure 
a. Suppression of human data on carcinogenIcity of asbestos products by JqJms

Manville, . Raybestos-Manhatt!:ln, . Inc., and other asbestos industries. See p. ~9-96 
(The Asbestos "Pentagon Papers'~).' 

b. Suppression of carcinogenicity test data on vinyl chloride by the VC/PVC 
industries, and also by the Chemical Manufacturers Association. See p. 104-106. 

c. Suppression of carcinogenicity test data on bischloromethylether (BCME) by 
Rohm & Haas Company. See p. 119-120; 125. 

d. Suppression of mutagenicity test data on benzene by Dow Chemical Company. 
See p. 133; 147. 

e. Suppression of carcinogenicity test data on chlordane/heptachlorby Velsicol 
Chemical Company. See p. 279. 

f. Suppression of carcinogenicity test data on kepone by Allied Chemical Compa
ny. See p. 308-309. 

2. Reckless acts 
a. Gross exaggeration by Arthur D. Little, Inc. (under contract to the Society of 

the Plastics Industry, Inc.), and Foster D. Snell of data on economic impact of 
compliance with a proposed OSHA standard for vinyl chloride. See p. 107-110. 

b. Marketing of acrylonitrile plastic Coke bottles (Cycle Safe) by Monsanto prior 
to testing acrylonitrile for carcinogenicity. See p. 208-209. 

c. Falsification of test data on aldactone and aspartame by Hazleton Laboratories 
under contract to G. D. Searle Company. See p. 303-304. 

d. Destruction of epidemiological data on occupational carcinogens by Dow and 
duPont Chemical Cos. See p. 307-308. 

3. Destruction of test data on drugs, food additives, pesticides and industrial 
chemicals by Industrial Biotest Laboratories, a subsidiary of Nalco Chemical Co., 
under sub-contract to the Chemical Industry Institute of Toxicology (under contract 
to the major chemical industries). See p. 309-310. 

Dr. EpSTEIN. As a pathologist and experimental toxicologist, I 
have for some. three decades studied the hazardous effects of chemi
cals and chemical pollutants, including drugs, food additives, pesti
cides, and industrial chemicals, in air, water, food and the work
place with particular reference to delayed toxic effects, notably 
cancer, and have over 200 scientific pUblications and 5 books in 
these areas, including The politics of Cancer (Anchor/Doubleday, 
N.Y., 1979), excerpts which I attached to my written testimony. 

Additionally, during the past decade I have had increasing in
volvement in the interface between science and public policY, as 
exemplified by membership of a wide range of Federal advisory 
and expert committees, by consultantships to Congress, including 
the Senate Committee on Public Works, and by assisting organized 
labor and public interest groups in the development of their con-
cerns on health and safety. .. ~. '" '. 

In the course of these various activities I have had occasion, to, 
undertake detailed investigations of the regulatory data base ot a 
wide range of consumer products and industrial chemicals. These 
investigations have revealed a pattern of constraints, including 
gross negligence, manipulation, distortion, suppression, and de
struction of data, which are so frequent as to preclude their dis
missal as exceptional aberrations. Besides the businesses con
cerned, involved in the generation and interpretation of such con
strained data are a complex of commercial testing and consu.lting 
'~laboratories and organizations and also academic consultants, sup
ported by an extensive network of industry front organizations and 
quasi-professional societies. . 

-
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Such constrained data have served as the basis for the past and 
continuing successful strategies of some segments of industry 
which have minimized or denied risk to workers and the public at 
large, and have maximized product or process efficacy and the 
costs and difficulties of compliance. 

Such strategies, reflecting apparent preoccupations with short
term economic growth to the detrinlent of considerations of long
term adverse public health and environmentaJi impacts, have re
sulted in a burgeoning toll of cancer and other preventable dis
eases. 

These grav~\ charges, including "~nowing-acts of-. nondisclo
sure," I assure you, are not made lIghtly or speculatively. They 
pose fundamental questions of legal equity, besides reflecting the 
subversion of democratic decisionmaking processes by special intera 
ests. Before substantiating and illustrating these charges, I would 
like to offer some comments on H.R. 4973. 

First, I would like to congratulate Congressmen Miller and Con
yers and other Members of Congress for having introduced H.R. 
4973, and Congressman Conyers and members of the Su~committee 
on Crime of the Committee on the Judiciary for the imp6rtant and 
informative hearings they have held so far on the bill.' 

'·l'his bill epitomiz~s". our most honored constitutional and legal 
traditions, and the inoivisibility of American justice. The bill recog
nizes the serious nature and implicati{}Jlls of white-collar ocrjme, and 
seeks to restore erodin~{ trust in Govern'\nent and the judiciary by 
eliminating the major discrepancies which currently exist between 
legal and societal responses to white- and blue-collar crimes. The 
bill can thus also be expected to exercise an indirect deterrent 
effect against blue-collar crime. First, what is the potential impact 
of this bill on business? 

The thrust of the bill is consistent with the finest traditions of 
American business. It offers business the timely opportunity to 
explicitly reassert its highest ethical standards and, by policing 
itself, to preclude or limit the need for further regulatory policing. 

Clearly the bill imposes no unreasonable restraints on commerce 
or on technological innovation, but merely seeks to encourage 
honest disclosure of lethal defects; and to deter and punish those 
who knowingly commit criminal acts of nondisclosu:re. In so doing, 
the bill will discourage the introduction into commerce of products 
and processes with lethal defects, with attendant major economic 
dislocation following their, subsequent withdrawal once these de
fects become belatedly recognized. Successful self-policing by busi
ness will also act as· a major disincentive to burgeoning product 
liability suits, such as those we are now experiencing for asbestos 
products. Finally, the bill offers a unique opportunity to restore the 
eroding public confidence in big business, in general, and the 
chemical industry, in particular, and thus to reverse the growing 
and nationally damaging trend of polarization~~dconfrontation 
between business on the one hand and the general public and labor 
on the other hand. 

Recognition of these various considerations and the overall favor
able impact of this bill on business has been clearly recognized by 
Irving S. Shapiro, chairman of E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co., 
~ho speaking on behalf of the Business Roundtable, agreed in hear-
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ings of September 13, 1979, that the same standard of criminal law 
should be applied to business executives and corporatipns as for the 
general public and who, subsequently, with the Justice Depart
ment,on November 28 approved a tough package of white-collar 
crime proposals. , ' . 

There are, however, some possible areas' of ambiguity in the bill, 
and I would like to address myself to these. 

First of all, possible ambiguities in the area of assignment of 
responsibility. My major criticism of the bill relates to ambiguities 
in its apparent alternative assignment of responsibility for nondis
closure to an appropriate manager or to a corporation. Such crimi
nal acts, at least in big business, are rarely committed by anyone 
individual alone acting in a corporate vacuum nor, even in a case 
of organized crime, such as antitrust. violations, can they be com
mitted by an inanimate corporation, but by its managers or direc
tors.Making a corporation the jlef~ndant, unless a codefendant 
with responsibl~ named individ~~ls iiil\that corporation, triv~alizes 
and depersonalIzes the offense lltnd encourages the abnegatIOn of 
personal responsibility. Responsibility should be neither restricted 
to a corporate manager nor diffused anonymously behind the cor
porate veil, but should be extended to the full range of involved 
individuals for whom criminal intent' can be demonstrated. These 
may include the administrative superiors of the appropriate man
ager, other· managers, the board of directors, who determine the 
overall climate and polici€;s and standards of business practice and 
ethics, and others such a!~ plant physicians, industrial hygienists, 
and engineers, who may be a knowing party to nondisclosure, 
although not necessarily invested with appropriate management 
authority. .' , 

Some measure of responsibility should also be extended to out
side consultants and commercial consulting industrial hygiene, en
gineering and testing laboratories who generate and interpret prod
uct and process health and safety data on the basis of which the 
p1;lrticular business is regulated,and who may be susceptible to 
direct or· indirevt influence to produce patterns of information con
sistent with the perceived short-term needs of business. 

The theme of individual responsibility could be further empha
sized Were the bill to require the specific licensure of managers and 
directors with direct responsibilities in health and safety} and the 
compulsory revocation of such licenses following the determination 
of guilt for nondisclosur.e. Such a threat to professional careers 
may prove a potent complementary deterrent to criminal sanc-
~~. . 

An important incentive to disclosure which the bill should explic
itly address is the protection from dismissal or any retaliation of 
whistle blowing business personnel who report or otherwise draw 
attention to a potential serious".p.anger. 

Another point relates to restrictions in the concept of knowing. 
Even perhaps a more fundarrl,ental problem relates to the restric
tion of responsibility to Hknowing·.,-acts of-nondisclosure" to the 
exclusion of reckless acts, such as.distortion. of information and 
gross negligence, and which involve blatant disregard for the possi
bilities of serious consequences, but which reflect a state'less than 
knowing .. 
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Such considerations suggest that the bill should recognize two 
major categories of white collar crime-those involving knowing' 
acts which merit a high level of sanctions, and those involving 
reckless acts for which a lesser level of sanctions should be im
posed. 

The next point I would like to make relates to restrictions on the 
concept of warning. Emphasis in the bill on affected employees 
may be misleading as it appears to divert consideration from the 
additional possibility of serious danger to the general·public or to 
special nonoccupational subgroups of the geileral public. Addition
ally, there appears to be a lack of symmetry between the affirma
tive requiren:u~nt to notify affected employees and the absence of 
such requirements to notify the general public. It would appear 
unreasonable that the burden for the latter should be shifted to 
Federal agencies. _/ 

Recognition of the impact of serious~~ danger must also be ex
tended outside of our country to arrest the growing and alarming 
trend of dumping or exporting hazard.ous products and processes to 
lesser developed countries, particularly after their regulation in 
the United States and especially in the absence of full and compre
hensible disclosure of the hazards to the local population at poten
tial risk. Apart from possibilities of reimportation of dumped prod
ucts, such actions seriously damage the good name of American 
business and the international repute of our country. 

With reference to redress for victims, it is my considered opinion 
that problems of redress for victims of white collar crime do not 
seem to be adequately presented in the bill. Victims should be 
aided in their pursuit of civil suits by providing them with full 
access to evidence collected by Federal investigators in white-collar 
crime suits. 

The bill should. also recommend modernizing statutes of limita
tion to allow for tolling of statutes to reflect serious, long-delayed 
consequences,such as cancer, of white-collar crime. 

I would now like to move to some case discussions and case 
studies on the human consequences ·of white-collar crime. 

With notable exceptions, such as the Pinto and asbestos case 
studies, the November 15, 1979, hearings on this bill focused on 
economic crimes with primarily economic consequences. My testi
mony seeks to extend the scope and impact of these concel'ns to 
economic crimes with adverse human consequences, inclur.ling pre
ventable disease and homicide. 

A wIde range of disturbing examples of such crimes, some of 
which would arguably rise to the level of criminality and involve a 
variety of industries and their cOlisultants, are summarized in 
chapter 8 from my book, The Politics of Cancer, which also offers 
scenarios for improving the reliability of industry data. 

Chapter 9 of the book demonstrates how such activities reflect a 
complex of strategies designed to preclude or limit Federal regula
tion of hazardous products and processes. 

Detailed specifics of these and other knowing and· reckless acts, 
resulting in . serious danger to workers' and the general public, are 
documented in'the Dook. I have classified these actions as either 
knowing acts of nondisclosure or simply reckless actions. 
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I will simply list these examples now, and you should guide me 
as to what period of time you want me to spend on any of these 
examples or respond to specific questions. 

._. Knowing a7ts of. D:0ndisclosure include suppression of human 
data on carcInogenICIty of asbestos products' by Johns-Manville, 
Raybestos-Manhattan, Inc., and other asbestos industries. This is 

. described in pages 89 to 96, The Asbestos Pentagon Papers.' 
I should mention that after Congressman Miller drew attention 

to the Asbestos Pentagon Papers, he was threatened by a libel suit 
by Johns-Manville, if he repeated outside Congress statements he 
made charging the industry with decades of coverup, lies, and 
failing to disclose information on compensation settlements. 

I leave it to you to decide on the appropriateness of such threats 
to Members of Congress. 

The second example relates to knowing acts of nondisclosure and 
suppression of carcinogenicity test data on vinyl chloride by the 
VC/PVC industries, and also by the Chemical Manufacturers Asso-
ciation-see pages 104-106 of my book.' . . 

The next example is knowing acts of suppression of carcinogen
icity test data on bischloromethylether by Rohm &/. Haas Co.
described on pages 119, 120, and 125. 

The next example is suppression of mutagenicity test data on 
benzene by Dow Chemical CO.--see pages 144 and 145. 

The next is suppression of carcinogenicity test data on chlordane 
and heptachlor by Velsicol Chemical Co.-see pages 273-275, 279, 
and 280. 

Mr. CONYERS. I think that perhaps we can accept a summary and 
~hen go into our questions, be?aus~ your detail is in summary form 
ill your statement,. and I thInk In your book you go into even 
greater detail in .a number of these cases; am I correct? 

Dr. EpSTEIN. Yes. 
. Mr. CONYERS. First of all, I must commend you on the legal 
Improvements that you have recommended. I think putting in a 
reckless as well as a knowing provision very appropriately creates 
two levels of liability that should be distinguished, .and I think will 
improve the legislation a great deal.. 0, 

I am not. sure Mr. Miller would agree or not. Why do you think 
tI.tat he. mIght be favorable to t?at? We are certainly going to 
dIS?USS .It. I see you have had a faIr amount of experience with the 
legIslatIve proces~, because you have read the bill through very 
carefully, and I fInd that your recommendations' are really quite 
appropriate. You mentioned that the appropriate manager may be 
too narrow a description, and you suggest probationary periods for 
corporations as well. What I think is most important is that we 
must view this in a positive frame of mind, so that the corporations 
and the business community do not have to feel that this is in 
effect an adversary proceeding. 

Would you elaborate on your view as to how we can at least with 
a fair amount of agreement come to a conclusion on the necessity 
of such legislation? 

Dr. EpSTEIN. I think that the guarded congratulatory reaction of 
Irving S. Shapiro is already an indication that the business commu
nity does not appear to regard this bill as a threat but as a 
constructive effort to improve'the relationship of the business com-
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munity with the public in general. While it would be presumptious 
of me to dot the "i's" and cross the "t's" of Mr. Shapiro's com
ments, nevertheless, let me attempt to comment as follows. In my 
prepared statement, I indicated that this bill would probably have 
substantial positive impacts on business, I would like to also ad
dress myself to an impact which I did not discuss in the statement; 
that is when a product, or a process is introduced and locked into 
commerce, the economic impact of its subsequent removal from 
commerce can result in major economic dislocation. Therefore, the 
improvement of the quality of data, to prevent belated withdrawal 
of products from commerce, represents a major improvement, 
which would have a positive impact on business. 

To give you one small example, when I was working as a consul
tant to the Senate Committee on Public Works in the early 1970's, 
I was involved and perhaps responsible for the scientific evaluation 
of a product known as nitrilotriacetic acid, leading to its subse
quent withdrawal; this product was used in detergents as an alter
native to phosphates. Suffice it to say the quality of the data which 
industry had obtained from its commercial testing laboratories was 
demonstrably inept, and consistent with short term perceived mar
keting needs. As a result, the industries concerned had locked 
themselves economically into NTA production, with the result that 
they lost over $300 million when the product had to be removed 
from commerce. 

Mr. CONYERS. Is there not a governmental responsibility as well 
as laws against this that could help this objective be more readily 
achieved? . 

Dr. EpSTEIN. Yes, sir, there is a wide range of laws. Suffice it to 
say) irrespective of the nature of the laws, the'decisionmaking has 
to reflect a body of information, and if the body of information is 
fundamentally constrained, then any decisions that flow from this 
will also be fundamentally constrained. '.' 

I wonder if I may go on to . discuss something which could be 
regarded as motivation for the generation of such constrained data; 
and on the other hand, to try to understand why we are faced with 
this very difficult situation. In the area of motivation, we are 
moving now from the phenomenological to, as I stress, the gray 
area of interpretation. 

Mr. CONYERS. Would you explain that statement?' 
Dr. EpSTEIN. Two problems: What are the quality of data? Can 

you demonstrate that there have been actions of suppression, de
struction, and manipulation? And I would submit the record clear
ly demonstrates this to be the case. 

The second question is, What is the interpretation for this? Why 
is this happening, and what can we possibly do to arrest this trend 
for the benefit of industry as a whole, which has suffered major 
economic losses from such problems, and to minimize ongoing 
confrontation between industry and society? 

Now, there are several theories as to why information generated 
and interpreted by industry does suffer from these defects. One is 
the theory of original sin. The theory of:iQriginal sin is based on the 
Machiavellian approaoh which postulates that industry is bad and 
labor and public interest are 'good. I have little patience or toler
ance for such simplistic theories. However, I do believe, neverthe-
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less, that it is possible for senior executives in industry to create a 
climate of social irresponsibility or indifference to which lower 
echelons will respond accordingly. 

For instance, in a recent newspaper article on the multimillion 
takeover genius, Victor Posner, in his discussions with senior ex
ecutives in the steel industry, he is quoted as saying to them, 
"Look, don't bother me with details. Your job is to make money. I 
don't want to know what is happening with the health and safety 
details: It's your job to make money." 

Although one can say one has little patience for the theory of 
original sin, nevertheless, it is possible by actions of omission and 
commission for top. executives to create a ,climate of opinion to 
which'inside industry lower echelons will respond in a possibly 
predictable fashion. 

The captive-of-history theory is another theory which says basi
cally that the function of industry and business very reasonably 
has been. and is technological innovation and to make money. 
However, as technology has become more complex, industry has 
not been able to shift its innovative genius from the realms of 
product and process development to the whole area of health and 
safety. Resultingly, there has been an imbalance in the distribution 
of industry resources which still are directed in the area of product 
and process development without undue recognition of problems of 
health and safety. . 

Another theory is the more sinned against than sinning. In 
I many instances, top management is given information consistent 
j with what is perceived to be the interest of industry, particularly 

ij
'!.! the short-term interest of industry. ' 

The theory for which I have a particular sympathy is the Pogo 
theory. The Pogo theory states "I see the enemy and that is us." It 

~ is possibly as much the public's fault, and possibly even the fault of 
.:' Congress, as it is the fault of industry. And the reason for this is 
~! that we have allowed a fundamental conflict of interest to be 
i.l cemented into the whole informational data base of this country. 
I It is like asking the Mafia to regulate drug traffic. If you ask 

!J.i

'l:',i industry that clearly wants to market a particular product or 
process, to supply us with the information on the basis of which 
agencies are going to regulate their product or process, an inevita
ble conflict of interest becomes built in. Until relatively recently, 

n. neither Congress nor the public has been adequately interested in 
! ! ':1 decisionmaking in relation to product and process, health and 
Ill' (i,safetyareas, with 11 result that the lobbying pressures which indus-

",j try is in principle entitled to exert have been exerted in a vacuum. 
JI How does one go about producing, better industry data (a) which II will minimize the need to consider . criminal sanctions, (b) which 
l! will minimize the need to withdraw hazardous products and proc-
H esses from the market, and (c) which will stop the hemorrhagic 

I
I, 1

1

,!, burgeoning toll of product liability suits? 
Beside your bill which is clearly a responsive step in the right 

direction, there are other scenarios, some of which are in effect, II and some are not. Those which are in effect already, include the 
tJ recognized need to police testing laboratories. The Food and Drug f! Administration in 1977 was given a $17 million appropriation by 
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Congress specificaHy fq! the purpose of auditing laboratories, and 
making surprise inspection visits. , 

Such an approach, however~ really doesn:t add!ess the major \ 
issue of how to get rid of the Inherent conflICt of Interest? And I , 
offer in my book a scenario called the buffer concept. I 

Let us say you, as the president of h company, have d~veloped a . 
product which you want to market. You say as a responsIble execu- " 
tive "All I want to know is am I going to run into problems?" 
The~ instead of asking your own in-house ~cienti~ts "to run it 
through its paces" or give it to Arthur D. LIttle WIth whom you 
have been having contracts with for the last. 5 years,. you go to an 
intermediary buffer group, su,ch as a publIc commIttee perhaps 
appointed by the National Science Foundation. 

Mr CONYERS. Quasi-governmental? 
Dr: EpSTEIN. In a sense, yes. I am proposing the formation of 

balanced committees representing a wide range of interests, to 
whom the concerned industry can say, "We want this product 
tested. We don't mind how the facts come out. We want to real~y 
know the real situation befQre we make any further economIC 
commitment/" . 

One advantage of this is one could build up into th~ process a 
series of indemnifying insu,rances for industry. Such as if a produ.ct 
is tested by the buffer route, then, the Federal Gov~rnment WIll 
indemnify that industry against any subsequent clalm based on 
-:problems reflecting the test data. . . .. 

\. The intermediate buffer group advertIs~s for bIds fo~ testIng. In 
Comm,erce Business Daily News, a practIce more con~Istent WIth 
the cailitalist ethos than the present practice of the sf)cret award-
ing of unbidded contracts. The~anybody ~ho ~~I~tS to do t~e ~ 
testing can apply, inclu~ng any Indust~y, unlverslt~el3, commerCIal k 
testing labB, anybody WIth the exceptIOn of the Industry ,;whose If 
product it is, \'., (:~ 

So you thus create a barrier between .those who ll1anufactu,re ~h7' ! 
product and those who test. The loyaltIes of those who are testIng 
is then primarily to the buffer group. . 

The buffer group periodically sends out inspectors to Inspect the. 
records and. practices of the testing laboratory. At the end of 2 or 3 
years, 1 of 3 things liappens: 

First the people that do the testing, whether industry or other
wise, c~me back and say, "Well, we have tested the prodl.lct and we 
think it is safe." i 

Fine that information is then sent back by the buffer group to 
the industry concerned and to the appropriate re~ulatory. agency. 
The industry is entitled to make major econ0!lnc commItme~ts, 
and possibly, "one would further safeguard the Industry ~y sayIng 
you have done everything that can be rea~onably requIred. You 
have paid for the test. If any future questIOns crop up, such as 
product liability, you will be indemnified by the Federal Govern-
ment.. . . h 

Second, it may be found that the ~estin~ was ~one shoddIly. W y 
should ~he industry have to p;;~.for It a~aIn? Thl~ can be p.reven~ed 
by makIng the gl'OUP tf!Bt does the testIng post ~ b~nd, stIpulatmg 
that if their work is sho(Ydy or haphazard, they WIll be forced to 
repeat the test at; their own expense. 
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Finally, the data may!:>e equivocal. This problem could perhaps 
be resolved by consideiinl~ whether or not the test should be re
peated at Federal expense.~ ""jJ 

Mr. CONYERS. Has the burrer group theory been used occasional-ly? . 
Dr. EpSTEIN. It is in principal used by Federal agencies when 

they award contracts. 
If you are in a Federal agency, you can't pick up the phone and 

call a friend and say, "We have got a couple of million dollar 
contracts, shall we pass it on to you?" You have to advertise in 
Commerce Business Daily News. 

There are obvious differences between the Federal Government 
and i~dustry doing this. In principle, however, I am not suggesting 
anythIng other than what IS accepted Government practice at the 
moment. And this approach is a great deal more consistent with 
the capitalist ethos than is the secret award of unbidded contracts. 

Mr. CONYERS. Your discussion, even though it goes beyond the 
scop~ of the bill, is very important because the bill is not a panacea 
and It IS not a cure-all, but a very modest beginning in the wider 
range of white-collar crimes that the subcommittee is concerned 
with, and in a larger focus it is on our whole industrial economy. 

I can't help but recall that today the Chrysler situation is before 
t~e House of Representatives, which in some respects this discus
SIon makes me remember what we will be doing a little later on. 

I thankyou now. I want to yield to Mr. Volkmer of Missouri if 
he has comments or questions. ' 

Mr. VOLKMER. Have you found that most of the violations in the 
past have appeared in the chemical industry? 

Dr. EpSTEIN. I am not really competent to answer that sir, 
because by virtue of my own professional biases that is an' area 
which I have the greatest concerns. 

I cannot make comparisons between that and other industries as 
my level of information in industries outside of the chemical indus
try is far less substantive. 

Mr. VOLKMER. Can you give us any data on incidents within the 
chemical industry, since you are familiar with that? 

Dr. EpSTEIN. Yes, sir. I may say, first, in the book I do have a 
det~iled discussion of the so-called Asbestos Pentagon Papers, 
wl.nch have ~een addresse? at a previous hearing, including de
taIled quotatIOns from varIOUS executive's positions and those re
sponsible i~ the asbestos industry over the last 30 years or so. 
. Let ll?-e g;ye you a few other examples and start off with "know
Ing actIOns and examples of "reckless actions." I think a good 
exar;nple of "Jrnowing. actions" i~ the vinyl chloride case study. 

VInyl chlOrIde was Introduced Into commerce in the late 1930's 
without any substantive long-term testing for it~ potential hazards. 

In 1970, an i~dustry toxicologist from Italy called Viola reported 
at the InternatIOnal Congress on Cancer in Houston results of tests 
on vinyl chlqride at 30,000 parts per million, 3 percent of VC in air. 
The. thrust of ,hi~ repo!'t was that-ttwe tested a very high concen
tratIOn, of VC aIr, ana we found some odd tumors of little or no 
practical relevance." "'-
~owever; ~ year lat~r ~t a confidential meeting of the -Man.\!fac

turlng ChemIsts AssoCIatI~n-.I refer you to page 104 in the book=~---
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the true import of Viola's findings were made clear. In fact, Viola 
had found carcinogenic effects down to concentrations less than .5 
percent in the air. For this and other such reasons, industry con
cluded that the Viola data should not be published as this would 
otherwise "lead to serious problems with regard to the vinyl chlo-·· 
ride monomer and resin industry * * * and force an industrial 
upheaval via new laws on strict interpretation of pollution and 
occupational health laws." 

Union Carbide was at this meeting and they expressed their 
concerns, "that in view of the large stake they had in areas most . 
likely to be affected, such as food, food packing, fiber and aerosols, 
it would be seriously hurt by arbitrary, panic-induced Government 
restrictions. J' 

Shortly after the original V~ola report, a cons<?rtium of Europ~an 
industries headed by Montedlson contracted wIth another ItalIan 
toxicologist, Cesare Maltoni, to do some tests in animals which 
were started about July 1971. By late 1972, Maltoni had confirmed 
the earlier findings of Viola and had extended them and shown 
that you could produce a wide range of carcinogenic effects in a 
wide range of animal species, and in some down to low levels of 50 
parts per million. 

In October 1972, the Manufacturing Chemists Association, the 
major trade association of the chemical industry in this country, 
sent representatives to visit Maltoni and they agreed with the 
European consortium to share this information among themselves 
but not disclose it. 

Now, subsequent to that, the National Institute for Occupational 
Safety and Health in early 1973 published a note in the Federal 
Register asking for all information on the toxic and other effects of 
vinyl chloride. ... 

In March 1973, the Manufacturing Chemists Association respond
ed and recommended to NIOSH that there should be a precaution
ary label for vinyl chlor~de which made no reference whatsoever to 
the carcinogenic effects'C.'m animals. 

Let me quote to you from a report of a special committee set up 
by the American Association for the Advancement of Science 
which incidentally did not have access to the detailed incriminat
ing documentation which I have published. 

Because of a suppression of these data, tens of thousands of workers were exposed 
without warning for perhaps some 2 years to toxic concentrations of vinyl chloride. 

Mr. VOLKMER. Let me, if I may, since we don't have a lot of time. 
We can read in the book and get the whole conc~~t. This 'is one 
area which there appears to be a violation, if we J ad had such a 
law. J 

There are other areas, without saying, you know, giving a full 
description. Have you had accounts of other areas in the chemical 
field? 

Dr. EpSTEIN. Yes, sir, I regret to say that there are a wide range 
of such examples and the suppression of the carcinogenic test data 
bischloromethylether is a glaring example of this. 

This chemical is known as BCME which is fairly vital in the 
whole ion exchange industry and nuclear industry, too. 

Now, two companies started manufacturing this process, one 
Dow Ch,emical and the other Rohm & Haas. Dow Chemical in 1949 
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decided because the chemical was acutely toxic they were going to 
enclose t~e process, and started manufacturing the chemical in a 
tota}ly enclosed proc~ss. And as far as we know, according to all 
avaIlable documentatIOn, there has not been a single incident of 
cancer in workers exposed, _ 
How7v~r, at the Rohm & Haas Plant in Philadelphia by the 

early SIxtIes, groups of wor~ers, young men and women, were dying 
of lung cancer at a relatIvely young age. This was because the 
company had made little or no attempt to include the production 
process and protect the exposed workers. 

rv.Ir. VOLKMER. I think we are familiar with this one too. 
. Dr. EpSTEIN. Similar~y, 2 years ago Dow Chemic~l Co., at the I tIme when the OccupatIOnal Safety and Health Administration was 

i 
moving in the direction of promulgating a 1-part-per-million stand-
ard for benzene, Dow had completed a study by late spring of 1977 

. demonstrating chromosomal damage in workers exposed to benzene I levels less than 10 parts per million. However Dow did not release 

,1 

this critical information. Nevertheless, news ~f these tests leaked 
out. As' a member of one of the expert advisory committees that 
was considering an environmental standard for benzene for the 
Environmental Protection Agency, we made requests to Dow to 

1 release this information. Eventually, after great pressure was put 
I on the company to release the data, they finally released it in I March 1979, after the hearing record was closed. 

j An<;>ther example is the suppression of carcinogenicity data on 
chlordane and heptachlor. 

j ~he tests were und~rtaken for Velsicol Chemical Co. by two 

~
'! major groupS, InternatIOnal Research Development Corp. (IRDC) 
j and Kettering Laboratories in Cincinnati. 
I O~ 1i~he basis of information which these two groups developed for 

V ~1~IC'Dl, the products vyere introdto.ced into commerce. In 1974, the 
a En':Ironmental ProtectIOn Agency!!ommenced regulatory hearings 

~1;\1 agamst chlordane and heptachlor. I ,was an expert witness for the 
1 agency on whose behalf I examined the test data. . 

Ii,' It soon bec~l1?-e apparent. that ~here were substantial questions 
I about the valIdIty of the hIstologIcal reports and the findings so 
11 the. agency asse!llbled a team of outside independent experts ~ho 
1 rev:tewed the hIstology of IRDC and the Kettering Laboratories. 
1 Where these group~ repor.ted no evidence. of cancer, the agency I team f?und a very hIgh IncIdence of cancer In test animals. 
i VelsICol was clearly told in December 1972 by two of its own 
I cons~ltan~s, that. chlordane/~eptachlor induces cancer. However, 

II! VelSICol d~d nothIng. They dI<;!n't communicate with EPA as they 
. j were fireqUlredt tOt'hTh;Ytwehnttlnhto thhe regulatory hearings making 
! I no r.e eren~e. 0 e .lac tat ey ad prior 'knowledge as to the 
! i carCInogenICIty of chlordane/heptachlor. This was the basis of their 

1
1 agency cri~inal~ndi~tme~t in Chicago. A final example relates to ; I kepone. AllIed 9hem~cal IS the ~anufacturer of kepone. You may 

I) recall that at LIfe SCIences Product Corp., an Allied Front groups 

J 
of workers exposed to kepone were found in 1973 and 1974 to be 

II suffering from advanced neurotoxic effects. However Allied Chemi-
I}'\ cal Co. had done extensive testing on kepone going oack to 1950, 
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'\ when they had demonstrated some of the neurotoxic effects of 
\ kepone. \ . 
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By 1961 and 1962, Allied demonstrated. that kepone induce~ ~te,' 
rility and cancer; and confirmed th~ earlIer ~ata on neurotoxIcIty. 
They failed to reveal this informatIOn to theIr employees for over 
12 subsequent years. My book "The Pol~ti?s of Cancer". pr:ov~des 
documentation of a wide range of such crImInal and quasI-crImInal 
acts which legislation such as H.R. 4973 would be likely to deter, 

. and for this main reason warmly endorse it. 
Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. 
Mr. CONYERS. Mr. Henry Hyde of Illinois. . 
Mr. HYDE. I have one question or comment. You w~re .t~lln!lg 

about the buffer theory. I should think that product lIabIhty In
surance carriers would be vitally interested in polic~ng some of the 
risks that they are going to be asked to assume. DId they play an 
adequate role in the testing of new products? 

Dr. EpSTEIN. I am glad you asked that question. Recently, Mr. 
Robin Jackson, a senior executive of L~oyds of Lond~:m,. :vrote an 
article complaining about the burge~mng product hablhtr area, 
saying this is being forced on the Industry who couldn t have 
anticipated the types of health and safety problems that are no~ 
happening. I replied and said that in a wide range of areas t~ere IS 
ample documentation demonstrating early knowledge. by the Indus
try of major problems which they suppressed and faIled to act on. 
(See appendix.). . 

The answer to your question however, is t~at potentIally the 
insurance industry could serve to act as a very Important break to 
white-collar crime. ., . 

In this connection, it is interesting how some chemIcal Industries 
are finding it increasingly difficul~ ~o.get coverage f~r P!oduct 
liability. Some industry trade aSSOCIatIOns are now consIderIng es
tablishing ther own insurance companies in the Baham~s .. Another 
proposed solution, particularly: favored by th~ asbestosIS' Industry! 
is establishment of a no-fault Insurance, posSIbly based on FederaL 
subsidies and akin to the limited liability secured for the nuclear 
industry by the Price-Anderson Act.': 

Mr . HYDE. Let me ask this. If there is going to be nondisclosure 
from the company-who, one could assume, ~nitially would have 
superior information about the. ~ature of theIr products and ~ny 
inherent dangers that would VltIate the coverag.e-I should thInk 
that the insurance company could demand full dIsclosure and thus 
make some of ,their own tests. If the contract of insurance were 
written properly, it would almost force a disclosur~ from. the manu
facturer, at least to the insurance company WhICh will have to 
carry the financial risk. 

." Dr. EpSTEIN. This hinges on the question of. w~at y~u mean .by 
knowing. If your consulting labs p:oduce ?onstr!ll~ed Infor:matIOn 
to you and you as a business executIve receIve thIS InformatIOn and 
you rn~ke an appropriate marketing decision,., why should you be 
held responsible for the faulty data. ." .. 

Mr. HYDE. We will encounter the same problem In CfIminalIzing 
this activity. . 

Dr. EpSTEIN. This is why I am suggesting the whole concept of 
"knowing" has to be extended alqng t!te lines I have indicate~, that 
the mere conscious act of knOWIng Itself may not necessarily be 
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enou~h. There als~. has to be recognition of importance of not 
knOWIng and, more Importantly, not wanting to know. 

Mr. HYpE. The standard you suggest would be "knowing" or "in 
the exerCIse of reasonable care ought to klloW." I can see problems 
c!iused by the' pompartmentalization in corporations, too. One sec
tIon. knows one thing and another section knows another, and the 
twaIn do not meet . 
Dr.EpsT~IN. I agree. I think the whole concept of knowing 

sh~>uld be dI.ff?~ed from the one individual who nominally is given 
thIs.responsIbIhtyand encouragement of a climate of openness and 
realIzatIOn that wh.en these eyentsci of nondisclosure occur, they can 
be far D?-0re damagIng to the Industry than to any other segment of 
SOCIety. 

Mr. HYDE. I find this ver.y fascinating. Thank you very much. 
Mr. Gudger, I have no more questions. 
Mr: GUDGER [presiding]. Thank you very much for that series of 

questIOns, Congressman Hyde. I have one or two questions that I 
would like to ask you, Dr. Epstein. 

You hav~ presented str()ngly the case that the term "appropriate 
manager" IS too. narrow and that liability under H.R. 4973 should 
encompass . possIbly consultants, plant doctors, even engineers 
where specIal knowledge has become available to them and they 
have an opportu.nity to counsel and perhaps do not counsel to the 
full extent of that knowledge. 

yv ould you comment further on that topic ~s t.o what you think 
mIght be more approprIate language than thIS "appropriate man
ag~r o~ the corporate entity" and as to how far you think this 
oblIgatIOn of dIsclosure, accountability, and indictability should 
extend? 

Dr. EpSTEIl'{. It is a very difficult question to respond to because 
one can m~ke the case you d~n'~ know where to begin or to end. 

I do belIeve that the restrICtIOn to corporate manager is too 
narrow on. the one hand and on the other hand, I wouldn't wish to 
$B;e penaltIes extend to the total managerial staff of an industry. 
But between th~8e two extremes I thinkdt is possible to make some 
clearer determ~aj;ion of responsibility and the determination 
should clearlr Include the. corporat~ manager. and his superiors, 
becau~e he, lIke a!l of us, IS responSIble to a hIgher authority and 
the. hIgher au~hority creates the tope and the ethical standards in 
WhICh the bUSIness operates. 

Quite apart from that, if a physician, plant engineer or chemist, 
over and ab~ve the ~ppropri~te managers who have the manage
n;>-ent .a~thorIty, has InformatIOn, and fails to disclose this informa
tion, . It IS not unreasonable that the penalties should be exercised 
,on hIm o~ her. They have professional obligations to society apart 
fro~ theIr employer al!d their interests in disclosure would be 
con~Iderab~yen~anced ~ on the one hand they were protected 
agamst thIS whlstle-blo~ng retaliation and on the other hand, if 
top management made It clear that we regard such disclosure as in 
the best interests or-industry, " ' 

I~ is in the best and finest interests and traditions of American 
busIn~ss to pl~ce an .affirm~tive responsib~lity on people that have 
such InformatIOn to ImmedIately communIcate this to top manage
ment, and to create such mechanisms for direct routing of this 

!! 
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information. Orice you create this kind of climate, I think all these 
acts, criminal and quasi-criminal, will tend to be discouraged ,and 
become what they should be, exceptional aberrations of an other
wise reasonable system. " 

Mr. GUDGER. I have one other question and then I will yield to 
counsel. I believe you have endorsed the idea that perhaps the bill 
should not only have the knowing test and the liability under the 
knowing test but also a liability under a reckless test and I think 
when y'ou get int~ this situation where you are .holding the e1;1gi
neer accountable,~and the consultant, where speCIal knowledge IS a 
test or applicable test, that there is considerable merit in the 
suggestion that there should be two levels of accountllbility, two 
levels of criminal responsibility. ' 

Would you comment brifely as to why you think this is desir-
able? " 

Dr. EpS1~EIN. May I give you one example of a reckless act before 
commentiilg, sir~just to give you a flavor of what I mean by 
reckless acts. 

1J:l ~974, the Fortune top 10 of the chemical industry, created 
what is called the Chemical Industry Institute of Toxicology, whose 
claimed function was to provide industry and government with 
good, safe, reliable health and safety data. The newly created insti
tute contracted for most of its testing to a group known as the 
Industrial Biotest Laboratories in Northbrook, Ill. Suspicion started 
to mount against the activities of Industrial Biotest and in April of 
1977,a group of Federal investigators arrived at Northbrook to 
look at,the records of the company. They knocked at the door of 
IndustriaLBiotest, and were greeted by the president of .the compa
ny, Mr. Frisque, who said, "Gentlemen, there has been a very 
unfortunate occurrence. ,We accidentally destroyed all our records 
last night." The records which they destroyed included test data on 
thousands of pesticides, food additives, industrial chemicals, in cur
rent use. 

Hazleton Laboratories has similarly committed such reckless 
acts. At congressional hearings held in 1976, Hazleton was shown 
to have altered the records of carcinogenicity and other testing on 
animals of the dt:~goAldactine and tpe sweetener, aspartame. 

There are many more documented examples of reckless acts on 
the record than there are of nondisclosure, but in some of, these 
examples it is difficult to apply the same rigid, legal standards of 
knowing and nondisclosure. Rather't1;lan try to build all of these 
quasi-criminal acts into the knowing acts of disclosure category, I 
think this heterogeneous group could be ,better categorized under 
the term of reckless acts-this is somewhat- arguable-where a 
lesser standard of knowing obtains and where there perhaps should 
be a lesser criminal penalty. 

But I think it is important to realize there "\S a continuum, 
between so-called negligence on the one hand, reckless acts and ' 
overtly criminal acts. '" 

I don't have the legal expertise clearly to even sugg'est exactly 
where you draw this line, except my strong instincts based on my 
professional experience, are "that one should have a category of 
reckless acts, define it how YOll will., 

Mr. GUDGER. Thank you, Dr. Epstein. 
\) 
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.1 w?uld like to yield to m' . t 
wIll YIeld to minority couns:i~rl y counsel, Hayden Gregory. Then I 

Mr. GREGORY. This bill em 10 r 
h~mans, and serious dan er:P ) s .a standa;rd of serious danger to ' 
gr~evous bodily injury .. M~st ~~ fh!Ined .as lIkely to calfse d~ath or 
anImals. Is this a problem espec' 11 t~stlrg, of cour~e,. IS .9011e with 

Dr. EpSTEIN. I don't regard ~hi: ~n erms of cnmlnailiability? 
following reasons: First of all th ,~a problem at all for the 
for~ed, independent scientific' co~re IS'tth~hconse~sus of the in
relIable and in many instances thr:uni y at. anImal tests are 
human experience. The majorit of t only ~ossible surrogate for 
hUD!an .popu~ations, particularl! in th he I ca{~nogens recog~ized in 
earlIer IdentIfied in animal s ste e as eca?~, w~re fIrst and 
amply reflected in both the'l~gisl ~~. Suc~ recognItIOn IS more than 
. In t?e Course of thi$.' 'ear a IV~ an regulatory process. 
IncludIng the Regulatory ~ou~c~l ser~es of Federal agency groups 
al agencies with responsibility in th~lCh rePhresents all those Feder~ 
they fully accept the validit. IS area, ave. made it clear that 
test~ as indicating strong pre~u an~. the fappropr~a~eness of animal 
genIC hazard. ,mp IOn 0 potentIal human carcino-

Mr. GREGORY. Is this legislation likel 
effect of discouraging research th t y to have t?e undesirable 
standard of discovery? a apparently apphes a subjective 

Dr. EpSTEIN. I think it will discou .. . 

bn~l or reckless intent in the absence
ra1e i~OhE('IWlth an overt crimi

III would have no impact on a ~ w llC can only think this 
whether he or she be in industryny senodus o.r honest research work 

Mr GUDG W· or aca emla. IT 

M . W ER. e wIll recognize Mr. Wolfe now 
r. OLFE. I have no questions . 

Mr. GUDGER. Then would 0 • 
counsel Steve Raikin for the y u. r~stPond, please, to the question of 

Mr R D maJon y. . AIKIN. r. Epstein you a d th . 
you, Professor Sethi, both 'favo n e. Wlt~ess who will follow 

f
corporate probationary periods

r fu%~ddfught Inf~rmally be called 
. rom ~ngaging in business for 1 g cO~vlCted individuals 
IS vanance on how that would a se~ amount of hme although there 

Could you expand briefly on hor 
. . . 

~pecifically how that would add t~1Iio~ enVISIOn that working and 
If we were to incorporate it? e eterrent effect of H.R. 4973 

Dr. EpSTEIN. I donJt think . . 
call! addressed this. Howeve~n P~%fi wr~ttel statement that I specifi
en~lneers in industry, must' clea~rIOna s'huch as physicians and 
pnmum non nocere-First d h Y ascn e to the doctrine of 
wh~le 9l!estion of revoking ot p~~fe a~m. j fO however, discuss the 
an IndIVIdual and leave a pair of -lsIOna . Ice~ses. If I operate on 
out the wrong organ accident 11 . o~ceps In h~s abdomen or take 
society should inflict certain a Py, lit~S not then unreasonable that 
should be revoked or I should ben; les, and perhaps my license 
or reckless acts in the futUre e Iscouraged from such negligent 

It WOllid seem to me not' un b 
neers, chemists and others wh~:easo~~ "l: that accountants, engi
~ffect on human life and if the ac IVI Ies can .have an adverse 
In such acts, then one should y a~d grossly negl~gent or criminal 

conSI er a mechanIsm whereby one 

11 
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discourages them from being allowed to discharge such professional 
responsibilities in the future. . 1 

One way of doing this would "?e to license ~ndustry professIOna s. 
We have licensed engineers .or lIcensed che~Ists and we could have 
an equivalent process for industry profeSSIonals and corpora~e ex
ecutives. You would license the man or yvoman for the pa.rtlCular 
. ob and if he or she were found to be gUIlty ?f overt IO:0wlng acts 
~f nondisclosure, one would wish to -revoke. hIS or her ~Icense fo! a 

eriod of time to be settled ,by the approprIate professIOna~ bodIes. 
p Mr. RAIKIN. Could you expand briefly on you~ ,suggestIOn that 
some sort of protection of whistle-blowers prOVISIOn would be a 
usefuLaddition to the bill? '. . . 

Dr. EpSTEIN. Yes, I think so. I think that industry IS a~ honest as 
all of us or as dishonest as all of us. There are honest! fIne people, 
both inside and outside of industries, who on occasIO~s may be 
subject to certain institutional p~es~u~es ~nd constralnt~. !hese 
constraints can be the loyalty or dI~clplIne Imposed by theIr Indus-
tries, and retaliation. for disclosure IS not uncomI?on. . .. . 

So clearly one wants to assure that .r~sp~mslble I~dlvI~uals I~ 
industry who are alive to their res~onsibilItI~s to SOCIety In ~dd.I-· 
tion to industry are in no way retalIated agaInst, an~ clearly It IS 
to the interests of industry to encour~ge such acts of dIsclosure and 
to build up a climate where people WIll not b~ threaten~d. 

However, there may well be some in?ustnes. that ~tIn have .not 
been sufficiently forceful or will not be In creatIng thIS appro.pnate 
Inoral climate. Under these circums~a~ces one would WIsh to 
invoke legal safeguards agai~st' ret~lIatIOn for those who fulfill 
their obligations to society beSIdes ~o Industry. 

Mr. RAIKIN. Thank you, Mr. ChaIrman. 
Mr. GUDGER. Other questions, gentlemen? .. 
I want to thank Dr. Samuel S. Epstein for hI~ very ~xcitIng ~nd 

important testimony. I want to mentio~ that h~s currIculum Vl~ae 
and his. list of pUblications are equally ImpressIve:and I am gOIng 
to suggest that they be made a part of the record If no suc~ order 
has previously been entered because ~is qua~ification to gIve the 
testimony is as outstanding as ~hat ~estImony Itself. . 

Thankyou very much for beIng WIth us. 
Dr. EpSTEIN. Thank you, sir. ; .. 
Mr. GUDGER. The next witness before t~e comm,Ittee IS Dr. ~. 

Prakash Sethi who is professor of internatIOnal bUSIness and bUSI
ness and soci~l policy. He is al~o dire~tor C!f the Center for R~
search in Business and Social Pohcy, U~IversIt:r of !exas at Dallas. 

Being from the State of North Carohna, whIch IS very pr:oud. of 
its university system, I have considerable respect and admIratIOn 
for' the University of Texas and know somethIng about that great 
institution. .. d 14 b k d 

Dr. Sethi has authored or coauthore~ and~edite 00 s an 
written more than 40 articles in professIOnal Journals on aspects of 
business and social cOlJ,flict. . , ''\\ 

His articles have been translated Into many foreIgn ))~anguages. 
His writings have also appeared in national news. medIa such as 

. the New York Times, the Wall Street Journal, BUSIness Week and 
C Saturday Review. I 
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He has provided the committee with a written text :from which 
perhaps he will be speaking this morning and I would like to state, 
without. objection, we will enter into the record the complete writ
ten text and any supplemental material which he has filed with 
the committee. 

Dr. Sethi, if you. care to follow the text, that may be your 
decision, or if you prefer to speak, knowing that the text will be 
within our records, please proceed. 

[The prepared statement of Dr. Sethi follows:] 

PREPARED STATEMENT OF S. PRAKASH SETHI, PROFESSOR OF INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS 
AND SOCIAL POLICY, THE UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS AT DALLAS 

CORPORATE LAW VIOLATIONS AND EXECUTIVE LIABILITY 

Ml'. Chairman: Thank you for your invitation for me to appear before your 
committee today. . 

Noone can seriously question the need for deterring those corpprate activities 
that adversely impact on worker health and safety, and manufacture products that" 
are potentialy hazardous to consumers who use them. A multiplicity of laws and ' 
regulations testify to this nation's concern in protecting workers and consumers. At 
the· same time, testimony before this Committee, scores of other investigations, 
hearings, and court cases, would indicate that a large gap exists between our 
intentions and performance. 

There is a growing public concern-and legitimately so-that more effective meas
utes are needed to hold corporations, and those who guide them, responsible Jor 
corporate activities that endanger public welfare and safety through violations of 
safety, anti-pollution and environmental protection laws. This concern is not con
fined to the United States, but is increasingly being expressed, and acted upon, in 
such other industrialized countries as France, West Germany, Sweden, United King
dom, and Japan. 

To the extent that the current bill H.R. 4973 would alleviate some of the problems 
of information collection and enforcement, I strongly endorse its intent of creating 
an environment of general deterrence and providing mechanisms that would induce 
corporations and executives to undertake, on their own, such preventive measures 
that would produce goods and services that are safety to their users and do not 
unduly harm workers' health, safey, and the environment. . 

An analysis of the enforcement provisions of this pill, however, leads me to 
conclude that the scope of duties and liabilities specified in the bill for the execu
tives is too narrow. Thus it may have only limited success in ferreting out all 
§erious law violations, identifying the causes for such violations and the managers 
~hoshould be held responsible for them. Secondly, in view of the current evidence 
on convictions and sentences, both in the United States and abroad, I believe that 
the type and severity of penalties for violations provided in the bill may not be 
widely employed, thereby seriously limiting their deterrent effect. 

I should also point out that in developing punitive measures, we should be 
extremely cautious that they do not so undermine the efficient functioning of the 
corporation that would adversely effect productivity, incentive for risk taking, eco-
nomic growth, and thereby, society's welfare.· ;0 • 

My remarks are aimed at addressing these twin issues, namely) the nature and 
scope of executive responsibility for compliance with various laws, and the types of 
penalties that may be most effective in deterring such law violations. With your 
permission, I would also like to. submit a more detailed witten statement for the 
record at a later date. 1\ , 

In making my recommendations, I /ilm very conscious of the fact that there is no 
such thing as a zero risk society. Every element of risk reduction-be it in the area 
of worker safety, environmental protection, or product safety-carries with it cer
tain potential cost in terms of lower incomes, fewer jobs, less product innovation, 
and even loss of certain other rights such as employee privacy. The objective is 
therefore not to reduce all risks to zero-because such a goal is impossible-but to 
ensure that risks are taken openly and with conscious regard (?r the health and 
welfare of those who are going to be adversely effected. Furthermore, risks and 
benefits are carefully balanced from the perspective of all those concerned rather 
than from the perspective of only those who stand to· profit from benefits but do not 
b'~ar the responsibility for consequent personal and social costs. 
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Why the expanding scope of executive criminal liability? 
At the heart o.f this mo.vement to.ward ho.lding managers perso.nally respo.nsible 

fer co.rpo.rate violatio.ns o.f the law, lies the struggle of beth -individuals ~nd entire 
so.cieties to. ~o.me to. grips with the co.ntempo.rary reality o.f the co.rpo.ratIo.n and to. 
subject it to. ~ffe9tiv~ co.ntro.ls. It reflec~s, i~ so.me cas~s, s?cietis frustz:atio.n. iIi 
melding the mstItutIOn o.f the co.rpo.ratlO.n m a certam dl~ectIOn and m usmg 
successively severe measures when co.nventIOnal appro.ache~ fall. to. wo.rk. . 

The circumstances that have bro.ught us to the present SItuatIOn may be classified 
as the: failure o.f market institutio.ns, failure o.f existing enforcement structures, 
inadequacy o.f existing legal philo.so.phy, and, failure .of the news media. Let. me 
briefly dwell en these facto.rs because they have a bearmg en the typeo.f remedIes I 
plan to. propo.se: ' 
Failure of market mechanism " 

Inherent in traditio.nal econo.mic do.gma is the no.tio.n that corpo.rate behavio.r c~n 
be effectively co.ntrolled by the mechanisms of the marketplace. Customers WIll 
withhold their patronage from a co.mp~ny that misbeh.aves, refusing topuz:chase its 
goods and services, and the compan;v WIll go. out ef busmess. I?l order fer t~lS system 
to. work however, the cemmunicatIOn channels between busmess and seclety must 
be clea; so. that the necessary adjustments can be made. In to.day's complex econo
my, this conditio.n rarely exists. As firms beceme:; large. and ~iversified, and deal 
with a wide range ef customers, they become mcreasmgly Immune to., market 
discipline. The signals fer change are eften quite weak and diffused: They may not 
seem relevant when the decisio.n-maker sees his competitors behaving in a similar, 
non-changing manner. The manager becemes a captive of the tyranny of small 
decisiens. Since so.ciety no longer can regulate business behavier through the marketplace, 
it tries to. do. so. in other ways. The vast array ef regulatery framewo.rk now 
sUI'ronnding business is designed to. achieve this end. Along with the traditio.nal 
centrels directed teward illegal marketing practices, business new is subjected to. 
regulatiens gev.erning po.llutien centrel, envirenmental safeguards, in-plant werker 
safety, and pretectien 'ef empleyees from jeb discriminatien. These new precess 
centrels cause enormous ameunts ef regulatery delays and red tape. Yet such efforts 
are deemed to. failure. ' 

The regulato.rs can never 'have the necessary expertise to anticipate future devel-
epments in technolegy, erto understand the original labyrinths threugh which 
management can werk in fulfIlling the legal requirements witheut making any 
substantive changes. The regul,atory' appreach may get a reliable respense in the 
shert run, but this advantage ~, beught at the cest of an ·additionf\l pelicing prob
lem. It may also retard petent:ial technolo.gical innovation and result in greater 
secial costs. The failure to change corperate behavior through regulatien efoutput or medifi-
cation of decision-making struct,ires and precesses leads to imposition ef co.ntrols 
directly en managers by holding them persenally responsible for corpo.rate'actions. 
Just as cerpo.ratiens reward and penalize their managers on their financial perform
ance witheut regard to the specific management precesses employed by t~e ~anag
ers, so.ciety dem~nds achievement) of soclal perfermanc.e goals t~ereby obvIatmg the 
need for developmg vast and self..!defeatmg bureaucratIC regulatmg superstructures. 
The assumption here is that iInposing penalties on managers will induce them to 
apply the same ingenuity and resourcefulness .that the:;y use to further corporate 
growth and pro.fits, to. areas that are deemed SOCIally deSIrable. 

Failure of ex;isting enforcement structures , 
, It is no secret that co.rpo.rate executives, regardless of their culpability, have not 
suffered the fate ef o.thercriminJals in terms o.f incarceratien for economic crimes. 
While the "law in beo.ks" pertaJning to co.rperate r.rimes is not dissimilar to. the 
laws regarding other types o.f crimes, the "law in actio.n", i.e., enfo.rcement, is 
characterized, in the case of corpo.rate crimes, by slew, insufficient, and .highly 
differential implementation. 

Most o.f the laws dealing wit~l co.rperate crimes are aimed at people with a high 
so.cio.-eco.no.mic status. They share an affinity thro.ugh scho.o.ls, clubs, pro.fessio.nal 
backgro.unds, and churches, for example" with ,the gro.ups respo.nsible fer making 
laws and enfo.rcing them-legislators, judges, and pro.secutors. Executives often have 
an elabo.rate and widely accepted ideQlogical ratio.nalization fer their o.ffenses and 
they belo.ng to agro.up with co.nsiderable eco.no.mic and 'po.litical po.wer. 

While crimes invo.lving physical vielence against individuals are sternly dealt 
with, eco.no.mic criInes are consjderedso.cial aberrations and are dealt with quite 
leniently. Incarceratio.n is deemed unnecessa,;cy since these individuals are net co.o.
sidered a threat to society. Fines are oeter qUite nominal, invariably paid by the 
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co.rpo.ratiens e~plo.ying: them, and carry little eco.no.mic hardship. Mere eften than 
nbo.t, th~ exe~utIve co.ntmues to. wo.rk at his o.ld jo.b and eften finds himself an even 
e~ter Jo.b WIth fermer co.mpetito.rs. This is true even when the executive serves a 

prIso.n sentence .. 
An indiv~dualla~vielato.r finds suppo.rt fer his behavio.r in 'the executive~s gro.up 

no.rdms. WhIle the l.mpact ?f ~ co.rpo.rate crime may be quite serio.us for the so.ciety 
an o.ften mere V1?lent m Its co.nsequences than a multiplicity o.f individuall 
co.I?1mltted street crnnes, the co.rpo.rate perso.nality diffuses the individual burden gr 
gUllt. Thro.ugh a battery o.f accountants, lawyers scientists and ether experts 
ilianagement .can dem~nstrate the bureaucratic imp~ratives o.f ~hared responsibility' 

ereby denymg o.r serIo.usly weakening the no.tio.n o.f perso.nal o.bligatio.n. . ' 
The. manager's gro.up no.rms do. net co.nsider a vio.latio.n o.f so.cial welfare laws

P?llutIOn co.n~ro.~s, fer example-as antiso.cial. The" impact o.f vio.latio.ns is highl 
dlffuse.d and mdlrect, but the Co.st o.f co.mpliance is immediate and direct Managl
men~ IS. co.nst~ntly under pressure to. minimize these cests and the st~tutes are 
ro.nsldered nUlsances o.r regulatio.ns impo.sed by everzealo.us bureaucrats. Suppo.rt 
rem hIS peer gro.up tends to break do.wn further a manager's self-perceptio.n as a 

law breaker. Further peer suppo.rt co.mes from the executive's friends and neighbo.rs 
wh? do. ?let un~~rstand co.mplex technical vio.latio.ns and therefo.re o.ften attach no. 
so.cIal stIgma to. Illegal acts. 

An impo.rtant segment o.f co.rpo.rate crimes is highly technical in nature. Onl 
after the Co.U!t~ have spo.ken Cl:'in o.ne say whether o.r net a law is bro.ken It is o.fte~ 
dIfficult to. dIstmgush between business practices that represent an inn~vatio.n and 
th?se that represent a ~~reat to. h~alth. o.r safety and are later stigmatized as a 
~rlm~ .. Mo.st co.rp<?ra.te CrImes remam no.n-criminal fer a lo.ng time because o.f the 
ThbIhty o.f !he crimmallaw and enfo.rcement to. keep pace with co.rpo.rate practices 

us co.m~hance calls fer a radical change in hitherto. acceptable mo.des o.f co.rpo.: 
rate behaVIOr, a precess that brings resistance and resentment. 
Inadequacy of existing legal philosophy 
T~e traditio.nal mo.del o.f I?1ens r7a .in criminal law po.ses severe pro.blems when 

applIed ~o. co.rpo.rat~ (executIves withm the co.ntext o.f co.rpo.rate behavio.r. Large 
~o.rpo.r~tIOns employmg th~usands .o.f peo.ple an.d making millio.ns o.f decisio.ns im o.se 
ImpessIble b~rdens en So.cIety to. Iselate and Identify a particular individual tg be 
held respensI~le ~he~e. only the last link ~n the l?ng decisien· chain is visible. Thus, 
to. find ~he guIlty mdIytdual, th7 co.rpo.ratIo.n's v~~ o.f secrecy must be lifted-a task 
net e~ily .do.ne: Even !f the e.ntlre co.rpo.rate declSIOn precess were expo.sed to. public 
scrutmy, It mIg~t s~ll~ be 1IDpo.ssi~le to. iso.late and identify the guilty perso.n 
becaus~ o.f ~he co.llectIytty o.f the actIOns that resulted in law vio.latio.n and the lack 
o.f speCIfic !ntent <?r direct k~o:wledge en the'part o.f tho.usands of peo.ple who. ma 
have co.~trlb~ted, III so.me mI~Iscule sense, t<) that decisio.n. Fer example, the black 
Wlo.k~ btillbiIllg tro.m a chemICal pl~t is clearly in vio.latio.n o.f enviro.nmentallaw. 
Th10. IS 0. ~me. The wo.rker ~ho. failed to-check a metf:r? The maintenance crew? 

e purchasmg:agent? ~he deSIgn engineer? Or the co.mpany president? . 
. One alternatIve to. this pro.blem has been the impo.sitio.n o.f strict criminalliabil
Ity. Altho.ugh the Supreme Co.urt has apparently indicated thet a legislativel 
gev:elo.ped .standard o.f s~rict liability is acceptable fer criminal co.~victio.n I de n;t 
'. ;ileve .thlS to be a deSIrable co.urse ef actio.n because o.f its ether undesi;able side 
eects III terms ?f .o.ver-deterrence. Thus a standard sho.uld be develo.ped that is 
mer~ releya~t w~thm the co.rporate co.ntext, gees beyo.nd the restrictive sco.pe o.f 
specif}c crimmal mtent, ~nd provi~e~ greater incentives fer co.rpo.rate executives to. 
exer?lSe

f 
the utmo.st ~are III supervISIOn o.f perso.nnel and facilities to. prevent o.ccur-

I'ence 0. co.rpo.rate CrImes. ' . 
Failure of the news media <) 

. ~~~ther facto.r in the d~fferential treatment o.f cQrptrate executives has been the 
I~a Ih~y o.f the mass medIa to. explo.re and reper~ co.mplex issues relating to. co.rpo.
la~e cr,Imes. Even the levelio.f co.verage o.f eCo.no.mlC and business news in general is 
qUlt~ madequate. Thus the news media fail to. express and o.rganize the mo.~al 
sentIments o.f the co.mmunity against these crimes. . 

PRQPOSALS FOR EXPANDING AND IMPROVING H.R. 4973 

Definiti~n of lIapprop'ri~te manager" and the scope o/his responsibility 
_ The bll~ severely l~lts the sco.pe ef its arplicatio.n by restricting the liability o.f 
an ex(~~utlve to. llon-disclo.~ure pursuant to. I disco.very" o.f a po.tential daIlger asso.ci-
ated with a. pro.duct o;r ;bus~ness. act~vity. " 
d 1. Ther~ l~ no. P~?V1S10n ~n thIS bill to. enco.mpass the situation where all executive 

oes net dlSCo.ver the eXIstence of a dangero.us situatien. Such no.n-disco.very may 
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occur because the executive. developed a system of organization and communication 
which effectively insulated him from receiving information of illegal acts within his 
domain of authority. The 'knowledge requirement' offers the least amount of deter
rance to those senior executives who have the most power to effect corporate 
policies and procedures, because of their ability to isolate themselves from day-to
day operational details. 

2. The knowledge requirement does not prevent the occurrence of crimes caused 
due to reckless and negligent supervision. Negligent or reckless conduct should hold 
a superior criminally. liable whenever he. kn;ew, . or shoul? have kn?wn, that. an 
illegal act was occurrmg' or w()ul? occur Wlt~~ hIS supervIsory. domam, ~nd faIled 
to take reasonable preventive actIon. The pOSItIve element of thIS concept IS reason
able precautions against causing harm, and the negative element is failure to 
exercise that duty. , 

3. Reckless and negligent supervision requirement poses certain prob~ems of eval
uating the quality of management-after the fact-where even honest Judgments of 
error may appear to be reckless decisions. Therefore, in order to be applied effective
ly and equitably, it would be important to show that the functional area where the 
illegal act occurred was within the responsiblity domain of the executive charged, 
and that he had the authority to prevent its occurrence. A fair and rational 
approach would also require that any decision regarding which executive within a 
corporation should be punished, be made partly contingent upon the nature o~ the 
sanction to be imposed and the degree of negligence or recklessness . .'r:o be SOCIally 
acceptable, it would be necessary that an element of moral culpabilIty would be 
present in the commitment o~ the act.' . . . 

4. Two approaches are pOSSIble to accomplIsh the goals of maxImum preventIOn of 
harmful acts, easy determination of responsibility of executives committing these 
acts, and, fairness in the imposition of penalties. 

(a) Every law that proscribes certain activities in health, safety, and environmen
tal areas, should require that the corporation pre-designate an executive who would 
be responsible for ensuring corporate compliance with that law. Since this would 
tantamount to pre-warning, the executive so designated could not offer a "lack of 
knowledge" defense. More important, since compliance would be this executive's 
sole responsibility, any violation would become a prima facie case for reckless and 
negligent supervision. 

Corporations should be required to designate a person who has the technical 
competence to evaluate corporate cp_: .. pliance with the law, and who has the oper
atiotlal responsibility to take actio~:1 hi. those areas of corporate activities where this 
p'artiCular law operates. Otherwise -it is quite feasible that corporations may hire 
'front,men" for certain positions whose primary job would be to go to jail for the 

corporation, in return for guaranteed benefits for their families and jobs. This would 
offer little incentive for deterrence, but might provide a lucrative business for 
organized crime to supply suitable soldiers to thl'} corporations. 

This approach may have certain limitations in that more than one law may have 
a bearing on a specific corporate activity, or more than one corporate activity may 
be covered by a single law, thereby raising the problem of overlapping areas of 
respOIwibility and supervision. 

(b) A\ practical solution to this problem would be for corporations to develop 
"Social Accountability Centers". A social accounting center is similar in purpose 
and goal as a profit center. The purpose of a profit center in a corporation is to 
group a set of complementary activities together and put them under the charge of 
one executive who manages this profit center as if it were a business autonomous 
entity. Profit centers are organized' on a rational basis since the performance of a 
profit center has to be isolated and measured. Top management rewards a manager 
on the basis of his profit center's performance. It would seem logical that the profit 
center concept should be made the basis of a "social accountability center" whereby 
all harmful and dangerous acts would be charged to the manager of that center. 

This approach might cause responsibility for compliance with certain laws to be 
distributed among more than one person within a corporation. However, it has the 
distinct advantage of segmenting areas of corporate activities in a manner that an 
executive's responsibility is clearly established. ' 
Types of penglties 

The second important aspect of H.R. 4973 has to do with types of penalties that 
could be imposed on corporations and individuals for corporate crimes. One of the 
primary reasons for resorting to prison sentences for corporate executives is their 
supposedly deterrent effect-both specific and g~neral-in controlling corporate law 
violations. Since corporate activity is normally undertaken in order to reap some 
economic benefit, corporate decision makers choose courses of action b~sed on a 
calculation of potential costs and benefits. Since a calculating criminal is the one 
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best deterred by punitive sai}ctions, it may be argued that such sanctions would 
have the greatest deterrent ef(ect on corporate crimes. In order for this system to be 
effective, it must meet two crit\~ria: 

The proportion of violations discovered and convictions obtained should be large 
enough so as to significantly iUlcr.ease the odds in favor of discovery of a crime and 
conviction; \ 

The size of penalty must havle a realistic relation to the severity of the crime. 
I do not believe tpat the penalt.y pf.ovisions in H.R. 4973 would create an effective 

deterrence mechamsm for the following reasons: 
(a) In the case of corporations, a small fine is not likely to deter violations when 

signifi~ant ~conomic gains ~an be obt~ined by ignoring the law. In fact, i,nadequate 
penaltIes mIght become a lIcense to VIOlate the law. On the other hand, If a fine is 
very large, it is also likely to be counterproductive. Depending on the size of the 
firm and its market position, a company could pass the fine on to the consumer in 
terms of higher prices. A large fine could also result in significant tax savings so 
that society is, in fact, paying part of the fine through reduced tax revenues. A large 
fine would also reduce a firm's profits and might adversely effect its ability to raise 
additional capital and correct alleged violations. Thus, the people most hurt would 
be the workers, the stockholders, and the consumers. The threat of stockholders' 
suits against m~nagement is of little consequence as a deterrence because of poor 
chances of recovery. . 

(b) Similarly, fines levied against individual executives would not be very effec
tive. They are likely to be paid by the company, in one form or another, because the 
gains to the corporation from law violations would be greater than the cost of fines. 

(c) Imprisonment penalties which are quite severe are also unlikely to be very 
effect. ~xperience has shown that both )uries and judges ar.e unwilling to impose 
long prison sentences for corporate Crimes because there IS no general societal 
awareness of the seriousness of these crimes in terms of their harm to society and 
consequently, there is no social climate of moral revulsion against the wrongdoers: 

Stiff prison sentences imposed only in rare circumstances where violators are 
shown to be particularly guilty of gross negligence might provide some spectacular 
and newsworthy cases, their deterrent effect woule}' be negligible because of heavy 
odds against the offender being caught and convict~a. 

A l~rge nu~bE!r of corpo~'ate crin.?-es remain pitlden because of the difficulty in 
detectIon. If crImmal penaltIes are VIewed as unjust and severe, they could result in 
uniting corporate bureaucracies thereby drying up sources of internal information 
which are vital to prosecutors in developing evidence. 
Alternative proposals 

In order to provide maximum deterrence against corporate crimes, personal crimi
nal penalties should be made an integral part of a prevention package. Such 
penalties should be used in moderation and in conjunction with other measures 
rather than as the last element in a sequential chain starting with censure and 
ending with imprisonment. -

(a) The frequency and incidence of prison sentences should be increased signifi
cantly so th~t the:}' conve7 to the public a tru~\, picture of the widespread nature of 
corporate cr~mes, If that IS the case. The sentences should bear a close relationship 
to the severity of the crime so that juries would not be reluctant to impose them. 
The mere imposition of a prison sentence is likely to be quite effective. All unusual
ly harsh sentence has an element of retribution and may elevate the executive from 
a wrongdoer to the s~atus of a victim of circumstan7es, .o,r worse stm, a martyr. 

(b) To create a SOCIetal consent toward the undeSIrabIlIty of corporate crimes 
prison sentences could be accompanied with a public apology from the corporatio~ 
a~d the executive,. together with, a description of their wrongful deeds. Such apolo
gIes are common In both 'Germany and Japan and seem to have been effective in 
bringing public attention-and public condemnation-to violators. 

(c) ~he pris?n sen~ence sho?l~ be combin~d with a probationary period. An 
executIve who IS conVIcted of crImmal wrongdomg should be barred from holding an 
execu~ive leyel pOSition in a p~blicly-hE!ld compan~ f<?r a prescribed :r:umber of years 
followmg hIS release from prison. ThIS would elImmate the practIce of convicted 
executives accepting positions from competitors of their former employers and thus 
significantly raising the personal risks and costs for .porporate crimes .. 

(d) Corporations and individuals should be denied of all benefits-direct and 
indirect-accrued to them as a result of an illegal activity following the pattern 
codified in 18 U.S.C. Sections 1961-1965. This would be in addition to the usual fines 
or jail sentences. 

(e) Firms convicted of violations should be prohibited from doing business with 
other firms whose executives had been convicted of similar violations. Such restric
tions are already imposed on Nevada's gambling industry, where firms known to 
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have been associated with mob-tied businesses are barred from operating in the 
state. i! 

(f) Corporations whose operations have been in violation of criminal laws should 
be subjectM to special reporting requirements. The company or its officers could, for 
example, be required to make regular periodic statements to the court stating that 
no violations existed. If violations were later proven, the firm or individual could be 
convicted of prejury as well as the violation, and penalties naturally would be more 
harsh. ' 

And now some caveats 
A sqciety has a right to use criminal penalties and imprisonment of executives to 

deter corporate misdeeds. There may indeed by circumstances under which corpo
rate (~xecutives are held to higher standards of accountability than those imposed on 
individuals acting in their personal capacities-a form of societal fiduciary relation
ship. Imposition of a criminal penalty, including jail, under conditions of vicarious 
liability is, however, harsh punishment and must be done with utmost care because 
it could result in otherwise unintended and socially undersirable consequences. It 
introduces a new element of uncertainty into an executive's discretion in dealing 
with corporate internal affairs and creates further strains on the interaction be
tween corporations and other social groups. 

Potential criminal liability will, in all likelihood, lead executives to ensure that 
they have knowledge of and control over any activities that could lead to their 
imprisonment. They may reject the option of decentralizing operations or delegating 
responsibili~. In turn, the lower-echelon manager will feel a closer scrutiny by the 
"responsible' offi.cer. This could limit initiative, stifle innovation, and sacrifice 
growth. Consumers may be denied the fruits of the economies of size, availability of 
products in closer proximity, and access to information. On the other hand, it could 
be argued that by compelling the executive to maintain closer supervision and 
control, the company will be more responsible to society's needs; thus expansion will 
only come with a clear and reasoned justification for such growth. 

The trend toward harsher penalties for corporate executives comes ata time 
when opinion polls indicate that business credibility in the public eye is extraordi
narily low. The public desire that rich and poor be punished equally for their crimes 
may be a reflection of the increased attention being paid to the question of "white
collar" crime. 

Nevertheless, it seems clear that the moverq.ent toward incarceratfQ;h of execu
tives has not been given the kind of public exposure and discussion if'deserves in 
light of its unknown and potentially significant" effects. I am hopeful that the 
deliberations of your committee (~ould go a long way toward achieving this end. 
Thankyou.-

TESTIMONY OF DR. S. PRAKASH SETHI, DIRECTOR, CENTER 
FOR RESEARCH IN BUSINESS AND SOCIAL POLICY, SCHOOL 
OF MANAGEMENT AND ADMINISTRATION, UNIVERSITY OF 
TEXAS AT DAI,..LAS 

Dr. SETHI. With your permission, I would like to follow the text 
and maybe at certain portions I might digress a little from it. 

Mr. Chairman, thank you very much for your invitation for me 
to appear before your committee today. 

No one can seriously question the need for deterring those corpo
rate activities that adversely impact on worker health and safety, 
and manufacture products that are potentially hazardous to con
sumers who use them. 

A multiplicity of laws and regulations testify to this Nation's 
concern in protecting workers and consumers. At the same time, 
testimony before this committee, court cases and scores of other 
investigations, would indicate that a large gap exists between our 
intentions and performance. 

There is a growing public concert'l, and legitimately so, that more 
effective measures are needed to hold o)rporations, and those who 
guide them, responsible for corporate activities that endanger 
public welfare and safety through violations of safety, antipollu
tion, and environmental protection laws. 
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. This c~mcern is not confined to the United States, but is increas
InglY

t 
~elng expressed, and acted upon, in such other industriali~ed 

Jcoun rIes as France, West Germany, Sweden, United Kingdom and apan. ' , 
To the extent that the current bill H.R. 4973 would alleviate 

s~me If the probl~m~ of information collection and enforcement, I d rong y endorse Its .n~tent of cre~ting an environment of general 
t'eterrence and ~rovldlng mechanIsms that would induce corpora-
IOns and executIves to undertake, on their own", such preventive 
llie~sures that would produce goods and services that are safe to 

heIr u~ers and do not unduly harm workers' health, safety' and 
t:..e enVIronment. ' , 

An analysis of the enforcement provisions of this bill however 
}7~~ th tOb 11£clude that th7 scope, of duties and liabilities speci~ 
Ie In.. e 1 or the. executIves IS too narrow. Thus, it may have ?dly .Ill~llted success In ferreting out all serious law violations 

IhentIfYlng the causes. for such violations, and the managers wh~ 
s ould be held responSIble for them. ' 

Second, in :view of th~ current evidence on convictions and sen
.tences, both In. the UnIted ~tates a~d a~road, I believe that the 
type and ,sev7rIty of penaltIes for vIOlatIOns" provided in the bill 
ma~ not be WIdely employed, thereby seriously limiting their deter
rent effect. 

I should al$o point out that in developing punitive measures we 
sho~ld be ext~e~ely cautious that they do not so undermine' the 
effiClen~ ~unc!IOnll:~ of the ~orpor~tion that would adversely affect 
produc~IVlty, Incen"Ive for rIsk takIng, economic growth and there-
by, SOCIety's welfare. ' 

My remarks are aimed at addressing these twin issues' namel 
t~~h na:?-!~ and scope of executive responsibilit; for co'mplian~ 
wf~ t:Var~ous law~, and the types of penaltieH that may be most 
e lec. Ive In deterrIng such law violations. 

yvlth y<;>ur permission, I would also like to submit a more de
taIl7d wrItten statement for the record at a later date on th subject. .e 
t' I~ haki~g my recom~endations, I am very conscious of the fact ·Pt t dere ~s 'no su~h ~hlng as a zero risk society. Every element of 
rIS re. uctlOn, be It In the area of worker safety environmental 
pr~tectIOn, or proquct safety, carr!es with it certai~ potential costs 
In elms off lower. Incomes,. fewer Jobs, less product innovation, and 
even oss. 0 ~ert~n other rIghts such as employee privacy, 

Th: obJec~Iv7 IS th~refore not t? reduce all risks to zero-because 
s~cha. goal IS I~posslble-but to Insure that risks are taken 0 enl 
aud w~th conscIOUS regard for the health and welfare of thost wh~ 
are gOIng to b,e adversely affected. 
Furth~rmore, risks and benefits are carefully balanced from the 

p:rsPlectIve of all those concerned rather than from the perspective 
o on;, y ~~o~e who stand to profit from benefits but do not bear the 
responslbllIty for consequent personal and social costs. . . 

WHY THE EXPANDING SCOPE OF EXECUTIVE CRIMINAL LIABILITY 

At the he~rt' of this movement toward holding managers perso~
ally res~on~I~le for corporate violations of the law, lies the struggle 
of both IndIVIduals and entire societies to come to grips with the 
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contemporary reality' of the corporation and to subj~ct it to effec~ 
tive controls. . . ld' th 

It reflects, in some cas~s, s?ciety' s fr?str~tIOn. In mo . mg . e 
institution of the corporation In·a certaIn dIrectIOn and In u~Ing 
successively severe measures when conventional approaches fall to 

work. h t 't t' The circumstances that have brought us t~ t ~ pr.esen s~ ua Ion 
"may be classified as the failure ?f market Instltu~I~ns, faIlure ~f 
d\xisting enforcement structures, Inadequacy of eXlstlng legal phI-
10sophy and, failure of the news media. . . 

Let me briefly dwell on these f~ctors because they have a bearIng 
on the type of remedies I plan to propose. 

FAILURE OF MARKET INSTITUTIONS 

Inherent in traditional economic dogma is the notion tha~ corpo
rate behavior can be effectively controlled by the niechanlsms of 
the marketplace. Customers will withhold their. patronage from a 
company that misbehav~s, refusing to ~urchase Its goods and serv-
ices, and the company wIll go out of bUSIness. . . 

In order for this system to work, however, the communICatIOn 
channels between business and society must be clear so that the 
necessary adjustments can be made. 

In today's complex ec~nom!, this conditio~ rarel~ exists. As 
firms become large and dIverSIfied, and deal WIth a WIde .ra~g~ of 
customers, they become increasingl.y immune to I?arket dISCIplIne. 
The signals for change are often qUIte weak .and diffuse4. 

Since society no longer can regulate bUSIness behaVIor through 
the marketplace it tries to do it in other ways. The vast array of 
regulatory fram~work now surrounding. ~usiness is desi~ed to 
achieve this end. Along with. the tra~ItIOnal co~trols. dIrected 
toward illegal marketing practices, busIne~s now IS subjected to 
regulations governing pollution control, enVironmental safe~ar4s, 
in-plant workel,', safety, and protection of employees from Job dIS-
crimination. ..;..,..... I 

These new process controls cause enormous amounts of re.gu a
tory delays and redtape. ,'¥ et, ~uch efforts are doome~ to faIlu.r~. 

The regulators can never,have the necessary expertise to antICI
pate future developments in \techI;lOlogy, or to understand th~ orga
nizationallabyrinths t~rough whI~h manage~ent can work In ~ul
filling the legal requiremen.ts Without making any substantIve 
changes. . h h 

The regulatory approach may get a reliable response In t ~ ~ ort 
run, but this advantage is bought at th~ cost of an. ad4ItIOnai 
policing problem. It may ah;o;letard potentIal technolOgical mnova-
tion and result in greater SOCial costs. . . 

The failure to change corporate behaVIOr through regulation of 
output or modification of decisionmaking structures and proces~es 
leads to imposition of controls directly on .managers by holdIng 
thenl personally responsible for corpqrate a~tIOns. . 

Just as corporations rewa~d andpenahze theIr ~anagers on 
their financial performance Without regard. to the sP7CIfic manage
ment processes employed by the mao;agers, socIety. d~mands 
achievement of social performance goals·, thereby obVIating the 
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need for devel6ping vast and I believe self-defeating bureaucratic 
regulating superstructures. 

The assumptiorl\here is that imposing penalties on managers will 
induce them to apply the same ingenuity and resourcefulness that 
they use to further \:orporate growth and profits, to areas that are 
deemed socially desirllble. 

The second aspect Qf the problem is what I call the failure of 
existing enforcement structures. 

It is no secret that cqrporate executives, regardless of thei:r cul
pability, h'ave not suffer\~d the fate of other criminals in terms of 
incarceration for econom~p crimes. 

While the law in bools pertaining to corporate crimes is not 
dissimilar to the laws reg~\~rding other types of crimes, the law in 
action, that is, enforcemef' is characterized, in the case of corpo
rate crimes, by slow, ineffi lient, and highly differential implemen-
tation. '1 

Most of the laws dealing. with corporate crimes are aimed at 
people with a high socioecdnomic status. They share an affinity 
through schools, clubs, profesbional backgrounds, and churches, for 
example, with the groups responsible for making laws and enforc
ing them-legislators, judges, and prosecutors. 

Executives often have an el1~orate and widely accepted ideologi
cal rationalization for their 0 ifenses and they belong to a group 
with ~onsi~erabl~ econ?mic an .\ polit~cal power.. . . .. 

WhIle crImes InvolVIng phys~pal VIOlence ag~ilnst IndIVIduals are 
sternly dealt with, economic d~imes are considered social aberra
tions and are dealt with quiteJi leniently. Incarceration is deemed 
unnecessary since these individuals are not con:sidered a threat to 
society. Fines are often quite ndminal, invariabfy paid by the corpo
rations employing them, and c~lrry little econo:Q~ic hardship. 

More often than not, the e~ecutive continues. to work at his old 
job and often finds himself an 'I~ven better job with former competi
tors. 'rhis is true even wl?-en f~~ 7xecutive. serves a prison sentence. 

Mr. GUDGER. I apologIze fo~\ Interrupting you. You hear these 
bells ringing in the backgroun't. This is a call for each of us who 
has ~he responsibility to come\\ forward and vote on a bill now 
pendIng. \ 

I am going to adjourn for abo~t 10 to 15 minutes. I will return 
just as soon as I have discharge~ my duty on the floor by casting 
that vote. So if you will be at ea~e for about 10 to 12 minutes, I 
should be back here. \ 

[Brief recess.]' . \ 
Mr. GUDGER. Professor Sethi, if you\are ready to proceed, we are 

on page 5 of your written testimony. \ 
Dr. SETHI. When we stopped I was ~~lking about what I call 

failure of existing enforcement structures" and I WaS mentioning 
that executives do'receive very lenient treaf\;pent. 

An individual law violator finds support for his behavior in the 
executive's group norms. While the impact of a corporate crime, 
may be quite serious for the society and ofteJ~more violent in its -
consequences than a multiplicity of individuallJ committed street 
crimes, the corporate personality diffuses the in~ ividual burden of 

guilt. \ \\ 
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" Through a battery of accountants, lawyers, scientists, and other 
experts, management can demonstrate the bureaucratic impera
tives of shared responsibility, thereby denying or seriously weaken
ing the notion of personal obligation. 

The manager's group norms do not consider a violation of social 
welfare laws-pollution controls, for example-as antisocial. The 
impact of violations is highly diffused and indirect, but the cost of 
compliance is immediate and direct. , 

Management is constantly under pressure to minimize these 
costs, and the statutes are considered nuisances or regulations 
imposed by overzealous bureaucrats.' Support from his peer group 
tends to break down fbrther a manager's self-perception as a law,;. 
breaker. 

Further peer SUPPOl"t\"comes from the executive's friends and 
neighbors who do not u~~\dterstand complex technical violations and 
therefore often attach nO'EI,ocial stigma to illegal acts. 

An important segment (.If corporate crimes is highly technical in 
nature. Only after the COLt:I!'tS have spoken can one say whether or 
]lot a law is broken. It is, .often difficult to distinguish between 
business practices that represent an innovation and those that 
represent a threat . ,to health or safety. Most cO;I7porate crimes 
remain noncriminal iQi a long time because of the inability of the 
criminal law and enforcement to keep pace with corporate prac
tices. 

Thus, compliance calls for a radical change in hitherto accept
able modes of corporate behavior, a process that brings resistance 
and resentment. ' 

The next issue of why criminal penalties are important is be
cause of the inadequacy of existing legal philosophy. 

The traditional model of "mens rea" in criminal law poses severe 
problems when applied to corporate executives within the context 
of corporate behavior. Large corporations employing thousands of 
people and making millions of decisions impose impossible burdens 
on society to isolate and identify a particular individual to be held 
responsible where only the last link in the long decision chain is 
visible. 

Thus, to find the guilty individual, the corporation's veil of secre
cy must be lifted-a task not easily done. Even if the entire corpo
rate" decision process were exposed to public scrutiny, it might still 
be impossible to isolate and identify the guilty person because of 
the collectivity of the actions that resulted in law violation "and the 
lack of specific intent or direct knowledge on the part of thousands 
of people who may have contributed, in some miniscule sense, to 
that decision. 

For example, the black smoke billowing from a chemical plant is 
clearly in violation of environmental law. Who is to blame? The 
worker who failed to check a meter? The maintenance crew? The 
purchasing agent? The design engineer? Or the company president? 

Oii~ alternative to this problerrl has been the imposition of strict 
criminal Hability. Although the Supreme Court. has apparently 
indicated that a legislatively developed standard of strict liability is 
acceptable for:' criminal conviction, I ,do not believe this to be a 
desirable course of action because of its other undesirable side 
effeots in terms of overdeterrence. 
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.T~us, a standard should be developed that is more relevant 
wlth.ln th~ c?rpox:ate context, goe~ beyond the restrictive soope of 
specificcrJ.:r~llnal Intent, .and provIdes greater incentives for corpo
rate executives. t? . exerCIse the utmost care in supervision 'of per
sonnel and faCIlIties to prevent occurrence of corporate crimes. 

FAILURE OF THE NEWS MEDIA 

. A?other factor in ~he ~i~fferential treatment of corporate execu
tIVes has been .the Inablh~y of the mass media to explore and 
report complex Issues relatmg to corporate crimes. Even the level 
?f coverage of economic and bl!sine~s news, in general, is quite 
Inadequate: Thus, the newsl medIa fall to express and organize the 
moral sentiments of the community against these crimes. 

·Wnat I }Vould like to do is briefly t~k about the two proposals 
that I have. for expandi~g and improvirlg'the scope of H.R. 4973. 

The first Issue deals WIth the definition of appropriate manager 
and the: scope of his respons:ibility. c 

I ~el~eve t~~ 1;>ill. ~everely limits t~e scope~of.its application by 
restX:lctIng thi;-l lIabIlIty of an executIve to nondIsclosure pursuant 
to ~Iscovery: C?f a potentIal danger associated with a product or 
busm~i$,~actlV1ty. . .', 

On~,.Ther.~ is :r:o provisiQll in this bill to encompass the situation 
'Yher~lr an e~ecutlve qoes nQt discover the existence of.a dange~ous 
situatlon. Such nondlscovery may occur because the executive de
v:elope?, a system of organi:~ation and communication which effec
byel:}' n~sulated. him froIn. receiving information of illegal acts 
WIthIn hIS domaIn of authorIty. 

The knowledge requirement offers the least amount of deter
rence to thos~ ~enior executives who have the most power to effect 
corporate polICIes and procedures, because of their ability to isolate 
themselves from day-to-day operational details. ..' 

Two. The ~owledge reguirement also does not prevent the oc
c~rrence ?f crImes caused due to reckless and negligent supervi
SIO~. NeglIgent or reckless Iconduct should hold a superior criminal
ly lIable whene.ver he knew, or shoul? ~ave .known, t~at an illegal 
act wa~ occurrIng or would occur WithIn hIS superVIsory domain 
and faIled t.o take reas?nable preventive action. The positive ele: 
ment of thIS conqep~ IS ,reasona~le ~recautions against causing 
harm, and the negative (~lement IS faIlure to exercise that "duty. :rhree. Reckless and nef~ligent superv!sion requirement poses cer
tain problems oL evaluahng the. qualIty of management, mostly 
after the fact, ~l,lere even honest Judgments of error may appear to 
be reckless decisJOns. ! • 

Therefor.e, ih order to be applied effectively and equitably, it 
~ould be Important to show that the functional area where the 
Illegal. act occurred wf~s within the responsibilitydQ:alaJIi of the 
executIve c:qarged, an~ that he had the authority to prevent its 
occurrence. " / 
. A fair a:n~ ratio~al: approa~h wo~ld. also ~ require that any deci

SIOn. regardIng WhI~h executive wlthw..: a "corporation should be 
~unished b~ made partly contingent upon the nature of the -sanc
tIOn to be ~mposed and the. degree of negligenG.e or recklessness. 

To be SOCIally: ::.cceptable, It would .be necessary that an element 
of moral CUlpabIlIty must be present In the commitment of the act. 
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Four. Two approaches are possible to accomplish. th~ goals of 
/maximum prevention of harmful acts, easy determlIl;atlOn ?f re
sporfsibility of executives committing these acts, and faIrness ;m the 
imposition'of penalties. 

(a) Every law that proscribes certai~ ~ctivities in health~ safety, 
and environmental areas should requIre that. the corJ?orat:on pre
designate an executive who would be responsIble for InsurIng cor-
porate compliance with that law. . . . 

Since this would be tantamount to prewa.rnlng,the executIve so 
designated could not .offer a lac~-bf-knowledge def7~'lse. " . , 

More important, SInce complIance would be t~lS exec~tlVe s sole 
responsibility, any violation would become a prIma faCIe case for 
reckless and negligent supervis~on. . 

Corporations should be requIred to desIgnate a pers0!1 who ~as 
the technical competence to evaluate corpor~t~. complIance w!th 
the law and who has the operational responsIbIlIty to t~ke actIon 
in those areas of corporate activities where this partIcular law 
operates. " '. h' Iff t 

Otherwise, it is quite feasible that corp~ratIOns may Ire r?~ 
men" for certain positions whose primary Job would be to go to Ja.11 
for the corporation, in return for &uara!1teed. benefits for theIr 
families and jobs. This would offer lIttle IncentIve f?r dete~rence, 
but might provide a lucrative busin~ss for organIzed crIme to 
supply suitable soldiers to the corJ?or~tl(~ns. . . 

This a,pproach may hav~ certaIn lImIt~tIons In that m~r~ than 
,one law may have a bearIng on a specIfic corpo;rate a~tIVIty, or 
more than one corporate activity may b~ covered by a sIngl~ !B:w, 
thereby raising the problem of overlapPIng areas of r~sponsIblhty 
and supervision. .. 

(b) A practical solution to t.h~s problem would b~ for corpqrat~~ns 
to develop social accountabIlIty centers. A SOCIal accountabilIty 
center is similar in purpose and goal as a profit center. The pur
pose of a profit center in a corporation is to group a set of comple
mentary activities togethez: and put them un~er. the charge of one 
executive who manages thIS profit center as If It were an autono-
mous business entity. . ' . 

Profit centers are organized on a ratIOnal baSIS SInce the per-
formance of a profit center has to be isolated and measured. Top 
management rewards a manager on the basis of his profit center's 
performance. 

It would seem logical that the profit center concept should be 
made the basis of a social accountability center, whereby all harm
ful and dangerous acts would be charged' to the manager of that 
center. l' 'th 

This approach might cause responsibility for comp Iance .WI. 
certain laws to be distributed among more than one person WIthIn 
a corporation. However,.it. ~a~ t~e distinct advantage of se~enf
ing areas of corporate .. actIVItIes m a manner that an executIve s 
responsibility is clearly' established. . 

The second important aspect of H.R. 4973. has to d~ w~t~ types of 
penalties that could be imposed on corporatIOns ~,np IndivIdu~ls for 
corporate crimes. q?e of the prim~ry" :easo(~'~;for resortIng to 
prison sentences for "corporate executIves IS theh(supposedly deter-
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rent effect-both specific and general-in controlling corporate law 
violations. 

Since corporate activity is normally undertaken in order to reap 
some economic benefit, corporate decisionmakers choose courses of 
action based on a calculation of potential costs and benefits. 

Since a calculating criminal is the one best deterred by punitive 
sanctions, it may be argued that such sanctions would have the 
greatest. deterrent effect on corporate crimes. 

In order for this system to be effective, it m:ust meet two criteria: 
One. The proportion of violations discovered and convictions ob

tained should be large enough so as to significantly increase the 
statistical odds in favor of discovery of a crime and conviction. 

Two. The size of penalty must have a realistic relation to the 
severity of the crime. 

I do not believe that the penalty provisions in H.R. 4973 would 
create an effective deterrence mechanism for the following reasons: 

A. In the case of corporations, a small fine is not likely to, deter 
violations when significant economic gains can be obtained by ig
noring the law. In fact, inadequate penalties might become a li
cense to violate the law. 

On the other hand, if a fine is very large, it is also likely to be 
counterproductive. Depending on the size of the firm and its 
market position, a company could pass the fine on to the consumer 
in terms of higher prices. A large fine could also result in signifi
cant tax savings so that society is, in fact, paying part of the fine 
through reduced tax revenues. A large fine would also reduce a 
firm's profits and might adversely affect its ability to raise a.ddi
tional capital and correct alleged violations. 

Thus, the people most hurt would be the workers, the stockhold
ers, and the consumers. The threat of stockholders' suits against 
management is of little consequence as a deterrence because of 
poor chances of recovery. 

B. Similarly, fines levied against individual executives would not 
be very effective. They are likely to be paid by the company, in one 
form or another, because the gains to the corporation from law 
violations would be greater than the cost of fines. . 

C. Imprisonment penalties whiclL are quite severe are also un
likely to be very effective. Experience has shown that both juries 
and judges are unwilling to impose long prison sentences for corpo
rate crimes because there is no genera~f;:.societal awareness of the 
seriousness of these crimes in terms of their harm to society and, 
consequently, there is no social climate of moral revulsion against 
the wrongdoers. 

Stiff prison sentences itnposed only in rare circumstances where 
violators are shown to be particularly guilty of gross negligence 
might prQvide some spectaCUlar and newsworthy cases, their deter
rent effect '"would be negligible because of heavy odds against the 
offender being caught and convicted. 

A large number of corporate crimes remain hidden because of 
the difficulty in detection. If criminal penalties are viewed as 
unjust and severe, they could result in uniting corporate bureauc
racies, thereby drying up sources of internal information which are 
vital to prosecutors in developing evidence. " 
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ALTERNATIVE PROPOSALS 

In order to provide 'maximum deterrence against corporate 
crimes, personal criminal penalties should be made an integral 
part of a prevention package. Such penalties should be used in 
moderation and in conjunction with other measures rather than as 
the last element in a sequential chain starting with censure and 
ending with imprisonment. 

One. The frequency and incidence of prison sentences should be 
increased significantly so that they convey to the public a true 
picture of the widespread nature of corporate c~,imes, if that is the 
case. . 

The sentences should bear a close relationship to the severity of 
the crime so that juries would not be reluctant to irnpose them. 
The mere imposition of a prison sentence, Ibelieve1 is likely to be 
quite effective. An unusually harsh sentence has an element of 
retribution and may elevate the executive from a wrongdoer to the 
status of a victim of circumstances, or worse still, a martyr. 

Two. To create a societal consent toward the undesirability of 
corporate crimes, prison sentences could be accompanied with a 
public apology from the corporation and the executive, together 
with a description of their wrongful deeds. Such :apologies are 
common in both Germany and Japan and seem to have. been effec
tive in bringing public attention-and public condemnation-to vio
lators. 

Three. The prison s(jntence should be combined with a probation
ary period. An executive who is convicted of criminal wrongdoing 
should be barred from holding an executive level position" in a 
publicly held company for a prescribed number of years following 
his release from prison. This would eliminate the practice of con
victed executives accepting positions from competitors of their 
former employers and thus significantly raising the personal risks 
and costs for corporate crimes. \ . 

Four. Corporations and individuals should be denied of all bene
fits-direct and indirect-accrued. to them as a result of an illegal 
activity following the pattern codified in title 18, United States 
Code, sections 1961-65. This would be in addition to the usual fines 
or jail sentences. 

Five. Firms convicted of violations should be prohibited from 
doing business 'with other firms whose executives have been con
victed of similar violations. Such restrictions are already imposed 
on Nevada's gambling industry, where firms known to have;,been 
associated with mob-tied businesses are barred from operating in 
the State. . ~., 

Six. Corporations whose operations have been in violation of 
criminal laws should be subjected to special reporting require
ments. 'l'he company or'its officers could, for example, be required 
to make regular periodic statements to the court stating that no 
violations existed. If violations were later proven, thEi firm or indi
vidual could be convicted of perjury as well as the violation, and 
penalties naturally would be more harsh. 

Before I close let me offer some caveats . 
. I believe a society has the right to use criminal penalties and 

imprisonment of executives to deter corporate misdeeds. There may 
indeed be circums,tances under which corporate executives are held 

i!~ 
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t~ ~jgher standardsof accountability than those imposed on indi
VIduals acting in their personal capacities-a form of societal fidu
ciary relationship. 

Imposition of a criminal penalty, including jail, under conditions 
of vicarious liability is, however, harsh punishment and must be 
done with utmost care because it could result in otherwise unin
tended and socially undesirable consequences. It introduces a new 
el~m~nt of unc~rtainty i~to. an executive's discretion in dealing 
WIth corporate Internal affaIrs -and creates further strains on the 
interaction between corporations and other social groups. 
-- ~otential criminal-liability will, in all likelihood, lead executives 
t? Insure that they have knowledge of ana: control over any activi
ties. that could le~d. to their imprisonment. They may reject the 
optIOn of decentralIzIng operations or delegating responsibility. 

In turn, the lower echelon manager will-feel a closer scrutiny by 
the "responsible" officer. This could limit initiative stifle innova
tion, and sacrifice growth. Consumers may be denie'd the fruits of 
the economies of size, availability of products in closer proximity 
and· access to information. . , 

On the other hand, it could be argued that by compelling the 
e~ecutive to maintai~ closer s?-pe:;vision and control, the company 
WIll be more responsIble to SOCIety s needs; thus expansion will only 
come with a clear ,and reasoned justification for such growth. 

The trend toward harsher penalties for corporate executives 
comes at a time when opinion pons indicate that business credibil
i~y in the public eye isextraordinarily low. 'rhe public desire that 
rICh and poor be -punished equally for their crimes· may be a 
reflection of the increased attention being paid to the question of 
"white collar" crime. 

Nevertheless, it seems clear that the, movement toward incarcer
ation ?f exc::cutiyes has not. bec::n given. the kind of public: exposure 
and diSCUSSIOn It deserves ill lIght of ItS unknown and potentially 
significant effects. ' " . 

I am hopeful that the deliberations of your committee would go a 
long way toward achieving this end. 

Mr. GUDGER. Professor Sethi, I would lUke to ask whether you 
know of ~y. other industri~lized country, such .as West Germany, 
Gre~t BrItaI?,.J a:pan,. WhIC.h. hasena'Cted laws with provisons 
haVIng any SImilarIty to H.R. 4973 or arty of the features contained 
in your alternatives to the forms of punishment or forms of penalty 
which are prescribed in H.R. 4973?' . . 

Dr. SETHI. The most prominent cases are France and Sweden 
an~ to some extent West Germany~ These countries have very 
strIct laws, and a corporation-is never held criminally liable. It is 
always the executive who is isolated and identified as such. 

In England, they depelld very mi;7ich on the traditional tort laws. 
In Japan, they are !lOW beginning to introduce new laws where 
e;xecutives will be held .criminally liable for poHution law viola-
tions; . . 
M~. GUDGER. In your comments you suggest that the knowledge 

reqUIrement do.e~ not prevent crimes as a result of negligent or 
_ reckless supervIsIon, and therefore I think you are implying your 

support for some penalty for reckless or negligent conduct beyond 
civil liabilities. . , 
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Dr. Epstein spoke to the same subject in the course of his testi
mony, ahd in response to a question which was addressed to him. 

Will you comment as to your feelings, as -to just what this bill 
should contain-which it perhaps does not, dealing with criminal 
accountability-reckless or negligent lack of supervision? 

Dr .. SETHI. 1fhe problem comes from a dual set of pressures placed 
on corporate executives. The pressure to cut costs, and the pressure 
to meet deadlines. The top executive in an organization does not 
want to know why the job is not being done. In a decentralized 
organization, lower 'level executives are supposed to carry out as
signments independently and not need to much supervision. That 
is why they are executives and not clerical or administrative em-
ployees.: . 

The attitude of top e~ecutives generally is: "Don't bother me 
with details but get the job done." 

The executive therefore, is under tremendous pressure to per
form, and he cuts corners where he can afford to cut them; namely, 
if the probability of being caught and conVicted, is very low then he 
is not going to give the area of compliance in the health, safety, 
and pollution laws as much attention as he gives to the areas of 
protecting profits or making sure that the assembly line works at 
the rate it is supposed to work. 

This is probably the largest area where preventive measures can 
be effective. So we must have a measure in the bill which provides 
for reckless or negligent supervision. 

Mr. GUDGER. I think it is your feeling that there needs to be a 
designated official who is to be held accountable? 

Dr. SETHI. That is true. 
Mr. GUDGER. And where there has been a failure of disclosure or 

an introduction in the market of a product with known hazards 
without disclosure of that hazard, or without withholding that 
product, when it is patently defectIve, then that individual should 
be the one who is to be held before the courts and made presump
tively responsible. 

DIL. SETHI. That is right. 
Mr. GUDGER. Would you speak a little further as to the possibil

ity that the.corporation could create a scapegoat for that situation 
and could have its supervisory personnel just willfully push<' for
ward someone who would probably be least sensitive to criminal 
accountablity, the chairman of the local board of stewards of his 
Methodist or Baptist Church, or someone who is highly reputable 
in the community, but really is a good-guy type,may have some 
knowledge which might qualify him for a degree of accountability 
but he may not have the personality or the attributes of exercising 
firm responsibility. 

Dr. SETHI. This is a very reall~oncern. In fact, this scapegoat 
strategy is used in Japan very commonly. 

When the government an,.d the industry both feel that there is no 
way they could satisfy public opinion against some of the more 
seriou8crimes, more often than not, they would take one of the 
very senior executives who is close to retirement, and he would 
make a public apology and public admission of guilt. He would 
resign from the job and say, since I was the manager, it was my 
problem. Thereafter, he a very important person within the com-
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pany, because he protected the company from public embarrass
ment. 

If you go back to my testimony, I made the suggestion that such 
person not only should have the technical competence but oper
ational responsibility as well. Therefore, you really could not use a 
front man. 

If you have, for example, in a GM assembly plant one person 
who is a plant manager and the other person is just a front man 
with little competence for operational ahility. You would assume it 
is the plant manager who has the responsibility and not one of his 
staff assistants. 

I would put the responsibility for compliance on the same person 
who has the responsibility for making profit for the company in 
that particular area. 
. ~r. GUDGER. Then you are saying that if the designated person 
IS In effect a scapegoat because of lack of technical knowledge or 
lack of administrative authority, then we would get back to the 
appropriate manager, as you did in this bill? 

Dr. SETHI. Yes, sir. Otherwise you could imagine seeing the Wall 
Street Journal full of ads. Wanted, as vice president for going to 
jail for the company. I suspect for $100,000- a year you could get 
them by the dozen. 

Mr. GUDGER. So actually the appropriate manager, as used in the 
bill, is a useful term perhaps if there is a breakdown of your 
designated responsible person? 

Dr. SETHI. I would simply try to make it more precise so that it 
meets with the person who has the operational responsibility for 
that segment of a company's business. 

Mr. GUDGER. I am going to yield now to counsel. 
First I will ask minority counsel, Mr .. Wolfe. 
Mr. WOLFE. I have no questions, Mr. Gudger. 
Mr. GUDGER. Thank you. 

. I will now yield to majority counsel, Mr. Raikin. '" 
~r. RAIKIN. Professor Sethi, I would like to quickly, dealing with 

brIef answe~s, run through about ten questions really fast. 
In your VIew, would a corporate official who says in effect "just 

do it, some sort of criminal illegal behavior, but don't tell me about 
it," would he be in your view committing a knowing failure to 
disclose? 

Dr. SETHI. It depends. Most successful executives should exactly 
do what you are .s~~ing they should be doing. Namely, they should 
del~gate responsIbIlIty. They should not be bothered with details. 
Th~s does not necessarily mean they are condoning illegal behavior. 
ThI~ . may simply be concentrating on more important corporate 
deCISIOns. . 

Mr. RAIKIN. Would that be a knowing failure to disclose? 
Dr. SETHI. Yes, if an analysis of the decision making structure 

shows that the executives were deliberately concealing information 
themselves that would incriminate them. 

If the~ were putting heavy pressures on a: junior executive with
out mak~ng sure that he has the. necessary resources to do the job, 
or knOWIng fully well that the Job could not be done within the 
time resources allocated, then the senior-executive should be held 

., 
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responsible, if the company is found to have violated health, safety, 
or pollution related laws. .. 

Mr. RAIKIN. In your view, should corporate offiCIals be subject to 
the same standards for convictions, including convictions for crimes 
analogous to' manslaughter and criminal negligence as everybody 
else in society? 

Dr. SETHI. The corporate executives, yes. 
Mr. RAIKIN. As described by Dr. Epstein, should independent 

testing agencies, retained by manufacturers to test th~ safety of 
products for their likeli??od to caus~ cancer or other dIseases, be 
held liable if they particIpate knOWingly and cover up the lethal 
defects under the Miller bill? 

Dr. SETHI. Yes, as an independent entity or a profitmaking firm. 
Such a firm would be subject to the laws as they exist. It should 
also be subject to the reckless or the negligence provision. 

Mr. RAIKIN. There would be exceptions to your asssertion. Ideally 
you have to have management authority before-- __ 

Dr. SETHI. I would also hold the corporate manager responsible 
whose job it is to hire that. agency to do th~ wor!~, •. If that agenc);" is 
doing sloppy work, to me ~t wo~ld be a prima faCIe ca~e of sayIng 
that the corporate executIve dId not do the affirmative duty of 
effective supervision. . . 

Mr. RAIKIN. If the independent testmg agency or an executIve of 
that agency could be shown to have participated knowingly in a 
coverup of information o(a lethal defect in .a product, you woul~'t 
have any probleJ~n holding that person lIable under the MIller 
approach, would y:Ou? 

Dr. SETHI. Not at all. 
Mr. RAI,KIN. Would you favor building into the. penalties a fea

ture borrowed from the RICO statutes empowermg the court to 
confiscate the gains derived from a knowing coverup? 

Dr. SETHI. I agree. I have made that suggestion in my testimony. 
Mr. RAIKIN. Could you elaborate on why you believe fines are an 

ineffective deterrence to illegal corporate behavior? Is it because 
the fines could be tax deductible as has been the case in several 
instances in the past? 

Dr. SEn!I. All of these. If you consider manager and thie c~rpora
tion as rational, calculating entities, then all you have to do IS look 
at what is the cost of the fine, discounted for the probability of that 
fme being imposed, the potential beneifts that would accrue by 
violating the law, and you would see that the fines really are not 
very effective~ Even if you take the Ford case where they had the 
largest fine imposed by a court- of $125 million, that fine amounted 
to less than 1 month's revenue for Ford. Half of that fine would 
come out of a reduction in their tax liability. Another part would 
come out of the insurance companies. I might add that this fine 
was later reduced to $6 million, and the caSe is still under appeal. 

,. Mr. RAIKIN. We come back to the desirability of prison sentences. 
A minimum 2-year prison sentence is not too severe for the most 
blatant knowing coverup. i. , 

Dr. SETHI. That is true. ..•... 
Mr. HAIKIN. Your point was it maybe desirable to have a higher 

tier in penalty here in terms of imprisonment for knowing cover-
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ups and a lesser tier to spread out. liability along the lines of 
criminal behavior. 
. Dr .. SETHI. That is true, because,one, I feel the knowing cases are 

lIkely to be small and, two, of the very small number· of cases, the 
ones that would be actually caught, investigated prosecuted and 
convicted, is going to be even smaller. ., ,. 

So w?~le one person in a ~hollsand might actually go to jail, the 
probabIlIty of that, of you beIng that person, is so small that for all 
Intents and purposes it is not a very effective deterrence. ". 

Iy.Ir. RAIKIN. Th~oughout your testimony you have discussed pen
~ltles for corporatIOns only in terms of their deterrent value. Could 
It . be argued that there are other equally valid sentencing ration,,: 
a.les, specifically the notion in the criminological term of retribu
tIOn or so-c~lled Just desserts, in other words, a company or corpo
rate executIve mIght deserve to be penalized if he allows a hazard
ous product to be sold to consumers? 

Dr. SETHI. In the case of corporations retribution does not make 
sense to me. In the case of individuals, it might be relevant in 
extreme c~ses, .but ~ay?e, I am )ust too calculating a person, also. 

1 am prImarily thInkIng not In terms of what happened in the. 
past, but how could I prevent its occurrence in the future. There
fore, I would go for lower sentences and apply them to a larger 
number of cases, rather than a very noteworthy sentence but 
applied to very fewer cases. ' 

Mr. RAIlnN. A recent study by Prof. Marshal Clinard has shown 
that during the 2-year period included in his analysis over 60 
percent ~f the largest U.S. corporations had at least on~ enforce
me~t action c?mpleted .against them and almost half of the corpo
r!ltIOns were mvolved In one or more serious or moderate viola
tions. 

In light of this, wouldn't it be your suggestion that convicted 
~rms be prohibited from doing business with firms convicted of 
SImilar viol~tio:.;ts? . Would thi~ be inconsistent with YOUr concern 
for severely I~hlbltlng economIC growth and development? Remem
ber, I am talking about minimal penalties. 

Dr. SETHI. I don't believe so. Although I have not seen the study 
we don't know to what extent and what proportion of those en~ 
for~ement actiops were civil actions versus criminal action. 

Two, we don t know to what extent some of the actions were 
really technical violations in the sense that the corporations did 
not fulfill particular. forms or subI?it reports or that type of thing. 

Three, we also do not know wh~ch of those would be considered 
as either knowing inform~tion or reckless or negligent supervision, 
and s~ the actual proportIOl!- of caseSJthat would fall in the three 
catgorles we have been talkIng about might indeed be very small. 

Mr. GUDGER. I have one question that I don1t believe your com-
ments addressed in any great depth.. . . 
. pr .. Epstein in h!s.~estimony suggested that there be a theme of 
IndIVldl,(fll. responSIbIlIty. 1!nder which managers and directors and 
those ha'?cng acco1!ntabilIty, w~ether under the interpretation of 
the term approprlate manager or however that accountability is, 
t,o ,?,est, that ~hey woul~ be required to securely license and be 
subject to "haVIng those lIcenses revoked as a form of punishment. 
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Now, my question to you is this~.,I believe ,t-here has ~een also 
developed here either in your testImony or In the testlmony of 
others a form~f corporate probation where the pe.rson who has the 
managerial responsibility and has been. found guilty o~ an offense 
would suffer the penalty of no longer .belng employable In that type 
of corporate activity as a form of punIshment. . 

Will you comment on. Dr. Epstein's idea of licensure and on thIS 
idea of corporate probatIOn? . - . . 

Dr. SETHI. I have trouble with the idea of liCenSIng, for a varlety 
of reasons. One, if you look at,the number of "lawyers or docto~s 

-that have been disbarred or whos~\lice~ses have been su~pended, It 
is very, very small. Most of the lIcenSIng enforcement ~omes from 
the professional group that giv~s the license, and there IS a natu!al 
reluctance. in terms of disbarrIng t~e person from the pr~fessIOn 
through the self-regulation mechanIsm. How many CPA shave 
been disbarred you can count over the years. 

Two I do not know how you would license a manager. He takes 
traini~g or he might be" B; high school dropout who. became. a 
millionaire through innovatlve means. How would you lIcense hlffi 
and how would you take his license away? 

Three, I think all it would do is creat~ ano~her large enforcement 
structure with thousands of people for lICenSIng of ever~o~e. ~ ould 
you license every staff manager, every consultant he hues. How 
would you delicense them? ". \) I 

To me it is far better SImply to say that you would not be ab e to 
hold a p~sition of responsibility similar to the 0.n~ where yo~ were 
held accountable and found wanting, because thIS IS not so difficulf' 
If a bank teller is found to be stealing from an account, you don t 
hire him back as a bank teller. The same goes for a bank manag~r. 
If you know he was convictod for emb~z~lement, you would not hIre 
him as a bank manager. Why shouldn t the same apply to corpo
rate managers? To me, that is a far greater deterrent than the 
whole processing of licensing. " 

Mr. GUDGER. Do you think that the b~ll c.ould ben~fit from an 
amendment suggesting that upon determInatIOn of guIlt under the 
bill the trial judge should in all instances impose such a penalty? 

Dr. SETHI. I would strongly favor that, yes. . 
Mr. GUDGER. I understand that counsel has one further qU7S~IOn. 
Mr. RAIKIN. In general, Professor, why would you say that It IS so 

important, or would you say itig importaf!-t, to crea~e an affirma
tive duty to disclose and to punish the faIlure to dlS910se, a.s the 
Miller bill does, and not just make it a crime to kn~wlngly vlOl~te 
specified health, safety, and environmental laws Wlth no s~e?lfic 
affirmative duty, which is the aPI?roach of the Senate JudIcIary 
COlnmittee in section 1617 and sectIon 1853 of the Senate proposed 
Federal criminal code? .. . 

Dr. SETHI. Affirmative duty to disclose has two prongs. One IS 
that it is after the fact. Some of the ~amage has already taken 
place. The product may bel' introduced Into the marke~, they got 
some data back, so you really do not have the preventIve type of 
deterrent. . k t d 

Mr. RAIKIN. The duty could arise before the product IS mar e e , 
could it not? 
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Dr. SETHI. But he may not have known about it. He knew about 
it only after the fact and the cause may have been sloppy manage
ment and he gets off scot-free just by telling you that the product 
did cause damage. So there is not enough prevention. 

Plus, what happens to the self-incrimination? If 'he really was 
involved in terms of sloppy management and not deliberate partici
pation in terms of conspiracy? The burden of proof clearly goes 
from him to the Federal agency to disseminate the information. 

Mr. RAIKIN. Do you favor the notion of penalizing willful knowl
edge? 

Dr. SETHI. Absolutely> no question about it. All I am saying is 
that it is very limited in its scope and application. What I am 
suggesting does not take anything away from the Miller bill. All it 
does is add to it. 

Mr. RAIKIN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Mr. GUDGER. You would then add to the Miller bill not only 

liability for failure to disclose, but liability to knowingly manufac
ture ariadeliver to the market a defective product, and I presume 
willful failure to withdraw from the market a product known later 
and after the time of manufacture and distribution to have become 
defective or have defective and hazardous description? 

Dr. SETHI. Yes, sir. You see, I feel that the largest impact in 
terms of negligence is not in the very flagrant cases of poisoning, 
such" as kepone, bl:lt in terms of design defects, because you may 
not IqJI 200,000 people but you might cause injury to more than 
that number of people and design defects really get into the ques
tion of processes, the control and management aspect of it, and 
that is where the importance of the bill should lie in terms of the 
pro~uct intro.duc.ed into the market and not necessarily only in the 
testlng phase of It. . 

In some cases we find that the damage has shown up 20 years 
after the fact, and no amount of£0sting could have shown that to 
be the case, because nobody would have done the testing for 20 
years. 

Mr. GUDGER. Then you are saying at that time when this product 
is perhaps like asbestos built into the walls of the school buildings, 
there would "be a criminal liability on the part of those who had 
manufactured that product without that knowledge, or would there 
be a liability to go in and correct it, or liability to go in and 
disclose? What would be the test of liability? 

Dr. SETHI. When the product was introduced, if a person had 
reason to know or should have known that these negative toxic 
side effects are likely to occur, then it is his liability and, he should 
not have introduced the product; or corrected it. 

Two, if he did not know, then you can not charge him either for" 
willful or reckless or negligent supervision. But suppose in the field 
a company gets some data showing that certain damages were 
occurring. Then you get into the area of supervision and possible or 
affirmative disclosure. At every stage, you have a different set of 
liabilities and obligations. 

Mr. GUDGER. Certainly, I can see this in the civil field, but I am 
having a little difficulty following you down to the time when the 
product innocently in manufacture has come into use. Then it 
would seem that the duty would evolve upon others who were in 

-
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possession of knowledge to act, not upon the original nature of the 
product at a time when he was innocent of knowledge. 

Dr. SETHI. Let's take the Pinto case. It is a very good example. 
There was no criminal intent as such. 

- Mr. GUDGER~ Are you talking about the case involving the gear 
lever? 

\'. 

Dr. SETHI. No, I am talking about the Pinto case, where you had 
the fuel tank explosion. 

Mr. GUDGER. All right.' , 
Mr. RAIKIN. The question of criminal intent is now before a court 

of law in Indiana. You are certainly not in a position to make a 
conclusory statement. .' 

Dr. SETHI. No. All I would say is in this CJase you could show that 
they knew the potential costs involved in terms of injury. Whether 
that should be considered under negligence or reckless supervision 
or not is your province. \, 

Mr. RAIKIN. Hypothetically, if a!i'.1. automobile manufacturer in 
the' course of .the manufacture of that automobile obtained evidence 
that upon even minor rear-end collision 'tp.ere would be gasoline 
leakage and the almost certainty of explosion in consideration of 
the passengers; and if that automobile company at that point made 
a .conscious, knowing, willful or p@rhaps even, as you. and Dr. 
Epstein suggest, reckless decision to cover up that evidence of the 
lethal defect, you would not have any problem,would you, in 
saying that in' that case, if those facts obtained, there should be 
criminal corporate liability in the sense that the Miller bill sug-
gests? !) 

Dr. SETHI. I woulii .say yes, but then I would add one exception. 
Mr. RAIKIN. Yes, you would have trouble. 
Dr. SETHI. No. I would not have any trouble. But I would like to 

add one exception. Every aspect of a complex product, when it is 
first tested, you work on what we cal:~ probabilities, you know how 
many times this car is likely to get into an accident and what is 
the probability that a person who is in the car would die. This is 
not a single probability. You have a whole distribution. For exam
ple, the chances may be 10 in 100, that 50 persons would die. 
c:.l Based on what percentage point you want to take on that prob
ability distribution you build that mUGh extra safety into the prod·, 
uct, which means that the cost of the product goes up by factor. 
Ford in this case obviously picked a different point on the probabil
ity scale than you and I would have picked. That kind of , thing has 
to be determined very carefully. 

Mr. GUDGER. Thank you very much, Professor. It has been a 
pleasure to hear your testimony and receive the benefit of your 
observations. 

There being, nothing further for hearing before the committee 
today, the committee stands adjourned. 

[Whereupon, at 1~:10 p.m., the subcommittee adjourned.] 
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Cancer in its many forms is undoubtedly a natural 
disease. It is probably one of napure's many ways of 
eliminating sexually effete individuals who would 
othemise, in nature's view, ~c()mpete for available food " 
resources without advantage to the species as Qc:whole. 

F. I. C. Roe, Consultant to the American Industrial 
Health Council. 
February, 1978. 
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Chapter Eight, 
How to Improve 

.(rulustry Dota 

The OVG~~.!!!!L.ng.J~YULof.~bpl1~~!r~..nS!C .. C!.~~!J?~:fu~: .pasis .pf 
wbicnmost re.,g:Y!f!tory, decisions. are . based,.comes, frQrrt~t\~ .,indus::' 

frl~~~~~&H!~!~~.fhe~e data ar~ .. ~~~.~~ .. ~~~~~~~e? .. ~~~ ... ~~~:~-~ 
pr~~~~_~! JE1-ho~~~::~orJ)'y'_5..~~'p'~?~~_~~b~r .. ~t?~:x~~~ .~~~ 
umverslbes--unaer contr.act. In-house SCIentific staff are not un-
riiune-·1q:pm.i~wil~p1;ll r:?s~~t.~1l,:.and~ ~cIeveropment 'andmarketing . 

d~P~~~H.t~s,.~~.Q)J~ .. ~~)1~~!Y. .. :~~E:.p'r?~.l}~~.2~ pro.c~~~. ~}~ ,.c()n;I-:." 
mcrce. Industrial contracts with commercial laboratorIes and 
u"nfv.ersiti~s are usually awarded secretly, wit~5?-ut bids having first 
been solicited on the open market, a practice hardly consistent 
with the ethos of competitive capitalism. The contractee, anxious 
about. the award of future contracts, is also not immune to. 
unsp~?Jsen. :g!~3.~g.t:~s,Jo.p'(Qduce. imQrma~~ii".~r·Jn~~"ii;fef~,~ron;:.qp'~~ 
siste'nt wi!l~.Jh~. p,erceivec4,i interests ."of.,the-.~ontracting jn.du~try. 
Qol1sufiants, generally from prestigious universities or research in
stitutes, provide data with an additional mantle of authority. The 
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Faults with Industry Data 

~on~train~s on d.ata, fr~m gross inadequacy, 'biased interpr~tation, 
~O~,~resslon and r!!~rig!U .... d~~.!.r.Y.stion; are common
plaCe, ~:spe~Ially when profitab e products dr processes are in~ 
~oIved. EVIdence of such constraints now justifies a priori reserva
:lO~s. about the validity of data developed by institutions or 
md1VIduals whose economic interests are affected, especially when 
t?e data base has peen maintained as confidential at industry's in~ 
Ststence. . 

~eci~i?n-making at all levels of gover.nmen't· presupposes the 
aval.lablbty of a body of information, on the basis of which the 
ments of alternate policies can be analyzed. If this data base is 
con.strained or inyaIid, resulting decisions will also belkonstrained 

, or Invalid. This threatens the very fabric of democratic govern~ 
',:ment. '. 

Constraints in the information" base will b~ illustrated in three A 
gene~al areas relating to its g~neration, interpretation~ aud su,g-~" 
EFesslo~ or destrgcti~n, with particular reference to proQlems of ~ 
occupational and e.avll:.onmentalcancer. . . 11 

II 
Ii Constraints in the Generation of Data 

I • 

I r The most common'pr?blem with industrially generated data is its 
~t'J,l./,.~\ 'po~r qu,ality. C?mple~ent~ng this are ..f.alllts..:.pf design and pcr
I;.:;\.} _forman~e .oo.nscI~us!Y,.or. ~nc6nsciously bj!ilt into tox~1dc.al 

1 
~nd_.~pldemlO~~c~l. studIes. n,~_",~.e~d J2-J2!Qgl!cL.f~~~lts 

I . In.~uer;:~~~, .. ~~._~~crefermm!,d by .'. sh(jrt-te~ marketing consider-
! ations 2 .. _-"--., .... _.-....... _--. __ •.• J' ............ _ .......... ..".. ...... ' ..... , ........ ~ .,.. ,.. . r 
d 
Ii ·1 

,~ j 
69'-943 0 - 81 - 12 
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D.eeply concerned by the inad~quacy of data submitted in .1961 
to the FDA by industry' in support of food additive petitions, 
Commissioner, Herbert Ley complain,ed: , 

Almost half of the food additive petitions originallY subtrtitted to the 
Food and Drug Admirustration have been incomplete or have not 
"adequately supported the regulation requested and, therefore have 
required subsequent supplementation, amendment, witJldrawal or 
deniatll 

There is substantive evidence that the situation has not improved 
over the last decade. '., < 

Problems related to improper initial design of animal cancer, 
tests include ~ ~~~'J, ," ' 

\1 

1. Using too few animals 
2~ Exposures in excess of the maximally tolerated dose; result

ing in premature animnl deaths before onset of cancer 
3. Doses too low for the ~",,:e of the animal test group, resulting 

in failure to v~ ~n a statistiL y significant incidence of tumors 

4. ,Dehberat0 premature sacrifice of animals for other "studies" 
during the course of the main test, thus depleting the number of 
animals remaining alive and ,at risk for cancer 

5. Premature termination of the test before sufficient. time has 
elapsed for the animals to develop 'tumors. 

" • A second set of performance problems relates to husbandry.' 

These include: <:> 

~ \ . 
1. Poor housing, diet, and c!l!e; resulting in infections, sickness, 

',' and premature death ' 

2. Failure to insure that each test and control group receive ap~ 
f) propriate prescribed treatments as originallY,intended" 

3. Failure to inspect cages regularly so that dead animals;be
come decomposed 'resulting in the possibility that tumorsmay~pe ,> II 

missed at autQPsy \ 
4. Inadequate autopsies ) 

-- ------ -'-- ,-----~------~--------------------
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5: FaiI~re to examine appropriate tissues ,and organs for. histo-
logical (tissue) study' "" ' ' 

6. Poor record keeping 

7. ~teration, fal~ificat!?n, and' even' destruction of records. 
>" 

The following examples illustrate common patterns of experi
mental deficiencies and misconduct. A 1969 review of seventeen 
industry-sponsored studies on the carCinogenicity of DDT by con
sultants to the Carcinogenicity Panel of the Mrak Commission on 
Pesticides concluded that fourteen of these studies were so in .. 
herently defective as to preclude any' determination of car-
cinogenicity.' " -, 

Having spent $500,OOOonJhe 'carcinogenicity and toxicological 
testing of the cosmetic food additive Red ~40 by Hazleton 
Laboratories, which concluded that it was safe, Allied confidently 
submitted these data to FDA in 1970 and embarked on an ambi
tious advertisipg~f1nd marketing progfam. Not only had Hazleton 
faiIe~ to perforrii the customary mouse carcinogenicity test,but 
theit~rat test was of little value, as most animals di@d early in the 
test fro~ intercurrent infection, not leaving enough alive, to have 
revealeUany but a massive carcinogenic effect. 5 

Carcinogenicity tests in rats of aldrin/dieldrin' sponsored by 
Shell and of chlordane/heptachlor sponsored by Velsicol pro
duced results that were claimed negative by the sponsors. In "fact, 
the~e results were hardly intervretable because such high Ii and 
toXiC doses of both pesticides were fed the animals that manyl died 

, 0;tarly in the experiments, befo~e they could h~ve developed 
\ gi"cancer. 6 

, " 

\¥ Other data submitted by Shell and Velsicol were used to, claim 
\ that their pesticides were not carcinogenic in mice,and that the 

) flYer lesions induced in them' were not really cancers, but just 
non-malignant nodules. Review by independent experts, however, 

\proved just the contrary.7, Faced with such major discrepancies 
and lfnder pressure from Senator Kennedy's Subcommittee on 
Administrative Practice and Procedures, EPA finally reviewed 
~t~~r industry data on pe~ti.cides. Twenty-four currently ,used pes
tiCIdes were selected OIl. ,~e basis of their highest permissible resi
dues (tolerc.nces) on' contmon foods. Their extensive tox
icological files, which had bee.n previously submitted to EPA by a 

-
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variety of manufacturers, were then independently reevaluated. In 
, an EPA report of April 9, 1976, it was concluded that with one 
possible exception these data were so inadequate that it was not 
possible to conclude whether any of the . pesticides , were safe or 
whether there would be any hazard in eating common foods with 
now legal residues.8 " . . 

These and o,ther grave deficibhcies in the EPA data base on 
pesticides were discussed, in a recent Congressional Staff Report: 

EPA almost exclusively rules upon data submitted by the pesticide 
companies. This data is the informational linchpin in the :Agency's 
regulatory program. Yet in spite 6f repeated warnings, beginning at. 

. least S years ago, ;EPA has failed to take corrective action designed 
to discover and supplement further data.D 

~re 'serious t1!~l!la4~~gj,~S-OL.data....~ .. JJ}~-.J1llmm:Q.1).§.-~~.2-m.:-.-,-, 
:-., )' .. pIes .Qf.b.:;:mQ'".§,W~~ .... ~,l1h,g.§~.E.~.§~!J:£4j~,.!~~ ... ~o~gressional R~cord ~-....-:;:p 
~, ... ' of July 30, 1969.10 Ma,PJP' on of data ha:s~?-..::~es~~~.!~.h~d 
I --Wifti"'such'< drugs-"as ' ER/Z9:- rwhlCJ:l" official Richardson-

:~1VrefrllrcompaiifW-·-:-l .. iY-conViCfe'ar oriiwalI~ , orwliicn" 
J Wa -~· .. ~"'·-lrTie·-,.',.·~''''Comp;ny'~ere"found gm ty 0 submitting 

e I false data; and lexln, .. Qut which McNeil Laboratories omitted 
.,t()xicity dat~., .. 2 .... -,..",.,g;f~nrt~tr:gy~r::p,aiiicige:',~::i~c~44i!lg_~~~i~\;e~:" 
de'afu's:'m'i1ielr submissions to the FDA. 

Ou" .eianuary""i6;"T976; "'th'en"'" FDA Commissioner' Schmidt 
testified before Senator Edward Kennedy (D-Mass.) that Hazleton 
Laboratories (Vie.nna, Va.), under contract to G. D. Searle Com- "
pany;) reported on non-existent histological findings in car
cinogenicity tests on the drug Aldacton,e.l1 Hazleton was also 
charged with falsifying data on the artificial sweetener Aspar-
tarne.* 

Schmidt further tes~ified on AprilS that investigation of Hazle- « 

il 
1\ 
i\ 

:\ 

ton tests revealed a wide range of problems including ". . . large " 
numbers of autolyzed tissues; failure to assay test substances; fail-
ure to assay treatment-diet mixture; failu,re to adequately review I 

records and verify therr accuracy; the use of a statistical method 

II< Following approval of Aspartame 'in July, 1974, ~DA issued a stay after 
que~tions were raised on. the reliability of the data. In May, 1979, FDA 
rejected a r~uest by SeaHe to remove the stay on marketing approval 
pending an adjudicatory hearing. 0 
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that included autolyzed tissues, on which no observation had been ' 
made in the dellominatoJ; fot determining the. number of lesions ' 
found; lesions reported at necropsy for which slides had not been 

. made; turners . reported microscopically for which slides' have ... 
never been made."t.. . . 
•. A s.triking exampl,e of. i~t~~~n is the ~asco of nitriIotri'ace

tIc aCid (NTA).12 In 1970, Monsanto arid . Procter and Gamble 
were poised to launch a new type of detergent onto the market; 
based on NT A instead of phosphates. This would have resulted in 
the annual discharge of approximately five billion pounds of the 
ne~ ?etergent in:to, the surface waters and ultimately into the 
druiking waters of the United States. The industriesconcemed , 
had spent about ten years investigating the toxicological and eco
logical effects of NTA; concluding that it was non-carcinogenic 
and ,that it degraded in water into harmless constituents. In fact .. , 
the industries had not <lone a single test to determine the mecha-' 

, ~sm of degradation of NTA in water,. nor of the possible interac
tIOn of such degradation products in water with other water pollu
tants. The industry had also failed to appreciate that degradation 
was incomplete over a wide range of operating conditions with the 
resulting likelihood that drinking water could be¢ome contaIlli-

. nated with the detergent. These and other considerations led to 
the "voluntary" withdrawal of NTA 'from the market with a loss 
of some $300 million to the industries concerned.; The detergent' 
was subsequently shown in studies sponsored by the Natio.nal 
Cancer Institute and the National Institute of Environmental 
Health Sciences to produce canc.er of the kidney and ureter in 
mice and rats. 

There are, similar examples. throughout the field of safety test .. 

t Following similar statements by the author in a recent article "Polluted· 
D ,I (h • ' ata' T e Sczences, July/AUgust, 1978, pp. 16-21), despite the written 
Congressional 'record, Roy M. Dagnal1~ Vice President and Director of 
Research Hazleton Laboratories, wrote to the editors of The Sciences pro
testing ~hat ','this is' not true and at no time,have any such charges been 
made (~:';anyone except Epstem in The article in question," The Sciences;( 
MayIJune, 1979. pp. 2-48. , ' * The major precipitating event. to the withdfawal of NTA from the 

. market was the report 'that the author ,prepared ·as a consultant to the 
Senate Committ~e on Public WorkS which: raised substantial questions 
on safety of the new detergent, besides challe!1ging the claim that· its use 
would prevent eutrophication in lakes, which was the main basis for ,its pro
p.large-scale use as an alternative to phosphate detergents." .: , 
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ing" whether of::drugs, pesticides, food additives, industrial chemi
c~lls-even motot cars. For instance, in 1972 F:ord, Motor. Com-
pany ma~nipulated emission ~ontrol c~rtificatio~ t~sts' ,~n ,therr new , 
fleet of cars. With approval of the NIxon admmlstratton and De- I 
partment of Justice, the indus~y'managed to w~d o~' a s~~se .. f ,j 
quent criminal prosecution and Jail sentence by paymg a $7 mIllIon L 
fine. IS '. ' .,' , ' 

Industry has manipulated economic as well as scientific data. It 
is now common practice for an industry "threatened" by an ini
pending regulation or standard designed to protect against occu
pational cancer" environmental pollution, or some other,. adverse 
effect to protest first that the measure is unnecessary and then that 
it is so expensive it will put them out of business. In this they are 
suppotted· by economic consultants whose analyses apPa:e~tly 
con finn the industry contention~ For example, the economIC Im
pact analyses of the anticipated c<?sts of meeting the proposed "no 
detectable lever' vinyl chloride standard in the workplace, under
taken by Foster D. Snell and Arthur D. Little in the summer of 
1974, estimated costs' of up to $90 billion and job losses of 2.2 
million supporting the industry claim that the standard would be 
too'ex~ensive and impractica1.14 These estimates have turned out 
to be grossly exaggerated, quite apart from neglecting savings to 
industry from recovery of VC tliat would other..vise be lost to the 

~::'S~d a~~h:~d ~;~~::j: ~~~tsw~r~;~!~?!~ms~~~::~d c~':: . . ~ 

. munities.'. ;," 
Spearheaded' by the Manufacturing Chemists Association and 

Dow Chemical Company, an essential strategy in the industry at
tempt to block toxic substances legislation,. which: had been Ian
guishingin Congress for six :year~ prior to its passage on Octo~er 
11, 1976, was the, claim that it would cost too much. In 197~, .tn-

:. ·,Oustry .asserted that these costs would be in the range of $2 bllhon 
a year: In . contrast" EPA and~e General Accounting Office esti
mates ranged from ~80 t~ $209 million. 

Constraints in lriterpret~tion' of Data 

Explaining' awayawkw~rd data' is p~rtof the now familiar 
scenario of constraints. Over the yea~s, the industry ~tion on 

II 
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carcinogenicity data has crystallized into a set of five defensive 
propositions. 

These have been aired on two major occasions: 11S at the 1973 
meetings of the Department of Labor Advisory Committee on Oc-

. .cupational Carcinogens, by industries including Dow, Du Pont, 
Rohm and Haas, and Esso Research, in addition to the Manufac
turing Chemists A~sociation and the Synthetic Organic Chemical 
'Manufacturers Association; and at the cancellation/suspension 
hearings on aldrin/dieldrin, by Shell Chemical Company, and on 
chlordane/heptachlor; by Velsicol Chemical Company. These five 
propositions are: 

1. ,ttTumorigens are less dangerous than carcinogens." This ~_ 
gument was used at the pesticide hearings to explain away ,thp 
alleg~dly "benign liver tumors" induced by DDT, aldrin/dieldrin, 
and chlordane/heptachlor which were hen~e claiined by industry 
to be "tumorigens," not carcinogens. Independent review es-' 
tablishcd that these "tumors" are in fact cancers, which in some 
cases metastasized to the lungs; it was aiso shown that they pro
duced cancers in a wide range of sites other than the liver and 
hence are c1~arIy car\~inQgens. There is no conceivable basis for 
drawing any 'scientific and regulatory distinctions between alleg
edly "benign tumors" and, cancers induced by administration of 
carcinogens. 

2. "Animal' carcinogens are less dangerous .than human car
cinogens." In other words, the results of animal t.ests. must be vali
dated by deliberate and, continued human exposure beforeinsti
tuting rigorous, controls. This argument was vigorously proposed 
for, occupational carcinogens such as dichlorobenzidine and ethy
leneimine, for which there are as yet no human data, and is still 
pressed, even though the activity of most recently recogniz,ed 

"' "human" carcinogens, such as "diethylstilbesq:ol and viny;l chloride, 
was first demonstr.ated in animal tests. 

3. ltMost ch(fmicals ,.are carcinogenic when tested at relatively 
high concentratiqns/I This i& not consistent with available infor
mation. Mice or other animals can be fed with m~lssive doses of 
most chemicals anct'fuey will not develop cancer. ~or instance; in 
an NCr contract sttldy by Litton Bipnetics 4:om 1963 to 1969, ap
proximately 140~,~ustrial compounds and pesticides, selected be-
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- cause of strong suspicions o~ carcinogenicity, were tested at max .. 
imally tolerated doses in two strains of mice. Less than 10.percent 
of these chemicals were found to be carcinogenic.~· 

Further, of a total of some 7,000 compounds listed in the NCr's 
"Survey of Compounds which Have Been Tested .for Carcinogenic , 
,Activity" only about 1,000 have been reported to be carcinogenic. 
By current standards only half of those tests are ·estimated to be 
valid, and a total of about 700compounqs are now accepted as 
carcinogenic. The compounds on the NCr list were ·selected on the 
basis of known similarity tctproven carcinogens. 

4. "Safe levels of exposure to carcinogens can be determined/' 
It is alleged that no or negligible' risks result from exposure to 
"low levels" of occupational or environmental carcinogens. These 
low levels are generally' determined on the basis of the sensitivity 
of available monitoring techniques, technical expediency, or other 
poorly articulated concepts. The American ~onference of Gov
ernmental Industrial Hygienists has in the past assigned accepta
.ble "threshold limit value" levels for carcinogens such as asbestos, 
BeME, and nickel carbonyl, but expert national and interp.ational 
scientific committees and regulatory agencies are agreed that there 
is no mechanism for setting, thresholds or safe levels for any 
chemical carcinogen. _ . 

- 5. "Human experience has' d~monstrated the safety of occupa
tional exposure'to 'animal carcinogens' or to !low' levels of huma~ , 
carcinogens/"'These claims are generally based on a lack; of POSl

tive evidence of excess cancer deaths, or on tht'? basis of un dis
cilosed or partially accessible records covering small workin.gpop- ( 
u1ations at risk, with undefined turnover rates and short penods of 
follow-up. Clearly, such data do not permit development of valid 
inferences, 'and fail to recognize inherent limitations of epidemio-
logical techniques. . . 

Dow and Du Porit were inSIstent at the 1973 Department of 
Labor Advisory Committe~ meetings' on occupational carcin~gens 
that their own experience had proved the safety of three WIdely 
used "animal carcinogens,'·', ethyleneimine;'" .1-naphthylamine, and 
methylene-2-bischloroaniline (MOCA). * After repeated chal-

'" In September, 1978, Du Pont aDl10unced its intent, based on economic 
and safety considerations, to phase out the' manufacture of MOCA by the 
end of the year. ' 
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lenge to produce the underlying epidemiological data; the indus~ 
tries finally admitted that, they had destroyed the workers' record's 
after ten years ·exposUreasa matter of company policy, thereby . 
m~g it almost impossible to, detect a human carcinogenic 
effect. 17, 

While these assertions cannot ~ithstand elementary scientific 
scrutiny, they have nonetheless ~een vigorously and effectively as
serted in ~arious public forums ~nd adjudicatory proceedings. 
They are myths, spawned by pressures on industry scientists and 
acade~c cotisultant~ to develop and 'interpret safety data on 
chemical carCinogenesis consistent with short-term marketing in ... 
terests, and are calcwated to minimize the significance of the 
effects of human exposure'to' occupational 'carcinogens. ' 

Apart from explaining away, carc~ogenesis) attempts have also 
been made to explain away 'other chronic toxic effects, including 
birth defects (teratogenicity). An example of this is a 1971 Dow 
publication on the teratogenicity in rats of the herbicide 2;4-D.18 
The summary and text of the pUblication state that it was 'tested in 

. pregnant rats and found to be non-teratogenic while tabular data . 
indicates theproductioq of a wide range of congenital defects of 
the skeleton. }jowever, since some of the affected progeny )'Tere 
shown to be capable of surviving in, early infancy, Dow decid~(d 
that the defects were of no particular consequence and could be . 
dismissed. To bolster this position,Dow redefined the standard 
term teratology as cOngenital defects that are fatal or preclude op
timal function. If generally applied, this definition would exclude 

I ~ thalidomide-type defects and most congenital heart defects. 

'.1 

j,,/ SIlPpression or De;;tr'uction of Data 

II I 
I J Occasionally data that ,can't be' designed out of existence or inter':: 

Ilil b:,J prete? away a::e suP, pressed., or ev~~ dest,r oyed. Known iI,~S, taIices 
~ , h of tbI .re legIOn. T~e carcm~g~clty of the organochlOrIne pes-

J
' I '~fi'It-"I)ticid kepon b~~!~~~,}ts __ .!O~~;"' .. ~~::~.~, on "l'fie'reprodtrctive:-and 
! r \ centr_al "..us...syst.~m~,_w~re. .. di~~coverecr·&y· ~studies""sponsored "bv 
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the manufacturer, AlIied_Che.mi~a1 •. C.o., .... iA;.sne, early 1960s(~) AI::. .. ," 
li~<f~~i?pf~§§~?rth!~1.@:9onation.,for.about a. .d~·cade,:',:uni[w.orkers 

,/af Life 'S,ci~l:1c~s in.Hopewell,·Virginia" an" Allied. spinoff. corpora
tion~ developed cripp.~~,~.P-.~'!l.rologic'a1. an¢! ,9th~r. 9iseases .fr()m.!?~::, .... 

" postire'"to" very~'hi'gh levels of kepone in grossly deficient working 

:~~:::~:~~ijifS::i~!i~~;~~~~·~:;~f;;:~ 
company" .sUPPi.~sS~C( i!!~s" m(ormaqon, ,resulting, in ,their. crimi.n"~l 
i~~§~.~tJ.?y.J~·.·.Qbtc~go .feqe(al.gtand jUJ.'YJn. p~~J:!l!?e~,. 1271.,~': J 

Reserve Mining Company testified in court in\the early 1970s 
that there were no alternate sites which could be used for the 
daily disposal of 67,000 tons of asbestos..;laden taconite tailings 
into Lake Superior. In 'fact, the company had previously devel-
oped detailed plans for land disposa!..§i!es. ' 

The carcinogenicity 0fi.1illi[sh.!2E!g@Jh J4~.!iy~! .~f~_at~~as dis~ 
covered in late 1972, but the Manufacturing Chemist'S\Association 
(and Maltoni) withheld this knowledge for, more than eighteen 
months, until the IiUD:ian: 'eVlde~ce"coui(rno ionger' be ignored.22 

I 
Ili'ihe"course of meetings' of 'the Department of Labor's .1973 

Advisory Committee on Occupational Carcinogens, Dow and Du 
Pont admitted routine d7struction. of wo~Js~rs' records1 including 
th9.~~.~~J?osed t~,~££,!p',~!!,onal carcmogen~.:v" . 
Q:~~.~!!l~l,l.!i~~~~~~~~~()rthbro~k, Illinois, ~ sub~idi~ry ?f 

NalcoCheDllcal Company, faced Wlth federal mvestIgatlOn m 
April, 1977, for fraud and submission of questionable test data, 
destroyed files 'dealing with toxicological and carcinogenicity test
mg of thousands of federally ~pproved products including drugs, 
pesticides, food additives, and industrial chemicals.24 The presi
dent of thp company, A. J. Frisque, has admitted that he ordered 
the shredding of laboratoIy documents immediately prior to the: 

; initiation of the' investigation; but claimed that this was due to a 
~ " "misunderstanding." 
. \ ".. ~DA and EP~ ~nvestigators have establisl!ed that Industrial 
f littejJ. Biotest submitt~d .falsified dat~._Qn PQtential. carcinogens to the l}' -go~e,rl1,~e~t. It .-'has al~o" been established that at least fo~r 
r umdentified major pestIcIde IIlanufacturers were aware of this 
<,Iff: J 7 
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frau~ w~en they submitted the test data in product registration 
appbcatlons.25 '. ' 

Industrial Biote~t has iuso been charged by Rep. Thomas Dow
~ey (DooN. Y.) ,:1t~, having mismanaged toxicological tests by' 
shoddy amate~lsh I~bor~tory practices on irradiated foodiu a 

, U. S. Army prOject d~tmg back to 1953, which has so far cost the 
taxpayer about $51 million.26 More recently, Industrial Biotest 
and Nalco have ,bee? sued by former industrial clients, including 
Syntex Phll!'maceutical ~nd WesIey .. Jesson, Inc., for alleged 
breach of contract alld Dlls:epresentatiol1 of test data. t On Sep .. 
tem~er 23, 19'78, the, SwedIsh EPA banned eight, pesticides in
cludmg. captan and metabromurcm, tbat had been registered on 
th~ . ~asls of tests cond~cte~ at Industrial Biotest. According to 
MIIJocentrum, the malor Swedish public interest movement· 

I headed by Bjorn Gillberg, the Swedish EPA had been aware for 
i many ye:rrs of p~oblems of miscondl."".. at certain American ! laboratones, but faIled to take action until finally forced to do so 
j by !he Ombudsman in response to a complaint of a coalition of 
I :nvl!onme?tal groups. The EPA and other concerned U.S. regula-
! ory agencIes have not yet revealed the identities of the pesticides 
I ;1 a~d other products registered on the basis of tests at Industrial ' 
I,', / Blotest Labo~atories, . nor has there yet been any indication as to 

Whether or When ~nr.h 1'pgist"ati' '11 b k . A' ";' ,,--'.&~.., A .. , ons WI, e revo .. ed or cancelled.* 
f~ ("1~~') As r:cently divulged in the asbestos "l).n n:t~gQn .P.a.Rers," the as./il ry bestos mdustry, und~f the . leadership of\J.Qgl!~:Manvill~'has for . 
I decades . succe~s~ully suppressed and manipulatedmfOfiitrtion on 

[

'1,1 ,the c~rcmogemclty and other hazards of asbestos. Involved in this 
conspIracy netw?rk were senior industry executives, theit medical 

.11 staff, attorneys, msurance companies, trade associations scientific 
consultants,. and commercial ·I~~oratories. Apart, fron-: detailing 

.

1,1 the m~ch~fll~ of data suppreSSIon, these documents are the most Ii revealIng InSIght of corporate mores yet.· : " 

[
I t Na1co has been attempting t' 1J th ."' 

Il
l! Northbrook and Wedges rreek °m~~ojs :in~d~stnal19B7io8test facilities in 

facility in Decatur has ~e" ,e ul}e" Tp,e third IBT 
renamed Toxigenics. '..' n. purchased by Wh1ttaker C~rporation, and 

I :o~~:r~~~n19~fth I~~A7t~g~eda a ~a1i~ation Assistance ~eam (VAT) in: 

II
I salvage possibly-useful data fro~ rnedmI~ . mdustrydssponsors 10 attempts to 

. j 0 runmg recOr of past studies. l\ 
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;7 

Extremely grave questions are being raised about the 
moral standards or ethi~al behavior of the business 
world today. 

0' • 

W. Michael Blumenthal~ ex-President Bendix Corp., Treasury , . 
Secretary, May 25, 1975. 

How to Improve Industry Data 

What Not to Do ,~ 
~I;-

311 

The reaction of industry to recently escalating '~vidence"on the 
constraints of their data base has been one of angry denial fol-

. lovred by. grudging acceptance of the possibility of an occasion.al 
unfortunate "sIip-:up." The present response, from 'Yhich we can 
probably expect only "more of the same," is to increase their own 
toxicological' and carcinog~nicity testing capabilities. One of the 
earliest manifestations of this approach was the 'creation in 197~ 
of the Chemical Industry Institute of Toxicology, supported by 
the leading chemical industries, 'J;he Institute has recen!ly moved 
to a new $10 million facility ,in Raleigh, North ~arolina. The 
institute is he'aded bY,Leon Goldberg, a long-time industrial con
sultant dedicated to such s,tandard myths as the "b~nign" nature 
of liver tumors .induced by carcinogenic pesticides. Golberg, as
serting that the institute is oriented toward the "p'ublic good/' is 
highly critical of EPA for their "crisis approacl).'~ to toxic chemi
cals and of the NCr because their carcinogenicity testing proce
dures are' "likely' to 'produce false positives."27 The institute's 
current research activities~ are being done by outside consulting 
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laboratories, prominenJ, among whom' has been Industrial Biotest 
Laboratories. ' . ';, '. , " . 
, 'Industry is respondingto the recent passage of toxtc\\substartces 
legislation with it massive expansion of its facilitie~j.28 .DuPont 
recently enlarged its toxic~logical capabilities in Newark, Dela .. 
wa~~, by about 70 percent. Dowincr~ased its Midlal~d, Michigan; 
facIlIty by 50 percent, and Monsanto, which until n\ow has con
tracted out its test,ing to indepenrlenthlboratoriesj is building a new 
facility in St. Louis." Shell recently announced the creation of a 
new toxicology laborat0l'Y,! in 'Ye~th()llow, Houst9n, to be headed 
by Donald Stevenson, the leading figure of the Shell toxicology 
team Who attempted to discount the liver cancers induc~d ·by mice . 
by aldrin/dieldrin at the 1974 EPA hearings. 

There.is no apparent basis for assuming that any of these new 
ventures will' be less constrained by their direct linkage to industry 
than any of their predec~ssors; or any less a threat to long-term 
industrial interests. ,.:" 

What to Do 
11 

Approaches now being considered and developed by FDA, EPA, 
NCI, and'other agencies include formalization of protocols or 
guidelines, formalized inspection, selectb/e aUditing and monitcJt· 
ing, licen~ing of testing laboratories, ahd unannounced sample 
testing, with increased penalties for manlpulation or suppression 
of data. * Congress has recognized this problem by allocating an 
extra $16.6 million to the FDA in 1977 to insure quality control 
of the data submitted to the agency in sUpport of the products it 
regulates. But co~tracts still seem to be '!~warded to ll;lboratories 
found guilty of such practices, and products registered on the . 
* A .recent move in the direction of providing i~idelines for epidemiologic 
studle:; has been made by the Guidelines Committee, Epiderniology Work 
Group,of the. Interagency Regulatory Liaison Group. The cowmittee issued 
a draft "Documentation, Guidelines for Epi~6miologic Studies: Cohort 
St?-~ies," on. M.ay 31~. 1~78. ~.pese: guid.e1ine~, 'whi~e flexible, rec?m!Uend 
mmlmunt cntena for satIsfactory epidemiolOgIC ,studIes tooe used 111 mves~ 
tigating 'environmental and occupational 'healJh hazards. These include 
availability of full supporting documentation (ind definition of follow-up 
procedures and methods of statistical analysis, j~iscussion' of potential bias, 
~ disclosure of sponsorship and source Of fUll~ing.c, 
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basis of their prior tests have not been banned or otherwise re ... 
'stricted. These approaches~ ho~ever helpful, do not address.' the 
inllerentconfiict of interest,wl1ich remains uncnanged. Another 
useful approach developed by Senator Gaylord Nelson (D-Wise. ) , 
with parHcular reference to drug testing.ig based on the concept of 
,"third party testing" by federal laboratories at cost to the industry 
concer1ie~d. 

Radical approaches are clearly required to free testing from' the 
crippling constraints of corporate influences. One possible ap
proach is based on the introduction of the following type of neu
tral "buffer" between those' who test and those whose product is 
being tested: " 

There is a growing consensus of .opinion on the need for legislation 
to ensure impartial and competent testing of all synthetic chemicals 
for which human exposure is anticipated. The present system of 
direct, closed-contract negotiations between manufacturing in
dustries and commercial and other testing: laboratories is open to , 
abuse, creates' obvious mutual constraints; and is thus contrary tei" 
consumer, and long-term industrial interests. One possible remedy 
would be the introduction of a disinterested advisory group or 
agency to act as an intermediary between manufacturers and com
mercial and other testing laboratories. Various legal and other safe
guards would' have to be properly 4.eveloped to avoid or ro,inimize 
potential abuses and conflicts ,of interest in the, operation of this 
intermediary group .. Manufacturers~ould noti~y the advisory ~(;)Up 
or agency when safety evaluation was required for a particular 
chemical. The advisory group would then solicit contract bids on 
tl1c open market. Bids would he ~warded on the basis of economics, 
quality of protocols, and technical competence. The progress of 
testing would be monitored by periodic project site visits, as routine 
with Federal contracts. At the conclusion of the studies, the advisory" 
group would co~ent on the quality of the data, make appropriate 
recommendations; and forward these to the !egulatory agency con
cerned for ,appropriate action.' ... Additionally, quality checks dur
ing testing would ens~re the high quality and reliability of data, and 
minimize the need to repeat studies, and thus also reduce pressure 
on involved fedetal agencies to accept unsatisfactory data and 
post hoc situations! T.his approach would not only minimize con
straints due to special client in~erests, but wouldalso-",,~,~rve to up-

------------------------------~------~'------~ 
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gr~de the quality of testing in commercial and other testing lahdra
tones.29 , . '\ 

Industry co~l~, be ,protected from the possibility of incompetent 
work by requIrIng a contractee to post ail indemnifying bond, 
should tests have to be repeated because they were bungled or for 
any other re~son. Some form of limited' liability provisions' could 
also be built into a b~ffer system. This could insure that industry 
c~mplying with these requirements would be protect~d from pos .. 
S~b!~ open-ended future testing needs, and also froni legal tespon
sIbIlIty for future adverse effects not ptedicted by properly con
ducted tests. ' 

, These proposals' seem more consistent with the avowed indus
tri~l practice than' is the present practice of secret award of unbid .. 
ded contracts to commercial testing laboratories. t It would also 
~ree top-level corporate management from the influence .of those 
In the l,?wercorporate structure who are over-responsive to shod .. 
term marketing interests at the expense of long-term stability and 
growth. . 

Fi~aIIy, there must be greater appreciation of the enormity and 
pu~hc he~th co~sequ.e~ces of the manipulation or suppression of 
tOXIcologIcal, epIdemIOlogical, and other data on health, safety, 
and exposure. Mechanisms should "be developed for bannin.g 
products registered on the basis of tests by commercial or other 
laboratories indicted of malpractice. Medical malpractice suits are 
n~w 7ommonplace; the' strong threat of laboratory malpractice 
~Ults 1S clearly needed to police the practice of industrial tox-' 
~colo~y and s~fety assessment. Homicide or assault by toxic chern .. 
lCaIs IS a senous variant of white-collar crime. The recognition 
and social stigmatization) including maximum criminal penaities, 
of those involved in these crimes i.s long over~ue. 

t, This problem has been clearly recognized in a November 1978 Congre,s
slonaI. report on "Ca~ce~ Causing Chemicals in Food" (s'ubcon~mitt{~e on 
Over~lght and InvestlgatIons of the House Committee on Interstate and 
ForeIgn Commerce) : ' 

EPA. ShOUld, develop a, s~ster.A for 'pesticide safety testing which 
removes ~estmg from ~e m~nufacturers'owli labs and places it in the 
hands of mdependent, unpartial laboratories. 
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Future Trends· 
" \Vith increasing recognition 'of the questionable validity of the 

scientific data base of industry, it is likely that their. future strat
egies will become more sophisticated (such as performing car
cinogenicity tests with low test doses on the grounds that this is 
"realistic," and challenging the, significance of carcinogenicity re
sults in mice and of allegedly "benign" tumors). However, th~re 
has been a recent, more fundamental shift in industry tactics. It ' 
has now become less useful to minimize (in various ways) 
scientific evidence of hazardous effects, than to' argue for the ac
ceptance of these effects-on the basis of economic and cost/benefit 
considerations (such considerations generally reflect exaggerated 
compliance costs, while failing to adequately, if at an, -recognize 
externalized costs of failure to regulate). Industry has found ,mas-' , 
sive support for this new strategy of economic. manipulation in the 
recent anti-inflation policies of the administration, whose Council 
on Wage and Price Stability depends largely on industry economic 
analyses as a basis for policy. Further support for the industry po
sition has also come from the October, 1978, Fifth Circuit Ap
peals Court decision, overturning the· new OSHA benzene stand
ard, largely on economic grounds. 

Industry is now better equipped to play the economics game 
rather than the science game, particularly as there is very little ex
pertise on industry economics outside of industrY. The ability of 

. federal ,agencies to estimate compliance costs of abatement tech
nologies is poorly developed. Academic economists, with tradi
tional myopic preoccupations with the GNP, and often with close. 
consulting ties to industry, have little comprehension of or interest 
in the concept bf externalized costs. A new breed' of ,economic ac
tivists oriented toward disease prevention and public health has 
yet to emerge, although there are isolated spokesmen for these 
considerations.:!: . 

* See the recent exchange· on cost·benefit analysis between Murray L. 
Weidenbaum (Center for the Studies of American Business, Washington 
University, St. Louis), expressing traditionalist industry positions, and 
Nicholas A. Ashford (Centero for Policy Alternatives, MIT), expressing 
broader societal concerns.SO • 
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Ilrt~pt' we shall crush In its birth the aristocracy of our 
r.onicd corporations which dare already to challenge 
t"iiif r.m'Ufln1Cnt to a trial of strength" and bid defiance 
,~" Iltt laws of our country'. 

th-itn;'l~ JelTerson, 1816~ 

Chapter Ten 
Nonmgovtemmentol 

. Policies 

. 
l.'n!it recently, industry and labor have been the only major non
pwcrnmcnt influences on Congress and regulatory agencies in all 
l:C1\~ or public health and safety, whether relating to the general 
,~\;ronmcnt,consumer products, or the workplace. In the last 
~:1dc 11 new element has emerged, the public interest movement, 
-hich, in· spite of trivial material resources compared to those of 
l:n<fu'itry,has begun to transform the, climate of decision making. 
A dilicusliion of the thre~industry, labor, and public interest 
tmups-and also of additional. influences with respect to environ-
mental nnd occupationru. carcinogenesis follows. ' 

I 

Industry 

t\mcricnn industry early gained a reputation for' innovation and' 
aexibility. These are among the qualities that established intern a-
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tional preeminence for the U.S. free enterprise system. Nowhere 
has this flexibility been better seen than in the major chemiCal 
industries, which have Ieax:ned to deal with shifting supplies of 
raw materials and shifting demands of the market. 

In spite of this, industry has failed to adequately comprehend 
the magnitude of health and safety problems entailed in the manu
facture and handling of· hazardous, particularly toxic or car .. 
cinogenic, chemicals. Industry has also failed to comprehend the· 
enormous costs to society of the cancer and other diseases result;. 
ing from the use of toxic and carcinogenic chemicals. Industry is 
not alone in this failure of comprehension, which must also be 
shared by government and the public. Such failure of compre
hension, coupled with historic imbalances reflecting industrial 
dominance of decision making with regard to its own products 
and processes, appears to be the major determinant of current in
dustry policies. In analyzing industry policies and problems of 
constraints in their data, these considerations appear preferable to 
alternate simplistic theories based exclusively on machiavellianism. 

Top management has also failed to be aware of the short
comings in its own modes of developing health and safety infor
mation. As a result, marketing decisions and all-but-irreversible 
economic commitments are often made on the basis of informa
tion that subsequently proves to be defective or based solely on 
short-term marketing considerations. The confi.icts inherent in t~ 
tend to limit the interests and incentives of industry to develop 
equally effective but less haza,rdous alternative products an~ 
processes-hence to stifl~1\1eeded innovation. . . 

Big industry faces two uistinct types of problems in developing 
control technology. First, there are the difficulties of effectively 
refitting old plants with add-on devices to allow them to handle 
toxic chemicals more safely. It is now generalIy recognized that in 
many instances this just may not be practical. This does not ex
clude the possibility ~ of materially .deqreasing risk by' improving 
work practices. Part of the problem here is the fact that some 
industries, particularly steel, have in the past failed to plow 
back profits into re~ovating 'old plants. * This problem of old 
plants with old technol~gy must be dealt~th' 'On an industry-by-

* The 1976 OSHA hearings on coke oven emissions made it clear that the . 
newer Japanese coke ovens are better designed thaD. their U,S. equivalents. ~ 
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industry basis. There are no simple solutions or general formulae. 
It is clear, however, that ~ld p'lants cannot be allowed to function 
as before at the continued expense of human health. While they 
are being phased out, at apace influenced by industrial economics 
and public health concerns, improved work practices and en
gineering controls must be instituted on an interim basis. 

The second (and relatively easier) set of problems faced by big 
business are those involved with the design of new plants. This is 
where industl'1j can be expected to exhibit bold innovation. Health 
and safety considerations must be designed into plants at the 
earliest possible stages. The substitution of safer products and 
pro~esses must be exploited to the fullest to avoid the use of car
Cinogenic chemicals. If it can be proven that there are no practical 
alternatives to the use of a carcinogen, then closed systems must 
be devised and . engineered with all possible precision and safe
guards, including constant monitoring with hig!llY sensitive instru
mentation. Costs of such controls' are a useful incentive to the in
novative development of safer alternatives. 

The problems of small industry are probably the most difficult 
and complex. Many of these operate marginally and cannot afford 
to install expensive engineering controls. t Many also employ 
poorly educated and transient, non-unionized labor. While some 
improvement in work prac:::tices to reduce risks is feasible, there 
are clearly practical limitations as to what can be done in the 
small plant. To add to these pressures, larg~ corporations have 
. historically sided with government in effo!ts to regulate and de
stroy competition from small business. It is clear that small busi- . 
ness must be gradually weaned away from handling hazardou~ 
chemicals. It is also clear that they should be erlcouraged in thi§'<, 
direction and in the direction of impl'oved work practices by spe
cial treatment, inCfluding tax subslglbs and interim variances. 

Industry, like labor, represent~fa heterogeneous array of inter
ests and objectives. Supli diversity; however, tends to be replaced 
by a common front of· intr~sigence in response to proposed regu
lation of toxic and. ~arci!1qgenfc chemicals. A complex of in-

"J ~" 

t it must be stressedth~i most epidemiological"investigations that. have so 
far demonstrated carcinogenic hazards in the workplace, have been under
taken in large chemical co~porations that have some degree of protective 
controls, as opposed to small industry. . 

-
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terrelated factors seems irivolved in this posture. These include 
, the near-automatic rejection of ~ederal controls (wi~hout a paral .. 

leI rejection of tax subsidies and other forms of corporate protec
tionism); .preoccupation with' shor~-term marketing interests 
( often in conflict with needs for hazard controls) rather t~an con .. 
sideration of long-term growth and stability; excessive reliance on 
narrowly based, self-interested recommendations of in-house mar" 
. keting and scientific staff and their consqltants on problems of 
health and safety; and a tendency to wait for health and safety 
problems to arise (which thf}Y then deal With defensively) ratl~'er 
than developing anticipatory strategies based on long-term consId-

"" 

erations. ,,) 

Strategies ' 

In support of the status quo, industry has evolved a complex set 
of strategies to use· individually Qr in concert to mee~ the needs of 
any particular circumstance. These are illustrated by th~ vario~s 
case sturue.s discussed in this book. The essence of all of them IS 

to minimize the reality of 'risks due to a particular product or 
process, to maximize the social benefits, and to exaggerate ~he 
costs and difficulty. of regulation. The elements of 1h:ese strategIes 
are sometimes presented frankly as industry positions, but they 
often come to us from industry spokesmen and acad~mic consul
tants"as "professional" viewpoints, with no hint ofw~6 employs 
the ,professionals. ,. . 

Minimizing the Risk This standard ploy is' exemplified ~b! ~he 
Quebec Asbestos Mining Association's position. The aSSOCIation 
has publicly asserted that ~sbestos disease is a reaction of. poor 
working conditions in the past which ~ave been so improved that 
there is now little or no risk. Similarly, the Manufacturing Chem
ists Association and the academic consultants of industry have 
testified that benzene:-indu'ced leukaemias and other tOyJc enects 
reflect higf\, exposures- in the past and, that now, based O? the rel~-, 
tiveJy-J:c\'Y exposur~s encounter!!d under' modern working condl-" 
tion~ there is no cause for concern; As, .a further example, Rohm 
and Haas, as recently as 1974, demed tliat exposure to BCME has 
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caused any worker deaths following exposure at their plant. Other 
illustrative positions include the claim, by such organizations as 
the Nutrition Foundation and the Council on Agricultural Science 
and TeChnology, that there is no risk in being exposed to "rei a ... 
tively low levels"~· of chemicals found to be carcinogenic in hu
mans, and that there, are no substantive risks of exposure to chem
icals found to be carcinogenic in animals arid for which there are 
as yet no human data.; 

,1, 

Diversionary Tactics'these are generally based on insistence on 
degrees of precision and legal'definition that cannot possibly:,be 
met 'in carcinogenesis tests or in epidemiological studies. Such a 

,demand is often coupled with rejection of experimental car
cinogenicity test data and alternative proposals for long-term pro .. 

. spedive human studies over the next few decades, pending which, 
" it is claimed, regulatory action should be suspended. 

, ' On January 11, 1978, the day HEW Secretary Joseph Califano 
announced a new "war on smoking," Senator 'Vendell Ford 
(D-Ken.), on behalf of his tobacco-producing state, told a news 
conference that Califano, should instead direct the earmarked 
antismoking funds "i.'1to well..;founded scientific research. The 
American people can \ make their ~ own decisions," implying that 
stilI more res'earch was needed and that government shoUld do 

, this research but should not set policy based on its results. 
A December 13, 1977, meeting of the Toxicology Forum, an 

industry-sponsored group of toxicologists and geneticists, decided 
that saccharin should be given top priority for new studies. These 
new studies; the group concluded, should be directed, to'identify 
"impurities" in commer,cial saccharin, which members apparently 

: f·Paralleling l the attempts of the,p~trochemica1 industry to'minimize the. 
hazards of its products an9 'processes are the skYrocketing insurance pre-

, mioms and the growing difficulty of' the industry in obtaining product liabil
ity insurance. SOme industry 4:ade associations are' now consideringes- ' 
tablishing their 'own insurantf¥JeoPlpanies in the Bahamas. Another 
proposed solutionl1 especiaUy ~avored by the asbestos' industry,is the estab
lishment of a no-fault- insurance, possibly based on federal subsidies and 
akin to the limited liability secuted for the nuclear power industry by the 
Price-Anders()n Act. Such a moveO would perpetuate for the consumer the 
double indemnity of :contracting cancer from industrial chemical car
cinogens and paying for its costs. 

;, 
" 
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had convinced themselves were responsible for the carcinogenic 
. and mutagenic activity of saccha,On. 

Propagandizing thePubUc The media blitz orch.estrat~d by the 
Calorie Control Council following the FDA's proposal to ban 
saccharin was unprecedented inl regulatory history. The payclff ob~ 
viously was worthwhile, for the. unexpected and tumultuous public 
response led to a moratorium on its regulation. The council's use 
of such high-priced public relations firms as Hill and Knowlton· 
reflects the determination of an industry faced with potential con~ 
trol. The council's propaganda is an outgrowth of an evolving 
media campaign, in ,which the chemical and oil industries ate 
striving to improve their public images with "all the techniques of 
modem mass advertising. . 

"Assuming a leadership role" on behalf of the chemical indus
try,. Monsanto Chemical Company has recently launched a major 
public advertising campaign directed to the importance and safety 
of synthetic chemicals. Synthetic. chemicals, it is claimed, are no 
different from all other naturally occurring chemicals to which 
mankind has been exposed for millions of years, and are essen
tially harmless in the absence of massive exposure or careless 
misuse. More spedllicaIly, the campaign consists of attacks against 
standard uses of maximally tolerated doses, against the Delaney 
Amendment, and against other r-egUlatory controls of carcinogenic 
chemicals, all of which' are categorized as irrational and emo
tional. A Monsanto pamphlet called "The Ch\~mical Facts of 
Life" explains 'that the purpose of the campaign is "to explore the 
benefits and risks of chemicals-to·.find a clear path through the 
labyrinth of information and mis,information about chemicals 
which may help or ha.i1n health and the environment."l 

Monsanto is' spending abqut $5 million this year and is plan
ning to spend similar amounts annually over the next five years on 
spots on national tele~sion, newspaper ads, and pamphlets. Some 
500,000 pamphlets have been distributed so far,' eyen to high 
school children. The campaign has 'been well planned and seems 
to limit possibilities of asking for equal time unde~ the Faitlljss 
Docw1he. ~o:l~wing. protest br :he ~nvironmental Def~Fund; 
Monsanto InItIally agreed to limIt somewhat the scope oDtscam
paign. One sixty-second national. television spot features a speaker 
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had convlnced themselves were responsible for the carcinogenic 
and mutagenic activity of saccharin. 

Propagandizing the Public The' media blitz orch,estrated by the 
Calorie Control Council following the FDA's proposal to ban 
saccharin was unprececiented in regulatory history. Thl~ payoff ob
viously was worthwhile, for the unexpected and tumultuous public 
response led to a moratorium on its regulation. The council's use 
of such high-priced public relations firms as Hill and Knowlton
reflects the determination of an industry faced with potential con
trol. The council's propaganda is an outgrowth of an evolving 
media campaign, in ,which the chemical and oil industries are 
striving to improve their public images with all the techniques of 
modem mass advertising. 

"Assuming a leadership role" on behalf of the chemical indus
try,_ Monsanto Chemical Company has recently launched a major 
public advertising campaign directed to the importance and s,*ty 
of synthetic chemicals. Synthetic chemicals, it is claimed, are no 
different from all other naturally occurring chemical& to Which 
mankind has been exposed for millions of years, and are essen
tially harmless in the absence of massive exposure or careless 
misuse. More specifically, the campaign consists of attacks against 
standard uses of maximally tolerated doses, against the pelaney 
Amendment, and against other Fegulatory controls of carcinogenic 
chemicals, all of which -are categorized as irrational and . emo
tiona1. A Monsanto pamphlet called "The Chemical Fects. of 
Life" explains 'that the purpose of the campaign is "to explore the 
benefits and risks of chemicals-to' find a clear path through the 
labyrinth 'of information and mis,information about chemicals 
which may help or harm. health and the environment. "1 

Monsanto is -spending abqut $5 million this year and is plan
ning to spend similar amounts annually over the next five years on 
spots on national tele'ision, newspaper ads, and pamphlets. Some 
500,000 pamphlets have been distributed sojar, even to high 
school children. Thccampaign has 'been well planned and seems 
to limit possibilities of asking for equal time under the Fairness 
Doctrine. Following-protest by the Environmental Defense Fund; 
Monsanto initially agreed to limit somewhat the scope of its cam .. 
paign. One -sixty-second national television spot features a speaket 
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identified ?s an agricultural chemist drinking from a glass of water 
and asserting the dependence of the modern farmer on chemicals 
such as di .. hydrogen oxide-water. He then goes on to dis~uss the 
herbicide Vegadex, * explaining that while one would never drink 
this, it benefits 'crop growth in several ways. The screen flashes 
images of weeds being killed and healthy crops growing. Ifhe 
speaker allows that "no chemical is totally safe all the time" but 
maintains that chemicals such as Vegadex are necessary i~ cir
cumstances of worldwide food shortages, and concludes that with
out chemicals life would not be possible. 

The Monsan'to campaign is 'not a ~ublic service. The company 
would do better to stress concerns that the chemicals they plan to 
produce should be well tested to avoid future problems such as 
those p'osed by the toxicity and carcinogenicity of its products, 
such as Vegadex and nitrilotriacetiQ acid. Monsanto should also 
consider the judgment of its executives and consultants, on the 
basis of whose advice this mass campaign was presumably author
ized. 

Blaming the Victim Simply stated, the argument is, "Modern in
dustrial working conditions are so safe that if a worker gets hurt 
or sick it must be his or her fault and not the fault of the indus
try." The CUlprit is either the worker's badhabitsJ such as smok
ing, or the worker's genetic susceptibility to effects which any 
:t1Qf~al person would shrug off. Applications cJf this perspective 
have~i~ken many forms. Perhaps its latest variant is the stance of 

// 

* Vcgad.ex, or sulfal1at~ is a chlorinated dlthiocar~~rnate derivative used as 
a. s~lect1ve p~e~emergence herbicid~ on vegetab}~'crops. It is structurally 
s~mIlar .to a'numbep,.o£ other pesticides whiifhwere shown to be car~ 
cIDogemc. I?or~ than rune years ago. In JanuUfY, 1978, Vegadex was shown 
to be poSItIve m ~e Ames test,2 and ~'_ the f91~r.iwing ~a~ch ~he NCr bioas
say program pub~lshed. a report sbo\:ywg tf,t.Ut( the herbICIde IS carcinogenic 
to rats and mlc~, ID~ucmg breast cailcers }h ~emales of both species, tumors 
9f the stomacJ,1 m male rats and of the IJJogj.n male mice.a ,:0 

Rec:ent pr?duction. data' for' Ve8,a~er..i a;-6 unknown, as thisi::: ",~onsidered 
propnetary mformation. HOjvev~t, a 1971 report estimates U.S. production 
as about 500,000 kg annu~llY"1s- ~e NCr r7Port points out, "The potential 
for exp?sure to sulfallale IS ~f!;atest for agrIcultural workers, but may also 
be ~nslderable for w.orkersl~l~sulfallate production facilities. Residents of 
agnc~ltural co~munities. ID;~Y. ?e ~xpose~ to airl?orn~ residues follQwing 
spraymg operations. The herbiCIde JS readily taken up 'hy plant roots • • • 
and the general population; may be exposed via ingestion of re&idues ili food 
crops." (,; _ = 

--
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10hns-Manville's . Paul Kotin, in shifting atteJ:ltion from what 
chemicals cause cancer to what people get cancer. Kotin has 
helped re~urrect the ,notion of the "~ypersusceptible worker,;' one 
who, by hIS own constitutional or genetic makeup;· is at higher risk 
for occupational disease than fellow wor)cers. Starting, from the . 
plaus~ble p~emise that all biological organisins, including 'humans, 
vary In theIr response to external stimuli such as toxic substances 
or carcinogens, he then advances the following proposition: '. 

The 'workplace~no m~tter how elegantly controlled, U cannot a~s~re 
u~iformity of protection to all workers be.cause of su~ceptibi1ity vari
ation. • ",' A saf~, acceptable wQrkplace for hypersusceptible 
workers IS as much a cultural concept as it is a scientific one. • • • It 
is still the respoJ;lsibility of management to deny the . worker the 
"right" to place himself at i~creased risk.4 . 

" Kotin jumps from the variability premise to the assertion of 
management's "right" to assign sturdier iridividuals to riskier jobs, 
overlooking the difficulty, if not impossibility, of making such 
judgments on ~cientifically sustained grounds, especially regarding 
carcinogenesis. However, the "viewpoint has superficial appeal, as 
it rationalize~ management's right to make arbitrary work assign
ments,and -leaves open the possibility that management will 
somehow attempt to predict or ·decide, in advance which workers 
are cancer-prone. , 

Another blame-the-victim ploy tries to shift the responsibility 
for wo.rkplac: disability from .uncontrolled exposure to lifestyle . 
. ~us, mdustnes (other than the tobacco industry, of course) are 
qUIck to blame lung cancer on smor-Jug and in so doing try to ab
solve dusts and c~emica1s in the workplace from any ~ole in the 
disease. "." . '. . ' 

There is no question that smoking markedly increases the sus .. 
ceptibility of asbestos workers't~ lung cancer, but the risk of the 
non-smoking asbestos worker is also significantly greater than that 
,of the person who does not work with' asbestos. Also, smoking bas 
no relation to other malignant diseases caused by asbestos such a 
pleural or peritoneal mesotheliomas.' . 

Similarly, alcoholism' prpgrams in ind~stry focus almost solely 
on family and marital problems as ·a caus~ of drinking, ratb.er 
than looking into frustrations on the job as a possible factor. Re-
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cent studies on heart disease are focusing on so-called Type-A be
havior . (characterized bya hard-driving, aggressive. competitive 

. personality), which is considered to predispose to coronary dis .. 
ease. An einployer I11ay thus be provided, with a rationale' for 
blamil1g the disease solely on the efuplbyee;~' without considering' 
that the -behavior itself may also' be ihfluenced by stress.es inherent 
in the work. 

An equally insidious blame-the-victim scheme" characteristic. of 
the cosmetic approach of some' indus~ry to occupational hazards;, 
involves exaggeration of the known problems of small numbers of 
people ynth geneticol enzyme deficienoies. It would be useful, to 
industry to have it proven that those workers who contract occu" 
pational illness were genetically defective and thus hypersuscepti
ble.t A deficiency ip the respiratory ~nzyme alpha-l-antitrypsin, 
for example, is claimed to be associated with chronic obstructive' 
l,ung' disease: " . 

if susceptibie subjects can b~ identified during pte-employment 
screening and are effectively excluded from hazardous occupations, 
some cases of chronic bronchitis maybe prevented.1S 

'-

However, a 1915 University of Arizona study demonstrated no 
association between deficiency of the enzyme and symptoms of 
chronic obstructive pulmonary disease or reduced lung functi9n,. 
and furthermore, found the frequency of this deficieJ:lcy W the 
population to be trivial. 6 

Controllin'g Infonnation The overwhelming majority of deci
sions made by regulatory agencies is based on' information pro
vided by the industries themselves being regulated. In retrospect, 
it seems strange that this practice. has persisted so long, . and tha.t'" 
in fact it still persists. ,In every case study documented in this 
book, the relevant data base is inadequate or constrained by in
competence, biased inte~pret~tion~ or even manipulation and sup
pression. There is no ,basi~ for believing that suc~ examples are 
unc~mmon. 

o 

t Another example is the genetically' 4etermined condition of hyperinducible 
aryl hy4rocarbon hydroxylase, ru"fecting 10-40 percent (if the general popu-
lation, which appears tQ increase susceptibilJty to lung-cancer. . 

-
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Influencing Policy The methods by which industry influences the 
legislative and regulatory processes, both in the passflge and en
forcement of standards, are legion. Even after scientific evid~pce 
can be developed which shows that a'chemical is carcinogenic, the 
ensuing'regulatory process and development of exposure stand .. 
ards are strongly. influenced by industrial lobbyists and tradeasso
ciations. Throughout the laSct stages' 9f the writing of toxic sub
stances legislation, lobbyists from the -Manufacturing Chemists 
Association were in daily conference with' congressmen and their 
staffs,7 Out of that experience emerged a semi .. autonomous lobby • 

. ing group which promises to challenge the environmental legisla
tive and regula:tory process for many years to come.' 

Exhausting the Agencies Once an agency has determined to reg
wate, or has-;~een obliged to regulate by concerns of labor or pub
lic interest groups, a common tactic of industry is to resort to pro
tracted legal action. This is done' in the full knowledge that legal 
proceedings. on one particular chemical product or on one stand
ard alone may extend over years, during which no regulatory con
trol can usually ·be imposed. The legal costs incurfed . by' the 
industry during such proceedings are :usually small compared to 
the continued sales profits. One or two cases such as aldrin/ 
dieldrin can exhaust the legal resources of an agency, which are 
small compared to the virtually limitless legal and other resources 
that industry can muster. 

Insistence on the case-by-case approach has been a favored in
dustry tactic. Basic questions on carcinogenesis have to be argued 
over again and again .for every separate .proceeding (such as for 
the chlordane/heptachlor. case, which revived all the same set of 
problems settled before in .the aldrin/dieldrin hearings). This 
seems the basis for industry's vigorous opposition to the "cancer 
principles" and to the generic' app:roach to regulation of car-
cinogens proposed. by OSHA. ,'~ '.' . ' . 

In late 1977, the Manufacturin,g;i:Themis~s Association spun off 
the American Industrial Health Council to. "assist" OSHA and 
other' agencies in developing poIicleson carcinogens,S Convinced 
that "OSaA may be. developing the 'national standard for the 
h~el}tification and tegulation of carCinogens" in the environment as 
well as the workplace, the council pJ;oviq~es technical and eco-
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nomlc analysis on behalf of its member industrle~. Its counter
proposal to OSHA's "generic" carcinogens standard would set up 
two major categories of cai"cinogens·: "human carcinogens" (Cat;. 
.cgo'ry I) and "animal carCinogcns't (Categbry II): Within each 
category,· it would differentiate high, intermediate, and low-po
toney agents. More tellingly, it would. require OSHA to establish 
apparent no-effect levels for carcinogens, to assess both risks and 
benefits before setting -workplace exposure levels, and 'to empha
size the use of controls based on personal protective equipment. 

. This is in contrast to OSHA's and labor's policy favoring stricter· 
. work practices. The council's proposals would lay the foundation 
for ,unending legal.challenges to future attempts to regulate any 
occupational carcinogen. '.. . 

The position of the American Industrial Health Council rests. 
on claims that there is no evidence of any recent increase in can
cer lncidence, that most cancer is due to smoking and diet, that' 
the incidence of occupational. cancer is low~ only in the region of 
5 percent,:/: that the role of industrial chemical carcinogens in oc-

; The scientific quality of the: testimony of industry and its consultants is 
not impressive. Union Carbide's Browning, in response to a question as to 
whether his company had a regular ventilation inspection .and maintenance 
progr·am, whether they j).lst awaited complaints of workers, or what else 
tl)ey .waited for, jocularly"bswered: "Well, we pick up the bodies." James J. 
landI, Professor of Medicine at Harvard (who testified jn earlier OSHA 
hearings to the effect that only hypersusceptible workers develop leukaemia 
foHowing benzene exposure), When asked to comr.n,cnt on the value of car
cinogenicity tests in rodents took' a somewhat moderate view from Brown
ing and responded: 

••• this is a very faulty sy~tem. First of all, these are bad seed ani
mals. They are inbred in the most obscene way, mother and son, father .' 
and daughter, brother and sister, and this is done by people who enjoy 
that, for many, many genel'ations~ .. ~ there' has to be some equity 
achieved by the amount of dose 'given to these poor little critters to 
compensate Jfor their short life span .••. 

Richard Wilson, Professor of Physics at Harvard, expressed his view that 
"compensation or hazard pay" is a preferable alternative to government 
regulation of occupational c~cinogens. Harty B. Demopoulos of New York 
University Medical School recommend~d that OSHA could more effectively. 
prevent cancer by contro1ling smoking, besides alcohol, in the workplace 
(Demopoulos is author of an unpublished dqcument "A Rational View of 
Cancer in New Jersey," widely circulated by the New Jersey Chamber of 
Commerce, which contains ,unsupported· statements sueh as "only a small 
number of cancers are industrially related," 'and "asbestos is. a weak· 
carci~ogen • .• handled with precautiops that lead to low exposures of' 
workers such that cancers.' will not develop"). 
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cupational'ca~cer is small, a~d that "the cost~ o~re~Iation ns Ph>'~ , 
posed by O~HA are excesSIve. These cost estln1ates were dc\'d. 
o?ed by Foster D. Snell Inc., Division of Booz, Allen & Hamill~ 
(m a report relea~ed on February 27, 1978), whose earlier cOi~ 
analyses on meetmg the "no, detectable level" vinyl . chloddt 
sta~dard were shown. to be gr~ssly exaggerated. The stud]' 
clanned that the CO$t of controlling suspect carc,inogcns co'uJd 
range between $9. b~1lion and $88 billion in capital investment. 
and between $6 bIllIon ,and $36 billion in annual operating u. 
penses. However, HEW Secretary Califano, ~n his September "I t. 
1978; address toa national AFl:--CIO conference onoccupntional 
health, commented: '~: ' 

It . is i~ my judgment myopic t6 argue that programs to c:pro!(\'1 

workers are inflationary .... if we do not count in our calculnrJOf'II 
~h~t those programspuy: safety, health, and often greater prOOtIC> 
tIVlty. ~,~ . 

Apart ~om ~e inherent distortions in these blaiQJs, they ignQre 
the growmg eVld~nce of the occ.urrence of cancer in the gcner;.t 
community due to discharge or release of carcinogens 'from lh: 
,:o!kplace ~o th~ external environment. They also ignore' the nl~ 

~ bhood of mducmg can.cer in the clJildren of. ,exposed prcgnl\nr 
.workers, bes~desin the workers themselves. Finally,apartJrom f~. ~ 
~erent questlo?~ on the validity of economic impact .analyscs b)' 
mdustry, they Ignore the much greater. costs-to society offailurc II) 

" regul~te'" industrial chemicals ,in the . workplace, let "alone in thtt 
gener'aI environment. '. " " " .' ' 

. The\)debate as' to the dverall imp~rtance of occupational c't .. 
Cl?ogens as a cause of cancer was, to all intents, effectively scttled 
With the release9f the September 15, 1978, HEW report, ·'Esti· 
mates of the Frac~on of Cancer ill the United States Related to 
Occupational Factors.'" In :"an anonymous October document. 
AIliC attempted a rebuttal on "undocumented grounds inc1udin~ 
that, the HE,W expo~ure estimates were based on past expoSUte:t. 
that were much higher tban allowed in current "more responsihle'" 
industrial prac,tices. Fred Hoerger <?,f Dow Chemical COmpany . 
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:ttHf. nn AllIe spokesman told a news conference on October 26 
l}-~t tlTho whdie [HEW] paper is exaggerated speculation [with)' 
dH~I;COU~; assumptions in elementary statistics and elementary 
trhlttniOlogy." In a subsequent intcrview'"David Ran;o.n~.of the 
{(ninr :luthor's of the report, commented, In general, thlS1S what , 
1~IU'dcxpcct from industry, we're comfortable with our study'" 
'~Wl\~hington Post, October ~6, 1978). The Americ~ Petr~leum
fl'j\llItltc (API), however (in a supplemental post-hearmg brIef of 
l~c!\lbcr 19, 1978), adopted a more progressive stance: ~ 

API has always viewed the "'cancer epidemic" questi~n as irrelc~ 
'-,'inl, since API supports the general goals of OSHA in improving 

~ iu ability to regulate carcinogens. Whether occupational sources 
Me' partly responsible for 1 percent or 40 percent of all human 
{Meer ·makes no difference in the context of. developing regulatory 
rroccdurcs toco~trol occupational carcinogens. " 

, ' 

111c'inability of the industry during and after the hearing proc- , 
b.' to substantively challenge the scientific basis .of the OSHA. 

. pn1posals,. has become generallX' apparent. * This inaqilit"j" led to 
'he deCision by industry'to shift4ne focus of debate ftom science, 
11'\ OSHA to economics in Congress, where the issues are clouded 
tt\' other consideratiolls including the national mood of deregula
t~n. This reflects, a more broadly-based strategy that industry has 
f~cnlly evolved in opposition to environmentalregtilation. ~ 

llte industry position on the allegedlyl}eavy cost~ of regulation . 
in general and occupational carcinogens in particular has gained 
the 5ympalhy ofK'::e present administration:. A Regulatory ~naly..; 
lit Review Group,with representation from the Council o~ Eco
IttIrtlic AdVisors and the Council on Wage and Price Stability, is' 
MW rcq'uiring agencies to justify all prop,osed r~gulati-pn that is 
~fceived to be"inflationary, even if this is unp~oven~TheGro~p 
~hlire~ by Council of Economic 'Advisors Charles L. Schultze,. In 

s.cptcmbcr, 1978, selected the "ge~eric" carcinogen policy as one 
{If the handful ,of "very ,expensive regulations" it would study. On 

• l:h'c ll\'crnll conclusions of ihe HEW report were support~d 'by two AIHC , 
'~\"lIfI.\lllulOtS. Revel A. Stallones and Thomas Downs (of the University of ' 
T t l;j, SchQol of Public ·Health). AIHC ,failed to, include the Stallones-
[)..)WII1 review in its post-hearing submissions to OSHA. ". , ' 
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October 24, the Group issued . a report criticizing OSHA for pro .. 
posing too inflexibiea regulatory scheme, and one that did not . 
pay adequate attention to the costs of regulation. As yet, OSHA 
and other regulatory agencies have fajled to develop and present a 
sufficiently strong case for the .opposing position: that the90sts of 
regulation are trivial in relation to the costs of failure to regulate, 
which a~e highly. inflationary t~ough still largely unrecognized. 

The Flight of the Multinationals ~n the past) when faced by the 
prospect of local regulatory conttols, industry has 1Il~ved, or has 
threatened to move to Southern states,· which have traditionally 
been more receptive to industrial interests and less concerned with 
occupational health and enviropmental considerations. With the 
passage or the 1970 OC,pupational He~lth.ap.d'Safety Act..!he op
portunity .forsuchevasi,ons v in the Un~~e(! States became. more 
limited. t U.S. industry with multinational cnnnections''then shifted 
tactics to exporting their hazardous industries abroad. "Runaway" 
shops were created in lesser developed countries such as Brazil or 
Taiwan, where there are virtually no regulatory controls and 
where cheap and unorganized hibor, is amply available. More sur
prising, however, is ,the increasing flight of segments of the chemi
cal industry to runaway shops in eastern Europe, where .regulatory 
controls and opportunities for public protest are minimal com-
pared to the United States. '.' ,. ' .. 

The ,growing flight from regulation poses major thr~ats to for
eign workers, .and'to the environmental. quality outside the United 
States, besides reflecting on the .. cOrporate ethics of the industries 
involved. It also poses twp sets,·of threats to the U.S. economy: 
loss of jobs and unfair ad:va~~age in competition With tho~e se¥
ments .of industry complying with pollutioncontrol'regulattons lD 

the United States. In some.'industries, the flight from regulation is 
already established.9 In others, it appears imminent. The greatest 

. flight is seen i.t;t the. asbes~os textile industries, whic? are .being in
, creasingly located in Mexican border towns and iIi. Tmwan and 
. South Korea. There are also indicati~ns that other asbestos manu-

t However, the chemical ,industry in' New Jersey,is~reate~ing to !Dove 
elsewhere if the state ,perseveres in attempts at regulatton, WIth pm:t1cul~r 
reference to limiting the discharge of carcinogenic chemicals into the enVI
ronment of ·the surrounding colIlIl1unity. 
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(ncturcrs~ particularly of friction. prod(tcts such as br(lke linings· 
nne! disc pads, will follow this course. Other flights involve ar
~cllic .. producing copper smelters and the plastics, ~enzidine dye, 
nnd pesticide industries.:!: . ' . 

VIgorous legislative initiatives, such as federal chartering of 
giant multinationalcorporatiops, are urgently needed.10 Federal 

. chartDring would impose specific restrictions on giant industries 
where four or fewer firms account for over 50 percent 8£ sales in 
some 'h1ajormarkets, and would testructure them intemallyto 
prevent such corporate abuses as bribery, illegal domestic and for
eign political 'contributions, price-fixing, monopolistic practices, 
regulatory violations (including manipulation or suppression of 
data), and the export of hazardous products and processes. The 

, bro~d objectives of the proposed federal corporate chartering 
, would be to achieve corporateacco:u~tability to the U.S. govern

ment and, people ' 

to assure more corporate deniocr~(;y by giving greater voice' or au .. 
· thority, for example to shareholders over the decision of managers; 
to require 'greater disclosure of the social and financial performance 

· of companies; todeconcentrateindustries and restore competition; 
to assure employees their civil rights and liberties by a bill of rights 

· for employees.ll : 
. '. ~~~ 

The recent proposal of, the' Council ort Enviromnental Qua1i~l'''l 
to require industry· to fi1eenvironmental impact statements before ' 

. exporting hazardous products and processes is. also an overdue 
approach to this problem. Patterns of flight need to be carefully 
nlonitored by federal groups and other' concerned interests, in
cluding organized labor and responsible industry. * Assistance 
should also be requested from international organizations suchcJS 
the World Health Organization and international labor groups. 

An issue related to the flight of the multinational corporations 
is the Common· practice of export of products whose use is not 
permitted in the United State's, such as the pestici.de leptophos, or .. 
i Following legal action' by . a coalition pi ~nvironmental groups, the 
~gency for International Development announced in '1976 that it would no 
longer sponsor the. export of pesticides banned in the U.S. 
• The information available on hazard export is extremely scanty~ though 
the trend is alJ;~ady well established. . 
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p~oducts whose use has 'been banned in' the ?nited States, ~uch as 
the pesticide dieldrin and children's sleepmg garments trea,ted 
with the flame retardant Tris. Iti January, 1978, Sen~tor Gaylord 
Nelson (D-Wisc.) called for a ban on export of pesticides' whose,. 
use is prohibited in the United States,after samples of,impotted 
agricultural products show residues of these pesticides. Th.'~ whole' 
area needs comprehensive legislation to prevent ~xposure of for
eign workers and consumers to product~ manufa~ed, by t?C 
'U .S. industry but considered too h.aza~dous fo~ use b~re. T 'A: :~l~" , 
ically related issue which demands Vlgorous mternation~l lUltla
tives is the growing promotional campaign of the ,tobacco Industry 
in the Third World. ' ' 

Technological InrtoY(jtion'and Regulation 
. ' ' 'r iT"c 
'some segments of industry have repeatedly expressed concerns 
that the mounting tide of federal regulatiot.l. over the last two dec
ades is impeding or stifling technological innovation. The Manu
facturing Chemists Associ~l.ion., an~ rDow Chemical. Compa~y 
have clahned that requiring cheroi9~s' to· be tested pIlor to. ~elr 
introduction into' commerce, in accordance with current reqUIre
ments of toxic substances legislation, is acting as an obstacle t~ 
industrial innovation. (These claims have particularly involved 
the manufacture .of pesticides and contraceptive' drugs.) Such 
claims. ignore costs to society of the failure to regulate, and they d.o " 
not bear critical scrutiny even, on narrowly defined' eco~om.tc 
grounds. 'Costs of carcinogenicity and other chronic to~city ,t~st
ing and costs' of toxic substances legislation are smal1lD rel~tton 
to the profits of the chemical inc!-ustry ~ , , 

,Ever sensitive to changing national moods, industry dep?ands 
for deregulation'I:tave recently become more clamorous and ~1Pked 
to concerns on Proposition 13, inflation,alleged free~spendmg ~Y 
runaway regulation agencies, and growing big government m
trusion into free ent~rprise; Industry has taken out full-page ad
vertisements in le~di.ng nationaf newspapers complaining tha'f"the 

t Banned products, being exported incl~de Tris, DDT"cyclamates, and Red 

~2. 
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spiraling costs of 'x:egulation/' Doth compliance and adminis .. 
trat!~e, a~e inflationary and arestifiing innovation.:\: The' industry 
POS) hon IS buttressed by articles and letters in leading· journals 
ttnd newspapers from prominent academic spok~smen', and by' re
sli"ictions OIl health and, environmental r~gJJf~tions newly· imposed 
by the Regulatory Analysis Review Group of COWPS.12 Apart 
from the self~serving nature of industry demands for deregulatioIi, 

, these reflect the myopia of traditional economists preoccupied 
with ittunediate costs of compliance, rather than with the usual 
heavier and externalized costs' of' failUre ,to regulate,such' as 
the recognized $30 pillionamiual costs of cancer (apart from its· 
much grea~er unrecognized costs), the multibillion dollars costs of 
impending law suits .on asbestos, and the costs of environmental 
degradation.1s ' 

In an address tofue, Third National Conference on ,Health 
Policies on May 22, 1978, 'Congressman Rogers (D-Fla.) com
mented on the dichotomous attitude of industry to costs: 

Yet the contrast is startling. between the run:away spending for 
, health care and the resistance of most of American business to 

spen?ing for envir~nmental health protection. Ata dizzying pace, 
hOSpl!als rac~ to bUl~d new beds and new wings, acquire CAT (com
ptlte:lzed axla~ to:nography) scanners, 'open-beart surgery units, and 
cardIac catherlZation. units-all to treat disease once it occurs. 
. On th~ other hand, last year's total'environmental control expend-' 
Itures for all American industry totalled less than $40 billion, that is, 

" less t~an 2.0 percent of the Nation's total health care spending. And 
AmerIcan xndustry fought every inch of the way ,against every envi
ronmental health requirement. Every dollar invested to reduce 
deadly coke-oven eqlissions, to control arsenic and lead from copper 
smelters, to block unnecessary radiation exposures, to capture chem- ' 

:, Organiza1tional inertia and vested intereSts in existing technology .are likely 
'? be rat~-lL-niting factors in the development of new technologies. Addi
(IOna,lIy, It ,m~st be recognized that the immediate costs of compliance may 
be, dlspropo~lonatelY gre~t for small business which cannot usually capture 
t~e economIes of scale ,available to big business adopting controlJechnolo
!tICS, ~d may thus exert monopolistic influences. ltjs, however '~learAhat 
ndvancmg 'information o~ hazards o( occupational carcinogens h~s not been 
pnralI~Ied by ad.vances in'process and compliance technology. (For a critical 
analYSIS of the unpact of regulation on technological innovation, see N. A .. 
Ashfor~, et al, "The Implications of Health, Safety and Environmental, 
-Regulations for Technological Change," Department of Commerce Con
tract No. NB-79-SAC-A0030~ January IS, 1979.) 
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ical plants'carcinogenic discharges, to curb toxic sulfates and nitrate 
particles from coal combustion, has -conie only after protracted polit
ical and legal struggles. 

'Industry demands for der~uiation in pollution' and preventive 
health areas are in interesting contrast with their insistence 011 

continued economic ;regulation,to protect monopolistic, practices.14 

In spite of all the praise 'lavished by industry and its public
regulations machinery onr~e concept of free competition in a 
deregulated market, industiy fights vigorously to foster "economic 
socia~sm" whenever its interests are threatened, as illustrated by 
the opposition of the truckin~' industry to proposed deregulation 
by the Interstate Commerce Commission, and the American 
Medical Association (on behalf of the medical industry) to ad
vertising, ,As Chairman Mich~el Pertschuk of the Federal Trade 
Commission commented in October, 1978: 

Such regulations are not sanctioned by law, but rather are carr~ed on 
in defiance of the law-not as, gove,rnment regulation of business, 
but as anti-competitive and inflationary busin.ess regulation of busi
ness. And where these forms' of business-inspired regulation do 
remain inbedded in the law, it is because those businesses and pro
fessions regulated have stoutly defended their ancient right to be 
shielded from the d!scomforts of free comPetition. . 

In recent Congressional testimony" Secretary of Commerce 
Juanita Kreps emphasized thnt 'every industry leader agitated by 
"government intrusion" should' understand that industry cannot 
responsibly demand less regulation without also addressing those 
SOClfll issues that prompted th~ need for regulation. \l 

\, 

To the extent business helps [through improved corporate social 
'performance] to deal with issues .that might otherwise prompt gov-
ernment regulation, it serves, its own economic interestS. * 

.* However, a December 20, 1978, draft report on "Environmenta:! Health 
and Safety Regulations" of a Department of Commerce Advisory Subcom
mittee (of the Advisory Committee on Industrial Innovation) demonstrated 
lack of comprehension of Secretary Kreps' warnmg, The committee '(which 

" in its exclusive composition of industry appears to violate at least the intent 
of the FedetalAdvisory Committee Act) claimed that federal regulations 
have ~ sever~ negative unpacton industrial productivity and industrial inno-
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CORPORATE CRIMINAL LIABILITY 

MONDAY, FEBRUARY 4, 1980 

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, . 
SUBCOMMITTEE ON CRIME, 
COMMITTEE ON THE JUDICIARY, 

Washington~ D.C. 
The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 9:45 a.m., in room 

2237, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. John Conyers, Jr. 
(chairman of the subcommittee) presiding. 

Present: Representatives Conyers, Gudger, Miller, Hyde, and 
Sensenbrenner. 

Also present: Representative George Miller. 
Staff present: Hayden W. Gregory, counsel; Steven G. Raikin, 

assistant counsel~Diane Clarke, assistant counsel; Deborah K. Owen, 
associate counsel; and Phyllis Henderson, secretary. 

Mr. CONYERS. The Subcommittee on Crime will come to order. 
Today, we begin our third hearing on H.R. 4973 to amend title 18 

of the United States Code to impose criminal penalties for nondis
.Glosure by business entities on lethal defects in products and busi
-ness pfii~tices. 

Our hearing today will consist of two panels of distinguished 
leaders of the consumer and church-sponsored corporate responsi
bility movement who will offer their analysis of H.R. 4973 and 
discuss ethical and legal issues and specific cases relevant to the 
legislation. 

May I draw attention to the fact that since this bill has been 
introduced, a number of leaders of the business community have 
begun to forthrightly step forward to endorse the general concept 
behind tpe legislation. The chairman and president of Monsanto, 
John Hanley, has had this to say very recently, and I quote him: "1 
believe we should strongly support harsh legal penalties for chisel
ing managers who willfully and unreasonably endanger the lives or 
health of others." 

There have been cases-too many of them-which have given 
industry a black eye. Individual managers who knowingly and 
recklessly concealed clear and ongoing conditions of serious worker 
or consumer dangers should be recognized as the villains they are. .': 
The associate director of Government RegUlation for the National 
Association of Manufacturers, Mr. Howard Byne, has stated, and I 
quote again: HIt would be almost un-American to oppose the intent 
behind the Miller bill." .. . 

The Business Round Table, recognizing the. growing public 
demand for governmental action, has recently reached an agree
nient with the Department of Justice on a similar criminal provi

(209) 
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. hich the Senate Judiciary Committee has incorporated into 
SlOn w . 1 t' 
their criminal code legIs a IOn. . t' th do 

Today's distinguished panel of witne:s~es, represen Ing as ey 
the reli ious and consumer communItIes, are not hy. any II,leans 
alone in

g 
their support of the

h 
legislatI

t
' ?n, d~d ~t;O~}dt~I:i~~e~f:fth 

d e Mr Timothy Smith t e execu Ive Ire d t th 
C~~ter o~ Corporate Responsibility, an organization relate 0 e 
National Council of Churches. C th l' d 

The Interfaith Center is a cqalition of 1.80 ~oman da . 0 ;~ of. ers 
and dioceses and 17 Protestant denomInatIons an Ins J 1! IOnt 

These churches hav~ incredible t~mountsdol rmthee1a!r 10I~~~r~ 
t in major AmerIcan corpora Ions an 0 

h:~e sbeen using the leverage afforded by their inve~t~ent ~o en
coura e corporations in which they own st~ck to aCinore In .ac
corda~ce with the publi~ intere~t. Mr. SmIth h~s peen workIng 
with the church on these Is~ues SInce the la

f
te
th

196MO .sd·' t C puchin 
h M' h 1 C sby IS a member· 0 e 1 wes a 

Fat. er IC ae u ro of Roman Catholic brothers headquartered 
Fr.anid~:r:il a i~rDJtroit, Mich. He is project coordinator .of the 
N~~ional Carholic Coalition f<?r. Respo?siblethInvestm~ht jh;~~e c& 
ordinates corporate responslbI~Ity proJects roug e u 
Peace Center in Milwaukee, WIS. . d f s 

Ifather Crosby has studied and analyzed these k1l1 s ~h con'b!n t 
£ Ion eriod of time. He has authored a book on. . e: su .~ec 
a~d ahas te~n active in the areas of corporate responslbIhty SInce 
19'73 . M' . 
M~ Patricia Young is a member of the Com~Ittee on Iss~on 

Resp~nsibility Through Investment, the U~Itedch Prehbyterth~ 
Church She represents the United PresbyterIan .. U!C on 
Board ~f the Interfaith Center on C~rporate ResponSlbII~y; Sfe ~a.~ 
been active for nearly 15 yearS on Issues of hunger an rna nu rI 
tion and for .the past several years has worked on corporate respon-

sibii~~ ~~rkehas taken her to the Afric~n qontinent twlice aOdtt,°st 
centl to the United Nfl:tions meetIng In Geneva ast c 0 e!. 

re BefoIe we begin the Chair has received a request to d?veb thd' 

~:::into\~ ;:p~~, ~~r ~y P~h~~~~11~1~ci::d:,d~:d\:~c~ord~:~~ 
with ~omm!ttee rule v(a), permIssIon wIll be granted unless there IS 
no objection. . b ;tt d 

Hearing none, such coverage wIll e permi e . 

PANEL- TIMOTHY SMITH EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, INTERFAITH 
CENTER ON CORPORATE RESP9NSIBILITY, NEW YORJ{, N.Y.; 
REV MICHAEL)) H. CROSBY, O.F~M. CAP., PROJECT COORDINA
TOR' NATIONAL CATHOLIC COALITION FOR RESPONSIBLE IN
VESTMENT MILWAUKEE, WIS.; PATRICIA YOUNG, COMMIT
TEE ON MISSION RESPONSIBILITY THROUGH INVESTMENT, 
UNITED PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH, U.S.A. . 
Mr CONYERS. We welcome you all. Our first witn~ss. will be the 

exec~tive director, Mr. Timothy Smith. You may begIn TIl your own 

w~r SISMITH Thank you Mr. Conyers. I and. my collea~es are 
pleas~d to h'e here today to testify on this Important pIece of 
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legislation. Obviously with a membership as rich and broad as the 
Interfaith Center on Corporate Responsibility, it would be inappro
priate to pretend any of us. are speaking for all of them today. 
However, I hope we can reflect on the experiences that we have 
had over the last decade on corporate responsibility issues within 
the churches and mirror some of the thin~ing, experience, and 
lessons that run as a common stream through \\our history. " 

The .. church agencies that compose the Interfaith Center on Cor
porate Responsibility are the stewards of virtually billions of dol
lars of wealth in pension funds and endowments. To be faithful 
stewards of those funds, these church agencies understand that 
they must pay serious attention to the social bottom line as well as 
the financial bottom line. I 

It is important, as partial owners of American corporations, that 
we raise serious questions with companies, urging them to maxi
mize benefits to society and minimize social injury. As a rE';sult, 
over the last decade church agencies have engaged in a number of 
approaches to corporations, raising questions in these regards~ writ
ing letters to management, filing shareholders' resolutions,,J negoti
ating with top management, sending factfinding delegations into 
the field to gather information, and on occasional legal' actions. 

The issues that the churches have been raising over,: the last 
decade are various, They include things as diverse as the issue of 
bank loans and investments in South Africa, to environmental 
questions in the United States, from international bribf;s and politi
cal contributions to the energy question, to the arJuse of baby 
formula promotion and marketing overseas, to the ,;advertising of 
junk foods to young children in the United States. 

Let me turn at this·' point to some specific comments on the 
legislation proposed. I believe. that ;Fl.R. 4973 is a, reasonable and 
fair proposal. In a real sense, this legislation will :qot have an effect 
on most of corporate America. .But it is, unfo?:tunately, all too 
relevant for those corporations and their top l1]anagers who have 
put their narrow corporate interest before the pliblic good. ' 

In making decisions that do direct harm to i:q.dividuals or society, 
these corporate decisionmakers add to the grc:\ving credibility gap 
facing America's corporations. Thus, I hope this may be legislation 
that socially sensitive corporations may app~:aud. As you all know, 
many of the managers of America's corporat;ons are deeply, social
ly motivated individuals. Harmful decisions'Ghey may make are not 
made from malevolence. II . 

Socially harmful decisions, made by caring individuals, are" often 
made because the restrictions of decision:r:naking within the corpo
ration do. not allow a free examination: of the social costs and 
ben~fits of specific decisions. There are/not enough occasions for 
managers to speak up and argue th&jc a decision may aid the 
bottom line but will hurt society and ttie corporation, itself, in the 
long run. i 

One frightening lesson from hundteds of discussions with top 
management during the last decade ,js that far too seldom is the 
ethical criteria, the social factors, tf~e human rights qu~tion an 
open and ongoing part of a corpor~:tion's .. decisionmaking P'!ocess. 
There are, as we all know, many companies that are trying to 
integrate these social factors into their decisionmaking. 
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For example, a section of the Chase Manhattan Bank's code of 
ethics, states: "Strict attention should b.e given to the legal, moral, 
and social implications of all loan and investment decisions on a 
global basis. We should seek to avoid business with identifiable 
harmful results and assure that we always carefully evaluate the 
long term, as well as the short term, meaning of our decisions." 

There are many companies, that are trying to put these kinds of 
social criteria in place in their decisionmaking and do social impact 
analysis as they make decisions. 

One of the obvious ways to alter the decisionmaking process at 
the top levels is to insert checks and balances, costs and benefits 
that encourage the right decisions and discourage the destructive 
decisions. -

How . do we encourage the manager who wants to make the 
moral choice or discourage the manager willing to make the social
ly destructive decisions? 

When the level of destruction is at the high level described in 
this bill, when bodily injury may result, it is vital that a manager 
know that society will not condone their acquiescence in such acts. 
Conversely, he or she may not be able to say to their colleague that 
they should rethink a specific decision because of the legal liabil
ities possible .. 

In short, I believe the legislation would add anew ingredient to 
the decisionmaking process. 

Recently, religious investigators have begun raising questions 
directly related to the type of corporate misconduct raised in this 
bill. A shareholder resolution recently filed with Dow Chemical by 
eight religious groups regarding the impact on potential public 
health consequences of the herbicide 2,4,5-T, restricted by the EPA 
in an emergency suspension action may underline this issue. 

Although many reputable scientists have questioned the safety of 
2,4,5-T, Dow's chairman, in a letter to religious investors, dismissed 
critics of the controversial h~rbicide as belonging primarily to two 
groups, extreme activists among 'the environmentalists, and mari
huana smokers who feared that 2,4,5-T will destroy California's 
marihuana crops. 

We are surprised and shaken that the chairman of Dow Chemi
cal should view this matter in such a . light. 

Another issue that the churches are raising this year with the 
International Chemical Workers Union deals with the question of 
genetic and reproductive hazards in the workplace. A shareholder's 
resolution has been filed with American Cyanamid on that issue. 

Another issue we are' all familiar with relates to Occidental and 
their ownership of Hooker Chemical. Again a shareholder 'resolu
tion has been filed this year by church investors asking Occidental 
Petroleum to establish poliqies and. procedures to safeguard our 
companies from future environmental contamination and public 
health hazards that affect our companies' profitability and 
viability., ' 

'Mr. SMITH. As a part of the overall effort churches are involved 
in thi~. year, several ICCR members have join~d with the Institute 
for Public Representation in petitioning the SEC in the fall of 1979, 
asking them to institute a requirement that lawyers for a corpora
tion would be required to report illegal actions or probable illegal 
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actions not only to top m t· . 
whole boa!d of directors a:r::ll~en , .. to InSIde directors, but to the 

The lOgIC of th t't' . h 
tors would disco~r~:e I ~~~~in t u~lte:h~h I discldsu~e to outside direc
ups all that much more difficult OblC

•
a con uc and. make cover

ups would be virtually impossibie 'f VIOuslYi Mr. ChaIrman, Cover
top management were required to r~ ~~f~se or other .members of 
men~ agency as requested in this bill~ 0 an approprIate Govern-

~r!~t~ ~~;e,:~!~~~: ~;h~~:d:~a;o~is p!lrtic~lar legislati~n does not 
Ing requirements. In that light ~anles i'dt\ any ongOIng report
could not be misconstrued as 't e wou ope that H.R. 4973 
densom~ Goyernment regulatio~~ another example of costly, bur-

In conclUSIOn, I believe that legi It' f h" 
protect the public's health and sS t tIOnI~ t IS s~rt IS necessary to 
adequate checks and balances ona ~ y. t r~cognIZeS the need for 
power. It encourages ersons of III?-por an. c~nt:ers of economic 
discourage decisions lhat put th~onsbj.nc~ r'lthln corporations and 
tion whose time has come.- pu Ie In erest last. It is legisla-

I thank you, Mr. Chairman for th' . 
this testimony, and I submit the wh is oP~ottrtunlty .to summarize 
record today. . oe WrI en testImony for the 

[Mr. Smith's complete statement follows:] 
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STATEHEtiT 

BY 

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 

INTERFAITH CENTER"oN CORPORATE llESPONSIBILITY " 

Mt-. Conyet-s. 'DIY name is Timothy Smith and. I serve as the ExecU ti ve 
Dit-ector of the lntet-faith Center on Corporate Responsibility (ICCR). 
The lCCR is related to the National Council of Chut-ches and is com
posed of appt-oximate1y 180 Roman Catholic ot-ders and dioceses and 17 
Protestant denominations and institutions. 

Obviously with a membership as rictt and as b~oad as this it would be • 
inappt-opriate to pt-~tend that I am speaking for all of t~em today. 
As autonomous Church bodies ICCR's membet-s are fully qapab1e of speak
ing for themselves. However I hope as an' individual, who has worked 
over the last decade on corporate t-esponsibi1ity issues for the Churcb~s 
that I can properly mirror some of the thinking, experiences, and lessons' 
that run as 'a common stt-eClm through our history. I submit this testi-
mony in 'that spirit. 

The Roman Catholic orders and Protestant institutions that compose '0 

ICCR a~e deepiy concerned about the quality and type of society in 
which we live. They ,have wisely recognized that to be relevant to 
people's needsi,n the 1970' s and the 1980' s the Chut-ch has an ob1i
gCltion to address the realities of economic life. They are compelled 
to speak to the economic realities where government is the decision 
maker and also where corporations are the power centers.' Tb do so is 
not a choice it is an obligation, a requirement of relevance! 

The Church agencies which compDse ICeR are the stewat-ds of virtually 
billions of-dollars of wealth in pension funds and endowments. To . 
be faithful stewat-ds of those funds these chut-6h agencies understan~ 
that they must pay serious attention to the social bottom line as well 
as the financial bottom line. It is important, as pat-tia1 owners of 
American cot-pot-ations that we raise serious questions with companies 
urging them to maximize benefits to society and minimize social injury. 
It would be the height of hypocr~sy for a Church to reap financial 
dividends from a corporation if cet-tain actions by that corporation 
caused serious injury or harm to society. 

For these reasons the Church agencies that work co-ope.r.ative1y through 
ICCR have over the last decade developed major programs to encourage 
the decisions of c.;>rporate America to be more .accountable to society's 
welfare. These actions include: 

*writing letters to management 
*at-ranging meetings between management and t-e1igious investors 
~sending fact finding delegations to investigate company opet-ations 
first hand . 

\l' organizing public heat-ings to give visib,ility to particular 
companies or issues .,."~ '\". 

*legal actions 
*research and publication of materials 
*boycotts 
*testimony befot-e congres~ 
*constituency education efforts 
*fi1ing of shat-eho1der resolutions 
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The cot-pot-ate responsibility issues add 
the last decade have broaden~d-consid' rbelssed TbY Ch~rch investors over era y. hey ~nc1ude: ' 

: ~ank loans ~nd investments in ~outh Africa 
* ~nterna~iona1 bt-i.bes and political contributions 
* enet-gy ~ssues pat-ticu1arly nuc1eat- power 

Equal Employment Oppot-tunity 

: !~~e~~~:~n~fO~ajb~n~ofrmud1a ptrOmotion and marketing overseas *' 00 s 0 young childre~ * occupat~ona1 health and safety questions 

* ;~:e :f~~~ t:O~~i~:n~~~~~~i ~~~b~~i !:~i~~f t~~:~i~~rdkeesrs overseas 

One of the most important vehicles b' , 
social issues with U.S. cot- orati ywh~ch t-:l:gous investors raise 
t-eso1utions Which can be br~Ught ~n~ is the .f~l~ng of shat-eholder' 
meeting. SEC t-egu1ations restrictet~~e1a c~m~any's a~nua1 stockholders' 
m,ay be addt-essed ,in these t-esolutions. eng h ·and SUbJect matte.r that 

Though many resolutions sponsot- d b h " 
establishment of review committe y c urch ~nvestot-s request the 
policies, a large number of ourees o~ ~~anges in particular corpot-ate 
with disclosure of information re~~ u ~ons have dealt specifically 
hav: opposed t,hese disclosure r~sO-lu:~~! w~th~~t, exception, corporations 
ask~ng Btoc~ho1ders to vote against th s ~~e~r proxy statement,s 
~y contest to the SEC any t-eso1ution demii co:es of ~ompanies routine
~ssues. ea ng w~th soc~al responsibility 

From 1971 through 1980, religious inv t ~ n '" 
50? shareholder resolutions with wel1e~V~~s ave ~ponso~ed~?ppr.pximate~y 
Wh~le some companies have written d' 1 100 maJor U.S. cDmpanies. 
withdrawal of resolutions we h ~~c osure reports in t-eturn for 
ment ' ave w~tnessed only 0 . . supported a shat-eho1der initiati d ' ne case when manage-
to vote for -the resolution. ve an as.Red the shat-eholders 

Let me turn to some specifiC 
believe HR 4973 is a reasonab~~m:~~t; c:>n the legislation pt-oposed. I 
the set-ious support it enjoys f a~r propo~al. I am pleased to see 
Indeed, the question of cor ~om t-ept-esentat~ves of both parties. 
tt-anscends tt-aditiona1 Demo~~~~i~ ~~r:lit~l~ddressed in thfs legislation 
legislation ct-eative1y gt-app1es with t~~Ue ~~an.politiC,S. Instead the 
ful deterrents to c,orporate decision th t s ab1~shment of some meaning-
dividua1 injury. ' s a cause grave social and in-

In,a real sense ~his 1egis1atio~wi11 
of corporate America. But it is unfo ~ot have a r,eal effect on mIDst 
those corporations and their t r unate1y all too t-ele~ant fot
cot-porate interest before the oPb~~nagers ~ho have put their narrow 
do direct hat-m to individuals oPu 1~~c,gtOOd. ' In making decisions that 
mak dd t r~oc~e y these corp t d ' ers a 0 the growing credib'l't . , ora e ec~sion 
,Thus this may be legislation th~t~ y ~ap facing, America's corporations 
'l!'i11 applaud. , a soc~a11y sensi'tive corp'o,t-ations • 
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Instead of ascribing guilt to an am~r~hous cor~orate en~ity. 
HR 4973 rightly recagnized that dec1s10~S with~n compan1es 
are made by specif:i,c individuals who we1gh var1()us pros and 
cons i~ making particular business decisions. This bill cre
ates a new set of checks and balanceS in regard to the corpo
rate decision making process. 

During the last decade ~hurch leaders haVe held discus~ions and 
serious negotiations with the top managers of corporat1ons on a 
wide variety of corporate social responsibility issues •. ' Thes:' , 
are the very decision makers who will be impact:d by tb1s leg1~- , 
lation. I believe we bave some sense of the d11:mmas, sensit1- . 
vities and struggles that perplex them and. the b11nd spots that 
obscure their deciSions. As you all know many of these managers 
are sociallY motivated individuals. Har~ful dec~sions th:y.may 
make are not made from malevolence. Soc1ally harmful dec1s1~ns! 
made by caring individuals, are often~ade becau~e_':the r.estrillct10ns 
of decision making within the corporat10n do not'a~low a free 
examination of the sound c~sts and benefits of spe~9jC decisions. 
There are not enough occaS1ons for managers to spea~-up and argue 
that a d~cisiou may aid ,the bottom line but 'will hurt jociety and 
the corporation itself in the long run. 

1/ •• ~~ .. 

One frightening lesson from hundreds of discussions with tCP 
management during the last decade is that far too sel~?m is 
the ethical crite.ria, the social factors, the human ri; e;hts 

,question an~open and ongoing part of a corporation's d\~~-
sion making. process. 'There are corporations where serj>.)u's 
attempts area made to analyze the social impact be'fore-clIiaking 
p,articular decisions. 

~ believe that Control Data, the Minneapolis based computer firm 
is an example of such a corporation. Based on an analysis of the 
negative ',sosial, :impact o.f' one particular computer sale, managemen):. 
.in Minneapolis w1tbdreK a bid to sell a computer a government agen-
cy in a repressive country. 

I 
Chemical Bank, after a thorough review of the consequences of 
various types of iending to South Africa, determined that all loans 
but trade lending would be prohibited. 

In both these companies, offices of corporate' responsibility are 
assigned to impact these kinds of decisions. 

Chase Manhattan's Board, a~ter a several year study, issued a gen
eral policy statement 'In 1977 call'ed the Cha;3e Cad,e of Ethics. This 
code stated in part: ~ 
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" Strict attention should be given to the legal. moral. 
and social implications of all loan and, invest~ent 
decisions on a global basiS. We should seek to avoid 
business with identifiable harmful results and assure 
that we alway.? care.fully .evaluate tl:le lc;mg term, as 
well as the short term, meaning of our decisions.~; 

Ralston Purina issued a report two years ago at churcb stockholders' 
request, anal.yzing the social impact of their agribusine;3s operations 
in Latin America. 

Dozens of' companies have prepared disclosure reports in response to 
sharehole~ resolutions on thei~ EEO problems and progress,regarding 
Equal Employment Opportunity. 

On the other hand the~e are far too many corporations who do I non,I;s;mly 
seek ethical thinking or sound analysis before making·a decision, 
they actively discQurage it. Pastors frequently hear parishioners 
confide that they f'Cel morally comprimised in corporations which 
franically search. for maximum profits despite the costs 'for society. 

One of the obvious ways to alter the decision making process at 'the 
top levels, is "to inseJ;"t checks' and balances, post;3 and benefits 
that encourage, the right decisions and discourage the d~structive 
decisions. The great theologian Rheinhold Neij)uhr reminded us in 
"Moral man, and Immoral Society" that institutions operate"on the 
basis of seIf interest (for a corporation the primary self·interest 
is profit)~ and to ch;:tnge their behavior you, have to relate to that 
sense of self interest. We also explained that moral people caught 
in institutions with different purposes are often forc~d~to ~ake. 
decisio~s they would nO.t make in their individual lives. 

How do we encourage the manager who I~an,t,s to make the moral choice 
or discourage" the manager willing to make the socially destructive 
decisions? .-

When the level of destruction is at the high lev.el do scribed in HR 4973, 
when bodily injury may result, it is vital that a manager know that 
society will not condone their acquiescence in such acts. Conversely 
he or she may now be\\able to say to their collegues that they should 
rethink a specific decision because of the legal liabilities possible. 
In short, we have added a new 'ingredient to the decision;'making pro
cess. 

Our experience in talking to corporation representatives regarding 
bribes ana political contributions is that top management took this 
issue much more seriously and institu.ted far reaching policies wnen 
they either faced real legal sanctions or penaities from the corp
orations~. For instanc~, all IBM managers know tha,t in.stant dismissal 
is the price they will pay fOr disobeying company policy on bribes or 
political contributions, < 
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In short the penalties outlined ~n HR 4973 maywell be an important 
incentive for managers to act in a more socially responsible manner. 

Several other exper~ences that ~hurch investors bave faced during 
their efforts to encourage c.orpora te responsibility may be impor
tant to this committee. 

Our requests for disclosure of non-competitive information which 
would help religious investors, the public and management its~lf 
better evaluate particular corporate responsibility issues have 
met with a variety of reactions. 

Several information seeking resolutions have produced a threatened, 
antagonistic response from top level management. Re'quests for in
formation relating to the overseas operations of Castle & Cooke, 
which were raised by a group of missionary priests working in and 
arOund the company's Philippine opera~ions, provoked a series of 
speeches by the corpo~ation!s Presideit referring to religious 
investors as Marxists ~nd Radicals. In one speech Ca~tle & Cooke 
President J.D. Kirchhoff stated in.referenqe, to churc~ shareholders 
"the Kr~mlin has found a new outlet for its well know~ technique of 
harvessing,';the religious cadres it detests to the political cons
piracies it hatches". When asked at a press conference to des
cribe a legitimate criticisms of U.S. mUltinationals operating 
overseas Mr. Kirchhoff repli~d that the only ligit~mate criti~ 
cism he couJ:d think of was not making suffi"cient profits. 

Recently religious 'investors hav.e began raising social rEj:;Jponsibility 
questions directly relatid to .the type of' corporate mi~conduct raised 
in HR 4973. A shareholder resolution recently filed with Dow Chemical 
by eight religious groups fOr uses on the potential public he~lth 
consequences of the herbicide 2,4,5-T, which was restricted last year 0 

by the EPA in an emergency suspension action. Although many reputable 
scientists nave questioned the safety of 2,4,5-T, Dow's chairman 
dismissed critics of the controversial herbicide ~n a letter to a church 
investors as belonging primarily to two groups: extreme activists 
amongQthe environmentalists and marijuana smokers who fear that 2,4,5-T 
will destroy C~lifornia's marijuana crops. 

Genetic and reproductive rights are one other focus of religious ~nvest
ors in 1980. 

Presently, American Cyanamid has implemented a poiicy which excludes 
women from certain work areas because of their child-bearing capacity. 
Their policy is termed a "fetus protecting" . 'policy, and: 
is based upon a belief that a female employee may bif unaware of b·eing 
pregnant and inadvertently expose the developing fetus to toxic sub
stances which are harmful to the fetus. While' they are not harmful to 
the female employee. Critics of this company policy charge that rather 
than ensuring a safer working enVironment, the company has transferred .. 
female employees to other jobs within the company. 
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The International Chemical Workers Union (ICWU) arid five church 
shareholders have requested that American Cyanamid undertake 
a complete study of all chemicalp used or produced by the Company 
which may,cause reproductive or genetic harm because it is their 
c~ntention t~at such to*ins may also be tran~mitted to the fetus 
Y1a the male reproductive system, They request that American 
Cyanamid con~uct studies 6n both male and female exposure., It 
should also be noted that American Cyanamid is' not the only che
mical or lead company which has such a policy of exclusion •. 

In another instance, the ICWU recently asked the federal government 
to ban th~ p~oduction and ~~e the herbicide Orzalin, the rights of 
which are owned by the E11 Lilly Company, The union asserts that 
the babies of workers that produced the chemical (in a Rensselaer, 
N.Y. Factory) suffered birth defects and early deaths. In this case, 
all produciton workers inthe plant were 'males. It,appears tha~ there 
is Bome basis for concern that children of male production workers 
in chemical work~rs,' are also at risk. 

I have enclosed in the appendices this testimony shareholder resolu
tions th~t have been filed with DoN Chemical Occidental Petrbleum 
and Amer1can Cyanamid. . 

As you ca~ see, too often a church stockholder'~'requests for infor
mation or a single change in corporate policy are not met until comp~ 
liance but a ston-ewall, If even investors in a company are unable to 
get basic dna a~fect~ng employees health or tl}e public welfare t.hen 
the time for leg1s1at10n requiring such disclosure has certainly come. 

As part of thd.s:\ overall effort several ICCR members Joined with the 
Institute for Public Representation in petitioning the SEC in the 
Fall of 1979 asking them to institute a ,requirement that lawiers for 
a corporation would be required to report illegal actions or proba
b~e illegal acti~ons,. not only to t,ppmanagement, but to the Board of 
D1rectors arwel2~ The logic of tb~ petition is that ev~n such dis
closure .to outside directors would discourage certain unethical 
cond~ct and make coverups more difficult. Obviously coverups would 
be v1rtually impossible if counselor other members of top manage
ment were required to· report to app~opriate government agencies as 
requested in this bill. 

It is noteworthy that this particular legislation does not create 
any agenc~ or burden companies with any ongoing reporting requirements. 
In ~hat 11ght, we would hope th~t HR 4973 could not be mtsconstrued 
as y~t another example of costly burdens om government regulationB, 

In conclusio~,I believe that legislation of this sort is necessary 
to protect the pUbl~cJs health and safety, it recognizes the need 
for adequate checks and balances on important centers of economic 
p~wer, to enco~r~ge persons of conscience within corporations and 
Q1SCourage dec1s10ns that put the public interest last tt is 
legislation whose time has come! • 
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Mr. CONYERS. Thank YOU7 Mr. Smith, for being precise and 
cogent. 

We now turn to Father Crosby. We will incorporate your submit
ted testimony into the record without objection, and you may pro
ceed in your own way. 

Reverend CROSBY. Thank you, Mr. Conyers. I am happy to be 
here representing the Catholic groups around the United States 
who are involved in the effort to promote corporate responsibility 
because of our ethics: Central to t4e ethical question is the issue of 
disclosure which is at the heart of this bill. 

Requirement of disclosure is essential, and the need for informa
tion from managers is essential. The January and February 197.7 
issue of the Harva.rd Business Review shows clearly that managers 
today are viewing ethical problems as central questions in running 
today's corporations. Fifty-seven percent of the interviewees report
ed they had personally been confronted with conflict between what 
was expected of them in business, and what was expected of them 
as moral persons. And most of these conflicts, these managers said, 
came in the area of honesty and communication, or disclosure. 

Most of the nearly 200 shareholder resolutions filed through the 
Interfaith Center in New York in the last 10 years have merely 
asked for disclosure-information about this action as related to 
that, whatever it may be. 

Yet only once did any corporation or bank support our disclosure 
request in the proxy statements and ask shareholders to vote for 
what we asked to be disclosed. Some companies have disclosed 
information in agreements if shareholders' resolutions were with
drawn. Yet far too often simple information requests requiring 
social reporting are vigorously fought. 

I would like to give you an example. By the end of 1979, the 
Electric Boat Division of General Dynamics was cited for 246 al
leged job safety and health violations .. lVly community sponsored a 
shareholder resolution asking for disclosure for more details about 
these citations. Instead of disclosing the in:(ormation, ,,the company 
attacked the motivation of my province, based in yonr city, which 
had filed a resolution. 

Writing to the SEC, it stated: 
. Looking at the subject in broader perspective, the consistent and widespread 
advocacy of shareholder proposals by religious orders should be a matter of increas
ing concern * '" * . The basic questions are whether these religious groups are 
genuinely interested in advancing the interests of their fellow and sister sharehold
ers or whether they have something quite different in mind. 

We have nothing "different in mind" except realizing a normal 
return on our investments, along with making sure that this. 
normal return is not at the expense of what we religious groups 
stand for as our ultimate bottom line: a just moral order predicated 
on truth. . 

Truth about facts and realities can be ascertained only by disclo
sure.,By insinuating that people who request basic data have devi
ous motives, corporations obstruct the questions for that truth 
which is necessary for a just moral order. 

In a statement for the January 1, 1980, World Day of Peace, 
Pope John Paul II noted that peace is based on justice, but that 
justice or societal' order is based on truth. He said, and I quote: 
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Selective indignation, sly insinuations, the manipulation of information, the sys
tema~ic .di~cre~iting of opponents-their persons, inten~ions, and actions-blackmail 
and mtimldatlOn: these are forms .of nontruth working to develop a climate of 
uncertainty aimed at forcing individuals, groups, governments, and even interna
tional organizations to keep silence in helplessness and complicity, to surrender 
their principles in part or to react in an irrational way, 

We do not believe that we have to surrender our principles as 
followers of the Judeo-Christian ethic in raising these questions of 
corporations in which we own stock. As stockholders, we are re
sponsible be.cause we receive the dividends. We don't want those 
dividends to be part of practice that are going to adversely affect 
our values. 

As representatives of groups with theological and ethical back
ground we bring into this hearing opinions on matters of repara
tions, penitence, sanctions or penalties. 

In fiscal 1976, defendants in 30 cases of corporate crime either 
were convicted, pleaded guilty or nolo. Those cases involved com
merce in excess of $1.6 billion a year. Only 1 of the 30 cases found 
two defendants sentenced for a total of 2% months' imprisonment. 
The average cost in terms of prison time for all the defendants in 
al~ C?f those completed cases equaled 1 day in prison for each $21 
mIllIon worth of commerce affected. Yet our prisons are full of poor 
people who have stolen less than $21. Law and order should not 
stop at the boardroom door. 

According to Business Week, a former executive of a compan;"t"/ 
convicted of criminal activity stated his cost benefit analysis iL· 
blunt terms. He said: "When you are doing $30 million a year and 
stand to gain $3 million by fixing prices, a $30,000 fine doesn't 
mean much * * *. Face it, most of us would be willing to spend 30 
days in jail to make a few ~xtra ,·million dollars. Maybe if I were 
facing 1 year or more7 I wouta think twice." 

This piece of legislation might help such people think twice. And 
we would support it in that sense. Our experience with corporate 
resistance to disclosure leads us to believe the probability of indi~ 
viduals being caught and sentenced for violation of. this law will be 
somewhat minimal. However, if very serious punishments are in
cluded in this bill, we believe it will have more teeth and its 
purpose will be better achie\~~d. 

Hearing a Catholic like myself speak this way, one might be 
tempted to think I am controlled by the Old Testament's lex ta
lionis, or an eye for an eye, and a tooth for a tooth. However, I am 
more influenced by viewing the managers of these corporations 
from the perspective of a steward. The Greek word for steward is 
oikonomos, or housekeeper. This concept is the basis for economy. 

Keeping a house in order is the purpose of any economy, and if 
that order is to be just, that justice must be based again on disclo
sure, or truth. This word offers a foundation for why we see a need 
to bring ethics into keeping our house in order. 

The gospel t~aching on stewardship found in Matthew and Luke 
can be summarized by saying that the steward is first of all respon-
sible for the affairs and int(~rests of others. ' 

Second, the steward performs actions affecting' others. These ac
tions are subject to a great'er authOl·ity such as this piece of legisla
tion. 
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Third, faithfulness and dedication to this higher good is demand
ed always .of the steward. 

Fourth, stewards must always be prepared to disclose activities 
and give account of their stewardship. 

Fifth, the reward for good stewardship is a greater responsibility 
and trust; the sanction for scandalous and poor stewardship is 
punishment fit for the crime. 

The a:ctivities covered by this bill relate to criminal a,9tivities by 
managers supposed to be ,acting as social stewards. It is not a 
matter of a simple economic faux pas. Until those who commit 
such crimes are dealt with as if they were truly criminals who 
have abused the social trust, other business persons and the public 
will not regard them as criminals, and we shall have lost the social 
stigmfC and scandal that is so much a part of general deterrence. 
Activities noted in this bill do not refer to crimes of passion com
mitted on the spur of the moment. These are the external, phys
ically frightening activities-usually limited to members of one's 
family-which we find our citizens concerned about. However, in 
contrast to crimes in the streets, these crimes in the suites reflect 
cold, calculatl9d, premeditated decisions. 

In referring specifically to some of the points of this bill we 
would like to note-besides our overall support-that the bill seems 
vague on which governmental agencies need to receive a report . 
regarding actions that may seriously affect people's health in the 
environment. .. . .(1 • l:' .. 

Also, we are wondermg If the bIll IS speakIng of actiVIties that 
are limited just to Americans. If so, then we must be concerned 
about evidence as late as 1976 discussing congressional investiga
tors who issued a blistering indictment of :pharmaceutical makers, 
chal:ging them with exposing humans to u:rl~ecessary risks in test-. d ,\ Ing new rugs. . 

Furthermore, if this bill deals with activities within the United 
States, will it be equally "applicable to corporate activities outlawed 
in the United States but that are continued by corporations 
abroad? We raise this question particularly in light of disclosures 
related to the chemical and pharmaceutical ):L1dustries that we 
have worked with. 1/ 

You already are familiar, from previous testimony, about the 
case of Robins' export of the Dalkon Shield IUD and the sale of 
Upjohn's, Winthrop's, and Shering's forms of dipyrone, after these 
were taken from the U.S. market because of their harmful effects. 

If we are to follow the biblical mandate to love and treat our 
neighbor as ourselves and not to hinder life, this biblical and 
human tenet cannot stop at the Rio Grande or the Port of New 
York. . . 

This bill has. been drafted to deal with specific corporate activi
ties that may never be easily practiced again. And in this sense we 
would also like to comment on section (b)(6)'s restricted definition 
of serious bodil~ injury. 

As yesterday s New York '!'imes noted regarding chemicals, there 
are going to be some actions by corporations in the petrochemical 
field and the pharmaceuticals that might not have physical effects 
that are going to caUse pain. We would think this bill should take 
that into consideration, especially when you deal with such prob-
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lems affecting the body as sterilization, forms of cancer that don't 
directly cause pain, but necessarily affect bodily health and life 
and limb. 

With these considerations, I would like to thank you for having 
us testify, and we submit the whole statement for the full consider
ation of your committee. 

[Reverend Crosby's complete statement follows:] 

PREPARED STATEMENT OF REV. MICHAEL H. CROSBY, O.F.M. CAP., CORPORATE RESPON
SIBILITY AGENT, MIDWEST CAPUCHIN FRANCISCANS; PROJECT COORDINATOR, NATION
AL CATHOLIC COALITION FOR RESPONSIBLE INVESTMENT; MEMBER OF THE BOARD, 
INTERFAITH CENTER ON CORPORATE RESPONSIBILITY; AND Ms. PATRICIA YOUNG, 
MEMBER, COMMITTEE ON MISSION RESPONSIBILITY THROUGH INvEs'rMENT, UNITED 
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH, U.S.A.; MEMBER OF THE BOARD, INTERFAITH CENTER ON 
CORPORATE RESPONSIBILITY 

CORPORATE LAW VIOLATIONS AND EXECUTIVE LIABILITY 

My name is Michael H. Crosby. I am a member of the Midwest Capl,lchin Francis
~ans, a group of Roman Catholic brothers with headquarters in Detroit. Through 
the Justice and Peace Center in Milwaukee I coordinate the corporate responsibility 
efforts of 23 Catholic groups in the Midwest, and act as' Project Coordinator of the 
National Catholic Coalition for Responsible Investment. Its members from 180 dio
ceses and religious orders work actively with 17 Protestant denominations through 
the Interfaith Center on Corporate Responsibility (lCCR) in New York to press for 
changes in corporate practices to promote as much social good and as little social 
injury as possible. I have been a B<iatd member since 1973. In this testimony I am 
supported by Ms. Patricia Young, also a member of the Board of ICCR, as well as a 
member of the Committee on Mission Responsibility through Investment of the 
United Presbyterian Church, U.S.A. 

We want to begin our comments by assuring support of this piece of long-ovel,due 
legislation. The overall purpose of this bill is sound, as are its underlying assump
tions. These reflect the best tradition of our nation's. jurisprudence as well as a solid 
Judaeo-Christian tradition. ". 

This legislation requires disclos~i:e by managers of practices by their corporations 
that can incur bodily injur. The requirement of disclosure of essential information 
by managers is central to the success of this bill. The January-February, 1977 issue 
of Harvard Business Review shows clearly that managers view ethical problems as 
central questions in today's corporations. Fifty-seven percent of the interviewees 
reported that they had personally been confronted with conflicts between what was 
expected of them in business and what was expected of them as moral persons. Most 
of these conflicts came in the area of "honesty in communication". 1 

A second reason why we support your efforts to \require disclosure from top 
corporate managers within the corporations by creating sanctions for knowingly 

. refusing to disclose detrimental behavior is based on our experience. Most of the 
nearly 200 sharehqlder resolutions filed by church stockholders in the last ten years 
merely ask for information regarding various issues having social responsibility 
impact. Yet, with but one exception, has any corporation, or bank supported our 
disclosure requests in the proxy statements and asked shar~4olders to vote for those 
while some companies have disclosed information in agreements if shareholder 
resolutions were withdrawn; too often simple information re\uests requiring social 
reporting are vigorously fought. ~" 

For instance, this year, after dil5cussions with representative1.'l of General Dynam
ics workers we fIled a shareholdeT resolution asking the Company, among other 
items, to disclose material related to the physical safety and heal~h of its workers at 
its Electric Boat Dhdsion which, by\the end of 1979, was cited for 246 alleged job 
safety and health violations. ., \\ 

Instead of disclosing this information, the company attacked the 'inotivation of my 
Province, which had filed th~) resolution. Writing to the SEC it stateij: 

"Looking at the subject in broader perspective, the consistent t\nd widespread 
advocacy of shareholder proposals by religious orders should be a ma~ter of increas
ing concern. . . The basic questions are whether these religious grouPh\ are genuine

I' 
\\ 

1 Confer also. "On Business Ethics," the Wall Street Journal, March 31, 1977, p. '1~. 
\ 
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ly interested in advancing the interests of their fellow and sister shareholders or 
whether they have something quite different in mind." 2 .' . 

We don't see General Dynamics' concern about our motivation mutually exclud
ing our shareholder interests in normal financial return from our underlying inter
est in the promotion of social good and avoidance of social injury. 

A just moral order is predicated on truth. In turn, truth about reality is ascer
tained only by disclosure. By insinuating devious motives to requests for basic data, 
corporations obstruct the quest for truth which leads to justice. 

In his statement for the January 1, 1980 World Day of Peace, Pope John Paul II 
noted that peace is based on justice; w:hile justice or societal order is based on truth. 
He said: 

IISelective indignation, sly insinuations, the manipulation of information, the 
systematic discrediting of opponents-their persons, intentions, and actions-black
mail and intimidation: these are forms of :non-truth working to develop a climate of 
uncertainty aimed at forcing individuals, groups, governments, and even interna
tional org,:mizations to keep silence in helplessnesl? and complicity, to surrender 
their principles in part or to react in an irrational way." 3 " ._" 

In 1976 church shareholders discovered that Bristol Myers had made misstate
ments of fact and distortions of truth in its proxy statement arguing against one of 
our resolutions asking for disclosure of information regarding practices 011 the sale 
of infant formula having detrimental effects on infants' health. Which manager(s) 
wrote this corporate misstatement? Who was accountable for these manipulations of 
truth which bore on the health of innocent victims? Never did we discover the 
source of the misinformation. Meanwhile the Interfaith Center on Corporate Re
sponsibility was forced into a costly court battle which drained our resources. The 
Company could simply make legal expenses responsible to others except those very 
ones whose corporate ethics perpetuated the action. 

In a related a.ction, my Province filed a shareholder resolution last year with 
Mobil Corporation following reports that the Company had overcharged consumers 
for oil and conspired with others to fix prices. We simply sought disclosure of more 
information regarding these allegations. Mobil urged the sh~reholders to vote 
against our request. Over 98 percent of them went along. MeaIi~hile the company 
agreed to settle various charges totally over $32 million for sdtting the prices for 
cardboard boxes between 1960-1978. No officer was held .criminl~lIy accountable for 
this criminal activity. Perhaps excesses such as this would not occur if executives 
were held liable. 

Later, the Company took out an ad, to attack those seeking disclosure of its 
activitites having possible criminal implications, spending tens of thousands of 
dollars. Doing exactly what Pope John Paul II warned about, it ran an op-ed piece 
on the editorial page of the New York Times. The ad showed how various papers did 
not report Mobil's vindicaul.>l1 on some allegations of price fixing. Paradoxically, the 
very same day Mobil ran this ad in the times, the front page of the Times carried a 
report 011 Mobil, alleging possible criminal activities regarding the very same issues. 
These allegations totalled $1.2 billion in overcharges for Oil.4 

Mobil has been in the forefront of the effort to stonewall and keep corporations 
from being more accountable. FDr instance, on February 14, 1978, it spent more 
thousandsi 9f dollars attacking those who raise questions of corporate activities in 
this ad which appeared in The Wall Street JournaVlt begins: 

IIWe are continually amazed at the powers ascribed to business by its critics. 
Apparently they see our society as having few flaws that could not be righted if 
only business operations were restructured to reflect their personal visions." 5 

This .same issue of the Wall Street Journal, wherein Mobil castigates those raising 
questions regar~ing possible wrongdoing as a corporation fmds the following head
lines: "Wl~:y the Pinto Jury Felt Ford Deserved $125 Million Penalty: Film of Test 
Crash is Stressed Along With Cost Savings; 'A Lousy, Unsafe Product'. II Again, 
1I0utlaws Legacy: How a Film-Flam Man Causes a Big Shake Up In Commodity 
Options: Lloyd Carr Firms Ability to Fend Off Regulators Points to Likely Reforms: 
Game Akin to Crap Shooting/' Again a lead paragraph of a page three article .. 
states, "Southern Bell Telephone Company pleaded guilty to a charge of misapply
ing corporate funds through falsified expense vouchers.' The Corporatio:n pleaded' 
guilty; but 110 individual was named; corporate accountability without personal 

Z John P. Maguire (Secretary, General Dynamics Corporation), "Letter to Securities and 
Exchange Commission, January 18, 1980, p. 11. ' 

3 Pope John Paul IT, 1980 Day of Peace Statement, January 1, 1980, in The Wandere~, 
January 3, 1980, p. 6. 

4 Richard D. Lyons, "U.S. to Accuse Mobil and Hess of a Billion in Overcharges on Oil," the 
New York Times, December 13, 1977, p. 1. 

5 "Business and Pluralism," th~ W~Il Street Journal, February 14, 1978, p. 2. 
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accountability merely transfers any fines and discredit to the consumers and share
holders who end up paying. Turn the page and another headline shouts: "Practices 
That Saved Patrick Petrolellm Up to $300,000 Interest Probed by SEC." 

Such items of concern are not arising from radicals and malcontents. Daily they 
are part and parcel of the Bible of the American Corporation's dail~news, the Wall 
Street Journal. Americans must stop viewing the corporation as a moral entity in 
and of itself, and, thus, liable for all wrongdoing of humans who commit the crimes, 
rather than individual decision-makers. 

Irving Kristol has stated well that: . ' 
"Business ethics, in a~y civilization, is properly defined by moral and religious 

traditions, and it is a confession of moral bankruptcy to assert that what the law 
does not explicitly prohibit is therefore morally permissible. Yet, curiously enough, 
this is what businessmen often seem to be saying-therewith inevitably inviting 
government to expand its code. of prohibitions. And the reason this has happened is 
that businessmen have come to think that the conduct of business is a purely 
'economic' activity, to be judged only by economic criteria, and that moral and 
religious traditions exist in a world apart, to be visited on Sundays perhaps." 
. Kristol goes on to say that: 

"To the degree that the business community protests against this situation, it is 
in terms of an abuse of power. It is indeed an abuse of power-but power will, in the 
end, always rush in to fill any available moral vacuum. It is that vacuum which is 
at the root of the problem. The business community should itself get interested, in a 
serious way, an intellectually thoughtful way, in the issue of 'business ethics.' There 
are some, if not many, theologians and philosophers who have no particular animus 
against businesl3 and who have worthwhile thing~ to say on the matter. But the 
business community, for the most part, doesn't know who they are""":'or even that 
they exist." 6 _' 

As representatives of groups with theological and ethical background we have 
opinions on matters of reparations, "penance," sanctions or penalties that ate raised 
in this legislation. We stand in support of the concrete suggestions proferred this 
committee by S. Prakash Sethi in his December 13, 1979 statement (esp. pp. 7-13), 
which concludes: 
_ " ... it seems clear that the movement toward incarceration of executives has not 

been given the kind of public exposure and discussion it deserves in light of its 
unknown and potentially significant effects. I am hopeful that the deliberations of 
your committee would go a long way toward achieving this end." 7 

In fiscal 1976, defendants in 30 criminal cases involving corporations who either 
were convicted, pleaded guilty or no contest involved commerce in excess of $1.6 
billion per year. Only one of the thirty cases found two defendants sentenced for a 
total of 2% months imprisonment. The average cost in terms of prison time for all 
defendants in all those completed' cases equaled one day in prison for each $21 
million worth of commerce affected. Yet our prisons are full of poor people who 
have stolen less than $21.00. Law and 'order cannot stop at the Boardroom door. 

According to Business Week, a former executive of a company convicted of crimi
nal activity stated his cost benefit analysis in blunt terms: 

"When you're doing $30 million a year and stand to gain $3 million by fIxing 
prices, a $30,000 fine doesn't mean much. . . Face it, most of us would be willi:ng to 
spend 30 days in jail to ma~e a few extra million dol1ars. Maybe if I were facing a 
year or more, I would thinktwice."s 

One ofthe arguments against imposing prison l3entences on such criminals is that 
the public has not cried for such' action. Yet, has it done so regarding persons 
convicted of violating the migratory bird laws? More of these lawbreakers were 
sentenced to prison, for longer terms, than those who violated our nation's antitrust 
laws for billions of dollars! 

The little available empirical evidence supports the conclusion that the strong 
deterrent of an extended jail term cuts crime more than fines or suspended sen
tences. This is why we support this key part of this piece of legislation. For example, 
a study of violations of price controls during World War II found that in jurisdic
tions where jail terms were imposed for such violations, general compliance with 

6 Irving Kristol, "Business Ethics and Economic Man," the Wall Street Journal, March 20, 
1979, p.l8. 

7 S. Prakash Sethi, "Statement before Subcommittee on Crime of the House Gommittee>on the 
Judiciary," December 13, 1979, p. 13. 

s Donald Phillips, quoted in "Leavened Prices at Phoenix Bakeries," Business Week, June 2, 
1975, p. 48. 
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the law was achieved. In other areas where fines and suspended sentences were 
imposed, the laws were openly flaunted.9 

We have noted that our experience with disclosure leads us to believe that the 
probability of being caught for violations of this law will be low; Experience of 
corporations using their financial and legal resources to tie matters in the courts for 
years shows that the probability for convictions will be low. Thus, if very serious 
punishments are included in this bill. can we find reaSon to believe it will be 
applicable. Service, and lectures to business people, along with confiscation of the 
profits realized by the corporation for the criminal activity''for communal distribu
tion might be some sanctions you might consider. 

Hearing a Catholic like myselfsp~l.~ this way one might be tempted to think I 
am controlled by the Old Testament's "lex talionis" or "an eye for an eye." Howev
er, I am more influenced by my understanding of the manager of these corporations 
from the perspective of a steward. The Greek word steward is "oikonomous" or 
housekeeper. The word is the foundation for our English word for economy, keeping 
the house in order. The gospel teachings on stewardship found in Matthew and 
Luke can be summarized as follows: 

1. The steward is responsible for the affairs and interests of others. 
2. The. steward performs actions affecting others, but these are subject to a 

greater authority. 
3. Faithfulness and dedication to this higher good is demanded of the steward 

always. . . 
,I 4. Stewards must always be prepared to disclose their activities and to give an 
account of their stewardship. 

J).The reward for good stewardship is a greater responsibility and trusti the 
sanction for scandalous-and poor stewardship is punishment lit for the crime. 

The activities covered \).;y this bill relate to criminal activities by managers who 
ought to act as social stewards. It is not a matter of a simple economic faux pas. 
Until those who commit such crimes are dealt with as if they were truly criminals 
who have abused the social trust, other business persons and the public will not 
regard them as criminals, and we shall have lost the social stigma and scandal that 
is so much a part of genera1 deterrence. Activities noted in this bill do not refer to 
crimes of passion committed on the spur of the moment. These are the external, 
physically frightening activities (usually limited to members of one's family) which 
we find our citizens concerned about. These economic crimes reflect cold, calculated, 
pre-meditated decisions wherein the benefits expected outweigh the risks Of being 
caught, punished,or sued. 

Economists have even gone so far as to have created a formula (NG=[l-p] R-C 
-pF) which indicates that if the probability of g(~tting caught and convicted is low, 
the punishment will have to be much greater than criminal revenues to achieve 
deterrence.to 

We would also note that the bill seemS vague on which governmental agency 
needs to receive a report regarding ~ actions tliat may seriously affect people's or 
environmental health. 

Also, are we speaking of activities' that are limited just to Americans? If so, then 
we must be concerned about eviderIce as late as 1976 showing that "Congressional 
investigators have issued a blisterir.ig indictmen~; of ... pharmaceutical makers. . . 
charging them with exposing humans to unnece:ssary risks in testing new drugs." 11 

If this bill deals with activitiE;';s within the United States, will it be able to be 
applied to corporate activities, outlawed in the" United States of corporations, but 
continued abroad? We raise this question particl~larly in light of disclosures related 
to the chemical and pharmaceutical industries .. You already are familiar with the 
case of A. H. Robins export of the Dalkon Shield IUD and the sale of Upjohn's, 
Withrop's,' and Shering's forms of dipyrone;' after these were taken from the U.S. 
market because of their- harmful effects. 

If we are to love and . treat our neighbor as ourselves and not to hinder life, this 
biblical and human tenet cannot stop at the Rio Grande. 

In Gonclusion, it is clear that, as we support this bill strongly, we also suggest a 
strengthening of its language to meet our ever-changing business world. As it 
stands, if the wording of this bill is so tightly and restrictively worded, it mightcend 

• N. Clinard, the,-Black Market 59-60, 243-45 (1952) cited in Chamblaiss, "Types of Deviance 
and the Effectiveness of Legal Sanctions," 1967 Wisconsin Law Review, 703, 713. ' 

10 NG equals expected net gajns for crime. R equals expected revenues from successfl.ll crimi
nal activity (or level. of seriousness). C equals expected costs of criminal activity (including 
opportunity costs). P equals probability of apprehen3ion and conviction (l-p) equaling probabil
ity of success. F equals amount of punishment. 

11 Richard Halloran, "U.S. Agency Finds Drug Testing Lax Says F.D.A., Makers .and Others 
Expose the Public to Needless Risks," the New York Times, July 21,1976, p. 1. 
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up like the much bally-hooed campaign lobbying bill. The lobbying bill incurs guilt 
only to those corporate executives who have a :meeting with a legislator at which 
time they make a specific request for a specific cause along with a, specific offer of 
reward; It h;:lS proven very difficult to prosecute under this bill. Yet influence 
csntinues. )! . 

.. In the sense I can appreciate some comments about this bill which indicate it 
would be suicidal for any business groups like Business Roundtable and the Nation
al Association of Manufacturers not to go on record opposing this bill. I would hope 
that this bill, which is trying to legislate harmful activities will not be like closing 
the barn door after the cows are out, as well as when we don't know they will never 
return to the same place and activity because the modus operandi of feeding and 
milking cows has changed. " . 

Obviously the huge corporations need to have built-in checks'!and balances before 
they will adequately include the public interest in their decisionmaking. I believe 
this legislation is one important step in this direction. 

STATEMENT BY PATRICIA YOUNG 
"li 

My name is Patricia Young. I represent the United Presbyterian Church on the 
board of the Interfaith Center on Corporate Responsibility. For a nu~ber"of years I 
have worked with IeCR on a range of co~porate r!lsponsibility issuesfrconcet~s such 
as equal employment, food and nutrutlOn, enVIronment and health, ener~'Y and 
computer technology. . 

In the course of our work I have visited operations of U.S. firms in this country 
and in Africa. I have met with corporate executives and address corporate annual 
meetings. I have attended international asselilblies, and I have testified at other 
Congressional hearings. 

I am pleased to join Brother Crosby and Mr. Smith in presenting some general 
observation. As a lay person I do not treat lightly the opportunity to speak on moral 
issues in a legislative setting. '" 

Today I am pleased to testify in support; of H.R. 4973-as a church member and as 
a citizen-not only because I believe it is ''cgmpatible with social responsibility goals, 
but also because it is in the best tradition of legislative protection of the general 
welfare. 

In rapidly growing numbers the religious community has become involved in 
corporate responsibility activity. This is a natural outgrowth of our call to witness 
to our faith in every aspect of life-including economic. One way we are a part of 
the nation's economic life is as shareholder in corporations. Shares of stock consti
tute a form of ownership. Ownership conveys benefits and responsibilities. We 
appreciate the benefits in the form of dividends that can be used for mission. We 
accept responsibility for company policies and practices that effect lives and .liveli
hood, positively or negatively. We believe our corporate responsibility work is a 
form of mission in itself. 

In our pursuit of responsible stewardship of our shared ownership, we have 
developed criteria and guidelines. These begin with efforts to be informed. As one 
aspect of our search for knowledge and understanding, we have meetings with 
corporate management, and we file resolutions asking for information. Sometimes 
we have been able to procure some of the data as the result of the dialogue, and 
sometimes as the result of the resolutions. In all but one case the corporations have 
resisted our efforts to gain information which we felt to be the obvious prerogative 
of oWners and necessary to enable us to carry out our particular /lowner" obliga
tions. 

Our experience suggests that there may be resistance as well to divulging infor
mation such as that called for in your legislation. The instinct to protect one's self 
interest (individual or corporate) will be at war with the instinct to protect others. 
Personal faith, company ethics, eco-justk;p./I.::onvictions and legal penalties will inter
mingle, as an employee makes a decisiqt/., '1;'0 disclose knowledge of hazardous prod
ucts or processes. .'/:/;' 

I am in agreement with the purPQIiJ~o/~/I:)1! the bill. If adopted it would be a signifi
cant reinforcement for the historic .1!1'J:iii:eo-Christian values of accountability and 
honesty. Surely it could be extreme:J;i/:'helpful in this new era of interdependence 
when it 'is even. llllore obligatory for (:~'t;I\/Jh pe.rson to act responsibly on behalf of the 
planet and poster~\~y. Each of us is u'tI.I~,e:r'~lldgment for anything we do to contribute 
to a damaged future for others. ' ~ 

Society has an idealistic goal thait. all segments will serve the common good. At 
the same time, society usually finds it realistic to undergird its vision of a just 
society with sacred and secular safeguards-with moral and legal cQdes. 

The value and ethical questioJ;lS that influence human activity are hardly new. 
They are rooted in the ancient codes of all religious traditions. liDo unto others 
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. . ." has a parallel in every religious faith. Some corollary values include the value 
of each human life, the value of life over property, the value of concern for each 
other, the value of our finite global homeland. " 

The "Golden Rule" approach to life is as relevant to business practice as it is in 
personal relationships. On a rapidly shrinking and fragile planet its observance by 
everyone grows more urgent every day. In our lifetime the enormity of the threats 
~hat confront us-in ghastly injuries, mega.-numbers and multi-generational 
Impact-do not permit any of us to hide. behind institutional barricades or academic 
evasions. 

More and more we are recognizing that altruism and pragmatism are inter
changeable-that the highest values are the t;mly values that may in the end enable 
humanity to survive. If we value our own life we will have to value others. What 
endangers others endangers us. 

The actions of a person with knowledge, not revealed, of a product or a process 
that ca~ do damage to h.uman life cannot b!,! justified with an equation. Quantitative 
calculatIOns about relatIve values of one lIfe versus a thousand are not acceptable 
by religious or humanistic standards. 

The act of repressing knowledge of a product or a process that could endanger life 
because of allegiance to a policy that values profit and de-values persons should not 
be condoned in any human arena. . " , 

When a person with knowledge and.po~it.ion hides information that,ofr'product.or a 
process can harm one or many, that mdIVIdual has broken a sacred trust. POSItion 
and knowledge are power. There should be no excuse for abuse of such power. 
Interoffice memorandums buried in microfilm vaults cannot exercise acts of omis-
sion or commission.' , ' 
, Our res,P9nsibility one to ~mother becomes by l~gical extension a. responsibility to 

persons IIvmg around contm~ntalcorner~ and m futur~ centurIes. O~l our tiny 
round home-the earth-the CIrcle of conSCIence and the CIrcle of contammation are 
both closed systems. Either we or our descendents will reap what we saw-in 
policies or poisons. 

No one of us is immune from temptation. We need all the affirmative incentives 
v.:e can provide to encourage. us. tp .respond in the most optimal fashion to the 
CIrcumstances of our opporturuty mf!history. 

Here, in H.R. 4973 governmental responsibility and corporate accountability inter
sect WIth the.v~ues of faith. It can .provide one additional guidepost by which 
human behaVIor In the market place WIll be challenged to meet the demands' of new 
times and ancient precepts. 

, Mr. CONYERS. Thank you, Father Crosby. Ms. Young, would you 
care to make additional statements? Please do. 

Ms. YOUNG. Fora number of years I have worked with ICCR on 
a range of corporate responsibility issues. In the course of our work 
I have visited operations of U.S~ firms in this country and in 
Africa. I have met with corporate executives and addressed corpo
rate annual meetings and attended international assemblies and 
testified at other congressional hearings-as a matter of fact just 
last week on the infant formula issue. " 

I am pleased to join !3rother. Cros~y and. Mr. Smith in prese~~ing 
some ~eneral observatIOns WhICh will be In ~ome cases repetItIOn, 
but will serve, I hope, to underscore the pOInts we are trying to 
make today. 

As a lay pers?n, I . do not treat lightly the opportunity to speak 
on moral Issues 'In thIS place. 

I am pleased to testify in support of H.R. 4973, not only because I 
believe i~ i~ ~ompatible with .s?cial resp?nsi~ility goals, but 'also 
because It IS In the best traditIOn of legIslative protection of the 
general welfare., , 

As. you, have heard, in rapidly growing numbers the religious 
comm~n~ty has become involved in corporate responsibility activi
ty. ThIS IS a natural outgrowth of our call to witness to our faith in 

',' every_as~ec~ of life, iD;clu4ing. economic. One way ~e are a part of 
the NatIOn s economIC hfels as shareholders In corporatIons. 
Shares of stock constitute a form of ownership. Ownership conveys 
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benefits and responsibilities. We appreciate the benefits in the 
form of dividends that can be used for mission. We accept responsi
bility for company policies and practices that affect lives and liveli
hood, positively or negatively. We ,believe our corporate responsibil
ity work is a form of mission in itself. 

In our pursuit of responsible stewardship of our shared owner
ship we have developed criteria and guidelines~ These begin with 
our effort to be informed. As one aspect of our search for knowl
edge and understanding, we have meetings with corporate manage
ment, and we file resolutions asking for information. Sometimes we 
have been able to procure some of the data as the result of the 
dialog, and sometimes as the result of the resolutions. In all but 
one case the corporations have resisted our efforts to gain informa
tion which we felt to he the obvious prerogative of owners and 
D;ecessary to enable us to carry out our particular "owner" obliga
tIons. 

Our experience suggests that there may be resistance as well to 
divulging information such as that called for in your legislation. 
T~e instinct to protect o~e's. self-interest, individual or corporate, 
wIll be at war WIth the InstInct to protect others. Personal faith 
company ethics, eco-justice convictions and legal penalties will in: 
termingle as a decision is made whether or not to disclose knowl-
edge of hazardous products or processes. <- •• 

/< I am in agreement with the purpose of the 'bill. If adopted, it 
would be a significant reinforcement for the historic Judeo-Chris
tian values of accountability and honesty. Surely it could be ex
tremely helpful in this new era of interdependen,ce when it is even 
more obligatory for each person to act responsibly on behalf of the 
planet and posterity. Each of us is under judgment for anything we 
do to contribute to a damaged future for others. 

Society has an idealistic goal that all segments will work togeth
er to serve the common good. At the same time, society usually 
finds it realistic to undergird its vision of a just society with sacred 
and secular safeguards-with moral and legal codes. 

The value and ethical questions that influence human activity 
are hardly new. They ;,ire rooted in theJ ancient codes of all reli
gious traditions. {'Do unto others * * *" has a parallel in every 
religious faith. Some corollary values include the value of each 
human life, the value of life over property, the value of concern for 
each other, the value of our fmite global homeland. 

The ('Golden Rule" approach tq life is as relevant to business 
practice as it is in personal relationships. On a rapidly shrinking 
and fragile planet its observance by everyone grows more urgent 
every day. In 'our lifetime the enormity of the threats that confront 
us-in ghastly injuries, megeLnumbers and multigenerational 
impact-do not permit any ofuf3 to hide behind institutional barri-
cades or academic evasions. / 
. More al'!-d more we are rec(jgnizing .that altruism and pragma

tIsm are Interchangeable-that the hIghest values are the only 
values that may in the end eriable humanity to survive. If we value 
our ow~ life, we will have tg value others. What endangers others, 
endangers us:' ) , 
Theac~ions of a person 7Nith knowledge, not revealed, of a prod

uct or a process that CI;J;n do damage to human life cannot be 
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justified with an equation. Quantitative calculations about relative 
values of 1 life versus 1,000 are not acceptable by religious or 
humanistic standards. The act of repressing knowledge of a product 
or a process that could endanger life because of allegiance to a 
policy that values profit and devalues persons, should not be con
doned in any human arena. 

When a person with knowledge and position hides information 
that a product or a process can harm one or many, that individual 
has broken a sacred trust. Position and knowledge are power. 
There should be no excuse for abuse of such power. Interoffice 
memorandums buried in microfilm vaults cannot exorcise acts of 
omission or commission. 

Our responsibility one to another becomes by logical extension a 
responsibility to persons living around continental corners and in 
future centuries. On our tiny round- home-the Earth-the circle of 
conscience and the circle of contamination are both closed systems. 
Either we or our descendants will reap what we sow-in policies or 
poisons. 

No one of us is immune from temptation. We need all the affirm
ative incentives we can provide to encourage us to respond in the 
most optimal fashion to the circumstances of our opportunity in 
history. q 

Here in H.R. 4973, governmental responsibility and corporate 
accountability intersect with the values of faith. It can provide one 
additional guidepost by which human behavior in. the marketp~ace 
will be challenged to meet the demands of new times and anCIent 
precepts. I' 

Thank you for the opportunity to make these remarks. 
Mr. CONYERS. I want to thank you all for excellent statements 

that raise anew the issues of moral considerations within the free .. 
market enterprise system. )I!~ 

I would like to first try to respond to the questions that you 
raised about the bill because we have left the appropriate Federal 
agency as a general term now because there may be different 
agencies for different subject matters, and rather than trying to get 
into a failure of omission by enumerating them and leaving out 
some, so far the best way we can approach this is to consider this 
general phrase: "Appropriate Federal-agency." . 

We think that U.S. corporations would be quite limited in their 
conduct-we may have trouble with activities that were committed 
outside the United States. There, the law goes off into a great 
number of directions. So the "most that I can say now without any 
further research is that we might be limited to conduct within the 
United States although I am not willing to close the discussion on 
that. But that starts us off at our most cautious point. . 

It would seem reasonable that U.S. corporate activity that vio
lates our law here shOUld be prosecutable wherever it rnay occur, 
but we are just not too certain at this moment. 

Let me ask, probably of the executive director, just how large can 
you estimate the religious community's investment in corporate 
America to be?' -

Mr. SMITH. Mr. Conyers, there has not been recently.a tight and 
accurate review of what the American religious wealth-if you add 
real estate and so on-adds up to. Several years ago, when people , 
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testified before Congress, they talked about an estimated $20 bil-
~. . 

But I can say within the orders and denominations that are part 
of the I?terfaith Center of Corporate Responsibility, because you 
are taikinga.bout pension funds such as the United Press, which is 
worth about a half billion dollars, that the total amount would be 
well over $5 or $6 billion. So those are the agencies that are 
worki~g directly with us~] but there ar:e many, many tha~ have 
large Investments and real estate holdIngs that are not dIrectly 
part of the ICCR. 

Mr. CONYERS. C~mld other witnesses help me on that question? 
Reverend CROSBY. For instance, in the Catholic community, 

every diocese-and there are about 160 of them-is totally autono
mous and does not disclose unless it chooses to disclose. I would say 
.the average diocese would probably have a portfolio of between $5 
and $10 million. There are about 700 or 800 Catholic religious 
orders of women and men and those range in number from 15-20, 
to 3,000 and 4,000. The women's needs are greater than the men's 
needs for a portfolio, because in the last 10 or 15 years the average 
age has increased among religious women, so they have greater 
needs for health care. And the portfolio helps that. . 

It wquld be very difficult; you have such difference in sizes 
among the religious orders. Also, the Catholic community has hos
pitals and educational institutions and foundations. All of them 
have their own separate portfolios, and there is no center to which 
any Catholic group has to give to any higher authority its financial 
disclosure. 

So we are very independent when it gets to our separate diocese 
and religious orders, financially. 

Mr. CONYERS. Then I take it that the $20 billion figure, consider
ing inflation and so forth, is probably still a ballpark figure, but it 
is still an incredibly large figure and means that you do have a 
real impact, I take it. 
Th~s leads me into my next question, that you have to exert a 

.. real Impact upon the companies in which you do invest. If you 
could tell me a little about those experiences, I would appreciate it. 

Mr. SMITH. I think in the last decade many corporations have 
recognized that the church is going to continue to be an ongoing 
part of the landscape in terms of raising social accountability ques
tions. Of cOUrse it doesn't hurt when you are filing a shareholder 
resolution with IBM on a question like investment in South Africa, 
if you have $10 million worth of church investment proposing that 
resolution, as we hav'\~ this year. 

In the last decade i'pany companies have shown more willingness 
to sit down and talk about social responsibility issues-whether the 

c iss~e is the environme'nt, equal employment opportunity, or South 
AfrIca. 

We are still surprised at the number of companies that resist 
basic disclosure of information on key social questions. We have 
seen numerous copies of reports on equal employment opportunity 
or environmental questions, or on South Africa; or health and 
safety questions that companies have done as a result of share .. 
holder resolutions put by churches. 

Mr. CONYERS. So you are making some progress? 
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Mr. SMITH. We feel that the impacf'of church pressure in this 
area is being felt, and we are seeing some changes in company 
policies and practices or in disclosure. 

Mr. CONYERS. Are there any other kinds of examples you would 
~ike to raise ,in, terms of what you mean when you say social 
Interest questIOn~ that are brought before the corporation? Could 
you give me just an example or two? 

Mr. SMITH. This year there are numerous examples we could talk 
about that relate closely to the legislation before us today; the one 
example I mentioned briefly was the Dow Chemical Co.; the share
holders' resolution put to them this year asked for them to set up a 
comm~ttee which shall includ~ some outside directors and repre
sentatIves of management to i'ito a report on the public health 
consequences of certain herbici\\les to the board and shareholders 
within 6 months of the 1980 am:ljpal meeting. 

Second, Dow Chemica,! is as~;ed to place a moratorium on all 
production destined for'export of,~ the herbicides until publication of 
the committee report, assuming i;hat we have agreed that there is a 
real public health problem here, and we feel that these herbicides 
should not be exported until management has done this review. 

As I said earlier, in a }'!3tter that raises smiles rather than being 
seen as a serious response; the chairman of the board of Dow 
Chemical, Mr. Earl Barnes, on November 1, 1979, wrote a religious 
investor who made inquiry about this, and said that the people who 
were criticizing 2,4,5-T were extreme environmentalists and people 
who were afraid that this herbioide was being used too effectively 
in Oregon and northern California to destroy secret crops of mari-
huana. ~ 

I would suggest that the social impact questions related to these 
herbicides are much more serious than the chairman of Dow 
Chemical has at least indicated in this one letter. We will be 
having meetings with Dow to further explore this issue. We will, of 
course, be attending their shareholders' meeting to raise questions 
about it, and we will be looking to institutional investors who own 
Dow stock to cast their ballots in favor of these kinds of resolutions 
to try to increase the pressure on Dow. That is one kind of example 
that I think does relate to the legislation before us today. 

I mentioned Occidental Petroleum and their ownership of 
Hooker Chemical. That is ',a famous case to all in this room and 
again religj.0,us investors ht'jlve a shareholder resolution they 'have 
put beforeUhem on that particular issue asking for policies and 
procedures to be developed regarding production, distribution and 
disposal of hazardous substances, providing for the cost of cleanup, 
compensation and monitoring to prevent future problems. 

When you get down to specifics like this, where you are pressing 
a company to take its responsibilities seriously in this area, obvi
ously a lot of times you meet a lot of resistance. 

Reverend CROSBY. I might mention one case that refers to the 
bill where we got positive response but yet shows there are still 
some problems. In 1977 we ran across the information that has 
been included in the testimony previously from Silverman, and 
Letogar that was in Mother Jones. We filed a shareholders resolu
tion with Warner Lambert regarding how it labeled "Drugs 
Abroad." , 
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. T,he !Jnited States ?emands certain things to bel~~n), the labels 
IndIcatIng what drug IS to be used for and, what the -contraindica
tions may be. This changed very differently when labels got into 
Latin American and African nations. ' 

As an aside, that is why we think that possibly as there are 
campaign ;~nd political contributions abroad that can be brought to 
Unite~ State~ l~~islation here, this bill might be able to be applied 
to foreIgn actiVItIes as stated above. 

So we had filed a resolution asking them to disclose what they 
had done ~nd to bring its findings to the shareholders every year. 
Wernet WIth Warner Lambert and Park Davis in Detroit discuss-
ing this issue. r 

Around the same time they made a policy that they would have 
the same kind of labeling globally. However, that still is not being 
done by a large number of pharmaceuticals. 

Mr. CONYERS. Throughout the industry? 
Reverend CROSBY. Of companies throughout the industry. 
There was an article in Board Room. I clipped this. "Bring your 

own aspirin along if' you are travelling in Latin America and stay 
away from all locally sold analgesics. Many such medications con., 
tain dipyrone which can. cause serious blood disease. "The trade 
name:s come: from Upjohn, Wi!lthrop) ~cKesson, and Shering." 

ThIS was In Board Room saYIng AmerIcans should watch what 
they bring abroad. 

Mr. CONYERS. What is Board Room? 
Reverend CROSBY. Board Room is like Money, Fortune or Busi-

ness week. ' 
. Ms. YOUNG. Since a related issue, Mr. Dellums' bill, is before 

Congress, I might explain a little more about the formula market
iD;g and promotion issue. There were hearings last week before Mr. 
~Ingham"s com~ittee. T.his issue has to do with the growing use of 
Infant formula In the thIrd world. As it is promoted in general, it is 
also promoted to and reaches poverty persons who cannot afford 
it-who live in situations where it cannot be used safely because of 
the water situation, because they don~t have facilities for steriliza
tion or refrigeration; where diseast::( is :rampant and where the child 
needs the immunity provided by m:dk~e~~ milk which is agreed by 
everyone to be best. Breast feeding assists with family spacing as 
well. For all these reasons we think this is a serious health issue. 

It provides B; checkered picture of whether we have had response 
from corpor?tIOns or no~. Through 5 years of activity with the 
three AmerIcan companIes, and somewhat less with Nestle-of 
Geneva-who has a U.S. affiliate, we have had some minimal 
changes in th«:;ir 1?ractices. However, it was necessary for the World 
Health OrganIzatIOn and UNICEF to convene a international meet
ing last October to deal with this issue. 

yer,y strong ~hi!lgs were said about corporate adherence to those 
crfterla ~nd prIncIples, an? yet to this day, 6 months later, we are 
stIll haVIng dIfficulty haVIng the companies sit down with us and 
tell us point by point whether they really are going to abide by the 
specifics that were outlined in that meeting. 

Mr. CONYERS. The Chair notes that Mr. Miller 'of California has 
joined the subcommittee. I would yield now to the gentleman from 
Illinois, Mr. Hyde, for any questions or comments. 
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Mr. HYDE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Is it Father or Brother? 
Reverend CROSBY. Both. I am a priest of the church and a Broth-

er in my community. 
Mr. HYDE. Before I get into specific questions, I would be interest-

ed in discussing the general philosophy of this bill and elicting 
your views on union responsibility. We have been talking about 
corporate responsibility, which surely is an area that requires 
study and, doubtless, some activity. However, right in Chicago, the 
community where I was born and raised, although I do not repre
sent it anymore, the firemen -are about to go on strike. If fires 
occur and people are killed, and if they set up picket lines and 
things get nasty, what is your view on union responsibility? Should 
that conduct be criminalized? 

Reverend CROSBY. I don't think it refers to this piece of legisla-
tion. 

Mr. HYDE. Oh, no, it does not. 
Reverend CROSBY. What we have found about corporate responsi-

bility from thi~dimension that brings us here is the shareholder 
dimension. We have shares in the corporations and they are able to 
affect the management decisions. 

When you deal with trade unions we have different ways within 
the churches to relate to them as constituent of the churches. 
Dialogues take place such as that which has convened church and 
labor issues through the Center of Concern in Washington. Because 
of our limitations to the shareholder dimensions we do discuss with 
the unions. That takes place in other avenues within the churches. 

Mr. HYDE. Is there an effort being made by any organization 
among the churches you know t() dissuade the firemen from going 
on strike because of the possible loss of life if fires occur? 

Mr. SMITH. That may be occurring in Chicago. I think none of us 
are aware of those efforts nationally. 

Mr. HYDE. Yop do see a responsibility to the community? 
Mr. SMITH. Oh, certainly, Mr. Hyde. 
Mr. HYDE. This is a uniquecsituation. IJvvould not talk about 

electricians, but I am very concerned about the firemen. 
Mr. SMITH. Obviously most of us in this room would say any 

institution, whether a trade union, a university, a foundation, the 
church, are all institutions that nave to be scrutinized to see when 
they are meeting the public's welfare and when in any way their 
actions are undermIning the public welfare. -_. 

,That is a theme that we assume as we come before -. y~u today 
even though we speak specifically about corporations because of 
the bill. 

Mr. HYDE. Any of you may answer this next question. What is 
the j~,stification for singling out corporate management for punish
ment? Shouldn't anyone who has knowledge of a dangerous defect be 
criminally liable-for instance, a union steward who sees some
thing; a government j.nspectbr who finds something; an OSHA 
inspector, a researcher, or, any employee who has knowledge 6f a 
very danger~1}.s condition? 

Why arr we limiting this strictly to corporate management? 
Mr. SMITH, That is an interesting point. I think the major impact 

of the bill, as I read it, was to try to get to the people making the 
decisions or who had serious oversight over the decisions. You may 
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b7 right that someone who is a worker in a plant may in fact 
dlscove~ something that is clearly a hazard to the health of the 
people In the workplace. 

I would thi~k tlu~t they would normally report within the compa
ny ~o people In a hIgher level of management and ask for remedial 
actIOn .. Those persons would also have responsibility if there were 
no actIOn taken to go public. But let's also be clear that the price 
for somebody on the shop floor of reporting that kind of thing to a 
govern~ent agency may be the price of losing his job. 

The fIrst step he or she would take would probably be within the 
company to seek a remedy. - -
Rever~nd CROSBY. The bill does not say corporate. It does sa,,; 

appropI?-a~~ manager could be extended to appropriate line people of 
responslblhty. 

Mr. HYDE. I would think we could define management to include 
all people who are responsible. 
. Have a~y o~ you .thol1;ght about the self-incrimination problems 
Involv~d In thIS legIslatIOn? Although the bill is well-intentioned 
~here IS .a proble.m, ~s I see it, with requiring the disclosure of 
InformatIOn that IS gOIng to res'!llt in prosecution. 

I remember some years ago there .was a law requiring anybody 
who was a member of the CommunIst Party to register with the 
Government. .That law was struck down because it violated fifth 
amendment rIghts. 

Reverend CROS~Y. I think we have all talked about it. None of us 
are lawyers and It woul.d probably be best left to lawyers to com
ment o~ what double bInd or catch-22 this legislation may put a 
person In. 

Our responsibility today in. co~menting on the bill is to encour
age a. process to be set up WIthIn the corporation by which some
body IS a~le to reP.ort. o~t examples of corporate conduct that may 
cause socIal or bodIly InjUry. 

If we can't fiD:~ a way of doin~ that because of the kind of limit 
that you J:ave hsted ,tod~y, I think we are going to run into real 
problems. In the /1980 s Wlt~ the person who wants to do this kind 
of ~eportIng feeling that his job would be in jeopardy if he were a 
whIstle blower.' 

Mr. HYJ?E. So many times legislation is well-intentioned and 
addresses Itself ~o a real ~eed.' but we all- must work within the 
context of estabh~hed constl~ut~onal rights and principles. 

When you g~t Into the crIml~allaw field, where specificity is a 
must,. there m~?:ht be s?me serIOUS problems in determining what 
constItutes an approprIate manager." 

Yi e. ma~ criminalize an action and put someone in jail. The' 
prInCIple IS that there must be a definite crime-one that you 
know !3-bou.t ~nd on which the law is clear as to the parameters of 
wh~t IS crlIn~nal and what is not. This does not ni~an that I am 
agaInst the ~Ill. However, I do see a problem of self-incrimination. 
These are thIngs we have to study. -

How much evidence of danger is necessary? What percentage of 
consumers must be affected? These are things we can perhaps work 
out through tJ:e .amendatory process. I just want you to under
stand that .thls l~ not a black-and-white issue. There are real 
problems WIth thIS type of difficult, but' important, legislation. 
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Did you want to add something, Father?' ' 
Reveren<I CROSBY. I was saying that the bill does not discuss the 

self-incrimination concern but it is exactly the opposite. If they 
knowingly withhold the information, then they are incriminated, 
but I think that there are other bills in the Government that will 
be able to deal with people who do blow the whistle. 

From my background information most likely because they have 
been honest they will not be held liable. 

Mr. HYDE. If the bill requires someone to disclose knowledge of 
the matter for which h~ may be prosecuted, I would suggest that it 
violates one's fifth amendment right. One may not be required to 
testify against oneself. That is what we are confronted with in this 
bill. 

Ms. YOUNG. It seems to me we are asking the wrong questions. 
The methodology which can uphold the principle that we think is 
basic can be worked out, as you have indicated, by amendments or 
whatever. 

But because of tHe grossness of the kinds of crimes that are now 
possible with new developments and in' a world that we suddenly 
recognize can be permanently harmed by some of our activity, it is 
incumbent on all of us to ask what new principles must be articu
lated and then to develop the appropriate legislation and constitu
tional safeguards. 

I think that several institutions in sOyiety are responsible for 
that process. I think the Government, appropriately, must be one 
of those. 

Mr. HYDE. With all due respect to what you have said, I cannot 
avoid being troubled by a potential violation of the fifth amend
ment to our U.S. Constitution. New principles are not going to 
repeal the privilege against self-incrimination. Maybe we can sub-' 
ject this conduct to a tremendously heavy civil penalty and make it 
prohibitive by a fine, but it is not an easy prob1em. 

Ms. YOUNG. I agree with that. I have two children engaged in 
law. One warned me this was going to be a problem raised. I do not 
offer any expertise in solving that. I would suspect someone like 
you could if you were for the principle. Government, it seems to 
me, has a responsibility under these new times. Also, I think 
corporate institutions have to examine what their processes are fot 
placing responsibility"and accountability. They may establish a 
code and make clear what is expected of that code. They may have 
an outside \~dvisory. committee that advises them objectively on 
what they ought to be doing. In any case, they must develop their 
new procedure. '. ' 

Further, consumer groups and religious institutions are responsi
ble for keeping people aware of what the valJles are, and that, 
human values must come first. 

Mr. HYDE. I am sure my time is up. You have been most gener
ous, Mr. Chairman. I just want to say that I am sympathetic toward 
what this legislation seeks to do. I think it is overdue. _These 
fictional entities, corporations, should not be immiulized froid the 
rules of normal, decent conduct. However, it must be done Within a 
framework of. constitutionality. I think we can achieve this. 

Mr. CONYERS. Mr. Sensenbrenner. '1 
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~r. SENSENBRENNER. As Members of Congress, all of us are very 
paInfullr aware of how slow the wheels of bureaucracy move. I 
would lIke to a~k the panel -yvhat they would propose to do if 
corporate executIves do make tImely reports under this bill. Let us 
suppose that such a report is sent to a Government agency ,and 
years lapse before the Government agency does e.nything about it. 

Would you be in favor of amending this bill to make that kind of 
delay specifically malfeasance in office, thereby subjecting the 
agency's personnel to penalties? 

Mr. ~~I,!H. you. are talking about another sector of corporate 
respons~b~l~ty; In o~her wor.ds, the .Gover:r;tment agency's corporate 
responsIbIlIty. I thInk, obVIously, If a grievance as serious as re
ferred to in this bill gets reported to a Government agency and it is 
sat on for a year, neither the public's welfare nor the employees' 
welfare, .whoever is being affected, is being protected. 

The aIm of the bill is to get swift remedial action. So I think 
whe~her the specific amendment you refer to or another way of 
makIng sure that doesn't get cooped up in the agency's files is an 
absolute necessity. 

Mr. SENSENBRENNER. The Food and Drug Administration is the 
agency that comes to I,llind. It is notoriously slow in taking action 
when there are allegatIOns that a drug on the market is dangerous. 
It takes a long, long time to get the drug decertified through the 
processes of the Food and Drug Administration. 
. Of cours~? everybody is. entitled to a hearing, including corpora

tIOD;s, but yrhat do you think would be an appropriate time frame 
durIng WhICh the agency should take action? 

Mr. SMITH. I don't think we are willing to recommend a period of 
weeks or a period of months specifically, but to say that obviously 
t~e agency. needs to move swiftly to confront the corporation to 
dis~uss the Issue, to get more facts about it and to suggest remedial 
actIOn. 

If a specific amendment would be put forth we would be willing 
to comment on that. Obviously, it is something that can't go over 
months and months into a year. -:,1 " 

Mr. SENSENBRENNER. Do you beli~ve that reports that would be 
filed pursu'ant to this bill should be a matter of public record under 
the Freedom of Information Act? 

Reverend CROSBY. I do, because it affects the public health. 
Mr. S~NSENBRE:N"NER. Don't you think that such availability to 

the publIc could be used by Madison A venue advertising geniuses 
who ~ave .been . hired by t~e competitors of the company that 
complIed WIth thIS law to achIeve a competitive advantage over that 
company? .~ 

Reverend CROSBY. I will give you an example of how difficult it is 
to file under the Freedom of Information Act with a corporation in 
~our District,. General Electric, in Waukesha. We had asked about 
Issll:e~ regardmg the Equal Employment Opportunity Act for mi
norItIes and women to be used in their considerations at that plant 
. which is located far from minorities. ' 

We filed a stockholder resolution. The company urged the share
holder to vote against a simple disclosure of what their EEO data 
was; not broken down but just in the nine categories. ~, 
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We also filed, under Freedom of Information to get the nine 
categories of that local facility. Weare still in court with General 
Electric which is trying to keep us from getting that one sheet of 
paper which the simple data disclosed. 

It has nothing to do with the competitive issue. General Electric 
is able to use lawyers and money in a way we could never do 
because of our limited resources. It is keeping us from getting basic 
information from the Freedom of Information Act. 

I am using this as an example of a corporation within your own 
District keeping basic information from concerned citizens about 
how minorities and women are in the work force of that plant. 

Mr. SENSENBRENNER. Let us say that the working place of the 
corporation is conclusively pro~en to be dangerous ~o wom~n of 
child-bearing age. The corporatIOn theu has the chOICe of eIther 
spending the money to make the pla~ce of work safer for these 
women or not hiring women at all and not spending the money. 

Doesn't this suggest anotl\er potential conflict created by this 
bill, in addition to the fuph i~mendment conflict which Congress
man Hyde brought up? 

Reverend CROSBY. -In op.r shareholder resolution which we filed 
with American Cyanainid:, we raised the issue that has been dis
cussed in yesterday's New York Times articles on "The Genetics 
Test of Industry Raise Rights of Workers." If it is going to adverse
ly affect the woman and her geD;es, it is also going to affe~t the 
man and ~ his genes. Therefore, It should be equall~ applIcable. 

Again, it would have bearing on this piece of legislatIOn. 
Mr. SMITH. I would suggest if this particular issue is of interest 

to the committee, he might solicit testimony from the International 
Chemical Workers Union which~has been doing extensive research 
on this particular question and is one of the cosponsors of the 
shareholder resolution; with several religious investors, with 
American Cyanamid. 

I think the question is a real live one. Are companies who decide 
there are some genetic or reproductive hazard in the wor;kplace 
simply going to try to minimize their possible dangers by taking 
women out of the workplace and say they have solved the problem 
ra'tner than trying to adequately clean up the workplace so people 
aren't going to be affected? 

What the International Chemical' Workers Union is arguing is 
there is scientific evidence now that obviously women of child
bearing age, both they and the children in the womb, would be 
affected by certain chemicals. There is also an increasing body of 
scientific evidence that shows some of those chemicals adversely 
affect male genes. 

That kind of information has to be taken very seriously if you, 
are talking about protecting people in the workplace. 

Mr. SENSENBRENNER. I have two final questions for Father Crosby 
relating to procedures. On page 3 of your statement, you ,mention 
that your group was not able to disc~ver which corporat.e ma~agers 
were responsible for some alleged mIsstatements by BrIstol :Myers. 
If this legislation had been in effect at the time, how would the 
situation have been improved? 

Second, assuming that the corporate manager did not comply 
with the notification requirements, how would anybody be able to 
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better discover the source of the misstatements? It seems to me that 
you would have to find out who did it before somebody can be 
prosecuted under a law like this. 

Reverend CROSBY. The purpose of the bill appeals to me because 
when we realize how difficult it is to get the smoking gun, you find 
out from inside. Outsiders like us-even who are supposed to get 
the information because we are shareholders-do not get the disclo
sure. 

The appealing thing about this bill is that someone with the 
inside information would do the disclosing of the facts. That is why 
we support this bill. Until now it has been very difficult to find out 
who is making these decisions. 

Mr. SENSENBRENNER. Don't you think that that problem can be 
mOl'e effectively resolved with an amendment to the Securities and 
Exchange Act relating to corporate disclosure to shareholders, rath
er than through the passage of a criminal law like this? 

Mr. SMITH. That may be helpful to require that kind of reporting 
to shareholders. That might be an' additional kind of suggestion 
one would make. But if you are talking about the appropriate 
Government agency to have oversight of health and safety ques
tions in the workplace, it seems to me there should be dual report
ing that both the appropriate agency and the shareholders through 
the 10-K's or the annual reports should have access to that infor
mation. 

But I think the point we are all trying to' underline, as Mr. Hyde 
described, the fictional character of the corporation, how do we 
reach inside that fictional character, go to the place where deci
sions are made and let the person who is making that decision 
know that society is supporting responsible actions they are going 
to take and that there are penalties for irresponsible actions. 

At this point those persons are caught within a corporate fabric 
which is not giving them positive reinforcement when they are 
going to come forth and say we found the danger ~ th~ workplace 
or our society is being damaged by a certain product. 

There are no penalties for them. So, again, we want to underline 
with some of the very helpful comments both of you have made, 
this kind of legislation is an absolute necessity for the 1980's if we 
,.are going to change the fabric of the decisionmaking process within 
the corporate top management. 

Mr. SENSENBRENNER. I am sure that we all agree on the princi
ples that the thr.ee of you, have discussed. I would just like to 
reemphasize Mr. Hyde's point that drafting an effective, constitu
tional law, which will not be discarded for violating fIfth amend
ment rights1, is easier said than done. Certainly we are going to 
need the expertise of those who are more experienced in the area of 
criminal law than I am, for example, to come up with something 
that effectively gets to the root of the problem and provides some 
kind of punishment for those who violate the law. 

Mr. SMITH. But it might be helpful for us to look at the legisla
tion and the penalties provided for corporate managers who are 
involved in improper payments overseas, political contributions or 
bribes and to see what that has done within the corporate world to 
a degree. ' 

-~ 
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Even before legislation of that sort was in place, IBM, for in
stance, and many other companies would have a policy that any 
manager overseas responsible for that action was going to lose his 
job as soon.as headquarters found out. 

Also, now there are civil penalties for a manager who is responsi
ble in making such bribes and political contributions. Perhaps 
there are other pieces of legislation where some other common 
learning could occur. 

Mr. SENSENBRENNER. Nevertheless, but disclosure is the impor
tant part of the. problem because you can criminalize the act 
through this law without getting the facts disclosed. Nobody will 'be 
prosecuted. . 

I seem to recall that there has been only one prosecution under 
the law that. m.ade bribes. of foreign government officials illegal and 
it was not a major American corporation that was 2l'osecuted. It 
was someone who bribed the government of a small Pacific island 
nation to sell postage rights in the United States. He pleaded 
guilty to that and was confined. 

Mr. SMITH. You may be talking about(the difficulty of putting 
such legislation into effect but the fact df the matter is that kind of 
legislation does require disclosure. 

If a company doesn't disclose to the SEC adequately about such 
payments, they can be sued for misleading the shareholders, mis
leading the SEC as a Government agency. 

I am sure both of us are making points that are germane to 
refining the legislation before us but I am saying there may be 
other legislation on the books where managers are required to 
make disclosures to their'management and to the public in the end 
through tne SEC process which deals with the fifth amendment 
question. 

It would be interesting to see what counsel comes up with. 
Mr. CONYERS. Mr. Gudger, do you have questions of the panel? 
Mr. GUDGER. Mr. Chairman, I thank you for the- opportunity to 

question and I believe I will pass at this time. 
Mr. CONYERS. Mr. Volkmer, have you questions? 
Mr. VOLKMER~ No questions, thank you. 
Mr. CONYERS. Mr. Miller, have you any questions? 
Mr. MILLER. Mr. Chairman, I appreciate the opportunity. I would 

just like to respond to the question of self-incrimination where 
there are criminalizing acts. It would seem to me what the legisla
tion speaks to is to criminalize that activity in which you fail to 
acknowledge or to report, in this case, information which would 
bring about the result, and at that point what you would be report
ing to the respon~ible agency or appropriate agency-in this case 
assume it is EPA-would then be engaging the EPA agency by 
which that product would be removed from the marketplace or 
confmed to certain uses and certain conditions. 

As far as I know· there is no criminal action in that kind of 
procedure. That is' a question of governmental regulation and 
whether or not this has slipped through that regulation. It may be 
EPA will say, we appreciate this but we still think the manner in 
which they are maIitketing it or producing it is proper. 

It would seem t() me the person we are concerned about with, 
respect to self'-incrimination is exactly the opposite. This is a 
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person who did not speak up or in the case of the criminal activity 
th~t,we have heard testimony on before your committee who has a 
wrIti:en memo on how not to speak up and said: We will keep this 
product in the marketplace. . 

So t~e Go~erD:ment would in. e~fect fine this person through some 
other I!lvestIgatIOn because thIS Isn't the person who said: We are 
prodUCIng a dange!<?us pr~duct. ~his is a person who kept his 
mouth shut or partIcIpated In keepIng away from the knowledge of 
proper autp.orities the fact that the product was dangerous. , 

I apprecIate your concerns, Mr. Hyde, and I think it is something 
the committee is engaging in with the Justice Department to make 
sure we don't overstep constitutional bounds. 

But I think we are. talking about the ~xact opposite here. 
Mr. CONYERS. T~lS matter will be carefully reviewed by the 

Department of JustIce and our own subcommittee. It is an impor-
tant one. . ' 

'~e have used up our full share of time. We are grateful for the 
ethICal concerns that the three of you have put in focus here with 
regard to this bill. We are happy to know that we can blend 
altruism and pragmatism in a more equitable manner. . 

On . be~alf of the committee, we applaud all of you and the 
or~anIzatIOns that you represent for the important work you are 
domg. .' 

Mr. SMITH. We appreciate the opportunity to be here. Thank you. 
Mr. CONYERS. Thank you again. 
We now have our second panel for the morning which consists of 

Ralph Nader, Esq., Mark Green, Esq., and Dr. Sidney Wolfe. We 
welcome you before our subcommittee. 

PANEL: RALPH NADER, ESQ., PUBLIC CITIZEN, WASHINGTON, 
D.C.; MARK GREEN, ESQ., CONGRESS WATCH, WASHINGTON, 
D.C.; DR. SIDNEY M. WOLFE, DIRECTOR, HEALTH RESEARCH 
GROUP, WASHINGTON, D.C. 

Mr. NADER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
.Mr. CONYERS. We not~ that Mr. Ralph Nader is a distinguished 

wItp.ess before congressIOnal committees and has been our most 
effective consumer advocate. He has built an effective national 
network ?f citizen act.ion that has a major impact on areas ranging 
from antICorporate CrIme and tax reform to nuclear energy. 

He has written extensively, lectured and has spoken from one 
en? of t~e ?ountry to the other. We welcome him today. Accompa
nymg hIm IS Mark Green, who also has done extensive work with 
the Nader Corporate Accountability Research Group and is the 
current Director of Nader's Congress Watch: Mr. Gfe~n has writ
ten a number of books, including the "Monopoly Makers" "Who 
Runs Congress," "The Other Government," and "Taming the Giant 
Corporation. " 

Dr. Sidney Wolfe is'very distinguished for his work as director of 
the Nader Health Research Group since 1972:;-~Brior to that time 
h.e was an inter? at Clev~land General Hospital, a clinical asso: 
CIate at the NatIOnal InstItute. of Health, a resident at Cleveland 
General Hospital, and a senior staff fellow at the National Insti
tute of Arthritis and Metabolic Diseases. 
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He, too, has written extensively and has appeared before innu-
merable congressional committees. .. 

Gentlemen, we welcome you all. We will incorporate your state
ments in the record and allow you to feel free to proceed in your 
own way. 

[The statements referred to follow:] 

PREPARED STATEMENT OF RALPH NADER AND l\1ARK GREEN, PUBLIC CITIZEN'S 
CONGRESS WATCH 

Mr. Chairman, we have had a long-standing'concern about the growth of business 
crime. The documented level and cost of "crime in the suites" today should concern 
all those who promote consumer values in the competitive marketplace and who 
seek an effective system of law enforcement. -. . 

H.R. 4973 is a simple and workable reform that can begm to reduce the wI.lIful 
and unnecessary hazards that confront people. at home, work, or in ~he marke~pl~ce. 
But before discussing that particular remedy m Part III, we would lIke to put It m a 
proper empirical context in Part I and n. 

1. 

Business crimes is as old as business. There were prohibitions against monopoly 
in common law England. Lord Bryce's "The American Commonwealth" (1888) and 
Henry Demarest Lloyd's "Wealth Against Commonwealth" (1899) dissected business 
corruption with Lloyd saying that the Standard Oil Corporation "has done every
thing with'the Pennsylvania legi.slature except to refme it." Widespreaq stock fra:ud 
led to the 1933 and 1934 securitIes actsj the 1960s saw the great electrIcal machm
ery bid-rigging case and the marketing of thalidomide by Distillers and MER 29 by 
Richardson Merrill, thou?;h both firms had 'evidence of health risks. Yet the appar
ent prevalence today of 'corporate crime"-a subcategory of "white collar crime" 
involving managerial;, direction, participation, or acquiesance in ~legal business 
acts-has newly raised the issue of the adequacy of legal sanctIOns. Why has 
deterrence apparently failed to reduce such econo¥lic illegality? Should .the federal 
criminal . code effecting corporate crime be recodIfied-or reconceptuahzed? What 
new sanctions or structures can persuade companies to obey legal standards? 
Prevalence 

There is no way to specifically prove how much business crime tC!day is greater 
than in previous periods. Nor is it possible, given current data collectIOn systems, to 0 

conduct a scientific "corporate crime, prevale.ncy study." We onl.r k~ow C?f firms 
publicly exposed, since other culpable compames do not volunteer theIr guIlt: Cer
tainly, at least, there is a peak exposure of 4 major forms of corporate crIme
finartcial, antitrust, chemical and product safety crime. 

About 500 American firms-including more than one-third of the Fortune 500-
have admitted in recent years to illegal or improper payoffs abroad totalling over $1 
billion. And their primary public defense, that "everyone does it," was hardly 
reassuring. In'a major 1976 report, the Se~urities and.Exchange Commissio~ de
clared that it was Ilunable to conclude that mstances of Illegal payments are eIther 
isolated or aberrations limited to a few unscrupulous individuals. . . the problem is 
serious and widespread." When 34 acknowledged their illegal payoffs, its chairman 
of 17 years, William L. McKnight, said "I don't know tha.t 3M did anything different 
than a great many other corporations did." An Opinion Research Corporation Poll 
in 1974 revealed that 92% of the business people surveyed thought that legislation 
prohibiting bribes abroad wou,ld be ineffective. Said one, "How can you advocate 
morality over success?" . ., . 

Over 100 grand juries-a record number-were a year ago mvestIgatmg prlce
fixing conspiracies, the Justice Department's Antitrust Division reports. Based on 
these investigations, former Division official Joe Sims concluded that "price fixing is 
a commonJ:msiness practice." Corroborating this view is the fact that there seems to 
be a linear relationship between increased resources spent on criminal investiga
tions and criminal indictments. And when a Nader ?;roup asked Fortune's top 1,000 
presidents if they agreed with the observation that Imany companies price fix," 60 
percent of the 110 respondents agreed. 

A relatively new category of illegality-chemical crime-has begun to spread, as 
Kepone, PCB's, PBB's, and other exotic chemicals work their way into the human 
environment. The Environmental Protection Agency has estimated that there are 
30;000 toxic dump sites around the country, with "significant amounts" in 800 of 
them in areas such as at the Love Canal community in upstate New York. 
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Finally, there have been recently a series of cover-ups of product hazards. We,now 
know from internal firm documents obtained in legal proceedings that (a) Hooker 
Chemical knew for decades the toxic effects of its chemical dumpings, (b) th(.1 Ford 
Motor Company knew that the gas tanks of earlier model Pintos had a tenqency to 
explode when rear-ended, (c) Firestone knew that its radial 500 tires had an unusu
ally high failure rate, and (d) leading asbestos firms withheld the health hazards 
involved in their product from their workers. The New York Times, in. a May 1, 
1979, editorial bristling with indignation, concluded that "The only effective remedy 
is to change the incentives and penalties that now shape such decision ... Other
wise irresponsiple decisions will continue to poison not only the physical environ-
ment but public confid~nce as well." . 

Costs 
There is, first, the direct consume12u!Qst. A 1976 Joint EconomicCommittee report 

pegs it at $44 billion a year-a number that doesn't even include the costs of 
antitrust or environmental violations. Yet one price-fixing conspiracy in 1961 stole 
more money that year than all street burglaries combined. Professor William Shep
ard of Michigan, a highly regarded economist, estimates that antitrust violations 
transfers (i.e. robs) over $60 billion each year from the pockets of consumers to the 
pockets of law-violating producers. Most cancer is environmentally caused, says the 
American Cancer Society and the Council on Environmental QualitYj the highest 
death rates from lung, liver, and bladder cancer correlate with areas around chemi
cal plants. The health and property impairments of industrial pollution range in the 
tens of billions annually, according to the best government studies. It is now 
estimated for example, that it would cost $8 billion to clean up the Kepone contami-
nation of the James River in Virginia., . 

There js also the indirect assault on public trust when the proverbial pillars of 
the community turn out to be its pillagers. Edwin Sutherland, in his seminal work 
on white collar crime 40 years ago, concluded that "white collar crimes violate trust, 
and therefore create distrust, which lowers social morale and produces social disor
ganization on a large scale." Thus, there are not only the foreign governments 
subverted by our corporate bribes and cooperation with extortion. There is also the 
subversion of our own socienty. A public accustomed to lawlessness, especially by its 
leaders, can lose the self-discipline and respect for law essential 1:0 a working 
democracy. Manhattan D.A. Robert Morgantheau, for one, argues that suite-crime 
can provide an easy rationalization and incitement for street-crime. In Brazil some 
years ago one candidate Qoldly. ran on the slogan, "To my enemies, the law; to my 
friends, facilities." If "eve}'yone does it," many may ask-why not me? 

Enforcement efforts 
Despite the prevalence and costs of corporl:tte crime, the federal effort against it, 

according to the American Bar Association's criminal section, is "underfunded, 
undirected, and uncoordinated, and in ,need of the development of priorities." A 
report by this section indicated how the lack of a unified federal policy, the multiple 
congressional committees each with a piece of the problem and the failure to 
centralize corporate' crime data have defeated the government's ability to confront 
this problem. The House Judiciary Committee's Subcommittee on Crime, in a pre
liminary survey, found that only 5 percent of the Justice Department's resources 
($139 million out of $2.5 billion) were devoted to white collar crime. Under pressure 
from critics, Attorney General Edward Levi created an inter-agency white collar 
crime task force in the mid-1970s, yet it never issued any public report or recom
mendation. In a November 1975 report, Paul J. Curran, the outgoing U.S. Attorney 
for the southern district of New York, complained that "excl~pt for the Securities 
and Exchange Commission and the Internal Revenue Service, which operate iI? 
fairly narrow areas, the Federal agencies responsible for investigating these (white
collar crime) .cases are simply not doing the job." Until the creation of the Water
gate special pros_ecutor, the Justice Department had almost never moved against 
illegal business contributions to political figures. When last checked, there was not 
even a reporting category for business crime in the FBrs detailed annual compendi
Um, "Crime in the United States"-although there are 27 other categories. 
Ev~n where the federal government moves against business abuse civilly or 

criminally, the results are often insignificant. The chances of being sentenced to a 
prison term is 20 percent for those indicted for bank embezzlement and 89 percent 
for those indicted for bank robbery. In Marshall Clinard's study of the 582 corpora
tions, 88,1 percent of all sanctions imposed were administrative in nature (e.g. cease 
and desist), 9.2 percent were civil, 2.7 percent criminal. In only .9 percent of all 
enforcement actions was a corporat~ officiaicriminally sanctioned-probation, fine, 
s4spended sentence, or jail; in aU, five officials (out of 1,553 actions) went to prison. 
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More than 80 percent of all antitrust civil c.as~s and 90 'percen~ of S~C com,plaints 
end with consent decrees which are not admissible as prima facie eVldence m later 
private actions. More th~n 70 percent of antitr~st indictments and 80 pe~cent of 
securities fraud cases end with nolo pleas-wJ;llch also. cannot be used. m later 
private actions, which often lead to more len,~ent, p~nIs~ment and ~hlCh a~low 
defendants to describe their offenses as merely techn~ca~ .. Though al?-tI~ru~t Vlola
tions are now felonies punishable by up to three years In Jail and $1 millIon m fmes 
for corporations, terms of over three m,onths or fin~s ov~r a. few thousand. dollars 
are rare. Those companies who, followmg an S~C investigation, have ~ admItted to , 
illegal or lI.questionable" foreign payoffs have paid fines that eq~al the revenue .of a 
few minutes of company production. Indeed, most of the responSible company dIrec
tors and officials continued on in their positions. This lev.el of tolerance ~pset 
Business Week. "The public will trust businessmen only if It knows they Will be 
held responsible when they bx:eak the law:". . . . . 

There is a long history of Judges and Justices bemg SOlIClt~uS t~ busmess felon~. 
One, Judge Underwood, when sentencing rea~ estate execubves ·m 1933 for mall 
fraud said "You are men of affairs, of experiences, of refinement and culture, of 
excelient r~putation and standing.in the business and ~ocial ~orld." More re,cently, 
Federal district court judge, Warren Ferguson, has written, All people don t n.eed 
to be sent to prison. For wh~te collar criminals, t?e me!e fact of prosef,utlOl?-' 
pleading guilty-the psychological trauma of that-Is pUnIshment enough. ThIs 
comment lends credence to sociologist Gilbert Geis's conclus~on that ".t~e legal 
justice system represents a .class ,prejudice so evidel?-t ~ha~, It leads cIbzens to 
question the fairness and the mtegrIty of our syst~m of JUS~lC~. . . 

More specifically, C. Arnholdt Smith, whose mIsappropriatIOn ~f $400 millIon led 
to the collapse of a $1 billion bank, received a five-year probation and a $30,000 
fine-to be paid at the rate of $1,000 per year for 30 years. Attorney Joel D,olkart 
stole $2.5 million from two New York City law firms, and on appeal receIved a . 
suspended sentence (the lower court judge who .had i!llposed the sentence ~alle~ the 
suspension "a travesty of justice"). Those cqnVlcted In the Home-Stake Oil SWI~dle 
in Texas, involving tens of miUions of dollars, were each sentenced to spend a nIght 
in jail. . . . t~ d h Even for many ~xecutives who may be mdlct~d ~nd conVlC e , a new ~ogue as 
appeared to cushion the blow#.comm~nity serVlce ~nstead of penal san~tI?ns. One 
federal judge "sentenced" .conVlcted price-fixers to gIV~ ~ches. before. CIVlC gro~ps 
about the evils oLprice-fixing. Another sentenced d~ll(:,r. ~,:,~cutives ~I1ty of pr~ce- /,'\ 
fixing to serve food in charity dining rooms and dlstrloute free mIlk to ?harlty. • 
Which is nice, but probably not a successful deterr~nt when matched agamst the T, 
huge potential gains of antitrust crime. The moral: crlme pays; courts are not collar- 11 
blind' "the people who call the shots (in corporations) don't bear the risks" (Profes- i

lll 
sor Christoper Stone), or, as Eugene O'Neill put it in the ."Empex:o~ Jones," "For de 
little stealin' dey gits you in jail soon or late. For de big st~~Jm dey makes you 
emperOr and puts you in de Hall 0' Fame when you croaks." , 

!~ IT 1 
There is perhaps no better example of the need'fC?r the kind o~ cr~in~ penalties I 

in H.R. 4973 than the behavior of the Hooker ChemIcal Corporation m N18gra ¥alls, ! 
New York, particularly in the neighborhood of Love CanaL ?,oday, Love Canal. IS not I 
so much a place as a symbol of the dangers of the ch~mIcal a~e-a paradigm. of~ i,ll'(' 
corporate irresponsibility and lawlessness .. It is, a perSIstent crime of C?mul:=ttIve 
silent violence. A close look at Hooker's actIOns at Love Canal may help Illummate 1'1 

the need for a strong H.R. 4973. . .' 1/ 
From 1942 to 1952, Hooker dump~d more than 20,000 tons of carcmog~mc, nerve t 

poisoning and other toxic chemicals mto the Love Canal, som~bmes pourmg hazard- II 
ous wastes directly from drums into the Canal itself· Included among tJ:ese was~es \1 
were 200 tons of trichlorophenol, whic~ has bee~ estImated to be. contammated With II 
about 130 pounds of dioxin, the deadlIest chemIcal ever .syntheslZe~. Therf( may be ",I 
as much dioxin in the Love Canal as was sprayed over Vietnam durmg all the years ~ 
of Agent Orange use there. "i 

When Hooker had finished using this dump-a dump permeabl~ to subsurf~Ge 
water and, at the same time, lacking adequate P!OteCtIO!1 from rain and meltmg II 
snow-o:it sold the property to the Board of Educabon, which hoped to put a school 
there. The price to the school boar~ was only $1, but for Hooker t~e arrangement 
was a bargin. Nowhere in the deed was mentioned the extremely tOXI.~ nature of the 
chemicals buried there. Instead Hooker inserted a clause that tead as part of the t 
consideration for this conveyance . . . no claim,suit, actio~' <:r demand of any j! 

nature whatsoever shall ever be made by the Board . . . from Injury to a person or ! 
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persons, including death resulting therefrom, or loss of or damage to property 
caused by reason of the presence of said industrial waste ... " 

With this legal stroke, Hooker hoped to rid itself of liability for the time bomb it 
had placed in this growing neighborhood. Since 1953, Hooker has acted to shield its 
own legal exposure, at the cost of allowing the families of Love Canal to be 
consistently exposed to the poisonous wastes so haphazardly buried there. 

Hooker officials knew in 1958-exactly 20 years before 239, Love Canal families 
were. forced frot? their homes in a medical eniergency-thal'\children Were being 
burned by chemicals that had surfaced from the old dump. According to an internal 
memorandum written by a Hooker technical superintendent, ,two employees who 
visit~d the area repo~ted that "in the northerly portion of the tract the ground had 
subSided and the ends of some drums which. may have been thionyl residue drums 
were exposed and south of the school there IS an area where benzene hexachloride 
spent cake was exposed. It was their feeling that if children had been burned it was 
probably by getting in contact with this material." The memo also noted "that the 
entire area is being used by children as a playground." 

With all this information, what did they do? Almost nothing. Except for apparent
ly discussing the problem with a representative of the school board Hooker took no 
acti?ns to repair th~ dump's cover or to prevent future migration bf the chemicals. 
It dId not warn reSIdents or the developers building new homes that the chemicals 
were hazardous. It refrained, because Wilkenfeld of Hooker testified last spring 
~ec~~s~ "We. ?id l1?t feel that we could do this without incurring sUbstantiai 
!mblhtles for Implymg that the current owners of the' property were doing an 
madequate Gob of) care on the property." 

Aft~r. t~ese incidents, Love Canal remained for Hooker only a potential liability to 
be mInImIzed. In a 1962 company memorandum revealed at House Oversight and 
Investigations Subcommi~~ee J:eariI?-gs last sprin~, a Hooker prod;ucts manager 
wrote' that the company IS stIll bemg plagued WIth problems aSSOCIated with the 
fill at ~~e. L~;,re C~nal in spit!! of their best efforts to shed themselves of any 
responsLb£ILty. (ItaliCS added). SIX years later, Hooker was forced again to deal with 
the troublesome Canal when a New York state work crew building a highway 
unearthed some waste that "burned much like a 4th of July sparkler" in the words 
of a company memo. 

The cost of Ho?ker's long att~mpt to evade respo~sibility has been staggering. In 
terms of dollars, It has been estimated that proper dISPOSal of the waste in the 1950s 
wC?u~d have cost only $4 million. With .the recent appropriation of an additional $5 
millIon to buy the. homes Of more resldel?-ts forced to flee the neighborhood, New 
York State and Nlagra FallS have commItted more than ,$31 million to the Love 
Canal ~l~anup. The federal government has committed another $7-9 million. It will 
cost ~IllIons more to monitor the site and the health of the residents exposed to the 
chemicals. . 

The human costs are immeasurably greater. More than 240 families left the area 
after the state purchased their homes or paid for relocation. Many more after long 
waits, are hoping to follow them soon. ' 

No l~ss than a dozen carcin.ogenic chemicals. have been\ detected in the air, water 
an~ SOlI of the Love C~a~ neIghborhood. Studies by both the state and Dr. Beverly 
Palgen, a research SCIentIsts at Roswell Park Memorial Institute have found in
creased incidence of birth defects, miscarriages, low-weight births in urinary dis
ease~ nervou~ system disorders, suicides, convulsive disorders .such as epilepsy and 
respIratory disease. Her survey found suggestive evidence of increased skin disease 
~lood clotting proble~s, bone metabC?lism disorders and interference with the body'~ 
Immune system. StudIes by the EnVlronmental Protection Agency have determined 
an increased cancer risk exists for residents of the area. 

It is ~asy to overlook the personal pain in these broad numbers. Dr. Paigen 
surnmarIzed the experiences of fQur families who had lived in a Love Canal hous'" 
over a 15 year period: ' v 

"Ip. family.No. 1, the wife had a' nervoUs breakdown and a hysterectomy due to 
uterme bleedmg. . 

IIIn family No.2, the husband had a nervous breakdown. The wife had a hysterec
tOTY due ~o uterine canc~r. The daughter developed epilepsy a!1d the son, asthma. 

In famIly No.3, the WIfe had a nervous breakdown. Both chIldren suffered from 
bronchitis. ~ . 

"In family No. ,4, .whC? lived there less than 2 years, the wife developed severe 
headaches after movmg In. She also had a hysterectomy due to uterine bleeding and 
a premalignant growth." 

Despite these tragedies and many others like then, Hooker officials continue to 
deny any respo~sibility .f~r the Love Canal and to publicly. downplay the damage 
done to the reElldents hvmg there. Armand Hammer,' chairman of the board of 
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Hooker's parent corporation, Occidental Petr~:eum, recenply said that the .Love 
Canal problem "has been blown up out context. These officIals are h!lrdly pemtent. 

Tragically, Love Canal is far from the only Hooker dump threatenmg health and 
property. In Niagra Falls alone, there are ~hree other large Hooker dumps, one 
sitting only a few hundred feet from the city s water treatment plant. W ~st~s were 
often poured directly into this porous dump and have been detected mSIde the 
treatment plant. . d 

This chemical warfare has not been .conf.in~~.to New York. ~o?ker conducte 
detailed studies of "groundwater contammatlOn m Montague, MIChlga~ !it least 10 
years before the state sued in 1978 to force Hooker to ~leanup pestIcIde wastes 
contaminating local drinking water. In fact, a memo datmg bac~ as far. as 1955 
begins, "The disposal of plant residues at the Montague plant IS a major prol)-
lem. . ." , d th h k' t In Taft, Louisiana, a 1977 internal study showe. 3:t tIl e company new I was 
vulnerable "to rain runoff and groundwater contamma~lOn of b~th PCBs and waste 
asbestos. WheQ. this document was revealed at oversI~ht hearm~s last year, the 
Louisiana attorney general said that Hooker had .not ~nformed hIS office:l of t!tese 
problems. Other 1978 memos acknowledge the mIgratIon of dangerous cdemlcals 
into groundwater. . . 

A White Springs, Florida, Hooker P!?-OSphOl:US plant release.d fluorIde a~d phos
phate into the Swanee River and ~owmgly vlOlated ~tate e~vlronmental aIr pollu
tion laws on fluoride as a cost-savmg method. Accordmg to mternal memos, Hook
er's top management in Houston was aware of the moves~ One 1978. memo says 
"These cost saving items were reviewed in Houston and (the) ope~~tlOn(. . . was 
continued with the knowledge and approval of Houston management. ') 

In perhaps the best-known example of willful corporate pollutio~, 3: Hooker pl~nt 
at Lathrop, California contaminate~ groundwater and nearb~ drmkmg wells WIth 
pesticide wastes including DBCP (dlbromochlor?propane), WhICh has peen ~ound to 
cause sterility in males and cancer. Hooker mternal memos c!lndidly dIscussed 
concerns raised by neighboring farmers abou~ the safety of theIr w!iter .. But the 
corporation withheld information about the discharges from the. CalIfornIa Water 
Quality Control Board. One memo to the corporate managE!ment m Houston stated 
flatly. "Should the water quality control regulatory agen.cles. become aware of the 
fact that we percolate our pesticide wastes, they could Justifiably shut down our 
entire Ag Chem plant operation." '. . 

Dennis Virtuoso a United Steel Workers local officIal who works In a plant 
bordering the Hyd~ Park dumpsite-a p!ant ",!here .workers have suffered from the 
diseases mentioned above-put Hooker S actlOns m proper perspectIve when he 
testified at the hearings'last spring. . ' 

"They are polluting our air," he said: "They are ruining our .el}~Ironment. They 
are killing our people. If that is not a crIme, I do not know what IS. 

III 
The Conyers-Miller bill will not guarantee that future Ho.oker Chem!cals will not 

pollute future communities-no legislation can stop companIes who beheve they can 
cut costs if they violate laws which go under-prosecuted. But enactment of H.R. 4973 
should make such business abuse less pr~valent. . . . . 

Advocates from the business communIty are begmnIng a ca~:palgn to defe~~ ~hIS 
measure, arguing that its provision could lead to I/over-deterrenc~." S~ch Opp~sItlOn, 
while perhaps predictably, is unpersuasive for several reas~ns. FIrst, If anything, as 
previously discussed, there is gross under-deterrence of busmess !ibuse now. Second, 
given the kind of injuries this law attempts to avoid, we agree WIth the comment of 
an official of the National Association of Manufacturers that to oppose the purpose 
of H.R. 4973 is almost "un-American." Especially for thos~ yvho normally embrace 
strong measures for law and order, it would appear hypOCrItIcal to suddenly go so~t 
on "corporate law and order." Third, improved law enforce~ent and d~terrenc~ IS 
not more regulation; indeed, to the extent it i.s successf~l, m frustratmg abUSIve 
conduct this bill would avoid the kind of extensIve regu!atI~n often necessary when 
consumers are injured in the marketplace. Fourth, t~llS bill should help promote 
public confidence in business, by reducing the likelihood of hazardous c~nduct. 
Finally it is appropriate that business people most knowledgeable about the Impact 
of thei; technology,;,be required to report on its hazard~-who ~,etter than t.hem? 
They are first with the information to sound the alert. It IS ~oralJ\y and operatIonal
ly unacceptable for business leaders to be f~~r to hype the VIrtues of theIr products 
to the general public but YE!t balk ~hen asked to report on the hidden harms of 
their products to the consummg publIc. . . 

While H.R. 4973 is a useful first step toward reducing bus~e~s crImes. m the 
health/safety area, it should be recognized for how modest a step It IS. Assummg the 
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articulated premises of this bill, a more effective version would also contain provi
sions along the following lines: 

The "knowingly fails to so inform" standard is so strict that it allows business 
executives to design an organization that insulates them from the actual knowledge 
of serious product dangers-i.e. they can self-develop "plausible deniability." This 
measure should also contain a "reckless" standard of diligence; "reckless" connotes 
a sufficient degree of moral turpitude and indifference to life as to be a fitting 
standard for criminal prosecution-especially when the costs of the crime can be so 
immense to proximate communities. 

There should be a "restitution" provision, so that those who are injured a a result 
of the failure to report adequately product hazards to the "appropriate federal 
agency" and "affected workers" would be made whole by those responsible. As 
between the culprit and the victim, it is appropriate that criminal law presume that 
the former pays rather than profits. , 

Beyond tradional criminal penalties, the sanction of "disqualification" ought to be 
imposed on executives proven to have violated their power by engaging in seriously 
dangerous acts. Why allow them to continue in such positions of power over inno
cent people, especially since the Landrum-Griffin Act provides for disqualification of 
labor leaders guilty of miscondu(lt in office. Thank you. 

PREPARED TESTIMONY OF SIDNEY M. WOLFE, M.D., PUBLIC CITIZEN'S HEALTH 
RESEARCH GROUP 

Mr. Chairman, thank you for your invitation to testify on this important legisla
tion. 

From the perspective of preventive medicine, this legislation seeks to reduce the 
the number of injuries and deaths by requiring businesses to disclose promptly to 
the appropriate federal regulatory agency and to affected workers newly discovered 
dangers associated with their products. By imposing fines and/or jail sentences on 
the responsible business persons who fail in such notification, Congress seems 
clearly intent on an important effort aimed at preventing needless death and injury. 
All of these ounces of prevention and any other ways of preventing illness are not 
only appropriate but quite necessary as the current bill for the pound of cure (the 
health budget) will be at least 220 billion dollars in 1980. . 

I will briefly review a recent case involving the antihypertensive drug Selacryn 
which illustrates how large numbers of people were seriously injured and, in many 
cases people were killed as a result of such delays. First, I will summarize a letter to 
FDA Commissioner Dr. Jere Goyan sent on January 24,1980 asking him to urge the 
Justice Department to bring criminal charges against Smith, Kline & French (SKF), 
a major U.S. drug company, for apparent violations of the Drug Law. Next, I will 
review new information obtained since January 24 which makes it even clearer how 
much the company delayed in reporting life-threatening adverse drug reactions to 
the FDA, and how many people were needlessly exposed to the drug and injured by 
it as a consequence of the illegal delay. Finally, I will comment on ways this 
legislation could be strengthened. 

,_ JANUARY 24 LETTER TO FDA 

Attachment 1 is the letter to FDA Commissioner Goyan including a chronology of 
the events as of January 24 and a copy of the January advertisement for the drug. I 
stated then that Smith, Kline & French violated the Drug Law by belatedly report
ing 12 cases of Selacryn liver damage to FDA in early November buried in a 
Routine Quarterly Report, instead of reporting each one to FDA within 15 days of 
the time the company learned of it, as required by law. I said that it was not likely 
that aU 12 cases had occurred within 15 days of the November Quarterly Report. 
Once FDA became aware of this information~n December-it was used as a basis 
for taking the drug off the market on January 15, 1980. At the January 15th 
meeting when this decision was made, SKF suddenly presented FDA with 40 new 
cases of liver damage, including 5 deaths. 

NEW INFORMATION 

Attachment 2 is an updated chronology which has recent information concerning 
when the company was actually notified by physicians of the cases of liver damage 
and data concerning sales of the drug during and after this time. The following 
points summarize this chart: . 

1. For 11 (of the 12) cases included in the routine SKF Quarterly Report to FDA 
for which information is available as to when SKF learned of them, all 11 were 

_ reported (in the November 2 Quarterly Report to FDA) far later than the 15 day 
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maximum limit for reporting such unexpected adverse reactions. The longest delay 
was 105 days (a case reported to SKF July 20th) and the shortest was 36 days. Thus 
each case constitutes an illegal delay in reporting. 

2. By early September, SKF"had 4 reports of liver damage and had received a 2nd 
report concerning one of those 4 patients who, after taking just one pill (a second 
course of therapy-a rechallenge case) got hepatitis for the second time. This rechal
lenge case proving a causal relationship-combined with information from .France 
about other rechallenge cases which had occurred by that time-should, even in the 
face of earlier negligence in reporting, have caused SKF to report their findings 
promptly to FDA in early September. C 

3. From September through November, 230,000 prescriptions were filled, probably 
representing about 200,000 ofthe 300,000 patients SKF claims have used the drug. If 
SKF had reported to FDA even in early· September with red flags on the reports 
instead of burying them in Volume 3 of a routine 7 -volume submission dated 
November 2, at least 200,000 people would have been spared exposure from the drug 
as it would likely have been removed from the market then instead of several 
months later. 

4. According to FDA sources, abou.t one in. 500 people exposed to the drug gets 
liver damage, about 60 percent getting jaundice. Accordingly to an authority on 
drug-induced ·liver damage,l about lout of every 10 patients who get drug-induced 
liver damage with jaundice dies. 

Therefore, the 200,000 patients who were needlessly exposeci to this drug because 
of delays in reporting to FDA and the consequent delay in banning the drug 
probably had approximately 400 cases of hepatitis (1 in 500) about 240 with jaundice 
(60 percent), and approximately 24 deaths. 

5. At the same time SKF was withholding evidence of life-threatening adverse 
reactions from FDA, it was actively promoting the drug, offering free samples in a 
September-October 1979 mail campaign, and, in a January 1980 medical journal 
advertising blitz, was telling doctors to use it as a Ilfirst-step drug" for hypertension 
and trivailizing the adverse reactions by saying they were "similar" to those seen 
with thiazides (the most commonly-used drug for hypertension/diuresis). 

In other words, by t:rivializing the risks (to FDA and doctors) but emphasizing the 
benefits througl; "major advertising campaigns, SKF sold several million dollars 
more of Selacryn l after it knew but didn't tell of the serious dangers of the drug. 

Even though the company claims it acted "responsibly" and that FDA had earlier 
taken the same position, FDA Associate Commissioner Waxr;e Pines has recently 
said, "It appears that SKF may have violated the regulation. ' 3 

SUGGESTIONS OF H.R. 4973 

1. Mandatory jail sentences for violators 
As presently worded, B.R. 4973 assesses penalties of fines not less than $50,000 or 

imprisonment for not less than two years for ~dividuals convicted of violations. As 
long as a poor person goes to jail for stealing a loaf of bread but a corporate 
executive can escape jail and pay a fme for withhQlding information wpich leads to 
the deaths and injuries of may people, there is no law and order. A minimum 
mandatory jail sentence of<':l.t least 60 days should be inserted in the legislation with 
longer sentences depending on the nature of the violation. 

2. Adequate protection for corpor~te whistle-blowers 
Unless the growing number of corporate whistle-blowers is given protection from 

dismissal and other retaliatory measures, the legislation will not be as effective as it 
could be. . 

In summary, the case of Smith, Kline & French is one more example of why 
decisions to withhold information abQut serious dangers in order to maximize sales· 
need to be countered by shong criminal sanctions against those responsible for such 
decisions. fDA and other federal regulatory agencies will be able to do a much 
better job protecting the public when the flow of such information is speeded up by 
the fear of jail instead of slowed down by the fear of making less money. 

Thank you. ',\ 

Mr. NADER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
/1 

1 Dr. H. Zimmerman, "Hepatotoxicity: Ad:verse Effects of Drugs and Other Chemical~ on the ~\ 
Lives," Appleton Century Crofts, 1978. \\ . 

2Bach~, Weekly Portfolio Comments, Jan. 21, 1980, esUmates total 1979 United States sales of' \ 
Selarcryn at $5-8 million. 

3 Food, Drug & Cosmetic Reports, Jan. 281 1980. 
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Dr. WOLFE. I will just summarize it in a sentence or two. The 
letter includes a chronology of the events as of January 24, and a 
copy of the January advertisement for the drug. 

I stated then that Smith, Kline & French violated the drug law 
by belatedly reporting 12 Cases of Selacryn liver damage to FDA in 
early November buried in a routine quarterly report, instead of 
reporting each one to FDA within 15 days of the time the company 
learned of it, as required by law. 

I said that it was not likely that all 12 cases had occurred within 
15 days of the November quarterly report. Once FDA became 
aware of this information--despite the handicap that it was buried 
in a long routine report made in December-it was used as a basis 
for taking the drug off:the market on January 15, 198_0. 

At the January 15 meeting when this decisiou-was made, Smith, 
Kline & French suddenly presented FDA with 40 new cases of liver 
damage, including five deaths. 

Attached to my statement is a graph. I would like to go over it a 
minute and summarize what I think is shown by this case. It is 
called attachment 2. On the bott6m is a calendar starting in May 
of 1979 when the drug was first put on the market. Right above 
that are the month-by-rrwnth sales starting out with 3,000 and 
going up to 80,000 in October. Above that indicated by circles are 
individual case reports of liver damage and the time is when the 
company found out about th,ese cases. 

As you can see, the compan~~found out about one case as early 
as July. if 

Above that is a brief rev~ of two very large promotional cam
paigns, one a mail campeign to every doctor in the country, includ
ing me, offering free samples of the drug which went out in Sep
tember and October and currently a massive 'medical advertising 
campaign saying, "First step drug for treating ,hypertension," and, 
"Prescribe with confidence." 

This is an ad ran in January, long after the company was aware 
that there should be something less than confidence in this drug. 

To summarize these findings concerning the drug and the way in 
which the company behaved: One. For 11 of the 12 cases included 
in the routine Smith, Kline & French quarterly report to FDA for 
which information is available as to when Smith, Kline & French 
learned of them, all 11 were reported in the November 2 quarterly 
report to FDA, far later than the 15-day maximum limit for report
ing such unexpected adverse reactions. 

The longest delay was 105 days, a case report to Smith, Kline & 
French on July 20, and t.he shortest was 36 days. Thus, each case 
'constitutes an illegal delay in reporting. 

Twor-By early September, Smith, Kline & French had four re
ports of liver damage and,had rece.~ved a second report concerning 
one of those four patients who, after taking just one pill, a second 
course of therapy-a rechallenge case, got hepatitis for the second 
time.., 

This rechallenge case proving "a causal relationship, combined 
with information from France about other rechallenge cases which 
had occurred by that time, and in the face of earlier negligence in 
reporting, should have caused Smith, Kline & French to report 
their findings promptly to FDA in early September. 
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T.hr~e. From e~rly September through November, 230,000 pre
SCrIptIOns 'Yere fllle?, pro~ably representing about 200,000 of the 
300,000 patIents SmIth, KlIne & French claims that have used the 
drug. 

If Smith, ~line & French had reported to FDA even in early 
September WIth re~ flags on the reports instead of burying them in 
volume 3 of a routIne seven-volume submission dated November 2 
at l~ast 2~0,000 people could have been spared exposure to the drug 
as lIkely It would have been removed from the market then instead 
of several months later. 

.Four. According .to FDA sources, about one in 500 people exposed 
to t~e drug gets lIver damage, about 60 percent get jaundice. Ac
cordIng ,to an a.ut~ority on drug-in?uced liv~r damage, ab~ut lout 
Of eve!y 10 patIents who get drug-Induced lIver damage WIth jaun
dICe dIes. 

:rherefore, the 200,000 patients who were needlessly exposed to 
thIS d~ug becB;use of delays in reporting to FDA and the consequent 
delay .Il!- ban:~l1ng the drug probably had approximately 400 cases of 
hepa~Ii;rs, 1 In 500, abou~ 240 with jaundice, 60 percent, and ap
proxlIIlately 24 deaths, lIn 10. 

At tl~e. same tim~, Smith, Kl.ine & French was withholding from 
FDA, ~r ~Idence of lif~-threatenlng adverse reactions. The company 
was a~,tIvely promotIng the drug, offering free samples in a Sep
tem~er-October 19.7? mai~ campaign ~nd, in a January 1980, medi
cal Journal advertISIng blItz, was tellIng doctors to use it as a first
ste~ drug for hypert~n~ion and trivializing the adverse reactions by 
sayIng I, they were SImIlar to those seen with thiazides the most 
commo;b.ly used drug for hypertension/diuresis. ' 

In ot1r.e! words, by tr~vializing the risks to FDA and doctors, but 
em:pha~~zl~g the benefIts through major advertising' campaigns, 
SmIth, '!Khne. & French sold several million dollars rrLOre of Sela
cryn 2 ~~fter It knew, but did not tell of the serious dangers of the 
drug. ~' 

Evenfhoug~ the company claims it acted responsibly and that 
~DA ha\~ earher .taken the same position, FDA Associate Commis
sIO!ler VVayne PInes has recently said, "It appears that Smith 
KlIne & (French may have violated the regulation." , 

Our suggestions for H.R. 4973 are: 
One, ri~andatory jail sentences for violators: As presently worded, 

H.~. 497:3 assesses penalties of fines not less than $50,000 or im
p!ISO~ment for not less than 2 years for individuals convicted of 
VIOlatIOns. As long asa poor person goes to jail for stealing a loaf of 
b~ead bu~ a ?orporat~ execu~ive can escape jail and pay a fine for 
WIthholdIng Informa~IOn whICh leads to the deaths and injuries of 
!Il~ny people, there IS no law and order. A minimum mandatory 
Ja!l sentence of at least 60 days, should be inserted ;(j~lc.the legislation 
WIth longer sentences d~pendIng on the nature -df the violation. 

Two, ~dequate. protectIOn for corporate whistleblowers: Unless 
the gro.wu~g number of corpora~e whistleblowers is given protection 
from dIsmIssal and oth~r retalIatory measures the legislation will 
not be as effective as it could be. ' 

In summary, the ca~)e of Smith, Kline & French is one more 
example of why decisi6ns to withhold information about serious 
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dangers in order -to ~aximize also need to. be countered by~t!ong 
criminal sanctions agiitnst those responsIble for such decIsIons. 

FDA and other Fedsrkl regulatory agencies will be able to. do a 
much better job protecting the publi.c .w~en the flow of such Infor
mation is speeded up by the fear of JaIl, Instead of slowed down by 
the fear of making less money. 

Mr. CONYERS. Thank you very much, Doct?r. 
Mr. NADER. We have had a long-standIng concern about .the 

growth of business crime. The documented level and cost of Crime 
in the suites today should concern all those who promote consu~er 
values in the competitive marketplace and who seek an effective 
system of law enforcement. 

The proposal before the co~mittee, H.R. 497~, is a simple and 
workable reform that can begIn to reduce the WIllfu~ and unneces
sary hazards that confront people at home, work, or In the market-
place. d' tIll But before discussing that particular reme y. In par ,we 
would like to put it in a proper empirical context in parts I and II. 
Was it Whitehead who said, "Duty arises fr?m t?e P?wer to. affect 
the course of events"? What this proposal IS dOIng IS focus;mg on 
managers within corporations who have indeed the power tc;> .affect 
the course of events and imposing the modest duty of alertIng the 
:authorities and the public of these hazards. . . 

In our testimony we go through a number of categories of bUSI
ness crimes. Under the section entitled "Prevalence" we note that 
there is an extraordinarily poor recordkeeping system by .the J us
tice Department for business crime, a point that the cc;>mmlttee ~as 
made in the past and a point that has to be made agaIn and agaIn. 

We have the 10 most wanted criminals on the FBI list who are 1 

all street criminals. We should perhaps institute a 10-~ost-want~d- ; 
corporate-criminals list for the FBI. t.o .f0cu~ some of ItS attentIOn f 
on. Indeed, it may emerge as reCldIvls.ts, as repeated offenders, , 
indicating a level of management offensIveness an calousness that " 
is beyond the norm. . 

In our testimony we discuss one of these companIes, the ?ooker 
Chemical Co., which has been trying its ~~st to turn America the 
Beautiful into America the wasteland..' 

Hooker, which is a wholly owned subsidiary of Occi~ental Petro~ 
leum is headed by Armand Hammer, a consort of presldent~ and a 
colle~tor of paintings and a vigorous believer in trade With the 
Soviet Union. . . f 

: To focus on this" kind of corporation tends to take the Iss}1e ? 
corporate crime away from the theoretic and abstr.a~t a!3-d b~~~,g It 
right down to the victim such as those poor familIeS !n NIagar~ 
Falls who were exposed without their knowledge to noxIOUS. che~I-
cal hazards which were reposited in the Love Canal dumpIng sI~e 
and their children were exposeq to this f~r years without. theIr 
being informed of what it was beneath, t~elr homes, what It ~as r 
that was seeping in their cellars and what It was that was bubblIng i 
up in the school playground. ;:~ 

The representative of Hooker Chemical came down last year to 
the House of Represen~atives and in eff~ct ~aid that his company ,(T 
did not render a pubhc alert because .!~t dId not want to Incur (~.' 
liability. 
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Other categories of corporate crime involve, of course the tradi
ti?~a~ price. f~xing. We .cite the statement by a forme~ Antitrust 
DIVISIOn offICIal, Joe SImms, who says that, "Price fixing is a 
co;mmon business practice." Of course price fixing is also a common 
Crime and one that goes back to the Sherman antitrust law of 1890 
which waEi. passed by a RepUblican-dominated Congress. ., 

A relatively new category of illegality-chemical crime-has 
begun to spread, as Kepone, PCB's, PBB's, and other exotic chemi
cals work their way into the human environment and is now 
receiving greater attention by a special unit of theJ~stice Depart
ment as well as by the Environmental Protection Agency. 

But the task of doing something about these chemicals and 
chemical waste dumps will be a monumentally expensive one bur
dening the pub~ic's budget in the eighties and pointing once ~gain 
~ha~ du~ ~ttentIOn to corporate crime at the proper time is not only 
JustIce, It IS not only. ~ealth and safety, but represents economically 
an ounce of preventIOn to ward off tons of cure in terms of dollars 
that will have to be spent. 

There also has been a series of coverups of product hazards such 
as the Ford Motor Co. situation, the Firestone Co. radial 500 tire 
situati~n. B<?th of them were ~nown at high levels of management 
for theIr unIque hazard or faIlure rate in the case of Firestone as 
well as the burgeoning asbestos contamination tragedy, a form of 
hazardous exposure known to companies such as Johns Mansville 
back in the thirties but kept away from detection of Government 
authorities and the victims who were, of course, the workers. . 

For a Congress that is supposed to be concerned with costs it 
should be concerne~ with corp?rate cril!1~ from that viewpoint' as 
well. ~n 1965, theJ OInt EconomIc Report lIsts a figure that does not 
~ven Include the cost of antitrust or environmental violations. 

Bank. robbe;s took off ~th about $20 million last year from 
banks, InCUrring the pursuIt of legions of FBI agents and local 
enforcement officials. 

I~ someone wants t? distinguish that from the $44 billion figure 
WhICh does not even Include antitrust or environmental violations 
one might a~~d that corporate crime not only inflicts econoffiic cost~ 
but very S~Z:Ibus damage to !Iealth and safety, producing mortality 
and morbIdIty levels tbat Increase with every expansion of the 
scrutiny of this tip of the iceberg situation. 

It is now estimatec;I~,;~~r example, it costs $~ bill~on to clean up 
the Kepone contamlna-uon of the James RIver In Virginia. It 
should have cost Allied Chemical a tiny fraction of that to dispose 
of kepone properly. 

Th.ere was also the indirect assault On public truth when in 
BrazIl a number of years ago one candidate for the goverr,lOrship of 
the state of Pernambuco ran on the slogan: "To my enemies the 
law; to my friends, facilities."" .~ 

Mr. CONYERS. Where was that and what year? 
Mr. NADER. The state bf Pernambuco in the northeast of Brazil 

where RE;1cife, the state capital, festers. 
The important thing about that is that was considered an accept~ 

able slogan which reflects the widespread opinion among the public 
as to the low repute of the law. . 
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That kind of attitude spreads in this country because th~ big 
boys get off scot free in their crimes, a~d we are in for ~eally 
serious trouble, because one of thefew thmgs that hold up In an 
organized society is the rule of la~, and what hol~s. up the rul~ ?f 
law is the feeling among a sufficIent number of cItIzens that It I.S 
fair and equitably applied. Once that feeling is replaced by cynI
cism then even the form that surrounds the law crumbles and 
then' you are on your way to this kind of situation. 

In the area of enforcement efforts, despite the prevalence and 
costs of corporate crime, the Federal effort a~ainst it is underfund-
ed. The ABA might be the first to improve th:1s. . 

Its criminal law section is still·overwhelmingly concentrated In 
the area of street crime. After all, if they went into focus o.n 
corporate crime they would be ca~tin.g .certain refl~ctions" on theIr 
clients and they have been rather InhIbIted from dOIng that. 

A report came out a few years ago that made this conclusion 
that there needs to be more priorities and funds given to the study 
of the prevalence and costs of corporate crime and a greater law 
enforcement effort against it. . . .. 

The House Judiciary Committee, thIS SubcommIttee on CrIme, In 
a preliminary survey as you know, found .t~at only 5 percent ?f .the 
Justice Department's resources, $139 mIllIon, out of $2.5 bIllIOn, 
were devoted to white collar crime. 

Under pressure from critics, Att?rney General ~dward ~evi c~e
ated an interagency white collar CrIme task force In ~he mld-1970 s, 
yet it never issued any public report or recommendatIOn. 

In ,a November 1975 report, Paul J. Curran, the outgoing U.S. 
attorney for the Sou~~ern District of New Yo~k,. complained that 
"except for the SecurItIes and Exchange CommISSIon and the Inter
nal Revenue Service, which operate in fairly narrow areas, the 
Federal agencies responsible for investigating these white collar 
crime cases are simply not doing the job." 

Until the creation of the Watergate special prosecutor, the Jus
tice Department had never moved against illegal contributions to 
political figures. 

When last checked, there was not even a reporting category for 
business crime in the FBI's detailed annual compendium, "Crime 
in the United States," although there are 27 oth~r categ~ries. 

Even where the Federal Government moves ag~].::nst bUSIness 
abuse civilly or criminally, the results are often insignificant. The 
chances of being sentenced to a prison term is 20 percent f<;>r ~hose 
indicted for bank embezzlement and 89 percent for those IndICted 
for bank robbery. 

Our testimony gives other examples of what can only be called a 
double standard of law enforcement: one applied to street crime, 
one applied to corporate crime. . ' 

In Marshall Clinard's study of the 582 corporatIOns, 88.1 percent 
of all sanctions imposed were administr!i~ive in nature, for eX!l~
pIe cease and desist, 9.2 percent were CIVIl, and 2.7 percent crImI
nai. In only 0.9 percent of all enforcement actions was a corporate 
official criminally sanctioned-probation, fine! suspended sent~nce, 
or jail; in all, five officials-out of .1,553 actIOns-. went t<? P!lSon. 

More specifically, C. Arnholdt SmIth, whose mlsappropr.IatIOn of 
$400 million led to the collapse of a $1 billion bank, recerv:ed a 5-
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year probation and a $30,000 fine to be paid at the rate of $1,000 
per year flOr 30 years. , 

After pointing out we have material summarizing the Hooker 
Chemical Corp.'s predations, I would like to turn to the last part of 
my testimony, which deals with the proposed bill. The Conyers
Miller bill will not guarantee that future Hooker Chemicals will 
not pollute future communities. 

No legislation can stop companies who believe they can cut costs 
if they violate laws which go unprosecuted, but enactment of H.R. 
4973 should make such business abuse less prevalent. Advocates 
from the business community are beginning a major campaign to 
defeat this measure, arguing that its provision could lead to over
deterrence. 

I wonder who creates these phrases, over-deterrence. 
Such opposition while perhaps predictable is unpersuasive for 

several reasons: First, if anything, as previously discussed there is 
gross under-deterrence of business abuse now. 

Second, as a matter of fact, one businessman once told me some
thing quite astonishing. He said the penalties for securities fraud 
are so weak and so unlikely to be imposed that he knows ~eople in 

'New York who say that if they can get away with a $3\.million 
fraud, squirrel it out of the country, and even if you get caught and 
go to jail for 1 year, it is worth it. 

He was reflecting their own mindset, They literally perform 
those kinds of calculations. That is one reason why scholars in this 
field have said that sanctions against corporate crime tend to be 
more deterrent than sanctions say even of street crime. 

.Street crimes tend to be more emotional, impUlsive, where corpo
rate crime, business crime tends to be planned, calculated, and if it 
is n9t><::alculated it is perpetuated. After the onset of the crime, its 
perpetuation is certainly a factor of deliberate knowledge. 

Given the kind of injuries this law attempts to avoid, we agree 
with the comments of officials of the National Association of Manu
facturers that to oppose the purpose of H.R. 4973 is almost un
American. How many times have you heard a business executive 
come up and say, Mr. Chairman, we applaud the purpose of the 
legislation. The only thing we are against is the legislatiop. -

Especially for those who normally embrace strong measures for 
law and order, it would appear hypocritical to suddenly go soft on 
corporate law and order. I am still waiting for the first Member of 
Congress to be defeated ,because of being charged by his opponent 
as being soft on corporate crime. That would really be a tremen
dous advance in public priority accorded to this situation. 

Third, improved law enforcement and deterrence is not more 
regulation, as that word is used; indeed, to the extent it is success
ful in frustrating abuse of conduct, this bill would avoid the kind of 
extensive regulation often necessary when consumers are injured 
in the marketplace. In other words, it is preventive medicine. 

Fourth, this bill should help promote public confidence in busi
ness and you know how interested we are in helping to _promote 
public confidence in business, ,Mr. Chairman, by reducing the likeli
hood of hazardous conduct. 

Finally, it is appropriate that business people most knowlede-e
able about the impact of their technology be required to report on 
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its hazards-who better than them? They are the first to know, 
and are in the position to be the first to blow the whistle, to alert 
the public. They are first with the information to sound the alert, 
in other words. 

It is' moraHy and operationally unacceptable for business leaders 
to be free to promote the virtues of their products to the general 
public yet balk when asked to report on the hidden harms of their 
products to the consuming public. ' 

This is going to be an increasing problem. By the way, if you 
want a new context for this' bill, with the gene splicing industry 
that is beginning to develop according to reports in the newspapers 
in the last week, it will become a very major industry involving 
thousands of laboratories all over the country in the next 25 years. 

Just consider the incentive to hide the features of this kind of 
research, say to produce new medicines, and the disincentive to 
show the hazards, and it is extraordinarily important for new 
scientific and engineering ~ developments to be foreseen by your 
committee because this type of bill is going to be even more critical 
with every advancing year. Because with every advancing year 
there are more and more latent· hazards to millions of people which 
are only known to fewer and fewer specialists. 

While H.R. 4973 is a useful first ~:tep toward reducing business 
crimes in the health and safety areia,it should be recognized for 
how modest a step it is. Assuming the articulated premise of this 
bill, a more effective version would also contain provisions along 
the following lines and we make these following suggestions: 

The knowingly-fails-to-so-inform standard is so strict it allows 
business executives to design an organization that insulates them 
from the actual knowledge of serious product dangers; that is,' they 
can self-develop plausible deniability. 

This measure should also contain a reckless standard of dili
gence. Reckless connotes a sufficient degree of lack of moral turpi
tude and indifference to life as to be a fitting standard for criminal 
prosecution, especially when the cost of the crime can be so im
mense to communities nearby. 

There should be a restitution provision so that those who are 
injured as a result of the failure to adequately report product 
hazards to the appropriate Federal agency and affected workers 
would he made whole by those l'esponsible. As between the culprit 
and the victim it is obviously appropriate that the criminal law 
presume that the former pays rather than profits. 'J 

Beyond traditional criminal penalties the sanction of disqualifi
cation should be imposed on executives known to have violated 
their power by engaging in seriously dangerous acts. Why allow 
them to continue in such positions of corporate power over jnno~ 
cent people, especially since the' Congress has a historical analogy 
to work from, and that is the Landrum-Griffin Act, which provides 
for disqualification pf labor leaders guilty of misconduct in office. 

Thank you. . , 
Mr. CONYERS. I want to express my appreciation for both state

ments and inquire if Attorney Green wanted ttl add anything? 
Mr. GREEN. No, when Ralph testified he was spe~ing for both of 

us. 
Mr. CONYERS. All right. 
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Let me ask you, Mr. Nader, is there something in science and 
technology that is creating an increasing danger to which we are 
attempting to address in the bill before us now? 

You pointed to i?c:easing science and technology and .. a great 
new number of varlatIOns that are coming out and that this bill is 
only the beginning of a legislative effort to deal with that. ' 

Mr. ~ADER. Yes . .If St. Claire had not written in "The Jungle," 
about ~ dIrty, unsanItary meat knowingly sold to the pu7blic; who 
would know about that? Everybody in the plant, inclliding the 
people who take the meat to market. ;i 

It is kind of common parlance, when you are dealing with ~T)e
cialized scientific e~gineering a?tivities, the handling, say, of nucle
ar waste, at a partIcular repOSItory, the transportation of viral or 
bacterial material, this begins to be known to fewer and fewer 
people and they are specialists. Many of them would be Ph. D.'s in 
biology .o~ ?heI?-istry, or genetic~, and it is extremely important for 
responSIbIlIty In these corporatIOns to be localized, to be focused. 

Vvhen an appropriate manager knows he or she comes under this 
provision, what are they going to do? They are going to take a 
grea~er interest in the activitie~ beneath them in the organization
al hIerarchy to ?lake sure thIngs are done properly, things are 
reported, and thIngs are not covered up. So the deterrence is not 
only to the appropriate manager and vertically upward if there is 
any upward executive superior, but also downward. ' 
. I think there is a gr~at thrust in our society to develop organiza

tIOnal facades that shIeld people in authority from responsibility. 
That is one of the great functions of the corporate structure that it 
diffuses and shields and includes personal responsibility for ~ctivity 
and behavior. 

And a~ scie~~~ and. technology develops, this organizational 
facade WIll be JOIned WIth the camouflage of technical jargon and ':, 

, specialized scientific activity which can make it even more difficult 
to root out, barring the prevalence on the statute books of such a 
provision as your legislation. 

Mr. CONYERS. In other words, scientific development is now be
commg so remote and arcane that it will not be within common 
kn?wledge as earlier predations that you 'referred to were? I am 
qUIte prepared to agree with that. 

Let me inquire of all of you-these questions are open to all who 
would choose to 'respond:, With regard to incat'ceration and realistic 
finance for corporate violations, I find that a very interesting area 
because in many other 'activities I am found trying to get realisti~ 
sentencing provisions as regards street crime and I want to make' 
sure th~t I. am not rushing to another area, to impose excessive 
sentenCIng In another area that seems to be, at least nominally a 
contradiction in that regard. .,' 

Would not the realistic imposition of sentences that amounted to 
penalty damages which go to the motive that created most of the 
misconduct in the white collar area have as much deterl~cnt effect 
as. bringing .in the poss~bility of sentence abuse over from the street 
crIme area Into the whIte collar crime area? \\ " 

Mr. NA1?ER. I do not think so, I think an economic penalt)~ geared 
to the serIOusness of the crime is merited. Again, it would have to 
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be applied not just to the corporation but. to the culI>~ble executives 
involved. 

Again, there would have to be a prohibition on insurance against 
such penalty, so they do not just transfer the cost. But it really is 
not enough. What we want to try to do is two things: One, as long 
as we have jails in' this country, if only the poor and the oppressed 
who are charged with crimes end up .in the jails, you will have 
prison abuse, prison brutality and prison conditions that only pro-
duce more crime after' they get out of prison. . 

As long as there are jails, the jails must be class blind, they must 
entertain and feed and take care of the rich, as well as the poor. 
We will then have a better idea of what penology is all about and a 
better ide~ of what prison conditions should be changed. 

Second, I think that thl~ stigma of criminal incarceration should 
be amplified by a coordinate behavioral sanction. For instance, if 
the Allied Chemical executives were ·sent to jail, which they were 
not, having them go to jail for a few years and then after getting 
them out of jail, having th\~m spend a few years cleaning up the 
James River, along with the others who have to clean up that 
rIver. 

That does two things: Onei\' it tells the society that the law does 
not differentia,te between the rich and poor or powerful and weak, 
because they/do end up in jail 'after due process, et cetera, and 
second, it €"Qgages a rehabilitation. ~fter spending a few yea!s 
cleaning up the James River, there mIght be a lot of managers In 
the chemical industry who don't want to poison the rivers. 

Behavioral sanctions are way underutilized. I think about the 
only time we utilized them, as we mentioned in our testimony, is in 
regard to price fixing, and after being convicted, requiring them to 
speak to a number of community groups like the Rotary Club,. to 
tell them how bad price-fixing ~s. 

PeQple .have looked at how that particular sentence worked. A 
California judge, indicated th~~t it really was not all that onerous 
for the defendents. " 

Mr. CONYERS. It sort of ma~e a mockery of the prin9iple that was 
supposedly enunciated, it seems to me. 

My final question, before I.recognize Mr. Gudger, is whether you 
find, in your judgment, that the conditions in our society that 
support obeying the law ar(~ still in the process of crumbling, or 
has there been within recent time an effective enough reversal 
occurring? 

Where do we appear on ;a linear time scale in terms of whether 
the Government's approach toward law and justice has a strength
ening or a deteriorating effect as we move into the eighties? 

Mr. NADER. Well, if I compared the present with the past, at 
least the Justice Department is putting more people on this prob
lem, and concern over the problem creeps into the speeches of 
attorneys general and division chiefs once in a while. 

But if. you looked at it in terms of the burgeoning expens~ of 
corporate criminal activity, it probably is trundling along a httle 
faster but falling behind a little more; trundling along faster than 

{pl5 years ago but falling behind even !ll0re. 
The development of a corporate CrIme task force and a corporate 

crime law enforcement capability at the district attorney level, the 
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local and State, and at the Justice attorney level requires a major 
program. You have to have accountants, actuaries, and different 
kinds of investigators than when you are dealing with street crime, 
and all of these are difficult to employ. 

Often actuaries, for example, are almost overwhelmingly em
ployed by the insurance industry, which accounts, in part, for the 
fact that the insurance part of the Internal Revenue Code is not 
enforced; not only is it arcane, but it is not enforced. 

I think we have to be very careful to distinguish between techni
cal violations of complex laws and really serious, egregious, blan
ket, repeated, violations of health and safety laws that produce 
death and injury. 

A lot of times the technical violations of these laws produce a 
casualness, both on the part of law enforcers and the violators. 
They say, well, the IRS Code is 1,500 pages; who could not trip over 
a provision or two there. 

I hope the committee makes a very clear distinction between 
what are technical violations, and those that really harm people. 

I also hope the committee asks the Justice Department in more 
detail than ever before as to why it refuses to take certain case 
referrals from the Food and Drug Administration or the National 
Highway and Traffic Safety Administration. and prosecute them. 

The National Highway and Traffic Safety Administration, for 
example, was hampered in its pursuit of the Firestone 500 radial 
tire situation because the Justice Department notified them they 
would not take the case as a criminal prosecution case, and regula
tory agencies have not been really able to tell their story about 
how hard it is to get compliance with their regulations because of 
the attitude of the Justice Department. 

The U.S. News & World Report had a two- or three-page article 
sometime last October reflecting some qJ.lQOOS by some of these 
regulators saying you should s.ee how h~~ar ~.it is even when we have 
the goods on these companies to get t em prosecuted or to get 
them to stop what they are doing. 

I think the committee could make a major contribution if it 
could do what no other. committee in the history of the U.S. Con
gress has been able to do, and that is turn the Justice Department 
around to recognize the need to service these regulatory agencies 
more effectively than has now been the case. 

Mr. CONYERS. Thank you very much. 
Mr. Gudger, the floor is yours. 
Mr. GUDGER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
I believe I will address my first question to Mr. Wolfe, since we 

were addressed in turn by Mr. Wolfe and by Mr. Nader. 
You spoke of this Selacryn manufactured by Smith, Kline & 

French, and y-o!! told us about the instances of liver damage.' Was 
this over a period of time, or was it report,ed late in your calcula
tion? 

Let me put the question in a different context. Some years ago in 
my trial practice, I had occasion to bring a suit against the manu
facturer of a drug known as Aralyn, an antimalaria, which caused 
a confined retinopathy or destruction 9f the retina of the eye. 

The manufacturer did not, I am sure, 'realize when this initially 
went on the market that it was going to have this characteristic 
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unles~ . very care~ully monitored when used in the treatment of \1 
arthrItIs. T~e aD;tlmalaria had been discovered in World War II to \ 
ha,:e. a substantIal effect on retarding the pain and effects of ar- ' 
thntls, even rheumatoid arthritis, and this product came on the 
market for the purpose of such treatment, but caused the eye 
damage. . 

. ¥y clieI?-t experienced substantial blindness with an are~ of 
VISIOn ret~l1ned :;tbout the size of a quarter at 18 inches and the rest 
of the retma beIng beclouded and destroyed. 

. Was the si.tuat~ol1 with Selacryn somewhat like that? Did the 
dlscov:ery of Its sIde affects ?r its aftereffects come on gradually 
and dId the company move WIth reasonable expedition or was ther~ 
actual concealment? 
. Dr. WOL~E. I am very familiar with the case that you have been 
Involved WIth, the Aralyn case. In this case at the time the drug 
was marketed, they did not believe that the drug caused liver 
damage. and. because' of that, when the cases of liver damage start
ed comIng Into the company-and as I indicated on the graph 
attachment to my st~tement, they started coming in as early as 
July, and then more In August, and a whole batch in September
because there had not been ,Previously any ,causal relationship 
made between the drug and lIver damage. ThIS really did consti
tute a~ unexpected finding, and according to the pres~nt drug 
regulatIons, whenever a ~ompany finds an unexpecte4 finding in 
th~ course of a drug that IS already on the market it has to report 
thIS as an unexpected finding within 15 days. 

Now not only did it not report the first one, but all 10 or 11 of 
the 12 that we have dates on were known to the company. They 
were filed and allowed to accumulate and not for yet another ~ 
month after the l:;tst of the ones was received by the company did I~ 
the FDA get notIfied, and even then it was not notified of this I 
~lock of ~ases as an unexpected finding. These cases were inserted I 
In the mIddle of a massive 7 -volume routine report. 
. The FJ?A employees ~ have spoken to say there are two kinds of 
mfo~matIOn that c~me In the course of drug marketing. One is the 
routme reports, whICh are supposed. to have .only routine Imdings, 
and then the I ed flagged. 0I?-es, WhICh are unexpected, which are 
supposed to be reported WIthIn 15"days. 
. !f they have their choice, they always go first in terms of exam
Inmg the red fl.agged on~s, and ,~ince ~hey were not red flagged, 
they were put In a routIne report and even yet another month 
went by after the receipts. 

I think it is clear these were expected findings for which the 
c9tppany delayed a considerable period of time before alerting, and 
even wh~n they. alerted the FDA, it was done in as quiet and 
unassummg routIne way as possible. 

Mr. GUD~ER. Thank you for that clarification. 
I would lIke to ask one question of Mr. Nader. First I want to 

commend hil!l for, his description of the Hooker experie~ce and the 
Love Canal SItuatIOn. ~ 

. I0oI?e from ~orth .Carolina, and we just had a very bad situa
tIOn WIth PCB disperSIon along the highways dowl}- there, and, as 'a 
result, an effort to prosecute. It was a ve,ry dIfficult situation. 
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I' : I think we all knowJthat all over the United States many of 
these chemical agents which are highly poisonous, highly deleteri
ous, both to herbs and to humans, are finding their way into 
discharge points from old mines and abandoned wells, and every 
kind of place that can be used for this purpose carried there 
perhaps by some trucker who has been given $15 a barrel to 
remove them from the company's premises. 

Unlike tlie Love Canal situation where there is a clear discharge' 
point, these things can turn up 100 miles away from their service . 

N ow clearly the person in the corporate structure responsible for 
seeing them hauled off the premises is bound to know they are 
likely to. turn up in a place where they would be hazardous, and I 
see Mr. Miller's bill very much in the context of putting a responsi
bilityon a corporate officer to know that there is a reckless endan
germent down the line. This is what you were addressing so effec
tively earl·ier. 

Reckless endangerment is being addressed in the criminal code 
rewrite in the Criminal Justice Subcommittee of the Judiciary 
Committee, but certainly it parallels and is closely tied to this 
disclosure bill of Mr. Miller, and I commend you, Mr. Nader, for, in 
effect, tying them together in your concluding remarks. 

I want you to comment just a little further and relate the type of 
endangerment in the PBC situation and the Love Canal, as to the 
punishment that might fall on the corporate officer, not merely the 
corporation with the respect to the obligation to clean up. I am not 
just referring to behavioral sanctions which you have mentioned, 
but to the corporate officer who recklessly is exposing human life 
and safety. 

Should that corporate officer be punished somewhat like the 
officers of the labor union under the Griffin-Landrum Act? Should 

II he never be able to engage in that type of business again? Should 
(( there be sanctions that involve him. personally as well as sanctions If against the corporation? Where do you see the State function, vis-a., It vis see the Federal function in this complex? 
!f Mr. NADER. Of course, the severity of the sanction depends on 

I each case, and the facts of the case, but in terms of the offerings, 
1r' there seems to be no reason why traditional criminal penalties 

cannot be applied here. 

/
1 If you deal with a criminal manslaughter case on the highway 

!) where a driver is drunk and kills somebody, the parallel is quite 

1
'1 clear; if not more so, because. there is a greater rationality and a 

1:::1

'; greater deliberative time period involving in the corporate official. 
I think as. far as the State and Federal jurisdictional problems 

are concerned, I favor parallel jurisdiction. I think it is appalling 
I ~ that the Department of Transportation is now proposing that the 
t,ll' Federal Government preempt the State and local officials from a 

role in deciding the transportation of radioactive waste through 

1.

",1,' towns and villages and cities in the States,and this is what the 
I Department of Transportation is doing. When the Federal Govern

ment preempts the police power of State and local officials with the 
°1 support of industry, one is permitted to reflect that the so-called 
II ': support for States1 rights in the civil rights movement was purely 

I
! . Fan exPledGiency; that ~orbPorathti.onsdare Dtohr ~tatesk' righdttshwhen ~he 
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Federal rights when the State governments or the local govern
ments are breathing down their neck. I believe in concurrent juris-
diction. -

I also believe that the effect of compliance under this provision 
will be enhanced if the Environmental Protection Agency develops 
suitable repositories for such chemical wastes, and requires them 
to be operational around the country. For instance, the compliance 
difficulty in a hypothetical case, one where a corporate official 
hires a truck company to cart away barrels of toxic, not knowing 
where they are going to be dumped, is much more difficult than 
the compliance problem involved where the same official hires a 
truck company and knows that there are designated and sophisti
cated waste disposal or waste reprocessing plants around the coun
try which will give that truck driver a certificate of acceptance. 

It is very important to have a parallel move of enhanced legal 
accountability, but also enhanced environmental regulation to pro
vide a kind of technological framework for maximum compliance. 

By the way, there is very little, attention that has ever been paid 
in our country to a compliance strategy except sometimes these 
task forces of the Justice Department. But if you send a letter to 
the regulatory agencies in this Government and say, would you 
please give me your compliance strategy as well as your evaluation 
annually of the degree of compliance under your regulations that 
prevails, you will not only provoke a vacuum, but you might actu
ally shake them up so they do develop a compliance strategy. 

For example, how does the ICC know that their regulations are 
being complied with? Well, if you talk to them they know there are 
drastic violations of ICC regulations-for example, regulations deal
ing with interstate motor bus safety-drastic violations, but they l b 
do not put it down in writing. They do not have statistical compli- i' 
ance sweeps to see where noncompliance is or what new prosecu
torial resources they should ask Congress to supply them with. 

That is why so many of these regulations which are good in 
theory do not produce the benefit in terms of saving lives and 
preventing injuries that one would think they should if they were 
reasonably complied with. 

Mr. GREEN. Mr. Gudger, just an additional point on your ques
tion about personalizing liability. Prof. Christopher Stone wrote a 
book ·t(Where the Law Ends." He believes the law ends at t.he 
corporation. He said, paraphrasing, managers who call the shots do 
not bear the risks. f 

As long as the criminal law socializes the costs of penalties, there ,I 

will not be individual deterrents. In a sens~.} right now there is an "/' 
insurance system whereby the manager knows he is insulated from 
the reach of the law. I 

We support in dur testimony disqualification provisionsanalo-
c gous to Landrum-Griffin. This is no principle in that one can never 

get a job at the managerial level but for a set period of time, a 
cooling off period. A manager who has shown he or she has violat
ed his judiciary responsibilities should not be put back in a respon
sibility he has already violated. 

You do not reinstall an embezzler as a bank teller immediately 
after a court disposition. U 
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The bill before us is a very modest bill. It is narrow, it is prec~se, 
it is brief and it is simple. Those are virtues. It says, knowIng 
violation of a hazardous product. It could have sai~, one wpo reck
lessly fails to so inform, not only one, who knowmgly falls to~o 
inform. We support a reckless standard-reckless ~eans gross dIS
regard, and it is the example of someone shootIng throug~ a 
window not knowing one may be harmed as a result but knowIng 
there is a serious possibility. ' . 

The Business Round Table has been very successful In both 
chambers at reducing the culpable standard from "reckless" to 
"knowing" in most instances. 

So we support the willful standard in your bill and in an ideal 
world where the Business Round Table does not have the leverage, 
they apparently have. a reckless. standard 'Yhic~ would be most 
appropriate in areas of hazard WhICh are natIonwIde and commun-
itywide. . , 

They are not just pockets. We are talking about the communIty s 
collective health. 

Mr. NADER. Whenever you pass a law you have to ask how easy 
is it for someone to escape any possibility of violating it apart from 
escape prosecution if they do violate it. 

Here the corporate executive can simply say to h.is subordinates, 
do not inform me, I do not want to know about It. The reckless 
standard in some ways gets around that ability to, in effect, person
ally exempt oneself from the law simply by saying to the company, 
do not let me know anything about this. 

It is interesting that the very companies who oppose the reckless 
standard apply the reckless standard rigorously in the factory to 
their workers. That kind of double standard perhaps ought to b~ 
brought to the attention of the corporate executives or trade aSSOCI-
ations who testify. . 

Mr. GUDGER. May I follow with one brief followup on the pOInt 
developed by Mr. Nader in his suggestion about compliance sweeps 
by the ICC. I think all of us .who ~ave:; P!acticed law know that 
virtually all of our tractor-traller rIgs In Interstate have a. speed 
monitoring recording device, and all of us know that between her~ 
and North Carolina that we are occasIOnally passed by these vehI-
cles when we ourselves are very close to the margin. '. 

I think what you are saying is there should be a rO-iltine monltO!
ing to see that the corporation is complying with even.a law of thIS 
simplicity and certainly with reference to the more serIOus. problem 
of public transportation where ~here are clear regul~tIo~s and 
there is clear enforcement machInery and where publIc hfe and 
safetyis involved i~ tra~sportatio~-even l!l0re rigorous standards 
should be carefully l: .. 10nltored to dISCUSS delIberate breach. 

When you see a c?mpa~y that is co~stant1y letting the drivers of 
its tractor-trailer rIgs dnve at 85 mIles an hour thorugh heavy 
traffic it is getting very serious, 

Mr. NADER. That is right. Anything you can add to encour.age 
these compliance sweeps I think would ~e a very useful innov~tIOn. 

Somebody asked me, what does t~is bIll. do? If I wanted to gIve a 
really basic respon~e I would say It reqUIres the corporate ex7cl:'-

'tive to incorporate in his behavior the golden rule. RIgh,t now It IS 
the mercantile value system that dominates. Whatever IS cheaper;~~ 
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I do. Do not put it in the ravine. Give it to some fly-by-night truck- ! 
ing company that can escape any accountability, send it to some r 

underdeveloped company like Sierra Leone and dump it there. \ 
What this bill says is you are not just gping to consider your II 

company dollar. You are going to do unto others what others '[ 
should do unto you. In short, it incorporates in the legal man~ate, I 
not mercantile value of health and safety, but everything that II, 

counts that you can't buy. , c;, 

So any company executive that says you cannot legislate moral
ity you ought to call his bluff because if morality is a precondition 
of 'being accepted when the alternative is jail, you can legislate 
morality. ' 

Mr. GUDGER. Thank you very much. 
Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I • 

Mr. CONYERS. Thank you for your questIOns. 
I call on our colleague George Miller. 
Mr. MiLLER. On that last point on the question of legislating 

morality, it is obvious in my mind in helping to draft this legisla
tion that I really am not content. I would ,rather have the 11 
million asbestos cases removed from the books. I would rather have 
those children back who were burned up in the Pinto, and I would 
rather have those people who were injured in accidents with Fire
stone tires. 

The question is, in your opinion do you think this standard will 
in fact create a deterrent to the kind of activity where we saw 
corporate executives exchanging on their own letterhead plans and 
proposals not to disclose, not to warn; to evade? 

Will the jail you trade for morality in fact create a deterrent? 
Mr. NADER. I think it will. It also creates a lot of multiple 

deterrents throughout the company if someone is on the hot seat 
and accountable under this law. ' , 

I think the reckless standard has really to be added. If you ask a 
prosecutor and you probably have a nun'lber of former prosecutors 
on the committee, the difficulty they win have with this "knowing
ly fails to" will make a strOlig case for the reckless standard. 

Mr. MILLER. On that point let me ask you a question. Is it not 
conceivable that you could have both standards and just for the 
sake of discussion for the moment, is it conceivable you might fail 
to notify a Government agency but put it in commerce. You send 
the truck across the country with the lethal material so you have 
in fact placed it in motion, you have manufactured the Pinto. Now, 
failure to inform the Government mayor may not have some 
action but clearly to place the product into commerce will have a 
different action. 

There is a two-tier test because if you believe there is a deterrent 
in the jail provision, it also gives defense to the corporate person 
who wants to be responsible to his boss to say, I am not going to 
jail so I want to tell you something. 

It seems to me you back up that person who seeks to be responsi-
ble. C 

Mr. NADER. That is true. That is why r would add both of them. 
I say knowingly or recklessly. Because the point is very impor

tant that you made. It will encourage people to say, I am going to 
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inform because that is what triggers the standard of accountability 
under this provision. 

I would really add both-knowingly or recklessly. 
Mr. MILLER. Thank you. ", . 
Mr. CONYERS. This has been a verY;important set of hearID;gs. w.e 

appreciate the panel. We are fully aware of your work In th~s 
entire field and we hope that you ,!ill continue to ~ive the benefIt 
of your suggestions to the subcommIttee, not only WIth reference to 
the points of this law but with regard to our larger approach 
toward the Department of Justice which in ~ome way sets t?e tone 
for the prosecutorial mood against corporatIOns and executIve-type 
practice. 

We are all in your debt. 
Mr. CONYERS. The subcommittee stands adj~urned. 
[Whereupon, at 12:15 p.m., the subcommIttee was adjourned.] 
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APPENDIX 

(ATTACHMENT 1] 

PUBLIC CITIZEN HEALTH RESEARCH GROUP, 
Washington, D.C., January 24,1980. 

Food arzd Drug Administra~ion, 
Rockville, Md. 

DEAR COMMISSIONER GOYAN: This letter urg7s you t? ask t~e Just~ce Department 
to bring the maximum. criminal charges possIble agams~ SmIth, ~lIne and French 
for an apparent violation of the Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act-faIlure to promptly 
report unexpected adverse reactions-which has resul~ed in a large nu~ber of 
unnecessary injuries to patients using the antihypertensIOn drug Selacryn (tIcryna
fen) and has probably resulted in l:l number of needless deaths. 

A detailed chronology of the events concerning Selacryn is included as Appendix I 
of this letter.. . .; .. 

The drug laws and regulations (see Appendix II of d~t~nls). reqU1~e COm~a?IeS to 
report, within 15 days ~f receipt, :;t~y unexpepted tOX~C.Ity Includmg tOXICIty not 
reported prior to marketmg and toxICIty occurrmg at a hIgher r~~ than prevIOusly 

fOsi~~e the labelling for the dru~ as ?f Nove~ber, .197.9 m~nti~~e~d only a "few 
cases" of abnormal liver tests or JaundIce and smce It disclaImed any causal rela
tionship from use of the drug, the occurrence of 12 cases of liver da~age-as 
reported in the SKF routine quarterly report to FDA-would clearly constItu,te an 
"unexpected" finding. . 

Unless all 12 cases had occurred within 15 days of the time the quartely report 
received by FDA on November 9~h was written-~ot 1i1;,.d:y-~~F failed to r~port 
the liver damage within the maXImum 15 day perIod speClfi III the regu~atIOns. 
This delay, therefore, constitutes a cri~inal vi?lation of ~he. 1:" . laws, ~umshab~e 
by a maximum fine of $10,000, a mrumnum years In JaIl Doth If there IS 

,"' intent to defraud or mislead. . 
The sudden lIappearance" of 40 more C;lSes at .. th~ SKF.FD.A meetmg of J~n.uary 

15th also raises the question of lack of promptness m reportmg of these addltIonal 
cases to FDA. , . t 

According to everyone with whom I have spoken a.t FDA, adve!se reactIOn repor. s 
from compa);ues which are of the liunexpected" varIety and w?~ch must be sent. In 
within 15 ,days of occurrence are handled much more expeditIOus~y ,~han routm~ 
quarterly reports which are assumed by FDA personnel not to contaIn unexpected 
problems. ., 

This delay in reporting by SKF not only lost one or two or more valuable month.s 
of time from when the reports should have been filed (well b~fore November until 
November) but also lost an additional month or more after filmg because they were 
handled as' "routine" until they were closely examined in December.. . 

Fr9m November until now, for example, well over 100,000 prescrIptIons for Sela
cryn'were filled. In other words, }Ilany people were expos~d to the d!ug wen after 
SKF knew of the rapidly rising number of case reports of lIver (and kidney) damage 
which ultimately led to banning, the drug. . 
. The.massive January medical journal advertising campaig? (see AppendI?, !Il) for 
Selacryn promoting it as a Hfirst step" drug for hypertensIOn only adds mJury to 

injury. . ' d I 'th . th f 11 .This example of corporate whIte collar. CrIme needs to be ea t WI usmg e u 
sanctions of the Food, Drug ahd CosmetIc Act. As .lo~g as FDA. needs .to depend <?n 
drug companies to report adverse re~ction data, crImmal p,~nl:lltles agamst,SKF will 
hopefully make it and other compames more tlder.endable m the future. 

Give;n the handicap of SKF's reporting as 'routine" that which was se~ious 
enough to result in the banning of the drug, many FDA employees moved qUICkly 
once the seriousness of the data was recognized. 

(c 1 must strongly disagree, however, with the sta~~ment of FD~ Bureau of Drugs 
Director, Dr. Richard Crout, on January 15th that a good reportmg system, p!oper

,.1y utilized by physicians, the manufacturers, and FDA has. worked tpe way It was 
design~d to . . • promptly and effectively to protect the publIc he~l~h. 1/ " 

Whereas some physicians and FDA appear to have pro~er1y .utIlIz~d the .system! 
SKF seems to have thrown a dangerous monkey wrench mto It by ItS neglIgence In 
promptly re,lJorting life-tpreatening adverse reactions. 
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In addition to highlighting the serious deficiency in post-marketi~g surveillance of 
adverse drug rea~tions, due to a lack of prompt reporting by SFK, a serious question 
must also be raised about the adequacy of pre-market testing of .this drug. For a 
drug which was intended for chronic use by millions of people had it succeeded in 
displacing much of the thiazide market, adverse reaction information on just 533 
people ~pears to be inadequate. S.uch data from at least several thousand people 
would lIkely have uncovered the lIver damage before rather than after marketing. 

" Sincerely, 
SIDNEY M. WOLFE, M.D., Director. 

Attachments. 
[APPENDIX I] 

CHRONOLOGY OF TrCRYNAFEN (SELACRYN) 

April 23, 1979-FDA Summary Basis of Approval, (S.B.A.) a 63~page document, 
reviews the safety and effectiveness of this diuretic/antihypertensive drug. No men
tion i~, this docqment is made of hepatitis or jaundice. l Although the drug is aimed 
at a very large market-the millions of people now taking thiazide diuretics 2 the 
S.B.A. states, on page 53, that there is adverse reaction data at the time of market 
approval on only 533 patients with 675 patient treatment courses: (Some patient.s 
got the drug more than once.) '. 

April 1979-FDA approved labelling for the drug states; under ADVERSE REAC
TIONS, I/[a]bnormalliver function tests and jaundice have been reported in a few 
patients treated with 'Selacryn'; however,no causal relationship has been estab
lished (italics added). 

May 1979-Marketing of Selacryn begins. . 
August 21,"1979-FDA bulletin tlAdverse Drug Reaction Highlights" on the topic 

of "Selacryn-Ticrynafen Acute Renal Failure" reviewed two cases reported to FDA 
of patients developing acute kidney failure within 4 hours of the initial ,dose. Two 
foreign (French) medical literature articles (1978 and 1979) also reported kidney 
damage from the dxug. . ~. ' 

Septe:rpber 1979-SKF sends letter to all phyHicians warning' of kidney problems. 
September-October 1979-Majol mail advertising campaign to promote Sela

cl'yn-offering free samples. A major thrust of the ads is to displace use of thiazide 
drugs by getting doctors to switch to Selacryn. ADVERSE REACTION section of 
label continues to note "abnormal liver function tests & jaundice . . . no causal 
relationship." 
~ovember 9, 1979-FDA receives SKF routine quarterly report on Selacryn in 

WhICh 12 cases of liver damage and 40 cases of renal failure in patients getting the 
drug ar~ described. Sin.ce this was filed as a routine quarterly report, rather than 
being sent in within 15 days of occurrence as evidence of unexpected adverse 
reactions or an increased occurrence of toxic effects, (See Appendix 2 for reporting 
requirements) FDA handles it in a routine manner rather than g.i'iing it immediate 
attention. . 

January 1980-Major medical journal advertising campaign for Selacryn, pushing 
it as "a 'first-step' agent for Your ?y,pertensive Patient" (See Appendix 3, from 
January 1980 Annals of Internal MedIcme). . 

Jalj1uary 15, ~980-.SKF meets with FDA and 40 additional cases of liver damage 
from Selacryn mcludmg 5 deaths are presented to FDA by the company. A decision'Co 
is made to suspend use of the drug in the United States. 
.' Jan';lary 16, 1980-FpA ~ress Release concerning the 52 cases of liver damage, 
mcludmg 30 cases of JaundICe and 5 deaths. FDA Bureau of Drugs Director Dr. 
m~~ard Crout say~, "The public should know th,at a good reporting system, properly 
utIlIzed by phYSICIanS, the manufacturer, and FDA, has worked the way' it was 
designed to. . . promptly and effectively to protect the public health.'.' 

January 16, 1980-SKF letter to all doctors stating that, "Clinical use of i3elacryn 
has shown that the drug can cause significant hepatic injury" (italic added) and that 
"you :l3hould discontinue use of the Selacryn immediately ... ." (NOTE.-No mention 
is made in FDA or SKF announcements abou:t large number of new cases of renal 
failure.) 

January 17 j 1980-"FDA Adverse ,prug Reaction Highlights" on the topic of 
"Selacryn,Ticrynafen Hepatic Injury" states that FDA Adverse Reaction Files con-

\, 
lOne of 20 patients (p. 46 .9f S.B.A.) given ticrynafen did have an abnormal liver function test. 

Severa~ cases of hepatitis were reported \not in the S.B.1\.) amo.ngst the 533 patients prior to 
marketmg but for most of these cases, It was not clear whether the drug was responsible. 

• 1978 retail sales for thiazide diuretics were 240 milU~:n dollars, representing 39 million 
prescriptions filled that year or over 4 million patients. . 
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tain 16 reports of hepatic injury associated with Selacryn. This report is based on 
the 12 cases sent in by SKF in their routine quarterly report and 4 additional cases 
reported to FDAs Adverse Reaction reporting system. 

[APPENDIX II] 

FEDERAL LAW AND REGULATION GOVERNING REPORTING OF ADVERSE REACTIONS OF 
MARKETED DRUGS 

Statutory requirement for reporting adverse reactions 
Section 505(1)(1) of the Federal Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act (FDC Act) says the 

company "shall establish and maintain such -records, and make such re-ports to the 
Secretary, of data relating to clinical experie.nce . . . with respect to st.;.;::h drug, as 
the Secretary may by general regulation,"'Or l?y order with respect to such applica
tion . . . prescribe on the basis of a findiIlg that such records and reports are 
necessary to enable the Secretary to deter¥line . . . whether there is or may be 
ground for invoking Subsection (e) [withdraylal of approval]." 

Regulations specifying details for reportin~ 
The regu.lations, 21 C.F.R. Section 310, 00(b)(2), state that "[a]s soon as possible, 

and in any event within 15 working q ys of its receipt by the applicant [drug 
company in this case] complete records 0' reports concerning any information of the 
following kinds: information concerning any unexpected side effect, injury, toxicity, 
or sensitivity reaction or any unexpected incidence or severity thereof associated 
with clinical uses, studies, investigations, or tests, whether or not determined to be 
attributable to the drug .... Unexpected as used in this subdivision refers to 
conditions or developments not previously submitted as part of the new drug appli
cation or not encountered dUring clinical trials of the drug or conditions or develop
ments occurring at a rate higher than shown by information previously submitted 
as part of the new drug application, or than encountered during such clinical 
trials." 

The regulations go on to say that other kinds of information need be submitted 
only at 3 month intervals during the first year after marketing. 21 C.F.R. 
310.300(b)(4). 

Prohibited acts 
Section 301(e) of the FDC Act, under "prohibited acts," described "the failure to 

establish or maintain any record, or make any report, required under Section 
505(1)." 

Penalties for violations 
Section 303(a) of the FDC Act says "[a]ny person who violates a provision of 

Section 301 [see above] shall be imprisoned for not more than one year or 'fined not 
more $1000, or both." Section 303(b) increases the penalty to not more than 3 years 
in jail or not more than $10,000 or botl1 if the violation is committed "with the 
intent to defraud or mislead." 
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'irnportantB'enefitsfor YOllf 

~1Ypett~D~'Yy pat~~nt' ", '. c~ . 

'S'~I'~c~n' ;r~~i'~~~; T~'re'edeSira~le c1!~iCa~ effec~s:ina 

' .. , 

.,' , .•.. 

sin'g'le agent-antihypertensive, diuretic, uriCOSUr,lc, ..... :, ... 
Proven once daily round-the-cl~ck ~~tihype~ens~ve .,' .... : .. 'j;" /' 
control, helping you provideasln:plliled regimen, .« 
Appropriate in primarY hype~ens.lo.n regar~less,of . '_ ;' .:.>)" 
., . 'ty 'Selacryn' is compatible with nondluretic anti .... . .... 

~'~Y.::r~e~Sives' Similarto hydrochlorot~iazic;1e in effect .' .. ' "'&:~':';.; .. :~.;~.~;.:'.' .. ~n~electrolyte~,.no.special rep~ace~ent ~eq.sur~s ar~ , ' 

:~~~~~r:IY requi~ea; ~;~,:ff~ctlve re~uctlo,~ of UIIC aCid '" i\;~~i.~;~i 
::,:, , .' e"· ' , initial dos'es of 'Selacryn' produce diuresis as .. .' • 

Prescribe 'Selacryn' ~It~ Confldenc 'ri' ... .'well as uricosuria, urinary uric acid concentra-,', . i:;}i~:'>; 
: ': most respects, the type,lnclden~e an~ seven, " , lion does not increase in well-hydrated pati~nts ,,'''; ',:,,;: '~', : ,"-
::If adverse reaotions seen with .'Se acryn are ., who can increase urine flow, ' • ' , . 0';," 

"imilar to those seen with thlClzldes over the '; Reduce Dosage of Concomitant. ", " ':';.i:.':.;,:·' 

\ 

ears; Standard,laboratory tests you use to Anticoagulants 
~;'1oniicr the course of thiazide ,therapy a,re 'Selacryn' potentiates oral anticoagulants; use: 
:~dicated when you prescribe Selacryn. caution when using these drugs \ogether.ln such, ",' .. " 
)iscontinue Previous Diuretics patients, reduce lhe oral anticoagulant to one- .' ,:' 

L1 hypertensive patients, disCRDtinue anr p~e- quarter or one-half the maintenance, do~e, " 
, ous'Ciuretlcs for three days bef?re ins~ltutID9" monitor prothrombin time through titration untl~ 
,:;eiacryn', Where feasible, i~ patle~ts with :, stabilized. ' , 
'ongest:ve cardiac failure, dlsconl1nue.lh~ other : Potassium Supplements Are ¢' , •• , ... " 

::iuretlc for one to two days before beg~nnlng , Usually Not Necessary . , . , " 
3elacryn'. Occasionally, in patients sWltch~d :; but may be advisable in some pallents. Since : ... 
'om other diuretios without a washo~t pe,nod,', some patients who received 'Selacryn' and ., ,"', 
.lausea, vomiting, flank pain, azotemia, ollguna Dyrenium® (brand oltriamterene) ~a~e shown \, :;: •. \ ,',: 
!no, rarely, anuria have been@ported'd . marked elevation 01 BUN and creatinine, such, , " ';"l;~:;,:.':',;"'. 
::1aintain Adequate.'~luid Intake ~n a combination is not recommended. ", , ,,; .:. '. 
Jrlne Flow with I nt~la!DoS~s " See next page for indioations and brief summary 
,:or palients switched to Selacryn from .' r 
')ther diuretics (see above), andfor dehy- of prescribing informa lon, . 
;;rated patients, hydration is recom- . , 
'19nded for three days!Jefore and three 
''''is alter starting 'Selacryn'.Since 

o 
.~ .. ' Logical Successor to Thiazide 

In First-Step Management 

Sg'b&F 
.co SmllhKhne c;ornp.snu CSrnlth Klino &Fr~nch Labor01torios.1979 
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Before prescribing, sec complete prescribing inlornHltion in SK&F fileraturiJ, Tho 
fol/owing is a briel summary, . II 

Indications: HYPoriension, IVllh o~ WIthout eleVnh}d UriC ilcidlevels. Silll ilnd 'N,lIer 
relenhon stilles associated \,1I:h congeslive cardiac t,.liure. i 

Contra indications: Amlfl,~. severo or progressive ronnl dlsense, hypers(lns~iiv'ly 10 Ihe 
drug, known renal UriC acrd calculi, 

W(lrnings: Polehlintes Ihe ncllon of ornl nnllcongulalll:;. Cllulion shoutd br.i exercised 
when Ihm;e ngents are usucl with 'SelacrYIl'; rmJucc ilnllcongul,lnt do:;nO',J to !i, or li
of Ihe maHllenance dO~;{l, (lnd cnrefully monlfOr pro II 11 ombln lime ulltll 5~,1tJ"'7.cd, 
Concomilant use with inamtiJrene IS nor reoornmendecl since a marked elevation ot 
BUN and crenlinine milj' occur 

Nol nppropriate' ill hepatiC ascites. May pmclpilnle ai'Oh~mlCllnprogressiv(i or advanced 
renal d,se;Jse: therelore. Ireejllent eleclrotyte, creatinine and BUN delerminations should 
be performed early in therapy and periodically thereaHer. Discontinue lI'Ie drug if renal 

' impairmenl progresses 

Pregnancy, Nursing: 'Selacryn' crosses the placentill barnedn animals; Rouline US.f • 
of diuretics dUring normal pregnnncy is inaoprcprlnie and exposes mOlher and fetus to 

~ unnecessary hazard. Use in pregnancy requires weighing anl,Clpaled beneflls against 
possible hazards, Generally, nursing should no.l be undertaken whi,le a patient is on a drug: ' 

Precautions: Substantial uricosuria occllrs wilhin hours nlter111E) firsl dose ot 'Selacryn'; 
for this reason, hypertensive patienls switching trom other diuretics should discon
tinue diuretics for 3 days bel ore starling 'Selacryn'; where leasible, diUretics shoutd 
.be discontinued for 1 to 2 days in palients wilh congestive cardiac failure. Fluid 
intake should be increased 10 approximately 1500 cc. per dny for lip to 3 days 
beforo and 3 days aller lIliliation of'Selacryn' Iherapy in pl1tients switched to 
'Selacryn' trom othor dillretics nnd in patienls who may be dehydratect, particular.ly 
if the patients arc hyperuricemic, . 

ACUI~ aUacks 01 UOUI mny t)Q prccip'IIJtcel: conlllllJc 'Sr!I1l(;ryn' (bfiJl~N of tlcryn<t(cnJ. 
colchlclIle may be <Jdded 10 control the (Icule allm;k. Obsp./vu PiltlOnts lor sIgns of 
cleclrolyle imbalance, i.e" hypokalelllia, hyponalromla. hypochloremic ,,1'<aJpsis. Pen
OellC delel Ollila lions 01 nleclro:yles 10 delccl flo:;::;:\)lc imbala1lce shoulcf be performed 
Conoomltnnl usc Wllh cylOtOXiC agenlS reqUlros Ciluhon illld indiVlduahlililon or dosage 
and milna~lumenl, Eflor;ls on glucosc rnctafJol,:;m <1m f,l/nlli\'r 10 Ihose seon w'th 
Ihiilzicles Insulin re,C/U/r()Jnnnt:; may be "flc(ilcd. hYflNfJIyc(!I\~a and nl\'co:.uria may 
occur In pallenls wllh lillwl (I,I/betes. ElevCllion 01 GUN nndlOl\SerUm cleahnlne can 
occur dunng diuretic Iherapy, \, 

Children.' Salely and et/ectiveness in children h~ve nOI been eSI~~lis~,ed. 
Drug Interactions: Exercise caution when adminislering with oiller highly protein
bound drugs, esp,jJcially anlicoagulanls: reduce aniiC();Jglllanl do!i~to ):i or .IS 01 Ihe 
mainlenance dosu and cnretully rnonJ/or prolhrombln lime unlil stabilized. (See Warr? 
ings,) Concomitanl usc wilh Iriamterene is not recommended since a:f11arked eleva-
lion of BUN and creahnine may OCcur. ' . .', \\ 
TI~p' drug cauS~S,,;Ildecreas(,! in excretIon 01 sallcylutes and orgllnlcclcids\.p.g .. 
per;::ilhn, DiuretiCs reduce renal clearance 01 h:hlum,and increase /,he risk ofltlhium loxicity. (, 

Adverse Reactio~s: l'idverse reactions seen with 'Selacr/n' (brand of tlcrynnlen) 10 
controlled studies were appra>:ima tei), the snme ,as{fhosp. seen wllh h~'drochlorot);iazide. 
Except where noledJhe lollowing "dverse effects seen w,lh 'Selncr~ln' hnve !;leen 
Teported in a small number 01 pal;entG, n,!;!., apprO/imW:ly 1 In lOa' anorei:ia.l1au, , 
sea. vom!I'ng. dyspepSia. cmmplng, dlHrroea, constlPallon. headache (llpprOk',j'18!ely 
4 In 100). dizziness/fiq);lheadedness (apprOXImately 9 In 100), parestheSia. :lomno!ence. 
insomnia, syncope, verhgo, orlhostallc l1ypolonslr)n, p;JlpltaIJun, rasl1, Urllcana, pruritus, 
rare cases 01 fever and Intcrs!ihal nephritis TlrcclnesG/fatigue (approximalGly 4 In 
100), hyperglycemia. glycosuriil, muscle crarnps. weilkne:;s,lllller Iilslo cll1d dryness in 
mouth. cxaccrbafioll 01 gOIJl, rerml colic orcO:;loVfJrlebrill pwn Abnormal tiver funcl!Oo 
lests and Inundice h<1ve been rupor\erJin 11 f(J'1/ :);lIionts 

'O'c:cflfolonnlli', pallenls \11110 roc\llvccl·S(·';tcryn: Wliholll:1 Wi/ShOlll Pl.!1I0cf (Sec Pracilu
'lions) expenen(;ed rmllsoa, vomillng, flilnk pain. nl.olel111C1, ahgU/".l WId, wrclv :murlCl; 
lhese ef(ecls_::y/efIH~verslble; , . 

'rhe lollowing adverse reactions have nOIl)oen ruported 10 date WIth ·Selacryn· bUI • 
have occurred with IhiazlGes or other dlurelic;r pancrealitlS, s'alildel1lhs. mnthoPs'3. 
purpura, p/loloSensl\i\'IIY"necrOIIl:ng anglifis. Sh:lVElns.Johnson l'Yl1clrome, reSPlralory 
dlslre~s, anaphylactic rellc\lon,l~ukoDOr1/'l. ilnl (Jnulocytosis, tf1roni~cytopenia, alilis1lc 
llnp.mla, resllessness and trans:enl blurred VISion (7 , 

Slipp/icd: Llgh: blue, round, scorE!d. mono(jrillnrnell labicIsof250 II1g, 111 1)01\les of 
100. and in SIngle Unit Pacl-i,ages of 100 (inlended lor inslitulioni1lllSG only). 

";'...... Date 01 Issuance Oct. 1979 

Smith I~line &Fn~rich laboratories 
PhiladelphIa, Pa, 
'1-3 6 Anrt~ls "r Inlemal MedicinP. • J.lnll<JrJ' J 980 
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\ [}\'fTACHt-lliNT il CHRONOLOGY ON SMITH KLINE '& FRENCH'S 'SELACRYN 
\ 

L;''lballing 
I 

During Entire 8 1/4 months on the market, through January 1980, labelling said, "Abnormal 
liver fU11ctl,On tests and jaundice have been reported in a few patients.. .Howeve~, no 
causal .relat~onship has been established." 
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[From the Wall Street .Journal, Jan. 25, 1980] 

FDA Is ASKED To CITE SMITHKLINE DIVISION IN A CRIMINAL CASE 

NADAR GROUP ALLEGES DELAY IN DISCLOSING PROBLEMS OF A DRUG FOR 
HYPERTENSION 

W ASHINGTON.-A consumer activist group urged the Food and Drug Administra
tion to seek criminal charges against a SmithKline Corp. division for failing to 
report promptly problems with its antihypertensive drug Selacryn. 

Ralph Nader's Health ~esearch Group alleged that SmithKline & French Labora
tories delayed in telling the FDA about 52 cases of liver damage, including five 
deaths, among the 300,000 patients who have taken the drug. The liver problems led 
the Philadelphia-based concern to recall Selacryn last week. 

In response, an FDA spokesman said the agency is drafting a letter to SmithKline 
& French "asking for a full explanation" of the delay. A decision about seeking 
criminal charges will be made "after we see how they respond," he added. A second 
FDA official said criminal charges are "a possibility, if some definite neglect can be 
shown." 

The health research group charged that SmithKline & French informed the FDA 
about the first 12 cases of liver damage in a routine quarterly report last Nov. 9. It 
didn't describe the other 40 cases until last week, group director Si4ney Wolfe said 
in a letter to FDA Commissioner Jere Goyan. (~ 

FDA regulations require drug companies to report unexpected adverse reactions 
within 15 working days of learning of them from physicians. "I would be extremely 
surprised if the company can show they promptly reported those cases" within 15 
working days. Dr. Wolfe said. The delay "caused a lot of damage to people and 
probably deaths," he asserted. .. ' 

In Philadelphia, SmithKline said it acted responsibly in reporting the possible 
side effects of Selacryn. The company said: "Last week, FDA acknowledged the 
!responsibility' with which SmithKline carried out its obligations and we believe we 
have indeed acted responsibly in this case." The company said it would cooperate 
with FDA in current review of clinical data concerning Selacryn. The company 
maintains it isn't clear if the harmful side effects were caused by the drug. . 

FDA officials said they have also learned about 50 cases of kidney failure, includ
ing two deaths, among patients taking Selacryn. They said scattered reports of 
kidney problems last summer led SmithKline & French to alert physicians by mail. 

One FDA spokesman said the agency was preparing a drug bulletin to all U.S. 
doctors, discussing the latest figures on kidney failure, "when the liver problems 
came to our attention." That drug bulletin is being revised, he added, to report on 
the recall of Selacryn instead. /! 

Selacryn, approved by the FDA last May, is used to treat high blood pressure and 
edema, or water retention, which is often associated with gout. Analysts estimate 
the drug had sales of between $5 million and $8 million last year. 

The FDA has said that, depending on the outcome of its evaluation of Selacyrn's 
adverse effects, the product might be returned to the market. 

[From the Philadelphia Inquirer, Jan. 25, 1980] 

U.S. URGED To PROSECUTE SMITHKLINE OVER SELACRYN . 

(By Aaron Epstein, Inquirer Washington Bureau) 

W ASHINGTON.-A citizen health group yesterday urged the government to pros
ecute SmithKline Corp., a Philadelphia drug manufacturer, for "corporate white
collar crime." 

The Public ·Citizen {lealth Research Group, affiliated with con~umer activist 
Ralph Nader; accQ~ed SmithKline of failing to promptly tell the Food and Drug 
Administration (FDA) about 52 cases of liver and kidney damage in persons who 
had taken SmithKline's drug Selacryn, which is used to treat high blood pressure. 
Five of those patients died. 

In Philadelphia, a company spokesman said SmithKline had "acted responsibly," 
and h.e quoted a statement to that effect made last week by an FDA official. 

Nevertheless, the FDA, which pulled Selacryn off the market on Jan. 15, is 
preparing a letter to SmithKline to ask the company when it learned of each ofthe 
adverse reactions to the drug, agency spokesman Bill Grigg said. "'-
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Grige: said the FDA wanted tc? fip.d out whether th~ drug firm had reporte.d each 
of the Ylunexpected" reactions wIthin 15 days of learning about them, as requIred by 
the federal Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act. . 

Sidney Wolfe, director of the ~itizen health group, contended In a letter to FDA 
Commissioner Jere Goyan that many people were exposed to th~ drug well. after 
SmithKline knew of the ra.pidly rising number of case reports of lIver (and kIdney) 
damage which ultimately led to banning the drug." " . . . 

He asked the FDA to press the Justice Departme~t to file the maXImum ~rImI
nal charges possible" against SmithKline. The maXImum penalty for delay In re
porting unexpected drug reactions, with intent to defraud, is a $10,000 fine, three 
years in jail or both. . "d d . 

~. SmithKline said it informed the FDA of 14 cases of lIver and kI t;tey amage ~n a 
routi,'le quarterly report Nov. 9. The gov~rnment ~gency took no. actIOn at that time. 
The ban on Selacryn-also known by Its chemIcal name of tIcrynafe.n-occurred 
Jan. 15, when SmithKline presented information on 38 more cases of lIver damage 
including the five deaths. 

This delay in reporting by SinithKline not only lost one or two or more valuable 
months of time (before Nov. 9) but also lost an additional month or more after 
filing because they were handle'd as troutine'(by the FDA) until they were closely 
examined in December," Wolfe wrote. . . 

He noted that the company promoted Selacryn in ads in J~~luary medIcal Jour
nals One such advertisement in the Annals of Internal MedICine, extols Selacryn 
~s t;A First Step Agent for 'Your Hypertensive Patient," saying that the drug 
"lowers blood pressure." .. . 

The ad suggest that Selacryn be used as a substitute ~or the th~f1zIde famIl:y of 
drugs used against high blood pressure for years: It mentIOns. tha~, abnormal lIver 
function tests and jaundice have been reported In a few patients who took Sela-

cryn. ~ h' h bl d ' About 300,000 people have r~port~dly taken Selacryn. lor Ig 00 pres§3ure or 
associated elevated levels of urIC aCId and water retention. Selacryn was approved 
by the FDA in May. 
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CORPORATE CRIMINAL LIABILITY 

FRIDAY, MARCH 14, 1980 

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, 
SUBCOMMITTEE ON CRIME, 
COMMITTEE ON THE JUDICIARY, 

Washington, D.C. 
The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at, 9:50 a.m., i~ room 

2226, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. John Conyers, Jr. 
(chairman of the subcommittee) presiding. 

.Present: Representatives Conyers, Gudger, and Volkmer. 
Also present: Steven G. Raikin, assistant counsel, and Deborah 

K. Owen, associate counsel. 
Mr. CONYERS. The subcommittee will come to order. 
The Subcommittee on Crime continues its hearings on H.R. 4973, 

a bill to amend title 18 of the United States Code to impose 
criminal penalties for knowing nondisclosure by business entities of 
concealed serious dangers in products and business practices. 

Among other things, H.R. 4973 requires an employer to notify 
employees in writing within 30 days after the discovery of serious 
dangers in the workplace which would cause death or serious 
bodily injury. 

We continue our deliberations today with representatives from 
some of the major labor unions in the United States-the AFL
CIO, the United Mine Workers, and the Teamsters-who will offer 
their analysis of H.R. 4973 and discuss any specific cases relevant 
to this legislation. 

This bill has attr-acted a great deal of support within the labor 
movement, and other labor organizations will be testifying or sub
mitting statements. 

Historically, insuring the workplace to be free from hazardous 
conditions has been a major concern of many in the labor move
ment. In previous hearings we have heard evidence of the asbestos, 
manufacturers who concealed scientific data which showed that 
exposure to asbestos greatly increased the workers' risk of cancer 
and other lung diseases. We have seen evidence that workers were 
not told of catastrophic health problems which company physicians 
had detected on X-rays. ;.' 

The witness this morning may shed further light on why the 
labor movement strongly supports the Miller bill. 

Our first witness is Dr. Lorin Kerr, director of the department of 
occupational health for the United Mine Workers of America . 

Dr. Kerr graduated from the University 'Of Michigan, where hR, 
received an advanced degree in public health .. We welcome you, 
Doctor, recognizing yourrdistinguished career in the fielaihf medi
cine and public health, 
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Presently, Dr. Kerr is visiting pr:ofessor o~ public health at ~he 
Howard UnIversity College of MedIcIne, chaIrr!lan of the steerIng 
commfttee of the National Rural Health CouncIl, and a I?ember of 
the advisory eouncil to the Secretary of HEW on coal mIne health 
research. f 

He has received certifications and awards from any number 0 
organizations. Without objecti?n,. we will. in. corporate your f~ll 
statement into the record at thIS tIme, and Invite you to proceed In 
your own way. 

[The information follows:] 
PREPARED STATEMENT BY LORIN E. KERR, M.D., M.S.P.H. 

I am Dr. Kerr, Director, Department ?f OccupatioI?-al Health, ~nited Mine Work
ers of America. It is a pleasure to testify before thIS SubcommIttee on H.R. 497? 
This bill introduced by Congressman Miller and co-sponsored ~y 55 more ?f hIS 
Congressional colleagues is an uriique endeavor to assure e~rly lI~plementat~on of 
essential preventive measures· at the work site. The contmued. absenc.e of such 
legislatiton will assure worsening of the frig.htening t?ll of occupatIOnal disease and 
disability which has already reached endemlc propor~IOns. . . 

Today we reap the bitter fruit of the all-pervasive Isol~tI?n of .0ccupatIOnal health 
from the mainstream of medicine and public health. ThIs IsolatIOn began abo'!-t the 
time of the Civil War when the managerial class assumed control and operatIOll of 
the means of production. With this responsibility came the need 1to as.sure the 
maximum productivity of both labor and machinel·Y. It soon ~ecame ObVIOUS ~hat 
efficient continuous nroduction demanded reduction of absenteeL';m and the mamte
nance of the workerts well-being. Just as manageme~t accou~tants .were c~mcerne? 
with depreciation of machinery so a whole n,ew medIcal specIalty-.mdustrIal medI
cine-came into being. For econom.ic r.eas~ms mana&,ement learned It .had to cont.rol 
the health of the worker in the Job-settmg. And m turn, the. medical profeSSIOn 
learned to accept management's definition of health as the capaCIty to wor~. . 

Subsequent changes due primarily to economic pressures led to the new Identifica
tion of industrial medicine as occupational health. Regardless of those changes bo!-h 
by definition and actual practice industrial occupational health proglrams are still 
generally restricted to those emergency measures necessary for the worker to com-
plete, if possible, the work day. 

This cessat/ion of interest in worker's health once th,ey walk out of the company 
gate has led to a serious fragm~ntation of the workers health needs alnd programs 
designed to provide related serVIces! d b f 

Managen;!ent's early assumption of this prerogative we~t unchalleng~: eca~se 0 
the grim toll of workers injured and killed at the 'York sIte. Iff f~ct, tile practice of 
industrial medicine for many years was HtraumatlC surgery. Sm~e 1909 th; pre
dominant/concern about accidents and injuries has been reflected m workers com
pensation: legislation. Closely associated has been the development of a ~road s~fet~ 
education program directed primarily at workers. Over the years thIs res~rlcte 
emphasis on safety has assumed such proportions tha~ an almost ~xclusIOnaz:y 
concern with injuries and accidents has develop~d. DespIte the .mB:gnitude of thIs 
educatioilal endeavor in safety all available eVidence clearly mdicatE~s t~at the 
death and disability traceable to job-related illnesses far exceeds the toll mfllcted by 
accidents. . ' di al . lt . '1 Management has been largely responsIble for thIS ~e c sR~Cla Y prImarI Y 
concerned with specific external hazards rather than wIth the development of an 
integrated approach to occupational health .that embraces the comple~e heal,th 
needs of the workers. It has also been responsible for the schism betwee.n mdustrlal 
physicians and other practitioners and the extreme shortage of occupatIOnal healt~ 
personnel. Dealing only with hazards on the job and isolated from the. worke;s 
health in the community. oC9upational health has also fr?strated the .:lIldustrIal 
physician. liis relationships wIth the workers have on occaSIOn posed a dlIem~a at

f least in the minds of the workers. This has been accentuate~ by th~ elevatIOn. 0 
physicians in the corporate structure to positions of technIcal adVisers, sharmg 
management's viewpoints. . .. . b' 

It is estimated that currently serVIces for mdustry or employer groups are emg 
rovided by somewhat more than 15,000 physicians of whom abou~ 3,500 are em

~loyed full-time. Of the latter group, over one-fourth !lever see a ,Patient. NElarly
5
aoioi of these physicians are located in the 11,500 estabhshm~nt~. wIth . ~ore than . 

workers. These comprise less than one percent of the natIOns s 5 milhon work SItes 
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and employ only about one-fourth of the nation's 100 million civilian workers. 
Almost without exception there is no organized preventive health program for the 
rest of the workers. Rather than a maldistribution of qualified occupational health 
physicians there is in reality a marked shortage of all occupational health pel'son-
nel. 

A recent preliminary report from the Association of Teachers of Preventive 
MediCine appears to indicate many U.S. medical schools teach little or no occupa
tional health. The report goes on to state " ... there seems to be little recognJltion 
that, only a few--physicians wm become occupational health/medicalspecialists, 
while almost all physicians with or responsible for patients with medical problems 
that are caused or exacerbated by work-related factors must know how to recognize, 
appropriately treat, and help prevent such problems." There are only eight of the 19 
schools of public health providing some training in occupational health. 

Medical care programs negotiated. by labor unions ha,re also suffered becausEl of 
management's continued assumption its isolating prerogative. While the programs 
refuse to pay for services covered by worker's compensation, they are universally 
saddled with the costs, sometimes inordinate, of job-related injury and illness for 
which limited benefits have been exhausted. Management has constantly lobbied 
against improvements of workers' compensation and company-oriented physicians 
have been reluctant to recognize, or diagnose occupational diseases for fear of 
increasing corporate costs. . . 

Public health understanding of occupational health has been sorely affected by 
the isolation of occupational health. It has also had a deadening impact on attempts 
to incorporate occupational health in public health programs. While many industri
al physicians have indicated an understanding of public health, management is 
disinclined to relinquish its prerogatives to any outside agency, Public health pro
grams have constantly suffered from a lack of authority to set 01" enforce compli
ance with standards. 

Following passage of the Social Secutity Act in 1935 funds became available for 
the expansion of public health programs, including occupation.al health then identi
fied as "industrial hygiene." By 1939 thirty occupational health programs had been 
established in state and local health departments including tWIJ municipalities. 'fhe 
work of these units, combined with the U.S.P.H.S. Division of Industrial Hygiene 
ushered in the era of "traditional industrial hygiene." 

The production demands during World War II gave great impetus to the growth 
of occupational health. The nation was committed to protecting the health of the 
workers to il,ssure essential acceleration and maintenance 9f production. The 
U.S.P.H.S. ~igned a physician specializing in occupational health to nearly every 
state health department and the capabilities of the departments were appropriately 
expanded. Aside from these costs the'annual U.S.J:».H.S. occupational health budget 
was mOre than $4.5 million. Between 1947 and 1950 more than $1 million was made 
avaitable in federal grants-in-aid to states for occupational health. 

By 1955, however, the total annual appropriation for the U.S.P.H.S. Occupational 
Health Program had plummeted to $544,000. It was during this period that a 
macabre joke circulated in Washington. It was said that one director of the occupa
tional health program had been brought to town to dig the grave for the program 
and the next director to intone the grave side prayers. Today, the budget is about 

, $80 million with 932 authorized positions. Testimony presented in 1979 easily pro-

i
·,t,!" jected the need in FY 80 for $170 million. The minimum annual budget shouJ;d be 

$150 million.·0 

On occasion, management has also sought public health budget cuts b~cause 
studies revealed hazards that posed an economic threat. For example, the world
renowned Wilhelm C. Hueper, M.D. relates that while he was a commissioned 

II

!,' officer in the U.S.P.H.S. his epidemiologic studies on occupationa:I cancer were 
'!forcefully and abruptly brought to a halt in 1952 by ari~ order of the Surgeon 
Genera!." This followed a protest to the U.S.P.H.S. by the~nMical advisor to the 
chromate-producing industry on behalf of his· clients. Dr. Hueper's'studies had 
revealed an alarming amount of cancer among chromate workers. The order to 

~
! Hueper was never revoked or rescinded. 

Unfortunately, government also manifests management proclivities when occupa
tional health research threatens them. Witness the Department of Energy cancellaI tion of Mancuso's grant when his research revealed that the radiation exposure of 

I
· .:workers at nuclear energy installations was ten and possibly twenty times too high. 

More recently Schlesinger made the appalling public pronouncement that the na- I 
1 tional interest was best served by protecting berrylium manufacturers at the ex- ! 
! pense of exposed workers. There was· also a lack of concern by involved government II ",{fidal, a~out the large number of federal employees intentionally exposed to I 
I I· 
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increasingly larger atomic bombs on the Nevada desert. There is now another new 
occupational disease-G.!. leukemia. 

Despite the long-extolled merits of occupational health protection, there is a vast 
army of workers with no such protection and millions more with limited or inad
equate programs. The worker too often feels with considerable justification that an 
occupational health program is a management device to forestall payment of work
ers' compensation benefits. Even efforts to prevent occupational diseases become 
meaningless when the worker senses reluctinice by employers to admit the existence 
of these diseases, because doing so would cost money for workers' compensation and 
the installation of preventive measures. 

Today, the enormity of work-related dealth and disability is becoming apparent. It 
has been maintained for too long that 2 million workers are injured on the job each 
year and 14,000 are killed immediately or die later. A 1971 report indicates that a 
more accurate annual accounting will probably reveal 20-25 million job-related 
injuries and about 25,000 deaths. These nre shocking figures. 

More alarming is the NIOSH 1972 estimate that occupational diseases cause 
100,000 deaths each year. (This is more than seven times greater than the estimated 
number of deaths caused by job-related injuries). Today, it is felt by some that the 
1972 figure is' a gross under-estimate. It is mbre\ likely that there are 300,000 
workers killed each year by job-related illness. Ther~' is also reason to believe that 
when all the facts are eventually known that prot/ably 80 percent of all cancer 
deaths will be due to job exposures. 

Hueper said in 1947 that "Environmental (occupational) carcinogenesis is the 
newest and one of the most ominous of the end-products of our industrial environ
ment". More recently a former director of the National Cancer Institute publicly 
stated on several occasions the view that at least 90 percent of all cancers originate 
in the environment. Although some federal health officials maintain that at least 20 
percent-and perhaps 40 percent-of all cancers are caused by occupational carcino
gens precious little reseaI'ch is being conducted in this area. 

Mr. Chairman, I would venture that the passage of H.R. 4973 would quickly 
change this situation. Pu.blic policy set by this bill would overcome the resistance of 
private interests to occupational carcinogenesis research. 

The passage of H.R. 4973 would also hasten the implementation of the preventive 
measures necessary to control the rapidly developing nationwide pandemic of occu
pational diseases. 

The prevention of these diseases will eliminate more death and disability than 
has occurred with the virtual elimination of the communicable diseases. 

The prevention of the job-related diseases also provides a major method of control
ling the soaring costs of medical care. 

There is just now a dawning realization that the pollution of the workplace is 
responsible for the rl~gradation and exploitation of workers. In addition, many of 
the same pollutants also have a deleterious impact on the surrounding community 
causing non-worker death and disability. The ecologists and others are slowly be
coming aware of what has long been known to workers-the 'eight hours on the job 
can be the most dangerous daily threat to their health. 

Too frequently the black workers job is even worse. For example, the black coke 
oven workers have seven times more lung cancer than their white colleagues. The 
reason is simple-the black exposure to occupational carcinogens is greater. The 
reason is also old-the black worker too often has the dirtiest job with the worst 
exposures-in many industries. To make matters even worse black persons are 
twice as likely as others to be totally disabled. It is likely that the elevat~d cancer 
mortality rates recorded for black males is due to their jobs rather than their genes, 
diet and mode of living. . 

Alarming as the occupational figures are there is no accurate national accounting 
of any job-related illness except black lung. With the passage of the Federal Coal 
Mine Health and Safety Act of 1969, Congress for the first time mandated that the 
occupational disease occurring in a major industry must be eradicated. The Social 
Security Administration has approved payment of federal black lung benefits to 
somewhat more than 375,000 victims of the disease at a cumulative cost by 1980 of 
somewhat more than $8 billion. It is conservatively estimated that the death of 
more than 4,000 of these miners each year can safely be attributed to black lung. 
This means that more than eleven men every day wheeze away their lives as the 
penalty for mining coal to earn a living. ' 

It should be noted that the coal mine owners have unsuccessfully used the black 
lung benefits section of the federal coal mine act on two different occasions to test 
the constitutionality of the law before the U.S. Supreme Court. Equally lamentable 
is the fact that about 15 percent of the working miners exhibit x-ray evidence of 
coal worker's pneumoconiosis. While only a relatively small proportion of these .. 
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miners may eventually become disabled varying from slight breathlessness on effort 
in the early stages of black lung to severe shortness of breath, prematnre death is 
preceded byt6tal incapacity for work in the advanced stages. Coal mine dust is a 
killer but death comes slowly. ' 

Alarming as all the black lung statistics are, it is important to realize that every 
one of the thousands listed in some report or study is Ii human being whose lungs 
have been diseased" and disabled as the penalty for mining the nation's vitally 
needed coal for a living. It is small consolation for a miner with black lung to know 
that he is "only" one out of a group of five or ten who are so afflicted. Every figure 
represents a coal miner who is paying a dreadful price for his long years of service 
in the mines. 

Black lung like all occupational diseases is man-made, preventable and can be 
eliminated in one generation. 

Prevention of black lung requires reduction of coal mine dust to non-disease 
producing levels. The General Accounting Office (GAO) 1975 study of the coal mine 
dust control program verified the effectiveness of Congressionally mandated ventila
tion and use of water in reducing levels of coal mine dust. The technology has been 
well-known for several decades. The study also verified the need to improve present 
dust sampling technology and its use. The report indicated there is no known 
method of dust-sampling to replace the one currently in use. 

The dust sampling program will only attain its mandated effectiveness when 
operator responsibility is eliminated by some method, such as, a continuous auto
matic system. Until such a system is in operation miners will continue to suspect 
the accuracy of the results. The UMW A has testified numerous times on this subject 
and on September 8, 1978, presented a proposal to (MSHA) delineating miners 
l·esponsibilities in the dust control program. Their participation will assure an 
earlier achievement of adnquate dust control then will otherwise prevail. 

Since 1974 the UMW A has consistently recommended that the dust level in the 
mines be reduced, to 1 mg. of respirable dust per cubic meter of air. The Union is 
fearful that the mathematical derivation of the 2 mg. standard is inaccurate. Reduc
tion to 1 mg. throughout the mines would also eliminate the current economic 
penalty inflicted on those miners with an option to transfer to a less dusty area of 
the mine. . 

Congress became aware during the 1969 hearings that a dust suppression cam
paign must be constantly evaluated. Dust measurement by itself is inadequate. The 
only known method is periodic chest x-rays of the working miners. The development 
of new cas?S of coal workers' pneumoconiosis or progression of the disease provides 
convincing evidence of non-compliance with standards or the need to revise down
ward the existing standard of 2 mg. 

As with dust measurement until operator participation, is removed it will be 
impossible to l'elieve the miner's suspicions about the x-ray program. Since 1969 the 
Union has said many times that the U.S. Public Health Service should be totally 
and completely responsible for the.x-ray program with 25 percent of the miners 
examined each year. This can only be accomplished by making the x-ray examina
tion on-shift rather than before or after work. Then and only then will 90 percent or 
more of the miners be examined. The operators will continue the Congressional 
mandate to pay for the x-rays by reimbursing USPHS. Equally important is rigid 
enforcement of confidentiality of the mms. The availability of duplicate mms or 
copies of any mms would violate confidentiality standards. The same would be true 
of any mms interpreted by company physicians. Currently, all miner radiographs 
are maintained under tight security at the NIOSH facility in Morgantown, West 
Virginia. 

The UMW A also recommends that all miners including surface and construction 
miners must be included in the working miner x-ray ,program. Unfortu~ately, a 
strict federal legal interpretation of the 1977 amendments is currently limiting the 
3rd round of x-rays to the underground miners. Efforts to secure the necessary 
mandatory health standard directing the inclusion of surface miners has been 
nonproductive. ' 

All miners including those with other conditions such as cancer and tuberculosis 
must be informed of the interpretation of the chest x-rays. To assure provision of 
necessary medical services the interpretation must also be transmitted to the physi
cian designated by the miner. 

The combination of more accurate dust measurements and high quality compara
ble mms free of coal mining operator control will for the first time assure the 
adequacy of the information essential for eliminating the chronic pulmonary dis
eases plaguing the coal mining industry for decades. As stated earlier, these afflic
tions li~e all job-related diseases are nwn-made and can be 'eliminated in one 
generatIOn. 
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There is also grave concern about the unknown health hazards of diesels under
ground. There seems to be a neurological distress produced b~ emissions and the 
possible synergistic action of th~ particulates and the coal mine dust that c,?uld 
hasten the possible development of lung cancer and black lung. A Bureau of Mines 
report states that particulates could make it difficult to meet the 2 mg. dust 
standard. The Bureau recommends that the emission of part~culates shoul? be 
minimized or diesels should be located in underground coal mines where miners 
would not be exposed. There. is also the unknown carcinogeni? pptentiality of diesel 
emissions that needs extensIve research. Moreover, tlte prehmmary report of the 
recent NIOSH diesel. conference fails to reveal evidence substantiating claims for 
increased productivity when us!ng, diesels. . . 

Until these matters are clarIfi.ed the coal miners refuse to permIt themselves to 
be exposed to another unkno~r hazard. The miners reinforced this position vyith 
the unanimous passage of a resolution at tbe 1976 and 1979 UMW A ConventIOns 
calling for th~ removal of all diesels now in .und.erground cpal mines. and th.e 
prohibition of any additional diesel equipment being Introduced Into the mines. until 
such time as it is reliably established that they are not a health hazard to mmers. 

Nearly 100 percent more miners will have job-related impairment of their hearing 
up~n reaching age 60 than the number similarly disabled be~ause of age alone. On
the-job exposure to noise levels in excess of 80 dBA causes thIS unnecessary damage. 
A 1976 report on poise and iI~paired heariI}g joint.ly conducte~ by NI9SH and 
MSHA clearly indicates coal miners are afflIcted WIth substantial hearing losses 
which are job-related. , 

A revi6w of UMW A Health and Retirement Funds records revealed the purchase 
of five tiInes more hearing aids for miners than their wives, whereas, t~e national 
ratio is equal, i.e., a malelfemale ratio of 1.0. U~fortunat~ly, Congress dId n~t have 
the benefit of adequate knowledge when they stipulated In the. 1969 coal mine act 
that the noise level would be the Walsh-Healey standard whIch was later deter
mined by the Department of Labor to.. be 90 dBA. The UMW A has vigorously 
opposed this standard which we submit on the basis of an EPA report should not 
exceed 75 dBA. MSHA officials are of the opinion that the technolo~ necessary to 
reduce levels of noise in coal mining well below the 90 dBA level eXIsts or can be 
developed. . .... . . 

The increasing use of chemIcals. In the mInI~g Industry has Introduced the .dan
gers of new exposures. Mechanization has also Increased the stresses on coal miners 
that may become ,apparent with more miners showing evidence of such conditions as 
hypertension and ulcers. . . ... 

A recent NIOSH, report Indicates that contrary to earlIer studIes lung cancer IS 
killing coal miners at a moderat~ly .higher rate th8:n occurs ~mong the total U.S. 
male population. The report also indIcates an exc~sSlve mortalIty rate f?r cancer. of 
the stomach. Although in both instances coal mine dust IS suspect t~IS mortah~y 
report intensifies the Union's. deep. concern ab?ut the use o~ asbestos. In s.ome strIp 
mines. We have protested thIS actIOn many tllnes and testified agamst Its use at 
every opportunity. In addition the delegates to the 1976 and 1979 UMW A Conven
tions unanimously approved a resolution demanding the removal of asbestos from 
the coal mining industry. 

Quite recently we have learned that transite (an asbestos wall bo~rd m8:d~. by 
Johns-Manville) is being used in the construction of some coal preparatIOn facIl~tles. 
The carcinogenic potential of this and other asbestos products has been so WIdely 
publicized that its use ~n ~his or any other co~struction is ~ncom:preh.ensible. The 
only way t?is ~an be ehmmated short of the bIlI.under ~onslderatIOn IS pr?of that 
there is VIOlatIOn of present health standards Issued m federal regulatIOn:s. In 
outdoor and windy conditions this is practically impossible so the hazard contmues 
unabated. 

I have delineated some of the job-related "health pr?blems confront~g t?E! c,?al 
miners because of what appearS to be an almost exclusIOnary concern WIth injuries 
and accidents. The occupational disease figures clearly indicate that in coal mining 
as in all of industry the death and disability traceable to job-related illness far 
exceeds the toll inflicted by accidents. 

Turning to H.R. 4973 I would urge deletion of the thirty days for warning 
employees and appropriate Feqeral agency of a potential hazard: Rather t~e re
quirement should be immediate wa~nin.g. of all concerned. ~therwise .there vyIU be 
additional unnecessary death and dISabIlIty. You do not Yfait. any perIOd of tlI~e to 
turn in a fire alarm or place a call for an ambulance. A S~rIOUS dang.er ,~ssoclated 
with such product (or a component of that product) or busme.ss practice could be 
life threatening. The use of asbestos wall board just related IS one such example. 

The definition of "serious bodily injury" should be carefully worded to assure 
inclusion of occupational diseases. This definition appears to give cognizance only to 
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injuries. The frightening toll of death and disability originating at the work place 
are the job-related illnesses and they must be included. Otherwise, you will only 
aggravate an already grievous situation. 

The phrase "warn affected employees" lacks direction as to what the worker can 
or should do with the information provided. It is appropriate to warn the worker 
but the next question is "So what do I do about it.' The worker must be provided 
with some recourse to what will appear to be an impasse. 

Mr. Chairman, the passage of H.R. 4973 will strengthen the drive to eliminate the 
occupational diseases established by the precendent setting coal mine act and the 
OSH Act. Improvement of the latter legislation is opposed by private interests who 
constantly mount massive campaigns designed to weaken or repeal the Act. The 
most recent threat occuTl'ed with the introduction of S. 2153 on December 19, 1979, 
by Senator Schweiker. Enactment of this bill would emasculate the preventive 
aspects of OSHA and seriously threaten the viability of both OSHA and the Mining 
Safety and Health Administration (MSHA). Accommodation of public policy to 
private interests rather than the prevention of disease and disability among those 
exposed to health hazards at the work site will continue the mounting toll inflicted 
by occupational diseases. . 

Equally important is the increasing effort to claim health promotion is preven
tion. Nearly all of the numerous actions delineated in the health promotion pro
grams require personal action some of which we have known since our youth. The 
validity of changing unhealthy habits such as cigarette smoking is now well docu
mented. The same is true of many other recommended actions. However, in each 
instance the change in habits, in eating patterns, in safe driving is an individual 
decision. There have been exceptions to this such as occurred during World War II 
when public policy on nutrition became a government campaign that met with 
marked success. More recently, governmental reduction of highway speed to 55 mph 
materially lowered the number of deaths due to automobile accidents. In both 
instances the results were due to the implementation of public policy. 

The current health promotion proposals may well be public policy but there is no 
way to implement them. Possible exceptions would be inordinately high taxes on 
cigarettes and alcoholic beverages and subsidies for tobacco farmers raising other 
crops. However, conflicting private interests will continue to strongly resist such 
policies. . 

Philosophically there is a serious flaw in the health promotion proposals. Obvious
ly the blame for the fiscal inability to abide by the nutritional proscriptions will be 
laid at the doorstep of the individual. It will enable the policy makers to blame the 
individual for his/her poor health. It will be the individual's fault that he/she was 
unable to find a health professional who would constantly check the blood pressure. 
This will be particularly true of the 50 million living at or below the poverty level. 
It will also effect the worker exposed to asbestos-if he didn't smoke he would not 
be afflicted with asbestosis. Not only but more and more workers are going to be 
refused jobs if they smoke cigarettes and more and more workers will be refused 
worker's compensation benefits for job-related pulmonary disabilities because they 
smoke cigarettes. . 

The health promotion proposals also relieve the government and the corporate 
structure of their responsibility to protect the health of the workers. . 

Mr. Chairman, as you know one of the avowed precepts of our government has 
always been the protection of property. In fact it has long been recognized as. a right 
extended to all citizens. This right of the people to have their property protected 
was essential for protecting the home and the place of business. Of more recent date 
this protection as a right has been extended to include health. This was necessary 
because the maintenance of good health and the ability to work is the only property 
workers have to assure economic sustenance. Thus government has the responsibili
ty to take all possible steps to protect the workers' health-this is their property. 
Loss of this property through illness increases governmental expenditures at some 
point. Prudence certainly indicates that job-related illness must be avoided if the 
state is fulfilling its obligation. 

TESTIMONY OF DR. LORIN E. KERR, DII~ECTOR, DEPARTMENT 
OF OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH, UNITED MINE WORKERS OF 
AMERICA 

Dr. KERR. Thank you very much, Mi'. Chairman. I am very 
pleased to be able to participate in these hearings. In fact, I was 
delighted when you invited me to present testimony. Having been 
in the field of public health for many years, my major concern 
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throughout has always been the prevention of death and disability, 
which I think is supposed to be the foremost tenet of medicine as 
well as public health. 

I have been quite disturbed over the years and am becoming very 
frightened by the marked increase of'diseases coming out of the 
workplace today. In 1972, it was estimated. that those would 
number somewhere in the neighborhood of 100,000-an estimate 
that came out of NIOSH. Some of us whQ have been in the field for 
some time think this figure is a gross underestimate. Probably 
today it is more likely to be about 300,000. 

As far as cancer is concerned, I know that there are varying 
opinions anywhere from 1 percent to 40 percent coming out of the 
workplace, but I am willing to venture that when all of the facts 
are made known-how soon that will happen, I don't know-it will 
probably reveal that 80 percent of the cancer comes directly from 
the workplace. I 

It is with that kind of background that I come to you feeling that 
the country does not know. For instance, today we have no nation
al accurate accounting of any of the occupational diseases with the 
one possible exception in the coal-mining industry, and I went into 
that in some detail as far as my statement is concerned. 

In deciding to come here, I not only wanted this written state
ment accepted for the record, but in looking it over very recently I 

. also remembered that there is a point in our history which I did 
expound upon in as much detail as it warrants, and that is the 
Gauley Bridge massacre, which occurred in West Virginia from 
1930 to 1932. During that time, there was a tunnel being dug to 
provide hydroelectric power in West Virgini~, for a couple of large 
manufacturing companies. This tunnel was going to be dug 
through a known embedment of silica, which was anywhere from 
97 to 99 percent silica; Some of the folks out West would call it a 
hill, but around here we call it a mountain. When they discouered 
that the tunnel had such silica, the bore for driving the tunnel was 
increased to well over 40 feet. It also was known and proved here 
in the United States, with"a study by the Public Health Service in 
1914, in the lead and zincfhlines in Missouri and Arkansas, where 
they were concerned about 'silicosis, that if the mining was done 
with wet drills and if there was plenty of ventilation, that silicosis 
could be prevented. 

This was strongly advocated by the Bureau of Mines in a number 
of their publications as a means of preventing this disease, which, 
incidentally, until about the time of the Gauley Bridge massacre, 
had only been discussed in scientific journals. It had not hit the 
popular press with any great impact, not but plenty of the doctors, 
the chest physicians and the public health people knew about this 
disease and knew how it could be prevented. 

Instead of using ventilation and wet drilling, the company that 
did this drilling used dry drilling. A congressional hearing conduct
ed in January 1936 showed that the ventilation was nil. This was 
contrary to what the company kneV'{~ It came out in the hearing 
that they knew all of these things, and yet they did none of them 

"because they were so anxious c to get that tunnel dug. They had 
"nearly 5,000 workers employed there; well over 60 percent of those 
were blacks who had walked for miles in order to get the jobs. The 
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wives and the mothers of these men sometimes after 9 months did 
not know what had happened to them. 

It came out later that about 73 of them had died on the job, and 
that they had died in all lil$:elihood of silicosis or siliceous tubercu
losis. 

Tuberculosis at that time was the third stage of silicosis. For 
example, in a workers' compensation program in some of the 
States for stage 1, you received $1,000; for stage 27 $2,000; and for 
siliceous tuberculosis, which was stage 3, you got $3,000, and that 
was it. 

In any event, when these men died with less than 2 years of 
exposure, they were doubleshifting, running 10 hours on each shift. 

This is an outstanding example of what you are talking about 
with this piece of legislation. Here was a cpmpany that knew fun 
well what they were doing; as it came out in the testimony, they 
knew of the measures t~at should have been taken, and which they 
refused to recognize in any'way at all. You can say-and I hate to 
be this dramatic about it, but there are times when you get a little 
incensed about things-that their names should have appeared on 
the death certificate as a cause of death rather than siliceous 
tuberculosis, because they actually killed these men. 

I think the company must have known something was going to 
happen, because they bought a meadow near the job, and many, 
practically all, of these men were buried in unmarked graves in 
this meadow. There were about 1,400 or 1,800 more, if I remember 
the figures, that also had developed silicosis. 

The situation received little coverage in the press, except locally. 
There were some nqtional developments that occurr,ed, and then 
finally Vito Marcantonio got a hold of tlris information, and he' 
held congressional hearings. I think they were h~ld in December of 

(Ii 1935 and in early 1936. In any event, he was equally incensed, and 
it was out of those hearings that there came a joint resolution from I the House and the Senate, asking the Secretary of Labor to hold a 

I national conference on silicosis. That was the first nationaFconfer-
)! ence on silicosis. I might say, it is the only one there has evf'ir been. 

1

'/' The chest physicians who were the knowledgeable experts of that 
day, by and large provided or subsidized to a certain extent by the 
companies, made up the group of physicians who worked out these 'I reports. In 1937, the report was submitted to the Secretary, and the 

1 definition of silicosis was so restricted that although a number of 
I States adopted it later on, it was very difficult to get anything in 

~
\ ,~, the way of compensation. In fact, Leroy U. Gardner, the medical 
( ) director of the Saranac Lake L. ~bo~atorie.s ~ho te~tified at the time 
! "711he cases came up locally, saId It was ImpOSSIble for an acute 

f

":i, ((. massive pulmonary silicosis to develop in only 2 years. In 1938, he 
II testified on a terminal case out in Colorado, and at that time said 

he, thought that it was possible that it might have occurred. By 
I! that time, most of these millers were dead. 

/
' Today, we know from reports that NIOSH is now working with a 
I silica that is being used in Illinois, known as .silicous flour, in 

III which silicosis develops with less than 2 years of exposure. 
This is a piece of evidence that must be kept in mind when 

, Congress ponsiders this legislatiCn. I would hope that it would be 
I firmly i~rinted on their minds, so that we would never have a 
I \ 
I ~, 
! 69-9~ 0 -:! 81 - 19 
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situat!on li~e th~s to occur again. Believe me, with my years' of 
experIence In thIS field, I am not sure that it will never occur 
again. I think your bill will go a long way toward making it 
unlikely, but there are still things occurring today that makes one 
wonder why people are allowed to do the things that they do. 

For instance, in one of the coal-mining States, I recently came 
across a company constructing a plant that is known as a prep 
plant, where the coal comes in from the mines and is prepared for 
the market. There are certain things that have to be done. It is 
rather large, usually about a six-story structure. For the partitions 
t~ey use a substance which they say is waterproof, fireproof, and 
WIll not bend or buckle. The product they use is transite, and if you 
remember Barry Castleman's testimony, he pointed out that in 
1954 the asbestos companies ~new that transite was a cause of 
cancer, and y.et here today it is a product. This product is put out 
by Johns-Manville, as the label clearly indicates, and they further 
indicat~ that it is no cause for worry if it is used with the proper 
precautIOns. 

With all of the information that has been publicized the last 10 
years on asbestos I cannot conceive of a company that would have 
the chutzpah to go ahead and use a product which knowingly is a 
cause of cancer, let alone the disease known as silicosis. 

We even have today in the coal mines, the coal mine operators 
that are insistent on putting diesels underground, and yet we know 
that the particulates iI?- the diesel emissions are carcinogenic, and 
they know the same thIngs we know. They have attended the same 
meetings; they have received the same' reports, and yet their physi
~ians staI?-d up at the legislative meetings that we all attend, fight
Ing one SIde and then the other to prevent this sort of thing from 
happening. They read different things into the final reports than I 
read into them. 

NIOSH days, and so does MSHA, that if you put these things 
underground, later studies are going to show that they are prob
ably a hazard, and you are going to have to take them out but the 
drive for profits is so great that consideration for the liv~~i of the 
workers goes by the board. 

I would be willing to answer any of the questions you might 
have. , 

Mr. CONYERS. Thank you very much. You have very effectively 
and dramatically posed the case in these two areas. 

Do you think that there is any progress being made in the ranks 
?f the la~or organizations and among the workers in gaining more 
InformatIOn about the nature of the susceptibility of certain kinds 
of occupations? Is this growing,' as opposed to a generation ago, 
where~Ne would assume that far fewer people were aware of the 

onature of the medical risks involved in many of these occupational 
hazards? 

Dr. KERR. I think thatis 80. I think this can be solely attributed 
to the enactment of the two occupational health acts the Coal 
Mine Act in 1969 and OSHA in 1970. I think this gave the unions 
the capability to begin to move into an area that they knew about 
and had been moving as much as they could but this gave them the 
backup for going ahead and~,J)ii~ginning to inform the workers, and 
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OSHA. For instance, today the acts are doing a good job on making 
funds available to labor unions to begin to move in this direction. 

You see, I am also convinced that OSHA will never have the 
capability to have all of the money they would need to have inspec
tors at the 5 million worksites that we have in this country. It is 
utterly impossible, and even if they. did have the money,and the 
manpower, I think it would be a waste of both,. to use it in that 
manner.,\ 

I think that we must drive constantly for alerting the member
ship; they must know what they are being exposed to and how they 
can protect themselves. No longer must we have the attitude 
among the workers that this illness that they saw occur among 
their fathers and grandfathers is part of working in that particular 
industry. . 

For instance, in the coal mining industry, the miners knew they 
were going to come out huffing and wheezing and barely being able 
to breathe; because that was part of the penalty of having to work 
in the coal mine. 

The same attitude prevailed in many of the other industries, but 
today we have a change in attitude. Believe me, it is still not 
sufficient to take care of any backing off from your legislation. 

I think that the need for your ,legislation is still there, and it will 
supplement, reinforce; it will make it possible, because manage
ment will pay the cost of workers' compensation, because it is 
cheaper than putting in the preventative measures so there won't 
be anything else, but with your legislation it makes it tougher, and 
also I would add one other thing: I think that corporate doctors 
should be in that group of individuals who would be subject to the 
penalties that you spell out in this legislation. 

Mr. CONYERS. Well, they would, if they were involved in a co
verup of the information that turned out to have a hazardous 
result. They would be liable in that class of managerial personnel, 
as well as the supervisory personnel. 

I noticed that you would recommend reduCing the 30-day report
ing period. Would you want it down to 15 days, or would you want 
it immediate? 

Dr, KERR. Mr. Chairman, you are talking to a public health 
person, you know, born, bred, and everything else. I eat and live 
and drink this public health business. I want it·/eo be immediate. 
Why should you wait? Because if you wait 30 days, you are going to 
unnecessarily expose workers to something that at least manage:
ment knows is a danger to them, and they are going to take the 
attitude, man, if we can get away with this for 30 days, we are 
going to get away with it for 60 or 120. No way, an immediate 
announcement should be required. Because if you do not, labor is 
going to come back here and say, hey, why didn't you make it right 
away? Why should we have to work for 30 days when it is known 
that :there is a danger out there? 

You know you don't wait 30 minutes before calling the fire 
. department. ';, 

Mr. CONYERS. Your point is very well taken. 
Are we moving upstream in terms of legislative progress in this 

area? I noticed there is some legislation that would emasculate 
OSHA and some of the mining safety regulations, and so we seem 
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to be in a period which, as you describe, there are more people, 
especially workers in unions, becoming sensitive to this whole ques
tion of occupational hazards, but ther~ seems to be always a falling 
away on the part of the Government and some of its agencies. 

Dr. KERR. I think that is so because of the pressures that have 
been put particularly.on OSHA, although don't overlook the fact 
that the coal operators tried to test the constitutionality. of the 
Coal Mine Act on two different occasions, and they lost both cases 
in the Supreme Court. 

Since the passage of OSHA, there has been a continuous attack 
against it. They either want to water it down and so attenuate it 
that it doesn't mean anything, or they want to repeal it, and the 
attack is still going on. 

For instance, I am sure you probably know about what is hap
pening over in the Senate. There has been the Schweiker bill that 
was introduced on a very interesting day, December 19, just before 
everybody went home. There were a few people around, however, 
who were alert, and we began to hear about that. ,_ 

But, talking about the worker, Mr. Chairman, don't overlook the 
fact we have a civilian work force today of 100 million and less 
than 20 percent of those are organized, so that while you talk to us 
in labor, and we are absolutely adamant on this kind of thing, 
there is a whole host of workers out there who don't have that 
kind of protection. Sure, we sort of set a standard. It is only 
because of the fact that organized labor fought long and hard for 
health insurance that most workers, or at least a high percentage 
of them, are covered by some form of health insurance today. This 
was true of workers' comnensation, and a whole host of other 
things. But in this area, f-am telling you, it is really an uphill 
battle. There is no question about it. ., 

You get up in the morning sometimes and wonder, ate we going 
to make it today; it is almost a day-by-day situation. 

Mr. CONYERS. Well, you have been in the battle for quite a while 
and have made some very important contributions, and we appreci
ate your testimony here today. We hope that it will spur the action 
of the committees and the Congress to move in this area. 

I would like to turn now to my colleague from North Carolina, 
Mr. Gudger, for any questions he may have. 

Mr. GUDGER. Dr. Kerr, what effort is being made by management 
on its own initiative to examine employees routinely to try and 
keep current health data available? There was a good deal of 
initiative in this area about 25 years ago, and I don't see it quite as 
evident now as it seemed to have been back then. 

I remember quite a number of corporations in America that were 
routinely requiring their -employees to undergo periodic examina
tions, realizing that it was economically advantageous to the com
pany to avoid a,psence because of illness and, of course, to ,discover 
anything in the' management area that could be done to relieve 
hazards within the plant. 

Dr. KERR. I honestly don't think there is terribly much of that 
going on today. I think there are preplacement-they call them 
preplacement, really preemployment examinations and, as far as 
the industrial programs, the so-called occupational health pro
grams that are going on in various industries, the primary premise 
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on which they are based is helping the worker to get through, if 
possible, that day of work. 

Mr. GUDGER. One other question: You have addressed silicosis in 
a 1932 context. You have addressed black lung in a more current 
context, and you mentioned in your paper beryllium poisoning. 
That I have some familiarity with, having tried some lawsuits 
involving exposure to beryllium, and I recall that there was a great 
deal of concern about discovered fibrosis in the beryllium e:mploy
ee's lung before it was realized how highly toxic this particular 
substance was. In other words, it emerged as a discovered hazard 
which was apparently not fully assessed or appreciated because of 
a lack of development or lack of state of the art. . 

Would you speak to that subject of state of the art, because there 
are circumstances in which an employer and an employee lack 
knowledge of the hazard that the employee is exposed to un.til 
some experience develops. I think this was the case in beryllium 
poisoning, because I have made some special study into it in con
nection with a lawsuit. 

Dr. KERR. Beryllium is one of the occupational diseases that has 
had a lot of attention, however, I must point out that my knowl
edge of beryllium is not all that extensive. 

However, from what I do know about it, it first became recog
nized, as you undoubtedly know, back about 1943, at the brush 
beryllium plants in Lorain, Ohio, and it was not recognized at that 
time that it was that big a hazard. However, there was done by Dr. 
Harriett Hardy, which showed that the beryllium in the fluores
cent bulbs was extremely hazardous. She also did extensive work 
on the beryllium industry really from the point of view of using 
this not only with the metals to make a very hard metal alloy that 
is now being used on the missiles, but also as one of the propellants 
for mechanisms that we have out here in outer space and indicated 
that this was a very strong carcinogen. She was responsible for 
developing what became the first and only beryllium register up at 
MIT and at Harvard, when she was at the Massachusetts General 
Hospital. 

Mr. GUDGER. My point is that it seems to me that we see emerg
ing the patterns of occupational hazards that are not assessed and 
appreciated either by management or by labor at the time that the 
exposure is causing damage, and that only after the art has 
evolved to where there is an understanding of the ha~ard can the 
industry, or can AFL-CIO, the union, move to protect the employee 
from that risk, and I think the beryllium case is sort of a case in 
point. 

So you clearly cannot impose the burden on management to do 
what it doesn't know and understand. 

Dr. KERR. I do not think anybody is asking them to do that. I 
think what we are asking them to do, Congressman, is to protect 
the worker when they know about it, and I venture that they know 
about it every time, because of the ,·fact that these occupational 
diseases that we are talking about, in every instance, Congressman, 
are manmade diseases. 

Mr. GUDGER. I am aware of this. But now we get back to my 
question. Should management routinely examine all employees to 
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discover if there is an unknown hazard there in the plant which 
perhaps periodic examination might reveal? ' . 
. Dr. KERR. I would say I would go one step further. They should 

not be permitted to use the material that causes any problem. 
Mr. GUDGER. Agreed, but if they don't know the hazard. 
Dr. KERR. I am not happy about having management do these 

examinations. For instance, in the Coal Mining Act I think we are 
in 'a unique position because Congress said t.hat the X-rays that 
'Were part of the surveillance program of the coal miners are to be 
~aken by the l!.S. Public Health Service, and they specified the 
Int,ervals at WhICh they are to be ta~en. These X-rays are used not 
only to protect the health of the mIners, but to help us assess the 
ad~quacy of the dust suppression campaign going on constantly. 
ThIS has to be done by a neutral agency, and the only neutral 
agency I can come up with is the U.S. Public' Health Service and I 
think that if they were to be doing these X-rays all of th~ time 
that we would be in a far better position, and I think the sam~ 
thing prevails in other industries. 

I am not content, I am not easy, about having this information in 
the hands of management, because I have seen that information 
used too frequently to the detriment of the worker. 

Mr. GUDGER. I think you missed my point. My point is this: 
Whe.reas we. ~ave discovered black lung connection, and therefore 
are In a pOSItIon where the Government can require the adminis
tration .of routine X~rays to determine its development, I am saying 
should Industry, where we do not yet know that there is a hazard 
be required to regularly and routinely examine its employees so a~ 
to discover the pattern of hazard before too much damage has been 
suffered. In a situation like the beryllium poisoning where it was 
not known that beryllium was so highly toxic until we began to 
have ?~ople at the workplace evolve these symptoms of extreme 
fibrOSItIs, should .~anagelI}ent, have already been routinely,every 
6 months, examInIng tP.OSf;) employees before the discovery was 
made that beryllium had this high toxicity? 

You see what I am talking about? 
Dr. KERR. I see what you are talking about. When you don't 

know what you are looking for, that is one thing, but in all of the 
instances with which I am familiar, in the world of work and in 
public health, in most instances we knew what we were' looking 
for; we knew what was there, and so did management. These were 
not hew situations. 

Mr. G~DGER. Silicosis became a disease recognized ~nder the 
Workmen s ~ompensation Act of the State of North Carolina about 
1944 or 1945. The act had been in place since 1939. Silicosis became 
recognizeg., .1" think, ~hroughQut ~P~' United States largely as a 
result of this congressIOnal studY'--y\vhlCh you have referred to. 

We knew something about it, but we didn't know the instances of 
its occurrence and the particular types of minerals which created 
high toxicity. We found that in western North Carolina. Mica was 
a highly toxic silicon. 

Would you care to speak to that? What do you contend was the 
sit,uation in 1936? . 
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Dr. Kl-eRR. Well, I would contend that, first of all, we have known 
about silicosis; it is probably one of the oldest occupational diseases 
there is. \ 

·Mr. GUUGER. How many States had a law?, 
Dr. KERR. It was first described in the Greek literature. 
Mr. GUDGER. How many States had workmen's compensation? 
Dr. KERR. In 1936, oh, I can't tell you how many there were, 

Congressman. At the most I would say that there might have been 
9 or 10, and there were only about 6 or 7 more that did anything 
about it as a result of those hearings, but believe me, there was 
also a Crown investigation that was done in 1902 of the gold 
miners in South Africa., 

The interest of the Crown in that situation was the fact that the 
white supervisors were. getting sick and dying, and so they did an 
investigation in which they found out that it was the black workers 
that wen~ dying like flies. 

The white V\Torkers were dying also, but they had a new disease 
and they called it siliceous tuberculosis. ' . 

That was the first time. Then th.ey found it in the tin and zinc 
miners,in England, and it was found (~2l the United States in 1915. 
There is a famous report, the "Tri-State Report," in which it was 
fully described among those tin, lead and zinc miners out in the tri
State area of Arkansas, Missouri, and Oklahoma. 

So it was a well-known disease scientifically. It had not had the 
lay coverage that it got as' a result of those hearings, but it was in 
the journals. It was well talked about. 

There were reports on it from the Public Health Service and 
from other journals, so that it was a known disease; but there were 
no other occupational diseases that were being given much in the 
way of compensation ·coverage until we began to get exposure on 
this silicosis bit ~\t Gauley Bridge. Then there began to be a little 
bit of a change there. 

Mr. GUDGER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Mr~ CONYERS. We want to express again oUr appreciation to you, 

Dr. Kerr. 
As you know, the OSHA laws create no criminal penalties unless 

death occurs, and in the legislation before us we would create a 
Federal jurisdiction, as soon as there is any fraud or coverup in the 
reporting, so that we take this huge step forward in trying to reach 
any of these medical reports or findings or information of hazard 
that is known either to result in injury to the worker or to the 
potential consumer, and it is in that respect that we anticipate that 
the Miller bill will complement the OSHA regulations ill tb.oat we 
would be able to move much sooner than we would 'under their 
prevailing pattern. 

Dr. KERR. I think that is terribly important that you \v{)uld be 
able to move much"r.€i;ister on thjs, and also the fact,that the" 
penalties are more sev2re. It is what I would call a stronger irri
tant on a pocketbook nerve. So as a consequence, it may stimulate, 
action. 

~~Ir. CONYERS. We hope that you will follow our activity. There 
are a number of recommendations for "change in this bill to afford 
protection for those that blow the whistle. 
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There is a consideration of restitution for victims which mayor 
may not J:>e provided in the current drafting of the legislation, and 
there is going to be a further requirement that the corporations 
notify the public directly through public statement about the dan
gers so that they are aware and, of course, a requirement for 
immediate rathet than the 30-day period. 

All of those things will be considered very carefully, and we 
consider ourselves greatly profited by your testimony and your 
prepared statement which you brought to us today. 

Dr. KERR. I would recommend, if you have not already done it, 
the inclusion of the material from the book titled, "I Vote My 
Conscience," which is a memorial volume that was written some 
time following the death of Vito Marcantonio, and there are about 
four pages in there that would be exceedingly interesting. 

[The article follows:] 

"I VOTE My CONSCIENCE" . .' 

[On January 13, 1936, Congressman Marcantonio introduced the following joint 
resolution, H. J. Res. 449. The resolution was accepted.] 

Resolution: To authorize the Secretary of Labor to appoint a board of inquiry to 
ascertain the facts relatipg to he~lth condition~of workers employed in the con
struction and maintenance of public utilities. ,; 

Whereas four hundred and seventy-six tunnel workers employed by the Rinehart 
and Dennis Company, contractors for the New Kanawha Power Company, subsidi
ary of the Union Carbide and Carbon Company, have from time to time died frelit) 
silicosis contracted while employed in digging out a tunnel at Gauley Bridge, W~st 
Virginia; and" 

Whereas (:Jone thousand five hundred workers are now suffering from silicosis 
eontrated while employed in the construction of said tunnel at Gauley Bridge, West 
Virginia; and 

, Whereas one hundred and sixty-nine of said workers were buried in a field at 
S,ummerville, West Virginia, with cornstalks as their only gravestones and. with no 
other means of identification; and 

\Whereas silicosis is a lung disease caused by breathing in silicate dust, this dust 
causing the growth of fibrous tissue in the lung gradually choking the air cells in 
the lung and bringing about certain death; and 

Whereas this condition has existed for years and all efforts to expose it 'have been 
thwarted; and 

Whereas there are other similar conditions existing in the United States in said 
indu\stry: Therefore be it 

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States or 
America in Congress assembled, That (1) the Secretary of Labor shall immediately 
appoint a board of inquiry to make a prompt and thorough investigation of all facU:l 
relating to health conditions of workers employed in t.he construction and mainte-
nance of public utilities. " " 

[In accordance ,,1th the foregoing resolution hearings were held by a congression
al committee of which Congressman Marcantonio was a member. He summarized 
the findings of this committee in the following article which appeared in The New 
Republic of March: 5, 1936.] 

"DUSTY DEATH" 

There is nothing new aboutsHicosis. The Ptolemies knew of it. Pliny the Eldeir 
referr(;l,9. to it as "the stonecutter's disease," and Aristotle warned Greek workmen 
against it. Medical records of the past two thousand years are dotted with descrip·· 
tions of its cause and effect. International conferences have been called to discuss 
means of combatting it. The United States Bureau of Mines has issued hundreds of 
bulletins descr!bing it as the most prevalent and most dangerous industrial disease , 
known to man. . 

With the exception of inadequate legislation in eleven states making silicosis a ' 
compensable disease, not a single State or Federal statute has been passed to 
pr,otect American workers against it. . 

This amazing paradox was the principal factual nugget in the vein', of tragedy 
uncovered this winter by our congressional investigation into construction of the 
"tunnel of death" at Gauley Bridge, deep in the mountains of West Virginia. 
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When the House Labor sub-committee appointed to do the task began its investia
gation two months ago, it was inclined to look askance at references to Gauley 
Bridge and neighboring towns as villages of the living dead. The committee knows 
better now. It has heard doctors, social workers and investigators describe the ghost 
t?'Yns. whose male population h~s been deciI?ated by the creeping p,eath called 
SIlICOSIS. It has heard from the lIps of the dymg and the widows of the dead the 
horrors of a dust-filled hole through a West Virginia mountain where after a 
matter of months, men choked up and died. It has heard a mother, whose ~yes were 
those of a stricken animal, tell of the slow strangulation within the course of 13 
months of her three young and vigorous sons, and of the youngest who asked that 
he be "cut open after he was dead .so the doctors could find out what had killed 
him." 

And, greatest tragedy of all, it has found irrefutable proof that the disaster at 
Gauley Bridge need not have happened at all. 

'Yhen, in 1932, a Union Carbide subsidiary, the New Kanawha Power Company, 
deCIded to c,!nstruct ~ water power tunnel at Gauley Bridge, preliminary. surveys 
and test bormgs revealed large deposits of almost pure silica in the path of the 
proSect. Now; ~ilica is an e~tremely valuable rock. It is essential in glass manufac
ture ap,d certam m~t~llU1;,g~c proces.sfjs. To another Uni~n ~B:rbide subsidiary, mau
facturmg, metallurIglC eqUIpment m a nearby West VIrgmIa town, the discovery 
came as a godsend, and. the Charlottesville, Virginia contractors-Rinehart and 
Dennis-were consequently instrlJ.cted to increase the size of their shafts when 
passing through the rich silica deposits. 

.From t~at point on the venality of the contractors was almost beyond conception. 
Dlsregardmg even the most elementary .health and safety precautions and the 
warnings of the West Virginia Bureau 9f Mines (which incidentally has no authori
ty in the matter since this Was not a nHne but a tunnel), they pushed the job with 
presumably but one thought in mind-speed means money. 

Ten-hour work shifts, "dry" drilling with ten of the sixteen drills which were in 
ope~ation at on~e, operati~n ,!f ga.soline motors in the headings, and inadequate and 
at tImes noneXIstent ventIlatIon m these modern Black Holes ·of Calcutta' working 
conditions which witnesses could only describe as "hellish." , 

"Silica dust covered us from head to foot, got in our hair, our eyes, our throats 
befouled our drinking water" witness after witness testified. ' 

tty ou couldn't see ten feet ahead of you even with the. headlight of the donkey
engine"-"Strong, husky men gasped, choked and collasped on the ground and were 
carried outside to revive"-"Men died like flies"-"the labor turnover in Negro 
workers was tremendous"-"You couldn't tell a white man from a colored man 
fIfteen .feet aw~y"-ttThe.paymas~er.told the assistant superintendent: 'I knew t~ey 
was gomg to kill those mggers WIthm five years, but I dIdn't know they was gomg 
go kill them aoquick' "-

Wet dr~lling, so called because a stream of water plays constantly over the points 
of the drIlls, would have cut the dust hazard to a minimum, but wet drilling is 
slower and therefore more expensive. Masks? Masks cost money! It was cheaper, the 
company found, to diagnose the wracking cough which within a few weeks attacked 
the workers as "pneumonia" of the more mysterious "tunnelits," to dole out pills
"little black devils"-for everything from a cracked skull to an infected toe. 

Of course, men died. Just how many the committee has not been able to deter
mine, but the e;stimates run all the way from two [hundred] to five hundred. (":the 
company, adoptmg the role of undertaker with both neatness and dispatch, quickly 
solved th~t problem. There is ~ field o~ waving corn in the nearby village of 
Summervllle. Beneath the corn he the bodIes of an untold number of mert. who died 
in the "tunnel of death" at Gauley Bridge. The local undertaker, hired by the 
company to perform mass burials at $50 a head, doesn't know how many he buried 
in that field. His records have been "lost." 

Silica eats through tempered steel. What it does to the human lungs is almost 
beyond belief. One of the most dramatic committee exhibits are the lungs of a 
worker who died of acute silicosisi' Parts of it the size of your fist are petrified clear 
through-veritable chunks of silica rock. 

But that's .what sil.i~osis means~a p-adually increasing agony as little by little 
the fine partIcles of SIlIca fill up the aIr cell of the lungs and cause what is literally 
death by strangulation. 

Hundreds of law suits have resulted from the tragedy that is Gauley Bridge, since 
until recently the disease was not compensable in West Virginia. 

"It's a racket!" the company howls, but I perfer t~:e definition of Senator Holt of 
West Virginia: «The most horrible industrial disas£er in the history of the world 
and a permanent black mark on the record of Amefican industry." 
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[The findings Mr. Marcantonio described above forced the revision of Department 
of Labor regulations governing working conditions in the industry. They produced 
stricter enforcement of existing regulations, and also led to more favorable decisions 
in silicosis compensation cases at Gauley Bridge and elsewhere.] 

Mr. CONYERS. Thank you. We will include that item in the 
record. 

Dr. KERR. Thank you. 
Mr. CONYERS. Again, our thanks for coming. 
I would like to call our next witness, David A. Sweeney, who is 

the director of Legislative and Political Education of the Interna
tional Brotherhood of Teamsters. 

Mr. Sweeney has had a long and distinguished 'career in the 
Teamsters Union for many years, and was a rank and file member 
starting as a truckdriver. He has been an activist and comes before 
the committee with a great deal of practical experience" on the 
subject matter being discussed today. 

We will incorporate your statement in its entirety into the 
record, without objection, and welcome you before the subcommit
tee. 

[The prepared statement of David A. Sweeney follows:] 

PREPARED STATEMENT OF DAVID SWEENEY, DIRECTOR OF LEGISLATION AND 
POLITICAL EDUCATION, INTERNATIONAL BROTHERHOOD OF TEAMSTERS 

10 
My name is David A. Sweeney. I am the Director of Legislation and Political 

Education, International Brothp-rhood of Teamsters. I am appearing on behalf of 
R.V. Durham, our Director of Safety and Health. Mr. Durham is unable to attend 
because he must appear as a witness at a trial in North Carolina today. 

The International Brotherhood of Teamsters strongly supports H.R. 4973. This 
legislation is necessary to protect the workers as well as the public from known, 
concealed hazards that would not be recognizable in the normal course of business. 

Safety in the workplace is one of the most important goals our union seeks on 
behalf of our members. Those of us who work in such pleasant surroundings as 
these modern, air conditioned offices sometimes lose perspective as to the working 
conditions of :most. Americans. The warehouse, the factory, the assembly line, and 
the truck present many known and unknown dangers to the safety and health. of 
the worker. 

There are many hazards in the workplace that are protected under OSHA. These 
are usually the more recognizable hazards. 

The situation where there is a deliberate, knowing, concealment of a health 
hazard will rarely be detected by OSHA. There should be stronger deterrents to 
these sort of activities, such as the criminal penalties imposed by this legislation. 

The Teamsters Union represents over two million workers in a vast variety of 
industries. We range from trucking, warehousing, manufacturing, food processing, 
the chemical industry, airline, construction, laundry, and the list goes on. . 

The safety of the worker can only be preserved by watchful employees who will 
report unsafe conditions, a strong Occupational Safety and Health Act, and laws to 
deter employers and manufacturers from concealing products and conditions that 
are injurious to health and safety. 

We are aware of the horror stories now coming to light concerning health hazards 
such as asbestos, kepone, and DB C P. 

The Teamsters Union has had experience in just such a case. It dealt with lead 
exposure on the job. To summarize the facts: .. 

The employees at the St. Joe Mineral Corporation in Herculan'E\um, Missouri are 
members of Local Union, 688. This is a lead smelting ancl;. processing plant; It has 
been ascertained that high . levels of lead in the blood cause serious ailments. The 
lead build up 1;:'.1 the blood was due to exposure to airborne lead in the workplace. 

Prolonged expo!;ure to high levels oflead causes kidney damage and increases risk 
of mental deficiency, premature aging, high blood. pressure, and diminished fertility. 
Low level exposure impairs the formation of red blood cells. It is alsb damaging to 
the fetuses ·of pregnant women. 

OSHA has recently set more stringent standards for lead exposure. 
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The company withheld from the employees the information concerning the results 
of examinations made by company doctors. Several requests were made for this 
information. ~. 

When the employees continued their complaints and went to the private d6ctor, 
the company would challenge the results of such diagnosis and thereby delay any 
workmen's compensation claim for several months. Since the employee knew that 
the delay would occur and could not afford to wait several months without any 
income, they did not take their Claims to a private physician. 

The company doctors used a cheltion drug to re~uce the lead levels in the 
employees' blood. Under the chelation process, a drug is injected into the system. It 
essentially washes the lead out of the system. . 

The use of chelation drugs has many adverse side effects and should nbt be used, 
except in cases of extreme overexposure. 

The use of these injections was commonplace to reduce the lead levels to so-called 
safe levels or to prevent elevation of lead levels. . 

In this case, St. Joe Mineral Corporation did not tell the employees the facts that: 
(1) They were being exposed to excessive levels of lead; 
(2) The exposure was harmful to their health and had long-term effects; 
(3) The exact nature of the treatment the workers were subjected to was concealed 

as well as the adverse side effects of the treatment. 
. There are many such cases and I am sure many more that will be discovered in 

the future. 
This legislation is very important as a deterrent to the continued concealment of 

health and safety hazards. 
We congratulate the Committee for recognizing and taking such effective steps to 

resolve the problem. 
Thank you for the opportunity to present the views of the International Brother-

ho'od of Teamsters on this legislation. . 

TESTIMONY OF DAVID SWEENEY, DIRECTOR, LEGISLATIVE 
AND POLITICAL ,.EDI]CATION DEPARTMENT, TEAMSTERS 
UNION, ACCOMPANIED' BY STEVE McDOUGALL, IN"DlJSTRIAL 
HYGIENIST, SAFETY AND HEALTH DEPARTMENT, INTERNA
TIONAL BROTHERHOOD OF TEAMSTERS 
Mr. SWEENEY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
My name is David Sweeney. lam the director of the Legislative 

and Political Education Department for the International Brother
hood of Teamsters, and I am appearing on behalf of our director of 
healt4 and safety, Mr. R. V. Durham. 

I have with me Steve McDougall, an industrial hygienist with 
our health and safety department. Mr. McDougall is a pretty good 
technician, so if you have any technical questions he will be able to 
respond. 

The International Brotherhood of Teamsters strongly supports 
H.R. 4973. This legislation is necessary to protect the worker as 
well as the phblic from known, concealed hazards that would not 
be recognizable in the normal course of business. 

Safety in the workplace is one of the most important goals our 
union seeks on behalf of our members. Those of, us who work in 
such pleasant surroundings as these modern, air-conditioned offices 
sometimes lose perspective as to the working conditions of most 
Americans. 

The warehouse, the factory, the assembly line, and the truck 
present many known and unknown dangers to the safety and 
health of the worker. 

There are many hazards in the workplace that are sought to be 
eliminated under OSHA.' These are usually the more recognizable 
hazards. 

The situation where there is a deliberate, knowing,concealment 
of a J1ealth ; hazard will rarely be cl~cted by OSHA .. There should 
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be stronger deterrents to this sort of activity, such as the criminal 
penalties imposed by this legislation. 

The Teamsters Union represents over 2 million workers in a vast 
variety of industries. These industries range from trucking, ware
housing, manufacturing and food processing firms .to-,airline, con
struction, and soft drink enterprises and so on. 

The safety of the worker can only be preserved by watchful 
employees who will report unsafe conditions, a strong Occupational 
Safety and Health Act, and laws to deter employers and manufac
turers from concealing products and conditions that are injurious 
to health and safety. 

Weare aware of the horror stories now coming to light concern
ing health hazards such as asbestos, kepone, and DBCP. 

The Teamsters Union has had experience in just such a case. It 
dealt with lead exposure on the job. 

To summarize the facts: 
The employees at the St. Joe Mineral Corp. in Herculaneum, 

Mo., are members of local union 688. This is a lead smelting and 
processing plant. It has been ascertained that high levels of lead in 
the blood cause serious ailments. The lead buildup in the blood was 
due to exposure to airborne lead in the. workplace. 

Prolonged exposure to high levels of lead causes kidney damage 
and increases the risk of mental deficiency, premature aging, high 
blood pressure, and diminished fertility. Low level exposure im
pairs the formation of red blood cells. It is also damaging to the 
fetuses of pregnant women. 

OSHA has recently set more stringent standards for lead expo
sure. 

The company withheld from the employees the information con
cerning the results of examinations made by company doctors. 
Several requests were made for this information. 

When the employees continued their complaints and went to a 
private doctor, the company would challenge the results of such 
diagnoses and thereby delay any workmen's compensation claim 
for several months. Since the employees knew that the delay would 
occur and could not afford to wait several months without any 
income, they did not take their claims to a private physician. 

The company,doctors used a chelation drug to redllce the lead 
levels in the employees' blood. Under the chelation treatment, a 
drug is injected into the bloodstream. It essentially washes the lead 
out of the system. 

The use of chelation drugs has many adverse side effects and 
should not be used except in .cases of extreme overexposure. 

The use of these injections was commonplace to reduce the lead 
levels to so-call~d safe levels or to prevent elevation of lead levels. 

In this case, St. Joe Mineral Corp. did not tell the employees 
that: 

They were peing exposed to excessive levels of lead; 
The exposure was harmful to their health and had long-term 

.effects, and , 
The exact nature of the treatment the workers were subjected to 

as well as the adverse side effects of the treatment. 
There are many such cases, and I am sure that many more will 

be discovered in the future. v -
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This legislation is\very important as a deterrent to the continued 
concealment of health and safety hazards. ' 

We congratulate the committee for recognizing and taking such 
effective steps to resolve the problem. 

Thank you for the opportunity to present the views of the Inter
national Brotherhood of Teamsters on this legislation. 

In closing, Mr. Chairman, we would like to commend the subcom
mittee and the staff for holding these hearings and calling this 
most important problem to everybody's attention because in our 
opinion something has to be done, and it would seem that .these 
hearings are a first step in the right direction. Weare happy to 
appear and aid the cause as best we can. 

If you have any questions, Mr. McDougall and I will attempt to 
answer them, Mr. Chairman. 

'Mr. CONYERS. Do you have any experience of your own during 
your work career in which the kinds of problems that we are 
discussing here are personally known to you? 

Mr. SWEENEY. J would say not in my Teamsters experience, Mr. 
Chairman, but I was a member of the Woodworkers Union in the 
State of Washington as a very young man. 

I worked in both sawmills and plywood plants and we had a 
continuolis problem really more with saws and blades being ex
posed to workers. 

I might ask Mr. McDougall if he would like to elaborate on any 
of the recent inspections or ca~es in which he has been involved. 

Mr. McDOUGALL. Just about the St. Joe Mineral Corp., the lead 
industry. The only way we finally did start to find information WaS 
after thorough OSHA-type inspections. When we found that work
ers were being exposed to something like 20 times the current legal 
limit for lead, the company would not release that kind of data to 
the workers. We discovered the high exposure level through OSHA 
and NIOSH, the National Institute of Occupational Safety and 
Health. This is the type of.thing that we find 90ntinuously in the 
plants, that the workers want tq know what they are exposed to. 

When the workers see the company running around taking air 
samples, they say, "What are we working with, and how much are 
we exposed to?" 

Nine times out of ten, or I should say probably 99 percent 'of the 
time, the workers cannot get that information. After our experi
ences,as at the St. Joe Mineral Corp., the workers finally have to 
come to tpe conclusion, why wouldn't you give us these results? We 
must be!'dverexposed. That is the type of situation we run into time 
after time. 

Mr. CONYERS. Of course, if the Teamsters Union runs into this 
kind of resistance, those who work in nonunionized circumstances 
are really probably having qifficulty in having OSHA or NIOSH 
enforced at all. Is that too extreme a statement? 

Mr. McDOUGALL. I would say not. The unorganized worker 9 
times out of 10 does not know his rights under the OSHA Act and 
they are usually so cowered by the situation that they wouldn't 
think of calling in an OSHA inspector for fear they would lose 
their jobs. We find that even among organized workers, we must 
fully explain their ri&"hts under the OSHA Act. Then we finally get 
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some action and the discoveries start to come to the information 
front. , 

Mr. CONYERS. Thank you very much. 
I would like to recognize Harold Volkmer, our colleague from 

Missouri. f." ' 
Mr. VOLKMER. I have no questions. 
Mr CONYERS. We thank you for appearing. ' 
We' hope you will follow.the results.of this activity, and please 

feel free to submit any additional recommendations or com~ents 
that you may have as this legislation moves toward some ultimate 
disposition. . . . 

Thank you very much for JOInIng us today. 
Mr. McDOUGALL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. .. . . 
Mr. CONYERS. Our final witness for the mornmg IS the dIstin-

guished director of the department of occup.atio~al safetl ~~d 
health of AFL-CIO, Mr. George Taylor, a UnIversIty of VIrgInIa 
graduate. . 

He is presently the chairman of the Staff SubcommIttee of AFL-
CIO on Occupational Safety and Health. ..' . 

. He is also ~the executive secretary of AFL-CIO StandIng CommIt
tee on Occupa.tional Safety and Health., and secretary of the Staff 
Committee on Atomic Energy and Natural Resources. 

Is, he here, before I go on with this intensive introduction? 
[No response.] 
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Mr. VOLKMER. Mr. Sweeney, since Mr. Taylor is not here, the 
only reason I did not ask some questions a whil~ ago is bec~use I 
do not have a lot of time and I thought I would hke to permIt Mr. , 
Taylor to testify, since, he is not ~ere,. I st~l! have a few ~inutes. f 

It pertains basically to the lelpslatlOn Its~lf and ~he I;nteg!al I 
parts of it. We, have had various WItnesses testify on thIS legIs~~tlOn 'f 
and I would just like to know your general feelIngs. . 

First we have the definition of an appropriate manager In here 
and the management authority. There has been some thought 
about enlarging that definition to require other people to also 
divulge, at least to Federal agencies, for example, let's say yo.u 
have a testing laboratory. It is independent of the company but IS 
acting for the company. They decided that something should have 
been done, in other words, notify. . ' 

Should they be required also to notify? What do you thInk about 
that? If you don't want to answer, that is OK. . 

Mr. SWEENEY. I am not an attorney, but we WIll do the best we 
can to respond to the question. 

My first conceJ:1n'is that when it comes to these :=treas where 
workers are subject to any kind of danger at all, It should be 
divulged. , .. " . , 

You get into a lawyer-client relatlOn~hlp or a. do~tor-patlent rela
tionship. I am assuming standard bUSIness ethIcs In a lot of cB;ses 
like this that if corporations had an independent health organIza
tion they would take a look at the toxicity or the bad air. 

That poses really a very difficult question from a legal ~tand
point. My initial reaction is yes, they should be made to dIvulge 
this information. 

Mr. "VOLKMER. Should they be subject to criminal penalties if 
they don't? 
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You understand as an indepedent basically, a consulting firm or 
health or safety or any other type, doing it for a corporation, 
should they too be required to do any of this? That is not within 
the purview of the bill at the present time? 

Mr. SWEENEY. My initial response, I suppose to, be legally or 
technically correct, is that you probably couldn't make them liable. 
That is a personal opinion. 

Mr. VOLKMER. As a policy question, should they; what do you 
think? 

Mr. McDOUGALL; I am an industrial hygienist and occupational 
health specialist. I don't know the legalities of the issue eith~r, but 
I would say the case we often have in companies right now, large 
corporations and even smaller outfits, is that the professionals, my 
counterparts, can come up with an overexposure to employees or 
medical condition that they have found in workers if there is a 
medical department. 

Often their responsibility ends when they report to management 
and often, if their ethics don't get the best of them, when manage
ment does not inform workers of the problem, they do not go ahead 
and release it themselves because it comes down to a choice of 
economics; their job or their ethics.' ci 

The problem I would see is if there is not some kind of account
ability for these consulting firms, and a lot of companies are turn
ing to consulting firm§l now, we could see every company in the 
United States that might have their own capabilities right now, 
folding up those capabilities and contracting it out to an independ
ent contractor so they would not have to release this type of 
information. 

These companies would say they n~ver got it. They.never saw it. 
There would not be any accountability. There would be a gap in 
the accountability there. " 

Mr. VOLKMER. The other thing, as to the bill itself, it requires, as 
f read it anyway, willfulness on the part of the person charged 
with knowingly false, at least knowi~gly false to inform the agency 
and warn affected employees. , 

I think in the past there has been some discussion here about 
whether or not that should include at least gross negligence. 

Let's take an example that I see something, and I am a president 
of a corporation or an executive manager of a. corporation and 
something passes across my desk, or there is a comment made 
during a board meeting of a certain type of hazard, and I don't 
take action on it. 

I don't tell anybody to do anything, not willfully, but it is just 
that I don't think about it anymore. I have 10 things right at that 
5-minute interval coming about, or all of a sudden my wife calls 
and one of the kids has been in a car accident and I run out and I 
forgot all about it. 

I don't do anything later on about that either, and it sits on my 
desk or somebody has already done their duty and told me about it. 
They go back to their office and don't tell me anymore. That is not, 
if I don't do anything, that is not willful. You understand what I 
am saying? That is not knowingly false in my opinion. , 

Mr. SWEENEY. Congressman, I would simply respond, whether We 
want to call your behavior willful violation or gross negligence or 
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not having knowledge of the law, in our opinion that you, as the 
employer, are responsible for the hea~th and safe.ty of your employ
ees. As the previous witness stated, In our opinlOn there are very 
few health hazards that are really and truly unknown to us today. 
The liability in our opinion. would still be upo:t;t th.e employer. 

Whether he is grossly neglIgent or whether he IS wIllfully over
looking the unsafe working conditions would not make that much 
of a difference, in our opinion. ., . 

Mr. McDoUGALL. I think we have to conSIder a situatlOn that 
involves the actual lives of people, a situation that would constitute 
criminal negligence. I think we could draw a parallel to a. man 
driving down the street in a car. If he runs over somebody Inten-
tionally that is a willful, criminal act.. . '. . 

If he is drunk when he is doing it, It may not be wIllful, but It IS 
stIll criminally negligent in that there has to, be some kind of 
accountability down the line. Those things can't\be overlooked as 
casually as they have in the past. 

Mr. VOLI{MER. That is what I am afraid of within the language. 
They may be able to get out from under a criminal prosecution on 
the question of "was it knowingly failure?" 

I have been a prosecutor on the other end. A lot of this is state of 
mine and how do you prove state of mind if you don't have any 
outside facts to prove it? 

If he came out and told one of his subordinates, you stick that 
back in a file and we are going to forget about it and the subordi
nate so testifies to it, you have a case of knowingly failure. 

No action was taken, and the question is, do you have a knowing-
~~~ . 

Mr. McDOUGALL. If his company doctor told a manager that thIS 
is a hazard, this is causing such and such in workers, and the ~op 
management passes it over, misses it, gets tha~ call. from the WIfe, 
who is responsible then? The top management IS ul~Imatel:f ~e.spon
sible but that physician would seem to have the responsIbIlIty of 
saying some~hing or urging some type of action if he did not see 
any action being taken. 

Mr. VOLKMER. You would place a duty upon others also ,with the 
knowledge to do something more than just top level man::~gement. 

Mr. McDOUGALL. I would, definitely. 
rVlr. VOLKMER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Mr. CONYERS. I would like to recognize staff counsel, Mr. Raikin. 
Mr. RAIKIN. Mr. Sweeney, you point out on page 1, of your 

statement that, OSHA usually will not detect the situation where 
there is a deliberate knowing concealment of a health hazard, and " 
that there should. be stronger deterrence to this sort cpf behav~or. 

Do you think the Miller bill adequately performs thIS functlOn 
and fills in this gap? . 

Mr. SWEENEY. I would say, being a nonlawyer and on the baSIS of 
our initial perusal of the legislation, I would answer affi;rmative~y 
but, as I was going to respond to CongressmaI?- V olkm.er, If there ~s 
some way that we can beef up the language In the bIll to make It 
more effective I am sure that all representatives of workers would 
gladly accept the language that would in fact beef up the legisla
tion. 

----~ ---- --------~----~ -~----~~~-~------~----
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I would say "Yes" to your question on our initial reading of the 
proposed legislation, 

Mr. RAIKIN. You described starting at page 2 of your written 
statement your experience with the St. Joe Mineral Corp., in Mis
souri. 

Mr. VOLKMER. It is not in my district, by the way. 
Mr. RAIKIN. The corporation allegedly withheld from workers 

information concerning the results 'Of examinations made by com
pany doctors. We also had testimony at our first hearing on the 
Miller bill last November that doctors did this allegedly also in the 
asbestos cases. 
, I am referring to the testimony of Mr. Castleman. 

Do you think this is a widespread practice; that is, the withhold
ing of X-rays from workers by company doctors? 

Mr. SWEENEY. I would yield to Mr. McDougall. 
Mr. McDOUGALL. We found, in our experience that it is extremely 

widespread, and that is one of the things that we are pushing for in 
OSHA regulations, the employee's own access to his own medical 
records. We have had extremely limited success. 

I have only seen it once or twice where an employee asked to see 
his own record and he is granted permission by the company 
physician. It is company policy not to let employees see their own 
records. 

We get to a bro'ader issue, such as in a lead or chemical plant, as 
to what constitutes medical records; for example, blood lead levels 
are a good indication of lead poisoning. _ 

The union asks to see the blood lead level records. The ind.ividual 
employee asks to see his of her own and are completely dellied this 
type of information. We have ha~dly any cases where we have had 
success in getting access to records 6f a.ny type in a company. 

Mr. RAIKIN. You also pointed out on page 3 of your statement 
that the St. Joe Mineral Corp. allegedly did not tell their employ
ees that they were being exposed to excessive levels of lead, that 
the exposure was harmful to their health and had long-term ef
fects, and the exact nature of the treatment the workers were 
subjected to was being concealed as well as the adverse side effects 
to that treatment. 

Do you think if we had had the Miller bill in place at that time 
with that alleged behavior that that would have prevented or at 
least deterred such things from happening? 

Mr. MCDOUGALL. I believe so, definitely, in that we had a situa
tion where workers were exposed up to 20 times the legal limits. 
Their blood lead levels were four to five times what is considered 
now legally safe. 

They were subjected to very dangerous chelation treatment 
which causes kidney and liver damage, and they were told nothing. 
The ~ompany would not respond to what their blood lead levels 
were and would not respond to direct questions about, "Do I have 
lead poisoning and what are you giving me in this shot?" 

The company would say, ¥3Qh, you are OK; you are a little 
elevated in the blood levels. Take this shot; you will be OK and we 
will send you back to work." 
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It was absolutely criminal n~glig~nce i~ tha~ tYl?e s~tuation, and 
I think that if we had somethIng lIke thIS legIslatIOn .In place, the 
company would think twice about doing this type of thmg. 

Mr. RAIKIN. Would you favor, either of you, an a~eD:dment to 
the Miller bill that would provide for mis~emeanor crimInal s~nc
tions in the instance where someone makln.g a report,. as r~quired 
by the Miller bill, was discriminated agamst by beIng fIred or 
demoted or something like ,that? . . . . . 

Would you favor such a prOVISIOn, and IS It necessary In your 
experience? . 

Mr. SWEENEY. Yes; we would, counsel, but agaIn you had a very': 
illustrious witness up here previously. I have served on a couple of 
workers' compensation studieEl- j:g various Stat~s' prior to comIng to 
Washington, D.C. This is really 'a very, very dIfficult problem that 
if the worker in fact calls his State OSH~ depa~t.~~nt he s.hould 
not be penalized for reporting unsafe workIng conaltI~ns I?erIOd. ~f 
we have to insert the so-called ~histle-bIO\ye~ pt:.ote.ctIO~ Into thIS 
legislation we shou,ld be doing It because It IS te!rlbly Impoz:tant 
that the worker not be punished for taking what IS really a right-
ful stand. We would answer yes. . 
- If it is not presently in the legislation, in our opinion, It should 
be inserted. . 

Mr. McDoUGALL. Yes, and if I might add to that, th!s type of 
protection is also extreInely importa~t for t?e professIOnB:I-!fly 
counterpart in industry. Maybe 7 ou~ of 10 Industrial hygI.enists 
work for'industry and I have many frIends that dowork for Indus
try, thankfully not any of our companies, but I have had many of 
them come to me and say, Steve, we know the workers are overex
posed. We have taken the air samples .. The workers .are tremeJ?
dously overexposed. We should be tellIng those work~rs th!lt It 
comes down to a choice again, if we try to blow the whIstle, If. we 
try to force management to let the workers know they are at risk, 
it's our job. 

You have to Ihave that type of protection, some type of pr?tected 
code of ethics 'which my profession has adopted now, but It IS only 
as good as the ,protection that is afforded in the workplace. . .' 

Mr. RAIKIN."Would you favor an amendment to the MIller bIll 
providing for corpOl;.ate probation; let me spell that out ... 

. There has been a proposal in other .contexts ca~hng for the 
authorization of a Federal ,court to appOInt a probatIOn officer to 
visit the convicted company to insure compliance. . 

Another forrn of corporate probation that .has b~en propo~eq In 
another context would authorize a Federal Judge ill a convICtIOn, 
say under the. Miller bill, to forbid the convictedcorp?rate ~an
age~ from working in a similar capacity for a stated period of tIme. 

Take those on\e at a time. 
Would you favor an amendment authoriz!ng the Federal c~urt to 

appoi;p.t a proba1~ion officer to visit the convICted compa~y ~o InSUre 
compliance with" w~ateve! court o!ders flow from a crImInal,) con-
viction under the Miller bIll? . 

Do you think that would be necessary in some cases to Insure 
compliance? I. .' . 

Mr. McDoUGALL. Again, I am not sure how thIS works and I.am 
not a lawyer. Bu~, I would think that the same type of probatIOn-
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ary function could be carried out by agencies already in place, such 
as OSHA and NIqSH who. have ~he capacity and ~apability to go in 
and check to see If there IS contInued abuse 6f dIsclosure of harm
ful conditions. So I don't know if a probation officer in the legal 
sense would be the person to go in unless he could discern what he 
was doing in the workplace. 

Mr. RAIKIN. How about the second part of the question? Would 
you . f;:~:~o!, in addition to .the fine and prison sentence penalty 
possIbIlItIes currently provIded under the Miller bill, an amend
men.t that w(;>uld authorize the Federal district court judge to 
f?rbid a convICted. manager from working in a similar capacity, 
eIther at the partIcular company he was with at the time or a 
comparable company for a stated period of time. 

Mr. McDoUGALL. I wouldn't see a blanket restriction of that sort 
but I would say that it would be very advantageous to have that 
capability if we have what might be known as a corporate murder
er, and I don't think those terms are used too lightly. If there was 
that type of a situation, I think a person' should be banned from 
ever being in a position of that sort again. So I think there should 
be that capability, but I wouldn't see a blanket restriction set out. 
If the person does this, we have to do this or restrict them for 5 
years, that sort of thing. 
. Mr. RAIKIN .. How about an amendment to the bill authorizing the 
Judge to requIre that the corporation or the corporate manager 
make restitution t~ the victims of the coverup to actually pay for 

, d~~a~es out of theIr own pockets directly to the workers who were 
VIctImIzed say by a coverup of hazardous conditions in the work
place? 

Would that be a provision that you would favor? 
Mr. SWEENEY. I think we could have some sympath'v for that 

proposed provision. It would be very, very difficult to ei.~force. We 
would much prefer that the corporation's insurance carrier, the 
State or the Federal Government make a restitution. It wbuld seem 
that again you wou~d put the worker into a position :,~here he 
would have to take hIS employer or the plant manager int6 court to collect. . I 

Also, going back to your original question, I do not think that 
putting p~ople in jail really solves a problem. I think what we have 
to have IS adequate enforc~ment of present OSHA legislation, 
OSHA federally, and the varIOUS States. OSHA's simply b,ave to be 
adequately funded. ,,~"-t~ 
. They also .have to have access to the plant sites so thiese''''viQta

tIons do not In fact occur. Again, we would leave to the committee's'" 
wisdom the best way to write some enforcement language into the 
legislation. 

If you ~ave to be as drastic as you were in this last proposal that 
you questIOned us about, so be it. But again, our position simply j(S 
that we have pretty good laws on the books now. ' 

We have to, one, make sure that the annual harassment that 
OSHA undergoes to cut the number of employees and the number 
of companies that are covered by OSHA stops, and the annual fight 
that OSHA has to undergo to. keep an adequate budget. Those in 
our opinion would come closer to solving the real problems. 

Again, we would yield to the wisdom of the committee. 

-
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Mr. RAIKIN. You do agree that the Miller bill provides a neces
sary additional deterrent by providing the possibility of jail sen
tences and fines for coverups of legal defects? 

Mr. SWEENEY. Yes, sir; we do. 
Mr. RA.IKIN. Thank you. 
Mr. CONYERS. Staff counsel Owen. 
Ms. OWEN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
We have had some discussion this morning of accountability, and 

I would like to get a little better idea of how far you think such 
accountability should extend. 

Specifically, I have two hypothetical situations in mind. 
First of all, would you also think that a union representative 

who knew of some sort of danger and did not report it to the 
employees should be held criminally liable? 

Mr. SWEENEY. My response to your hypothetical question would 
probably be a hypothetical response. I can't imagine a union repre
sentative that is worth his salt that would not report health and 
safety violations. 

I just would not be in a position to respond. If you let me think it 
over, I could very possibly respond in writing. 

Ms. OWEN. Alright. 
Mr. SWEENEY. I was going to say you caught me off guard with 

the question for the simple reason, as I stated, I can't imagine a 
good union representative worth 2 cents that would not report it. 

Ms. OWEN. If he were not a good union representative, should he 
be held criminally liable? 

Mr. SWEENEY. I am not in a position to respond at this time. I 
will think it over and try to give you a response at a later date. 

Ms. .oWEN. My second question involves with representa
tives of Government agencies, for instance, OSHA inspectors. If 
there were a situation where an OSHA inspector failed to report 
something that he saw, should he be held criminally liable? 

Mr. SWEENEY. My initial answer would be affirmative. I just 
simply cannot imagine why OSHA or State OSHA would be 
paying--

Ms. OWEN. What if he were bribed? 
Mr. SWEENEY. If he were bribed there are statutes that presently 

cover taking a bribe. 
Ms: OWEN. What about imposing criminal penalties for his fail

ure to notify, in addition to taking the bribe? 
Mr. SWEENEY. In my opinion again he is derelict, and he simply 

should be subject to the laws of the land. 
It would seem to me that even under current law he would be 

liable and could receive jail sentence or fined for nonperformance 
of his duties. Again, I don't know if we need more law on the books 
in that particular area where a representative of government, 
whether it be State, Federal, or local is guilty of nonperformance of 
duty. It would seem to me that there is plenty of law currently on 
the books that would handle that situation, but I would yield again 
to the subcommittee's wisdom. If you felt it'was necessary to solve 
the problem, so be it. 

Ms. OWEN. Do you have any comment, Mr. McDougall? 
Mr. McDOUGALL. No; I have nothing to add. 
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Mr. CONYERS. We want to thank you very much. We wanted to 
get apparently a lot of legal opinions from nonlawyers on the 
record this morning, so we have had our sampling. 

Mr. SWEENEY. Thank you again. 
Mr. CONYERS. We appreciate both of your reactions to the 

number of technical questions"and we think that your concern and 
continued surveillance of this legislation as it moves through the 
processes will be very helpful. 

Again our thanks for your appearing before the subcommittee. 
Mr. SWEENEY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Mr. CONYERS. Our n.ext witness is the director of the Department 

of Occupational Safety and Health of AFL-CIO, Mr. George H.R. 
Taylor, a graduate of the University of Virginia. 

He is presently ch.airman .of the staff subcommittee on occupa
tional safety and health and is executive secretary of the standing 
committee on occupational safety and health, and the committee 
on atomic energy and natural resources. 

He is chairman of the bureau of labor standards technical adviso
ry committee on oceupational safety and health, and a national 
advisory committee member. 

He is also a member of the Federal Advisory Council on Occupa
tional Safety and Health and, as you can see,. he is very well keyed 
into the major committees nationally on this very irllportant sub-
ject. ~. 

He is joined by our old friend, the legislative representative of 
the AFL-CIO, Mr. Kenneth A. Meiklejohn. 

We have your prE~pared statement, Mr. Taylor, which will be 
incorporated in its entirety, and we welcome you before the Sub
committee on Crime. 

[Mr. Taylor's statement follows:] 

PREPARED STATEMENT BY GEORo.E H. R. TAYLOR, DIRECTOR, DEPARTMENT OF OCCUPA
TIONAL SAFETY AND HEA1;.TH, AMERICAN FEDERATION OF LABOR AND CONGRESS OF 
INDUSTRIAL ORGANIZATIONS 

, 
On behalf of the American Federation of Labor and Congress of Industrial Orga

nizations, I wish to convey the strong support of organized labor for the principles 
embodied in H.R. 4973. This legislation would establish criminal penalties for cer
tain corporate officials who knowingly conceal product or manufacturing process 
hazards information from their employees or from the public. 

We strongly believe that the principles of ac{!ountability and honesty should be as 
applicable to business enterprises and the management authorities of such enter
prise, whose acts of omission or cover-up may cause death or illnesses to innocent, 
unknowing people, as they are now applicable to individuals who engage in or 
tolerate various felonious ;:lcts defined in our criminal laws. 

Too many corporate acts of omission and Goncealment have come to light in the 
past several years. The basic question has at least been raised concerning corporate 
morality. This, in turn, raises an even more basic question as to how long dollars 
continue to be more important than the lives and health of people in our society. 

At present, decisions within a corporation have resulted in millions of American 
working men and women being needlessly exposed to a wide-range of toxic materi
als-from asbestos to vinyl chlorldes. Environments have been polluted by the 
dumping of hazardous chemicals in waste sites all over the nation. 

Efforts by the Occupational Safety and Health Administration to enforce the law, 
even when large civil assessments are imposed, do not go beyond imposing fines on 
an impersonal entity-the corporation itself-and not on individual decision-makers 
for their accountable actions, which resulted in violations of the Act. 

We believe that H.R. 4973 can provide two major benefits: 
1. Encourage business enterprises and corporate mana:~ers to do the right thing 

by imposing upon them the disincentive of"possible criminal action. 
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2. Stimulate corporat~ managers to take personal l'esponsibility for achieving and 
maintaining safe workplaces, and surrounding environment, without the need of 
having it always imposed by government regulatory intervention. 

It is depressing to realize that the issue addressed by H.R. 4973 is as old· as the 
industrial revolution-the headlong drive of employers for profits without adequate 
regard for the effect on society from the undesirable side effects of industrial and 
technological development. ' 

In 1854, Charles Dickens wrote in his novel, "Hard Times," about this mentality 
among industrialists in the English Midlands-a mentality which persists to this 
very day: ' 

, "Whenever a Coketowner felt he was~ill-used-that is to say whenever he wasn't 
left entirely alone, and it was proposed to hold him acc;3)llltable for his acts-he was 
sure to come out with the awful menace that he would 'sooner pitch his property 
into the Atlantic.' This had terrified the Home Secretary within an inch of his life 
on several occasions. 

"However, the Coketowners were so patriotic, after all, they had never pitched 
their property into the Atlantic, yet, but on the contrary, had been kin:J enough to 
take might1. good care of it, so there it was in the haze yonder, and it increased and 
multiplied.' . ... . , . .. '{ . 

Another attItude, but sImIlar, In ItS happy IrresponsIbilIty was Iconveyed m a 
letter dated September 12, 1977, to Dr. Eula Bingham, of OSHA, by a Robert A. 
Phillips, Executive Director of the National Peach Council. This letter was written 
to protest joint action by EPA, OSHA and the Food and Drug Administration 
restricting exposure of workers to the chemical pesticide, dibromochloropropane 
(DBCP) after is has been shown that it can cause human sterility. 

The modest suggestion that there was a bright side to the problem was set forth 
by Mr. Phillips' letter, in this fashion: ... , 

"If possible sterility is the main objection, couldn't workers who were old enough 
that they no longer wanted to have children accept such positions voluntarily: Or 
could workers be advised of the situation, and some might volunteer for such work 
(sic) posts as an alternative to planned surgery for a vasectomy or tubal ligation, or 
as a means of getting around religious b&'l):s on birth control when they want no 
more children. . 

"We do believe in safety in the workplace but there can be good as well as bad 
sides to a situation." 

While we believe that H.R. 4973 can have the beneficial effect, wish to present a 
few suggestions for its improvement which we hope merit consideration by this 
subcommittee. 

1. Applying the penalty solely to an "appropriate manager" as defined in the bill, 
or to the corporation as an entity, without naming names of co-defendants, would 
allow managers, directors or supervisors to escape personal responsibility, where
ever criminal Intent can be shown. This range of possible defendants could include, 
with lesser penalties, outside consultants, engineering and testing laboratories 
which perform jobs for corporate mf-~~agement in assessing and defining safety and 
health data. Individual responsibility!>hOuld also be assigned to supervisors who cut 
corners in design and ptosecution of construction projects, as well as in the process 
in 'fixed site workplaces. 

2. Some scale of penalties should be developed from knowing acts of concealment, 
and those which involve distortion of information or gross negligence. 

3. Requirement that there should be a warning by the company management to 
the public, as well as to affected workers, on discovery of a serious danger involved. 
This is necessary, not only to protect individuals in the ambient environment 
outside the workplaces but to prevent dumping hazardous materials on other coun
tries without adequate disclosure of the risks involved. 

4. Protection of "whistle blowers"-those who warn regardless of a corporate 
policy of non-disclosure-f}om the threat of management discrimination in response 
to such actions. 

5. Providing accesS for victims of concealment who may file civil suits against the 
corporation to the full range of evidence collected by federal investigators in white 
collar crime prosections. 

The time has long since gone by when business enterprises and corporate manag
ers can legitimately claim freedom from responsibility for serious dangers ,associated 
with their workplace practices or with the lethal defects in products, or components 
of such products, which they place upon the market. Our economy is characterized, 
to much too great an extent, by preventable workplace hazards and py products and 
business practices threatening death or serious bodily injury, for this to be permit
ted any longer. H.R. 4973 would, if enacted into law, represent a significant step in 
the direction of holding business enterprises and corporate managers responsible for 
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dang~rou~ prod}lcts they put on the ~arket, unhealthy and hazardQus business 
practIces III whICh they engage, and the effects of their activities upon the eviron-
ment, and we strongly urge its approval by the Congress. ' 

TESTIMONY OF GEORGE TAYLOR, DIRECTOR, DEPARTMENT OF 
OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY AND HEALTH, AFL-CIO, ACCOMPA
NIED BY KENNETH A. MEIKLEJOHN LEGISLATIVE REPRE-
SENTATIVE, AFL-CIO, ' 

Mr. TAYLOR. To save you all time, I would be happy to yield to 
any questions that you might have. , _ 

Mr. CONYERS. Let me ask you if there are portions of the 'bill that 
could be strengthened? . . 

Have you had a chance to review any possible modifications we 
might want to look into? 
. Mr. TA:LOR. Mr. Ch~irman, o~r stat.eme~t on page 3 indicates 

fIve possIbl.e changes In the'. bIll WhICh In our opinion might 
strengthen It. 

They co?sist of ~pplying penalties for the criminal acts to code
fendants In addItIOn to an appropriate manager which is only 
vaguely defined in the definition section of the act 
. Some deci~ions ar~ .not . always ~a?e by jl!-st o~e person. Some
t~mes there IS a .cOniOIn.atIOn of deCISIOns whICh result in an unde
SIrable result, withholdmg of information or some other violation 
of the provisions of this act. 

V'! e also propose enl~rging that to cover situations where corpo
raboJ.1 e:r~lployees,. outsId~ consulta~ts, R. & D. operations, do come 
up WIth InfOl:matlOn whIch would, If released from the corporation 
~o workers, Inform th~m of something which, if they were not 
Informed could r~sult In ~omething bad happening to them from 
exposure to a tOXlq .materIal, for example: on page 3 of our state
~en~, we request that the committee consider enlarging the defini
tIOn In that fashion. 

Also. with the old principle, on page 4, of letting the penalty fit 
the crnne, th~re are acts which might be committed by corporate 
personIl:el WhICh were not the. key acts for which they were solely 
~espon~Ible but an element of It. The penalties for such individuals, 
If convI~t~~, should be less than for the ones who had the prime 
responsIbIlIty. '" . 

I don't. believe everyone should suffer equally: jf they were not 
actually Into the act as deeply as the higher-up, the scale manage
ment people. 

Mr. CONYERS,Wouldn't the court In a prosecution sort out the 
relative liabilities.? 

Mr., T~YLOR. Well, that is conceivable. Now, I am not an expert 
on ?rImlnal law and perhaps Kenny Meiklejohn would be better 
eqUIpped to respond to that part of the question than I would 
because I am an amateur in that. . 

Mr. MEIKLEJOHl\T. I am not the greatest expert either Mr. Chair
man, but I would think that, yes, it is possible the cou~t would be 
able to sort that out, but I think Mr. Taylor's suggestion is still a 
necessary one. . 

Mr. CONYERS. OK. 
M~;'.;.TAYL?R. qur thi~d recommendation at the top of page 4, if 

there IS; a SItuatIOn WhI?h wo~ld deal with an occupational risk to 
people In the plant WhICh mIght spill from the plant to the sur
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rounding environment, and people, like the Love Canal situation. It 
should be incumbent upon the corporation which had such infor
mation affecting people outside the plant to provide public notice 
to those people so they would have appropriate w~yning. . 

The fourth proposal we have is the whistlebluwer protection. 
There are people who do in a sense violate the rules of the corpora
tion and do go public when they can't get the corporation itself to 
do what they think is necessary; so there should be protection for 
whistleblowers. I might suggest that you look at the OSHA Act in 
section 11(C)(1) which does protect workers from discrimination on 
management for legally participating in the OSHA Act. 

You might want to provide some sort of protective language. 
The last proposal is in the event that, say, you are a family 

living outside of the plant or even family living inside the plant, 
and one of your members or more have been injured by the con
cealment policy which results in a kind of situation that this act is 
trying to cover. 

The only way that you really can reason something of what they 
lose is by means of filing civil suits and, if so, we believe that you 
and your lawyer should get all evidence available in any kind of 
white-collar suit that rises from that situation. 

Those are the five recommendations that we did make to 
strengthen the act for your consideration. 

Mr. CONYERS. Well, those are all important points, some of which 
have been raised, some have not, and we are very grateful for your 
additional comments thereto. 

j" 

Does counsel have any questions? 
Mr. RAIKIN. Just one, Mr. Chairman. 

. Havde thet AeFnLts-CelxOpearnl'edn~effidIlimataenSy' mSI~tmuabteI·ronusniw-· °hnserien eYmOuprloyVearrs- ; l IOUS epar m \,;. ..." II 
evidently or allegedly concealed hazardous conditions from their y 

We have heard from the two unions preceding you this morning, 
workers? "I 

the Teamsters and the United l\t1ine Workers, that that has been 
~, the case in their experience. 
" Mr. TAYLOR. This is true. In order to get something like this on 
the record, and I think you should have something more definite, I 
am speaking orf the top of my head. If the chairman would think 
this would be helpful, I was in a meeting yesterday with some 
representatives from the Oil Chemical & Atomic Workers Union 
over the situation at one of the plants under contract with that 
union. . 

OCA W is attempting to get access to information concerning' 
toxic materials and, if you would like, I can get a few of those 
instances and submit them as a later subject. 

Mr. CONYERS. It would be very helpful. 
Mr. TAYLOR. I don't like to spout off such things without valida-

tion. .}. 
Mr. CONYERS. I am hopeful that perhaps there can be a ·survey 

within the AFL-CIO which can bring together any of those in
stances and put them into one document and submit them to the 
subcommittee. .. 

Mr. TAYLOR. Dr. Epstein, Barry Castleman, and others have a 
series of instances where withholdings;;,have, taken place-willful 
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concealments-apd ~ think the record is fairly comprehensive as 
far as those. larger I.nstaI?-ces which have hit the press and which 
have been dIscu~ised In thIS committee. 

There may ~~~ a numJ:>er of smaller ones that don't encompass 
whole corporatI~)ns, but Involve a local union and a local manage
ment. We have;a. number of those. We would be glad to try to dig 
them out. ~rovIdIng we can get them validated so they will stand 
on the baSIS of facts, we will send them, in to the committee 

Mr. CONYERS. Any further questions of counsel? . 
.We want to thank you very much, both of you for joinin us 

WIth ve~y strong ~upportive testimony from the AFL-CIO. g 
We WIll be looking forward to any documentation that you would have. 
The subcommittee will stand adjourned at this time. 
[Wh~reupon, at 11:25 a.m. the Subcommittee on Crime of the 

CommIttee on the Judiciary adjourned.] 
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CORPORATE CRIMINAL LIABILITY .. 

MONDAY, MARCH 24, 1980 

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, 
,~ SUBCOMMITTEE ON CRIME, 

COMMITTEE ON THE JUDICIARY, 
o . San Francisco, Calif. 

The sUbcommittee. met, pursuant to call,at 10. a.m. in the cere
monial courtroom, in the Federal Building, Hon. John Conyers, Jr. 
(chairman of the subcommittee) presiding. 

Present: Representatives Conyers, Miller, and Sensenbrenner. 
Also Pt~sent: Hayden Gregory, counsel; Steven Raikin, assistant n 

.counsel; .Deborah K. Owen, associate counsel; and. Linda Hall, staff 
assistant. ..' 

Mr. CONYERS. Good morning; 
The Subcommittee on Crime of the House Judiciary Committee 

will come to order. ' 
This morning the subcommittee' ,continues its fifth hearing on 

H.R. 4973, a bill that would impose a criminal liability' upon corpo
rations or the corporate managers within corporations for knowing
lyconcealing lethal and sedous dangers and products in business 
practices. 

The bill places affirmative duty . on the part of companies and u 

their managers to notify their employees and appropriate Federal 
agencies.within 30 days after the discovery-of a·lethal defect which 
could cause death or serious injury! .... '. 

Now we're here in northern Californja,.in the area, hopefully. the 
district of the author of this legislation; our colleague,' the Honor
able George Miller, who .has taken the lead in this fight in the 
Congress to promote the health and safety of the American con
sumer and worker, as well. 

These hearings will consider the effect asbestos has had upon 
schoolchildren in palifornia and will also inquire into the four 
decades of cover up that resuJted in the exposure of millions of 
people t() cancer-causing~nd lung disease-causing asbestos materi-
al. . . ",. 

George Miller is, in' large part, responsible for' much of the 
pioneering work in this field.and We are very pleased to be here in 
his area. . .' . . ' , 

We will also be hearing from public officials, representatives of 
the public interest," environmental groups" labor'. uniori officials, 
attorneys, and doctors Wl10 have, also been. in the forefront of 
efforts in California to $iete!b those forms of white-collar crime. and 
corporate crime which threatep the public health and safety. . . . 

California typically serves 'as a model for the Nation. Trends and 
developments here frequently move across the countrY, We a:t:e 
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very interested in hearing about the activities going on at the State 
level. 

Before recognizing our first witness, I would yield to the Honor
able George Miller for any comments he may choose to make. 

Mr. MILLER. Mr. Chairman, I just simply want to thank you for 
bringing the subcommittee to San Francisco and to thank ~r. 
Sensenbrenner for accompanying you so that you could receIve 
testimony from consumers and injured workers, and to get a pic
ture of the types of activity that this bill envisions making criminal 
offenses. . 

On behalf of the many people in the bay area I want to express 
that appreciation to the committee for taking time to come to the 
San Francisco Bay area. 

Thank you.' . ' . 
Mr. CONYERS. I would like to recognize my colleague from WIS

consin, F. James Sensenbrenner, who has given generouslypf his 
time to join us at these hearings today. . . 

Mr. SENSENBRENNER. I have no statement to make at thIS tIme, 
Mr. Chairman. I would like to hear the first witness. 

Mr. CONYERS. All right. ' 
Our first witness is Attorney Peter Weiner, special assistant to 

the Governor of California for toxic substances control. He is also 
chief counsel to the California Department of Industrial Relations 
which oversees the California State OSHA program. 

Mr . Weiner organized the State's seminal hearings regarding. the 
sterilization af workers by DBCP in 1977, and appeared as a frIend 
of the court o~ behalf of asbestos workers in California's Supreme 
Court this year. . 

As special assistant to the G!>ve~nor, he c?ordina~es the In~er
agency Toxic ~ubstances CoordInatIng. Co,,!-nCll. ap? ~s responsIble 
for implementIng the Governor's legIslatIve InItIatIves to place 
more effective controls on the use of toxic substances. 

Welcome to the subcommittee and thanks for preparing a state
ment. We appreciate your long COncern in the area and without 
objection will incorporate "your entire statement into the record, 
and you may proceed in your own way. 

TESTIMONY OF PETER lIs WEINER, SPECIAL ASSISTANT TO 
THE GOVERNOR FOR TOXIC SUBSTANCES CONTROL AND 
CHIEF COUNSEL TO THE CALIFORNIA DEPARTMENT OF IN-

,DUSTRIAL RELATIONS t 

Mr. WEINER. Thank you, Chairman Conyers, Congressman 
Miller, and Congressman Sensenbrenner;' I very much appreciate 
the opportunity to l:!JlP~ar before you today to offer our complete . 
support of H.R. 4973.. . 

It is sad that we are compelled to Introduce and support legISla
tion which tells' corporate executives, "Cover up the dangers of 
your products and go to jail." 

It, is sad because the vast majority of industry is responsible and 
concerned about the effects of their products . .on their workers, the 
food we eat, and the air we breathe. 

But in recent years we have unfortunately become aware of 
other corporate activities, as well. You will hear today testimony 
regarding some of these examples. 
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You will hear of three decades of corporate fraud and deceit by 
the asbestos industry, a coverup substantially responsible for the 
estimated 1 million people who will die from occupational exposure 
to asbestos, as many Americans as havecdied in all the warS of our 
history. . . '; 

You will also hear testimony about the Occidental Chemical Co., 
a wholly owned subsidiary of Hooker Chemical, which brought us 
Love Canal. Internal memoranda from the company already re
ceived by this subcommittee, as I understand it, ,demonstrate a 
conscious and purposeful attempt by Oxychem to hide from Gov
ernment and its neighbors the fact that ·its toxic wastes were 
polluting surrounding wells and sterilizing its workers. 

Corporate executives of Oxychem, including a corporate medical 
director, knew of many of the probable dangers of DBCP and did 
nothing about it. , ~~ 

These are only two examples lof what Governor Brown in his 
state of the State message recently called "corporate scofflaws vrho 
irresponsibly handle toxic materials and thereby endanger the 
pUblic." , 

If those who rob our homes should go to jail, then surely those 
who rob us of our lives and our health should be punished at least 
as severely. It is time to wrest control from those who knowingly 
and secretly assault us with toxic chemicals. 

No one that I knowof has asked for a zero-risk society. We don't 
have one. What we do want is a choice. We want a choice that 
helps us control what goes into our own bodies in terms of the air 
we breathe, the water we drink, and the food we eat. If the public 
can choose tetween diet sodas and sugar colas, perhaps it wants 
that choice. 

But we aren't given that choice when our water is polluted, we 
aren't given that choice when we go to the produce stands, we 
aren't given that choice when 96 percent of us in urba.n areas have 
asbestos fibers in our lungs. ' 

H.R. 4973 would help insure that workers do know what hazards 
they face on the job. Workers have an absolute right and need to 
know the identity and hazards of the substances they work with in 
order to be able to bargain collectively to reduc'e those hazards, 
petition Government for assist~nce, and to assure some measure of 
personal choice during periods of regulatory uncertainty. 

That doesn't mean that workers 'assume the risks or that any of 
us do when we are involuntarily exposed to these substances. That 

, is why we need strong regUlation to control exposure and use of 
these dangerous substances. 

Otherwise competitive disincentives make it impossible for one 
industry or one firm Within an industry to take responsible action 
without help. ' 

Let me also be clear about one other thing. That does not also 
mean that a union or individual worker should be held responsible 
for knowing and then reporting fUrther the hazards of a substance. 
It's true that in Cuba and some other centralized economies that 
workers and unions are penalized directly for workplace violations 

But in our free enterprise economY,our laws properly recognize 
that it is the employer who controls the workplace, the employer WIf controls the production of a prod~ct and the employer who 
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profits. And it is therefore the employer who must be responsible 
for changing 'the workplace rather than trying to change the 
worker. 

In California we are taking some steps, too, to try to de.al with 
these problems. We've introduced legislation in cooperation with 
industry and labor that will require manufacturers to furnish' em
ployers and ultimately all workers with job hazard information. 
Senator Nejedly in Congressman Miller's district is, happily, the 
author of that bill. '. 

We are also introducing legislation which sharply increases the 
civil and criminal penalties for failing to report ground water 
pollution and other disposal of toxic wastes. And we are taking 
programmatic action to step up enforcement against all such pol
luters. 

We know that we have a lot of bipartisan support for that, just 
as you do for this bill, and we are pleased that responsible mem
bers of industry recognize the need to get rid of the bad actors. 

We are heartened at your broad bipartisan support as with ours, 
at least in part, because some of your colleagues in the Senate 
persist in sponsoring a bill that promotes corporate coverups. 

S. 2153, by Sen~tor Schweiker, promotes corporate fraud in sev
eral ways. By exempting firms from OSHA inspections if the firPl 
files an affidavit that they have had no industrial i!ljuries or if the 
firm simply does not report such injuries, that bilL emphasizes and 
encourage/, nonreporting, a trend that we already' see in practice. 

By givirlg employers advance notice of inspections and the ability 
to avoid them completely by stating that they are handling the 
problem, the bill insures that imminent hazards will persist until 
grave injury results. And contrary to this bill; the Schweiker bill 
virtually eliminates all penalties for Noncompliance, even where 
serious hazards have been concealed from the 'Workers. 

Schweiker would hold workers hostages to corporate whims. This 
bill would free workers and the public from: injury-causing igno
rance. We support this bill and we hope tha.t you will make the 
testimony that you have received available to the Senate. 

We think that H.R. 4973 is a good bill. I hav~ some slppcific 
comments about how we think it could be str€;ngthened. \ .. 

First, we need total corporate responsibility. That means that 
this bill should require all persons discovering product dangers to 
report them to their superiors as Iwell as to. affected employees and 
to the Federal and State agencies. 

Conversely, the b~ll should provide that any high-level corporate 
official who isolates him or herself from such reporting is at least 
as liable as those who know. We cannot have corporate isolation 
from a need to know. 

Second, we need whistle-blower protection. Most statutes today 
do provide protection against retaliation. We must have one here. 

Third, trade secrets must not be allowed to frustrate full disclo
sure. In a recent southern California incident, day care children 
were exposed to a toxic cloud from a nearby COIDJ>any. The children 
and teachers suffered liver damage. For weeks the compB.1)Y--' re
fused to supply treating physicians with the identity of the sub
stances involved claiming trade secret protection.· That's not a._ 
trade secret. Other companies have' continued to refuse to disclose 
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~he identit~ of. their substances to workers, again frustrating the 
Intent of thIS bIll. . 

. Next, we would. urge that reporting requirements be changed. 
FIrst, State agenCIes are often the primary enforcement tool for 
both State and Federal legislation. That's true of OSHA it's true of 
RCRA, it's true of FIFRA, it's true of TSCA and so on ' 

Secon~, we'd like sharing among Federal agencies. 'We've recent
ly seen Industry attempts to limit any particular information to 
the one Fe~eral agency that receives it, not allowing sharing. For 
example, wIth DBCP, the only way we got information from EPA 
about DBep was through company consent. Otherwise, even Feder
al OSHA couldn't get it. 

Third, companies must be required to report these problems to 
the. affected public as well as to workers. In a day when we are 
parIng Goyer?ment to t~e bone, we cannot depend on a cumber.:. 
~ome and IndIrect reportmg route. Moreover, under products liabil
Ity laws, the comp~n~es already have this duty. If they have it 
~~en we c~n prove InJury,\lVhy don't they have it without proving 
InjUry? We ve got to have warnings first. 

Fourth, we need some specific criteria for what reasonable per
sons should report. We are told by one company that it would not 
!eport on an NCI study on a material because it didn't agree with 
It. Tnat is not good enough. 
~e. are told that companies won't report evidence of muta

genICIty bec~use they don't ,know what it means. If· Government 
k,nows and Industry knows, then workers and consumers have a 
rIght to know, too. . 

.. We do live in an. uncertain world but' we have a right to know 
about that uncertaInty so that we can take action "to 'protect our-
selves. ,,\,~/ 

. We .sho-qld also im~ose criminal liability without proof of a know
Ing VIOlatIOn. SometImes we have lesser violations that we can 
nevertheless ch.aracterize as willful or reckless. 
. An example IS one where Cal/OSHA obtained a criminal convic

tIon of an asbestos USer in souther::p. California. The employer left 
open b~gs of asbestos for employees to pass by on their way to the 
cafeterIa. That was a willful violation. 

Proof of actual k!10wledg~)by the employer is very difficult. But 
th~ ~ourt had no. dIfficulty In understanding the need to impose a 
CrImInal penalty In· that case. 

<?xychem is a .perfect ~x~mple of why a knowing standard is too 
strIngent. Here IS ~ SubSIdIary of one of the largest corporations in 
th~ country .. It claImed when we investigated that it did not know 
about the ~Ine-Torkelson report. It did not know about the NCI 
study ShOWlpg DBep .to be a carcinogen. It did not know about a 
recent RUSSIan stugy m 197~shO\ying .DBCP to cause sterility. And 
therefore there was no knOWIng VIOlatIon. . 

Its 70rp~rate. me~ical director had previously worked for Shell 
ChemIcal vo. at a tI;me when Shell was mark~ting this product. He 
kne~. The corp.o:r:a.tIOn knew or 'should have ii~own, given its size 
a?d ItS !e~ponslblhty as ~ formulator of the product.eAnd yet' the 
bIll, as It .IS currently wrItten, would not get at that heinous and 
reprehensIble conduct. 
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We've got to compensate vi~tims as part of the sentence or 
probation that the court orders.' We also think that mandatory 
sentences of some length of time, perhaps 60 days, in jail, would be 
appropriate for this type of conduct. Why? Because the. stigma of 
the criminal penalty which we impose both as a deterrent and as 
retribution for unacceptable conduct is lost if all that's involved is 
a fine that is paid out of corporate coffers. We've got to start 
putting people in jail for injuring us this way as well as for a 
simple burglary. 

We'd also like some more flt~xible remedies because it's not 
always one individual. The entire corporation can be involved in 
one way or another. In appropriate cases the court should be able 
to order corporate probation and oversee future compliance very 
narrowly drawn with this bill., , 

Second, corporate indemnification, of the guilty should be prohib-
ited and both individuals and corporations should not be allowed to 
deduct these expenses in their taxes. 

We've also got to begin piercing the veil of corporations that 
walk away from a problem. Where a company is not sufficiently 
capitalized to take care of the problem it causes with the toxic 
substance, I say that corportion is usually undercapitalized and we 
should pierce the corporate veil to get at the individuals' assets 
behind it. 

Finally, altheugh we recognize this to be a serious step, we would 

I 
I 
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recommend amending the Bankruptcy Act so that these kinds of 
debts cannot be discharged in bankruptcy. All too' often we fina 
that that is the favored route of both individual$ and corporations 
to avoid their obligations." ' 

We hope that you won't preempt California la\~ and that you ,~! 
will include something specific that says so. We ane now facing r 
litigation where no preemption was intended but w~~~e indust:y 
claims that the presence of the Federal Government In t~lle field IS, 
itself, enough to preempt State activity. \ 

I appreciate the opportunity to appear before you toc1~y. We 
agree that we can't let tight little islands of corporate artqgance 
impose upon us a theory",of risk-benefit analysis that demandS\\~hat 
we take the risks so that bthers can benefit. \, 

H.R. 4973 helps assure that responsible industry will not \l~.e 
undercut by unfair competition that reduces cost by reducing com", 
pliance with our labor and environmental laws. \\ 

We, therefore support it, urge its passage, and thank you for the ' 
opportunity to appear. 

Mr. CONYERS. Well, I appreciate the recommendations that· you 
have suggested which woqld make the bill considerably stronger. 

Can you give me any idea as to whether you've had any reaction 
from the corporation and business community here in California 
about your State legislation? " 

Mr. WEINER. Yes, I can, and very fortunately so. 
We have not had a formal reaction by industry to all of our 

legislation. But for some of the significant bills we have had sub-
stantial industry support. ' 

We have introduced a bill, A.B. 2140 by Assemblyman Tores, 
which provides us with authority for emergency suspension of a 
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toxi~ 'Ya~te hauler's license where an imminent danger to the 
publIc IS Involved. 

We .had support on th~t bill, expressed both by the California 
C~emlCal Industry CounCIl and by the California TrQ,cking Associ
atIOn. They want to help, too. 

V!e have another bill, S.B. 1465 by Senator John Garamendi 
which responds to the Oxychem situation and our situtation with 
~ero Jet in California by imposing strong criminal and civil penal
~Ies and fines. where c.orpora~ions d~n't report that they are pollut
Ing ground water or dIscharging toxlC waste to ground water. 

We have had acceptance of that bill from industry as well 
We believe that .we will secure acceptance or suppo~t from ~ 

broad spectrum of Industry on almost all these bills and we look 
for~~rd to their cooperation and help in making them realistic 
addItIOns to our laws. . 

Mr. CONYERS. Thank you, Mr. Weiner. 
I take i~, then, that there are incredibly serious and dangerous 

problems In te!ms of to~ic wastes, herbicides that have built up 
over the year~ II?- CalIfornIa ~hat are just now being investigated. In 
other words,. IS It a ~orrect Impression that you are finally getting 
do~n to bUSIness WIth a problem that is, perhaps, decades old in 
thIS State? . 

Mr. WEINER. Probably not. I think that California industrialized 
lat~r th~n most Eastern States. We don't have Love Canals in 
9alifor:t?-Ia, so far as w~ know:. We don't have the same problems of 
IndustrIal wastes. haVIng buIlt up here as built up in,' say, New 
York, PennsylvanIa, an~ Kentucky, as we understand them. 
Wha~ we have had IS the strongest programs i'h",the country 

recognIzed for national leadership in air pollution, water pollution: 
hazardous waste control, and the control of transportation of haz~ 
ardo~s substances, as .well as our California OSHA program. 

Vf e ve ~ee~ ahead In all those areas. Even pesticides. But what 
we,;e seeIng IS .that a strong r.egulatory program isn't enough. We 
c~n t have envIronmental pO~ICe everywhere. Ahd, thus>, corpora;r 
bons w!:t0 ~ant to secretly :VIOlate the law have been able to ge;t 
away WIth It. ' 

What we're saying now is we dDJ:?,'t want to impos~ a brand new 
regulatory burden on all of induSt'ry. We'd like to see how our 
current programs work first. We think that they are working 
pretty well. ., 

But we do know that we pave corporate"scofflaws out there and 
those are the guys that .we ve got to deal with. That's why we've 
tak~n the path of steppIng up enforcement, increasing penalties, 
trYIng to weed out bad guys from those who are complying with 
the law. 

I don't thin~ it's a matter of not having taken care df problems 
g~n~rally before. But what we are finding is that there was a 
sI~nIficant segment there that was able to cover up noncompliance 
WIth laws that are otherwise probably adequate. .' 
M:r~~~JN~s .. ~Do you recommeI?-d' that we create an exemPtion 

~here Sta~es have adequate laws .If we were to paS3 a Federal bill 
lIke the MIller-Conyers bill or would you want the Federrl equh'e
ment to preempt the State laws on the subject? 7 ~ 

o . 
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Mr. WEINER. I would only want there to be a statement that this 
law would not preempt other State laws on" the same subject. 

I think we need a Federal cause of action. We need a nationwide 
standard for nationwide and multinational corporations to observe. 

There need be no preemption except insofar as the State law is 
in conflict with the Federal one. I don't think we want anoexe:mp
tion for other State laws. What wcf want is an ability to have 
parallel or more stringent State laws where we feel it's necessary. 

Mr. CONYERS. Have you made any progress in controlling the 
black mar~eting of DBCP that apparently is going on? 

Mr. WEINER. I believe we have. It's very hard to know whether 
you've ever made strides in controlling that kind of activity.Be
cause it can surface again in ways that you haverlt discovered. :sut 
I think that !yve've taken action. The Attorney General has heen 
involved. 

Mr. CONYERS. Is organized crime involved? 
Mr. W"EINER. I don't know. 
Mr. CONYERS. You're aware that there are allegation~ to that 

effect? 
Mr. WEINER. Yes. [ have not been as involved with that particu- ! 

lar enforcement activity as with others. 
Mr. CONYERS. In other words, the law enforcement arm of the 

State is investigating that matter? 
Mr. WEINER. Yes; and pursuing it vigorously. 
Mr. CONYERS. Mr. Sensenbrenner. 
Mr. SENSENBRENNER. I have only one question, Mr. Weiner. Have 

you given any consideration to the fifth amendment problems I 
posed by this bill, and, if so, do you have any recommendations on /' 
how they can be solved?-} , 

The fifth amendment problems to which I refer are the follow
ing: If a) corporate manager complies with the provisions of this bill 1 

and discloses an illegal activity that could subject his corporation 
to criminal penalties, that, perhaps, would be a viola
tion of the fifth amendment. If the corporate manager, on the 
other hand, decides not to complY with provisions of this bill that 
require disclosure, then he would be subjected to criminal penal
ties. 

This presents s01Jl.ewhat of a conundrum and I am wondering 
how we might get around that. 

Mr. WEINER. I think that the problem evaporates when one 
analyzes that would really happen under such a situation. 

Certainly we've already had an individual criminal prosecution. 
The accepted practice of having people, as they say on TV, "turn 
State's evidence/' and it's,hard for me to believe that a company 
that faces up to its responsibilities and does rep9~rt previous wrong
doing will be dealt with nearly so harshly as one that does not. 

Moreover, we have many laws in our society that require some
one to report something when it happens, even though this in
volves wrongdoing on that person's part. 

With the governmental and societal interests that we have in 
ferreting out the secret poisoning of our citizens, I do not believe 
that the fifth amendment problems are insurmountable. 
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Mr. SENSENBRENNER. Nevertheless, you have not given any spe
cific suggestions on how to get around the fifth amendment prob
lems that I described in my hypothetical. 

It seems to me that any corporation that is willfully poisoning 
the environment or subjecting its employees. and others to the 
substantial health hazards will have the money to hire the best 
lawyers available to take the matter up to the U.S. Supreme Court 
on any technicality they can find. 

I am in sympathy with the aims of this legislation, but it seems 
to me that unless we carefully consider the fifth amendment prob
lems that are involved, we might be passing a l;:!;w that would be 
rapidly struck down by the courts. That would Just increase peo
ple's cynicism with respect to the effectiveness of our Gbvernment. 

Mr. WEINER. Mr. Sensenbrenner, I can imagine that if a corpo
rate employee reported such activity and was then personally pros
ecuted that there would be fifth amendment problems. 

But what this bill does is impose liability on an individual for not 
reporting the activities of the corporation. I do not believe that 
there is a fifth amendment problem in asking that individual to 
report the criminal activities of another. There might be at a 
certain level I would suppose but at the general levels that we're 
talking about in large corporate structures, I don't think there 
would be a fifth amendment probkm. 

Mr. SENSENBRENNER. I have no further questions. 
Mr. WEINER. I would like to think about that further, if I may, 

and, perhaps, offer some further suggestions. It's an interesting 
problem. 1,1 

Mr. CONYERS. Mr. Miller. 
Mr. MILLER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I also want to thank you, 

Peter, for his testimony. I think it's very Gomprehensive. It certain
ly points out activities that have taken place in this State that 
clearly this legislation is designed to eradicate, and that, clearly, 
people with great responsibility within corporations made determi
nations to cover up. And that's exactly what we're talking about. 
We're not talking about the day-to-day business of the corporations. 
We're hopefully, talking about a very few select cases with very 
few corporate entities involved. 

Unfortunately, the ramifications are very broad. The people in
volved in asbestos or the potential contamination of natural re
sources affect millions although it may be only three or four who 
made the decision to cover up those harmful affects. 

So we're talking about a very few, yet very grave cases and I 
think it's also important to point out tha1rlwe are in no way looking" 
for the zero-risk society because that's not what this legislation 
addresses. 

It addresses those cases where you already know that the risk is 
an unconsionable one. You are not even approaching the zero-risk. 
It's not that at all. You're at the other end of the scale. I suspect 
that in the case that has been alleged where a far:mer makes a 
conscious determination to use an illegal pesticide and to buy it on 
the black market, that that farmer is engaging in criminal activity 
that is far beyond any concept of a zero-risk society and ought to 
pay very severely for the contamination of either the water sup
plies or the food 9hain. 
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That's what we're talking about. I think you for your appearance 
and also your suggestions on possible amendments and changes in 
the legislation. ~ 

Mr. WEINER. My pleasure. 
Mr. CONYERS. If there are no further questions, I thank you, Mr. 

'Veiner~ for your participation and wish you well in your area of .. 
responsibility here at the State level. 

Mr. WEINER. Thank you very much, sir. 
[Written statement. of Peter H. Weiner follows:] 
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Chairman Conyer~,., Congressman Miller, and Nembers of 

the Subcommittee on Crime: Iam Peter H. Weiner,' Special 

Assistant to Governor Brown for Toxic Substances Control and 
, 

Chief Counsel to the California Department of Industrial Relations, 

which administers the California OSHA program. I appear here 

today to give our full support to H.R. 4973. 

It is sad that we are compelled tO~duce and support . 

legislation which tells corporater~ec1fj~ves, "Cover up the 
~ j (j " dangers of your product or bus~n~ss -ractice, go to jail. 

It is sad because the vast majority of in~ustry;ts responsible 

and concerned about the effects of their products on their 

workers, the food we eat, the water we drink, and the air we 

breathe. \) jI 
But in recent years we have,found that some companies 

have expanded their profits by shrinking the lives of their 

workers and imposing a, toxic legacy upon their neighbors. 

You will hear testimony today regarding three decades of 

corporate fraud and deceit by the asbestos industry, a cover-~p 

substantially responsible for the estimated one million exposed 

workers who will die from it--as many Americans as have died in 

all the wars in our history.~ yoU will also hear testimony 

about Occidental Chemical Company, the wholly owned subsidiary 

of the folks who brought us Love Canal. Internal memoranda 
c 

from ~he company, already mentioned be~ore this Subcom~ittee, 

demonstrate a conscious and purposeful attempt by Oxychem to 

hide from government and its neighbors the fact that'its toxic 

wastes were polluting surrounding wells. In addition, corporate 

executives W,ho knew the possible dangers of DBCP to workers 
VJ.iior a description of the c~ver-up, see in part Borel v. 
Fibreboard Paper Prods. Corp.,., 493 F.2d 1076 (5th Cir. 1973). 
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ignored the evidence before them, never told workers or the union 

of research results showing the chemical to cause testicular 

atrophy, sterilitY', and cancer in laboratory animals, and 

refused to act responsibly until the workers themselves 

discover~".,t.he tragic fact of their own sterility through 

casual lunchroom conversation. 

These are only two examples of what Go 'l)'er no I' Brown 

recently called ilcorporate scofflaws who irresponsibly 

handle toxic materials and thereby endanger the public." 

If those who rob our homes should go to jail, surely those 

who rob us of our health and our very lives should be punished 

at least as severely. 

It is time to wrest control of our lives from those who 

knowingly and secretly assault us with toxic chemicals .. 
t. Americans don't want'some mythical "zero-risk: society. That 

is a straw person. What we do want is a choice. If the public 

can choose between diet and sugar colas,., it wants to keep that 

choice. But our citizens also want to control their ability 

to drink clean water and eat produce without pesticide residues. 

And millions.of workers want to be able to earn a living without 

courting cancer" sterility, and birth d~fects in their children. 

H.R. 4973 would help ensure that workers know the hazards 

they face on the job. Workers have an absolute right and need 

to know the iden,tity and risks of the substances they work with 

in order" tocbargain collectively to reduce exposUX':s, to petition 

government for assistance, and to assure some measure of personal 

choice regarding ,pisks during periods of regulatory uncertainty. 

:Let me be' 91ear. A worker's right to know does not 'mean he 
-' "~,, or s~e assumes all riskstnat are divulged or that the individual 

! _., --------------~-~~----'-'--~.~'------. 
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worker or the union then is criminally liable for not taking 

further action. It is true that .in Cuba and other centralized 

economies, workers and unions are penalized directly for workplace 

violati.ons. But in our free enterprise economy our laws properly 

recognize that it is the employer who controls the workplace 

environment and has the most knowledge of the product. And in 

practice I have never heard of a labor union that did not press 

for more information about workplace hazards or did not use any 

information it got to achieve safer and healthier jobs for it~ 

members. 

We in California agree that workers and consumers have 

a right to know, and that corporate cover-ups should. be 

subject to strong criminal penalties.' vIe are cooperating 

with responsibleina.ustry and labor in sponsoring a series of 

legislative and programmatic initiatives that will: 

'Require manufactl,lrers to furnish employers, and 
ultcimately all workers, with job hazard information; 

• Impose· sharp civil and criminal 'penalties on firins .:', 
which cover-up discharges of toxic wastes into ground water; 

'Step up state. enforcement!iGtivities against polluters 
and unsafe transporters of hazardous materials. 

In proposing these measures we join you in recognizing that ' 
. 

stern meas.~;~res ate needed to deter and punish those who recklessly 

violate our resp~nsible regulatory protections. 

We are heartened at the broad bipartisan support that H.R. 4973 

has received, in part because some or 'your colleagues in the Senate 

persist in sponsoring a bill that'promotes corporate criminal 

cover-ups. 8.2153, by Senator Schweiker, promotes corporate 

fraud in several ways. By exempting firms from OSHA inspections 

that file an affidavit of no industrial injuriEls, the bill 

encourages non-reporting of such injuries. By giving employers 
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advance notice of inspections and the ability to avoid them 

completely by stating that something will be done, the bill 

ensures that imminent hazards may persist until grave injury 

results. And, contrary tolI.R. 4973, that bill virtually 

eliminates all penalties for noncompliance, even where 

a serious hazard has been concealed from the worker. Schweiker 

would hold workers hostag;e to corporate whim;.H.a. 4973 would 

free workers and the public from injury-causing.ignorance. We 

hope that you will provide the Senate with relevant portions of 

the testimony you have r~ceived on this bill. 
-.' 

SPECIFIC COMMENTS 

'; H.R. 4973 is a good bill. We think it could be even better. 

We have the following suggestions for your consideration. 

1. Total corporate responsibility. The bill should 

require all persons discovering product dangers to report that 

danger to their superiors, up to and including the Board of 

Directors. Conversely, the bill should provide criminal sanctions 

for high corporate officials who do not ensure that such upward 

communication can occur. All managers with knowledge of the danger 
. V 
should be liable, including company or contract physicians . 

2. Whistleblower protection. Retaliation against corporate 

whistleblowers must be subject to an even larger penalty than that 
• imposed for nondisclosure. 

3~ Trade secrets. Trade secret concerns must not be allowed 

to frustrate full disclosure. In a recent Southern California 

incident, day care center children were exposed to a toxic cloud 
Y Physicians alread'y have an ethical duty to inform workers of 
occupational hazards, and to inform government agencies where 
necessary, pursuant to ,the Code of Ethical Conduct of the American 
Occupational Medicine Association. 
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from a nearby company. The children and· teachers suffered liver 

damage. For weeks the company refused to supply physicians 

with the identity of the chemicals involved, claiming trade 

secret protection. Other companies refuse to disclose 

information to their employees for the same alleged reasons. 

But as a DBCP worker told us, "the competitors ain't our worry. 

Our lives is what we're worried about." 

4. Reporting requirements. First, the bill should provide 

for reporting to appropriate state agencies, fOr state agencies 

are often the primary enforcement tool for both state and federal 

legislation. Second, the bill should specifically provide for 

information sharing among federal and state agencies receiving 

such information. OtherWise, many federal statutes preclude such 

sharing, resulting in a proliferation of government duplication. 

~, and most important, companies must'be required to report 

to affected members of the public as well as to workers and 

government. If a company causes a problem, let it tell its 

neighbors and purchasers of its product. To rely on a cumbersome I 
f$ and indirect report throUgh. government agenCies, at a time when 

:'\ !I 

we must pare gove'rnm~nt bureaucracies as much as we can, is neither \1 

effective nor efficient. Fourth, the bill should ensure that 

relevant research is transmitted 'at the .eariiest possible time. 

You will hear more today about the asbestos industry's coverup 

of relevant research. In the case of vinyl chloride, the late 

Justice Tom Clark concluded that industry's "course of continued 

procrastination" in failing to disclose research results to its .. , 

workers or take correctiv.e action was "morbid," leading to the 

deaths of thirt.een workers before government finally stepped in.Y 

Society of Plastics Indus.,Inc. v. OSHA, 509 F.2d 1301, 1305 \ 
2nd Cir. 1975), cert. den. (1975). 
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This bill should therefore expressly provide for transmission 

of positive results in a battery of short term tests for. 

mutagenicity and of any positive results in animal feeding 

studies. The fact that a company may disagree with the formal 
':~.1 

protocols or results of a National Cancer Institute study, for 

example, do.es not justify, keeping that ·information secret from its 

workers. 

5. I'KnowledlSe If as the Standard of Proof. Criminal liability 

should not be imposed without fault, but requiring proof of 

actual knowledge of a cover-up is a standard which unfortunately 

would let some of our worst offenders off scot-free. In one 

case where Cal/OSHA obtained a criminal conviction for violation 

standard--the. first such case ip the, nation--the of carcinogen 

employer left an open bag of asbestos fibers near his employees. 

It was enough in that case to show that the employ~r was reckles~, 

a slig):ltly lesser standard than that of actual knowledge, yet one c 

iti ti n We would urge criminal that requires a showing of pos ve ac 0 • 

some forms Of r. eckless or willful behavior, as well as penalties for 

for knowing misdeeds. 

6. Compensating Victims. It would be ironic if wrongdoers 

paid a fine and went ."to jail, but the victims had no remedy. 
() 

The 

bill should provide courts with the authority to order restitution, 

t t d d ath benefits in the case of including futUre medical ~reamen an ~ 

carcinogens and other substances with latent effects. 

t The highest level culpable official 7. Mandatory sen ences. 

should be given a mandatory jail term of at least 60 days. The 

stigma of criminal conviction is meaningless if corporate coffers 

can effectively bailout those who may injure thousands of people. 
c 
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.8. other Remedies. It is rare that one<'o,lfficial's coverup 

will occur in isolation. Courts should have authority to 

order corporate probation, w.ith an assigned special master or 

corporate receiver empowered to oversee company compliance for 

a limited time. Such a provision should be narrowly drawn to 

avoid further intrusion into daily operations. Courts should 
r: 

also be able to order,public apologies and further warnings as 

part of a sentence or probation. Finally, a number of amendment·s 

are necessary to avoid methods of diluting the effect of hefty 

criminal penalties. First, corporate indemnification of 

the guilty ,should be prohibited. Second, neith~r an individual 

nor a corporation should be allowed to deduct such payments as 

operating expenses for tax purposes. Third, the bill should 

expressly provide for piercing the veil of insolvent corporations 

to establish personal liability where necessary. Finally, the 

Bankruptcy Act should be amended slightly to preclude discharge 

of such penalties in bankruptcy. 

9. Preemption. California is moving toward the adoption of 

Similar penalties for certain knowing cover-ups~f corporate 

misdeeds, such ae toxic discharges into groundwater. Although 

we doubt that 'H.R. 4973 could be construed to preempt such measures, 

we ~~. increasingly faced in litigation by industry claims that 

this or that state statute is preempted by federal entry into the 

field. We would therefore appreciate an express proviaion that 

state statutes ii'1l this area are not preempted. 
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I appreciate the opportunity to testify before YOU~rLOday 

and to thank you fot pursuing needed changes in our laws. JL~ 

must not allow tight little islands of corporate arrogance to 

impose upon us a theory of risk/benefit analysis that demands 

that we take ,!;he risk so that profits can benefit. H.R. 4973 

helps assure that r'esponsibre industry. will not be undercut by 
" \\ 

unfair competition that reduces costs by reducing compliance 

with our labor and environmental laws. We therefore support it 

and urge its passage. 

Thank you. 

Mr. CONYERS. Our next witnesses are a panel which include an 
att.orney, Vict.or Van B.ourg, and empl.oyees .of the Occidental 
Chemical C.o., Jack Hodges and Ted Bricker.' 

We welc.ome y.ou, gentlemen, bef.ore the subc.ommittee. 

TESTIMONY OF JACK HODGES AND TED BRICKER: DBCP STE· 
RILITY VICTIMS AND OCCIDENTAL EMPLOYEES, ACCOMPA· 
NIED BY VICTOR VAN BOURG, VAN BOURG, ALLEN, WEIN· 
BERG & ROGER . 

Mr. VAN ",BOURG. Mr. Chajrmanand'members .of the subc.ommit· 
tee, thank you f.or giving us this .opp.ortunity t.oday t.o talk t.o y.ou 
f.or a few minutes ab.out th.€~ kin<i .of practic,al pr.oblem which.occurs 
i.."1. the field. . 

The nBCP case which was kn.own in 1977, when it generally hit 
the press as "The Sterility Case" arising .out .of Occidental, is much 
m.ore than that. 

I just. want t.o &ive a f'e~ ,niinutes .of qiscu~si.on f~.om a leg~l 
standpOInt c.oncerning the bIll and h.ow a.SItuatIOn whICh ar.ose In 
this kind .of case might have been av.oided if there had b~en $i bill 
involvil1g criminal penalties. . . ." 

I als.o want t.o directly resp.ond t.o the questi.on c.oncerning the 
fifth amendment because I think that· there are many. parallels 
which exist n.ow. " 

In any event, just t.o give y.ou a brief narrative with.out imposing 
.on s.ome .of the things that Mr. H.odges)md Mr. ;aricker might want 
t.o say, .our law firm is general c.ounsef f.or a l.ocal uni.on .of, the Oil, 
Chemical & At.omic ·W.orkers which represented the pe.ople in a 
pr.oduction and, maintenance unit at Occidental which was either 
in the pr.ocess t>f pr.oducti.on, m.odificati.on, storage, cpr m.oving the 
chemical kn.own as DBCP. . -

For many years s.ome .of the w.orkers had been w.orried that they 
were n.ot able t.o have children and they didn't know why. It was a 

· .. matter '.of general discussi.on in the c.offee r.o.om .or in .other places 
where w.orkers gathered. There were .other pr.oblems but n.o .one 
ass.ociated anything t.o any particular incident. ., 

The pe.ople felt generally well. They, in th~ n.ormal c.ourse .of 
their lives, went t.o d.oct.ors. D.oct.ors. didn't p.oint.out any specific 
pr.oblems. And the first general c.oincidence that seemed t.o c.ome t.o 
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light was the fact that several people, in discussing their personal 
lives, determined that they had the problem. of having children. 
Not all, but the problem was developing. At least a consciousness 
of the problem was developing. 

Then the union, through its safety program, which is sUbstantial, 
attempted to determine if there might be some generic cause at the 
workplace. They asked management. Management failed to re
spond even in a friendly way. More, there was an absolute denial 
that anything at the workplace could be causing any serious affects 
on anyone. Not just serious affects, any affects. 

In any event, not to make the story too long, it eventually 
developed that DBCP was causative of the problem or could be 
causative. 

Mr. CONYERS. How did that come about? 
Mr. VAN BOURG. Well, through chemical analysis, testing, discus

sions, and going back to Denver where the headquarters of the 
union is located. The union has chemists that it deals with. Finally, 
the local union brought it to us and said, HIt appears that this 
problem exists." Then, of course, after the initial inquiries were 
made and a suit was filed, there was a torrent of information 
brought forward by very.comprehensive hearings by the State gov
ernment of California which were highly publicized. 

Of course, we must understand that there is a lawsuit involved 
and I don't want to be put in I a position of saying that every fact is 
an absolute fact because management and the chemical companies 
will be' countering this with. theit.denials which they do to this 
very day. . ~ 

But assuming for a moment that the noxious aspects of DBep 
are at this moment not ih controversy, I don't really think, except 
in a lawsuit form, that they are in controversy. People know it's a 
bad substance to deal with, particularly at close contact. 

The fact is that we now have the following kinds of an absolute 
situation. Place yourself in that position, if you were a worker at 
Occidental in the Valley. You have to deal with 'Wour own personal 
problems, the myriad of personal problems that were involved 
affecting marriages. A number of marriages did not survive before 
the filing of the suit. Some were affected after the filing of the suit. 
There are questions' as to how long this kind of lawsuit will take. 

Lives are directly affected. None of the lives of the individual 
plaintiffs will ever be the same. Even if they had not become 
plaintiffs in the lawsuit, their lives would not be the same. Once it 
is determined clinically, which We, of course, believe it has been in 
this case, that there is a serious enough affect on the biological 
processes of a human being so that it could. either temporarily or 
permanently sterilize-and that is a big blasted argument now as 
to whether this was simply temporary sterility because after termi
nation of exposure, some people were able to have children. What 
difference does it make if you. are talking about the concept. that 
we are putting forward here? Namely, if ther~O was .a sufficient 
biological affect without any touching, without a:ny trauma associ
ated with the substance and the human be~l}g to affect the biologi
cal processes involved in having children, what else could be in-
volve~' . 
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t ! I ! So we are now involved in the clinical process of seeing to it not 

only that there is a constant monitoring of these human beings for 
the rest of their lives but we have to have a generational monitor
ing. Their children and the children of their children will have to 
be monitored to determine whether or not there are lasting effects 
of effects which can be passed on from one generation to another. 
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And, of course, we have this tremendous amount of· literature 
which has been developed concerning whether or not carcinogens 
are an aspect of this particular problem, whether or not these 
people will be susceptible to other diseases, and whether or not, 
statistically, it has come forward. And we believe it has. That is, 
that sterility may be one of the more dramatic things that the .c 
media are interested in. But the long-term effects of cancer and 
other irreversible changes in the biologic processes of people who 
come into contact with these substances are there. 

And so why do they, these two individuals and all of the other 
claimants have to live with this for- the rest of their lives? Their 
children have to live with this and why? They grow up to be adults 
and have to be monitored to have their children to determine 
whether or not there are any ill ~ffects. 

Now I w~mt to deal for a moment just with the substance of the 
bill. Management has attacked and corporate America has at
tacked virtually every piece of legislation that has come through in 
this very brief window of regulatory time that we have had in this 
country that deals with' total flexibility in production and cost 
control. . 

I say very brief window because up until the 1930's, we had 
virtually no industrial regulation and a great deal of the pollution 
with which we deal today occurred in that period of time. It is 
simply being exacerbated by the cybernetic effects of the popula
tion growth' and the use of all kinds of technological substances. 

For example, I worked asa painter. My father was a painter. We 
knew that one of the diseases that affected us if we stayed in that 
industry for life was lead poisoning. I worked in" the construction 
industry. 

Asbestos workers did not know . about asbestofHs. Men who 
worked in the mines knew about silicosis and other substances. 
Black lung was known, but no one knew how it was contracted. 

But we now have the technology and the corporations have the 
technology to tell us and to protect us. 

So what does this bill do? It hardly even ,scratches the surface 
because if you're talking about a $50,000 fine per count and ifj,
you~Te talking about the. kinds of small amounts of money that 
you're dealing with here, you don't even deal with the concept of 
restitution as you would in another criminal matter of theft or 
something of that nature. . 

These men's lives are betfig stolen from theIIl and there is no 
concept of restitution here.'~9" what is it that this bill does and 
directly to the fifth amendment notion? It requires disclosure and 
the frightening thing about our economic situation in this country 
is that once disclosed, many of the workers make a choice of 
continuing to work there because they say, "If I have to leave this 
place," many with 10 to 25 years seniority, they are finished eco-
nomically. . 
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So what is this terrible thing? What is "this cost problem to 
management to disclose? It doesn't cost management a penny to 
tell the truth, to disclose. . 

What it might cost them is that they might have to devise 
methods by which movement is occasioned without a physical 
touching but through a machine. There might be more expensive 
things done to safeguard the lives and well being of the workers. 

That is not the kind of money that would tell you "yes" or "no" 
011 whether or not this kind of bill should be adopted. After all, we 
are supposed to be a nation to whom a human life is paramount. 
We have butchered workers at the workplace from the very begin
ning of our industrial system in this C'ountry. And this particular 
case at Occidental has within its framework the drama to show 
how that occurred. That is, workers were .told to work with, pro
duce, move, .manufacture, and modify a substance which since the 
1930's was known to be deadly if contracted. 

One of the reasons that we filed a lawsuit against the University 
of California and a man by the name of Mr. Hines and the Shell 
Development Co. was because in the 1930's, in the midst of the 
ItGreat Depression," at a time when this country had fewer thl::!n 
130 million people, when California was not the kinc,l of a populat
ed State that it is today, there was already agricul~'ural research 
being done through the University of California on ~!his substance 
and it. was known to be deadly at that time or so we allege and I 
believe, our allegations are both truthful and in good faith. 

Mr. CONYERS. What year? 
Mr. VAN BOURG. In, I would say, 1934 and 1935. 
Now remember, we are only in the process of learning all the 

details of this massive store. And most of the discovery is still in 
front of us. . 

We might even find out that it was earlier than that. But we 
know about those days. And we know that 'there were papers 
prepared in that period of time which showed the deadliness of this 
substance. And, yet, these fellows were told that there was nothing 
wrong with the workplace and that they could continue to work in 
close proximity to the substance. '.' 

No warning signs were posted. Nothing was told to the people. 
They just worked and suffered ill effects which are not known to 
me, you, or them. But they will have to worry about it for a very 
long time for which there is no recompense because under workers 
compensation laws, of course, Occidental is the employer. So they 
can only deal with medical care, temporary disability benefits, and 
permanent disability benefits. That is very little money. At the 
present time workers compensation laws in the State of California 
are somewhat behind the times. A maximum for a temporary 
disability"'indemnity is 240 weeks of continuous pay at $154,. That 
wouldn't. even COme close to a living wage. 'rhe maximum is a 
death case of-$55,000 for a spouse and children. \ 

So we are talking about the .fact that these folks, in order to get 
some kind of recompense, have to reach far beyond the workers 
compensation system. 

A criminal penalty, if this law had existed, would have required 
disclosure so that these human beings could have made their deci
sion about what to do with their lives. 
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But. m?re irnportant~ they could have demanded, without a loss 
of theIr Job, that certau1\, precaution!, be taken in the workplace so 
that the effects on them would be minimal. 
,. For example, nonincorporated associations are required to' make 
Olsclosures through their elected officers. the elected officer must 
turn ?ver all the books and records of the union. He cartfiot raise 
t~e fIfth amendment. defense because he 'can only raise it. as to 
hImself .. He cannot raIse It as to the union as an entity. . 
Th~t I~ also ~he law fiS to the corporation. What we are requiring 

here IS ImmedIately upon knowledge or reasonable circumstances 
of knowledge, yo~ require the corporate manager or corporate offi
ce! t.o make a dIsclosure because the event of coverup is what :lS 
cnmI~lal. If he does not make that disclosure, he becomes a c~
conspIrator. That is the way it ought to be. 

Mr. SENSE~BRENNER. W~atif the disclosure itself would. subject 
the corpor~tIOn, or the offIcers of the corporation to civil or crimi-
nal penaltIes? . , 
~r. VAN BOURG. It would be the same as any other corporate 

cnme. 
SUJ?posing a corporation was a Government contractor and si

phonIng off Federal funds and not producing in accordance with 
the cont!act, and a manager disclosed that to the appropriate 
Fe.der~l Inspector? That is being required now. This is the same 
thmg.", 

Mr. SENSE~BREN~ER. This !llustrates the fifth amendment co
nundr~m WhICh I dIscussed WIth the previous witness. If the man
ager dIscloses the required infor~ation, he is guilty of a crime 
under a~oth~r law. If he does not dIsclose it, he is guilty of a crime 
under thIS bIll. . -

Mr. VAN B~U~G. Well, under any criminal notion in this coun
try, the com~IssIOn of a criminal act is a crime, re: non sequiturs 
or ~edundancies or whatever you waht to say, but if you have a law 
WhICh says the theft ofa Postal Service vehicle is a Federal crime 
and you haye. a postmast~r at a particular place who knew it was' 
st?len and 'oy whom and does not disclose it, that is the second 
CrIme. 
I~ this case, Y0l!- have made it very easy on' folks. All you're 

tellIng them to do IS to disclose. You could also make it a crime to 
~av~ the substance at ~?e workplace.' All !ou're saying IS disclose 
It, dlsclo~e phe ~ange~. Your faIlures to dIsclose the danger, make 
you a crlmI~al. YO? r~ ~arned right. That is a certain kind of an 
IIl!pe.tus to dlscl?se, Isn t It? The disclosure doesn't make the man a 
cr~mlnal. T~t~ dIscl~sure doesn't make, the woma:a a criminal. The 
faIlure t? dIs:close IS ~hat makes it a crime in this bill. What's 
vVJ:ong WIth tI~at? That IS no~ a fifth amendment p;},oblem. 

Mr. SENSEN13RENNER. I thInk you see it a littlec:'bit too simplisti
cally. 

o Mr. VAN BOURG. Perhaps. 
Mr. SENSENBRENNER. But I will not pursue the point. 

. Mr. VAN Bou~~. Then we should amend it to make it that 
SImple, perhaps, If It'S too complicated in its writing. 
. I don t see: It be~ause I deal with the fifth amendment every day 
II?- repre~entIpg. unIOns, an~ when I tell the ju?ge that that's a\>1ittle 
bIt too SImplIstIc, he says, Well, that's what It is, Mr. Van,Bourg." 
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He points out to me that you cannot raise the fifth amendm.e:r;t 
before a grand jury in produci!1g. pie?es. of pape~ whose ownershIp 
is in the union even though It IncrImInates hlm~ personally,. h~
cause he signed it. He will go to jail. The union wIll not go to JaIl. 
It is exactly the same thing. .. . - . 

It is the failure to disclose WhICh IS made a Crime. It IS the 
failure to disclose which has created the problem fo~ these guys., 
And I would like you to hear from them and then consIder ~he fifth 
amendment notion hear from them as to what the failure to 
disclose has meant'to them in their lives and how they learned 
about it and what a shock it was to them. 

Which orie of you will go first? , , . 
Mr. BRICKER. I am Ted Bricker of the Occidental ChemIcal Co. 
We first learned about this in a sad-mannered way. One way ~as 

by the news media and it's terrible when you've got to work In a 
workplace and don/t find out any information until you read about 
it in the paper. . . 

We first heard about it in July of ~977. W ~ had our theorIes 
which we discussed, like Mr. Van Bourg has saId. However~ a~ f~r 
as the technology and the manner in which to find. 01lt , , we ~Idn t 
have When we did find out about it it was a shocking experience. 

I, for one, am one who has complete sterility and th~ last cou.nt.! 
had was about 4 months ago from Dr. Donald Wharton, and I~ IS 
still zero sperm count. So therefore my possibility of ever ~eturnmg 
is very unlikely. And if I do, there is ,one other factor you ve got to 
remember. It's a carcinogenic agent. So therefore 1'v~, always got to 
look behind my shoulder and look ah,ead and say, Well, 5 yea~s 
from now there is a possibility of cancer. What about my chIl-
d ?" 
ren., d 10 t t I have a wife" and two boys, one 7 an one ,q suppor? 
Mr. VAN BOURG. Were they born after you went to work there. 
Mr. BRICKER. Yes, they were born after I went to w:ork there. I 

had worked at Occidental for 11 years. We had tried to ha~e 
another child 5 years after our youngest. one was born. No chIl
dren. And this is what caused my speculatIOn.. ' ' 

There~ were examinations and tests to find out if I was p~rhaps 
sterile. TheDBCP was not even in the picture at the tlm~ of 
possible sterility. That is the oiutcome of the, research I was he~Ita~
ing on earlier. This was, when we learned about D~C~. We dldn t 
know what it was, and that's the sad part about It rIght n?w. If 
legislation is not paSsed. to protect us, then h.ow are we gOIng to 
know ab01.l.t other chenncals that they may SIt on for months or 
tears, and use us as guinea pigs un~l th~y do fmd o1!-t? 

This is why in {treading the legislatIOn concernIng the 30-day 
period, I hesitated on t~at because if the com:pany: knows that 
there is a possible pote~tIal hazard present, I 40n. t t~llnk that they 
should sit on it for 30 days. Not when a person s life IS oup there o~ 
the line. I think that they should immediately stop .untIl there JI.S 
an investigation or until.there is some type of exper~ental me~I
cal research done to, justify whether or not there IS a ~otent~al 
hazard. Then; at that time, they could eit~er proceed or discontIn
ue using or producing the product accordIng to the re~ults of the 
research performed. 
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The way it is right now, a company could have thoughts that 
there might be a potential hazard there but until there is legisla
tion saying, "Hey, that's abandoned by law," they are going to keep 
producing it and we won't know about it. ' 

The only information that we receive concerning the chemicals 
that we work with is through the news media if there is actually 
anybody involved in it. It could be cancer, death, or whatever. 

What I like about this bill is that it protects the chemical work
ers in general, and this is what we have been after, Mr. Hodges 
and myself, for a long time. This has been a long road for us 
because the news media, sitting right here, has asked us thousands 
of questions and- we can't ansswer them because we don't have the 
answers. The only thing we have to go on is what we are told on a 
piece of paper or what we are verbally told. If we are not told by 
the companies or somebody that it is harmful, then we don't know 
that. The simple reason is that there are other names for chemicals 
that we use other than the names that we put it under. There are 
several different chemicals that we blend to make one product. 

The terminology that, they use, half of us don't even know. We 
don't know where it comes from or what it is. 

Mr. CONYERS. What kind of work are you doing now? 
Mr. BRICKER. Right now I am working for Occidental as an 

electrician. I left 9 months ago out of the Occidental Chemical 
Division in the Agchem Department. I am still exposed to it in the 
areas because I work in the general area as far as' an electrician. 

n In regard to the seniority factor, I had a choice, also. My opinion 
was that I know that I am zero sterility right now and it is a 
possibility my count will never come up, so why shouldn't I go 
ahead and fight and try to get something to protect my fellow 
workers and t~e. 'Yorkers of th~ future. I have already been dam
aged. The possIbilIty of cancer IS already there. It may show up 5 
years from now or 10 years from now. 

This is my reason for going ahead and staying with the' depart
ment as~ long as I have. We did not continue to blend DBCP after 
we were told that it was harmful. 

Mr. CONYERS. Did others make that same decision? 
Mr. BRICKER. Yes, they did. 

o " Mr. VAN BOURG. The majority. Leaving the plant without any-
b'bdy to pay for that kind of a disruption would have bankrupted 
most of the people. They had bought homes in the area. They did 
not own their hOIl).es; they were paying on mortgages and would 
have lost that. So they had no way to recover. There is no system 
to compensate them for it. They are able and available to work. 
Even workers compensation is problematical under thosedrcum-
stances. f> 

. One of the poignant aspects of this man's testimony is that he 
worked here first. Then his children were born, which means that 
they have to be monitored from a genetic standpoint to determine 
whether or not his exposure before they were born had any sub
stantial effects on their offspring as well as cause preventing him 
from having further children. . 

In other words, it is clear through his case, alone, that this 
impact is progressive and, at the same time, not only did they fail 
to disclose the facts to him, but when inquiries were made, and 1'd 
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like you to discuss that point if you can, the folks were told there 
was no problem. Mr. BRICKER. Well, when we were blending DBCP in the plant it 

" was a blending operation and manufacture. 
We handled it just like we did water, because it was under no 

label as far as the State goes as to the hazards of it. 
It was not uncommon for us to use our bare hands to open or 

close valves, and then wash our hands. We didn't have' any protec
tion for our feet. We were always under the impression that there 
was nothifig wrong with it. 

Mr: CONYERS. Did you wear masks? 
Mr. BRICKER. No, we did not, not until after the time that we 

found out that where was a possibility of it being harmful. Then we 
continue to blend it until they said, "No, you have to stop it at that 
point," and that was when we did not have to handle it any more. 
Up until this time, they took safety precautions and this is one of 
the misleading things. If you go up to a company and say, "Well, we "are educating these 
people. We furnished them all of this safety equipment." Yes, but 
that was after they discovered that the chemicals were a health 
hazard. Sure, we are now wearing' safety equipment, but that 
doesn't justify the last 10 years. 

Mr. CONYE:RS. Right. 
Mr. BRICKER. The chemical, DBCP, was handled with no safety 

precautions whatsoever. There was no label. The only thing that 
was actually labeled was if th~:re was a bromaine leak, we had to 
know which bromaine to useJ in it, then you wear respiratory 
equipment. Other than bromaitle, we were never warned that there 
was potential hazard to DBCP r 

Mr:1 CONYERS. Mr. Jack H;odges, would you tell us something 
about your experiences. ' 

Mr. HODGE. Well, I will tell you a little bit about how we came 
about this. ~, 

I was serving in a union capacity at the time, a committeeman 
for the Agchem Department where I still work. 

I went to work in the Agchem Division in 1971. In comparison 
with some of the other fellows in that particular department, I was 
probably one of the newer ones. 

I got the union position due to the fact that our previous commit-
teeman died of cancer, I was kind of interested in righting wrongs. 
I didn't think it was right. So anyway, the sterility thing was kind 
of cropping around. Iheatd some of the young fellows talk about 
DBCP causing sterility. One fellow in particular was real worried 
about it. He wanted a child so bad and could not understand why 
his wife had not conceived. His wife was tested and she was all 
right. Finally he went and was tested and came back with a long 
look on his face and said, "I'm sterile." 

I just kind of looked at him. He had been in the department 
quite longer than I. I don't know why I said it, but I asked, "You 
think it might b~ the chemicals doing it?" He said, "Well, I don't 
know." So that's where it was kind of dropped for the time being. 
Then the conversations started going on in the lunchroom. I start-
ed hearing more people talk about it. 
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ttWell, I've been trying to have kid b t' , 
for som,(~ reason or another." s u we Just can t have them 

I had a meeting wjth d t " . meeting that I brou ht' to hifar me:t;t heads. It was at a safety 
might have a sterilTty proble~tti~~dn,;hh fact that I thought we 
Nothing Came of that; it was me~el 1 n '. aye any ,concrete facts. 

The next time I bliOU ht it to thY a SUSpICI?n. . 
we were negotatin a g conti- ;,' e company s ~ttentIon was when 
strong health and s~fety lang~~~e 'i b werht t!tYt

lng ht~ negoti~te, a 
hundred times and h' d . roug lOt elr attentIOn a 
I told them I thou h~rr:e hSlze the .D:eed for this type of language.' 
of that. Nothing c!me of it~ntit~hrIhty: prf,leil but nothing came 
back tpem and took it in to the""o e unIOn Ina y got something to 

I thmk it is a crime fo '- ml~ny. 
. sterility factor is not a rbig c~~~bl:~°f; to do this to a.person. The 
older p~rson and my children we b or my~elf. AgaIn, I am an 
work there. re orn prIOr to my coming to~ 

I don't think a company or t' ize my life wherein I would'ha~~~rpora IOn ~as a right to jeopard-
a lot of things that I can do t' 0 worry a out cancer. There are 
my choice. I do not think cor °or::Itielf and create c~ncer and that is 
me nor my fellow wO:l:'kers. I fhink it~ hav~ that rIght to do that to 

I am glad that such a bill h b IS. a crIme. 
don't agree with the 30-d;y ri~ee~~ I~t£oduced, a~though I really 
~omething wrong with m automob·lmI or !eportI~g. If there is 
IS going to jeopardize som~body's wei}eJ I ge\h

lt rh~palred because it 
I will tell you what ~ . . are on e Ighway. 

ft~ to ~ive you 30 .d~~~r;:,rd~l~~:n':t~~; ;;.~~ntfus:' t~~eth' "I~m 
speedY up a~he a p¥~~!~~w.a; t'l::te~al sittin~ on the shelf, the? will 
materiaL I have seen this don~ se~~r!i~· rId of all that particular 

If they find a hazard I think h Imes .. shoul~ stop production ~f it and g~~ 't afef tahrlght k
to kno~ and they 

make It safe. 1 0 e mar et untIl they can 

r~' CONYEkRS. We are looking at that provision. 
. et me as you, counsel whath h d . 

dIsclosure and awareness' in sid thS appene ~ a result of thIS 
practices? Have any of the Statee I e compan~ In terms of their 
in this matter? aws or agencIes been of ~ny help 

Mr. VAN BOURG As my f' d h . .' 
particular DBCP biending p:~j~ct th\Jilit s~tdd, hthey 

pulled this 
The production ceased on that and ~ h a , ey a t ere off the line. 
more consqjous of labeling. ' as not been rest9red. They are 

There have been a number f th d' I ' ' 
ular substance. But, really we 0 d 0 't e~ ISC osures about this partic-
the other chemicals the it on now very muc~ about most of 
g!lP~ not just with thil ch:!i~~ir~~~nd so ~hel'e ~s ~ credibility 
SImilar manufacturing entities th t . par

y 
h ut WIth almost all 

truth and we believe that the a SImp h B:ve not. told us the 
work that are dangerous for ;se N': :r;nany c. emlCa~-;Jlth which we 
dangerous. They should tell us ~hat,~u~tr~Ittle :an~erous but very 
ca,n make an individual choice W In ose c .emlCals so that we 
upon certain ·curative or prev~nta~i~an t~hn lIt down and insist 
have the same exposure that previousl~ ~~ur~ed. so that w~ don't 
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Exposure is very important. The workers were so casual at this 
place that the they would' sit around the drums that contained the 
material and eat their lunch. They had absolutely no protection, no 
requirements to wear any masks, et cetera. 

The insidious 'aspect is, I don't think we have to tell you what. it 
is to sit down for a union such as ,OCA W, which is one of the 
smaller unions in the country, and negotiate with a chemical com
pany and the oil companies which, I believe, probably have more 
power in many instances than the Government does, and. at the 
bargaining table they say, as Mr. Hodges mentioned, "Well, we 
have this problem. We think we have real. problems. We want 
stronger safety clauses." Management doesn't, at that time, dis-
close that there are problems. . 

That is a kind of cynicism that can only continue if there is no 
criminal penalty. . _ 

I am sorry Mr. Sensenbrenner has left because I have just reread 
the bill. 

I think to make the disclosure would not subject the person to a 
criminal penalty as the bill is written. It is the failure to make the 
disclosure which subjects him to a criminal penalty. For the life of 
me, I don't see the fifth amendment problem. 

I would like to address myself to one other point. I don't want to 
disagree with my friend and colleage, Mr. Weiner, about the pre
emption. I think if you have preemption, then there is some sense 
that the manager or the corporate officer will be brought before a 
magistrate and, at least, called upon to answer. 

If States perform a similar function, that does not prevent you 
from having preemption in the law. It permits you to waive your 
function in favor of ~ State's function by compact, If you determine 
that a State such as California has a sufficient program and suffi
cient criminal penalties which are no less than the criminal penal
ties imposed by this bill, it is very simple to sign a compact with 
them, with their appropriate agency, to carry forward this portion 
of the bill's penalty program. 

I am in favor of preemption because I believe most States which 
would have laws similar, but which would lack vigor in enforce
ment, would be a problem if you don't have preemption. The kind 
of preemption which I think would be appropriate is the kind of 
preemption that you have in the proviso to section 10 of the .Na
tional Labor Relations Act, which says that the act is preemptive, 
but permits the National Labor Relations Board or an appropriate 
agency to enter into a ~ompact. with an appropri,ate agency at the 
State level to carry forward certain functions. . 

It's true that no such compact has ever been ~ntered into the 
National Labor Relations Act. It might be true'tt~re that _ there 
never will. But I'm not so sure that that's a bad thing. With the 
present people in our State safety _ program in California, there 
would be vigorous enforcement, I believe .. 

There would come a time, perhaps, when for budgetary reasons, 
alone, this would become a low budget matter for a particular 
district attorney in a particular county and we would never have 
enforcement. 
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Whe~eas ~nder a Federal system, you might have .E!- little bit 
more VIgor 111 the enforcement in a given time. I am not so sure 
that I would waive on the response on the preemption item. 

Mr. CONYERS. I appreciate your response. 
y ~u are aware ~f t~e whistleblowers' protection that is being 

conSIdered and restitutIOn aspects of this matter, which might save 
a lot of employees the whole trouble of going the civil route if as a 
part of the criminal judgment, there would be the restit~tion. 
Perhaps even including punitive damages. . , 

Mr. VAN BOURG. Absolutely. 
~~. CONYERS. It could be included in a judgment issued In a 

crImInal case. 
Mr. VAN BOURG. One of the things that strikes me, Mr. Chair

ma~, both of these gentlemen are even tempered in the way in 
~hICh they have presented their testimony, seemingly casual about 
It, ~hey .haven't even attempted to tell you what really goes on in 
theIr mInds when they are by themselves and with their families. 
No person likes to consider his own life as having been definitely 
shortened. 

T?at's the .kind of problem t~ey have to consider through no 
chOIce of theIr ow~. ~ am .surprised at how even and lacking, in 
anger they are but It IS tYPIcal of the workers at Occidental and of 
every ot?er major corporation with which we've dealt. 

That IS, t~e 'Yorkers are .loyal to t~e company. They work hard. 
They do theIr JO~ and theIr economIC choices are so limited that 
even under full dIsclosure, the most important route for them as a 
pr~ct.ical matter is to get protection inside the plant rather than 
qUIttIng. - ,9 

When I first talk7d to these guys I asked them, "'Why in the hell 
do you keep workIng there?" And they said, "Can you find us 
another job?" That's what restitution has to deal with, for life if 
necessary. 

Mr. CONYERS. Mr. Miller. 
Mr. MILLER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
And thank you for your testimony. " 
I think that once again we find-that the situation always seems 

to be the same; All pf the ~nowledge is on the side of th7 company. 
There has been prIor testmg. There have been SCIentIfic studies 
that have been suppressed -and there is a failure to deliver that 
kno'Yledge to the workers. The workers continue on the job and 
co~tI~ue ~o expose thelns~lve~ tc? these harmful effects. I think you 
Said It ql;ute correctly. It 1S. crImInal ,to you or your colleagues to be 
exposed In that fashIOn whICh I conSIder a willful fashion. 

If ~he s~tuation is a~ you outline, you're almost, in a sense, 
t!eatIng thIS substance hk~ water with nobody telling you of poten
tIal harmful effects. I thInk that's exactly what this legislation 
addresses. 

I also agree 'with you, Mr. Van Bourg, on the fifth~endment 
issue. The issue is failure to disclose. _ 

Mr. V AN BOURG. That's right.> , ' 
; Mr. MILLEa-. There is no double whammy with regard to disclose. 
In . f~c~, those who dtscloseare relieved of all liability under this 
prOVISIOn. _ 

M,~. VAN BOURG. AsI see it.' 
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Mr. MILLER. Interestingly, I gave a speech to the National Associ
ation of Manufacturers on this legislation on Friday and a gentle
man came up to me afterwards altd said, "Gee, I'm going to be 
getting sued for a drill press that we made many years ago. ~o~l~ I 
just write a letter to the Government and escape all the lIabIlIty, 
for the people that are going to be harmed using this drill press?". I 
thought it was rather creative thinking by that person. But that IS 
not the issue here. 'n. 

It is the failure to disclose and I think you've done an outstand
ing job in presenting that to the subcommittee. 

Mr. VAN BOURG. Thank you. 
Mr. CONYERS. May I ask you before you leave, how many workers 

are potentially affected at this one place? 
Mr. V AN BOURG. That is another item that is not strictly within 

our knowledge. In order to answer that question we would have to 
know how many workers have been on the payroll of the company 
since the first day that the substance was on the premises. 

We have a union security system but many workers work for the 
grace period without ever reporting to the union or being known to 
the union. This union does not have a hiring hall. 

There are many people who could have had casual contact and 
many people who could have had daily contact. I would say that if 
you were to take a census of everybody who has been on the 
premises of this one plant and has come in contact with the sub
stance at least one, it would number several hundred. 

Mr. CONYERS. Has any attempt been made by the company to go 
back and locate any of those people who have worked for them? 1" 

Mr. VAN BOURG. No, at least not to our lfn0vV;B(~ge. 
, We have named plaintiffs. We are mindfrilQ'li;:Je fact that this is " 
'not the kind of a suit in which we have the right to solicit people 
and we've been very careful about that. . . 

A number of the people have gone in their own direction. Many 
pl~ople were frightened about having their names exposed becau~e 
of personal relationships in their families. They didn't want theIr 
families to know that they had had this exposure. We've treated 
this matter with the ub:nost of delicacy and gentleness trying not 
to ~'f{pose somebody to th~ litigations ~ho .d~d I?-ot want t~ be 
expo~ed. We did not frame It as class actIOn lItIgatIOn. Tha,t mIght 
come" another time and from another source. 0 

We\were asked by the union to do a job for the union people who 
wished, to have it done. That is the framework of the litigation at 
the present time. " ". . .. 

I think Government today has legIslatIOn and agenCIes on hne 
which could, with a 'simple interrogatory to the company, make 
that request, much the same as has been done in asbestosis cases 
where every person who has ever worked for a manufacturer or 
installer has had to disclose names under certain circumstances. 

You could do this here, but remember what this, has brought out. 
DBCP is or~\ly one of s~veral thousand chemicals which have been 
used in the, same way throughout the country and each of the 

. Congressmeri on the panel, perhaps, in .your days of work~ng before 
you became elected, may have worked In constructIOn o! In a plant 
or even in a 'clothing manufacturing establishment WhICh brought . 
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y~u in cont.act with these substances for which you will pay dearly 
WIth your hfe someday. , 

That is the absolute. tragedy of our industrial system. 
Mr. C0!'lYERS. I thIn~ 1 'would like to have you address the 

DemocratIc ca~cus to pICk up the rest of the cosponsors that may 
not be on the bIll. They think of it in those terms. (\ 

Mr. VAN BOURG. If any are from this area I'd be glad~to talk to them. " ' 
oMr. CONYERS. Thank you very much, gentlemen. 
Mr. VAN BOURG. Thank you. . 
Mr. CO~YERS. Our next witness, is from the California Rural 

Legal ASSIstance Corp., Ralph Lightstone, who has represented 
farm workers before State and Federal ;;tgencies seeking to ban 
DBCP's use.' , 

He has been doing litigation and other kinds of work on behalf of 
farm workers. We are deligh~ed to receive your statement into the 
record,and you may summarIze as you choose. 

. TESTIMONY OF RALPH LIGHTSTONE, ATTORNEY, CALIFORNIA 
RURAL LEGAL ASSISTANCE 

Mr. LI(~HTSTONE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and members of the 
subcommIttee for the opportunity to speak today. 
Dl3~. product that I will be talking about, as well, this morning, is 

9ne thi~g I ~ould like kept in mind during the whole discussion 
thIS mormpg ~s that there are other chemicals out there like 
DBCP. We ve Just Seen the tip of the iceberg in terms of 'the 
catastrophes that are going to be coming to public light during the 
next few years. . 
~r. CONYERS. Y ~u repres~n~ those who don't have a union or 

don t have a collectIve bargaInIng system for the most part is that 
correct? " 
~r. L~GHTSTONE. Tht's correct . .Farm 'Y0~kers are unionizing in 

9ahfornIa an~ other States. But the majOrIty are still not union
Ized. Those WIthout a union are in a ~uch more difficult position. 

. Farm workers ~re e~posed to a wIde. variety of pesticides on 
~Iffere~t ranches In varI?u.s locations over the years~ It is virtually 
Imp~ssIbl~ t? trace an InjUry back to a particular exposure. So 
that s a SIgnIficant problem. . ;. 

Workers at Oxychem were able to identify what had happened to 
them because they all worked in one location. 

After the trage~y was disc~vered at Occidental Chemical and the 
othe~ manufac~uTlng plants, the Center for Disease Control went 
out }I?-to the .fIeld and began taking samples from farm worker 
pestICIde B;pplIcators. They found the same infertility 'effects among 
those applIcators. ' " . . . 

One ?f the most frightening th~ngs ~bout this is that th()se appli
cators In the field were not fe.ehng SICk. They did not kil.!JW that 
they had suffered these effects In their bodies. !i"; 

Mr. CONYERS. They had no suspicions? '. . . ,II . 
Mr. LIGHTSToNE.They had no suspicions.~/ 
These were workers who had applied the DBCP. 
Mr. CONYERS. Are we talking about migrant workers? 
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Mr. LIGHTSTONE. In this case we're talking about both kinds of 
workers. We're talking about farm workers who are employed ap
plying pesticides. 

Some of those do that fulltime in one location. Others move from 
location to location. (\ 

There are also farm workers who do not do direct application, 
but are doing general farm work. They are exposed to the residues 
of these chemicals after they are applied. 

For example, DBCP was' applied throughout the Southwest 
through open~ditch irrigation. Farm workers were out there with 
shovels tending the ditches and walking through the water. 

DBCP not only volatilizes and presents a threat from inhalation, 
but it penetrates through common rubber boots,' which is what 
they were wearing. The exposure was tremendous. 

Mr. CONYERS. Can it contaminant the soil and the water, as well? 
Mr. LIGHTSTONE. It can and does. And one of the most frighten

ing things about DBCP and other pesticides is that they do not just 
impact on factory workers or even just on farm workers. . . 

One of the most important things about this bill is that the 
impact of a coverup of the nature thatw~nt on in DBCP hits 
everyone. ' 

DBCP was consumed by people all over the United States in 
their food for over a decade as a result of the failure to disclose the 
potential for contamination of the food products. 

Mr. CONYERS. Were there apy particular foods that were con-
taminated? - , 

Mr. LIGHTSTONE. Yes. The primary foods that were contaminated 
were root crops, carrots, radishes, and other crops grown in the 
ground. In addition to that, there was apparently widespread con
tamination of tree fruits and--

Mr. CONYERS. Don't say oranges. Those nice, delicious, beautiful 
oranges that are the product of your State and which we ar~so 
proud to receive. . 

Mr.~'LIGHTSTONE. Unfortunately, including oranges and other 
citrus products. . _ 
. One of the shocking things that this bill relates to is that'agriQ{l1-

tural researchers at the University of California found DBCP resi
dues in the reaves' of orange trees as early as 1965. They assumed 
at that time in their reports that those residues were th~ result of 
the trees uptaking DBCP and translocating it through the trees. 
They speculated that it might also.:,be due to airborne contamina
tion. 

What they did not do, then, is check to see if it was getting in 
the fruit. . 

This research was being funded like Dr. Hines' research, by the 
Shell Chemical Co. And, at the same time and subsequent to the 
time that this research was going on, Shell was telling the, Food 
and Drug Administration that DBCP would not contaminate fruit. 

So you have the same kind of research failures, including the 
-same connection to the manufacturer ana the public university 
researcher that you had in the case of effects. 

The research that could reveal dangers of chemicals like DBep is 
not just research into the effects. Does it cause damage to an 
animal or humans when they are exposed to it? 
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The danger also comes from the level of exposure. Will there be 
lingering residues in the soil? Will it get into food? Will it get into 
water and be spread in the air? 

All of that research relates to whether or not there will be a 
serious danger from these products. 

The reality is that the pesticide manufacturers manipulate all 
branches of research that could reveal these dangers. 

First, the manufacturers do their own research. Second, they 
hire priviate laboratories. I believe this subcommittee has heard 
from Dr. Epstein about the problem of private laboratories doing 
false and shoddy research. Third, they manipulate research at 
public universities. This is the most distressing because the public 
might have a false sense of security that there is at least one 
branch of research that is independent and could watchdog against 
the dangers of chemicals. It could :flag the problems. 

Unfortunately it is almost a universal practice that researchers 
into both health effects and into potential exposure dangers at 
public universities such as the University of California, are receiv
ing funding from and reporting to the manufacturers. 

So the chemical companies manipulate all the sources of infor
mation. 

One of my recommendations to this subcommittee is that the bill 
be drafted to reach both the manufacturer and researchers they 
fund. 

Mr. CONYERS. Are you involved in litigation? 
Mr. LIGHTSTONE. The California Rural Legal Assistance is repre

senting farm workers before Federal and State agencies in trying 
to keep DBCP off the market.' 

We are also involved in litigation in California over the contami
nation of food with pesticide residues. There are .,pesticides turning 
up in food for which there are no tolerances legal limits. These 
pesticides have similar effects to DBCP, they are carcinogens, they 
reduce sperm counts and are extremely persistent. 

DBCP is not an isolated incident, unfortunately. 
Mr. CONYERS. How many such pesticides would you estimate that 

there are on the market? ' 
Mr. LIGHTSTO~E. There is no answer yet to that question. That's 

one of the problems. Our lawsuit seeks to force the necessary tests 
to be conducted. 

At a minimum there are 37 pesticides that are allowed by EPA 
to be in people's diets which have been identified as either causing 
can~er, birth defects, reduced sperm count, or mutations. 

Mr; CONYE:RS. In addition to an unknown number of others that 
have not yet been determined? , 

Mr. LIGHTSTONE. ,That~s correct. There is a huge data gap. 
Mr. CONYERS. Has/ there been any lessening of a contamination 

by these kinds of p~sticides in the fruits and vegetables that are 
grown? 

Mr. LIGHTSTONE. I don't think there has been any lessening 
except for DBCP which is now being removed from the market in 
the continental United States. 

In fact, pesticide use in general is on the increase in the United 
~States. So the problem is certainly not lessening. 
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Mr. CONYERS. Thank you. Were there any other points you 
wanted to make before I recognize Mr. Miller for any questions? 

Mr. LIGHTSTONE. Well, there are a few more. 
Mr. CONYERS. Please continue. 
Mr. LIGHTSTONE. One of the exhibits tl1at I provided for the 

subcommittee is a copy of a pamphlet issued by the Occidental 
Chemical Co. The pamphlet is designed to seU'DBCP. 

This was being distributed in 1977, when DBCP was taken off the 
market. It illustrates several things, one of which is the insidious 
tie between the manufacturers and the University of California. 

This pamphlet was given out by the Departments of Nematology 
at the University of California, where researchers had been doing 
the DBCP research for 15 years for Shell and the other companies. 
The pamphlet shows DBCP being worked with in ways that violate 
the label and are extreD;lely dangerous. 

It shows workers qalibrating DBCP with no masks, no gloves, 
none of the necessary equipment. 

Furthermore, it shows DBCP being applied by sprinkler system, 
being shot into the air and sprayed over vineyards and, peanut 
farms. 

The university departments which were handing these out, had 
determined 10 years ago that sprinkler application was an ex
tremely stupid way to apply DBCP, because most of it evaporated. 
It never got to the target pest which is in the soil. ; 

In addition to that, it creates a serious inhalation hazard because 
the DBCP is blowing around in the air. And here is a pamphlet 
prepared by Oxychem, being handed out to farmers by the univer-
sity, which runs contrary to the university's own research. \ 

Mr. CONYERS. Mr. Miller.' 
.Mr. MILL~l1t I have no. questions, Mr. Ch:airma~. I am ~familiar 

wIth Mr. Ligntstone's and CLRA's work In trYIng to represent 
these people.' ". . . " 

I think they raise some very serious concerns for the subcommit
tee in the sense that these people don't have the same kind of 
history as he has pointed out, in terms of employm(l,nt, that allows 
you to go immediately to the source or the cause~ of the illness. 
Because your colleagues in this occupation may net have shared 
those other employment experiences with you or i'~xposure, you 
don't get to match experiences as the Oxychem wo;r]{~ers were able 
~~ ~ 

I think the issues you raise about whether or not the research is, 
'in fact, tainted or misused is a very serious one. I think the State 
legislature here is going to have to -consider some other issues on 
their'farm research. For example, who are the beneficiaries and 
who are hurt by that research? I applaud you for those efforts. 

Mr. CONYERS. We appreciate your coming before the subcommit
tee. I know you will continue to watch our work and we hope you 
will proceed In the devel8pment of the factual situation that you 
have so skillfully presented to this subcommittee. 

Mr. LIGHTSTONE. Thank you for the opportunity to testify. 
[Written statement of Ralph Lightstone follows:] 
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STATEMENT OF RALPH LIGHTSTONE,ATTORNEY, 'CALIFORNIA RURAL LEGAL 
ASSISTANCE 

Mr. Chairman: 

Thank you for your invitation to testify on this 

important legislation. The product which I would like 

to discuss this morning is pesticides; that is, the toxic 

chemicals which are designed to kill weeds, insects, rodents, 

mites, etc. Nationwide production of pesticides has 

quadrupled in the past three decades. Pesticide use in 

California now exceeds 330 million pounds per year, or 

roughly 15 pounds for every person in this state. H.R. 

4973 is important, because these dangerous pesticides 

touch every person in this country. And the individual 

has no choice in the matter. 

The dangers of pesticides begin in the formulation plant, 

and on the farm, but they end up on the dinner table, or 

flowing out of the kitchen tap. Pesticides are often persistent. , 
and mobile in ~he environment. ' That is why they end up in 

our food, water, and air. The California Department of Food 

and Agriculture has estimated that in CalifOrti'ia in one year 

over 17 million pounds of pesticides applied from aircra.ft 

miss the target crop. Th b . e pro lems of aerial "drift" as well 

as persistance in food and water have been acknowledged, but 

are far from being solved. Meanwhile, workers and the public 
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must rely on information about the dangel.\G of these pesticides 

to be developed by the manufacturers and provide4 to themselves 

and appropriate agencies. 11'. R. 4973 can bring pressure to 
-:;:~ 0'::4). 

bear on the p'esticide industry to be more candid in 'the future, 
"" -..:,\, 

than it has been in the past. 

The need for vigilance again,~t the hazards of· pesticides 

is especially great because those hazards are not readily 

apparent to workers or the public, unt~l it is too late. 

The acute effects of pesticides are obvious. Pesticides can 

and do kill. They cause acute illness, which is recognized 

as pesticide related, because the illness occurs immediately 

after contact with the pesticide. In California, approximately 

1500 acute pesticide poisonings of workers are reported by 

physicians per year. (The actual incidence is believed to be 

much higher.) The crucial dangers~ hO'IYever, are the chronic 
/'7 

effects which result from longl term, trW level exposure to 
II j; 

. . d Such effects can inc71 ~.~ cancer, birth defects, p,es tl.Cl. es. ~~ 0 

v 
reproductive disorders, and neurological damage. The doses 

" \'J 
which can cause these effects may hot be detectable to human 

senses. Furthermore, the effects may not Qecome apparent for 

years or decades after exposure. Because the dangers of 

pesticides are not readily apparent, those who know of the 

dangers must be required to warn those who do not.', 

The history of the pesticide DBCP illustrates the 

irresponsible conduct of manufacturers and their researchers 
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in the past, and the need for legislation such as HR 4973. 

DBC~'S potential danger to people, and its residues in food, 

water and air were known to manufacturers and their researchers 

many years before the consequences were known by. workers 

and the public. The DBCP catastrophe could have been aVOided: 

The dangerous effects of DBC!> were first ','discovered" in 
c 

people in the summer of 1977 at Occidental Chemical Company's 

Lathrop plant. Workers there were found tq be sterile, or 

to have reduced sperm counts. A subsequent tes'ting program 

uncovered the same effects in other workers in Arkansas, 

Alabama, and Denver. Nor were factory workers the only victims. 

In the fa~,l of 1977, the Genter for Di<rease Control surveysd 

farmworker/applicators who worked with DBCP on the farm. 

They too had suffered significantly reduced sperm counts and 

abnormal FSH levels. They had been unaware of the toll DBCP 

had been taking in their bodies. 

Although DBCP's effects on humanswere "discovered" in 1977, 

Dow Chemical and Shell had learned about these dangerous effects 

nearly 20 ~3rs earlier. If they and their researchers had acted 

responsibly ~hen, thi~ tragedy could have been avoided. 

The key expe~ent ~.;ras reported to Shell in a Confidential 

Report (No. 278) from researchers at the University of California, 

School of Medicine in San Francisco. The experiment showed 

that at the lowest levels tested, rats exposed to DBCP suffered 

severe testicular atrophy., The results of the experiment were 

not published until 3 years later. Workers and appropriate 

agencies were not warned or notified. As late as 1977, 
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after the Lathrop tragedy had been uncovered, the following 

interview occurred at Occidental. 

Interviewer: what was your initi.:i1 feeling when you first found 
out that in fact these men were sterile? c 

Occidental Official: Shock. We had no idea. I.had no idea 
at all that we had any.kind of\process here ~n our I?lant 
operations that could do such a thing to a human be~ng. 

Interviewer: But hadn't a study been done by Dow 9h7mic~1 
back in 1961 that indicated DBCP'did cause ster~l~ty ~n 
ra.ts? 

Occidental Official: Hell, there was a study funded by Dow
that Torkelson study, Dr. Torkelson, and it d~d not show 
sterility in rats. What it showed was that w~th very 
high doses of DBCP you could get te~ticular ~trophy, if you 
will, the shriveling up of the test~:les. I ve talked 
to two scientists , .... ho are familiar w~th the work, and 
both say, "Heck, we just didn't draw the conc1us~on that 
.there'd be. sterility from the fact tha:t the test~c1es 
were shriveling up." 

The Torkelson experiment had heen conducted by Dow concurrently 

"'ith the University of California study. They ylere published 

together in 1961. 

The .history of DBCP research at the University of California 

demonstrates that the public and workers cannot rely on the 

public university as an independent source of research to guard 

against the hazards of products such as DBCP. The professor 

,who directed the University research, Dr. Char1e's Hine, has 

throughout his tenure. at the University been a paid consultant 

to Shell. By his own admission, during these DBCP research years, 

Shell directed his research priorities. Mean, .... hile, She'll has 

been making annua1"r.ifts"to the University for toxicological 

research. The gifts request that Hine oversee the research. 
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Such relationships are especially disturbing, because University 

of California reports, and statements of University professors . 
carry an appearance of objectivity and independence. Such 

appearances do not necessarily reflect reality. 

The hazards of products such as DBCP are measured in 

their potential to contaminate food, water, soil, and air, 

as well as in~their toxicological effects. It is equally 

critical that all information relating to such contamination 

potential be disclosed. Once again, in the case 'ofDBCP, 

researchers at the University of California connected to 

DBCP manufacturers had uncovered DBCP's.contamination potential 

in the mid-1960's. 

In 1965 and 1966, researchers at the Davis and Riverside 

campuses of the University of Ca1ifbrnia found DBCP residues 

in orange tree leaves, which they believed had been translocated 

through the roots of the tree. They also found that tomato 

seedling~ absorbed the compound. There is no indication that 

they took the next step and checked to see if the :fruit contained 

residues. Shell was financing this DBCP resear,ch through a 

series of 27 grants to both campuses between 1956 and 1973. 

The instructions accompanying these grants were very clear. 

""More specifically,"wrote Shell eJS;ecutive W'.E. McCaJ1:1ey in 

1966, "we are interest~d in the development 6f data to support the 

use of Nemagon Soil Fumigant (DBCP) .". Meanwhile, Shell had 

convinced FDA in 1963 to establish tolerances (lega.lly permissible 
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amounts of a pesticide dn food) for inorganic bromides (b:r;~akdown 

pro~u~ts of DBCP) rather than DBCP, because DBCP itself \17o.1,l1d 

not turn up in food. They were wrong. In 1977 .it was 

discovered by Canadian researchers that P~CPcommonly 

was present in root crops where it was used. Later, 

the California Department of Food and Agriculture ·found 

DBCP in tree fruits as well. 
o 

Americans had been .eating 

DBCP contaminated fruits and vega tables for over a decade 

as a result of this research failure. 

The same researchers also. discover'ed that DBCP can be 

moved by irrigation water in soil, and that spri:nld~I" application 

of DBCP results in major losses of DBCP into the air. 

Nevertheless, it was 1979 before it was discovered that 

DBCP was '::'contaminating water throughout California, and 

that tens of thousands of people had unknowingly been ingesting 

it. 

All of the research just described would indicate to 

a reasonable gerson that a serious danger was associated 

with the use of 'bBep. In 1979, after the tol1 of casualties 

had mounted, the. California Dept. of F09d and Agriculture 

conducted,. thorough studies to cOInplet,e ('the research of decades 
v 

before. It found: widespread DBCP contamination of water and 

food; persistance ,0£ DB{!P in ,the soil for more than a year 

after applicat;i.on, alld in leaves and bark for many mO,nths. 

It found that under typical application techniques on the ,:tarm, 
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were 
air levels~far in excess of those that had severly injured 

Dr .• Hine's rats in 1958. In every cr~cial respect, 

th~ University researchers failed to carry out DBCP 

testing to its logical conclusion. They failed to look 

for a no effect level in rats. They failed to check fruit, 

as well as leaves. They failed to see how far DBCP could be 

transported by the irrigation water. The one thing that 

has not failed is the contt.nuous flow of money from the 

pesticide manufacturers to the University and its researchers. 

What all of thl.·s e .T th t th U' <;:'''l n; ans:..;~ a e nl.versl.t:y cannot be 

relied upon by the public to provide an independent check 

on the hazards of products such as DBCP. 

The connection between the University of California, 

its researchers, and the industry can also be seen in 

a pamphlet, whicQ I am providing to the committee. The 
~ . .' 

pamphlet, entitled "What is a Plant Parasitic!-, Nematode?" 

was produced by Occidental Chemical Company to proulote 

sales of DBCP, but distributed by the University of California's 

nematologists. This pamphlet is hazardous to both farmers and. 

farmworkers, and it runs contrary to the University's own 

research. First, it shows DBCP being applied andcalibrated 

by pers~ns who are not wearing required safety gear. 

Secondly it shows DBCP being applied by sprinkler application, 

which is extremely hazardous to wOl:'kers, and extremely ineffective. 

The DBCP volatilizes into the air when applied by this method. 
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Private research submitted by pesticide manufacturers 

to support registration of their pesticides has also been . 
severely criticized as misleading. In June, 197Z, the 

EPA reported more than 225 pesticide registrants of 400 

produ\s:ts with 300 different chemicals had used chronic 

toxicity studies which were highly suspect. The studies 

had been conducted by Industrial Bio-Test Laboratories of 

Illinois. Industrial Bio-Test had previously been accus,ed 

of falsifying results of tests on drugs, which had been 

submitted to FDA. A 1978 Calif. Dept. of Food and Agriculture 

review of its toxicity files indicated that submissions from 

Industrial Bio-Test had highly irregular designs. Put 

another way, the defects should have been obvious to the 

manufa~turer which submitted the reports, as well as the 

agency receiving them. 

The responsi~ility for the completeness and accuracy of 

all reifearch which reveals the potential dangers of pest.icides 

mus t fa1J i':cs,quare1y on'" the manufac.turer and its officers. 
fJ' _I 

They should be'1;le1d accountable for failing to disclose 
.' 

crucial information about the dangers of products such a.s 
'\. 

pesticides. Since public institutions such as the Univer'S:~ty 

of Californiacannotpe relied upon t.O warn society. the 

enactment of legislation such as H.R. 4973 is even more 

crucial .. 
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Year 

1952 
1953 
1954 
1955 
1956 

1957 
1958a 

1959 
1960 
1961 

1962 
1963 
1964 
1965 
1966 

1967 
1968 
1969 
1970 
1971 

1972 
1973 
1974 
1975 
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Table 2.2-1 

Production of Synthetic Organic Pesticides, 
United States, 1952 - 75 

Active Ingredient 
Production 

417,624,000 
355,953,000 
419,274,000 
506,376,000 
569,927,000 

511,552,000 
539,396,000 
585,446,000 
647,795,000 
699,699,000 

729,718,000 
763,477,000 ' 
782,749,000 
877,197,000 r-' ..... '..._1 

1,013,110,000 

1,049,663,000 
1., 192,360,000 
1,104,381,000 
1,034,075,000 
1,135,717,000 

C' 

1,157,698,000 
1,288,952,000 
1,417,158,000 
1,609,121,000 

Change from 
Previous Year 

(percent) 

-14.8 
17.8 
20.8 
12.6 

-10.2 
5.4 
8.5 

10.6 
8.0 \\ 

4.3 
4.6 
2.5 

12.1 
15.5 

3.6 
13.6 

- 7.4 
6.4 
9.8 

1.9 
11.3 
9.9 

13.5 

Estimated by The Pesticide Review, USDA. 

Source: USDA, 1976a 
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This (2amphlet is an industry gl"atulty and does not constitute 
an endo .... sement or reccrrl'nE:ndation of these products by the 
Depal'trnent of Nematology, or the ,Jni\'erslty of California. 
I f at any time you have sm:pect n~r.la1ude problem!> ,please 
consult your local Farm Advisor or n~l'seryman for advice 
and counsel. 
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A schemcllic didgrolT\,of a plant para
silic nemalode showing, ,vilal; 111gal1s 
and the goneral physiologY"of'lhe /" 
parasite. 
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PI9nt parasitic nematodes represent only ahap 
300 species of approximately 25,000 specie,.) 
of nematodes which, have been Idenfifle,d. Ne

matodes! as a whole~ are very small wormlike 
creature's also known as round worms and eel

worms. They exist everywhere attacking ani
mals, altlae, fungi and plants, 

The fundamental dlffer;'~ce between,plCl(Jt parasites and so cal/ed 
free living types, is the existence of a stylet or spear with which the, 
nematode sucks the( plant juices and causes damage. Plant para
sites are usual[y small n:mging In si%e from 200 microns fa BMM 
,in length. The females toke on a variety of shapes from wormlike 
IONae to mature, spherical, obese or kidney shaped. Most are bi
sexual requidng'lhe male for reproduction, but some are partheno
genetfc not req&j'ring male fertilization. 

Normally the'life cycle is in six stages Including the egg', 4 farval 
,stages and the adult. The length of time for each of these stages 
not only varieswlfhJ~he species involved but with temperature, 
moisture ond presence of a suitable host. 

The nematode .feeds through its stylet which punctures plant cel/s, 
Various em;ymes are injected inero the cells. These enzymes start 
the digestive process, produce side eCfects in the plant sometimes 
c~using erratic piMt growth and other adverse conditions such as, 
reduced production, quantity of crop and a large variety of other 
detrimental effects. 
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• A Da~Jger nematode as seen through' our laboratory microscope. 

OXVCHEM1,\ maintains a licensed laboratory which dete~rnines the 
presence of specific nemalocle species In soil samples, when' sub
mitted by its salesmen and dealers according to the proper pro

cedure. The fundcllnental purpose of these,nematode anaIYSE'\s are 
as sales aicis, although they are scientifically accurate. , 

(, , 
Of course, the final~'nc! fundcllnental prool,of Ihe deslreobllily of 

treatment is in the actual results that 9re obt9ined by proper use 

of the products. 
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. nemRTODEI 
WE ARE~mO/T 

conCERneD WITH 

iJ 

Spiral nematodes, one of Ihe 1;01-
Ion parasites, are easily con
trolled by DBCP. 

Root Knot nematode IMeloido
gynel mature female magnified 
336X. pear or lemon· shaped 
whlle. cuticle lender; found COlli 

plelely or almost completely em
bedded in roots or other plant 
tissue. nearly always in distinct 
knots' eggs extruded into a gela
tinou; moss attached to posterior 
port of female. 
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WHAT TO 
lOOK fOR •.. 

ti a ,:, , 

c t6~su(e 
nemat·odesare 
,ttieproblem I, 

o 

Th"re {. e several wa~s that to is determination can be,rnad~. q!1e 
01 : ,.. obvious symptoms of nematode infestation is Ihe Wilting of 
leave$ during hal periods, followed by their comeback during the 
cooler hours of the days.' 

Othe'rs are the present£; of Visible nematode gall~ on roolS, 
parches of poor growth)o otherwise good fields, death of fost 
growing plan/s, such I;JS tomatoes about fruiting time. 

o 

TQ~TOES 

Tomato roots showing extreme knotting 
from Root Knot nematode,darnage.At Ihh 
stage bolh plant and crop are doomed. 
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LETTUCE 
lettuce is not immune 

from rhe aftentions 
of Root Krlor nemqrodes. 

• ,·c·_-..., 

MELONS 
Even advanced melons 

put out new healthy 
roots when Dacp 

protected them from 
nematodes. 

(, 

CARROTS 

. Malformed carrots 
such as these can be 

protected against 
nematodes with 

economical, effective, 
lone)asting DBCP. 

.. - -,-" -------. - - .. 

! 

~ . 
.''/ ( 

~._ .... _ ... ~ .... :: .... ~ti 

PRUNES 

Mature prune trees show 
a "die back" on limbs 

characteristic of a 
nemdtode infestation. 

GRAPES 

As with cancer, if the 
disease is caught in 

time, it can be corrected. 
left unottended the end 
result is almost certoin. 

PEACHES 

A. malformed pnd 
Root Knot galled root 

of 0 peach trel! shows 
what little chance the 

tree has of survival. 

BEANS 

Decimated Roor .. yslem 
on beans caused by 

s",m~.hemotodes. 
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OXYDBCP ••• 

" THE nemATODE . 
conTROL FOR mOlT 

mAJOR CROPI ' 

.. 
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WHAT II OXY DBCP? 
r.hr.micol Name: 1,2 Oibromo-3·chloropropone _ 
OXV OBep Nematocide 1100'%1 con loins nor. I less than 9S~~ 1·2, ~ihfomo.3. 
chloropropone by wetght and not more lhon 5 t'lo other nematocidc,1 (1c;'ivc corn .. 
fiounds. Including a slight pcrcen,ogc of on Inhibiter 10 minimize acidic (ormolion. 
J'ropcrlics* 
Ih" pc, gallon It 00 Ok) 
()l:ponsion'Io 100 degrees f. 
no.ling Point 
ffl:c~in9 Point (1 00 ~~ ) 
Frcollng Point of Solulions: 

OBCP 15.E 
OSCP 12 
OBCP 12·E 
oacp 50·S 
oacp SQ·E 
OBCP 2J;;s" 

Flo.h Po;nt 1I 00 ';') 
Vapor Pressure 
Solubilit,Y 

Color 

Odor 
Weller Conlcnt 
rotlO~IVC Attion 

17.3 
Very slight 
:lQ5 dogrees F. 
41 degrees F. 

35~5 degrees F. 
33,S degree. F. 
33;0 degrees F. 
32.0 degrees F. 
30.0 degrees F. 
'14.0 clegrees F. 
OVe, 175 
less thetO 1 
Completely .oluble In oJipliotic and oromatlc Hydro. 
(arbon's. 
Slightly .oluble In Water. O.I.,~ by weight. 
Water Whtte to drnber (lOO;~ J. Qo"ker brawn in 
rornwtations, 
S!ioo9 ClOd dbHoctive. 
less thon 200 parts per ",Hllon, 
Non·rbHosivc 10 copper alloy .. find slc,.1 wht'n \vet1cr 
(onlell! is less Ih(1I1 ?OO rl·M.i~dllosrCH I'ht~' ~\.t.~j ,£ 
lef! In opene(i 'sleel proms, o-1\ovcr (I 10110 11111~ in 

'~:;""! closed drums 1n dcunp oltno$phere. 
Chcl\licol s'tlble except wilh dilute inorg(lnic oll.olille 

TOJliclly 
chemicals or (.IcllVe ll\eIPJ~{: , . 
Not ('lCluHied (IS a CJ(tSS 6 Poisen •. MQdpf(Jj~ly toxic 
~Y illlltll~llIotl ot ,sv.;6I1owln9. Slightly lo:dr hy St in 

rJDsorhhqn. 01"..05.1 c.olllllieluiy non .. i'hl(,lflllg if 
welshed 0(( WI.fh seem (lncl ~Clfcr ofh1f ~p;pC!.vre. 
II SWllllowml (~In ((lu50,- fltl!It~"prlj" IN 1111,+ rllCll~1.tl\l" 
frod • Ollti (oh~wsllon in .h~lul'tn. . . 
If 1110" Y(IPOt (onp:otlIWhons tile htC'olhr.d Ill. mlu$.(>t,', 
.mflolllniion of ('ycs and l11odcrot.~ deprcssicl1 of III,} 
nervous sysl~m cun result. 
lrcctl."cl1l~ Induce vomiting. l:cep paticnt Plone ClOd 
CIvil·!. Get mccllwf e"'tmllo" (II ante. 
n spilled 01\ body or dOlh:!s. le'llove (folhes, rinse 
Iliolougl1ly Clnd w"slt fracly~ inchJe1mg (!')lcs. 
U$~ l)retC1\tllons.~ , 
D;m • 'brcolhe 'v"npels 6r perl~it conlClCt with .. ::lotl!cs ot 
skin. WelSh befqrc ~olin9 Qr smoking. Htltldl~ il1l'1t~ns 
with plenty or hesh (fir and we(lt sylltl~ell~ rubbl?f 
glove'- K(>(>p: Q~' 6f .,e(t~h of thildren (lnd {lniIOQh. 
No h{lzard 10 wildlife when !.ned. 9c;cordin9 10 Ih~ 
lob~t. ' 

-~ JI(('~nlrQHcc;f A!.! !rooil nt'nlo'odcs~ 
CI~1~JhYIOIC~{(.HY NOI,rwIHm used fI~cOJdihlJ to Ihe lobd. Aha !!,.q :J... 

!lli!D.nj CfOp residues. 
'OXy OaCf' relnohiS In Ihe ;$oil lonuer' IhUll oilier n~lnolocidcs. bl.lt ICdVCl no residucs 
hc'lf1nful 10 hVI1Cfltitii $oll 01(JtlOlsllts .or growillQ crops. ' 
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GRAPES 

.. imporlt;mt as Where quality IS as lode control 
qvontify DbBCP h:i~: ond color. in' proves unc 

Id es in the Ripon Fifty yeor 0 grap tode con-
d to nemCl areo responCp T ated and untrol by DB. rc 

treoted vines. 

. ~ .... I!;":'~ ,·.(7';I~;':':;~" . 
- .... ':a ..... , ... 

'''·l"r",.,~ .... ,:;,._ ';::~~ " ., . 
~ ~: __ ~'~Q~~O~ __ 

" . 

~~ -' '. - ~. ~,. . Where DBCP ~;k-- - .. h counting 01 trays • . " .. P dding IS In' e 
The proof of the Jal~~: r~isin count skyrpckets. 
controls nemoto es U' ". 
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TREES 

Cilrus benefits greatly (tom conllol of the "Citrus n""".triii'/" 
Piclure on loft shows ern ulllreellcei orchard in Southern Co i· 
[Ol"l;.i,t, \,~t;j,«rJC on right in on (leijaccn! orchard treated with 
OXY OBCP shows 0 bountiful harvest. 

Wed nut trees ClI the Anderson BOrl1graver pt linden, 
Culi/omip, show Ihe bene fils of controlling the Root lesion 
nelllcrtocie. Picture On dyht indicates whctt could be the final 
cnd of unprotected free!'. 

o 

Q-

'" 0 

,;:-,-

COTTON 

From seedling stage 10 hClrvest 
.DBCP provides long lasting eco
,nomico" protection for cation. 

A skip in control measures shows-, 
whal nematodes can do when 
the crop is not protected by OBCP. 

Young cotto[l takes advanlageof OBCP protection. 
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EQUI·pmenT 
& 

RPPLICATlon m'ETHODI 

G 

....... , 

~ 
Where power is locking a 
portable gene/ofol' provides the 
electricity to inject DBCP into 
pressure systems. . 

\ 

2. Gravity flow applicot!oi1, 
pre'elant application, and 
ri(jfjump involved, constant 
lIowaf DBCP. 

C) 

o 

Application of DBCP 
with bedder. 

Injection shanks 
~dded to "Ripper" 
ng-used on soybean 
fields in Missouri, 
Boot Heel and 
N,E. Arkansas. 

Double shanks in a 
single row broadens 
tni1ated ared. Planting 
rd\y is between two 

1i~~"";;"'.....1 ,'. shonks. 

Single shank in Ihe 
row, or broadcast 
with multiple shanks, 
12" apart, ""-".;;; 
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Application CII lime ,of piclllting, 
c~ using bClckswepl knife conel roll· 

ing couller combinclfion, 10 cut 
through possible field II <ISh. 

19 

OBCP Clppliccllion pos!-pIClnt o.n 
pecllluls thlough ~ers. IS 

now Clpproved in T ~xcis- conel 
Of.It,homco, 

o 

Application through ~?ulter :ig !n 
Georg'CI Clnd Alabama. This rog 
plClnls peanuls, .fumi~~tes. ap' 
plies granular IIlsec!lClde and 
fertilizer qll in one tnp through 
the n""ld, 

Pressure injection of OBCP. into 
irrigalion .wClI~:i on peanuts in 
TexCls, 

.{:P 

V"nluri device for application of 
"""nicals through irrigotion wa. 
"'I, CIS used by Oklahoma Slate 
University, 

""Iibrolion of flaw through graY. 
.Iy flow device info irrigation' 
.... ·"'r.r hi the Rio Grande Volley 
"r Jc~as. 

t? 

as 

OBCP applicator on Ripper rigs in 
N.E. Arkansas, excellent way for 
p[Eiplant application to soybeons. 
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Badly infested orchard 
TexCls, N07 TREATED. 

Mission, 

Some orchClrd, treated area. 

Florida Citrus -- evidence of post 
damage by nematode; 

,~.~----~----------~--------------~--~------------------~----~--~----~----------------------~--~ 

CITRUS 

" 

{I 

Severely infested grope· 
fruit, Mission, TexCls. 

.. ,. 

Comparison of treated 
versus untreated berry 

size on Thompson 
Seedless Grapes, 

In placesiwhere turbulence 
is available OXY DBCP is 

metered into the irrigation 
water at the standpipe. 
Metering equipnient is 

highly accurate, and only 
tl1l1 necessary amount of 
the chemical is applied, 

.. GRAPES 
DBCP' applied into presSUre 1/ 
systems with very effeclive 
results. 
··~~~o~:~;d! ':tc~;;'I;~~1,~~n\ ns to qvc"ld'~l 

A popular method of 
Injecting OXY DBCP into 
pressure systems. The 

,sml111 purnp pressurizes 
th!! chemical. into the 

,\pressurE; 'Nater line. 
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Preplont rUI • 
OXy Daep l~~~Otlon with 
deep pia • llS'shows 
f . cement f umlgont Sh a the 
tt'~e ,chenicol ~7~s deposit 
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Repress' growth in Ion of cotton 
by DaC~ow skipped 

applicator. 

S~TTON 
IS now so equipment 
calibrate a

easy 
to . . 

farmers co nd aperat~ 
own Dacp n apply their 
colton. prep/ant on 

-
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SOYBEANS 

- .. - ,--...... ------_ ... -"' 

Above ground symploms. 

25 
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A Cysts overwinter in the soil. 
B In Spring, the lan(ae hatch 

and invade roots. 
C After 30 days<' females 

produce eggs. So'ine larvae 
hatch and infeC;! tbe roots the 
same year. Other are retained 
in the female body_ From:3 to 
4 generations are possible in 
a' 'growing -season. ~",- (l 

o Aller 2 to 3 months, females 
turn into highly resistant 
brown 8ysts containing eggs 
and larvae. " 

lifecycle of Soybeon Cyst nema-
tode. 0 

~~~.~ .. ..... 
Much more severe. Race 4 of Soybecln Cyst, nem". 

lode on picket voriety soybe<llls. 
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Rool Knot riel11cIlQcJc ~~. 
soyilaCllls jArkclIlsCls). 

Fumigcltion beilefils (Arkansas). 

J..:,;" 

Fumigated \IS. non.lu;;;~ated. 

/,' 

U 

Dama' 
A

rk ge on soybean field in N E 
onsas cClused b R .• 

bean Cyst . dY pee 4 Soy. nemato es. 

Close· up of sa Roce 4 on So be spot showing 
tode damage. y aon Cyst nama· 

Plugged up root beans by S b systems of soy
oy can Cyst 

,ode caused this will' nema-
Ahough good f' 1(1 .lng, even 
cJitioos exist. ,e 1110lsture COO" 

Tiny w~ite cyst are visible 
protrudong froh, roo Is. • 

I;, 
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PEANUTS 

Pod symptoms of peanut Root 
Knot nematode. '" 

\ 
C PeCl!1ut Root Khat nemclfQde. 

If 

Peanut Root Knot rool and pod 
damage. 

Northern Root Knot nematode. 

t 

" 

'\ \ 
\ 

\ \ 

Root and pod damage 
Lesion nematode. 

II 

Pod and nut damage by Root 
Lesion nemotode. 

i..\f~~R'::"':';~_"II, 'aft" -::t.w.aA!1U§; 

Difference between Root Knot Damage caused by Ring nema-
Gall alld Rhizpbiun (n-fixing Bae- todes all Oklahoma peclIluts. 
terla) Gall. 

o 

(~ _....:.-____ ....::..-_~...i._.:......._. _ __.::: ______ ~_''__ ___ ~~ ____ ~ ____ _ 
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Ttmtt~,d and untrccttcd oreos In 
T~xus pCClnUI ficld. 

.~; 

~,-

PI,slIlts from Ina unlreoted 
oreCl, same field:-:-" 

Q 

" 

Above ground symptoms of nematode damage In peanuts, 

PeclIlut"plont in ",Flrst Pegging" 
sluga. 

!!I,lS! growth stage in peclI1uts for 
application of DSCP through Ihe 
sprInklers (Texe/s and Oklahoma 
onlyn. 

Peanut flower. 
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AESTR~.CT 
" 

Yilt] exposures to tb.e vapors oi DBep retarded growth even at· 

: S P!'::;). level, and lethality ?ccuxred at 10 ppm. No rats surviv.ed 

Th~ other t.oxic eifects were related to epithelium, .expecially 
c' 

~a :~~.'\L.g5, kid.;J:SYs, and testes i'1ternilly, and the cornea and skin 

".;: :::.ti~;,) exte:rnal!y. . ,\ 

l~c~'ezse in liv~rlbody weight ratio appear.ed at 5 ppm, and in 

.':.~.:/iJ..:::ly wEight ratio at 10 ppm. Test.es were decreased in size at 

.;::'-, :.:.:tgniiica ... tl.y at Ii) ppm; semi3 degri38 of azoospermia was seen 

:.::t:n1G:;l':.hb was not aifecti3d by the vapor exposures, but leu..lto-

'.~;; ~;~lL-c Q2cre::.:u:ed at ;~O ppn;t. 0:::1 repeated intramuscular injection 

l:,:b::i~.:::: ~n 12 days) t..'1ere was no consistent decrease in nuciea.ted 

.. ; ,:: 'b.e DO::", Hlc.rrow) and no significat'.t de~~easa in circulating 
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o 

.( E. :-h:-':'::llc iesd.!r..g experi::::r;e!l! were give.n in u. c. Reper. 223, ~n 

. :: ':0 c.6.ve rci.nimal !...""!'ita~7).f enects, ano.;tvas slightly toxic pel"::u

:': 'I A':::or:ling: :0 the re~ults c!. ?C'J.te vapor studies, and ciIso expo

•. :. c, ~':)I 20, <'no sa ~pm, it compared :t~'\'o!'ably with!o+.herc:onunon 
-:) 

, '. . !; ~:,:,::':l as met5yl bromide, dicblo:..opropane,. ethylene Oibromide. 

'''~ . .. ·tc· v:',Scerai.rl=>mage was net noted cln re~a.ted vapor exposure, 

.. ' . ~-'7 irr:t9.ticr. a.'ld hepatic dair::age ·reS".lltad from acuta expcsure 

£!:~=-:?.11I';2:NTAL DESIGN I 

~ .... -., .. <"':0 •• , ~ b' d r: - . 
.: .;,; ;i' .!:.; A~.lur(:mq-.,)-c ... O:'opropane an "':i':.; otl:.Elf' halogenated Cs 

: :L.; 

- ~ ... :.. ... ~ ~~.~~~ ~ !;'·Fli!:li:\ls. A g:-oup 0*1 94 lD.2l~ -!·ats of .the L-c~g~~-;-ans 
' • ~ f' 

: .-= :=i','e:i:bcn 2. lr~ca.l supplier (1ft. Diablo LabQra~ri~~) was held 1.11 

.: ',' ;~,~!..!·t'3rs for t:;,O w~el.::.s to perlr.~t adapts.:-jcn to laborai;o.l,.y conditions. 

" ,~!. ~:'!.~.::: periud t.1e weight !'2.nge '.vas .8? to 100 Om. Fromthose 

- .. ~: : c l""~.:s, each, .for' uze l..'1. th~ expsrunent. They W~e .::r.a.iI:tained 9l:l 

, .... J:. .. . -. --~ 
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::;ctUnment., zr:r.,s :::-ats were exposed to DBCP ~ steel chambel"S ap-

, . ""'O,·~ {,..-'" ~'t- a..'1.d the cli!ferent concentrations of vapor. "::,.: .. :::'::l.tS.l.Y ::'I.! llLerE ~'1 _Cl..-a-..J. ~, , 

." " r·:;-ociuc::-:l. with ac;nstant-metarmg device which continuously delivered ... ' .-

:;;:; f2ic to the evaporator. Here -it t,'?porized mto the air entering-ilie 

;';.:.:.1Jel". Tue air ilow was mai::::l.tabed at 15 to 20 litars per n:i"'ute, de-

:~r.&:6 on the concentration ill. use~ 

Chemical analysis. The actual concentration of DECP vapor was 

·.::.·;!:,ad.frequen~y by a method developed by the Aoalytic21 Department of 

.:" ::~all Developm,ar.t Company (E!V1S 4/7/02). A mea...eured ,volume of a:ir 

";'';' : ... ;:-,s3ed at 'the rate of 0.04 cu. it. per'mi!lute through a :furnace (lOOOoC.) 

::; 3=ate 'he haloger.:=:; these' wera absorced in 2.5% disodium carbonate. 
I)' ~~ple was ther. ~it:-ated ampeNmetrically in dilute nit!-ic acid with 

-':;:::l.:.=d I).I!,; silver r.:itrate J using as an indicator the,.difiusion~u..""Tent at 

.. !Ll':±:lg p!2.tl.!:mn electr-:>de and em~J.0y1l1g a ;sc.tnrated calomel electrode 

, r=::fers:J,ce. The dii:-J.Sion currents were ptott.ed against the respective. ' ., 

.: ~·.:.~ss of titrating SOllltion and the er.dpoint !:a.!l:en as the in.ter~tion ci the 

"~ ~'z'3.ight-line pbrtbns of the curve. 

:/fEL'lod. Tr-..e c::ntrol :'"ats >7ere eAPosed to 'lr.lean1:a.tni!',ated air ~ and 

~ i':;:perimental groups 0151 10, 20, and. 40 ppm of DECP •. Exposures 

'::' ;:;:ace ~y. five days a week, for a tota!. of 50. :' 

.D"J.:"ing the cour:;e of b'1e experiment, the rats were·e:tam.ined dai!y le.r 
!f" • 

"";:; oi toxicity or ph:uomacologlc eif~t, and they were weighs; weekly. 

l.;~:~~sy W?,S perior:::ned on .. aniInals tb.at died. when ieasible,acd suitable 
G 

;·1'':'::5 wer-= retained in 10% :formalin iQ.r microscopic ex.ami::lation. 

The day aiter the :fiftieth exposUre, the survivorswereweighen 2!ld. 

-{::··l.ta.ted :mder light ethel' anesthesia. ~loOdwas cailght at this time for 

!:l~!2.rison qf leukocyt:counts and hemoglobin concentration. ¥tel' careful 
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.-' :::tl .. i.(;ctir;: ~i~:':;'2. ~!ghUy i:lctted, end ;;'eignsd mdiVidmllly fOl" cal

: ..,-.~ 0"''''''':-:/00';-; ~IE:"::-ht ratios. These ~d t.1i D. ercentage wei~ht ,_... -0- -. u '"' 

:.l'~ '::r:p:ll"Sd by the Studer:tJ. test to deta:rmL~e statistlcald.i.fferences 

;:: £,:::;,:·.a::in:::;;nt:?l :!.."limals and controls. Specimer.s-oi braln, thym'!lS, 

-':. :i.-.r:g,. !i1S1", l:idn~y, testis, adrenalJ bladder, pancreas, spleen, and 

:.; .:";':3sti:ceJ wers- pr~served in 10% formalin for microscopic stuay. 

EXPERllVLENTAL DESIGN n 

';:' J~t s-?::n::>!e. The sa!!::3 sample ot DEep was used as in the vapor 

It ·;'"2.sdiluted to 10% witl), propylene. glycol for use. 
:::::. " 

Two groups /)1 5 rat'S each were used in this study, of 

- '.:": .. " 3'~~b ~d sa:::1e origin as in the vapor.study, but not ot the sa.tne 

':'~= weiGhts r::u-.;red :!r,om 117 to 147 Gm. . 

Blood 'JJ"?S takelli.rq::n the tail 'lein (p.:-o:dmal ?.nd). The !'2.ts 

::-.x.sd in ~.n ova,~ior five ~L"'lut;:s at 37°C. prior to the bteet'l""g. The 

oi -?BCP intramusc:!l.arly d2.ily for t:b.re= C!ays; 

Four day,s kie:.." (sigh.th. day) t;4e z--ats w~re 

: , .. .:! E? s;;)ccr.d t.hr'ee-da:,r series of injectio.l""'S was given. At the $lC of 

... :'·:,.c ':i.71dlith cit\y) the :,in:U, blood sarnp.},e was ta.k~, 3.!\d thp. rats i'lere 

.. :.:. "~ ~d l'l.::n k5.llec\ to saClll"e the :fe:mor~ bona Zll:3.riow. 
(. 

.~:.c:: bb?d $arr.pL:: w:=.s smeared oDt:§lides a,"ld:four sets ,of counts ~de 

I jl~ "C',. 

_ .... ::.: .. '! s::i1ea.:-s wer-s couP-ted in 4 areas each. -1'0' ,":, 

There v;a, s no atiamt't to 

:r.'-:ntiate bet';'/sen the types of cell preser,.t, e.nd the tlgu.res represe.n.t total 

. ~'~':':!d cell::! par feinur~ I 
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. ':':i~ second group of rats W:lS given exactly the same trea!:ment, except 

:- ~: :!lar,e glycol was injected mste:ad ot DBCP. 
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RESULTS 
.' ,~ 

.sur.i:lg the iirst week of the experimeI7t, the rats eJq)osed to if.:) and ?O 

1"'. . 1"" . .. ht. 
1 ::.:c~c. l~ue l!l welg Those exposed to 40 ppm showed low gain or 

:.-:'S5 of weight, and diarrhea was noted occasio~y. :Foux rats in the 

. gNuP died during the second week,. and rune more died dtirfug the 

'~:eek. The two surt,rivors were in poor condition) emaciateQ., with 

discharge. One was ablormally excitable; this rat died durl.Ilg the 

:;'aek, at the 18th exposure and the last rat died two days later. 

There were five survivors in the 20-ppm group, the dea.ths occu:rrlng·· 

~~!l the ,35th and 48th exposures., In the 10-ppm group there were two 

.:;;, at 38 and 50 exposures. and therewe~~ no'dea.tbs iD. the 5 ppm group 

~? controls. 

r--. Depilation began to appear during the second week of. the experiment, 

:.::.r:g two rats in the 20-ppm group and Olle in ~ 40-ppm group. Other 

:.11 the 20--ppm group and one in the 19-ppm group became affected later. 

:.~pllaiion was sometime;:; localized. e. g., on the hip or the napebi the 

'. ::nd sometimes extensive, involving most 0: the body: No signs of 

.:.:icn occurred in ilie cOritrols or ~ the 5-ppm group. 

DJll~g of the co::ne=.s was :first noted during the :f:!:!th week of exposure, 

:r:=e rats ezposed to 10 and 20 p~m. In one rat of eas;h group the right 

:'~a alone W"'::.S affected; ill one oi the 20-ppm group both corneas were 

. One rat of the 10-ppm ~up held its right eys shut, although no groSS 

".'",gs was visible.; one rat exposed to 5 ppm held both eyes.closed witho,ut 

.. ?pparent lesion. By the s~ week, two more rats of the 20-ppm group 

.'S aiiectad, one bav'...ngboth corneas dull, and the other showing a prom

_.r>t white lesiQn on the" right cornea. 

t:< 
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. .l.mong rats thai:. died, 

\ ... d'" ".:::, lO.aneys, an ..astes. 

the gr~ss lesions were e~~eq1.al:lY prominent in 

Testes were ~ually e:..."tremely atrophied. 

~hJse'!Ila a..d atalectS!:ils \~ere .usual in ~e lungs, ~~e kidneys w~~e 
':'i~ and pale. Livers were occasi~ydark ,in c9l9r and spleens SO!!le

:::?:s small.· St?I!lachs I$p,owedswollen or hemorrhagic mucosa after nine 

:ae~cs, and~~ ~~. died stilll,a~r als~'showed hemo~rhage of the ~~s·-
:.02.1 mucosa: ' '. ' .. '-, 

Atnecrbpsy ~! survivors, atalect:as~ and localized 1s~hamia were ~~~ 
.::. the lung of one co~trol ~, w~e ~o~r had ~ a~cess or tum9~:' '0' 

1 xl:;; 1~5 cm. in size~ ad.9-erent to ~e d1a:~agm. Tnlf ~ mrlO~~Y 
:'Jst ~ processing. Am. ong animals QYnI"Ised to 5 ppm three b: d' tabl" , . -:-~~ .. ,. • s owe no e 

!tz.le~tasls, involving a tb1rd,fbf the large'lobe in one ~ and th ,. h'" 1····· .. ·· 
j/' '. e woe 

.3~ lobe in another. A fo&th animal had spar~e perirenal. fat , '. :::) . ',. ~ en..t.a.rged 

........ :een, and pal~ b~9>tm ,k:idn~ys, wbi.l.e a :!1!th had its l~ ~~ ~osed a.lthO~~ the 

~orne~ .appeared !lor:iI1a1~ Fo1,ll" oi the animals had ~stes one-third of nor~ 
:,' Size, while the others had testes of normal size. 

Six ?f the 13 surviV'OJ;~ at 10 ppm showed large -"at§3S o~ ~ung atalectasis 

.=.n~l ;woof these show. ed hypertrophy of a left lobe One"'··. th 1 be 
c • - ,. • OI ese 0 s was 

e:t'(.i"em~ly la..--ge, with an areaoi necroqi!? 1 cm. wide O~"'tb.e lateral aspect. 

:)ne :r:at showed a heIr:orrhage at~e superior pole of the ri~ht testis. Only 

C~e oi the rats had t7~tes at normal si:ze; the others. wer.e about hal! this size. 

8nly, four of the rats hhd visible peritoneal fat. .. . ' 

Three oi the 4ve survivors at zq ppm had SaVel"e ata1ectasiS1·~d in 

:) ene of the~e the hypertrophy of the left l?upe~ior lobe" bad~US1;l.ed the heart 

into the right, thor~. All testes were ~. oi nor~ size,' ~ no ~taneal 
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~':I~cr:lscopic-:'::l:i I the:-e VIas :10 C!.9P;:oeci:fib.te ditierence be I;waer:' slides 

"~:'l su,:\';'vors and t...""ose that disci c1uriJlg l,!a e:""Perimental pel10d. The 

::J.:.ges were simi!.ar in all groups',' mcrea~ingm severity with the increase 

• concentration of vaoor. 'All control u.s&ues were within normalll.nuts. -. .. " 

In the 5-ppm &i"oup the cbanges'wer':~ local in type and limited to the 

:~lt::J.=lium of the testes, collect~g tubUl$s of the kidneys, and the broocb1oles. 

:: !:ili the animals there was variation {rom focal degeneration of testiculax--
"::;i~ilelium with atrophy, to complete degeneration with com.Hete azoospermia. . . . ~ 

:;~3:-", '.'las also fecal broncbopne~O!l,ia ill three rats. 

In ~:he IO-ppm group, 12 testicul.::.r secticns showed either local alteration 

\t~omple:e azoosps!"mia. In 9 rats there weremodarate to e:.densive alter-
:---' 
, .:. : ',:S b tte l1mg paren::hyma, v:.!.:':;n.ng irom fecal abscesses to widespread 

I . 
All d t..'1e tes~:i-:!ular seci;icns in the 20-PPD?- group showed comp~ete 

,~:;"';;:;:;:el'II'll? ~thli:ec:::-osis of the epit.'1eliurn lli:rlng the tubules. O~e slide 

.:::;'.:=0 :focal necrosis.of the pancreatic epithelial cslls wiiliout involvement 

~ :'slet calls. Tvn slides showed lecn! degeneration of gastroenteric epi

:::~~iu:;:n. :';'11 sectio!l.s~ut one showed severe j!lvolvement ci kicln~ epithelium 

::d in several there was alteration in the cells of the glomeruli, 

At ~O ppm th~ eiiects were similar and more extensive. In adc:lition, 
" " 

~'3' slide showed focal degeneration of brain ~ and mii'ssive hemorrhage 
:./ 

':.:,~ the adrenal gla!',d. 

The pailiologic changes prod~ed by vapor eXposure varied somewhat 

. ' iohe clli:!al'ant or.g?>!'.s~ but seemec1selectively associated with epithelial 
" 
,r.Gt:es. Sm311 doses seemed to atfect the epithelium of ~ smaller bron

:hi:l~es first, with mtercellu1ar edema, vacuolation oi the cytoplasm,and 

\'ieration in nuc\ear size and st",~.,ing reaction that led m some cases to a 
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.~~·.~·.o I.T"! .......... Q~~. • "" .. ~ -_ ................ - ........ --.;Ie m Slze '.)2: ±e nucl"'_us. :l.a...,: ~l d .... -Us lSlr oses there was loss 
•• t~.I~"2 CT"\';:"'!,o·'tl' ." ll~ A 1 • • .. _, ... 'J -,., •... _.U::..L .... e ',:: ~'" il.""'i!lnO' c.:f ~h'" ,., . b 

L ~o 0 ~ w.umen Y Pl·oteiDa.ceous debris 

~.:.: :::.:'!:::'.'::ondous ~umbel"s of polymorphonuclear letili:ocvt<> In . . • ,-",s. some sections . 
:,:~ !1:a 10-piJ!:l grO;lPJ th-"e \?'d' . .. ' "'~ as Wl espraad bronchopneumonia tbat s 

• .:l' b' ,.' eemed 
~ . .! ,::".~,;.L t:l a reakdoVt"Il in th"" 1nto~;ty ~ th 1~1.. 1 ' 

, • - -.,. VJ. e ep .... e 1al cells of ew smaU""r 
:-,:-c!l·::.h.ioles. -

':~ges m the renal epithelial cel.lS w . . ... , 
_ ._ •• ~",~..:l' m:... • ' ere more. con:unon as the dOSe .' 
: .• : .:._,,-. •.• .:..ese cnanges were Ci1:mi1ar to those 1.n the~, ~tn ' '.: 

.:,' . ,'" "'0' 0- hI' " ' , the.e:mep-

..... : .~J. '" .Ynl • P OIluc e~Lr l>3ukocyts infiltration.. . , : ~ . '" 
'7',~"'HC"~"''' c' . - .. .:.~ ~ ilan"'es consisted' 1 . . . • . 

' .• :""" .,J.. ., , . 01 ear.y degenerative changes in the eol~ . 
... ·_l., •• ~ low dosage, It:'.craasing a+ hiD'h ; ' • 

,,-.~,._... .I.' •• • o_er .evels to complete degenerz.tive 
.' -"::'= :..i1 ... 'le eplthe.:.ial cells O"'~<> a.....:>;'" w 'J.~ ... . 

"-" ., _ ... - ""....... il\.UOU· an inilC'.znm~J. 
. .~..: ~ '.. . ~ c.~ol"] respo-;:se. 

(".; ·"nG;:)~ In '''l-~~Li''' C " .... ....... ...._':!-'c:-.. w.._ S"".LS t""er~· cc· ... "-':o~' d . '. . - _ .... .., ...... :t!. a!l conslSted 0': va .... uol<> .. 
: .• --.,,1 ... .:-....... I' I.,.. -:- '- ~-1:l0D. 

' •• •• ~ •.• .=._i.:." E!. '.erauon in si::" c.nd s ... ~,:",u~'" o· cl . - .... "". ·6 ::: LlU eus ~""d h . . .. ' •. _._ . '~" " ,c:...:. smor:..-n9.t:,-e into. 
" ''',}-.c::.tl" SlZl!!Soios. 

:w:rts.rclation of weight g-dn. was sir;:nifi ."" t· all·: . 
'~, . ~ C~ III the experunentaJ. . 
».01), increasing with thecoocenh-otioo'~.# ' .. ( IP'OUPs 

. ' - VJ. vapor Table 1) At ~O . 
::-.;:, 'i,lere 0 rats ll-).at weighed at th. ~ • J.. ppm. 

e time o. necropsy the same as 1 

~'. :::.: :~l<;ir original Weight. All sur~vors at 20 opm ~d ~ d ) or .ess 
. '~~i?',ht, but >\.os ,nh tell' • 'b e somewhat. 

u.l e <.! a . eo' lost Weight, one weig.).,4 ...... ~_, . 
. ~ ~y 90 Gm. at death;: 
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:.' ;;::J.. ::oly at the lowest level, 5 P?t:l, and i.."1 the ccncel group, die. 

., 
!u Th·:·US'.l2.l Sig-d ';)i t~~l! affect included dspilation, c:)rD.eal damage, 

·'.'.:i.gtt loss. ·F!.et==d~tiCliOf weigl:rt gain appeared eVI'tIl at the 5 ppm, level. 

8. L::H3i~...s weZ'a found mos'~ ·COlll2r.onlJ in the liJllg8, kieneys, a.r.d 

- ~":' "lb:nlzh tile ali.lr.e;).t::..ry e:?..'1al. the llver. a.nd other organs were .. . , - .... . 
;:!.:::~r;llny aiiected.. The damage appe2.l'ed to loca.1ize in epitheli?.l ti:::sua. 

{. I=.cl'ea::e in l:.ve1:/'body' w<:!ight ratio appeared at 5 p~nn,. eLd ldcbeyl 

.' - :::::i!.'~t l'atic mCJ:'eased .;l.t 10 ppm. Testes decreased iT~ size c.t 5 PP:=l . 

) .... - ~~"'~=-.1. "''"''=. -';;""S 1I~+ si~iii~ant 'U."ltillO poro. . ; , __ ....... _.l___ 'f - _.. b ... · _ 

Percutaneou;5 to::icity and irritation studies. 
Eine, and 1.. G. Rice, '7 Jan. 1955. 

'?~:'X)rt 231: ldm:~ !:I Acute and cb.ronic va,por exposuzoe of :-ode~ts. 
':. R, Ebe, E:-rr:- A;:,iersoD, J. K. Eodalna, and j. S. 'W~on, 
12 January 1953 .. 
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...... 

. . -. ------.-11---1- 'J-O:,?-,,-,..,/~-' I 
' .. ., • L -... ~ • 1 ' . - oQ #'.- -:I , 
• :.!·) .... t:?J.:· .. 1 i ·,I:l€,'l!.t ! B Cl':>d Stuc.:!1'S I ':Nei""lt. 2=.iio::; l ::;'.' I 

R .. . ~ .. ((,.,-....., . b- - .. . \- \';.)'" \...)J. 
.. :: la'uo .: t..:a:.:i:l .t) /nemog!'.;) m .!.JG1~t)·:::)-,;s ;',:..lve!' ,I<J,i'::U9Y Tes::s I 
'--.- 0/15' - 1.1 108 '/1 14. 9 I 5323 --j-;. 57 : O. ;,34 1. 02 

0/15 I :::2* I 16.8 ,7100 ! 3.94*;0.541 0.:33 

Z/15 '15* 16.°

1 

II aooo /4.00*; 0.829* )' 0.53* 

lo/i5 39* 14. :3 3390" 4. 74*) O. 841;it I O. 52* 

.' 

3igniiiC:3.l1t:y dificn'ent iron the cOlltrol value 

"::lie- 2,. P..er):~at<Jd In.tramuscular Injection cf Rats with DBCP 
,-'."jEll b tv:? s'::ri;:s oi' ~rae daily doses, O'1e:: a p:::iod of tv;-:al;e days) 

---,---, . ,~ 

. ~~_'L' j >::;~. 1._ '~I-"':r.j..·, ( .... .,., ) ~.\,.:: ""'B(" C') . ( 1~3) ""r 1 t . . ': .. .,. I , J.. •• ;:.-::? .. : '-"6"·.' ,_l.t'. at.",.'\ " \ t1!lt ,X '-! . J.'. uc =~ eCl :Ml'l)'l'cw NIort.clityl 
:~.'.;;,'.I L..:::::-':': 0 -:: 8 12 ·'/1 .... ".r ... " C?l.!.s (AlO',») I ?.b.Uo ! 

.. :;- ! W'Ee 7.2 7.7 14,2 11 .. 5 ~o L 140 1/5,1 I I 'Nt. 1'71 '1'('7 1St;· S' 
·----+1--- I 

I vlBC lC.l 10.912.4 14.2 tIl I 170'1' ,I 0/5 : I W~ If! 145 IE? '58 I~ /. I .. I 
r:.e-I::oived T,l!'opyle~e glycol 
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Mr. CO~YERS. Our next witness is the attorney for the Center for 
Law in the Public Interest, Attorney Alletta Belin,accompanied by 
Mr. Tom Hayden. 

Welcome to the subcommittee. . ., 
The Center for Law in the Public Interest has undertaken litiga

tion in the areas of corporate responsibility, employment discrimi
nation, transportation,criminal justice reform and civil rights. 

Since early 1979, the Center has been actively urging the State of 
California to refer violations of occupational health and safety laws 
for criminal prosecution and haS published a report entitled 
t'Criminal Enforcement of California's Occupational Health Laws," 
which we are very pleased to receive into the record, as well as 
your prepared testimony. ' .. ' 
, We a-welcome. an old friend; Tom Hayden, who is the chair-

man of ~.aB Campaign for Economic Democracy. ' 
We welcome your statement Attorney Belin, and you may pro-

ceed. ' 

TESTIMONY OF ALLETTA D'A. BELIN, ATTORNEY; CENTER FOR 
LAW IN THE PUBLIC INTEREST, ACCOMPANIED BY TOM 
HAYDEN, CHAIRMAN, CAMPAIGN FOR ECONOMIC DEMOC
RACY". 
Ms. BELI~. Thank you, Chairman Conyers, Mr. Miller: Thank 

you for the invitation to speak today on H.R. 4973. . 
I believe the criminal sanCtions provided in this bill will provide 

a much-needed deterrent against conscious and economically moti-

69-943 0 - 81 - 26 
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vated decisions on the part of corporate management, which will 
cause death and serious physical injury to countless workers and 
members of the public throughout this country. 

The work of the Center for Lawcin the Public Interest in the 
area of occupational health, I believe, provides a clear demonstra
tion of the need for criminal sanctions of the sort provided in H.R. 
4973. 

The number of deaths and serious debilitating disease caused by 
exposute in the workplace to, toxic substances is shocking and has 
been described already in testimony before this subcommittee. 

According to the Department of HEW, at least 80,000 people a 
year die of cancer caused by exposure to toxic substances in the 
workplace. That's at least one-fifth of the cancer deaths each year 
in this country. 

Even more shocking is the evidence that in many cases the 
deaths are not just the result of simple ignorance, but of conscious 
decisions to go ahead with practices and products in the face of 
known dangers and to cover up those dangers. 

This subcommittee has already heard extensive testimony re
garding the conscious decision of the asbestos industry to suppress 
information on the harmful effects of ,that toxic substance. 

What must be emphasized, howev~A:, is the numbers" involved 
there, that those decisions, according to HEW, that have resulted 
in and will continue to result in the deaths of between 2 and 2% 
million people who worked with that substance during and after 
W orId War II, long after the asbestos industry know of the lethal 
and debilitating affects of asbestos. 

Unfortunately, asbestos is merely one of the most egregious ex
amples of a phenomenon that has occurred over and over again 
with many other substances. Data on the toxic affect of vinyl 
chloride, BCME, benzene and many other substances, has also been 
knowingly suppressed by ,industry causing death and physical 
injury to countless workers and members of the public. 

There is every indication that these sorts of business practices 
will continue unless and until strong incentives are enacted to 
deter such behavior. 

Last spring, the Center for Law in the Public Interest, with the 
help of Mr. Hayden's organization, the Campaign for Economic 
Democracy, published a report analyzing the criminal enforcement 
of California's occupational health laws, 

We found that the civil enforcement mechanisms which con'sist, 
usually, of very small fines, were relatively ineffective in deterring 
statutory violations in the first place, and in detrerring repeated 
misconduct. Companies have continued on a regular basis to violate 
those laws., , 

For example, occupational he'alth inspections in California in 
1977 and 1978, resulted in citations in 40 percent of the inspections. 
And under, the Occupational Carcinogens Control Act, which is a 
California law which regulates about 20 known carcinogens in the 
workpl~ce, during the first 4 months of enforcement of that law, 
the Division of Occupational Safety and Health they found 65 
percent of the companies in violation of that law. 

, This is not surprising in light of the minimal civil penalties that 
are commonly imposed. For a nonserious occupational health viola-
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tiol], the average p~nalty is $10. For serious violation, that is one 
whlC~ could result In a substantial probability of death or serious 
phYSIcal harm, the ~veragepenalty has been $239. 

Even the most egregious, willful, or repeated violations of the 
h~alth standards carry a maximum civil penalty of $10,000. 

,Mr. CONYERS. Has that ever been levied, to your knowledge? 
,Ms. BELIN. No, not to my knowledge. I believe in one case' we 

saw a $5,000 penalty levied, but in general never ~ore than $1'000. 
,_ Mr. CO:~~'YERS. And no crii.ninal prosecutions? ' 

, Ms." BEBtN; One crimin~tl' prosecution. after we published the 
repor.t. Th!it s for occupatIOnal health VIolations. And we're still 
workIng WIth the State to try to get ythis to become a more regular 
procedure. ;" 
;. Mr. CONYERS. Are ~ou suggesting it was because of your activi
t~es that the prosecutIOn occurred? 

"Ms. BELIN. I was suggesti~~g--
Mr. CONYERS. Modesty as!de for the moment. How did it happen? 
1\18. BELIN. Well, up untIl we began our research on the report 

about a. year ago, an~ th~rle had neyer b~en prosecution for any 
occupatIOnal health VIOlatIOns here In CalIfornia or, indeed, any
wher~, B;lthough the ~tate was regularly referring saIety violations 
for crImInal prosecutIOn. 

We began ~eeting with State officials, including Mf. Weiner who 
was her~ ear!ler today, and they expressed qqite a bit of enthusi-
asm for It. It Just had never happended before.' , " 

S?on a~te~ we had on~ or two meetings with them and began 
urgIng crImInal pr?SecutIOn, th~y began supplying us data for the 
repo~-t, and they dId refer the fIrst case for prosecution. This first 
crImInal case was one of the cases that we had come upon in our 
research, the Brassbestos Co. 

Back to ~hat we found in our report, we found that over a 14-
~ont~ pe~IOd, 3!5 companies in California were cited for serious 
v;olatIOns Inyolvlng know~ carci,nogens. A total of 78 serious viola
tIOns were CIted and the fInes for all of those 78 serious violations 
together totaled $49,000. , 

Civil fines are .n~ver levied ag~inst Government entities and in 
most cases there I~ Just a $1,000 fIne for a serious violation. 

Mr. CONYERS. What period ,of time did that cover? 
Ms. BELIN. That ,covered 14 months, from January 1978 to 

March of 1979. ' 
The fact tha~ ~hese civil fines are so minimal is significant be

cause most deCISIOns made by corporate management are made on 
a purely dollars-and-cents basis. 

Unfort~~ately, this. has ~een true in many cases even when 
those deCISIOns have dIrect Impact upon the physical well-being of 
workers and members of the public. Thus companies may find it 
cheaper to m.a~ket an unsafe product and pay the resulting civit, ' 
damages or ~IVII fines than to change the product to make it safe. 

The sal!1e IS true for, substances in the workplace. The company 
may find It c~eaper to just have controls in the workplace ·which do 
not c~mply WIth the statute and to pay the resulting fines because 
that IS ~uch cheaper than to actually change the engineering 
pontrols In the workplace. 
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Mr. CONYERS. I presume these are conclusions you've drawn in 
the course of the study. Have any of the companies told you that 
that was their practice, that it was easier to pay the penalty and 
continue the violation rather than to correct the known violation? 

Ms. BELIN. Well, frankly, we have not had too many direct 
dealings with the companies, themselves, since we were just going 
through the State files on the companies. So I have never actually 
asked them. It is our conclusion that civil fines or damage awards 
will never be adequate to prevent this sort of behavior. 

In contrast, a criminal law which holds corporate officials or a 
corporation, particularly the officials, themselves, personally ac
countable can provide a deterrent for this behavior. 

Criminal penalties have helped secure compliance with a number 
of different kinds of laws affecting the public health and safety. 

It's our feeling that companies and corporate officials, once 
aware that their suppression of information may rest in criminal 
prosecution, will insure that such information be fully disclosed. 

The notoriety attached to criminal conviction along with the 
resulting economic ramifications appears to be and can be effective 
in this sort of white-collar crime. 

The possibility of a jail sentence is an effective deterrent, regard-
less of how often the jail sentence, itself, is imposed. The effect is 
in the conviction, not in the exact nature of the penalty. Neverthe
less we would certainly argUE;l that jail sentences are appropriate in 
serious violations of this sort. 

Also strict probationary terms can be another strong incentive to 
strict compliance with this law. 

Mr. CONYERS. Do you go so far as to recommend that corpora-
tions be kept on probation with periodic checks? 

Ms. BELIN. Yes, I would recommend that that would be a very 
effective way of enforcing this law because you can't throw a 
corporation in jail and that would seem to provide the best means 
of insuring compliance. 

I wOll't go into all of the specific comments in the bill which I 
have outlined in my written testimony. I would just emphasize two 
particular points. 

The first one is that we feel very strongly that the bill ~hould 
cover not only those who do discover serious dangers, buf\-,those 
who should have discovered those dangers. )\ 

The way it's written right now really creates an incenti~fe for 
people to close their eyes to dangers and not to ferret thein out. 

Furthermore, this language encourages an overall lack of ac
countability which is often a problem in enforcing criminal white-
collar penalties. ~""~ 

We would, in fact, recommend that H.R~] 4973 expressly require 
that companies assign specific individual~ with responsibility for 
various areas for disclosing information of ;areas. . 

The second point that I would emphasize is that\the restriction of 
application of H.R. 4973 to only those. products or» practices which 
will cause death or serious bodily injury is restriction that might 
make it virtually impossible to apply the law. It's unclear whether 
statistical evidence of the danger of some.product or· practice would 
be sufficient to meet that standard. It seems unclear whether even 
asbestos and other situations that have been 'described before the 
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subcommittee wo~ld necessarily meet that standard. And we would 
rec?mmend that It be recast to cover those roduct· . whIC~ could result in substantial probabilityP of de~hor pract.ICes 
physIcal harm, or serIOUS 

Thank you, I . 
t~rh' ?ONYERS, T~~t' s a suggestion that has been made and one in 

w J;~c we are senSItIve and supportive. 
Are there ~ny points in your case that you would want to brin t:.. o:d agj':~0'ii ;;Vas t~B something particular about Brassbe; 

sort them out? 0 er an rown and AMV AC that caused you to 

Ms, BELIN. All of those situations would . em hasize m f c~'r"'ln\ abkut t~e Ian~age of the statute whichPis that it ~ho~j k. on y B e nOWI?g but It s~oul~ be where employees should have 
nown. ec~:u~e In those. SItuatIOns, even if it is true th t th 

~~~~~::iy tilf~Iallst tknew, It'bs extremely difficult to prove a~d it': 
ICU 0 prove eyond a reasonable doubt 

n!dcf~r o[h!hco·h se cas~ stthudI
1
' es would be perfect illust~ation of the 

ange In e anguage. 
Mr. CONYERS, Well, thank you very much 
I would like to welcome Tom Hayden We will enter .. 

~al eff~hemCent s~udy into our record ~nd point out t~~Ufn c~ddi: 
IOn 0 e .ampaIgn for Economic Democracy he I h' h 

State of California Solar Council which advis~s thea sG
o 

c ~rs t e 
solar energy d 11 ovel:'nor on 
ern SUN S I poCer ;n , as we , represents the State in the West-
• . 0 ar on ~rence of the Western States. He, in addition 
~ o~ t~e border regIOnal commission dealing with relations with 

exICO In energy and economic development. 
Welcome before our subcommittee Tom We WI'li b ' h dd't" I ,. e anxIOUS to 

a:~hi:~r;e. 1 IOna comments as well as your prepared statement 

Mr. HAYDEN. I would like to thank you M Ch' co~n~b?' for having these hearings and describe briefly ~ha~e":i~ 
an . en resp?nd to the two questions that were asked b counsel 
whcich wedre, fIrst, to provide some documented evidenc! of cases' 
an secon ,so~e comments on the bill, itself. . , 

'Fhe CampaIgn for Economic Democracy works amon th 
tl?-Ings, on a progran,l to try to reduce the threat ~f occu g ~ er ~se£e. the threat of canper particularly in the State of CJif~'::,~~ 
~~hl:V~ ~h~~ ~~d~~d bUSIness policy and governmentalpQIicies ca~ 
th We rave aWn educat,ional project and an organizing project along 

ese meso e work very closely with th B d" . 
on their occupational health d fi t e rown a mInI~tratIOn 
the issue of criminal penaltie:.n sa e y programs and espeCIally on 

I am glad that Alletta Belin from the Center for L .. ~~~lic In}ehest is here although I think that if she wan~: thn;, i::il 
C~lif~~nfa sh: w~~i~ hmavaellt but important change came about in 

T ',. 0 say more. 
th ~ center s std~' provided the factuaLfoundation that allowed 
th e d .over?or thn tate OSHA officials to move ahead I think in 
i~d d~ll~n~~n at they wanted to and very much to he~ credit ~nd 
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The issue, I think, has been stated well in previous. testimony 
that I have read and so I would like to come very rapIdly to the 
examples that you asked for of whe!e info~mation. may haye saved 
lives or where penalties for the wIthholdIng of InformatIOn may 
have saEed people. . . h 

I think that H.R. 4973 begins to redress ~ balan~e In WhIC too 
long in the marketplace it. has, fran~l;y, paId to kIll. It has been 
cheaper to expose workers In communItIes to hazardous substances 
than it has been to clean them up. . 

Redressing that balance is urgent on a number of fronts In 
California. First of all, herbicides. In th~ ~orests of the northern 
part of our State for years, phenoxy. herbICIdes have been sprayed 
without any particular regard for the exposure to the countIes and 
the people living there. . .. 

This herbicide, as you know, was used as a d~folIant In VIetnam 
and exposure to the diox~n in it has resulte~ In cancer CEl/3es and 
birth defects both in Vietnam and among VIetnam veterans here. 

Communities here are now paying that price because of the 
spraying of the forests. 

Chemical companies involved did not ackno~ledge the haza:ds or 
distribute any information about2,4,5-T untIl .they were fln~lly 
pressured to do so as a result of work done by Independent SCIen-
tists. . . I? 

Mr. CONYERS. Is that Dow ChemIca. 
Mr. HAYDEN. Yes. 
Mr. CONYERS. And others? . . 
Mr. HAYDEN. Yes, there are others; 2,4-D IS beIng sprayed al

though it may also contain chemical components, the dangers of 
which have not been acknowledged. ". . 

There have been citizens' initiatives in M~ndoclno County whICh 
passed and another in Humboldt County thIS fall that would seek 
to ban the use of these poisons. , . . 

I think that whether or not those pass, H.R. 4973. s prOVISIOns 
would assist in guarding against other suc~ exposures In the future 
by forcing the companies to be more forthrIght. . 

Second, . pesticides. You have heard from ~alph Ll~htstone and, I 
suppose some others about that situation so let me SImply say that 
while the new regUlations in C:::lifornia ~tiffen the pr<?cess ?f rereg
istration, that increasedpenaltIe.s for faIlure t? reregIster Informa
tion about pesticides would prOVIde a greater Impetus to make our 
new regUlations work..·· . I 

Third waste dumps. The State of CalifornIa ha~, apparent y, 
3 000 w~ste dumps according to EPA and they have v:rtually aban
d~ned any attempt to succeed in what we call theIr search and 
destroy operation. " t 

It is, for example, a tragedy for those of you who have been. 0 

Buffalo, N.Y., and haye s~en the ~ove ~am:~l, as I have, .c~n~l<;lfind 
the same thing in RIverSIde, CalIf., WIth lIttle or no VISIbIlIty or 
public attention. . .. ' . 5) • 

There is a dump there that's in a raVIne above several ~ouslng 
tracts Several years ago when the rains flooded the raVIne, the 
whole' area was covered with a kind of milky b!own water th~t 
went into people's basements and surrounded theIr houses. An~ In 
the wake of that, community people began to form groups to fInd 
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l. 
I i out. what was happening. They discovered that over a 17-year 
II p.erI?~ for over 24 hours a day, corpoz:ations had been 'dumping 
! i SIgnIfICant amounts of unknown chemIcals into the ravine and II probably down into the water table. 
/1 We have been organizing with residents of that community who 

lJ are demanding a cleanup. There is not much that can be done for 
J the people there and, perhaps, not very much for their water table II . thHat's been atfhfected. .. . . 1 

II)1 owever,' ere are mItIgatIOns po icies that are possible and of 
course, the future is ours to handle differently. . ' 

'1' California's waste disposal law currently requires reporting to 
the State by companies that are disposing of hazardous waste. But 

1
1
' again, tough criminal penalties would provide a, backup to insur~ 

that newly discovered hazards get reported and handled effectively; ! Fourth, water contamination. It is a very serious problem. You 

I.l

l have heard testimony about the illegal dumping practices by Oxy
I chern in the San Joaquin Valley. 
I Let me say something additionally about Santa Monica, to give 

you a second example. Where I live, the city of Santa Monica, has 

I found that its water supply has been contaminated by trichloroeth
ylene. It is a discovery that caught the community by surprise'and 

I led to a community realization that the public is really unaware of 
what chemicals are used throughout the city, let alone what risks 
they pose. 

As a first step, we have introduced an ordinance in Santa Monica 
which will require disclosure of hazardous chemicals that are han
dled and disposed of i,n theffcity's jndustrial operation. 

This is the most effective way of achieving adequate emergency 
preparedn,ess, making adequate zoning decisions and preventing 
needless. exposure. 

However, the city is ill-equipped to enforce such a law and Feder
al criminal penalties would, again, add teeth to such a disclosure 
ordinance.;) 

Mr. CONYERS. That is probably the situation that many cities and 
communities find themselves in even where their citizens are 
strongly in support of improvements in the kinds of policies that 
are being articulated before the subcommittee; w.ouldn't you say? 

Mr. H~YDEN. I would imagine so. I think that city staffs are 
under~qulpped to handle the problem and that most responsible 
agenCIes are unaware of the problem and usually the public doesn't 
know that the problem is in their midst. 

Mr. CONYERS. It just occurred to me, Mr. Hayden, that with the 
reduction in State funding, it may be a little naive for us to assume 
too much more strengthening of the role of State agencies because 
they are probably not going to be able to finance themselves ade
quately. 

Mz:. HAYDEN. Tha~ is correct. If you assume a decline of public 
fu~d~ng fo! t~~ publIc seRt<?r, theQ,You would have to increase th~ 
crIm~nal lIabIlIty of the prIvate sector or else you would have no 
regulation because the public sector's regUlatory power is weak 
enough as it is. Budget cuts will weaken it further and if there is 
nothing on the private sector, then you have a situation ready 
made for uncontrolled runaway technology. ' 

-
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Mr. CONYERS. I might as well carry. it one step fur~her. By 
fighting inflation and balancing the budget at the Federal level, 
would mean that general revenue and State revenue-sharing funds 
which might, arguably, be supportive of some of these programs 
will not be coming forward, making criminal prosecution even 
more necessary than ever. . 

As a matter of fact, in entering the 1980's, it appears that we're 
in a whole motion of cutting back the Government just at the point 
where we've made important new discoveries and steps forward 
from the 1970's; We're sort of meeting our new information and 
intelligence by reducing the ability of government almost at all 
levels. 

Mr. HAYDEN. Except for the Pentagon as I think you're well 
aware, Mr. Conyers. We could reduce the military budget, still 
have a balanced Federal budget and put more funds into the war 
against the chemical environment. 

But that is not on the agenda. 
I wanted to mention a fifth area that we are working in and that 

is the emergency preparedness which is a catch ,term for the capac
ity of local firefighters, police, city officials, and health officials, to 
deal with the immediate hazards of trucks that turn over, trains 
that turn over, explosions, emissions, the kinds of things that can 
catch a community in a disaster which requires immediate action. 

There have been, for example, plant emissions in several citie:;; in 
Orange County that have resulted in dangerous exposures to the 
community. 

Last June, there was a plastics manufacturing plant named Fi
berite in the city of Orange which was responsible for an emission 
of chemical vapor which made a number of communitJ~ people 
quite ill. Several citizens had chemically related bronchitis and 
severe liver damage. 

The plant, Fiberite, claimed only carbon dioxide and water had 
escaped and they would not initially give out information on the 
a.ccident or the content and nature of the vaporous cloud that was 
released saying that that information was proprietary. 

We worked with the community and developed an organization 
which, through the pressure that it placed on the company and the 
publicity that was generated, resulted in the facts coming out that 
a toxic level of phenol had been present in the emission. 

I could give you similar cases in Costa Mesa and other parts of 
Orange County that underscore the importance of having criminal 
penalties for these kinds. of coverups. 

The solution is very, very complicated and long term. I think 
that H.R .. 4973 is a step toward the solution in the sense that it 
makes it more expensive for employers to withhold information. 

However, our experience in California shows how difficult it is to 
prosecute corporate violators. If an individual, a private citizen, 
were charged and brought to court on grounds of gassing their 
neighbors or poisoning their children, they would be given long
term sentences or, perhaps, the death penalty, but there is no such 
penalty for corporate violators. 

Mr. CONYERS. In T.exas, $239 will net you a life sentence. 
Mr. HAYDEN. That is correct. 
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And as I th.ink Alletta Belin's testimony indicated, we only move 
toward a pohcy of seekingr criminal penalties in California after 
there was work by citizensl

' organizations and after they were able 
to bring ~~e results of their w~rk to .the attention of sympathetic 
State offICIals and after meetIngs WIth the Governor were held. 
After all of that, there still has not been a single conviction and 
jail sentence achieved. 

Now just in conclusion, I wanted to make some comments on 
loopholes in H.R. 4973 which might make it. more palatable for 
passage but could leave community groups and working people 
frustrated as they try to u~;e the law to redress their grievances. 

Mr. CONYERS. When you say loopholes, that suggests that they 
were knowingly put there.' , 

Mr. HAYDEN. The word "knowingly" is exactly what I was going 
to comment on., 

Mr. CONYERS. "Knowingly,') I know you were. 
Mr. HAYDEN. I think that you make the point exactly. To require 

that managers knowingly faU to warn affected employees allows 
them to ,create a corporate structure that shields them from infor
mation that they ought to know and, thus, they have a legal 
defense. 
M~. CONYER~. They mi~ht even.~o as .far as having one person 

appOInted receIver of all InformatlOn whIch probably would be his 
of,ficial title. Then, everyone else, could say, "Well, if nobody told 
hlm, we were obeYIng the law. None of us had knowledge and he is 
charged with receiving and having all the knowledge." 

Mr. HA~DEN, There is a do,ctrine of gross negligence that ought 
to be conslderd as part of thIS law that to claim a lack of knowl
edge about poisoning your own workers come close to situations in 
20th century history in which people were put on trial and igno
rance was no excuse. 

Thank y~u very, very much for going to the trouble and having 
the ~Ot;tlmltme~t to. trave~ around. the country trying to create 
pubhc Interest In thIS subject and In the need for passage of this 
kind of law. 
. Mr. C.oNYERS. Do you have, Mr. Hayden, any v.iew of the situa

tIOnas It relates to other States in the Union? I am impressed by 
the fact that if California,.is the lead State, then what· has come 
clear to me is how bad, (perhaps, the other several States in the 
Union may be in this regard. , 

After all, the record here is hardly one to be proud of or to be 
~sed as an exa~ple. Yet, I've heard many times that this probably 
~s w~ere there IS as much development going on 'at the State level 
In thIS area .as anywhere. 

Mr: HAl:DEl\l~\ It proba~ly ~s so and with the passage of toxic 
che:mlCal bIlls ~hat ~re beIn~ Introduced with broad support in the 
~egI~latur~, pahfornIa may, In fact, go further this year in toughen-
Ing Its polICIes, , . 

The fact remains that it's a reactive approach, it's an ,after-the
fact approach to a problem that has'.accuI?u~ated over many years, 
sometImes knowledgeably and sometImes In Ignorance. 

Now w.e have to undo the damage. It's almost like .a cat-and
m01;ls.e ga~e. If you al~ow the corporate cat to make any and all 
deCISIOns In an economIC marketplace that encourages evasion and 

--
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ii-,any of the regulatory mouse tries to catch them, the. results have 
got to be damage to children. And it's got to be loss of life. It's got 
to be da~age to the environment. 

There is no way that the regulatory mouse can catch the corpo
rate cat. You have to make the original decision a responsible one. 

Mr. CO~YERS. Let me ask you, do you have any idea what the 
industry and corporate response may be in this regard? 

We have had indications that there may be a surprising receptiv
ity toward the kinds of standards that are being promoted in this 
legislation. 

Is this some naive eastern optimism or is this grounded on any 
reality at all? 

Mr. HAYDE~. Usually we in the West are accused of being naive 
optimists. I don't know. 

I think that Peter Weiner who testified earlier has had direct 
dealings with industry and has found a mixed. response and could 
give you more information about who is favorable and who isn't. 

I think what is needed by industry is a firm definition of what 
the rules are and then they will abide by them. When you have a 
vague climate and the civil penalties are so marginal, then you are 
really encouraging the worst behavior. 

In fact, I don't blame corporations. I blame government because 
government sets the rules of behavior and if you set rules that tell 
people that it is cheaper to make an environmental mess than to 
clean it up, why should they not make the mess? If they spend 
money on safety, their competitors are going to beat them out. Any 
competitor who cuts corners is going to beat them out. I think it's 
more a problem with government and the rules that government 
sets. 
. Mr. CO~YERS. Well, there is a marke.d reluctance on the part of 

government to set these rules. 
Mr. HAYDEN. I am not sure why that is. I cannot imagine that 

there is a powerful constituency in favor of creating a more chemi
cal environment. Government is responsible to taxpayers, people, 
workers, and we are a contaminated State. California is a State 
which, more than any other, is suppo~ed to be proud of its environ
memt. 

Mr. CONYERS. Well, I would suggest that unless the citizen move
ment not only continues but is greatly increased, the government 
responsibility which you have so aptly described will probably not 
come about. As a matter of fact, it h~sn't come about before now 
until organizations like yourself and others who have testified here 
before the subcommittee have moved it to action. 

I think we have an interesting governmental problem. Here we 
have overwhelming citizen support for stronger regulatory controls 
to be put on industry with regard to matters that affect their life 

., and health. And, at the same time, you have a marked reluctance 
on the part of government at all its levels to do what is clearly and 
obviously in the national and the public interest. 

It seems to me that when we get down ,to the mechanisms of 
cont~ol, tI;te, influence of corp~rate an~ ih~\lstri~l sector up~n 
pubhc polIcy may be greatly dIsproportIOnate to Its numbers In 
society. We may be witnl~~ing the relationship between those who 
manage the industrial s~dor and those who in Government make 
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public policy decisions and find that their views are greatly related, 
one being impacted on and affected by the other,notwithstanding a 
tremendous public sentiment .that may be literally clamoring for 
action. 

It seems to me that the catalysts are still community, civic, 
political, and environmental organizations who .are still needed as 
a catalyst. . -

Mr. HAYDEN. I'd be glad to take your advice. 
Mr. CONYERS. You already have, unfortunatly, fortunately for us. 
Counsel, do you have questions? 
Mr. GREGORY. No questions, Mr. Chairman. ' 
Mr. CONYERS. Questions? 
Ms. OWEN. Yes, I have just one question and I will direct it to 

both of you. 
Assuming that a business wants to comply with this legislation, 

exactly what kind of evidence of danger do you suggest should put 
them on notice that it is the sort of danger about which they 
should notify the government? 

Ms. BELIN. Exactly what kind of evidence? 
Ms. OWEN. In other words, on one hand, there are some egregious 

instances where there are several studies, all of which show pretty 
much the same danger. Supposing on the other hand, that there is 
just one study, and that that one study shows only instance of danger 
in 100,000 cases of exposure. 

Is that the sort of danger that a company should notify the 
government about under this kind of legislation? How strong does 
the evidence have to be before they have this duty to notify? 

Ms. BELIN. I guess my feeling is that the way it's always been up 
until now is sort of backward, that you don't have to notify or do 
anything until after you already have lots and lots of evidence of 
harmful effects.- '. 

So I don't know even if there should be a lower limit, there 
ought to be disclosure of information. 

Ms. OWEN. Just any information at all? 
Ms. BELIN. Information on the dangers of certain substances. 
Ms. OWEN. What if there is, perhaps, a question in this business 

person's mind about the reliability of the information concerning 
the danger? Would he still be bound to notify? 

Ms. BELIN. I would say so just bec~use error ought to be on the 
side of disclosure. And it is so hard ,to draw those lines. I, myself, 
don't feel terribly comfortable with the industry who has the eco
nomic interest in the product to make those sorts of determinations 
that the burden ought to be to disclose any information on the 
dangers. , 

Ms. OWEN. Let me direct this question to Mr. Hayden. 
I notice in your statement you mentioned the possibility of 

imposing a form of strict liability in these situations. Do you think 
that that would be appropriate where, perhaps, the evidence of 
danger is unreliable? Is it really fair to impose strict liability for 
failure to warn under those circumstances? 

Mr. HAYDEN. I think that there is nothing wrong with the appro
priate manager as the wording of the pill goes, saying that he 
thinks that such a report is unreliable. 
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As long as the affected" people, the employees, are given full 
disclosure of the report and it is not knowingly kept from them. 

I don't know the exaIllple that you're thinking of, if any, that's 
come: up in this hearing. 

Ms. OWE:N. I am speaking hypothetically at this point merely 
because I think there will be a lot of business people out there who 
will not know whether or not something constitutes the kind of 
danger they should report. 

I think a lot of times this is not really clear. 
Mr. CO:NYERS. Are you raising the question of whether it's lethal 

or maybe less than fatal? 
Ms. OWEN. I am asking what kind of evidence they need to have 

before they have a duty to report that it is a possibly serious 
danger? 

Mr. HAYDEN. Well, there are official standards that are set by 
Cal/OSHA, by Federal OSHA, by EPA, et cetera. ' 

Those have been criticized by indu~try as being too onerous and 
criticized by ourselves as not going far enough. Some of us believe 
that we will be proven right in the assertion that there is no safe 
exposure to certain things. Then~ is no such thing as a little expo
sure being all right. Certainly, any report that indicated to me, 
coming from these agencies, that there was some question about 
substances used in the workplace, I would think an employer 
would be obliged to pass it on. 

If the CED chemical research team were to come up with a 
report and it was printed on the front page of the Chronicle assert
ing that there is some new dangerous substance, I would think 
anything that was in the newspapers would be certainly in the 
realm of information that the employer ought to draw the employ
ees' attention to. The employer can always argue that it is safe. 
The employer can go on the floor, the employer can touch it. The 
employer can immerse himself in it to basically carry out his 
commitment to its being perfectly safe. He can take his children, 
his wife, et cetera. 

Usually what happens is it is a complete reverse. The employer 
has nothing to do with it and hires lawyers to. attack reports. 

Ms. OWEN. Thank you. ' 
Mr. HAYDEN. Sure. 
Mr. CONYERS. We are very grateful to have you both before the 

subcommittee. I know you will continue to watch our work. 
We have a number of modifications that have been introduced 

into a new revision that we are working on which we will be happy 
to make available to you very shortly. . 

Mr. HAYDEN. Thank you. 
Mr. CONYERS. I notice that this is a preliminary analysis that 

suggests that your work here is going to continue. 
Ms. BELIN. We expect so, yes. We wanted to get that report out 

quickly because the findings were so shocking and we only had 
time to do the analysis of 14 months of data just on the Carcino
gens Control Act. We may well do a followup study to see what is 
happening now and, perhaps, do a study on other noncarcinogenic 
but toxic substances. 

Mr. CONYERS. I take it this is a work of first instance that hasn't 
been done before. 
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Ms. ~ELIN. No,. it:s never been don~. As I said earlier there has 
never .een a cnminal prosecutiqp anywhere in the dountr for 
oc~upatI~na.1 health violations, and there has never been an ~nal-
YSIS of CrImInal versus civil sanctions in such instances. y 
th Mk CONYERS. 'VeIl, I hope you continue your good work and I 

M
an "BYOU both very much for your testimony before us today 

s. ELIN. Thank you. . 
Mr. HAYDEN. Thank you 
[Written statements of' Alletta d' A. Belin and Tom Hayden 

follow:] 
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MR. CHAIrumN AND MEMBERS OF THE SUBCOMMITTEE: 

Thank you for the invitation to speak today 
on H.R. 4973. The criminal sanctions provided in this 
bill will provide a much-needed deterrent to purposeful 
and economically-moti.vated decisions ,by corporate 
management which cause death and s~rious physical 
injury to American workers and consumers. 

Last spring, the Center for La~l in the 
Public Interest, with the help 0:1; the Campaign for 
Economic Democracy, published a report analyzing the 
criminal(el~orcement of California's occupational 
health' ]\~ws." We found that civil en£orcement mechanisms, 
consisting primarilyof'small fines, were ineffective 
in ,opreventing companies from conducting, their business 
in such a.way as to jeopardize the lives of their 
employees"and members o£ :the public. As ,a result, of 
our report, the first criminal prosecution ever 
brought for an occupational health violation was 
brought last spring in Orange CountYiCalifornia. 

I. Ef£ectiveness o£ Criminal vs. Civil Sunctions 
For Wilful Corporate Actions Endangering the 
Public Health and Safety 

Th: shocking extent of the problems in the 
area of oC<:iupational heal.,th provide a clear demonstration 
of the need for H.R. 4973. Most health experts agree 
now that between 80-90% .. of cancer is environmentally 
caused, and is thus preventable i£ healthy personal 
a~d corpora,te practices are developed and followed. 
In recent yearp, as thousands of neto1 chemicals have 
been developed, manufactured and introduced into the 
marketplace, the incidence '0:1: cancer has been rising 
dramatically. '"'In 1900, cancer caused less than 4% o£ 
all deaths ~n the U.S." but by 1975 that percentage 
totalled 18%, making cancer the nation's second leading 
cause of death.l1 In 1975, approximately 665,000 new 

.cancer cases were diagnosed in the United States, and 
there were 365,000 cancer deaths.2/ The Department of 
Heaith, Education and Welfare estimates that at least 
80,000 of thes,e deaths (more than one-fifth) have been 
caused by worker exposure to carcinogens while at the 
worksite, and hypothesiz:~s that. the rise in number-s is 
the direct result o~"theuse of new indus,trial sub
stances and procedtires.lI 
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Asbestos is perhaps the best known of all 
occupational hazards. This subcommittee has already 
heard extensive testimony regarding the conscious 
decision of the asbestos industry to suppress informa
tion on the harmful effects of that substance. What 
must be emphasized, however, is that those knowing and 
willful actions of corporate management. have. resulted 
in and will continue to re.sult in the death of millions 
of people in this country. Former HEW secretary 
Califano stated in 1978 that as many as 51% of the 4 
million persons who have worked heavily with asbestos 
since the beginning of World,t'1ar II, long after the 
asbestos industry knew of the dangers of exposure to 
asbestos, will die of lung cancer or other diseases as 
a result of their exposure to asbestos.!! In addition, 
as many as one-half million of the 4 to 7 million 
''lorkers who have had a lighter exposure to asbestos 
during this period will die of asbestos-related diseases. 
As Dr. Epstein pointed out in his testimony before 
this subcommittee, the history of asbestos is merely 
the most egregious example of a. phenomenon that has 
occurred over andover agai~ as new chemicals and 
substances have been introduced into the market. Data 
on the toxic effects of vinyl chloride, bischloromethy
lether (BC~m), benzene, chlordane/heptachlor, and 
kepone have all been knowingly' suppressed by industry, 
causing death and physical injury to countless workers 
and members of the public. 

These facts underscore the vast numbers of 
deaths and physical injuries already caused to workers 
and others by past business practices. Unfortunately, 
there is every indication that such practices continue 
as no incentives to alter such practices are enacted. 

In our analysis of the enforcement of 
California's occupational health laws, we found that 
civil enforcement mechanisms ''lere relatively ineffec
tiv~ both in deterring statutory vio+ations in the 
first place and in preventing repeated misconduct. 
Companies continue en a regular basis to. violate occu
pational health standards. For example, occupational 
health inspections in California in 1977 and 1978 
found approximately 40% of the companies in violation 
of health standards and orders. 5/ And, in the first 
four months of the operation of -California's Occupa
tional Carcinogens Control Act, which regulates 
approximately blenty known carcinogens including 
asbestos, 65% of the inspections resulted in issuance 
of citations.y 
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This is not surprising :Ln(' light of the 
minimal civil penaltiesc,:lj:hat are commonly imposed. 
The average penalty for a non-serious occupational 
health or safety violation is only $10. For a serious 
violation, that is, one which "could result" in a . 
"substantial probability" of death or serious physical 
harm, the average penalty is $239.7/ Even the most 
egregious willful or repeated violations of California's 
OSHA standards carry a maximumcivi;L penalty of 
$10,000.~ , 

In preparing our .report,we found that over 
a fourteen menth period, thirty-five companies in 
California were cited for serious violations involving 
known carcinogenic substances. A total of seventy
eight serious violations were found and cited, which 
resulted in fines totaling altogether only $49,000.21 

Such minimal civil fines are significant 
because most decisions made by corporate management 
are made on a strictly dollars and cents basis. 
Unfortunately, this has been true in some cases even 
in making decisions which directly affect the h~alth 
and safety of the public. Thus, companies may find it 
cheaper to market an unsafe prcduct and pay any result
ing fines or damage awards than to make that product 
safe. Similarly, in too many cases, cQmpanies hC\ve 
concluded that it is cheaper to expose their,workers 
to dangerous toxic substances than to establish an 
effective system of engineering cO:ltrols to protec·t 
the workers. 

Boiled down~o essentials, the economics may 
be expressed in terms of the following four costs: 

(1) Prevention costs (changing design 
of product or process to make it safe); 

(2) Appraisal costs (testing and inspect
ing individual products and devices to make sure 
they are not defective and unsafe); 

(3) 'Internal failure costs (throwing 
out bad 'products', reworking or repairing them); 

(4) Exter~al warranty costs (where 
unsafe product or process allowed to operate, 
reimbursing damages inflicted and otherwis~ paying 
costs incurred). 

69-943 0 - 81 - 27 
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A company's financial goal is to keep the total four 
costs at a minimum. It makes no differenpe whether 
the costs incurred are external warranty costs or 
prevention costs, as long as they are kept at a , . 
minimum. Therefore, if it is cheaper to spend noth~ng 
on prevention and appraisal, while paying maximum 
internal failure and external warranty costs, than to 
spend enough on preven~ion so as to ~lim~nate.external 
warranty costs, it is ~n the company s f~nanc~al 
interests not to prevent an unsafe product or prac
tice. In that manner, the company may proceed with a 
practice or product which it knmV's will be unsafe, 
because in the end it is cheaper to do so. , 

Civil fines or damage awards will never be 
adequate to prevent this sort of behavior. In 
contrast a criminal law which holds co~porate offi
ials per~onallY accountable can serve as an effective 
deterrent. Criminal penalties have helped secure 
compliance with many statutes and ordinances, part~cu
larly those which were enacted to protect the publ~c 
health and safety.lOI As the U.S. Supreme Court 
stated in upholding-the strict criminal liability 
provisions of the Food, Drug & Cosmetic Act, 

"in providing sanctions which reach 
and touch the individuals who exe
cute the corporate mission . • • the 
[Food, Drug and cosmetic] Act impose$ 
not only a positiv~ duty to seek out 
and remedy violation~, where they occur 
but also, and primarily, a duty to 
implement measures that will ensure 
that violations will not occur. The 
requirements'of foresight and vigi
lance imposed on responsible corporate 
agents are beyond question demanding, 
aHd perhaps onerous, but they are no 
more stringent than the public has a 
right to expect of those who volun
tarily assum~ positions of authori~y 
in business enterprises whose serv~ces 
and products affect the health and 
well-being of the public that 
supports them." (United states v. 
Park, 421 U.S. 658, 672 (1975).) 
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Companies and corporate officials, once aware that 
their suppression of information may result in criminal 
prosecutions, will ensure that such information be 
fully disclosed. The notoriety attached to criminal 
conviction, along with the resulting economic ramifi
cations, appears to be effective in this type of ' 
"white collar" crime, and civil sanctions can achieve 
no equivalent,effect.lll The possibility that judges' 
may be reluctant to impose jail sentences on indivi
duals who are convicted does not detract from the 
effectiveness of criminal sanctions for the same 
reason: the stigma and bad publicity stem 'from the 
conviction, not the penalty. The possibility of a 
jail sentence, no matter how unlikely, provides corpo
rate officials with a strong incentive to comply with 
the latV'. 

The primary function of the criminal sanc
tion is thus two-fold: First, criminal convictions of 
the companies and officials who unlawfully cover up 
information can bring an end to such·activity either 
by placin~ the violator in jailor by stigmatizing the 
offender to such an extent that he or she desists. 
Second, and equally important, the use of criminal 
penalties not only acts to deter the company or , 
official against whom charges are brought from future 
violations, but, in addition, it deters all other 
companiE::s from violating the law. The availability of 
criminal sanctions thus imposes an affirmative duty on 
all companies and corporate officials to ensure that 
lnxormation concerning dangerous business products or 
practices will not be covered up. . 

II. Recommendations for H.R. 4973 

Before discussing specific provisions of 
H.R. 4973, I have one general observation based on our 
experience in urging criminal prosecutions for occupa
tional health violatioD~'l Although California's' 
occupational health Q·fficials agreed that some com
panies needed the added threat of criminal. liability 
to spur them to comply with the law, the state was 
exceedingly reluctant to refer such cases for criminal 
prosecution because of what were perceived as nearly 
insurmountable proof problems created by the need to 
establish. all elements of the crime "beyond a reaSon
able doubt." To be sure, it is not easy to obtain 
convictions involving white collar crimes because the 
chains of responsibility and of causation are often 
far more attenuated t,han in other sorts of crime. 
Thus, to ensure that H.R. 4973 will not be a mere 
showpiece but will in fact be brought to bear against 
guilty corporate officials, it must be very precisely 
drafted. Every word and phrase must have a clear and 
unmistakable meaning and no' loopholes can be left. 
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(1) § (al (2) 

The bill should be expanded to cover 
not only those who discover serious danger~ but 
also those who should have disco,:,"ered such 
dangers. The present language d~scourages 
individuals from seeking out problems and, , 
instead, adds incentive for them to close the~r, 
eyes to any potential dangers. Furthermore, th~s 
language encourages an overall, lack, of, accoUI;t:_ 
ability. One of the problems ~n br~ng7ng,cr~m~ 
nal prosecutions has always been th7 d~fh(:mlty 
of attaching responsibility for act~o~ 0: 7n-
action on any individual or group of ~nd~v~dua~s. 

.H.R. 4973 should expressly requir7 ~h<;tt compan~es 
assign speciIic officials respons~b~~~ty for 
various aspects of product and pract~ce safety, 
so that such officials will be sure to ~arr~ out 
their responsibilities diligently, ~now~ng that 
they could face criminal liabilit~ ~f they 
knowingly choose not to pursue ev~dence of 
serious dangers. 

(2) § (a) (3) 

Criminal liability should atta~h to 
those who either fail to warn an appropr~ate 
federal agency or fail to warn affected employees. 
section (a) (3) as presently written se7ms to 
require that an appropriate !aanager fa~l to warn 
both. 

(3) § (b) (1) 

The present language defining "appro
priate manager" is very unclear. It should,be 
redrafted to clarify that criminal pros7cut~ons 
can be pursued against both, the r.espon~~bl~ cor-

. porate officials and the corporate ent~t;y ~tself. 
And the bill should forbid rei~burs~ment of any 
kind, direct or indirect, of f~nes ~mpos~d on an 
individual from qorporate funds. ot~~rw~se, such 
reimbursement will surely take place"in one form 
or another and will vitiate much of the ef~ect,of 
criminal sanctions, both by financial rest~tut~on 
and by undercutting the stigma attached to 
criminal conviction. 

(4) ~ (b) (2) and (3) 

The terms "p~oduct" and "practice" 
should be defined in such a way as to cover. 
dangerous products that are used in the manu-
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facturing process but are not an end-product of 
that process. The current defini·tion of "practice" 
appears to be circular. These terms should be 
expanded to include, for example, toxic sub-. 
stances used as cleaning·solvents but which are 
not incorporated into the manufactured product. 

(5) § (b) (5) 

The restriction of application of the 
statute to only those products or practices which 
"will cause death or serious bodily inj'ury to an 
individual" \'lOuld make it virtually impossible to 
obtain criminal convictions under this bill. It 
is unclear whether statistical evidence of a 
product's danger would ever be sufficient to 
satisfy this standard. And courts would probably 
not interpret this language to mean that evidence r; 

that at least on death or injury would result 
from the product is sufficient. It is possible 
that even the most egregious cases, such as those 
involving the Ford Pinto, asbestos, or the 
Firestone 500 would not create liability under 
his language, particularly because the standard 
must be met beyond a reasonable doubt. The term 
"serious danger" shouJ,d cover products or prac
tices which could result in a substant.ial 
probability of death or serious bodily harm. 

(6) This bill should expressly include 
protection for employees or others who complain 
about violations. One of the biggest obstacles 
to effective application of this bill promises to 
be the lack of any independent outside oversight 
of corporate decision-making. Only if those 
inside the company speak up \'1ill violations ever 
be noted and prosecuted. Yet, the pressures that 
can be exerted on employees not to voice their 
safety concerns Can be enormous, ranging from 
dismissal or demotion to more subtle discrimina-. 
tion such as failure to promote. 'An explicit . 
prohibition of any sort of retaliation against 
such "whistleblowers" would go a long way towards 
providing such persons the protection they 
require. 

(7) Although the courts are relatively 
free to impose such probationary terms a'S they 
choose upon convicted corporations or corporate 
officials, a provision which expressly- authorizes 
the court to establish a special master or 
referee to oversee corporate activity would be 
very useful in two respects. First, it would act 
as an added deterrent to misconduct by ~'1arning 
corporate management of another possible consequence 
of. any cover up. Second, it would increase the 
likelihood that courts would use such a probationary 
measure.o This is particularly important in light 
of the fact that jail sentences are, as a practi
cal matter, noto£ten imposed on white collar 
criminals and are not an available sanction 
a~ainst corporations themselves. '" 
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!,OOTNOTES 

1/ 
- Epstein, The Politics of Cancer, at pp. 15-21. 

2/ 
- Ibid, at p.8. 

3/ 
. . - "Estimates of the Fractj,on of Cancer Incidence 
~n ~he Un~ted States Attributable to Occupational Factors " 
Nat~onal Cancer Institute, National rnstitute of Environ-' 
m7ntal H.:alth Sciences, and National Institute ·of Occupa
t~onal Safety and Health, September 11, 1978. The 
American Cancer ~ociety estimates that in 1978 there were 
38,800' cancer deaths in California and 66,000 ~ew cases 
of cancer diagnosed. (1978 Cancer Facts and Figures 
American Cancer Society.) , 

4/ 
- Cal-OSHA Reporter, Hay 8, 1978, at pp. 1503-04; 

~s Angeles Times, June 28, 1978; see also CCH Employment 
Safety and Heal~h.Guide, September 19, 1978, at pp. 13,050-
13,053. Dr. Ph~l~p Polakoff, head of the Western Institute 
for Occupational Safety and Health, estimates that there 
may be as many ~s 40? ,'000 people in the San Francisco Bay 
Area alone ~t h~gh r~sk for asbestos-related diseases 
becau:e dur~n'l World War II over 2.5 million people worked 
at sh~pyards ~n northern California. (Cal-OSHA Reporter, 

• May 8, 1978, a~ p. 1504.) 

5/ 
- Cal-OSHA Reporter, April 3, 1978; June 12, 

1978; Septerrilier 25, 1978. 

6/ 
- Cal-OSHA Reporter, December 26, 1977, at p. 1362. 

7/ 
-- California Occupational Safety and Health 

Act - A Program Revie\.,r, Joint Legislative Audit, Committee, 
February 20, 1979,~at p. 37. 

8/ 
- Cal. Labor Code § 6425. 

9/ 
. - ~riminal Enforcement of California's Occupa-

t~onal Health Laws, Center for Law in the Public Interest, 
May, 1979. 
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10/ 
-- See, e.g., 33 U.S.C. §§ 1319, 1321, ~344 

(Federal Water pollution Control Act); 33 U.S.C. § 407 
(Refuse Act); 42 U.S.C. § 7413 (Clean Air Act); 7 U.S.C. 
§ l3l6(b) (Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and Rodenticide 
Act); 15 U.S.C. § 26l5(b) (Toxic Substances Control Act); 
4,2 U.S.C. § 6928 (d) (Resource Conservation & Recovery Act); 
33 U.S.C. § 411 (Rivers & Harbors Act); 16 U.S.C. § 1538 
(Endangered Species' Act); Cal. Health & Safety Code 
§, .42400 (npnvehicular air pollution control); Cal. Pub. 
Res. Code § 456.3 (state forests); Cal. Health & Safety 
Code 5 25191 (hazardous waste control); 15 U.S.C. §§ 1, 2 
(Sherman Antitrust Act); 15 U.S.C. § 8 (Wilson Tariff Act); 
Cal. Bus. & Prof. Code § 16757 (combinations irt restraint 
of trade); Cal. Bus & Prof. Code § 16804 (combinations 
to obstruct sales of livestock); Cal. Bus. & Prof. Code 
§ 17100 (unfair trade practices); 15 U.S.C. § 77x 
(Securities Act of 1933); 15 U.S.C. § 78ff (Securities 
Exchange Act of 1934); Cal. Corp. Code § 25540 (corporate 
securities law). 

11/ 
-- One striking case where criminal sanctions 

have had dramatic effects has beencprosecutions for nursing 
horne abuses in the city of Los'Angeles. In 1975, the 
vast array of nursing home abuses in Los Angeles was exten
sively documented in the "Hearing Examiner'S Report on 
Nursing Homes" prepared by the Los Angeles City Attorney's 
Office. The report summarizes the testimony of over 500 
witnesses who detailed hundreds of examples of abuses' 
resulting in enormous physical, psychological, and 
financial injury to the nursing h .... me patients. Bct'Vieen 
1975 and 1978 the Los Angeles city Attorney's Office filed 
twenty criminal cases for nursing home abuses as a result, 
t'Vlenty staff members and licensees were convicted at 
twel ve nursing homes. Of those twelve, facilities, elev.en 
were sold and are under new management (a condition agreed 
to by facility owners to avoid future probation violations 

. and a possible jail sentence). A county health inspector 
reports that the great majority of these, establishments 
now ·provide an adequate standard of care. (S,ee Aileen 
Adams and Lynn Miller, "Implementation of CI. Model Misde
meanor Nursing Home Enforcement program," 10 University 
of West Los Angeles Law Review, 141-158 (1978).) 
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STATEMENT OF TOM HAYDEN 

CHAIR CAMPAIGN FOR ECONOMIC DEMOCRACY 

BEFORE THE SUBCOMMITTEE" ON CRIME 

"MARCH 24, 1980 

,ON 

H.R. 4973 

The'.C2I!.lpaign for .Economic Democracy (CED) is pleased to 

support HR 4973. The time is overdue for employees ~nd sur

rounding communities to achieve the right to know the extent 

of dw.gerous substances produced and spread through their im

mediate environment. We live in a workplace, community ~ aild 

household €n,~ro~~ent threatened by dangerous, toxic,and car

cinogenic substances of all kinds. The least to which the pub

lic is entitled is information about the chemical context that 

threate..TJ.S their lives and those of their children. 

Those of us working daily on the human dimension of thi~ 

cri~is have no way to write a price tag on human life. But 

in the current marketplace ,the prevailing norm often is that 

it pays to kill. Although corporate managers are human beings 

'who usually prefer a healthy and lifesupporting workplace for 

}eir employees,the, domination of the bO,ttom line often re-

~~quires that they cut costs by sacrificing years of'the lives 

of their employees. It is as if the economic system rewards 

those who cut the corners of safety and punishes those who 

make extra inves~~ents in the protection of their employees~ 

HR 4973 begins to redress this inhuman balance, placing 

greater penalties on employers who kn~lingly fail to inform 
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their employees of dangers to their lives on the job. 

Our experience in California organizing against the cor

porate/env~ronmental causes of cancer shows us that a' basic 

need for information is prevalent in the workplace and com- . 

~unity. The threat of criminal penalties can provide the in

centive necessary for corporations to make such information 

available. Here are some examples: 
J. ~ ., _ t 

1. Herbi'cides In the :t;orests of northern California for 

years pheno~"y herbicides like 2,4,5-T have been sprayed without 
<J 

regard for communit¥ exposures. This herbicide was used as a 

defoliant in Vietnam and exposure to 'its deadly contaminant 

Dioxin - has resulted in soaring cancer rates and,birth defects 
:'!':, 

there and .among Vietnam veterans here. Now cornmuBities here are 

also paying the price of increased birth defects an¢! cancer be

ca~se'of the spraying of the forests. Dow Chemical Corporation 

did not acknOwledge the hazard or distribute any information about 

2,4,5-T until finally forced to do so a~ a result of work done 

by independent scientists. And 2,4-D is being sprayed, although 

it may also contain chemical components, the dangers of which DOW 

Chemical has not acknowledged. 

To protect citizens against this particular hazard, CED is 

currently supporting an initiative to ban the use of these 

poisons aerially in Humboldt Cou~ty, similar to the initiative 

passed by voters in Mendocino County last November. H.R.4973's 

provisions would assist in guarding against other such"'senseless 

exposures in the future by forcing companies like DOW to be more 

forthright. 
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1/ :i ~ • / 2. Pestl.cl.des Pesticides are' used in 'massive quantities on 

C~ifornial~ e~tensive cropland. Use of restricted pesticides 
1/ iL 

r1as been eni~ouraged by routine re-registration with no analysis of 
1/ :i 
I/reasonable lnd safe sUbstitutes. Together with a statewide 
. Ii 

// .; coalition CED has worked to institute new regulations which 

would forcii! chemical companies to provide updated pesticide 

information to the Department of Food and Ag'ricul ture. Because 

chemical 'salesmem cibtibie as "pest control advisors", most 

California growers -and consumers who buy the food - are unaware 

of alte=natives such as Integrated Pest Management (IPM), which 

could reduce the cost and toxicity of our harvests. Though the 
Cj 

regulations stiffen the process of reregistration, increased 

penalties for failure to do so would provide the impetus to 

make the new laws , .. ork. 

3. Waste dumas Communities are being increasingly exposed 

to dangerous and usually unknown chemicals leaching out of 

w.aste dumps J with no information orithe long term ef~]ts. In 

th t f" .' Jf e coun y 0 Riversl.de, for example, a dump so da~erous as to 
'. ~ 

be termed "Love Canal West" is left leaking j;:Oi;;O the community 
(. 

and its water table. Its owner has long gone out of business, 

and the large corporations who dumped there left with no re

sponsibility for the contamination of the community's'soil, air, 

and water supply. Over a 17 year period,dumping occured 24 hours 

a day and no adequate records are available. CED has been organi-
.. 

zing residents of the community who.are dema~ding clean-up. 

This iS,only the most serious example that has been found of 

late. The EPA has' found 3000 storage, handling, and disposal 

sites in Califo:t'nia alone and has given up its "search and des-
::0:.. 
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troy" operation in a state of virtual hopelessness. 

California waste disposal law currently requires report

ing to the state by companies disposing of hazardous waste but 

again, tough criminal penalties will provide the back-up to in

sure that newly discovered hazards get reported and handled 

effectiv~lY •. 

4. Water Contamination The state's water supply has been 
<1... ':-.:! •• 

increasingly polluted. In the San Joaquin valleY,illegal dump-

ing practices by a pesticide manufacturing subsidiary of Occi

dental Petroleum named Oxychem resulted in'high public exposure 

to the carcinogen .DBCP. (Workers in the plants had previously 

become sterile due to high exposures.) Concealment of the dan

ger of DBCP by the companies involved had gone on for years. 

Drinking water allover the Los Angeles basin has recent-

ly been discovered to be contaminated by trichloroethylene, a 

known carcinogen. In Santa Monica, one of the. largest supplies 

of drinking water has been contaminated. The community sudden

ly realized they are unaware of what chemicals are used in the 

city, let alone the risks they pose •. As a first step,CED has 

introduced, an ordinance which will require disclosure of haz

ardous chemicals handled and disposed of in the city's indus

trial operations. This is the most effective way of achieving 

adequate emergency preparedbess, making adequate zoning decisions, 

and preventing needless exposures. However, the town is illequi

ped to enforce such a law. Federal, criminal penalties would 

add teeth to such an ordinance. 

5. Emer.gency preparedness Irresponsible plant .emissions 

in several cities in Orange county have resulted recently i~ 
dangerous exposures to A whole variety of chemicals oJ 
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Last June, a plastics manufacturing plant named Fiberite in 

the city of Orange was responsible for an emission of chemic~l 

vapor which ):!lade. a number of community reside~ts quite il~. 
() 

Several citizens experienced chemical bronchitis and severe liver 

damage. The plant 'claimed only carbon dioxide and water had es

caped, and would,not initially give out information on the acci

dental r~action which resulted in t.~e vaporous cloud, claiming 

that such'info~t{o~ ~as proprietary. CED organized the comm

unity and after tremendou~ pressure and publicity waS generated, 

the facts c~~e out that toxic levels of phenol had been present, 

in the emission. 

Sbmilar ex~~ples of this chain of events - chemical expo-

sures from industrial operations; cO~Jnity health effects; 

organizing; ~'l'J.d ultimate discovery of company irresponsibil

ity in the comm~'l'J.ities of costa Mesa and Bre~ - serve to under

score the importance,' of criminal penal ties for cover-ups. 

The only short-run solution to these,.uY;!:,iaa,p;r;;Gblems is 

a system of penalties that makes it more expensive for employ-

h t 1 lo't HR 4973 is a ers to withhold information tan 0 revea, • 

step in this direction. 

HOWever, our experience in California s~ows hoW difficult 

it is to' prosecute corporate wrongdoers., California has the 

tOl.1ghest environmental he?lth <;Ind safety in the nation. state 

officials of GalOSHA this l,ast y~ar agreed to pursue crimina~ 

" penalties - instead of inadequate fines - against corporate 

lawbreakers. " However, not a single conviction and j ail sent-

ence has been achieved. 
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Loopholes in the ,law make prosecution all the more difficult. 

And HR 4973, for example, requires that managers "knowingly" fail 

to warn affected employees and inform government agencies. This 

requirement of proof alone will get many employers off, the hook 

of accountability. Instead, there should be a form of strict 

liability for unreported hazards to human life. 

Nevertheless, HR 4973 is a step forward in warning em

ployers ~a~.publiG~~nger is escalating and increased penalties 

will be imposed until humane corporate behavior is achieved. 

The ~~rican people, who have long paid the bill, are entitled 

to a- full accounting of the risks inherent in the petrochemi-

cal age. 

Mr. CONYERS. Our next witness is chairperson of the C~ordinat
ing Committee on Pesticides, Mary Shin off, who has been working 
with a number of environmental, labor, health and consumer orga
nizations and citizens in connection with health, environmental 
and economic effects of pesticides. ' 

She has worked in occupational health for 9 years, taught at the 
University of Califorriia' at Berkeley, worked for Cal/OSHA, inves
tigated the Johns-Manville Corp. matter with regard to the asbes
tos issue, has been a technical consultant for 5 years, and has 
published extensively on this matter. 

We welcome you before the subcommittee, Ms. Shinoff. Your 
prepared testimony will be incorporated in the record, and you 
may proceed. 

o 
TESTIMONY OF MARY SHINOFF, CHAIRPERSON, 

COORDINATING COMMITTEE ON PESTICIDES 
Ms. SHINOFF. Thank you very much for having me here today. 
As you mentioned, I represent the Coordinating Committee on 

Pesticides which is a statewide coalition that includes labor, enyi
ronmental, consumer and health organizations as well as about 50'0 
individual members. { 

We are allied with one common concern about health, environ
mental'and economic effects of pesticides and our primary concerns 
are with workers, consumers, and promotion of alternatives to 
pesticides. 

In the course of the last 2 years, we have encountered tremen
dous opposition to our goals from the chemical corporations and big 
agriculture in the State of California. 
. The us~ of pesticides in California in ubiquitous in every setting 

from agriculture to home use and relatively little is known about 
the toxicity of these chemicals because of industry's refusal to 
release information about them and the accompanying policy of the 
California :Q~partment of Food and Agriculture that bars access to 
what are defined as trade secrets. 

In the registration df new pesticides, the only 'Source of toxicity 
data that is used by the California Department of Food and Agri~ 
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culture are industry tests~ Under the cover of trade secrets, the 
public is refused access to this information and must rely upon 
independent evaluations that are far an? .few between. . 

Despite evidence on a number of pesticIdes that are regIstered as 
being carcinogenic, mutagenic, or teratogen~c, the Government con
tinues to reIi~gister these. And it may,. I;ndeed, take an act of 
Congress to ie.move some of these pestIcIdes from the mark.et. 

Only in cases where workers ~nd consu~ers have p;roven .wlth 
their own bodies that the chemIcals are, In fact, carCInogenIc or 
teratogenic has action been taken to ban their use. 

In many cases the health effects of these pesticides only show up 
after years of ex'posure have produced irreversible and tragic harm 
to'vtTorkers and consumers. . 

As anerganization, we are concerned not only wIth the known 
effects of pesticides and other chemi~als but with the unkno~n 
effects, as well. We question the effectIve~ess ~f present regulatI?n 
in stemming the tide of hazardous chemICals Into our homes, aIr, 
water, food, and workplaces. . 

Therefore we support this legislation as a step in the right. dir,yc-
tion of increasing corporate accountability. , . 

Our attempts at obtaining information from the corporatIOns on 
the toxicity of specific chemicals or obtaining any acknowledge
ment of the apparent effects of specific chemicals have, over the 
years, met with consistent denials,. o?fuscatio~, and. delays. II?-dus
try has consistently taken the posItIOn that chemIcals are Inno
cent until proven guilty." And, £Ichemicals have rights, too," there
by placing the entire burden of proof upon the workers and con
sumers that we represent. 

We are thus forced to rely upon the grisly science of epidemi-
ology, counting bodies-to pro~e our cas~. . . . ~ 

Industry argues the economICS of the Issue, to WIt: It IS too costly, 1 
the plants will close down, people will be thrown out ~f work. 
There is also a threat to move overseas. Hooker ChemIcal has 
recently laid plans to open a toxic waste d~mp in a Third W?rld 
country because-they say-the' cost of envIronmental regulatIOns 
are too great in the United States. : 

The truth is the real cost of corporate coverups of chemIcal 
toxicity have b~en hidden and they !ire being borne by the pu~lic 
via medical costs, property damage, Increased taxes for regulatIOn, 
and so on. 

lf we can acknowledge that most cancers are environmentally l 
induced as the National Cancer Institute and the American Cancer I 
Society and the Department of Health and Hu~an. Se~vice~ I:as 'I 
said, then the current cost of cancer treatment whICh IS $.L.8 bllhon 
a year should laid at industry's door. . . 

Also, the "Atlas of Cancer Mortah~y" for ~he NatIOnal Can~er I 
Institute has shown a strong correlatIOn of hIgh cancer rate wIth } 
proximity to chemical and oil refinery plants. .. . I 

We may see in the not-so-distant future a staggerIng Increase. In 
costs of all kinds: Medical costs, lost wages, costs of supportmg 
children born with birth defects and the greatest costs, however, 
are not economic, in our opinion. .. . 

'How can one quantify in dollars t~e }Ifelong aItgUls.}l ~f ,a. chIld 
born with a birth defect or that .chlld s parents sufferIng? And 
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what an~ the costs to society of supporting such a child? These 
questions cannot be answered. 

Based upon well-known investigations of the asbestos and DBCP 
cases, there is no doubt in my mind that industry is often aware of 
the potential' health effects of products that they manufacture for 
years before workers or the public are informed. 

And I want to make especially the point that DBCP and asbestos 
are far from being isolated examples but they are, in fact, the tip 
of the iceberg. Withholding of information about the toxicity of 
chemicals is standard industry practice: In my exp~rience in the 
field of occupational health which is over 8 years, I have encoun
tered numerous cases of workers who were experiencing health 
effects from industry products, from unidentified chemical prod
ucts. Part. of my work has involved attempting to identify the 
ingredients of these products. To track down toxicity' to correlate 
health effects with the ingredients of a chemical product is an 
incredibly long and frustrating process. It often ends up with noth
ing because we cannot get the basic information out of industry.' 

Even when hazards become known, workers must continue, out 
of economic necessity to work in plants where they are involuntari
ly exposed to lethal chamicals. Weare concerned about unknown 
hazards. Yet, what is known is bad enough and DBCP is only one 
such example. 

You've heard all about the DBCP, I think, ad nauseam. The only 
point I want to add to that is that Dr. Hine, who is the person who 
did the research onDBCP has now been appointed codirector of a 
residency program that was set up because of the DBCP tragedy. 

Also, as you've heard, DBCP has continued to be manufactured 
in the United States. It is manufactured at AMV AC. It is also 
being smuggled back into the United States. At least in California 
at this time, the Departmellt of Food and Agriculture is not check
ing food for DBCP residues. 

We are also concerned about unknown hazards and the example 
of Toxaphene might be a good one to look at briefly. It's an organ
ochlorine pesticide which is. related to DDT and literally thousands 
of pounds of it are used in California every year. It's been in use 
for about 20 years on a wide variety of crops including lettuce and 
tomatoes and other crops as an insecticide. 

There have been residues of toxaphene in food detected by the 
Department of Food and Agriculture. Last year the National 
Cancer Institute said that it was a suspect carcinogen. The Depart
ment of Biochemistry at the University of California at Berkeley 
has studied the chemical and has determined that it is mutagenic. 
And, yet, it continue to be used. 

Workers that I have had contact with and consumers, certainly, 
are exposed unknowingly to the chemical. Thus, we are once again 
faced with tIle impossible situation of proving beyond a shadow of a 
doubt that the chemical will harm us rather than the other way 
around. . 

There are many other examples that I could cite: the example of 
the phenoxy herbicides that Tom Hayden referred to in his testi
mony. The studies on that began in the early 1940"s, at the latest. 
We've known about that for some time. ,j 
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To this day, just a couple of weeks ago, there have been a 
number of workers that I have seen who are exposed to the phen
oxy herbicides in both urban and. rural areas who d.i~ not know 
what the chemical was, had no Idea what the tOXICIty of that 
chemical was and suffered severe neurological damage as a result. 

As I said we are in general support of the bill and I want to 
make sever~l coments on it that I hope will help to strengthen the 
bill, based on our experience. . 

In section B(2), which talks abou~ your definition of a pr;oduct ~s 
a product of the business entit~. It ~ not c~ear to me ~he~her thIS 
bill will cover only manufacturIng IndustrIes or how It WIll affect 
employers who purchase products from another employer and then 
use it in the workplace, knowing about the hazards. 

For example, if a farm worker is poisoned by a pesticide used ?y 
a grower who purchased it from Shell and the g~ower. knows of Its 
toxicity.which is often the case, who would be lIable In that case? 

And also how would a corporate consultant such as Charles Hine 
be affected by this legislation? . . ij. 

Another concern that we have is around the defInItIOn that a 
serious danger should be enough to convince a reasonable person. 

In my experience, many corporate ~anag~rs feel themselves to 
be reasonable people. They simply. don t beheve and they are not 
convinced by evidence that we might find convincing and I would 
suggest that your bill try to be more specific, perhaps, about what 
kinds of things constitute a serious danger. 

For example, is evidence of mutagenicity on a short-term salmo
nella test adequate to constitut~ a serio~s danger that would ?on
vince a reasonable perf'on? Or IS the eVIdence of cancer and bIrth 
defects in laboratory" animals enough to conVInce a reasonable 
person? 

Also in the definition of "serious bodily harm," It is unclear to 
me how sterility, birth defects or gradual genetic degradation 
would fit in. 

In other words, it appears to be primarily focusing on acute and 
direct injuries rather than long-term health problems. 

On the definition of sufficient description of danger, this general 
concept has been discussed a. lot aro~nd the right-t?-know issue as 
to what is considered sufficIent. Is It enough to Inform workers 
about the acute toxicity, about the chronic toxicity, about labora
tory tests on animals? What kind of information should be given to 
workers and what can still be withheld? 

There is also the issue of liability. I worked on apiece of legisla
tion that was before the State assembly this year on the right-to
know issue. One of the things that we were concerned about in 
writing that legislatIon was to be sure, first of all, that just because 
a manager informs a worker about the hazard of a product does 
not mean that they are therefore not responsible or not liable for 
any health damage that might flow from exposure to that product 
because workers have to continue, as Van Bourg said, to work to 
the plant. 

The other aspect of it is if workers are informed, are they then 
liable, are they then responsible? .. . 

Milton Friedman has taken a posItIve stance toward the rIght-to
know issue. He feels that there should be deregulation and workers 
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should be informed about everything that is happening in the 
workplace and then let the marketplace operate. 

Mr. CONYERS. Is the worker empirically negligent if he continues 
to work? 

Ms. SHINOFF. That's one of the concerns that we have, right. Is 
there a possibility under this legislation that it could be construed 
in such a way that a worker would end up being liable for continu
ing to work once he had been informed. 

Since workers are not in an equal partnership with management, 
they certainly do not have the resources to compete with manage
ment in the sense that I am talking about. There should be some 
definite protection. 

When we wrote the right-to-know legislation for the State, we 
incorporated that in the legislation saying that the legislation in no 
way implied that the workers were liable because they had been 
informed. 

We're also, of course, concerned about the "trade secrets" issue 
and it's not clear exactly how that would get worked out. And that, 
of course, is the biggest obstacle to getting information. 

So that's basically our testimony. . 
Mr. CONYERS. Well, we thank you. You've raised a number of 

possible revisions, some of which are excellent. 
If we try to detail a sufficient description of the danger, we may 

end up writing something that might get extensively long. 
. I like leaving this to the judgment of a reasonable person even 
though corporate managers may not alway~ be reasonable people. 
It's not their standard. It would be the court s standard of what IS a 
reasonable person would do. 

Ms. SHINOFF. Is there a definition of that, what is a reasonable 
? ~ person. . ~,,~.. --:::",:.', .. 

Mr. CONYERS. No) there IS at the lay;,;' trtere WIll ne,kl fIndIng at 
the law in each case of what would be I reasonable. " , 

Back to your old "reasonable man"~ theory in negligei~,Ce, what 
would a r~asonab~y pr~de~t ma~ do ~:it~out, w:hich is different for 
each partIcular SItuatIOn In whICh tie fInds hImself, as would be 
found by a court or a jury. 

So that'that would eliminate us trying to describe every imagin
able situation that could come up. Because if we left anything out, 
then we would have to construe that that was not meant to be 
included. 

But I think that this broader stroke of the legal brush probably 
helps us out of a situation that would become r.eally quite long. 

Mr. RAIKEN. As the chairman stated, you've raised several excel
lent points about specific areas of the bill which you're recommend
ing we address. 

Several of them, the record should reflect, we are beginning to 
address in meetings that are ongoing with the Justice Department 
to try to arrive at tighter lan~uage in yarious sections o.f the ~ill, 
including sections that you rIghtly pOInted out need tIghtenIng. 

For example, Ms. Shinoff, I think the record should. reflect the 
point that you make, at the top of page 5 of your testImony, that 
the way we define section B(6), under the current draft of H.R. 
4973, leaves it vague as to how sterility, birth defects or gradu.a1 
genetic degradation would fit in. 

69-943 0 - 81 - ~8 
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I think we're now prepared to let the record reflect that this is 
how we are thinking of redrafting that section: in the definitions 
section of the bill that defines "serious concealed danger," we're 
thinking of adding the phrase "likely" instead of the words "will 
cause death or serious bodily injury" to, first of aJl, close that 
loophole. ' 

If we use the word "will," a defense attorney for a corporation or 
corporate manager could conduct his entire defense on the question 
of whether his client knew with 100 percent certainty that death 'or 
serious bodily injury would result. We':re going to change that to 
"likely" which meanS more probable tn'an not, which we think is 
probably a more reasonable standard. 

The new draft that's under consideration proceeds to address 
your concern by saying "likely t9 cause death or serious bodily 
injury to a human being, including a human fetus." And the 
danger is not readily apparent to the average person. 

I think you'd probably agree that that would allay your concerns 
addressed at the top of page 5, wouldn't it? 

Ms. SHINOFF. Yes, I think so. 
The basis for that concern comes from the DBCP workers' diffi

culty in getting compensation for their conditions because sterility 
has not impaired their ability to work, and under workers compen
sation law they can't be compensated. 

Industry is also arguing the position on some children that have 
been born to the workers there with rather massive birth defects 
that those children are also not entitled to compensation because it 
was an injury flowing from the workplace. 

Anything that this bill can, do to insofar as amending that sit
uation is definitely a step in the right direction. 

Mr. RAIKEN. Could we, Mr. Chairman, just let the record reflect 
a list of some of the major environmental, labor, consumer, and 
health organizations for whom the witness has authority to speak 
for through the Coordinating Committee? 

Ms. SHINOFF. You want me to cite those? 
Mr. RAIKEN. Yes, some of the major ones. I understand the 

Sierra Club, for example, has authorized you to speak for them. 
Ms. SHINOFF. Yes, the Sierra Club, Environmental Defense Fund, 

Friends of the Earth, CRLA is a member, United Farm Workers, 
Oil, Chemical & Atomic Workers Union Local 1-5 and Loca11-326, 
International Chemical Workers Union, Teamsters Local 85, Inter
national Longshoremen & Warehousemen Local 10 and 6. 

Mr. CONYERS. If there are additional ones you haven't thought of 
please feel free to submit them. 

1\1s. SHINOFF. OK. 
Mr. RAIKEN. Thank you. 
Mr. CONYERS. Thank you very much. 
[Written statement of Mary Shinoff follows:] 

STATEMENT OJ", ,~ARY SHIN OFF, COORDINATING COMMITTEE- ON PESTI,CIDES 

ly.Ir. Chairman, the Coordinating Committee on Pesticic!es is Ii statewide coalition 
that includes labor, environmental, consumer and health organizations allied 
around a common concern about the health, environmental and economic effects of 
pesticides. Our primary concern is with workers, consumers, and the 'promotion .of 
alternatives to pesticides. In the course of the last two years, we have encountered 
tremendous opposition to our goals f!"Om the chemical corporations and big agricul
ture in the state. The use of pesticides in California is ubiquitous in every setting 
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froin agriculture to home use. Relatively little is known about the toxicity of thetle 
chemicals because of industry's refusal to release information about them and the 
accompanying policy of the California Department of Food and Agriculture that 
bars access to what are defined as "trade secrets." 

In the registration of new pesticides the only source of toxicity data that is used 
by the California Department of Food and Agriculture are industry tests. Under the 
cover of "trade secrets" the\public is refused access to this information and must 
rely upon independent evalu\~tions that are few and far between. Despite evidence 
on a number of already registered pesticides as being carcinogenic,' teratogenic, or 
mutagenic, the CDFA continui:'ls to re-register them. It may indeed take an act of 
Congress to remove many of th~ese pesticides from the market. Only in cases where 
workers and consumers have prc,lyen with their own bodies that the chemicals are in 
fact carcinogenic or teratogenic, \ioes the state government take action to ban their 
use. In most cases the health effe;cts of these pesticides only show up after years of 
exposure have produced irreversible and tragic harm to workers and consumers. 

The most frightening fact is that the damage done may never be identified at all 
but merely result in a gradual geiJetic degradation or a general rise in the cancer 
rate. The now well-known examples of DBCP, asbestos, vinyl 'chloride, were only 
recognized by the public and the regulatory agencies that struggle to protect the 
public after rare and unusual conditions appeared in exposed workers. 

As an organization, we are concE:\rned not only with the known effects of pesti
cidesand other chemicals but with .. the unknown effects as well. We question the 
effectiveness of present regulation in Istemming the tide of hazardous chemicals into 
our homes, water, air, food and workplaces. We support this piece of legislation as a 
step in the right direction of increru?ing corporate accountability. 

Our attempts at obtaining informati<.1n from corporations on the toxicity of specif
ic chemicals or obtaining any acknowredgement of the apparent effects of specific 
chemicals have met with consistent del':tials, obfuscation, and delays. The current 
controversy around the phenoxyherbicide, 2,4,-D, is one example. Industry has con
sistently taken the position that "chemicals are innocent until proven guilty" and 
"chemicals have rights, too", thus placing the entire burden of proof upon workers 
and consumers. Their attitude is absurd and outrageous but is nevertheless their 
first line of defense. We are thus forced to rely upon the grisly science ofepidemio
logy-counting bodies-to' prove our case. Our position is that if there is any 
reasonable indication that a chemical may cause cancer, birth defects, mutations, 
long-term neurological disease or other serious harm to people that it should not be 
marketed at all. The fact is, industrial practice is entirely the opposite. 

Industry argues the economics of the matter: to wit, it is too costly, the plants will 
close down, people will be thrown out of work. There is also a threat to move 
overseas and Hooker Chemical has recently laid plans to open a toxic waste dump 
in a Third World country because the costs of environmental regulation are too 
great in the United States. The truth is, the real costs of corporate cover-ups of 
chemical toxicity have been hidden and they are, being borne by the public via 
medical costs, property damage, increased taxes for regulation and so on. 

If we can acknowledge that most cancers are environmentally induced (American 
Cancer Society, National Cancer Institute, US Department of HEW), then the cost 
of current cancer treatment-$1.8 billion-should be laid at industry's door. Accord
ingly to Sam Epstein, author of the '''Politics of Cancer", we are only at the 
beginning of a major epidemic of cancer resulting from workplace and environmen
tal exposures. The National Cancer Institute has published its Atlas of Cancer 
Mortality showing a strong correlation of high cancer p"tes with proximity to 
chemical and oil refining plants. We may see in the not-so-distant future, a stagger
ing increase in costs of all kinds\rmedical costs, lost wages, costs for the support of 
children born with birth defects.' The greatest costs, however, are not economic. How 
can one quantify the cost in dollars of the lifelong, anguish of a child born with a 
birth defect or that child's parents suffering? What are the costs to society of 
supporting such a child? These are unanswerable questions becaust;! we are faced 
with an immorality on the part of corporations that is difficult to grasp in its' 
enormity and inhumanity. 

Based upon well-known investigation of the asbestos and DBCP cases, the~ is no 
doubt in my mind that industry is often aware of the potential health effects of 
product." that they manufacture. In eight years of experience in the field of occupa
tional and environmental health, I have encountered innumerable cases where 
workers experience health effects from unidentified chemical products. Attempts to 
identify the ingredients of these products, to track down their toxicity, to correlate 
the health effects with the ingredients, are incredibly laborious and frustrating ~nd 
all too often fruitless. Even when the hazards become known, workers often must 
continue to out of economic neces~ity to work in plants where they are involuntarily 
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exposed to lethal chemicals. We are concerned about unknown hazards; yet what is 
known is bad enough. DBCP is one such example. 

Let me present a very brief chronology of the DBCP tragedy. In 1958, Dr. Charles 
Hine, UCSF professor, long-time consultant to. Shell Oil corporation and a l,lun;tber 
of other industries (Dow, DuPont, the tobacco mdustry), conducted research mdIcat
ing that DBCP was a cause of damag~ to the testi9les in. rats ~nd !'1 p~tential 
carcinogen. Three studies later, an artIcle was publIshed m a sCIentIfic Jo?rnal 
regarding the effects of DBCP. This information did not become generally avaIlable 
to workers or the public at that time. It was not until 1977 when 35 w?rkers at the 
Occidental Chemical Corporation's Lathrop plant were found to be stenle or to have 
impaired fertility, that a great hue and cry was roused resulting in the final ban on 
DBCP by the EPA in 1979. Subsequently, it has been discovered that Occidenial 
Chemical knew that it was polluting the wells in the San Joaquin Valley not only 
with DBCP but with other pesticides as well. This information was withheld. from 
the state agencies and the valley residents. In addition, the CDF A was not testing 
food crops for DBCP res~dues as a routine matter: In ~he. wake of the DBCP uproar, 
DBCP, residues were dIscovered on food crops m sIgmficant amounts. Thus, the 
effects of the corporate cover-up reached far beyond the workplace to encompass 
consumers and community residents. The key point is that Dr. Hine and Shell Oil 
corporation withheld this information from the public resulting in serious health 
damage and cancer cases potentially reaching as high as 140,000 according to EPA. 

You will hear from the workers who were exposed to DBCP at the Oxy plant. I 
wish to point out that they a:r;e havi;nf5 difficulty il,l obt~ining w?rker:'~ compensation 
for their injury because theIr stenlIty has not ImpaIred theIr !'1bIlIty to perf<;>rm 
their jobs. In addition, if, as it appears !Day be the case, DBCP IS I:!- cause of bIrt,h 
defects their children may also be demed any form of compensation. Industry IS 
arguing that injury to their children is an injury flowing from the workplace, is 
thus covered by worker's compensation law. Thus preventing these children from 
suing Occidential Chemical. I can think of no more towering immorality than for 
industry to take the position of denying damaged children compensation. 

DBCP has continued to be manufactured in the United States at AMV AC corpora
tion in Los Angeles. It is also manufactured in other countries as is the case with 
many banned pesticides. Only 3 weeks ago, it was discovered that DBCP has been 
smuggled back into the United States for agricultural use. It may also be on 
imported foods. We are not finished with this chemical or its perpetrators yet. 

What of unknown hazards? The example of toxaphene may be a good one to 
examine. Toxaphene is an organochlorine pesticide, chemically related to DDT. 
Thousands of pounds of toxaphene are used in California every year. It has been in 
use for about 20 years on lettuce, tomatoes, and other crops as an insect~cide. 
Residues of toxaphene have been detected by the CDFA. In 1979, the NatIOnal 
Cancer Institute released information indicating that toxaphene is a suspect car
cinogen. The Un.iversity of California, ~e~keley,_ DeI?t. of Bioche?listry ~as also 
studied the chemIcal and concluded that It IS mutdgemc. The chemIcal contmues to 
be used. Workers are exposed unknowingly, consumers eat lettuce with toxaphene 
on it. We are once again faced with the impossible situation of proving beyond the 
shadow of a doubt that the chemical will harm us rather than the other way 
around. 

There are many other examples that I could cite of chemicals and drugs that are 
positive on mutagenicity and carcinogenicity tests that continue in use. It is the 
hope of the CCOP that this bill will ai~l in stepping up the costs to industry of 
covering up the dangers of their productn'n the name of profit. 

The CCOP is in general support of the bill as one means of obtaining corporate 
accountability. However, I wish to offer some comments in the spirit ofr,onstructiv7 criticism based on our experience and concern about corporate cover-ups and enVI
ronmental disease. 

1. Section (b)(2) discusses the definition of "product" as a "product of the business 
entity". It is not c1earwhether this provision means the bill covers only manufac
turing industdes or how i~ will affect employers who purchase. dangerous pr?duc~s 
knowing of the effects. It IS often. the case that an el!1plo~er wIll use a c~e!DIcal m 
production purchased elsewhere. Ie: If a farm worker IS pOIsoned by a pestIcIde used 
by a grower who purchased it from Shell gil and the grower knew of the pesticides's 
toxicity who would be liable?-

2. Section (b)(4) defines the term "discovers" and states that the sedous danger 
should be such as to "convince a reasonable person". In my experience, many 
corporate managers consider themselves to be "reasonable people" and cannot be 
convinced by evidence that we ~ight find convincing. I would suggest that the 
authors of the bill consider more specificity in this matter. ie: Evidence of cancer/ 
birth defects in three species of lab anima1s; evidence of mutagenicity on short-term 
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tests. These measures could help to ensure that the burden of proof is shifted to the 
corporations. . 

3. Section (b)(6) defines "serious bodily harm". It is unclear from this section how 
sterility, birth defects, or gradual genetic degradation would fit in. In other words it 
appears to be primarily oriented toward acute, direct injuries rather than long-term 
health problems. 

4. Section (b)(7) requires a "sufficient description of danger". This general con
cept-what is adequate warning-has been much debated around the right to know 
issue. What is considered "sufficient"? Managers could be required for example to 
inform workers about all known toxicity of a product, both chronic and acute and 
about methods of protection that the worker can use. 

5. One major concern that I have regarding this legislation is this: If a manager 
informs his employees and Federal agencies would this exempt him or the corpora
tion from liability? If workers are informed about the hazards of a product would 
this create liability for them if they continue to work with product? 

It is not sufficient to inform workers about hazards and expect them to "take 
r'esponsibility" for the consequences of continuing to work. The "right to know" 
issue has received some support from such figures as Milton Friedman, noted 
economist, on the basis that informed workers will then force their employers to 
correct unsafe conditions-a sort of "let the marketplace operate" concept-with the 
caveat that regulation be eliminated, of course. In my opinion, this is an erroneous 
stance as workers are not in equal competition with employers not do they have the 
rights and resources that corporations have. 

Mr. CONYERS. Are George Kilbourne and Steven Kazan here? 
[No response.] . \ 
Mr. CONYERS. Mr. Willie Jackson, Mr. Willie Gordon, eLnd Mr. 

Jerry DeMeo, are you present? 
Please come forward to the witness table? We will take'a brief 

recess and continue momentarily. 
[There followed a short recess.] 
Mr. CONYERS. I want to thank the witnesses for bearing with the 

necessities of the interview. 
We now have a panel of witnesses. Mr. Willie Gordon, president 

of the White Lung Association, an association started in 1979 to 
represent asbestos lung disease victims. The association has 600 or 
more members throughout California working as volunteers in an 
effort to educate their fellow workers of some of the hazards that 
are associated with some of their working conditions. 

We also have Mr. Willie Jackson, vice president of that same 
association. He is a Federal Government employee who has worked 
in civil rights activities and has represented workers in a variety of 
complaints. And, last but not least, Mr. Jerry DeMeo, who works at 
the Long Beach Naval Shipyard and who, himself,· has been dis
abled by asbestos. He has been a past vice president of local 2293 of 
the International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers and has devel
oped a very practical experience involving lung diseases. 

We welcome all of you before our subcommittee. Have you decid-
ed who will proceed first? 

Mr. GORDON. I will.. 
Mr. CONYERS. Yo\lJre Mr. Willie Gordon? 
Mr. GORDON. Yes. 
Mr. CONYERS. Welcome to the subcommittee. 

TESTIM0NY OF WILLIE GORDON, PRESIDENT, WHITE LONG AS
SOCIATION, ACCOMPANIED BY WILLIE JACKSON AND JERRY 
DEMJi10 

Mr. GORDON. MY"hame is_Willie Gordon and, as Mr. Conyers 
. noted, I'm president, of the White Lung Association. I would like to 
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thank the sUbcommittee for giving me the opportunity to come 
here and speak. 

I've worked around asbestos for quite awhile, sometimes unknow
ingly. I'd say for the first 5 or 6 years that I worked with asbestos I 
was not aware of asbestos or aware of the dangers that asbestos 
created. 

I first came in contact with asbestos while working in an auto
mobile agency. The mechanics would true the brake shoes. That is 
smooth the outer part of the brake shoe. The asbestos would stack 
up in little piles. I would sweep it up and when I swept it up, it 
would scatter all over the place. I would pick it up, put it in the 
trash cans. The mechanics also exposed me and everyone else in 
the area by blowing the hose to clean the brake drums out. 

I worked there for about 2 years, still not knowing that asbest0s 
was dangerous. . -T • // 

In 1965, I started workIng at the Long Beach Naval Shipyard~,J 
started there as a laborer. Many, many days, I recall now, that we 
pulled the old asbestos loose from the ship, we helped install the 
new asbestos. Several times we would lay down and take a nap on 
it during lunchtime. Because we then worked in the hold of the 
ship and we only had a 30-minute lunch> It would take about 15 
minutes to come of the ship. So we'd take our lunch with us and 
we'd lay down and sleep, play cards, or whatever, during our lunch 
break. 

Mr. CONYERS. You were doing this in an area in which asbestos 
existed? . 

Mr. GORDON. We used asbestos as our tables and our pillows. 
Mr. CONYERS. What form was it in? 
Mr .. GoRDON. It was in the form of pads rolled up. 
Mr. CONYERS. It was in rolls? 
rYir. GORDON. Rolls, yes. 
Mr .. CONYERS. What size? 
Mr. GORDON. I think the type we used at that time was some-

thing like maybe half an inch thick. 
Mr. CONYERS. And how wide? 
Mr. GORDON. Oh, anywhere from 4 to 5.feet. 
And like I say, during our lunch period, we would just take it 

open, roll it out and sit down and play cards. 
Mr. CONYERS. You were a Federal employee. Did this occur in a 

Federal facility? 
Mr. GORDON. Yes; I was a Federal employee. 
And this went on for about, in fact, until about 2 years ago and 

we were told that we would have to take X-rays because they 
suspe-cted that there was a good chance that a large percentage of 
the people in the yard had asbestosis. 

Everyone was given an X-ray with the promise of an X-ray every 
year thereafter. I haven't seen an X-ray since then. I only had the 
one, and no one has had one since then. However, we were prom-
ised an X-ray every year. 0 

As I look back, if I had to do this all over again, I wouldn't take 
the job. I make pretty good money at it hut I wouldn't take the job. 
Right now I have asbestosis. It's supposed to be in the first stages, 
but this was 3 or 4 years ago. I do,n't know what stage it's in now. I 
hope it doesn't get any worse for the time being because the p~pple 
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that I know that have it are having a tremendous amount of 
trouble getting money to support themselves. 

I can consider myself lucky, though, because I have known a lot 
of peoI?le personally that have worked at the yard before me that 
have dIed. 
. I was sitting here a few minutes ago and I happened to make a 

hst of the names of the people that I have worked with and that I 
have known personally. It reads like a group of na~es after a 
battle. And I listed them in this order. I looked at the date and I 
know a guy; we were real. close, named Hogan, and he's dead. 
AI?-0~her fellow I, worked wlth real close for a long time named 
Wilhams. He's dead. I 

Mr. CONYERS. From what? 
Mr. GORDON. Asbestosis, lung cancer. 

. I worked with another friend of mine, Johnson, he is dead. He 
d~ed about 2 weeks ago. Another fellow, general foreman, I knew 
hIm well; I also knew his son. Dead. Another guy Glixberg dead 

.Then we &,0 to the wounded. Mr. DeMeo, myseif, anothe~ clos~ 
fneJ?-d of mIne, Horton; Alexander, Richards, Stanfield, Mason, 
Bunno, 1\1oss, I could .go on and on like this. Some of them are 
worse off than I am, hke Mr. DeMeo. His problem is more of an 
advanced stage than mine is. 1 

I talked with another fellow named Mr. Golden. His problem is 
even at a more advanced stage than Mr. DeMeo's is. 

Part of our o.r~anization is to visit people that have asbestos 
problems. We vI~Ited. Mr. Golden and he's swollen. He has lung 
ca~lCer and I don t thInk th,ey've even told him that he has it. But 
he.s s~ollen and he couldn t even shake hands with us because of 
paIn, he couldn't shake hands. 

He said he 'Y0rk~d on the job for 2'9 years and 9 months. There 
w.as ~sbestos rIght In the open where he worked. No one evet told 
hIm It was dangerous. Noone told him it was as~\estos. ---

Well, we talke~ with hirn in February. He said~the last time that 
he worked was .In October and he hadn't received a penny from 
any~ne. There IS no one, but he and his wife, and he has not 
receIved 1 penny. 

Mr. CONYERS. Are you working? 
.Mr. GORDON. I am wOfking now. I am still in a position to work. I 

Will wOI~k as long as I can. 
Mr. CONYERS. Where do you work? 
.Mr. GORDON. I work for an electronics mechanic for the Navy. I 

stIll work for the Long Beach Naval Shipyard. 
Mr. CONYERS. Do you have a claim in for asbestos? 
Mr. GORDON. Yes; I have filed a claim. 
Mr. CONYERS. ~o you receive regular medical checkups? 
Mr. GORP?N. NQ; th~ last one I got, like I said, was about 3 or 4 

years ago wIth a promIse of getting one every year. 
The ste'Yards l~ my local hav~, been constantly asking, "When 

are we gOIng to g~t our X-rays? As fan, as I know, no one has 
as~ed anyo~e or given anyone another X,::r~y or told anyone any
thmg about It. 
. So as f~r as I ca? see, it's forgotten; unless someone really brings 
It to theIr attentIOn again .. I brought it to the attention of the 
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Metal Trades Council, the head of our union. I haven't heard 
anymore from it one way or the other. 

But what is important to me and the othe~ people that work 
there, I would say, is to find out w~at stages. It .has advance~ t~. 
Because, as I said, 4 years ago I was In the begInnIng stages. I don t 
know what stage I am in now. ,.. . 

To tell me that it's not necessary that s kInd of rIdICUlous be
cause I think it's necessary for everyone to really know. And there 
is no answer. Whenever someone asks me, I go and ask the powers 
that be and nobody gives me any kind of answer. "We'll get 

, " h' t f around to it. See so-and-so, t IS ype 0 answer: . 
I am all in support of this bill because as I saId, w~en a man ~Ies 

you can only call it murder because when a man dIes froI? b~ID:g 
killed by anything, another man knowingly produces, knOWIng It IS 
dangerous, it is murder. . 

We do have in this country a law agamst mu~der. As one o~ t~e 
gentlemen said earlier, if I broke a law. by ~peedmg, w~B;tever It ~s, 
if I'm caught and convicted for it, I WIll eIther go to JaIlor I WIll 
pay a fine. . 

A fine to me means a big thing. But a fIne to the company that 
manufadtures dangerous products doesn't mean too much of any-
thing. . . t f t't 

Mr. CONYERS. Do you have any ~uggestIcns .In .erms 0 res 1 u-
tion for the people who are suffeI'lng from thIS dIsease? What do 
we do for them? 

Mr. GORDON. There should be something in H.R. 4973 that would 
make the manufacturer res~onsible for people who ,have caught 
diseases like this, and make It so that ,People wouldn t have to. go 
through so much of a hassle to get th~Ir mo~ey. I mean. not gOln~ 
through the lawsuits and compensatIOn offIce and thm type of 
thing. "c" , . 

You know you've committed this c~ime, you .kno~ you ve,,~on
cealed it and you're responsible for thIS man beIng sI~k'~1nd Ilo,W 
that the man has to be cared for, he should be paI<\j:/ certaIn 
amount of money for this. " . 

I don't think the Federal Government should pay for the mIstake 
the manufacturer is making. 

Mr. CONYERS. Well, thank you very much. 
. Vve will incorporate your statement into the rec~rd, Mr. Gordon. 

We now call on 1\1r. Willie Jackson. We will Incorporate your 
statement and you may proceed. 

Mr. JACKSON. Thank you. . 
I am Willie Jackson, vice pr"'",ldent of the White Lung ASSOCI

ation. I am grateful for the opportunity to testify before this sub-
committee hearing on H.R. 4973. . , 

In' the years that I have served as a .l!ibor repr~sen.t:;tt~ve, I ve 
known many workers who were suffermg from dIsabIlItIes as a 
result of health hazards encountered in their workplace. . 

The feeling that I am immediately str:uck with when I gIve them 
counsel is one of helplessness. I feel thIS way because some of the 
victims are literally wasting away before my very eyes. 

At times the workers would complain of illnesses _that would not 
go away and doctors could not tell them exactly'what was wrong 
with them sometimes even when they knew. '. 
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Many of the victims express their need for financial and emo
tional help. Their family members also undergo traumatic experi-
ences, and they also experience emotional crises. . 

One addition to H.R. 4973 is that it should include statements 
that should any individual aid directly or indirectly the corporation 
or the company in the coverup of a known hazard in the work
place, they shall be guilty of a criminal act. 

Workers have been made the economic scapegoat of the corpora
tion. The corporation managers have repeatedly shown that the 
mighty dollar is more important than a human life by willfully 
concealing known health hazards in the workplace that could pro
duce diseases like the one that comes from asbestos exposure. 

Some of these diseases which are asbestosis, mesatheliona, lung 
cancer, and gastrointestinal cancer. 0 

Concealment of work hazards which cause these serious diseases 
should be considered a crime of the highest order. 

A general glance at the not-too-distant past will show that dis
eases have the ability to destroy nations and dynasties. Because it 
has been shown that diseases have the ability to destroy nations, 
destroy thousands or millions of U.S. citizens, the act of knowingly 
concealing or covering up a known health hazard is a detriment to 
the Nation as a whole and can be equated with treason in some 
instances. 

The exact number of persons killed or permanently disabled will 
never be known because many have changed jobs or are no longer 
working. Further, they will not be known because of inadequate 
recordkeeping and willful neglect. And because professionals such 
as doctors and others are usually greatly respected and have a 
certain mystique. l,arge numbers of them have been compromised 
by corporate management. H.R. 4973 should make it a crime, a 
criminal offense, for any individual to directly or indirectly aid in 
the concealment of a known health hazard caused by unsafe work
ing conditions. 

Deceptions are still going on in the process. For example, the 
report that appeared in the Oakland Tribune on January 29, 1980. 
It reported that a U.S. Geological Survey scientist stated that there 
is a harmless asbestos and he named chrysolite as the harmless 
one . 

However, the scientist did not mention the fact that there are 
two different chrysolites, and that the one that is used most pre
dominantly is the one that is very harmful. 

From the many victims and family members I have talked with, 
I have discerned a great fear that grips them. They express the 
concern that no one cares about their plight. 

Seeing companies producing havoc and destroying families, I 
submit, that the concept of H.R. 4973 is an idea whose time has 
come. 

Thank you. 
Mr. CONYERS. Thank you very much. 
Mr. Jerry DeMeo. 
Mr. DEMEO. Yes, thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
I wish to relate that I am still the vice president. You mentioned 

the International Electrical Workers. Although I am not working 
at the Federal installation at this moment, we feel that the legisla-
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tion.heing introduced by you and Congressman Miller, H.R. 4973; is 
urgently needed to save millions of lives in this country. 

As vice president of my local 2293 of the International Brother
hood of Electrical Workers, I have become aware of hundreds of 
cases whereby people of all ages, both young and old, have con
tracted sicknesses and diseases because they were not made aware 
of the potential danger or haz~rd of that disease. OJ?-e of th~ very 
dangers I'm referring to has dIsabled me. It was whIle workIng at 
the Long Beach Naval Shipyard, Terminal Island,. Calif., that I 
contracted or developed asbestosis. 

As you know, this disease has no known cure. Like Wi~lie Gor~on 
here if I had known of the extreme danger at the tIme I fIrst 
started working there, I would have definitely left for some other 
form of employment which was safer. 

And some wanufacturers and people, I have been "told, have 
willfully concealed from the public the deadly danger or hazards of 
their products. .J ." 

This I believe, is criminal and those responsible should be 4eld 
accoun'table for their actions because it's a very sad day for us 'and 
for our country when we will allow people to put money ahead of 
lives. , 

I hope this sin is corrected by this pending legislation. 
Although we know there is no amount of cure, we are concerned 

with compensation because, as Mr. Gordon said, there are a lot of 
people out there that ar~ having a rough time of it because thuy 
are not being compensated. 

I brought with me a letter which I would like permissinn to have 
read here. The gentleman is a coworker of mine who \~. 'ked his 
way up from a laborer to a superintendent and was ,:mpenntenden,t 
at the shipyard facilities in charge of about 1,000 men, roughly. 

o 

And I would like to read to you his lettter. 
Mr~ CONYERS. Please!pr()ceed .. 
Mr. DEMEO. Thank y01J. This is dated December 17, 1979. 
I feel that this letter puts it all in a nutshell. All the statistics 

that you hear about don't really mean anything. :. . 
It says: 
DEAR JERRY,. I was glad to get your Christmas card. today and your note. I am 

sorry you have been injured ~nd t~at you have had to be aw~y from .work so long. 
Your comments about'florkmg WIth your Congressman are mterestmg. I am also 

working with Congressman Dan Lungren. My own case is still not settled. . 
I ani this far on it. They have acknowledged that my asbestosis is work-related. 

They gave me $12,000 for the loss of my left lung and they paid all medical bills. I 
have been on civil service retirement pending the approval of the Labor Department 
annuity. 

It has been over '2 years since I filed for compensation annuity. Congressmap. 
Lungren checks on the progress of my case every ~O days-but all he can learn IS 
that two doctor:-s have my files under consideration. Howeyer, I know of two cases 
where the Labor Department annuity has been granted m the last fe~ months. 

One is Walt Legrand, and he gave me the phone number. The other 15 Angelo 
Richetti. I don't have 4,ngelo's number. But my opin~on ab01!-t the delay is that 
tbere is more involved than inefficiency and bureaucratIc bunglmg. . 

I believe there ~"a delaying policy set by Ray Marshall and President Carter. This 
policy is nationwide ~nd not ju~t the west coast.. .. 

I was in touch WIth my frIend, Pete M~rtm, m~ counter~art at PhIladelphIa 
Nava~ Shipyard. He ran into the same delaymg tactIcs. P~te ched from lung cancer 
this'July;, ',. . 

Also my counterpart at Bremerton (naval shlPy~rd) had his left lung removed
asbestosis. 
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It angers me that the Government could regard so many of us expendible. I'll be 
glad to talk t.o. v:oti after the holidays. I've put your new phone number in my book. 

I've become "bored since I left the very active shipyard job, so I went to the 
unemployment office and they had a planner and estimator at a refinery mainte
nance company. It was an office job in an air-conditioned office. 

When I went to my doctor to get clearance for the job, the doctor would not 
agree-he said, "my lung would not stand the pressure of any kind of work"-so 
here I am between an agency that will not give me a disability annuity and a doctor 
that says my condition will not allow me to work. 

Ed Whitmire-former production control, code 375-put me in touch with a San 
Francisco lawyer who has an office on the same block as the Labor Department's 
office. Ed says he knows the staff there and has walkin privileges. 

If I don't get any notfiie in January, I am going to turn my case to him and see 
what he can do. 

Jerry, I hope you have a g~od holiday. I will be talking-witness crying-to you 
soon. 

As ever, 
CARL. 

Mr. CONYERS. Let me ask you this. Is it the policy of the naval 
shipyard to payor to acknowledge asbestosis through workmen's 
compensation claims? 

Mr. GORDON. as I understand it, they haven't started paying 
compensation claims yet. The person is put on disability and he's 
drawing 75 percent of his pay until the claim is acknowledged and 
then it just lasts awhile. Then you're put on disability. 

But as far as I know, the Government is not paying compensa-
tion claims for asbestosis yet. 

Mr. CONYERS. You have not been compensated? 
Mr. GORDON. No, I haven't received any money at all for it. 
And I think that the gentleman he's referring to h~re, the 

$12,000, was just the disability, the fact that he can't work any
more. And because it was job-related, then he Nould get it. 

Mr. CONYERS . .J didn't mean workmens compensation. I meant 
the Federal equivalent. . 

Mr. GORDON. rrhat's what I had reference to, too. 
Mr. CONYERS. You say they do voluntarily pay the claim? 
Mr. GORDON. Any disability that you have, if it's job-related, 

you're given 75 percent of your base pay. This is what he was 
talking about here, the money that he received. It wasn't because 
of the asbestosis or because of the loss of a lung. It was because 
they found out the loss of the lung was job-related, asbestos-related. 
Then he could no longer work. He would be entitled to 75 percent 
disability. 

But this is in no way to be asbestos related. The same thing 
would have nappened if he had gotten a leg cut off, in other words. 

But absolutely he is not being paid at all for the asbestos. 
Mr. CONYERS. Mr. DeMeo, what happened to the gentleman that 

wrote the letter to you? 
Mr. DEMEO. I talked to him last night and he!s deteriorated. He 

says he can't speak more than 10 minutes. 
Mr. CONYERS. His sitqation has deteriorated greatly even since 

the letter? What is his age? . 
Mr. DEMEO. I believe he's about 60 or roughly thereabouts

between 55 and 60. He never smoked. He used to run and led a real 
sporting life. He never smolted or drank. " 

Mr. CONYERS. I take it he was more or less athletica!~y oriented? 
Mr. DEMEO. Athletic, right. 
I asked him, "Can you run anymore?" He said, "No." 

-
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Mr. CONYERS. I assume the White Lung Associat~on .w.as formed 
then to give moral and psychological support to the IndIVld?als an.d 
the families who have been affected by the asbestos lung dIsease; IS 
that correct? 

Mr GORDON. Well it's an educational self-help program that we 
have: unlike unions: where we just deal with members. W f! deal 
with the public in general. We've had to reach the people In the 
homes, schools, churches, or whatever. 

Mr. CONYERS. How do you do that? . 
Mr. GORDON. We do it through literature. We've been uSIng the 

news media fairly well lately. And we pass out pamphlets. 
Mr. CONYERS. What do you tell people in the pamphlets? 
Mr. GORDON. We tell them the dangers of. aspestos: wI:ere the 

asbestos could be found. I have a C?py of It If ~ou ~ lIke one. 
Mr. CONYERS. Yes, but please contInue. to descrIbe It, ~n~ay. 
Mr. GORDON. Where they might find It, what danger I~ IS to 

them. For example, we found out that a lot of people don t even 
know what asbestos is. . . 

So we take it upon ourselves to notify people .In dIfferent areas. 
We go to difffi:rent meeting places and start talki~g about asbestos, 
and people say, "Asbestos? What does that ?J;ean? . 

I've gotten so much of this. I found out It s amazIng that people 
don't know anymore about it. . . ? 

Mr CONYERS. Counsel Steve Raikin, have you any questIOns. 
Mr: RAIKIN. I would ask all three witnesses if your e~ployer ever 

told you you were being exposed to a subst~nce tha~ IS known as 
asbestos which is believed to have caused IrreversIble and fatal 
lung disease? 

Mr. DEMEO. No, they never did. 
Mr. JACKSON. No, they never have. 
Mr. GORDON. No, I was never told. . . 
Mr. RAIKIN. Do you think that the ~iller bIll, If passed by ~he 

Congress, will prevent other workers In the fut~re from catchIng 
fatal diseases such as those that you and your frIends have appar
ently encountered? 

Mr. DEMEO. I hope so. I really hope so. , 
Mr. JACKSON. I say it will certainly help .in that process. I don t 

know whether it will completely eliminate It but to move closer to 
that process is very helpful. 

.Mr. GORDON. I think we've caused the manufacturers to be Ip.uch 
more careful. If he felt that he was going to jail o~ he had to pay 
$250000 or half a million dollar fine and pay thIS employee for 
being disabled the rest of his life, not )u~t one ~ut thousand~ of 
employees, I think you could almost ehmmate thIS type of t~Ing. 

Mr. RAIKIN. Would all of you fav()r an amendme;nt to the ~Jller 
bill allowing for restitution for victims like yourself? 

I understand that you, Willie Gordon, know of one case, for 
example, where the victim was off from work for 8 months and was 
paid no disability whatsoever~ 

Mr. GORDON. That's right. u 

Mr RAIKIN Would you favor that kind of an amendment where 
the daurt co~ld directly award victi~s like yourself restit?tion? 

Mr. GORDON. Yes, I believe that It should be done dIrectly 
through the court if the bill is passed, the amendment put onto the 
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hill. It should be passed directly through the court that immediate
ly up?n ~eed~Iwaid, the empl?yer would have to pay the individual 
for hIS dIsabIlIty and not WaIt . around for 7 months to determine 
whether he should get any money from someplace, or not. 

Mr. DEMEO. Yes, I feel that most of these people served our 
country, some were veterans, combat veterans. I think back when 
we went into the service cud we served our country. Here we give 
away millions of: dollars to foreirn countries and never bat an 
eyelash. But whell it comes to taking care of our own who are 
desperately in nefld, we seem to do nothing. I don't know what it is. 
Apathy? 

I think the time' has now come when we have to stand up and be 
counted. And say, HHey, we've got to right this wrong." 

Now there is no amount of money that can compensate a man 
for the loss of a lung. We know that. But let's help him in his final 
years. . ' 

Mr. JACKSON. I have made a note to state that I believe restitu
tion should be at the very centerpiece of the H.R. 4973. I feel that 
it should be because the families suffer );;0 much heartache and 
hardship once I) disease has taken hold of the breadwinner. I t~1ink 
that's an absolute necessity. . 

One other point I may add to what Mr. Gordon has stated about 
tl,te health examination at the shipyard that it was supposed to 
gIve. They have been very neglectful in my opinion and the opinion 
of some of the workers which I represent in determining whether 
or not the victims are still being disabled relative to asbestos. 

I just recently filed a grievance for Mr. Alton Grimes. He's a 
shipfitter at the Long Beach Naval Shipyard, on that very same 
thing the fact that they had neglected to follow through on the 
annual examinations that they had promised would be done. 

Mr. CONYERS. It sounds like there is an undetermined number of 
people at the naval shipyard who may be walking around with 
asbestosis right this very moment. 
. ~r. GORI?ON. Oh, a great ID:any. The reason, when the plan was 
InstIt?ted, It was only determIned to have the computer pick out a 
ce:r:taln amount o~ people at :r:andom, whether they work in the 
offICe or on t~e Sl,tlp. If a certaIn percentage came up with it, then 
they would gIve It to everyone. And it so happened that a large 
percentage of employees had it. So then they decided to give it to 
eve!yone, w~ have between 7,100 and 7,400 people there. They 
decIded to gIve all of the employees X-rays. THey came up with a 
larger percentage of the people, I don't know exactly what percent
age, but a lot of people. 

Mr. JACKSON. Thirty-three. 
Mr. DEMEO. It was adding.. ~. 
Mr. GORDON. So then they dedir~tl, "Hey, this is a serious situa

tion so we will do it now ever year." 
But that was the last of it. I imagine once they forgot about it 

they figured we'd forget about it, you know? ' 
Mr. DE¥EO. May I say something, too, in that respect? . 
I Was one of the first of 500 chosen. They picked out 500 and they 

had them X-rayed. . 
After these people we~e I'!-otified that they had asbestosis, we 

went through more examInations and then we had to go to our own 
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doctor. And t.hen they told us, after we did that and the doctor 
confirmed it, they said, "No, you've got to go to our doctor that we 
chose." 

Well, I went to five doctors and they all confirmed it. And that's 
the problem, what I told the doctor at Cedars Sinai down there, 
"It's a waste of time and money sending all thE;!se people to the 
doctor to confirm what they told us originally. It's a waste of a lot 
of money because once you have it, there is nothing they can do 
about it." 

Dr. Belchum at USC wanted to examine me and stick some type 
of apparatus down my lung, and I said, "Well, can you cure me?" 

He said, "No." I said, elwell, what's the sense of sticking this 
thing down my throat and into my lung?" 

Mr. CONYERS. Was it painful or uncomfortable? 
Mr. DEMEO. Well, I refused. So they sent me to another doctor at 

Cedars Sinai. They ran \me through extensive tests. They put a 
catheter in your vein and run you through these machines. It 
wasn't exactly a picnic to me because I couldn't hardly take the 
tests without having anesthetic in my lung. I flunked the test right 
off the bat as they just choked me and gagged me. That was the 
reason for anesthesia, so that I could complete the tests. 

I argue that it's useless to keep sending us back and forth. The 
Department of Labor says th~t they want me to see another doctor 
after 'their doctors told' me I had it twice, and they are the ones 
who originally told qs we had asbestosis. The naval doctors told us 
originally we had it, and then we had to go see a doctor of our own, 
which We had to pay for but would be reimbursed later on. 

Mr. CONYERS'. Well, that's why you suspect that there is acollu
sion or maybe I'm using too strong a word, perhaps a conspiracy to 
keep everybody stalled in this whole procedure. 

Mr. DEMEO. That is correct. I mean, I couldn't put it any better 
than that. From the time we started in 1977, we've seen so many 
people pass on, young fellows. One of my workers, last summer, 
pas~~d away. He was just a young fellow. We started about the 
safrl'~ time. So it kind of makes you, wonder what kind of country 
we live in. 

1 mean, we're the greatest country to everybody else out there. 
And our own, we don't take care of, it's kind of funny, I don't know 
what you could call it. It's just ridiculous, that's all, because we're 
the ones who built this country and fought for this country. 

And yet, the Government, like this gentleman said, we're ex
pendable. It doesn't make sense. I think if we follow this policy, 
we're headed for disaster. Like Mr. Willie Jackson says, we're 
going to reach the point where we're headed for disaster. There 
will be nobody left in this country. 

I think Congress has to stand up now and take a look at this 
problem. 

Mr. CONYERS. Well, I'm glad you brought this to the attention of 
our colleague, Mr. Lungren, who is a member of the full Commit
tee on the Judiciary. From time to time, he sits with us on this 
subcommittee although he's not a member. I am sure your testimo
ny will be brought to his attention~ 

Mr. DEMEO. I thank you for this opportunity. 
. Mr. CONYE~S. We're very glad that we are here. 
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Counsel Owen has one question. 
Ms. OWEN. Thank you,' Mr. Chairman. 
This question is for Mr. Jackson. It does not relate specifically to 

the asbestos industry, but it is about one of the general statements 
you made about the bill. . 

You mentioned that, as a general principle, any individual that 
directly or indirectly aids in a corporate coverup should be subject 
to criminal sanctions. 

Mr. JACKSON. Penalties? 
Ms. OWEN. Yes, penalties. 
Let us suppose, for instance, that a labor union representative 

knew about the problem and participated in the coverup with the 
corporation for one reason or another. Do you. think that that 
person should also be subject to the penalty? 

Mr. JACKSON. If he knowingly aided in the .coverup of such 
activity, I certainly do feel that he should be included in the 
penalty. 

Mr. GORDON. We're still dealing with human lives and regardless 
of whether this fellow is a labor man, I'm a labor man and I've 
been one all my life. 

I don't think that he should be protected just because he says, 
"I'm a union man and I helped protect this guy.'" 

Even in my local union right now, when things go wrong, I 
would threaten it with a lawsuit, threaten it with unfair labor 
practice, anything. I'm in favor of what's right, not just the union. 
Just to be a union and not perfor,ming doesn't mean a hill of beans. 
I feel that if they are part of the coverup and they are corrupt, 
they should be getting the same penalty that the manufacturers of 
the products are getting .• 

Ms. OWEN. Thank you . 
Mr. GREGORY. I just wanted to point out for the record, Mr. 

Chairman, that so far as I can recollect from the five hearings that 
we've held to date on this bill, there has been not one scrap of 
evidence presented that any union official has knowingly been a 
part of any coverup or knowingly participated in any concealment 
with regard to any of the scores of cases that have been presented 
to us. I would just like the record to reflect that. 

Mr. CONY~RS. Do you know any that have? 
Mr. GORDON. No. 
Mr. JACKSON. I don't know any at this point. 
Mr. GORDON. I thought that was just a g'i:meral question: 
Ms. OWEN. It was just a general questioil. ' 
Mr. DEMEO. Mr. Chairman, I want to tell you that I talked to 

Mr. Marks last night and he was the superintendent. I asked him, I 
said, "Earl, you know, you went way up there in supervision. Did 
you know how dangerous this stuff is?" 

He said, "Jerry, if I had only known, I worked in the paint shop 
and I made the fellows wear respirators, but didn't know asbestos 
was such a deadly thing." '" 

Like Willie said, we used to lay on those asbestos sheets, eat our 
lunch on them, and as,far as I know, I don't think anyone knew, I 
mean, as far as at the time I started to work there, the real 
dangers involved. There are a lot of people now that don't know 
the real danger. 
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That's why we need this bill. I mean, it's that simple. So, let the 
person that has key knowlege report, and usually that's beyond the 
scope of the average working maD:. So we;re t~e last o?e to get the 
word down the line. We do the Job. We re lIke the Infantrymen. 

IV!r. GORDON. I'd like to say one more thing. It seems that thes~ 
different products that are put on the market and take peoples 
lives and it's 'all been because of money. 

Maybe if these crimes, these peo~le have. committed, if some of 
them went to jail or large enough fInes leVIed on them, It se~med 
that if the thing is reversed, if money makes them do these thIngs, 
enough ~noney would make them correct it. Bec~use if .you have to 
pay a large enough sum, or you have to go to jaIl, I thmk that the 
end would no longer justify the means. I think they will have tp 
reverse their situation. . 

Mr. CONYERS. Well, that's one of the things we've found, th!lt I?-0 
one ever goes to jail for environmental crimes and the penaltIes In 
the State have been relatively ineffective. We think $5,000 is the 
most anybody has every'had to pay which, obviously, wouldn't even 
begin to cause any deterrent. . . . 

Mr. JACKSON. I think there may be a current sItuatlOn gOIng on 
in the welding industry~ I've been a welder for a nUI?ber. of years 
and to this date I don't,\ think the workers are beIng Informed 
adeouately as to what the" long-range effects of that e~posure' is: 

Mi,.. CONYERS. In Federal Government or in the private sector? 
Mr. JACKSON. Both. I work for the Federal Government, and I 

always see 'thecontainers that the welding wire and electr~des 
come in and there is just a general statement on the box sayIng, 
"This may be hazardous to your health. Avoid hreathing the 
fumes." • 

To me that's a little bit ridiculous because they are over the 
product ~nd there is no way you can avoid breathing the fumes. 

So I'm saying the extent of that hazard is not told to the work-
ers.' . 

I've been writing .all over the country. I went to an organization 
over hate in Berkeley a few years ago trying to find out informa
tion about this hazard that is, associated with welding fumes. 

I received some information from them and was very helpful. 
But to this day; I haven't got anything from the employer. 

Mr. CONYERS. Counsel Hayden Gregory points out to me that for 
this bill to ,affect Government employees, it will have tCJ be amend
ed. It is now written to cover only the private sector. 

Your appearance here has been very important in bringing up 
the fact that th~re are tens of thousands of ,Federal employees who ' 
would' not be affected by this legislation unless it is specifically 
stated. One of the quirks of the legislative process is that we 
always have to specify whether it's going to apply to those who 
work for the" Federal Government, ?r not. So yop!:. appearanpe here 
is very valuable, not only to get fIrst-hand reactlOn, but to.~ make 
sure th.at Government employees are informed. You might let your 
uni~n .and organizations kn<,>w, that. we were ver~ grat7fl~1 fO.r yo~r 
comIng and we hope you WIll contInue to to be IllstrugtIve In thIS 
area.: 

Thanks very much. 
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Mr. DEMEO. We thank you, too, and we say keep up the good 
work. We're all behind you out there. 

Mr. JACKSON. Thank you very much. 
Mr. CONYERS. You are welcome, gentlemen. 
[Written statements of Willie B. Gordon and Willie Jackson 

follow:] 

STATEMENT BY WILLIE B. GORDON, PRESIDENT, WHITE LUNG ASSOCIATION"-

My name is Willie B. Gordon, and I am President of the White Lung Association. 
I am also a victim of asbestosis, hence the reason the White Lung Association was 

organized. " 
I worked around asbestos openly for almost three years sweeping it up, putting it 

in trash cans. I have seen asbestos stacked in little piles under a machine that was 
used to true brake shoes. I worked in this environment, even when the mechanics 
would take the brake drums off the wheels and shoot air on them to clean them off. 
No o:o.e told me or those other mechanics that asbestos was dangerous at the time. 

I started ,to work at the Long B.each Naval Shipyard in 1965. I started as a 
laborer. Many is the day that I went on the ships and worked directly with asbestos, 
tearing it out of the old ships and assisting the other(trades to install new asbestos. 

Many was the day that I, along with many of my co-workers, have sat down in 
the hold of a ship and had our lunch on this pretty asbestos that looked so clean. 
This wa~ because if you worked in the hold of a large ship in dry dock, by the time 
you came up and out of the dry dock, most of your lunch period was over. 

And as I look back,I know this was truly a crime to produce a material like this, 
knowing what it would do to the human body and not to tell anyone the danger 
they were in. 

If I had to do it all over again, I would truly refuse to work on this job, no matter 
how hard up I was for work. . 

Then again, I can almost consider myself lucky I'm still alive, even though in a 
somewhat sickly state. So many of my co-workers have gone to their rewards with 
'asbestos being the direct cause. 

About three weeks ago I talked to and visited a gentleman who is 56 years old, 
dying because of lung cancer, caused by asbestos. These are facts that I speak, not 
fiction. Not one word is made"up. This gentleman I visited told me that, at the time 
we were there in February, he had not had any money coming in since October 
1979. The man Was in such pain he could not shake hands with us. I looked at him 
and thought I myself may be this way some day. 

When this man dies you can only call it murder, because there were people that 
knew, when they put this pQison on the market, that it would kill him and thou
sands lilre him. All I can say is that there is a law against murder in this countryj 
and anyone that kills should pay the price, no matter how he kills. . 

Thank you. . 

TESTIMONY BY WILLIE JACKSON, VICE PRESIDENT, WHITE LV1Il'G ASSOCIATION 

I am Willie Jackson, Vice President ofthe White Lung Association. I am grateful 
for the opportunity to testify in this subcommittee hearing on H.R. 4973. 

In the years that I have served as a labor representative, I have known many 
workers who were suffering from disabilities as a result of health hazards encoun
tered in their work place. 

The feeling that I 'am immediately struck with when' I give counsel, is one of 
helplessness. I feel this way because some of these vitcims are literally wasting 
away before my eyes.. " 

At times the workers would complain of illnesses that would not go away, and 
that doctors could not tell them exactly what was wrong with them. Sometimes 
even when they knew; many of the victims expressed their needs for help financial
ly and emotionally. Their family members also undergo traumatic experiences, and 
they also experience emotional crisises. 

One addition to H.R. 4973, is that it should include: Should any individual aid 
directly or indirectly the corporation or company in the cover up of a known hazard 
in the work place, shall be guilty of a criminal act. 

Workers have been made the "ec:onomic scapegoat" of the corporations. The. 
cQrppration ,managers have shown repeatedly that the rnighty dollar is more impor
tant than a human life, by willfully concealing known health hazards' in the work 
place that could produce diseases like the ones that come from asbestos exposure. 
Some of which are Asbestosis; Mesatheliomaj Lung Cancerj and Gastro Intestinal 
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Cancers. conce~tmsntof't\I, ~rk hazzards which cause these .serious disease~ should be 
considered a Crime of t~eJ~Ighest order. A general glance ill the, not to dIstant, past 
will show that diseases h?,ve the ability to d,estroy natio:r:~ and dynasties. 

Because it has been sIt[own that diseases have the abIlIty to destroy thousands or 
millions of United State~\ citizens, the act of knowingly concealing or covering up a 
known health hazzard is ~ detriment to the nation as a whole and can be eqtl~!ed 
with treason in some insfances. ," .-

The exact numbers of persons killed or permanantly disabled will never be known 
because many have changed jobs or are no longer working. Further they will not be 
known because of inadequate record keeping, and willful neglect. 

Because professionals, such as doctors and others, are usuallY'gre~tly respected 
'and have a certain ,mystique and large numbers have 'been compromIsed by corpo
rate management, H.R. 4973 should make it a criminal offense for any individual to 
directly or indirectly aid in the concealment of a known health hazard caused by 
unsafe working conditions. '. 

Deceptions are still on-going. Take the report that appea~ed ill the O~kla?d 
Tribune on 29 January 1980, it repbrted that a U.S. geologI~al survey sC,~entIst 
stated that there is a harmless asbestos and he named'ChrysolIte as the harmless 
one. However he did not mention the fact there are two different Chrysolites, and 
that the one' that is used most predominately is the one that is very harmful. 

From the many victims and family members I have talked with, I have ~isce!ned 
a fear that grips them. They express concern that no one cares about theIr plIght. 

Seeing companies producing havoc and destroying families, the concept of H.R. 
4973 is an idea whose time has come! " 

Mr. CONYERS. Our next witnesses are Ed Story and Ge<:}l'ge 
Fuqua. ,,-,: 

Mr. Story is financial secretary-treasurer and business agent of 
Local 16, the Asbestos Workers Union. Mr. Fuqua is a retiree from 
that same local. ," 

Gentlemen, your prepared' statements will be incorporated 'in the 
record. 

~ESTIMONY OF EDDIE H. STORY, BUSINESS AGENT, ASBESTOS 
WORKERS' UNION LOCAL 16, AND VICE PRESIDENT, WEST· 
ERN STATES CONFERENCE ASBESTOS WORKERS. ACCOMPA. 
NIED BY GEORGE FUQUA, RETIREE ~ , . .' 

Mr. STORY. Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee, 
may I introduce the others accompanying me in case you have 
some questions you might want to ask. 

Mr. CONYERS. Yes, give us their names. ' . 
Mr. STORY. Mynanie is Ed Story. I am financial-correspondmg 

secretary for local 16 and first yice president of Western States 
Conference of Asbestos Workers.> 

On my right is George Fuqua. Georg~ Fuqua is a member of local 
16 and retired because of disability. On my left here is Fred Padilla 
who is 'a member of the Paipters Union Local 4 here in San 

'Francisco, also disabled becaus~ of ,asbestosis. And on the far left is 
Smiley Ostberg. He's a member "of local 16, retired because of 
disability caused by asbestos .. 

Mr. CONYERS. Welcome, gentlemen, before the subcommittee. . I~ 
Mr. STORY. Thank you. 
Mr. CONYERS. You may proceed, Mr. Story. 
Mr. STORY. Well, I thank you for the opportunity to speak before 

this committee in behalf of this bill because we are very supportive" 
of this type of legislation. Being an asbestos worker and being very 
closely related to the problems caused by asbestos, I feel' that 
asbestosis is one of the largest instances of industrial type coverup 

• of hazards caused by asbestos. 
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I've been keeping records on the deaths 'of members oin my local 
since 1967, and I would like to present some of those facts that I 
have with me today. 

Out of all the recorded deaths, and I record all the deaths of my 
members that I keep in touch with which is almost all of them 
since 1967, there have been 110 recorded deaths; and out of those 
110, 63 were caused by asbestosis or cancer. Out of 63, 12 were 
cases of mesothelioma cancer. Of course, mesothelioma cancer pre
dominantly among asbestos workers is found only around people 
who have been exposed to asbestos; 

Now from 1967 to 1970) my information was derived from the 
death certificates and from individual doctors. But wanting further 
confirmation of the causes of death, I sent the death certificates to 
Dr. Irving Selikoff of the Mount Sinai Medical Center in New York 
requesting his opinion on the cause of death. 

Since 1970, he has continued to keep me informed on each indi
vidu,al case and his research confirms the staggering 50 percent 
figure of deaths due to asbestos. 

-The above statistics are facts that we live with daily. Asbestos 
workers have a terrible anxiety which dwells in each of us that 

, sooner or later we may become victims of a fatal disease that have 
taken so many of our brothers. 

Now that's a matter of life, it's a fact that we live with on. a" daily 
basis. That is not only the worker and something that he has to 
live wi~h, but it is also the problem withiq(:/th~ family. This .IS 
somethmg that's a constant worry among the WIves and the chIl
dren of the workers. Each time that one of us would have a 
stomach-ache or is out of breath or just for any reason feels unduly 
tired, wives worry whether that might be a symptom of a greater 
illness. 

If you could see, and I have an example here on my far left, 
Smiley Ostberg. He has to carry an oxygen tank around with him 
in order to breathe; and that's an example of the problems of 
'asbestos. 

Being personally involved as I was as an asbestos worker for 
more than 12 years while working in the field before being elected 
to .. the position I now hold, I have beeri concerned about what my 
exposure was while working.in the field. I worked in the field for 
12 years and at that time I was not aware of the problems of 
asbestos and, of, course, I was heavily exposed to asbestos at the 
time. 

And now my constant concern and constant fear is that exposure 
that I brought home on my clothes which was evident even though 
we wore coveralls, you cannot keep the fine dust of asbestos out of 
your clothes. I am constantly in fear as' to what, perhaps, might 
happen to my older children. 

I have a daughter 21, a son that's ,16. They were very small at 
~he time .that I was being expose~~. You wondereif it will ever take 
ItS toll WIth them as well as my Wire. '. 

Mr. CONYERS. At that time you probably h~d little information 
and awareness of this disease. "' 

Mr. STORY. Absolutely no information or awareness that asbestos 
was harmful to my health at the time. 

--
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I'm not only a business representative of my org~nization, blft 
I'm also a minister. And being a minister, I'm oftentimes called In 
to handle not only weddings, but handle funerals, as well. 

When one of my members beco~es ill,. I try to v~sit all. of them. 
Oftentimes by the request of famIly. It IS a shockIng thIn~ when 
you are standing along side one of your members and you lIte:rally 
see them suffocating because of asbestos. When I say suffocatIng, I 
mean just that, fading away because of cancer c~used by asbestos. 

It's a terrible price to h,ave to p.ay. for a diseas~ caused by 
asbestos which was known to people In Industry as beIng harmful 
to health, a problem with which they were aware, but covered up. 

If a person is aware of a harmful effect of asb~stos or a~y oth~r 
harmful material and goes ahead and exposes hImself to It, that s 
one matter. If industry knowing full well that asbestos or any 
other material is harmful and goes ahead and exposes the workers 
to the situation without informing them of the dangers; but makes 
every effort to cover up that known danger, that!s criminal. 

The industry or the individual who does that should be penal-
ized. ' 

I would like to give you an example of how I, personally, have 
been affected by this type of industrial coverup .. 

Prior to 1965, the year that I was first elected to the offIce WhICh 
I now hold in my union, I had no knowledge that asbestos was 

. harmful to my health. I had no idea at that time that asbestos was 
a potential killer. '. , " . 

In 1965, Dr. Irving Tabershaw and Dr. Clark .Coope! of ~he U:m
versity of California %~ Berkeley,;began..a study In conJunctIOn WIth ! 

the' Asbestos WQ"k~i'8 Local 16 under a grant from the U.S. Gov- 1 
ernment to determIne the hazards of asbestos to our members. !, 

All the basic examinations and other studies showed that the ~, 
heavy toll was taken, that the preponderance of illness suffered by I 

asbestos workers was caused by asbestos. i1. 

In~ 1965 I became aware of the hazards of health caused by 
asbestos. But in 1955, just 2' years afte! I had enter~d the trade, ,,2 
years after I had, entered the trade, eVIdence of thf! parmfulness of 
asbestos was available. Nowhere were there warnIngs to me to be 
aware of this nor were any safeguards for my health offered to me. 

lt was in 1955, that the connection between asbestos ,~nd c~nc~r 
was confirmed. It is interesting to note what had happened prIor to 
those years and going backward, we see that in 1935, United States 
and England research had indicated links between t~e two. ' 

In 1930 relationships between the two was confIrmed., In 1918, 
Some Am~rican and Canadian insurance companies stopped ,insur
ing asbestos workers. In 1900, the first death from asbestosIS was, 
medically diagnosed in England.. ", 

Eighty years later we are still faced W1~h thEt problem of asbestos 
exposure. For those who have been previously- exposed, we can ~o :,' 
nothing. We cannot ta},\:e it out of their systems. We cannot make It 
go away and we cannot change the outcome.,_ ",' " 

The only thing that we can ever hope to d? IS make th.eIr hv~~ a 
little bit bet~er with ?ompensation and .assuring that theIr famIlIes 
will be taken care of In the event of theIr death. , 

I am not here today to try to change,what has already been done 
because I don't believe that can be done. I feel certain that no one 
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in the asbestos industry is going to be penalized for. the damage 
that is criminally penalized for the damage that has already bee~ 
done. I am here today to see to it that the worker will have 
protection in the future. 

I feel that this legislation now pending before the House Subcom
mittee on Crime, offers protection for the worker and his family as 
well as society as a whole. We have to stop this industrial-type 
?overup of known hazards where industry and executives in that 
Industry are aware of hazards and make no attempt to inform the 
people that are exposed to those hazards. ' 

That industry or that individual must be'~leld responsible. After 
all, when you murder an individual, it doesn't really matter wheth
er you shoot him with a gun or whether you poison him. He's jsut 
as dead. 

Anyone who is involved in a murder caused by industrial-type 
coverup should face criminal action. Killing with asbestos or any 
other harmful substance is certainly murder. 

We are very much in favor of any type of legislation that would 
make things better in this field. 

Thank you. ,; 
Mr. CONYERS. You'r~ welcome, Mr. Story. Is there anyone else 

who woud like to tell his experiences concerning the subject matter 
of this hearing? Mr. Fuqua? 

Mr. FUQUA. I started as an asbestos worker in 1940, and I went 
on the first shift as a CR-2, and I worked as an asbestos worker for 
29 years. During the time that I was working with it, we were 
never warned, we were never told anything about asbestos that it 
would hurt us, or not. 

Only at one time did I ask one of the Johns-Manville represent a
tive~, I said, '~Is this stuff, win it hurt you?" 

He told me; he said, "Eat it and it won't hurt you." That was an 
asbestos company agency for Johns-Manville material. 

Mr. CONYERS. What year was that'? 
Mr. FUQ~A: Around ~943. During the war I worked in the ship

yards and It Just blew lIke dust. You couldn't see each other for it 
because you thought it was harmless. 

If they had only told us, you know, "Watch it," or something to 
that effect, then we would have handled it a little more carefully. 
In$tead, we sawed it, hit it, banged it on the turbines in the engine' 
room, in the boilers, et cetera. , 

Now after you get the disease, they just seem to kick you to one 
side. Most of the men, are in the prime of their lives now; Some
thing should \{e done. 

I would not-be quite so mad if they hadjust come out when they 
knew what it would do to you, and told us to watch it or cool it or 
handMjt carefully, or to take certain precautions. 

But deliberately knowing that, it would kill YOll is worse than 
shooting you in the h'ead right off the bat. When you have to sit in 
the rocking chair at night with an air Plachine and you can't lay 
down or you'd choke just by drowning, things like that. 
. ,But to let peop~e continue to .us~ it and apply it-my goodness, 
It s really somethIng. I guess thIS IS one of my better days. Thank 
God I was able to come here to try to help these people" explain to 
you what they've really done to us. , 1/ 

, ~.-
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There are thousands of other crafts, too, that wer~ working in 
these close quarters on the ship where we were workIng. They all 
got it. At night we'd blow ourselves off with air hoses and couldn't 
even see. . ·d 

If they had only warned us, we .could have taken precautIOns an 
perhaps would have saved a lot more lives. 

Mr. CONYERS. Thank you. , . . 
Mr. FUQuA. I want to thank you for w~at you ve b~en dOIng on 

this subject and I hope y01;1 can d? some~hlng to get a h~tle compen
sation for the people. I dId receIve a lIttle compensatIOn. Some, I 
hear got a year's payout of it. I've been.off now for 10 years t.hat I 
could have been working every day. Got shot out of the saddle at 
that early age just because of peoples' neglect and greed,. greed ~o 
make more money and not warn us. That s the whole thIng to It. 

They might have had us wear a little ~ore protective clot~es or 
stuff like that, respirators, saved a few lIves. We were n~thlng to 
them. That's what makes me feel pretty bad about thIS whole 
situation. , d' 

I want to thank you and I want to thank you for all you re omg 
in bringing this to light and I hope it helps people out that were 
affected by asbestos. . . 

Mr. CONYERS. Well, your testimony will be a great help, Mr. 
Fuqua. 

Mr. FUQuA. And I want to thank you again. . 
Mr. CONYERS. Mr. Fred Padilla, do you want to tell us anythIng 

about your experience at this time? 
Mr. PADILLA. No, sir. 
Mr. CONYERS. Mr. Smiley Ostberg, do you want to tal~ to. us? ~ 
Mr OSTBERG. Gentlemen and ladies, I started my trade In SIOUX ~ 

City, 'Iowa, in 1935. In fact, my first foreman is still living. He's 80 
years old. .. 

I worked in the midwestern area, St. LoUIS, ChIcago, ,~ansas 
City, and then the war come along and Uncl!:; Sam said, Would 
you give us a hand?'" . . 

So luckily I sailed in the U.S. merchant marInes and I :vas In the 
engine room, still associated with asbestos. In fact, I dId a lot of 
repair work when I was at sea. 

Mr. CONYERS. What was the trade you started in? 
Mr. OSTBERG. Asbestos worker, 1935, local 57, Sioux City, Iowa. 

Gordon B. Mason was my first foreman. 
After the war I went to Kaiser Shipyard and the first gentleman 

I worked with was on the midnight shift, Mr. George Fuqua. So 
we've known each other since 1945. In a way, it's been good. I was 
able to raise a family of four daughter.s, and I ~av.e six grand~ons. 

When we built the refinery at BenecIa, I was Jokin~ and I ~ald t~ 
a man "Don't never get in this trade. I have to SIt up nIghts. 
Little did I realize that I was going to have to do that many a 
night. 

Mr. CONYERS. You were kidding at the time? 
Mr. OSTBERG. Yes, I was kidding at the time. 
I used to go up a 100-foot tower like a chimpanzee and ·the last 

job I was on, a 100-foot tower at the Shell On.Refinery, I had to 
stop four times, 25 foot. And now I Can hardly clImb at all. 
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But as Mr. Fuqua said, they had never given us any warning. 
Get in, get the job done and move on to the next one 

And so any way you people can help, we will really appreciate it. 
I believe 95 percent of the asbestos workers die at the age of 55. I 
am a rather fortunate man. I have longevity. My father is 90. He is 
in Berkeley, Calif., right today. I lost my mother last year. She was 
83. 

This November 5, 1980, I will be 67; so I've been real fortunate. 
It's no fun. My best friend, weighed 185 pounds. He has cancer of 

the colon, it's just a horrible thing. I've seen him go from 185 to 60 
pounds, bone with skin on it. Asbestos was oozing out of his side. 
That really tears you up, Mr. Chairman. 

Thank you for your courtesy and your time. Any way that you 
can help us, will really be appreciated. .. 

'rhank you, gentleman and ladies. 
Mr. RAIKIN. Mr. Ostberg, I think the record should reflect you're 

wearing what appears to be a pink rubber glove on your left hand, 
sir. 

Is your wearing that glove in any way related to your treatment 
for asbestos disease? 

Mr. OSTBERG. No, it's caused by a mineral which causes ecto
therm poisoning. It's related to cement poison. I don't know wheth
er you people have ever heard of it. 

When a man works with cement a lot, it gets in his bloodstream 
and never leaves; it breaks out every so· often. That's the way this 
does. Ever so often, it comes back and I think you can see just what 
it looks like. The reason for the rubber glove is that it helps keep 
the air off of it, and it doesn't itch as much. 

Mr. RAIKIN. You also are wearing a device around your head, 
what is that? 

Mr. OSTBERG. This is liquid air and I have a larger cop.tainer at 
home. . 

Mr. RAIKIN. Is that a respirator? 
Mr. OSTBERG. It's liquid oxygen. 
Mr. RAIKIN. Do you have to carry that 'Xith you everywhere you 

go? . tt 

Mr. OSTBERG. Seven days a week. 
Mr. RAIKIN. What would happen to you if you took that out of 

your nose? 
Mr. OSTBERG. Well, I might a,sk Mr. Story to say a little piece for 

me when they put the dirt on top of me. 
Mr. RAIKIN. How long have you had to carry that around? 
Mr. OSTBERG. Approximately 1 year. 
Mr. RAIKIN .. What is thatfdevice called again? 
Mr. OSTBERG. Well, it's liquid oxygen. Well, nobody's smoking in 

here, but anytime I go into a building I shut it off because you 
don't have to worry about the container. It's here [indicating]. 
However, if you're within 5 feet of a flame, it will explode and burn 
your face off. 

Mr. RAIKIN. Will you have to wear that device, Mr. Ostberg, for 
the rest of your life? Have your doctors told you as much? 

Mr. OSTBERG. Well, I think so, yes. It helps put oxygen in my 
blQ(~ .. 

-
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Three years ago I came from Shell Oil Refinery on the Cum
mings Skyway. I don't know whether you people are acqw;inted 
with where you kind of turn down into Crockett, Cal~.? And ~f you 
remember, the big steel light pole there, I t?ok one WIt~ the sIde of 
my truck. Luckily I didn't get over 6 more Inches." But It threw me 
and I thought I was going clear down over the ~ank. . 

Mr. RAIKIN. I take it since you have only had to wear the deVICe 
in the last year, that your IUl}g disease condition has worsened 
progressively, is that correct? 

Mr. OSTBERG. Well, yes, it's to help counteract the disease. 
Mr. RAIKIN. Have your doctors mentioned to any of you whether 

there is reason to hope that a cure is forthcoming? 
Mr. OSTBERG. No. 
Mr. FUQuA. No. They just said live with it. 
Mr. RAIKIN. One last question. . 
Mr. Story, you're a union official. Did y~u or any 'oth~r offIcers of 

your unon local or any officers of any unIOn representing asbestos 
workers, to the best of your knowledge, ever know that exposure of 
their members to asbestos and asbestos products would cause var
ious lung diseases until it became general knowledge? 

Mr. STORY. When it became general knuwledge, I got on the 
soapbox. 

Mr. RAIKIN. But before that, you didn't know? 
Mr. STORY. No; I did not. . . 
Mr. RAIKIN. J?id anyone else that ,~you know WIthIn any labo~ 

union representIng asbestos workers \have such prior knowledge. 
Mr. STORY. Not to my knowledge .. 
Mr. RAIKIN. The three of you were all rank-and-file union mem- l: 

bers, is that correct? ' 
Mr. STORY. Right. I 
All three. Right. I 

Mr. RAIKIN. Do any of you have reason to believe that any of , 
your union representatives had prior knowledge of the dangerous 
properties of asbestos? 

Mr. OSTBERG. Not this gentleman here. 
Mr. RAIKIN. Thank you very much. 
Mr. CONYERS. Well, we want to thank you for appearing here 

today. Your testimony has been quite enlightening. Hopefully, a lot 
of people will read these hearings. I expect th~t many M~mbers ?f 
Congress will study your testimony for you have ~rovided t~IS 
subcommittee with an in-depth expose of your experIences whICh 
will be an important part of our record. 

Mr. OSTBERG. Mr. Conyers, in relation to masks, they have a 
white painted mask. It itches my face so bad I can'~ use it. If any.of 
you people can invent a mas~ that you can get ::ur thro~~h e~sIly 
or a pair of goggles that won t steam up, you wIll be mIllIonaires. 

Thank you very much. 
Mr. CONYERS. Well, we appreciate that. 
Thank you again for coming. 
Mr. STORY. Thank you very much. 
[The written statement of Eddie H. Story follows:] 
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TESTIMONY OF EDDIE H. STORY, FINANCIAL/CORRESPONDING SECRE'I:ARY AND BUSINESS 
AGENT OF ASBESTOS WORKERS' UNION LOCAL 16, AND VICE PRESIDENT OF WESTERN 
STATES CONFERENCE OF ASBESTOS WORKERS 

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, my name is Eddie H. Story. I 
represent the Asbestos Workers Local Union 16, and I am also the First Vice 
President of the Western States Conference of Asbestos Workers. 

I thank you for this opportunity to speak on .this bill, to let you know that we 
strongly support its passage into law. 

Being an asbestos worker, and being closely related to the problems caused by the 
hazards of asbestos, and asbestos workers being victims of one of the biggest indus
try coverups involving the life and health not only of the worker, but of the 
worker's family, I bring you today statistics about my, membership. 

I have been keeping records on the death of members in my local union since 
1967, and here are the facts: 

More than fifty percent of all deaths among the membership, have been job-
related, caused by asbestos. , 

Since 1967, there have been 110 reported deaths, for which I have certificates of 
death, and out of the 110, sixty-three were caused by asbestosis or cancer. 

, 'Out of the sixty-three, twelve were cases of mesothelioma cancer. 
From 1967 to 1970, my information was derived from the death certificates and 

from individual doctors, but wanting further confirmation of the causes of death, I 
sent the death certificates to Dr. Irving J. Selikoff of the Mount Sinai Medical 
Center in New York, requesting his opinion on the cause of death. 

Since 1970, he has continued to keep me informed on each individual case, and his 
research confirms the staggering fifty percent figure of deaths due to asbestos. 

The above·~tatistics are a" fact that we live with daily. Asbestos workers have a 
terrible anxiety which dwells in each of us, that sooner or later, we may become 
victims of the fatal diseases that have taken so many of our brothers. 

Not only do the workers worry, but so do their families. Each time one of us has a 
stomach ache, or is out of breath, or feels unduly tired, wives worry whether that 
might be a symptom of a greater illness. 

If you could see some of my members who must keep an oxygen cart with them at 
all times in order to breathe, you would have a greater understanding of the 
harmful effects. 

Being personally involved, as I was an asbestos worker for more than twelve 
years while working in the field before being elected to the position I now hold, I 
have been concerned about what my exposure to asbestos might have done to my 
children. My two oldest children were very small at the time I was being exposed to 
asbestos on a day-to-day basis, bringing that asbestos dust home on my clothes and 
shoes, I am now in constant fear of what that exposure may have done to my 
children and my wife. 

I am not only a business representative of my organization, but I am also a 
minister, and as such I often become involved. in the personal lilves of my member
ship and" their families, sometimes performing marriages, and sometimes handling 
funerals. It is a .terrible thing, when called in because a member is dying, dying of a 
job-related disease caused by asbestos, to see him literally suffocating, dying of 
suffocation because of asbestosis, watching him fade away with cancer, seeing the 
pain and agony of the family because this person's life is being taken away at such 
an early age, anage long before retirement is due in many cases. " 

It's a terrible; price to have to pay for a disease caused by asbestos which was 
known to people in industry as being harmful to health, a problem of which they 
were aware but covered up. 

If a person is aware of the harmful effects of asbestos or any other harmful 
material and goes ahead and exposes himself to it, that is one matter, but if 
industry knowing full well that asbestos or any other material is harmful and goes 
ahead and e2\pnses the workers to that situation without iriforming them of the 
dangers, but makes every effort to cover up the known danger, then that is crimi
nal. 

The industry, or the individual who does that, should be penalized. 
I would like to give an example of how I personally have been affected by this 

coverup. Prior to 1965, the year that I was first elected to the office which I now 
hold in my union, I had no knowledge that asbestos was harmful to my health. I 
had no idea at that time that asbestos was a potential killer. 

In 1965, Dr. Irving R. Tabershaw and Dr. Clark Cooper of the University of 
California in Berkeley, began a study in conjunction with Asbestos Workers Local 
16, under a grant from the Upited States Government, to determine the hazards of 
asbestos to our members. Muitiphasic examinations and other studies showed that a 
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heavy toll was taken, that the preponderance of illness suffered by asbestos workers 
was caused by asbestos. 

In 1965, I became aware of the hazard to my health caused by asbestos. In 1955, 
two years after I had entered the trade, evidence of the harmfulness of asbestos was 
available, but nowhere were there warnings tb me to beware of it, nor were any 
safeguards for my health offered to me. 

lt was in 1955 that the connection between asbestos and cancer was confirmed. It 
is interesting to note that what had happened prior to that year: 

Going backward, we see that in 1935, U.S. and England research had indicated 
links between the two; in 1930, relationship between the two was confirmed; in 1918, 
some American and Canadian insurance companies stopped insuring asbestos work
ers;. in 1900, the first death froI? asbestosi~ was medically diagnosed in England. 

EIghty years later, we are stIll faced wIth the problems of asbestos exposure. 
For those who have been previously exposed, we can do nothing: we cannot pull it 

out of their systems, we cannot make it go away, we cannot change the outcome to 
their health. ~\ 

I'm not here today to try to 'change what has already been done, because that 
cannot be done. I feel certain that no one in the asbestos industry is going to be 
penalized for the damage that has already been done. But I am here today to see to 
it that the worker will have protection in the future. . 

I feel that this legislation now pending before the House offers protection for the 
worker and his family, as well as society as a whole. We have to stop this industrial 
type coverup of known hazards, where industry and executives in that industry, are 
aware of hazards and make no attempt to inform the people exposed to' those 
hazards. 

That industry or that individual must be held responsible. After all when you 
murder an individual, it doesn't really matter whether you shoot him with a gun, or 
whether you poison him. He is just as dead. . 

Anyone who is involved in a murder should face criminal actkin. And killing with 
asbestos or any other harmful substance is murder. . 

Mr. CONYERS. The next witness is Dr. Phillip Polakoff, director of 
the Western Institute for Occupational!Environmen:tal Sciences at 
Berkeley. 

He's done a great deal of clinic research and studies on the 
exposure effects of asbestos on shipyard workers. 

We appteciateyou taking time out to join us here at the hearing, 
Dr. Polakoff. We are also gtateful for the prepared statement 
which we will replicate in its entirety in the record. 

You may now speak to the subcommittee. 

TESTIMONY OF PHILLIP L. POLAKOFF, M.D., M.P.H., DIRECTOR 
WESTERN INSTITUTE FOR OCCUPATIONAL/ENVIRONMENTAL 
SCIENCES ' 

Dr. POLAKOFF. Thank you, Mr. Conyers. 
Today we have an important mission to talk about. I would like 

to try to address it from a slightly different point of view. I think 
there are some gaps in some of the testimony that has been put 
forth. 

I am appearing in two roles: First as a practicing clinician who, 
each day, sees the individuals affected by occupational hazards. 
Second, as the director of the Western Institute for Occupational! 
Environmental Sciences, a not-for-profit service, education and re
search organization concerned with health in the workplac¢ and its 
relationship to family health and the outside environment. , 

In the 2 short years since its inception, this institute has become 
closely involved in the health problems affecting worker.s. These 
problems are by now part of an all too familiar litany, asbestos, 
pesticides, microwaves, radiation, noise stress and the list goes on 
and on., 
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At the same time, as a practicing physician, I've seen that litany 
translated in a more personal way in the physical and emotional 
injury of my patients, patients suffering from the insidious chronic 
effects of asbestos-related disease, namely as fibrogenic lung dis
ease, asbestosis, or as cancer in a variety of different organ sites. 

By way of example, let 111.e share two experiences with you: First, 
I was called upon to evalu(-lte and provide followup care for two 
workers in the electronics industry who were injured by an ,explo
sion of toxic acids. 

After the explosion, the v~orkers were brought to a hospital 
emergency room for treatmen,. Patients knew nothing about their 
toxic exposure. Neither did th,e attending physicians nor, in fact, 
did they have access to the ne'tessary information to deal with this 
explosion. Some of the gases might have i~cluded arsine, hydro
chloric acid, phosphine, silica tetrachloride ~ or several others. 

'The employer apparently didn't believe that knowledge of these 
substances was important in case of an accident. When we finally 
obtained the information we could find no useful references in the 
medical literature. There were major gaps in the chronic long-term 
effects of this combination of gases either in solo or in tandem. 

I cite this case as an ongoing form of corporate negligence. The 
use of new substances about which we know very little if anything, 
and their use without alerting anyone to their potential danger. 

Just prior to my arriving at these hearings, I saw a group of 
persons who had been exposed to a very toxic pesticide, the result 
of a railroad accident here in the bay area. 

Once again, the medical literature yielded no data on the long
term effects of this particular substance. I did not have enough 
information to provide an objective answer. 

Instead, I had to leave these workers wondering if they would 
become sterile, develop cancer, or suffer some other disease that 
would appear in the years ahead. 

At WIOES or in my clinicat practice, we continually find our
selves without sufficient information, largely because the manufac
turers and users withhold the information or don't do the neces
sary research to come up with the necessary data. And, in turn, 
this impedes the necessary research and evaluation necessary to 
deal with these individuals in an appropriate manner. 

We see the problems of patients exposed to microwaves in the 
1950's. These people were scattered around this country, but they 
came together to create their own network called the Radar Net
work Victims. These individuals suffer from cataracts and systemic 
health problems which, to date, no one has looked at except the' 
press. 

We see health problems amongst the veterans of atomic testing, 
suggesting the latency problems associated with asbestos-exposed 
shipyard workers. 

We see Vietnam veterans who were exposed to .agent Orange. We 
wonder about today's toxic dumps that are kept from public 
scrutiny. 

The list, once again, goes on, and on, and on, and what we know 
about asbestos, I am sure, to one .extent or another, will be brought 
forth with agent orange, low-level radiation, and the list of thou-
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sands of other potential toxic environments that people exist in 
today. ' 

Again, these are examples of employers who did not warn their 
workers or who did not subject new substances to morH than a 
casual review. 

Active or retired, abled or disabled, union members or nonunion 
members, whatever the specific complaint, these workers share a 
common anxiety outside of the purely medical realm. ATIxiety of 
not knowing who or what to believe. 

WIOES activities, whether focusing on education, research, or 
services, are directed toward protecting the health of the workers, 
improving the quality of their work environment. . 

To attain these objectives, it is almost always necessary that we 
ask the workers to do something: to use a particular piece of 
equipment, to modify a work process, or to change their personal 
living habits. . . 

When we ask this of a worker, there is an implied promise that 
the employer will do his fair share or that the agency in charge of 
the worker's safety and health will see to it that the promise is 
kept. 

In seeking out the response and cooperation of workers, one 
cannot help but notice the parallel of trust and, cynicism. Trust 
that what is good for th.e employers, in the long run, is good for the 
worker. Trust in the technology of medical care and the promises 
of space-age research. Trust in the strength of organized labor and 
the protective power of Government. Trust in the hope that envi
ronmental hazards are the exaggerated fancies of the media and of 
persons far removed from the work scene. 

Cynicism makes the worker suspect that the profits ·come before 
worker health and safety. That medical diagnosis is influenced by 
who pays the doctor. That labor leadership is often volatile and at 
times corrupted by internal politics. That Government is a ponder
ous and ineffectual bureaucracy. That behind the bland assurances 
that all is under control, illness and death of so many workers 
must be more than coincidence or nature taking its normal course. 

These ambivalent f~elings are not peculiar to the workplace. We 
are all caught up in th~ complexities of our exploding technology. 
We are engaged in tlie precarious act of balancing health needs 
against economic needs. 

The employer who threatens to close a plant if making it safe 
costs too much but who hides the cost-and-profit data can cause 
considerable harm. 

Yet we accept the threat as a legitimate tactic, perhaps because 
the harm is largely economic. 

On the other hand, the elTlployer who conceals a dangerous life
threatening hazard can cause irreparable human damage which 
cannot be balanced by legitimate economic self-interest. 

The central fact behind H.R. 4973 is that the lack of cando, the 
lies of many corporate leaders, has le.d to the disability and death 
of thousands of workers needlessly. 

Beyond this there are also some important domino affects. The 
corporate leader's position is such that when they renege on their 
responsibilities and lose our confidence, they call into question the 
integrity of those around them. 
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The tangled web of deception begins to make a moclrery of medi
cine, law, insurance, and Government r.egulations. 

The result is that the- worst of the worJ.W~rs' cynicism is justified. 
And in a poor imitation of corporate greed, the workers view the 
physician, lawyer, union representative, Government official, all as 
a part of a system not really designed to help and protect. But to 
be manipulated as much as possible. 

H.R. 4973 will signal the workers that the system can be 
changed, made to work. That we wUI not ask them to wear a mask 
or stop smoking while, at the same time, allowing employers to 
surround them with unannounced dangers. 

There may be little need to enforce the provisions of H.R. 4973 
once it is enacted. Let us hope that it will encourage employers to 
shift their energies from deception to disclosure, from camouflage 
to cooperation. 

Finally, I hope that H.R. 4973 will attract the support of those 
corporate leaders who recognize the complexity of health in the 
workplace, but will present those problems to their workers and to 
their stockholders and who believe that the cost of running a 
business need not include a cost of human lives. 

This concludes my formal testimony. I'd like to share a few more 
thoughts with the subcommittee. 

Over the last couple of years, the people you see here haven't 
been an exception in my life. They have been a ~daily occurrence. 

There is a need, not just in the congressional arena where people 
like yourselves are putting forth, but there is a need in almost 
every segment of our society, whether it be the voluntary agencies 
or the medical schools or the legal community or my own personal 
community of medical physicians to start to develop a dialog, to 
start to interact. 

The problems of health touch all of us, eithe:r touch us early on 
in our lives if immediate crises occur, however, generally impact 
more as life goes on. And it's going to take an integrated approach 
and a comprehensive approach if we're going to deal with the 
problems of asbestos, the problems of microwaves and the like. 

The victims have an equal amount of knowledge in their fields as 
the physicians, the Congressman, and the lawyers have in their 
respective fields. We're all technicians and we're all relating to the 
technical problems. It's just how we manifest it in our professional 
lives. 

So I think the victims here are real professionals too. When a 
victim or their representative can come up in front of you and his 
colleagues and show the passion that they have shown, I believe a 
major dedication to the problem has been manifested. 

I think you have a major responsibility in front of you. I know 
your track record, Mr. Conyers. And I know what you can do. But 
it's going to take more than just Mr. Conyers and the Congress of 
the United States to deal with this issue. It is going to take the 
committed efforts of our 'entire citizenry. 

I thank you very much. 
Mr. CONYERS. Well, you've rendered a very powerful statement, 

Dr. Polakoff. As a treating physician working clinically with many 
of the people who are, indeed, the victims of an unnecessary negli-
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gence that goes on, I'm grateful that you could fill 'in the gaps for 
our witnesses. 

I gather from the last part of your comment that there seems to 
be an unwillingness on the part of too many people in our society 
at responsible positions to deal with this problem, that it's consid
ered to be marginal, it's someone elses responsibility, or it's some
thing that can be managed by whoever is assigned. What you're 
seeming to say is that, really, everyone should begin to look at this 
a lot more carefully than before. ' 

Dr. POLAKOFF. I don't think we have a choic(~. Begin to look at it, 
it's a shame that we haven't looked at it. The.choice isn't ours. The 
choice has already been given to us. Either we look at it or the 
nature of our society is going to be altered from within and not 
from without very quickly. 

These are rather major forces that are disrupting the strength of 
our Nation, and yoU think of our Vietnam war veterans who are 
now at risk from exposures there. People in the test ranges are at 
risk from what they went through. Our shipyard workers, the 
backbone of American society, are now crumbling due to these 
adverse affects. I think it's time that we take a very close look at 
what we're doing to our structure and what it's going to take to 
change this. , ~ 

I think we have the capacity. I think the whole medical profes
sion has to be opened up in the learning areas. I think the legal 
profession have to be held accountable in how they are dealing 
with these people and making sure that they are not looked at as 
just bodies going through a process. But as human beings going 
through a process to get what their dues are. 

I think the responsibility is on all. There is no one who can give .l; 
up their role in dealing with this problem. \l 

Mr. CONYERS. Jerry DeMeo, the electrician who was here earlier, tf 
expressed himself in the very same way. He said it was painful to .~ 
him as one who believed in and served his country, that there ~ 
could be such a massive turning away in the Government, especial-
ly, from the plight of so many people like himself, for him to be 
shunted around, literally sent hat in hand from doctor's office to 
doctor's office, from Government agency to Government agency, all 
in a runaround kind of situation that he clearly could feel and 1 
resent. I 

I hear you calling for a new awareness and concern at all levels 
of government, and I can only applaud your very well~stated COnI- l 
ments. I' 

Would there be any usefulness served if you attempted to de- ~ 
scribe, from your experience, the impact of asbestosis and some of 1 
the other diseases upon the lives of some of your patients? 

Dr. POLAKOFF. It's hard to generalize. I cap. . share some of the 
feelings they hri;ng to me and where they com€t~r~m: 

One of the thIngs about the asbestos-exposea1vlCbms, I've yet to 
find a malingerer in the bunch. They. come and tell me' their 
problems, it's really what's going on. It's the most incredible phe
nomenon when they tell you exactly how it is. Their stories are all 
similar. Basically they al1:work in the shipyards, they all put in 
their 20 or 30 years, mainly in. the Federal sector, some in the 
private sector. 
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They come to you, some of them were screened by us 2 years ago. 
It often takes them 2 to 3 years to develop the courage of their 
convictions to come forth. They are scared. They don't want to 
know. Their other problem is, due to the doctors, the media, many 
people perceive that everyone of them is going to come down with 
the worst. 

Not everyone is going to come down with severe asbestosis. Not 
everyone is going to wear an oxygen tank. But everyone of these 
people think that it's going to be them. When "is it going to hit 
me?" '. 

Mr. CONYERS. And yet, everyone could be eligible. 
Dr. POLAKOFF. That's right, oh sure, that would certainly be the 

case. 
They come and usually it's the wife that comes in with them to 

discuss their spouse's problems. They come in not knowing what to 
expect. 

They come in also, usually with some data. They com,e in with a 
medical X-ray report from the U.S. Navy, dated 1976 or 1977, 
saying nothing is wrong, and additional data dated 1978 or 1979-
after the U.S. Navy had made a concerted effort to improve their 
radiological interpretation-indicating asbestos-related disease. 

So all of a sudden, the same person who read it one year and 
rereads it the next year when more training is available changes 
the results. So there is a credibility gap. 

They go to their own doctor and the doctor says, "Well, if I put it 
on Blue Cross-Blue Shield, they won't cover it because it's a work 
injury." Then there is the problem, who is to pay the bill? 

Further, an additional problem arises, this being that the doctor 
generally doesn't want to get involved in medical/legal activities. 
It's not something that's a great pleasure to have subpenas arriv
ing at your office on a regular basis. I've probably been subpenaed 
more than anyone in this country, including some of your col
leagues in Washington. 

I've had, literally, over 1,000 subpenas at my front door in the 
last year dealing with the people we have studied. Each subpena is 
appropriately answered. 

Mr.' CONYERS. Remember in the old days people used to say 
Congressmen handed out subpenas and now we're receiving them. 

Dr. POLAKOFF. They come and the questions are, basically, "Doc, 
we've been all around. We're not looking for money. We're looking 
for someone to tell us something that we can believe is credible. 
Will I live? Can I support my family?" 

You'll find out that there have been many people who worked 
around asbestos whose widows now reside in mobile home commu
nities. Phenomenal. 

Mr. CONYERS. What does that" mean? 
Dr. POLAKOFF. It means that they lost their house. They've 

become bankrupt. In addition, people have had to move for medical 
reasons. For example, they resided in the San Joaquin Valley. And 
then the doctor tells them that they have to move to the coast 
because it's better for the lungs. They move to the coast. The price 
in California for living on the coast is much higher than living in 
the valleys. This causes them to have monetary problems. 

--
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They also suffer f::om social disruption. When you .live in the 
valley your family IS there, your colleagues, your frIends, your 
work~ates are all there. You move to the coast. You're giving up 
that. 

So many of them feel this gloom and doom of despair. Where are 
they going? 

Recently we've been holding a series of rap sessions at our insti
tute where victims come together. These people have been invited 
fro~ all -over the' State. Arid the amazing fact is on their day off 
they will drive 200 or 300 miles to share their experience with 
someone else. 

Last year we put on a public seminar in Vallejo. Over a thou
sand people came on a Saturday, spent 8 hours to listen and 
question their colleagues and professional people on what the solu
tion to their problems might be. 

The solutions are often not forthcoming especially in this yeal" of 
prop 13 and cutbacks in Federal spending. We've sort of lost the 
place for social service in our society. And this is what's needed in 
a population like this. A place to go for appropriate treatment, a 
place to go for appropriate counseling. 

We brought together a group of physicians, about 20 pulmonary 
physicians in the bay area. They all agreed that the reports were 
about the same. They all knew how to interpret the same medical 
data. The only problem was when they got to the conclusion. And 
the conclusion depended on who was paying their bills, not on the 
seientific merit of the case. 

So if you're hired as an applicant's attorney or plaintiffs attor
ney then you put all the accent on asbestos. If you are retained 
fro~ the othe,l'" side, the company's side, then everything is ciga
rette smoking. 

Well, the worker gets examined by both sides and this leads to 
more and more confusion and lack of direction. So I think this bill 
is a strong statement. Its time has come, as someone else said. 

I think it's a start. It's certainly not going to answer all the 
problems. As I mentioned to counsel before this, there is another 
issue that you should keep in mind. That's corporate criminality 
versus corporate irresponsibility. And I don't know where the line 
stops and starts. ' . 

VV"hen something is knowingly known and not put forth to the 
public, that's criminal, say, with asbestos. 

What happens when the same company profits to a sizable 
extent but doesn't put that fair share of profits into the res.3arch of 
the product before it gets on the market? That's a form of criminal
ity or corporate irresponsibility, however you want to look at it. 

So I think this bill has a shortcoming in its definition of crimi
nality and I think it could be a little bit more expansive and a 
little bit more all-comprehensive by trying to ;make a better defini
tion of criminality. 

There is a lot of work to be done. 
Mr. CONYERS. What about the trend of balancing budgets at the 

national level? Is that going to have an impact on your work at. the 
clinic? . 

Dr. POLAKOFF. I am sure it's going to have an impact. There are 
many, many different projects that have to be funded that aren't 
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being funded. It's not only our institute. Our institute is a small 
institute, sort of a prototype. It'S. a model. We certainly don't have 
adequate resources. I'm the only physician at the institute, per se. I 
certainly have limitations on what I can do. . 

The Government, in many ways, has used the institute. IvIaybe 
it's of interest to you that the National Cancer Institute put out a 
request for demonstration projects ~ast year? to est~blish r~sour~e 
centers for asbestos and other envIronmental carCInogens In thIS 
country. 

We were fortunate to be awarded the contract. But, unfortunate
Iv? only several other organizations in the country submitted a bid 
and we ended up being the only organization awarded a contract. 

I think we have to have a heayier emphasis on' prevent on in the 
budget of Health and Human Services now. We have to have a 
better emphasis on the educational process. Not just in its tradi
tional stereotype on how you educate a physician. 

One of the problems in the education of a physician is seldom are 
they put into the community, however one wants to define a com
munity, of dealing with working class people, dealing with minor
ity. It's very easy when the physician is on high, in his office, and 
some one comes to them. 

The issues we're dealing with now, the office is the community. 
;rhe office is interrelating different aspects of our society to work 
and listen to each other. 

Last week we did a training session for the American Cancer 
Society, the volunteers. Many of the unions support the American 
Cancer Society rather heavily. But when an individual who lives in 
an environment where there is a lot of cancer calls up and asks if 
it's work-related, to date the American Cancer Society has had 
very little to say on this issue. So that's another important issue. 

The amount of money that's going to prevention in the work 
environment, at this point, is pittance. Any further cutbacks will 
almost make it negligible. 

So I think, at this point, this is not one area that can be cutback, 
unlike the defense budget. Congress will have to sponsor the work 
that such iJ:lstitutes as my own is doing, using the best of biogene
tics or bioengineering. Our institute has to be cloned in one way or 
another throughout the country. 

Your own city certainly could have one that could reach out to 
the needs of the people in the automobile factories as well as the 
shipyards. -. 

Mr. COl'fYERS. I was thinking that this prototype could successful
ly be replicated almost in any number of places. It's an excellent 
beginning and what I see as, through budget decisions, reducing 
the possibility of expansion and endangering your existence, prob
ably, just at a point when we're prepared to move forward clinical
ly in a way that we never have. 

Dr. POLAKOFF. These issues cannot be solved by individuals. they 
have to be solved in a team approach. It's very complex, but the 
solutions aren't impossible. They involve geologists, engineers, bio
physicians, social workers, physicians, the political scene. One of 
the problems is in our education for all of us. It has many, many 
voids. We have to train our people as they grow up about the 
complexities of society. 
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Some of us in the academic community and the research commu
nity often forget that there is another community called working 
class whose problems need realistic solutions. To find these solu
tions, we must all seek new coalitions and channels of communica
tion with the vidimized populations. 

It's going to take many, many people and also will take support. 
And, unfortunately, the support does mean dollar bills and it's not 
that easy to come by. 

Mr. CONYERS. It seems to me that somewhere along the line 
we've got a governmental defect, a problem in the sytem where 
somebody is not hearing somebody or that there are great com111;er
cial influences that are inhibiting the Government from movIng 
where it is and these things are all happening and not happening 
because of certain pressures and pulls. I have often wondered how 
to best outline these things. The decisions and the public policy 
determinations made in the Federal Government come because of 
forces and effects as well as jUdgments. 

Dr. POLAKOFF. Let me share one personal experience that I had 
and I certainly don't have the daily roleplaying and decisonmaking 
that you plan in your mind. We have other decisonmaking. Peo
ples' lives, we decide on an individual basis how we can direct 
them in appropriate ways. 

I sat on the National Cancer Institute asbestos task force, which 
was giving policy to the late Secretary of HEW, Joseph Califano. It 
was interesting to note that in the decisionmaking process, th~re 
was not one clinician. There was not one person who was treatIng 
these people in these hearings. 

Now that's not to blame NCI, that's not to blame the clinicians. 
But there was a gap in the process of bringing different forces to 
play. There were a lot of asbestos vacuum cleaning manufacturers 
there, and there were a lot of lobbyists from manufacturers there. 

But when it came down to the victims, there was one victim 
having his say. I don't know if it was appropriate, but they kept on 
using the same person to state his case over and over again. 

This is going to duplicate itself. The universities don't want to 
get into the controversial areas. When they do, you saw from the 
testimony on DBCP; where we had that in the early 1960's. We had 
data on vinyl chloride in the late 1960's, which wasn't made public 
until the eal'ly 1970's. 

The list goes on and that's not what the intent of my testimony 
was to put forth, a rehashing of what everyone has put forth before 
you. But to show you that there isa hope going forward and we 
certainly have to learn from our past mistakes, and they really 
were rather tragic.,-

Mr. CONYERS. That's why I think this part of our review is very 
important because if this is not understood, then why the system 
doesn't function for Mr. DeMeo doesn't make sens~ to him. It was 
clear that he was hurt and puzzled why a system which he served 
and supported and believed in could so clearly fail him. 

Dr. POLAKOFF. One last experience that I think sums it up in my 
life, how I try to relate to the U.S. Government in this particular 
case. 

In 1978, when we started this large screening project, I got a call 
from the Department of Defense. And when you're a private practi-
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tioner and someone caJls you from the Department of Defense, you 
glat a little "antsy." , 

Mr. CONYERS. They handle more money than anybody else in the 
Government. 

Dr. POLAKOFF. At this time, there was the Assistant Secretary for 
Health and the Human Environment, Assistant Secretary George 
Marienthal. He said, "I want to come out and see you. I've heard a 
lot about what you're doing." 

I said, "I really don't need to see you. I'm very comfortable in my 
office and I'm pretty busy. But if you do come out, we're going to 
talk business and we're going to come up with a joint approach." 

He said, "Well, I'm coming out." So he shows up and he brings 
with him his supporting cast of military men. He comes into the 
office and I sit him down and said, "Oh, it's nice that you could 
come out here. I'm looking forward to talking to you. I am sure at 
the outset that we're going to accomplish something." 

Well, to make a long story short, at the end he summarized the 
conversation by saying, "You know, Phil, I like what you're doing, 
but it just doesn't fit into our program. Let's take it that we're like 
a train track. We're two tracks going paralleL" 

And then I said, "Well, what abot.t some T-junctions, you know, 
where trains get shuffled off and we can come back on?" 

He said, "No, I think it's better that we keep them parallel. So 
what's that saying," he said, "is in the naval arena you use one 
form of health-care system and in the outside communities there is 
another." 

And in medicine, to be effective, there have to be good communi
cations. If you go to one physician and you move to another place, 
you'd like to know that that data is transmittable. 

That didn't happen until the last 6 months when the Navy, to 
their credit, has improved their work environments. It's not the 
same in the private sector. 

Many of those who work in the Federal sector were not protected 
by OSHA until this year when the President signed an Executive 
order. 

Mr. CONYERS. Unless we amend this bill, it won't apply to Feder
al employees. 

Dr. POLAKOFF. And then it won't apply to all the problems with 
agent orange, it won't apply with low-level radiation. 

Mr. CONYERS. There will be a great deal of resistance of "Why 
include Federal workers? We've got enough problems with the 
private sector," and this would be Government people saying, 
"Let's exclude the people that work for the Federal Government, 
itself." 

We are delighted that you could join us, Dr. Polakoff. 
We're very happy to receive ~our testimony and hear your addi

tional comments and I hope we II be working as closely together as 
we can. 

[The written statement of Dr. Phil Polakoff follows:] 
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TESTIMONY OF PHILLIP L. POLAKOFF, M.D., BEFORE THE HOUSE 
CRIME SUBCOMMITTEE HEARING ON H.R. 49731 SAN FRANCISCO, 
CALIFORNIA, MARCH 24, 1980. 

Gentlemen: 

I w~sh to than~you for the opportu~ity to appear before you 

today, and to make some ratheF brief comments on my own 

reaction to HR 4973, and my view of its significance. 

I am appearing in two, roles: first, as a practicing ~linician 

who each day sees the individu~l effects of occupational 

hazards1 and secondly! as the Director of the Western 

Institute for Occupational/Environmental Seie~ces, a not-for

.profit seryice~ducatio~, and research organization concerned 

with health in the workplace and its relationship to family 

health and the outsid~ environment. 

In the two short years since its inception, this Institute, 

WIOES, has become closely involved in the health prohlems 

affecting workers. These problems are by now part of an al~, 

too familiar litany: asbestos, pesticides, microwaves, noise, 
d • 

stress, - the list goes o~ and on. 

-

o 
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At the same time, as a practicing physician, I have seen 

that litany translated in a most personal way - in the 

physica,l and emotional injury of my patients~ p'atients 

suffering from the insidious chronic effects ~f ~sbestos 

related dis\~ase - mainly as fibrotic lung. disease (asbest,osis), 

but arso as cancer in a variety of different organ ~ites., 

By way of example, let me share two experiences with you. 

c 

1. I was called upon to evaluate and provide follow-up 

care for two workers in the electronics industry who 

were injured by an explosion of toxic gases. After the 

explosion, the workers were brought to'a hospital 

emergency room for treatment. The patients knew 

nothing about their toxic exposl,lre. Nei ther did' 'the 

attending physicians - por in fact did they have 'access 

to the necessary information. The composition ox the 

gases ~ight have included arsine. hydrochloric,acid, 

phosphine, silica tetrachloride, or several others. 

The employer apparontly didn't believe that knowledge 

of these substances was i~portant. When we finally 

obtained the information, we could find no useful 

references in the medical literature. 

I cite this case as an on-goiQg form of corporate 

negligence - the'use of new substances about which we 

know very little, if anything, and their use without 
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alerting anyone to their potential danger. 

2. Just prior to my arriving *t this hearing, ~ saw 

a group of persons who had been exposed to a very 

toxic pesticide as the re~ult of a railroad accident. 

Once again, ~he medical literature yielded no data on 

the long-tern effects of this particular substance, and 

I did not have enough information to provide an 

objective answer. Instead,' I -had to leave these \\ 

workers wondering if they would become steriie, develop 

cadcer, or suffer some other disease that would appear 

in the years ahead. 

1 At WIOES or in my clinical practice, we'continually find 

If obrselves without sufficient information, largely because 

f ,I .~ t~e manufacturers or the users withold that informat,ion. 
li,l' ! and in'turnimpede the necessary research and evaluation. 
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We see the problem of patients exposed to microwaves in the 

'5.0s - radar network victims - suffering from cataracts ~~4 

pulmonary an~ systemic problems which no one has looked at 
car efull'y. 

,:j 

~e seethe veterans of atomic testi~g, ~uggest'ng the l~te~qy 

problems associated with asbestos-exposed shipyard workers. 

,/ 
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We see Viet Nam veterans who were exposed to Aggnt Orange. 

And we wonder about today's toxic d~mps that are kept from -, 
public scutiny. 

Again, these are all examples of employers who didn't warn 

their workers, or who didn't subjeat new substances to more 

than a casual review. 

Act~ve or retired, abled or disabled, union members or 

non-u~ion, and whatever the specific complaint, these 

workers share a common anxiety outside the purely medical 

realm - the anxiety of not knowing who or what to believe. 

WIOES 'activities, whether focu'sing on education, research, 

or servic'es, are directed towards protecting the health of 

workers and improving the quality of their work environment. 

" To attain these ob1ectives, it is almost always necessary 
~ 

that we as~ the wor~er to do something: to use a particular 

piece of. equipment, to modi~y a work process, or to change a 

personal living habit. And when we ask this o£ a worker, 

there is an implied promise that the employer will do his 

fair share, or that 

and health will see 

the agen1{es charged with worker safety 

to i t_1;,.~/ch the promise is kept. r-
\' 
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In seeking out the response and cooperation of workers 
;r 

one cannot help but notice a parallel of trust and cynicism. 

Trust that what is good for the employer is in the long run 

good for the wor~er1 trust in the technology of medical 

care and the promises of space-age research, trust in the 

strength of organized labor and in the protective power of 

government~ and trust in the hope that environmental hazards 

are the exaggerated fancies o£ the media and of persons far 

removed from the work scene. 

But cynicism makes the worker suspect that profits co_e 

.bsfore worker health and safetY1 that medical diagnosis is ,.... 

influenced by who pays the doctor1 that labor leadeiship is 

too often volatile ~r aorrupted by internal politics1 that 

government is a ponderous and ineffectual bureaucracy~ and 

that behind the bland assurances that all is under control, 

.the illness and death of so many workers must be mO.r e than 

coincidence or nature takillg i.ts course. 
'"\:! 

'I 

These ambivalent feelings are not peculiar to the wo_~kplace. 
! , 

We are all ca~ght up in the complexities of our exploding 

t)chnology. 'We are engaged in the precarious act of. 
'I 

balancing he'alth needs against economic needs. The employer 
II 

11 

who threatens to close a plant if making it safe cost~ too 

much, but who hides the cost and profit data, can cause 

considerable harm. Yet we accept the threat as a legitimate 
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tactic i perhap,s because the harm i~ largely economic. 

On the other hand, the employer who conceals a dangerous, 
• 

life-threatening hazard can cause irreparable human damage 

d b leg1'timate economic self-interest. which cannot be balance Y 

" 

The central fact behind H~l497~, is that the lack of can.dor -

the lies - of many corporate leaders has led to ~he 

disability and death of thousands of workers.-

Beyond this, there are also some important domino effect~. 

The corporate leader~' position is such that when they 

renege on their te~ponsibilities and lose our confidence, 

they call into question the integrity of those around them. 

The tangled web of deception begins t00make' a mock.ry of 

medicine, law, insuranc~, and government re9ulat~on. The 

result is that the wo~~t of the worker's cynicism is justified~ 

and in a ~~or imitation of corporate gr~ed, th. worke~ views 

the physician, laWyer,' union representative, government 

official, all as part of a system not really designed to 

help '~nd protect, but to be manipulat~d as much asposBible. 

HR 4973 will signal the workers that the system can be 

changed and made to work~ that we will not as~ tbem to wear 

masks or stop smo~ing, while at the same time allowing, the 

emplo¥er to surround them w.,ith unannounced dangers. 
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There may be little ne~d to enforce the ~rovisions of 
,~ 'J,~!) 

HR 4973 once it is enacted. Let us hope that it wi~l_ 

enc~urage employers to shift ,their energies from deception 
1.-:, 

,to dis,?losure, from camouflage to coopera t!o"n. 

Finally, ~ hope that HK 4973 will attract the support of 

those corporate leaders who recognize the complexity of 

health in the workplace, but who will present those problems 

to their workers and to their stockholders, and who believe 

that the cost of running a busines~ need not include a cost 

in hilr."lan lives. 

I thank Y,ou~~~~ .. 
Mr. CONYERS. Our next witness is the executive secretary

treasurer 'Of the Calif'Ornia Lab'Or Federation, AFL-CIO, Mr. John 
F. Henning, wh'Ose statement we have. . 

We welcome Y'OU, Mr. Henning. I kn'Ow y'Ou've been here quite 
awhile. 
We~a .' like t'O inc'Orporate fully y'Our . prepared statement in the 

rec'Ord at this time and ackn'Owledge your l'Ong c'Oncern ab'Out this 
very sensitive issue in the lab'Or m'Ovement and invite you to pr'O-
ceed in y'Our 'Own way. . 

Welc'Ome bef'Ore the subcommittee. 
(1 

TESTIMONY OF JOHN F. H~NNING, EXECUTIVE SECRETARY .. 
TREASURER, CALIFORNIA LABOR FEDERATION, AFL-CIO 

Mr. HENNING. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, members 'Of the c'Om
mittee. My name is J'Ohn F. Henning. lam the executive secretary
treasurer 'Of the Calif'Ornia Labor Federati'On. 

Our 'Orgallizati'Onrepresents 1,700,000 members in this State. I 
have submitted the f'Ormal d'Ocument and in the interest 'Of time I 
will refer 'Only t'O certain passages. 

Our basic view is that the penalties sh'Ould be imp'Osed UP'On 
business wherever the n'Ondiscl'Osure 'Of seri'Ous dangers inherent 
either in the pr'Oducti'On, 'Or the use 'Of what they merchandise, has 
been in effect. And we are convinced that that has 'Often been the 
case historically and is the case tqciay. 

Actually 'Our 'Organizati'Onhasnot" been interested in this as l'Ong 
as y'OU W'Ould think, Mr. Chairman, and we appreciate y'Our compli-
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ment. But I must say that we've been deeply interested in this, 
really, since 1978, when it was brought to our attention by the 
asbestos workers union and the metal trades council, the Pacific 
Coast Metal Trades Council, that numerous deaths of one might 
say, senior workers, workers in their late fifties and sixties, who 
had been employed in the Mare Island Shipyards were dying by 
reason of asbestosis. . 

And so in company with Dr. Polakoff who testified here and who 
is certainly the prevailing authority in this part of the country on 
the subject of industrial disease, particularly asbestosis, together 
with Dr. Irving Selikoff of New York, I would say ,one of the two 
outstanding national medical figures, in company with Dr. Pola
koff, we conducted a series of surveys of those who had been 
employed in our shipyards and in longshore work during the period 
of the Second World War. 

And so we had clinics established in San Francisco, in Oakland 
and in Richmond. And we advertised that all workers who had 
been empioyed in the shipyards or in asbestos-related work could 
come for the free testings. 

And on page 2, there is a brief summary of that. The survey was 
conducted by the Western Institute for Occupational/Environmen
tal Sciences, of which Dr. Selikoff spoke. And the clinic analyses 
involved the scrG6rtlng of more than 2,200 workers. And the analy
ses, then, of more than 6,000 X-rays. 

We financed the study together with the asbestos workers union 
and the Pacific Coast Metal Trades Council, other individual 
unions assisted. 

The study found that 45 percent of the workers surveyed had 
significant abnormalities consistent with asbestos-related diseases. 
Another 30 percent showed minimal abnormalities consistent with 
that asbestos-related disease. 

I am sure Eddie Story has told the story of what it meant for the 
members. And then he had two witnesses here. And I believe Mr. 
Van Bourg also had witnesses testifying to the personal experi
ences. 

We became deeply involved with the revealed deaths in Vallejo 
and the Mare Island Shipyard jurisdiction. 

And a month and a half ago we sponsored, in company with the 
Western Institute, a conference on health and work that drew not 
only workers from the Western States, immediate Western States, 
but medical authorities from New York,lllinois, Pennsylvania, 
University of Michigan, all concentrating on the insidious nature 
of so many industrial diseases that do not become apparent until 
late in the worker's life. And we are concentrating, of course, ~n all 
of this, not only in cure and prevention but, certainly, on the 
workers' right to know. 

And in the present session of our State legislature, we have 
sponsored a bill which has enjoyed bipartisan support, passing the 
lower house of our legislature, 73 votes to none, which establishes a 
$2,000,000 fund for the immediate treatment of the victims of 
asbestosis, a disease, again manifesting itself, usually, .20 to 30 
years after contact. '. 

And· the difficulties workers have in 'receiving compensation or 
medical treatment under lay( is the, proving of the re<;:ord. Many of 
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the shipyards in which these workers were employed no longer 
exist. 

That's true of Barrett & Hilt Shipyard which built concrete ships 
in this area in the second war. It's true of Western Pipe & Steel 
Co., which built C-3 freighters. 

The very obtaining of records and, certainly, the proof that the 
worker was, in truth, exposed to asbestos in his work employment 
is difficult to prove a quarter of a century after the fact. 

So our legislation provides for what is in effect an emergency 
fund to provide immediate care under the law for such workers. 

Mr. CONYERS. Is it adequate? 
Mr. HENNING. Well, it's to be a State-financed fund in the first 

instance and sUbsequently to be financed by employers. It's one 
small step forward but the principle is, perhaps, more important 
than the amount. 

Mr. CONYERS. Has it been done in any other State? 
Mr. HENNING. I can't testify to that. I don't know, Mr. Conyers. 
But it does indicate the growing realization of this problem in 

the legislature and in the total community. 
Next I would direct your attention to page 6, where we cite the 

testimony submitted. I am sure you're familiar with it already. 
There's no need to go into detail on it. There is the testimony 
submitted by Congressman Miller about the Johns-Manville Corp. 
as far back as 1933, settling 11 asbestosis cases for $30,000, with 
the assurances that the workers involved would not take separate 
legal action. 

In our bill in the legislature we have a specific provision that 
allows the workers to sue, regardless of this rather minimal treat
ment they will receive under the provisions of the legislation we 
are endorsing. 

Johns-Manville, 'by the very nature of its work, has a rather 
despairing experience not only with asbestosis but with diatoma
ceous Earth issue. 

I remember about 1954, when we were holding our State AFL
CIO, AFL at that time, convention at Santa Barbara. There was a 
strike at the Lompoc plant and a corps of workers came down. The 
strike was over safety provisions and the chairman was a man who 
had the same name as I, Jack Henning. 

I served as director of industrial relations for the State of Calif or .. 
nia under Govern6:t]'3?own, that's the elder Brown, from 1958, to 
1962. 

We had more complaints about Johns-Manville so at that time I 
directed the chief of the division of industrial safety to make a very 
exacting survey. I told him to look up my namesake at Johns
Manville. ' , 

He found him, all right. He was in the cemetery, along with 
scores of other workers, who, through the years, have died in the 
Johns-Manville operation., So this problem is not a new one but it's 
becoming a more revealed one, I believe, at the present time. 

The testimony of corporate evasion is found on page 5. There is, 
again, no particular need for me to read out the exact language of 
evasion by the employers. ' 
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There is a reference made on page 3, to a kind of related white
collar crime. We sometimes forget the penetrating and permanent 
nature of white-collar crime. 

1 cite here the NBC news report of last week that scores of 
doctors, members, certainly, of a professi?n of nobility, .ha:re been 
implicated in an FBI investigation of medIcare and medIcaId frau~ 
involving thousands of dollars in kickbacks from doctors for medI
cal laboratory services. 

The NBC correspondent, Bill Sternoff, reported that t~e man3:g~r 
of one medical laboratory said that a- doctor at one partICular clInIC 
wanted $5,000 in cash to begin with and then $3,000 a month in 
cash payments. 

Now we know that frailty is common to all men and women and 
to all occupations. B~.!t we do think that not enough attention has 
been given, historically, to this kind of crime. . 

So I would commend the full document to you. I belIeve you 
made a reference to the fact that you were going to ask me the 
question of why we have been unable to solve these problems in 
the past. '. 

I have a theory on that, Mr. Chairman, members of the commIt
tee. 

Mr. CONYERS. I'd be delighted to hear it. 
Mr. HENNING. Aside from the general lack of knowledge in the 

trade union movement and in the community and among working 
people, whether 'union or nonunion, there is something else in
volved here. 

In 1870, Bismarck, Germany, had the world's first worker~ com
pensation law and yve like to thi~k we're an adv~nced pe?ple In the 
social sense. But It wasn't until the progressIve era In or own 
country's history under the LaFollet~es in .Wis~on~in, 1912-14, that 
we had our first law enacted. Here- In CalIfornIa, It was 1914. And 
we all appreciate the law but it had certain failings from wit~h-l 
that we encounter whenever we move toward reform or extensIOn 
of protection under the workers compensation law. It. is an adver
sary system, politically an adversary system, economICally an ad-
versary system. , 

The employer is obliged to carry ins1fr~~ce. Well. and go,od, w,e re 
asking now for more employer responsIbIlIty. But s~nce he s ~blIged 
to pay for that insurance, he becomes a force 111. any kInd of 
legislation that will be enacted on workers compensatIOn .. 

The insurance carriers are involved. It has been saId because 
they favor liberal compensation benefits, for example, because it 
makes for higher payments. Whether that's true, or not, I'm not so 
sure. But this I know, whenever we propose in Sacramento any 
expansion of workers compensation benefits, any protections that 
should be added to the present law, we face the fierce opposition of 
two'very powerful forces in American political life, the employer 
lobby, and the insurance lobby. 

And I can tell you that in Sacramento, they are a~ong the 
dominant forces. So always there are these adversary posItions and 
I can understand their position. I can understand their wish not to 
be responsible for increased benefits which means higher insurance 
costs. 
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~ut it's a basi~ li;mitation. to any kind of reasonable progress in 
thIS layv. An,d thIS IS sometIlnes forgotten and sometimes ignored. 

But If you:xe seeking, if it's your destiny to be involved in seek
ing for greater protection, for example, of workers under the law to 
~over asbestosis victims, when you think of the retroactive aspects 
Involved, you're talking cash, you're talking money and it's not 
gen~ral fund m.0I?-t:;y. So you might persuade the legislators of both 
parties that a cIvIlIzed country would care for its people. 

You're talking about fighting insurance lobby and you're talking 
of fighting employer's lobby. 

That's the basic reason why we've made such slow progress. 
Mr. CONYERS. Well, I'm very glad that you spelled this out be

cause if we're really not candid about it, many people won't under
stand ~hy the ~ongress can't~et its act together any better to do 
somethIng. that ,IS perfectly ratIOnal, would be perfectly beneficial 
to the natlonalinterests, and would support many decent working 
people who are otherwise without a remedy. 

Many of thpse same interests strongly influence the campaigns 
and the electIOns of the very people that make the decisions. And 
they influence it in a very major and direct way. 

And for us not to think that that's going to have an impact on 
?therwis~ good judgment. is not to understand, then, why we are 
Just gettmg around to thIS matter in 1980, as opposed to a decade 
or tW? ago, when the issue may have been appropriately raised. 

So It seemB to me that understanding the political and the gov
ernmental system of, as you say, the adversary role that many of 
the powers play, has a great deal to do in this country on what 
public policy and, ultimately, what legislation is enacted. 
~r. HENNIN?. If I may say so, Presid~nt Nixon appointed a 

natIOnal C(!m~ISSlOn on workers compensatIOn to consider national 
standar~sl ThIS was 1971. And actually the commission findings 
were 'good, except .for ?ne a~ea .. But it does show how controlling 
the money aspect IS. LIberalIzatIon was recommended in virtually 
all areas. 

This was a joint management -public labor commission. I would 
s~y it was fairly appointed. But the one area in which this commis
SIOn would rnake no recommendation despite the labor movement 
protest was' in the area of permanent partial disability. That's 
where the money is. . 

In oth~:1:' words, ~here total permanent disability was involved, 
there are so fe~ In that category, the commission was liberal. 

But not when It came down to the permanent partial disabilities 
partial loss, loss of a hand, loss of an arm. ' 

Mr. CONYERS. What was the recommendation that would have 
been nl0re reasonable, then ? Was it to increase' those benefits? 

Mr. HI<}NNING. Oh, yes, yes. 
Mr. PONYERS. Are they very small? ; 
MI. HENNING. Yes. They are small in our State. 

. Now. in 1976, under the. present administration, we were able to 
lIberalIze the law but not In permanent partial disability. 

Mr. CONYERS. At the State level? 
Mr. HENNING. Yes. 
Mr. CONYERS. Workmen's compensation law? 
Mr. HENNING. Yes. 

I 
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But I only give that as an example, to show what the issue is. It's 1\ 
money. It's employer money that's the issue and the insurance 'j:'i' 
carrier. But that isn't the sole reason, though, for the difficulties 
here. 

I think all of us were at fault, through lack of medical knowl
edge. Perhaps the medical powers of the country, themselves, are 
to blame, I'm not certain of that. But actually we didn't know the 
inherent dangers of asbestosis until the death toll began. And it I 
comes late because it is an insidious disease. It's not easily appar- I 
ent as is the broken arm or the split head. Twenty-five years after 
the contact, the victim begins to die. 

So I don't wish to place all of it on the commercial aspects of it I 
so far as asbestosis is concerned. But when it comes to the reform, f, 

when it comes to the dimension, when it comes to the retroactive 
payments of past guilt, you're against economic realities of the 
system under which we live which is a good system but which has 
certain positive failings. 

Mr. CONYERS. Well, nobody would know better than you because 
you're usually in there fighting against these other economic and 
political forces in the attempt to balance the equation. 

Mr. JACKSON. It's a cost item. The employers' representatives tell 
me they believe the permanent partial benefit should be increased. 

But they say very candidly, "Do you know how much that costs? 
We'll go with you on temporary disability. We'll go for a 20-percent 
increase, we'll go for a 30-percent increase but we cannot." Be
cause, after all, the entire cost of the whole system represented 
only 2 percent of the total payroll of the State. So it isn't all that 
forbidding. 

But they fear the cost and they are realistic enough to tell you 
it's a money problem. They would like to see better benefits and 
permanent partial payments. This, again, is only one illustration! 
but it tells the story of where we are as far as the workers' right to ~ 
know. 

And certainly the question is becoming a national one through 
such debates as those that have centered about the Pinto case, 
forgetting who's guilty or who's innocent, the product's liability. 

Certainly the recalling of millions, literally millions of auto
mobiles over the last 10 years tells a story, too. There is a problem. 
and I think we're on the road to a solution. 

Mr. CONYERS. Thank you very much for joining us, Mr. Henning. 
We appreciate your testimony and we hope that you will follow our 
attempt to enact this legislation. 

Mr. HENNING. Well, that's right. We hope so because in some 
States, you know, you have absolutely no safeguards., I--trust there 
is no one here from Texas but I can remember 10 years ago when 
the chief of the division of industrial safety in Texas was also the 
boxing commissioner. 

Mr. CONYERS. Thank you again. 
[The written statement of John F. Henning follows:] 
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Mr. Chai)Cman: '. My nC.me is JohnF. Henning. I am ' 

Executive Secretary-Treasurer of the California Labor Federation, 

AFL-CIO, which 'represents California's 1.7 million AFL-CIO 

union members. 

Before addressing my.self to the' urgent 'need,for effective 

legislation ~~ bring about a far greater degree of corporate 
f{ 

responsibility to the public on issues of public safety, I 

would like to thaI1k you, Mr •. Conyers in beha~f of' the AFL-CIO 

members of this State for the major contribu,tion you have made 

in sharpening the public focus on the extent o:E cl,:rpqrate 
~--::!/ 

white collar crime abroad in our nation through the \~nvestiga-

tions you have conducited during the past few years. Those ,~, 

investig'ations have clearly heightened public awareness of 

the nation's need to curb the~er?sion that has occurred in 

th.e ethics that guided the thinking of our 

nation's founders and to restore those values to the fabric 

of our laws '-- la\'ls which too often today appear to mete out 

much harsher punisr~ents for the poor and powerless than for 

the rich and powerful. 

The coverups, the deadly deceptions, the careful omission 

of vital' il).formation in reports to governmental agencies that 

have already been documented by earlier witnesses before this 

Committee in connection t'lith decisions made 

'by corporate managers' in the asbestos lndustry and in other 
;.- .. \ 

chemical concer,ns manuf~ci:lJring kepon~~ DBCP and benzidene 

clearly demonstrate the inadequacy of our Eixisting punish-

ments for business crimes for profit aga:i.nst humanity. 
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Less than two years ago the california Al"L-CIO launched 

what we believe is the nation's first broad public survey 

seeking to locate and help thouB.ands of workers exposed to 

asbestos fibers as a result of working in San Francisco Bay 

Area shipyards or other installations during and since 

World War II. 

This survey, conducted by the Western Ihst~~ute for 

Occupa tional. and Environmental Sciences. Inc., of Berke:!.ey 

under the directi~\n of Or. Philip Polakoff, required the 

creation of· a toll-free hotline number to permit potentially 

exposed workers to contact the study and subsequently involved 

the screening 9;f more than' 2',.200 workers and the analysis of 
/0, 

more than 6,000 X-rays. The study, which was financed by 

the California' AFL-CIO, t~e Asbestos Workers Union, the 

Pacific Coast Metal Trades Council and other union organizations, 

found that 45 percen~ of the workers surveyed had sj,gnificant 

abnormalities consistent with asbestos related diseases. Another 

. 30 percent showed ·~inimal abnormalities (:onsistent with asbestos

related disease. About 24 percent of the X-l:ays were normal. 

Last year a series of follow-up seminars were held 011 

this study to inform workers who may be sUlfferi:lg from asbestosis 

or related diseases,what it is and what to do about it. 

I mention, this only to underscore the fact that £or years 

American workers have assumed that state a.l'1Id federal agencies 

were providing adequa.te protection for them from invisible 
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hazards on the job and have, only in recent years, discovered 

how·wrong they were. Our study, which was also supported by 

~le National Insitute for Occupational Safety and Health, 

'points up the need for the legislation being considered today 

by this Co~~ittee because it provides an inkling of the extent 

of public poisoning that has already been perpetrated on 
of c, t . 

thousandshV'orkers due to our failure as a nation 0 reqUl.re 

adequate safE?ty protections from the.invi::;ible dangers inhjfent 

in scores of products be~~g worked w:i:th and sold for pro:::{t 
'. ' 

throughout our nation. 

Just last week NBC News reported. that !>cores of docto,rs -

members of a professiQn that has always ranked at or near 'the 

top of any study of the relative wage and salary earnings of 

various trades and professions'-- have been implicated in an 

FBI investigation of Medicare and Medicaid fraud involving 

thousands qf dollars in kickbacks to the doctors for medical 

laboratory services. 
",oJJ." 

NBC correspondent Bill Sternoff reported that the manager 

of one medical laboratory said that a doctor at one particular 

clin"ic wanted $5,000 in cash to begin ,dth andtqen $3,000 

a month in cash payments. 

These laboratories reportedly ran more tests t,han were 

medically necessary, charged five to ten times their actual 

cost and sometimes billed ;Eor tests that t\"ere never perfOl.'1Ued. 
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\\ 
And Sternoff rep'orted that authorities ar.e certain that hundreds 

/) 

of millions of dollars arebeing'skinUned off' just through 

similar laboratory kickback schemes throughout the nation. 

Now this report is, I believe, just one exampledf the 

inadequacy of our legal machinery for dealingwith'corporate 

crime. Fundamentally, this type of crime involves the theft 

of millions of dollars from all 

·U.S. taxpayers. It al~o amounts to a statement by the doctors 

involved, Who, spent years going throughmediqal schools to 

get into one of the nation's richest professions, that the 

laws on white collar crime are so lax and so inadequately 
. 

enforced that they are willing to risk their entire careers 

because they are confident they can get away with it or -

even if caught:..·· squirm out of it with a slap on the wd;;;t. 

Perhaps one might say that in the wake of Watergate and 

the contempt of thE? concept of public ·trust displayed by 

such person~ as Ri~hard Nixon.and John Mitchell this should 

be expected. But it cannot and m.1st not be condoned. And 
. ~o.J-\t 

it can and must be "corrected. 

Congressman Miller's bill, B.li. 4973, which would make 

business managers subject to fines and imprisorunent for 

failure td disclose serious dangers associated with their 

products, is clearly a step in the right direction. 

The need for such legislation has, I believe, already 

been amply demonstrated to this Committee in the testimony 

it has r~ceived from congressmal\,~George 1-1iller and d:hers on the 
I, 

asbestos industry, on the~ occide~tal' Chemical company's pollution of 

the ground \V'ater supplies \',i th poisonous wastes at 

its plant at Lathrop, California, the Firestone radial 
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tires, and the Ford Motor Company's l?int.o. 

Let· me briefly review some of the damning facts in each 

of these cases: 

According to Miller's testimony, the asbestos industry knew of 

the hazards of asbestos dust in ~he early thirties. In fact, in 1933 

the Johns-Manville Corporation settled 11 asbestosis cases for 

$30,000, provided written assurances were obtained from the attorney 

for the various plaintiffs that he would not directly or i~direc~ly 

On October 1, 1935, the President of Raybestos

Manhattan Company wrote to the President of Johns-Manville, 

saying; 

"I think the less said about asbestosis, the bett~~ 

we are.". 

And the response of the Johns-Manville Eresident was: 

"I quite agree with you that our interests are best served 

by having asbestosis receive the minimum of publicity." 

Just last year..t:.Wilbur Ruff r who served as the manager ., , 

of the Johns-Manville plant in Pittsburg, California, barely 

40 miles from here, for years, stated in a deposition that there 

was a company policy not.to tell workers about irregularities 

on chest X-rays becall,se "the company did not want to • • .• get 

employees upset,' until such time as we knew our ground." 

He also said that comPany policy prevented the company ph~sician 

from recommending an outside doctor or treatment for affected 

workers, Miller's testimony stated. 
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Yet as recently as two years ago, industry officials attending 

an Asbestos International Association meeting discussed ways to 

conceal the product hazards or asbestos. Minutes of the meeting 

Showed that members objected to p~acing a warning on European

bound products "because of a possible negative influence on sales;" 

Miller's statement says. 

At Lathrop, an unincorporated 'area in San Joaquin County, 

internal comp~ny memos disclosed that the ~ompany misled the state 

Water Resources Co~trol Board reg~rding the company's polluting 

activities and destroyed the usability of several wells in the area: 

One ,memo, dated June 25, 1977, stated: -"'Fortunately for the management 

of this company, no pesticide has yet been detecte'd" in a neighboring 

well but added "I personally would not drink from his well," Miller's 

statement says. 

Another internal memo cited in Miller's statement said: 

"If anyone should complain, we could be the par't'y 'named in an 

action by the Water Quality Control Board ; the basic decision 

is this: Do we correct the situation before we have a problem, or 

do we hold off until action is taken against u2~ 
)' .. 

In the Firestone Tire case, accor-ding ,to an' article carried in 

the Washington Post on October 'io, 1979, an internal: company 'me,mo 

acknowledged that "we are making a'n inferior quality radial • . • 

subject . • . to belt-edge separation at high mileage." But 'I:he 

firm continued to sell millions of the potentially lethal tires 

to uns~specting consumers, the story said. 
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In the case involving the Ford Motor Company's Pinto, 

a ~97l internal memo reportedly warned. that the car's design 

'bl t fuel leakage and explosion in the event. made it susqept1 e, 0 
" and suggested that a $6 to $8 additional of rea~-end col11s10ns 

part could solve the problem., But the company delayed any 

changes until 1976 in the expectation that the delay could 

save the company about $20 million, Miller's test-imony says. 

In a 1973 memo outlining the severity of the risk, the 

company balanced the "value'~"bf the deaths and injuries to b.e 

anticipated against th~ cost of're:trofitting the cars with 

,saf~ty devices -- $50 million vs. $137 million or about $11 

per vehicle and concluded that the ~ostof permitting the 

an£icipated deaths and injuries would be considerably less. 

t ' 1 eady presented to this' ,than fixing the cars, the tes l.mony a r. 

committee by Congressman Miller shows. 

Now these four particular cases all involve potential 

threats to the lives of California workers and consumers but 

as the Committee knows there are many other such cases. :E'or 

example, 'the Allied Chemical Corporation's pollution of 

the James River in Virginia with kepone wastes, a potential 

cancer-causing chemica:\.J or the Booker Chemical Company" S 

dumpsite near the Love Canal which children used as ~ play

ground while company officials were afr,aid to warn local 

d ' ano th'er c, ompany memo,. i'we did residents because, accor.1ng 
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not feel we co'l.lld do it without incurring a substantial legal 

liability for current owners of the property." 

Corporate America must ask itself: 

Do we place the value of human life above the value of 

additional profits? 

The breadwinners and other loved ones in thousands of 

families throughout our land have been destroyed because we 

haven't in recent years been bright enough or wise enough or 

cared enough or been outraged enough to demand that our 

government enact laws th~.t put business and corporate ,leaders 
,,1) 

on notice that if they gamble people's lives against profits 

and lose, they're'going to prison. 

Just within the past month our state legislature has 

enacted a law requiring a prison term for anyone who commits. 

a nigh time burglary., The typical !:>urglary" according to 'some 

studies, involves about $350. " 

But just a few years ago, Senator Philip Hart's stib

cO,mmittee on anti-trust and monopoly estimated that corpora·t:e 

crime -- not including injuries to workers or damage to the 

environment -- cost u.s. taxpayers and consumers between $i74 --.-. 
billion and $231 billion each year. That's an enormous sum. 

That's more than $1,000 for every man, woman and child in the 

---
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country -- each year. We cannot afford it in terms of our 
.'>':' 

commitment to human life. We cannot afford it economically, 

socially or morally. 

Yet you can be sure that the business community will 

protest. They will say they can police ~llemselves. They 

will say that you cannot dictate morality. They will say 

that this will mean a massive increase in government investi

gators and, l~wyers and greater governmental intrusion in 

private business affairs. 

But the record of the oil industry, the chemical industry, 

the medical industry and others doesn't back them up and the 

people of this nation know it. 

Now congress'man Miller's bill would provide criminal 

sanctions only in those situatrons where evidence of a defect 

E,osing a serious danger associated with a product or business c 

practice is knowingly concealed or cover~~cp~, 

i understand that there is sdme consideration being 

given by the Committee to changing the definition of "serious danger" 

to "serious concealed danger. 1I In this regard I believe it 

lilight be more prudent to chan~e the definition to read "serious 

danger, whether concealed or not," since the purpose of the 

legislation is to provide more adequate penalties for the non

disclosure of serious dangers rather than to promote lengthy 

litigation over whether a serious danger was in fact concealed. 
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H. R. 4973 also needs to include a provision to protect 

·those employees with sufficient courage to call 

the attention of the appropriate public authorities to company 

practices or policies that appear to involve serious dangers 

to the company's employees and/or the public -- which would 

make it a misdemeanor for the companY to fire" discipline or 

othrwise discriminate against anyone making a report under 

the provisiohs of the bill. 

The penalty provisions of the bill also need substantial 

strengtheni~g. The existing proposal of a fine of not less 

than $50,000 or imprisonment for not less than two years, or 

both, with the additional proviso that if the convicted defendant 

is a corporation the fine should be not less than $100,000 is 

clearly inadequate. It would have no deterring effect on the 

profit considerations of multi-million' dollar corporations that 

daily spend many times that amount just to polish their public 

image or promote their products in the media. 

For:the law to be e:t;fective and have any reCil impact on 

corporate' decision makers it must provide a sure and certain 

penakty that is realistically related to the severity of the 

cr.ime and, perhaps, directly related to the profits the firm 

might re!isonably have been expected to reap 'if the non-disclosed 

serious danger had gone .unreported and undiscovered for a year 

Th f t ' h toe , or more. e ac 1S t at/1nadequate penalt1es that have 

applied in the past have onl.y served to prove the fact that 

\~ 
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they becom~ a license to violate the law. 

The law must be dr.afted in such a way as to assure that 

the proportion of violations discovered and the number of convictions 

obtained under it will be great enough to assure protection of 

workers. 

until prison terms are imposed on those who seek to 

profit at the expense of the health and lives of 'their fellow 

citizens there is little likelihood tha~ this type of crime 

will be contained. 

Thank you. very much. 

Mr. CONYERS. We now welcome Counsel George Kilbourne, 
Steven Kazan, and Mr. Elie Bouvert. 
At~orney Kilbourne is specializing in asbestos civil litigation and 

has been active in all the appropriate trials, lawyers, and bar 
associations, both State and local. 

Attorney Kazan presently heads the Alameda-Contra Costa Trial 
Lawyers Association, and is chairman of the California Trial Law
yers Association. 

We recognize your deep concern and expertise in this area, gen-
tlemen, and we will incorporate your prepared statements into the 
record in their entirety. 

We thank you for your patience and invite you to proceed in 
your own way. 

{The written statements of George Kilbourne, Esq., and Steven 
Kazan, Esq., follow:] 
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STATEMENT OF GEORGE W. KILBOURNE 

Before The 

SUBCOMMITTEE OF CRIME, HOUSE JUDICIARY 

H. R. 4973 

COMMITTEE 

March 24, 1980 

Thank you for the . 
I come from Martinez, Con~~~06tun~ty to commen~ on H.R 4973. 
hom: of Congressman George Mi1lsta ~~unty, Ca1~fornia, the 
We ~n Contra Costa Count h :r, e author of H.R. 4973 
Miller's interest and aufh ear~~ly endorse Congressman • 
particularly with asbestos orst~~h b&ause of our experience 
over 300 indiv.iduals who h~ b . Ka~an~ I represent ' 
feel is the type of co d ve een.the v~ct~ms of what we 
represent people sUffe~i~ctfproscr~bed by H.R. 4973. We 
many of whom contracted i~ a~0~has~eht?s-re1ated disease, 
California plant. e 0 ~s-Manville Pittsburg, 

I had an opportuhit to t . 
o~ Compensation Health andYSafetest~fY before. the Subcommittee 
t~on,,,,,and Labor on Asbestos ReI t Y dO 0 the C~mm~tte: on Educa
Octob~r 23 1979 Mae ccupat~onal D~seases on 
ing my testimony' ce~t~~~~~~~ are a matter of record. Fo110w
testified. They'claimed that ~~s ofhthe asbestos industry also 

·at the forefront when it came t er sk~u1d.be praised for being 
asbestos.rhis was alb 0 00 ~ng ~nto the dangers of 
long ago .ir'rancis HP ~~ Y ecausC; the¥ started this work so 
Man~i11e Corporation'ref~~r~~e~ut~vey~ce-P:esident of Johns
as categorically false" (h' 0 dte)st~mony ~n San Francisco 

~s wor s. He then says after 1930 
"J h o ns-Manvi11e undertook' d' 
efforts to implement du t ~mme ~alte and concerted 
its mines '11 s contro. procedures at 

" '( m~64s) and manufac turing fac i1it ie s . . .. p. 0 

I hope to have with me some of l' 
of Johns-Manville, who will notour c ~e~ts, former employees 
and who will, I think tell th ~gre; w~th the J-M ~xecutives 
advised that asbestos'inhal~t.e omm~httee that they were never 
Johns -Manville found out t' EI ~~n d w~s azardous or that when 
they were not told.' .ney a -Ray changes in their lungs, 
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Barry Castleman who testified before this Committee 
on November 15, 1979, ~orrectly pointed out the history of 
the knowledge of asbestos-da~gers. J-M a~d Ra~bestos-Manhattan 
paid for a report in 1929 wh~ch they rece~ved ~n 1930. The 
conclusions and recommendations of that report, received by 
Johns-Manville and Raybestos-Manhattan a half century ago are 
attached (Exhibit ~). Mr. Castleman details the co~respo~
dence between executives of J-M and Raybestos concern~ng th~s 
report. 

Unfortunately, several problems are highlighted: 
This information didn't come to ].ight until about three years 
ago. The E}~ecutive Committee of the ~o~rd of Directors of-, 
Johns-Manville discussed an "asbestos~s case on Junt;', 11,1931 
(see Exhibit E). This fact didn't come to light until I f,?rced 
the -production of those Minutes a year or so ~go. I had d~s7 
covereS that on April 24, 1933 the Board C?f Duectors auth,?r:-zed 
their president to settle eleven asbestos~s cases .csee Exh~,b~t 
F) When I testified previously on October 23, 1979, I noted 
th~n that J-M had not produced the Executive Cowmittee M~n~tes. 
As I suspected the Minutes showed knowle~geof, asb7stos~~ . 
before the Board of Directors discussed ~t. I m st~ll wa~t~ng 
for the Minutes after January, 1934, to see what surprises . 
they have. They have been demanded, but so far, Johns-Manv~lle 
has not produced them. 

The problems I'm concerned about are: (1) The know17dge 
of violation of the provisions of this bill may be locked ~n 
the archives of the offending party; (2) It may be years ~efore 
the knowledge reaches the light of day; (3) Only the ~ers~stent 
efforts of someone with sufficient interest may turn ~t up; 
'(4) After it comes to l:i.ght, how do you prove it? 

, Johns-Manville has had to admit its own Minutes. How: 
ever they deny the authorship by their own corporate execut~ves 
of m~ch of the material which persistent effort by many attor
neys has located. Other companies have taken this same "otone
walling" attitude. The son of Sumner Simpson, former president 
vf Raybestos has testified in August, 1979.that the ~ett~rs 
referred to above were kept by his father ~n.a safe ~n.h:-s cor
porate office. So far, Raybestos denies the~r authent~c~ty. 

Another example illustrates the evidentiary problem. 
We have a report to Philip-Carey Corporation (now Celote:lt) ~y 
Dr. Thomas Ma.ncuso, dated September 23, 1963: Dr = Mancuso ~s 
a well known member of the faculty of the Un~vers~ty of Pitts
burgh and knowledgeable in the field of environmental medicine. 
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In the repoxt, Dr. Mancuso states: 

"Unfortunately, the Philip-Carey Manufacturing 
Company is now confronted with seeing the conse
quences of a lack of a vrogram of medical super
vision of its employees health over the years; 
lack of dust control; lack of awareness of the 
injurious nature of the various chemicals utilized 
in the working environment, as well as the com
munity, in terns of air pollution. This build-up 
is now apparent." 

I have made eight trips to court and sp~lnt innumerable hours 
trying to get Celotex attorneys to admit or deny the authen
ticity of that report. This included bringing to their 
attention a report of the Knoxville Police Department, stating 
that a memorandum which was denied was typed on the same type
writer as one which was admitted (Exhibit G). Their last re
sponse', which on March 17, 1980 they were ordered to make 
f.urther response to, was 

"Based upon the testimony' at Dr. Mancuso's depo
sition, Celotex Corporation is informed and 
believes that DrJI Thomas Mancuso was the author 
of pages 2 through 11 • • • of the subject docu
ment. However, Celotex does not, by its answer, 
admit receipt of this report by any present or 
former employee of its ~redecessor~in-Interest 
Philip Carey Manufacturing Company, as it has 
made reasonable inquiry of its current and its 
predecessor's former employees who may have had 
reason to be aware of this document. None of 
thos,e employers [sic] can recall having seen this 
document prior to the institution of the recent 
litigation. We are informed and believe that a 
copy of the subject doc,ument WClS found in the files 
of John T. Cantlon, but that Mr. Cantlon could not 
identify the document, and had no recollection 
of how, why, when or by whom it was prepared, how 
it cClme to be in his files, or to whom it may have 
been distributed. The document is unsigned and 
its contents are hearsay. Except for whClt is 
specifically admitted by this answer the request 
is denied." " 

California law requires that upon request a pClrty "fairly ad
mit or'deny" the genllineness of a .document. 
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I'm concerned because in a criminal case, guilt must 
be proved "beyond a reasonable doubt". If the trial courts 
allow the type of evasiveness typified by the conduct I have 
mentioned, it will be extremely difficult to get convictions. 
The Statute of Limitations must be extremel,y long to allow 
documen.ts time to come to light~ Anyone "aiding and abetting" 
should be dealt with in some way. 

In a recent case in which my office was involved, the 
plant manager claimed to know nothing of a policy of the 
foremen to put pressure on the men to increase production. 

'My client lost his right arm when he became entangled in a 
machine while trfiing to keep it running. This results in 
what I term the 'Nuremberg defense". The person responsible 
claims that his supervisor made him do it; the supervisors 
claim no knowledge of the practice. 

In yet another case, my client told me that men who 
complained about working, conditions were routinely fired. 
This client was working with pesticides in a dusty room· and 
had no idea that the particular chemicals he was working with 
were dangerous neurological poisons. When I tried to sue th 
employer, the case was throw.n out of court (see Wright v. F.M.C. 
(1978) 81 C.A. 3d 777). The decision of the Appellate Court 
was originally "unpublished" which meant that it couldn't be 
cited as precedent. Johns-Manvi11e's attorneys found out about 
it and used their influence to get it "published." They then 
proceeded to use it against me in my efforts in Rudkin v. 
Johns-Man~71,:l1e, et aI, (Contra COsta Superior Court 1nS9524 
which was argued before the Supreme Court of California on 
March 4, 1980. (J-M v. Superior Court). We're still waiting 
for a decision in that case. 

These cases point up an additional problem: Restitu
tion to the v~ctim. I understand that this is being met in 
proposed amendments. Dr. Samuel Epstein addressed this point 
in his statement to the Committee. I heartily endorse his 
comments as well as the comments of Professor Sethi who,testi-
fied on December 1}, 1999. . 

In the future, we can expect more of these cases. ~ 
am informed by an insurance agent that compensation insurance 
carriers are declining coverage as to fiberglass fabricators. 
One of the early signs in the asbestos industry was refusal 
to cover noted in 1918 in a governmental publication. Ironic
allr,.documents recently discovered indl.cate that in the early 
'40 s, one of the leading fiberglaf,l$ manufacturers threatened 
to "blow the whistle" on the asbestos industry because of its 
tough competition. Are we facing another asbestos-like crisis 
with fiberglass? 
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Preparatory to coming here, I spoke with the District 
Attorney in my county. He has been one of the leaders in the 
State in pushing enforcement of consumer-fraud statutes. His 
view, as I understand it, is that civil penalties are as im
portant as ·criminal penalties. From my own experience I know 
some of thefevidentiary problems. Since a different burden 
of proof applies, I would recommend the inclusion of civil 
penalties and right to damages. Such provisions must be 
clearly in addition to any other benefits available under 
State or Federal law. If we are not successful before the 
Supreme Court in Rudkin v. J-M, mentioned before, in my . 
opinion it will be possible for an employer to buy a pol~cy 
of Workers' Compensation insurance and thereby fulfill his 
legal responsibility. He will then be able to knowin~ly 
injure or kill workmen secure in the knowledge that h~s 
legal and financial responsibility is limited? defined and 
provided for by the workers "exclusive remedy' of workers' 
compensation. We need something to impress upon him his 
social and moral responsibility. We need both the speedy 
remedy:" which, incidentally, sometimes isn't all that speedy, 
particularly in the occupational disease field- of workers 
compensation and the right to damages in a civil action. The 
widows of the 26 workers who have died since hiring Mr. Kazan 
and myself to represent them certainly don't feel that they 
have been adequately compensated. 

I have 
as exhibits. 
They point. up 
s idera'(}ion: 

attached additional documents to my statement 
They illustrate some of the matters referred to. 
the areas of concern I feel need further con-

(1) A long Statute of Limitations; 

(2) Inclusion of penalties against subordinates and 
others participating in any cover-up; 

(3) Civil penalties and remedies including non
_ exclusivity of workers' compensation. 

While we cannot legislate morality, provision c,an be 
made for those injured to be compensated. I feel that only 
when an employer has to respond in damages will his conduc.t 
reflect the standard of social and moral responsibility which 
we aspire to. This cost must be included in the cost of pro
duction in a truly free society. If responsibility will not 
be accepted, then it must be legislatively imposed, 

69-943 0 - 81 - 32 
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LIST OF EXHIBITS 

Photocopy of page 9, Report of the Physical Examina
tions of Asbestos Horkers in Asbestos and Thetford. 
Mines, Quebec. Report of work done in 1929 and 1930 
on examinations of 141 employees of Canadian Johns
Manville and 54 employees of Asbestos Corporation 
Keasby-Mattison Co. and Johnson's Mine of The.tford 
Mines, Quebec. 

Three pages from "A Study of Dust ConditionsI' ad
dressed to Raybestos-Manhattan, March . 1930. . (Note 
familiarity in Table 3 with the term i'asbestosis"). 

Same as B for another Raybestos-Manhattan plant. 
(Note the middle paragraph, p 16). 

'Copy of pages 10 and 11, Public Health Reports 
January 4, 1935, being part of the article by 
Lanza, et a1, "Effects of the Inhalation of 
Asbestos Dust on the Lungs of ~sbestos Workers"., 
(This report was paid for and J:'\eceive,d ,by, Johns-
Manvil;I.~ and Raybestos-Manhatt;~h in 1930) .• ' , 

, < // !,j,,~ . __ ~_._ _ _ _~~~, _ ;--1.":::::.: 

Copy of first page of JohnsN{1a~vii1e Executive 
Committee Minutes. of June 11,1931 showing that 
,the Committee discussed an "asbestosis" case. 

Copy of Minutes of the Board of Directors of Johns
Manville of April 24, 1933 showing authorization to 
the president to settle eleven "asbestosis" cases. 

Copy of Report of Criminology Department Knoxville 
Police Department. ' 

Page 49 of U. S. Dept. of Conunerce, "Americ,an Standard 
Safety Code for the.Protection of Heads Eyes and 
Respiratory Organs i

' " Natn' 1. Bur. Std ' s. Handbook H 24 
Issued November 1, 1938. 

Minates, Health Review Committee, Manville, N. J. on 
three employees, 3/5/58. 

Pages 29,30 and 31 of Deposition of Hi1bur Ruff taken 
Feb. 14, 1976, (Browner v'. J-M, et: a1., Supr.Ct:4f:162127) 

(Former Vice President IndustrialRe1ations J-M Corp., 
and plant manager, Manville, N.J.) 

Saranac Program on the Investigation of Asbestosis and 
Pulmonary Cancer, 5-7-52. 

Letter dated October 3, 1935 from Vandiver Brown J-M 
attorney to Sumner Simpson, President of Raybesto~- . 
Manhattan, Inc. 
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L iJ 11 c;. 5 

Of the 101 mon e~nrnlneu oy me at AabostoD 

only ~ Bu:fi'erodfrom de;t'ini te :rlrst stllge pnelunooon-

iosia • Thef'9 w111 not bo\~OnElic1erod on aooount of 

the de .bti'lll dieBnosi~. 

Of the ~O men oxiirnlnocl by Drs. Stovcnoon 

l~ wero diofmoSOa rs first' stnc;e )'neuJliooon-
, 

100is cb" -toG1~ 1) CI nm inclndlns the 17 lOon ox-

8!7linor. J,J= .• stevenson Gnd \'lyatt anc1 SUbDGqtlel~t~.y 

ro-ext. :lCU tJ me in my c;ronT' of, 101). Tbe mnch lODcor 

incide' ~e ot pneumocon1osis in my ~~oup of mon moy 800m 

BI'r! ri .!.ne, b'.lt it J:just bE! rbmomboroil that tho X-roy 

n~r.ati· ~B were not road by tho cume mono In DIY r,rou!' 

tho ~-; 'ly diOf,noooe were mode by lIr. l,!orlwother of 

Pi tells O::lohomn, ana in tho otho:' arollp tho intorrro-
- "JA~;a., 

tnt1om. ",are by Drs. ',yott llnd r.l'.:.sIHtet., Further tho 

"",-\ ~p C ':ll.rninod by Dro. Stovonson and 't'.'yatt '!"'cro, in BOli-

oral, o .. der than thosoin my group. 

Of the 54 men eXOJllinoa at Thotforc1 :.:!.non D4 

T:ere di::nnoeed by X-roy os suftorinc; :rrom pncHulloooniocis 

fnnboet,'sin), of theso 4 ",,'are dirr.gnoeed as probobly :riret 

et!&,r.o Ilebeetosie, e D.S early stoBc, 'I as de:i'ln1 te fir£li; 

etnllo ru a 3 as sooond etop;e. 

Tile pertinent. ~l'.cte rCllt1r(~ini; toile dorir~e enoeo or 

o.l'll,at.o~1.~ are the;, 1n t.."lhleoo V an:'l '\'1. 

EXHIBIT A 
.---. -_ .... -._--
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~e .toll.nillg report i.·A atwq or dust oCllldit.i.cms .in thti 

:Bridgeport aDd stratrord, CCEIl'l80-Uotit pl.a.utzl or the Rq-bestoll D1T.ts1cm ~ 

alld lIerch at l.950~ bT the Industrial. :B:eaJ;th Sei-TiC9 or the lIetropolitan I.1.te 

InS"lU'B.noe c~ .. 

It .is the to\U't.h unit in a 8l1ria.s or sta.d1es or the ASbestos 

1lld"a.st17 at the United 8-...ate:J and CI!lle.dA for the .. parpoBB or determin1llg the 

e:x:tllnt and. nature at atzospherio pol.:mtion to lIhiah ubeBtos yorkers are 11%-

• 
~ed and. whether there can be delllCll.!rtrated IJrJ.7 harmfUl. etreots to sua,h 

worker". 

. 
the %l.a:tare or the evidence de:riTed tro. 'IIhich.is .irdJer to that obtained 

fro. th.s th1...'"d unit stuq (United States .Asbestos Division at JiallheUl, 

• P~l:rllllia.) 
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PH!SICU. ]:;'P'llIDJ'!O:RS 

_ :!ri4geport and stratrord, phntzl. 

author! ties te 111 • ubestosis·, were llJrted 1rium .tound. . . 
aIlore:xia, "J.Md. ~hued oompJ.ex1on, 8JlaeiaUon, c:Q"8pI1oea., ~si.a, ~, 11%-

, 
.ringers, lnI"elli 19 or sl:1n at the nail.B, mld h1.stor,r or chest trCll:lbJ.es.. ne 

chests or thee· empl.oyees were then ~ed trrr .trioticm rubs, ri:l.es, dul1:" 

nasa, di:dniah : breath BOunds, and inareased' Tcdce sounds. 

denl.oplIIBIlt o! ~brous tissue - fibroBi.s.. . Such dust fibroses are ol.u~-

. fi.ed UIllie::"",i;p.e !ieneral. ter:m pl8UlDOO0lliosi.;. %he TarlOUB types ot p!lBumOOo-
~:.~;;'~ 

?( 
niosa:! ~e d1t~e:rElZlt1a1;ed bT IICre spaa.1.fic titJ.es 'Which de.tine themsel:ras, 

IIllllh al! sil.ieos.1s, anthraoosis, ,aDd 8l!bestos:is. !hesB oonditions OBIl be 

aatilS!aetorilJr demonstrated cmJ;r bT 'I.-rq. 

occupational. h. IIt.or,y ~d 'I.-ray diagnos1.:s ot the rne1n 'i 13g nine. 
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I 
I ·.·lotanheim IiUult or the u¢.!.~ states Asbestos&. .bcr D.1:.:!.sio:l o~ 'l;!l:: J .• __ . 

'1- . '1iqbestos-lWlhatten, he. This Stuay ns c::.--r. cd on d1l:'~ :rcbr-":f:%7, 

I J.9501' by the ~ria1 BeaJ.th Service or the :~:rtropol.it.::.::. Li.rr: I:::ur-j () I enoe Co~. 

'It is tbe third unit in Do eeries of 61.,)'.11N: of -tIl!" tls1.'c:::t.os 

I i.ndustr1in the United stat.es ~ Ce:md:l' ~or the P'.ll';r:osc or datcl':±-.i::;/ 
~ '. ,.L 

the ea:tent and ne.ture of atmspheric polltt.;ion to '!OUch .es"::le:~os ::':lri:ere 

I 
ere exposed Slld ... hether there crul be dell'Dnstrz:.t.Gd a:rs h::.~-::-.!'l:l. eti'ect tc 

such 'll'Drkera. 
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'!'his study di!i'ers £rom the t:.rtl precEdilJa ~ne!! 'ill tlJE.t ,there 

... e;-e included pbysiceJ. exen?netione or employe~s.· hc:lce it .ts l!lCre CO:>

plete end 1: ,!'onatiTe. 
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The :. .oora are drj Slrept al..t:ont continilourJs' tm-01!ebut the lI':lrl:-

:1ng peri.od. 

lcachines by mean: of an sir hose duri.ug the 1SOrld.Dg poriod.· The dwt co~ts 

durl.ng 'this pari •. of cJ.esning ",ould be .increased co::lsidereblJ'. It is reco~ 

lIIended 'that' cJ.eer..ng be accomplished by means or a 'Vceu= syctC:l. There Ere 

portable units on the market designed; or this kil:ld. of' '-ork. 

.1 

worked .in en asb- ;'0& iDduotI'j' t'h::-OD ;yco.rc or ~onr,C1r \','r:rc irlchl0:5~:d :it. tru.:: 

group. 'These e.:: :'oyeea '5ere ~eG for symP:toD.!< 'tI1l'.l.ally l.L~scciet~ ;:;it:' 

~hat English a"C.t. :rities 'ter.J IIE-sbestosisw. 'l'bes~ iDelud~ !Co:r::::iz:.. :t~de:: 

buad col:IplexioI'l, ~ciE.tion, Clys:?",,-oea, c;yanosis, CCt~c: ~:p!;otcr;:.t.icr.. =a::::~.::-

""'tOe coms-, decr·'-S.ae in chest e:xpE.Dsion, c:twb1n£; of fi.lls::ra, s-;:::l1i.ng ot 

Bk1n at the ns.il, I elld hi&tors of chest :t:row1e. The cbasb of these e::;:lo~

eea ... ere ·tben e.:r. d.ned ~or ~riction robs, r'ales, dcll.ncss, d!=:i::lishEd brez.tb 

8otlDds, .increase:- voice BOUllds, end lillere the Bj'lIlptoms end. 1'inc::.~s stlE£:estes:! 

..... ·~her enur1 neti ,:X-ray pictt:res of tbe ~unss were t6l:.en. .~~ . ~ 

X-:r;: J e...,.ni oations lrere lIISde of 20 C%:lploysCSi of these 10 shc:;td 

definite evi.den:: of asbestos dust 1:ojur;y to 'the J.'tClgs; one sbo:cd. tUberC'Ulos-

:1.8 "without dust !ljnrs, and xiine were negative. 

The 9.ction o~ :Uiorgam.c dust upon the J.1Illg tissue .is pilch as to 

C8.U!!e the de-;el.o, 'Dent or :!ihrous ti.ssue - fibrosis. Such dl!St fibrose!! ~ . 

classi!ied 't%Dder be general. teI'lll p:IlelllZlOconiosis. The 'Vuious ~",es ot pnem:.,. 
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COnios18 .are t'urtber d.U'ferenti.E.tedby JlCre specific titles 'll'hich derine' the:l-

aelTes, .lS'tIeh all Sll.iCOSi8, entbracosis, z.nd asbestoz:is. 

On page 2 or the !:!..rat unit :reporl lJr this series c~ studies :1.t lias 

*tOO, .!.n rel.!ition to the action or asbestos dust Oll the 1t:l:8S, 'Wfie &;'e C::ll

!rented nth three altel'%l.&tivesz. , 

(1) Asbestos dust does not cause pul.x::lna.....,. dz::.:J& ... 

(2) J.sbestos. dust does cause y.:il.lnollB%7 dc';""ee al:in tc; sil.icosis, but 
of a mUder llB.ture •. 

(~) .Asbestos dust itseJ.f coes cause pul:o:l:::E.7.j" d=::'3~J but i:l !: -n·;er 
end or e. tne: entirel.y dist1l:et :!ro:n siliccsis.1: 

The X-re.y fil.ms o! this study derinite:!.11n1'or=. ~ -:'1".:.t ~v:I.O.ucl.s 

e,,;poeed to 'tbe iIlhel.e.tion or asbestos ..nl.J. in time 'sbo~ str.l:tur.::J. C~fiC;!:.·iL 

their J.m:gs - prlEruJr.:)COniOSl.S. 

'tor uti to construe -;.:\;his type of pneu:lOconiosis b tern of dist.bll.it;; or o~ 

.int;:l"BasOO 8t15ceptibll.ity to 'tuberculosis. .. . 

.. hien tbe 'te:rJl aBbel!tosie ~ Pl'C9ulJ' be applied, is quite ctistiLct i:r. it!! • 

X-;rBj' .t'ilm appearance trom true silicosis and en e:tperitlllcce 1.ccb.,j.cizm 'll'o-.:ld 

haTe no d~!iculty :ir. distinguishing the two co~ait1ons. -The: ~ence co ~E:: 
. . 

..,..,uld. india.. ... te 'that the action of asbe:ltos dllst ill 1:0 tLcco':t1 .... ith the ~ccor.a 

alte.rn.s.tive q'i.wted .shove. 

::Four films BOOrlxi.g definite aebestosis uso sbc.red old. tt:berc::llous 

J..esions, apparentl)< inactive, ,~ of the ~.1J.Jns negative. :ror nsbesto::1s also 

ahoYedsuch l.esions; this .. otlld\end support to 'the con'tcmtion too:1'. nsbesto31s 
• • It-. • 

~oea not tend to activa't~ quiescent twerC'Ulous J.esions whicb .is .1n z..ecord 

nth the.lIIee.gre 'evidenee so rar lI.vdlab1e ~rolll mdmal. experim.ente.tion. and . 

nth the..l.U:i ted cllnical experi enclI~ 
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4. ('1;iotCtllllnl~1 nl:~ !l4; work",l in n~hl'''hH pllln! :1 \'\'n~~ nnd 
G montlls. lJi3 II Iwirilln b~Ii~\'l'~ thi~ wns n "II~~ .;r unrOln
plicn!~<1 tlllll'relllo.;i~. Wus not inlllntc .. r hll~pitnl or ~un:ltorilJlII. 
1\0 inturmntioll rouM h~ ohtninrif lin th~ other two rn"r~. 

Total olU[lurmnnnl! d;'"h;fity r!,/illI,i: 
1. !lI,,\t'. rlllpluycd in n5hrsto~ "Iullt :) ~·eur~. Jlis p1sy~i(oj:ln 

~lntcs that h~ Im;t enlor under hi,. ob:wn'nholl wilh an oltl ~Flnh
lished "n$O or tuhcrculo,is nhC/lit 2 nurs nfter Mt)('~los flllplo\,
'lIl~nt sturted. _0\150 hud tubm:lllo,;l~ of th~ kidn.'y IIIla r~n'icul 
glnnds. 

2. ~rnle, emJlloy~d in nsb~stos plnnt'S mouths. lIisphysirinn 
statcs findmg or old fibroid luh~rrulosis with tub,'rclc bndlli ill 
sputum. 1\0 X-rny a\'ailnblcl hut necording to physician. ns-
bestos hodies were fOllnd in sputum. " 

3. ~lnle, ]0 YC:lrs' ~mpIO\'lll~nl. Two JlhYsicial1s wl,o tr~llt~d 
him at different times arc now inclined to bclic\'c this man is not 
tub~rculous, but has nsbcstosis. 

4. White malc, was re~;mmined at time of in'I"Cttlgntion. lIis 
physicinn reports \\'~ll nourished, hllsh" looking, good color; no 
cyanosis; no clubbing of fingers; dimini;hed cxpnilsion; incessnnt 
cough; X-ray shows fine 1II0ttlin!; disseminated through both 
lungs. No etidcncc of tuberculoSlS. Probably a second stage' 
nsb~stosis. 

5. '\\1,ite malc, 13 renrs in asbestos J.>lnnt. Is now in sannto
rium. An int~rcsting cnse. IUs physiCian stnt~s thnt h~ hns c.":
tensiyo asbestosis and pulmonnr\" 'tub~rculosisj cnyi!\" in ri~ht 
lun~; sputum londcd '\'lth tubcrcle bacilli and. nsbestos bodies; 
beheves tub~relliosis long antcdated asb~stosis. This patient is 
progressillgin n sntisfnctory manllcr, 

It was not po;;..ihlo tp locate the olh~r three cnses of totnl nnd 
., pel'llmncnt disnbility \\'ho hnd been dillgnoscd ns hnYillg pulmonary 
tllbcrculosi~. On thc bn~is of the inforllll\tion obtnillcd, the dcnth~ in 
dea(h·ehiims cnr.e~ nllJlcnr to be due to \!lIcomplir:\t~d blbcrelllo$i~; 
tllrt'c of lh~lII \\'cre X~groc,;, \\'ho "-"I'<' probably hlhcrclIlou$ lit the 
time thdl' oniploymcllt in th,' l\shrsh>;; plnnl CUn\lIlCI\l'~tI, 

Of lh~ S di:<;lbilil~' c1l1im cl\S~$, 1 wn~ IlIlcotltplicnh't! t Ilh~r"IlIIl$i~ 
nnd 2 "we uncllmpli"l\trti nshe5tp$i~ who wen' pill till ,H,;nhilily 
hr"ll11s~ of \I lIIi"lol"'1I ditlllllosis of tlll .. 'relllu$k III thk SIIIIIO rOlli
lIlunit>' \\'1' kno\\' of 0111' .I,·,llls ,llIc hI UlIl'UlI\pli"nh',1 l\"Is.'''lusi~ ill lUI 
ill,lh'hllll\! ",jlh 1II1111~' >','"r,;' rllll'!ny,uh'lI! ill the illlhlslry.J 

('(1:",'Ll':'lCl:-;S 

I. Pl'Illun::r,1 f'XpU<IIr1' tn MI)I'~i;,~ .lll$t clms",l n plllmulIl\ry lilsru"i~ 
of II lYJlI' ,mr,'rrllt frum "i1iI'u~i~ 01111 Ih'!I\tlllstrnhlc UII X-rny !i'IlI •• 
<:'!ni"!,lb', fr..:m thi~ ~11111y, it nJlJlrnr~ In III' of 0 typt' miltl,'r Ihn!1 
f',ht·t\~I~... • 

2. ('11:"'" tlr d"lillill' t'llr,linr 1'lIlnl'~""h'llt ",'rl1 f ... ·,lllt·nlly fou,,,1 to 
bo llS~tll'i:llrtl WilJt.ll"h"'h,,,i~.· . 

o 

11 

3. A prcdi~po,;ition to tub"rclllo~is duc to nsbcsto~ du~t \\'lIS /lot 
indirnlrd in this sludy. 

4" A~lll'~to,;is nR oh~r1'\'I'd ill lhis serir~ of cn~os hlld nnt result.·d in 
mnrl:rd di:'llhilily in nny ~IlSo. 

5. 1L is IIl1t Imuim itOII' milch nsbcsto"i~ muy ntit! lo lhe Illlll'tniity 
of pneUIUI)ilill unci lIelllo nontuh,'rettlo!lS pullllunnry infrrlimls. 

G. ] t is /llll ,'TIIctil'lIblo ns Yl'l to cstllbli~h stnndnrds for th~ ushrslo~ 
dust cotll~nt ofoir. 

7. The nnllJunl .. r du,t in the nir ill the as"~slos I'lnnts studit'd cnn 
bc substantially rcduecd. 
'0 c 

nECOlllfEXDAT10XS 

It is rccommcndrd-
1. Thnt t1w industry s~ri61151y fnc~ the prQbl~m of dust control in 

IISbestos plunts. . 
2. ThalliI'll' employees be c...:amin~d physirnlly, inclUding X-rny 

e:taminlltioll of th,' ch~st, and rejected for I'mploymcnt if th~\' show 
tubercu!o;;i. or pn~unll)conio.is. . • 

3. 'Ihnt employccs b~)cxnmined l,hY$icnlly, prcf~rnbly e\'ery yenr) 
but at Icnst C\'cry 2 years, this exnminatioll to illclud~ nn X-rny 
examinntion of the chest. 

4. Thllt the indu.try sponsor stuJi~s on kno\\'~ cusps of II,;ht'~to,;is, 
ns well ftS studies on effects of asbestosis on the henrt nnd ch'cl!lntion. 

Conclusions and recommendations' 
of the ,Lanza report received 
by Johns-Manville and Raybestos
Manhattan in 1930. 

«) 
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A IAEETING OF THE EXECUTIVE COMMI':rTEE OF TH~ BOARD 
OF DIRECTORS OF JOllNS-LtANVILLE CORPORATION was held at 
No. 20 Wall Street, NeVI York, N. Y.. on June 11" 1931 at 
3:00 P. M. . 

The following rnembe,rs of the Executive Committee 
were present: 

Mr. Francis D. Bartow 
Mr. LeY/is H. Brown 
Mr. H. E. ,Manville 
Mr. W. R. Seigle 
Mr. G corge 'iihi tney. 

Mr. H. E. ManVille, Chairman of the ~xecutive 
Committee, was Chairman of the meeting and Mr LeWis H. 
Brown, President, acted as Secretary of the m 'eting'in the 
absence of Mr. E. M. Voorhees, Secretary of ti,e Corporation. 

The President referred to the i)8se elf Mr. J. C. 
Younglove, who has been with the Company Since 1903, and for 
a number of years in the Railroad and Government Department 
of the Western Division, and explained, the difficulties that 
have ~xisted with Mr. Younglove for five years, including 
that which arose in 1928. The President stated that in 1930 
Mr. Younglove was given additional commercial accounts too 
handle so as to afford him an opportunity to justify his 
salary; that this plan has not br ~n successful and that the 
officers of the Corporation, upo~ the written recommendation 
of the Vice-President in charge of the Railroad and Govern
ment Section of Johns-Manville Sales Corporation and of the 
President of Johns-Mcmville Sales Corporation, have decided 
to release Mr. Younglove, . paying him a termination salary of 
four months beginning July 1, 1901 and ending October 31, 1931. 
Upon motion dUlY made, secondeo. and unaniJlIously carried,· the 
action of the officers of the Corporation in the case of Mr. 
Younglove vias approved ar.d confirmed. 

Statements were submitted to the meeting cove~'ing 
sales, net profits, cash' position and the cUl,.'rent building 
situation. The President 'onnounced the appointment of 0-
Manager of the Research Department of the Corporation at 
ManVille, New Jersey, and discussed the June sales trend, 
the sales contest for the summer months, method Of paying 
salesmliln, the item of "Factory Variation" in the earnings 
statement, and the trial of the pending so-called asbestosis 
case. 

EXHIBIT E 

--
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A MEETING OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS OF JOHNS-MANVILLE 
CORPORATION was held at the offices of the Corporation, No. 292 
Madison Avenue, New York, N~ Y. on Monday, the 24th day of April, 
1933 at 4:30 P. M. 

The following Directors were present: 

Messrs. Walter H. Aldridge 
Lewis H. Brown 
H. E. Manville 
W. R. Seigle 
Clarence M. Wool~ey. 

Mr. W. R. Seigle,' Chairman of the Board, acted as 
Chairman of the meeting and presided thereat and, in the absence 
of the Secretary of the Corporation Mr. Lewis H. Brown acted as 
Secretary of the meeting and kept the minutes thereof. 

A notice of the meeting and afti~avit of mailing of 
the same to all the Directors of the Corpo-ration was presented 
and on motion, duly made, seconded and unanimously' carried, said 
notice and affidavit were ordered filed with the minutes of the 
meeting. 

The minutes of the meeting of the Board of Directors 

{

held on March 27, 1933 were read to the meeting and on motion, 
duly made, second,3d and unanimously ~arried, were ratified and 
approved as recorded. 

Reports were submitted to the meeting covering cash 
position and cash forecast, 'major projects, the earning statement 
for the first quarter and the results of operations during the 
month of April to the· latest date figures were available. 

I The President explained in detail the reorganization 
that had become effective with the beginning of the second quarter, -
the purpose of which reorganization was to bring expenses more 
in line W.l7.h the current volume of sales. Taking into considera
tion the ~~ditional economies effected by this reorganization, 
the President gave the Board an approximate estimate as to results 
of operations for the calendar year 1933. 

'ihe meeting discussed the advisability of effecting 
further e(;:..nomie~ by a general salary and wage red:.ction and it 
was the opinion that no action should be taken at ~his time until 
the effect of the present inflationary tendencies :ould be more 
accurately gaugec • 

::'he Cht irlllan then reported to the meeti! upon the 
I results of his El !:'opean trip. 
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The President ael.vised the Board that the Co 'poration 
had been approached by various banks which were in r 'ocess of 
reorganization with the proposition that it subscri1:c to common 
or preferred stock and that in each such case the Corporation 
had'stated that it was not interested. It was the CJnsensus of 
the Board that this was the correct policy to pursue. 

Various matters of business were discussed including 
the lifting of the embargo on Russian asbestos by President 
Roosevelt and the tax situation in the Dominion of ('·mada. The 
President advised that he anticipated an early sett ~ment of' 
the tax dispute. 

The President advised the meeting that Messrs. Hobart 
& Udnard of Newark ha~ been approached by the attorney for the 
plaintiffs in the eleven perlding "asbestosis" cases with an 
offer to settle all the cases upon a much lower basis than had 
('Ier been previously discussed. He further stated that our 
~. eneral counsel, Messx·s. Davis Polk Wardwell Gardiner &; Reed, 

J 

as well as Messrs. Hobart & Minard had recommended that we settle 
for approximately $30,000 provided written assurance were obtained 
from the attorney for the various plaintiffs that he would not 
directly or indirectly participa~e in the bringing of new actions 
against the Corporation. --

After discussion, on motion, duly made and seconded, 
the .following resolution Vias unanimously adopted: 

RESOLVED that the President of the Corporatio~ b" 
and he hereby is, authorized and empoweled 
to enter into negotiations for the sett':.e
ment of all the eleven asbestosis actio!.s 
that have been brought against the'Corpcra
tion by former employe es and which are :',ow 
pending in the Federal District Court o~: 
New ~ersey and, in his discretion, to settle 
all said cases, provided the President shall, 
after further investigation, be of the 
opinion that such settlement is for the best 
interests of the Corporation. 

There being no further business to come befo"e the 
meeting, it was, on motion, duly made and seconded, 'lanimously 
adjourned. 

~<(/'W~--J 
ecretary of thE Meeting 

,\ 
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March 15, 1979 

To: Paul Gillenwater, Atty. " 

From: William Smith - K. Mays 

Subject: Examination of Documents 

Sir, 

Kenneth Mays and I examined the, documents received from you labeled 

Ex 22, dated 11-9-62 and Ex 23 dated 9-24-63. C," 

It is our opinion that Ex 22 & Ex 23, wall. typed by the same type-

writer with the exceptj .n of the last paragraph on Ex 22 which appears 

to have been typed by an electric typewriter. 

Our conclusion is based ~n points of comparison which was found . (' 

to be consisfent on both documents. 

Attache'd is photograph and points of comparison" marked off. 

Respectfully submitted ;/' 

M .. "h~ 1j,/~~.d ~~ 
Wil~~- Kenneth Mays 

Exhibit G 
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"P~ints of Comrnris0!1" 

"K" No club at Dol:tQIU r~ght~, L 
2. "p" sets low. 
3. "M"fades at top right. I 

"I" long at right bottom. 
4. . h avy on bottom. S. "E" light on tpp, e 
(. "A" '"sets high. 

"N [, [1" touch. 
"~,, off center & to the. left. id . 

8. "A" .No club on bottom left outs e. 9. . 
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MEMO ) . 

OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH PROGRAM DATK 11/9/62 

INSTRUCTIONS FOR COP.IES· OF CORRES. SENT TO THE COMFANIES 
DR. MANCUSO IS HANDLING ON THEIR OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH PROGRAM 

ALSO. A COPY SHOULD BE MADE FOR DR. MANCUSO .• 

USE THE COHPANY STATIONERY WHEN DR. MANCUSO WRITES ON. HIS REPORTS. 

ALSO, A CONTRACT FOLDER (BLUE) SHOULD BE 'MADE UP FOR EACH COMPANY FOR OUR 
lHFORl-lA1'ION ON THE COl1PANlES DR. Y.ANCUSO IS I~RKING ON, ON THE OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH 
PROGRAH. THIS .SHOULD BE PUT IN THE ~NTRACT ~ ,FILE BEHIND THE REGULAR 
CONTRACT FOLDERS. 

....wAKE UP THE FOLDER :'S FOLLOWS: 
NAHE OF COMPANY 
OCCUFATIONAL HEALTl: PROGR&l 
CONTRACT BETWEEN DR. MANCUSO & OUR OFFlCD 

oJ fl6 NO'r SHOW ON CO~lPANY LETTERS THAT A COpy IS !lEliqG SENT TO DR. MANCUSO WHEN WE "WRl'1'E 
U DIRECT ON A CLAIM. (HAKE IT A BLIND COPY" TO HIM) A COPY" SHOULD llE SENT TO DR. MA.I~GUS0 

'0 

~RO~f 

0:-'1.~ .. }lliE...:_ .• .,~~~Lm '!;;i~ cl..:..-, __ •.•• __ 

)' ME;\fO 

DAT" 9/24/63 

_ r 

)::.. Jk 'I 
.J""TC. CIIL and IQ3 

Philip Carey Mfg. Co. 
Occupation.g.l Health 1'rogram 

On 9/23/63 Dr. Mancuso and I spent fr= 10:00 a.m. toj":OO p.m. and submitted 
th./! report dated 9/23/63 and h3d lunch with and conferred with Hr. E. C. 
Meisner, Lou Pechstein and Louis Knippa about the health program. 

They 11)f,de no decision. but Hr •• Ieisner wanted to study the matter and the . 
material we gave hit:l and to think out our conference, and we are to hear" further 
from thao. 

CIlL should send 'mt the bill for Septe;;!!>'!r at tho end of the month and thon if us 
ha.ve net hearS b· }Q/i4/63 return the file to JTC to' get 1~ touch witlJj-hu 
Fechstein. " .) " 

(1I0TE: ALL Till> E>:"fr.A CO]?IES OF TilE HIDICAL LITERATURE WHlCI! ARE IN A !'HIDER AND ALL 
THE ElITRA COPIES OF uuR RI:J?ORT OF 9/23/63, EXCEl"!' ONE )''HICH IS IN TH~OCCUPATlONAL 
HEALTH FOLDER, A'.E 1t: A BOX IH ONE OF BILL R'iLR'S FILE CABINETS. THEY ARE HARKm. 
~) 

o 
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.'«0".. Appl~,.M (" ... pli."", 49 

IIIOS~ inj~lrioll'. nnd wh.n th_ partid ... &ff\ in tI1~ (onn oC 
graml6, .1n",,",,\ill.li'lIl h!," .A"'in CuroW",,1 a limit oC tol.,.. 
nnr", till' I\m,t cl'""nellng oC (\OUI'M upon the tim. or aj(. 
I"""IN'. It I' pmhohln .'h.t the amount or quart. In the dust 
,. Il8netoll,v a rolllmlhng r ... l6r but th.", &ro 1IX'"pt.ion. 
1I0wev~~. It _"'" .... """n.hla to limIt qllartZo«lntalni and 
1111,,·. ~dH'I'fIU •. du.t • .'o qu.ntilit" no grr.I". than tI1::viimit 
lie I"I~M\'''·. Cor gra,!,16 dUMI, nnd 16 fI"c'n I""" in the ~_ or 
'!,"IC't;lHI. 'hnt '!lnlnln 71110 100 "" ...... nt oC quarts. Ol"llnilll 
'<If!I"In' ."Jlpmx!mal .. ly 3.5 "" ....... nt or qunrtz. 

I'c'm. ""h'"lnal dURin IUt'h &II hitlllllinqllJl coal marhl 
1I",llI)a!I~·.oI"J:."in.ma~~ •• have not boon obaentt to .! 
!h"'e InJllrlllIl. CI,r",;l ... mil .. to quana and It is not kn~wn 
In what r"l ... n ..... llon. they "","omn InfuriollJl; but an .. X<WII 
"C any cho-t 'un.,' I'm,' •• uITcwaling It> the ."orkel So 
~"!,h a. "<1"";'10/ it"M', Aff\ knnwn m produoo P;nnanr:~l 
Inlllry, hilt hnut. oC ."I.ranr" hn,'" not batn Ntabli.1 Nt 
Wh ...... ",'h d"ol. n .... kunwn 10 "" p~nl th .. v .hould eiU, . 
h ...... xllllllqlffi n. lint to ~<lntamin"tII ihe atm ... phero rr 
11m ,,"ork,'r .houM ho providNi with a ouilahlo Y'Mn:-tor' or 
IIIDRk --r"· or 

,\n~'h.r. romJlliratJon aIi_rrom tht- pc!MibUi~ that ODe 
ntmo~Jlh.r," rnntanunant may mocIiCv the mxia 0: ~ f 
nnnlhrr nlllloophrrin ronLominant and"insLonMO u: ~ 
known wl,,'r •• Rurh a rrtlult has ~ round. Kno"'J~ r, 
",,·h .• IT!"'f~ I. nt pl'eS('nt too rt8!ri~W to be or ~~. 
1I]lI,llrallOn !(en.,... 
• '! 19:1[" t~l. Ameriun Standards AMoclation Mt 

:'\ahonnl A,h,,,,,r.v ('o"1mitlee 00 Toxie DusLo and Ou:rt • 
)h. pU'1?',"r or C:0Ul'<"tmg and making avail.ble the ~ 
mC,,",!nl"," on thl" .ubil'<"!1 but roromllM'lld.tions from that 
,omm,t! .... '!"' not yrt ani sbl.. As IIOU~ or in~ tio 
on Ih. ""loWrt, I'I'rel'l'olle may be madE> be onua n 
ColI~ .. inll Jl"hliratio"". . ' ."ner. to tbe 

"t. JI.n,l.rAA}l=I!.!J!Ili.W, ~b"razard. Noxiau" 0.- M 
1-"TIIr.h 35 oC Amenrtlil·"rr.,mr"rSor.iilty. ' opo
• I • R. ~n.v'TR Bnd J. M. DalJavoUe, Pi-.veotion or Occupa-

1I0nal ~ ....... , M .... hanical Enginei!rlntr, volumr .57 ... .... 
230 (193,.). • ..... -

Exhibit H: Page 49 of U. S. Dept. of Commerce, ".American 
Standard Safety Code for the Protection of Heads, Eye~~ahd 
Respiratory Organs:, National Bureau of Standards Han6Jook 
H 24 issued November 1, 1938. 

69-943 0 - 81 - 33 
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, 3/5/58 - P:roSentl ,Dr' Du:Bo\!', !·:errill, I!U1il Smiths C. -~eckler,. H. Hahn, a.nd 
A.. ~tter. 

" 

. J:II:U-~, !o?.A.m - r15S12 - Dr:mt. 41~j -(brlnfj-u,) 

Sheclde1" - Be is wrkins noW. lo1aa at Glen Gardne~ 1111950 ~;r" about l! ~~;"'"8. . . "'" . .... ~ ." . 
J)uBou '. No cl-..!!.%lf:c l:1:!.!l1ettJJ.Y. e~' 1s vatcl11nS hi?\: .. ~c. X-r~a.·h1x:l1ll Feb!:IAl7. 

TAey 1n:fol"l!led·h1:I1 iibrough'his 1'u.!::l1J.y doctor that ho h3.a'to go to the ' 
Sa.ne.toriU!ll. He Wd VI! took X-~ iu Dac~bc:::- and did not tell h1n ' 
e.nyth1nz e.nd noW' he liM told:r SCM. t~t. htl 1:.::s to SO bacll:. I th.1nk~ .. ';" 
thor", ro"G ~re cllsn.ges in 2/2?/;8.Dr. Dow."ln3s e.sreed on this. ~~ 

· ClIl.'91oyce va.a '\1!lset e.nd :impliod. tho.t ve are trying to hide th1nr;s ~ 
him. Be cwr.e in this 2·:Cn~·Qlld. ()3.V~ Wi. a. f'Or.!!. letter l:'eq'.u!st1Il!; e:u 
our X-~:J of hi::t.I re~c.tcd bo g1V(I ~'.s nutborl.~tiOJl llXId. tlmt ve 
llOuld th~n be kl.~ to sena. the X:-r.ty3. iIa ha.v&. to· send. thea. i'1l.1:.s 
·to Glen Garc.n:!r 't'.Lt I \Q;l.tlla.t.i~~or cor.::'.::ro;;:.ce. "',.. _ 

-:'., ....:' r:~J~·~(~.,:: ~';;': . it ,~. '; ~ ~~... ,"'::;:: "4 ... ~ ": '.. . • • 

Sheckl.ar -. I think there ·rill e~ :UtiE;nt1ol1. "BiB brothar' hss 'ber,;,:l ta',dng ~: 
. ' . 'llt1~tiOJl for· D. wHo. :·Hisbrothu.~ involved in a 1-.)X car ac~dent .: 
;:. Bn4 thoro is a 3.party aation~": . .'.,,:,.~. '.:;', .'. ," ": . 
• _ ~. :.':'" .:.. '" :::r,,~~:" .:' '~·,.:4~ i~:to .: ..... ! ... : lr.'~~. '~'" ~~~ ' .. :.; -J.. 

S!d.th ';'.Vas this ce.n wrldng aboUt '~:other peOPle'l·~··.· ..... :. 
• .' .",. ~!<':' '. ~ • '.;'./~:"::"~" !," .: .... • : .. <·.I'i .. ~:.... . . . . . 

Sheckl.w:'·- !(Q,:ho l;o.!l be:!n vorl::ll:lip:.Qotl$'by ~lf. 1I~ ,\.'ould·5·,parate reject. 
~ .:; ~ tboH·:that I;OUUI.·be sold cw4;~ ••. that could be sold for scrap. 

~ . . ... ;;, ',: ~ ~. .' " ': -:', :-!: ... : '~'1.!.r. ~ :...... . 
DtiBo1t ... I \/Olld.er- U l>roceduni-V1ae'VI!I' eoul4'be criticlzed about our heMUng 

. Qi" tllic c::''j;, 1:.0 bw \'''0 .tool:. X.;.~ e.ti:1 }.a '\.";\c not tolli. ot Cilc.:l;-33. 

ShoUld"~ not ~ our proccd.Ure .'hen :L'Dis inVolved. \Ie could 
.; tell the lr.:IJl that \l'e ~ send1l113 these X.rr.-.ys to SCTll\ r.nd let th~ 

fOl.!.ClV throt:.6h.. . ' •. " , .. .... . .. :.;.:.~~. '. . , ' '. 
r • • .',.f t.~ ,0 :;.~ •• 1'~"~ .:..... .,' .... , ..... , . . ~ . 

Smith - 'riley should follW Ul). ~ei c10 ~~/R.do not>. It ill their ·,i ...... 

re,;::xn:us1bill t;:r~.. . .. .' 
, . .' ',f ,;' ... • .. 

~ .. Dr. Dougl.a.ss callEid and 'dist:U8aed thi. nth us. ~s ~, acc:ord1.n8 
· to Dr. Dou:;la.!Js, did:not. £0 to his tnldl.y·doclor and. dit."JlOt eo to 
· SC'.rM and hall a bad virua 1n:rec~ ion - eve17body 111 a l1'~. Ue involna. 
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.F-!lhn - I <1:> not th~ uk 1 t 13 too vild e. lr-taIlD. Hir,,\:rothor Gaid lOr told. h1.!:1 n-e.ve:r 
to go l;a( to B DJ..dg. nth biB chest, it .'u kUl b.it:1. to • 

&ith • En:!.. 1:r ho £;Ilts throuzb, tbin one , hEl ,,-.lll break dow betore he 1a 
6~ ycsra old. . 

Shec:kl.cr - ~t about procedure? 

DuEov - I think w Dbou14 6:> 1::nc..~ to our old aysi::m. }'cd1~, as a doctor. 
I am respons1bla.. SCT:M vauld cru:ryon :£roa there. 

She~ - I don*t think w milled an:! obD9ction to SCTBA bu10 ~ afier 
conteren.eo. . ' 

DulloW' .. :But prior to t.~t, ve llOuld 8~d f'1l.ma to Dr. Ilou6lasIl on a rou.t~ 
basis. Th.1s 1s l>rocaC!.ure fll'OU1:d here. ~ doctors ;. Douglass BllI1 
Stololl - moe on 81Ite sa.l.c:ry. They go to vnrious institutions. 

~eckle:r .. It tha.t 1s"their ftmd;ion, Ghol.ll.d inc:.U3tr,; rove to WlSUI:le these 
responsib111tioo. Would they POt be Dr. Dougl.a.8a* tunctions'l 

Smith - \Ie t.al:e the X-rnya ~or 'our ovn protection, not for social obllg!ltion • 
Th~re 1B no proble::1 llenCl.1n~ them oUt, but /lfter coni"erenco .. 

• ! ' 
Sheteldcr .. :r do DOt flee ~~1t:g wont; how InT1d hancU.ed th1a. I thi:al: that 

Dr. Dougl.aaa tell dow.. . . . 
: ~ .1;." . 

DulJoW' - Be did not fall' dow. on thill. Mor"to 'this, ve wuia. send Dr. Dougla.sa· 
fillr.'l Vhcthe,,:, the~ '~<!ro CbOllr;ea or not. 'Xw wntl:l.3 in a cue JJ.ke t.hj,a 
could. be vitol. . .. '. ' .. 

'.' . 
Smith·. "Ii' you took 5')."r:,'~Il' lioJ..f' wuld sCe 'El' ~s Gnd.hal1' vould not. Sput\mIa 

are the final and rrastrie arc the f"iI!.!1l.. ntere is no ditf'1yul.ty in lJl"O
ccd.u:c, o.·!tcr CC.:L·,-=c":l'!~, dtlud to Dr. ~tl, if onl,y for hi5 
1llfol"llat10n., nbt to hD.vo too JlIUch rediatian. . 

Sheckler .... It is all right 88 long IUS I knov theY,' vill. be send1ns thSl. I can 
tab the records. Dr. lJ.~09 hao been very cooperatioa. I can see 
Dav&la po1llt. Ilr'. 'StolO\f baa beel'a very good about this too. 

'Be ventilo.te •. at 

Shecl'.er '- He is 62 yoor:.. old. 2l years e~9~ to slliCt\ and. aabesl;.oa in 
Tr£1l181.te pipe. In 195'3, J; j3·::t';t!'(l I'O'J d1:::\io11.it:!. ~i.",,".;!) :,~U ::...:.:::.tioned 
t~o oth~· rJ~, you thcughtrbt1n't:CIl~ is in. oNere 

• • ~t.,·' • . 

DuFI.r.I - I ~"l n::'x·o.id so~;;..b.i:;:.; w.:.li ·h.?~Lk!':l. . " 
.. .. ' 

-

" 
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. ' 
DUBov _ Gould u.ouruJ,y requests th1lh I should to.U: thin wer v1.~ RadoD.1ch. 

Sh~clUer - .G~t ~'OUl" letter Bte.l"l.ed. 1! you thiIlk there is 75~ disabillty en>! va vill 
rO\"!Cll t.hb \,'l.\.h hill. il0 v.Lll ~~ the dinabillty' to l~. We Yill 
reviErJ the :fiXlLUldal CllGle vith bfa., it 18 lIometb1ng ,tlJnt vorr:l.ea him. 

. .' .' " .. ,;'0 ,. . .I 
, ,. 

~ ... 

SKI!'~! SIG:,iJmJ - 7{o21.Sl3 (~.) - D'3-pt. 072 - £I.!le 52. 

S!lcckler - Hired in 1933. 23 y,,:lU'S llOtential oxpoaure to 'Sili~, Ceamt" a.:tUl. 
As'beatoa -. ~ta Pi.;pa_ ·Ia preaentl;y' ~ ~. . 

Getter _ \forked. ~ tru.ek driver 1921 - ,1933. Z,lention of Pnet.m:lCOn1oll1l'.1 in 1952. 
Wt\S :ii.C. in 12/54. l':dl:lle:re neg.. '. ,.' '. " t ... 

• t • • ~ .... ' <> .. 

, " Smith - Advnnccd. Pnowoconioaia. : '. ..; 

Shec!tl.cr - ellOuld. ve"~a him? '.' " , 

S!:rl.th - Won't J:lake '8.tIi1. ·W!crenco. 

" 
("""":":'-1 ,. ,0" 

ft ~'\.! . "1 

DuZo-oI ~ U hI> hits 6~ I v.tll-i.;s.~iII>:!d. 
• • • ~""I ' ... 

Sheekler - ne 10 to 1::e- w.tched ~~rUl1y"nn:d retire'on disa.b1lltYl if' :neces*7. 
1. 'la.b '. I .. 

2. 11ot1fy plant ~~r·· '::'·.;1~"'\' • 

3. Do not trnnaf'er "/' (' : '.: ~"". " '. 
4. Watch cc.reful.ly .. ' ,:,., '.~,~i . '. ,. 

5. R\.Uro U naceaa&r,y"; \ ' . ... 
x-~ _ Dlf'1'Use discrete nodulor Il.Il.d coaloscent 4enslt1e8 tbrougb.out both lUIlSh 

Enlargcrc.ent of the h1J.nr ilh:lc1ova. So::le bl~t1ng 01: both coatop~n1c 
OJlSlca. Left eardinc l:olidor poor~ defined. Tlrero 10 a suggestion of 
bigoJ.1gb.ta in the. rt •. eecend anterior :LnterfllleCltw :c:.c~ ha.e been som 
~r5grc3G!on since the ~ilc of' 1/21/57 ~~kcd~gress1on co~ 
to the :f:illl1 of 12/12/55. Excurtdon of d1a~ ~ to be J..b.1te4. 
to i- :Ln. ' ' 

YAcmr.ICKI, CI"Ju\!ZG - ft~J.?.t5 -na:rt. ~ - nqe 51. 

Sheckler - lIircd. in 1924-. 5 Y'ClU"L'I llOtentinl. cX!X'lllllre to A!lb~stO!l in To~cHlll 
l'X.~ r.:1 ~"::l-r::; r:!.1tl::.D. c.r:.:-:J:>I.C·a -:;0 Dl!),t.o~.:.c~:>'.1S C:l:r..h in Asbellto3 0..:1 
l:irgaesin. 

G~tt(!r - !h ::,c:crd or l1reviou:s E:Ir\PloYJ:ent. N.D. in 1952. Pneumoeo:aiosiB 
r;cnUon..<>d in 19~. 

() 
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2.9 

took your statement, you referred to the policy that existed until 

2 it was changed in 1970 to 1972 as a "hush-hush" policy, did you 

3 not? 

4 

5 

6 

i 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

IS 

16 

1.7 

IS 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

MR. MOORE: Objection, leading and. suggestive. 

THE WITNESS: Yes. 

MR. CRADDICK: Q. Didn't you? A. Yes. J 

MR. MOORE: Same objection, leading and suggestive. 

MR. CRADDICK: Q. And when that pol{cy was changed, how 

were you made aware of the change in policy? 

A. By vi~itation of Dr. Kenneth Smith and other executives of 

the corporation. They visited several locations to discuss the 

problem and had visited the plant manager and his industrial rela-
, 

tions manager and from that date on said we were ~oing to inform 

he employees involved and·teli them of their condition. And that 

would be lone through the industrial ~r'elations manager. And that , 

was in the presence of either Dr. Smith or Cliff Scheckler. I 
MR. CRADDICK: Q. Okay, Nell now how are yo,u personal~YI 

made aware of this, someone camet to yisit you? ~, . 

A. Yes .. that was while I WaS b'ack at the Manville plant. It 

was after the dismissal of Dr. Smith and ~his was one by Dr. 

George Wright and Mr. Scheckler. 

Q. Was Dr. George Wright the new medical directc . after Dr. 

Smith? 

A. He was a consultant and I have found out sine that he was 

a Johns-Manville employee, he was hired on a tempolary basis as 

consultant nfter Dr. smith had been reJ,eased from' le company. . 

1 
, t 

notl; 

a I' 
If; 
! 

Q. Well nc.w what you are telling me is since I t, lk, your statement 

last month n January you have learned more detail 

B, E, O'HARA, THOMAS J, STACIC, TAYLOR T. WHEELER, 
JANICE Y. THOMAS & TAYLOR T, WHEE~ER JR. 

CERTIFIED SHORTHAND REPORTERS 
15\)' FRANKLIN STREET· SUITE 306 

OA1(LANO, CALIFORNIA 94612 r ,,,,!Iii 8~!lo'50f 
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30 

capacity in which Dr. Wright served the company? 

A. That's right. 

Q. And he served as a consultant rather than an employee? 

A. That's 'correct. 

Q. Would you tell us now how it was that you personally were mad 
J 

aware of the company change in policy of discussing abnormal _-

chest findings with the employee which had not been done prior to 

that time? 

A. By a visit by Dr. Wright and Chris Scheckler to the Manville 

I t · a meetJ.·ng was held with those two individuals and plant oca.J.on, 

11 myself and the oth~r three plant ~an~gers there to visit us that 

12 

13 

14 

15 

in the future these type cases would be discussed with the 

employee involved. 

Q. ,That these type cases referred to what? 
, 

A. These ty!'e cases referring to these with lung problems deter':' 

16 mined by x-ray. 

L7 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

Q. Specifically did the discussion that you had relate to abnorm 
. ~ ;. ... ,. 

chest x-ra-y findings suggesting asbestosis, pneumoconiosis, ,and~. ' , i' 
mesothel,ioma and the like? . A. That 's corr~ct. :ir:; 

,C 

MR. MOORE: Objection, leading a~d suggestive. 

MR. CRADDICK: Q. And what was the change in the policy 

to be, ho"" vIas it to be conduc.ted in the future? 

XR. MOORE: Asked and answered, I will object to it as 

being --

MR. CRADDICK: Go ahead. 

THE WITNESS: ';l'he information would be conveyed to t~~ 

employee through the "industrial relations manage~; "at th~ Manville 

plant the plant doctor where other locations were inVOlved it woul 

B. E. O'HARA, THOMAS J, STACK, TAYLOR T, WHEELER, 
JANICE Y. T/'IOMAS & TAYLOR T. WHEELER JR. 

CERTIFIED SHORTHAIlD ~EPORTERS 
ISCI' FRANKLIN STREET· SUITI! 306 

OAKLAND, CALIfORNIA 94612 
(415) n:l-2501 
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31 

be the plant manager. The industrial relations manager and either 

or Dr. Wright or cl.iff Scheckler. 

Q. Now Cliff Scheckler was an employee of the company at that 

time? A. That's corr~ct. 

Q. All right. Now so was the policy, did the policy of the 
\J 

company prior to' the change that you were told about by Dr. w~~ght 

and others did the policy go in 1970 to 1972 incJ,_ude a prohibitio 

aga,inst members of the industrial relations depart,nent discussing 

x-ray findings suggesting asbestosis and pneumocor Losis and 

~esothelioma with the employee? 

MR. MOORE: Leading and,suggestive, I will object to the 

question as ,~eading and suggestive. 
l 

TlIE WITNESS: No. 

.MR. CRADDICK: ,Q. And they were not supposed to ,tell th 

employee either up to that time thae~the policy changed, is tha~ 

1,6 right? 

17 

A. That is right. 

MR. MOORE: Same obj~ction, leading and suggestive. 

18 THE \HTNESS: That I s right. 

MR. CRADDICK: Q. Is that correct? 

A. That is correct. 

Q. W,l,.l in view of the objection let me ask you this: was it 

the POl~Cy of the company, to your knowledge, will you tell us 

whether to your knowledge it was ~he policy of the company prior 

., 
I 

I 

I 

to this meetirtg with Dr. wiight was for members of the industrial 

relations department to discuss with employees abnormal chest ! 
x-ray findings which suggested that the employee yes, had asbestosit 

pneumoconiosis and mesotheslioma? 

MR. MOORE: Before you answer le"t me object, I will objec' 

B, E. O'HARA, THOMAS J. STACK, TAYLOR T, WHEELER, 
JANICE Y. THOMAS & TAYLOR T, WHEELER JR 

CERTIFIED SHORTtfAND REPORTERS 
1604 FRANKLIN STREET, SUITE 30(\ 

OAKLAND, CALifORNIA 04612 
14"~1 !~~l~L_ 
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Quobeo ~1booto~ U1n1ng AODOO. 
l.rlt. In.~./'1m Report. 5-1-'S2 

Thus a d1!:.Corence up to 5.5 per cent: 1fl ).ikelyr to occur by chance. The .. 
observed dHfc-rence o£ h per cent. (90S ... S.s g 4.0) ~\ there!are nave. 

, . 
occurred s1.1lp~ by chanco <llotdbut.ion 017 anii!l.!lJ,5 ~ ~ not. statiotl~ 

° .'.! 

81Cn1!icont. . '. } ,:: "::-." ' . 
0* • }. 

v. cm.t:!FJn' -_. r· ' .. 
" 

.' 

It. nU). be 4lp~,,:r'cnt !'N~ a review 0';: t.:ililo 1 thc,t tho exper:1:oont is 

non in it.u cost :iJ:lporl=;;. pha!le. Tho incid~~ce of pulo.onary tu:aors has 

bc:~u.""t to riott .('01" urrl.tsl!.! :,:illcd ut the ~.4-rn>nth por1od, both tor the 

contl'ol er.ica:l.5 and tor 1:.'10 aniJr.al.::l expo::G,i to a~bestos dU5t. . Thes 'increased 

incidoncc :'.:11 :::.!l="O:: r.rclI.)u1ccd for the g.'OHP ~t)Xpo3crl to dU!lt, but tho rise 

;.4..~ ,jC,:~_-:'·" . ..l Got.. .:...~~.:,t\c .;l~~ ";~;\i:J 'l..il!;o in ~'t,h :\~i·Utll:!l... '!'ho dll't('r~ht::O!: b.Jtl.Oa..1l 

tho t .. () i:r,-UP!], l.o~ci;rC:l·) _ Cl!l !w..'; iXJau 110t<:d~ <'.:170 not stat.istical.l,y Gi..'1l1.f1 •• 

Cant. 

The !!:',~:l~::~,~n is G·'l1,ncd fl;'Or.l lJl1 :I,n!1r:eC'~ic:.\ or tc.blc 1 th~t th.:! l.:1r~o 

nur~er~ of ani...-1s.:..::; kiUed o..q-Ji)1' ifl t~<1 c:!:ps:t'.i!olmt; aro 'I'Ie;!.ehting th~ .final. 

figures and dot~actina rro~ ~~a.magnitudo.?f ~ho incidenco of tumor. It 
, " 

mIlBt be noted t..'lat. 't.hi.s study has beten an exper.mantaJ. OM and. that it 

Itu been neee6!1/rPY \0 ~ obeelluM.cms b:r kill:!.ner III~ faro nlltl;r d 

regular intervD.l.s. It 8.PPCil.t':J tlw,t bY' 111canD of a rather involved at:J.tiBti

cal. proccW.I!l'e the) di~l'o~'t1on<l~e '\1oiGhtin:~ of' the vaJ:,1les by the data of 

the ~.rJJr "bscrvatioJl..'l "~ b~ CliIrti1111.t(';d. '1'1110 pl"'oced~e Tlill b13 cru'Tied 

out art,,\" fina:!' OUScl'l.'<lti-:Jr;1) hav') b~Q!l IIlLdo~ since it. i9 -too lubo'r1-.llU3 an 

Ul"ldel·tb:kil~ to b" p.::.'3.\.,t'lll>xl {It t.he pro::;"lf~ m~~:.<: "hE!l tl1::- voU.ue:s obt.:.J.ned 

.,;oul.d be onJ.,y of "ct\cltJ • .uc :i ntC:l'Ctst.. 

l 

--
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Qucbcl - nbcotoD f!in1.n.;r __ AB:lOC. 
1st IrJv&".V-I itoport. 5-!;;::-;2 

It. i!U.1 bo TlOto/.l .in i" J:Jillf; thnt 1! thp. ove:r~l :1ncid(jnc~ or t\lll1Or 
.: 

a!:lOn~ the exposed omir.l!Lla .ood b<;.'ell only 3li'3ht~ l7o<:tt~r-ll pClX' cent. 

rnther ·l;;h.7,.n 9.~ flC!t', cC:1t-·t.ho dir1'crel1cc bcl;\'/cr..n. tho '1n~1c!(Jnceror the .. , 
CXPO:Jcc1 t;!""1l~ an'.! ror th(: ~ont.rCll. ~OUF TlOuld h..we been ·3tiltiSticoJ.ly 

" 

VI .. 

. . 
thu incl.dc~ce or pul=.ol1.lll'Y tUl:lOrs in !Il1.·:o has been ill P:Or.;l'CGS J:c::rr J.h 

IllOOtl'llJ. Mal:rt:i~ of the rcsul.ta o.L' th:l.!J c.:l:put'imcnt:rovea.l.D ~.ha.t; thus £0Jt; 

(aJ.'c."r T.i10 i1IUl~:l2!l ro:.V\; h(:.::n ('.xrtV~lI..'d to D,:;!)::::t.~f) ¢ust tor 14 T.!Onths), tho 

du:::t bz.l i::Ji:. f.l:':G.'t.cu tin i1!i"1\:(,ncc 01' a i~~x';,:c 'ouCl'icicllt to cau::e statio-
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• johns-Manvi1l~ 
( 

TWCNTy·Two EAST FORTIETH STREET 

NEW YORK,N.Y • 

. ' , .. 
• J .-, . .. , 

.-, ... .., ... , ... 
• I' • 

. -.....:,.-

Mr. S. Simpson, Pre~ident, 
Raybestos-Yanhattan, Inc., 
Bridgeport, Conn. 

My dear Mr. Simpson: 

October 37 1935 

• 
. I wish to acknowledge receipt ot yours of 

October 1st enclosing copy .of the September 25th letter from 
the editor ot the magazine DASBESTosn. I quite .agree with ' 
you that our interests are best served by having ,asbestosis 
receive the minimum of publiclty.' Even it we shonld eventual
ly decide to raise no objection t9.the publication ot an 
,article on asbestosis in the magazine in question, I think we 
should warn the editors to use American data on the subject 
rather than English. Dr. Lanza has frequently remarked, to me 
personally and in"some of his papers, that the clinical pic
ture presented in North American locali.ties where there is an 
asbestos dust hazard is considerably milder than that reported 
in Englandand South Africa. 

I believe the question raised by Miss Rossiter 
might well be considered at the committee meeting scheduled 
for next'TUesday, at which I understand both you and Mr. Judd 
will be p!es~nt. 

Very truly yours, 

zldM'uiuz ~~ 
Vandl ver Brown 

Attorney 

--
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STATEMENT OF STEVEN KAZAN 
Before the 

SUBCOMMITTEE ON CRIME OF THE HOUSE COMMITTEE 
ON THE JUDICIARY 

H. R. 4973 
March 24, 1980 

(
if- ,"'-f# ~V • ., 

.Thank you for the opportunity to testify before this Sub
con~lttee on H.R. 4973. I reside in Alameda County California 
at the hul;> of the San Francisco. Bay Area Shipbuildi~g industry , 
and the slte of numerous asbes.tos manufacturing facilities since 
befo!e World War II. I am here to offer my assistance to the 
Commlttee. 

I represent,with Mr Kilbourne, in excess of three-hundred 
asbestos workers and their widows. Most of our clients were 
con~ected with the asbestos industry via employment in manufac
turlng plants owned. by Johns-Manville in Pittsburg, Lompoc 
Stockton, Redwood City, Carson 1ind Long Beach California ~nd 
also a~ the Fibr~board (Plant Rubber andAsbe~tos Company, the 
Parrafln~ Companles, Pabco) plant in Emeryville, California. 
Other. cllents were employed at the various Kaiser Shipyards in 
th~ East Bay, the Federal shipyards at Mare Island and Hunters. 
POlnt and other.shipyards in San Francisco and Alameda Counties. 
We ~lso have cllents who worKed as insulation applicators in the 
varlOUS Ba~ Area refineries and utilities including Pacific Gas 
and Electrlc, water departments and other industrial concerns 
as well as clients with significant lung diseases having had ~o 
expo~ure beyond that incident to cleaning and laundering the 
worklng clothes of their husbands. 

The history of the asbestos industry presents perhaps the 
clearest example of the overriding necessity for legislation such 
as that proposed in H.R. 4973. Mr. Kilbourne and I have a par
ticular interest in cases involving plant workers that is 
'vorkers i~vol ved in the mining, milling and manuf~cturing ~f raw 
~sbestos ~nto as~estos cont~inin¥ materials and products for use 
ln other lndustrlal and resldentlal settings. It is clear that 
by 1933, the Johns-Manville companies knew their own factory 
workers weie developin~ asbestos-related lung disease. 

. For evidence thereof, one needs to look no further than the 
l>hnu~es of the B~ard of DirectoI's ot_ Johns-Manville Corporation 
prevlously supplled to the Committee Wi~h~jr. Kilbourne's state
~ent: A.curio~s note, an~ ?ne full of profdundly disturbing 
l~pllcatlons, lS the provls10n by the Johns-Manville Board of 
Dlrectors that cases be settled providing the worker's attorney 
agree to remain silent from that time forward. As the attorney 
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Statement of Steven Kazan, Page Two 

members of the Committee are no doubt aware, such provlslon is 
virtually unheard of in the settlement of civil litigation.· The 
.inference seems .inescapable that the Johns-Manville Board of 
Directors knew that the handful of cases being settled in 1933 
were but the tip of the ice b.erg. In retrospect, one must say 
that its imposition of silence was as clever as it \Vas unscrupulous 
since asbestos litigation did not begin to flourish in this country 
for another forty to forty-five years. 

Indeed, John McKinney, President of Johns-Manville, admitted 
this before the Subcommittee on Compensation Health and Safety of 
the Committee on Education and Labor on Asbestos-related Occupa
tional Diseases last year. In addition, Johns-Manville has 
admitted this fact to its o\Vn shareholders as indicated in the 
document attached hereto as Exhibit One. Further, in the case of 
Karjala v. Johns-Manville, 523 F2d 155 (1975), a portion of \Vhich 
is attached as Exhibit T\Vo, the court instructed the jury that . 
Johns-Manville had made a binding admission of that fact. The 
defense utilized by Johns-Manville in the bulk of "applicator" 
litigation is that it had no basis to extrapolate the inxormation 
it admittedly had \Vith respect .to its plant \Vorkers and apply that 
information in other contexts until Dr. Selikoff's landmark 
research \Vas published ,in the mid-1960's. 

Ho\Vever, it is equally clear that Johns-Manville shipped 
and sold asbestos to other companies for use in manufacturing 
plants, exactly like its o\Vn plants, including the Fibreboard 
complex of factories here in Alameda County. Yet, although Johns
Manville kne\V of the risks to the Fibreboard plantworkers, it took 
no steps at all to warn them or their employer. It \Vould have been 
a simple matter to affix a brief \Varning label to the bags of raw 
asbestos fiber in 1933. Such \Varning label \Vould have benefitted 
not only other plant\Vorkers, but all those coming in contact \Vith 
ra\V asbestos, and \Vould ~ave alerted other companies to place 
appropriate \Varnings on their asbestos containing products. None
theless, Johns-Manville never used warning labels on asbestos 
ra\V or manufactured, until the late 1960's. 

The corporate policy of concealment is \VeIl explained in 
Mr. Kilbourne's statement and documentation attached thereto and 
does not require my reiteration. Suffice it to say that the 
concealment policy is still in effect in our p.ending Ii tigation 
against the asbestos industry. Other asbestos companies hide 
behind legislation in their home jurisdictions. FbI' example, ,,'e 
requested the production of documents from Bell Asbestos Mines, 
Ltd., of Canada, which shipped and supplied asbestos for use at 
the Johns-Manville plant in Lompoc, California. Bell refused to 
produce any documentation, claiming that to do so \Vould place it 
in violation of Chapter 278 of the 1964 reVised Statutes of Quebec, 
Business Concerns Records Act, lv:hich is the la\V in the Province of 
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Quebec, Canada, wherein is domiciled Bell Asbestos Mines, Limited. 
It is my understanding that South African mining companies hide 
behind similar legislation and refuse to make documentation available. 

The primary hiding place of· the asbestos industry in plant 
worker litigation is the Workers' Compensation legal system which 
ordinarily provides that Workers' Compensation is the exclusive 
remedy available to workers in claims against their employers. 
See, for example, California Labor Code Section 3601. There is 
similar legislation in many other states and such is the Federal 
rule as well wi::th respect to federal employees. 

l'le have spent the past four years litigating and arguing 
the proposition that Workers' Compensation should not be the 
exclusive remedy under California law given the conduct of Johns: 
Manville. This matter is currently under submission in,the 
California Supreme Court in the case of Rudkin v. su¥erior Court. 
While we cannot predict with certainty the outcome 0 that case, 
we are at least hopeful that the court will recognize the appro
priateness of exempting from the exclusive remedy concept cases 
as aggravated and outrageous as those involving Johns-Manville's 
treatment of its own plantworkers. However. regardless of the 
outcome of Rudkin, it would be of immense importance to workers 
and their fam~l~es natiomvide to make available an appropriate 
vehicle for imposing civil liability upon the asbestos industry. 
This leads me to the specific proposals I have for modifying, 
and hopefully improving, H. R. 4973. 

, First and most important, I believe an amendment should be 
considered clarifying the intention of Congress that this criminal 
statute not be interpreted as precluding the imposition of civil 
liability. Rather, a specific prOVision should be added establishj,ng 
that violation of 18 USC 1822 is the basis for the imposition of 
civil liability as well. In the landmark California case of Roya! 
Globe Insurance Comp~ny v. S~perio: Court, 23 Cal.3~ 880,(197~ 
Mr. JustIce Mosk, wrItIng for a maJorIty of the Cal~fornla Supreme 
Court, held that an insurance company could be held civilly liable 
for its noncompliance with California Insurance Code Section 790.03 
(an Unfair'Practices Act). 

Previously, the Unfair Practices Act had been thought to apply 
solely to regulatory actions brought 'by the Insurance Commissioner 
against insurance companies. The Significance of Royal Globe is . 
that an injured plaintiff has a civil action against the defendant's 
insurance carrier for, among other things, failure to negotiate 
settlement in good faith. In the spirit of Rkyal Globe, I respect
fully suggest that H.R. 4973 be amended to rna e 'expllc~t that 
"affected employees" or their heirs be permitted a cause of action 
in Federal District Court for any civil damages resulting from 
violation of 18 USC Section 1822. In order to avoid the "exclusive 
remedy" problem, such amendment should also make explicit that this 
civil cause of action exists notwithstanding the provisions of any 
State Workers' Compensation Statute to the contrary. 
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There are c~r~ain other areas where I believe the Bill could 
be somewhat clarIfIed. In subsection (b)(2) the def' 't' f "produ tit h ld b ' , ,lnl ~on 0 c s ou e ampllf~ed to include the raw materials and 
othdr c~mponents th~t are pr?cessed inte the ultimate product 
pro uce by the bUSIness entIty in question. Por example in the 
manufactur~ of asbestos containing insulation the risks fo th 
workers ar~se,not fr?m t~e finished material but from the use !f 
r~w asbestos,ln fabrIcatIng the finished material. The risks of 
~ ed~roductd~tself to the downstream users and consumers should 

.. e ~sc~ose as ~ell, but perhaps this could best be done b 
~i~~~~~late warn~ng labels and instructions affixed to the ~roduct 

,S~milarly, subsection (b)(6) should be clarified to 
expl~c~t that ~serious bodily injury" includes diseases 
t~e problems w~th asbestos disease is that it is slow t~ 
WIth a long latency period and is often insidious in its 

make 
One o£ 

develop 
onset. 

I' , Th~re is no ~peci~ic provision regarding the statute of 
~m~tatlons for v~olatlon of this section However a ve I 

~tatute,of limitations should be enacted, 'and it sh~uld b~YtO~~~d 
w~' ~~go~ng conce~l~ent of th~ risks. Otherwise, this legislation 

u put an add~tlonal prem~um on successful concealment. 

h 1 Anothe: area o~ ~otential corporate abuse deals with the 
~fo e quest~on of ~~Vll ~iscovery. It would be most unfortunate 
~ enact~ent of th~s leg~slation would provide an excuse fo 
~?~~Ora~lons to refuse to produce documents in ordinary civIl 
~ Igatlon on the,g:oun~s of Fifth Amendment self-incrimination. 

Perhaps~ome clar~~lcat~on could be made to the effect that th' 
statute In,no way Interferes with normal civil discover so t~:t 
a corp~~at~on wo~ld be,required to comply therewith eve~'if doing 
so wou expose It or Its employees to potential prosecution. 

I~ the 1930's both the American and German asbestos industries 
recogn~Zedd~hat,a~bestos workers were subject to serious diseases 
ierma~ent ~sablllty and often death from their industrial exposu;e 

o,as e~tos. In Germany, lung cancer was recognized as an indus
~rlal d~sease among asbestos workers and was so compensated It 
~~ ~ ~a ,c~mmentary on the,level of morality of American industry 

a aZl erma~y trea.ted ItS workers more fairly and more 
ho~estly than d~d Johns-Manville and its colleagues in corporate 
cI rlme. On behalf of my clients, my colleagues and the public 

urge the enactment of H.R. 4973. ' 

~._~A --STEVE~ KAZAN 
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EXHIBIT ONE 
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evidence. No one in the media has 
had the courage to admit that the 
review of this 1935 paper resulted in 
no substantive changes as published 
by the United States Public Health 
Service except to accentuate one 
Dossible hazard. This can hardly be 
::alled a cover-up. There can be but 
::me motive for such a callous 
disregard of the truth-to distort, 
mislead. sensationalize and thereby 
Drofit from the adversity of others. 

'"")nother charge is that the industry 
s6ught to control and sUPQress the 
development qnd publication of 
medical inforrriation concerning 
asbestos through its research 
orograms at!~ilranac Laboratories. 
30me elementary reasoning reveals' 
ilis argument for what it is-a myth. 
. f suppression were a motive, why 
would J-M lead an'effort to sponsor 
and fund research at a leading 
institution? Additionally, if data were 
suppressed, then how does one 
explain the published reports of the 
Director of the Saranac Laboratories 
which annually reviewed the ongoing 
research projects and listed the 
/early publications in leading medical' 
,?urnals? How does one explain tkle 
1t\endance of the chief medical 
~er of the United States Public 
~Ith Service at the Saranac 
Symposia to discuss ongoing 
research? How does one explain th? 
efforts of J-M and others to speed lip, 
complete and publish res2arch even 
after the death of the director of the 
laboratory in 1946? 

nome allege that J-M's settlement p ,ars ago of asbestos disease-

o 

( 

related lawsuits meant that we kne] 
of possible hazards to applicators 
or users of asbestos insulation 
products long before the medical 
acknowledgment of such a hazard in 
the mid 1960's. The fact is that such 
cases involved neither insulation 
applicators nor insulation products. 
They were cases arising out of factory 
operations in New Jersey, where, 

disappear. the tragic fact remains: 
asbestos-related disease does exist. 
and people have been disabled. 

There are two options for dealing with 
this reality. J-M can continue to litigate 
claims in the courts, or we can seek 
an equitable, uniform compensation 
system. 

due in large part to J-M sponsored Litigation is based upon a 
research, a possible hazard of finding of fault, and with respect 
continual exposure to raw asbestos to asbestos-related disease, there 
fiber in a factory environment had simply is no fault on the part of J-M. a 
been identified. Neither the product fact increasingly recognized by juries 
which contained less than 15 percent throughout the nation. Litigation is, 
asbestos nor the work environment of course. favored and fostered by 
were comparable. The workers' lawyers in search of lucrative fees 
claims took the form oi lawsuits and by "media personalities" in 
because in the 1930's aSbeS:J0S-;' ,search of sensational stories. 
related illness was not covered Litigation carries with it personal 
by New Jersey workers' , hardship for everyone-delay . 
compensation laws. extraordinary expense, and uneven 

. and uncertain results. Fortunately, 
These are facts-unglamorous facts there is a choice. 
withheld by reporters, public figures (,") 
and lawyers who must rely on Forward-thinkti'lg members of 
unsupported accusations in an effort Congress h,we concluded that the 
'to alter perceptions. Perceptions time for dwelling on fault is past. 
based upon fact are'useful in moving and the time has arrived to address 
the involved parties to a resolution the issue of compensation for 
of the problem. But, perceptions asbestos-related disease. They 
based upon untruthful, misleading, have proposed a system of speedy, 
inaccurate and unfounded equitable and uniform compensation. 
accusations can only delay a much and have called upon industry 
needed consensus on this pressing and government to share the 
societal concern. responsibility of providing the funds 

J-M stands ready to join with 
responsible parties to seek adequate 
and uniform compensation for c 

asbestos-related illnesses. 

While the incicience of disease is 
diminishing and .will eventually 

necessary to provide compensation. 
While such a program will be costly, 
perhaps more costly to J-M than 
continuing to litigate claims, J-M has 
endorsed the concept, as has the 
International Association of Heat and 
Frost Insulators & Asbestos Workers, 
whose members are perhaps the 
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The Asbestos Issue The Diseases 
Taking the first point, I'd like tn 

John A, McKinney c1arif\' the differences between the 
If therl' I~ nm'on~ here whu h.1~ dise.1'ses associated '\'ith exposure 

never h~ard I,(nsbe,:tos, t'd Iikl' to asbe51(\~" There are three. The 
them to introduce themselves hl me first disease is asbestosis. Dr. 
after the meeting becauseJ:,l like to Selikoff of Mt. Sinai. bv the wa\', 
know hoI\' am'one could hal'\.' 'o'(;fi",'!'ribes that disease in this way: 
accomplished'such a remarkable ' ,Asbestosis, properly treated, is not 
feat. a life-shortening experience. The 

In our annual repnrt, we de\'llted second disease is lung cancer, 
a number of pages to the asbestos which is the most prevalent cause 
iS~UI'. ,\nd in that write-up )'11U of death among persons exposed III 
will sec that we address, ver\, asbestos. And the third is 
speciiic.1I1y, thl' manner in which mesothelioma, the most recent 
the medin ha; handled the discasl' identifi~d as having any 
reporting of the asbestos and henlth relntillMhip to asbestos exposure. 
i'SIIl'. This b (If partieul.,r ;\lesthclinm~ is a rnre disease. even 
significnnce hI you because In' will ';0, .1nd thus most of tlw t.llk vou 
ma!..l' substanti.111\' the l>o1Ine hear h.l'; tIl do with either . 
r~1l1'1rk5 tu \'f)U tll'di1\' C\~ \\'~ h,l\'l' ilsbestosis llf lung cancer. 
mnde to thi> n1l'dia a'lI .1Inng. Yet ii :-';ow let me set thl.! record 
\'Oll rl'i'lLi thl' rcc-cnt F,ll'lImt~ i'lrtklll ~tr"ighl nn the.)ime fram~$ wc're 
~H1 .15b""to';, y"u mi~hl b,' dealing with a!l'd hdp YllU decipher 
pl'r~uildcd to think that tlll'rc b.l I\'hll !..new \\'h.lt and when - n 
d.Hk cloud of IIncert.,int)' hiln~ing I'ery criticill pllint as fill' "!Llh,' 
lIl'cr John~-~1.111\·iIIl' b~cause "f till' I litifhtilln is clH1ccrned. '" 
liti~.,tillh' r~~nrding .1sb~>to~ and ere is no question that II 
he.1Ith. e\'eryblldy knew that therc \~a$).1 

Thb ,;imply i" f.wt tnle. And. dise.lse cnll~d asbestosb in Hll' 
whill' it b .1 complic,1ted 'llbil'~t, I'll 1930's. "EI'~ryblldy" inclu(j~,; 
tr\' hI quickly tell you why it'" not people fmm the! medic.l1 ~" 
trlll,.'. pr()fe5~ion. thl' inSUT"I1CC! . 

lUU hl1\'t.1 bt.'cn given ~ numb~r l,f c(.lmpllni~~. tht.l industries in\"ul\'cd. 
rn~1tt.'ri"b l)n lhb ~ubi~ct h.}lt1\", and ,1nd lhl' \\'flrkI.?T$ th~m$ch·es. In 
I \,·lluld like.:- tll pr~iil~l.' y .. ,ur r~i,'tdin~ tact, we \"I..'rl' payh\~ wurkml'J't'!I 
with .1 fl'\\' thing> Ih.lt will help ~ OU wmpens.1tion cI~im, for asbt'~ttl,b 
n)!.ln! fulh· und,-'r~h1nd thl! i:-'StlL!. in uur f"ctories~!' f,u b,lCk «$ the 
Tlwre .H'; thrw pI,inb tholt cau>1! L :Q3(l;S and everybody - includin!; 
mnjor confusi,'n with medi.l the unilln - knew llbout it thf.'n. 
pc'llple, .1I1d el'en \\'ith most ,pcople "I vou ever read in the 
lIniill11iJi.1r with the subj~ct. ~1\lst newspapers that the workers in our 
confuse the I'arious diseases, the plants didn't kllllW about asbestosis 
different populations that hal'c at thnt time. that's pure hokum. 
been exposed to asbestos or Additionally, with regard to 
asbestlls-cuntaining products and insulation workers, it was not until 
therdure have been expused to 1964 that the association between 
asbestos fiber, and Ihe time frames exposure to asbestos and asbestosis 
that are involwd. was finally confirmed. 

EXHIBIT ONE 

69-943 0 - 81 - 34 

l ~, 

One ofihe distressing problems 
with the disease is tha t it takes 
years and years for the symptoms 
to surface. Most factorY .workers 
back in the 30's knew fellow 
~mployees who had worked with 
asbestos for 50 Years and never 
had any disease. As a,result, it was 

vcr\, difficult to conyince them that 
the'material the\' were workin" 
with was dangerou~. (Much ea~ier 
to cOnl'ince somebod\' that 
nitmglycerin is dang~rou. because, 
if it kills \,ou, it will do so 
immedia-telv.) 

The pOint is these workers knew 
that the disease existed and that 
there were claims being made. 
That's asbestosis. 
~ow, lung C(1ncer. 
The media has a tcndenc\' to sa\' 

that we admit we knew asbestos ' 
caused lung cancer in the 1930'" 
That ~imply is not true, It wa~ 
finalll' confirmed that there W.l- .111 

i15Slh:'ii'ltilln bt.ltween e'pO$UTl." ii' 
":;h!!:-.to~ and lung cancer am(,ln~ 
insulation \\'orkers anlund 19M, 
,\ nd in those 1464 studic> ther~ 
appe.1red a deiinite Cllrreintilm 
b~t\\'lt"'ln d~nl'ltll,j ::"JlIkiJl~j asb~::-~1..'5 
l!\pl.l~Ure "~Ild lung c"ne'er. That i~. 
if you cl.lssiiied those people in 
1%4 .1" smokers or non-smoker:, 
(ewn throwing the pipe ana ci~ar 
smoker,; into the non-smoker 
cate~l'r:'), that raw data wlluld 
indicate th.lt 97.5 percent of thl' 
pcnple who died of lun~ cancer 
\\'Iluld ntlt h1\\'C died of that di,t'ase 
hnd it not bt.lt.~n l\lT ci!!ar~th.l 
>moking. This relation,hip h." 
been furth"r cIlnfirmc'd in studit!, 
made :;inct,1I 1904. but remain~ h' ::-~. 
one Ili the most difficult statcm~:lIs 
\\'I.,''\'l' trit.'d tu makll ttl the ptlbli.: 
thruugh the medi.l. 

Besides bcing n contu>cd is>u<" 
.1sbesto;;-related dise.1se gets 
sensationalized bevon,;! reason, The 
media tends to pick up the 
plaintiff's lawyer's statements, 
printing them as if thel' were facts. 
Then, when quoting our 
statements, thev sal' either 
)ohns-:vJanville'or the industn' 
1Jclaims ... " . 

!'Jo\\' let me go over the 'sequence 
of even Is just as we hal'e . 
repeatcdly explained them to the 
media. 

5 
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The TIme Frames 
In Ihe catlv 1930's Johns-Manvill~ 

- along wiih other people in the 
industry and our insurance carriers 
- underwrote medical studies on 
,sbestos-related disease. It has 
been alleged that industry 
exercised control over those 
studies to the point where the 
guts of the studies were not 
printed or published. But what 
they have called "exercising 
control" I.,.as simply the normal 
practice (which still applies today) 
of letting those who underwrite 
studies reserve the right to see the 
report~ before publication, 

We did this. And jf you compare 
the drafts oi Ihe reports submitted 
10 indu5tf\' with what was latcr 
published', you'll 5ec that Ill\! only 
changes made were di~
advantageous lCI inc:!u!'try. ii 
there was any significa'lce t(1 th~m 
at all. 

Further, the seminars h~ld 
during these studies were attended 
bl' the chief medical officer of the 

.... 1;.5. Public Health Service and hi~ 
'.. ounterpart in Canada. There weJl.' 

periodic publications QI'er a 
number of years regarding these 
studies. an~i. once the studle~ wcrt? 
completed, a final rerOrll\"l~ 
published, 

If we were trying to cQl'er up, I\'C 

chose a \'cry peculiar way ofdoin~ 
it, since signific.lnt research was 
being published, and the U,S. 
PUblic Heal!h Service was well 
aware of this research. 

III 1938 the U.s. Public Health 
Service published the results of its 
first study. This study was made 
specifically to define what was the 
sofe level of exposure to asbestos, 
below which.:lfle would not get 
asbestosis. From the stud); 
recommended standards were 
established. Nobodv at th.1 time 

I'_had any idea that there was any 
• :Sease problem beyond asbesiosis. 
'--" Now what happened after that 

time? 

EXHIBIT ONE 

6 

':0 

() ... 

DuritiS tile wnr a/ld III' 10 tile 1960's. 
there was overexposure to 
asbestos. You can identify perhaps 
250,000 people who could have 
been overexposed in industrial 
settings in the U.S. and another 
30,000 or so who were members of 
ihe Insulation Workers Union. 
Additionally. and bv the 
government's own ·figt.lres, there 
were over four million people who 
could have been overexposed to 
asbestos fiber in em'ironments it 
controlled, particularly in 
government-operated shipyards, 

Oohns-ManviJleand others in the 
industry regularly paid worker's 
compensation for those disabled 
from the factory working 
population. And, at least on our 
part. those payments have all b!!cn L cO~,red bv reserves. 

Ne ilre soml' enlightening fncts 
about What happened in the 
shipyards. h~l\\·ever. 

• The go\'emm~nt specifically 
n'lll/ir~d that asb~stos fiber be 
used during \\'artim~. You 
could not use any other 
produc\.<, particularly for 
inwlation. because the other 
products did not giw the 
fire-resistance required in 
WMl'hips. 

• The !lnvernment (./I,'OII(·d the 
1.:.5. Pub!;, Health 5er\'ic~ 
rccomm~ndc'd standard for 
exposure set in 1938. 

• The government itl1:' 
rCSI'I,",iblc lor the WOI:' 
practices in the shipyards. 
(And it's the work practices 
which determine how much 
dust is created.) 

• In essence, the government 
totally conlroll~d the 
environment in which the 
product was used, 

50 if anv overexposure took 
place, it took place beciluse of what 
the government itself did, And 
what happened in those shipyards 
has nothing to do with what a 
~producer like Johns-Manville may 
or may not have done in its plants 
with respect to its own employees, 

ff 

Further, ill 1946, the government 
published another study which 
indicated that insulation work in 
the shipyards wa" not a hazardous 
occupation, 

1/ waSil 'I 11111;11964 that the 
particular risk to insulation workers 
was clearly identified by Dr, Irvin J, 
Selikoff of Mt. Sinai Hospital. 

The Litigation 
Toda~, we are faced with the 

matter of litigation, which has 
disturbed many security analysts, 
although there ha\'e been reCent 
researrh reportL issued which have 
\'er~~60d analyses of this whole 
r.:y,(\!:ilion, 

i The majority of the suits against 
II.!llhns-Mam·ille are being filed by 
),~~l!ation and shipyard workers, 
alm;ist all of whom\\'orked in 
go\'ernment-controlled 
en\·ironmenls. \'\Iith respect to this 
litigation, we are fully insured up 
through 1976 for any compensatory 
damages which lye may ha\'e to 
pay to the population of people 
who were overexposed before 
1976. We are self-insured after that 
time (that is, flYtinjuries which 
arise after 19i6), and ob\'iousl\, it 
takes 20 to ~O \'ears for those suit,; 
to surface, if there will be am' at all 
We have secn none to date .. 

You should know that six of the 
last eight cases which went to a 
jury on the issue of liability resulted 
in verdicts for johns-Mam'i1Ie. 
Th~se juries determined that 
Johns-Manville was neither 
negligenfnor at fault for any 
injuries suffered by the plaintiffs. 

Also, it is clear from the cases 
which are now being filed that 
there appears to be It<~ evidence of 
significant disease. In some cases, 
such as the class action suit filed on 
behalf of the Long Beach shipyard 
workers, it is obvious that there are 
many individuals who appear to 
have no occupational disease. And 
where there is disease today, the· 
degree of disability Is much less 
than it has been in earlier cases. 
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the jury (I) held appellant to an errone
ous standard or duty and (2) misstated 
the law on the applicable statute of limi~ 
tations,4 

II. 
,Appellant contends that the instruc

tion given by the District Court on strict 
liability misstates the law by requiring a 
manufacturer to advance the state of 
medical knowledge and to warn of un
foreseeable risks. 

Judge Lord instructed the jury that: 
A .manufac~urer has a duty to test 

and Inspect hIS products, and the ex
tent of such research and experiment 
must be Commensurate with the dan
gers involved. A prodU1::t must not be 
made available to the public without 
disclosure of those dangers that the 
application of reasonable foresight 
would reveal. A manufacturer is held 
to the knowledge and skill of an ex
pert in determining whether or not his 
product is defective or otherwise dan-

I 
gerous. It - is. admitted tho at Johns
Manville knew as early a\\ 1942 that 
asbestos would cause asbestosis wilen 
inhaled by factory workers.' Mr. Kar~ 

I jala, however, js not a factory worker. 
He is. an insulation installer. It is for 
you t~ decide whetper or not Johns
Manvi1le. knew in fact of the d&nger to 
Mr. KarJala of contracting asbestosis. 
And that just goes to the question of 
the warning, whether or not they 
should have warned him, if you con
clude that that might be an additional 
laxity on their part as to impose liabil
ity. 

Well, of course, the damages mUIlt 
have been directly caused by the Use 
of the product. I mentioned that 
little bit earlier. A direct cause is a 
cause which had a substantial part l·

a 

b ·• bo n nngmg a ut the harm. 
, Now, the defendant claims' that they 

dIdn't know that installation workers 
could be harmed by this material in 
1964, When Dr. Selikoff put out his 
report. 

[4] Under Minnesota law, a manufac
turer has a duty to warn users of its 
products of all dangers associated with 
those pro.ducts of which it has actual Or 
c?nstructlve kn.owledge. Failure to pro
VIde such warmngs will render the prod
uct unreasonably dangerous and wiII 
subject the manufacturer to liability for 
damages under strict liability in tort. 
Magnuson v.ilupp Manufacturing Inc 
285 Minn. 32, 38, 171 N.W.2d 2Oi, 205 
~(1969). Cf. Land O'Lakes Creameries 
Inc. v. Hungerholt, 319 F_2d 352, 359-00 
(8th Cir. 1963); McCormack v. Ii1nks
craft Co" 278 Minn. 322, 332,154 N.W.2d 
488, 496 (1967). See also Sterling Drug, 
~I?c. v. Yarrow, 408 F.2d 978, 99~93 (8th 
Clr. 1969). See generally Re~ltatcment 
(Second) of Torts §§ 388 394 402A 
(1965); 5 2 R. Hursh & H. B~ile:y, Ameri
can Law of Products Liability § 8:3 (2d 
ed. 1974) .. Asbestos insulation kS a prod
uct that ha.s been hE!!\~ to be srus~ptible 
to this st..a''ldard. See Borel v. Fibre
board Paper Products Corp., 493 F.2d 
1076 (5th Cir. 1973), cert. denied, 419 
U.S. 869, 95 S.Ct. 127 42 L.Ed.2d 107 
(1974). ' 

In. reaching your decision you may 
consldl!r the knowledge which Johns
Manville had relative to factory work
ers and whether or not this knowledge 
would put Johns-Manville on notice of 
the danger to Mr. KarJala as an instal
Jation worker. . 

. [5, 6] ~s Judge Wisdom pointed out 
tn Borel, a product is unreasonably dan
gerous only when it is 'dangerous to an 
ex~nt beyond that contemplated by the 
ordtnary consumer who purchases it.'" 
493 F.2d at 1088 (Quoting Restatement 
(Second) of _ T~rts § 402A, Comment i), 

4_ Since ~is is a div~rsity case, we apply the 5. 
substantive lawo! Mmnesota. the forum state. 
Erie R. R. v. T~mpkJns, 304 U.S. 64, 58 S.Ct. 
817, 82 t.Ed. USS (1938). 

Comment j to Section '402A states: 
In order to prevent the product from being 

unre~sonably dang~rous. the seller may be 
reqUIred to give dIrections or warnlng on 
the container. as to its use, • 

EXHIBIT TWO 
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~IOES 
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WESTERN INSTITUTE FOR OCCUFATIONAL/ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES. INC. 

2001 DWICIIT WAY DERKELET. CALIFORNIA H104 (415) 845·6416 

0018 
Dr. James Kieran 
2340 Ward !:it. 
Berkeley, CA 94705 

Dear Doct()r: 

February 28, 1979 

Study Number 

B3000l8 . 

The ~r~i~idual whose name and addr~ss appear,below obtained a chest x-ray 
exam1~t10n for ~sbesto~-related d1s~ase dur1ng the Bay Area Asbestos 
Surve1llarce ProJect wluch was conducted July and August 1978' This 
person designated you as the physiCian to woom any results sho~ld be 
reported. 

One or more of the. government certified "B" readers who interpreted the x-rays 
gave us the followmg report of his findings: 
Interstiti';ll di~ease IlOted, ~o:lerate ~erity. Smal~ .iIregul~ ({'a£ties present. 
P~eural thick~g present bllaterally ~ oostophren1c angle 'and along left and 
nght chest wall. FurthetlTOre, calcification is p.resent in ooi:h diaphragms and 
~long l~t, chest wall •. In acldi~on, bullae are present as well as plaques. 
'Ihese fmdings are oons1stent WJ.th asbestosis. Further it should be mentioned 
that the oblique films on this irdividual are underexpo~ed and it suggested that 

, they be repeated. 
~nforttma.tely, the original x-rays are not available for dispersal. However, 
1f deaned necessary, they certainly can be reviewed at WIOES. Further I 
would be most willing to discuss their significance, 

Edward stone 
1405 Flora st. 
Cr.ockett~ Ca. 911525' , 

·1 • 

SfferelY rr~ 
VI. j ,~~~ . rI f) 
Phillip L. Polakof .D. 
Director 
WIOES 
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'l'ESTIMONY OF GEORGE W. KILBOURNE, ASBESTOS CIVIL LITI
GATION SPECIALIST, AND STEVEN KAZAN, CHAIRMAN, ALA
MEDA-CONTRA COSTA AND CALIFORNIA TRIAL LAW,YERS AS
SOCIATIONS, ACCOMPANIED BY ELIE BOUVERT 
Mr. KILBOURNE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
I will not go back through the detailed statement. I want to 

thank you for accepting it and the opportunity to speak about this. 
As you indicated, my name is George Kilbourne. I would just 

note for the record that my hometown is the hometown of Con
gressman George Miller and they like very much and admire the 
work that he has done in this particular area. 

It was my privilege the last time that there was a bill presented 
by Congressman Miller to address the committee at that time. I 
note that appearance in the prepared statement which I submitted. 
I went back and read that statement and then read the responses 
that were given by the representatives of Johns-Manville who were 
not present at that time. 

They chose to appear in Hawaii, I believe, after. the committ~e 
had moved on, although Mi'. Autry, who, at thaLtllne, was publIc 
relations man for Johns-Manville was present in-the courtroom 
down the hall where those hearings were held.; 

He did not choose to speak, however, j;:\ the presence of those of 
us who were there so that we could respond to him. 

It was our intention to bring three of our clients with us today. 
Mr. Kazan and I are jointly concerned in Hpproximately 350 cases. 
And we did have some representative clients. 

Just by chance, Mr. Fuqua, who appeared h ~ before, is one of 
our clients, also, although we hau L contacted ,L m. 

Sitting between us is Mr. Lilie Bouvert. Mr. Bouvert joined the 
Johns-Manville Pittsburg plant in 1948. He retired in 1975. He has 
asbestosis. He has had one lung removed for lung cancer. I will ask 
him in a few moments t.o tell you what his retirement benefits are 
at this time and to subject himself to any questions which you may 
have. 

It was also our intention to have Mr. Harold Larson here. I 
believe he was here this morning and is not here a.t this time. 

Mr. Larson was a superintendent of the roofing department at 
the Pittsburg plant and he did testify the laRt time there were 
hearings. His present wife is the widow of another one of the 
workers. They, I am certain, were here this morning. 

Mr. Larson testified at that time and his testimony is a matter of 
record that he, as a superintendent, wa.s not advised of the dangers 
of asbestos. He is suffering from asbestosis at the present time, and 
probably pneumoconiosis. We're attempting to get him some com
pensation for his illness. 

The third man that we were going to have here was Mr. Edward 
Stone. But Mr. Edward Stone contacted us at the last minute and 
was unable to be here because he is just too ill. 

He did write a letter and Mr. Kazan has that which he would 
want to read into the record. 

So we have before us, then, several things that we would really 
'like to comment on. 

I sat here with mixed emotions listening to the other witnesses 
and several things came to mind. 
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Mr. Henning, for instance, speaks of Lompoc. It just happens 
that Mr. Kazan and I. have son;te 67 plaintiffs we represent in 
Lompoc at the present tIme, filed In 18 separate complaints. 

!hese people were s:ubjected to diatomaceous earth and asbestos, 
he s referred only to dIatomaceous earth. 

We find that Johns-Manville did not disclose the amount of 
asbestos used at Lompoc. yv e have copies ~f those orders which, 
over ~he .years, they obtaIned fiber from the Canadian asbestos 
supplIers In our files at the office. 
,But they used a large amount of asbestos along with the diato

maceous earth. . 
In addition to that, he mentioned another thing that I would like 

to c?mment on. Money from business, industry and insurance com
panIes have a ~reat. deal to do with what is done in this area and 
In the laws WhICh WIll be enacted. 

At the present time. one. of our cases is pending before the 
Supreme qourt of Cah~orI:Ia: Johns-Manville v. Superior Court, 
Reba RudkIn, rea.l party In Interest. 

In that. case, and we've had reference to it here before, the 
attempts In that case, and I started working out and formulating 
the t~eory t~ying to get i~ to stic~ ~lmost 7 years ago. We've beeen 
workmg on I~S that long In RudkIn s case. It was filed in December 
of 1975. He dIed about 2 months ago of lung cancer. He did not live 
to see the result that we hope we're going to get from the supreme 
oo~ \ 

We're still h?peful. th~t :vh~re an employer has been gtibty of 
the c(;mduct WhICh thIS bIll IS aImed at, that in addition to criminal 
sanctIOns, we feel there sho'i;1Jd be the right to sue the employer 
and make them respond.over and above the workers compensation 
laws where, at the present time, under our section 3601 of the 
labor code, they are exempt from suit. 

Mr. CONYERS. In other words, the recovery is limited to the 
amounts recoverable under the State workman.'s compensation 
law? 

Mr. KILBOURNE. Under the present law. 
Mr. CONYERS. Eve~ i~ it. is not stipulated between 'the parties? 
Mr. KILBOUR~E. It IS lImIted to the workmen's compensation, the 

so-called exclusIve remedYl available to the worker. 
~hose benefits which ar~ available under the Workers' Com pen

satIO.n. Act. Now they do Include the so-called serious and willful 
prOVISIOns of the code which allow an increase of up to 50 percent 
not. to excee~ $10,000, under the present law, of an additionai 
serIOUS and ~Illft;l pen~fit or serious and willful violation. 

We a~e maJptmnlng In the Rudkin action that where the employ
er has ~ntentIOnally covered up the dangers we think that we can 
also prove that they h:te~ti(;mally covered up the fact of inju;ries
that they should be lIab~e In a separate civil action. That is the 
thrust ?~ our present actIOn and wh.at we're hopeful of getting in 
the de~IsIOn f~om th~ supreme court In the next few weeks. . 
A~ Inter~stIng thIng. ~appened yvhell we filed that brief. There 

was ImIIledlately a .petItIOn-. I bellE:ve Mr. Peter Weiner, who ap
peared he.re as a WItness thIS ~ornmg-Mr. Weiner called us and 
h~ asked If he could appear amICUS curiae for the State of Califior-nla. J 

.,J 
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Of course we were very happy to have him along. His depart
ment wrote' a very fine brief and he argued bef?re the supreme 
court in our behalf. And we hope it was helpful In what we hope 
will be the outcome. 0 't t 11 

On the other side of the coin, the insurance group, I can e 
you the exact name of it, but they repre~ented t~at ~hey represent
ed 92 percent of the workers compensatIOn. carrIers In the State of 
California, asked to be heard on the o~her sIde. 0 0 

I was unaware until I read their b~Ief thatfhey also represented 
the California Manufacturers AssocIatIon. 13.:'.ley appeared on the 
other side against our position. . 

It's come to my attention within the last week that tJ:e ~ee~ly 
newsletter of the agents association. in this State was IndlCa~Ing 
that this is a serious threat, they beheve, ~o workers. compensatIOn. 

We believe it is not. We believe that thIS only assIsts th,e worke;r 
in that area where there has been an intentional abbrogatIOn of !llS 
rights by the coverup w?ic,h too~ place, w.e fee~, by Johns-ManvIlle 
and which, again, thIS bIl~ IS de~Igned to dIrect Itself to. 

Mr. CONYERS. Did you Imply In your theory that had you known 
of the information materials in the coverup, that you would have 
proceeded to civil suit and not have filed for workmen's compensa-

tion? . I d b th Mr. KILBOURNE. We feel that the man should be e~tIt ~ to 0.,' 
We feel that they should be c':l1n~lative b~cause OrdlnarI~y a1:1dr It s 
not always clear in the applIcatIOn of dIsease, but ord.!narIl) '. of 
course workers compensation benefits are very fast In commg 
when ~ man is injured on the job and whe~e ~e. loses a hand. or 
something such as that, it's obvious that he s InJu,red on the Jo1;>. 

With occupational disease, it is not. The. result ~s that there IS 
usually a great deal of delay in getting theIr benefIts. But we f~el 
that they are cumulative or should be pronounced to be cumul~tlve 
so that if the employer does pay those benefits, he should re,celve a 
credit against any civil action. We th!nk ~hat that's only faIr, that 
he would be required to pay at some tIme In the fu~ure. 

Interestingly enougp, one other com.ment, an aSI~e. of one of the 
questions which was asked by, I belIeve, Mr. Ralkln, rela~ed to 
whether or not there was knowledge on the part ?f the ~~lOn. to 
whether there was any indication; and what theIr partIcIpatIon 
was in this matter. 

I wish I had more of the documents here, ?ut I Ldo ~av~ a 
document that I would like to refer to 0 very brIefly a" thIS tIme 
along that line. . '" 

What I have are the mInutes of the IndustrIal relatIOns manag
ers meetings, those that we've been able to .get .and have not ha,d 
the company produce all of them. They maIntaIn that they don t 
have them. h '11 

But where we show them that we have them, then t ey WI 

produc.e t~em. This h~s happened to us repeatedly and I can show 
you thIS tIme and agaIn. .. ~ ." . 

They first said there was no such thIng as In(iustrIa~ relatIOns 
managers conference. VI ell, fortunately, we have the mInutes and 
it's a long and somewhat funny story about how we got them that I 
won't go into. , 

Mr. CONYERS. It's probably best that you don t. [Laughter.] 
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Mr. KILBOURNE. But anyway, February 7 through 12, 1965, there 
was a meeting held at the Edgewater Gulf Hotel of the industrial 
relations managers of Johns-Manville. 

Now each of the plants has a manager that's designated industri
al relations manager: And at that time, they had an industrial 
rel£1~'ions . manager over the entire company and the medical direc
tor at that time Was Dr. Kenneth Smith. His name has probably 
come up other places. 

I have Dr. Smith's statement that he made to that meeting that 
was formalized and this illustrates the attitude of Johns-Manville 
at that time with respect to their 'position and the union position. 

I will just read a few sentences about what occurred. I am 
reading from page 1-H-2 of those minutes: 

Now in the fall of 1961, the real crux of our asbestos and cancer publicity problem 
appeared on thla scene, with Dr. Irving J. Selikoff, who practices in Paterson, New 
Jersey, and the Mount Sinai Hospital in New York. 

And then droppinr: on down to the next paragraph: 
Irving Selikoff camA to my office tn 1961, as I have said, and asked if he could 

have employees from OUr Manville plant visit his Paterson, New Jersey clinic for 
special tests. He had heard that asbestos causes a problem when inhaled and never 
had seen any case of asbestosis. 

We politely declined to have any of our people examined but did invite him to 
spend some time with our doctqrs at Jeffrey Mine. 

Dr. Selikoff went up there and spend a week looking over all our X-rays. He saw 
our files of well over 100,000 films of men who have been working for many years in 
the asbestosis exposures. This was the first time that he had ever seen an X-ray of 
an asbestos worker and after four days of looking at films and looking at our 
operations, he told our Dr. Granger that he didn't know what he was doing. That 
he, Selikoff, could easily identify much more asbestosis in our films than Granger 
was reporting even though Dr. Granger spent his whole life in chest diseases. 

It goes on detailing his other comments about Dr. Selikoff. th~t 
he considered to be the crux of the problem. 

But 1'd like to go back to the statement and point out some 
things that I didn't go into in any great detail. . 

When Frances May, the exeeutive vice president of Johns-Man
ville had his testimony recorded in the asbestos-related diseases 
bulletin, he called the comments of the witnesses, "categorically 
false." This first came to light for Johns-Manville was in the 80-
calleid Lanza report where Raybestos-Manhattan and Johns-Man
ville got together in 1929. I think the committee has already heard 
this in other testimony. ' 

I have included the rect>mmendations of the Lanza report in my 
prepared statement. I can't argue with most of those recommenda
tions, what is said, and whether or not they were implemented at 
that time. I would invite your attention, though, to the fact that in 
1930, when this report was in the hands of Johns-Manville, the 
second recomiilendation was that new employees be examined 
physically, including X-ray examination of the chest and rejected 
f<:,r employment ifi,they show tuberculosis or pneumoconiosis. 

This was not implemented at that time and was not implemented 
until the 1950's.' The interesting thing about this is that even 
t.hough they had this knowledge, obviously, in 1930, it was not 
disseminated to the men, themselves; and this Was why I wanted to 
have Mr. Larsen here, who is a superintendent, to t~ll you hims~lf 
that he was never told during the time that he was employed at 
Johns-Manville. ' 
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Mr. Bouvert is here and can be asked in that regard. 
'Mr. CONYERS. You might want to submit a statement from him 

to that effect. 
Mr. KILBOURNE. All right, we will do that. Mr. Larsen had a 

prepared statement that was included ~,~ the record before that I 
think included that specific testimony and we will do that. We will 
see that that is done. 

I've included in the exhibits other information that we know that 
they had at that time. Exhibit A, for instance, is a report of 101 
men examined in the asbestos mine in Asbestos, Quebec, and it 
details the number of men who had asbestosis. This is noted from 
their own records. 

I have two reports that went to Raybestos-Manhattan on the 
Bridgeport and Stratford, Conn., plants in March of 1930, by the 
Industrial Health Service of Metropolitan Life Insurance Co. It 
details the asbestosis that was present in those plants so that 
Raybestos-Manhattan also knew. 

The statistics are included mentioning and using the word "as
bestosis" in table No.3. 

We have, in addition to that, the minutes of 1933 of JohIlS
Manville, where they referred to the 11 cases. 

And in reading those minutes, I, personally, read all of the 
minutes that we could get our hands on from start to finish. They 
mentioned, the executive committee at Johns-Manville. I asked for 
those minutes and I had been told, first of all, that they didn't 
exist. And then they said they weren't available. 

We finally got them, and, sure enough, on June 11, 1931, the 
minutes of the executive committee disclosed that they discussed 
the "trial of the pending so-called asbestosis case." 

They had a case in 1931, it was discussed by the executive 
committee of the Johns-Manville Corp. and in 1933, again. Those 
minutes are included in my exhibits. And we have in detail in the 
report, the problems we're having at Celotex; the report of the 
Knoxville Police Department is included, and their refusal to admit 
the authenticity of a report that they have. 

This is one of our biggest problems at the present time. 
I have exhibit H, which shows that in 1938, the American Stand

ard Safety Code for the Protection of Heads, Eyes, and Respiratory 
Organs refers to asbestos dust which is "known to produce perma
nent'injuries, but limits of tolerance have not been established." 

This is in the National Bureau of Standards handbook of Novem
ber 1, 1938. 

And then the next exhibit, exhibit I, is an interesting exhibit 
because these are photocopies of the minutes of the health review 
committee of Manville, N.J., dated March 5, 1958. They denied, 
when I asked them about these, whether or not they had such a 
committee and they said they did not. 

We had the minutes at the time and I was able to actually 
confront them and they admitted it. On the second page of those 
minutes, I will J!lst read the comments of Dr. Kenneth Smith, 
medical director, Who said, "We take the X-rays for our own protec
tion, not for social obligation. There is no problem sending them 
out, but after conference." 
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Note the other comments in there that relate to what we feel 
was an intentional coverup with knowledge that we feel again to 
be addressed by this bill. 

The next document is three pages out of a deposition. Mr. Kazan 
was present when this deposition was taken. I was not. It was 
taken in one of our cases, however, where Mr. Wilbur Ruff, who 
had been the plant manager of Manville, N.J., and was later vice 
president of Johns-Manville Corp. testified and referred to the so
called hush-hush policy of not advising the workers that they had 
actually been injured. Dr. Smith has said what their policy was, as 
I indicated, and this is confirmed by Mr. Wilbur Ruff. 

You will note on page 30, how he found out when the policy 
changed in 1970 to 1972, "By a visit by Dr. Wright and Chris [sic] 
Scheckler to the Manville plant location, a meeting was held with 
those two individuals 'and myself and the other three piant manag
ers there to visit [sic] us that in the future these type cases would 
be discussed with the employee involved." 

Johns-Manville has since characterized this testimony as not 
being entirely accurate in spite of what we have with respect to the 
record. 

The next to the last exhibit is a very interesting one that I would 
like, to comment on. There is a gentleman who is the oldest that 
we've found who was in the Johns-Manville organization who is 
still alive. His name is John Page Woodard. He lives above the 
Pebble Beach Golf Course down in Monterey County. This exhibit 
is entitled "Saranac Program of the Investigation of Asbestosis and 
Pulmonary Cancer." By reference to the next page, it will be seen 
that it is a report of the Quebec Asbestps Mining Association, dated 
May 7,1952.' 

Johns-Manville has contended publicly that the first time that 
they knew that cancer could be caused by asbestos was after they 
received the Selikoff report in the mid-1960's. This is a report that 
shows that they were investigating this matter. And we have copies 
of correspondence. I believe it goes back to 1948, where Mr. Woo
dard has what's entitled "pulmonary malignancy," that is, cancer. 

In the comments he notes, "The increased incidence is more 
pronounced for the group exposed to dust, but the ,rise has occurred 
at about the same time in both groups." 

This is the animal·experiments which did confirm, of course, the 
connection, just several years before the publicity which was given 
to it by Dr. Selikoff. 

The last exhibit, again, signed by Mr. Vandiver Brown, a copy of 
a letter directed to Mr. Sumner Simpson, who, at that time, was 
president of Raybestos-Manhattan, indicates that, "I quite agree 
with you but our interests are best served by having asbestosis 
receive the minimum publicity." 

I think that these documents and the information which we have 
spells out very well' the depth of this problem and the extent to 
which parties will go. I, personally, feel that this type of activity is 
of the type that should be addressed by the committee. 

I feel very strongly that action should be taken. There are indi
vidual problems that we feel exist in the bill (:lnd Mr.C'Kazan will 
address himself to those. ' , ' " 

Thank you. 
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Mr. CONYERS. We appreciate your research and recommendations 
in this matter. . 

We now turn to Steven Kazan. We welcome you before the 
subcommittee and you may proceed. We also incorporate your pre
pared testimony in its entirety. 

Mr. KAZAN. Thank you very much, Congressman. It's a pleasure 
and privilege to be invited to address the subcommittee this after
noon. 

The first thing I would like to do and offer for your record is a 
letter that we received at the office this morning from Mr. Ed 
Stone, who was, hopefully, going to be here. 

It's addressed to Pamela Harrington, our associate. Pamela is 
sitting in the back. She works full time for us doing nothing but 
fighting what we in California call "law and motion" battles, deal
ing with the technical adequacy of pleadings before the court. 

There are 15 or so asbestos manufactur'ers, all of whom had 
multiple groups of attorneys, all of whom get paid 'handsomely by 
the hour and their sole responsibility, I think, is to drive Pamela 
crazy and chase her around from courthouse to courthouse. And so 
far, she's more than holding her own. We hope in her second year 
with: us she is going to go on to do some more thtngs and we've got 
this 'battle won. ') 

But(Mr. Stone wrote to her and, if I may, just read his brief 
letter and ask the committee to understand that his letter' is writ
ten somewhat with tongue in cheek, as Dr. Polakoff explained. By 
and large the asbestos workers are very sincere, well-meaning and 
injured people. Fortunately a lot of them are able to maintain a 
sense of human about what is, after all, not at all funny. 

But the letter is dated March 21: 
Dear Pamela,the enclosed copy of a letter sent from Dr. Polakoff to Dr. Kierin 

further verifies the fact that I have asbestosis. 
Thank you for considering me to answer the committee's questions. I was really 

looking forward to it. My son was going to take a day off and carry my life-support 
junk, Bennett Machine, oxygen holder, vodka, et cetera. 

I had planned to start out with a soft-shoe dance, then work into a disco. Too bad, 
a star might have been born, but then that's show biz. Ybu never can depend on it. 

I've been going downhill again and Dr. Kierin says I'm too weak to appear at the 
hearing. If my condition doesn't improve in the next 24 hours, I will probably have 
to be hospitalized. Sincerely yours, Ed Stone. 

He's one of hundreds of people that we do represent. And I'd like 
to address myself to some of the areas that I've heard mentioned 
here this afternoon while I was sitting in the back of the room and 
amplifying some of the aspects of the statement that I have submit
ted, although I don't want to reh~sh it. 

The central fact that's impOlitant to understand in connection 
with the asbestos coverup and how that serves as a paragon for the 
need for this legislation is that, as you've already heard from a lot 
of people, by the early 1930's, Johns-Manville knew, at the very 
least, that its own workers in the mines, mills, and manufacturing 
plants were getting sick and they were dying. 

And they didn't do anything about it. There's been some question 
about whether the union people knew. We represent the workers 
at the Lompoc plant and workers at 'another six or seven Johns
Manville plants. 
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'Ye have never heard from any of our clients any suggestion that 
unIOn people were any better informed than the rank and the file 
and the average working man in the plant. 

y ou hav~ to rec~ll that different plants have different unions. 
Some, are 011, chemICa~, and atomic workers, some are international 
ch~mlc.al workers unIOn, and the people who are active in the 
~nIOn In the plant ~re men who come up through the ranks. And, 
In, fact, they stay In the ranks. They have no greater &laim to 
WIsdom than the average working man. 1/ 

They. certainly don't have the benefit of the kind of centralized 
professIOnal. staff that the big corporations have. And you've heard 
a lot from ~I~ferent pe?ple about how, ':Well, we didn't know it was 
dangerous, In the shIpyards and that s where most of the people 
were e~posed. ~.nd tha~ exposure is so different. And it wasn't until 
Dr. SelIkoff pOInted .thI~ all out that yre had any basis to know you 
could extrapol~te thIS dIfferent experIence. 

Well, there are several' t?ings to bear in mind: first of all, the 
exposure of people who mIned asbe~toes wasn't too 100 percent 
asbe~t?s. If you look at the statistics, they take out tons of asbestos
contlnlng rock, break it up to get pounds of raw asbestos. 
Co~p.are the e~posure that a ~orker has working with asbestos-' 

con~alnlng materIaJs th.at are beIng cut a,nd pounded and 'broken 
up In the h,old of a ShIP or a submarine, with that of somebody 
would have In a large factory. ' . 
. There .i~, obviously, very intense exposure in the shipyard. And 
In depOSItIons, Johns-Manville executives have admitted that they 
knew about that. 

But l~t's, take them at' their word. OK, let's assume that they 
really dldn t kQ.ow t~at an:ybody ?ut factory workers were exposed. 

Well, Jo?nS-ManvIlle shwped ItS raw asbe~~os' not only to their 
o~n factOrIes around the world, but to other factories, other compa
nIes that manufactured asbestos-;containing products in plants that 
were exactly the. same a,s Johns-Manville plants. . .' 

In Red~ood CIty, CalIf., Johns-Ma;nville had a plant on one side 
of the raIlroad tra?ks and Fibreboard or its predecessors had a 
plant on the other SIde of the tracks. . . 

Johns-Manville had a big plant in Pittsburg, ,Calif. Fibreboard 
Co. had a ~hole complex of plants in EmerYVille, Calif. 10._miles 
away, 20 mIles away. . ' , . , 
. There is no qu~stion that John~-Manville was shipping bags of 

raw asbestos to Flbreboar~ to use In those plants. They know that 
facto~y workers wer~ at rIsk.. They never put a warning on those 
bags .. They never dId anythIng to warn the Fibreboard factory 
workers .an? we kno,:v that they didn't know, that the Fibreboard 
people dldn t ~now.Because one of our clients, a gentleman by the 
name of RubIn Lewon who, unfortunately, passed away last No
vemb~r about 3. weeks before his case was set to 'go to trial in our 
super~or cour~ In' Oakland, Mr. Lewon was a graduate chemist, a 
chemIcal en&,Ineer, was director of research, was plant manager 
and was .an Inventor employed by Fibreboard. Mr. Lewon held 11 
or 12 I?atIe~ts. He w~s o:r~e of t,he principal inventors of the process 
by whIch pIpe coverIng for shIpyards to shipboard use was manu
factured. 

-
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'\ In the old days it was a very wasteful process. He invented a new 
"precision molding technique that virtually eliminated waste from 
the manufacturing process. They built a prototype plant in Emery
ville, Calif., and that plant finished ite ~Qakedown in mid-Novem
ber 1941 and it was only going to manufacture pipe covering. 

Well, 2 weeks later the war started and that plant went round 
the clock for about 4 or 5 years. Mr. Lewon was the plant manager, 
he ran that place, he had people coming from other asbestos com
panies to talk about licensing the technology, to talk about what 
they were doing in their own plants. 

He never knew, he never knew that there was any health hazard 
to asbestos. He quit the industry in 1948, because at that point he 
was making $6,000 a year, and figured;there had to be a better way 
to make a living. , 

He died last year of mes'?theliom<:!. Here is a professional man 
who had a whole range of career choice. It stands to reason that if 
he had ever thought that the work was dangerous, he would have 
found something else to do. . 

The ironic part, the tragedy is that he turned down a' job 
at C. & H. Sugar Refinery up here in the Pittsburg area in 1933, 
because he figured that, he'd heard that that kind of stuff might be 
dangerous. ...' 

And, instead, he went to work with this asbestos which was 
"perfectly safe." And he never knew, he never understood that 
there was any risk involved. : ' 

And what's particularly important is if you look at the studies 
and if you look at Dr. Selikoffs latest book where he lays out the 
volume of asbestos mined aI).d uS'ed in manufacture by decade, I 
don't recall the exact figures, .. but you'llfind that, certainly, 80 or 
90 percent of the asbestos, currently floating around in· the world 
was mined and processed after 1940. . . I' 

If Johns-Manville had ever 'put a war~ing laber,-;n its bags in the 
1930' s when they knew it was dangerous,' if Raybestos had done it, 
other companies would have; been better able to be aware of what 
was going on, to intensify the search. for alternatives. In Germany 
they found SUbstitutes for asbe!3tos in the War. 

Mr. Lewon and his company were working on ,substitutes for 
asbestos in high-temperature insulation material for economic rea
sons. There were alternatives and if anybody had blown the whistle 
in the early 1930's, think of the millions of American shipyard 
workers and workers ,since the war who might never have been 
exposed. \ 

We'd be talking about an academic curiosity. There would be a 
few cases of cancer related to asbestqs and it would be just like 
thalidomide in the United States. Everybody would be wiping his 
brow and saying, "Boy, we're lucky. We.really missed that one." 

,It didn't happen. And it didn't happen because the asbestos 
industry concealed the risks, concealed the ri,sks that they knew of. 

Mr. CONYERS. Are you suggesting that in" Germany they have 
improved the product and"it has become somewhat safer? 

Mr. KAzAN/,'Well, yes, in Germany, my understanding is that 
during the war, they were somewhat cut off from their sources of 
raw asb~stos and found cellulose-typo) substitutes for asbestos. 
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You know, if you think back, they built an awful lot of subma
rines over there, as well, and they found substitutes. When you 
talk about the German experience and their workers compensation 
system. And you focus on what you've already heard testimony 
about, that the German medical literature showed it, that the 
German workers compensation system recognized that lung cancer 
in asbestos workers was an occupational disease. 

And we're still fighting that battle in 1980, in the workers' com
pensation appeals board in California with Johns-Manville, as "an 
aside. 

But when you recognize the fact that the Germans recognized it, 
it's an awful thing to say that a shipyard worker or insulation 
worker would have been better off being a member of the Nazi 
party in Germany than working for Johns-Manville in California. 

But the fact is that that's the truth. He would have been. 
Johns-Manville, today, still argues about asbestos causinK cancer. 
In Mr. Lewon's case, one of their defenses was that Canadian 

Chrysatile fiber, which is what they imported, doesn't cause mes
athelioma. 

After we convinced them and after their own medical director 
looked at the slides and decided, "Well, yes, it looks like this really 
is mesathelioma," the next line of their defense was, "Well, OB' 

asbestos doesn't cause it." Even though the research they spon
sored themselves showed mesathelioma in Canadian mineworkers. 

They will do anything to defeat claims' and I say anything. They 
will lie, cheat, steal, destroy documents, suborn perjury, or what
ever they have to do to win, they will do. 

Our lead case from Lompoc, Calif., was a gentleman by the name 
of Glen Harder. He had a workers compensation case in the early 
1970's. He was turned down be~ause the Workers Comp Appeals 
Board accepted medical testimony that diatomaceous earth doesn't 
cause lung cancer. And that's more or less accurate. He went to 
another doctor and said that, you know, "Isn't there some basis 
that this is industrial?" , 

The doctor said, "Well, you have lung cancer. Did you ever work 
around asbestos?" And Glen, who was a mechanic working on 
machinery throughout the plant, said, "Gee, I don't know. I never 
heard of asbestos. Let me go ask around." He came back to the 
doctor a couple of weeks later with a big plastic sack. It said "casi
R-asbestos" on it. 

And h;e said, "Doc, is this the stuff you're talking about?" \ 
W ell( they reopened theu workers compensation 'case, present"ed 

electr~}ll microscope evidence that there were asbestos fibers in his 
canc~r cells and the judge said, "Well, you know, one fiber, what 
doet;!that prove?" Refused to consider that industrial. 

yvell, Glen died last year, of lung cancer. His ~ase has still not " 
gone to trial. But, we thh~k we've got a waY.)low to prove his 
compensation case. Becaus~1 yOl,l see, his doctor says, "Well, the 
cancer they operated on in:.I973 was cured. What happe:p.ed in 1978 
and 1979, is a new cancer and I'm positi.v:e that's asbestos-related." 
"SO we're going to go around again on Glen Harder and we're 

going to see if we can finally convince some people that his lung 
cancer was industrial. 
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The problem, you know, the evidence of the Johns-Manville con
cealment, is staggering. 

Mr. Henning talked about Lompoc in the 1950's. We can't even 
get Johns-Manville to concede that the big strike in Lompoc w~s 
over health and safety. 

Their position in our litigation is, ib that was over salary. And 
everybody knows it wasn't. 

In Lompoc, they were using over 50 tons lof asbestos a month ~n 
fabricating insulation materials. Very few people knew about It. 
And nobody recog~ized the importance of it. The c0l!lpany doctor' 
the man who was In the plant from 1954 to 1972, testIfIed that he s 
been told that no more than one or two men at anyone time 
period would have any asbestos exposure and that he didn't have 
to worry about that, that that was no risk. 

The J-M consultant in chest medicine in Santa Barbara County, 
the man they sent all their problems to, the man who ran the 
county TB program, and that was a big health hazard with diata
maceo us earth, that the doctor never knew that they even used 
asbestos in that plant. He didn't know it until 1972, when he found 
out in Glen Harder's workers compensation case. 

So not only did they conceal the hazards from their company 
doctor, from their workers. They didn't even tell the doctors to 
whom they are sending workers for an evaluation what the men 
were exposed to. 

And naturally the doctors write reports that it's not industrial 
because they don't even know that the man has industrial expo
sure. 

This leads me to the basic point that I would like to make to the 
committee. We think that people ought to go to jail. If there was 
only a constitutional way you could make this retroactive to 1935, 
we'd give you a list of 100 corporate crime ~xecutives that ou~ht to 
do at least 20 years, because of what they ve done to our chents. 

There are some constitutional »roblems with that. I think this 
would be a deterrent, that this Kind of legislation, even if nobody 
ever went to jail for it, the fact that it was on the books would 
have a profound impact. , 

If you look at, somebody like Wilbur Ruff, who was a plant 
manager and who's got no motive to come in and make up testimo
ny, who's telling the truth in h~s depo.sitions no matter how m~ch 
the company tried' to shake hIS testImony. Assume a '·man lIke 
Wilbur Ruff who, obviously, is basically honest but he's been co
erced into kind of going along with the program, there have got to 
be Wilbur Ruff's out there today in management or low-level man
agement positions in a lot of American industry. 

If there was a law like this on the, books and he could say to 
himself, "You know, it's one thing to go along with the corporate 
executives. They tell me I have to do it and I'm concerned about 
my future. But, my God, I can go to jail for this," I thin~ that this 
kind of legislation would be enough impetus for people hIm to come 
forward and to blow the whistle now, when it's going to do some 
good. Instead of waiting until some lawyers find him 20 years later 
and saying, "Yes, I would have said this but nobody ever asked me. 

.. And, of course, we knew it was dangerous. Of course, we ~ne~ 
people were getting sick, but we were told not to say anythmg. 
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I think, if this legislation makes one Wilbur Ruff come forward 
in tlie 1980's, it's worth every penny and it's worth every hour that 
you've spent on these hearings. 

I think it's critically important that the bill, first of all, permit 
independent civil cause of action for violation of the statute. 

Make it actionable. Let a worker come in and say, not only to 
the plant manager or the corporation could be fined and go to jail, 
but, "If they had ever told me and I had ever known, I would have 
gone to work elsewhere. I would have go~;x~ to work for that sugar 
company," or somebody else. ' " 
. And, "I'm sick and I'm dying now because of what was concealed 
from me. Sure, I get my workers compensation.' I If a man dies 
today in California leaving six dependent children and a widow, 
the family gets $55,000 maximum. 

But let that worker go to civil court and let him, prove, let him 
try to prove what went on and then let him collect his damages. 
Let him be compensated. I think that is very important. 

Mr. CONYERS. You think we need to spell out the whole method 
of providing a clear remedy in a civil suit so that you will be 
protected against any fifth amendment claims? 

Mr. KAZAN. Well, yes, I think so, and that's a problem that I'm 
not sure I know how to resolve. Whether the way you resolve it is 
by making the corporate officers and executives and managers 
criminally liable for fines and jail sentences so that we can still sue 
the corporation, that may be a solution. 

But I think that the bill should contain a very simple provision 
that says, "Violation of section 1822 shall confer an independent 
right to civil damages upon any affected worker injured as a result 
of said violation." . 

And I would ask that such an amendment be further clarified by 
adding a simple clause that will solve a lot of the problems that we 
have in the factory worker context. Just add the provision or the 
clause, "No provision of any State workers compensation statute 
respecting exclusive remedies to the contrary not withstanding." 

In other words, make it explicit that regardless of what a State 
compensation statute says, worker whose employer treats him the 
way our clients have been treated has a right to go to court and get 
civil damages. 

You will see American industry clean up its act. Because if 
anybody had told those directors at Johns-Manville in 1933, that 
"Fellows, if somebody blows the whistle on us 30 years from now, 
not only are we going to have to pay workers compensation but 
we're going to 'be liable for civil damages and punitive damages," 
then I think that Johns-Manville would have d9ne the right thing. 

It's very clear that they will never do the Hghtthing for the 
right reason. But it's within the power of this committee to help 
force them to do the right things, for the wrong reasons. And that's' 
a lot better than letting them do the wrong thing. 

. Mr. , CONYERS. Well, we will ke~p this in. mind. This is a very 
difficult area but I think you've raised some good questions about 
it. I am particularly supportive of the notion that we expand the 
definition of product so ~hat it includes fabricated materials and 
other things going infb it) as well as making it very clear that 
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bodily injury would include disease which is a difficult area in 
workmen-type claims. . . 

The statute of limitations, itself, should be. one of sufflcle~t 
length so that you don't end up putting a premIum, as you put It, 
on successful concealment. . ... 

Those are all important and some of them a lIttle bIt dIffIcult 
areas to handle. We are going to research those carefull~. 

If any other members of the. trial ~a.r have anythIng else to 
submit we'd be anxious to receIve addltlOn~l comments, as weI. I. 

Mr. KILBOURNE. Is there a method to submIt matters such as t~IS 
to the committee? I am not aware of it but I 3:m sure .there IS. 

Mr. CONYERS. Just send them to me and we wIll examIne them 
as we go along.. .' 

Do either of you have any other concludIng comments that you 
would like to make before we hear from,Mr. Bouvert? 

Mr. KAZAN. George. 
Mr. KILBOURNE. There is one matter. Mr.' Bouvert,. at our re

quest has gotten a letter which after Johns-ManvIlle became 
awar~ that men were suffering from lung disabilities, they ~ha!lged 
the doctor that they had, the original doctor, a. defendant, IncIden
tally in some of our lawsuits, and started sendmg the men then to 
the Redwood Medical Clinic in Redwood City. 

And Mr. Bouvert has just handed me the letter that he was 
given by Dr. Donald W. Smith, ?ated N~)Vember.15, 1974, and I as.k 
that you keep in mind that thIS man IS sufferIng from asbestosIs 
and has had one lung removed because of lung cancer. 

It reads as follows: 
Dear Mr. Bouvert, you rece~tly unde.rwent ~ medical examination ~t Johns

Manville Products Corporation In complIance wIth the Federal and St8:te OS~A 
regulations concerning all persons who work with asbestos andlor other IndustrIal 
poHutants and wear respirators in their work... ~. . 

The medical history indicated a known arterIal InsufficIency In your rIght leg and 
medication for diabetes and high blood pressure. . ,. . . 

The physical examination indicated a significant decrease In vI~lOn SInce last 
examination. The pulses in the right foot were absent. The screenIng laboratory 
tests were within normallimits.-. . di I 

The chest X-ray showed an emphysematous appearance. There IS a left perlCar a 
scar, present since 1965, which is unchanged since 1973. .' .. 

THe lung function test indicated ~ moderately se~ere problem wIth mechamcal aIr 
flow in your lungs. This may be related to smoking and you are urged to make 
every effort to stop smoking. . d 

Because of remodeling in the medical department, the hearIng test was deferre 
until the near future, at which time we will notify y?~ of the resl;llts. .. 

I suggest that ypu consult your persop.al physIcIan. regardIng t~e .sIgmfic.ant 
decrease in vision ahd continue followup wIth hIm re!?iardIng the arterIal InSUffiCIen
cy in the right leg and medications for diabetes and hIgh blood pressure. 
. Sincerely yours, . D W S 'M D 

ONAW • MITH, •. 

At no. place does it mention, even at that tiJ:?1e, that. t~e man had 
asbestosis and certainly not cancer. I have hIS permI~slOn to read 
this and I think it's indicative of part of the polIcy that was 
f6110wed by Johns-Manville. .,11 

Mr. CONYERS. Did you want to add anythIng, Mr. Bouvert? 
Mr. BOUVERT. I don't have much more to add on ~hat. I know the 

place where I work, the pavement depart~ent, IS a very dusty 
place. And. I was working the beaters at the tIme. And I opened up 
sacks and cut the strings off the top,. dumped sacks, one rlght after 
another in heaters. Say about 10'sacks per pallet. 
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Then, later on, they started using the big pallet with 30 or 40 
sacks at a time. 

Mr. CONYERS. These are sacks of what? 
Mr. BOUVERT. Of loose fiber. So we were dumping one sack at a 

time of that stuff. I was doing that for quite a long time. We had 
been sweeping the floors around there and the air was all full of 
that dust, asbestos dust. 

So every so often, we had to go to the fountain and get a drink of 
water. Throat gets awful dry and in order to get that stuff down, 
you have to get some water to push it down. 

When I worked in the bag room it was the same thing. 'fhat is, 
all full of dust. At times when We used to work in the bagroom, the 
machines were down a little bit but when they started up, we were 
right back again on the job day after day of that. 

Then going home, my clothes were just a mess. I took my clothes 
in two or three times a week for my wife to wash them in the 
machine, and cough all day and all night. 

Mr. CONYERS. How long did you work there? 
Mr. BOUVERT. Twenty-eight years at Johns-Manville. 
Mr. CONYERS. Twenty-eight years, ?nd when was the last date 

that you worked at Johns-Manville? 
Mr. BOUVERT. 1974. 
Mr. CONYERS. 1974. 
Well, I think we've done what we could do to develop this portion 

of the hearings in terms of asbestos and the important role that 
both of you have played in this matter. 

I think you've raised some very important concerns. We'll be 
waiting the outcome of the Supreme Court decision, just as you 
will. 

I suppose it will be given before this term ends. 
Mr. KAZAN. We hope so. 
Mr. CONYERS. In the meantime, if there are further discussions 

among others in the bar about the question of the statute of 
limitations and other questions of discovery that could be very 
important in trying to create the most accurate legislation, we 
would be very happy to hear from you still. 

Are there any questions from any of the staff? 
Mr. RAIKIN. IVlr. Kilbourne and Mr. Kazan, should the statute of 

limitations be lengthened for Miller-type violations in view of the 
fact that you and others pointed out today that some of thes'e 
diseases like asbestos~s an~f mesathelioma have a 20-year lagtime 
before symptoms manIfest themselves? Vlould you favor an amend
ment to the ,bill specifically, ,creating, say, a 25-year statute of 
limitations? ' . 

Mr. KAZAN. Yes, I think that th~t would be helpful. The latency 
period for asbestos-related cancer is often as high as 30 or 35 years, 
and it can be longer. If you used the bell-shaped curve, you'd 
probably find it keeping between 20 and 30 years. 

So certainly a long statute of limitations would be helpful. Cer
tainly a provision tolling the statute of limitations during contin
ued concealment would be helpful. 

And, well, I think that that pretty much says it, on the statute of 
limitations. 
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Mr. CONYERS. That would be the longest statute of limitations 
period we have on the record, wouldn't it? 

Mr. KILBOURNE. There is another way of approaching this. 
I know that Mr. Ken Lynch is in the hearing room and he was 

instrumental, I believe, in a case before the California -Appellate 
Court and very active irclegislation in California, on the special 
asbestos bill. 

The statute doesn't start to run :until you have an informed 
diagnosis, for instance, or until there is a disability. There are 
other tests and other elements which should be considered, and 
would delay when the statute starts to run. 

Certainly lengthens it but I -think it's mandatory that you have 
something like that in order to protect the worker and to make it 
meaningul at all. Otherwise legislation has no meaning. 

Mr. CONYERS. What about the kinds of problems where we don't 
know how long it takes the symptom to develop? " 

Mr. KAZAN. Well, that is a problem. I don't do any criminal 
work. I have never much understood criminal law in law school. 
And I've managed to avoid it ever since. 

But I think we have to bear in mind that what we're really 
talking about is an organized form of corporate murder, if you 

-want to call it that, intentional concealment, that leads inexorably 
to the death of a large number of workers. It may be that this 
would be an extreme departure from ordinary criminal time limita
tions, but I think it certainly could be indicated appropriate in this 
context. 

You can never foreclose all the possibilities but I think! a sub
stantial statute of limitations would have an impact and just as, as I' 
I understand it, in a conspiracy, the statute of limitations runs -~' 
from the last act of the coconspirators. I think something like that r 
should apply in this context. 

Mr. RAIKIN. The fact that there is sometimes a decade or two 
decade lagtime before the symptoms show up, that argues very 
forcefully, does it not, for why we need a newer type bill which 
creates a criminal offense at the moment of the coverup and that 
we don't need dead bodies lying around all over the place 20 years 
later before the deterrent effect of the bill and the threat' of pros
ecution would coine into play? 

Mr. KAZAN. Well, I think that's true. For example, in the context 
of asbestos, it was long ago established that it Was hazardous and if 
you had, for example, a factory manager today concealing from his 
workers that they are. working with asbestos, although that's, 'I 
suppose, hard to conceive, I think that should be ,'actionable right 
now and it should not be a part of the prosecutor's burden of proof 
to bring in three victims who actually are sick from that defend
ant's criminal misconduct. 

One of the medical facts that I think you need to bear in mind 
and I wish Dr. Polakoff were still here because he can probably tell 
you this better than I can, but in terms of asbestosis and particu
larly cancer, you see virtually none beyond the ordinary incidence 
in the general population until you're 10 years down the road from 
the workers' first exposure. 
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So at least the cancer y' t· 
first 10 years of the vioiati~~ r:t no gOt?g I to fee any within the 
another reason why you do need a io~:ti::;: . dctory. And that's 

Mr. CONYERS. Well, we will be wrestling ~th thI" t t comment. s Impor an 

~~~~~~~;~~: C~~~~ni;ain for your time and your testimony. 
Mr. KAZAN. Thank you for inviting us 
[A copy of letter of Elie G. Bouvert foliows:] 
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623 12th. Street 
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Dear Mr. Bovert: 
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REDWOOD MEDICAL CLINIC 
2;;00 WHU'PLC AVIl., REDWOOD CITt. CALI,.. 9",o152. 

°TIU.CP'HONIl :BIli.!S8G1 pAY AND NIGHT 

November 15, 1974 

OflHTHALMOLOQY 
HDWA"O D. R081N80N. M. D. 

ORTHOpeDIC aURGE"" 
WILLI"M C •• AARETTE, M. D. 
tOWAftO M. KATZ, N. D. 
..AUL J. aT\lCKIf.R. M. D. 

oTOLARYNCOLOGY 
MELVIN .I. aUNS.IRo. M. D. 

.111:01",.,,'1:15 
,.AU\, R. '~UMA". M. D. 
GOODWIN C. PkLLlot\'. t4. D. 
RODN!Y J. ",ILUR. M. D. 
ROleft' A. lKO~LE. f<4. D. 
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IlUDIOLOQ'Y -_ 
.JOHN H. CA1.LAOHAN ..... O. 
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CONIULTANT 
UROLOGY ° 

GERALD 6. oLSON. M. D. 
CONSULTANT 

ADMINlaTnATION 
• ",EDRICH W. HAonO!.CK 

!ou recently underwent a medical examination at Johns-Manville 
Products Corporation in compliance with the 'federal and state OSHA 
regulations concerning all persons who work with asbestos and/or other 
industrial pollutants and wear respirators in their work. 

The medi~al history indicated a known arterial insufficiency in 
the right leg and medication for diabetes and high blood pressure. 

The physical examiriation indicated a significant decrease in vision 
since last exemination. The pulses in the right foot were abse~t. 
The screening laboratory tests were within normal limits. 

The chest x-ray showed an ,emphysematous appearance. There.is a 
left paracardial scar, present since 1965, which is unchanged Sl.nce 1973. 

The lung function test indicated a moderately severe problem with 
mechanical air flow in your lungs. This may be rela:tecl. to ~moking and 
you are urged to make every effort to stop smoking. 

BeAause of remodeling in the medical department, the hearing test 
was def;rred until the near future, at which time we will notify you 
of the results. . 

I suggest that you consult your personal physician rega:ding the 
significant decrease in visi~n and continue follow-up with hl.m regarding 
the arterial insufficiency in the right leg and medications for diabetes 
and high blood pressure. . 

Sincerely yours, 

Donald W. Smith, M.D. 
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Mr. CONYERS. Our final witness is Dr. Leo Seidlitz who is now 
medical physicist of the University of San Francisco Medical 
Center. 

We are glad that you were here today. Your name has been 
mentioned more than once and we" would like yOU" to make what 
has been indicated to me a very brief statement before we close. 

TESTIMONY OF DR. LEO SEIDLITZ, MEDICAL PHYSICIST, 
UNJVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA MEDICAL CENTER 

Dr. SEIDLITZ. I certainly appreciate your patience and admire 
your endurance. I will be as brief as I can. 

Mr. Chairman, I am Leo Seidlitz, as you've already indicated. I 
am medical physicist and chairperson of my local union's health 
and .safety committee, American Federation of State and County 
Employees, Local 1650. 

I am also employed by the University of California Medical 
Center, San Francisco. At least I believe I am still employed there. 
My union believes I am employed there. But the employer believes 
I've been fired as of last JUly. In other words, we're in the dispute 
at this very time that the proper action has been taken against me 
by the University of California. 

We heard a lot of testimony today about DBCP, both personally 
related and also in more general terms. 

Now I do not suffer from sterility caused by DBCP nor do I have 
cancer. I've never been exposed to DBCP, yet I have been hurt by 
it., 

Or to put it more properly I've been hurt by the fallout from the 
DBCP scapdal. That was well known and I'm sure you certainly 
khow that it was appropriated by the State legislature in Califor
nia, $2,000,000, as a consequence of a scandal and scandalous be
havior by the University of California and one of its researchers, 
Dr. Charles Hine, in regard to the DBCP material. 

And this $2,000,000 was to set up two occupational health cen
ters, one in northern California and one in southern California. 

The one in northern California was supposedly to be set up at 
the University of California-San Francisco, where. Dr. Hine is the 
professor of occupational medicine, sole person, the staff, as a' 
matter of fact, in that field.: 

One would have expected that Dr. Hine would have possibly hid 
behind a barrel or some other convenient shielding and let this 
thing go on. . 

Instead, Dr. Hine has or had, at first, tried to become the direc
tor, naturally, of the entire occupational health center. This was 
beaten down by enough of the people involved in that, and he did 
not achieV,e that post. 

But just recently, a couple of months' ago, he was appointed by 
the University of C~~lifornia by its School of Medicine at San Fran
cisco, as codirector elf the medical residency program of the occupa
tional health center .. 

In other words, Charles Hine will now be making mOre little 
"Charlie Hines." 

There has been in the task force report 'preceding the actual 
occupational health center setup a description of the shortage of 
physicians, occupational medicine physicians. 
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We do not have a shortage of company doctors. We have a 
surplus of them and Dr. Hines, well, you've seen more company 
doctors do more of his damage to workers. 

Early in 1978, I made a proposal as a member of the faculty of 
the University of California Medical Center and also as a member 
of the labor studies program at the City College in San Francisco, 
of a joint activity between these two organizations in the field of 
worker outreach and educating about health hazards. 

I felt that all the money that had been appropriated for the 
occupational health center should not be going solely to train pro
fessionals; that this would be one part where there would be direct 
input and service to workers but, even more important, it is impor
tant that the labor movement and rank and file workers, in partic
ular, of the sort that came forth today, have an input and influence 
on that center. We know, at least I know and it's been demonstrat
ed that the best of programs which have a social orientation may, 
in an academic setting, go astray, tangents of all kinds that are 
very interesting to the researcher. They would forget the purpose 
of the occupational health center, namely to improve the lot!,of the 
workers with respect to occupational health hazards. 

Well, I introduced one such proposal to be part of the occu.pation
al health center, funded by State money. This got a bureaucratic 
shuffle. Not to this date, well, 2 years later, it has never been 
turned down. 

It goes from place to place. Sometimes Dr. Perevance has it, 
sometimes Dr. Spear has it, sometimes Dr. Truday has it. But it's 
never been pinned down. 

By pure coincidence, about the same period, April-May 1978, 
Federal OSHA put out a request for proposals regarding worker 
outreach education, the very kind of proposal, seeking the very 
kind of proposal I had made. 

So I resubmitted it in amplified form for transmission to Federal 
OSHA. I submitted it through the proper channels. 

At one level, the dean of continuing education approved it, sent 
it to the last level, namely the Chancellor for Academic Affairs, 
and it was vetoed there. Federal OSHA was not given a chance to 
approve or not approve, to submit this money, or not submit this 
money. 

Without taking any more of your time, I would just simply make 
an assertion at this point and I can prove it and will send to you 
some written material on this matter, but because of my activity in 
general on health and safety within UC and as a chairperson of the 
health, and safety committee specifically, and culminating in my 
two proposals for having strong and significant worker input into 
the occupational health center, the university suddenly found that 
my part-time salary of $400 a month was too much for them to 
bear, and allegedly laid me off for fiscal reasons. 

Mr. CONYERS. Well, I really don't want to continue to pursue 
this. This is slightly off the course of the hearing on the legislation, 
you must admit. . 

I'd like to be further advised of it but I don't think it's necessary 
to put it into the record and to make it an official part of these 
hearings. 
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I am concerned about the' point that ou'r k' -' . 
does not bear directly upon the Mill y e mla Ing .. However, It 
now. er proposa that IS before us 

pr. SEIDLITZ. It bears indire!:'tl . th 
SaId they ~ad to build new thi~ls Ii~ th~ 1:~i ~at rpanl p:ople 
Pu~ft b3sIness woul~ not have happened th~S ~~~nit did aX~jht 
And tehr·s ?wn lthe chaIn, suffered the action against me that I have' 

1 IS re evant. . 
Thank you. 
Mr. CONYERS. Well tha k n . 

i~te tFe ~:st witness f~r OU~\h!a~Yng~r i~PS::rF~~n~i:~~~ W:'::~1dou 
o WI nesses today and covered a lot of t' I a 

~~~ :h~~~h~~I~e:~~ counsel and staff for stayl~'Withm~r~~~~~gb~ 
At thIS point, we pronounce the hearings closed. 
[Whereupon, at 4:20 p.m., the hearing was closed.] , 
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A~DITIONAL STATEMENTS 

PROPOSED TESTIMONY ON H., R. 4973 BY TIBOR R. }~CHAN, ASSOCIATE 
PROFESSOR OF PHILOSOPHY

J
_ SUNY COLLEGE, FREDONIA, AND VISITING 

LECTURER IN ECONOMI~S, ulITVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, SANTA BARBARA. 

Several issues must be touched on ip.order to adequately 

assess the merits of this proposed piec,e of legislation. 'To 

'begin. with, what the bill, proposes is to fine and or imprison 

. Won. in business who, in the c!"-pacity of a "manager with res

pect to.a product or business practice ••• 'discovers ••• a 

seriou,sdange:r assoCiated':n-th such product (or component of 

that product) or businesS practice and ••• knowingly fails 

to:so i:nf9rlheachappropria te Federal agency in writing, if 

" ..... ~~udhag,ency'h~snot'\)een otherwise so informed, and warn affected 

i.'bet~rethe'eIidbfthirtydays after such discover is ;made. II It 
. '~ , '. : .' . '. ; ,",' ':- ". . . . ~ . '. . 

ishecessarY to quote the bill because this 'will make the scrutiny 

".' . 

, .. ,' 

, .', 

.. ' .. , .. :':,- ,<'.: '. 

. .. ot.;ltsterli:ts ·si)llple.· 
Fir'sto:r.all~thebill imposes the duties of a policeman 

diJ.busiD.~~setnP.IOye.$~, managers •. ·But that is x:~rt;what these 
.' . 

·l.tidivtdua.ls havebeenhir,ed to do. Nor are. they c'i~mpetent at 

't~e 't~skthisbillwil1 require them to perform, rukelY, to seek 

, 'out:.U,inr~rmat1onthat wo\lld convince a reasonable person in the 

:':~ircwnst~hces:in which the.' discoverer is stua ted that it is 

prob's'ble ,the serious danger exists." As is well known, the 

>'/cl~tiesor:tMPolice ,include becoming expert at adhering to 
".(:, '" ' . ' .. Accusations, charges, suspicio~s, 
··.);'~~p:t'0V-:l,Si6nsofdtie process~ 

,·:',.:::,~t¢~1:Iilti~~'be issued or communicated in very specific ways, and 

;i'f;;;~he <nt'''~~."sQf lawS must be thQrOUg~y prepared to conform to 

the,spi#t~dletterof the law whe!l they engage in their police 
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work. It is entirely beyond the responsibil4 ty of .... a corporate 

or business manager to obtain the needed expert' ies for purposes 

of beco~g a police informer, which this bill reqUires of such 

,an indiVidual. 

Second,." this bill imposes on bus~ness fi . ~ rmsthe burden of 

carrying out the work for which ~he taxpayers have already been 

forced to pay namely 1 nf , ,aw e orcem~nt. It is evidently against 

the law in our time to produce goods and services which are de-

~onstrably harmful to consumers, especially when consumers are 

not permitted to become aware of this fact and could'have been 

made so awa"'e. A'",,, fi t .., ... .., rm perpe r'ating such action can be taken 

to court today. But unl ess some grounds have been uncovered to 

lead the agencies of law}nfOrCement to suspect .such Violations 

of the'law as may be applicable, it uld b wo e entirely unjust, 

even in violation of due process of law, to reqUire of the firm 

that it bear the cost of discovery and disclosure. The spirit 

and letter of the principle of not gUilty until proven to be 

so--or, not treated as suspect unless probable cause is shown-

are violated by the present proposed legislation. 

Third, g,lthough it may ,appear that legislation such as 

that proposed here will gO,a long way toward eliminating some 

harmful husiness products 01' services, there is nothing to prove 

that this will indeed happen. The bill presupposes the ldde

spread carelessness Of managers with respect tblY a prOduct or 

business practice--indeed, the bill preupposes the~r willful 

,disregard of serious dangers in such products and practices. 

If this assumption is correct, it must be made to apply not 

only to managers in business firms but t o everyone else ~n a 
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decisionmaking posi1:;ion, inside or outsid~ the business community. 

For example, members of the bureaucracy, the police, th~ various 

political bodies, and so forth, are all human beings capable of 

what others are capable of. To pick on business people as a 

special dlass is extremely discriminatory. Consider that teachers 

at universities can abuse their 'work as much as any manager of 

some production line or business practice. This bill would open 

the door to a more general 'piece of legislation that would re;" 

quire that members of every profE!ssion be fined tlliiless they en

gage in the practice of police informant. In the profession with 

which I am personally familiar, it would have to be regarded as 

punishable for a professor not to inform the Department of 

Education if he .has discovered that one of his colleagues is 

engaging in indictrination rather than teaching. The writing 

of books which contain falsehoods would have to be reported, 

since there is no question that reading these books can lead 

people to order their lives in dang~rous, harmful ways., Of 

course, besides t7~chers, doctors, f~~~l players, politicians, 
, 

ministers, and just about ever~one else who is engaged in some 

profession, working for some organization that offers the product 

or.practi~e of that profession, would logically have to be in

cluded und:er the ·term lIappro;priate manager. II Otherwise this 

bill would be extremelydiscrimiria~ory, singling out just one 

group of individuals and requiring of them the performance of 

tasks for reasons ,that apply just as much to members of other 

groups. 
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Let me concludlifmy remarks/'by making some general observa

tions about the spirit or moti~~ation in back of this proposed 

piece of legislation. 

First, to believe that 01.\e; can reg'ulate 11 th a e potentially 
hari:nfulpractices of the business c hi't i ommq y s folly. There is 
no justification for this belie ... ·• Th' ... ' Ul3 what remains is the moti-

vation !Q QQ something, anYthing, to prevent some future harm. 

This hope should not suffice as grounds for SUch disc~iminatory 

al;J.d onerous legislation a~ the present bill l-lill certainly be 

if enacted. 

Second, however complex a product or b a . usiness practice, 
those ,who purchase it are not required to do so. They do this 

VOll,Ultai'ily, in the majority of the cases, in:: luding drugs, 

hospital equipment, and other seemingly necessary items. When 

looked at out of context, this may appear to be dead wrong. But 

not even emergencies should be regarded as totally unantidi-

·pated. Once this is recognized, it should be noted that just 

as producers are human and have the degree of good will and 

ingenuity or human beings in general, so the same is true with 

consumers. Entirely on their own, both groups can prepare to 

cope with each other's possible negligence or even occasional 

malice. Only when sO.me actual Violation of someone I s' rights 

has occurred is theie just ground for interference in the 

interactions between members of these groups. There is no 

room, in short, for preventive justice in a free society--and 

in any kind of society the practice is im~ossible to carry out 

successfully, anyway. 
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Third, and finally, this proposed piece~f ~egislation 

continue~~a very sorry trend in recent history, namely, the 

abandonment of due process of law when it comes to dealing with 

members of the business community. Unllke even the so-called 

mentally di~turbed citizens among us, more and more people in 

business a,re regarded guilty of ·something without having been 

~ guilty. through ~rocess of demonstration. The bigness, 

frequently very visible success, and plain wealth of smile 

members of the business community, coupled witl7. the crimes 

found in this group of citizens of our society--which is by 

no means proportionately greater than in any other group, ex

cept for the artificiality created to extensive regulation which, 

were it applied to teachers or dancers or singers,would make 

many members' of those professions criminals--have led t,~~treating 

them as if they were second-or third-class citizens. I qm not 

defending all these people, anymore than I would defeD;d all 

scientists or musicians. But members of all these groups must 

have their basic' rights protected and preserved. And this bill, 

along with others following, the same pattern, just accomplishes 

the opposite. In the process they rob members of, the business 

community of the need to think for themselves, to make morally 

responsible decisions for themselves. As a friend recently 

told me, who is an attorney with one Americals ,largest corpo

rations, we just do what is permitted, since th~ government 

has a r~e about everything these days. 

Thank you for.your attention. 
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V I T A 

TIBOR R. l{ACHAN 

BORN: March 18, 1939 (Budapest) F.A}ULY:Marty Zupan (wife) 
LANGUAGES: English, Hungarian, German 

EDUCATION: Claremont Menls College (BA 1965) 
New York University (MA 1966) 
UC Santa Barbara (PhD 1.971) 

Katherine Machan 
(child) 

POSITIONS: 
(academic) 

POSITIONS: 
(admin. ) 

AWARDS: 

TeaChing ASSistant, UCSB (1967-70) 
!SSist. Prot., Cal. State, Bakersfield (1970-72) 
ssist. Prof., SUNY Fredonia (1972-75) 

Assoc. Prof., SUNY Fredonia (1975- ) 
Tenured at SUNY Fredonia (1976)' 
Visit. Assoc. Prof., Pol. SCience, UCSB (1979) 
Visit. Lecturer, EconOmics, UCSB (1980) 
Resident Scholar, Reason Foundation (1979) . 

Co-director, Cont. Pol. Phil., USC (1970) 
Co-director, Conf. Pol. Phil., USF(1971) 
~-ditector, Cont. Reason & Values, Pomona C. (1977) 

uca ional Programs Director, Reason Foundation 
Santa Barbara, California «(~978-') , 

gir~ftori Liberty Fund Summer Seminar Program (1979) 
0- rec or, Cont. Gov. Regulation, Liberty & Justice 
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INTRODUCTION TO OSHA TESTIMONY 

My name is Dr. M. Donald Whorton. I have with ~e two 

of my colleagues, Dr. Thomas Milby and cDr. Sumner Marshall. 

I am board·certified in internal medicine and occupational 

medicine and presently am mepical director of the Labor Occu

pational Health Program, Un~versity of California, Berkeley. 

I have spent six years in the practice of occupational and 

internal medicine and have published numerous articles in 

scientifIc jOlfrnals on subjects relating to my areas o~ qual

ification. 

Dr. Milby is president of Environmental Health Assoc:t'ates, 

a research consulting firm in Berkeley,. California. Dr. Milby 

is adjunct associate professor of Occupational Medicine at the 

. Univer'sity of California, and has practiced occupational med

icine for 18 years. He also is the author of numerous 

scientific articles and is here to assist me in my testimony 

today. 

Also with me is Dr. Sumner Marshall, who is board certif-

ied in thE7r.special~y of urology and in private practice in 

Berkeley, California. Dr. Marshall is also an associate clin

ical professor of urology, School of Medicine, Qniversity of 
\ 

California, San Francisco. Dr. Marshall has been in the active 
" 

practice of· urology for 14 years and, as well, has authored 

numerous scientific articles. 

In connection with the investigation concerning which we 

are "about to give testimony, I have acted as principle inves

tigator and project leader. Dr. Milby has p,rovided assistance· 
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to me in areas of toxicology and epidemiology, and Dr. Marshall 

has provided our team with expertise in the clinical specialty 

of urology. 

At this time we wish to s·tate that we wi.ll limit cpr tes-. 

timony to the events surrounding the discovery, clinical 

findings, and evaluation of the occupationally related infer

tility problem at Occidental Chemical Company in Lathrop, 

California. §DUring the course of this. inves.tigation we have 
\\ 

also acted as consultants to Oil, Chemical, and Atomic Workel;'s 

· .. Union Local 1-5, the .Occidental Chemical Company, Western 

Division, the National Institute for Occupational Safety and 

Health, the United States occup~tiqral Safety and Health Ad

ministration. In addition, during this .period we have provided 

assistance to the State of California Department of Health, 

the State of California Department of Industrial Relations, 

Dow Chemiqal Complithy, and Shell Oil compa'hy. 

How We Became .Invol ved 

In late June and early July 1977 the Oil, Chemical, and 

Atomic Workers Union (OCAW), Local 1-5 asked seven male em-

ployees of the Occidental Chemical Company's Agricultural 

ChemicC),l Division (ACD) to volunteer for sperm analysis. The 

reason for such an unprecedented act.ion was the persistence 

of an unfounded suspicion that men who worked in thiS,area 

of the plant were infertile. The results of these sperm 

counts were sent to Dr. Donald Whorton, University of ~a·lif.

ornia, who hag functioned as a consultant to the union)tn the 
I 4/ 
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past (the laboratory would onlY re'lease the tesultsto a' 

physician)~ By the middle of July Dr. Whorton had received 

seven sperm-count reports, all of which were abnormal. Dr. 

Whorton in~ormed Rex Cook, Secretary-Treasurer of the OCAW 

local,of the abnormal results and requested an opportunity 

to meet with the men from whom the sperm samples had come. 

3 

On July 19 Dr. Whorton participated in a joint meeting with 

the management of Occidental Chemical and the Unioh~ At that 

meeting Dr. Whorton stated that he wished to talk \'1i th the 

seven men and to re~test them. T~is was agreed upon. Later . 
in the afternoon Dr. Whorton met with six of the seven men, 

five of whom were requested to subm:i,t to re-testing. The sixth' 

man was omitted because of a prior vasectomy. Arrangements 

were made for the men to be re-examined on July 22, 1977 in 

Berkeley, California. Each man was requested tdrefrain from 

further ejaculations until after the examination (a period of 

three days). Dr. Whorton later met with both the Union and 

the managemen~ on the evening of the 19th to reconfirm the 

pr~r;~dures • 
t. 1\ On July 22 the five , men came to Dr. ,Whorton's office in 

~ BerM~ley for the re-examination. Each had been given a med-
"~?=''c~~-3)) ,/ ieal history questionnaire to complete prior to the examination. 

" 

On arrival each was given a specimen container and each pro

vided a specimen for semen analysis. This analysis included 

a sperm cell count as well a,s motility and morphology of in

dividual sperm cells. The specimens were immediately taken 

to the l~oratory at Alta Bates Hospital for analysis. Alsb, 

_._- . ------.-,--.....,..,....,...-.-,., .. ".., ... ""'-"" .. _"'".,..., .. ,.....,..--.-.,..,-......,...-------------
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while at the hospital, blood samples were taken for complete 

blood count with differential, SMA l2,T3 resin uptake, T4, 

serum testosterone, follicle stimulqting hormone (FSH), and 

luteinizing hormone (LH). A urine specimen for routine urin

alysis was also obtained. The men returned to Dr. Whorton's 

'office and each reviewed his medicql questionnaire with Dr. 

Whorton. Dr. Whorton also asked a series of specific questions 

relating to the genitourinary system. He then performed a 

complete physical examination on each individual. Late in 

the afternoon of the 22nd, Dr. Whorton received the :results • 

of the sem!=n analyses from the laboratory. Aga.in, the semen 

analyses were decidedly abnormal; most men were azoospermic, 

the remainder, severely oligospermic. Each man was informed 

of the results of his semen analysis. 

Dr. Whorton then informed the Qnion and. the Company of 

the results. On July 23, 1977 he met again with the Unic;m 

and Company representatives to determine which other indiv-

iduals should be tested. A list was assembled of all current 

ACD workers, mechanics assigned to the ACD area, clerical 

personnel assigned. to the ACD, and the laboratory personnel 

who work with various ACD products. In addition, several 

former ACD employees who still worked for Occidental were in-

cluded. Thirty-six individuals in addition to the original 

five were examined during the next two weeks for a total of 

41 examinations. Each received a similar medical examf.hation 

and underwent similar laboratory testing as the original five. 

'.' ~, 
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course, were not requeste<:l t·o give a sperm sample. The females 

were not tested for serum testosterone. Of the 41 workers ex

amined, 3 vlere women, 11 were men with vasectomies, arid 27 were· 

men who were able to provide a semen specimen. 

In late July of 1977 both the Union and the Company re

quested NIOSH to undertake a Health Hazard Evaluation on the 

remaining workers in the plant. NIOSH contracted with Dr. 

Whorton for this study. Dr. Whorton sub ... contracted with Dr •. 

Thomas H. Milby of Environmental Health Associates, Berkeley, 

and Dr. Ronald Krauss of Alta Bates Hospital, Berkeley, for 

assistance. 

After analysis of the results of the first forty-one ex

aminations, the need to address four major questions in the 

sub~equent Health Hazard Evaluation became apparent: 

1) Did the infertility problem extend beyond the 

ACD to involve other male employees; 

2) What was the extent of the infertility problem 

in former male employees of the ACD; 

. 3) Is there a hormonal assay available that is 

equally effective as a sperm count for identifying 

affected individuals; and ' 

4) Although DBCP wa,s considered to be the most 

likely.causal agent, could one or more other 

chemical agents also be involved. 

Careful assessment of the data from the first forty-one 

examinations made it clear that there was no need for an ex

haustive medical workup of each subsequent participant. 
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Accordingly, an' abbreviated medica~ history form and physical 

examination strategy was devised. The questionnaire focused 

on the reproductive system, especially reproductive history. 

Medical evaluation was largely oonfined to the genitourinary 

system and laboratory work was limited to sperm .count and 

evaluation of certain hormonal levels that appeared to hold, 

promise as indicators of effect. 

Early in our work, we became aware of the information 

published in the American scientific literature in the 196.o's 

which implicated DBCP as a producer of testicular atrophy ino 

animals. As well, we l~arned of observations reported by man~ 

ufacturers of .DBCPthat the chemical has produced depressed 

sperm counts in exposed ~..,orkers. 

Exposure 

A major, never fully-resolved problem was .estimation of 

individual exposure to DBCP. For the purposes .of statistical 

analysis, DBCP exposure was defined in two ways,one qual

itative, the other quantitative. ,.Qualitative exposure was 

defined as a simple' yes/no category with yes. indicating a 

history of any form of exposure to DBCP, whatever the mag

nitude ~F whenever the time. The second half of this categ-

ory, "Never Exposed >to PBCP," was likewise based on the 

participant's ihdicationthat he never worked in any of the 

several areas where DBCP was known to have been processed at 

one time or anothet. Applying these qualitative.criteria, 

154 individuals were classified ?s exposed to DBCP and 42 were 
"" 
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classified as not exposed (for a total of 196 employees). 

Only 107 and 35 of these employees, respectively, were able 

to produce semen specimens for analysi's. 

7 

A quantitative e.stimate of exposure was also calculated. 

To obtain the information necessary f·or.this estimate, each 

employee was questioned about his exposure to DBCP. Time in 

ACD was considered de facto evidence of exposure. The total 

time of exposure was estimated by months worked in ACD, pellet 

plant, application, etc. 

The exposures were added in a cumulative manner in order 

to provide an exposure sum by months. The data were grouped 

according to duration of exposure i~ groups large enough to 

be statistically useful. Some individuals who had been cat-

egorized as exposed in the qualitative exposure classification 

were omitted from the quantitative classification system 

because no reasonable quantitative estimate of. exposure could 

be calculated'. These employees were placed into a group of 

unquantifiable exposure. By this system, 91 men able to 

produce a semen specimen for analysis were classified by 

mouths of expo~ure (Table). 

A control group was construct.ed of 35 employees who had 

no known exposure to DBCP and were able to produce semen for 

analysis. The design of the plant provided physical separation 

of ACD from the r~st of the plant, thus tending to preven~ 

casual exposure toDBCP. 

There was no attempt made to obtain a control g~o1).p .from 

another plant in the area due to the pature of the test requiJ:'~d. 
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Obtaining semen samples on individuals at known risk is dif

ficult; obtaining semen samples from a population in which 

there is no perceived risk or problem would in tl1e opinion of 

the investigators be nearly impossible. 

Sperm Counts 

Sperm count data were examined to detect the influence 

of age and exposure to DBCP. N t t' . o s a 1st1cal correlati6n was 

found to exist between age and sperm count when all employees 

were examined as a single group, nor wh 1 . en emp oyees were~) 

grouped as Exposed or Not Exposed. ,i/i 
Applying the qualitative estimate of exposur~·:~posed--.

Not Exposed), median sperm count for the group of 35 men clas-

was oun to be approximately sified .... ,ftS Never Exposed to DBCP f d 

79 million, while for the group of 107 men classified as Once 

Exposed to DBCP, the median sperm count was approximately 45 

million (Figure 1). The difference in the median sperm count 

xpose 1S v1ewed by us to be a major between Exposed and Not Ed' . 

finding in this study. 

sperm count 1nvolve~ A second comparison of exposure and . 

the 91 men from the group of 107 men qualitatively classified 

as Once Exposed to DBCP who could be assigned a quantitative 

~xposure value. Also included in this compaI;;iso~ were the 

35 men qUalitatively.claslified as Never Exposed to DBCP'. 

Each man was placed 1n o~ of two groups according to sperm 

ea er an m1llionsperm/ .. ,count. The two groups were'. "Gr t Th 40 . 

ml." and "Less Than 40 million sperm/ml." The dividing point 

-
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of 40 million sperm/mI. was chosen because there is little 

disagreement among experts that a sperm count of 40 million 

or more per mI. can be cansidered a normal v:alue. The percent (, 

of men who fell into each expo$ure category was calculated 

and the between-group ratio was examined (See Table). From 

the Table it can be seen ~hat the number of normospermic men 

in the No Exposure group was eight times greater than the 

number of oligospermic men in that same group. In. the 1-.6 
.' 

month category the ratio was three to .one; in the 7-24 month 

category the ratio was one to one; and in the 25-42 month 

category the ratio reversed 'so that the number of oligosper.roic 

men is now twice as great as the number of normospermicmen 

in this category. An even more striking difference is seen 

in the greater than 42 month duration ~ategory, where the 

ratios of. oligospermic men to normospermic men is five toone. 

Hormone Data" 

FSH, LH, and testosterone assays were d011-.e in an attempt 

to find a hormonal indicator that would predict alterations 

in sperm count, thus obviating the need to obta~n a semen 

specimen in a population of employees. exposed tl? a chemical 

Our suspected of possessing infertility-inducing pr:pperties. 

observations suggest that either FSH or LH (but not testos-

terone) could be useful in this role if a stud,>", population, 

like ours, contains .a high percentage of azoospermics. The 

predictive valu~ of both FSH and LH decrease to vanishing if 

one removes the azoospermics from the study population, as we 
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did by statistical manipulation. In short, in a population 

of men severely damaged to the point of widespread azoosper

mia, FSH or LH serum values would likely predict the existence 

of a problem which would then require the co'llection of sperm 

samples for clarification. In a population of oligospermic 

men, neither hormone assay could be counted upon to detect Po 

problem. Thus the sperm count remains the single best indic

ator of DBCP-induced infertility. 

Summary and Conclusions 

The extent of the infertility problem at the Occidental 

Chemical Company's Lathrop plant can be summarized as follows: 

13.1 percent of the exposed, nonvasectomized group were azoo-

spermic, l6.a percent were definitely oligospermic, and 15.8 

percent were mildly oligospermic (20-39 million sperm per tnl. 

of seminal :tl.uid). Of the 142 men examined who provided 

semen specimens, '75.4 percent were eventually classified as 

exposed. Tha drop in the median sperm count of the expoped 

group compared to the unexposed group was consider-led a IT!:ajor 

observation. Clearly, the depression in spermcou:\1ts ob~~erved 

in some of the men has caused infertil! ty problems '. This is 

m0st extreme in the azoospermic grollP but also has been ob"" 

served in some in¢lividuals of the oligospermic group as well. 

In fact, initially, the infertility problem was th\a reason 

that this situation carne to' our attention. 

During the investigation, individuals from ar~ras other 

than ACD were found to have been exposed at one tirne or 
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another to OBCP. In the early 1960's the company impregnated 

fertilizer pellets with OBCP. Some of the individuals who 

worked in these areas were found to be severely affected. 

Also, a high percentage of the applicators, demonstrators, 

or set-up men were found to be affected. 

The likelihood of a causal relationship behleen OBCP ex

posure and the observed infertility is great, especially if 

one considers the studies reported from OBCP manufacturers. 

We have scant data with which to address the question of 

reversibility of OBCP-suppressed testicular function. The 

information that we do have suggests that reversibility can 

occur in some cases, but that at some point alohg the dose

response curve damage may be permanent. Suggesting the 
i::, 

potential for permanent damage is the example of two azoo-

spermic individuals who had had no exposure to OBCP for ~ine 

and thirteen years respectively. The fir~t individual had 

been exposed for a duration of four years; the second indiv

idual for two years. Holding out the possibility for recovery 

are the cases of two normospermic individuals who had had two 

and one-half and three and one-half years exposure to OBCP 

two and one-half and three years ago, respectively. These 

observations would suggest the presence of a dose-related 

response spanning an entire spectrum of damage. In summary, 

it is our opinion that the final answer to the question of 

reversibility can only be obtained by long~term follow-up of 

c'affected individuals. 
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FIGURE 1 

,~~Cumu1ative Percentage Distributions for 
Sperm Count for Two Groups:. 
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TABLE II 

RATIO OF 
\'1 ~I 

NORMOSPERMIC* ME~ TO 'OLIGOS~~ruhc** MEN 
BY MONTHS EXPOSURE TO DBCP . " 

.. ..:,.,-

N "" 126 
(~) 

e EXEosure Duration (Months) . 

None 1-6 7-24 25-42 >42 

8 3 1 1 1 

. ". 
1 1 1 2 5 

35 48 1;1 12 17 
tf 
1 
€. 

!1*Normospermia = <40"10' (44 

I ik*Oligospermia >40x10 6 ("82 

men are in this category) 

\1 Ratios are rounded to 
d 

\1 

" men are in this category) 

nearest whole nUlJlber 
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STATEMENT BY THE UNITED STEELWORKERS OF AMERICA 

The United Steelworkers of America strongly supports enactment of legislation to 
protect workers and consumers by providing strict criminal penalties for corpora
tions and corporate managers who conceal serious workplace hazards or dangerous 
consumer products which could cause death or serious injury. 

The time has long since passed when corporate officials should be held personally 
accountable for the human damage they cause by intentionally placing business 
interests before the safety and health of employees and the public-at-Iarge. Just as 
the street criminal who harms a citizen should be subject to the criminal-justice 
system, so too should the business executive who conceals or covers up dangers in 
the workplace or who places a dangerous product on the market. 

The public record is replete with tragic examples of corporate actions which have 
sought to further business interests at the expense of workers and consumers. The 
asbestos industry, for many years, attempted to conceal the worker and community 
health hazards of asbestos exposure. A number of chemical and other companies 
have dumped toxic wastes which have contaminated water supplies and neighbor
hoods. Defective automobiles, automobile tires, and other dangerous consumer prod
ucts have been introduced into the marketplace and have caused serious injury or 
death to an unsuspecting public. Thousands of workers have been exposed to indus
trial carcinogens and other toxic chemicals while the hazardous nature of these 
substances have been withheld or surpressed by employers. 

The Law Enforcement Assistance Administration (LEAA) has estimated that 75 
percent of all corporate crimes are in the areas of environmental and labor protec
tion. It is significant that according to LEAA, the penalties against corporate 
officials who violate environmental and worker protection laws are far less severe 
than for ordinary lawbreakers. Fines are usually nominal and prison sentences are 
rare. 

Most federal regulatory laws are not enough to overcome corporate indifference to 
worker and consumer safety and health. Pari of the reason is that penalties as
sessed under these laws are comparatively small. Last year, for example, nearly 
one-third ·of all workplace safety violations were classified as "serious, willful or 
repeat," but the average fine for these violations was only $500, levied against 
corporations rather than individuals. 

Presently, two bills are being considered by the House Judiciary Subcommittee on 
Crime, H.R. 4973 and its redraft, H.R. 7040. Of the two proposals, we believe that 
H.R. 7040 is the more preferable. However, our union, while supporting the intent 
of the proposed legislation, believes that it should be strengthened. 

Perhaps most importantly, the "knowingly fails" to inform or warn test of crimi
nality (which is the only test included in the bills) is overly restrictive and narrow. 
Under this criteria it would be extremely difficult to apply criminal sanctions to 
corporate wrongdoers. We believe that instead. the scope of the legislation should 
cover those corporate acts which "recklessly endanger" the safety and health of 
workers and consumers. Under this criteria, such acts as the distortion of informa
tion, failure to adequately test and other acts of corporate negligence would be 
subject to criminal liability. 

Secondly, we believe that the term "manager" should be expanded to include all 
corporate officials who knew or should have known that an illegal act was occurring 
or would occur and failed to take reasonable preventive action. Such an expansion 
of liability would serve as an effective check on those senior officials who are 
responsible for overseeing the affairs of a corporation. 

Enactment of such legislation would provide a powerful deterrent to corporate 
actions which violate our laws and endanger our citizens. It would also put corpo
rate America on notice that as a nation we will no longer tolerate business activities 
which jeopardize the health and safety of workers and consumers. For these rea
sons, the United Steelworkers of America supports H.R. 7040 and urge that it be 
further strengthened. 
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CORPORATE CRIMINAL LIABILITY 

TUESDAY, APRIL 22, 198Q 

HousE OF RE~l;tESENTATIVES, 
SUBCOMMITTEE ON CRIME, 

, COMMITTEE ON THE JUDICIARY, 
Washington, D.C. 

The subcommittee met at 9:55 a.m., in room 2237' of the Rayburn 
House Office Building, Hon. John Conyers (chairman of the sub
committee) presiding. 

Present: Representatives Conyers, Evans, Gudger, Hyde, and 
Sensenbrenner. ' 

Staff present: Steven Raikin, assistant counsel; and Deborah 
Owen, associate counsel. ' 

Mr. CONYERS. Good morning. The subcommittee will come to 
order. 

Mr. SENSENBRENNER. Mr. Chairman, I would like to ask unani
mous consent that these proceedings may be photographed in 
whole or part by still or motion picture photography. 

Mr. CONYERS. Without objection, so ordered. 
That is in accordance with committee rule 5(a). 
This morning the Subcommittee on Crime convenes its sixth 

hearing on a bill to amend title 18 of the United States Code to 
impose criminal penalties for knowing nondisclosure by business 
entities of concealed serious dangers in products and business prac-
tices. " '; ,: 

On April 15 of this year, the sponsor and I reintroduced this bill, 
the sponsor being Hon. George Miller from California; which was 
formerly H.R. 4973, and now bears the new bill number H.R. 7040. 

[A copy of H.R. 7040 follows:] 
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H.R.7040 

IX 

'fo amend title 18 of ihe United States Code to impose. penalties with respect ,~o 
certain nondisclosure "by business entities as to senous concealed dangers m 
products and business practices, and for other purposes. 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

APRIL 15, 1980 
Mr. MILLER of CallioQll!L .(for himself and:Mr. C~NYERa) introdu?e.d the following 
. . , bill; which v.--as referred to trui Committee on the J~diclary 

A BII .. L 
To amend -title 18 of the United 'States Code to impose penaltiiis 

with respect to certain nohdiscrosure by business entities as 
to serious .conceal~d dallger,~ ilJ.pr.oducts and, business pra;t:,'" 

tic~~, anI). for other purp,os~~. 

1 Be it e~acted by the Sen,ate an,.d Bouse of Represent(/'; 

2 tives of the United States of America in Congress assemb~ 

3 That chapter 89 of title 18 of the United St~t~sCQ,de :is 

.4 amended b~ adding at t~e" end the fol~<?w4tg neW sectioll.: 

5 '~§ ~8~2. Non~iscIo~ure of s~rious con~ealed dangers ~~. 

6 certain business entities an!! per.sonnel. 

7 "(a) Whoever-
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2 

1 11(1) is a manager with respect to a product or 

2 business practice; 

3 "(2) discovers a serious concealed danger that is 

4 subject to~ the .r(jgulatory authority of an appropriilte 

5 Federal agep.cy and is associated with such 'product (or 

.6' w.:component; o£ that':·llr~ductLQr.,bu,~IDC~~,l~rIJ.Qtige}. and 

7 "(3) knoWingly fails during the period ending fil-

S teen dayrafter'-Stfch" discovery -is' made (or if there is 

9 iQl1).W;1ept., risk..of serious bodily injury or death, imme-

10 diately)-

n ~I(A' -td -iiUQrm- an' appf~?~at~ Fe'aefal 

12 agency in writing, unless such manager has actual 

13 knowledge that suCh an agenc.y has been so in-

14 formed; or 

15 ':(B) to ,warn affected employees in writ~g, 

1.6 yW.ess. ~u,ch -manager has actual knowledge that 

n' such einployees,have oeenso warned;-

18 shall be fined not more than $250,OOOor~impnsonea not 

19' iIiore"ths;n fliv'e'yearSior both~ b~t 'ifthe: convibted.:'defendant 

20 fs 11; corporation; Buch" £ilia shall 'be-' 'not· ,. :m:ore- than 

21 $1,000,000. 

22 iI(b) Whoever' kno'\\wgly disc'rilIDiuafes agaiDst any 

23 'person in the terms or conditions of employment or in reten-

24 tioii'in employment or in hiring becatfse of such person's 

25 having informed a Federal agency or warned' employees of-a 

II 

"'-, 

_I , 
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1 serious' conceared'''danger aai;ociat6(i- WItt{ 'U"iirolluct or US1-

'2 ness ptactice'shall be miea. not more tliaxf $i6~~for impri~
S oned ~~t more than on'e ye'ar,"iir b'otli.. 

4 ~'"(c)'Ifii"fihiris iniposea'i)Ji~afi.mdi-iI:aiiiJl'futallf this seil-

5 tion, such fine shall not'be paid, directly or iD.iIii'~dly, out.fbf 

6 "thb: assetit of any lnismess ehiitY"on' btjh~1f of that individual. 

7 

8 

9 

10 

Ii 
i2 " 

IS 
g 

15 

16 

11' 

is-

19 

20 

21 

22 

'23' 

24 

25 

"(d) As used in this sectioil':'::" 

'//(1) tiillrterln :!iliarlag~f~~eans a person having-=

,i(A)"fuimagenient'"'"authority in or as a busI

ness ~6ntity;-ana:-

//(13) significaIit responsibility for the safe"t1 

of a product or 'busin~'Ss"ptMtice or for the con

duct, 'Of r~sea:rch~ or 'ie~tiiig'''fu: connection with-a 

pi6au~t or business pl'~Clibef 
";'(2) the tertn 'pl'oduc~ inciiid'E31( fietvit!~sl' 
~ "(3) the' tei'ni ~diseov~rs;:'us'ed~iritlP:r~spect to~ ti 

serious corteealed 'danger, mellPS bbtains illormation 

"that' wbuld convince' Ii i'eaS6Mble ]ieI'SCnr br the circutn.; 

stances .~ 'Which' ,the aIs~ovei'er 'is' situatea that the s'e'

nouS concealed danger exists: 

"(4) ,the term' 'serious concealed 'daliger', used 

with respect ios. pibdu.ci' or busm.ess practice, means 

'ihit .. tiie:~otinai :()l"'te8;s6ntib11~or~s'eea'ble 'lise of, or t£e 

" exposure of a human being to, such:.prodlibf·or busimlll'S 

pr1idtic"c ill iikeiy'to-catuie cfc'ath ,tJr serious bodily injuty 

I 
1 
I 
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4 

to a hm,nan being (including a huma~ fetus) and the 

.danger is not rell.~y apparent ,to *e av~rage, p.ersop; 

"(5) the term 'serioull bodily injury'.means an im-
, , 

'~~irmellt of physical condition, including phYiical pain, 

that-

I'(A) creates a substantial risk of death; or 

"(B) ca-usos-

"(i) se~pus permanent disfigurement; 

"(u) unconscio~n~ss; 

"(ill) extrelPe .pain; or 

"(iy) pex:manent or, protraeted loss or 

impa.in:qent. of ~he function of any bodily 

I member, orgilD~ or mental faculty; 

"(6) the term 'warn affected employees' meana . ., 
give sufficie~t description of the serious concealed 

J • *. 

d~ger to all in~viduals,:working for or in the business 

,entity w1I9 ljl'e ,likely to, b~ fJubject to the s~rious COJ;l~ 

cealed, ~~~r in, th.e course of that wor~ to ~ake tho~e 
~individuals 8,.ware of that flanger; anq 

" , 

"(7) the term 'appropriate Fedoral agency' means 

~e Feder~ agency on the following list which has reg~ 

,~ator.Y authority with respect to the product or busi-. '" ~ .. 

ness practiQe and ~e.rious concealed dangers of the sort 

discovered: . ~ 
u 

"(A) The ~ood and Drog Administration. 

'6 

o 
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5 

"(B) The Environmental Protection Agency. 

"(0) The National Highway Traffic Safety 

.Administration. 

"(D) The Occupational Safety and Health 

Administration. 

"(E) The Nuclear Regulatory Oom~lssiQn. 
Ii ,;:. 

"00 The Oonsumer Product Safety Oommis-

sian. 

"(G) The Federal Aviation AdministratioJ1. 

"(H) The Federal Mine Safety and Health 

'Review Oommission.". 
H 

(( 

SEO. 2. The table of section~-ior'chapter 89 of title 18 

13 'of the United States Oode is amel!-.ded 'hy adding at the end 

14 . the following new item: 
. , 

"182£ Nondisclosure of serioW! concealed dangers by certain:~;'us:n"lis entities and 
personnel .... 

o 

[ 

1 

i~_-
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Mr. CONYERS. This version of the legislation reflect$ the recom
mendations made by a number of the 26 witnesses that have ap
peared before the subcommittee on behalf of this legislation. It is a 
product of drafting sessions that involved a. number of persons 
from the Department of Justice, the Legislative Counsel, and the 
staff of the subcommittee. 

The new features of the bill inClude a protectivn for whistle
blowers, revised penalties, and a 15-day time limit for corporate 
officials to report concealed dangers. 

This legislation has been endorsed by a wide range of representa
tives from consumer, labor, environmental, religious groups, State 
government officials, as well as experts from scientific, medical, 
and the legal fields. 

We also had victims of some of the instances testify at the 
hearing in San Francisco .. 

We have had the reaction of persons in the business community, 
particularly the chairman of Monsanto, John Hanley, who has 
strongly supported the bill; as .lIlas the associate director of govern
ment regulation of the National Association of Manufacturers, Mr. 
Howard Vine. 

So we are pleased to have as witne::;ses here today representa
tives from the Associated General Contractors, the National Associ
ation of Manufacturers, and other constitutional and legal scholars, 
who will also be witnesses. 

We welcome our first witnesses, Mr. Jerris Leonard and Mr. 
Thomas Houser. 

Mr. Leonard is the senior member of his law firm, and before 
that served as Assistant Attorney General for the Civil Rights 
Diyision of the Department of Justice; and also as Administrator of 
LEAA. 

Mr. Houser is presently'serving as general counsel of the Nation
al Association of Manufacturers . 

We welcome you, gentlemen, and incorporate your prepared 
statement into the record. Please proceed in your own way. 

TESTIMONY OF JERRIS LEONARD, SENIOR MEMBER, LAW 
FIRM OF LEONARD, COHEN, GETTINGS & SHER, W ASHING
TON, D.C., ACCOMPANIED ,BY THOMAS J. HOUSER", GENERAL 
COUNSEL, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF MANUFACTURERS, 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 

Mr. HOUSER. Tha]lk you Mr. Chairman dnd good morning, mem
bers of the committee and counsel. 

I note in your opening statement, Mr. Chairman, that you refer 
to Mr. Hanley and Mr. Vine as supporting your legislation. 

I think it would be more correct to state up front they have 
evidenced support for your interest and intent, rather than for this 
specific legislation. -

As a matter of fact, I think probably most Amedcans and most 
organizations understand your interest and that of the cosponsors', 
in attempting to discourage business managers from unnecessarily 
placing their fellow coworkers in danger in the workplace, or from 
producing unsafe consumer products. 

However, Mr. Chairman, frankly, w~ believe you have chosen the 
wrong vehicle to accomplish your objeqtives. 
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Before I get into the reasons for that disclosure or statement, I 
would like to make a disclaimer:, 

H.R. 7040 is just about 1 week old, and differs in a number of 
particulars from H.R. 4973; and it wasn't until this morning that 
we were able to see an actual copy of that bill, Mr. Chairman. 

And, necessarily, our comments today I think must be seen as 
preliminary; and we would like the opportunity, with your permis
sion, to file a fuller statement at a later . date. 

Mr. CONYERS. That would be quite all right. 
Mr. HOUSER. One reason we believe you've chosen the wrong 

vehicle is your selection of criminal sanctions. 
The U.S. Constitution protects our citizens against vagueness in 

criminal laws. And we believe this bill is seriously vague. . 
Let me be specific: 
Early in the bill it refers to "business entities." But tha.t's about 

the only time "business entities" are mentioned in the bill. 
It lays down no requirements nor gives any notice as to the 

expectations of behavior on the part of "business entities". 
If it is your interest to punish, and jail, and fme, business enti

ties, I would suggest to you that the language does not get the job 
done; because it doesn't lay down the required due process and 
notice requirements. 

Let's take the case of a manager, Mr. Chairman, acting in good 
faith, but he wants to make a report-but he's confused; he doesn't 
understand Washington; and he chooses the wrong agency to 
report to. 

The bill requires reporting to an "appropriate" Federal agency. 
Is he subject to prosecution under this bill? .. . 
Or let's take the situation where a manager in good faith again 

is uncertain as to the agency to report to, and retains counsel. As 
you w~Il know, Mr. Chairman, counsel sometimes misadvise their 
clients; and in this case, he's misadvised. 

Who goes to jail? The good-faith maI1ager, or the counsel? 
What about the quantum of information that is necessary to 

trigger a report deci'3ion on the part of the business manager? Does 
he need a confirmed technical report? Is it a matter of oral opin
ion? Is it just a belief on his part? Or can it be hearsay? 

The language in the statute is! very unclear as to the quantum of 
information that is necesFary to trigger the report requirement. 

And beyond the vagueness issue, there's a serious question as to 
whether or not this bill provides a civil remedy by an individual. 

Another reason underlying our belief that you've chosen the 
wrong vehicle, is the fact that adequate legal remedies alr\:!)ady 
exist to achieve disclosures. Without going into great detail, let :me 
point out a few: 

The Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970, the Toxic Sub
stances Control Act of 1976, the Consumer Product Safety Act-all 
three of these acts, Mr. Chairman, provide criminal sanctions, each 
seeking in a different way to achieve safety in the workplace, and .' 
safety in consumer products. 

Beyond these criminal sanctions, there are a variety of civil 
remedies, ranging from tort to contract to quasi-contract, which are 
available to individuals in the civil arena. 
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Because disclosure is the key to your bill, and because disclosure 
raises the vagueness question, almost in every case it might be well 
advised to have your staff contact the Federal Government premier 
agency when it comes to disclosure-the SEC. 

Curiously, this legislation on the one hand presupposes that a 
notified appropriate Federal agency can react quickly and effective
ly and with adequate authority; and, yet, on the other hand, it 
seems to be an admission that the involved Federal agencies have 
not done their job correctly. 

You know better than I, Mr. Chairman, that the Federal Govern
ment very seldom acts quickly, and there's constant debate in this 
society as to how effectively they can act. 

I am unaware of any evi,dence in this record that substantiates 
the authority of each and every named Federal agency to act 
pursuant to this bill. 

In addition, this bill places an enormous burden on the prosecu
tor, which, in this. case, happens to be the Justice Department. 

If you wiU think about this, Mr. Chairmart, the Justice Depart
ment h~s to locate and find a person who failed to report after an 
incident or injury or death takes place, which may take place 
months or ye~rs after the time that the person Was ,supposed to 
have filed hl~ report. It is a very, very difficult burden, on the 
Justice Department. 

And we might have Mr. Leonard comment on that when it comes 
his turn. 

The legislation-and this bothers us very substantially, Mr. 
Chairman-has the potential to disrupt prGduction. If somebody 
files a report, whether it's well founded or ill founded, there's 
likely to be a plethora of reviews a:p.d· inspections and investiga
tions into the production process; and it's likely to be called to a 
halt. 

What makes this a complex question is that many of our produc
tion processes are \!<mg and complex, and at the begi:,flling, for 
example, of the construction of a consumer product, there may be 
an exposed hazard. And a unit manager, when that product passes 
his area, maY spot that exposed hazard. . 

Later on in the production proCeSS, that hazard could be covered 
or eliminated; and yet, under this bill, I think this manager may be 
forced to report the hazard as he sees it going down the proquction 
line, even though we know when it 'fomes off the production line 
the hazard has been eliminated. 

So it places the ~nit manager, who is in a peculiar position in 
the prqd~c~ion pr~c;less, in a very.uncertain position. 

In addItIOn tq/that, Mr. Chrurman, when there are reports
founded or ill f~junded-made to agencies, there's an awful lot of 
media coverag(i; and the ill will that is generated against the 
corporations cart, never be recouped, even when in the end it turns 
out that the report was ill founded. 

And you know better than I that retractions are always on the 
last page in the newspaper. . 

Finally, on my part, MF, ChairIIlan, another reason for indicating 
that we believe you have chosen. the wrong vehicle, lies in the 
constitutional requirement of due process. Due process deals with 
suoh concepts as fairness, adequate notice, a reasonable time to act 
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Because disclosure is the key to your bill, and because disclosure 
raises the vagueness question, almost in every case it might be w~ll 
advised to have your staff contact the Federal Government premIer 
agency when it comes to disclosure-the SEC. 

Curiously, this legislation on the one, hand ~resupposes tha.t a 
notified appropriate Federal agency can react qUICkly and effectIv~
ly and with adequate authority; and, yet, on the other !Iand, It 
seems to be an admission that the involved Federal agencIes have 
not done their job correctly. 

You know better than I, Mr. Chairman',that the Federal G.over:t;t-
ment very seldom acts quickly, and there s constant debate In thIS 
society as to how effectively they can act. . ' 

I am unaware of any evidence in this record that substantiates 
the authority of each, and every named Federal agency to act 
pursuant to this bilL _ 

In addition, this bill places an enormous burden. on .ihe prosecu-
tor, which, in this case, happens to b~ the JustIce lJ~partment. 

If you will think about this, Mr. ChaIrman, the Justice Depart
ment has to locate and find a person who failed to report after an 
incident or injury or death takes place, w,hich may take place 
months or years after the time that the p~¢rson was supposed to 
have filed his report. It is a very, very difficult burden on ,the 
Justice Department. . 

And we might have Mr. Leonard comment on that when<l.t comes 
his turn. ' . II M 

The legislation-and th~s both~!s us very s~bstantIa y, r. 
Chairman-has the poten~IaI to disrl!pt prod~ctIOn. If somebod1 
files a report whether it s well founded or III founded, there s 
likely to be ;. plethora of reviews and. ~ns~ections and investiga
tions into the production process; and It s lIkely to be called to a 
halt. 

What makes this a complex question is that many of <?ur produc-
tion processes are long and complex, and at the begInnIng, for 
example of the COi1struction of a consumer product, there may be 
an expo~ed hazard. And a unit manager, when that product passes 
his area, may spot that exposed hazard. 

Later on in the production process, that hazard could be covered 
or eliminated' and yet, under this bill, I think this manager may be 
forced to rep~rt the hazard as he sees it going down the pr~duct~on 
line even though we know when it comes off. the productIOn hne 
the hazard has been eliminated. , '. . . ' .. . 

So it places the unit. manager,'who I~ In a .~eculIar pOSItIOn In 
the production process, In a very uncertaIn pOSItIOn. 

In addition to that, Mr. Chairman, when there are reports
founded or ill founded-made to agencies, there's an awful lot of 
media coverage; and the.jll will that is gen~rated agai~st the 
corporations can never be'j,:ecouped, even when In the end It turns 
out that the report was ill founded. 

And you know better than I that retractiqns are always on, the 
last page in the newspaper. . . . . 

Finally, on, my part, Mr. Chairman, another reas<?n for .IndI.catIng 
that we believe you have chosen the wrong vehlcle~ lIes In ~he 
constitutional requirement of due proc~ss. Due process ~eals WIth 
such concepts as fairness, adequate notIce, a reasonable time to act 
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co~leagues said, "It may be a good piece of legislation, because .it's 
gOing to make work for a whole new generation of lawyers." 

Now, I don't ~ean to be tot~lly negative, because I appreciate 
what you are trYIng to accomphsh; and I have these specific suges
tions-and ~ trust my experie?ce both in the Department, as well 
as LEAA, gives me a perspective to tell you that I think that these 
proposals may lead you to the kind of remedy that is going to be 
effective for what you are seeking. 

First of all, I think you need to exercise more of an oversight 
function. ' 

I think the committee needs to really hear from more than 26 
witnesses. I think that you really need to determine the extent to 
which State government is responding to the needs that the com
mittee may find to be out there and that are extant today. 

Now, I don't think you can do that without exhaustive mrersight 
and investigative hearings. I think that is going to sepal'ai:e the 
sheep from the goats, if you will; because I think there are some 
State governments and State prosecutors that are doing a good job 
in this area. And that the Federal Congress need not be concerned 
about those areas. 

Determine which Federal agencies and areas of Federal law and 
substantive regulation are lacking in effective remedial action. 

I don't think that the portent of this bill is necessary on a broad 
cut of all Federal agencies. Some of them, I would urge you, if you 
look at the facts you willfind, are doing an excellent job. 

And, third, and maybe, most importantly-before you pass new 
substantive legislation, this committee has tremendous clout over 
the Department of Justice. I will guarantee you that. ' 

When I was there, any member of the committee-the lowest 
ranking Republican, if you please-who called, got immediate at
tention-Mr. Sensenbrenner. 

Mr. SENSENBRENNER. Things have changed. [Laughter.] 
Mr. LEo~ARD. I?esign with the Depar~m~nt of Justice a plan for 

Federal actIOn, USIng current Federal crlmlnal and civil law. 
. I would like to point out something to the subcommittee: There 
IS a great statut~ on the books called. the Federal RICO statute, 
t~at :va.s passe? ~n 1970: It has a treb.le dam~we civil action provi
SIOn In It, and It IS not dIfficult to use In the kInds of situations you 
are , look~ng . at. If ~ou can pr~)Ve the necessary nexus of Federal 
communICatIOns, e].ther by WIre or fraud or mail; and fraud, if 
the1:e's any fraudulent activity, the individual is entitled to treble 
damages. J 

And this committee could encourage a much broader use of that 
statue. .' , : 

In short, my view is that you can design with current Federal 
law a far better program of getting, seeking, the remedies that you 
are after. 

And I trust, Mr. Chairman, that nothing that I have said has 
offended you or what you are trying to accomplish' because I 
certainly didn't mean to do that. ' 
. I laud you for what you are trying to do. 

Mr. C01'ITERS. Well, thank you both. 
you can rest assur~d I do not feel offended by anything you have 

saId here today, nor does the subcommitte:~, to my knowledge. 
\ \ 

\ \, 
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or react, or reasonable opportunity to comprehend the conse
quences of one's action or reaction. 

And, unfortunately, we believe that this legislation is so vague as 
to negate the due process clause. 

Weare dealing her8 with an act of omission, as opposed to an act 
of commission. And counsel, here, will deal with that later. . 

But when you are dea~i~g with an act of omi~sion, it furt~er 
complicates the already-dIffIcult due process questIon to the pOInt 
where we may have to substitute our gods for mere mortals as 
criminal judges in the event this legislation passes. 

Mr. CONYERS. That sounds pretty serious. 
Mr. HOUSER. Thank you very much. 
Now, Jerry Leonard. . 
Mr. CONYERS. Mr. Leonard, we welcome you agaln before the 

subcommittee in a slightly different capacity. 
Mr. LEONARD. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. It's a pleasure to be 

before this distinguised subcommittee, Mr. Chairman, and its mem-
~~. .. b 

And let me first of all, state that as now a practICIng lawyer, ut 
one who spe~t same 16 years in government, both in the St!3-te 
legislative branch as well as in the Federal Department of J ustlCe, 
that I have nothing but a great deal of sympathy and support, and, 
hopefully some understanding for what you are trying to accom
plish; and the problem that you perceive. to be out there in the 
breadth of America as you held your hearIJ?-gs around the ?ountry 
with respect to the difficult problem of trYIng to have all In bUSI
ness, large or small, comport to the standards that the Congress 
and the States have asserted. 

And I do have some suggestions to make which I hope, Mr. 
Chairman you and Steve Raikin, whom I've dealt with for some
time in other capacities, are seriously working on this problem; and 
I hope you'll give some serious consideration to the recommmenda
tions I have to make to you. 

But, first of all, let me just address a few comments about the 
bill: . . . 

I can't say strongly enough that I wo~~d urge you to reject It. 
And I do so because I think that the c/pncepts-that because of 

the concepts that are embodied in it. Mr~,!!ouser has ~ouched on 
some of the constitutional problems. I kno~ }:ou are ~OIn&, ~o have 
learned and distinguised counsel here from the unIVersItIes and 
law schools; but I believe you have a serious fifth amendment 
problem. . . 

And I think if you look at it from the standpOInt not so :m?C~ of 
the ivory tower, but of the day-to-day workIngs of the crImInal 
justice system, you are going to see that problem. . . 

It's one thing to theoriz~ about whether or not a p~rtlCular 
constitutional issue is going) to develop. It's another thIng Mr. 
Chairman for a small busin,essman or woman, who may have 2 or 
3 or 5 or'10 employees, to 'find himself or herself in the horrible 
dilemma of trying to decide whether or not a Suprem~ Court 
somewhere down the line, is going to decide that the actIon that 
they took was appropriate and proper under t?e circumstan~es, 
and not a violation of their constituional rights; if they go runnmg 
to a Federal regulatory agency that has criminal sanctions, and tell 
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the story about some unfortunate happenstance in that small busi
ness. 

Let me just address for a moment that problem: 
This bill does not distinguish between the Fortune 500 and the 95 

percent or 90 percent of the businesses in this country that are 
truly small in everyone of your districts-little business people: 3, 
4, 5, 50 employees. . 

That's what I am concerned, from a practical and pragmatic 
point of view, about this legislation; because I dare say to you, that 
if that small business person-first of all, if he even has knowledge 
of this legislation; and suspects or is concerned that he's in viola
tion of it, and he goes to his lawyer he will find that he will have 
to go to a Federal criminal law specialist. 

And I sincerely, from my own experience in my own law firm, 
tell you, that there are more and more Federal criminal defendants 
today who are plea bargaining; and in the civil area accepting 
consent decrees, because they simply cannot afford the cost of 
litigation. 

I believe, if I an not mistaken, that a page of transcript today, is 
something like $5. 

Now, what small business person can afford to engage in any 
discovery, any of the other remedies he or she might have, in order 
to fully protect their rights? 

Beyond the economics, the legislation in my view is a continuum 
of a pilosophy of guilt without intent, and guilt by failure to ask. 

All these .conc{epts are historically anathema to our system of 
jurisprudence. 

Today we have taken the concept of conspiracY-lind that's basi
cally what we're talking about-that's embodied in this bill; a 
theory that is foreign to the basic concepts of Anglo~jurisprudence; 
and by statute and judicial interpretation, made it the most 
common Federal criminal action today. 

I believe the statistics will bear that out. 
Instead of probing the facts to determine if the defendant has the 

necessary intent to commit a specific act, and. di~ in fact commit 
that act, we now probe the defendant's mind to determine if he or 
she possessed the necessary factual background and understanding 
to have required that person to act. 

We do all of this by hindsight, by second-guessing, by Monday 
morning quarterbacking, and by inferring from the defendant's 
action and inactions, that he or she possessed the necessary degree 
of intent to haye failed to report the alleged violation of the Feder
al regulation. 

And if we find that under this legislation, the sanction is 
$250,000, or up to that amount, and 5 years in jail. 

Now, I tell you, truly, that this concept 'of Federal criminal 
jurisprudence, continuing to be expanded as it is here, gives the 
Federal prosecutor as much power in our free society, and discre
tion, as any totalitarian police state prosecutor has. 

I am talking not about what the words of the statute say, Mr. 
Chairman; I am talking about the way this statute is going to be 
enforced and applied. And from my very personal financial point of 
view, and from the standpoint of members of my firm, as one of my 
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colleagues said, "It may be a good piece of legislation, because .it's 
going to make work for a whole new generation of lawyers." 

Now, I don't mean to be totally negative, because I ~~p,reciate 
what you are trying to accomplish; and I have these speCIfIC suges
tions-and I trust my experience both in the Department, as well 
as LEAA gives me a perspective to tell you that I think that these 
proposal; may lead you to the kind of remedy that is going to be 
effective for what you are seeking. 

First of all, I think you need to exercise more of an oversight 
function. 

I think the committee needs to really hear from more tb,~n26 
witnesses. I think that you really need to determine the extent to 
which State government is responding to the needs that the com-
mittee may find to be out there and tha~ are extant to~ay. . 

Now I don't think you can do that WIthout exhaustive oversIght 
and in~estigative hearings. I think that is going to separate the 
sheep from the goats, if you will; because I think t1?-ere are so~e 
State governments and State prosecutors that are domg a good Job 
in this area. And that the Federal Congress need not be concerned 
about those areas. 

Determine which Federal agencies and areas of Federal law a.nd 
substantive regulation are lacking in effective remedial action. 

I don't think that the portent of this bill is necessary on a broad 
cut of all Federal agencies. Some of them, I would urge you, if you 
look at the facts you will find, are doing an excellent job. 

And, third, and maybe most importantly-before you pass new 
substantive legislation, this committee has tremendous clout over 
the Department of Justice. I will guarantee you that. 

When I was there, any member of the committee-the lowest 
ranking Republican, if you please-who called, got immediate at
tention-Mr. Sensenbrenner. 

Mr. SENSENBRENNER. Things have changed. [Laughter.] 
Mr. LEONARD. Design with the Department of Justice a plan for 

Federal action, using current Federal criminal and civil law. 
I would like to point out something to the subcommittee: There 

is a great statute on the books called the Federal RICO statute, 
that was passed in 1970. It has a treble damage civil action provi
sion in it, and it is not difficult to use in the ki...~ds of situations you 
are looking at. If you can prove the necessary nexus of Feder~l 
communications, either by wire or fraud or mail; and fraud, If 
there's any fraudulent activity, the individual is entitled to treble 
damages. . 

And this committee could encourage a much broader use of that 
statue. 

In short,my view is that you can design with current Federal 
law a far better program of getting, seeking, the remedies that you 
are after. 

And I trust, Mr. Chairman, that nothing that I have said has 
offended you or what you are trying to accomplish; because I 
certainly didn't mean to do that. 
. I laud you for what you are trying to do. 

Mr. CONYERS. Well, thank you both. 
You can rest assured I do not feel offended by anything you have 

said here today, nor does the subcommittee, to my knowledge. 

~------------------~--------~------------------------------- ~--------------------~ 
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Let me point out to you the quotation from John Hanley, presi
dent of the Monsanto Co., about the legislation involved and the 
concept behind it; he had this to say: 

I believe we should strongly support harsh legal penalties for chiseling managers 
who willfully and unreasonably endanger the lives or health of others * *- * there 
have been cases-too manyuf them-which have given all industry a black eye 
* * * Individual managers who knowingly and recklessly conceal clear and ongoing 
conditions of serious worker or consumer dangers should be recognized as the 
villians they are * * * What has to be stopped are the cases of deliberate and 
flagrant practices that seriously endanger p~blic health. 

Those are various quotes {rom remarks he made last October. 
Then, with reference to Mr. Howard Vine, the associate director 

of the Government Regulation and Competition Unit of the Nation
al Association of Manufacturers, he has stated-and I qu{)te in 
here-Hit would be almost un-American to oppose the intent 
behind the Miller bill." 

I also have comments about activities from the Business Round-
table. . 

But I use those two quotations to show support for what I 
assume to be the intent behind this legislation that is now before 
the subcommittee and for your examination. If they have said 
anything to the contrary, or modified their comments since then, I 
would like to know about it. 

Mr. HOUSER. I am not aware th~y have modified their comments. 
I must say, Mr. Vine was speaking on his own behalf, whereas, as 
it was stated here today, his representation is of the National 
Association of Manufacturers; but in either case, as I indicated 
earlier, I think they are talking to your intent rather than the 
specific legislation under consideration. 

In my opening comments I indicated that we understand your 
intent, and there has been no criticism of the intent expressed in 
the bill. It's the bill's language. 

Mr. CONYERS. This is the only legislation we've ever had on 
which to make any remarks. This is the only bill that'~ ever been 
introduced on the subject. . 

Mr. HOUSER. I can't speak for Mr. Hanley. Mr. Vine is here; he 
would support our position in opposing the bill. 

Mr. CONYERS. Let me ask you, are you aware that there are and 
have been legislation federally that supports the theory behind 
mandatory reporting that is involved ·here in the Miller bill? We 
have a nUIhber of pieces of legislation that have an affirmative 
duty to notify of information where there is a risk of injury or 
health involved. Certainly in the Toxic Substances Control Act, 
upon which the real theory is based not on any conspiracy theories 
or .any other vague notions. This is a continuation of legislation 
that requires the reporting of hazardous substances or practices 
that are dangerous to the consum~r or the worker, and places a 
~riminalliability on it. . 

So, we are not really inventing some new theory of law her~~ It is 
merely a continuation of language that has been in the law and 
has been test~d for some period of time. 

Mr. HOUSER. Well, there is some question in not having the law, 
besides this one, to analyze it-there is some question as to wheth
er or not they have withstpod the vagueness test, the due process 
test. 
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Mr. CONYERS. What's the question? rrhere hasn't been any ques
tion by those who have brought th~ cases so far. I can't assure you 
that every case you could ever think of has already been tested; but 
all I am suggesting is so far, in the charges that have been brought, 
the challenges have been successfully met. 

Mr. LEONARD. Mr. Chairman, if I might comment on that? 
I think the statutes you are referring to are aimed at industries 

which are in a very narrow, cut, highly regulated overall. 
This piece of legislation is going to impact on t~e ?lom-and-pop 

grocery store, Mr. Chairman. :rh~y are not the ~ophlstIc8:ted type <;>f 
business and industry that IS In manufacturIng of hIghly toxIC 
materials. They know the danger of the business. when th~y go. i?to 
it, their profit structure and their cost structure and theIr prIC~ng 
structure is designed and compensate them for those very hIgh 
risks. 

This piece of legislation goes far be~ond ~hat. And that ~s ~y 
plea to you with. respect to the economICS of It. If you were aImIng 
at the drug companies, and there's already legislation on the books 
there. We've had a Supreme Court case. Unfortunately I can't 
remember the name of it-which holds the chairman of the 
board-the Baltimore Warehouse case-liable for material in the 
warehouse .. 

Mr. CONYERS. This doesn't really affect everybody in business. 
We did not draft it as widely as it might have been drafted. 

As a matter of fact, it is limited to industries subject to the 
regulatory authority of eight named Federal agencies. So it doesn't 
affect everybody in N AM or everybody in ~usiness. It does not 
cross all interstate commerce or all commerce In general. 

We do limit it in that regard. 
Mr. LEONARD. Mr. Chairman, sma~l business-every small busi

ness-in the United States is covered by the Occupational Safety 
and Health Administration. 

Mr. HOUSER. We have basically two kinds of regulations, you 
develop them into two categories: the so-calle~ economic reguJa
tions, and then on the other hand the regulatIOns that deal WIth 
health and ~nvironment and safety. 

The economic regulations specifically pick on certain industries, 
and totally regulate that industry, like the utilities industry; 
whereas the environmental health and safety regulations stand to 
be broad in their sweep, and bring in everybody. 

And we are talking about some of the laws that are on the books, 
that are in the area of health, environment, and safety. 

Mr. CONYERS. With regard to a definition of "manager," which is 
suggested as vague, I would li~e you to just r:emember in the bill as 
proposed, a manager who dIscovers a serIOUS concealed danger 
must report it to any appropriate Federal agency. . 

There is an exemption saying that the manager has to have 
actual finowledge, and this reporting is accomplished, I think by 
merely~sending a postcard in the mail. 

. The notification is fairly general, and I don't think ~t imposes ~ 
liability that would mean a rush to an attorney to begIn a comph
cated criminal proceeding. It is merely reporting of dal'!-gers th~t 
come to his attention to which he has actual knowledge, 'not SUSpI
cion or anything else. 
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It does not' mean that the act must subsequently become a viola
tion. It could be just as it appears to him to the best of the 
knowledge. 

Mr. HOUSER. As I pointed out; Mr. Chairman, that's one of the 
problems; because of the long, complex, productions lines we have. 

Early in the construction of a consumer product there may be a 
hazard that exists early-on; but as it goes through the production 
process, it is eliminated. 

Here you've got this unit manager up there at the front of the 
production line who is running to the Federal agencies. They come 
out. They stop production. And there is no reason for it, whatso
ever. 

Mr. CONYERS. That is a pretty drastic scenario. I don't know if 
they would stop production if you say that the complaint would be 
cured in the process of a continued production line. Why wouldn't 
they as easily as anybody else see that this was an illusory situa
tion, or was one that, as you describe it in your conjecture, cured in 
the course of production? ' , 

Mr. HOUSER. Whether or not it was, he would trigger the report; 
there would be publicity, there would be ill win; he is compelled 
under this bill to report that incident as he sees it .. 

Mr. CONYERS. Well, if it could cause a death or danger to con-
sumers, wouldn't you want him to report it rather than run the 

'

I risk that would be involved? 

I Mr. HOUSER. It seems to me in the, particular circumstance you 

]1
' ought to do some checking around as to the end product, talk with 

some of his supervisors to find out as to when that (, production Ii process is ended. 
y~ Mr. CONYERS. You are aware of the fact that you've got a 15-day 
II period for reporting. He would not have to immediately leap to his 
I postcard or telephone to give notice. He has a 15-day period. In 
j other words, without staying on this hypothetical, if this is going to 
j', be the test, even then it would be easily cured within the period of 

time that he had to report it. It does not require he report instantI ly. 
, Mr. HOUSER. But under fear of going to jail, the average person 
1 who works in the plant with that average level of education, is 

1

1,) going to protect his flank; he's going to report it; if he understands 
I this legislation, he's going to report it. ' 

stances. 

And may the Devil take the hindmost as to what happens: "I'm 
I going to protect myself." Then the publicity hits, the production 

fji can stop-maybe not stop, but it could stop; and we've got all these 
I downside risks when it's not even necessary under the circum-

You talked about actual knowledge, Mr. Chairman, and that's Ii part of the problem I raised in my testimony: what constitutes 

I
I actual knowledge? , 
, You are in a jury setting, now, talking to a jury and you are 

j I trying to prosecute an individual whom you say has actual knowl-

/

'/ edge; is he expected to act when somebody tells him there's a 
'I danger there? Or based on hearsay conversations he believes 

there's a danger there? Or have some kind of a written report 

{

'J i clearly indicating that there's some, kind of a danger there? 
'j That's the problem with the legislation. 

1/ 
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Mr CONYERS You know as well as I do what would comply to 
actuai knowledge; there'd be no w~y you c011;ld exchange notes 

coiVi~.siH~~~~~~r ri~:s ~~~:~~~ ~~ t~:lt~~~,0~;~:tr~1~e'actual knowl-

edKf'J. CoNYERS. If he has reason to believe, I w~uld ~agine it does; 
wouldn't that constitute actual knowledge on hIS part. 

Mr HOUSER He could pick that up partly from hearsay. 
Mr' CONYERS Well first of all, suspicion does not, of course, need 
b' orted ~nd ';ould not constitute actual knowledge. . 

to Th:~~ppropriate managers" are only requir.ed to report fJTIOUS 
I d d hen they obtain informatIOn that wou con-, ~?~~:~ ereas~~~bl: ;'erson under th~ ~ircumstances that the seriou~ 

concealed danger exists, Mere SUspICIon does not need :0 dbe rdP.~r~ 
ed and only a serious concealed danger must be rep or e ,an 1 IS 
defined as the normal or reasonably foreseea"?le use, o~. thethxf?
sure of a human being to such produ~t 0-; ~uslness prac Ice . a IS 
likely to cause death or serious bodIly InjUry. The 1anger IS not 
readily apparent to the averaghe Pferilon. Th~ re~~rtd~~~~:;'~ ~~d 
provide further examples of t e u meanIng .. 
"serious concealed danger." h k' d f 

Now about the coverups that have arisen from t e In s h Lses 
that ';e have encountered in hearings, it's very c1eh'-t th t' ~:i 
Canal instances of asbestos, DBCP. These are no ypo e ~ . 
And i think we may have to worry about these ~mall except~ons 
that you bring to us, but we are talking about WIllful determIna-
tion of obvious matters. . £ . I 'bl t 

It seems to me that our language says It as aIr y.as POSSI i 0 
cover these matters as best we can. Now, we can, fnth:p~!tt:~~ 

expand on this and perhaps cover some 0 
~hl~h' you have raised; but it seems to me that they are pretty 

cIM~.aH~~~~irp~~~t~f :h;~if~C~lty is-and I understaddJhat ~~h 
are trying to do-it's just a crImInal fact that yO? ~re. e dlgth- k 

act of omission as opposed to an act of commISSI?n, an . I? _ 
Mr. Leonard has dealt ~th the problems you have 1n dealmg wIth 
that form of criminal actIon. 

Mr. CONYERS. Let me yield now. to Mi'. Hyde. 
Mr HYDE. Thank you, Mr. ChaIrman.. '.' t ff 
Let me say at the outset fhat I do app~eClate the maJOrlt'th a 

providing us with documentation that assIsts us. I commen em 

foIf~~ever when they cite the Federal Water: Pollut~o.n Control 
Act it wou'ld also be useful to know that th~re IS ~ deCl~IOn ~y the 
US' Court of Appeals, Tenth Circuit, that effectIyely Inva~Idites 
the' criminal penalties imposed by th~~. Ad; fo~ fa I Ilure to. dI:C 0i~ 
because thev violated the fif~h amenament prIVl ege adgalns

d 
sMe 

• J Th··· t made by Mr Leonar an r. incriminatIOn. IS IS a pOln . . . b ft th 
Houser. The case is Ward v .. Coll!man, WhICh IS now e ore e 
Supreme Court on writ of certIorarI. . A I d 

T'he latest pronouncement from the U.S. Court of . Preth St ~hs 
not make this act a useful precedent for the argume~ !l e 
fifth amendment is not a significant obstacle to thIS kind of 
legislation. 
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We will watch the developments in that case with interest. 
I 

! 
j 
J , 
J 

Mr. Houser, why shouldn't union ,officials who know of safety 
problems be liable? This bill penalizes management, and perhaps it 

I well should. However, if we are concerned about serious conditions 
. and the health and safety ,ef consumers and employees, why should 

not anyone who has knowledge of this be subject to these severe I 
j 
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: criminal penalties? 
Why should we zero in on management, and not the union 

i stewards who are out there in the workpla.ce, or union members? 
Why should not everybody be responsible? Why just management? 

Mr. HOUSER. Well, it is interesting that this bill assesses criminal 
penalties for discriminating against employees who report; and yet 
it seems to discriminate against business managers. 

It seems to me union stewards very clearly ought to be covered. 
They move around the plant, they often have a wider view of what 

. is going on in the production process than a unit manager who.is 
limited in his responsibilities. Union stewards are constantly talk

' ing to workers on the production line. They are apt to learn faster 
than the unit manager as to a perceived danger, or actual danger 
in the production line. I do not think it is fair to eliminate union 
stewards from coverage in this bill. 

Mr. HYDE. If one puts his mind to it, one could think of a lot of 
people who ought to be within the compass of this legislation. What 
about insurance inspectors? What about OSHA inspectors? What 
about nuclear regulatory people? What about State officials who 
inspect premises? Licensing officials? Perhaps we ought to require 
them to file reports. 

Parenthetically, how many reports do you estimate this legisla
tion will generate? Do you have any idea where we can warehouse them? 

Mr. HOUSER. That is one of the problems I alluded to: to protect 
someone's flank, they are going to file a report whether they are 
totally convinced that the report is well-founded or not, to protect 
themselves from going to jail. 

Mr. HYDE. Why shouldn't State officials, insurance underwriters, 
and OSHA people be subject to prosecution for failing to report this? 

Mr. HOUSER. Arguably, they should be. They move around the 
plant periodically with some consistency, and that includes, I 
think, some medical personnel who have a responsibility to check 
the premises over from time to time; they ought to be included in 
the bill; not just business managers or unit managers. 

Mr. HYDE. What about this whistle-blowing proyision? If there is 
a troublemaking employee who is not adding to the productivity of 
the plant, do you think that this bill could create an opportunity 
for him to have a job for life by reporting an imaginary concealed 
danger to the Government? 

It would be difficult to discharge such a person under the provi
sions of this bill if not? 

Mr. HOUSER. This really interferes with the relationship between 
management and labor in the plant. It gives a vengeful employee a 
real opportunity to lock himself into all promotions that· become 
available; and it's almost impossible to get rid of him, because he 
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can allege he was discriminated against. And, before you know it, 
the employer finds himself defending himself in a lawsuit. 

It is a very tenuous situation. 
Mr. HYDE. On the other hand, there are whistleblowers who are 

sometimes the-victims of retribution, certainly in Government, and 
in private industry as well, I am sure. We ought to think of some 
way to protect the legitimate whistleblower, but at the same ti~e 
not lock the unscrupulous into perpetual employment. 

Mr. HOUSER. The point is well-taken, sir. 
Mr. HYDE. I have no further questions. 
Mr. CONYERS. Mr. Sensenbrenner? 
Mr. SENSENBRENNER. First of all, Mr. Chairman, since the gentle

man from Illinoi~ has referred to the case of Ward v. Coleman, I 
ask unanimous consent that the decision of Ward v. Coleman, 
handed down by the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Tenth Circuit on 
May 10, 1979, as reported in 598 F. 2d 1187, be included in the 
re'cord at this point. 

Mr. CONYEltS. Without objection, it is so ordered. 
[The document follows;] . 
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LO. WARD, Appellant, 

v. 

William G. COLEMAN, Jr .. Individually, 
and as Secretary of Transportation .of 
the United States of America, Russell E. 
Train, Individually, and as Administra
tor of the Environmental Protection 
Agency of the United States of America, 
and Admiral Owen W. Silar, Individual
ly, and as Commandant United States 
Coast Guar;.J. United States of America, 
Appellees •. 

L.O. WARD d/b/a L.O. Ward Oil and 
Gas Operations, Appellant, 

v. \-

UNITED STATES of America, Appellee. 

No. 77-1952. 

United States Court of Appeals, 
Tenth Circuit. 

Submitted March 14, 1979. 

trict Court for the Western District of 
Oklahoma, Luther B. Eubanks, J., 423 
F.Supp. 1352, denied operator's motion for 
summary judgment and thereafter entered 
judgment on verdict in favor ot the Govern
ment, and operator appealed.. The Court of 
Appeals, Barrett, Circuit Judge, held that 
where, it ap~d from detailed examina
tion of the language of the statute, the 
administrative enforcement scheme, and 
the indicators of congressional intent that 
civil penalty found in the Federal W'ater 
Pollution Control Act was criminal in na
ture, compelled notification of discharge re
quired to be filed with the Cos!'!! Guard 
could not be used in determining either 
liability for or the amount of civil penalties: 
however, the self-reporting requirements 
are not invalid and it is permia'libleto as- . 
sess civil penalties based on discharge of oil 
or other hazardous substance under the Act 
provided the evidence used to establish a 
discharge is derived from a source wholly 
independent of the 'compelled disclosure. 

Reversed and remanded. 

1. Navigable Waters 43:::>1(1) 
Where river is navigable in fact, its 

tributary is also a "navigable water" of the 
United States for purposes of the Federal 
Water Pollution Control Act. Federal 
Water Pollution Control Act Amendments 
of 1972, § 101 et seq. as amended 83 U.S. 
C.A. § 1251 et seq. 

See pUblication Words and Phrases 
for other judicial coridtructions and 
definitions. _ 

2. Federal Courts ..... 1008 

Decided May 10, 1979. 

Action by owner and operator of drill
ing site to enjoin enforcement of adminis
tra~ively assessed penalty under the Feder
al Water Pollution Control Act was consoli
dated with action by the United States to 
collect unpaid penalties for oil spillage in 
"navigable water." The United States Dis-

Before statute providing for three
judge district court came into play, injunc
tion restraining enforcement or operation 
of an Act of Congress had to be sought, and 

(_~ three-judge district court ~id ~ot h~ve to be 
- convened where tha constltutJonahty of an 

Act of Congress was merely drawn in ques
tion. 28 V.S.C.A. § 2282 (RePealed 1976). 

3. Federal Courts 43:::>1004 
Three-judge district court did not have 

to be convened under former statute in 
action to enjoin enforcement of administra
tively .assessed penalty under the Federal 
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Water Pollution Control Act on ground that 
enforcement scheme violated privilege 
against self-incrimination, where judgment 
for plaintiff would not have restrained the 
enforcement or operation of the Act since 
self-reporting aspect of the Act would not 
have been impaired and civil penalties could 
still have been assessed based on evidence 
derived from a source wholly independent 
of the compelled disclosure. Federal Water 
PoIIution Control Act Amendments of 1972, 
§§ 311, 31l(bX3, 5, 6) as amended 33 U.S. 
C.A. §§ 1321, 1321(b){3, 5, 6); U.S. 
C.A.Const. Amend. 5; 28 U.S.C.A. § 2282 
(Repealed 1976). 

4. Criminal Law <3=393(1) 
Fifth Amendment protects only com

munieations which are testimonial in na
ture, compelled and incriminating. U.S.C. 
A.Const. Amend. 5. 

5. Witnesses e=>297(1) 
Privilege against self-incrimination 

should be liberally construed. 

" 6. Navigable Waters <3=35 
Where it appeared from detailed exam

ination of the language of the statute, the 
administrative' enforcement scheme, and 
the indicators of congressional intent that 
civil penalty found in ~he Federal Water 
Pollution Control Act was criminal in na
ture, compelled notification of discharge re
quired to be filed with the Coast Guard 
could not be used in determining either 
liability for or the amount of civil penalties; 
however, "the self-reporting requirements 
are not invalid and it is permissible to as
.sesscivil penalties based on discharge of oil 
or other hazardoul> substance under th~ Act 
. ~~~: 

pro .... ided the evidence u~4P establish a 
discharge i~ derived {~f}in a source y.rholly 
independent of the ((compelled disclosure. 
Federal Water Pollution Control Act 
,Amendments of, 1972, § 311(b)(5, 6) as 
amended 33 U.S.C.A. § 1321(b)(5. 6); -U.S. 
C.A.Const. Amend. 5. 

I. The Arkansas Rlv!!r is navigable in fact. 
Therefore, Boggie Creek, as it5 tributary, is also 
a navigable water of the 'United States for pur
poses of the FWPCA. See: 33 U.S.C.A 

Stephen Jones, Enid, Ok), (David Butler, 
Enid, OkI., on the brief), for appellant. 

Michael A. McCord, Dept. of Justice, 
Washington, D.C. (Sanford Sagalkin, Act
ing Asst. Atty. Gen., Washington, D.C., Lar
ry D. Patton, U.S. Atty., Richard F. Camp
bell, III, Asst. U.S. Atty., Oklahoma City, 
OkI., Carl Strass, Dept. of Justice, Wash
ington, D.C., on the brief), for appellee .. 

Kea Bardeen, Denver, Colo. (James G. 
Watt, Denver, Colo., on the brief), as ami
cus curiae for Mountain States Legal Foun
dation, Independent Petroleum Ass'n of the 
Mountain States, and Rocky Mountain Oil 
and Gas Asa~n, Denver, Colo. 

Harold B. Scoggins, Jr., Washington, 
D.C., on the brief for amici curiae Indepen
dent Petroleum Ass'n of America. 

W. Bland WiIIiamson aI!d Terry R. Do
verspike, Tulsa, OkI., on the brief for amici 
curiae Oklahoma Independent Petroleum 
Ass'n. 

Fred A. Gipson, Seminole, Okl., Richard 
S. Ro~rts. Wewoka, Okl., and Richard Bo
hanon, Oklahoma City, Okl., on the brief for 
amici. curiae Energy Consumers and Pro
ducel'S Assn. 

Before HOLLOW A Y, BARRETT and 
McKAY, Circuit Judges. 

BARRETT, Circuit Judge. 

L.O. Ward (Ward) appeals from a judg
ment in an action seeking recovery of civil 
penalties assessed against him by the Unit
ed States Coast Guard (Coast Guard) pursu
ant to the Federal Water Pollution Control 
Act, 33 U.S.C. § 1251, et seq. (FWPCA), 

[1] Ward is the owner and operator of 
L.O. Ward Oil and Gas Operations-a sole 
proprietorship. On March 23, 1975, oil over
flowed from a drilling site located in Gar
field County, Oklahoma, into Boggie Creek, 
which is a distant tributary of the Arkansas 
River) 

After discovering the spill, Ward immedi-
ately began clean-up operations in the area. 

1362(7); United States '1'. Ashland Oil and 
Transportation Co., 504 F~2d 1317 (6th Clr. 
1974). 
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Ward then submitted a report of the spill to On appeal, Ward contends that: (1) the 
the Environmental Protection Agency. The trial court erred in refusing to convene a 
EPA ~orward~ the report to the Coast three-judge district court, and (2) the 
Guard requestmg that an assessment of FWPCA's enforcement scheme violates the 
civil penalties be made against Ward in self-incrimination clause of the Fifth 
accordance with 33 U.~.C. § 1321(bX6).On Amendment to the United States Constitu
December 19, 1975, following notice and tion. 
opportunity to be heard, the Coast Guard 
assessed a $500.00 penalty against Ward for 

I. discharging oil into navigable waters in vio
lation of 33 U.S.C. § 1321(bX3). Before turning to Ward's challenge baSed 

upon the self-incrimination clause of the 
Ward refused to pay the assessed penalty. Fifth Amendment, we must determine 

He appealed the administrative ruling, con-
whether the trial court erred in refusing to tending that the enforcement scheme of 
convene a three-judge district court. § 1321 violated his Fifth Amendment privi} 

lege against self-incrimination. The admin- 28 U.S.C. § 2282 requires that a three
istrative appeal was denied. On April 13, judge court be convened in any action 
1976, Ward filed suit in the District Court where a preliminary or permanent injunc
to enjoin enforcement of the administra- tion is sought to restrain "the enforcement, 
tively assessed penalty. At the same tirlle, operation or execution of any Act of Con
Ward moved to,convene a three-judge court' gress for repugnance to the Constitution of 
pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 2282 (repealed Au- the United States .. " 3 The pur
gust 12, 1976). pose of § 2282 is "to prevent a single feder

On JUne 4,197,6, the United States filed a 
separate action in District Court. to collect 
the unpaid penalty and moved to consoli
date' the two cases for trial. The District 
Court denied Ward's motion to convene a 
three-judge court and ordeI'ed the cases 
consolidated. Ward subsequently moved 
for summary judgment in both cases con
tending that his compUlsory report under 
§ 1321{bX5) resulted in the automatic impo
sition of punitive sanctions under 
§ 1321(bX6) and therefore violated his privi
lege against self-incrimination. 

~n a memorandum opinion and order dat
ed December 22, 1976, the District. Court 
denied the motion for summary judgment 
in itS' entirety. Ward v. Coleman, 423 
F.Supp. 1352 (W.D. OkI. 1976). The case 
was t.hereafter tried to a jury, which result
ed in a verdict in favor of the Government 
and. the assessment of a penalty against 
Ward in the reduced amount of $250. 

2. § 1321(b)(5) of 33 U.S,C. requires any person 
in charge of an on·shore facility to immediately 
notify the Coast Guard as soon as he has 
knowledge of any discharge of oil or other 
hazardous substance into tpe navigable waters 
of the United States. Failure to immediately 
report such a discharge subjects the offending 

al judge from being able to paralyze totally 
the operaticil of an entire regulatOry 
scheme by the issuance of a 
broad injunction order." Kennedy v. Men
doza-Martinez, 372 U.S. 144, '154, 83 S.Ct. 
554, 560, 9 L.Ed.2d 644 (1963). If § 2282 
applies, we must vacate the judgment and 
remand for consideration by a three-judge 
panel. See: Federal Housing Adminjstra
tion v. The DarHngton, Inc., 352 U.S. 977, 77 
S.Ct. 381, 1 L.Ed.2d 363 (1957). 

[2] It is axiomatic that before § 2282 
comes into play, an injunction restraining 
the enforcement or operation of an Act of 
Congress must be sought. Flemmjng v. 
Nestor, 363 U.S. 603, 607, 80 S.Ct. 1367, 4 
L.Ed.2d 1435 (1960). A three-judge district 
court need not be convened where the con
stitutionaHty of an Act of Congress is mere
ly "drawn in question." Garment Workers 
v. DonneJ1y Compar.y, 304 U.S. 243, 58 S.Ct. 
87~, 82 L.Ed. 1316 (1938). 

party to criminal sanctions of not more than 
$10,000 or imprisonment for not more than one 
year, or both. 

3.. Although § 2282 has since been repealed It 
remains effective as to pending suits. Act of 
August 12, 1976, P.L. No. 94-381, 90 Stat. 1119. 
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[3] In the instant case, a judgment for 
Ward in the district court would not have 
restrained the enforcement or operation of 
the FWPCA. The self-reporting aspect of 
the Act would not have been impaired. 
Likewise, civil penalties could still have 
heen assessed provided the Government 
could prove its case based on evidence de
rived from 8. source wholly independent of 
the compelled disclosure. Cf. HarriS()n' v. 
United States, 392 U.S. 219, 88 S.Ct. 2008, 
20 L.Ed.2d 1047 (1968); Wong Sun v. Unit
ed States, 371 U.S. 471, 83 S.Ct. 407, 9 
L.Ed.2d ·141 (1963). In Garment Workers v. 
Donnelly Co., supra, the Court observed: 

"[The predecessor of § 2282] does not 
provide for a case where the validity of 
an act of Congress is merely drawn in 
question, albeit that question be decided, 
but only for l! case where there is an 
application for an interlQCutory or perma
nent injunction to restrain the enforce
ment of an Act of Congress. 
Had Congress intended the provision 

. , for three judges and direct al>'" 
peal, to apply whenever a question of the 
validity of, an act of Congress became 
involved, Congress would naturally have 
used the familiar phrase 'drawn in ques
tion'" . 
304 U.S. at 250, 58 ~.Ct. at 879. 

See also: Flemming v. Nestor, supra, 363 
U.S. at 607, 80 S.Ct. 1867. 

We hold that the trial court did .not err in 
refusing to convene a three-judge district 
court. 

II. 
As his primary ground for reversal, 'Ward 

contends that the self-reporting require
ments of § 1321(b)(5) violate the sellf-in
crimination clause of the Fifth Amendment 
when a report filed under that section is 
subsequently used to establish liability for 
purposes of assessing civil penalties pursu
ant to § 1321(b)(6). 

[4] It is, of course, fundamentai that the 
Fifth Amendment protects only communi-

4. See: Atlas. Roofing Company, Inc. v. Occupa
tIona! S. & H. Rev. Com'n, 518 F.2d 990 (5th 

cations which are testimonial in nature, 
compelled and incriminating. See: Fisher 
v. United States, 425 U.S. 391, 408, 96 S.Ct. 
1569, 48 L.Ed.2d 39 ,(1976). The report 
mandated by sub-part (b)(5) is testimonial 
in character. See: Andreasen v. Maryland, 
427 U.S. 463, 96 S.Ct. 2737,49 L.Ed.2d 627 
(1976). Moreover, it is clear that Ward was 
compelled to "notify the appropriat.~ agency 
of the United States Government of [the 
oil] discharge" ~nder pain of criminal prose:. 
cution. 33 U.S.C. § 1321(b)(5). Such re
quired'self-reporting has consistently been 
held to be compulsory for purposes of the 

. F)fth Amendment. Grosso v. United 
States, 390 U.S. 62, 88 S.Ct. 709, 19 L.Ed.2d 
906 (1968); Marchetti v. United States, 890 
u.n. 39, 88 S.Ct. 697, 19 L.Ed.2d 889 (1968); 
Albertson v. Subversive A.ctivities Control 
Board, 382 U.S. 70, 86 S.Ct. 194, 15 L.E<l.2d 
165 (1965). 

The basic issue we must here confront is: 
Whether the civil penalties prescribe in sub
part (b)(6) are, in reality, criminal in nature 
thereby precluding use of a compelled re
port made pursuant to sub-part (b)(5) of 
§ 1321. 

Judicial determinations as to the civil or 
penal nature of a particular provision gen
erally center around the issue of "whether 
the legislative aim i~ providing the sanction 
was to punish the individual for engaging 
in the activity involved or to regulate the
activity in question." Telephone News-Sys
tem, Inc. v •. Iliinois Bell Telephone Compa
ny, 220 F.Supp.· 621, 630 (N.D. Ill. 1963), 
sff'd, 376 U.S. 782, 84 S.Ct. 1134, 12 L.Ed.2d 
83 (1964); Kennedy v. Mendoza-Martinez, 
supra; Trop v. Dulles, 356 U.S. 86, 78 S.Ct. 
590, 2 L.Ed.2d 630 (1958). In undertaking 
our assessment of the statutory provisions 
here in question, we must analyze (i) the 
Congressional intent discernible from the 
face of the statute, (ii) the enforcement 
mechanism of the statute, and (iii) the h'l
dicators of Congressional intent enumernt
edby the Supreme Court in Kennedy v. 
Mendoza-Martinez, supra. 4 

Cir. 1975), afrd, 430 U.S. 442, 97 S.Ct. 1261.51 
L.Ed.2d 464 (1977). 
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The FWPCA was enacted to "restore and 
mai~tain ~he chemical, physical, and biologi
cal IntegrIty of the Nation's waters." 33 
U.S.C. § 1251(a}. In furtherance of these 
goals, Congress specifically prohibited the 
discharge of oil or other hazard~us sub
stances into the navigable waters of the 
United StateS and created a statutory en
forcement scheme to carry out its man
dates. See: 33 U.S.C. § 1321. Under the 
provisions of this enforcement scheme, ev
e~ o~ner o~ operator of a discharging fa
CIlIty IS requIred to immediately notify the 
Coast Guard of a discharge of oil or other 
hazardous substance. Should such an own
er-operator fail to do so, he may bt> fined 
not more than $10,000, imprisol1ed for not 
more than one year, or both. . 33 U.S.C. 
§ 1321(b)(5). 

In addition to this self-reporting require
ment, OWl1ers and operators of discharging 
~aciJities are liable for clean"up costs, sub
Ject only to the defenses of act of God act 
of war, negligence of the United S.:stes 
government, or act or omission of a third 
party. 33 U.S.C. § 1321(f). In the event 
that the discharged substance is determined 
to be "nonremovable," civil penalties may 
?e assessed ba~ed upon toxicity, degradabil
Ity, and the dIspersal characteristics of the 
substances discharged. 33 U.S.C. 
§ 1~21(b)(2XB). This civil penalty is again 
subject to the above-enumerated defenses. 

deposited into a revolving fund maintained 
by the Government to defray the costs of 
administration· and cleaning up oil spills in 
situations where the clean-up costs are oth
erwise not recoverable-where spills are un
reported, caused by acts. of God, or commit
ted by financially insolvent persons. See : 
33 U.S.C. § 1321(k). 

The fact that the civil pe~alty assessed 
pursuant to sub-part (b)(6) forms a part .of 
this "revolving fund" indicates its remedial 
nature. See: United States v. Tex-Tow 
Inc. 589 F:2d 1310 (7th Cir. 1978); Unit~ 
States v. General Motors Corporation, 403 
F.Supp. 1151 (D. Conn. 1975). 

However, the statutory language dealing 
with the automatic assessment and determi
nation of the amount of the penalty indi
cates a punitive intent. The penalty is as
sessed automatiC8:lIy in every case without 
regard to fault. No defenses are available. 
Thus, while the remedial purpose of the 
r~volving fund is to defray the costs of 
administration and cleaning up of oil spills 
in situations where clean-up costs are other
wise not recoverable, the factors used in 
determining the amount of the penalty are 
not, in 'our view, reasonably related to the 
purposes of the revolving fund. Rather, 
the factors are based on a retributive and 
punitive motivation. 

The civil penalty cannot be characterized 
as compensatory. The statute specifically 
provides for reimbursement of clean-up 
costs or, in the event the substances deter
mined as "non removable," liquidated dam
ages.33 U.S.C. §§ 1321(b)(2)(B) and 
1321(f). This obligation for clean-up costs 
does not relieve the owner or operator of 
the discharging facility from liability for 
civil penalties under § 1321(b)(6}. . 

Also, each owner or operator of a dis
charging facility is automatically assessed a 
"civil penalty" in an amount of not more 
than $5,000 for each offense. 33 U.S.C. 
§ 1321(b)(6). The assessment of this penal
ty is without regard to fault and subject to 
no defenses. In determining the amount of 
the penalty, the Coasl Guard is directed, by 
statute, to consider the "appropriateness of 
such penalty to the size of the business of 
the owner or ()pt1i'3t.or charged, the effect 
on the owner or operator's ability to contin
ue in business, and the gravity of the viola
tion . . .. " 33 U.S.C. § 1321(b}(6). 
The civil penalties collected pursuant to 
sub-part (b)(6) and the "liquidated damages 
provisions" found in sub-part (b)(2}(B) are 

. Thus, in our view, while the statute, on 
Its face, tends to evidence a punitive intent, 
we do not consider this determination as 
conclusive for purposes of treating it crimi
nal in nature. We, therefore, turn toa 
consideration of the remaining factors: the 
administrative enforcement scheme and the 
KeJinedy v. Mendoza-Martinez indicators of 
Congressional iIJ.~nt. . 

69-943 0 - 81 - 39 
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The Administrative Enforcement Scheme 

The authority for assessment and collec
tion of civil penalties pursuant to .sllb-part 
(bX6) is vested in the 'United States Coast 
Guard. 33 U.S.C. § 1321(bX6); Executive 
Order No. 11735,38 Federal Register 21243 
(1973), Reprinted 33 U.S.C.A. § lS2,l (Supp. 
1977). By virtue of this authority, the 
Coast Guard issued Commandant Instruc
tion 5922.11A dealing with the assessment 
of civil penalties under sub-part (bX6). The 
Commandant Instruction sets out several 
criteria which the Coast Guard uses in de
termining the amount of penalty to be as
sessed: 

Consistent with the language of the 
Federal Water Pollution Control Act, 
Coast Guard policy requires the assess
ment of a civil penalty for each discharge 
of oil in violation of Section 311(bX3)' 
[1321(bX3)]. " It is Coast Guard 
policy to assume that the penalty will be 
at or near the maximum unless a lesser 
penalty is justified by one of the factors 
listed in Section,311(b)(6) [1321(bX6)]. 

A number of considerations may be 
made in determining the gravity of a 
violation, such as the degree· of culpabili
ty associated with the violation, the prior 
record of the responsible party, and the 
amount of oil discharged. Substantial 
and intentional discharges should result 
in severe penalties, as should cases of 
gross negligence, and so on. This is not 
to suggest that other considerations may 
not,combine to determine the gravity of 
the violation. 

rwo factorsshouJd not be .considered in 
fixing the I,l.mount of the ... civil penalty: 
(1) the responsible Party's removal effort 
or expense and (2) a decision by Federal 
and/or state authorities to bring criminal 
action for the same discharge. Liability 
for a civil Penalty under Section 311(bX~) 
[1321(b)(6)] attaches at the time of dis
charge. It is entirely unrelated. to the 
subsequent removal· responsibility for 
which the discharger must bear the .ex-

5. Commandant Instruction 5922.11A is reprint
ed in the Appendix to United States v. LeBeouf 
Brothers Towing Company, Inc" .377 F.Supp. 

pense, either directly or by reimbursing 
the Pollutio~ Fund. In no case may a 
responsible party avoid or reduce a civil 
penalty by removing the discharged oil 

.• (Emphasis supplied.) 1\ 

In our view, the administrative enforce
ment mechanism applied by the Coast 
Guard clearly indicates that the assessment 
and determination of the amount of the 
penalty is based upon punitive considera
tions. The Coast Guard Commandant In
struction "requires the assessment of a ciVil 
penalty for each discharge of oil." The 
factors considered in determining the 
llmOUl'lt of the penalty are further removed 
from the remedial aspects of the "revolving 
fund" than are those factors enumerated in 
the statute. Among other things, the Coast 
Guard is Wconsider the degree of culpabili
ty, prior record and amount of oil dis
charged. Intentional discharges and those 
resulting from gross negligenCe "should re
sult in severe penalties." A party may not 
"avoid or ~educe a civil penalty by remov
ing the dist\barged oil." This language is 
lacking in ~ny "remedial" ring! The costs 
of investigation are not considered in as
sessing the. amount of the penalty. Similar
ly, the factors involved in determining the 
amount of the penalty are not in any way 
related to what damagp. may have occurred 
to the envir~mment by reason of the dis
charg'e. See: United States v. w'B. Enter
prises, Inc., 3'(8 F.Supp. 420, 422-42.'1 (S.D~ 
N.Y.1974) .. 

" Indicators of Congressional Intent 

In Kennedy v. Mendoza-Martinez, supra, 
the Supreme 'Court enumerated a series of 
"tests traditionally applied to determine 
whether an Act of Congress is penal or 
regulatory in [nature)": 

[I] Whether the sanctioll invc;>lves an af
firmative disability or restraint, [II] 
whether it has historically been regarded 
as a punishment, [III] whether it comea 
into play only on a finding of scienter, 
[IV] whether its operation will promote 

558 (E.D. La. 1974), reversed, 537 F.2d 149 (5th 
Cir. 197~),ce{!, denied. 430 U.S. 987.91 S.o. 
1688,52 L.Ed.2d 383 (1977). 
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the traditional aims of punishment-ret- of the penalty indicate a scienter require
ribution and deterrence [V] whether the ment. They speak of the "gravity of the 
behavior to which it a~plies is already a violation," "degree of culpability," and 
crime, [VI] whether an alternative pur- whether the di!lcharge~as intentional or 
pose to which it may rationaily be con- resulted from gross negligence. 
nected is assignable for it, and [VII] Moreover, the statute dealing with· the 
whether it appears excessive in relation imposition Qf criminal penalties for the dis
to the alternative purpose assigned are all charges of oil or hazardous substances simi
relevant .to the inquiry, and may often larly does not require scienter. See: 88 
point in different directions. Absent con- U.S.C. § 407 and 411; United States v. 
clusive evidence of congressional intent White Fuel Corp., 498 F.2d 619 (1st Cir. 
as to the penal nature of the statute, 1974). Thus, this indicator lends a credence 
these factors must be considered in reI a- to a finding that the statute is criminal in' 
tion to the statute on its face. (Foot- nature. 

notes omitted.) . [IV] "(W]hether the statute promotes the 
372 'P.S., at 168-169, 83 S.Ct. at 567-568. traditional aims of punishment-retribution 
[I] "Whether the sanction involves an af'- and deterrence." In our view, this factor 

firmative disability or restraint." General- lends considerable weight to a finding that 
Iy, imposition of monetary penalties does the civil penalty is actually criminal in na
not involve the type of affirmative disabili- ture. The statute and the administrative 
ty or restraint which occurs in the rev0C8- policies adopted pursuant thereto have the 
tion of a previously granted governmental effect of retribution. The penalties are 
privilege. See: FleI'!J,..'1ling v. Nestor, supra. based on such factors as the gravity of the 
Nevertheless, the imposjtion of monetary violation, the degree of CUlpability and the 
penalties does "inflict a pocket-book deter- prior record of the party. The fact that a 
rence' or restraint on the recipient." Atlas party acted in good faith, could not have 
Roofing Company v. Occupational Safety avoided the discharge and, once it occurred, 
and Health Review Commission, supra, at undertook clean-up measures immediately 
1001. 'Thus, because a sanc:tion is used is to be given no consideration in relation to 
equally for both nonpunitive and p~nitive the "imposition or amount of a civil penal
purposes, it offers little indication as to ty." 

Congress~ intent in this instance. We do not believe that the deterrence 
[II] "[W]hether it [the sanction] has his- factor comes into· play in any significant 

torically been regarded as punishment.'.' measure. The deterrence aspect of the 
This indicator also gives little indication as statute as a whole is not found in sub-part 
tQ Congress', intent. Mc;>neta.ry penalties (bX6), but rather in th~ compensatory dam
have traditionally been appUed to both age aspects of the statute. 
criminal and civil statutes. 

Thus, we conclude that the retributive 
[III] "[W]hether the sanction is activated aspect of the civil penalty provision weighs 

only on a finding of scienter." The statute, heavily in favor of finding the statute penal 
on its face, does not contain an element of 

,scienter.' The fine is automatically as- in nature. 

sessed without regard to fault. Thus, at [V] "[W]hether the behavior to which it 
first blush, this factor seems to \\!.eigh heav- applies is already a crime." This factor 
ily in favor of the regulatQry nature of the falls clearly in favor of a finding that the 
penalty.. However, the factors enumerated statute is criminal in riatu~. Section 13. of 
in the statute and the Commandant In- the Rivers and Harbors Act of 1899, 33 
atruction used in determining the ~arnount U.S.C. § 407 specifically prohibits the dis-

6,Prior to lan. thecivi~.\penalty provision In 
question, . then codifi~~ at 33 U.S.C. 
§ 1161(b)(5). specifically ~~cluded the element 

of acting "knowingly" an~ provi4ed for a maxi
mum penalty of $10,000. 
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charge of refuse .matter of any kind or 
description into the navigable waters of the 
United States. In United States v. Whit.e 
Fuel Corporation, supra, the court con
sidered § 407 and held that a ·tank farm 
operator could properly be held criminally 
liable where oil found in navigable waters 
came from an accumulation of oil which 
had gathered under the operator's property 
and seeped into the water through indirect 
percolation. The court characterized § 407 
as a "strict liability statute" and held that 
common law mens rea need not be alleged 
or proven. 

The factual situation presented in White 
Fuel Corporation is almost entirely analo
gous to the circumstances presenied in this 
case. It is, therefore •. ~lear thatthe behav
ior to which the civil penalty applies is 
already a crime. 

[VI] "[W]hether an alternative purpose 
other than punishment may rationally be 
ascribed to the sanction." We have hereto
fore discussed the remedial aspects of the 
civil penalty as they refer to the Pollution 
Fund. In addition to these factors, the 
G{)vernment urge~ that the penalty can be 
regarded as compensation to the United 
States for tortious damage to the environ
ment. See: United States v. W.E. Enter
prises, Inc., supra. We agree that the pen
alty could be regarded as such compensa
tion, if the factors involved in determining 
the amount thereof reasonably related to 
the extent of damage to the environment. 
However, as previously noted, the factors 
are not addressed to this issue. Therefore, 
we decline to employ the Government's ra
tionale. 

[VII] "[W]hether [the sanction] appears 
excessive in relation to the alternative pur
pose assigned." The answer to this ques
tion is not easily resolved, because civil pen
alties are variable in nature. However, we 
believe that the factors employed in deter
mining the amount of the penalty indicate a 
punitive nature. Imposition of penalties 
even in situations where the discharge is 

7. We were not presented with and we do not 
decide the question of whether 33 U.S.C. 
§ 1321(b)(6) is criminal in nature for any pur-

accidental, non-negligent and non-intention
al, could be excessive. This is especially so, 
when the operator, in good faith, attempts 
to clean up, and, in fact, does clean up the 
discharge on his own initiative. Inasmuch 
as the amount of the penalty is correlated 
to the size of the business involved, a large 
business concern may very well be heavily 
penalized despite a lack of fault. Any sub
sequent clean up operations and attempted 
i-emoval by the operator would not mitigate 
this penalty. Commandant Instruction 
5922.1IA, supra. In such a situation, the 
imposition of a large penalty would be ex
cessive. T.hus, we conclude that this i'ndica
tor leans in favor of the penal nature of the 
A~t. 

[5,6] We are reluctant to set aside a 
statutory enforcement scheme cr.eated un
der an Act of Congress, Flemming v. Nes
tor, supra. Nevertheless, we must recog
nize and abide the maxim that the privilege 
against self-incrimination should be liberal
ly construed. Michigan v. Tucker, 417 U.S. 
433,94 S.Ct. 2357, 41 L.Erl.2d 182 (1974). A 
detailed examination of the language of the 
statute, the administrative enforcement 
scheme, ar.~ -~he indicators of Congressional 
intent, IeJ us to conclude that the civil 
penalty fo~n~ in 33 U.S.C. § 1321(bX6} is 
criminal in nature.7 For an of the reasons 
above related and discussed, we therefore 
hold that the compelled notification of dis
charge required to be filed with the Coast 
Guard pursuant to § 1321(b X5} cannot be 
used in determining either liability for or 
the amount of civil penalties imposed under 
§ 1321(bX6}. We do not, however, strike 
down the self-reporting requirements of 
§ 1321(bX5} or the statute requiring imposi
tion of civil penalties under 1821(bX6). In 
our view, it is permissible to assess civil 
penalties based on a discharge of oil or 
other hazardous substance under the Act, 
provided that the evidence used to establish 
the discharge is derived from a source whol
ly independent of the compelled disclosure 
required by § 1321(bX5). See: Harrison v. 

pose other than protecting an individual'. right 
against self-incrimination utlderthe Fifth 
Amendment to the United States Constitution. 
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ESTES v. SOUTHERN PAC. TRANSP. CO. 
Cite as 59S F.2d 1195 (19711) 

United States, supra.; Wong Sun v. United 
States, supra.s 

Reversed and. remanded for further pro
ceedings consistent with this opinion in the 
collection suit, No. 76-0546E of the District 
Court; there being no need for injunctive 
relief as sought in No. 76-0303E, that cause 
shall be dismissed on remand. 
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, Mr SENSENBRENNER. Mr. Leonard, you mentioned there are very 
serio~s fifth amendment problems with this bill. What wo~ld be 
your opinion if the bill were amended. to include a gra~t of Immu
nity to those who made the required dIsclosure, so the fIfth amend
ment problems would be resolved? 

Mr. LEONARD. Well, I suppose purely theoretically, from that 
perspective, that would solve the pr?blem. , . . 

However I have serious reservatIOns about that, from Its practI-, , 

cal application. . .. '. . . 
The granting of ImmunIty IS a very ~erlOus act that IS vIewed 

very seriously by the Department of JustIce. It takes a good deal of 
paperwork and s?pervisory clear.ance. ." 

If you were gOIng to P?t that Into ~he st~tute ~s a .blallket gr~nt 
of immu:'iity, I have serIOUS reservatIOns about It; because I thInk 
it's a two-way sword:, ..' '. 

It could conceivably be used by one who has In fact been Involved 
in some kind of coverup of a prohibited activity, and be a tool ~or 
one of a number of actors to disassociate himself w~th-~r. ChaIr
man, excuse me, but I again say to you that the basIc phIlosophy of 
this is a conspiracy fraud. 

in addition, this is another gripping example where the vengeful 
employee can really zing it to the empl~yer. He ~il,es a r~port and, 
let's say, he's got it in for the ~orporatIon; and It.s an ill-foun~e,d 
report. Het s free from pr?sec?tIon. But under thIS,. althougJ: !t s 
vague, apparently this leglsl~tIOn atteI?pts to get b~sIne~s e~tltIes. 
Although I advised the chanman earlIer that I don t thInk It gets 
the job done. Apparently there is some attempt to penalize corpora
tions for what their employees do or fail to do. 

This is another perfect setup for the vengeful employee. 
Mr SENSENBRENNER. My second question relates to another one 

of th~ problems that the gentleman from Illinoi~ brought up. !his 
bill only imposes a criminal penalty on the whIte-collar crlmulal, 
rather than on a blue-collar criminal, or a government official, who 
might also have knowledge 'and does not disclose it. Do you think 
there would be equal protection problems posed by the unequ~l 
application of criminal sanctions, since only one class of people IS 
singled out for punishment to the exclusion of other classes of 
people who might have knowledge of the same facts? 

Mr. LEoNAnn, Mr. Sensenbrenner, I think the answer to that 'lies 
in what the term "manager" really means. , 

On page 3 of the bill, a "m~na~er" is defined .a~ ~'a person haVIng 
management authority and sIgnIficant responslblhty for the safety 

b ' t' * * *" of a product or USlness prac ICe .' . . " 
I respectfully disagree that that lImIts It to the so-cal~ed whlte

collar manager person in the ordinary s~nse. I can thI?k a~ an 
example of mechanics who are very definItely hourly paId skIlled 
blue-collar workers who have significant responsibility iI?- tl?-e 
safety area. Wheth~r or not tJ:ey have m~nagement a?thorlty In 
the ordinary sense IS a more dIff!cu~t. questIo,n ~nd,. ObVIOusly, that 
is going to have to be decided by JudICIal dete>;:IDlnatIOn. . 

I am not willing to concede at this ju~cture,. that there !S not a 
significant body of employees in the UnIted States ,who mIght not 
well fall within this definition." 
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Mr. HOUSER. I would just go on the record to disagree with my 
colleague. 

I think what he is not seeing is the phrase "management." You 
i: can have responsibility without being a manager, but if you are a 
) manager, you tend to be in the white-collar category. 
i I think while your question doesn't pose a perfect answer, the 

)

ll
i 

general answer is, yes, the bill tends to single out white-collar 
managers. , 

Mr. LEONARD. I respectfully disagree with that. 
, I think mechanics in many areas, and I can think of some 

specific businesses where a mechanic is a highly paid, skilled, blue
collar worker, and is specifically responsible for the management 
as well as the technical aspects of certain mechanical functions in 
the business, and yet is not, a manager in the ordinary sense. 

Mr. SENSENBRENNER. May I reclaim my time from the witnesses? 
[Laughter.] 

I think that the preceding argument between counsel highlights 
somewhat the vagueness of this bill with respect to what consti-
tutes managerial employees. ' 

Neither of you gentlemen in your debate over what constitutes a 
managerial employee really answered my question. Do we have an 
equal protection problem posed here, where someone who might 
fall under the definition of managerial employee is a criminal if he 
knows of a certain activity and fails to disclose it; whereas, some
one else, witp. a different job description is not a criminal if he 
knows of the same activity, but fails to disclose it? 

Is there an equal protection problem here or not? 
Mr. LEONARD, As you have defined it, there is a problem; no 

question about it. 
But I don't think there is an answer to' it at this juncture. 
Mr. SENSENBRENNER. With that thought, I have no' further ques-tions. ' , 
Mr. CONYERS. I think the court would have an answer pretty 

quickly. 
Mr. LEONARD. Many courts. 
Mr. CONYERS. Yes; we thank you very much. 
I welcome now our colleague from North Carolina, Mr. Gudger. 
Mr, GUDGER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
I have very much appreGiated the testimony of these 'two out

standing witnesses., I regret it has been necessary for me to cover 
an.other subcommittee meeting on courts, dealing with the new 
Code of Federal Appeals and Patent and Customs, and Court of 
Claims Review at the sub-Supreme Court level; a very delicate 
matter and, unfortunately, a very important witness. So I had to 
absent myself during a part of Mr. Leonard's testimony. 

I have quite a number of questions that come to my mind, and I 
think I will try to present them in the context of case situations, 
experience in some instances, or in others, circumstances. 

One problem right now we've been confronting is the blue mold 
disease that attacks the tobacco plant. A product known as "rilo
mil", has yet to be approved by EPA, but in five countries it is 
effective in controlling this blue mold disease in the fields. 

We have applied to EPA for conditional approval, but there isa 
suspected hazard in this particular product. Let us assume that 
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there may be chemical components there that could be determined 
to have future hazards such as carcinogens, or something of that 
nature. We don't know' as of yet. It's not certain. The state of the 
art hasn't arrived there. 

All there is is a product for EPA processing which has not yet 
been completed. 

What is the duty of someone in the manageria~ pos~ti<?n to reveal 
his suspicions, if they are merely that, to EPA,. In th~s Instance, to 
his employees, since the employees are workIng wIth a product 
that hasn't yet gone through a regulatory study? . . 

Mr. HOUSER. It seems to me his first responsibility is to work in 
the corporation to try to eliminate the downside ri~ks in the 
product. 

If they can't do that, then it seems to me there has to be so~e 
conversation with the appropriate regulatory agency to decIde 
whether or not the product is sufficiently safe to go on the market, 
or sufficiently unsafe to not go on the market. 

What you are leading toward is another full area of conversa-
tion which is the so-called risk-free society. 

Mr. GUDGER. That is exactly what I want you to comment .upon, 
because here we have Federal regulatory bodies who are servIng as 
a screening agency. Why do we impose ~pon a managerial gr?up a 
responsibility to reveal ever! ~PJ?re~ensIOn when the product IS not 
going to be marketable untIl It IS lIcensed by\)aFederal regulatory 
agency? 

l\1r. HOUSER. It seems entirely out of order to request them ~t 
that point when the product is not even going on~o the market; It 
is still in the process of being developed, at that pOInt. 

It seems unfair again to subject that product-now. ~pu are talk
ing about developing products and research and creatiVIty. 

This bill, as I understand you are t~lking about it,. would h~ve. a 
dulling effect on that kind of process, If a ma~ager at that pOInt m 
the experimental process has to blow the whIstle on some product. 

Mr. GUDGER. Let me ask you this: . . 
In my practice before comi~g he.re, I handled .cases dealIng wIth 

retinopathy, which is a deterioratIon of the retina, ca':ls.ed by the 
use of antimalarial drugs in the treatment of arthrItIs. It was 
discovered right after World War II that these anti-mala.rials ha~ .a 
remarkable effect in relieving arthritis, even r?~umatOId art~rI~Is , 
pain and with virtually the trend of decompos~tIOn characteristics 
of the disease. It was known by the producer, c\f course, that there 
might be some hazard in th~ use of thi$. ~I:odu(;~, and the product 
was never sold except to a. lIcensed .phY~lCian. for use u~der appro
priate regulation and routine examInat;lOn WIthIn ce!taIn .le:rels of 
prescription. This provided a good .routine c~eck ~hlCh ~lIminated 
this hazard. Without thia, the patIent was In serIOUS risk of sub-
stantial blindness. 

Why is not the FDA the proper agency to determine whethe~ or 
not these products that are being produced by the .pharmaceutIcal 
companies are operating within certain appropnate hazard re-
straints and protections? ' . 

Mr. HOUSER. Arguably it would be, sir; and as I indicated In my 
comments, there exist adequate laws and remedies to handle those 
kinds of problems. 
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As I understood your commentary, in this case the presence of 
the physician in the picture probably eliminate the concealed 
nature of the danger; because the doctor knows it. And in adminis
tering to the patient, you eliminate the concealed nature of the 
medication, and thus, would not trigger this legislation, because it 
would not be concealed. 

Mr. GUDGER. Is there anything in the legislation that would aid 
the manufacturer to warn his employees, or warn any other Feder-
al agency of these hazards that mayor may not exist? . 

Mr. HOUSER. No. That's why I indicated earlier, it would be very 
disruptive of production and research and development. 

Mr. GUDGER. One final question. 
Certain events evolved in my own district where an aircraft 

ejection seat had a triggering device which was manufactured to 
Government specifications for a single-engine aircraft. The manu
facturing company told the Pentagon that this particular device 
had hazards, that it could cause death under flight conditions at 
low altitudes. 

Such a situation did develop; the case was brought against the 
manufacturer; strict liability applied to the product that c,aused the 
death~ Although he had warned the appropriate Government 
agency, the manufacturer was held liable against civil damages, 
obviously, not criminal. 

The Federal Government, in that instance, had required the 
manufacturer, if he was-going to get the contract, to overlook the 
hazard that the Federal Government had been warned about. 

In that situation, would this act mean that that manufacturer ..... or 
management personnel of that manufacturer would have -been ....... 
criminally liable? 

Mr. HOUSER. I think not, because there was total disclosure. 
You make a very interesting point, Congressman. Mr. Chairman, 

he raises the question that when you are dealing with Federal 
contracts and contractors, which make up an enormous part of our 
economy, should Federal employees who handle and issue these 
contracts and set specifications, be held liable under these bills, if 
the specifications breakdown and there is damage, injury, or death? 

Mr. GUDGER. Now, let us take this question I presented a step 
further. Suppose this triggering device that was being used in a 
military acquisition contract for the Federal Government has some 
other application to other agencies, like FAA, who has to be noti
fied that perhaps there may be occasions when test pilots operating 
equipment privately for testing concerns may be exposed to this 
particular hazard, or private industry implementing the Federal 
contract at a different level, do they have to be notified that there 
may be a hazard inherent? 

Where is a limit of the discharge of the obligation to reveal to 
the Federal agency? Is it always enough to reveal to the one 
agency, particularly where you have a contract situation on mili
taryprocurement? 

Mr. HOUSER. Arguably, Congressman, under criminal sanctions 
you notify somebody, and it would be very difficult to criminally 
punish you because you acted in good faith and in good conscience. 

But under civil liability, it seems to me, arguably, you are ex-
posed all the way up the line. , ' 
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Mr. LEONARD. Mr. Chairman, I just might add, I think you might 
look, in light of Congressman Gudger's question-and I have not 
seen this bill until this morning-but I am not sure the draft 
answers the question of concealed from whom? 

Maybe Steve has given tI:t~t c~nsi~er~tion. It is ~n interesting 
question, not from that specIfIc sItuatIOn; but you mIght well have 
a product that is sold both to a government agency as well as to 
the public. 

Now would the manufacturer be exempt or exonerated if he 
reveal~d it to the Federal agency, and they said, "Well, we don't 
care about that"; and, On the other hand, it constituted a certain 
danger to the public, in the product that was manufactured for 
them? 

The ejection seat I don't see as 'a very good example; but there 
could be those questions ~h~t arise. So the ques~ion of conceal!D.e~t, 
and the question of who IS Informed, and what IS the responsIbIlIty 
for that? 

For instance, in that situation, if you have that kind of a. se!lt !n 
a private airplane, I assume that would come under the JUriSdIC
tion probably of the Product Safety Commission, which is one of 
the agencies listed in the bill. . 

Does the fact that it's reported and known by one Federal agency 
connote notice to all Federal agencies? 

Mr. GUDGER. T4is was the point I was trying to ev?l,?,e,. the 
question of whether or not revelation to .one agency, ev,en If .It IS an 
agency that is compelling the productIOn of products whIch the 
manufacturer would prefer to see modified, would that reporting to 
that one Federal agency constitute notice? . 

Mr. HOUSER. Under this legislation you have to report to an 
"appropriate" Federal agency; so the answer_ would be: n?t ne?es
sarily so; You might have to report to the one you are dealIng With, 
but also the one that has specific responsibility for the product. 

Mr. GUDGER. Mr. Chairman, I failed to hear previous questions, 
and I don't know whether the question of adequacy of the defini
tion of the term "manager" has developed, as to what level of 
management is involved. Is it the superviso! ~f ,phat par~icular shop 
who knows about that concealed defect or IS It ithe preSIdent of the 
corporation? Just where is the level? II 

I heard the question of blue-collar obligation to :eve:al mentioned 
by Mr. Sensenbrenner, or an excuse from the obhgatIOn to reve~l; 
and he was suggesting the question of whether or not there IS 
equal accountability. " 

My concern is this:. .' '. . . 
What is the level of management",m your InterpretatIOn of the 

bill? 
Mr. HOUSER. One of the dangers of this bill is the prc;>blem ?f 

trying to find responsibility by title. In differing corporatIO~s, dIf
ferent job titles have different responsibilities and mam~gerlal au-
thority assigned to them. " .. . 

What constitutes "significant" managerial authOrIty JS some
thing that is going to have to be defined by the courts. 

Mr. GUDGER. Well, now, if it's determined by the courts that th~t 
significant managerial authprity is at the shop level wI:ere thIS 
particular element of this ultimate manufactured product IS ass em-
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bled, then does it pass on up the line to each person bevond him to 
whom he accounts? Or does it stop with him'? Is he the only one 
w.ho ha~ the obligation to reveal or is he and every person above 
hIm obhgated? 

Mr. HOUSER. It suggests he or she. There is an area of vagueness 
here. . 

Mr. CONYERS. I think counsel can clear that up. 
Mr. RAIKIN. Yes. 
!first o.f all, the record should refle(!t that in the new dr!.lft of the 

MIller b~l~, H.R. 7040, the definition of "manager" was purposely 
and spe?lfICally redrafted to build in a twowpart test. 

That IS, the manager is .the person within the corporation having 
both management authorIty in or as a business entity and having 
significant responsibility for the safety of a product et cetera. 
~ow! the ~ignificant responsibility phrase was not p~lled out of 

. thm aIr: It IS based on two Supreme Court decisions which with 
th~ Ch~Irman's permission, I would like to include in the rec~rd at 
thIS pOInt. 

Mr. CONYERS. Yes. 
Mr. RAIKIN. The United States v. Dotterweich and United States 

v. Park. 
[The following was submitted for the record:] 
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UNITED STATESv. DOTTERWEICI-I. 277, 
~ . 

264 Counsel' for Parties. 

----~~~, : ~:.,,( .' . " ;.; 

UNITED STATES ~. DOTTERWEIC~. 
CERTIORARI TO THE CIRCUIT COURT OF APPEALS FOR, THE 

SECOND OIRCUIT. 

N~. 5. Argued October 12, 1943.-Decided November 22, 1943.: " 

, Upon review of the conviction of a.,co~ora~e 9fHce; ~n informations 
charging thecorpor~tion and him Wlth shl~pm~ m ~terstate com~ 
merce adulteratep. and misbranded drugs, m v101ation of § 301 of, 
the Federal Food,\l)rug, and Cosmetic Act, held: .' .' . 

1. The, provision of § 305 of t4e Act, that befo;e. reportmg a 
violation to the United States attorney the Administrator shall 
give to the p.erson ag~iins~ whom such pr~cee?IDg is contemplated 
a notice and an (jppor~umty to present his Vlews, does not create 
a condition precedent t~ a prosecution 1lIlder the !s-ct. P. 278. . . . 

2. It was open to the jury to find the officer guilty though failing 
to find the corporation guilty. P.279.· . ,. 

3. Where there is no guaranty ~Q~, ~s ,1lilder § 303 (c) 01 the· . 
Act affords immunity from prosecution,', that sec~~~n ~an. ~ot be 
read as relieving corporate officers nnd agents from' !lability for .. 
violation of§ 301. P. 2sB.· : ' .. '.~. , '.' 

4. The District COul't:.properlylcft to the JUry tne questIon of 
the officer's responsibility for the shipment; anti<Q:te evidence was 
sufficient to support the verdict., P.285. '.. 

131 F. 2d 500, reversed. 

CER'l'IORARI, 318 U. S. 753; to review the reversal of"~ 
conviction for violation of the Federal Food, Drug, and 
Cosmetic Act. 

. Solicitor General Fahy, with whom Assistant Attorneys 
General Wendell Berge and Tom C. Olarle~ and Jt1. essrs. 
Oscar A. Provost, Edward G. Jenning~, and Valentine 
Brookes were on the brief, for the United States. 
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Mr. Samuel M. Fleischman, with whom Mr~ Robert J. 
Whissel was on the brief, for respondent. 

MR: JUSTICE FRANKFURTER deiivered the ophlion of the 
Court. " . 

. ' . . ." t, . . . . i.' f;· .. : r 
This was ll,prosecutioll begun by two informations,··cort. 

solidated for trial, charging Buffalo Pharmacal Company, 
. Inc., and Dotterweich, its president and general manager, 
with violations of the Act of Congress of June 25, 1938, c. 
675, 52 Stat~ 1040,21 u. S. C. §§ 301-392, known as the 
Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic A~t. The Company, 
a jobber in drugs, purchased, them from their. manufac~ 
turers and shipped them, repacked under its own'label, 
in interstate commerce. (No question is raised .in this 
case regarding the implications that lDay properly arise 
when, although the manufacturer gives the jobber a 
guaranty, ,the latter through his own label makes repre
sentations.) The informations were based on § 301 of 
that A~t (21,U. S. C. § 331), par&graph (a) of which, 
prohibits "The introduction or delivery for introduction 
into interstate commerce of any •.. drug ' •.• that is 
adulterated or misbranded." "Any person" violating this 
provision is~>l?Y'paragraph (a) of §303 (21 U. S. C. § 333), 
made Ug1liltlV of a misdemeanor/' Tli'reecounts weRt to . 
the ;ury-t1:~O, for shipping misbranded drugs hi inter
state commdjrce, and...a third, for so shipping an adulterated 
drug. The ;jury disagreed as to the corporation and found 
Dotterweich" guilty on all three counts. We start with 
the finding <\If the Circuit Court of Appeals that the evi ... 
dence was aC/lequate to support the verdict of adulteration 
and misbrandingc:, 131 F. 2d 500, 502. 

Two other questions which' the Circtdt Court of Ap .. 
peals decided against Dotterweich call only for summary 
disposition:~ clear the path for the'-main question before 
us. He invoked) § 805 of"the Act requiring the ·Adminis~ 
trator, before reporting a violation for prosecution bya< 
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United States attorney, to give the suspect an "oppor
tunity to present his views." We agree with the Qircuit , 
Court of Appeals that the giving of such an opportunity, 
which was not accord~d to'Dotterweich, is not a prereq ... 
uisite" to 'prosecution. :3This Court· so held in United 
States ,Y..' Morgan, 222 U. S. 274; in construing the Food 
and Drugs' Act of 1906, 84 Stat. 768, and the legislative 
history to' which the court below called attention abun
dantly proves that Congress, in the changed phraseology of . 
1938, did not intend to introduce a change'of substance. 
83 Congo Reo. 77.92-94. Equally. baseless is the claim of 
Dotterweich ' that, having failed to find the corporation 
guilty, the jury could no.tfind him guilty. Whetherthe 
jury's verdict was the result of carelessness or compre
nlise or a belief that the responsible individual should 
suffer the penalty instead of merely increasing, as it were, 
the cost of running the business 6f the corporation, is 
immaterial. Juries may indulge,in precisely such motives 
or vagaries. Dunn v.United States, 284 U. S. 390. 

And so we are brought to our real problem. The Cir .. 
cuit Court of Appeals, one judge dissenting, reversed the 
conviction on the ground that only the corporation was 
the <'person" subject to prosecution unless, perchance, 
Buffalo Pharmacal was a counterfeit corporation serving 

I 

as.a screen for Dot~erweich. On that issue, after rehear .. 
ing, it remanded the . cause for a new trjal.' We then 
brought the case here, on'the Government's petition for 

. certiorari, 318 U. S{ ?53, because this construction raised 
questions of importanlce in the enforcement of the Federal 
Food, Drug, and Cosmetio Act. ' 

The' court below drew its conclusion not from the pro
visions defining the offenses on which this prosecution was 
based (§§ 301 (a) arida..03 (a», but from the terms of § 303 
(c}. That section affords immunity from prosecution if 
certain conditions are satisfied. The condition relevant to 
this case is a guaranty frem the sellero! the innocence of 
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his product.· So far as here reievant, the provision for an 
immunizing guaranty is as follows: ' , 

"No person shan be subject to the pe~alties of subse~~ 
tion (a) of this section ... (2) for having violated sec .. 
tio~ 301.(a) or (d), if he est~b~ishes a guar,nty or under .. 
takIng SIgned by, and I[lOnta)'lung th~ name and address 
of, the person residing ih the United States from whom he 
received in good faith the article, to the effect in case of an 
alleged violation of section 301 (a), that such ~rticle is not 
adultera~ed ~r ,jnisbranded, within the 'mea:niilg of this 
Act, deSIgnatIng this Act . • .", , . , 

The Circuit Court of Appeals fou~d it "difficult to' be .. 
lieve that Congress expected anyone except the principal 
to get such a guaranty, or to make. the guilt of ali agent 
depend upon whether his employer had gotten one." 131 
F. 2d 500, 503. And so it cut down the scope of the penal
izing provisions of the Act to the restrictive view as a , , 
matter of language and policy, it took of the relieving 
effect of a guaranty. ' 

, The guaranty clause cannot be read in .isolation. The 
Food and Drugs Act of 1906 was an exertion by Congress ' 
of its power to keep impure and adulterated food and 
drugs out of the channels of commerce. ; By the Act of 
1938, Congress extended the range of its control over illicit 
and noxio~ticles and stiffened the penalties for dis .. 
obedie~ .. T~e purposes of this legislation thus touch 
p.hases of the lives an.d. health of people wJ,lich, in the 
cIrcumstances of. modern industrialism, are largely b.e .. ' 
yond self"protection, Regard for these purposes should 
infuse construction of the legislation if ,it is to be treated 
DS a worki~g instrument, of government ~nd not merely' 

• 1 ctlOn of EnO'lish words. eHipolite Egg C(). v. 
Un~ted State8~ 220 U. S. ~ ,57, andMcDermottv. Wiscon-. 
sin, 228 U. S. 115, 128. The prosecution to which Dot- . 
terwe~ch 'Yas ·subjected.is based ona 'flow familiar type' 
of legIslat~on whereby penalties serve as effective means 
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of regulation. Such legislation dispenses with the con
ventional requirelnent for criminal conduct-awareness 
of some wrongdoing. In the interest of the larger good 
it puts the burden of ~cting at hazard upon a person other
wise innocent .9ut standing in responsible relation to a 
pub~ic dang<J.1' United States v. Balint, 258 U. S. 250. 
And so it is clear that shipments like those now in issue 
are upunished by the statute if the article is misbranded 
[or adulterated], and that the article may 1?e misbranded 
[or adulterated] without any conscious fraud at all. It 
was natural enough to throw this risk on shippers with 
regard to the ideIitlty of their wares ~ . .'" United States 
v. Johnson, 221 U. S. 488, 497-98. 

The statute makes "any person" who violates § 301 (a)-' 
guilty of a "misdemeanor/' . It specifically defines "per
son" to include "corporation." § 201 (e). But the only 
way in which a corporation can act is through the indi..: 
viduals who act on its behalf. New York Central &: H. 
R. R. Co. v. United States, 212 U~ S. 481. And the historic 
conception of a "misdemeanor" makes all those respon .. 
sible for it equally guilty; United States v. M~lls, 7 Pet. 
138, 141, a doctrine given general application in § 332 of . 
the ,Penal Code (18 U. S.C. § 550). If, then, Dotter
weich is not subject to the Act, it must be solely on the 
ground that individuals are immune when the ((personu ' 

who violates § 301 (a) is So corporat-ion, although from the' 
point of view of action the individuals are the corporation, 
As a matter of legal development, it has taken time to 
establish criminal liability also for a corporation and not 
luerely ,for its agents.' See New York Cen'tral & H. R. R. 
Co. v. United State8~ mpra. The history of federal food 
and drug legislation'is a good illustration of'the elaborate 
phrasing that ~as in earlier days deemed necessary to 
fasten criminal liability on corporations. Section 12 'of 
the Food and Drugs Act of 1906 provided that, Hthe act, 
omission, or failure of8tnyofIicerJagent, or other person 
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does not cut down the scope of responsibility of all who 
are concerned with transactions forbidden by § 301. To 
be sure, that casts the risk that there is no guaranty upon 
all who according to settled doctrines of criminal law 
are responsible for the commission of a misdemea~or. To 
read the guaranty section, as did the court below, so as to 
restrict liabil~ty for penalties ,to the only person who nor
mally would receive a guara,nty-the proprietor-disre- . 
gards the admonition that "the meaning of a sentence,is to 
be felt rather than to be proved." United States v. John
son, 221 U. S. 488, 496. It' also reads an exception, to an 
impQrtant provision safeguarding the public welfare with 
a liberality which more appropriately belongs to enforce
ment of the central purpose of the Act. 

The Circuit Court of Appeals was evidently tempted 
to make such a devitalizing use of the guaranty provision 
through fear that an enforcement of § 301 (a) as written 
might operate too harsl1ly by sweeping within its condem
nation any person however remotely entangled in the pro-' 
scribed shipment. But that is not the way to read ~egisla
tion., Literalism and evisceration are equally to· be 
avoided. To speak with technical accuracy, under § 301 
a corporation may commit an offense and all persons who 
aid and abet its commission are equally guilty. Whether 
an accused shares responsibility in the business process re
sulting in unlawful distribution depends on the evidence 
produced at the trial and its submission-assuming the 
evidence warrants it-to the jury under appropriate guid .. 
ance. The offense is committed, unless the enterprise 
which they are serving enjoys the immunity of a guaranty, 
by all who do have such a responsible share in the further
ance Of. the transaction which the statute outlaws,. namely, 
to put Into the stream of interstate commerce adulterated , 
or misbra;(ded drugs:1 Hardship there doubtleF"~ may b 
under a statute whibh thus penalizes the transaction 
though consciousness of wrongdoing ,ibetotally wanting. 

69-91j.3.0 - 81 - 1j.Q 
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Balancing relative hardships, Congress has preferred to 
place it upon those who have at least the opportunity of , 
informing themselves of the existence of conditions im
posed for the protection o~ consumers before sharing in 
illicit commerce, rather than to throw the hazard on the 
innocent public who are wholly helpl~ , .', '. 

It would be too treacherous to define or even to IndICate 
by way of illustration the class of employees which stands 
in such a responsible relation. To attempt a formula em
bracing the variety of ,conduct whereby persons may re .. 
sponsibly contribute in furthering a transaction forbidden 
by an Act of Congress, to wit, to send illicit goods across 
state lines, would be mischievous futility. In, such mat
ters the good sense of prosecutors, the wise guidance of 

, trial judges, and the ultimate judgment of juries must 
be trusted. 'Our system of criminal justice necessarily de
pends on "consciel1ce and circumspection in prosecuting 
officers/' Nash v. United States, 229 U. S. 373, 378, even 
when the consequences are far more drastic than they are 
under the provision of laW' before us. See United States 
v. Balint, 8up1'a (involving a maximum sentenge of five' 
years). For present purpose it sufficeato say that in what 
the defense characterized as "a very fair ch.arge" the Dis
trict Court properly left the question of the responsibility 
of Dotterweich for the shipment to the jury, and there 
was sufficient evidence to support its verdict. 

Revers'ed~ 

MR. JUSTICE MURPHY, dissenting,: 

Our prime concern in this case is whether, the ,criminal 
sanctions of the Federal Food, Drug, and CO~~hetic Act 

, of 1938 plainly and unmistaltably apply to the i'espondent 
in his capacity as ,9,. corporate officer. 'He js charged with 
violating § 301 (a) of the Act, which prohibits the intro .. 
duction or delivery for introduction into interstate com ... 
merce of any adulterated or misbranded drug. 'There is 
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intent to place corporate officers within the ambit of the 
Act can they be said to be embraced within the meaning 
of the *tvords "person" or "individual" as here used. 

Nor does the clear imposition of liability on corpora
t~ons, reveal, the necessary intent ~o. p!ace criminal sanc-: 
tlons on thelr officers. A corporatIon .1S not the necessary 
and inevitable equivalent of its officers for all purposes.4

' 

In many respects it is desirable to distinguish the latter 
from the corporate entity and to impose lial?ility only on 
the corporation .. In this respect it is significant that this 
Court has never held the imposition of liability on a cor
poration sufficient, without more, to extend , liability to its 
officers who have no consciousness· of wrongdoing .. 1S In
deed,in a closely a,nalogous situation, we 'have held that 
the vicarious personal liability of receivers in actual charge 
and con~rol of a corporation could riot be predicated on th~ 
statutory liabili~y of a ucompany/' even when the policy 
and purpose of the enactment were consistent with per
sonalliability. United Sta,~e8 v. Harri8; supra.6 It £01-

'In Park Bank v,Rem3en, 158 U. S. 337, 344, thl~ Cour~ said, "It 
is the corporation which is given the powers and privileges and made 
subject to the liabilities. Does this carry with it an imposition of 
liability upon the trustee or other officer of the corporation? The 
officer is not the corporation; his liability is personal, and not that of 
the corporation, nor Qan it be cQullted alUong the powers ana privileges 
of the corporation." 

f, 

IS For an analysis of the confusion on this matter in the state and lower 
federal courts, see Lee, "Corporate Criminal Liability," 28 Co1.L. 
Rev. 1, 181. ' , , 

(I In(that Cll-Be we had before us Rev. Stat. §§ 4386-4389, which penal
ized ftany cpmpany, ,owpar or custodian of such atrlmals" who failed 
to eompiy with the statutory requirements as to livestoc~ tra~po~ta· 
tion. A railroad company violated the statute and the government 
sought to impose liability on the receivers who were in nctual charge 
of the company. It was argued that the word IIcompany" embraced 
the natural p(3rsons M~ing on behalf of tl:e compa,ny and that to hold 
such officers and ,receivenJ liable was within the policy and purpose of 
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lows that express statutory provisio~s :U-~ necessaI? to 
satisfy the requirement that officers as Indl:ld~als.be gIven 
clear and unmistakable warning as to theIr YlcarlOus per .. 
sonalliability. This Act gives no such warnIng. ~ . 

This fatal hiatus ill: the Act is further emphaSlze~by 
the ability of Congress, demonstrated on many occaSlOns, 
to apply statutes in no uncertain terms to c~rporate 
officers as distinct from corporations.~ The fallure to 
mention officers specifically is thus some indication of a 
desire to exempt them from liability. In fact the history 

so humane a statute. We rejected this contention in language pecu-
liarly appropriate to this case (177 U. S. at 309):, • 

IIIt must be admitted that, in, order to hold the receIvers, they 
must be regarded as included in the word 'company.' O~y b~ a 
strained and artificial construction, based chiefly upon a cOIlSlder~tlon 
6£ the mischief which the legislature sought to remed·~~·; ca~ receIvers 
be brought within the terms of the law. But can such a kin~ ?f con
struction be resorted to in enforcing, a penal statute? Glvmg all 
proper force to the contention of the counsel of the Gover~ent, t~at 
there has been some relaxation on the part of the courts m applymg 
the rUle of strict conStructiOn to' such statutes, it still remains that 
the intention of a penal statute must be found in the langua~e actua11! 
used, int-!drpreted according to its fair and obvio~ me~nmg, It 18 

not permitted to (lourts, in this class of cases, to attnbute madvertence 
or overSight to the legislature when enumerating the classes of pet
sons who are subject.ed to n pennI enac.tment, nor to depart from the 
settled meaning of words or phrases in order to br~g persons not 
named or distinctly described withitlthe supposed purpose of the 
statute." . '. , 

'/" "Whenei."'er a corpol'at~on shall violate any of the :penal provi
sions of the antitrust la"\1"S, sUch 'violation shall be deemed to be ~o 
. that of the indhidual directors, officefS, or agents of such eorp~rat:on 
who shall have authoril1led, ordered, or done any of the acts const~tu,ting 
in whole or in part such violation," 15 U. S. C. § 24. 

tiThe courts of bankruptcy • • • are hereby invested • • • with such 
jurisdiction. at lliw and . iii equity as wm enable the..".l to ••• (4) 
·a~raign, tty, And punish bankrupts, officers, and other persons, and the 
.agen~,·officers, men1bers'of the bos.rd of directors or tnW..ees, or other 
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of federal food and drug legislation is itself illustrative of 
this capacity for specification and lends strong support to 
the conclusion that Congress did not intend to impose 
liability'~tr corporate officers in this particular Act. 

Section 2 of the Federal Food and Dli'ugs Act .of 1906, as I 

i~troduced and passed in the Sena,t-e, contained a p~ovi
sion to the effect that any violation of ~he Act by a corpo
ration should be, deemed to be the act of the officer 
responsible·therefot: and that such officer might be pun
ished as though it were his personal act.8 This clear im
position of criminal resPQnsibility 'on corporate officers, 
however, . was not carried over into' the statute as finally 
enacted. In its place ap~eareCi merely the provision that 
"when construing and e~forcing the provisions of this Act, 
the act, omission, or faiThlre of any officer; agent, or other 
person acting fqr or, employed by any corporation 0 • • 

within the scope. of his employment or office, shall in 
every case be also.deemed to be the act, omission, or failure 
of such corporation •.. as well as that of the person/' 9 

This provision had the effect only Of making corporations' 
!. 

similar controlling bodies, of corporations for violations of this Act." 
30 Stat. 545. 

"Any such common carrier, or any officer or agent thereof, requiring 
or permitting any employee to go, be, or remain on duty iu violation of 
the next preceding section of this chapter shall be liable to a penalty 
•• /' 45 U. S. C.,§ 63. 

ttA mortgagor who, with intent to defraud, violates any provision 
of subseotion F, section 924, and if the mortgagor is a corporation or 
association, the president or other principal executive officer of the 
corporation or association, shall upon conviction thereof be held guilty 
of a misdemeanor ••• " 46 U. 8.,C. § 941 (b). 

8 S. 88, 59th Cong., 1st Sess. Senator Heyburnione of the sponsors 
of S. 88, stated that this wastta new feature in bills of this kind. It was 
intended to obviate the possibility of escape by the officers of a corpo· 
ration under a plea, which has been more than once madel that they 
did not know that this was being done on the credit of or on the respon
sibility of the corporation." 40 Congo Reo. 894., 

~ 34 Stat. 7721 21 U. S. C. § 4. . 
I: i\ 
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responsible for the illegal acts of their 'officers and proved 
unnecessary in yiE~w of the clarity of the law to that effect. 
New York aentrc.~l & H. R. R.Co. v. United States, 212 
U. S. 481., ' ... 

The framers of the 1938 Act were aware that the 1906 
Act was deficient in th~t it failed "to place responsibility 
properly upon corporate officers." 10 111 order "to provide 
the additional scope necessary to .prevent the use of the 
corporate form as ~ sh~eld to indiv~~tla.l' wrongdoers," 11 

these framers inserted a clear provision that "whenever 
n corporation or associatio~. violates any of the provisions 
of this Act, such violation shall also be deemed to b,e 
a. violation of the individual directors, officers, or agents' 
of su~h corporation or association who authorized, or
dered, or did any of the acts constituting, in whole or in' 
part, such violation." 1,$ . This paragr~ph, however, was 

. deleted from the final version of the Act. 

10 Senate Report No. 493, 73d Cong., 2d Sess.,.p.'21. 
U Ibid" p. 22. This report also -stated that Itit is not, however, the 

purpose of this .paragraph to subject to liability those directors, officers, 
nnd employees, who merely' authorize their subordinateS to perform 
lawful duties and such' eubordinates, on their own initiative, perform 
those duties in a manner which violates the provisions of the law. 
However, if a. director or officer personally orders his subordinate to 
llo nn act in violation of the law, there is no reason why he should be 
s,hielc;led from personal responsibility me:rely pecause the act wa~. done 
by onbther and on behalf of a corporation/' 

12 This provision appears in several of the early versions. of the Act 
introduced in Congress. S. 1944, 73d Cong., 1st Sess., § 18 (b); S. 
2000, 73d Cong" 2d Sess., § 18 (b); S. 2800, 73d Cong., 2d Sess., § 18 
(b) j S. 5, 74th Cong., 1st Sess., § 709 (b); S. 5, 74th Cong., 2d Sess., 
§ 707 (b) 1 as reported to the House,. which substituted the word 
"personally" foi' the word "authorized" in the last clause of the para
graph quoted above. A variation of this provision appe.ared in S, 
0, 75th Cong., 1st Sess., § 2 (f), and made a mar~ed distinction be" 
tween the use of the word "person" and the words tldirector, officer, 
employee, or agent acting for or employed by any person." All of 
these bills also contmned the !Jresent definition of· Itperson~! as in· 
cluding uindividuall partnership, eol'Porationl and a$socintiQn." , 
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We cannot presume that t.his omission Wtl.S inadvertent 
on the part of Congress. United States v. Hartis, supra 
at 309. Even if it were, courts have no power to remedy 
so serious a defect, no matter how probable it otherwise, 
ma:y appear that'((Congress intended to includ~ officersj 
HprobabilitY'~ls 1101~ a guide which a court, in construing a 
penal statu!ce, can safely take." United States v. Wilt
berger, supra at 105. But the framers of the 1938 Act had 
an intelligent comptehension of the inadequacies of the 
1906 Act and of the unsettled state of the law. They rec~ 
ognized the necessity of inserting clear and unmistakable 
language in order to impose liability on corporate officers. 
It is thus unreasonable to assume that the omission of 
such language 'Was due to a belief that the Act as it now 
stands was sufficient to impose liability on co:..porata offi
cers. Such deliberate deletion is consistent only with "an 
intent to allow such officers to remain free from criminal 
liability. Thus to apply the sanctions of this Act to the 
responde~t would be contrary to the intent of Congress 
as expressed in the statutory language and in the legis
lative history. 

.The dangers inhe~ent in any attempt to creat~ liability 
wIthout express Congressional inten"6ion or authorh'iation 
ar~ illustrated by this eas.e .. ~:j Without a,ny legislative 
gUIdes, we are confronted wIth the problem of determin
ing prtcisely which officer~, employees and agents of a 
corporation are to be subject to this Act by our fiat. To 
erect standards of responsibility is a difficult legislative 
task and the opinion of this Court admits that it is Utoo 
treacherous" and a t'mischievous futility" for us to engage 
in such pursuits. But the only alternative is a blind re .. 
sort to tithe good sense of prosecutors, the wise guidance . 
of trial judges~ and the ultimate judgment of juries." 
Yet that situation is precisely what our constitutional SYS" 

tem sought to avoid. Reliance on the'legislature to de .. 
fine crimes and criminals distinguishes our form of .iuris .. J. , 
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prudence from certain less desirable ones. Y;The legislative 
power to restrain the liberty and to imperil the good repu
tation of citizens must not rest upon the variable atti .. ~ 
tudes and opinions of those. charged with the duties of 
interpre.ting and enforcing the mandates of the .1~w. ~ I 
therefore cannot approve the decisioii of the Court in 
ili~c~a . 

MR. JUS'fICE ROBERTS, MR. JbSTICE RiED and MR. 

JUSTICE RUTLEDGE join in this dissent~ ... 
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. UNITED STATES v. PARK 

CERTIORARI TO THE UNITED STATES COURT OF APPEALS FOR 
THE EOURTH CIRCUIT 

No. 74-215. Argued March 18-19, 1975-Decided June 9, 1975 

Acme Markets, Inc., a large national food chain, and respondent, 
its president, were charged with violating § q01 (k) of the 
Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act (Act) in an informa
tion alleging that they had caused interstate food shipments be-

jng,&:eld in Acme's Baltimore warehouse to be exposed to ~odent 
contamination. Acm~l but not respondent, pleaded guilty.' At 
his ,trial respondent conceded that providing sanitary conditions 
for food offered for sale to the public was something that he was 
IIresponsible for in the entire operation of the company,'" and 
that it was one of the many phases of the company that he as
signed to "dependable sUbordinates." Evidence was' admitted 
over respondent's objection that he had received a Food 
and Drug Administration (FDA) letter in 1970 concerning 
insanitary conditions at Acme's Philadelphia warehouse.Re
spondent conceded that the same individuals were largely 
responsible for sanitation in both B~himore and Philadel
phia, and that as';,Acme's president he was responsible for any 
result that occurred in the cofpany .. The trial court,inter alia, 
instru_cted the jury\that altho\Jgh respondent need not have per
sonaliy participated\\ in the sit\lation,he must have had tla re
sponsible relation,ship to the issue." Respondent was convicted, 
but the Court of Appeals reversed, reasoning .that although this 
Court's decision in United States v. Dotterweich, 320 U. S. 

'277, had construed the statutory provisions under which re
spondent had· been tried to dispense with the traditional element 
of U 'awareness of some wl~ongdoing/ 11 the Court had not con
strued them as dispensing with the element of tlwrongful action." 
The Court of Appeals concluded that the trial court's instructions 
Irmight well have left the jury with the erroneous impression that 
[respondent] could be found guilty in the absence of {wrongful ac
tion' on ,his part," and that proof of that element was required by 
due proce~~ The cpurt also held that the admission in evidence of 
the 1970 FDA wa:ming to respondent was reversible errol'. Held: 

1. The Act imposes upon persons exercising authority and 

l ~e_~=~~-.-~-----'·'. 
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supervisory responsibility reposed in them by a business. org~ni
zation not. only a positive, duty to seek out and remedy vlolatlo~ 
but also, and primarily, a duty to implement measures that ~ill 
insure'that violations will not occur, United Statea v .. Dotterwetch, 
supra,. in order to make f~od distri~utor~ tithe strIctest censors 
of their merchandise," Smtth v. Oai:L/om'La) 361 U. S. 1~7, 1.52, 
the Act punishes "neglect where the law r~uires care, or InactIon 
where it ,imposes a duty." Morissette v. United St~es, 342 
U. S. 246, 255. Pp. ~70-673. .'" ,. 

2. Viewed as a whore and in context, the trIal .cou~ s instruc
tions were not misleading and provided:u, proper gUIde for the 
jury's determination. The ch~rge ade<iuately focus:~ ,on t.he 
issue of respondent's authority respectlpg the condit1~~EI that 
formed the basis of the alleged violations, fairly adVlBIng the 
jury that to find guilt it must find that res~~~den~ u~ad a, re
sponsible relation to the situation"; that the sItuatIon was the 
condition of the warehouse jand that by virtue of his position he 
had "authority and responsibility" to deal therewith. Pp. 673-676. 

3.: The' admission of testimony C01f'''1rning the 1970 FDA warn
ing was proper l'ebutt- ~ evidence):(; "''ipondent's defel!lS? t~at 
he had jUstifiably relieL L pon subordlll.,>tes to handle samtatlon 
matters. ' Pp; 676-618. 

499 F. 2d 839, reversed. 

BURGER, C. J., delivered the OpInIOn of the Court, in which 
DOUGLAS BRENNAN WHITE, BLACKMUN, and REHNQUIST, JJ!, 
joined. STEWART, J.: filed a,dissenting opinion, ip which MARsHALL 
and POWELL/'JJ., joineq, post, p. 678'0 

Allan;Abbott Tuttle argued th~cause for the' 'qnited 
States.:" With him on the br~efs were Solicitor Gep,eral 
Botk, Assistant Attorney General Kauper, Howard, E. 
Shapiro, and Peter Barton Hutt. . 

Gr,~gory M. Harve~' a~g~ed 'the cB:use *for respondent. 
With him on the brief was Orvel SebMng. 

{}Briefs of amici curiae urging nffirma~ce were filed bY;if~me$ 
F. Rill, Robert A. Gollier; and JOMi Hardt1f, Y~ung for the NatIOnal 
Association of Food Chains; by H. Thomas Austem, !I. Edward 
Dunkelberger, Jr., and Geoffrey Richard Wagner SmIth for the 
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MR. CHIEF JUSTICEuBuRGER delivered the opinion of 
the Court. 

'Ve granted certiorari to consider whether the jury in
structions in the prosecution of a corporate officer under 
§ 301 (k) of the Federal Food,D;ug, and Cosmetic Act, 
52 Sta.t. 1042, as amended, 21 U. S. C.§ 331 (k), were 
appropriate under United States v. Dotterweich} 320 
U. S. 277 (1943). 

Acme Markets, Inc., is a national retail food chain 
with approximately 36,000 elnployees, 874 retail outlets, 
12 general warehouses, and four special warehouses. Its 
headquarters, including the office of the president, re
spondent Park, who is chief executive officer of the cor
poration, . are located in Philadelphia, Pa, In a 
five-co'unt information filed in the United States Dis
trict Court for the District ofM~rYland, til;' Govern
ment charged Acme ana· respondent with violations of 
the Federal Food, -Drug, and Cosmetic Act. Each count 
of the information alleged that the defendants had re
ceived food that had been shipped in interstate com
merce and that1 while the food was being held for sale 
in Acme's Baltimore warehouse following shipment in 
interstate commerce, they caused it to be held in a build
ing accessible to rodents and to be exposed £0 contamina
tion by rodents. These acts were alleged to have re
sl,!lted in the food's being adulterated within the mean
ing of 21 U. S. C. §§ 342 (a) (3) and (4)/ in violation of 
21 U. S. C. § 331 (k).2 

Nation~l Canners Assn.; by Robert C. Barnard and Oharles F. Let
tow for· the Synthetic Organic Chemical Manufacturers Assn.; and 
by Frederick AI. Rowe, Paul M. Hyman, and Jonathan W. Sloat 
for the Grocery Manufacturers of America, Inc. 

1 Sect'ion 402 of the Act, 21 U. S. C. § 342, provides in pertinent 
part: 

)t(A food shall be deemed to be adulterated-
It (a) ... (3) if it consists in whole or in part of any filthy, putrid, 

[Footnote 2 is on p. 661] 
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Acme pleaded guilty to each count of the inf(~rmation. 
Respondent pleaded not guilty. The evidence at trial 3 

demonstrated th~t in April 1970 the Food and Drug 
Administration (FDA) advised respondCint by letter of 
insanitary conditions in Acme's Philadelphia warehouse. 
In 1971 the FDA found that similar conditions existed in 
the firm's Baltimore warehouse. An FDA consumer 
safety officer testified concerning evidence of rodent in
festation and other insanitary conditions discovered dur
ing a 12-day" inspection of the Baltimore w8Jrehouse in 
November and December 1971.4 He also related thtr~ a 

or decomposed substance, or if it is otherwise unfit for food i or 
(4) if it .has been prepared, packed, or held under insanitary con
ditions whereby it may have become contaminated with filth, or 
whereby it may have been rendered injurious to health, ... ," 

2 Section 301 of the Act, 21 U. S. C. §331, provides in'pertinent 
part: 

"The following acts and the causing thereof are prohibited: 

It (k) The alteration, mutilation, destruction, obliteration, or re
moval of the whole or any part of the labeling of, or the doing of 
any other act with respect to, a food, drug, device, or cosmetic, if 
such act is done while such article is held for sale (whether or not 
the fir-st sale) after shipment in interstate commerce and results in 
such article being adulterated or misbranded.'! 

S The parties stipulated in effect that the items of food described 
in the information had been shipped in interstate commerce and 
were being held for sale in Acme's Ba:ftimore warehouse. 

4 The witness testified with respect to the inspection of the base
ment of the "old building" in the warehouse complex: 

"We found extensive evidence of rodent infestation in the form 
of rat and mouse pellets throughout the entire perimeter area and 
along the wall. . 

"We also found that the doors leading to the basement area from 
the rail sidi~g had openings at the bottom or openings beneath part 
of the door that came down at the bottom large en{l;ugh to admit 
rodent entry. There were also roden[t] pellets found on a number 
of different packages of boxes of ,-arious items stored in the base-
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second inspection of the warehouse had been conducted 
in March 1972.5 On that occasion the inspectors found 
t?at there had been improvement i!l the sanitary condi
tIOns, but that "there was still evidence of rodent activ
ity in the building and in the warehouses and we found, 
some rodent-contaminated lots of food items." App. 23. 

The Government also presented testimony by the 
Chief of Compliance of the FDA's Baltimore office who 
informed respondent by letter of the conditions ~t the 
Baltimore warehouse after the first inspectioJZ:j 6 There 
wa§ t~otimony by Acme's Baltimore division vice presi
dent, who had responded to the letter on behalf of Acme 
and'·' respondent and who describeq the steps taken to 
relne?y the insanitary condit~ons discovered by both in
spectIOns. The Government's final witness Acme's vice 
president for legal affairs and assistant secr~tary> identi .. 

m:nt, a~d looking at this document, I see there were- also broken 
wmdows along the rail siding. II App. 20-21. 

On the first floor of the "old building 11 the inspectors found' 
"Thirty mouse pellets on the floor ~ong Walls and on the iedge in 

the hanging meat room. There were at least twenty mouse pellets 
beside bales of lime Jello and one of the bales had a chewed rodent 
hole in the prcduct .... " Id., at 22. 

5 The. first four counts of the information alleged viol~tions cor
respondmg to the observations of the inspectors during the Novem
ber and D~cember 1971 inspection. The fifth count alleged violations 
correspondmg to observations during the March 1972 inspection 

~,The letter,.dated January 27, 1972, included the following: . 
We note WIth much concern that the old and new <warehouse 

area~ used for fOocf~3torage were actively and extensively inhabited 
by lrve rodents. Of even more concern was the observatioil that 
SUC? repr:hensi?le conditions obviously existed for a ptolo'hged 
perlOd!~ tIme WIthout any detection, Or were completely ignored. \,. 

. \.)"~ ." .-. . 
"\Ve trust this letter will .. serve to direct your" ~ttention to the 

seriousne~s. ?f the' ptobl~~(;aiid fQrmally' advise you of the urgent 
need to mlhate whatever measures are necessaryfo prevent recur
rence and ensure compliance with the law." Id., at 64-65. 
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fied respondef!.t as the president and chief exec~t~~e offi.
'cel' of the conlpany and read a bylaw prescrIbIng the 
duties of the chief executive officer.1 He testified t?at 
respondent functioned by delegating "normal .0per~tIng 
duties" including sanitation, but that he retaIned cer
tai.n things, which are the big, broad, principles ?f. ~he 
operation of the company,",::and had "~~e responsIbIlIty 
of seeing that they all. work,toget~er. I~" at. 41. 

At the close of the Government s case In. chIef, re
spondent moved for a judgment of acquittal on the 
ground that "the evidence in chief has shown that Mr. 
Park is not personally concerned in this Foo~ and D~ug 
violation." The trial judge denied the motIOn, statIng 
that United States v. Dotterweich, 320 U. S. 277.(1943), 
was controlling. . . 

Respondent was the only defense witness. He t~stl
fled that, although all of Acme's employees were In a 
sense under his general direction, the company had ~n 
"organizational structure for responsibilities for cert~ln 
functions" accordi,p.g to which differ~nt phase~ of Its 
operation were "assigned to individuals who, In turn, 
have staff and departments under them.'" He identified 
those. indivuluals responsible for sanit.ation, and related 
that upon receipt of the January 1972 FDA letter, .he 

. had conferred with the vice. president for legal affaIrs, 

7 The bylaw p;r:ovided in pertinent part: . 
tiThe Chairman of the board of directors or the preSident shall 

be the chief 'executive officer ,of the company as th,; bo~rd of 
directors may from ;time to time 'determine" He shall!, ~ubJect to 
the board of directora, have general and actlye .superVlSlon of the 
affairs business, offices and employees of the company .... 
HH~ shall, from time to time, in his discretion or ~~. the order of 

the board, report the, operations and affairs of the -company. He 
shall also perform such other duties and have such other po~ers 
~'\may be' assigned to him from time to time by the board of dIrec
tors. II 1 d., at' 40. 
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who informed him that the Baltimore division vice presi
dent "was investigating the situation immediately and 
would be taking corrective action and' would be prepar
ing a summary of the corrective ac'tion to reply to the 
letter." Respondent. stated that he did not "believe 
there, was . anything [he] could have done more con
structively than what [he] found was being done." 
App.43-47. . 

On cross-examination, respondent conceded that pro
viding sanitary conditions for food offered for sale to 
the public was something that he was "responsible for in 
the entire- operation of the company," and he stated that 
it was one of many phases of the company that he as
signed to Hdependable, subordinates." Respondent was 
asked about and, over the objections of his counsel, ad
mitted receiving, the April 1970 letter addressed to him 
from the FDA regarding insanitary conditions at Acme's 
Philadelphia warehouse.8 He acknowledged that, with 
the exception of the division vice presi(~ent, the same 
individuals had responsibility for sanitation in both Bal
timore and Philadelphia. . Finally, in response to ques
tions concerning the Philadelphia and Baltimore inci
dents, respondent admitted that the Baltimore problem 
indicated the system for hand~ing j',sanitation . "wasn't 

8 The :April 1970 letter' informed reflPondent of the following 
lIobjectionable conJ;fjtions" in Acme~s Philadelphia warehouse.: 

Ill. Potential roq~nt entry ways \werenoted vi.a ill fitting doors 
and door in irrepair' at Southwest corner of warehouse; at dock at 
old salvage room and a~ receiving and shipping doors which were 
observed to be open most of the time. 

"2. ~odent nesting, rodent excreta pellets, rodent stained bale 
bagging' and rodent gnawed holes were noted among bales of flour 
stored in warehouse. . 

"3. Potential rod~nt harborage ~as noted in discarded pape~,~e 
sawdust and other debris'piled in corner of shipping and r/Ceivin~ 
dock near bakery and warehouse do·ors .. Rodent excreta ~ets were 
observed among bags of sawdust (?r woodshav~)." ~ at 70. 
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working perfectly" and that as Acme's chief executive 
officer he was responsible for "any result which occurs 
in our company." I d., at 48-55. 

At the close of the evidence, respondent's renewed 
motion fora judgmeIl:t of acquittal was den~ed. The 
relevan t portion of the trial j udg~~s in.structions to ~h: 
jury challenged by respondent is set ~ut in t~e margIn. 
Respondent's counsel objected to the InstructIOn~ ~n t~e 
ground that they failed fairly to reflect our deCIsIOn In 
United States v. Dotterweich, supra, and to define 
"'responsible relationship.''' The trial judge over-

9 "In order to find the Defendant guilty on any count of the 
Information, you must find beyond a reasonable doubt on each 
count .... 

"Thirdly, that John R. Park held a position of authority' in 
the operation of the business of Acme Markets, I~corporated. 

IIHowever, you need not concern yourselves WIth the .firs~ tw,o 
elements of the case. The main issue for your determmatioll IS 

only with the third element, whether the Def~ndant held a position 
of authority and responsibility ill the business, of Acme Markets. } 

. . 
"The statute makes individuals, as well as corporations, liable for 

violations. An individual is liable if it is clear, beyond a reasonable 
doubt that the elements of the adulteration of the food, as to travel 
in int~rstate commerce are present. As I have instructed you in 
this case, they are, and that the individual had a responsi~l~ reRa
tion to the situation even though he may not have partIcIpated . , 
personally. . ," ." 

({The individual is or could be liable under the statute, even d 
he did not consqiously do wrong. However, the fact that thc~ 
Defendant is pres[idJent and is a chief executive officer of the 
Acme Markets does not require a finding of guilt. Though, he need 
not have personally participated in the situati~n, he. m~st h~ve had . 
a responsible relationship to the issue. The issue IS, In thIS case, 
whether the Defendant, John R. Park, by virtue of his position in 
the company, had a position of authority and responsibility in the 
situation out of which these charges arose." Id., at 61-62. 
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ruled the objection. The jury found respondent guil1ty 
on all counts of the inforlnation, and he was subse
quently sentenced to pay a fine of $50 on each count~lO 

The Court of Appeals reversed the conviction and re':' 
manded for a new trial. That court viewed the Gov
ernment as arguing "that the conviction may be predi
cated solely, upon a showing that ... [respondent] was 
the Presidellt of the offending corporation" and it stated , . 

that as "a general proposition, SOlne act of commission or 
omission is an essential elell1ent of every crime." 499 F. 
2d 839, 841 (CA4 1974). It reasoned that, although our 
decision in United States v. Dotterweich, supra, at 281, 
had construed the statutory provisions under which re
spondent was tried to dispense with the traditional ele
ment of "'awareness of some wrongdoing,'" the Court 
had not construed them as dispensing with the element 
of "wrongful action." The Court of Appeals concluded 

,t,hat the trial judge's instructions "lnight well have left 
the jury with the erroneous impression that Park could 
be found guilty in the absence of 'wrongful action' on 
11is part," 499 F. 2d, at 841-842, and that proof of this 
elelnent was required by due process. It held, with one 

10 Sections 303 (a) and (b) of the Act, 21 U. S. C. §§ 333 (a) and 
(b), provide: , 

"(a) Any person who violates 11. provision of section 331 of this 
title shall be imprisoned for not more than one year or fined not 
more than $1,000, Qr both. 

(I ~b)~otwithstanding the provisions of subsection (a) of this 
sechon, If any person commits such a violation after a, conviction 
of 11im under this section has become final or commits such a viola
~ion. with the intent to defraud or misl~ad, such per~on shall be 
lmprlsoned for not more than three years or fined not more than 
$10,000, or both." ; 

Respondenes renewed motion for a judgment of acquittal or in the 
nlternativc for a llew trial, one of the grounds of which was the. 
a~leged abuse ~f discretion in t,he initiation of the prosecution against 
lum, had prevlOusly been demed ufter argument. 
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d" .' t~~fhat the instructions did not "correctly state t?e 
.:' Is~e.n hi· . "'d t 840 and directed that on retrIal '.,' "':"law o.f the ,case, ~ ., a, . " hich 

. ','. ',: th~' jury:'he instructed as to ",,:rongful.act~on,. w _ 
nti . ht:·b~,,/5gross negligence and InattentIOn In dIscharg 

.. in:.~ ;'co~i>()rate duties a~d obligati?n~ or an~ of a host 
of' other' acts· of :commissIOn 9r . omISSIon whIch wOU~d 
'cause' the co4'tam.ination of food." I d;, at 842. (Foo-

nO~~e O~!~~td~fk~pe~s also held tha~ the admission in 
'd of th~'Ap:'ril'1970 FDA warnIng to respond~nt 

~~s e:r::r ~arm~tingreyer~a1,based o~ itsa:~~~~:~ 
that "as thIS casew~s.S'llbmltted to the Jury . ~ 

, • .. '.', ... ··t: :d" ·th e was no need for the of the sole lssue pr~~e?~ J • er. . . h d 
'd d thus.' tha.tjt~ 'preJudlCIal effect outwelg e 

eVI ence an '. . .' ......... :. . f United States v. Woods, 
its relevancy underfthrte~~.? . . S 979 
484F.2d 127 (CA.4:1Q7.3).'cert. denIed, 415 U. . . 
(1974). 499 F. 2d,at84.3.>;' . fi' t 

We ranted" certi()~ari>be~ause. of an apparent con IC 
gthe Courts of App'eals"with respect to the standard among .f . .... , ...•..•. :.:IY>.. . d h F d 1 Food 

of liability of corporate9mcrrs un er. t /~~ .e era '.' 
. d C m tic Act as construed In t!j'n~ted States v. Drug, an os e .' ; ..... .. ' f th . ortance of 

' Dotterweich,supra, . a,n~ because 0 e Imp .. 
the question to the Government's enforcement program. 
We reverse. 

\ I 

The question presented by the Govern~ent's petition 
for certiorari in United Sta~ps v. DotterwetCh, .supra) and 
the focus of this Court's opinion, waso~hether ':the .~a~f-

er of a corporation as well as the. corporatIOn 1 se , 
:!ay b~ prosecuted u~der. the FederaIFoo~, Drug, a~d 
C . 't'c Act of 1938· for the introductIOn of mlS-

b osndle d
1 

and adulterated articles into inters,tate com-
ran e ;. 0 T '1943 2 " Pet for Cert. No.5, 0.. ,p.. merce. ,i~' .' d' d . to the 

I Dotterweich, a Jury had . lsagree . as 
c:rporation, a jebber purchasing drugs. from manu-
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facturers and shipping thCIn in intersta'te commerce 
under its own label, but had convicted Dotterweich, the 
corporation's president and general manager. The 
Court of Appeals reversed the conviction on the ground 
that only the drug dealer; whether corporation or indi
vidual, was subject to the criminal provisions of the Act, 
and that where ~the dealer was a corporation, an individ
ual connected therewith lnight be held personally only 
if he was operating the corporation "as his 'alter ego.' " 
United Statesv. Buffalo Phqrrna~al 'Co., 131 F. 2d 500, 
503 (CA2 1942).11 

In reversing the judgmeht of the Court of Appeal~ 
and reinstating Dotterweich's ':,\ conviction, this Court 
looked to tlie purposes of the' .Act and noted that they 
"touch phases of the lives and health of people which, 
in the circumstances of lllodern industrialism, a,re largely 
beyond self-protection." 320 U. S., at 280. It observed 
that the Act is of "a now familiar type" which "dispenses 
with the'Cconventiona! requirement for criminal con
~luct-awareness of SOllle wrongdoing. In the interest of 
the larger good it puts the burden :of acting at hazard 
Upon a person ... otherwise innocent but standing in re
SI)onsil~le relation to a.public danger/' ld., at 280-281. 

Central to the Court's conclusion that individuals 
other than proprietors are subject to the crimin.al pro
visions of the Act was the reality that "the only way in 
which a corporation can act is through the individuals 
who act On its behalf." ld., at 281. The Court 

1.1 The' Court of Appeals relied upon § 303 (c) of the Act, 
21 U. S. C; § 333 (c), which exten'ded immunitjr from the pen
alt.ies provided by § 303 (a) to it person who'~could establish a 
guaranty Usign~d bY1 andn~containing the name and address of, the 
person residing,in the United States from whom he received in' 
good faith tlle article ... ,,,. (Emphasis added.) The court reasoned 
that where the drug dealer was a corporation, the protection of 
§ 303 (c) would extend only to ~uch d~aler and not to its employees. 

,) 
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also noted that corporate officers had been subject to 
criminal liability under the Federal Food and Drugs Act 
of 1906/2 and it observed that a contrary result under 
the 1938 legislation would be incompatible with the ex
pressed intent of Congress to "enlarge and stiffen the 
penal net" and to discourage a view of the Act's criminal 
penalties as a " (license fee for the conduct of an illegiti
mate business.'" 320 U. S., at 282-283. (Footnote 
omitted.) 

At the. same time, however, the Court was aware of 
the concern which was the ~otivating factor in the 
Court of Appeals' .. decision, that literal enforcement 
((might operate too harshly by sweeping cI)Vithin its 
condemnation any person however remot~lf entangled 
in the proscribed shipD;lent." I d., at 284. A lim
iting principle, in the form or-usettled doctrines of crim
inal law" defining those who "are responsible for the 
commission of a misdemeanpr,",. was available. In this 
context, the Court concluded, those doctrines dictated 
that the offense was committed "by all who, ... have ... 
a responsible share in the furt~lerance of the transaction 
which the statute outlaws." ibid. 

U I 

The'Court recognized that, Jecause the Act dispenses 
with the need to prove "consci ~usness of wrongdoing," it 
may result in ~ardship even ,las applied to those who 
share "responsibility in the ~~usiness process resulting 
in" a violation. It .regarded aj3 "too treacherous" an at
tempt ('to de#ne or'~:e~en to i~~~cate by' way of illustra
tion ~he class .of em~yees w1r.ich stands in ~~c~ a re
sponSIble relatIOn." ~Che questIOn of responSIbilIty, the 
Court said, depends "on the /fvidence produced at the 
trial ~nd its su~missi~n-ass~~min~ the ~videnc; war
rants It-to the Jury under ap~broprIate gUIdance.' -The 
(Jourt added: "In such matter~ th~ good sense of ~rose'\') 
out,ors, the wise guidance of 1rrial judges, and th~ ulti-

Ii 
12 Act of.'lJune 30, 1906, c.39151 34 I~tat. 768~ 
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mate judgment of juries must be trusted." I d., at 
284-285.1

\ See 21 U. S. C. § 336. Cf. United States v. 
Sullivan, 332U. S. 689, 694-695 (1948). 

II 
The rule that corporate employees who have "a re

sponsible share in the furtherance of the transaction 
which the- -statute outlaws" are subject to the criminal 
provisions of the Act was not forlnulated in a vacuum. 
Cf. A10rissette v. Un'ited States, 342 U. S. 246, 258 
(1952). Cases under the Federal Food and Drugs Act 
of 1906 reflected the view both that knowledge or intent 
were not required to be proved in prosecutioHs under its 
criminal provisions, and that responsible corporate 
agents could be subjected to the liability thereby im- . 
posed. See, e. g., United State-s v. Mayfield, 177 F. 
~765 (ND Ala. 1910).' Moreover, the principle had been 
recognized that a corporate 'agent, through whose act, 
default, or omission the cOrl)oration committed a crime, 
was himself guilty individually of that' crime. The prin
ciple had been applied' whether or not the crime required 
"consciousness ofwrongdolY\g/' and it' had been applied 
not only to those corporate ~gents who themselves com--' 

)\ 

mitted_ the criminal act, but also to those who by virtue 
of tJl'etr""lnanagerial positions or other sinli1ar relation 
to the actor" could be deemed

Q 

responsible for its . . 
commISSIOn. 

In the latter class of cases, the liability of managerial 
offic:r~ di~ no~ depend 'on their kn?f!edge of, or personal 
partICIpatIOn In, the act made cnrllmal by the .statute. 

.l3 In reinstating Dotterweich's conviction, the,.Court stated: "For 
." present purpose it suffices to say that in what the defense character

ized liS In very fair. charge' the District Court properly left the 
question of the responsibility of Dotterweich for the shipment to 
t he Jury I llnd there was .sufficient eviden£c to support its 0 verdict." " 
3~9 u. S., at28~" 
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Rathel' where the· statute under which they were prose
cuted dispensed with "consciousness of wrongdoing," an 
omission or failure to act was deemed a sufficient basis 
for a responsible corporate agent's liability. It was 
enough in such cases that, by virtue of the relationship 
he bore to the corporation, the agent had the power to 
prevent the act complained of. See, e. g., State v. Bur- . 
nam, 71 Wash. 199, 128 P. 218 (1912); Overland Cotton 
Mill Co. v. People; 32 Colo. 263, 75 P.' ~24' (1904). Cf. 
Groff v. State, 171 Ind. 5~7, 85 N. E. 769 (1908) ; Tur'fl,er 
v. State, 171 Tenn. 36, 100 S. W. 2d 236 (1937); People v. 
Schwartz, 28 Cal. App. 2d 775, 70 P. 2d 1017 (1937); 
Sayre, Criminal Responsibility for the Acts of Another, 
43 Harv. L. Rev. 689 (1930). . 

:1 
d 
:1 
iI 
II 
f 
I 

The ;ationale of the interpretation given the Act in 
Dotterweich, as holding criminally accountable the per-
sons whose' failure to exercise the authority and super-t 
visory responsibility reposed in them by the business , 
organization resulted in the violation complained of, has 
been confirmed in our subsequent cases. 'Thus, the 
Court has reaffirmed the proPQsition that "the public 
interest in the purity of its food is so great as to warrant 
. the imposition of the highest standard of care on dis
tributors." Smith v. California, 361 U. S. 147, 152 
(1959). In order to make "distributors of food the 
strictest censors of their merchandise," ibid., the Act pun
ishes "neglect where the law requires care, or inaction 
where it imposes a duty." Morissette v. United States, 
supra, at 255. "The accused, if he does not will the 
violation, usua1ly is in a position to prevent it with no 
more care than society might reasonably expect and no 
more exertion than it might reasonably exact from one' 
who assumed his responsibilities.n Id., at 256 .. ~. Cf. 
Hughes, Criminal' Onlissions, 67 Yale' t. J. 590 (1958), 

. Simil~r1y, in cases decided after Dotterweich, the 
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Courts of Appeals have recognized that those cor
porate agents ve~ted with the responsibility, and power 
COll1Inensurate WIth that responsibility, to devise what
ever measures are necessary to ensure cOlnpliance with 
the Act b~ar ~ "responsible relationship" to' or have a 
"responsible share" in, violations.14 ' 

Thus Dotter'Weich and the cases which have followed 
reveal that in providing sanctions which reach and 
t?uch the in.di:iduals who execute the corporate mis
s~on-and tIllS IS by no means necessarily confined to a 
smgle corporat.e. agent or employee-the· Act imposes 
l~ot only a POSItIve duty to seek out and remedy viola
~IOns when they Occur but also, and primarily, a duty to 
Implement .Ineasures that will insure that violations will 
?ot occur: The requireInents of foresight and vigilance 
mlPo~ed on responsible corporate agents are beyond 
questIOn demanding, and perhaps. onerous but +hey t . ., )J are 
no nlore s rIngent thal~ the pUblic has a right to expect 
?f tho~e who volu~ltarIly assume positions of authority 
In busmess enterprIses whose services and products affect 
the health and well-being of the public that supports 
them. Cf. '\Vasserstrom, Strict Liability in the Criminal 
Law, 12 Stan. L. Rev. 731, 741-745 (1960).1.5 

.Tl~e Act. do~~ not, as we observed in Dotterweich, make 
crImInal. lIabIlIty turn on .. "aluareness of 80m 

,I' ... e wrong-

1~ See, e. 0.) .;~elle8 v. United States, 241' F. 2d 21 .(CA9) t 
dented 353 Uf.'::: 974 (1957) u. . ..., cer . 
(C~' . ,~. .' .; mted States v. Kaadt~ 171 F. 2d 600 

• 7.1948? Cf. Umted States v. Shapiro, 491 F. 2d 335 337 (CA6 
197~), Umted States v. 8983 Bottles, 265 F. 2d 332 (CA7) cert 

~~~1~~;;~9~8)~' 931 (1959); United States v. Klehman,397'F. 2d 
15 'Ve note that in 1948 the Senate passed an amendment to 

~o~!lf~~do~(,~~ll~f~tt to impose criminal liability only for violations 

R y or as a result of gross negligence 11 94 C 
ec.6760-67GI (1948) H I) • ong. 

, . . ..(\ . . owever, the amendment was sub-
lSequently strICKen, m conference. ld., at 8551) 8838. 
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doing" or "conscious fraud." The duty imposed by 
Congress on' responsible corporate agents is, we em~ha .. 
size, one that requires the highest standard of foresIght 
and vigilance, but the Act, in its criminal aspect, does 
not require that which is objectively impossible. IThe 
theory upon which responsible corporate agents are 
held criminally accountable for "causing" violations of 
the Act permits a claim that a defendant was "power
less" to prevent or correct the violation to "be raised 
defensively at a trial on the merits." United States v. 
Wiesenfeld Warehouse Co., 376 U. S. 86, 91 (1964). If 
su.ch a claim is made, the defendant has the burden of 
coming forward with evidence, but this does not alter 
the Government's ultimate burden of proving beyond a 
reasonable doubt the defendant's guilt, including his 
power, in light of the duty imposed by the Act, to pre
vent or correct the prohibited condition. Congress has 
seen fit to enforce the accountability of responsible cor
porate agents dealing with products which may affect the 
health of consumers by penal sanctions cast in rigorous 
terms and the obligation of the courts is to give them 
effect' so long as they do not violate the Constitution. 

III 

We cannot agree with the Court of Appeals that it 
was incutnbent upon the District Court to instruct the 
jury that the Government had the burden of estabUshing' 
"wrongful action" in the sense in which the CO~lrt of 
Appeals used that phrase. The concept of a "responsible 
relationship" to, or a "respol1'~ible share" in, a viol,ation 
of the Act indeed imports some measure of blameworthi
ness' but it is equally clear that the Government estab-

, 'd lishes a prima facie case when it introduces eVI ence 
sufficient to warrant at finding by the trier of the facts 
that the defendant had, by reason of his position in the 
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corporation, responsibility and authority either to pre
vent iIi the first instance, or promptly to correct, the 
violation complained of, and that he failed to do so. .The 
failure thus to fulfill the duty imposed by the interaction 
of the corporate agent's authority and the statute fur
nishes a sufficient causal link. The considerations which 
prompted the imposition of this duty, and the scope of 
the duty, provide the measure of culpability. 

Turning to the jury charge in this case, it is of course 
arguable that isolated parts can be read as intimating 
that a finding of guilt could be predicated solely on 
respondell'~/S corporate position. But this is not the way 
we review jury instructions, because "a single instruction 
to a jury may not be judged in artificial isolation, but 
must be viewed in the context of the overall charge." 
Cupp v. Naughten, 414 U. S. 141, 146-147 (1973). See 
Boyd v. United States, 271 U. S. 104, 107 (1926).: 

Reading the entire charge satisfies us that the jury's 
attention was adequately focused on the issue of respond
ent's authority with respect to the conditions that formed 
the basis of the alleged violations. Viewed as a whole, 
the charge did not permit the jury to find guiltil solely 
on the basis of respondent's position in the corporation; 
rather, it fairly advised the jury that to find guilt it must 
find respondent "had a responsible relation to the situa
tion," and "by virtue of his positioni 

••• had ... authority 
and responsibility" to deal with tlte situation. The situa
tion referred to could, only be "food ... held in unsanitary 
conditions in a warehouse with the result that it con
sisted, in part, of filth or . '.' may have been contami
nated with filth." 

Moreover, in reviewing jury instructions, our task is 
also to view the charge itself as part of the whole trial. 
"Often isolated statements taken from the charge, seem
ingly prejudicial on their face, are not so when considered 
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in the context of the entire record of the trial." United 
Stq.tes v. Birnbaum, 373 F. 2d 250,' 257 (CX2), cert. 
denied, 389 U .. S. 837 (1967). (Emphasis added.) Cf. 
Cupp v.<N aughten, supra. The record in this case re
veals that th~ jury could not have failed to be aware 
that the main issue for determination. was not respond
ent's position in the corporate hierarchy, but rather his 
accountability, because of the responsibility and author
ity of his position, for the conditions which gave rise to 
the charges against him.:ui 

We conclude that, viewed as a whole and in the con
text of the trial, the charge was 'not misleading and 
contain~d an adequate statement of the law to guide the 
jury's determination. Although it would have been 
better to give an instruction more· precisely relating the 
legal issue to the facts of the case, we cannot say that 
the failure to provide the amplification requested by 
respondent was an abuse of discretion. See United 

16 In his summation to the jury, the prosecutor argued: 
"That brings us to the third question that you .must decide, and 

that is whether f\1r. John R. Park is responl!jjblefor the conditions 
persisting. . . . . 

"The point is that, while Mr. Park a.pparently had a. system, and 
I think he testified the system had been set up long before he got 
there-he did say that if anyone was going to change the system, 
it was his responsiqility to do so.. That very system, the system 
'that he didn't change, did not work in March of 1970 in Phila-
delphia; it did not work in November of 1971 in Baltimore; it did 
not work in Match of 1972 in Baltimore, and under those circum
stances, I submit, that Mr. Park is the man responsible. . . . 

~'Mr. Park was responsible for seeing that sanitation was taken 
care of, and he had a system set up that was supposed to do that. 
This system didn't work. It didn't work three times. At some point 

. in time, Mr. Park has to be held responsible for the fact that his 
system isn't working .. ;,}' App. 57, 59; 60. 
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States ". Bayer, 331 U. S. 582, 536-537 (l947); Holland 
Y. United States, 348 U. S. 121, 140 (1954). Finally, we 
note that there was no request for an instruction that 
the Government ,,'as required to prove beyond a reason
able doubt that respondent was not without the power or 
capaeit.y to affect the conditions which founded the 
charges in the information.Ii In light of the evidence 
adduced at trial, we find no basis to conchlde that the 
failure of the trial court to give such an instruction sua 
s!)ollte was plain error or a defect affect.ing substantial 
l'lgh ts.. Fed. Rule Crim. Proc. 52 (b). Compare Lopez 
v. U llI.ted States, 373 U. S. 427, 436 (1063), with Screws 
v. Umted States, 325 U. S. 91, 107 (1945) (opinion of 
DOUGLAS, J.). 

IV 
Our conclusion that the Court of Appeals erred in its 

reading. of the jury charge suggests as well our disagree
ment '''It·h that court concerning the admissibility of evi
dence dem?nstrating t~1at respondent was advised by 
the FDA In 1970 of lllsanital'Y conditions in AClue's 
Philadelphia warehouse. 'Ve are satisfied that the Act 
i1~lp.oses the l1ighest standard of care and permits C011-

vl~tlOn of responsible corporate officials who, in light of 
tIllS standard of care, have the power to prevent or cor
rect violations of its provisions. Ilnplicit in the Court's 
admonition that "the ultimate judgl11entof juri~s must 
be trusted," U'm:ted States v. Dotterweich, 320 U. S. at 
285, however, is the realization that they may dem~lld 
more than corporate bylaws to find culpability. 

11 l?ounsel for respondcnt submitted only two request::1 for charge: 
(1) ~ta.tlltes l:luch ns the onc,::; the Government seeks to apply here 
:~re crllll1nal stututcsnnu should be strictly construed," and (2). ~'The 
lad that John Park is President lind Chief Executive Officer of 
:\c'mc l\Iarkets)lllC. docs not oUtself justify a finding of guilty under 
Count::; I through V of the Iurormution/' I, Record 56-57. 

-
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Respondent testified in his defense that he had ern~ 
ployed a system in which he relied upon his subordi~ 
nates, and that he was ultimately responsible for, this 
system. He t~stified further" that he had found these 
subordinates to be "dependable" and had "great confi
dence" in them. By this and other testimony respond
ent evidently sought to persuada the jury that, as the 
president of a large corporation, he had no choice but to 
delegate duties to those in whom he reposed confidence, 
that he had no reason to suspect his subordinates were 
failing to insure compliance with the Act, and that, once 
violations were unearthed, acting through ,those sub
ordinates he did everything possible to correct them. IS 

Although we need not decide whether this testimony 
would have entitled respondent to an instruction as to 
his lack of power, see supra, at 676, had he requested it,t° 
the testimony clearly created the "need" for rebuttal 
evidence. That evidence was not offered to show that 
respondent had a propensity to commit criminal acts, cf. 
Michelson v. United States" 335, U. S. 469, 475-476 
(1948), or, as in United States v. Woods J 484 F. 2d 127, 
that the crime charged had been committed; its purpose 

18 In his sU~p1lation to the jury, counsel for respondent· argued: 
lINow, you a}~, .Mr. Park. You have his responsibility for a 

thousantt-~tores--I think eight hundred and some stores-lots of 
stores, muny divisions, many warehouses. What ,are you going to 
do, except hire people in whom you have confidence to whom you 
delegate the work? . . . 

If ••• What I am saying to you is that Mr. Park, through his 
subo;dinates, when this was found out, did everything in the world 
they [sic] could." 3 Record 201, 207. 

1,9 Assuming, arguendo, that it would be objectively impossible for 
a senior corporate 'agent to control fully day .. :to.:day conditions in 874 
retail outlets, it does not follow that such a corporate agent could 
not prevent or remedy promptly violations of elementary sanitary 
conditions in 16 regional warehouses. 
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was to demonstrate that respondent was on notice that 
he could not rely on his system of delegation to subordi
nates to prevent or correct insanitary conditions at Acme's 
warehouses, and that he must have been aware of the 
deficiencies of this system before the Baltimore viola
tions were discovered. The evidence was therefore rele
vant since it served to rebut respondent's defense that 
he had justifiably relied upon subordinates to handle 
sanitation matters. Cf. United States v. Ross, 321 F. 2d 
61,67 (CA2), cert. denied, 375 U. S. 894 (1963); E. Cleary, 
lVIcCorInick on Evidence § 190, pp. 450-452 (2d ed. 1972). 
And, particularly in light of the difficult task of juries in 
prosecutions under the Act, we conclude that its rele
vance and persuasiveness outweighed any prejudicial 
effect. Cf. Research Laboratories, Inc. v. United States, 
167 F. 2d410, 420-421 (CA9), cert. denied, 335 U. S. 
843 (1948). 

Reversed. 

MR. JUSTICE STEWART, with whom M~. JUSl'ICE ¥AR

SHALL and MR. JUSTICE POWELL join, dissenting. 

Although agreeing with much of what is said in the 
Court's opinion, I dissent from the opinion and judg
ment, because the jury instructions in this case were not 
consist.ent with the law as the Court today expounds it. 

As I understand the Court's opinion, it holds that· in 
order to sustain a conviction under§ 301 (k) of the Fed
eral Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act the prosecution must 
at least show that by reason of an individual's corporate 
position and responsibilities, he had a duty to use ,care to 
maintain the physical integrity of the corporation's food 
products. A Jury may then draw the inference that when 
'the food is found to be in such condition as to violate 
the statute's prohibitions, that condition was "caused" 
by a breach of the standard of care imposed upon the 

II 
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responsible officiaL This is the language of negligence, 
and I agree with it., 

To affirm this conviction, however, the Court must 
approve the instructions given to the members of the 
jury who were entrusted with ~etermining 'Yhether. the 
respondent was innocent or gUIlty. Those Instruc~lOns 
did not conform to the standards that the Court Itself 
sets.out.;today. . .', " . 

The triaLjudge instructed the jury to find Park guilty 
if it found beyond a reasonable doubt that Park "had a 
responsible. relation to the situation .•.. ' The issue is, 
in this case, whether the ,Defendant, John R. Park, by 
virtue of his position in the company, had a position of 
authority and responsibility in the situation out of 
which these charges arose." Requiring, as it did, aver .. 
dict of guilty upon a finding of "responsibility," this 
instruction standing alone could have been construed as 
a direction to convict if the jury found Park "respon .. 
sible" for the condition in the sense that his position as 
chiefexecutiveo.fficer gave him formal 'responsibility 
within. the structure of the corporation. But ,the trial 
judge went on specifically to caution the jury not to at
.tach such a meaning: to his'instruction, saying that "the 
fact tha.t the<Defendant.is pres[id]ent aridr.is a chief 
executive officer of the AClne- Markets does not require a 
finding of· guilt." ii uResponsibility" as useci by the ~rial 
judge therefore, had whatev~r me~ning the jury in its 
unguided discretion:' choset6 give it.- . ' 

The instructions, -therefore, expressed' nothing ,more 
than -a tautology. TheY told ':the jtlry : "You must,. find 
the defendant guilty if you' find that he)sto be held aC'::' 
countable for this adulterated "foqd."In other words: 
"You must find the defEmdantguilty if you conclude 
that he is guilty." ,The trial judge, recognizep the i~
flrmities in these jnstructiohs, 'but he, reluctantly con. .. 
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cluded that he was required to give such a charge under 
United States v. Dotterweich, 320 U. S. 277, which, he 
though t, in declining to define "responsible relation" had 
declined to specify the minimum standard of liability 
for criminal guilt. l 

As the Court today recognizes, the Dotterweich case 
did not deal with what kind of conduct must be proved 
to support a finding of criminal guilt under tile Act. 
l)otterweich was concerned, rather, with the statutory 
definition of "person"-with what kind of corporate em
ployees were even "subject to the criminal provisions of 
the Act." Ante, at 670. The Court held that those em
ployees with ua responsible relation" to the violative 
transaction or conditiion were subject to the Act's crim
inal provisions, but B;ll that the Court had to -say with 
respect to the kind of conduct that can constitute crim
inal guilt was that the Act "dispenses with the conven
tional requirement for criminal conduct-awareness of 
some wrongdoing." 320 U~ S., at 281. 

In approving the instructions to the jury in this case
histructions based upon what the Court concedes was a 
misunderstanding of Dotterweich-the Court approves a 
C011Spicuous departure from the long and firmly estab
lished division of functions between judge and jury in 
the administration of criminal justice. As the Court put 
the matter more than 80 years ago: 

"We must ho~d firmly to the doctrine that in the 
courts -of the United )States it is the duty of juries 

1 In response to a request for further illumination of what he 
meant by "responsible relationship" the District Judge said: 

"Let me say thi$1 simply as to the definition of the Iresponsible 
relationship.' Dotterweich .and subsequent cases have indicated this 
really is n jury question. It says it is not even subject to being 
defined by the Court., As I have indicated to counsel, I am quite 
candid in stating that I do not agree with the decision; therefore, 

. I am going to stick by it." 
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in criminal cases to take the law from the court and 
apply t~at law to the facts as they find them to, be 
from the evidence. Upon the court rests the respon-. 
sibility of declaring the law; upon the jury, the 
responsibility of applying the law so declared to the 
facts as they, upon their conscience, believe them to 
be. Under any other system, the courts, although 
established in order to declare the "law, would for 
every practical purpose be eliminated from our sy~
tern of government as instrumentalities devised lor 
the proteotion equally of society and or indIviduals in 
their essential rights. When that occurs our govern'
ment will cease to be a government of laws, and 
become a government of men. Liberty regulated by . 
law is the underlying principle of our institutions." 
Spar! v. United Sta~es, 156 U. S. 51, 102-103. 

~. -' 

More x~cently the Court declared unconstitutional a 
procedure' whereby a jury, having acquitted a defend;~t 
of a misdemeanor, was instructed to impose upon him 
such costs of the prosecution as it deemed appropriate 
to his degree of "responsibility." Giaccio v. Pennsyl
vania, 382 U. S" 399. The state statute under which 
the procedure was authorized was invalidated" be
cause it left "to the jury such broad ,and unlimited power 
in imposing costs on acquitted defendants that the jurors 
must make determinations of the crucial issue upon their 
own notions of what the law should be instead of what 
it is." Id., at 403. And in Jackson v. Denno} 378 U. S. 
368, the Court found unconstitutional a procedure 
whereby a jury was permitted to decide the question 
of the voluntariness ofa confessiolJ. along with the 
q~estion of guilt, in part because that procedure per
mItted the submergence of a question of law, as to which 
appellate review was constitutionally required, in the 
general deliberations of a jury. 
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These cases no more than embody a principle funda~ 
mental to our jurisprudence:' that a jm:y is to decide the 
facts and apply to them the law as explained by the trial 
judge. Were it otherwise, trial by jury would be no 
more rational and no more responsive to the accumulated 
wisdom of the law than trial by ordeal. It is the function 
of jury instructions, in short, to establish in any trial the 
objective standards that a jury is to apply as it performs 
its own function of finding the facts. 

To be sure, I'the day [is] long past when [courts] ... 
parsed instructions and engaged in nice semantic distinc~ 
tions," Cool v. United States, 409 U. S. 100, 107 (REHN
QUIST, J., dissenting). But this Court has never before 
abandoned the view that jury instructions must contain 
a statement of the applicable law sufficiently pl!ecise to 
enable the jury to be guided by something other than 
its rough notions of social justice. And while it might 
be argued that the issue before the jury in this case was 
a "mixed" question of both law and fact, this has never 
meant that a jury is to be left wholly at sea, without any 
guidance as to the standard o~ conduct the law requires. 
The instructions given by the trial court in this case it J 

must be emphasized, were a yirtual nullity, a mere 
authorization to convict if the jury thought it appropri~ 
ate. Such instructions-regardless of the blameworthi
ness of the defendant's conduct, regardless of the social 
value of the Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act, and regard
less of the importance of convicting those who violate 
it-have no place in o~r jurisprudence . 

\Ve deal here with a crhninal conviction not 'a civil 
forfeiture. It is true that the crime was but a misde
meanor and the penalty in this case light. But under 
the statute even a first conviction can result in imprison
ment for a year, and a subsequent offense is a felony 
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carrying a punishment of up to three years in prison.2 

So the standardless conviction approved today can serve 
in anotlier 'case tomorrow to support a felony convic
tion and ~ substantial prison sentence. However highly 
the Court rnay regard the social objectives of the Food, 
Drug, and Cosmetic Act, that regard cannot serve to 
justify a criminal conviction so wholly alien to funda
mental principles of our law. 

The Dotterweich case stands for two propositions, and 
I accept them both. First, Hany person" within the 
meaning of 21 U. S. C. § 333 may include any corpor~te 
officer or employee "sta.;nding in responsible relation" to 
a condition or transaction forbidden by the Act. 320 
U. S., at 281. Second, a person may be convicted of a 
criminal offense under the Act even in the absence of 
"the conventional requirement for criminal conduct-
awareness of some wrongdoing." Ibid. 

But b~fore a persoll. can be convicted of a criminal 
violation of this Act, a jury must find-and must be 
clearly instructed that it must find--evidence beyond a 
reasonable do'ubt that he engaged in wrongful conduct 
amounting at II least to common-law negligence. There 
were no such instructions, and clearly, therefore, no such 
finding in this case. S 

For these reasons, I cannot join the Court in affirming 
Park's criminaJl conviction. 

2 See a1Jte, at 666 n. 10. 
a This is not to say that Park might not be found guilty by a 

properly inst~ucted jury ~n'a new trial. But that, of course is not 
the point. "Had the jury convicted on proper instructions it would 
?e the end of ~he m~tter. But ~uries are not bound by what seems' 
mescapable lOgIC to Judges." Momsette v. United States 342 U S 
246, 276. J,' , • 
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Mr. RAIKIN. The responsible relationship test, that's the Supreme 
Court's doctrine which is spelled out at great length in these deci
sion, that corporate managers are employees who have a responsi
ble share-and the Court described in detail what that means-in 
the furtherance of a transaction, which the statute designed to 
protect public health .and safety is subject to the criminal provi
sions of the act. 

It is the intention that reference would be made in report lan
guage cross-referencing the Court's language from Park and Dotter
weich, which is distinguishable on other grounds, it is not a strict 
liability case, that is true; but the doctrine of significant responsi
bility is one which has received much treatment from the highest 
Court in the land. 

In terms of the suggestion of the ambiguity with regard to what 
happens if someone in the company has already made a report, 
again, the amended bill maItes it clear that there is an exemption 
from reporting requirements in the case of the manager who has 
actual knowledge that the employee or the appropriate Federal 
agency have already been so informed. 

Once any report is made, that exempts the necessity for further 
reporting by the managers who have actual knowledge that the 
report has already been made. 

With regard to the question of Mr. Leonard a few minutes ago 
about whether or not more than one Federal agency needs to be 
informed, in the original draft of the bill the requirement called for 
notification of each appropriate Federal agency; and the agencies 
were not specified. 

As I recall, Mr. Houser, at a meeting that we had a couple of 
months ago, we took your suggestion very seriously that it would 
be helpful in making it clear to a potential defendant that we spell
o~t in a subsequent draft, which we now have done, which are the 
specific potential appropriate Federal agencies. 

V11 e have done that~ ~nd we have .also in the new draft changed 
the:~ word tteach" to Ha.ny" so that a report to_ any appropriate 
Federal agency would suffice, 

lVlr. HOUSER, Does that mean ttany" of the agencies named? 
lVlr. RAIKIN. That is right, and if none of the eight are appropri

ate, then there is no duty to report. 
Again, that was a good·faith attempt on the part of staff and 

Justice Department to sufficiently narrow the reach of the bill, so 
that potential defendants would be on notice as to what they would 
be expected to do. 

Mr. G"QDGER. Could I have one further question? 
Perhaps this ,gets at the question last presented in a little closer 

context. 'rhe typical industrial management structure would call 
for someone at a fairly low level to be acquainted with the features 
of the p~oduct being manufactured, that might be dangerous. All 
right, if he has management authority, and has significant respon
sibility for the safety of the product or business practice, then he 
has a need to report-all right? 

Now, his duty to report is defined by the hill. But, let us say, that 
because he has been worldng for this company for 20 years, and 
has had the usual discipline of management accountability, he 

I 
\\ 
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reports what he knows or has learned, or discovered to the next-
higher official in authority. , , , 

'rhat person in;,tturn does not act by way of report, but proceeds 
to the next-highr..st person in the chain' of command. 

Now, are we requiring different persons to be criminally liable 
for this hazard,as it goes up the chain of command, all the way to 
the president of the corporation? 

Mr. HOUSER. Perhaps counsel can answer that question. . 
Mr. CONYERS. Let me just say to my colleague that hearsay is not 

a basis. It is actual knowledge. So once the knowledge is known by 
another person, it can not be spread by someone else telling him; 
and especially if the report is made, that relieves everYOne else 
from making the report. . 

So it does not just spread as the word spreads on some kInd of 
suspicious basis. 

I remind my colleague this is based on the cases that we have 
before us in the hearings, the PCB case, the asbestos case,the 
Pinto case the Firestone radial case, were all cases in which there 
was clear' knowledge and nonreporting. And it did not turn on 
some tremendously complex mat~er of suspicion or prbbab~lity., I do 
not think that those were the kmds of cases that come wIthIn the 
ambit of this bill. 

Mr. GUDGER. Mt. Chairman, if I may respond?' 
I do not disagree at all with the Chairman's observati?ns c?n

eerning suspicions versus discovery; but when you are dealIng WIth 
some of these substances that we have referred to, which are ; 
chemical in nature, it is going to be the chemist who finds out; and \ 
he may have no management authority<, I 

But if he reveals his knowledge to one of his management au- . 
thorities, this is hearsay. Would not that person in. management I 
the authority, who had that knowledge, then be obhgated to act? 

Quite sincerely, I do disagree about hearsay in that context, at , 
least. What I am saying is that so much of our hazard is going to I 
exist in areas where chemical compounds, germicides, fungicides, \' 
agricultural-type chemical compounds, pharmaceutical-type co~- l' 
pounds, are involved; and, certainly, the chemist has no managerI-
al authority. He would be the only one who really knows the 
chemical properties of the hazardous product. \ 

nt,v:ou see the point I make? . . 
Mr.~ CONYERS. If I could refer my colleague to the new bill, we 

tried to pick up that provision in 1822(c), subsection (d), in whic~ I 

we point out that the scientific k~owledge reporting woul~ const~- '\ 
tute, would come under the ambIt of management. By usmg thIS 
language, the individual has significant responsibility for the safety 
of the product or business practice or the conduct of researcli or 
testing in connection with a product or business practice. So that 
that would specifically pick up your case of the chemist or the 
scientist to report. 

Mr. HOUSER. Mr. Chairman, I would like to make one final 
comment because I am not sure even your intent, as I understood l' 
your ans~er to the Congressman about going up the linH" of ma~; C I 
agement, as the report goes up there may ~e a danger, of'w~ether t 
or not all of them are subject to being penalized under thIS law. 
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. I t~ink .your answer was no. But I am not sure that is reflected 
In thIS bIll, becau~e cou~sel in his opening comments perfectly 
eq~ated ~anager~ In bUSIness entities; .a business entity is every
thll;t~. It IS not Just managers. He saId managers ,and business 
entItIes. 

Arguably, that means everybody in the business entity who finds 
out by way of report that there is a danger in the workplace. 

Mr. CONYERS. Let us not use counsel's discussion. Let us use the 
language .in thE; bill, which is very, very limiting. 

We defIn(;'(il1~ manager and attempt to"make clear that that is 
not to be th~~a5'e. So if you are trying: to limit that I quite agree' 
that is, I think, _what we do. " 

T.he term manag~r means a person having management authori
ty I!l or. as a bus.lness entity; and of course, that refers to the 
sectIOn I Just mentIOned. 

Mr. HOUSER. As a business entity having authority? 
Mr. CONYERS. Knowledge as well as mangenient. 
Mr. HOU~ER. And. if the word goes up the line to the president~ 

everybody In that lI~e of comrpand is responsible under this act'? 
Mr. CONYERS. Not If he doesn t have knowledge. 
1\;1r. ~OUSER. If he finds .out the ;chemist reports to the supervisor 

whIch IS brought to the VIce preSIdent to the president and chair
man, they are all responsible. 

. Mr. CONYERS. ~o, that is different. Vie have just created two 
dIfferent hypothetIcals on that point. 

Mr. GUDGER. Mr. Chairman, I want to commend counsel for this 
excellent s.ummary in question and answer form dealing with some 
o~ the varIOUS subtle. and complex points in this bill, and dealing 
WIth them very effectIvely, I would like to add. 

I thank you for giving me the opportunity to question these 
gentlemen. I apologize that I had to depart. 

Mr .. CONYE~S. let me welcome our newest colleague to the sub
COml~lltte~, BIlly Lee ~vans of Georgia. We welcome you to the 
hearI~gs In subcommIttee and full conimitee. We welcome any 
questIOns or oomments you may have. 

Mr. EVANS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. ' 
I would first like to commend the chairman and the committee 

on the work that has already been done on this bill. Ob'viously a 
great ~eal of work has been done, and the bill has been amended to 
de~l ';VIth a number of complaints that might have existed prior to 
thIS tIme.' \ 

I would ~irst lik~ to state, so I would n~t. be un-American, that I 
do agree WIth the Intent of the bill. 

I ~o. have some questions, however, as to' how this bill would be 
adI!lInI~tered, becall;se it has been !flY ~xperience in dealing with 
legIslatIOn tbat the ~nt~nt of ~h~ legIslatIOn often is not reflected by 
the ,,:,ay that the bIll IS admInIstered by the appropriate agencies 
once It becomes law. 

I would first like to ask about who can renort a suspected prac
tice that might result in danger or death to "consumers or employ
ee~? Mayan employee who is not a manager report to the appro
pr~ate agency of the Government that he suspects that a practice 
eXIsts? ' 

.. , 
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If he does report such a practice, is it the responsibility of the 
Justice Department to investigate that? 

If the Justice Department is required to investigate it, does the 
Justice Department have any responsibility to check out the person 
reporting to determine the validity or potential validity of that 
report? 

As a member of the Small Business Committee, I anticipate a 
great deal of instances which have nothing to do with hazardous 
practices, or very questionable hazardous practices, being reported; 
not only from the standpoint of actual, sincere suspicions by that 
employee, but also from a number of other things, ranging from 
dissatisfaction with the job to suspected discrimination on some 
other basis. 

If you gentlemen would deal with that format first, I would 
appreciate it, as to your interpretation? 

I, like you, have seen this bill for. the first time this morning; so I 
have some serious questions as to how it will work. '. 

Mr. HOUSER. I would first say, Mr. Congressman, if you permit 
people in the workplace who are knowledgeable to report then 
you've got to make them also responsible under this law, and force 
them to report. Otherwise, you run smack into the equal protection 
clause of the 14th amendment. 

Mr. EVANS. Is it your interpretation of the bill that they can 
report, or they are required to report? , 

Mr. HOUSER. They certainly are notl'equired to report. It is 
unclear as to whether they can report. 

I am saying you run into a serious constitutional question if you r 
permit a knowledgeable person in the workplace to report and not· ~ 
hold him to the standards of this act; I really consider that a very ,1.!'1 

serious brea( n of the Constitution. . B 

Mr. LEONARD. Congressman Evans, my experience which is now I 
guess some 8 years old, but I was in the Justice Department some 8 
years ago. The procedure would be that any employee who believed 
that the law was being violated, whether it be this specific statute 
or some other prohibition with respect to the way the. workplace or 
the product is being manufactured, or the workplace is being 
kept-report that to the Department of Justice, FBI, and an inves
tigation would take place. 

Mr. EVANS. What would be the first step in that investigation? 
Mr. LEONAIW. The first step would be under ordinary circhm

stances, the matter would be referred to the FBI for investigation 
to determine the truthfulness of the allegations made by the em
ployee. 

During the course of that investigation the employer and the 
individuals who were involved in the alleged violation would be 
interviewed, as would be the complainant, q;r the individual who 
lodged the complaint., '. \ '." .. 

Now, with respect to your concern, if there were questions being 
rai~d as to the sincerity of that complaint or the individual 
making it, if there was any hint that it might have been lodged for 
some vindictive reason, that would come out during the course of 
the investigation; and might or might not affect the Department's 
view with respect to the credibility of the complainant. 
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. Assuming that there is no independent evidence all those deci
SIOns, I am afraid,. in this kind of a case, however, 'WOUld probably 
be .made by an aSSIstant U.S. attorney in some local U.S. attorney's 
offIce. 
. Mr. EVANS. Well, my concern is, I think in small business hear
Ings th~t w~ have held, and I agree with the. testimony previously,' 
that thIS bIll could affect almost any small businessman in the 
country, wh~th~r it is. intended to or not; because of the reference 
~o the agencIes !nClu~Ing OSHA, which has jurisdiction over about 
~:.very sma~l ,??SIneSS In the country, what we are dealing with here 
IS the posslblhty of a great many investigations. ' 

It has beel! my experience in listening to business people talk of 
the expense Involved in investigations, they are already investigat
ed by ahnpst every Government agency that exists. What would be 
the resulrl or wha~ wou~d b~ the ~ffect on the business community 
of the n~Jl1erous Inv~stlga~IOn~-If I a?1 right in anticipating that 
there WIll be such InvestIgatIOns whICh result in no case being 
made? . 

Mr. HOUSER. I indicated in my direct testimony Mr. Evans that 
~here .cou~d be a halt and a slowing up of production bas~d on 
InvestIgatIOns a?d reviews, ~ither well-founded complaints or ill
f?un~ed .com:plaints-productIOn often gets stopped while an inves-
tIgatIOn IS beIng made. , 
. And as I pointed out, also, in modern plants today the production 

hnes ar~ ve:y complex, and often very long. At some point in the 
productIOn h~e, .a co.ns?mer product could contain a hazard, yet, as 
I~ go~s ~long It IS ehminated by the time it comes out for distribu-
tIOn; .It IS a safe product, in fact. . 

But th!s unit manager up here in the front of the line would not 
ne~essanly know that,and he would be required to report that, 
whICh could create a hell of a lot of chaos. . 

Mr. ~VANS. Of course, I heard your testimony. I appreciate what 
was pOInted out. . 

G:oing further, 'Yhat wot;J-ld be the reL?edy, if any, to the small 
b.uslnes~man who ~s operating on a margInal basis, or an investiga
tIOn w~lCh cost hIm a f?Teat deal of money,and in the event the 
complamt proyed to be III founded, how would that small business
man recoup hIS losses? 

Are t.here any prov!sions under this bill as you see it that will 
allow hun to recoup hIS losses? 

Mr. LEONARD. Congressman Evans, he not only cannot recoup his 
losses, but I woul~ dare say that there are many small businesses 
t?day that ar~ gOIng to take advantage of the new expanded, more 
h~eral, provislor~s of ~he Federal Bandruptcy Act because of Guv-
,e~;nment re~ulatIOns~ ItS costs, investigations by LGovernment .agen
CI~S, retentIOn of la'YYers, an? retenti~n of expert~ hava simply 
drIven them. from. beIng margInal to beIng submargInal' and they 
cannot stay In bUSIness. . , 

Mr. EVANS. How would you change this bill that we could reach 
the people we are talking about, which is, generally speaking the 
large . corpor~te manager who deliberately conceals flaws 'that 
mIg~t resul~ In 4anger to the pubJic or the employee working in a 
partJ.Cul~r SItuatIOn and yet~ not~ expand into the small business 
communIty to the extent that we would wind up not only with 
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having to double the size of the Justice Department to administer 
it but put 20 or 30 percent of the small businesses out of business 
where a complaint is filed without justification? 

Mr. HOUSER. Mr. Evans--
Mr. EVANS. Could you eliminate one or two of .these agen~ies 

that might have to be reported to? That would restrIct the applIca
tion to those people that we are after. 

Mr. HOUSER. You ask how we can salvage this bill, and I am not 
really sure we can. , 

There ar~ bad apples both in the business bar~el as there are i;n 
every walk of life. But by and large, most busInessmen do theIr 
very best to protect the working environment. Yet, the legislation 
tries to reach everybody for the sake of a few bad apples. Y ou ~ave 
got that situation to begin with. Aside from t~at,. all the t~Ings 
that we have talked about with respect to constitutIOnal questIOns, 
vagueness due process, self-incrimination, the 14th amendment-I 
am not su~e you can save this bill. 

There may be other ways of improving what the present authori
ty of the Federal agencies is to get the job done. 

Mr. EVANS. All right. . . 
Would there be al10wance or a requirement that the JustICe 

Department grant a quick probable cause hearing to the employer, 
the manager, so that they could shorten the time of the investiga
tion to reduce or minimize such an investigation where the man
ager feels it is clearly an unjustified complaint? 

Mr. LEONARD. There is no such provision in the bill. 
Mr. EVANS. Let me ask you if there has to be an actual injury or 

death before a case could be brought or before an investigation 
could be made? 

Mr. LEONARD. No. 
Mr. HOUSER. No. 
Mr. EVANS. So it could be made at any time and the actual 

evi(~~mce in the case would have to indicate that- there was a 
certain potential for harm? 

Mr. HOUSER. Part of the problem, Mr. Evans, is the burden t~is 
places on the proseGutors who have to go after someone who falls 
to file. It is often not known. 

Mr. EVANS. Is it your understandin~ that they will h:=tve to 
investigate every case, even if they receIve an anonymous tip that 
there was a practice being followed, wo-uld it then be incumbent 
upon the Justice Department to check that out? 

Mr. LEONARD. Congressman Evans, the pepart:r:ne~.t, in my. expe
rience, does not investigate every complaInt., It IS, at least It was 
and I trust it still is, somewhat distrustful of anonymous com
plaints because there is little way to test the credibility of the 

'complainant. . 
That is not to say that anonymous complaints have not been 

investigated. Indeed they have in certain situations. 
Mr. EVANS. It is my understanding that the practice o~ t~e law 

in the criminal justice system is that the anonymous tip IS the 
most valuable tool that law enforcement has to break cases. 

So would you say that an anonymous tip would not be routinely 
checked out by the Criminal Justice Section, by the Justice Depart
ment? 

, 
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Mr. LEONARD. I would not say that. I do say I do not think every 
anonymous tip is checked out. I think it depends upon who is the 
subject of the complaint. 

As an example, if an anonymous postcard came in saying, "I was 
in Mr. and Mrs. Smith's grocery store the other day-a mo.m-and
pop grocery store-and one of the apples in the bag was sour, and I 
developed a stomach problem from it," I doubt that the Justice 
Department would get very excited over that. . 

Mr . EVANS. I certainly understand we can get to the ridiculous 
but I am talking about in the anticipation here of an operating 
business where there is a possibility that a complaint could be 
valid, if you'd normally check that out? 

Mr. LEONARD. That's correct. 
I could only give you an opinion; I do have an opinion about this 

piece of legislation. 
Mr. EVANS. I think I have already heard that partially. 
Mr. LEONARD. It will generate thousands upon thousands of in

vestigations of at least complaints that should be investigated. 
Mr. EVANS. How much increase would you think the Justice 

Department would need 'in this particular department for this? 
I Mr. LEONARD. That far, Mr. Evans, I won't go. 

I! Mr. EVANS. Would it be substantial? 

i

f, Mr. LEONARD. Without hedging, let me try to answer your ques-
I tion in this way: 

In my view, this piece of legislation is a substantial new area of 
I Federal criminal law for the Department of Justice to get into. 
~ Now, let me further comment: 
j If you eliminate three of these eight agencies, I would suggest 
~ that you would reduce the volume. How much, I couldn't tell you. 
. ~ But if you took out (B) the Environmental Protection Agency; (D) 

!I the Occupational Safety and Health Administration, and (F) the 
I Consumer Product Safety Commission--

,I Mr. EVANS. Those were the three I had in mind. 
J Mr. HYDE. Would the gentleman yield to me for a second? 
1 Mr. EVANS. Yes. 

:!

I Mr. HYDE. The more I listen to debate on and think about this 
! bill, it seems to me that we. may be taking the wrong approach. 

Perhaps we should consider criminalizing the knowing conceal
! ment of the dangerous condition that results in some serious harm, 
I rather than having a flood of complaints about something that 
I might happen. The current approach would have a substantial I personnel impact, not only on the Department of Justice, but on 

I

I every one of these affected agencies. They would be criminally 
:hegligent if they did not investigate to determine whether or not 

(1 there is any substance to the complaints. 
11 This is "Big Brother" gone berserk here: Employees will be re
t I porting on managers who, in turn, will report on directors-all to 
I what end? The final result will be a blizzard of reports. 
I Let us recognize that big business is no more pristine than 
l anyone else, and is capable of cutting corners to make a profit. Let 
'I us consider criminalizing that activity where it is serious and where 

j f people have knowledge, whether labor or management. If they have 
k knowledge of a serious condition and they dO.n't disclose it or take d 
J I 
tJ 
11 . I 
I I 
1'1 "-. 
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steps to correct it, that perhaps should be a criminal activity. We can 
do this without requiring a mountain of reports. 

With respect to the significant responsibility test, which we were 
discussing earlier, this would necessitate putting bilingual placards 
all over the workplaces, throughout the country explaining whether 
or not someone has a management responsibility 

Noble as the intent is, it just will not work. 
Another question that arises is: What is the funding ,and the 

personnel impact on these agencies, the Department of Justice, and 
the courts? , 

I just had to get that off my chest, Mr. Chairman. Thank you. 
Mr. EVANS. Just one question-I know I am over my time, Mr. 

Chairman. 
There have been' examples of governmental agencies putting out 

regulations that resulted in industry using chemical agents-and 1 
am thinking about Tris in the treatment of sleepwear, because that 
was the only thing that" met all the Government regulations. 

Then a few years later, they discovered that this was very flam
mable, and all, the sleepwear resulted in unusable stock for the 
industry. We tried to pass a bill-I don't know the status of it, I 
think it passed' a couple of times through the House-to pay back 
the companies for the money they lost' as a result of the Govern·, 
ment agencies being involved and requiring that Tris be used. 

There is also at the present time a certain substance in furniture 
which, if you put a burning cigarette on it for 10 minutes, it will 
catch fire; and there, is a move to require that that be done away 
with. It will increase the cost to the consumer to protect th,ose 
people who are so negligent as to keeP buring Cigarettes on furni
ture .. 

I am just wondering where we are going with this type of legisla
tionif we allow it to be applied so broadly, and not restrict it so as 
to deal with the things that we are' most concerned about, like the 
Hooper case and the other cases in which a substantial mlmber of 
consumers were subjected to the possibility ofsetious bodily injury 
as a result of coverups. 

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Mr. CONYERS. 'Ve want to thank George Leonard and 'Mr. Houser 

for coming. We ,appreciate your comments. Your constructive criti
cisms will be acted upon; others will be taken in the spirit in which 
they were presented. ' 

Mr. HOUSER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Mr, LEONARD. Thank you. 
[The prepared testimony of Mr. Houser follows:] 
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STATEMENT OF 

THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF MANUFACTURERS 
J 

BEFORE THE 

SUBCOMMITTEE ON CRIME 

OF THE 

HOUSE JUDICIARY COMMITTEE 

H.R. 7040 

April 22, 1980 

GO,od Morning, Mr. Chairman. My name is Thomas J. Houser. 

I am the General Counsel of the National Association of 

Manufacturers (NAM). I am accompanied today by Howard A. Vine, 

Associate Di~ectorof the Government Regulation & Competition 

Department of the NAM. The NAM is a voluntary organization of 

over 12,000 business j:irms of all size~ and members of eve,ry part 

of the nation. The NAM is affiliated with an additional 158,000 

companies through the National Industrj,al Council and its 

Association Department. I would like to thank you, sir, for the 

invi tation to appear here today and testify on behalf of the 

manufacturing companies which we represent, on H.R. 7040, a matter 

of great importance to many of them. 

Mr. Chairman$ we believe that your intentions can be best 

summed up in the followi.ng quote from your opening statement in a 

hearing on this bill's predesessor (H.R. 4973). In that 
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statement, you quoted with approva.l the conviction of , 

Mr. John W. Hanley, Chairman a.nd PrE;!sident of the Monsanto Company 

(a membe:t" company of tq.e NAM) " where in he stated: 

••• Individual mana.gers wh'a knowingly and recklessly 
conceal clear and ongoing conditionspf serious worker and 
consumer dangers should be recogniiedas the ,villians they 
are ••• What has to be stopped are the cases of deliberate arid 
flagrant practices that seriously endanger pUblic health. -
(emphasis added). 

The legislation before this Committee, however, does not 

accurately reflect this statement. This bill deals with matters 

in the criminal law arena. De~pite the emotional appeal of this 

issue, it would be unwise to lose sight of the restrictions that 

the Constitution imposes on the crimfnal law. Since this proposal 

would amend Title .18', the Criminal Code, the Constitution mandates 

that vague and unclearlanguage--that fails to give adequate 

notice of the precise type of conduct that is prohibited--~ust be 

struck down. 

Before addressing NAM's-csl;fecific concerns relative to this 

bill, I must make a disclaimer. The issues that we will discuss 

are only those that we consider to be the most apparent 

inadequacies and Constitutionally suspect provisions of this bill. 

NAt1 believes that it is important to note, in this regard, that ' 

this bill, which is significantly different than its predesessor, 

was introduced only one week ago. An important legislative 

proposal ~uch 'as this cannot be fully and adequately addressed and 

considered in such a short period of time. Therefore, at the 

request of the Subcommittee, we will provide a more detailed 

statement at a later date. 
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REPORTING RESPONSIBILITY 

The language of H.R. 7040 imposes on managers an affirmative 

duty to repOrt their suspicions of a "serious concea1,i.ead~nger" in 
'J . 

a product or business practice of which he/she has' "signiffcant 

responsibility"~ The failure to perform this duty to report to 

one of the several agencies delineated in the bill would subject 

this individual to criminal liability. 

The use of the term "manager" in conjllnction with the phrase 

"signi£icant, responsibility" raises some points of ambiguity • 

Compan,i.es of varying sizes often have vastly different internal 

management structures; this bill, as written, fails to take 

cognizance of this fact. In this regard, it is not unlikely to 

encounter corporate structures wherein several individuals have 

the type of management authority this bill addresses; indeed, the' 

management authority ot:, these individuals may well overlap. Who, 

then, among them, must do the reporting this bill requires and 

what is the liability of those that do not? Moreover this 

legislation fails to provide those managers of similar or 

identical capacity and responsibility with clear guidance as to 

whom is responsible for effecting the mandate of t.his bill. This 

is an especially important concept sinq,e H.R. 7040 imposes 

personal criminal liability on the individual. 

DISCOVERY BY THE MANAGER 

The term "discovers" is defined in this bill under a civil 

law standard, i.e.,' the obtaining of information that would 

"convince a reasonable person" that the serious concealed danger 

Tradi tionally, criminal l;ability has been premised on 
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scienter, that is, actual "guilty knowl..~dge", which is something 

more than the traditional tort stahdard of the "reasonable man". 

We believe that to impose criminal liability for failure to adhere 

to a constructive knowledge standard is questionable policy and 

law at best. 
;! 
" 
", 

Further, this bill charges a managE:;r with the duty to report 

his discovery of a "serious concealed danger". Major questions of 

meaning must be t;esolved.. For instance, does the measure mean 

dangers in products or processes that are "actively concealed by 

management"? Or does it mean dangers that are "undetectable by 

the ordinary user"? Are we talking about products or processes 

that are "unreasonably unsafe for their intended use"? Beyond 

this, and perhaps most important, it does not address the question 

of an inherently dangerous product. As is increasingly being 

recognized in tort law~_many products are inhet:;'ently dangerous but 

are not unreasonably unsafe for their intended use. How does the 

committee intend to deal with this element of civil' law which is 

so much a part of the criminal law questions we are addressing? 

Because so many questions remain unresolved, it appears that the 

drafter's emotional perspective of this bill's concept has 

outweighed his ability to fully consider the constitutional 

ramifications of its language. 

In addition, the bill does not specify what quantum of 

information must be obtained to convince this "reasonable man" 

that a danger exists. Does this definition include undocumented 

heresay? Oral opinio~?, A known technical report? Personal 

observation? A feeling of belief? How much questioning or soul 

searching must the individual manager undertake before he 
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must be convinced that a reportable danger exists? If impartial 

or expert varification of the suspect danger cannot be obtained in 

15 days f '~~i~t the undocumented susJ;>ic ion be reported nonetheless? 

This bill,·, in its present form, simply does not address these 

concerns and could lead to a feat' to act operating in tandem,with 

a fear of inaction; and result in paralysis. 

OTHER CONCERNS 

There are a variety of other problems with this bill that I 

will only ,dwell on briefly. The basic thrust of this bill rests 

on what NAM believes to be a mistaken and faulty premise, Le., 

that our corporations.and their managers are heartless scofflaws 

~hose pehavior requires drastic measures to correct. Such is 

simply not true. Even those who are in favor of this bill have 

admitted that the vast majority of corporatipns and business , -

managers are law abiding and compassionate and would not purposely 

and deliberately expose their employees and customers to the 

poten~ial loss of life or limb by constant close contact with a 

known and serious danger as defined in this bill. There are 

exceptions; rotten apples exist in every barrel, but I suggest 

that this legislation has a sweep broader than >is required to 

solve whatever problem does exist. There alread:r exists laws to 

punish and correct the problems which are the ta~iget of the bill. 

Th~ Consumer Product Safety Act, OSHA, and TOSCA are but a few 

undesirable adversary relationship between a manalger and his 
I 

employing corporation, making either liable to c~riminal penalties 

'i 
I 
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\~, 

for failure to make the proper report to the proper agency in the 

requisite period of time. We hav~ considered the effect this bill 

~ould have on the process of production and are distressed. Have 

the drafters of this bill consider the chaos and loss of growth in 

the gross nation~l product that would occur as the product lines. 

throughout the country are shut down for a plethora of reviews and 

inspections based on the potentially unfounded ,or ill-cons ide red 

suspicions of line managers? The members of this Subcommittee 

should be aware that in a modern plant, many managers are ~nly 

familiar with one small part of the long process of production. 

Consequently, the manager may well see a danger in a product that 

does not exist when the manufacturing process is completed. 

Another concern is the difficulties that this bill would cause 

in the efforts of i~dustry to attract and retain good and 

competent managers. 

Finally, we are concerned over the protracted litigation that 

could well arise under this legislation. Because it is not; 

issue-specific, legal questions arise from the definitions. This 

will be particularly -true in determihing whether a product or 

process is actually a "serious concealed hazard" but will also 

" arise in questions of the chain of authority, i.e., reporting 

responsibility. The measure is further encumbered by the 

prohibitions against employee discrimination--prohibitions that 

are legally managable in narrowly defined law but potentially 

unwieldly in such a sweeping ltIeasure as H.R. 7040. Most 

important, it should be noted here as well that the application of 

criminal penalties in the realm of discrimination is unprece

dented. 
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These are but a few of our concerns. ;We WOUld, as stated 
earlier, be p])~ased to provide th " ~ . ~ Subcommi,ttee with a more 
detailed statement at a later date. More importantly, the NAM 

looks forward to working with the 'Subcommittee in an effort to 

further uncover the bl pro ems that exist and .will arise from the 

pasSctge of H.R. 7040, as it effects indl';~l'dual d 
y an corporate 

rights and responsiblities. 

,: , 
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Doug TrUSsell 
202/626-3894 

Jjm Dellon 
20?!626-382l 

el f th National ASsdbiation of ManUfacturers char~ed 
WASHING:n.'q-The general couns 0 e 

. :iminal penalties on nangers who fail 
today that H.R. 7040, a bill which would lltlJ?Ose cr . 

. ~~n" of a health or safety problem perceived in a product, ~s vague, 
to act ort SllSp~c ......... ~ 

unneeded, and potentially counter-productive. . 

ThorraS J. Houser testified before the House Judiciary SIllx:arrnittee on Cr:une for the 

I than 12 000 member c~es produce over 75 percent .of the nation IS 
NAM, whose nore , . 

The P
roposed legislation is sponsored by Rep, s. George Miller (D.-calif.) 

industrial output. 

and John Conyers (D.-Mich.). . . 

Houser observed that many protions of the bill would probably be ruled unconstitutiOnal 

the errotion that surrounds the issue of 
on the basis of vagueness. He suggested that 

, ed the bill I s drafters to lose sight of legal 
workplace and product si\fety bad ~us . 

\ !It:!cessities. 
.. f rations' and business managers are 

According to Houser, "the vast naJor~ty 0 corpo , 
, , 1 aril/ 

. and would not pmJ?Osely and deliverately expose errp oy~s , 
law-abiding, corrq?aSsl.Onate, , 

or custorrers to ..• close contact with a knoWn ani serious danger. n He noted that laws 

" • \ tho f "rotten apples" who do not act to correct problems. 
already exist to pumsh se eM • • 

, d . f t be counter-productive, creating 
The :NA!>1 fears that this legislation woul , ill ac, , 

od
' ti' line by making line wanagers .excessively overcautious. 

"chaos" on the pl:' uc on , 
. f teps taken later in the 

lbusernoted that nany line managers are often not a\1are 0 s , 

'. to ensure the safety of, the final product. An unfort~te adversary 
production process ' 

relationship between line managers and their er;ployers could. also result. 

Houser offered NAM's full c:ooperation to more fully analyze the potential impact 

of the bill and td explore a nore cc:m?rehensive response. 
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Mr. CONYERS. Our next witness is Prof. Louis Seidman, who has 
worked for the Honorable J. Skelly Wright. He has also served as a 
clerk for a member of the Supreme Court, and has been a practic-
ing attorney and a member of the Public Defenders Service in the 
District of Columbia for a number of oyears. He is also with the 
Georgetown University Law Center. 

We welcome you; Professor. 
Many 'of the comments in your prepared statement have been 

preliminarily discussed, and so we will place your entire prepared 
statement into the record. Please proceeq. as you desire. 

TESTIMONY OF PROF. LOUIS SEIDMAN, 'GEORGETOWN' LAW 
CENTER, WASHINGTON, D.C. 

Professor SEIDMAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, members of the 
committee. . 

Let me say, first, I appreciate the opportunity to come here and 
give my views on H.R. 7040. 

I would also like to say at the outset that I am neither a propo-
nent'nor an opponent of H.R. 7040. I am not an expert on the 
issues of public policy raised by the bill, and I don't intend to 
comment on them. 
' My point is rather a narrow one, and that concerns the legality 
of H.R. 7040; lmd with regard to legality, lam convinced that there 
is nothing in either the fifth amendment self-incrimination clause, 
nor in anything else in the Constitution; nor, indeed in our tradi-
tion of common "law limitations on what ought to be considered 
criminal which precludes the enactment of this legislation. 

Now, since my prepared testimony comments at some length on 
the fifth amemdment aspect of this, I think what I will do, with the 
chairman's permission, is simply summarize that, and then, per-
haps, address myself to some of the other points that were made 
earlier this morning . 

With regard to the fifth amendment self-incrimination clause, 
the argument, as I understand it, is that there are some criminal 
statutes in this area, and that the information which this bill 
requires to be disclosed might conceivably be utili?ed in some 
future criminal prosecution-those points are absolutely (!orrect. 

However, those observations 'are the" be~lnning rather than ,the 
conclusion of the fifth amendment analysis. c. - .' " 

The first point with regard to the fifth amendment self-incrimi- . 
nation clause-and I think this is really dispositive-is that even if 
it is true that the fifth amendment attaches to this area" that 
means at very most that there are some individuals who might 
have a privilege not to report the information which the bill would 
otherwise require be reported.. ii' 

,," But that\t'~ct neither invalidates the statute as a c:onstitutional 
matter, nor p'r~vides an argument against its passage. " 

To take an 6hyious every~ay sort of exa~ple, w:it~in the IB:s~ few 
days people have been gOIng around askIng mIllIons of, CItIzens 
questions for the census. And I think it may be entirely-possible, 
indeed, probable, that when those questions are directed to some 
individuals, those individuals may have a -firth amendment privi-
lege not to answer some of those questions. 

,) 
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And certaInly that privilege ought to be ~ecognized,. bu~ no one i 

would suggest, therefore, that the census IS unconstItutl(~na\, .or I 

that we ought not to have a census because there are some Ind~vld
uals who would be free not to respond to some of the questIons 
because of the fifth amendment privilege. '. . 

In that regard, since the case of Ward v. Coleman, 10th c~rcult 
case was mentioned, I believe; by Congr.essman Hyde ~arh~r-. I 
would like to direct the committee's attentIOn to the court s opInIOn 
in Ward on page 1192 of 598 F. 2d,.t~e court e~pressly says, "We. do 
not strike down the self-reporting requIrement of sectIOn 
3121(b)(5)." . 

All the court did was to recognize that one who dId not report 
might have a fifth amendment privilege not to do so. 

Furthermore, I think there are some very strong arguments to 
be made here for why the fifth amendment does not attach at all 
in this area. . 

There are really two arguments, two interrelated pOInts. 
The first is that the fifth amendment is normally thoug~t of as a 

restriction on the way that the Government proves a CrIme" after 
the crime has occurred. 

But H.R. 7040 is designed to regulate ongoing conduct. It c~n-
cerns not proof that social harm already occurred; but preye:,ntIOn 
of social harm which is about to occur. And that makes It dIfferent 
from any other fifth amendment case that I know of. 

It's never been thought that w~en one sets in ~otior; f~rces 
which are about to cause serious injury to someon~, h~e .dlstrIbut
ing a product which is liable to cause ?-~ath or Se!IOUS InJ~ry, that 
the fifth amendment gives one the prIVIlege to SIt on one shands 
and take no action to prE;lvent that injury from occurring. . 

And, indeed~ the law is full of requ~rements that a per~on In that 
position take action in order to notIfy others of the rIsk, and to 
attempt in some way to mitigate the danger.. . . 

To take just an obvious sort of example, It. IS the l.a~ In ma~~, 
many jurisdictions that if you are a!1 accomplIce t~ ~rl~Inal actiVI
ty that the only way to avoid liabilIty for that actI~Ity-l,E?to'reRort 
to law enforcement officials the existence of that actIvIty~ 

Noone has ever suggested that that requirement would violate 
the fifth amendment. And I think if someone did malte that argu-

. ment that it would be rather quickly disposed of. I 

Fu{ally, I think this case is squarely gov~rne~ by tJ:1e Supreme 
Court's decision in the case of Byers v. Cahfornw, deCIded some 8 
years ago. . . .. h' h In that case the Court upheld a €allfornia crImInal statute.w IC. 
required a driver involved in an accident to report to the polIce hiB 
name and address; a hit-and-run statute. .. 

What the Court said was that where a statute 1S dIrected to th.e 
public at large, and .it s~r~es ~ civ~, r~gulatory 'purpo.se, ~ven if 
tnere was some self-IncrImInatIOn rIsk In complYIng wIth It, that 
nonetheless the clause was not violated by insisting on complianpe. 

And in doing so the Court distinguished t~e .prior cases whl~h 
had dealt with circumstance~ like m~m~ershlp In th~ Comt;nl:n~Ist 
Party and people who were Involved In Illegal gamblIng actiVItIes; 
it said that those cases were different because they involv~d people 
engaged in inherently criminal conduct. If you were askIng ques-
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tions of those people, the fifth amendment would attach; whereas if 
you were asking questions of a broader group of people, like every
body in an accident, that the fifth amendment did not attach. 

It seems to m0 clear that any fair analysis of the Byers case 
indicates which side of the line this legislation is on. No one has 
yet suggested that managers of businesses are in the category of 
gamblers and members of the Communist Party. They are engaged 
in ordinary, lawful, conduct. The purpose of this bill is not to get 
them to imcriminate themselves, but to stop ongoing social harm; 
and, therefore, under Mr. Justice Burger's analysis in the Byers 
case I think it's clear that the statute would be upheld. 

And, indeed, as I indicated in my prepared testimony, laws which 
are indistinguishable from this one have almost uniformly been 
upheld in the lower courts. . 
Now~ with regard to some of the other arguments that have been 

made today, there are several of them I'd like to address. 
The first, as I understand it, is that there is a difficulty with the 

definition of the person who has a responsibility to report under 
this statute, that, somehow, that definition is unconstitutionally 
vague. 

Let me say, it's always difficult to make a judgment about how 
the Supreme Court or how a lower court is going to react to a piece 
of legislation. And I certainly would not say with certainly what 
would happen to this bill if it ever did reach that stage. 

But here we are in an unusual position to know with much more 
certainty that one would normally, because the fact is, that the 
definition of "managers"-as counsel pointed out earlier-comes 
directly from Supreme Court authority. It is a definition from a 
Supreme Court opinion, and it" therefore, seems rather odd to 
suggest that a definition which the Court itself formulated could 
subsequently be struck down. as being overly vague. 

The relevant authority is United States v. Parks 421 U.S. 658; 
that case concerned whether a person connected with a drug com
pany could be held criminally liable under the Federal Food, Drug, 
and Cosmetic Act for putting contaminated food into interstate 
commerce. '. 

And the Court, again speaki~g through Mr. Chief Justice Burger, 
said, and I am now quoting from the opinion: ' 

The principle has been recognized that a corporate agent through whose acts, 
defaults or o~ission the corporatioI], committed q crime is himself guilty individual
ly of that crIme . . . [I]t had been applied not only to those corporate agents who 
themselves committed the criminal act, but also to those who by virtue of their 
managerial positions or other similar relation to the acti<!l could be deemed respon
sible for its commission. 

The Court in reaching that conclusion relied on Mr. Justice 
Frankfurter's opinion again for the Court in a case called United 
States v. Dotterweich, 'decided some 30 years ago, in ,. which the 
Court expressly addressed itself to the contention that the defini
tion of manager was unconstitutionally vague; and expressly reject-
ed that claim. ''Ii 

, So that I think it is rather late in the day to argue that the 
definition that has twice been upheld by the Supreme Court
indeed, formulated by the Court-would not pass constitutional 
muster. 

-
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Second, it's been argued that the bill in~pI?ropr~at~l:f uses a civil 
law standard of liability, rather than a. crImInal ~IabIhty standard. 
That it makes some innocent persons lIable despIte the absence of 
the knowledge that we normally requite in the criminal context. 

Again, that argument is somewhat ironic, because in both the 
Park and Dotterweich cases the Supreme Court expressly upheld 
convictions in the regulatory area where there was no knowledge 
by the person convicted of the offense. 

This bill in fact does require such knowledge. It goes beyond 
what the Supreme Court has said is required in the Park and 
Dotterweich cases. 

In Park, for example, defendant claimed that in fact '1;e h~d no 
knowledge that the food was contaiminated that was put Into Inter
state commerce. And Mr. Justice Burger said, well, it may be tr:ue 
you didn't, know it, but you ought to have known; people wI~h 
managerial authority ought to know about the food that they dIS
tribute. 

Ironically enough if the Park defendant ~ere. prosect;tted under 
this bill, he would be acquitted; because thIS bill reqUITes ac~ual 
knowledge. It requires that ,a person actually know that t~er~ IS a I 

dangerous defect in the product before he can be held crImInally i 
liable for not reporting it. '. I 

Now, it's true that what the person has to actually know IS 'I' 

simply the information that would put a reasol!-able person on 
notice that the defect is a dangerous one; and In that sense, I I 
suppose it's true that a person who knows about the defect, but was I' 

unreasonable, and didn't realize that it was dangerous,could be , 
1~ held liable. .. r 

But that kind of requirement of knowledge IS no dIfferent from 
the way c;ountless criminal statutes operate presently. 

For example, to give two sort ~f com~~nsense exal!lples: 
If you kill someone in self-~et:ense, It IS not suffiCIent for you. to 

allege that you personally believe that the person was threatenIng 
you in a way that justified that conduct. " . . I 

Rather' you have to show that you were reaeonable In that belIef. 
Or if you are defending a rape prosecution on the ground that 

the-'~"i0tim consented, it's not suffic~ent for you to have actual~y 
believed there was consent, but that there was a reasonable baSIS jill 

for belief. 
That's all that this legislation requires. ' 
Finally, the last point that I think was made by the ge!l,tleI?en !I 

who preceded me, was that there was a ris~ that a manager ,mIght l~ 
be held liable under this bill because he faIled to report a hearsay 
or undocumented report. . . I 

Once again, I think the statutory de:finItl<~n really. takes care of k 
that problem. The statute .require~ that the Inf?rma~lOn mus~ con- 1,1 

vince a reasonable person In the CIrcumstances In ~hlCh the dISCOV- ~ 
erer is situated that a serious, concealed, danger eXIsts.' . 

If a manager is not reasonably c~nvin~ed that it actua~ly eXIstelld, , ," 
not even that there was a risk It eXIsted, but that It actua y 
existed then he is under no obligation to report.. ,. 1 i, 

Now, I take it that that means that a person IS nott drequIred to .\ 
report to a Federal agency mere hearsay, undo~umen e rumor, or I 
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even a very substantiated claim that there is a risk of a defect 
causing an injury. , 

Only if a reasonable person were convinced that the defect actu
ally existed would the reporting requirement be activated. 

So, in summary, Mr. Chairman, neither the fifth amendment 
self-incrimination clause, nor the due process clause, nor, might I 
add, the equal protection clause, nor the common-law principles 
that govern criminal responsibility, would invalidate the bill or 
pr9vide any arguments for Congress not adopting it. 
,Mr. Conyers. Thank you very much. 
So what we have here is a situation that even if there were a 

certain case in which the Court found that disclosure prevented the 
defendant from being prosecuted because of the fifth amendment, 
that would in no way operate to invalidate the law, itself? 

j Professor SEIDMAN. That's exactly right, Congressman, I To give you another example, the Supreme Court has held that a 

1
1,1 person has a constitutional right not to answer certain questions 

on one's income tax return, if the questions are incriminating. Yet 
'1 no one has ever suggested that that invalidates the income tax. 
i Rather, a person has to claim the privilege, and then can refuse 

to answer those questions to which the privilege is applicable. 
Mr .. CONYERS. Mr. Hyde, do you have some questions? 

i IVlr. H YDE. Yes. 
:1:,' But could I yield to counsel, and let her ask them? 

1\1S. OWEN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
l I really only have one question. I was interested in your interpre-
1 tation of the Byers case and I would like to explore that situation 

further. 

if It is my understanding that that case involved a hit-and-run 
.j statute. Basically, people subje.Gt to that law merely had to report 
11 their name and address and that they were involved in an acci-

I'
~':I!" dent, whether they were negligent or not. 

Professor SEIDMAN. That's correct, counsel. 
Ms. OWEN. That is correct? 

"I Ms. OWEN. The Supreme Court distinguished that sort of "neutraF' 

r
"j Professor SEIDMAN. On the facts of the case, that is accurate. 

1 reporting, as I believe they called it, from the other situation 
illustrated by the Marchetti and Albertson cases, where there was 

11 more than a neutral reporting requirement involved. , 
II One of the types of statutes that the Court mentioned, in addi
, I tion to the "highly selective group inherently suspect of criminal 
/1 activities," was whether the area regulated was "an area permeat-

i
'/ ed with criminal statutes." 
J! The problelp. I have with the use of the Byers precedent here is 
J I that this legislation does involve an area that is highly permeated 
i 1 with criminal statutes, such as criminal penalties under OSHA and 
~li 1 the Food and Drug Act. . h B 
; ! It seems to me that there is a big difference between t e ' yers Ii case, where there was not such a permeation,and this case, where 
i 1 the person is not only required to report. his name and address, 
~) which was all he had to report in Byers, but he is also required to 
1 i report the fact he is manufacturing a defective product, or that he 
fl is maintaining a dangerous working situation. 
j I 
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Isn't this different? Doesn't it really fall more in the second 
category of cases described by the Supreme Court? i 

Professor SEIDMAN. Well, counsel, I think that the best way to 11 

analyze what the case means is to look at the language of the case, •. 
itself. I· 

Ms. OWEN. I did, I quoted directly from it. 
Professor SEIDMAN. Well, allow me to quote from some more of I 

it. . d I t' I If we look at what Mr. Justice Burger saId, an am quo Ing I 
now from pages 427 and 428 of the Court's opinion. ! 

An organized society imposes many burdens on its constituents. ! 
I won't go through the whole list here, but I'll quote selectively: I 

* * * it requires producers and clistributorsof consumer goods to file information-
al reports on the manufacturing process and the content ?f products, on the .wB;ges, 
hours and working conditions of employees. * * * industrIes must report perIOdICal
ly th~ volume and content of pollutants discharged into our waters and atmosphere. 
Comparable examples are legion.. . . . . 

In each of these situations there IS some pOSSI~IlIty of prose~utlOn-~ften a very 
real one-for criminal offenses disClosed by or derIved fro~ the InfOrmatIOn .t~B;t the 
law compels a person to supply. * * * But under our h?l~In~s the mere POSS~bIhty of 
incrimination is insufficient to defeat· the strong polIcIes In favor of a dIsclosure 
called for by statutes like the one challenged here. 

It seems to me that in that quote the Court is dealing w~th cases 
very much like the cases that would be dealt with in th~s statute; 
and yet the Court makes it rather clear that self-reporting would 
be upheld in those instances. 

t;might make one additio~al point: . 
rl'his case in one respect IS a stronger case than the Byers case, 

because in Byers, the accident had already ?apI,lened. That was 
over with, and there was no way of preventmg It. And the only 
issue was what techniques could the Government use to prove that 
a person ~as liable for th~t accid~nt? . 1 

Here we are dealIng wIth ongoIng sOCial harm. We .are not dea~
ing with an accident that has happened, but an accIdent that, If 
you will, is waiting to happen. 

And the fifth amendment has never been thought to preclude the 
Government f:r:pm preventing social harm which has not already 
occurred. . 
. And I know of no case, no case, in which a statute .that reqUIres 
a person, who sets in motion a series of events th~t wIl~ really hurt 
someone, to mitigate that damage has been held InvalId under the 
fifth amendment. 

Ms. OWEN. I think the record should reflect tha~ the langu~ge 
you cited would be considered dictum. The Court was not addressIng 
that factual situation; it was a mere observance. 

Professor SEIDMAN. You are absolutely right, counsel. If one wer~ 
to restrict the case to hole ling, it concerned only hit-and-run aCCI
dents. Nonetheless the reasons why the Court reached that conclu
sion are somewhat relevant to the determination of how the Court 
might regard some future case. 

Ms. OWEN. The Court says that there must be more tha..n a 
"mere possibility of self-incrimination" created by the stat~te. It 
seetnS to me that under the situation we have here, there IS cer
tainly far more than a "mere possibility." 
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Doesn't this seem to be very similar to the Ward case, where 
someone discloses something to the Government agency, which 
takes that information and immediately uses it in the criminal 
prosecution? In the Ward case, one agency simply handed the 
report to another, and that was the full basis for the prosecution. 

Professor SEIDMAN. Well, the odd thing about the Ward decision 
is that in that case the lower court nowhere referred to Byers; and 
insofar as one can tell from the opinion was unawate of the Byers 
doctrine. 

The whole argument in Ward was whether the use of the infor
mation was in a civil or criminal proceeding. I can't read the 
Supreme Court's mind, but I have an inkling that the reason why 
the Court granted certioriari in that case was because the 10th 
circuit had completely overlooked the Byers' doctrine. 

Furthermore, I think once again it's worth pointing out that 
even in Ward the Court went out of its way to say 'it was not 
invalidating the statute. They said the statute is fine, the only 
thing they had to do was to recognize a fifth amendment privilege 
against using information disclosed by the statute in a subsequent 
criminal prosecution., 

Ms. OWEN. I think this situation can be distinguished from the 
other situation because the criminal act in Byers was complete. In 
this case, it is a continuing or future criminal act. 

There still would be a problem in the situation where a criminal 
act had already occurred; would there not? I think that this is' the 
main concern of some of the Members who have expressed them
selves on the self-incrimination issue. 

Professor SEIDMAN. Counsel, let me give you another example of 
what I am talking about: . 

Suppose a thief steals a piece of property. It is the law in every 
jurisdiction that I know of, that the thief has an obligation to 
mitigate that damage by returning the property which. he has 
stolen. . 

Now, it's true that the crime has already occurred, the theft. 
And it's also true that by returning the property the thief risks 
self-incrimination. 

If you go back and return it, that increases the chances of being 
caught, and also being punished. 

Nonetheless, it's never been suggested that once having stolen 
the property, the thief has a fifth amendment privilege to retain it, 
and not to return it, in order to mitigate the damage he's caused. 

By a parity of reasoning, here if someone manufactures a danger
ous product, and wrongfully inserts it into interstate commerce, it 
seems to me it would be an extravagant-if I may say so-interpre
tation of the fifth amendment to suggest that person having done 
that, can sit on his or her hands, and allow that dangerous instru-
mentality to do its work. . 

Ms. OWEN. In the thief case, it really woqld be difficult to distin
guish between the information that would incriminate him in the 
prior act of stealing and the information :lthat would incriminate 
him in the continuing act of not returning it. 

Practically speaking, the assertion of the fifth amendment privi
lege in the first situation would effectively result in assertion in 
the second situation. 
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Professor SEIDMAN. Well, and by the same t?ken, it. max be that 
after, for example, a drug has been disse~I~ated In Interstate 
commerce that the only way to prevent, to mItigate the damage, of 
the drug inflicting tp.~ injury, would be to report that fact to the 
Food and Drug AdmlnistratIO~. .' " 

So I guess-perhaps I am mIssIng your pOInt? . 
Ms. OWEN. In the thief situation, I do not thInk anybody would 

argue that you that could assert the fifth amendment wIth respect to 
the prior act just because-- 't ' " 

Professor SEIDMAN. Well, the thiefs argume~t wo.uld. be that by , 
refusing to return the property, he was asserting hIS fIfth amf~nd
ment right with regard to the. prior act of. theft. ~nd the argument 
is not completely frivolous. It IS true that If you gIve property back, 
that does tend to incriminate you. You sort of wonder how he got 
the property in the first instance. [Laughter.] h 'fifth 

But no one would suggest, I assume, that one as ~ 
amendment right to continue inflicting that injury by keepIng the 
property. bl b' t' And so here when one first causes the pro em y Inser Ing: a 
dangerous inst~umentality into interstate c?mmerce, I wou~d maIn
tain, you don't have a fifth amendment rIg~t to do nothIng, and 
wait until people are maimed and hurt and kIlled. 

Ms. OWEN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.. . 
Mr. CON:~RS .. Thank you for a very ll~tere~tIng comment. Staff i 

counsel Ralkm, do you have further qu~stIOns. 
Mr. RAIKtN. Yes; thank you, Mr. ChaIrman. . . . 
Do you see any element of this bill, through definItion c?nt~lned 

therein or aspect, which could render the s.tatute. unconstitutIOnal 
and invalid for any reason in any court, IncludIng the Supr~me ; 
Court? '., f t't t' ] ~ Professor SEIDMAN. Well, counsel, the IngenuIty 0 cons 1 u IOna, t 
lawyers is infamous. . h' I 

But I have studied the bill carefully. I thInk I kno~ som~t II?:g 'i 
about the Constitution. And as far as I can see, t~ere IS nothIng In \ 
this bill which would-to which even a. nonfrIvolous argument 
could be made concerning its constitutionalIty. 

M,t, RAIKIN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Mr. CONYERS. Thank you very much, your comments were very 

helpful indeed. 
[The full statement follows:] 

TESTIMONY OF LOUIS SEIDMAN ON H.R.· 4973 

I would 'like to thank the Committee foraff~rding me this oPP?rtunhity th cB1i ment on H.R. 4973. I intend to limit mJ .commen~s to the contentlO~ t ~t ~ e . 1 
would'violate the Fifth Amendment prIvIlege agamst c?mpelled self-~ncrlmmatllnci 

If adopted, H.R. 4973 would require a mana~er w~o dIscovers a serIOus concea.e 
danger in a product or business practice that IS subJec~ to the regulatory authorIty 
of specified government agencies to inform those. agencIes ~r the affecjed em~0'1e~s 
of the danger. The constitutional. argument a~amst the BIll, as I. ~n ers~an 1, If 
that such compelled disclosure YlOlates t~e FIfth ~end~ent prIvIlege eca.us~ 0 
the risk that the information dIsclosed mIght be utilIzed m a subsequent crimmal 
prosecution of the manager. . ., . I fi I b r th t 

I am a supporter of the privilege against self-mcrImmatlOn. lrm y e Ieye h 
the' privilege plays a vital role in our constitutional system, both by prot~~m1~ e 
privacy f,md integrity of t~e .indi,:,id~aI and by mandatmg ~,n adversary, ra er an 
inquisitorial, system of crImmal JustIce. .., . I d 

It is clear however that the privilege against self-incrImmatIOn does not !nc u he 
a limitless hcense td withhold any information from the government whIch t e 
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individual does not wish to disclose. I am persuaded that neither the language of the 
privilege, nor the policies lying behind it, nor the interpretation which courts have 
given it, prevents the government from forcing disclosure of dangerous defects in 
products or practices subject to government regulation. This is true for three sepa
rate and independent reasons, which I intend to discuss seriatim. First, the privilege 
has been held not to outlaw non-criminal, regulatory, self-reporting schemes so long 
as the schemes are designed to accomplish objectives unrelated to enforcement of 
criminal laws and are not directed at selective groups inherently suspect of criminal 
activity. 

Second, while the privilege restricts the government in the method by which it 
proves guilt after a crime has occurred, it does not afford the individual the right to 
continue committing the crime. Consequently, when an individual sets in motion a 
chain of events likely to inflict social harm, the privilege does not prevent the 
government from insisting that the same individual take appropriate steps to pre
vent the harm from eventuating. 

Finally, even if some persons could claim a Fifth Amendment privilege against 
disclosures mandated by H.R. 4973, that fact neither makes the Bill unconstitution
al nor provides an argument against its passage. At most, the Fifth Amendment 
would excuse some individuals from compliance with the statutory command in 
cases where disclosure would risk self-incrimination. Even if one were prepared to 
assume, arguendo, that such a privilege might exist in some cases, there is no 
reason why Congress should not insist on disclosure in the many other cases where 
the privilege is not claimed or is not applicable. 

In Byers v. California, 402 U.S. 424 (1971), the Supreme Court upheld a conviction 
under a California "hit and run" statute which required a driver to stop at the 
scene of an accident and give his name and address. Byers argued that the statute 
violated his privilege against self-incrimination because of the substantial hazard 
that the information provided might be used in a subsequent criminal prosecution 
against him growing out of the accident. Although there was no opinion for the 
Court, five Justices agreed that the Fifth Amendment did not bar such non-crimi
nal, regulatory schemes not directed at a group inherently suspect of criminal 
activity. Speaking for the plurality, Chief Justice Burger rejected Byers' Fifth 
Amendment contentions in language which seems directly applicable to, this case: 

"An organized society imposes many burdens on its constituents. It commands the 
filing of tax returns for income; it requires producers and distributors of consumer 
good to file informational reports on the manufacturing process and the content of 
products, on the wages, hours and working conditio11:S of employees. Those who 
borrow money in the public market or issue securities for sale to the public must 
f'Ile various information reports; industries must report perfodically the volume and 
content of pollutants discharged into our waters and atmosphere. Comparable exam
ples are legion. 

HIn each of these situations there is some possibility of prosecution-often a very 
real one-for criminal offenses disclosed by or derived from the information that the 
law compels a person to supply. Information revealed by these reports could well be 
Ita link in the chain" of evidence leading to prosecution and conviction. But under 
our holdings the mere possibility of incrimination is insufficient to defeat the stron~ 
policies in favor of a disclosure called for by statutes like the one challenged here. ' 
402 U.S. at 427-428 (italics added; footnotes omitted). 

Similarly, Justice Harlan, who provided the fifth vote for the judgment, reasoned 
that: "'" * * [i]f the privilege is extended to the circumstallces of this case, it must, I 
think, be potentially available in every instance whereAhe government relies on 
self-reporting. 'I' 

"And the considerable risks to efficient government df a self-executing claim of 
privilege will require acceptance of, at the very least, a use restriction of unspecified 
dimensions. Technological progress creates an ever expanding need for governmen
tal information about individuals. If the individual's ability in any particular case to 
perceive a genuine risk of self-incrimination is to be a sufficient condition for 
imposition of use restrictions on the government in all self-reporting contexts, then 
the privilege threatens the capacity of the government to respond to society's needs 
with a realistic mixture of criminal sanctions and other regulatory devices." 402 
U.S. at 451-452. , 

To be sure, the Byers doctrine does not leave the government free to insist on self
reporting whenever it can advance a regulatory, non-criminal reason for seeking the 
information. In circumstances where information is demanded from a "highly selec
tive group inherently suspect of criminal' activities" or in 'Ian area permeated with 
criminal statutes," 424 U.S. at 430, a Fifth Amendment privilege attaches even if 
the government seeks the information for non-criminal purposes. Thus, in Albertson 
y. SACB, 382 U.S. 70 (1965), the, Court upheld the refusal of a "communist-front" 
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organization to register with the Attorney-General under the Subversive Activities 
Control Act of 1950, The Court noted that Albertson's Fifth Amendment claim was 
"not asserted in an essentially non-criminal regulatory area of inquiry, but against 
an inquiry in an area permeated with criminal statutes, where response to any of 
the form's questions in context might involve the petitioners in the admission of a 
crucial element of' a crime." 382 U.S., at 79. 

Similarly, in ~Marchetti v. United States 390 U.S. 39 (1968), the Court held that 
there was a Fifth Amendment privilege against paying a federal occupational tax on 
gambling and registering as a person engaged in the business of wagering. The 
Court conceded that the tax and registration requirements had non-criminal pur
poses. See 390 U.S., at 57. But noting that the taxpayer faced "a comprehensive 
system of federal and state prohibitions against wagering activities," 390 U.S. at 49, 
the Court held that wagering "is 'an area permeated with criminal statutes,' and 
those engaged in wagering are a group 'inherently suspect of criminal activities'.'" 
390 U.S. at 47. See also, Grosso v. United States, 424 U.S. 648, 651 (1976) (no Fifth 
Amendment privilege against filing ordinary tax return because requirement direct
ed to public at large). 

On any fair analysis, it seems clear that the reporting requirement in H.R. 49'73 
falls on the Byers side of the Byers-Albertson line. To be sure, a manager reporting a 
product defect may in some circumstances run some risk of criminal prosecution, 
just as a driver involved in a car accident may sometimes be criminally liable. But 
we have not yet reached the point where those managing industries subject to 
government regulation are, like gamblers and communists, "inherently suspect of 
criminal activities." Nor can it be maintained that manufacturers of consumer 
products, managers of nuclear reactors, and sellers of prescription drugs face, in the 
words of the Marchetti court, "a comprehensive system of federal and state prohibi
tions against [their] activities," 390 U.S. at 49. Indeed, although there are some 
criminal statutes in this area, see, e.g., 21 U.s.C. § 301 et seq. (outlaWing the 
introduction into interstate commerce of any food, drug, medical device, or cosmetic 
that it is adulterated or misbranded), it is striking how few criminal prohibitions 
govern the conduct to which H.R. 4973 relates. 

It is not surprising, therefore, that the lower federal courts which have considered 
self-reporting schemes closely analogous to H.R. 4973 have all but uniformly upheld 
them against Fifth Amendment challenge. In United States v. Sterling, 571 F.2d 708 
(2d Cir. 1978), for example, the Court sustained a requirement that corporate offi
cers report certain information to the Securities Exchange Commission despite the 
fact that by reporting the information, the defendants risk self-incrimination. The 
court noted that: 1/* * * the sale of stock and maintenance of peaceful labor rela
tions are quite obvious, and quite necessary, lawful activities. Appellants chose to 
engage in a lawful activity in an unlawful manner. That unlawfulness cannot now 
be used to excuse them from regulatory disclosure requirements, even though such 
disclosure could lead to criminal prosecution under other statutory schemes." 571 
F.2d, at 728. See also United States V. Pacente, 449 F.Supp. 905 (1978) (self-reporting 
for tax on retail liquor dealers upheld over Fifth Amendment challenge); United 
States v. San Juan, 405 F.Supp 685 (1975) (compulsory disclosure by those transport
ing over $5,000 in monetary instruments across U.S. border upheld over Fifth 
Amendment challenge); United States v. Resnick, 488 F.2d 1165 (1974) (firearm 
record keeping upheld over Fifth Amendment challenge); 15,844 Welfare Recipients 
v. King, 474 F.Supp. 1374 (1974) (welfare verification requirement upheld over Fifth 
Amendment challenge). 

In contrast, the lower courts have recognized Fifth Amendment claims only when 
a self-reporting requirement is directed narrowly at specific individuals who are 
already under suspicion. See, e.g., United States v. Lubus, 370 F.Supp. 695 (1974) 
(enforcement of IRS summons directed at specific taxpayers to testify subject to 
Fifth Amendment privilege); United States v. Thevis, 469 F. Supp 490 (1979) (FBI 
request of name and address for investigative purposes). 

I have been able to locate only a single case decided by any federal court in which 
a Fifth Amendment privilege was upheld in the context of a general self-reporting 
scheme similar to that proposed in H.R. 4973. In Ward v. Coleman, 598 F.2d 1187 
(10th Cir. 1979), cert. granted sub nom. United States v. Ward, 48 U.S.L.W. 3308 
(1979), the Court reversed a judgment under the Federal Water Pollution Control 
Act for damages in connection with an oil spill because the government had utilized 
information which the defendant was required to report in connection with the spill. 
It must be conceded that the reporting requirement in Ward is closely analogo'(:.1 to 
that proposed in H.R. 4973. However, several factors reduce the force of the Ward 
precedent. First, the Ward court nowhere cites Byers and appears to have over
looked the Byers doctrine in reaching its decision. Instead, the Court directed its 
attention exclusively to whether the damage action for the oil spill could be consid-
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ered "criminal" for purposes of the Fifth Amendment. Upon concluding that the 
action was criminal in nature, the Court immediately applied the privilege without 
pausing to consider whether the reporting requirement was part of a regulatory, 
non-criminal statutory scheme. Second, the result in Ward is contrary to decisions 
in every other circuit which has considered the constitutionality of self-reporting 
schemes. Finally, it is worthy of note that the Supreme Court has granted certiorari 
in the Ward case. There is, of course, no way of knowing with certainty whether the 
Ward holding will ultimately survive. But unless the Supreme Court undertakes to 
reverse Byers and rewrite the law of self-incrimination, it seems probable that H.R. 
4973 would withstand constitutional attack. 

II 

Moreover, in one important respect, there is a stronger case for the validity of 
H.R. 4973 than for the California hit-and-run statute upheld in Byers. Byers, like 
virtually all Fifth Amendment cases, arose after the fact. The social harm imposed 
by the automobile accident had already occurred, and the issue was what techniques 
the Government could use to F"cove its case concerning the completed event. In 
contrast, H.R. 4973 concerns not the proof of social harm which has already oc
curred, but the prevention of social harm which is about to occur. It requires an 
extraordinary reading of the Fifth Amendment to suggest, for example, that a 
person who has introduced a lethal drug into the stream of commerce in constitu
tionally privileged to sit on his hands and bike no action to avoid the deaths which 
are certain to result from his conduct. The Fifth Amendment contains a privilege 
against helping the government prove that a crime has occurred. But it has never 
been thought to privilege the commission of a crime. Consequently, the Fifth 
Amendment does not prevent the government from insisting that one who sets in 
motion forces about to impose an injury take action to prevent that injury-even if 
that section makes a subsequent criminal conviction more likely. 

The law is full of such requirements. For example, it is hornbook law that a 
person who misappropriates property of another is under a continuing duty to 
return the property. See W. Prosser, Law of Torts, 89-91, (4th ed. 1964). It has never 
been s1.lJJ-gested that this duty can be avoided by the claim that returning it might 
assist U;e government in proving that a larceny occurred. Similarly, the law holds 
an ~ccomp1ice liable for all crimes committed by the principal unless he terminates 
hiF.< c6mplicity by, inter alia, givi~~ timely warni~g to law ~nfor~em~mt authorities. 
SeeJ\tl!>del Penal Qode § 2.06(6)(c)(1l). The law can Impose thIS oblIgatIOn because the 
accomplice has augty to mitigate the damage caused by his own prior misconduct. 

Imposition of this duty is also common in the regulatory field. For example, the 
Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act requires a manufacturer to report to the 
Secretary information necessary for the Secretary to determine whether approval 
for a drug should be withdrawn because it is unsafe. See 21 U.S.C. § 355(i)(I). The 
NationalTraffic and Motor Vehicle Safety Act requires car manufacturers to report 
any defect which he discovers in a motor vehicle to the purchasers and the Secre
tary of Transportation. See 15 U.S.C. § 1402 (a), (c). And the Consumer Product 
Safety Act requires every manufacturer of a consumer product who discovers that 
the product contains a defect which could create a substantial hazard to inform the 
Consumer Product Safety Commission of that fact. See 15 U.S.C. § 2064(b). . 

A holding that H.R. 4973 was invalidated by the Fifth Amendment would presum
ably require invalidation of each of the statutes and common law rules discussed 
above. It is simply inconceivable that a court would adopt such a sweeping and 
unprecedented reading of the Fifth Amendment which would leave society defense
less against serious, yet wholly avoidable, risks of imminent injuries and deaths. 

III 

Each of the arguments made above suggest that the Fifth Amendment is simply 
inapplicable to the reporting requirement mandated by H.R. 4973. Yet even if these 
arguments were incorrect and if a Fifth Amendment privilege did attach, that fact 
neither invalidates the statute nor provides an argument against its adoption. At 
most, recognition of a Fifth Amendment privilege would mean that individual 
persons could raise the privilege in defense to an action under the statute in those 
cases where compliance would risk self-incrimination. But the fact that some man
agers might advance the privilege is no reason not to ipsist on the, reporting of 
defects in those cases .. where there is not a serious risk of self-incrimination or 
where the manager elects not to invoke the privilege. 

Thus, it is significant that while recognizing that individual taxpayers had a 
privileg'a not to comply, the Marchetti Court was careful to: "* * '" emphasize that 
we do 'not hold that these wagering tax provisions are as such constitutionally 
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impermissible; we hold only that those who properly assert the constitutional privi
lege as to these provisions may not be criminally punished for failure to comply 
with their requirements. If, in different circumstances, a taxpayer is not confronted 
by substantial hazards of self-incrimination, or if he is otherwise outside the privi
lege's protection, nothing we decide today would shield him from the various penal
ties prescribed by the wagering tax statute. 390 U.S. at 612. Similarly, in Ward v. 
Coleman, supra, the Court of Appeals reversed the judgment against the defendant 
because the government had utilized information gained pursuant to the self-report
ing scheme. The Court stated explicitly, however, that: * .. * we do not * * * strike 
down the self-reporting requirements of § 1321(b)(5) or the statute requiring imposi
tion of civil penalties under 1321(b)(6). In our view, it is permis~ible to assess civil 
penalties based on a discharge of oil or other hazardous substances under the Act, 
provided that the evidence used to establish the discharge is derived from a source 
wholly hldependent of the compelled disclosure required by § 1321(b)(5)." 598 F. 2d 
at 1192. 

In summary, then, there is no serious constitutional obstacle to enactment of H.R. 
4973. The Fifth Amendment privilege does not attach to the self-reporting mandated 
by the Bill, both because the scheme is non-criminal and regulatory in 'nature and 
because it; is directed at avoiding on-going social harm. Moreover, even if the Fifth 
Amendment privilege did apply, that fact would not invalidate the statutory 
scheme, but would, at most, excuse some managers from compliance in those cases 
where there was serious risk of self-incrimination. 

Mr. CONYERS. Our next witnesses are Mr. Thomas Wardrop and 
Mr. Roy Eno, who are from Cianbro Corp., Maine, and H. B. 
Zachry Co., San Antonio~ Tex., respectively. 

TESTIMONY OF THOMAS WARDROP, PERSONNEL DIRECTOR, 
CIANBRO CORP., .PITTSFIELD, MAINE, ACCOMPANIED BY ROY 
H. ENO, SAFETY DIRECTOR, H. B. ZACHRY CO., SAN ANTONIO, 1 
TEX.; JOHN C. ELLIS, ASSISTANT EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, THE I~ 
ASSOCIATED GENERAL CONTRACTORS OF AMERICA; AND 
ARTHUR SCHMUHL, DIRECTOR, SAFETY AND HEALTH SERV· If 
ICES, THE ASSOCIATED GENERAL CONTRACTORS OF AMER· . 
ICA 

Mr. WARDROP. Thank you. 
Mr. CONYERS. I see you have others with you, would you please 

identify them by name for the committee and the reporter? 
Mr. ELLIS. I am John Ellis, on the staff of the association. 
Mr. CONYERS. That is the Associated General Contractors? 
Mr. WARDROP. Yes, sir. 
Mr. ELLIS. And on the far side of the table is Mr. Arthur 

Schmuhl. 
l\1r. CONYERS. How do you spell the last name? 
lVlr. SCHMUHL. S-C-H-M-U-H-L. 
Mr. CONYERS. Are you counsel? 
Mr. SCHMUHL. No; I am the safety director. 
Mr. CONYERS. All right. 
Mr. CONYERS., We have the testimony of Mr. Wardrop. Is there 

any other prepared testimony you would like to submit? 
Mr. WARDROP. No. 
Mr. CONYERS. All right. We appreciate your patience as our 

witnesses today ran longer than expected. 
We will incorporate your statement into the record, and welcome 

YOll to proceed. 
[The statement follows:] 
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TESTIMONY OF THOMAS W. WARDROP FOR THE ASSOCIATED GENERAL CONTRACTORS 
OF AMERICA 

Mr. Chairman, my name is Thomas' W. Wardrop, Personnel Director of the 
Cianbro Corporation of Pittsfield, Maine. Weare general contractors performing 
building, highway, heavy, and municipal-utilities construction operations. The Cian
bro Corporation is a member of the Associated General Contractors of America and 
I appear today on behalf of the association as a member of the AGC Safety and 
Health Committee. 

I am accompanied today by Mr. Roy H. Eno, Safety Director of the H. B. Zachry 
Company, San Antonio, Texas and members of the AGe Washington Staff. 

This industry has expended a ~reatdeal qf effort, time and resources in making 
job site safe practices a practical lleality in oonstruction. AGC has been p~'\rticularly 
active in the safety movement. For example: . 

(a) AGe's Manual of Accident Prevention iii Construction was first published in 
II 1927,44 years before OSHA. it is now in its sixth revised edition. 
I (b) AGC's Safety Training Course for Construction Supervisors was first published 

U, in 1964, 7 years before OSHA. Approximately 6,700 construction supervisors have 
~ completed the course, 2,500 by correspondence. 

On January 26, 1973, AGC initiated the call for a single or vertical standard for 
I the construction industry. The association financed a study pointing out the short
i comings, overlaps and voids between the general industry and the construction 
11: series of OSHA standards. The recent first step in I/vsrticalization" of the Safety 

and Health Standards for Construction (Federal Register, February 9, 1979) is, at 
least in part, a result of q,ur long term effort\' toward cooperation with OSHA and 

,
'j our dedication to the goal of safety with pract.lcality. 

Our opposition to this legislation is partly based on concern over the wide range 

I: of possible interpretations which Federal agencies and .the courts could give to H.R. 
7040 in actual situations. As you probably know, contractors engaged in Federal or 
Federal aid work are blessed with inspf\ctions from all levels of government."Each of 

j these inspectors makes his own determination as to violations of rules and' regula
I tions. I can best illustrate by giving the following example: 
!,; Situation.-A contractor is placing a water line in a trench. The terrain is 
I questionable as to its type, such as rock, unclassified, etc. It is not only possible but 

probable that the project will be inspected by the city, the Environmental Protect tion Agency, and the Occupational Safety and Health Administration. The city 
engineer could state that the soil requires shoring. However, the EPA official and 
the OSHA inspector may not indicate any need for shoring. At this point, the 
contractor must decide who to believe and may call in a soil analysis consultant to 
make proper determination. However, since one of the tbree inspectors has stated 
that the material should be shored, if the contractor fails to notify all his employes 
that they are working under hazardous conditions, and a cave-in occurs, B.R. 7040 
would subject the contractor to fines of up to $250,000 or imprisonment for up to 5 
years. 
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In oUr industry, there is often a wide difference of expert opinion on what is safe 
practice. Industrial safety~ and espedally safety on construction sites, is frequently,a 
very subjective determination. Willfull failure to disclose a concealed danger is an 
extremely vague and difficult standard to apply and the imposition of criminal 
penalties on such a standard could lead to gross miscarriages of justice. 

A review of the frequency of OSHA citations that nave been reversed would 
clearly indicate. the vast difference of opinion as to what is an unsafe working 
condition. We urge that the committee obtain from OSHA, statistics on the total 
number of decisions by Administrative Law Judges, the OSHA Review Commission 
and the courts which have resulted in reversing or· overturning of OSHA Compli
ance Officer jUdgements . 

We are greatly concerned about situations such as: 
(a) A contractor is engaged to remodel an existing structure requiring extensive 

interior demolition. Without specifically investigating the composition of the materi
als used to fabricate the original interior of the structure, he could release asbestos 
fibers into the atmosphere. What is the contractor expected to know in a sit'lJltion 
such as this? . _ 

(b) A contractor engages in a trenching operation. He ,inspects the excavation 
walls, photographing and recording the conditions several times daily, using the 
services of a registered professional engineer. A city inspection sample, improperly 
taken from the ov~rburden, could lead to a citation and lengthy criminal litigation 
unless the contractor warns all of his employees in writing, causing a needless scare 
and perhaps a walk-out frolO the projent. 

(c) A contractor excavates for a sewer line and at the jun~ture for a bell-hole is 
cited by the city for his failure to shore in an. area where a recognized soils engineer 
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states that it would require a major earthquake to dislodge the walls. Again, long 
expensive litigation ensues and the contractor would under the terms of H.R. 7040 
be required to unnecessarily frighten his employees. 

With the foregoing in mind, a proposal to burden industry beyond the penalties 
already provided by OSHA and MSHA is both unreasonable and a form of double 
jeopardy. 

H.R. 7040 should apply, if it is passed, to labor unions, for their refusal to subject 
their membership to physical examinations. The teamster who operates a vehicle 
despite his being subject to epileptic seizures can wreak havoc, as could the operat
ing engineer with vision problems such as tunnel vision, loss. of sight in one eye or 
diplopia (double vision). Labor organizations should be subject to H.R. 7040 penalties 
for subjecting not only the individual, but every person on the job site to the 
frailties of the man whom they consider work-wise and send out to our jobs. 

Another example of the need for responsibility on the part of labor involving the 
lack of pre-placement physical examinations would be the sending out of a IIwork
wise" member (who was industrially deaf) to act as a "spotter" for trucks in a dump 
area. He could turn his back and fail to hear the truck's back-up alarm and be 
crushed by an end-dump vehicle. 

Government too should be held responsible, including the awarding agencies 
which oversee construction of their facilities by construction firms. H.R. 7040 does 
not address this source of concealed danger. For example: 

The AEC resident safety officer turning a deaf ear to construction management 
requests for radiation exposure detection bagges for construction workers working 
adjacent to operating personnel who are provided with badges to protect them from 
potential contamination; plus, ignoring construction personnel when releases of 
alpha, beta and gama contaminants occurred (and then making provision for evacu
ation and medical inspection for operating personnel only). 

The same AEC resident safety officer ignored established procedures for purging 
hydrogen filled rotary converters by permitting the utilization of oxygen (without 
explosion proof vent fans) instead of carbon dioxide gas as a purge. This caused an 
explosion, resulting in the death of the engineer assigned to the purge operation. 

Another example of federal agency ineptness is the refusal to disclose the weight 
of a container being placed on site' by the contractor. Because the government 
insisted the weight was classified information, the installing contractor turned over 
a crane being used to move the container. Fortunately, there were no injuries to \( 
personnel. . . 

Another important concern is the meaning of the term IImanager" in H.R. 7040. A 
clean-cut, clear definition is needed. In our industry we have foremen, general 
foremen, craft supet1ntendents, superintendents, general superintendents, project 
mangers, office managers, comptrollers, vice-presidents, executive vice presidents, 
chief executive officers, and board chairmen. How far down the line is H.R. 7040 
intended to reach? In the absence of such a definition you may well leave all of 
industry without lower, mid-level and even upper levels of management, because no 
reasonable man will accept a IImanagerial" position with the fines prop0-s~d in H.R. 
7040 hanging constantly over his head. ~'. . ~ 

. We understand there are more legal issues that are likely to entangle this 
legislation in the courts. The level of employed who can create criminal exposure 
for the corporation, and the treatment of situations where an employee acts in 
violation of company policy, are two examples. 

At the very least this proposed legislation needs a great deal more serious study 
to provide specificity and eliminate the vagueness, which will be interpreted' as 
many ways as there are lawyers and judges in these United States. Until the needs 
for it can be spelled out in detail and the application of it can be specified clearly, 
H.R. 7040 must ge regarded as very bad legislation. . 

Thank you, Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee for permitting this 
opportunity to present the views of AGC. 

Mr. WARDROP. Thank you. 
Good morning, Mr. Chairman. My name is Thomas W. Wardrop, 

personnel director of the Cianbro Corp. of Pittsfield, J.\ilain~. Weare 
general contractors performing building, highway, heavy, and mu-
nicipal-utilities construction operations. . 

The Cianbro Corp., is a member of the Associated General Con
tractors of America,. and I appear todaYQn behalf of the association 
as a niember of the AGC safety and health;.committee. 
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I am accompanied today by Mr. Roy H. Eno, safety director of 
the H. B. Zachry Co., San Antonio, Tex., and members of the AGC 
Washington staff. 

This industry has expended a great deal of effort, time, and 
resources in making job site safety' a practical reality in construc
tion. AGC has been particularly active in the safety movement. For 
example: 

"AGC's Manual of Accident Prevention in Construction" was 
first published in 1927, 44 years before OSHA. It is now in its sixth 
revised edition. 

"AGC's Safety Training Course of Construction Supervisors" was 
first published in 1964, 7 years before OSHA. Approximately 6,700 
construction supervisors have completed the course, 2,500 by corre
spondence. 

On January 26, 1973, AGC initiated the call for a single or 
vertical standard for the construction industry. The association 
financed a study pointing out the shortcomings, overlaps, and voids 
between the general industry and the construction series of OSHA 
standards. 

The recent first step in verticalization of the Safety and Health 
Standargs for Construction, Federal Register, February 9, 1979, is, 
at least 1n part, a result of our long-term efforts toward cooperation 
with OSHA and our dedication to the goal of safety with practical
ity. :. 

Our opposition to the H.R. 7040 legislation is partly based on 
concern over the wide range of possible interpretations which Fed
eral agencies and courts could give to H.R. 7040 in actual situa-
tions. ' 

As you probably know, contractors engaged in Federal or Feder
al-aid work are inspected from all levels. of Government. Each of 
these inspectors makes his own determination as to violations of 
rules and regulations. ' 

I can best illustrate by giving the following example: 
A contractor is placing a water line in a trench. The terrain is 

questionable as to its soil type, such as rock, unclassified, et cetera. 
It is not only possible, but probable, that the project will be inspect
ed by the city, the Environmental Protection Agency, and the 
Occupational Safety ,and Health Administration. 

The city engineer could' state that the soil requires shoring. 
However, the EPA official and the OSHA, or other regulatory 

agencies may not indicate any need for shoring. 
At this tPoint, the contractor must decide w'ho to believe, and 

may call}in a soil analysis consultant to make 'proper determina-
tion. \, 

However, since one of the three inspectors has stated that the 
material should be shored, if the contactor fails to notify all his 
employees that they are working under hazardous conditions, and 
a cave-in occurs, H.R. 7040 would subject the contractor to fines of 
up to $250,000 or imprisonment for up to 5 years. 

In our industry, there is often a wide difference of expert opinion 
on what ~s saf~ pra~tice. Industrial safety, and especially safety on 
constructIOn SItes, IS frequently a very subjective determination. 

Willful fa~lure to disclose B.''''concealed danger is an extremely 
vague and dIfficult standard to apply, and the imposition of cdmi-
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nal penalties on such a standard could lead to gross miscarriages of 

ju~~ce·ou know a review of the frequency of OSHA ci~ations that 
have been rev~rsed would clearly J~dicate ~~e vast dIfference of 
o inion as to what is an unsafe workIng. condItIon. .. 
p We urge that the committee o~t~in fr?m OS:E~A statIstIcs on the 

total number of decisions by admInIstratIve law Judges, the OcchPh tional Safety and Health Review Commis~iQn and the courts, V'f IC 
have resulted in reversing or overturnIng of OSHA complIance 
officer judgments. . . , h . 

We are greatly concerned about sItuatH~ns suc as: . . 
A contractor, 'for example, is eng.aged In r~~odellI~g an eXlstI?~ 

structure requiring extensive interIor demolItIOD;' WIthout specIf~
call investigating the composition of the materIals used to fabrI
cat: the original interiQr of the stucture, he could release asbestos 
fibers into the atmosphere. .. t' h 

\Vhat is the contractor expected to know In a sItua IOn suc as 
this? '.. H' t th A contractor engages in a trenchIng oper.atIOn. e In~~ec s e 
excavation walls, photographing and 11l1corchng. the condItIOns. sevi 
eral times daily, using the ~ervices "O~ a regIstered professIOna 
en ineer. A city inspection SOlI sample, Improperly. t3:ken ~r?m ~he 
ov:rburden, could lead to a citation. and lengthy .cl'lmI?~1 htIgat~on 
unless the contractor warns all of hIS employees In w;ItIng, caUSIng 
a needless scare, and perhaps a walkout from the proJ~ct. . 

A contractor excavates for a sewer line and at the Ju~ct~on for a 
bell-hole is' cited by the city for his failure to. shore In an .area 
where a recognized soils ~ engineer states that. It would requlr~ a 
major earthquake to diSlodge the walls. Again, long, expenslve

f litigation ensues, and the contractor ~oul~, under .the terms 0 

H.R. 7040, be required to u?necessarIly frIghten hIS el~ployees. 
With the foregoing in mmd, a. proposal to burden Industry 

beyond the penalties already prOVIded by OSH~ and MSHA or 
others is both unreasonable and a form of doub.le Jeopardy .. 

H.R: 7040 should apply. if passed, to .labor UnI?nS, .for theIr refus-
al to subject their membership to phys~cal ~xaI~llnat~ons.. b' t 

The teamster who operates his vehIcle despIte. hIS beln~ su ae~ 
to epileptic seizures can wreak havoc, as c?~ld the oper~tln~ engI
neer with vision problems such as tunnel VISIon, loss. of SIght In one 
eye. or double vision. . 4 It. £ 

Labor organizations should be subject to H.R. 70 0 pena .Ies .or 
subjecting not only the ;individual, but eve~y person OJ?- the Job SIte 
to the frailties of the man. whom they conSIder workwlse, and send, 
out to our jobs. 

Mr. HYDE. EXCusH 11'!e., . . d th 
You do not give the workers phYSIcals? The unIOns sen em 

o~t and you take them? Is that it? 
Mr. WARDROP. Yes. 
Mr HYDE. All right, thank you. 'bTt 
Mr' WARDROP. Another example of the need forresponsl ~ 1 Y on 

the part of labor involving the lack of prep~acement physhal ex
an'linations would be sending out a workwlse. ?1ember w 0 was 
industrially deaf to act as a spotter for trucks In a dump area. He 
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cordd· turn his back and fail to hear the truck's backup alarm, and 
be crushed by an end-dump vehicle. 

Government, too, should be held responsible, including the 
awarding agencies which oversee construction of their facilities by 
construction firms. H.R. 7040 does hot address this source of con
cealed danger. 

For example, the Atomic Energy Commission resident safety 
officer turning a deaf ear to construction management requests for 
radiation exposure detection badges for construction workers work
ing adjacent to operating personnel, who are provided with badges 
to protect them from potential contamination; plus, ignoring con
struction personnel when releases of alpha, beta, gamma contami
nants occurred, and then making p:ro'lisions for evacuation and 

. medical inspection for operating personnel only. . 
-rEhe Same AEC resident safety officer ignored established proce

dures for purging hydrogen-filled rotary converters, by permitting 
the utilization of oxygen, without explosion-proof vent fans, instead 
of carbon dioxide gas as a purge. . 

This caused an explosion, resulting in the death of the engineer 
assigned to the purge operation. 

Another example of Federal agency ineptness is the refusal to 
disclose the weight of a contain,er, being placed on site by a contrac
tor. Because the Government iiisisted the weight was classified 
information, the installing contractor turned over a crane being 
used to move the container. Fortunately, there were no injuries to 
personnel. 

Another important concern is the meaning of the term "man
ager" in H.R. 7040. A clean-cut, clear, definition is needed. 

In our industry we have leadmen, foremen, general foremen, 
craft superintendents, trade superintendents, superintendents, gen
eral superintendents, project managers, office managers, comptrol
lers, vice presidents, executive vice presidents, chief executive offi
cers, and board chairmen. 

How far down the line is H.R. 7040 intended to reach?} 
In the absence of such a definition, you" Il1~Y well leave all of 

industry without lower, midlevel and even upper-levels of manage
ment; because no reasonable man will accept a managerial position 
with the fines proposed in H.R. 7040 hanging constantly over his 
head. ' 

We understand there are more legal issues that are likely te 
entangle this legislation in the courts. The level of employee who 
can create criminal exposure for the corporation, and the treat
ment of situations where. an employee acts in violation of company 
policy, are two examples. 

At the very least, this proposed legislation needs a great deal 
more s~rious study to be adequately specific and eliminate the 
vagueness, whi9h will be interpreted in as tnany ways as there are 
lawyers and judges in these United States, 

Until the need for it can be spelled out in detail, and the applica
tion of it can be specified clearly, H.B.. 7040 must be regarded as 
very bad legislation 

Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and members of the subcommittee for 
permitting this opportunity to present the view of AGC. 
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Mr. CONYERS. Well, first of all, we thank you for coming a great 
distance to present your testimony at this hearing. We appreciate 
your concern. . . 

You are aware that the Miller bill would not create any addItIOn
al liability than is now already existing in the law for negligence or 
faulty conduct that already would obtain i~ ~our industry? . . 

In other words the bill only adds to eXIstIng law an affIrmative 
duty to report h~zardous conditions, if they are actually in. exist
ence all it would do is create that there was a breach In not 
reporting it; and reporting might eliminate the accident or danger-
ous worksite, or the hazardous product. . 

We are not adding to the burden of Federallaw~ except ~o lnsure 
the reporting of accidents ?r dangerous worksltes,. whlCl?- may, 
hopefully in most cases not Involve the person that IS makIng the 
report. It' could be an observation made by almost anyone in the 
managerial field. 

I was wondering, in :connection with the collapse of the Rosemont 
Stadium near Chicago in August 1979 where five workers were 
killed and there were OSHA penalties for willful violations by the 
contractor had the Miller bilt been in operation, maybe the report
ing would have precluded the accident itself from happening. 

Do you suppose that that might have been worth the a~guish 
and the extra concern being visited upon managers in your Indus-

tr~t. WARDROP. I am not familiar with the specifics of that exam-
ple that you mention. . 

Mr. CONYERS. Well, in cases where we have a constructIOn col
lapsing, that are later determined to be. due to negli&"ence, i.t .would 
seem to me that if we had a reportIng statute, In addItIOn to . 
penalizing those who permit it, which is what ~ltimately ~he 
agency seeks to do; we might be able to preclu~e thIS. A repo!tIng 
requirement, which is merely reporting ~ha~ :vhlCh you know, IS all 
that is necessary to be relieved of any lIabIlIty, at least under the 
proposed bill that we have in front of us today. . 

We see it as a.n important precondition to the other regulatIOns 
under which your industry works. " 

Mr. HYDE. Excuse me. ' 
What about judgment calls made by architects? If the architect 

at Rosemont Stadium thought a certain design was going to hold, 
and the judgment was faulty, there would have been no report. No 
one would have known enough to report. . 

I do not know what happened at .Rosemont. Maybe the materials 
'were faulty, but it was a latent defect. 

Mr. CONYERS. How do you feel about these matters? 
Mr. WARDROP. It's my understanding that the penalties are avail

able through OSHA and other Federal agencies, the same as the 
penalties that this bill would propose to have, if it is a will!ul 
violation or a repeated type violation, these penalties already eXIst 

Mr. ELLIS. Mr. Chairman, if I may, one of the points that we're 
trying to address in our testimony is that in the industrial eJ?-viron
ment,o particularly in constructioL:::wh~re there are so many IJ?-spec
tions made by a variety of people actIng on behalf of a partlCular 
level of government, there is still a great deal ~f difference of 
opinion as to what constitutes safe and unsafe practices. 
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And to add another layer of concern, another opportunity for the 
"vengeful employee"-that's the term of art I heard this morn
ing-for that sort of employee to disrupt the worksite, is rather 
frightening to an industry that already considers itself pretty heav
ily regUlated in this very area. 

Mr. CONYERS. Well, it's my view, of course, that the individual 
employee doesn't have the opportunity to trigger the operation of 
th~s bill. If. he's not a manager, I can't imagine ~ll these agencies 
beIng worrIed about all of the non usual compl~i1nts that mayor 
may not be filed with it. It probably will be overwhelmed with the 
complaints that are strictly within the purview, that is, from man
agers or people in a managerial capacity, or that are experts in 
some scientific realm that will make the report to management 
itself. 

So I don't add on to your worries, I hope, by or dissuade you from 
some of them by having you have to worry about every employee 
who feels like making a report, would have this as an outlet. 

I doubt if the regulatory agency would for a minute consider 
bucking those over to an overloaded Department of Justice that 
frequently has trouble getting around to all of the things that are 
clearly within the terms of the regulations. 

My colleague has raised the question of what if there are archi
tectural defects, or something that was not even responsible-was 
not e.;ven created in the work environment. 

Very, very clearly under the operation of this proposal there 
would be no liability, as there would be no opportunity for a 
manager to perceive something that's usually invisible like an 

l 
architectural defect. 

" In one of these cases we had the failure to insert the right 
amount of bolts, and they found a huge percentage that were 

It missing; and that allowed for the problem. And the work had been 
~ detected and known and reported. , 
'I) I~ seems t? m7 that especially in the construction. industry legis-

lation of thIS kInd could be of great help to you In warding off 
incredible additional costs of compensation, civil suits, and all the 
litigation that later occurs when these accidents occur. 

In your industry there is a great deal of injury and there is some 
attendant danger. I seem to recall some report where in some lines 
of construction work it is more dangerous than police duty, for 
example; which means that there is an inherent danger involved in 
the construction industry which all we can do is work with as we 
can to minimize. 

And so I would just suggest that 1)1.is may be a positive-especial
ly for your kind of work-for those reasons, that it would merely 
,create where there is knowledge for managers to make a report 
which could be done with the filing of a postcard. ' 

Mr. SCHMUHL. M.r. Chairman, for your information-I assume 
you are already aware of the fact-the Occupational Safety and 
Health Act does provide for such disclosure on the part of any 
employee, be he manager or craftsman. It is absolutely provided 
for. 

It is also covered by an exemption from any prosecution and any 
persecution, if you will, by an employer for disclosure. 

't! 
:' 
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Mr. CONYERS. Has there ever been a criminal prosecution under 
OSHA? . 

Mr SCHMUHL. Yes, SIr. . lIlt h 
Mr: CONYERS. I see, you are probably rlght. We , e me rep rase 

the question. . . '.c d' 1 sure a We are talking about a crlmlnal.pro~ecutlOn Lor non ISC 0 , 
, d f prosecution in that dlrectlon? 

reWha~ ::tave done is to add this liability and require that all 

mir~~::sd~ot:: ~h~~rt~n!~y, in the long run, be fa~ kore helpf~l 
than it would be harmful. If any manager does. no. . now 0 e 
dangerous defect, he or she is excluded from any hablh~y under the 

bi¥~ other words, a manager wouldn't be held re~ponsible to have 
known but where they do know, there should be dIsclosure. 

, there are others who suggest that we ~hould make gross 

:~:~C~~gh~rt, °h~~:~~::g~t!~, b:t ~J%q;.ii~'f,e~t :;,~e~ ~t: 
. legislation. ' " lt S don't get 

No criminal penalty' results unless that resu. s. 0, you "Th t is 
any deterrent or preventio,n ~n most of i~he ~S~Ao~ilj.s~~d that's 

t the object as we see It In terms 0 e . .' t 
~he reason fo; this additional new piece of leglslatlon we are a -
tempting to add at this point. . . It':5 

M SCHMUHL. Mr. Chairman, there are crlmll).al pena les or 
thos~' guilty of willful acts. or willful negligence under OSHA. 

Mr. CONYERS. Yes, that IS true.. . 
Mr SCHMUHL It's not necessarlly death. . d 
M . CONYERS . Yes but it does not involve failure to dlscl?se, an ~ 

tha{ is the only thi~g this bill would add that woubld bfe glf~ereth~ 1 
and it would impose it upon th?se that would pro aye In 
most likely place to know al;>out It ... 

Mr. HYDE. Would the chaIrman YIeld? , 
lVlr. CONYERS. Yes. '.. l' t t t th workers 
Mr . HYDE. If the purpose of thIS bll IS ~ pro ec . e ~ 

arid the public and consumers, why do we Just penahze manage 
t? Why not the union stewards as well? .... t 

mi~ ~rder to get the bill passed,. I expect 'that no o~e w~n s 
o osition from labor. To best achieve the purposes. of th.lslegl~la
t PP . b dy who has knowledge should be penahzed, Includmg, 
f~~nin:r:n~e a workman who discovers a rotten board. Why do we 
just penalize management? ' II f th 

Mr. CONYERS. Because from my re!3-ding of the matter, all 1 . te 
cases that have been examined whICh brought the pr.op~,r.,a In 0 
creation were cases where management or someone In, manage-
ment knew about it. . 1 f th . 

As' a matter of fact, 'we searched the cases exaIl:lp es 0 o. e~ 
failures to disclose on the part' of Government, unlOns,or thIrd 
party' we found none. . h th' h . 

M 'HYDE Labor and government dIsclose t ese . mgs w en 
theyr'know ~bove them, but manage~ent doe~ not? WIthout these 
sanctions? It is only management that ~s r~calcltranth' t' 't 

Mr. CONYERS. I don't think that's qUIte It, althoug some Imes 1 

seems to add up to that. 

i : 
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We do not have any cases where recalcitrant union officials 
failed to disclose; as a matter of fact, normally, their aggressiveness 
about these matters are usually on the other side. 

Mr. HYDE. So there would be no problem in including them? 
Mr. CONYERS. There' would be no problem, but there would also 

be no point, except to say that maybe--
Mr. HYDE. Aren't union and government people lazy, negligent, 

and tired sometimes? Don't they ever say: "I don't want to get into 
that; it is not my responsibility; so what if they're using bad 
wood?" That is human nature. 

Mr. CONYERS. Well, have you any cases, or can you cite any 
references? 

Mr. HYDE. I am sure that there are cases where the.scaffolding 
was negligently erected by the workmen, and another workman got 
injured. I suspect that every scaffolding case in the negligence law 
involved scaffold erection by other workmen. 

Mr. CONYERS. Well, we don't happen to have any in the litany of 
cases. 

Mr. HYDE. I will try to find some. I know management did not 
erect the scaffold. 

Mr. CONYERS. Yes, that may create the liability, but in the kinds 
of cases we have been researching, we have not found where union 
representatives were faulty in reporting. 

Mr. HYDE. I am just trying to bring out the commonsense point 
of view, which is to compel disclosure by those' who have knowl
edge, whoever they are. 

Mr. CONYERS. Of course, the major line of cases we have run into 
, are large corporation cases in which the decisions have been major 

ij' deAcisions; ttthey fWf:ere
t 

not ~ade b
h
y pebople adt ~hed workinbgdlevel. 

. s a rna er 0 ac, as. we now ave een a VIse, every 0 y can 
II file an OSHA complaint·, but it seems to me, in the course of these 

1
1,1 hearings, the kinds of cases we have· run into really have not 

i
Ii created the necessity to hold' open this reporting liability to every-
1 body, employee and employer, alike. 
1 It seems to me it would dilute the effect of the bill. I think it is 
1 really impractical to compel additional people to report, and all 
j these judgment calls, subjective as they are to every employee. I 
ij' am not suggesting that. 

f1 Perhaps we can find some reasonable range in which to operate, 

1
'1 a limitation; l~\thought we had accomplished that by leaving it 
,f within a broadly defined managerial scope, and those who render Ii . technical or scientific reports, so that they, too, would have that. 

j
' Mr. HYDE. Mr. Chairman, do you think the agencies that get 
1 these reports'will have a duty to. investigate them? For instance, if 
I management reports to OSHA under this bill, would OSHA be 

'

Ii required to investigate? 
.j Mr. CONYERS.' Absolutely not. There would be no point in us 

f
l I . legislating if we would go through all of this and create managers 
I and scientific assistants' as the reporting parties,and then every-
U boMdy aHnd anywbohdy rdepotrht-Iddo~oht thhink we P?uwt a

h
' ny 0bblil.igation? 

.ri ...• ! r. YDE. at 0 . ey 0 WIt t e report. . at 0 gation. 
! Mr. CONYERS. I think it would not specifically put an obligation 

.! on them. 
I 
I 
! 
j 

t1 
! I 
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You see~ under their operations now, most of these agencies are 
seriously overburdened, I think we can agree on that. 

Mr. HYDE. That is my concern. 
, Mr. CONYERS. I doubt if they would elec~ to take random, anony-
mous, employee, or third-party reports whIch are not cont~mplated 
in the law. k 
, Mr. HYDE. What if there is a walkway betwee?- one wor space 
and another work space, which is seeI?- ~y an assIstant ma~ager or 
management trainee? He thir;tks that It IS too narrow, and IS the!e
fore dangerous and reports It to the agency-all of the agencIes 
listed in the bill. ' h'· d 

What obligation does the agency have once they ave receIve 
that report? . . ' h' ely Furthermore what If he shows It to hIS employer w 0 sa~s;. ou 
are crazy, that's the way it has been done for 30 years and It IS not 
dangerous"? . t' t' 

Mr. CONYERS. Th(~y woul~ condu~t the ~nves Iga IOn. 
Mr. HYDE. That i~? what I m gettIng at. 
Mr CONYERS. Of course. 
Mr: HYDE. So the agency must investigate? 
Mr. CONYERS. Yes.. . t 
Mr. HYDE. Is it l~easonable to ask staff to prepare an Imp~c 

\ 
I , 
\ 

statement with respect to the additional personnel and cost which 
would be required by these agencies if this b~ll ?eco~es law? \ 

Specifically; I wou.ld like to know what It IS gOIng to cost and ,'. 
how many people win be needed? . . 

If we really want ltO pass this bill, we ought to know what It IS \< 

going to cost. ,'. th t I 
Mr. CONYERS. I will make that reque.,c;;t to staff and hope a we t 

can get it relatively soon. I think it is a'rea~onable request. '\ 
Gentlemen, are th~re any other. questI.ons ~r comments you 

would like to put in the record before we adJ0l:lrn .. 
Mr. WARDROP. I would just like to mentIOn Ir;t regard to the '\ 

investigations, in the northern New England area, If the area office 
for OSHA is in Concord and Augusta-Concord! N.H. and Augusta, I 
Maine-are directed to investigate any complaInt from an emplo~f 
ee, or in some cases, other people, if it's a phone. call or a lett~r, ~ 
it implies any degree of seriousness. Th~ area dIrec~ors have IndI- '. 
cated to contractors on numerous occaSIOns they wIll send peop~e , 
out to investigate the complaint, regardless of whether or not It S .~ 
frivolous or if it's even signed." . ., f OSHA' I 

Mr. CONYERS. Is. it correct to say that ~~e maJorIty 0 s 
decisions are sustaIned and found to be v~hd. . REI 

Mr. Eno. I would like to answer that, SIr; my name IS oy no. 
am a safety professional. . . . f t 

No I think that you will find that there IS qUIte a bIt 0 con ro-
versy through the courts of what is unsafe and safe; a..nd a~ far as 
the Occupational Health and Safety Act IS concerned, ther~ s pro?
ably as many or mo~e. over~urned t)1an there are substantIated m 
the courts or in admInIstratIve hear~ngs: . 

Mr. CONYERS. Well, our. informatIon IS J~st the rev~rse, ,that the 
majority of OSHA decisions are overwhelmIngly. sustan~ed: 

Mr. ENO. I have not found it to be that way In my lImIted area. 

\ 
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i There is one thing that I think that we may have overlooked in 
! this whole thing as far as getting it into the record, is under the 
1

1

; Occupational Safety and Health Act, under the Mine Safety and 
Health Act-you are required to report anything like this to them; 
and if you do, then you will be sanctioned with fines and penalties. 

i Under the Mine Safety and Health Act especially, it's manda-

1

111 tory, that they fine and penalize you. There's no room for consult
ing or so forth. 

So what happens to the safety professional in the field? Of all 
people he should be the one that is out there trying to prevent this. 

Mr. CONYERS. Once he makes the report, he is relieved of any 
liability. He doesn't have an obligation to correct this. This is 
merely reporting, as required under this legislation. All he has to 
do is note the danger to the workplace, and make a routine report, 
which he would probably do in the course of his duties, anyway. 

He would be the last person I think that would be additionally 
burdened under this legislation Normally, he would be the one to 
spot problems before the average workman or the average man
ager, whichever is the case. 

Mr. ENO. Yes, but would he correct them? Or would he report 
them? 

Mr. CONYERS. This bill doesn't have anything to do with the 
corrective action. It only deals with reporting. We've had many 
cases where there have been management decisions not to do any
thing about a danger, which means that agency involved never 
hears about it to get if to what the required correction would be. 

What we are saying here is that your liability under the Miller 
provisions would end if you merely made the report, which you are 
already doing, and for safety people, there would be very little new 
that would be required. 

What happens in terms of how the situation is corrected would of 
course come under different agency regulations, but not under this 
act. It would be limited to a reporting bill, solely; and nothing else. 

Mr. ENO; Well, if you're hamstrung by labor, and not able to do 
some of the things like physical examinations, and I just mentioned 
a while ago the absolute refusal to allow that to occur-and you 
have knowledge that a person maybe .has sight deficiencies or 
something of that nature, and then are you to report it to the 
Justice Department? Because you have rio control over it. 

Mr. CONYERS. This legislation really doesn',t get into the question 
of the physical or mental abilities of employees or their defects. It 
really looks to the conditions of the workingplace, so you would not 
be held liable for an employee who had an ear or sight disability. 
Those kinds of disabilities are not intended to be covered under the 
provisions of this hill. 

Mr. ENO. Even if he caused a train accident and killed several 
employees? , 

Mr. CONYERS. Nobody woqld be liable under the Miller bill for 
that, because that would be covered by other agency regulations. 
The reporting goes to an injuriQ!J,s product or a dangerous defect 
that is concealed. It does not go to a disability of an employee who 
may in turn cause another accident or cause danger to those in the 
workplace. 
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There would be no way we could guarantee against the imper
fectability of human beings. 

Gentlemen, we are being summoned for a vote. If there are 
further comments you wish to make, we will continue after the 
vote. . 

Mr. WARDROP. I think we are finished. 
Mr. CONYERS. If there are other comments you wish to add, you 

may submit them in writing. Once again, I am glad that you. came, 
and we appreciate your testimony. Thank you very much. 

The subcommittee will stand in recess for approximately 12 min-
utes. 

[Recess.] . 
Mr. CONYERS. The subcommittee will come to order. 
Our final witnesses are attorney Richard Lowe, a corporate 

lawyer having served with the firm of Wilmer, Cutler and Picker
ing. He has served with the Equal Employment Opportunity Com
mission and is currently a~sociate director for the Inst.Itute for 
Public Representation at Georgetown Law Center. Accompanying 
Mr. Lowe is Ms. Shelby Green, a third-year law student at the 
Georgetown Center and the Institute, as well. 

We thank you very much for your patience and your prepared 
remarks, which will be included in the record. We will now recog
nize you for any additional comments you wish to make. 

TESTIMONY OF RICHARD LOWE, ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR, INSTI-
TUTE FOR PUBLIC REPRESENTATION, GEORGETOWN LAW 
CENTER, ACCOMPANIED BY SHELBY GREEN 

Mr. LOWE. Thank you, My, Chairman. 
[The full statement follows:] 

STATEMENT OF SHELBY D. GREEN AND RICHARD LOWE, INSTITUTE FOR PUBLIC 
REPRESENTATION 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The Institute for Public Representation is a public interest law firm affiliated 
with the Georgetown University Law Center. The Institute's principal objective has 
been to provide representation of viewpoints which have been traditiona,lly underre
presented before courts as well as administrative bodies. Our work has included 
projects in the area of corporate accountability, such as our petition to the Securi
ties and Exchange Commission to promulgate a rule requiring a corporations lawyer 
to report illegal corporate conduct to the corporation's board of directors.l We also 
submitted a shareholder proxy proposal on behalf of the Project for Corporate 
Responsibility to the General Motors Corporation urging the General Motors board 
to adopt a policy of disclosure of corporate political activity to shareholders. After a 
period of negotiations, General Motors has adopted most of the proposal. Our 
actions in these areas has been premised on the view that corporations can only be 
held accountable when their activities are" adequately disclosed. Accordingly, we are 
currently seeking other avenues to ensure that reporting and solicitation activities 
of political action committees are closely watched and the relevant laws scrupulous
lyobeyed. 

We appreciate the opportunity to comment on H.R. 7040. This bill makes,impor
tant changes in the perception of corporations' responsibilities with resEf;!ct to 
health and environmental dangers associated with corporate activity, and redefines 
the role of the courts in holding corporations legallyacco\lntable. It is in keeping 
with our commitment to corporate responsiveness that we support this bill. 

In recent years, the problem of corporate irresponsibility has become the concern 
of many. One sociologist has noted that: 

144 Federal Register 44881 (July 26, 1979). 
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"* * '" [t]h t' I I d' t' t b . . . . e na Ion s ea mg corpora IOns appear 0 e commlttmg destructIve 
acts syste~atically and repeatedly; not randomly and occasionally, but as a stand
ard operatmg procedure. To ensure profits at a minimum of expenses, these corpora
tions are willfully engaging in crime. As legal entities, they and some of their 
corporate officials who make decisions, are criminal. II 2 

Vast social h~rItl is a consequence of this corporate criminal conduct. Obvious 
examples are aIr and water pollution, manufacture and distribution of dangerous 
consumer products such as mislabeled drugs and contaminated foods and consumer 
frauds. Less obvious, but no less injurious are economic harms such a'5 monopolistic 
practices, res~rai!lt. of trad~, unfair trade practices, and improper use of corporate 
funds. 3 DespIte IllJUry WhICh results from these types of corporate activities the 
legal s.ystem as well as the ~us.iness co~munity refuse~ until quit~ recently to 
recognIze such conduct as crlmmal. Durmg a congreSSIOnal commIttee hearing 
concerning the electrical companies' massive price·.fIxing conspiracy of 1961 an 
executive of an electrical equipment manufacturing company was asked by' the 
committee's attorney if he knew that his meetings with his co-conspirators were 
illegal. The executive replied: 

"Illegal? Yes, but not criminal. I didn1t find that out until I read the 
i~dictment. . . . I aEtsumed that criminal action meant damaging someone, and we 
dId not do that." 4 . 

We believe that such imperviousness to societal interests by many corporatio;ns in 
the areas of health and safety is becoming an even more serious problem. The 
system of reporting envisaged by RR.7040 alters the perceived duty of corporations 
and holds them accountable for corporate activity and..is both achievable and useful. 

H.R. 7040 provides .that a manager~ who discovers a serious concealed danger 
associated with the corporation's product or business practice that is subject to the 
regulatoI'y authority of an appropriate federal agency and knowingly fails to inform 
~hat . federa~ agency ~nd war!l a.ff~cted employee~ wit~n 15 days (or if there is 
I~llllnent.;rl~k of serIOus,bodIly mJur~ or. death, ImmedIately) shall be criminally 
lu~ble. It IS Important to note that thIS bIll does not establish any novel concepts 
WIth !~spect to co~pora~e criminal liability, bU\~ in fact is entirely consistent with 
prevaIling law. It 15 umversally held today un~ler federal law, that a corporation 
may ,be criminally liable ~9r crimes ~h~ch its ~g'~nts (Le. directors, officers, employ
ees, and agents}are capable of commlttmg on Its\behalf,6 and that corporate agents 
can also be held criminally liable for illegal conduct in furtherance of a corporate 
purpose.7 ' . 

The preeminent. Supreme Court case on corporate criminal liability is United 
State~ v. Dotterwewh. 8 There the president of a drug company was convicted of 
shippm~ misbranqed .and adul~er~~ed dr?gs in violation of the Food, Drug, alid 
CosmetIC Act,9 WhICh Imposed liabIlIty on 'any person" who caused the introduction 
?f i!l~gal drugs into c0ID;merce. The Cour~ stated that a corporation acts through the 
~ndlvlduals who act on ItS behalf and that all persons ha'Ving a "responsible sharel

' 

m the furtherance of the transaction which the statute outlaws would be criminally 
liable under the Act.lO In United States v. Park,ll the Court reaffirmed the Dotter
weic~ principle of liability. The corporation, a national retail food chain and its 
preSIdent, Park" who was also chief executive officer, were convicted of violating the 
Food, Dr:ug, a~C1 Cosmetic ActI 2 for selling adulte~ated food caused by exposure to 

,rodents In theIr warehouses. The Court characterIzed the Dotterweich standard of 
liability as holding criminally accountable, persons who have failed to exercise the 
a.uthority and supervisor.>: respons!bili~y reposed in them by the business'organiza
~,lon and have tI;~s commItted a VIOlatIon. The Court interpretl'ld the Act to impose 
not only a .posI~Ive duty to s~ek out and r~medy violations when they occur but, 

also, and prImarIly, a duty to Implement measures that will insure that violations 

2Richard Quinney, "Criminology, Analysis and Critique of Crime in America" 2d ed (1975) at 
136. ' . 

3See James R. Elkins, "Corporations and the Criminal Law: An Uneasy Alliance" 65 Ken-
tucky Law Journal '70, 72 (1977). J' 

4John E. Conklin, "Illegal, but not Criminal" (1977) atl. 
!l United States v. Wise, 370 U.S. 405 (1962); Boise Dodge, Inc. v. United States 406 F.2d 771 

772 (9th Cir. 1969); W. Fletcher, Cyclopedia of the Law of Private Corporations '(rev perm ed' 
1975) § 4942. . " . 

7 United State{.l V. Dotterweich, 320 U.S. 277 (1943), reh. den. 320 U.S. 815 (1943); Fletcher, 
supra at § 1348. . 
SId.,;:;: 
1121 U.S.C. § 331. " 
1°320 U.S. 277 at 284. 
11421 U.S. 658 (1975). 
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will not occur. 13 Thus, Dotterweich and Park provide ample precedent for the kind 
of reporting requirement envisaged in H.R. 7040. 

II. COMMENTS ON SPECIFIC PROVISIONS OF THE BILL 

The Institute for Public Representation supports the overall policy and purposes 
of H.R. 7040. However, we do make some comments and suggestions which we feel 
will enhance the effectiveness of this reporting requirement. 

(1) The committee should lower the standard of culpability in the bill to reckless
ness. This will encourage prompt reporting of serious dangers associated with prod
ucts by a broader range of individuals. 

(2) The bill should include a provision for mandatory imprisonment for persons 
convicted of violating the act. Mandatory imprisonment is likely to have a greater 
deterrent effect than the imposition of fines or other penalties. 
A. The standard a/' cUlpability 

As we read H.R. 7040, actual knowledge or information leading to knowledge of'a 
serious concealed danger associated with the corporation's product and a knowing 
decision not to not~fy the appropriate regulatory agency is required for a finding of 
criminal liability. We think that a recklessness standard is a more effective level of 
culpability for achieving the purposes of the proposed act. 14 A recklessness standard 
would eliminate the problem of proving that agents actually know of dangers 
associated with their products, by holding agents legally responsible for failing to be 
aware of or make necessary inquiries into potentially hazardous circumstances. 
Culpability under this standard could be established by showing that a corporation's 
product was dangerous and that the corporate agent through 'recklessneJ3s failed to 
be aware of and report such defect from information that was readily discoverable 
with reasonable inquiry and was within the corporate agent's sphere of authority. I 
Because such objectively measured, non-reckless responses to hazardous situations i 
would be required to avoid criminal liability, corporate agents would be forced to act ! 
responsibly and establish systems to provide them with proper information in order 
to avert health and environmental disasters.15 i 

Although we believe that recklessness is the better standard, if this Committee is II 
unwilling to change the standard, defining "discovers" so as to allow the imputation 
of knowledge from facts and circumstances is the next best alternative. This is 
consistent with prevailing criminallaw.16 It has been held that willful blindness is I 
equivalent to knowledge, and that one who willfully and intentionally remains t 

ignorant of a fact, important and material to his conduct, can be held lIable for a 
specific intent offense. 17 However, despite the prevalence of this rule throughout , 
the criminal law, absent explicit statutory authorization, many courts have been 
reluctant to impute knowledge to challenge established business practices on the 
basis of abstract notions of desirable social goals. Articulation of this rule into the 
bill will eliminate the discretion of the courts, since they will be bound to apply the r. 
standard prescribed in this explicit declaration of a desirable social end. A pre- \' 
scribed standard to impute knowledge will also lend certainty to the sanction by 
providing guidance to courts and avoid disparate results in factually similar cases. I 
B. Mandatory imprisonment I 

One important function of criminal law and punishment is deterrence. We think , 
that a provision requiring imprisonment upon conviction for violating the reporting 
requirement would serve as a general deterrent to corporate officials. General 
deterrence is the prevention of crimes by other potential offenders because they fear 
pun.ishment similar to that which is meted out to another.ls This theory of deter
rence postulates that men and women are rational persons who make careful 
calculations of possib,le gains and losses before deciding upon their actions, and they 
are able to control their behavior. 19 As large corpor:ltions are characterized by their 

l3Id. at 672. Although the FDA had informed President Park by letter of unsanitary condi, I 
tions at the corporation's warehouses, the Court seem not to rely on Park's actual notice olf ,J 

violations of the law within the corporation. I, 
14 Recklessness involves the concious disregard of a substantive risk, where such disregar{l I 

constitutes a gross deviation from the standard of care that a reasonable person would exercisle 
under circumstances involving danger to life and safety to others. G. Hall, Principles of Crimi!
nal Law at 232./ 

15See Note, "Developments in Corporate Crime" 92 Harv. L. Rev. 1272-1275 (1979). 
l6G. Williams, "Criminal Law: The General Part" (2d ed., 1961) § 284 at 866-67. 
17Id. at § 57, p. 157-59; see also Griego v. United States 298 F.2d 845, 849 (19th Cir. 196m; 

[Jnited States ,:. Jewell, 532 ~.2d 697. 700-04 (9th Cir.), cert. den. 426 U.S. 951 (1976); si~e 
"Developments 10 Corporate Cnme" supra note 14 at 1227. "~ Ii 

18 Law Reform Commission of Canada, "Fear of Punishment" (1976) at 13-14. 'I 

19Id. See also T. Honderich, "Punishment: the Supposed Justifications" (1969). 
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rational decisionmaking proc . d' . d I " 
actions and execute them withSth~ pI~s~Ybl ua s wIthm, the~e c,!rporations plan their 
to this theory f d t " 1 e consequences m mmd. 20 Thus according 
Fu~th7rmore, a~ bU~i~r:s~n~ffe~d~~n~;obob1UCj by lhhese indiv!duals is ~eterrable. 
theIr Illegal behavior that is th 1 a y. CI ~o ave a hIgh commlttment to 
this behavior can be deterred.' ey cou d easIly gIve up their law violating tactics, 

The effectiveness of a deterrent ho - d d 
Among. these a!e the applicability an~e~~~dib~f.~n sf on a nhum~er of variab.les. 
ment-l.e. certamty and celerit 22 A b I I Y ? appre enSlOn and punISh-
grea~er c~rtainty of punishmen1' is ass~~~teeJ ~thmrrlcal riudjes have found that 

I! I 
tOAn~t£::s:~~t! WOUld. add the certainty neces~ary f~:~ffec~iveedet:~~~~~e Manda
edge of sancti~ns a~/:~~~~~~na~~t~~~ the effectiveness of a d~terrent is the'knowl
incurring them are perceived 24 Resul:Ss ~nd h,!": t~este dSf;lnctlOns and the risks of 
more punishment is perceived at· emp'lrlc~ s u Ies demonstrate that the 
nal act the less is the likelih~od Ctha~lthand mevltab~lel consequence of the crimi
behavim' 25 Thus it a th b' e person WI engage in 'this criminal 
threat or' punishment lffh~s ar:t usmessmen are no~ l!kely to be deterred by the 
convicted, or punish in a l~nient~:~n~~t~~ted commIttm~ an offense, infrequently 
mandatory imprisonment in this bill would thThe fi mere eXIstence of a' provision for 
of this reporting requirement; ere ore seem to further the objectives 

These two variables-certainty f t' d 
complementar Ab t t·' 0 sanc .Ions an the perception of sanction-are 
calculation of h~sin~~~m~~~ b~~!~s~f :~:!iln .t~e }aw wilk not affect t~e risk-reward 
as an acceptable risk by businessmen with s~~eth' a 1ea ~anbctxo!1 wI~1 be regarded 

,Mandatorr imprisonment b addin ad mg. 0 gam y vlOlatmg the law. 27 

constant 111 this formula' iItering gthe bgr~e of cert~mtY'lwoUl~ act as !3- significant 
war.ds, and would thus deter criminal acti usmessman s ca culatlOn of risks and re-

Fmally, social class is also impo t t .ons. . 
rent. There is strong evidence that a~ m measurI~g the effectiveness of a deter-
betwe~n. deterrability and social cla~s. 2~tj}~hth~ eXlst;nce ?fha certf;lin association 
then It IS natural that this fear should be st e ear 0 pums hment IS a deterrent, 
socio-economic status (and thus have much ronger among t ose who enjoy high 
economic status (and thus have nothing to \0 10)~1 t~hn among those with low socio
sanction like imprisonment (e g loss of j bose .. I t7 personal costs of a criminal 
family esteem etc) would be" t'1 0, s,ocla sIgma, loss of community and 
clearest evider:ce of the deterreEf~~I~ea~r. hlg~ among busine~s executives. The 
electrical equipment antitrust c~ns irac ImpriSOnment came m the wake of the 
went to jail apparently felt th01:'i~pri~o~~~ ~f 19~1. Sbd~e ofhthe executives who 
have visitors at the prison Oth;s III d n so egra mg t at they refused to 
preferable to conduct that ~ight Ultimaat~l;ti!ed~n~s to .the effect that poverty was 

Thus as mandatory imprisonment would f <? Imprlsonm.ent. 30 
by prompting a consideration of likel . dater Illegal and Irresponsible behavior 
this bill Geems warranted. y a verse consequences, such a provision in 

D. Indemnification 
As certainty of imposition of . h- t ffi 

generally, actually suffering the P~~~h~~~t de~ ect; tthhe b~ha.vior of individuals 
same offender. The efficac of im' . ers u er crImmal conduct by the 
corporations were allowed ~o ihd~ino~if: sanct~?ns ~Ou1fid be totally frustrated if 
imposed for violting the act Accord' 1 execu Ives ?r mes and other penalties 
this bill wisely prohibits a~y indem~~i~~:.o gbr~hgamst an~ such diluting effects, 
for fines paid by persons convicted of vi~lnt' y the corpo:~tlOn or business entity 
provisions are already found in other feder la mg I te protvlslOn of the act. Similar 

a regu a ory S atutes such as Rule 460 of 

:~Id. supra note 4 at 137. 
George Antunes and A Lee Hunt "Th D t 

Implications for Criminal J~stice Policy" 51e J e errrn} ~mbact of Criminal Sanctions: Some 
Ti~~~F' "Crime R~tes and Legal Sanctio'ns," S~ci~raPr~ble~sa\rLiW1614(54') 158-161 (1973); C.R. 

ear of PUnIshment," supra note 20 ' o. pp. 409-422 (1969). 
. 2~ Id. at 79; see also G.F. Jensen "Cri~e D 't P C 
109 . ~Social Problems, Vol. 17, pp. i89-201 (1969)?G WYid °aelater of a ~~ared Misunderstand-' 
SanctIOns and Self-Reported Criminal't . A N I' . a 0, • and T. Chmcos "Perceived Penal 
Problems,'~ Vol. 19 pp. 522-540. (1972)~ y. eg ected Approach to Deterrence Research, "Social 

26ConkllO, supra note 4 at 137 
27Id. . 
28"F fP' h I ear 0 ums me nt, , supra note 16 at 89 
29Id. See also E.E. Zimring and J G H 'k' "D 

Control," (1973)j H.L. Packer "The Li~i~ of ~he cSt . eltsrePtc.e: Jhe Legal Threat in Crime 
30Conklin, supra note 4 at'137. rImlOa anc Ion (1968). 
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the Securities Act of 1933.31 In Globus v. Law Research Service, Inc.32 The court in 
interpreting the rule, concluded that one of the purposes of the federal securities 
laws is to protect investors by requiring issuers and underwriters to provide truthful 
and accurate information in the company's prospectus. If an underwriter were 
permitted to escape liability'for its own miscond\lct by obtaining indemnity from 
the isslu~rs, there would be less incentive to conduct a thorough investigation and to 
be truthful in the prospectus distributed under its name, than it would be if the 
indemnity was unenforceable under such circumstances.33 Accordingly, it was held 
that indemnification is prohibited where a defendant violted the provisions of the 
securities laws with actual knowledge of the falsity of its statements or reckless 
disregard for truth.34 

A prohibition against indemnification is also found under the Employment Retire
ment Security Act3 5 as well as the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act.36 As there is 
ample support for a public policy statement against indemnification, the objectives 
of this bill will be better accomplished with the inclusion of this provision. 

IV. Conclusion 
The Institute for Public Representation applauds the courage of this committee in 

assuming the task of addressing the problems of corporate irresponsibility. Meas
ures which reflect the policy and, purposes of R.R. 7040 are long overdue, as health 
and environmental disasters such as at Love Canal are no longer the exceptional 
stories. As this bill imposes a duty u,pon the corporation and individuals within the 
corporation to report dangers associated with its products and provides criminal 
penalties for failure to do so, it is an important guidepost for corporations in 
meeting their legal and ethical responsibilities to society. 

Mr. LOWE. I think we will just make very brief comments, be
cause most of the things that we wanted to say were responded to 
this morning. 

I just wanted to note that I guess from the public's, from the 
Institute's point of view, we see this bill really as a deterrent factor 
more than anything else. 

I note the testimony almost all fell on the punishment aspect of 
it. But our sense is that prevention is what this is all about. ' 

Congressman Hyde, for one, noted that we might· make this a f 
criminal concealment bill, so that you go after the person after the 
fact comes out that it's been concealed. Our views at the Center are 
such as to encourage the people to come forward and disclose, 
rather than wait until after the harm has occurred. 

This bill, it seems to me, helps not just the public; it also works 
toward corporations. If the Miller bill was law during the Hooker 
disaster, and the information that came to the Hooker officials in 
1958 had been disclosed, the public harm would have stopped at 
that point. People would have been on notice that they should not 
come into the area. 

T40se people then who came into the area after that time would 
have no action in tort again,st Hooker. They, themselves, the com- I 
pany, would have benefited; Hoqker would have benefited. And, 
indeed, the cost for cleanup of ~he site was $50 million. At that 
time it 'Nas $4 million. 

31 17 C.F.R. §230, 460 note (supp. 1962): u ••• in the opinion of the Securities and Exchange 
Commission such indemnification is against public policy as expressed in the Act . . . where a " 
claim for indemnity is asserted (other than for a successful legal defense) the issuer will litigate 
the validity ·of the agreement in the courts". I 

32 287 F. Sfipp. 188, i\LR Fed 988 SUNY (1968), mod. 418 F.2d 1276 (2d Cir. 1969), cert. den. 39 'I 
U.S. 913 (1970). \} 1 

33Id. at 287 F. Supp. at 199. 
34 418 F.2d at 1288; see generally Knepper, "Liability of Officers and Directors," (197.8) § 19. j 
35Sept. 2, 1974, 29 U.S.C, § 1001,1110. This provision nullifies "any provision in .an agreement 

or instrument which purports to relieve a fiduciary· from: responsibility or liability for any 
responsibili.ty, obligation, or duty under this part of tlie law." 36 15 U.S.C.A. § 78 dd-2(b)(4) (Supp. 1978). q 
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I see this bill being really good for not just the public only, but 
also corporations. 

The hour is late, but I think we will rest on the material we have 
filed. . 

I would like to turn this, over to my colleague,. Ms. Shelby Green, 
to make some remarks on specific attributes of the bill. 

Ms. GREEN. Thank you. 
Mr. CONYERS. We welcome you, Ms. Green. 
Ms. GREEN. Thank you. We appreciate this opportunity to com

ment on H.R. 7040. We view this., bill as making very important 
changes in the perception of corporations' responsibilities with re
spect to health and environmental dangers associated with corpo
rate activities. 

This bill is important in that it redefines the role of the courts in 
holding corporations legally accountable. The bill is a clear declara
tion of a desirable social goal which should serve as a guidepost for 
corporations as well as the courts. 

Our activities in this area of corporate liability have been pre
mised on the view that corporations can only be held accountable 
when their activities are adequately disclosed. And it is in keeping 
with this commitment to corporate responsiveness that we support 
this bill. 

Mr. CONYERS. I am very glad that the Institute for Public Repre
sentation is following our activities here. There are many difficult 
issues being raised, and we would invite you to follow along with 
us; and, where necessary or appropriate, any additions you would 
like to submit would be welcome. It would probably be helpful to 
all the members of the subcommittee. 

You may be assured that every member of the subcommittee will 
receive a copy of anything you submit. 

Does counsel have any questions? 
Ms. OWEN. No. 
Ms. GREEN. I just wanted to bring your attention to our sugges

tion in our written testimony that perhaps the reckless supervision 
standard might be a more effective standard for holding individ
uals within a corporation liable, as opposed to an actual knowledge 
requirement. 

We think that the criminal law has traditionally recognized reck
lessness as reflecting the degree of moral culpability sufficient for 
the imposition of criminal penalties. Indeed, given the nature of 
the complex organizational structure of corporations, a reckless 
standard may be the only appropriate remedy. 

A reckless standard works this way: a superior or manager 
would be held accountable for corporate crime by a subordinate 
when he or she knew in fact or there was a substantial likelihood 
that the criminal conduct was occurring, and that it was reckless 
for him or her to fail to make inquiries. Knowledge of the hazard
ous condition which, if unchecked, is apt to produce criminal viola
tions would subject the superior to liability if he or she fails to take 
remedial action. .. 

We think that this standard would go far in obtaining th.e objec
tives of the bill and averting other health and environm;m"()tal dis-
asters. . 
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Mr CONYERS I think you are quite correct in your view that d 
reckl~ss or a ~egligent standard would probably reach out an 
affect more in the corporate sector than actual know~edge. b f 

We have a problem of whether there are a suffiCIent num til b 
members on the committee and in the Congress 'Yh? wo~ e 
su ortive of that expansion of . liability .. H~wever, It IS bell~g ex
pl~fed, and that theory will be gIven contInuIng, careful,considera-

tioo~ce a ain, we thank you both for joining us~e;re today. I 
ex ress o~ behalf of the subcommittee our appr~ClatlOn !o your 
or~anization for all the work that they have done In followIng and 
preparing for this testimony. Thank yo~ very much. 

The subcommittee will now stand ~dJourned .. 
[Whereupon at 1:02 p.m., the hearing was adjourned.] 
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ST.JOE 
LEAD COMPANY 

11315 FORSYTH BOULEVARD 
CLAYTON,,MISSOURI63105 

The Honorable John Conyers, Jr. 
Chairman 
Subcommittee on Crime 
House Judiciary Committee 
207E Cannon House Office Building 
Washington, D.C. 20515 

Dear Mr. Chairman: 

April 2,1980 

Testimony was presented before your Subcommittee on 14 
March 1980 which was highly ~ritical of St. Joe Minerals 
Corporation a!?-.d ~which grossly misrepresented the occupational 
health program at St. Joe's Herculaneum, Missouri, lead 
smelter. The testimony criticizing St. Joe's occupational . 
health program was presented by.Mr. David A. Sweeney, Director 
of Legislation and Political Education of the International 
Brotherhood of Teamsters, and was taken in part from similar 
inaccurate testimony presented by the Teamsters before.OSHA 
on 25 March 1977 at the time of hearings on OSHA's then
proposed standard for occupational exposure to inorganic lead. 

Mr. Sweeney's testimony, though written in the past 
tense, leaves the impression that the events he alleges are 
taking place now. In fact, none is occurring now and some 
never occurred. It may be of interest to your Subcommittee 
to learn tha{<,when informed of Mr. Sweeney's testimony, a 
representative of the Teamsters Local Union 688 (representing 
St. Joe's Herculaneum employees) said that .he was unaware 
that the testimony was being. presented. 

In the interest 3£ accura~y, Ioam writing to set the 
record straight, and I r.equest that this letter be included 
iri. the Record of your Subcommittee's hearings on H.R. 4973. 
Below is a reply to each of the allegations contained in 
Mr. Sweeney's testimony. 

ALLEGATION: St . "Joe. "~"ithhe1d from the employees 
the information concerning the results of 
examinations made by company doct.or,s." 

FACT: Prior to the November 1978 promulgation of 
-- OSHA's regu1atinus governing occupational. --- . 

exposure to lead, St. Joe's policy was to give 
an employee's. blood lead report to a physician 
retained by the company as an independ~nt con
tractor 8Jld" at the employee's request, to the 
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employee's private physician. Since promulga
tion of OSHA's lead regulations, it has been 
St. Joe's policy, as required by those regula
tions, to give each employee a "ton-itten report 
setting forth the result of his blood lead 
determination. . . 

ALLEGATION: When St. Joe employees "went to a private 
doctor, the company would challenge the results of 
such diagnoses and thereby delay any Workmen's 
Comp~nsation.claim for several months." 

FACT: 'To the best of our knowledge, that is completely 
-- untrue. 

ALLEGATION: "The company doctor used a chelation drug 
to reduce lead levels in employees' blood ..• The 
uSe of these injections was commonplace to reduce 
levels to so-called safe levels or to prevent 
elevation of lead levels." 

FACT: Contrary to the assertion of Mr. Sweeney, 
-- chelation has never been practic~d at .St. Joe 

as a routine, prophylactic measure .. In ~he years 
·prior to 1976, when chelation was widely regarded 
as an acceptable medical practice~ the physician 
retained by the company personally administered 
chelation therapy when, in his medical judgment, 
stich treatment was necessary. In mid-1976, 
chelation therapy temporarily was suspended 
pending review of new medical studies which 
indica~ed that this therapy had possibly adverse 
side effects. .Since August ot: 1977 .no employee 
of St. Joe, to our knowledge, has.received chela
tion therapy of any sort (oral or 11 intravenous) . 

:ALLEGATION: St. Joe 'did nO,t tell its ~'mp10yees "the 
facts· that: . \" . 

1) They were being exposed to excessive lev~ls 
o'f lead .. ; '-' 

FACT: Fd~ many years St. Joe.monitored leveis of lead 
-- in atr throughout its Herculaneum plant using a . 

ne.twClrk of low volume stationary samplers. Results 
from these samplers were used primarily to identify 
areas where engineering controls would be required 
or to monitor performance of installed con~rol 
facilities.' Sampling results were not reported 
to employees as. these numbers would nave been 
meaningless in terms of an individual employee's 
air lead exposure. Since promulgation>. of the OSHA 
lead standard, S't.Joe has been monitoi:ing indi
vidually each of its employee's air lead exposure . . 
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by using personal exposure monitoring equip
ment and has been reporting the results of 
these meaS'lrements to its employees. 

ALLEGATION: St. Joe did not tell its employees "t'he 
facts that: ' 

2) This exposure was harmful to their health 
and had long-term effects." 

~:St. Joe has always counseled its employees that 
they are exposed to a potentially toxic substance 

hand that such exposure could have serious adverse 
ealth effects. 

. ALLEGATION: St. Joe did not tell its employees "the 
facts that: 

3) The exac~ nature of the treatment the workers 
were subjected to was concealed'as.wel1 as 
the adverse side effects of the treatment." 

~:d St. Joe did. inform employees when chelation 
rugs ~ere be~n~ used. As mentioned ear1:i.er, 

physic~ans reta~ned.by St. Joe administered 
chelation ~rugs in the. belief that they were 
safe: :Act~ng on information which suggested the 
pOSS~~~lity. of ad,?,erse sic1e effects., chelation 
was d~scont1nued 1n August, 1977. 
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f MAY 09 i900:. 

w1L?®~1l'®ro® 
PRESIDENT 

May 8, 1980 

The Honorable John B. Conyers, Jr. 
Chairman 
Subcommittee on Crime 
House of Representatives 
Room 207E . . 
Cannon House Office Bu~ld1ng 
Washington, D.C. 20515 

Dear Mr. Chairman: 

supporters ~corp~r6~~a~~~~~n:~g~!:~!~i~ate~~:1;r~~~t~~: ~~:~) 
have on a n er,o ctionswith respect to the Firestone 500 
& Rubber companY

d sal of the kind of business cond~ct,that 
tire represente an examp e . ... 
should be proscribed"by legislat~ve act10n. 

It has been alleged that Firestone's management had reason to 

believe :~t F~:~O~~ !~~0;~~~1!a;~~~:n~~u;~dc:~~~d:t7related 
~~ea~ons buetnthat Firestone's management nonetheless fa11ed to 
~nJur~e , . 1· . 
act effectively to protec'c the pub ~c. 

// 
. , ement at no time conside~e_t .the Firestone ~ire 

F1reston7 s manag t hazard Firestone agreed to a negot~ated 
to c~~s~~t~: ~i~:f:iih NHTSA: in addition to continuing consumer 
reca d . t ranty and adjustment programs, 
~:~;:;:c~~0~h:fi~~;~s~y~~f1t~eW~verse publicit¥ associated with 
controversies over the,t~re. 

While Firestone's management has long been pe~~U~ded an~~:st~ong 
maintained that the 500 t~re was.nott~~s;f~~s~on~s5~OWtire were 
demonstrate thatcar~ eqU1ppe~ w~t~ involved in accidents than 
:!~~if~~:~r~!ll::~i~~~:l~~~pp:~eWi~~nother manufacturers' steel 
belted radia~ tires. 

In a a er titled "An Engineering Safety Analysis of the 
SteelPB~lted Radial Tire n deliver7d Febr~ary 25, 1980, at : C rthy 
meeting of the society of Autodm~t1rie E~g1~ee~:~p~~ilRO~~~Cl~d:d ' 
quoting from a study conducte Y r. • • , 
that: 

"In sum, while original ec;~ipment maI!-uf~cturers: tires t 
performed well and demonstrated a s~gn~ficant 1mprovemen 
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The Honorable John B. Conyers, Jr. 
, May 8, 1980 

Page 2 

in safety OVer the past decade, Firestone's recalled 50,:) 
tire proved safer than the average of ail other original 
equipment manufacturers' tires combined in the largest 
tire accident survey ever conducted." 

Dr. B. J. Campbell is the Director of the Highway Safety Research 
Center at the University Qf North Carolina. Dr. Roger McCarthy 
is Manager, Design Analysis Group, Failure Analysis Associates. 
Failure Analysis Associates is widely recognized as a leader in 

·the field of accident causation and risk analysis and quantifi
cation. Both Dr. Campbell and Dr. MCCarthy have served as 
conSUltants to the NHTSA. Their credentials as experts in the 
field of accident causation and risk are unassailable. 

The conclusions reached .. by Doctors McCarthy and Campbell were 
based on a detailed review of nearly one-half million accidents 
in six states. With respect to accident frequency, they concluded 

,that .20% of the cars equipped with recall~d Firestone tires had 
been involved in "tire associated" accidents. The calculated 
rate for cars equipped with other tires was .31%. With respect 
to injury accidents, Firestone 500 equipped cars showed an 
incidence of 0.09% compared with an incidence of 0.12% for other 
vehicles. 

The McCarthy-Campbell study is extensive and carefully documented. 
Its conclusion that the Firestone 500 was safer than other 
original equipment tires on the road at the time is virtually 

I impossible 1:;0 refute. The MCCarthy-Campbell study is, to our 
knowledge, the only extensive and competent study of the Firestone 
500 tira's safety record ever made. 

Approximately 60,000 men and women are employed by Firestone in 
the United States and approximately 57,000 persons own Firestone 
stock. Several thousand other Americans have invested in and/or 
earn their livelihoods in independent tire dealerships that 
market Firestone products. The econo~ic welfare of all of these 
people is unfairly affected by the unaupported allegations that 
continue to be directed at Firestone. 

I am enclosing a copy of the report "An Engineering Safety Analysis 
of the Steel Belted Radial Tire. 1I I respectfully request that you 
incorporate this letter and the attached report in the record of 
the Subcommittee proceedings with respect to HR 7040. 

t::· 
Nevin ~ 

cc: The Honorable John M. Ashbrook 
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AN ENGINEERING SAFETY ANALYSIS OF THE 

STEEL BELTED RADIAL TIRE 

. ..... . 

" ,Roger L.J1cCarthY 

FAILURE ArlALYSIS ASSOCIATES 

(., , 

. 750 ~le'ch Road ' 
Palo 'Alto," Ca,lifprnj~~ 94304 __ " __ 
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ABSTRACT 
, ,Recent highljpublicized recalls of ~adial 
tires.brought about by the National Highway 
T;rafflC Safety Administration (fIHTSA) ra;sea 
question as ',to the' reliabil1i:y of steel belted 
radial tire technology. The risk posed by sUch 
,~i res. will be examined; n the context of chang-
1ng tlre technologies, and their positive safety 
impact will be discussed.jn connection with the 
recently recalled Firesl6i1) 1150011 steel belted 
radial tire. ' 
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AN ENGINEERING SAFETY ANALYSI£ OF THE STEEL 
BELTED RADIAL TIRE 

RECENT HIGHLy.'PUBLlCIZED recalls of radial tires 
brought about ,by the National High\,/ay Traffic 
Safety A9ministration' (NHTSA) raise a question 
as to the reliability of steel belted. radial tire 
technolo'gy. ' The risk posed by such tires will be 

,examined ,in the, context of changing tire tech
nolo,gies, and their positive safety impact will 
be discussed in connection with the recently re
called Firestone "500" steel belted radial tire. 

Safety engineers in many countries quan
tify risk or safety in terms of fatalities per 
100 million miles of any given mode of transpor
tation. One reason' for this is that fatalities 
are the hardest form of accident data. Fatali
ties, unlike injury or property damages, cann'ot 

,be falsified for insurance purposes, and are sig
nificant events in any society. ' It is 'estimated 
that over 98% of all fatalities in all developed 
countries are reported and find their way into 
statistical data bases (1)*. . 

, Based on this criterion, the United States 
represents one of the safest passenger car driv
; ng envi ronments ina 11 reporti ng countri es , 
having 3.3 fatalities per 100 million miles from 
all causes. Perhaps the,\;/orst country is Be'lgiu !l1 
having 10.4 fatalities per 100 million miles, or 
three times the rate of the United States. A 

"sununary of various national driving fatality 
,rates is shown in Figure 1. 

Studies have also shown that mechanical ~e-
fects in vehicles (including tires) represent a 
very minor contribution to accident causation (3" 
4). The results of one study performed by the 
University of India'na for the NHTSA,are shown in 
Figure 2. 

The same study attributes all tire acci-
dent involvement to two user-controlled factors~ 
inadequate tread depth and u~derinf1ation,as 
shown in Figure 3. " 

" The,invo1vement of tires as a f~ctor in , 
automobile accidents may be traced historically. 

,Studies conducted by several leading universities 
and transportation safety authorities during the 
middle to late 1960's inqicat~ that tires were 
related to approximately 0.4% to 1.5% of all 
passenger vehicle accidents (5, 6, 7, 8). Some 
of these studies indicated less than 1%. Indeed', 
one ,study (5) conclud,ed that tires \'/ere ",associ
ated'~ with fewer accidents 'than deer colliding' , 
withvehicl\~s in fenced portions of thell1'inois, 
Tolhtay. Fd~ discussion purposes, the 1% figure 

~ ., 

*Numbers in parentheses ref..er to references at 
the 'end of the text. \ 
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will be use,d, (9). 
. .It was these studies w~ich led the'Seventh 

Cl~CUlt Court of Appeals in H&H Tire Company v. 
Unlted States De artment of Trans ortation; Doc
ket No. 71-1935 Seventh Circuit, 1972 to con
clude that: "{I)t appears to be a fair statement 
from the re~ord that, except for excessive \'/ear 
(bal~or ~hln tires), tires' in general, retread-' 
ed tIres lnclud~d, po~e,no significant highway 
safety problem. (OPln1on.; at page,7.) , 

In ,any e~ent, the earlier referred to 1% 
rep~esents an upper bound" of tire associatdd 
accIdents. More,specifical1y, vehicle accident 
reports a~d studles can involv~ judgments made 
at four dlffere~t levels of investigation. ·bri
vers are '!lost llkel~ to place blame for an acci
derli~ o~ tlre~ .. Pollce officers are more likely 
~o Indlca~e 'tlre associated" than the third 
le~el ~f.lnves~igation, \'/h'ich is some form of 
sClentlflC accldent investigatio~~team. The 
fourth or least likely to find ti're association 
a~e laboratory studies where an in~depth analy
SIS of the component is conducted. In the latter 
l~boratoryt~p~ of investigation, tire defect is 
vlr~ually ellmlnated as being responsible for an 
accldent (3, 6). ' 
, . It is further important to note that the 
1% fl gure ,does not refer to accidents determi ned 
to have been "caused" by a tire manufacturing de
fect, but rather only to tire "associated" acci
de~ts •. T~ose studies which have considered caus
a~10n lndl:ated that apprOXimately 85% of all 
tlre-assoclat~d accidents (i.~., still less than 
l%~of all accldents) were attribut~ble td tires ' 
whIch ~ad' been run underinflated,bald', or \'/ere 
~therwl se damaged by dri ving abuse. The remain- ' 
l~g .?15% were "undetermina'tive" of tire'causa
tlol\,,!5, 9). 

~ '~Tiretechn~logy has not beeri stagnant. 
Mo~t of the' studIes referred to above report tire 

'performance as it stood around the end of the 
1960's. Industry performance during the next 
decade, from 1968 through 1978, is addressed by 
a,study by Dr. B. J. Campbell, Professor and 
DIrector of the North Carolina University's High
\'1ay ~afety Resea~ch Center. ' florth Carolina can 
be.vlewed as a nncrocosm of driving environments' 
throughout the,UnitedStat~s: The state has long 
stretches of ~lgh-speed drlvlng in high amtrient 
t~mperatures l~ sU'!1"ler~ and mountainous regions 
WI th sno\,,·and 1 ce 1 n Wl nter. It also has roads 
rep~es~ntative of driving surfaces throughout 
the Unlted States.' . 

: North Carolina has a computerized police 
(l;~~tt Jc::ic!':'1!' .:'''f'i1'base ref)resenting ;n excess 
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'of 2.5 million vehicie accidents. This accident 
'data base is kept with sUfficient specificity to 
permit interrogation for discrete information. 
The dat.a base was interrogated for tire associ
ated accidents by year of occurrence 'during the 
period 1968 through 1978 for vehi.cles less th~n 
one year old.. This had the effect of conc.entrat
ing on tin::s during the first year of tire' life, 
when the effects of ti re defects, if present, . 
would most likely appear. The percentage of all 
tire related accidents on OEM tires declined, 
as shown in Figure 4. 

In absolute terms, tireassociate.d acci
dents dropped from 671 in 1968 to 204 in 1977. 
At the same time, miles driven in the nation in
creased 50%, from 1 to 1.5 trillion miles ,(10). 
In other.words, while tires wet:'e subjected to 
an increased exposure, they·nonetheless enjoyed 
a decreased accident related rate. 

The declining trend in relative frequency 
of tire associated accidents is also consistent 
with the tire industry's experienc~\with Federal 
Motor Vehi cle Safety Standard 109 tt;~~ting (11). 
FMVSS 109 is an'indoor laboratorycE!'st consisting 
of plunger energy, bea4 push-off, dimensional' 
tolerances fat" load carrying capacity, and two 
.indoor 1 aboratory National Bureau of Standards 
wheel tests. The first \'/heel test is forn"endur
ance" and is equivalent to driving at 130~ over
load at 65 miles per hour across th~ United 
States non-stop. The .second is "high speed" 
which correlates to'driving at full load in 
1000 F ambient temperature at speeds approximat
ing105 to. 110,miles per hour. In 1968 when 
these tests \'Jere fi rs t introduced as· compulsory 
for the industry, the industry experienced a 
failure rate on FMVSS 109 1 s laboratory wheel 
tests of up to 8%. During the subsequent ten 
year period, the industry' s failure rate on in
door laboratory wneel tests was reduced to unger 
0.5%.. 

. The pTeceding discussion of various safety 
studies relates to the perfor~ance of the tire 
industry as a whole. In view of the highly pub
] ieized recall of the Firestone 500 it is \'1orth 
inquiring how the recalled 500 tire p'erformed in 
rel~tionship to the rest of the industry. That 
question was addressed in a further stl,ldy by 01". 
B •. ,J. Campbell, in which tire related accident 
rates of vehicles equipped with Fireston~'s 
recalled steel belted radial tires were compared 
with rates experienced by the same vehicles 

~eqvipped with all other original equipment manu
facturers' tires. To eliminate vehJcle variation, 
exactcollol't or ~ojlliJaI'iSJ.i ";chiclcsii''':~l'(l u<:ed fOT: .. 
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the study. SOlile 36 vehicle types \-lith Firestone 
steel belted radial tires as original equipment 
were used in the con~arison. The dat? sourte 
far vehicles equipped with Firestone recalled 
tires included some 1.7 million vehicle ident.
fication numbers (VIN's) provided by R. J. Polk 
& Company. Comparison vehicles for model years 
1975, 1976, and 1977 \'Jere uS·e.d. As the recall 
did not take place until Feby'luary 1979, actual 
exposure \-/as cons i dered duri ng calendar y-.:u rs 
1975, 1976, 1977, and 1978. The six states 
whose data bases could be interrogated were 
North Carolina, South Carolina, New York (the 
second largest vehicle registration state), 
Alabama, r-laryland, and Colorado. 

In the six states surveyed, vehicles equip~ 
p~d with recalled Firestone tires had a total of 
45,952 accidents during the four-year period men
tioned~ Ninety-olie of them \-/ere indicated by 
the reporting officer to be IItire associated. II. 
This is an incidence rate of .20~. Comparison 
vehicles not equipped with recalled Firestone 
tires had 1,275 tire related accidents out of 
some 407,820 tota" acci dents for a hi gher rei te 
of 0.31%. This differential is statistically 
significant (12). 

The computer then scanned the police re
port data hases to determine the number of Fire
stone equipped and comparison vehicle accidents 
\'Ihich involved injuries or fatalities. Vehicles 
equipped \-,i th recalled Fi restone 500 tires exper
ienced 40 tire related accidents involving in-

:.juries out of a total of 45,952 accidents, or an 
incidence. of 0.091,. Comparison vehicles experi
enced 462 injurlY accidents out ofa total of 
407,820 accidents. This represents a higher in
cfdehce rate of 0.12%. Vehicles equipped \'lith 
Firestone l"ecalled origtha1 equipment tires ex
perienced one fatal accident, \-/hereas identical 
vehitles equipped \'lith non-Firestone original e
quipment tires experienced 25 fatal accidents . 

~lodel year 1976 \'1as the most complete year 
of compal'ison (13). The overall data for model 
year 1976 ~how that vehicles equipped with re
called Firestone500's had 59' tire related ac
cidents out of 34,448 total accidents, or a ratio 
of 0.17%. Comparison vehicles, on the other 
hand, had 565 tire re';\a tea aCel dents out of a 
total of 191,171 ~tcidents, or a significantly 
higher ratio of 0.30%. -. 

Finally, when the rasult~ of the survey 
are examined by each of the·four acc; dent yea·rs 
(1975-1978)., the compariso'ritires experienced a' 
h.igher ratio. of tire·related accidents than the 
recill<J.t.l.J Fil'os!:one GOO's in (lVPI"V veal'. The 
data: are depicted in Tabl~ -l-~ncl 2'.--
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The. study involved detailed r~vie\,1 of near
ly one-half million accidents. To lnsure th~t 
any error in the data base was random (and glven 
the vol ume of data, the effects of. randdm errors 
can be ignored), the d~ta were subJe~ted to.three 
sensitivity checks. F1rst~ a compar1son was 
made bet\'/een the upper bound pol ice reports of 
41 injuries and fatal Hies and Firestone ' s rele
vant in-house records. Second~ a check was con
ducted for accident similarity. There was reas
onab1e.si!!1ilarity in both drivers and types o! 
accidents between the two~omparedgroup~. Fln
ally an individual cohort to cohort vehlc1e 
check WiiS made. The vehi cl esrepr~sel~t~d two 
homogeneous groups with the on1y.slgnlflc~nt 
di vi sor beb/een the groups the t, re. An 1 ndus try 
accident rate for each vehicle was computed! and 
'in virtually every case, Firestone tite equlpped 
vehicles \'Jere under the industry average per 
veHicle. 

In sum, while original equipment manufac
turers' tires performed well and demonstrated a 
significant improvement in safety ?ver the past 
decade, Firestone's recalled 500 t,re ~r~ved 
safer than the average of all other orlglnal e
quipm~nt manufacturers' tires combined in the 
largest tire accident survey everco~ducted .. 

With,this information, a fractlon of,all 
driving'risk that is attributa~le to the tlres 
under study can be establ ished. In ~he four 
years studied, which.represent the l,fe.of a 
tire generCition, there v/ere 453,772 a;cl dents, 
of which 1,366 were tire related (0.3&) prod~c
ing 26 fatalities. This means 1.9~ of the tlre 
related accidents were fatal. Other research 
has shown that fatal accidents usually represent 
1% to 2% of .all aCQ'idents; th.us tire related ac
cidents pose the sarne risk Of fata1ity.as the 
average accident.' I~ tire related acclden~s are 
O. 3% of all ace; dents~ and represent an upper 
bound on tire aecident,contribution,tnen ~h: 
upper bound on tire risk is 0.3% of all.dnvlng 
risk or 3' in a bil1ion'"chance of fatal1ty per 
hOUr' of exposure. This. 'repre~en~s an. upper 
bound of one fatal i ty every b11110n nn ~ es. Hhen 
tire defect causation,a$ opposed to,t1re assoc
iation, is factored into the equation, the re
sults are almost unmeasurable. 

'. Coni~deration can be given to the qu~stion 
~Jhat 'has caused this dramatic improvement 1n 
highway safety made 'by tir.es? The~e appear t~ . 
beat least three reasons. Ther,~ 1S ne~essa~lly 
more dri vi ng" trauma ass~c;a:ted \'1: th ~ t~ re 11 fe
ending tho II Lilc(0is \";h11Q·~h~. tlt~ :5 1~ normal 
use. MoreoNer, st~di~s. h"~~;\laentlfle~ lnade.- ... "'. 
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quat~ tire tr.ead ·depth as the contributing fac
tor 1n the b~lk of tire rel,ated aCCidents. In 
1~68 the doml~ant construction was bias-ply 
t1res. The m1leage ·of a bi'as-ply tire was in 
the 10,000 to ?O,OOO mile r:ange. Th'~refore,' over 
a ten:year perlod the average driver could have 
e~per~ enced as many as ten ;ti re 1 i fe-endi ngs, 
w't~ lncreased exposure to ~riving on marginal 
or 1nadequate t~ead depth. : The bias-belted tire 
r~presented a slgnificant i!mprovement in its . 

.m11eage which was in the ra:nge of 30 000 miles 
The radial tire's mileage was in the'40,000 miie 
~lus range .. Therefor~, ove:r a ten-year period, 
': one applled exclUslvely radial technology, one 
ml ght use t~/o or p~r~aps two-and-a-ha 1 f ti res for 
ayerage yeh1cle dnv1ng. Obviously, fewer, tire' 
11fe-endlngs and better tread depth resulted in 
les~ trauma and fewer accidents. Other i~vesti
ga~10nS ha~e addressed the significance of tire 
fa~lurewh1le in use, and have concluded that 
drlVers cope \·Jith this eve'nt successfully more 
~han 99% of the time (5)" Nevertheless, by mak
lng ~he event less frequent, there is l~ss risk 
and lncreased safety'. . 

. A second, and perhaps more important, fac
tor. 1S ~he belted tire's increased reSistance to 
rapld alr loss in the face of severe road hazard. 
The.glass belt on the bias belted tire, and es
pecla~ ly the steel belt on the radial ti re, sub
s~antlally reduced the chances that a r6ad hazard 
w1ll ~ama~e the tire to the extent that there is 
a rap1d alr loss. 

. . The third l·easo~ for dramatic improvement 
1n tlre safe~y during the decade 1968 to 1978 is 
p~rhaps the lmproved failure mode of sUCCessive 
tlre co~struct~ons~ More specifically,"in 1968 
t~e domln~nt tJre ~onstructjon was the bias-ply 
tlre. Whlle ~11 t~re constructions)are prone to 
tread se~aratlons lf abu~ed~ a bias-ply ti.re 
could fall by an upper sldewall flex break or in 
a mode, accompanied by rapid air loss. 

The ~ias-b~lted construction represented 
a substantlally lmproved or' safer failure mode 
The addition of two tread belts put the ti re.' s· 
w~akest. structura 1.1 ink a\"lay from the ai r integ
r1ty p~les. The blas-belted tire's natural fail
ure mace wa~ a craCk formation bet\"leen the tread 
belt~ .. A t1re's belt edge is a structural dis-. 
CGntlnu~ty th~t produceshi·gh local stress, and 
a start1ng P?lnt for a crack (14). This natural 
crack form~tl0n and ~ropagat1,on is usually not a 
proble~, Slnce when ltprogresses inboard 1/4" 
to 3/~ the.stresses ar:-e markedly relieved and 

·the separat~~n ~end~.,to.be s,elf-limiting .. Iii 
any event, 1t tne tHe 15 notre/foo'jed, its ulti-' 

\ 
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mate disablement does not ,inv~lve.an air Toss, 
since the "weak" structural llnk 1S not connected 
with air integrity. Only in the extremely rare 
instance \'Ihere the separatio~ pro~eeds dm'lnward 
into the carcass or air-holdlng cli~mbe:.of the 
tire is there a possibility of rapld an~' loss. 

. Finally, when the pure radi~l tire became 
the dominant construction, its fallure mode \~as 
either again some form of 'crac,k bet\'Ieen the belts, 
(or IISEPT") or some other benign form of,be!t 
disablement, with usually,po effect o~ alr.lnteg
rity. Belt disablements' in early radlal tlres. 
appear to stem 'from excessive moistOre that can 
enter the tfre's belt system from a road hazard 

,puncture, or· from facto:y moisture pick~p, or 
through injection of mOlsture or \,I.ater l~to~he . 
tire's air chamber from an imp:operly m~lnta~ned 
aircompres'sor and the permeat~on of thlS mOlS
ture thl'ough the tire's ;nnerhnel~ •. Iry some . 
first generation steel belted.radl~l tlres~ thlS 
excessive moisture could comblne wlth ~hem1cals 
in the tire's stock to erode the adheslon bo~d 
between the s tee 1\,/1 res. in: the be! ts ~nd t~el r 
surrounding rubber matr1x, :esultl~g 1n ~ trea~, 
distort. II A tread ~istort 1S a fall-saf~ .mode 1n 
·that the tire holds air and cannot b: dnven on. 
without extreme vibration of the V~hlc~e. 

The increased ~ileage resultlng 1n fewer 
tire life-endings and better ,tread depth, the 
improved to 1 eran.ce to road haza r.ds. and the s uc-

. cessively safer or more benign failure. modes of 
more advanced constructions, appear.to ~e the 
sources of signific:li1t improvement 1n tue 
safety which have been des~ribed. , 

Superimposed,upon th1S record o~ 1mproved 
tire safety \'/as the phenomenon of a~l ~propor
tinate number of tire adjustments ~h1Ch occur
red during the mid-1970's. The adJustme~t ~ate 
r~ached as high as 20% to 30% of prod~ctlon. 

The unusually high adjustment rate can be 
broken dO\'m into at least threecomponents~ ~he 
fi rst component can be regarded as .s9nsum~r. d1S
satisfaction generated by mass medra ,PU?hC1ty 
as shoJ'In in Figures 5 and 6. Thes: 1ndlcate 
that the number of consumer compla1nts and pro
dl1ct adjustments increased by an o:d:r Of mag
nit!.de as a result of adverse publlC1ty 1n one. 
manufacturer's case. 

The second segment of the adjustment curve 
is probably associat~d \,/it~ underinflati.on, over-:. 
inflation, .or mixed 1nflatlons on the same axle.. 1 
A study conducted by Dr .. Ho) fgang K~auss o~ the 
California Institute of.Technology 1n the los 
Angeles Tidal Basin inq:iCu\~d th.ut the accur~cy 
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of air tower gages is poor (15). The case of , 
the radial \'/as doubtless compounded by the popu
lar misconception that the tire should ,appear 
underinflated when it is properly inflated. Be
cause of the difficulty the average consumer has 
in telling whether a radial tire is properly in
f1 a ted from its appea rance, undoubtedly more of 
these tires were run with improper inflation. 
, The significance of underinflation has 'been 

illustrated (14). The fracture rate of tire com
pounds is expressed as a function of fre uenc 
(or miles per hour), stock 'deformation , associ
ated with underinflation, overload, or both). and 
temperature (ambient plus head build-up dur.ing 
driving). Th~ impact of these factors is seen 
as enormous and synergistic .. For example, as
~uming that a vehicle driven at 65 mph in a load
ed condition was 10 psi underinflated, a given 
separation would progress to the same extent in 
,100 miles as it otherwise would after 40,000 
miles had the tire been properly inflated. Un
derinflation als·o severely increases heat build
up and reduces overall life. 

The third component of the adjustment curve 
could be attributable to public misunderstanding 
of a radial tire's high performance characteris
tics, particularly in the cas~ of SBR tires. For 
example, r~dial construction eliminated pan to
graphing (squirm) of the tire on the road and 
resulted in decreased rolling resislance and,im
proved tread life. However, improved tread life 
means an opportunity for more cumulative road 
hazard type damage. 

Another performance characteristic ,of the 
SBR tire is its cor:nering capability without 
squeal. This, however, permitted improper cor
nering practices and unrealiied scrubbing or 
shear damage to the tire's belts and tread; 'not 
to mention increased sidewall stress. n 

The three factors of pub 1 i city, improper 
inflations and improved performance contributed 
to a high adjustment rate as consumers \'lent 
through the "1 earning curve." 

So, despite the cOlTUllercia,l problems of the 
radial tire technology aild the adverse publ iCity 
it has and continues to receive, 'it represents a 
very positive impact on driving risk. Indeed,' 
in seven years. the American Tire Industry has 
trans iti oned from bias technology ,\'Ihich del i
vered 10,000 to 20,000 miles of ordinary per
formance and whose·failul·e mode could affect ai'r 
integri.ty, to steel belted radial technology, 
which delivered 40,000, 50,000 or 60,000 miles 
of hi ~1i1 perf orn,':lI,ce di';v'i n:;, .:r!1d \':hoscf.J i 1 ure 
mode is normally benign ~~ technological 
achievement. \ " 
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Figure 1. Traffic fatality rate per 100 million miles (1976) 
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'..---,,----... 93% PROBABLE 
CONTRIBUTION ~I _ ..... 

50 

0 

Figure 2. 
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HUfvlAN 
FACTORS 

DEFINITE r////A 

CONTRIBUTION 

,....-----.34% 

1-rT-r-r-7""'7"":~-'! 12% .-.-------. 13 % 

ENV I RONt·1ENTAL 
FACTORS 

j...,...,...,...,. .......... ....,.....,.-...-,j 4. 5 % 

VEHICULAR 
:FACTORS 

," 

Human factors were definite or probable 
causes in 93% of accidents, compared to 
34% for environmental factors, and 13% 
for vehi cul ar factors 
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GROSS BRAKE FAILURE 
(FRONT AND/OR REAR} 

INADEQUATE TREAp DEPTH 

BRAKE IHBALANCE 
. (SIDE TO SIDE) 

UNDERINFLATION 

VEHICLE RELATED 
VISION OBSTRUCTION 
EXCESSIVE STEERING 
FREEPLAY 
INOPERABLE, LIGHTS 
AND SIGNALS 

DOOR CA~lE OPEN 

. 
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D PROBABLE 

~ DEFINITE 

PERCENT OF ACCIDENTS 
o 1 234 

3.1 

1.9 

1 . .4 

1.0 

.7 

.7 

.5 

Figure 3. The eight specific vehicle causes most 
frequentlY,identified by the in-depth 
team. Note definite accident involve
ment for both tire categories totals 
only .2%. 
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TABLE 1 
I . TABLE 2 

TIRE ASSOCIATEDACCIDE~TS 
TIRE ASSOCIAT[D ACCIDENTS 

BY ACCIDENT YEAR 
1975-1978 

{.( 1975 1976 '1977 1978 I,) -
COHPARISON 1,275 0.31% 

Comparison 38 250 467 520 = Ti res ' 19,414 TIRES 407,820 114,8'77 138,576 .134,953 
Statisti-

:.~-'...:.:. 

cally S;9- Percent .20 .22 .34 039 nificant Ii 

Difference Recal1ed RECALLED 91 = 0.20% Fi res tone~"' FIRESTONE , 1 24 25 41 45,952 . TIRES Tires .~ \ 729 13,444 .16,561 15,218 

\ " Percent .14 .18 .15 .27" 
TIRE ASSOCIATED ACCIDENTS (INJURY) 

1975-1978 

J I:, 

COMPARISON 487 0.12% 
i 

I 
= f 

TIRES 407,820 ' ~ 

TIRE ~SSOCIATEO ACCIDENTS 
i !< J (INJURY) - BY ACCIDENT YEAR 

I RECALLED ~:) 

40 0.09% FIRESTONE 45,952 = 
TIRES I 11 1975 1976 1977 1978 1 " 11 -;; --f 

., 
I i 

11 

'$~; Comparison 17 . 102 185 183 
TIRE ASSOCIATED ACCIDENTS (fATAL) , Tires 19 ,~414 114~877 

~ 
138,576 134,953 

'1975-1978 
';.J I Percent .09 .09 .13 .14 

Cor·1PAR I SON 25 I' ~I 

.006% Ji 
• "0;.-

= Reca110 TIRES 407,820 H " 
~) 

~ 
Firestone 0 11 12 ~ 

';.1 17 
Tires 729 

\ 

13,444 16,561 15,218 I " RECALLED \ 1 0 jl " , 
FIRESTONE = .002% " (), 

I j Percent 45,952 Ii 0 .08 .07 .11 TIRES 
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WORK. HISTORY OFHAROLll LARSON 

I ' 

.' iii / I started v10rldng for, Johns-Manv:ille in the Pittsburg. 
'/Ca1.ifornia plant-in 1929, after. a four year hitch in the 
. tJ: S. Harine Corps. 

Hy 38 years l'7ith Johns-Manville were all spent ~n the 
Roofing Department on v<lrious jobs from janitor to supervisor 
in the Roofing Department and Vaint Shop. 

.. 
The major ra't-r materials used in making roll roofing and 

shingles ;i.llcluded aspen ton , asphalt, sand, slatedust, sili"ca: 
flour, mica, Bchis t, granules and. various types. of organic 
felt. 

The jobs I had up to 1943 'lf7ere in the w'orst asbestos and 
dust areas i~ the department. In 1943, I was promoted to Foreman 
4~0 the dust conditions improved somewhat for me. 

About 1951, a spot on one of my lungs' shmved up 01;1 a' 
company X-t"ay examination. For several months, I went to' 
a County Clinic in Pittsburg. onc~ a week for examinations 
and check-ups. They also' sent me-to the County Hospital in 
Hartinez for 1 thorough e~tamination, but at no time 'tl7as any 
diagnosis made of the spot on the lung. After several months, , 
I changed to Dr. Stone's office in Oakland. (Dr. Stone was the 
doctor at the Pittsburg Clinic.) 

As I recall, a sputum nroople was put on a shelf to be 
cuI tured. After some time, Dr. Stone told me that I had T. B. 
~ben I went to Alum Rock Sanitarium in San Jose for .six weeks 
and' then home for another I. 112 months. and then back to work. 

o , , 
I continued for several years for X-rays and check-ups 

at Dr. Stone v s office in Oak1an(1. Due to the distance to 
Oakland, I changed to Dr. Eldred in Concord for· regular X-rays 
and examinationn. In 1963. after being thoroughly examined by 
Dr. Eldred, he told me'that 1. had cancer in my lungs. that 
he 't-7ould have to remove one lung and then treat the other one. 

, After the operation, he told me he turd some g06d and bad 
news for me. 1. did not have cancer or T.B., but there was 
something in my lungs that ,-1as tlnl~AP1i1l'1 to him. A short time 
later, , my brother, Haakon Larson, '~~nt to the hospital for a 
hernia operation. (He also 't'1Od:ed for Jol1l1s-Hanville.) During 
examinatipns at the hospital, they found that he had sil:f,cosis 
in both lungs, so the hernia operation "las postponed. Dr. Eldred: 
had a talk 'V7ith my br.othe;',:" s dOctor and it ,vas ugreed that· 
the J .. arson· brothers both had silicosis.. In the summer of 
1966, Nr. Jones, the Plant Hanager, called rife'into his of~ice. 
He 'Vlanted to kno't-J' if I had given any thought to early retire- , 
ment. As 1. was 61,1/2 yea:r.s old at the time, I told him I had: 
tho~ght about it, but had no definite p.lans; On October 30, 
1966, Mr. Jones Gal1c~ rile to his office aga:i,n, and he showed me ,', 

-------- ---- -----------~----~-
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papers thai: ,he had received from ,the New York office. 'what my 
retiremen~ pay would be as of November 1, 1966, andthat'they 
would, . give me seven months severance pay; .. At no time did the 
question come up if I wanted to retire. October .. 30 1966,was 
my last day at Johns-Manville.' • . 

.. ,r ,'f. • 

"\"~ddie Pierce, supervisor in' the 'P~perMili:o~as ,appoin~ed' 
superv~sor in the Roofing Department, a1-so. Six month§ later 
a son-7n-1a~of a John~-Manvilledit::ector got the jobias 
superv~sor .~n theRoof~ng ~epartment. Mr. Pieree went back to 
his own job on the Paper M~l1. ,'(~ddiePierce died cfrom asbestosis 
several years later.) . ;',).';" ;1:.;:.,' . 

. ., , ';;;"'~","'·Jr~.)'\"'r.\\t'\!~.~ 'r:! 
'. • , I " •• ~iii' ..... 'liJ~·" :Il"~", ~ . 

I filed suit against.Johns;:~:nY!~~tl~. ,and. was awarded $6,500.00 
through wo.rkers' compensatioI'H,Ili.···· . ·'.j.·',I:: :"h.> ,,;. > ,'/ : 

. ~~: ·,~.,,·/.'..'·r),.~,~.;"."~';"'·~~'·'I;.,~~'lr. . I ~!'J":':~ .;~ .. &t."§~i~t}~j:i~i~·%:t~~~~:~}f~;;'\~ .. '. : .. ~, ,. ~'",~iiil. "}'·:.lr'fi ',., •. '" "'''l!il,.,,~.; ... 
'·I,;:".'~.;.;;r:l .• ,.". r.' i'~ .", ~.( . •..•... • + 

.';" Harold B. Larson. 
4709 Tobi Drive 
Con~ord, California 94521 

,.,:: ...... ,,~,: ·:if .. • .. · .• • .! •• ;;j:~f~~·:· w:.~-;.J,..{",., :1h~.~.<.: '<.1;" •• 
NOT£t.· Atl m~dic~lexp~nse 'is'?1P~e' '~~~i~~fil:~'::p~id"l;y me 

.. since my case was compromis~d m"ld .releasf!d in i967. 
_> .. ; •.•. ~ •.•. .' .. <.: ••.• ,.'.",':""'.'~~ .... """"'" ,.. t ~'. " .. ~?~ .. ~.~.,v,~?~~l·,r:~*~./L. ~ ~= .. :.' ':,'\ I, ' .. i .. "'t·· . 
:t - .~" .••• :::.'. . I:,·,.r;!,~~~:~~.~~j:}-!).~,!;'.~ii~ ... ~~ uf.. ).1. -,', '.n.': .. 
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Socializing Risk 

TillS MONTH'S'lNVESTIGATIVE COVER STORY on the' 
Love Canal episode illustrates in a particularly dramatic 
way the power of wrong-headed ideas. 

To, begin with there's the by-now,routine assumption 
of corporate guilt by the news media. The Hooker Cor
poration has been accused, tried, and convicted in the 
court of public opinion. thanks to journalists who didn't 
even look for contrary evidence. Whatever is the outcome 
of the ongoing litigation of this case, it was neVer as cut
and-dried as the public has been led to believe. As our 
story reveals, plenty of evidence implicating parties other 
than Hooker was right there all along, in the public 
records in Niagara Falls. 

Yet the term "Love Canal" has passed into the lan
guage as an exemplar of corporate irresponsibility. And 
because this myth is widely believed; we have now been 
blessed with something called the "superfund" law. 

The superfund actually consists of two funds. One will 
pay for mishaps occurring at waste dumps that meet new 
federal standards; it will be financed by a tax on wastes 
deposited in those dumps. The other fund-,paid for by a 
tax on chemical and oil companies and by all of us as in
come tax payers-.... ·ill be used to cleal} up chemical spills 
and hazardous waste dumps. 

What we have here is yet another instance of the so
cialization of a risky industrial situation. You know the 
pattern. A much-publicized accident or catastrophe leads 
to sympathy for the victims and thence to general 
demands to "do something" so that such situations 
won't occur again. The result 1S the creation of a new 
federal bureaucracy with the power to set and enforce 
safety standards-and an implicit or explicit limit on the 
liability of the potential wrongdoers. 

We've seen this pattern repeated time and again. Air 
crashes in the 1920s led to a federal takeover of aviat.ion 
safety, and successive crashes continue ·to yield increased 
power for the Federal Aviation Administration. The 
Thalidomide incident in 1961 led to the transformation of 
the Food and Drug Administration into a vastly more 
powerful regulatory body. The fear of nuclear accidents 
led to creation of the Atomic Energy Commission and its 
successor, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, to limit 
liability for accidents and to set and enforce safety 
standards. 

There is no question that these agencies are set up and 
reinforced in their powers in response to legitimate, often 
tragic, problems. And there is no question that they take 
their roles seriously and expend large sums of money in 
pursuit of their mandates. There is also no question that 
each has a substantial effect on the industry it regulates. 
But the important question to ask is whether this type of 
solution-bureaucratic regulation-is in jac/ the best 
way to deal with complex safety problems. 

Evidence is accumulating that it is not. In aviation, 

major crashes keep occuring, aU too often traceabl~(as in 
the 1979 DC-IO crash) to a breakdown of the FAA'S safety 
regulation system. American consumers are denied access 
to hundreds of potentially life-saving drUgs, due to the 
FDA'S bureaucratic .hyper-caution in approving them for 
use. And the nuclear power industry stands virtually 
paralyzed by regulatory delays and the after!math of the 
Three Mile Island accident-an accident\ stemming 
directly from the 'natuI:e of the regulatory S)vstem (see 
"Who Caused Three Mile I~land?" REASON, Aug. 1980). 

Moreover, consider the injustice built into stich solu
tions. Instead of paying for their own standards develop
ment and safely research-as most other industries do
the aviation, pharmaceutical, and nuclear industrie~, have 
managed to get the taxpayers to absorb varying amounts 
of this portion of their overhead. And as for the victims 
of disasters, how secure can such people (or their survi
vors) be, knowing that the offending firm can seek shelter 
in the defense that it met all the applicable government 
standards-however politically motivated, however in
eptly administered those standards mig!}t be? 

Yet it is ju~! such a solution that has now been legis
lated for the toxic waste problem. All firms-responsible 
and irresponsible-will be taxed to pay for the misdeeds 
of the worst of them. So will each and everyone of tis. 
And any firm whose dump meets federal standards Will 
escape liability for harm to others. In certain instances, 
liability will be explicitly limited. 

What's the alternative? It's the same solution we have 
urged for the aviation, drug, and nuclear industries: 
privatize the risk, don't socialize i: The law should pro
vide for strict and full liability for all harm caused by 
chemical dumps and spills, with no limits illld no escape 
hatches (like "sovereign immunity"). If companies and 
government agencies stool;! thus naked before the law, 
what would be the result? We would have large' and 
more robust systems of insurance, and that in tum would 
require extensive private research and dewlopment ef
forts (on waste-disposal technology) and vastly in,proved 
information systems-paid for by .he indust,y's ('us
tomers, not taxpayers. Firms unablc :0 5atj,.fy ~afdy ex
perts and thus unable to get insurance would fall by the 
wayside as their capital dried up. 

It's true that we can't afford "anoth ... Lc;, .. ~ CaD!d." 
But what that really means is that WI" can',t, afford to add 
to its legacy another costly bureaucracY that destroys i n
centives for responsible action whiil' soothi.1g the public 
with an aura of safety. Yet that ~~I!ms to be Just what 
Congress is givlng us. 
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Sowell makes many of the same argu
mentS' (see REASON interview. Dec.). 
Author Dr. Nathal) Wrights. Jr., may 
well sum up this point of view when he 
argues that "black people cannot be sub
sidized into self-sufficiency." 

-----------~---~.'~,---~--

Competition Not Illegal 
In a major antitrust ruling, the Federal 
Trade Commission has decided that com· 
petitive practices leading to a large share 
of the market for a product does not 
violate the antitrust laws. The FTC made 
this ruling in finding that the DuPont 
Company had done nothing wrong in 
fighting hard to become the leading firm 
producing titanium dioxide. "The essence 
of the competitive process Is to induce 
firms to become more efficient and to 
pasS the Il~nefits of the efficiency along to 
tOl1sumers." ,says tileruUng. "That proc· 
:es~wolild be iIl.sei"!iced byusing antitrust 
t!i,bloc~hilrd. aggt~si,ve competition that 

, j$Soli~ly based On. efficien~y and growth 
opportunities,'" e~eit'if., mO!lopoly \5 a 
possible result" ' 

What's so strangeaboul that? Only Ihat 
it: represents a stunning reversal of govern
m~"t policy. Ever sInce 1944 when Judge 
J-earn'ed Hand wrote the Supreme Court 
majority opinion in the Alcoa case, 
market domination per se has been taken 
as a measure of monopoly power and 
.therefore consider¢ illegitimate-even if 
obtained. as in Alcoa's case" purely by 
continuing'technological innovation. The 
,DuPontdc:cision seems to be "an almost 
outright rejection of the Alcoa case." 
concedes Donald Baker. former head of 
the Antitrust DiviSion of. the Justice 
Department. Ali of which should ,be good 
news to America's leadii'" technology 
firms-and their customers: 
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• Judge Dacks Disneyland. Ju,dgc john .. NRC on TMI. A. Nllc)ear Regulatory 
lC. Trotter, Orange County SUperior Commission study o.f reported animal 
Court judge, upheld Disneyland's rirJU: to' deformities. stillbirths. al')d "glowing" 
prohibit coupleS of the same sex 'tr.Jm fish around Three Mile Isl~nd concluded 
dancing together on the parl:'s dance- U13l nuclear radiation did not cause the 
flobr. Two gay men had been stClpped, problems. Nutritional deficiencies and in
from jOining the dancing couples lind fectious diseaseS were the. culprits of sllch 
subsCquently sued Disneyland, charginr, problenl~, the NRC said. 
that, t,~eir civil rights ,.had, \leen violated. ", Afghilllistan Unity. Former governmenL 
Trotter ruled that the private park coldd, minister Shwnsuddin Majrooh. a re
set and enforce its own regulations. set Up' spcctcd 71-year·old cider. is leading an at
to protect the interests of othel' palronS'. tempt 10 unite Afghanislaws.28 provinces 
The Trotter decision will be appealed. and different tribes into a unified front to 
• Vatican to Resurrect Galileo. In 1633-. battle.thc So¥ict invasion. Majrooh is try
Galileo Galilei was forced \ly the iDg 10 convene a loya jlrga, a national 
Domlnican·led Inquisition to recant- council of representatives' from all Afghan 
under thrent of death:-his mathematical. tribes, that would ell"Ct a president and a 
proof of Copernicus's thesis that the earth military commander and possibly form 
revolves arouitd the sun, instead of yice the basis of a new government. 
versa. Since the early 19605. Rev. Domi- • F,ench lofinimum W~ Probl,ms. 
nique Dubarle. a DomInican, has been at.- French'economist AndreFourcansrecent
tempting to get the Galileotrial reopened, Iy wrote in 'the Wall Street Journal that his 
and Pope John Paul II has finally agreed econometric analysis for the period 
to do so. It is expected that the Calholic. '1969.77 clearly shows that "everything 
Church wiil officially concede that the else belng equal, the minimum wage in-' 
earth does. indeed, revolve around the crease appears, to explain from ,60.,. ,to 
sun. 85"1. of the jump we (Prance) experienced 
• British Cable-TV. The British go\'ern- in ,the' unemployment rates for young 
ment has given tentative permission for 12 males and females between 1973 and 
cable·TV stations to operate for a period 1977." The minimum wage floor was 
of two years in Britain-on certain condi· raised by 285 percent dUring those years, 
tions, naturally: that advert!sing is not while the consumer price index increased 
allowed, that program schedules be sub· by 141 percent. 
mined to the Home Office in advance. • Car Quotas and Competition. A recent 
that strict limits be placed on the movies Washington Post editorial dittoed the US 
that can be shown. that exclusive rights to Internatiortal Trade Commission's recom
major events be barred, and that audience mcndation not to protect the American 
research and viewer complaints be for- auto industry from car imports. The Post 
warded to the HOme Office. Censorship blamed the US car companies' economic 
was never so delicately put. woes on their failure to produce smaller 
• 3-D on Cable-TV. SelecTV. a subscrip- cars as quickly as foreign markets did, and 
tion television service in Califomia with opined that "Economic growth, in a com
about 75,000 subscribers. is currently petitivc, open market offers the' American 
showing one 3·D movie a month to test automobile makers far more than any im- , 
subscriber response. Glasses ,are dis· port quotas can." 
tributed through Sears, Roebuck 8( Co. • Banking Protectionism. A Senate 
with coupons that subscribers receive with nanking Committee staff report criticized 

Milest~nes their billipg each month. SelecTV i$ the: Office of the Comptroller of the Cur-
__ '--______ -'-_....;._..,.-_ not worried about commercial television reney for being "more interested in pro-
• Stevens, Jailed. New Hebrides revolt cOmP~tition, because 'federal regulations tecting, .. · .. sting banks during [the 1970s) 
leader Jimmy Stevens (see our Sept. 1980 require networks to broadcast II clear pic- than il1 '" ,amoling competition and meet
cover story) was sentenced to .fourteen ture, and the 3-D process involves sending ing the hanking needs of the public." Sen. 
imd a halO'ears in"jail and fined $30,000 out a split picture that becomes focused", William Proxmire said he plans to hold 
for the crime of insurgen!=y, against the ,only when wearing the special glasses. 'hearings this year on legislation 10 alter 
new Vanuatu govr,ritment le4,by socialist • ,Laser Defenses. The Defense Depart. federal bank.chartering statutes. The 
Walter Lini. ment is seriously looking Jnto the report was based on a review of nearly 
• Heroin Crimes. Two, recent studies technology. for space-based,high·energy 1.000 chartering decisions between 1970 
show that drug addicts; particularly those laser' battle stations. as well as laser, and 1977. 
on, heroin, account for anastonfshing particle·beam. and plasma weapons. Two • Intermodal Ownership Okayed. Sen. 
miriil.Jer of street crimes annually. Some firms" TRW and Hughes Aircraft, have George McGovern (D-S.D.). of all peo-
239 heroin' addicts" were knoWn to be submitted proposals saying a fully opera- pIe, added a provision to the recently 
responsible' for about 80,W criminal of- tional laser battle station could be passed rail deregulation bill allOwing 
fenses in Miwni"forinstapce. The addicts developed and deployed by the end of the' railroads to acquire trucking subsidiaries 
need to support their, costly habits (about decade. The Advanced Research Projects to haul freight betwen inain rail lines. A 
5150 a day) through' such" crimes. (And Agency, is responsible for milking any small catch though: affected shippers 
why is the habit so costly? Because it's ii- recommendations to the Senate Armed must approve. 

, legal: by reStricting supply, the govern- Services Committee for fUTldlng to -Robert Poole, Jr., and 
ment substantially raises drug prices.)' develop such systems. . , Cllrlstine Dorfl! 
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Y
' "', ou're about to be untricked. If yoU believ~ that the 

, " ,guilty party in the Love Canal tragedy' is' the 
/' . Ho~ker .Chemicals& Plastics Corporati~n, whic-. 

. ~ the JustIce Department is suing, rathe~!J1~an the 
NIagara Falls Board of Education, which bOUght the 
dump from Hooker in 1953; or if you believe that 
Michael Brown's famous book ,that has become the 
po~ula~ autbprity o~ the whole mess:~ Laying Was(e: The 
POlsonmg oJAmerzca by Toxic Chemicals, sets out the; 
truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the t~lth about 
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Love Canal, then you've been snook
ered. In fact, as I'm going to show, 
hardly ever has there been a more 
blatant example of Big Brother suc
cessfully hiding the skeletons in his 
closet or of a gul1ible investigative 
reporter and compliant major media 
going along with the cover-up so that 
a bunch of bureaucrats can pass the 
buck to some bewildered private i~i" 
terest. The irony is that the target of 
this particul~r smear, Hooker Chem
icals, may very well have botched 
others of its many chemical dumps, 
but not Love Canal, the very site that 
has brought the company so much 
adverse publicity ami a flood of 
government and private lawsuits. 

I first suspected that something 
might be wrong with the press reports 
about Love Canal-I hlj.d not yet read 
Michael Brown's book-when I no
ticed that only passing mention was 
being made of the fact that the 
Niagara Falls Board of Education has 
owned the site tince 1953. Twenty
plus years after Hooker deeded the 
property to the Board, the Canal is 
seeping huge quantities of potsonous 
chemicals. These toxic substances 
have been down there a long time, I 
thought. Why are they percolating up 
only after such a . long sleep'/ Could 
something have disturbed thi! cbp.m
icals buried there? Or was th\r{,~.zing 
inevitable? Had Hooker unloaded the 
property on the School Board back in 
the '50s, hoping to avert the 'j/ery 
claims for damages now being 
pressed against it? 
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My curiosity sparked, I obtained a So Hooker had shifted to the 
copy of the Love Canal deed. It Board "all risk and liability incident 
opens: "This Indenture [is] made the to the lise" of the property. In addi-
28th day of April, Nineteen Hundred mon, the deed specified that the 
and Fifty Three, I.:~twet:n Hooker futurc owner(s) of the property <:auld 
Electrochemi<;:al Company .•. and the not make any claims against Hooker' 
Board of Erlucation of the School for irijury or death or property clall1-
District of the City of Niagam Fan~, age arising even from "the pr!'Sl?nre: 
New York," which would, "in ce,m- of said industrial wastes." It's Rot 
sideration of One Dollar" paid to surprising that Hooker would bave< 
Hooker, receive title to the dcscribl'd wanted thislhift of Uability incorJ.. 
property. The kicker is the deed's. para ted inlo the deed. After air. it' 
dosing paragraph: bad made clear that these "waste-

products resulting from the manufllc-
Prior 10 the delivery of this instrrt- turing of chemicals" could cause not 

ment of conveyance, Ihe grantpe hlm!flt 
has been advised by the grafllOr tlml only J)r(lp~rIY damage but "injury" 
Ihe premises a"ove described hlll'C and "dt'-<~th." That's pretty danger
been filled, in whole or in purl, 10 flJe OIlS stuff. 
present grade levellhereof wilh waste" I.ooked at one way. these pro'li:" 
producls resulting from till' mam~ sions would s~cm to indicatc tllal 
facluring of chemicl!ls by Ih/! gmnfol' Hooker had bcen quite anxious to un-
01 its planli" the City of NiagaroFull:;. burden itself of responsibility fonliis 
New York, and Ihe gronlcc(l,"sum~1!1l property. On the other hand, since
risk and liabilily incident to the u."~ the firs~ condition, assumption of 
Ihereof. 11 is therefore undr.!'slaod UlTd liability for use, only makes explicit 
agreed Ihat, as a parI of Ihe cOllsirlem-
tion for lhis conveyance Ulld (IS a COI/. what norma.lly accompanies auy 
dition Ihereof, no claim, suit, action or property exchallge, and since· the sec-· 
demand of any naillre whaISot~w?rshall ond would protect Hooker only froO) 
ever be made by tile grantee, its sur- claims made br the Board and 511bsc
cessors or assigns, againsl the grantol;. qucnt owners,. and not from claims- b.y 
its-successors or assigns, forinjllry 10 a third parties. it would seem that these 
person or persons, inclutiiflg d~at" provisions are more in the nature of a 
resulting therefrom, or losS of or warning. By incorporating them into 
damage to properly caused by, in ('011· the deed, Hooker had provided clear 
neclion with or by reason of tftlt· 
presence of said industrial wastes, It is .notice, recorded for an time, that its 
furlher agreed as a cOlldition hrreo! u~e: of this {lroperty had been such 
Ihal each slibseql,lell.l conveyance of that any future owner would have to 
the aforesaid lands s11all be made sub· take care to use it in a safe manner so' 
jeci to the foregoing provisions'imd as to avoid causing barm_ 
conditions. Certainly tho-last sentence in the in-

denture must be interpreted in this 
way. Not only the School Board but. 
"its successors and assigns"-any 
future holder of the property obtain
ing rights to the Cimal after or from 
the Board-had already been drawn 

,Into the shift of liability. So why add 
the closing sent.ence, about "cach 
subsequent conveyance of the prop· 
erty"? The. concern seems to have 
been with preventing catastrophe to 
innocent third parties by making sure
that, down through all future gen
erations, whoever obtained this prop· 
ertY would be warned that it contains 
dangerous chemicals and reminded of 
the corresponding obligation to use it 
in a manner reflecting thish~ard. So 

~~iii~;.i~~~;~iii~~~~~;~~~~~~~~~ the inclusion of that last scotence in the deed doesn't fit in very well with 
the ruthles,s and negligent attitude I'd 

Boarded·up house n •• r Loya Canal been Ic~."by most press accounts to 
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believe that Hooker has been display
ing in the Love Canal matter. 
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thing-the Board of Ed did/l'; d,) 
anythilig wrong. Anyway, we don" 
have any lelal responsibility fa/' iI. 

This seemed to me an odd reaction, 
considering that I had jllst introducc(t 
myself and had not suggested even 
remotely that the Board of Education 
was in any way culpable, much Icss. 
lega\1y liable. 

I got another former School Board 
member on the phone, Dr. Robert. 
Brezing. T.his time, I wasn't evcn ahle 
to finish my introduction. He abrupl-' 
Iy hung up the phone, and I founel 
myself trying to protest to a dial·tone. 
Now I knew that something w:w 
fishy_ I packed my bags, camera, ancl 
cassette recorder and left for Niagara 
Falls. 

r:hief thoroughfares. In any even~ 
whelher it's seen as a lown or merely 
as :t suhurb without. a city, Niagara 
{tillis struck me as a singularly odd 
I:inel of place to serve' as a bellwether 
for the souring of America's dream 
of ,lIT insect· free plasticized world
"beller living through chemistry," to 
quotc·tbecommercfal from DuPont. 
There's an irony to this. place:' on. the: 
one-sid!'':;r town is the eternal majesty 
or natill'e grandly displayed. in the 
water tumbling over the Niagara 
escarpment; across the· city stands a 
st:ark symbol of the incompetence and 
pcrhaps greed of man-~the acrid 
fumes and boarded LIP houses along. 
the: periphery of the now·infamous 
chemical ditch. 

Ruthless ,and negligent? As I was 
subsequently to learn, Hooker had 
evidently been so concerned that the 
Board know what it was getting in 
taking over the Canal that the com
pany had not left to chance. whether 
School Board officials would phys
ically inspect the property prior to ac
quiring it. Instead, Hooker had 
escorted them to the Canal site and in 
their presence made eight test bor
ings-into the protective clay cover 
that the company had laid over the 
Canal, and into the surrounding area. 
At two spots, directly over Hooker's 
wastes, chemicals were encountered 
four feet below the surface. At the 
other spots, to the sides of the Canal 
proper, no chemicals showed up. 

So whether or not the School 
Board was of a mind to inspect the 
Canal, Hooker had gone, out of its 
way to make su.~e that they did in
spect 'It and that they did see that 
chemicals lay buried in that Canal. 
Yet the subsequent behavior of the 
School Board would lead the casual 
observer to conclude that its members 
never kneW the facts about the- prop
erty they were acquiring. 

.,r 
nut as it turns out, that festering 

he first thing that struck blister of the industrial age known as 
this newcOmer about the l.ove Canal isn't CJ.uitc a~ incongruous,. 
town of Niagara Falls wa~ a fixture in Niagara Falls as it might 
how very normal tho plarc ~ccm at first blush. You don't have to 

is. Because of its famous namesa\:e hI' «round this plncc long but you'll 
fa1\s, I had expected the town itself to hrar about how the local cconomy 
have a character different from your was built even more upon the chem
typical American small city, blJl kill industry than upon tourism. Back 
that's jus~ what the place turned ou~,· i'qhe 1950s, the locals will tell )'ou, 
to be. The people, I found, are plear. .. · the putrid air from the industrial 
antly friendly and open, and if thore srlIC'l:S made the cycs and lungs con-

I decided to try to talk with some of 
the people who sat on the Board dur
ing the key years of 1952 through 
1957 and so had first-hand knowledge 
of the events. In the latte'r year, the 
Board was debating whether to sell 
portions of the Love Canal to real 
estate develope, ': Ho.oke,r officials 
came to the Board meetinl~s tcurge 
that these sales not bi:: consummated. 
For this and other reasons, 1957 
served as a ,turning point in the 
history of the Love Canal-the begin
ning of its precipitous slide into 
becoming a hell-pit. 

I introduced myself to the first 

Hlrs better to let 
sleeping dogs lie, ,., a 
former Board 
member told me. 
HBut I can tell you 
one thing- the 
Board of Ed didn't 
do anything wrong. " 

former member of the School Board _::-------------
I'd managed to track down and get on is a wr(:lng side of th~ tracks anywhere 
the phone, Peter Longhine, by saying to'the rl£.ltt or left ~f!Main Street, it's 
that I was a reporter who wished to hard to find. l 
speak with someone with first-hand Visually, it WO,I!ll) p~rhaps be more 
knowledge of the Board's transac- accurate to describe Niagara Falls not 
tions with Hooker. That's all-I made as a sma1\ city so much as an endlessly 
n'o mention of rourts, legal liability sprawling suburb of 75,000 people 
for'Love Canal or anything even without a core city. There are only 
remot~lv threate~ing. But Longhin~ two commercial streets, Main and 
would sa:y.\.mly; .' - Pine, ~JOlh ~f which intrude upon 

I don'l w'cmt 10 get inwJ./ved in givlnli otherWIse llnmterrupted e~panses of 
ony court testimony. It's Deller to lei suburban-style houses, whIch extend 
sleeping dogs lie, But I can tell you one row upon row on each side of the two 

n 
\1 
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tinually smart. The smog was so bad 
that the citS ·was recognizable from an 
approaching plane by the ch'/k 
grayish-brown cloud of po\1ution Iliat 
brankcted the earth below. 

Of course, this was in an era when 
collservation meant leaving the wild 
benTS alone, nutrition meant "fruit, 
cereal, milk, bread, and butter," and 
pOl/II lion was a term that only com
munists, . !lddba\1s, or crazy people 
ever used: Niagara Falls considered 
itself fortunate back then to bec>ne of 
the capitals 9f the world's chemical 
industry. The townspcople felt proud 
to be in the vanguard of the corning 
technological society. When the 
Atomic Energy Commis:lion handed 
out awards to Niagara Falls chemical 
plants for work on radioactive sub
stances, it made page-one headlines in 
the local newspapers. Chemical row 
along Buffalo Avenue, which skirts 
the southernmost cdge of town 
bprdering the Niagara River • was not 
(u'ily the Falls area's chief source·of 
etnp!oyment but also a source of con-
siderable civic pride. . 

Now, however, the long-antici
pated chemical future has at last 
come to the world, and a lot of people 
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in Niagara Fal1s are finding that they 
don't like it. The theory used to be 
that industrial wastes need only be 
shoved under the rug and they would 
be gone. Out of sight was out of 
mind. But as events at Love Canal 
and elsewhere were ultimately to 
make clear, loday's far-away rllral 
chemical dump is tomorrow's 
suburb, where you may someday live 
and where your children may end up 
going to school. 

.Of course, many people don't care 
about tomorrow and never did. Ac
cording to the popular wisdom, this 
kind of dangerous shortsightedness is 
an attribute of private businesses 
more than of governmental bodies, 
and this perception has colored the 
way the Love Canal story has been 
reported. But my own investigation 
shows that this popular interpretation 
of the Love Canal tragedy is 180 
degrees off. 

" 

"1\ ack at the turr~ ~f the cen
I tury, an ambillouS (mtre
) preneur by 'the name of 

, William Love envisioned 
building a huge hydroelectric project 
in the Niagara Fal1s area. Thomas 
Edison had just harnessed the force 
of electricity; but because the state
of-the-art allowed only for transmis
sion by direct current, which was 
unecon'omic over 1001g distances, in
dustries had to be located near the 
source of electrical generation. Love 
planned hEs hydroe.1ectric canal proj
ect as a means of supplying this·elec
trical power to nearby industry and 
even dreamed that his "l.ove's 
Canal" would·become the basis for· a 
booming model city. But the eco
nomic recession of 1894 and Nikola 
Tesla',~ pioneering sYstem of. alter
nating current, which facilitated 
transmission 'of electricity over long 
distances, combined to bankrupt 
Love's canal after only short seg
ments of it had b~en dug. The 
3,200-foot-long section that Hooker 
started filling with waste chemicals in 
1942 has now come to be known in
ternationally as the Love Canal.. 

Hooker says that it chose the site 
because the soil characteristic of the 
area~impermeable clay~and the 
sparse population surrounding the 
Canal at the time made the pit out
standingly suitable for disposing of 
dangerous chemical wastes. The cus· 
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tomary practices then were to pitt' 11)" 

such wastes in unlined sUifar.e im
poundments, insecure' lagoons, or 
pits, usual1y on the premises of t'he:
chemical factory,or else to burll the
wastes or dump them inlO rivers' or 
lakes. Except for disposal into w(rtcr 
supplies, t.hese practices were air. frr.aJ: 
until 1980, when the Environmentat 
Protection Agency began issoing reg
ulations implementing the Resource 
Conservation and Recovery Al;t of' 
1976. The EPA estimates that 90 per-, 
cent of chemical wastes are: curre1ltly 
being disposed of in way~. that. do-Jlot 
meet its proposed standards (con
trolled incineration, treatment to 
render the waste nonhazardous. se
cure landfills, or recovery), An at
torney I spoke with from the Ncw 
York State Department of .Environ
mental Conservation told lIlC that "at 
least 50 percent, of chemical waste 
dumping [in that statel is eontracelcd 
out to organized crime." J r ClUe. 
however, such was not to be the: ~fISC' 
with Love Canal, 

Hooker in 1941 began studies of 
the su"itabllity of using thc CallI\! ~s, a 
chemical dump. The findings.were af-· 
firmative, and ,by April of the nexl 
year the company completed thelcgaI 
transactions to commence dum)ling 
what ultimately amounted to approx
imately 21,800 tons of the company's 
waste before the Canal property 
(which included a' strip of land. on 
either side of the Canal) was donilled 
by Hooker to the Niagara Falls Board 
of Education in 1953, under pressure 
from the Board that if Hooker didn't 
willingly deed the land the property 
would be seized under eminel11 do
main for the building of a school. 

It's also worth noting Iiere that 
other wastes besides these 21 ,llOO tons 
from Hooker have apparently been 
dumped into the Canal. According to 
New York State officials, federal 
agencies, especially the Army, dis
posed of toxic chemical wastes there 
during and after World War n. The 
city of Niagara Falls ;llso regularly 
unloaded its municipal refuse into 
this Hooker-owned pit, 

There were two reasons why the 
School Board want,ed to acqui(e 
Hooker's Love Canal property, One 
was that the postwar baby boom had 
produced a need for construction of 
more schools, and virtually ev!!ry 
available open lot of suitable s~e Was 

{,eing eyed voraciously by the Lloard 
of Ed's Buildiur,s. and Grounds Com
mittee for possilJfe construciioll of 
new schoo)&', nlC' oliter was that since 
Ihc area was 1101 l!milt up (one of 
Hooker's reported criteria for tJl~ 
sitc's suitability), tand prices around 
this dUlllpsite were- low. amI the 
Board was strappec! fbrcash. On Oc
rober 16, 19's2.ilie,verysamedllY tbal 
Hooker sent a letteV'to the Board of 
Education agreeing. to 'donat~. the 
Canal property for, tile token price of 
$1.00, the Boare! itsl5f recorded, irrits 
minutes foJ' 'rJjal' ",vening's meeting, 
that "a communication was received 
from the Niagara Falls Teachers As. .. 
sociation .St'a!ing.t1hlt teachers are 
becomiug morc and. more uneasy be
cause of (heir um:ertaio . financial 
prospects. " 

Looking oye~ the Schoo) Board 
minutes from the early '50s, one 
1I0tes'-!wo cOllceere; that dominated 
and practically obliterated all others: 
construction. of new buildings, and 
oVercoming tht'" monetary shortage. 
There is no indication that any long" 
term consequences were being 
thought of; the attitude seems to have 
been that!he future could take care 
of itself. For example, .the 99th Street 
School, whicll. was, built beside Love 
Canal, was being planned' by the 
School Board, simultaneously with the 
planning for another; the 66th Street 
School; and the Niagara Gazette 
reported on September 13, 1978, th~t 
~igh radiation had Been found at Hiat 
other location. It turns out that this 
school also nnay have been built upon 
a former dumpsire. The Board of 
Ed's deed to the site (donated by the 
federal government) refers to the 
presence .of radioactive. substances. 

1
1 he negotiatl.·ons that cuI

" , minated in Hooker's trans
, fer of the Love Canal property 

to the Board of Education 
took place over a period of sc.veral, 
years. :The contemporary documen. 
tary record is ver,,:sparse, consisting 
of three per!unctor.y letters and the, 
deed itself. Virtually 11.11 of the 
negotiations were verbal rather than 
written. 

One thing. howlIVer, is el~r: ac
cording to the School Board's own 
records, the lloard was already well 
alpng ill its planning of the 99th 
Street School more than two years 
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befofe Hooker deeded (he .Canal to • , I 
the Board. And the Board meant bus- I L 'I l 
iness. It was gearing up for a string of ..J -.----f' ___ ~-~----,-"'---11 
condem.nation proceedings for the COl.. V" N " 
Canal sIte and all properties abutting - ~~. , 

. 'it. First, there's a map, dated March North Il [. ] 
1951 and labele,d "School Site Study , 
Plan A" (Plan B was for the 66th 
Street School). This map not on)y I l1 
shows the projected school being L 
built right over the very center of the ' ". - , 
Canal itself but also shows the as- ' .. ~ 
sessed condemnation values for the - --'1 ,\ 
Canal propertY.and each of the prop
erties bordering it: Then there ,are two. 
letters from the School Board's at
torney, Ralph Boniello-one dated 
September 4, 1952, informing the 
BOllrd's. business manager, Frank 
Lang, that procedures were under 
way to purchase four lots abutting the 
Canal; the other dated September 19, 
1952, addressed to Mr. Carmen J. (PI> Op O.s<:D) 1>"'040 

Caggiano and sent registered mail, 
return r!!ceipt requested, informing 
Mr. Caggiano that since he had re
fused the !loard's "price offered of 
$10 per front foot" for the strip of 10 
lots he owned along the east side of 
the Canal, "The purpose of this letter 
is to apprise you Df the institution of 

J,: ! 
~ 

r 
A >~o.oo 

'an action in condemnation 'to acquire ----~-----+,.,.;..rr__+~,:..:..=:.;;---=.;_.,~~:;::,;:.:::::=~:.....:.::.::;:;:;..:..;....:. 
the above-described property for 
educational piJ1]lOStls." 

According to reporter Michael "'~ 
Brown, in his' book and other writ- ~'>:,. ... • ..i!!.. co O.'\" 
mgs, the Schoo"J Board's attorney at ..... <', ~ 

"0 ",-~"",_. the time denies that the threat.of prop- '"t! -

erty condemnation was ever. held out '{ 0 \I 
against ,Hooker for the Love Canal ."",~ ~ ~ u~ 
site. Brown neither questions. nor . ~ ~tl ~ ":4' I 
d t h• Y II" I acumen s tIS. et when Hooker, in "~(I~" ~ 
1957, addressed to the president of .,~~ tI\~ ~'C\ 
the Board of Education a letlr.r that .., ,,0 ~ ~ ~ 

d 1 ~~~ q~ 'l .. 
was rea out oud and passed around ~ "l q'i "':..j 
at the Board's meetina on November ~':::"?o-'\o :to· ~~1 
21 of that year, and when that letter, _~ >-;~ "I): 0 """ 

recalled that in 1952 Board officials ~ ... ~~ I :t o:::f. 
had threatened "that condemnal;on ~~.... ~. 
proceedings ,might be resorted to " ~ ....... ~ 

~ 
10 
o 

there wasn't a peep of protest fro'm South ... :~\ .q , 

any Boarp member or official pres- ~t,.;<" J 
ent~llot from Wesley Kester, head of , • 'IY 

the BO;lrd's Buildings and Grounds ... ...... -.... 
Committee in 1957, who had served .... :~" ...... ~ .. 
in the same capacity in 1952 and so ~c: =. 
must have b. een verypromillently in· , S C H 00, L ,-<;>. ~ "'l_ ~, 
valved in the n(;8ptiations with ' ~ .... 
Hooker' at the time; not from Arthur SIT EST U 0 y' .... 
Silberberg, another member of the 
same committee who ha!i~\ilso served 
in the same capacity thn:liughollt that PLAN 

~ .. 
o .... 
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period with the Board; not from 
Frank Lang, a Board member who 
had served as manager of business af
fairs throughout the period and was 
always' involved in such matters as 
property condemnations; not from 
William Small, who was. superinten
dent of fichools throughout the pe~iod 
and who had personally accompanied 
Hooker's executive vice-president, 
Bjarne Klaussen, to Love Canal in 
March 1952 when the test-holes were 
bf;l(ed into the clay cover over the 
Canal and into the surrounding area 
to check for chemical leakag,,; not 
from the Board's attorney, WilHam 
Salacuse, who had been its president 
back iii 1952 and who had also been 
present at that test at the Canal site; 
not from anyone at all, though the 
printed minutes of that evening's 
Board meeting make conspicuous 
mention of this letter from Hooker. 

One might wonder why Hooker 
deeded the property to. the School 
Board for $1.00 ra.ther than let it be 
condemned and seized under eminent 
domain. After all, condemnation 
would clearly have freed the company 
from future liability for the chemical 
dump,. saving Hooker the trouble of 
spelling out such matters in the deed. 

Hooker claims that it had wanted 
any future propertyholder there to 
know of the dangerous chemicals and 
that it had therefore agreed to donate 
.the property, subject to the Board's 
recognition that, to quote Hooker's 
letter of October 16, 1952, to the, 
Board, "in view of the nature of th",; 
prop~ "'ty and the purpose~;{~r whitll 
it has been used, it wiII lle necessary 
for us to have special prjlvisions in
corporated. into the deed (t"ith respect 
to the use of the property and other 
pertinent matters." Had the land 
been condemned and seized, says 
Hooker, the company would have 
been unable to air its COncerns to all 
future owners of the property. It is. 
difficult to see any other reason for 
what it did. 

The School Board, however, ulti-
• mat ely refused to accept the special 

provisions proposed by' Hooker con
cerning the use of the property. 
Hor her wanted to require that the 
donated premises "be used for park 
purposes only, in conjunction with a 
school building to be constructed 
upon premises in proximity to" them. 
And it wanted the Board to agree 
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that, should the property ever cease 
serving as a park, title 10 iI would 
revert to Hooker. Instead of these 
restrictions, which thenoard re
jected, the company had to settle' for 
the liability prOVisions and warnings 
in the last paragraph of the eleed ham
meredout in meetings between 
Hooker and Board representatives. 

·On April 28, 1953, Hookel"s secre
tary and general counsel, Ansley 
Wilcox-the same man who later, as 
the . company's vice-president and 
general counsel, was to be the author 
of the letter read out at the meeting.of 
the Board of Ed on November 21, 
1957-sublllitted to the Boarel the 

According to the 
School Board's own 
records, the Board 
was. already well' 
along in its plann;,rg 
of the 99th Street 
School more than 
two years before 
Hooker deeded the 
Canal to the Board. 

fi!!al clraft of the deed. Nine days 
iatet,the Board's attorney, Mr. 
Bon\~dlo, wrote to the Board that, 
becau~t" of the provisions contained 
in 'the deed's closing paragl aph, "In 
the event that the Board shall accept 
thi~ deed, it is my opinion that there is 
placed upon the Board the risk and 
possible liability to persons andlor 
property injured or damaged as a 
result thereof arising out of the 
presence and existence of the waste 
products and chemicals upon Ihe said 
lands referred to in the said deed." In 
short, the Board's own attorney at 
the time was emphasizing to his client 
that if it were to accept the Canal it 
would be getting as pm'l of the 
package liability for personal and 
property damage, as ultimately hap
pened to homeowners in the area sur
rounding the Love Canal. 

Nonetheless, on May 7, 1~53, the 
Board voted unanimously to accept 
the deed. Similarly, the Board had 

voted unanimously to accept th; deed 
to the: site of' Ihe 6Gttr Street School~ 
that deed's reference to radioactivity 
at the site, served as no deterrent 
eitJlCJ:'. Both sites,. incidenta.lly. had 
already, on De,emhe 30, 1952, been 
approved by the Niagara Falls.}>lan'-· 
ning Board_ 

,,~.ll August 1953, before conslruc:-

J:\ftion work had begun ali tht" 
t. school~ the Board voted f\man-
:J imollsly) to remove 4,000' Cllbic' 

Y'rlrds of "fill from the Love Canal to
complete the-top &rading" at another' 
Sd100l, on 93rd Street •. whose. con·,· 
struction was· aJready well under way. 
This school. like the one on 99th 
Street nearby, is now closed down
because of public concerns RUOU! the
schoof children's exposure- to chem
ical waste residues_ 

On January 21. .954, the: Board 
approved Ihe removal of 3,000 more 
cuhic yards of fill from the Love 
CRnal. On the same date., the ar
chitect· for the 9911, Street Schoo} 
wrote to Board member Wesley 
Kester, chairman of the Buildings 
Committee. saying that 

thE!' General Controctor; .• /lit a soft 
spot if I tlte ground. This turned 0/11(0 

be a filled drain trenc.h which gave off 
(1 strong chemic(1l odor. UPQft filfther 
['jvestigarion the exca\'ulor made con
I~jlcl with a pil filled wilh chemicals and 
!lfuilcdiately SfOPflf!d .... ,ork in Ihis area. 
TIJI]' General Con/raclor cOn/acle({OI/l' 
of his employees wllO formerly worked 
on./his properly for one of III£" fOrJIt('f' 
owners. 'From Ihis ~1!an we I('"mer! 
that ... tnese pits ;.iI'ere j.:'ed with 
chemical wasIl'. so~~e of which was ill 
55 golfo,. drllms..~ .. 

Suggesting that these chemicals 
"might bea detriment to tbe concrete 
foundations," the architect .. advised 
soil tests with a view toward possible 
"revisions of building location," and 
the building was shifted 30 fect 
eastward. .. 

When the !Jul/afo. Courier~Ex
press, in the wake of the recent 
recognition of chemical seepage in the 
Love Canal arl:a, intl:rvicl'lro the ar
chitect about this. in 1980, he "said 
the records indicated only 'poor soil 
conditions' as the rease.. for the 
move." The newspaper's reponers 
didn't say that this was a gross under: 
statement. apparently because they 
had never gone to the Board of Edu-

1 
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I 
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cation to see the letter from w\:!ich 
I've just quoted, which shows that the 
records indicate a lot more than just 
"poor soil conditions." 

A set of architect's plans dated 
August 18, 1955, reveals that another 
10,000 cubic yards of soil were 10 be 
removed from the top of the Canal in 
order to grade the surrounding area. 
Part of the area from which this 
soil was to be scooped out had been 

had to discover that this place had sary." He referred to "negotiations
once been a chemical dump, The at the time tltefand was-deeded to the 
superintendent knew that it hae! beeni board," iD. \vhich Hooker. had urged 
he had been present at the drilling of that it be used only for surface con
test holes at the site; he had rcae! tfHl stru.;riollS' or parks. According to the: 
deed but evidently never imparted Boa~ minutes [(om that evening, 
any wisdom therefrom to tl1(' archi- Mr. Chambers conceded "that hi$ 
tect or the·contractor. He. didn't tell· company could not prevent the Doard 
them, for example, about the danger from selJillg the land. or from doing 
of injury or death. anything [bey wanted to with it," but' 

filled with Hooker's wastes. The Jj'" he Board was finally jarred 
grading was executed as shown in I awake in November 1957. The 
these plans. Later in the year, j precipitating event was a pro-
the Buildings and Grounds Commit- posal from two developers 
tee donated some of the property.im- who owned land on another site that 
mediately.surr.oundimUhe ... scho.oLto. ethe Board WaS hungrily eyeinr,. The 
the cltYso th"at"streets and s'idewalks ·developers had suggested a trade 
could be paved. (The school building whereby they would have gotten 
had been completed and its doors chunks of the Love Canal property in 
opened to 500 students in February return for their properties plus soma 
1955.) cash. The deal would have netted the 

On June 25, 1956, .the architect Board $11,000, and Wesley Kester 
wrote to the contractor for die and the rest of the Buildings and. 
school's playground, chimging the Grounds Committee were strongly ill 
location of the kindergarten play area favor of it. But Hopj<er got wind of 
"so as not' to interfere with the ap- the proposal and was just as strongly 
parent chemical deposit" and inform- ·opposed. 
ing him that "this re~'ision hilS been Hooker sent its attorney, Arthur 
approved by Dr. Small, Superinten- Chambers, to attend the meeting .of 
dent of Schools." In an October the Board on November 7. As re
report .on this contractor's work, the ported in lhe Niagara Gazelle the 
archite-Jt reiterated that "these next day, Chambers admonished the 
changes were discussed with school Board of Education that it had "a 
authorities" and had been made certain moral responsibility in the dis
«because a chemical dump occurred position of the land. "Afteueminding 
at the originally located play area." the Board that chemicals were buried 
The architect further pointed out that under the surface, he explained that 
"these chemical pits arc continuously this "mude the land· unsuitab1e {or 
settling." construction in which b.scments, 

The whole character-of this cor- water lines, sewers and such under
respondence between the architect ground facilities would be neces
and the Board and contractors is in 
the manner of a somnambulist ex
ecuting his accustomed routines, as in 
a deep, quiet fog that is never inter
rupted by the sound of the 55-gallon 
drums clanking around in the pits. 
One would be led to believe that they 
had signed the Love Canal deed with 
their eyes closed and their ears shut. 
The superintendent of schools 
approved relocation of the play 
areas so as to avoid "chemical de
posits" and "chemical pits" and 
never once took it upon himself to ad
vise the architect that more was at 
stake here ihan "detriment to the 
concrete foundations" due to "chem
ical pits ..• continuously settling." It 

he mad{~ clear Hooker's "intent' that: 
this property be-used for a sehpol and. 
fOr parking .. He further stated I hat· 
th~y feel/lie property shoull! nol be 
divided for the purp9se of I. building 
homes and hoped that no o!'le will be 
injured." .\ 

The. head of the 13uildings and: 
Growlds Committee, Wesley· Kcster. 
was furions. According to the m'licle' 
ill the Niagpra Gazelle; he spluttered, . 
"The land i~ a liability to us. nlere's 
something. fishy someplace. Now they 
icl~ \IS it. shouldn't be used .... Th~ bat
Ile: lines wl:re now clearly drawn. 

Hooker was dctermined' to prevent, 
if it could, the selling of this land to 
subdividers. The showdown came at' 
Ihe :Board meeting of November 21_ 
Arthur Chambers again made his ap
pear~ne(>, ttlis time reinforced .with a 
lengthy .lelter from the company's 
vicc·president, Ansley Wilcox, in 
which the Board was reminded in no 
uncertain terms of the details of the 
mostly verbal negotiations and un
\vritten promises that had preceded 
the .transfer of this property to the 
Board more than four 'years earlier. 
fn addition, Hooker's position on the 
proposed sale was' again stated. Ac
co~ding to the Board minutes, "They 

"':; :. ..... ,.;'*.~: . ':'~~',.' 
..... ~!7'~-- '-.'IV".'.""-.~~. 

is evident that the architect had never School closed down due to chemicals from love Canat 
seen the deed. He and the contractor 
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feel very strongly that subsoil condi
tions make any excavation undesir
able and possibly hazardous." As the 
Niagara Gazette quoted him the 
next day, Chambers told the Board, 
"There are dangerous chemicals 
buried Chere in dtums, in loose form, 
in solids and liquids," The Buffalo 
Courier-Express. too, referred to 
Chambers's speech ,about this "chem
ical-laden ground." 
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Hooker was adamant in its long- 'lured both of its, walls and, the clay 
range view, noting "that even thoug!l cover. From, September througtJ De
great care might be taken" in deve!- ~'Cmber 1957. work was in:progress all. 
opment of the .properly, "as time- this sanitary sewer betwecrt,91th and. 
passes the possible hazards might' be 9911', streets beneath 'Wheatfield 
overlooked {and} injury to either per- Avcnue, a soon-ro-be-paved ~1reer.tbat 
sons or property might reSUlt." "(See" lay riglit across the' middle: of the . 
p. 29 for fun text of leller.) Canal properlY.'_ This sewer pipe was-

The Board's vote thaI eVening was. wi:! 10. feet belbw' the surface;. on. a. 
practically unprecedented, They split gavel bed, and covered, witlr. gravel" 
4 to 4, wilh one member abstaining. proviamg'ahighlypel'llleablevioEation: 
and thus failed to pass Wesley 
Kester's resolution to sell the land_ 
For once, the Board did not. vote 
unanimously; they had been, shaken
awake from their slumber. 

But perhaps the deciding factor in 
the Board's ultimate vote wasn't the 
adt:r~ss by Arthur Chambers so much 
as the letter from Ansley Wilcox. 
Now even Wesley Kester's memory 
was refreshed. Orie no longer heard 
from him,"Now they tell us .. ,.," AS' it turns out, these: 
since, as Wilcox pointed out, they'd tumultuous Board meetings 
told it all before. of November 1957 were j\L~t 

CraSlloSectlon!af"Cansr,sllowin'g'the' 
locatiltn:of thn-WheetlleltfAvenua 
sBw"plpo.ll.Y>'/I&raid.rigl\llhrougli' 
th& Canal, 1(}feet bolo"" tho Burface,. 
on a:lMld of bignly,pDrmeablegraval . 
that"lIIsf1.oXlencfed:bcyond,tho-'Cana" 
walls- , ' 

As I stated earlier, Wilcox's letter , so much "sound and fury 

was being heard this evening by an signifying nothing," anyway. AP-IIIII~iilil audience that included, besides Kestel', parently unbeknownst to Hooker. Oil 
himself. other key people on the the very ,same two November days 
Board who had been invQlved in the when ti)e company's represent(ltlvcs' 
negotiations with Hooker during were urging the Board that {he sub-
1952 andl9S3; It contains the mosL_surface,chemicals_made thc..1arid,un
thorol}gh recounting onhes!; negotia- suitable for ,underground construc
tions on record anywhere, and the of- tion, city workmen were busy at the 
ficials present protested not a single Canal constructing a sewer that punc
item 'in Hooker's, recounting-not 
that Hooker had been approached by 
Dr. Small and other representatives 
of the Board in the interest of acquir
ing Ihe property; nor Ihal. Hooker 
had "explained in detail to Dr. Small 
Ihe use which we were making of the 
property"; nor that Hooker had ex
pressed Us reluctance "to sell. the 
same, feeling that it should not ,be 
used for the erection of any struc

,lUres"; nor that ilic: School Board 
was nevertheless "so desirous of ac
quiring the same" thaI its represen
tatives had brought up the option 
of condemnation proceedings; nor 
that Hooker had then agreed to do
nate the property subject to certain 
restrictions upon its use; nor that 
Hooker had proposed and the Board 
had refused to agree that the Love 
Canal property be used "for park 
purposes only" and thaI the school 
building be constructed only on 
premises "in proximity 10" the same; 
nQr that any of these events had 
transpired in the way described, 
which indeed made Hooker look like 
the opposite of the negligent and 
shortsighted company it is now wide

North 

storm sewer, 19f1O.-J.IiU 

REAOAVENUE 

sanitary sewer, 1Q "'7_...LJUJ 

South 

ly t nought to have been. In fact, Map showing the location 01 sewors that plan:ed the Cllnal walls- and linked up to 
as evidenced by Wilcox's letter, !:th:.::e:..:n:.::e::.!lg!.::h::b.:Dr:.::h::o.:od::..s::e:::w;,;"er::..::sy~s:.::IB::m::.-_' ____ -:-______ .,.....:-__ _ 
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of both Canal walls. Any loose and 
liquid chemicals buried in this part of 
Ihe Canal could now escape, flowing 
along the gravel sewer-bed not only 
under Wheatfield but also under 971h 
and 99th streets, and so throughout 
the neighborhoOd. To top this all off, 
a manhole was dug from the top of 
the Canal down through the fiU to 
this sewer system 10 feet below the 
surface. 
, Whether or not any of Hooker's 

chemicals were in fact buried in this 
part of the Canal is not clear from 
public records. Hooker says that its 
practice was to fill various parts of 
the Canal, creating an earthen ,dam 
witli clay, pumping out the standing 
water, dumping waste to within four 
feet of the surface, then covering the 
section with clay. From Board of 
Education maps indicating the ap
proximate location of Hooker and ci
ty wastes in the Canal, and another 
map showing the location of streets 
and the 99th Street School, it can be 
estimated that Wheatfield Avenue 
crossed over the Canal at a spot just 
south of a Hooker dumping area. It is 
doubtful, however, that these maps 
are precise enough to make a positive 

Aerial vieW of the area shawn'on p. 24 (1978) 
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determination. One of them carries' a make' connections between the real 
notation showing that the Hooker world and the printed warnings. Yet 
dumping spot iii questioJ;l-th'c same now Hooker is being excoriated. 
one that;' by the same approxima- This, marked the first time in his
tions, would have been invaded at its tory that the Canal walls had becn 
northern end 'during construct.iOlt of penetrated. Maps in the city engi
the school building--was used by ncer's office show that there were: no 
Hooker to dispose of "fly ash, tTifsh. sc.wC'rs into the Cannl before' this ant'. 
and Hal spent cake," thc latter. itC- BUI another was soon to be built •. 
cording to a Hooker spokesman. be~ This was a storm sewer. under Read 
ing an abbreviation for lindane Ca Avenue. It Was put in between May' 
chlorinated hydrocarbon pesticide and September J960 and penetratf'd 
more toxic than DDT). only the west Cailalwall~ running. 

Whether or riot this sewer was laid rrom a catch basin sunk into the 
through Hooker chemicals, howeve~, Canal, out to 97th Street. Again, the 
one thing is clear from the record: sewer-bed was gravel. 
Hooker was opposed to allY construe,.. The drawings of these sewers are 
tion through any part of the: Canal, available for publie inspection at the 
precisely because of such risks. And' office of the city engineer in the town 
work on t~is sewer system was being hall. One member of the public who, 
done by the city of Niagara Falls at it seems, never cared to look at 
the same time as the warnings that them-nor at the voluminous printed 
such construction was "dangerous," ,records and correspondence regard
'!'injurious," and not "safe" were ing Love Canal that are also available 
appearing in the local newspapers. at the Board of Education-is 
But nobody made the connection; it is Michael Brown, "the #uthor of the 
as though the printed word had not Pulitzer-prh:e-nominated book on the 
existed. The sleepwalkers kept bump- subject of waste dumping. 
ing around in the night. Hooker was In addition to these' publicly re
protesting into an abyss; 110 one was corded br~aches of the Canal walls, 
there who \vould hear and who would there were two other, though lesser, 

man-made incursions upon the sur-' 
face of the Canal: one a French drain 
that the School Board had ,placed 
around the school, the other an illegal 
catch basin put in by a, 97th Street 
homeowner. Both of thc5e were noted 
by Stephen Lester, who, under the 
auspices of the New York State 
Department of Transportation, 
served as li consultant to I <>ve Canal 
area residents during remeoial work 
on the Canal~ Of course, like the 
sewers put in by the city" Hooker had 
nothing to do with these construc
tions. 

,

'f ollowing Hooker's successful 
, r defeat of the Buildings and 
, " Grounds Committee's pro
, posal to sell Love Canal prop

erty to developers in 1957, the Board 
sought every means possible to trans
fer Iiabili~y for the property to 
sQmebody else. They wanted to dump 
the Canal like a hot potato. First, 
they tried to:palm it off onto the local 
Junior Chamber of Comn.erce for a 
playground: area. But the Jaycees 
wouldn't move ahead without liabil
ity insurance, Which, it seems. no 
firm was willing to supply. So that 
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,deal fell through. Then, on June 2, 
1960, the Board "dedicated to the 
City" the section of Canal property 
that lay north of the school. Hooker's 
restrictive provisions were included in 
the deed. 

All that remained to unload now 
was the southern section. This was 
put up for public auction in 
Dece~ber 1961. On the bidding sheet 
was duly imprinted the last par~graph 
of the deed from 'Hooker, with all 
those ghoulish warnings, and with, 
one revealing additioll1 the indemni
fication clause to protect Hooker was 
now expanded with the mention also 
of the Board of Ed, so that the. Board 
would pass liability along w!th .the 
property. The difference thiS time 
was that the new owner would be 
receiving the property in dangerous 
condition and, in spite of the warn
ings in the deed, without a~~ mention 
of all of Hooker's admomtlons con
cerning suitable use of the property. 
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"potentially hazardouy, r.~nclitions" 
there. Finally, after spembJlg,:I, total 
of $13 000 on the properly., he gave 
up in '1974 and sold this bundle of 
headaches to a friend for $1 00. 

Capone. says that when he, hought 
the property for $l,200 .It", had con
sidered himself lucky. 1.1JC" rclease 
clause on the bidding sheet and in the 
deed had struck him as having becn 
just so much lawyercse, hardly merit-

HThree members of 
the committee visited 
this plot of land on 
99th Street and; 
checked from one 
corner to the other. 
We all agreed that, if 
we could sell the 
property, it was the 
thi!!g to do. " 

from one corner to· the other _ We all 
agreed that. if we ('ould sell the prop
erty, it was the thing to do_" 

'J tis on the-question of apportion-

"

1 ing blame-for Love Canal that 
~; the media. have fallen dO,",1) the 
; • most. Practically every level of 

government has .be~ invo!ved over 
the~ears in vlolatmg either the
Canal's walls or the protective- clay: 
cover that Hooker says it had laid 
four feet thick. 011 top' of its wastes. 
Evell;the New York State Department 
of Transportatioll, whiCh now sha~es 
majm: responsibility for remedl~l 
work on the Canal with New York s 
Dep3lltment of Health.and the federal 
Envi1ronmental protection Agl"ncy, 
ripped;into the Canal in 1968, at the 
southern end where Hookerhad done 
most of its dumping. In the constr~c
tion of an expressWay and the movmg 
of Frontier Boulevard northward, 
chemicals were contacted. and 
Hooker was requested to, and did, 
cart <INlay 40 Irtlckloads of chemical 
wastes. Just as Hooker had worried 
in 1917 as time passed the possible 
haZardS' of cpnstruction on the prop
erty had been put totally out of 

When the sole bid was opened, the 
Board found that"they had been of
fered S1,2oo, which they voted, unan
imously, to accept. The fellow who 
bought 'the land-a former fire
fighter, now a ,motel-keeper, by the 
name of Ralph Capone-ended up 
paying 55,400 in loc.al paving 
assessments and SI,SOO m property 
taxes even' though the city, every 
time he tried to aet a building permit 
to, develop SO~or 50 houses, con
fronted him with regulations that, as 
be later put ii, "would have cost~r. 
m!IlIons." Then in .1972 the city 
o-1Ired him to doilOO,OOQ worth of 
work on his plot "to correct ..• strong 
dMdllcal odors permeating from 
If'C*Dd ~urface". and to alleviate 

ina a second wink. As he reccntly put mind'. 
it" in an interview with the Niagara Quite in line with media reports, 
Ga

7
etlc's Paul Westmoorc, "Back then which, have- picked up on very 

the; I never would have believed a litt1e~ of this governmental involvC'
public body would have sold land it ment in the Love Canal disast~r, is 
felt waS dangerous." In facl,. how- the lawsuit filed in December 19",9 by 
ever, the Board had known quit.ewell the Justice Department on behalf of 
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d h t the IOPA. seeking to collect from 
wbat it was selling; an t e mmu es . Hoor-erS'I'24.S million for cleaning up 
of the Board, under the date. of .. 
January 4, 1962, show the follOWing the Love Canal area. E\:dently, with 
reaction to Caponc's bid: "Three the public so misled, the govern
members of the committee visited this ment's lawyers thought they could get 
plot o~ land on 99th Street and checked away with laying all the blanle at the 
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doorstep of the only nongovernmen- with fly ash. These are recollections 
tal body invoh'ed, Hooker Chemicals of whallHlppencd 30 years ago. There 
& Plastics Corporation and its par- is evidence that there was plenty of fly 
ent, the Occidental Petroleum Cor- ash in the a(ea. Not only did Hooker 
poration. itself use part of the Canal to dump 

Although the suit also names the fly ash, which accumulated ill the 
Niagara Falls Board of Education, bottom of its furnaces, but School 
the city, the County ffeaIth D~part- Board records show that Hooker 
ment, New York State, and UDC- and Probably the city also were 
Love Canal (a state agency set up to asked to supply fly ash to fill in the 
purchase the homes of families portions of the Canal that were still 
evacuated from the surrounding an open trench when the Board to oft 
area), not one of these governmental over the propcrty. There is 110 evi-
bodies-and here again the media dence, however, that Hooker llscd fly 
have missed a .step-is implicated in, ash to cover its chemical dumllings. 
the responsibility for the problems at Hooker claims-and noles on 
Love Canal. "The City is named maps at the Boantof Ed dating from 
herein as a defendant only to insure the early' SOs tend strongly to support 
that the remedial measures requested this-that the company hlid four feet. 
by the plaintiff [EPA) can be fully im- of clay over its fill. Furthermore,' a 
plemented by the City's action with private engineering firm, Conestoga,· 
regard to its own property." And so Rovers Associates of Waterloo, Call~ 
on and so on. For each of the govern- ada, hired by the city in 1979 to 
mental units named in the suit, there evaluatetheLoveCanaldumpsit~:,has 
is a reassuring paragraph noting that concluded that Hooker's pral:ticcs 
it is so named only to enlist coopera- there cannot be faulted, even by the 
tion in remedial work. standards of the Resource Con!;r.rva· 

The government's case against tion and Recovery Act (RellA} \leing 
Hooker contains a great many implemented in 1930-the only exist
charges and allegations that I have ing federal law concerning the hows 
seen disproven in the documentary and wheres of industrfal dumping. 
records at the Board of Education (Of course, even without a statute 
!lnd the office of the city engineer. on the- books, Hooker would be 
Hooker hasn't supplied me with its liable, subject to the relevant statute 
own sU,pplementary, documentation, of limitations, for damage to third 
but that wouldn't be necessary except parties due to negligence, \vereits 
on one point that has served as a practices in fact negligent. Bilt it 
focus for many Of the EPA-Justice would be hard for such a claim fo get 

'

Department charges: the adequacy of very far if Hooker's practices rlrcades 

I' 
the clay cover Hooker laid over its ago met and exceeded regulations, 
dumpings. generally regarded as stringent, er" 

Residents of the Love-Canal area fee ted Oil::' in 1980.) 
have contended that at least some of ' Although the Conestoga-Rovers re-I Hook,,', -.~ m" '"'""" """ . p,rt h,d n,!y,1 b'~ dclt",", ", ", 
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city at press time, Mr. Frank Rovers 
has stat,=d to Senate staff members 
considering toxic' waste clean-up 
legislation that, as summarized by the 
Wasmngton representative oJ the 
American Institute of Chemical 
Engineers, on whose RCRA Task 
Force Mr. Rovers was serving, "The 
design of the I.ove Cana~site was well 
within. the standards of RCRA .. WhaL 
went wrong with Love- Canal can be 
attributed in large part to lack of 
monitoring, invasion of [he site itself, 
ancl' lack of remedial work." And thc 
invading eonstruc1i(ln~ which raised 
the need for remedial w{)rk, can only 
be laid at the fe.ct of the School 
Board; the city, and the state Depart
ment of Transportation. (fhe oth~ 
main factor that. preci'pitated Ihe 
crisis was that in 1976 Niagara Falls 
experienced record rains that poured 
down. into the by-then opened Canal, 
forcing large quantities of the 
chemiCals up and out; in October of 
,that year, there surfaced the first re
ports of nearby basements being in~ 
vaded. by chemic-a Is attributed" to 
Love Canal.) 

The EPA's own chief of Hazardous 
Waste Implementation, Mr. William 
SanjQ;ur, was quotcd in the New York 
Times, on June 30,1980: "Hooker 
would have had no trouble eompilying 
with these (RellA) regulations. They 
may have had a little exfra pa\per
work. but they wo.uldn't have had to 
change the way they disposed of'the 
wastes." Ironically, Mr. SanjoU'r's 
admission here was a bold and din~ct 
contradiction of a key charge leveled 
by the EPA itself in its suit against 
Hooker, filed in federal court six 
months earlier. 
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Reading this EPA·Justice Depart
ment lawsuit, one senses how 
desperate its drafters must have been 
to implicate Hooker on whatever 
grounds could be dredged up. In 
paragraph 23 ii's charged that "two 
storm sewer systems., .• were built in 
1952 before Hooker sold 'the Canal 
property to the Board." It is, not 
claimed thaLthe two sewers in ques
tion penetrated the Canal walls; the 
fact is thar'these systems-Colvin-
100th Street and Frontier-IOOth. 
Street-didn't even come close. In
teres tingly, the suit does not mention 
the real vilIain-sewers, constructed in 
'57 and '60, which would, of course, 
have implicated party or parties, other , 
than Hooker. 

In paragraph 3S we firid that "veg
etation in the vicinity of the Love 
Canal is suffering from stress." The 
Love Canal homeowners might wilt 
upon· hearing that one, as though 
their own,travails were not enough to 
bring Hooker down if Hooker is 
guilty. 
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Moynihan pronounced the book 
"strong, clear, credible,and 
humane." Ralph Nader saId, "Lay
ing Waste takes the reader on a 
macabre journey from the notorious 
Hooker Chemical Company waste 
dump at Niagara Falls to..... and 
called the volume "an advance hrief
ing" on America's future of "caricer
ous, tOlllc cesspools left by callous 
corporations." Sen. Bill Dradley ap
plauded it as "a clear call for the
massive effort neCessary to clean up 
the horrors." Paul Ehrlich' praised it 
as "a vitally important book." Jane 
Fonda said, '" hope every American 
is awakl:ned by this book." So lei's 
dip a bit into Laying Waste. 

nt .... er even mention:; in his book, is. 
strong docllmentntion to refut~ this. 
innll~ndq.. 

On page 9 Drown says: "Whcn I 
read lthe Love Canal). deed I waS' Ic:ft 
with. the impression- that the wastes 
wourd be- a hazard only if physicalfy 
touched, or swalIowed.. Otherwhc, 
rhey did' not. seem, to be an over
whelmil1[(c:oncern.'> Thal's his olher 
referencelH> the-deed .. and it's equallY' 
misrt'lldinr,'; Brown's introduction of 
",ouching'" and "swallowingI'" into< 
Ihe deed's restrictions, are his 011'11-

concoctions. Nt:;ither they nor any 
cq!Jivalents are in Ihe'deed~ and even 
llr.own's inference of them is drawn 
entirely from iliin air. And althourh 
"injury'" and ''deatll~'~which are iii' 
the ·deed ... ·may "not seem to' f)c an
(werwhclining concern" to Michael 
Brown, riley did 10 relevant par.tiesat 
the lime. contrary to what Drown 
dailns. 

Also 911 page 9 Brown writes; 
"Ralph Daniello, the board's at· 
torney,said he-bad neverrecclved any 
phone calls or letters specifically 
describing the- exad n·atuT<.' of the 
refuse ancl . itS" potential effect'S, nOr 
was there,. as the company \\'as later 
t~ daim, any Illreal (Jf property con
demnation by the board in order 10 

Paragraph 108 informs us that 
"Hooker never applied to the 
Secretary of the Army' for and does 
not have a permit authorizing the 
deposit of wastes into·. ,navigable 
waters at the Canal." This is one of 
the few allegations in the -suit that 
Hooker doesn't contest as false. Did 
you know that there are "navigable 
waters at the Canal"? Can you imag~ 
ine sailing a ship upon this chemical 
dump? Wen, of course, nobody's 
ever done it, nor even tried it. In fact, 
the Canal never was r.'\vigable, even 
before it became ailuml> in the ,early 
'40s; it wasn't even being dug fot that 
purpose, when its construction· was 
abandoned in' 1910. "Navigable 
waters" indeed. 

The very passage in 
the deed that 
Michael Brown saw 
as not .Han 
overwhelming 
concern, " Boniello 
has described as 
HUke waving a red - secure the lando" . 

flag in front of a 
bull. " 

On page 8 Brown says, "At that 
time [1953), the company issued no 
detailed, warnings about the chern
fcals; a brief paragraph in the quit
claim document disclaimed company 
liability for any injuries or deaths that 
might occur at the site." He doesn't. 
quote from the deed and mentions it 

8
-~. ut in the court of public opin- again only once, curtly • 
.,., ion, Hooker is already ad- Would you know from his descrip

~ judged guilty. Playing into tion of the "brief paragraph" (which 
the hands of the feds on this J quoted in fuII earlier) that this is the 

has been that intrepid "investiga~ive longest paragraph in the entire deed, 
reporter" Michael' Brown, whose running 17 fuII lines of type, or that it 
book, Laying Waste, has been ~peaks of these chemicals as being 
praised to heaven, despite the fact capable of causing injury a!1d death? 
that its tale of Love Canal is unrecog- Furthermore, there's an innuendo 
nizable to anyone who has examined, here that is simply not true: that there 
the actual, documents. Jessica Mit- is no evidence that Hooker had vcr
ford said, "This extraordinary and balIy warned the Board repeatedly 
terrifying book 'is one of the best ex- and in strong terms about the chern
am pIes of tenacious, dedicated jour- icals. Ansley Wilcox's letter, which is 
nalism I've ever read/' Senator· reproduced here, but which Brown 
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noniello, ho.wever. had nof ne't!cfecf 
any plionc calls or letters. The very 
passage in the: deed that Michael 
Drown saw as not "an overwhrlming 
concern," Doniello warned his client 
at the time- to take seriously. Bon
lelia would fater describe it as. 
:'Iike waving a red flag in fronl of a 
bull." The School Board members 

."were forewarned. But all' that they 
fer! was that they were gelling a big. 
piece of land for free.',' If Brown had 
read the nt::wspaper for which he him-
serf was a reporter, the Ni(f1l(}ra 
Gu:.etle, hc would have known that 
Ihi~ was Bonieflo's opinion. be-:au.r.e 
Ihat's where it was quoted, on August 
9. 1978. more than. a year b~rore 
Brown's hook. went to press. ,In Ihis 
interview with, Paul We~(moore. 
Boniello further stated: '~~ 'suggested 
thcy get a chemical engineer 10 in· 
S~':I it [Love Canall, They never !I,id. 
Il' n,y knowledge. ", . 

On the prop~rty c~mdemnation 
i\~ue. my phone conversation wirh 
Hl'niello on, 1he evening of O .... tober 
Ib, 198(); 
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Q: Is it possible thai Hooker could 
hal'e been verbally threatened with 
land "ondemnotlon at Love Conal by 
tlt~ Boord's representatives, surh as 
If. esle.v Kf!ster, Iteod of the. Bui/dings 
on.d Grounds Committee, ,Ivllilf! you 
mlgltt not Itove been informed of this? 
A: Olt, yes. My function \Vas onlv to 
('Ome in afterwords and dose a deal 
not to negotiate or make deals. Tit; 
Board deck led wltot they wanted done. 
and told me to draw up tlte papers. I 
was brougltt In after the fact. So aI/I 
can soy is that I was never instructed to 
initiate condemnation proceedings on 
tlte Love Canol property. Whether 
condemnation was actUally threatened 
I'e,:bolly by the Boord is a question I'm 
not competent to answer, since I 
1V0sn't in a position to know. 

On page 10: "In 1958, the com
pany was made aware that three 
chi!dren had been burnedllY el'posed 
reSIdues on the surface ot the canal 
much of which, lll!eording to th~ 
residents, had been cove(ed over with 
nothing more than fly ash and loose 
dirt. Because it wished to aVQidlegal 
repercussions, the company chose not 

HOOII.EIt EI.CCT,.OC .. tWtc.4L COM""",. 
",/A.O."4 r.:.". 

lkrte=.r 21 US7 

J)r Charles l{ Bnnt rr .. 1dcnt. 
Board. or EQlcaUC!3 
.lcb:ln1atr.Ucae-~ . 
:U.x".h Stl'ed: m4 \lal:w.t. 'vema 
!U"ar& Falls .no Xoric 
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to issue a public warning of the 
dangers only it could, have kriown 
were there." Thi~ strinl!s three distor
tio~s together int.o one )Jig lie. 

FIrst, Brown fails to mention 
,anywhere in his book. that not only 
.Ho?ker but the city had been dunlp
mg mto the Canal; that this municipal: 
\yaste mllY wen have been covered 
over with fly ash and dirt; and that, in 
any.case, the BO<lrd of Education had 
used fly ash at this site, as the record 
shows it had at other school sites to 
grade the property. Theref;re
Brown's slur of Hooker-the im: 
plication that fly ash and dirt is what 
HOoker had "really" laid over its 
wastes and that this gives the lie ('0 the
company's claim of having laid a clay. 
cover over its dumpings-is at best a 
fudging of the avail<lbledocumenta_ 
tion and at worst a vicious distortion. 

property, which use, as we now 
know, had unearthed those chem
icals. For its part, Hooker was ap
~arent1y confident that its own prac
tiCes at the C.'U1al had all been entirely 
!egal. not just matching but surpass., 
109 the safeguards then in normal 
usage (which were zilch, even accord-' 
ing to the EPA itselO. 

Sec.ond, Brown offers no evidence 
of Hooker's alleged wish "to' avoid 
legal repercussions." ,The Board of 
Ed, of course, in accepting the deed 
had . e~plicitly assumed liability fo; 
any IIlJury attendant to its use of the 

Third, as. to the charge that Hooker 
"chose not to issue' a public warning 
of the dangers ollly it could have 
known were there," this is false in 
?ot~ clauses. Brown never mentions 
In hiS book the very public Warnings 
thaI Hooker had made in November 
1957, which were published 'in Ihe 
loca! newspapt'rs at· the time (in
c1u~mg the Niagoro. Gazette-.· for 
which Drown later reported but 
WhiCh, again, it appears he neve; con
sulted). These warnings preceded by 
less than a year this. 1958 incident. So 
not onlY. Hooker but the Love Canal 
are<l reSidents and the city govern
ment could have known of the dan
ge~s there. Yet While Hooker was is
sUIng these warnings the city was rip-

Lotler from Hookers Ansley Wilcox, on rocord allhe Board 01 Educatlon 
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ping through the Canal to build a 
sewer. That the children's exposure to 
chemicals took place only months 
later lends plausibility t.o the 
hypothesis that this construction 
disturbed buried chemicals, just as 
Hooker had feared. Brown also fails 
to mention anywhere in his book the 
earlier Warnings that Hooker had 
communicated to the Board, also 
brought to public light in 1957; and 
he furthermore leaves entirely out of 
the picture the correspondence be
tween the Board and the school's ar
chitect, which shows how intimately 
the Board was involved with these 

. "chemical pits." 
When Hooker, in a letter to the 

editor in the July 1980 Atlantic, 
pointed out in response to Brown's 
article on Love Canal in an earlier 
issue that the chemical dump under 
Hooker's management in the '4Os and 
'50s had been found by a chemical 
engineer to be "well within the stan
dar~~of RCRA .. -the strict law of 

The head oj the 
homeowners had 
never even gone to 
the Board oj Ed to 
check its records so 
as to make an 
injormf!iJ judgment 
obout the rgots oj 
their tragedy. 

1980-Brown's evasive printed reply, 
which ignored these very findings, 
was that it would not comply with 
RCRA because "those standards, 
among other things, propose that 
landfills not be located near so 
populated an af!~a, and mandate that 
a landfill not be in a position to 
poison a water source. The Love 
Canal has leaked into the Niagara 
River, and probably is still doing so." 
Brown's reply neatly avoided men
f.ming the lack of evidence for any 
such leakage while Hooker had 
managed the Canal and the abundant 
evidence of the dump's mismanage
ment by the School Board and the city 
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for decades afterward-the "in va- and ne"ermndetlJul pllbfirk"o""e~:. 
sion {)f the site itself" noted by the A lid ","en thv,Y told tl'tr.' Hllaht at 
engineer hired by tlie city. Hell/cati()I/' tJlert!: ",ere wasll!S filmed 

And for Michael Brown to dahl thrre. they lIel'(¥' tTl/ly e.vp!uilll'd k'hu/" 
tM wastes w~re turd. wllalrtflco rami/ica-

that the Love Canal dump in 1953 timu· uftM·w/lst..." I/lCiving aroll/ld itt 
had .failed to meet RCRA stalid,'\rds tit£' grolllld (lnd smr/acin;:itrrhe schaal 
because the surrounding neighhor- cOllld couse. 
hood was subsequently to beeome 
populous simply makes one's mind Ms. Gibbs. I soon lellrtJl.'d, is fond 
reel. Even Brown himself, in his of snowing the listener wil:h technical 
book, acknowledges thai in 1953- Ihe terminology that she herself, as it 
surrounding area had been sparsely turns Ollt, doesn't unc!erslalld. So for 
populated. Well, Brown's book won the pcq>Jexed reader who, like 
three Pulitzer ilOminations, so who myself,. lIas never encountered the 
cares about such insignificant matters term slVult>-which shy· later defined. 
as accuracy and truth! for me as "un~round strcam 

beds"·-I sub5cq~ly (oond tbat it 

M
··" V;-' "hen I spoke with the presi- rcfers to a line of surface-water 

, dent of the Love Canal runoff. EVClypiot of land;neeessan1~~ 
. . ,. I Homeowners Association, has 5wales. As for net' intended 
.' I Lois Gibbs, on October charr,e of underKtound stream5 lit 

17, 1980, I learned that Michael Love Canal, there is not a shred of 
Brown has been one of her chief evidence for the alfegation. And. what 
·sources of information about Love we know ane! don't know about. 
Canal. This surprised me, because I "pipelines" will be made clear below. 
expected that the information flow As 10 hl'r cblUgC that Hooker 
would have been in the reverse direc- "didn't dcposit tht!wastein 55-gallon 
tion, since Brown relied so much on drums as they say they have," 
residents' testimony. But as it turned Hooker's actual st;lIemenl, as rc' 
out, Ms, Gi.bbs knew practically portee! in the N"tagara Oqzeltl!' on 
nothing about the Canal itself, November 2'~, 1957, was: "There are 
although shr. has said a great deal dangerolls chemicals buried there in 
about the dump. drums, in loose form, in solids and Ii-

This is a matter of some conse- quids." The H'st of her statement is. 
quence, because Lois Gibbs has ap- pure Michael Brown and has been 
peared prominently on network TV dealt with earlier. 
news programs and as a guest on na- J asked hcr: "Are you aware that 
tidnal TV talk shows and has been the Doare! of Education back in 1951 
mucll~~{ife'd in the newspapers and had drawn up a map of ·the I.ove' 
over the wire services. She has eer- Canal arra anc" 1fl.1t it showed the 
tainly been one of the chief sources assessed COndCIllIla:DOn value of each 
for Mr. and Mrs. America's idea property?" lIer ~c:ply: "No." The 
about what went wrong at Love head of the homeowners. had never 
Canal. Apparently, however, no in- evcnl\one to the Roord of Ed to check 
terviewer or rep'orter has ever cheeked its records so as to make an informed· 
her facts; nor has she, so far as I am judgment about the roots of their 
aware, ever been asked probing ques- tragedy_ 
tions to determine the documentation When I asked her about the sewer 
for her positions. . under Wheatfield Av('nue, whose in~ 

As with Michael Brown, the basic ·'stallation in 1951 may well han" 
thrust of her position is that, as she l)Tccipitated the ultimate catastrophe, 
put it in response to my question, she denied my assertion that it 
"Who was primarily responsible (for waS "surrounded with gravel." She 
Love Canal)?": "I believe full- claimed that this underground ex
heartedly that Hooker is primarily." cavation was instead ·'\lackfilled 
On Hooker's role at the Canal, she with clay." The city engineer could 
said: straighten her out on that one. 

They left open avenues 0/ slVale, pipe- In ,eSllonse to my qur .rion whether 
lines. alld s%rlh. They didn't dL'posil she'd ever heard oftlle American In
Ihe wasle in 55-gallon drums, as they stitute of Chcmical Engineer's Task 
say Ihey have. They also knew childrell force on RCRA and tile findings of 
were being burnt pn Ihe Canal proper. one of its members aboot why the 
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Love Canal had seeped, she said, 
"No." But, she continued: 

Let's pretend thai Ihe Canal haf1n'l 
been dfl~urbed. II still would /love 
leaked. 
Q: How so? 
A: Becaus(! Ihere lVere farmers' jield 
tiles thai were connecled to Ihe Canal, 
and Ihese were clay pipes 6 inches 10 8 
Inches In diameter. 
Q: When were Iltese tiles Pllt in? . 
A: Probably be/ore Ihe Canal was IIsed 
as a dump. Furthermore, there are 
open avenues 0/ swale. ~-;lrich are 
underground slrellm beds. Ihal lVere 
backjilled wilh rubbish-not a solid 
jill. 
Q: Is Ihis in Stephen Lester's report 
{which she had melllioned earlier/? 
A: I Ihink so. 1/ nol, it's in Beverly 
Pa/gen's. 

,Beverly Paigen is not an engineer 
bul.a biologist, so of course her study 
had nothing to do with the structure 
of the Canal. Instead, it was an 
epidemiological study of the in
cidence of health problems among 
Love Canal area residents. (This 
report created a sensation--and 
panic-when it was released in 
February 1979 with the conclusion 
that area residents showed high rates 
of pregnancy disorders, birth tIefects, 
and other illnesses. Subsequently, a 
five-member partel of scientists ,fl!
viewed this study and concluded that 
it is "literally impossible to interpret" 
and "cannot be taken seriously as a 
piece o( sound epidemiological 
evidence. "). . 

Stephen Lester is not an engineer 
either. He is a toxicologist and en
vironmentalresearcher hired by the 
New York Department of Transpor
tation in 1979 to assist the Love Canal 
area residents during remedial work 
being done by the DOT. In the course 
of observing thilt work, says Lester, 
he did see clay pipes running from the 
Canal, which, he speculates, were 
probably used to draw water from the 
Canal to irrigate the orchards Ihat 
surrounded the area before it was 
built up. 

Did they exist along the entire 
length of the Canal? Had Hooker 
removed any such pipes or backfil1ep 
them with clay in the sections used by 
the company for dumping chemicals? 
Lester's report has no answers tosuch 
questions; nor does the city engineer's 
office, which contains no records of 
the existence or location of such 
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pjpes; nor do the people working at 
Hooker 30 years hclu:e. But it strnins 
credulity to believe tIlat Hooker 
would have chos<:n this site, prepared 
a section at a time for dumping, alld 
covered its wastes with clay- rathe,' 
than just dumping anywhere into the 
Canal's waters-and not haw s~en 
and attended to any such clay pipes. 
Of course, of what the Army did 
when it dumped toxic wafites thcn.~, 
we know nothing, And what would 
have happened had the Canal not 
been disturbed after Hooker oWl1c-d 
it, we shall never know. 

It ove Canal mayor mftY 110t 
have. polluted Its neighbor-. 
hood beyond repair. Dul the 

1I question now is, .Has it pol
luted the media beyond repair? Ex
cept for the Wall Street JOIIl'llal's 
publication of the minutes of the·tlVo 
November 1957 School Board 
meetings under the hea(Uine "Wlult 
Hooker Told Whom, When About 

Love Canal homeowners; protest 

Love Canal," and the Journal's two 
editorials on the facts therein, none 
of the national media has delved into 
the history of the Love Canal mess. 
This story has been butchered in the 
press. The executioners have peen a 
motley band, led by the US Justice 
Department, the EPA, the New York 
State departments of you-name-it, 
Michael Brown, ane' Lois Gibbs. 
Why has their joint exercise in public 
deception been so overwhelmingly 
successful? More to the point, why 
hasn't Hooker's counlerfight so far 
been more effective? 

It makes me blush to say it; .but in 
an OpEd articie of mine in tfle New 
York Times iI¥ late '79, the editor 
there cut Ollt a slashing coinment r 
had made in a preliminary draft, call
ing Hooker's .actions at Love Canal 
"criminal." I 've learned since then to 
be more circumspect about the truth. 
fulness of what I read (and write!) in 
the papers. There genuinely arc:-· big. 
corporate criminals, and the public's 
outrage at this, and at their frequent' 
success, is good and healthy~~but on
ly if one can still keep one's eyeglasses 
efean when approaching the facts of 
each particular case. But that's hard 
to do. 

II hasn't helped that Hooker, and 
its. parent Occiocntal PetroleullI Cor
ponition, have met the public rela
tions challenge of Love Canal with a 
practically unbroken string of cat
astrophically bad decisions. At first, 
when the story was strictly a lot;al 
one, before Love Canal had hit the 
national press in the summer of 1978, 

Hooker's response was to stonewall. 
The company refused to provide even 
basic information requested by bpth 
the homeowners and the local news 
reporters. After Love Canal exploded 
across the nation's front pages during 
the first half of 1979, eracks started 
appearing in Hooker's stonewall, but 
this change got under way too slowly 
and too late. 

In the summer of 1980 the cont
pany published a booklet, Love 
Callal: The Facts. which for the- first 
time presented Hooker's detail~d 
public defense against the accusations 
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that were now being hurled at the 
firm from every corner. Most of the 
damage to the company had already 
been done, however. Michael Brown 
and Lois Gibbs had made their star
ring appearances On the network TV 
talk shows, and the ghastly pictures 
of Love Canal's chemical oozings had 
finished their sensational runs on the 
nightly news shows-with prominent 
mention of the fact that the Canal 
had once been a Hooker dump. 

Even now, the response of Hooker 
and Occidental remains strictlY defen
sive. Having permitted the Love 
Canal spark to ignite a conflagration 
that (according to pres!:n! Wall Street 
estimates) has burned off a half
billion dollars' worth of Occidental 
Petroleum stock value, the best that 
Hooker and its parent firm can come 
up with is still a meek squeak: "We 
didn't do it." Hooker has not sued 
Michael Brown and his book pub
lisher, Random House, for libel; to 
the public, this means that Hooker 
must be guilty. 

When I asked Hooker's PR depart
ment why the company isn't challeng
ing in a court of law the allegations by 
Brown 'and others, I was told, in ef
fect, that that was a matter for the 
legal department-and that none of 
Hooker's lawyers was talking to any 
reporters. Then, on November 3, I 
phoned Occidental Petroleum, which 
referred me to Philip Wallach Asso
ciates, the parent corporation's 
public relations counsel. Mr. Wallach 
told me that it was he who had ad
vised Occidental not to file a libel suit 
agalnst Michael Brown and Randum 
House, because "to do so would only 
have given the book free .publicity." 
When I asked Mr. Wallach, "But 
isn't it sometimes the case that the 
best defense is a good offense?" he 
agreed with me that this was so. And 
when I further inquired why he was 
more concerned about preventing 
some negative publicity for Brown's 
book than he was about giving his 
own bloodied corporate client some 
desperately needed positive ex
posure-and especially increased 
credibility-he told me, "Well, you 
have a point there. I suppose maybe I 
should reconsider." That's wher.: the 
matter now stands: To think that 
$500 million of a corporation's stock 
value can hang on decisions made in 
such a mannerl 
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an more Love Canals hap
pen? There's no I'cason Why l not. Niagara Falls is not the 
only town thq~'s been gung

hoon technology WiI1'c,:1It concern for 
consequences. Thisklrid of attitude 
may still prevail there; it c('rtalnly can 
be found elsewhere, amI l.ove Canal 
may well turn out to hav(1' been just 
the opening battle in a long, hot war 
between the present and the: future. 

Despite the popular myth that Love 
Canal is the result of a single-corpora
tion's greed and heartlesslless. the ac
tual explamltion is far more: complex. 
It's clear to anyone who di~into this 
matter that Hooker may well have 
been the only party to the arfair to 
behave responsibly. Hooker chose an . 
exceptionally fine chemical d'umpslte; 
it ceded the dump to Lhe School 
Board under circumstances in which 
the threat of condemnation was real 
and the reality of condemnation was 
already under way for adjoining 
properties: it warned the Schl,ol 
Board that the chemicals could kill 
and insisted that the Bonrd pass this 
warning on to any subm:quent owner 
of the property; it urg(:d the Board 
not' to construct the school or any 
other buildings directly over the 
Canal; it protested the prospect of 
any subsurface construction on the 
Canal. 

These warnings were repeatedly ig
nored, however, by .the governmental 
bodies involved in desecrating this 

chemical tomb: the School Board 
itself, the City Planning Board, the 
city engineer, and the state Depart
ment of Tr!lnsportation. In addition, 
other governmental agencies have' 
been busy spreading misinfonnation 
about Lhe Canal: the Niagara County 
Health Department, the state Depart
ment of Health,. the US Environmen ... 
tal Protection Agency, and' the US 
Department of Justice. 

Desp)te all these- nefarious. govern .. 
mental involvements, nothing hase 
happcncd up to the present time to 
reduce the likelihood of similar 
governmental crimes. being: commit,.. 
ted in the future. Even if the new 
federal legislation on waste ,dumps.. 
the RCRA, proves effective against 
corporate violators, it: could never be' 
effective against goverrtmentalbodies. 
Just on the outside chance that an 
kCRA suit might someday be filed 
against a·town, school board. or other 
public agency, what would be the 
probability that any governmental· 
criminals would be penalized'? No 
matter how guilty they might be, it i> 
the taxpayers who would end up pay
ing the tab on any resulting fines, and 
it is unlikely that any government 
bureaucrat would be imprisoned" 
even if his crimes included the deaths 
of innocent victims. 

When the Justice Department alld' 
the EPA joined the fray in December 
1979 with their suit against H09ker, 
they were tacitly acting' to protect the 

Remedlel construcllon acllvlty undet'way In 1979 
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interests of all the governmental Pcrhllps because of the visibilllY: of cleaning up toxic chemicals in the 
agencies that throughout the years what w'e:t! wrong at Love Canal. even environment-will serve, in part, 
seem clearly to have produced the if there hllJ been little alteltlpL to to lessen the risks of mismanagement 
Love Canal mess, The federal author- understand h::ilY. it went wrO/I!!, Iherc on the part of individual firms in
lties could instead have chosen to file Is an IncfllIlsedpublic awnrelle~~ tllal. volved in disposing of toxic chemical 
charges against those governmental in environmentahtw.lters the future wastes. 
bodies, but this would have made doesn't take ca~e of ll~elf. But Ihat Any environmentalist who believes 
some important New York State would not alone p .... went I'(ltur~ LO·ge that this sct·up is a super idea should 
politicians unhappy during an elec- Canals. II would not get ilt all:! of tihe pay heed to our experience with legis
tion year-and New York' Wasil fundamental structural pro):J!clIT;I./'lIl1 latively limited liability in another in
crucial state for Carter, With the aided nnd abetted the environl1lcn~~1 dustry wherc the risks of injury are 
press and the homeowners screaming, disaster .lligh: nuclear power. Back in the 
the federal government apparently At the very least, government:::! I~JOs, when "the peaceful atom" 
felt compelled to "do something" criminals should not be protccted was but a fervcnt dream on the part· 
about the matler, and Hooker turned from paying the price for their a:c- M the Atomic Energy Commission, 
dut to be the mos.! suitable pUnch.ing : lions. And when businesses.share- in Cons!css stepped in as the pro
bag under the circumstances. the blame, they too should be hotly mulgalof of dev.il-may-care. Faced 

The federal attorneys must certain- pursued for every ounce of damagelo with a drnwillg~rd industry unable 
Iy have seen much of the evidence persons and property. If nothine erse, to' obt~in insur.ance·{f'or retlsons thal 
that I've presented ,here and S9 must that's the protection that shonld me themselves have 1 .... ulch to do with gov
have known how shoddy.their case afforded citizens by a proper system ernment-sec "Who Cau$Cd' Three 
against Hooker really was, yet they of property rights, whcrl!by yon may Mile Island?" REA~.:>N. Aug. 1980), 
slogged through their legal mire and do what YOIl wHi with your property Congress passed the Prke-Anderson 
came up with the obligatory political and what is in it and on it, so long as Indemnity Act in 1957. cllcti\ting ~hat> 
documerit. If instead they'd sued the it does riot infringe on my rinhts to. in the evelll of a major nuclear acci
governmental agencies, that would my life, my liberty, and my proPNty. dent, the first $500 million in !!lailllS 
have made con$iderable news but Certainly the worst thing WI! could would be footed by US taxpayers,the 
even more con~liderable political do would be to hand to the COl·llornle. next $60 Jl)iIIion by the firm (through 
enemies. It ·woule!. also have deflated world. some of the Sijme kind of pro~ its insurance), and anything over and 
the Michael Bro\~ln bubble, but why tection from responsibility that we've above that-practicaIlY'everYlhing in 
do that when it <lould be exploited, allowed government officials. Yet, a serious acciderrt-w9uld simply go 

. since Brown had <lonveniently placed ironiclllly, one of the hottest new uncompensated. . 
blame upon the slilme scapegoat that items from Congress-the recently The nuclear-power industry was 
the P9liticians nov~ found so suitable? passed ··'superfund" legislation for born as a direct result of this legisla-

. lion. While it may well have come 
; . • ;.j:(!.;" ';:Jr.,,,;.,'-iti/i.){);:f into existence anyway-eventually, 

SUPERFUlJN 0 \.~"~:~; ~ . '.':panies may be held ilable for dam- find when reactor designers and so on 
., .•. ,.... ..;; h:: '. aga from toxIc spills and wastes" had satisfied insurers' safety experts 

,;~ ';~', .. ".;:V:, i}I..;:.' ' '",although even here the liability. that nuclear.power generation was in-
.":e,~ ,\ '.:!?t, .... , .. -t};,,· .". would be IImltad to $50 mIllion POf.' surable.-the inclisputable effect of 
In the wanIng days Qf I~ lame-dl!ck Incident. 
sessIon,: Congress passed a com. .. Moreoyer, how thoroughly Ih& this legislation hilS been to reduce the 
promise bill creating a federal fund government cleans up a slto, and: incentives for individual firms or the 
to pay. for claanlng up abandoned thus how much the responsiblE!; industry as a whole to make sure that 
chemical dumps' and toxic cheml- compartywlll.gellableforrelmburs- they are employing and' coming up 
cal spills, to be flnancad by a tax on Ing the fund, will ba 61 the CPA'!> with the best, safest procedures 
the chemical and crude oll·prQduc· discretion and henco subJeol to- possible. 
Ing ':Industrles, with· taxpayers' competing demands on the fund's How could we even tlrink of impos. 
dol/ars sweetening the pot. The kitty, to political pressure, and to ing a similar system upon the pub-
legIslation also creates a separate corporate wheeling and dealing, All' lic as a way of "controlling" the 
fund; from a tax on wastes depos- these featurlls, plus the fact thaI" chemical industry? Said Sen. Jen-
Ited In chemIcal dumps licensed by the fund can.i)~ used forpurposoiJ nings Randolph in urging the Sen-
the EPA, that wI/I assuma liability other than direct clean-up (such as. ate's passage: Qf its superfund bill: 
for dumps operated by RCRA promoting afforts to provent toxic "We cannot afford another Lov.' 
standards. • spills), means that the link betwoen ~ 
. If the superfund Is used to clean a company's dOing harm Bnd hav.. Canal." But the senator entirely 

up a hazardous slte,lhe EPA can sue Ing to pay up for It-In fUll and by misses tlte point. Any society that 
tha responsIble company for the Itself, without contributions from socializes risks while it privatizes 
cos.t. No vIctims' madical ox· taxpayers and from mora responsl- rewards is earnir & every Love Canal 
panstls, loss <?if Inoome, or property ble membars of the Industry-Is it gets. '[[j 
damaga will ba paid for by the fund. substenliallyweakened. 
When It comas ItO government· 
owned property, howavGr, com· -M.z.. Eric Zuesse Is a free-lance writer and the 

director of the Consumers' Alliance, a New 
York.lJasec! consumer adVGCtlc'l grou/l. 
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ca,at\Ons from.th. abandoned Lov. C@A1 
.. chemical dump site from 1042 to 11153. 

In which year, under threat of', aelzure ~Y' 
cmlnent domain. It had sold. the canal .. "IS 
surrounding property to· the school·,l>oat'l!. 
tor $1. Shortly atterwarc1s, the school l:)Oarcl,-';t 

,.bullt an elementary school on ,the cent,!,I: 
portion of tho property. with p ... t; of. tbe, 

r Il'I'Om the Wall Street,Journal. June 19. ' 
,19801 " 

• LoVE CANAL WARNINGS . -:- ( ... 

in 'November 1957., at the nearby scbool 
board minuted and. news accounts reveal, r. 
lawyer for what was then the Hooker Elec

. trochemtca.l' company twice issued strong 
public warnings about potential health hoz-. 
sreU at Love CanDl •. Thene 'warnlngs _ don't 

I 
n,.e.sarlly abSOlve I[ooker .of all respo""l
blllty for the inlsfortun .. 'tbat have subse· 

, quentlya!!llctelS lammes living near tbe Nt· 
. agara Pallo. N.Y .. dump site. But ther do put 

lin -perspective various ell'orto to use the. Love 
Canal ines~)JIS an opportunlty to def"",. 

, both Hooker In particular and prolltma1dng 
corporatlon,ln gt:neral ..• , 

The wamlnJlS cam. at a time when tbe 
Niagara :ralll BoIlrd of Edllcatlon was think· 
Ing of GOI1IIli ~ of th. Lo ... Canal prop. 
.rtt to pnftta dlvelopera. lIoo! .. r had uM 

bulldh;g being .over the dump alte IlSelt. 'M 
the minutes make clear, Hook.er accepted use r';J.. 
of thepropert)· ... a l!Ch001 anlS plaYi!!'aund. 
But the company .Igorously protested a pro-' 
poselS sale tba,t might le&l1· to' subsoil cOn' 
structlon. nnd dlsturbanee ot the "danger .. 
oUs cbem1cGls' down there," '" 

What's most lriter.stlng .. bout the"" pro
testa Is ho ... seldom they have I> •• n reported. 
They are never once J:I:1entinned In "Laying 
Wnate: The Poisoning of Ameri"" by ';roxie. 
Cbemlcals." ... popul ... , boo\<. by Mlcbaol 
Brawn tba~ excoriates Hooker tpr falling to 
warn the aebool board. and. local residents ~ 
of tbo dange.,. lurklng,ln the dump alte. They 
never once appear in ~he tlrade$ of ~tph . 
Nader, who bas said tbat "Michael Brown's': 
'Laying- WASte· takes the, reader/;.on .. PlS- . 
cabre Journey from the Dotof'lous l;Jook~l' 
Chemical Conipany wI'S'" dump at. NI_ear .. 
Fnlls to other cancerous, toxic cesspoota left 
by callous corporatlon3' ?t0upd tbe.C~~lltr' 
tor present. and !ut~e generations 0" ADler1· 
cnnatosutrerby:'·,' .. -:.;: '~!': .. ~i.~:';"':' ... ~ .• ~.'. " 

The facts aren't all !n yet on LOve CanaJ. 
anel It'. possible that regardless of :itl warn- f 

Ings Hooker ~ttl1. bears, SCEne respon.'dblllty 
.tor the seep:lge of toxic cheml'cPols tnt() the .. 
basements of nearby bomes .. The Environ..; (~ 
mental. PrOteGU9D Agency, whlcb Is suing, 
Hooker tor t.he costs of cleanup and rel~B
tlon. cbarges that Hooker failed to place-' Btl 
"adequate ,clay cOop or otber approprillte 
sealn' over the dump slte When It gave tho 
landtlll to the Scbool board. Hoeker argues 
that 1ta clay .c~P was Buelclent but was dls-: 
turbed by constnu:tlon., Though no"::·houses 
were ever bunt ·over the canal, two' city 
streets and a sta~ expressway were bullt 
across the dump slte, a,od Hooker also con-

I tenets tt)at the pro. pert!' WBS ,d~, G.ln. to aa .. :: 
source of landAU~ ... ~ ; 

The EPA"s lawsuit cbarges that .Hooker 
Udld, Dot :warn anyone llvlng In. th~ CanD:1 
vlelnlty that contact with material at the 
Canal coul4 be-inJurlo,,"s:', even. mougb as 
.... Iyas 1958 some children playing abo.e th .. 
du~p site had to be ueatec! tor chemical 
bu"",: ond :bat In '1968 tbe company i'alled 
to warn the state Department ot Transporta
·tton of posslble hazards associated wltb con
structton of. an ~ltpre$$way across the south
em Up ot the dU! •• , site. 'tho courts'wlll d.· 

I 
cl(.e' how 0, rte. n. a -.ompany .. Jhat no ton.B. or 
owns 1\ dump site property abould be legally 
l'8Sponslblefor monitoring and protfiStlng 1~. 

m~::e whatever ~Hfok1r-s"f;~~i~~~SrbU1t~. 
It is clep'..l' that on at least two occasiOns the
company did go out. ot Its .... y to alert ~e 
public to possible C1angers; .Th. unfortunata, 
hlstory'of Love Canal,hould teach us the ur· 
'gency of cleaning up ""d monitoring thl 
nu.tlon's chemical dump 'Sites more canfully. 
But contrary to tbe half-truths and Innuen
(loes dealt In by prof ... tona! corporate, 
b.lters. t~e ,story does J)qt·provlde an object 
lesson tn" unbridled corporate eallOUStless or 
villainy. 7t Isperbaps uri"d.rstandahl" that 
the EPA h .... no~ sought to correct .thls 101- . 
pression-public omclals tend to sUck ta
gether when faced wltb acute political em
barrassment. On the otber band. It Is & bIt· 
~uch tor the aczency to use narrow le~t 1an."
gUMe--lq. an efiort· to lmoly t: contrary to an 
., .. IIIf:·scce .. lble Ilubllc record, thllt Hoo\<.er 
provld't!dno w"'Ji.·:gs.· ' " 

IProm thl> Wall street Journal, June '19. 19001 
WK ... HooKEll TOLD WaOM. wilD< Allan 

Lon: C ... .u.-
FrOm a compllllnt IIled In u.s. DIItrIct 

court In Bull'alo last DecdDbor hy th. u.s. 
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88842 CONGRESSiONAL RECORD-SENATE June.?J8,:~980 
Environmental Protection Agency ~~. From t~o Boat.J.·~~~u~~'~~·o~~;al record. TR, mUTE TO NATIO' NAL P'O' ... ,...,..,. • ..:. 
Hooker Chemical. tbo city of Nlagam Fa\1o Nov. 21,1957:.. ..•. - ""V~ .. 
and the Nlagano Pall. Baud Of Education: Mr. Arthur Cbamber.. ot the Hooker EI.a- PAINTING ART MONTH . 

1. As oxplalnedln more detail below. trom • trochemlcal. Company's Legal Departmen~· • Mr. mGLE. ,Mi. President, it Js' ~ 
.. bou~ 1M2 until 1953 HOOker Cbemlcal Co.... pres.nted a communication from Mr. IInnley grel\t pleasure and honor to re~o-'-e the 
poraUon and Its prod!"'....,..,. In Interest dls- Wilcox 2nd. Vlco Preslclent and' General - ,,~ 
poee<I of lte eIl.mlcal waste. ...t the Lo.e Counselor that COmpanf,lUnpllfylng tho re- passage or ScnMe Joint Resolution 115 
Canalland.tlU In Nlago.ra COun~y. New- York ... mar\<.s mado by Mr, Cbamber. at the :SOard that designates the month or July lIS 
Tho migration of tbese ba=dous wastes meeting held November 7th opposing tho sale "National Porcelain Painting Art . 
from the landtlll alto bas resulted In the of ,property. owned by this Board 'locat3d Month." This dellcate and exacti!li art 
entry of these WRStes Into the aoU outsIde near tho Nlnety-nlntb Street Sc1l601. The form has been an lmportant contribution 
tbe Co.nal. the aewe.,. running through t.be !Utter gav. " detailed account of the transac- to the 1ult!llment and enjoYment Or" 
Canal ....... wators or the Unlt-e<l StnUs. tlon at the time the prop.rty ••• "'I>S do. thousands ot American c1t!ze W.th 
=blent o1r o.t the- Canal and air In hom.. noted by tbe Hooker Eleot:ochemlcaJ Com. the convoldn'g of th . I t tI ns. 1 
In tho Canal area;_~ .. (l-esuJt, the ... waste. pany to thls SaboOI System. It was pointed tl fen erna onal Con. 
have been conswt,ie<\,,'l' !l=an. anlcal and out that, altbough It Willi not so stated In the ven on 0 Porcelain Art Teachem In De
plan~ llf., Tho mlp"tlon o'i\those waste. and . deelS. there wa! II mutual understan~g that trOltht on July l,lt Is only tlttlng and.nrop_ 
th.lr COI1Sumptl~ b1 bur~an, animal and. the property would be used onll for tho con-. er at we take time to reco~thJs 
plant llfe give. nae"'w"""'Ws. action. RlrUction of a new SChool ond tbe malnte. ~Jntrlcate artv.-ork, and, Its lml)ortant 

••• 440. HoolI:er neither W&med resldonta nance of A'park.· '. place In American artL_tlc ll!e •• 
and dITelopors In thlt v1clnlty :b...t contact"· Also that, at tbe request of th~ Board of I Like all great aptwork porcelaJn paint 
\vIth mato..>Ials at thlt Canal could ba In· . EdueaUoll. this provision was not Included ·ing demands the VerY. b';"t: fits artts.- - -
lurlo .... nor. did It tak .. any action to pre- In tl:e deed due to the tact that actusl maIn. ;a reslll t h d' . 0 ......
vent future' Injun ... lSue to expoouro of the ; tenan.. ot a park coUld probably only be' esthetl~n ':"II' a sharp eye n;Dd a keen 
w .... teo. . '" .... .' co.rr\ed out by the City ""!1 somo agreement sense-are all vital to the ac-

From th~ Regular Meeting OftIclal Record 'wOUld bave to be made with the CIty to compll.sbed masters.· Mr. President,. at 
of th. Board of EducatlQn. Nlagara. PallS. • do tbls •. A copy' of " communlcntlou from this time. I would Ilke tp hlghUght the 
N.Y. November 7. 1957: ,... '. • ,-the HOOker Electrochemical Company. to tho- • IlrUstlc achievements or. Gladys GalIo-'" 

!Ml', Arthur Cb=bers appeared as a rep- t Superintendent of· Schools, dated, October way of Caro. Mich.. who worked ex. 
resontatlvIt or tbe Legal· OeplLrtment at ,16. 1952. and on~ to that compal;ly from tho tremely hard for the passage of S t 
Hooker Electrochemical Company Tog~g : Clerk of tbl& Board under date ofOcto~,e~ , Jolnt Resolutlo 115 Mi- ena e 
tbepl .... ot property on Nlnety:i'!\lntb Street. 17.1952 were presented indicating that tIlo brilliant artist ~ her s: ~oWay Is a. 
on the north side of BulI'llio llvonu" ·whlch. Administrative Olftcers)!nd tbo members. of ls presently co I tln0Wl'l r g • and she 
... .. deeded to the Board of EducaUon by hLs tbe Board of EduCilti ,4 knew ot this re- . mp ega 2-year term as 
'Company around 1953. Irs remlndelS tbe' strlction. Mr. WllCOX0tated ,they te.1 very president or the Intemational.Procela4l 
lloard that, due to chemical waste;. haVing strongly tbat subsoil conditions ml\ke any' Art Teachers Association. Through the 
been dumped In that ""' ... th9 land was not '. exca.atlon undesirable nnd po$Slbly.hazard. .untlrlng el'Corts of dedIcated artists lIkQ 
suitable ror construction W'here underground' ou.; be urged tbat-arrangements be made to Gladys Galloway. porcelaIn painting has 
faclllties would be rlecessary. He !tate<! that . use the Droporty for tbe puroose Intended begun to receive the recogoltlo d 
hi. comprmy could noe pre.ent th,,·Bool'<1 .lnce-adcUtlonnl park or recreauon tacllltiea public accepta:hce that' It so rlghn.,~_ 
from selling the land or from dOing B/lytblng ,In this are" are d •• lrable. , deserves _ w, U ...... 
they wanted to wltb lt but. bl)IVeve:i; It was Prom the BUffalo Courier-Express. Nov. 22.' '. 
th.lr Intent that tbls property be used for 1957: 
a school and tor parking. H,; tnrther stated ' The Nlagal'll. Falls Board of Edacatlon is THE "0' 
that tMlleel the property _hottld not be' back where It _tartelS In Ita attempt to pur- . D~OSIT(jlty INSTITUTIONS 
divided for tbo purpose of buUd.!:lg homes chase ,land In the ,east end ot the city tor a DEREGULATION ·CO¥Ml'l'TEE 
and boped tbat no one will ~ Injured. H. school building. <'II Mr MORGAN • '.' 
reforn<1 to .. mo~al obllgaUon on the part The Hooker Elootrochemlcal' Co.. from • • Mr. President. on, 
r th Board f Ed wbom th B d March 31 of thJs year. the Congress 
~ropo~ Is SO~d. ucatlo,:, .Ill tbe e.ent the : 99tb St .• :"Ido~~ w:~:~o~~.!~~f;;t~e~ passed Rnd sent to the President· R.R 

Mrs. ;Runals movelS. seconded by Mrs. ! stancllng tbat If at ony time the :SO,;rd de. 4986. the DepOSitory Institutions Dares": 
Blaleck!, that a letter b. forwarded to·th. \ clded It did not "",nt to Use the land. It wna Ulatlon and Monetary Control Act. ., 
Hooker Electrochemical COmpany expressing : to be retumea to Hooker. " I opposed this legislation on the tloor 
appreciation tor sending their .. p~.ntotlve j. Arthur Cbambers. an nttomey tar the of the Senate and expressed even Bre te 
bere tonight to explain tb .. conclltlons or the . company. emphnalzed that tonIght. He &I1delS opposItion to the agreement'reachecf b r 
soil no ... the Nlnety-blnth Street School i that Hooker had. bUried. ''w1lIynlUy.'' cheml- the conference. • '. :' y 
Wben tbere was no legal obllgaUon on tbelr ,cal. ·whlch would be injurious to do.elope.,. Part of the Der 1 tl A ~ .• 
part to do so. ' '. ! wbo bad to put pipe or other materlals'un.. , th ' egu a on· c. provided 

Prom the Nlagora O .... tt ... H,av. " 1957: •. ,derground. .• . , , .,... .or e est~bllshment ot a Deregulatlon 
The BOard of' Education hBil a certain' From & Niagara Oazette article Nov. 22 •• Comml~tee composed'of the heads of the 

mOrn!. responsibility In tb~ dispositiOn' of ,1957, explalnlng that the Boo.rd of Educa. '. Treasu IY Department, the Federal Re-' 
land In 99tb. etreet near Burtnlo a."nue./ tlon voted not to'sel\- tWo- po.rte ot.lta Lo.e serve Board, the Federal DePOslt'Insur-, 
which the HooKerElec:troc:homlCf>ICo. deelSe<1 '. ~ana1 property: • ,,'. ance Corporation, the Home La Bank 
to It In~1953, In tho opinion ot a member of ; ••• Under the recommendation. BllPro:cl. Board, and the NatiooiU credi~ Un! 
the company's legal IIrm. - . mately 10 acres of lond In Parcelo north and Admln!stration. . .' . cm., 

He. Is Arthur Chambers. Who discussed the' south of tile 99tb Street ~ool would ha.e '.. .• ' .. 1' 
IiItua<loll at last nlght·o board ",eetlng. . been sold to Mr. Infantino and Mr. CUbello The committee was charged under 

The board built a school an part bf tho 'for el6,OOO. • . . section 204 with regulating the "orderly 
land and now Is entertaining tbeldea of sell. This land Is us.d no a chemical dump. It: phaseout and the Ultimate ellmlnation' 
Ing a section of tbe Jand. was gl.en to the beard hy Hooker Electro.· ot the llmltatlons on the mBldmu t' 

Mr. Chambers reviewed the company'. cbemlcal Co. 1n-1953 along with the slta tor of interest and dividends whl h m ra bes 
transactions In.~IVlng the land He said tho 99th StI'eet SchOOl. ," paid on d Its d c may· e 
Hooker bougbt tho 200 by 2 400.eo:.3 000 teot Arthur Cbamber •• of the Booker legal d.. epos an accounts as rapidly 
area running nortb and lIOuth. a ";'tlon ot partment. who appearelS at tbe Nov. 7 meet.' as economic conditions· warrant." 'The 
tbo old L"ve Canal. to bury chemical waste. Ing. wna back again 'Thursday night to r.. law provided for a 6-year period ot or
He sald this \lse ma~e the 13nd ""suitable ~ternt. the company's opposlUon to the onle derly deregulation. 
tor const;ructlon In wl\leh basements. water or the two parcels. ' • Mr. President. I have he d f 
Jlne ••• ew.rs nnd s\,Ich underground tacl\1tles He snld tbere h.d been an unwritten un- many financlBlinstttutio In ar srtolll 
would be necessary. derstandlng at tbe time of tbe aI!t that the about th ti ns my ate 

The company In disposing of the land board Would not dispose ot the lond .In any Der-'1 ~ ac DOS already taken by the 
sought protection le.t aQme party mIght ~Jg Wfl7 that might lead to digging Or construc. -ths~a on Committee In its first 3 
Into the chemlcnl. nnd Incur personal or tlon work. mon of existence. ~ the 
property dam.~., he said. It gove t· 4 school· "Ther.- are dangerous chemle&l. bUrIed commlttee's decisions have ·~aused 
a deelS absolute In farm but draw.:. up \vIth a thero In drunu. In loose fonn. In solids and . me as great a CODCern as it has 
restriction tbat no clalnu tor damage shall liquids. It was understood tbe land WOUld my constituents. 
'ever be mado against Hooker be used tor a park or some surface acUvity In Its first tI 

Mr. Chamber. said deflnltely that the com. If It was de.eloped:'.ho said. th mee nil' on May '1. 1980. 
panv dl<l not thlnlc the land &hoUld be sUb- He said there 01" tOIU" to five fee~ of IIll th~ cOmmittee proposed - among other 
IIIv1dod. "You' .. apt to hit something wa over the chemical. Which made we of the 11 ~ ban on the use of premiums by 
bUrIed there." he e'PlalnelS. l:md aa a park, or PI.aygroUOd oat dangeroua. nan lnstltutlons to attract depOsits. 
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INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND 

LOCATION OF LOVE CANAL 

Love Canal is most often described as a l6-acr.e, below ground 

level landfill located in. the southwest corner of the City of Niagara 

Falls, Niagara County, about one quarter mile from the Niagara River. 

" For purposes of this report, this commonly used description, in fact., 

C~jpriSeS only the southernmost section, of' the Canal,. Its northern 

r\\c;rion actually beg~nS in ~ewiston, New York, the bordering township 

just north of Niagara Falls, approximately five or six. miles from 

its mOst southern region. Accordingly ,our USe of the term "LC')ve 

Canal" r"e~:ers to that region running a.long Old Military Road from 

the l6-acre rectangular. piece of land in the ~outheast corne.r of the' 

City of Niagara Falls int:o the TO\'1nship of Lewiston. l Both sites are 

within the borders of the .County ofI:-l'iagara •. 

In 1970, the popUlation of Niagar1'l Falls was approximately 86,000 

and the populat.,ion of Ley{i'ston app\::oximated 16,000. 2 A. 'major industrial 

enterprise of 'the county was the manufacturing of chemical and allied 

products.- According to the 1970 data o£the New York State Department 

of Commerce, nine major chemical-produci~g'industries employing a 

total of 5;267 people· were then located in the county_ 

The southern most part of the Love Canal is bordered on*wo sides 

by single family homes with a public elementary, school separa.ting its 

two most southern regions. As of July, 1978, 97 families were residing 

in this area, and approximately 4QO students were enrolled in the 

school.. 

lMarch 3, 1942, Niagara Gazette article by' Edward T. Williams, entitled 
"The Government Project Below the LewistOn Escarpment Recalls Ano.ther 
Promotion in that Locale ••• or 

2United States Census Figures, 1970 

o 
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STATE RESPONSE TO HAZARD 

The Love Canal problem literally began to surface in recent 

chemical odors in the basements of homes bordering the years as 

region' became more noticeable. This development follm.;ed prolonged 

d one Of' the worst blizzards ever ,to hit this section heavy, rains an _ 

of our country. The ensuing inquiries and investigations turne¢l. up 

an omnibus array of chemicals, buried within the boundaries of the 

southern section of the unfinished canal for more than twenty-five 

years -- toxic ingredients which infiltrated scores of nearby homes, 

threatening health and upsetting the tranquility of hundreds of 

families in the community. As of the latter part of 1978, scientific 

'd' 'f' d 8'2 dJ.' ff'erent chemical compounds at this sec-analyses-have J. ent1. 1.e _ 

1 d - '11 .c whJ.' ch one vTas a known human carcin~gen' and tion of the an 1:1. _, pJ.. 

eleven, were kn'd~vn,.or presumed animal carcinogens. 

J..o,,~_;,""ne 1." d'entification of a nUi-nber of organic compounds In response ~ , 

in the basements of eleven area omes, ,', h the State Departmen,ts of Health 

and Environmental Conservation in early 1978 Hl.q;nched an intensive, 

air, soil and ground~vater sampling and analysis program. The data, 

h 'confirmed the 'presence of a variety of' gr .. llected"by t e agencJ.es 

compounds and established precise concentrations For many of·!:he 

chemical constituents. It becallle iI!iI!lediately apparent from this data 

+- problem was not litnitedto a fe~.; homes and that ap~tent:ial tha,t C~e 

health hazard existed from long term exposure to thech7micals. This 

h ' f f Toxic Substances for Region II of data was transmitted to the C J.e '0, 

the United. States Environmental F:i::"ofection Agency in August 23, 1978, 

with a recommendation that remedial action be undertaken i~llledi~tely 

to prevent further contamina.tion of -private ~roperty and additional 

human exposure to unacceptable health risks. 
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In his Health Report Order with.respect to the Love Canal 

Chemical ~vaste Landfill dat d '" 't 2 1 ';. 
e .~ugus , 978, Commissioner of Health, 

Robert l? Whalen, ·M.D., Concluded that there existed a great and 

imminent peril to the health of the general public !"esic1.ing in the 

area as' a ,~esu1t of exposure to toxic substances emanating from such 

site. His recommendations included the temporary relocation of 

families residing in the area, and the avoidance of homegrown food 

products from the area. An emergency. was declared. 

In April of 1979, in response to fl. r.equest from Gover,nor Carey 

to investigate, the State At,torney General asked the Governor for 

$1 million to pursue lawsuit~ against companies who~e alleged 
dumping 

of toxic wastes have created health hazards. Suit was filed in 

April 28, 1980 to recover damages stemming from the hazard/.. ~t the 
Love Canal Dump. 

On June 1, 1979, New York State Assembly S T S 
peaxer tanley Fink 

commissioned an investigation in'to the tox;c 
~ and hazardous contami-

nation in Niagara County resulting'J.'n th' t _ ' 
~s repor or the Special 

Majority Task Force. 

On December 20, 1979, the United States Department of Justice 

and Environmental Protection Agency filed suits against Hooker Chemicals 

and Plastic, Corp'oration, its parent firm, Occidental PetroleUm Corp

oration and the Olin Corporation demanding cleanup of chemical dumps 

in the Niagara Falls area and related fJ.'nes 
totalling more than $120 mil-

lion. 

PURPOSE OF TASK FORCE INVESTIGATION 

It was the Task Force's intention t d 1 
o e Ve into all related issues 

. and make an evidentiary report of their fl.'nd;ngs for ' 
~ subIDJ.ssion to the 

Speaker of the New York St t" bl -, 
a e ,."ssem y, 'and to ~"'homever should be so 

-, 
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infc;mned. The findings and backup documentation embodied' ill this 

I?relimi,nary report compel the Task Force to call upon you, the, 

Speaker, to allthorize and. empower the Assembly StandingCotnmittt;!e 

on Environmental Conservation to conduct formal hearing!:?, wi,thfull 

subpoena power to examine issues of the impro~er tr~~sport~~ion. 

storage and disposal of toxic and hazardous wastes. 
, ~) 
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PRELIMINARY FINDINGS 

1.' Evidence that-~the united states government was t;!ngaged in 

extensive wartime and post-war manufacture of munitions, nllclear 

chemical engineering, and the manufacture of items of chemical war

fare in the Love Ca~al region of New York state; , 

2. Evidence that hazardous and toxic chemical wastes were 

improperly disposed of'without regard to the need for decontamination , .. ". . . ." . r 

and without regard to thepot·ential dangers to tlfe. health' anq safety 

of the people of the LOv~ Canal region; 

3. Evidence -that the United States government transferred, a 

portion of its dangerously contaminated ,properties in the ,~ove Canal 

region of New Yo'rk State to private concerns, without decontami!lating. 

... ~~ 
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HISTORY 

Because the Love Canal region contaihed a source of cheap 

power, a, nUltlCer Qt' chemical manufacturing enterprises were developed. 

This development started approximately in 1910 and was accelerated 

by the intensified industrialization brought about by ~lorld War I. 

Specific invqlve~entof the Unit!=d states goyernment in this 

region, according to newspaper accounts of the period, began betVeen 

1939 and 1941 with th~ manufacture of armaments. 

"Department of Defense activities in the ;Love 

Canal region with the exception of continued opera

tions of mil:itary and military reserve installa.tions, 

were largely concentrated during World Nar II and 

,to a lesser' extent, the Korean War. This area was 

a substantial contributor to the \'/'ar material pro-

duction effort during both these conflicts. 

"During World War II, the Department of the 

Army mobilized existing industrial resources in the 

Niagara Frontier by contracting ~'l'ith local manu

facturers for the production of war m~terial such 

"as anti~aircraft and steel armor castings, 'munitions 

(TNT) and chemical clothing protectors, as well as. 

for the furnishing of combat support services such 

as the ~epair,and winterization of aircraft, ware

housing of' aircraft parts, incendiary and napalm 

bombs and artillery maintenance. ManY of thesa 

activities were resumed during the Korean War. 
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"The industrial resources of the Niagara Frontier 

also provided crUcial support to the Manhattan 

Engineering District (MED) and the Atomic Energy 

Commission (AEC) for the processing of radioactive 

materials during World War II (l1ED and AEC related!! 

activities have since been consolidated under the 

aegis of the Department of Energy). After the .war, 

uranium ore processing ''las continued by a Ul.lmber of 

corpor.ations under contract to the AEC for the pro

duction (full scale and pilot plant testi.ng) of 

nuclear reactor fuel rods. Nuclear fuel processing 

in the Erie-N'}:agara .. ar~a was gradually phase~ out, 

and finally discontinued in 1956. 

"Current DOE involvement continues in the area 

in connection with the storage of radioactive mate;iais 

at the Lake' Ontario Grdnance,V1ork:; in Lewiston ~nd 

Porter. 'Since the Korean War, the primary DOD 

industrial-related activities in the area have been 

the production of aircraft parts and the testing of 
", 

rocket engines and rocket fu~ls.~3 

Congressional Inquiry ~ Army Investigation 

The Report on Army Investigation into Alleged Army Dumping of 

Toxic Substances in Love Canal Area, Niagara Falls, New York. stated 

as follows: 

"On May 23, 1978, C'..Ingressman Jonn J. LaFal-.::e contacted the 

Department of'Derense and the Department of the Army conc~rning certain 

30raft report of Interagency Task Force on Hazardous Wastes, ~larch, 1979, 
pp. 111-133. 
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allegations which had been made to hil,ll to theeffeci:;. that the Army 

had dumped. certain materials int.o Love canal ii1~~~~agara. Falls, New 

York, in the late 1940.' s and early 1950' s. Military records were 

immediately searched~ but' no evidence of Army inV'o;Lvel,llent in the 

,contamination of :r.o~eCanal was found • 
"Again, on June '26, ~978, Co·n'gres-Slll~n LaFalce wrote the Department 

of Defense, urging a more e~tens~ve invest;i.gat.ion into possible :~rmy 
involvement. Also on .. June 26, 1978" Robert P. Whalen, M.D., commissj,oner 

of Health pf the (i:l\.ate of New York, wrote the secrej:ary of the Army, 

seeking data concerning possible ArmY disposals in Love Canal ••..• On 

June 29, 1978, a more extensive investigation was directed to con-

firm the' original findingS! of"'no evidence of APnY' involvement: in'the: 

contamination of Love Canal. The investigation plan was to intervieW 

persons in the Niagara Falls ar~a, to locate knowledgeable Army per-

sonnel who were at.the Niagara Falls,ArmY Chemical Plant in the late 

1940 I sand ear2-y 1950' s, to make a more d.etailed. analysis of past 

official records, and to meet with certain chemical company officials 

and employees concerning their knowledge of past events and manufac

turing processes. 
"On July 7, 1978, the O:tfic;e of the Chief·oj; EngineerS formally 

requested the commander, united states Army Haterial Development and 

Readiness command (DARCOM), to investigate the a~legations of possible 

Armyainvolvement in the contamination of Love Canal. Immediately r 

the Army's Project Manager for Chemical Demilitarization and'rnstall
a

-, . 

tion Restoration began a more thorough search of available recQr
ds 

concerning Army-related chemical activities in the Nia':Ja:;a Falls 

area. AS of July 15, 1978, record repositories at Aberdeen ;E;'roving 
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Ground, Maryland; Washington National Records Center, 

Maryland; ,National Personnel ' Suitland, Records Center St L' , 
1>ugway Proving Ground, , •. ou~s, M~ssouri· 

. utah; u.s. Army Armament Mater~e··l . ' 
Command R ~ Readiness 

, ock Island Illin' . , o~s; and U.S: Army Armament R 
and Development Command, esearch Dove~, New jersey h db· be' ., ',a. een searched.'· Also 

. ~ng screened were various histo~ical files, . 
city council ~ncluding city maps, 

minutes, and newspaper 

4 

files, at the Ni.agara 
Ltbrary." .' Falls City 

The Army investigation concluded tha.t there "'a dir t '! s no evidenc· e of 

ec Army involvement in the Love Canal s~te. 

Our investigation, as will be d . ... ocumented herein h wh~le the Arm, y itself may . . , Sows that 
not technicall·y h b , ' . ave een dire,ct.ly • ~n the Love Canal site the·· U 't d ~n'volved , '. n~ eStates g , overnment itseif an~/or' 

through its agencies and ~roprietory corporations were so . '. 
at least 5,nasrnuch as we. have ~nvolved,' define. d t')'(,o_ u region. 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT INVOLVEr-lENT 

The Reconstruction Finance Corporation ("RFC") 

by an .\ct .. of January 22, 1932 

was created 

,to; 'in part ac . 
critical' . , qu~re strategic and 

mater~als, proyide financing for lant· . 
'stru t.' . . p convers~on and con-
. c ~on and undertake many th o er, activitiEls, some of which 

became invp., .... :L.v. ed in the World J.ater War II effort. 5, 

It soon established The Metals Reserve· Company as a 
corporati t ' It subsidiary 
. on 0 procure, stockpile -and disposE~ of metals ~ 
defined as 'f strate .. i ' ., m~nera.ls,· 

g~c and cr~tical" and t· ' " 0 p'~ay subsidies to h 

producers of such mater' 1 6 . t e ~a s •. 

4~h R~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~:::-~~:-~~~--------------5 - e, ,,~part on A~y Inves.tig-ation, etc. ~ug N~t~onal Archives of th .. . • ;1.4, 1978 
t~on Finance corporat;on~ u(Rn.l ted States, "Records f 6 ... ecord Group 234) ," 0 the Reconstruc-

IBID, Incorporated on June 29, 1940 0;, 
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established, a number of buildings', 
t 1s Reserve Company . 

The M§!. a. ' 'n Niagara Falls. 

O
f Hooker Electrochemical Company ~ , 

on the property tor 
, 19 4'2 from the Sign and Zoning Inspec , 

Documents dated November 16, ., 
h real property of . 

Falls show that buildings on t e 
city of Niagara and oo.er.ated by the Metals 

. y were ()vmed 
Hooker Electrochemical CQmpan 

Reserve company, f the Assistant Assessor 0 
In addition, a S\-1orn statement from , 

States,government,buildJ.nq 
shows that a united 

the city of Niagara Falls , demolishe.d 
"/~ th ,the, permJ, ts, was 

on Hooker's property, 
in accordance, ,.., 

7 
sometime between 1947 and 1957. 

was also involved through its de-
h UnJ.'ted States government T e 

the code name for any plant 6f 
Plancor , fense pr~curement programs. 

the Defense Plant Corporation, 

, or~~nized 

a subsidiary of the R~~o~struction 
40 to finance and superAugust 22, 19. 

industrial facilities \-1c!.S operated 
Finance corporat~on", '::! 

vise' construction and eq~iPping of 

for the most part by private concerns 
sponsored by Federal agencies 

The Plancors, for reasons of 
administeri~g defense ~nd war programs. 

. t the thousands. They 
were given nqrnbers and numbered J,n 0 

security, which received their 
- Navy and Army Air corps operations 

were Army, ' " involve,a d The Plancors were 
orders from the ArmY-Navy M~niti~ns Boar • 

. the ~-1a'i: effort. After the 

II 

, f chemicals c:dtical to 
in the productJ.on o. , '" 

nt decided to sell various 
to Private companies Plancors 

wc{r the governme . 8 

as they had been determined .to be surplus. 

Assistant AsseSSor, city of Niagara 
7Statement of Michael Farina, 
Falls, May 15, 1979 . t U.S. Attorney General, ~ 

SA letter tlo
S 
J~~~8F ~ ~~n~~;ti~~!~s1~n is proPos~~l" t~a;u~1~~c~~7i~ OOO:~ 

February, • 1 trochemical company - sed 
be sold to the Hooker E eC that the "cost of the property propo 
The letter fur1;-her states f $1 000 000." 
to be sold is J.n excesS 0 , , 
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DISPOSAL OF IMPREGNITE 

To find out what was being developed, we searched the rec,ords 

of the Chemical Corps Journal, JoThich originally \-1as the publication 

of the Army Chemical Corps Service. In··t;his· document we founa the 

history of the Chemi'cal corps,l,plant known as the Niagara Falls 

Chemical Narfare Plant as it waS! built by E. I. DuPont deNemours and 

Company. It was to develop an impr~gnite(~or nlilitary fabrics. The 

first impregnitefo~ula was known as RH-195, wnlch waS very unstable. 

It \\ras;sr~placed with CC~~, which was also unstable, but. not as' unstable 
',';:1 

as BE-l9S. Tbe solvent fciF both was tetraohlorethane. 

This docu.'l\ent,' referring to the manufacturer of CC-2and RH-195, 

states that the manufacturer had a,serious problem with insoluble 

residues. 9 

The· above document dOt!s not inform as tb the di.sposal of insoluble 
" , 

residues from this proces~_··;aowever, there is circumstantial evidence 

to indi<;:ate th~t such residues·\vere dumped in the southern end of the 

X.ove Canal. This evidence consists of the' follo\-1ing: On U July 19, 

~1.~.? S, Mr. Frank Ventry, ,a former employee of the City of Niagara 

F't~±\S, who,. ope.t'ated heavy equipment at the Love Canal dump site, made 

a liitatemen1: to the A:rmy Board of Inquiry investigators : ' . 

"Wij:h ref~rence to the Army'lncident, I -xecall three 

specifi.c times that the Army disposed of material in the 

Love Canal area. Each time a ;,Captain arrived in a jeep 

with hi,S driver and a six by six truck, Army color, perhaps 

with stripes on the bumper~\ perhaps with the number 17, 

which comeS" to mind. Each time prior to unloading the trucJe,<? 

I was req~ested.to loosen up the di.:t in the arE7a w.here the 

drums were to be dropped from the truck to provide a cushion 

9The Chemical Corps Journal, Official Qublication of the Chemical corps 
Assoc., dated April, 1948, published Yrom Room 523, 1129 vermont Ave. NW, 
Wash. 5, D.C., Lt.Colonel Harold Rodier, Chemical Corps, Retired. 

--
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effect. 

L , 

.Ir~re pushed into *hf;fwater w::ith a 
Then the drUillS w 

bulldozer by myself. 
little smal,lel:: than The drums,were a 

55 gallon drums, however the 
dI.' ffe.rent,. more like shape was 

a beer keg. The markin,gs on 
the drums were yellow stripes 

Of the drums appeared as if, they were 
and the exterior 

The outer coating was painted 
d wI.'th· 'ead or zinc. covere ... 

with Army olive dl;'ab color. 

of,ficer in'each party, three 

There .w~re five men and one 

men norm~i1Y handled each drum 

rubber gloves and fa:t.:}gue clothing. Drums 
an~ the men wore 

Th officer in the paqk;',of the ~ruck. e 
were skidded off 

T the best of my. 
captain, wo:!:'e a si,dearm. , 0 C;halt'ge, the 

S
tatea:.that. they .c~e. "from, the, plant-on, 

memory, the men 
, the D~rec. tor of public Wor, ks 

At this time ~ Buffalo Avenue. 
• plant was closing down and 

d • me ~hat the Army indicate ... o -

by one of the civilian, .. plants~ Army per-
being taken over . 

ts or,receipt 
sonnel d~d not request me to sign any documen 

'for ,rita~erial placed in the dumps. 
At;~o ~me during my 

tenure of responsibility in th~ 
Love Canal area was I re-

. 'h dump nor maintain 
quir;d to sign for materiaL placed Jon 1: e 

, . h . 'n There:was no .. " 
an inventoJ;Y' of material dumped. t erel. • '. 

. reJ'e~t matel;'ial from being dumped. 
" specific criteria to 

About 30 or 50 
Anything delivered was placed in the dump. 

'j:ruckloads a day ..•• " 
established an inquiry, 

ThetL.~y h}!~dquarters in ,Wa!?hington, D.,C. 
. .~ that .they'found no evi-, 14, 1.978. states 

and their repqrt dated August 
, . 10 

dence to ,sUPi?ort:.~ri.1}y8~ping at that tl.me. 

'~O artment of,tIte A:t;my, Repo:t 
Dep; o'f m'oxlc substances l.n Dumpl.ng ,,,. 978 
York, dated ~ugust 14, 1 

Armv Investigation' into JI..llaged Army 
~~ve 'Cami,l AJ::ea, Niagara Falls, New 0 

.1 
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Mr. Dudley Barton, General Manager of Haveg Industries', I,nc. 

stated thai: the main tYPQ,of container used by the various Plancors 

and defense installations in the Niagara Frontier during tjorld rlar II 

for corrosive materials was supplied by Haveg Industries/';J:nc. of 

900 Green Bank Road, Wilmington, Delat-lare ,II He supplied th~ Task 

Force with information pertainiIlg to the equipment, and informed us 

that he was the salesman of this equipment ai: the end of World War II. 

He also supplied a catalog of all the containers used during WOl;ld 

War II by the va:ri~us est~biishm~~ts.12·'()rie part~c~lar container 

in the catalog which is described 'wi th dla.'grams appears to be identical 

to that,described by Mr. Vent~. 

'The catalog description -'was given to Mr. Ventry, who confirmed 

that t:he Havegconta:l.ner, cou..ld. fre'what he . saw. : ~he u;S~ of Have~ con-:

tainers was further, substantiated 'in discussions with Lieutenant 

Colonel ,Arnold Arch, For.:o.er Commanding Officer of the tHag'ara Falls 

Chemical Warfar?- Plant. 

The Army report of Augusti4, 1978, states that these types of 

containers were suitable for i:he movement of ~angerous chemicals. 

The Haveg brochure'indicates the same. Indeed, the Army report' 
-

indicates'that such containers were'used for the movement of impreg-

nit's CC-2 and"'its predecessor, RH-195. 

One ~f the heavy equipment operators for the Conestoga~Rovers, 

Inc., the contractor hired by New York State to cap the ~pve Canal, 

disclosed in August 1979 that while operating"exc:avating equipment 

in the Love Canal area, at a depth .of 10 f.eet, a number of fiber 

containerS of the Haveg desc9ption wer·s punctured, and a white 

substance poured forth. The whi te substanl::e :,as, apparently, not 

tested but would confo~ with a descrifltionof impregnite.lS,·' 

~--~----------~------~----~----------~----------------~'-----HIn~stigator intervie~'1 with'Mr. Dudley Bartonf: dated 12/3/79 
13Catalog of the products made by Haveg Corpora ion during the Wor.ld Nar II •• 

Interview with investigator August 6, 1979. 
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MANUFACTURE OF PHOSGENE 

Unlo'ted States Army did not t that the 
The Army report sta as durinq or after World 

in the Niagara GFrontier area - . 
produce Phosgene, 

War II.l4 Further, 
a t no time would chemical warit indicates tha,t 

l 't ry vehicles. , Is be shipped in mi .lo a. , 
fare materl.a ., , the Aromatics and Intermediate 

declassified documents of' 
From the f the united States 

, " f the War Production Board 0 
Chemical DJ.Vl.Sl.On 0., d repor'~ 

7 1943 the T~sk.Force obtaine ,a 
government dated october " . ,I . • _ 

' manufactured under the direct70n or 
that Phosgene was being 

showing hname of Ma~or Wil1a;!:d. 
with a coordinating Off,icer by t e 

the Army d d at the Niagara Chlorine Plancor in Lockport 
was being pro uce 

Phosgene The Chemlcd'l Warfare Service ~las 
and H ker Electrochemical Company. . 

00 . their requl.~ements. 
baUi~Iocations, t,o meet '. receiving Phossene from 

Task Force found that '. - ....... he· sam. e organization, the In documents or 

shi'p.pe.d in Phossenew~s 

and ,at the time that high-pressure cylinders . , 

. f h.' gh.-oressure cylJ.n-s a shortage 0 l. ~ (. 
the document was written ,there wa k' 

Commission true J.ng of Interatate Commerce ders; therefore, because 
requested that the Army make , the War Production Board 

regulatJ.ons , '. t in Army vehicles 

arra?gemen!s to shiI;> Phosgene 

, a one-ton cylinders so 
carryJ.~i' '., 

the I. C. ~'~, rec;rula t;i.ons • 

from the various pl~n s ' 

h " . ould oe noviOla.ti,on. of tha.t tere w . 

'.' . which re<;!,1lir .. ,ed. J;>hp:;gene as C!c munitions 
The military sel:YJ.ces . t and 

, t the soviet governmen I 
h N vy Rocket ProJec , stabilizer were t e ~a . , 

The Chemical Warfare SerVl.ce was 
the Chemical Warfare Service. 

" , . s a letha,l chemical 
... ' d . n i:.hk Army investl.gatl.onta i ;st it as a major 

l4phosgene i~ descrJ.ve l. Subsequent docl~en (Sa h-eart stimulant) 
warfare gas in World War I: and Theophyl J.ne , 
componeri:t..of pyes, CentralJ.te 
during 1944. II 
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to receive the majority of their Phosgene from the Army Ordnance 

Plancor.l5 

~ajor Willard reports, that as of Hay 25,1944 the Army Ordnance 

planned to expand their own fa~ilities for producing Phosgene, and 

the Chemical Warfare Service .. ,ould continuE\ to obtaj.n only a supple

ment of Phosgene manufactured by private industry •. The Hooker 

Chemical Plancor was not able to supply the am~unt for which they were 

contracted unless they utilized additional facilities. The documents 

indicate extremely dangerous chemical suhstanceswere being produced 

in the area of the Love Canal, substanceS' dangerous to personnel. 

Therefore,. contrary to. the Army investigation report of August 14, 

1978, it appears that, the Armv was in fact producing ~hosgene and 

transporting it in military vehicles in the Bove Canal' area-during" 

and/or after ivorld War II. 

It has been demonstrated herein that a major effort was under-

way by the United States gover~~ent in the early 1940's to ~stablish 

chemical production in the L.ove Canal region. Aerial photographs 

show a change in the environmental conditions in the area from 1940 

to 1958, a time period coinciding with the effort by the United 

States government to foster chemical production in this region. l6 

l5Memorandum to Mr. R.Q .. Ruark, Wa.r Production Board, from Walter 
Runge, Chief Intermediates Unit, dated April 18, 1.944, with },ico~ 
duction report on ,Phosgene by War P'_'oduction Board for years 1943, 
1944, 1945. 

16A series of aerial photographs examined by or'in the possession of 
the Assembly Investigator cl~arly indicate the accumulation of foreign 
matter in the Love Canal itself and on the banks of the Niagara Ri.ver. 
PHOTOGRAPHS: Military picture, ROLL-3-V42342, National Archives, WB-.537, 
Record Group No. 373. Canadian Archives, CAN'3A921. Agriculture Dept. . 
stabilization photograph dated October, '1951, ARE-Sll-21.5. 
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Transfer of contaminated Property 

On April 23, 1942, as part of the Defense Program, the united 

statesgove:tnment took aerial photos which indicate a large military

,style housing facility called Griffin Manor in the Love Canal area 

westerly from Love Canal·to\'!ards the line of Great Lot 60'. Griffin 

Manor was built by the Defense Homes Corporation, which was estab- ' 

lished on october 23, 1940 to alleviate a housing shortage'for defense 

workers in cooperation with the office" of the Nation"c~a Housing Admin-

. istration. The Defense Homes Corporation was' organized under the 

Reconstruqtion Finance corporatiori. After World War II Gri:::fin Hanor 

was deeded to the city of Niagara Fal·ls for housing .17 The ceed con'"" 

tains no w<,\rning pertaining to fissionable materials in the property 

as set forth under Execut~v:e.-~Order. 9908 ... :' 

However, in the quitclaim deed between the united States and 

the Board of J::ducation of. the School District of Niagara Falls for 

the area north of colvin Boulevard, which is in c;1irect line running 

north of Griffin Manor, we find a warning pertaining to ura~ibm and 

all other materials pursuant to'Section 5(b) (l) of ~he Atomic Energy 

Act of 1946 \andin accordance"'\<lith Executive Order 9908.Q.8 

These two parcels were adjacent to and rUnning parallel with 

the area known as Love Canal. 

Another site'of united State~ Government involvement was the 

,Lake Ontario Ordnance Works. The Lake Ontario Ordnance Works occupied 

large tracts of land on the northern end of Love Canal, an area with

in the 'Townships of Porter and Lewiston. These lands were owned 

l7Quitclaim de?d.by and between The Public Houging Administration of 
the united S'tates government and the Niagara Falls Housing Authority 

'as recorded fn LIBER 1173, page 26::'. ,( 

18Qtiltclaim deed by and .. between 'the united States., of America and the 
. 'Board of Education of the School District of the City of Niagal;'a 

Falls as recorded in LIBER gin' page 26. 
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by the United States Army.19 Th. ese T ,ownships, which \Olere farmlands 

and orchards, were converted into a complex of chemical plants and 

·munitions factories, railway sid~ngs and roads. 

Surrounding the military establishment t~~re was a. civilian

paramilitary operation or~an' d d' 1 . ~ ~ze ~rect y under the. RFC and the Army-

Navy Munitions B~ard. The military and civil gover~ment nuclear' 

chemical productions wer~" intertwined. A~l. the Plancors and ,the 

military establishments used the same 1 . , ,. . . (l;'a~nage and easements into 

Lake Ontario and the Nia';rara\ River • 
: ~ 

A document from thlEl. U.S,), Surplus Property Board, inclUding maps 

and easements, s, hows that. the land of the Lake Ontario OrdnanCe Works 

_... pUl,ldings that was owned,by the United StatesA.rmy, ano lists spec~f~c 

, ... ·Ordnance .. Works; were carried' o.~ the Army inve:rtto~.7".y fO,r: the,.,Lake On .... L..ar~o· 

There is language in thi~; d 1, . . ocumen.;\. which could reasonably bear' 'the 
.. 

ere contam~nated during the U.S. interpreta~ion that thesEl properties w ' 

government involvement in ,the area. 

"DECONTMlINATION: ,A Decontamination . program was initiated, but 

was not completed as it ~Iras determined that it would be to the d .' . . a van-

tag~ of th::, go.ver.nm ... ant to defer this .' . program ~ntil the prop~rty is 

disposed of. "It is reasoned that in the event t'.le manufacturing area 

is disposed of' to a concern manuf t' h' . ,<>,ac. ur~ng c em~cals, 'decont~nation 

would not be required.,,20 

19General Services Administration Real Property 
No. 215491, d~ted August 28,1963. Transaction Ad~ice 

20Un' ted st t f ,; ., .J. .. a eS"b. Ameriqa Surplus Property Board Declar t' 
S~rplu~ Real Property from the War Dept. Army s~rvice Fa J.on 
o. EngJ.neers, January 13, 1947. orces 
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Subsequently,.the War Assets Administration verified the 

contamination of these lands: 

In a section marked "Type of facility and physical character-
';-3 

is tics " it describes the central area,' Reference 3 and 4, as higlily 

contaminated. "The soil is impregnated with dangerous combusti"ble 

and corrosive acids from residual TNT materials# 

"Below grade extensive pipe iron lines interlace these areas 

and can never be fully decontaminated or safely removed except a.t 

considerable cost." 2l Further documenta'l:ion sugg'ests that the U.S. 

government was involved in nuclear chemical engineering in this area 

during the 1940s22 • 

There is a compendium of documents obtained from the General 
-

Services A~uinistration under the caption of: Real Proberty Trans-

action Adv£1::e, Nu.rnber 2l549i; prepared on August 28, 1963. This com-
(J 

pendinm of documents demo~strates ,.~hat the Lake Ontario Ordnance area 
-.r , 

in Lewiston, New York, included Air Force and Navy installations. 

There' ~ ... ere storage areas and areas apparently under the' control of 

the Atomic Energy Commission, including a potable ~qater line. 23 

--:;;':'l'~ _____ """:=-___ "":" __ -'-_--' ____________________ -_ 
'-',_1' 

2lw~ Assets Administration, Report Control No. RP~F-13, October 17, 
1947. 

22\<1ar Assets A~-ni:nistration, Zl-PMD, Report ContJ:ol NU!wer RP-F-l~; 
A letter dated July 11, 1947 to Mr. Thomas E. Drumm, Deputy AdmJ..n-

istra4 0r Office of Real Property Disposal, Washington, D.C. from 
Har;y Filens Associate Deputy Zone Administrator for. Real Property 
Disposal, zo~e 1, War Assets Administration,.to the effect that Lak~ 
Ontario ordnance Works had not been decontamJ..nated as of the da~eo~ 

the letter. The letter also documents that the Army Corps of EngJ..neers 
not complied with numerous requests,that such decontamination be com
pletedisim~;t.arly, fQllow-uI? 1et-ter dated July 11, 194?, and others 
in the same vein r .'. 
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230p . c it. G.S.A. Real Property Transaction Advice ?2l5491, dated 
1963. 
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As of the end of March, 1944, certain areas had been dismantled, 

including a power area, an acid area, a. magazine area, an acid. and 

TNT area, and a nitration area. 

The Totm Clerk of the Town of Lewi~ton, upon receiving .cor.lplaints 

from residents who own homes in the Lewiston escarpment area known as 

the Whittaker S~bdivision commissioned a, soil evaluation. ~he Dominion 

Soil Investigation, Incorporated1 of 10-1 Crockford Boulevard, Scar-. 

borough, Ontario, Canada, completed their contract and established 

that ~he Whittaker Subdivisiony:{as built on top of the northe;x::n end 

of .t./~ Love Canal, whic{l had b'~en fi1J.e(1 during World \<Tar II. )) ,. 
An analysis and statem~;nts by Lt. Colone~ Arnold Arch indicated. 

that the chemicals in that rl~gion, permeating the soil and desttoYing 

the foundations and pipes'a(the housinca. in the Whit.taker. Subdivision, 
~ ~ ; 

were the same chemicals used in the development of the Atomic Bomb 

and nuclear chemical engineering,24 
[) 

On June I, 1947 the Buffalo Academy of the Sacred Heart, kno~ 

as Stella Niagara New York, obtained a lease from the United States 

Army for $30 payable annually in advance for certain properties 

adjacent to the Niagara River and a part of the Lake Ontario Ordnance 

Norks. This- is the precise area described in of:i.5 .. cial documents as 

having been heav.ily contaminated. 

The. leased property was designated for surface agricultural· Use. 

Subsequently, .a seminary was built on this property. 

Clause 16 o~ the lease alludes to the possibility that below 

the surface of this property were uraninm, thorium, ana other materials 

covered by'the 1946 Atomic En~rgy Act. 

24 ~nves~igat,?r .tnterv.~ew with Lt. Col. Arnold Arch, l'l'ovember 11" 1979; 
J..n .whJ..ch Ius ana1ysJ..s of the Dominion Soil Investigation, Incorporated 
Report, Reference Number 78-9-16 dated March, 1979 prepared f.or the 
Town of Lewiston, was recorded. 
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On May 6, 194~, the united States government, through the 

Public HOu~ing Administration,. deeded to the School District, Board 

of Education, of Niagara Falls property known as the 93rd Street 

School for educational purposes. The deed includes the statement, 

"All uranium, thorium and all other materials determined pursuant 

to the Atomic Energy Act of 1947 to be peculiarly essential to the 

production of fissionable material contained in whatever concentration 

remains the property of the united States goverrutie~t."25 
" 

Additional documentation of the toxic p'ollution of the area 

has been obtained br the Task Force and is attached. 26 

The united States government has also been xnvolved with another 

type of enterprise dating from 1956 to the present. This enterprise 

involves experimentation in electromagnetics conducted under "the 

auspices of the United States Air Force. 'The experiments are to 

determine bi910gical effects of microwave radiation. 27 

CONCLUSION 

In summation, it is our view that the documents and intervie~-Is 

obtained by the Task Force lead to a finding that the United States 

government was engaged in extensive wartime and post-'-Iar manufacture 

of munitions~ nuclear chemical engineering and the manufacture of items 
, . 

of chemical warfar.e; that the government impr9perly disposed. of various 

attendant wastes from these projects; and that the ,government knowingly 

transferred contaminated properties to private concerns without decon-

taminating them and without regard to the health and.safety of the 

.! 

I 
people of the Love Canal region. \ i 
25 Lease to the Buffalo Academy of the Sacred Heart, Stella Niagara, froml 

the United states Army, Corps of Engineers, Contract NIl1-nber N30-075/ I 
eng357l dated June 1, 1947. '. deed as recorded in the Niagara County I 
Court, Liber 953, page 96 dated 8th day ,of May, 1949 betwee,ri the united, 
States government and the School District, City"of Niagara Falls. ., I 

, ! 

26 Former Hooker Chemical Company emoloyee inter-office memoranda as r 
received by the. securiti~s and Exchange Commission, ~ated May i, 1979.\ 

27 A report and maps by Officers 9£ the United States Air Force, " 
addr,essed to the Honorable F. Edward Hebert, House Armed Services 
Commititee Chairman, December 29, 1972. 
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Page 19 - The third, fourth 'and fifth paragraphs should be omitted, 

and the paragraph following i,inserted: ' 

The Buffalo Academy of i~the Sacrl~d Bea t k r, nO\,Tn as St(~J la Niagara 
Ne'-I York, entered into a 1 ' ea;se with the ,United States' Army heginniI!g 

in June 1, 1947" for a t l' '-Ie ~'e acre parcel of l.and 'l1hich was part of" 

the Lake Ontario 0 d .'. r nance l'1C1rks and \\Tas located d' a Jacent: to the 
Niagara River. This properfy was situated next 1:0 the l'1ater Intake 
Easement of the LOOW, which ' ~-Ias part of an area described in a 

u.s. Surplus Property Board treport as . _ l.n need of decontamination. 

There is no indication, however., th . at the actual proper.ty leased by 

S.tella Niagara is or ev . , er was, contaminate~. 

Contained in the 1 t ease 0 Stella Niagara 'l1as a clause 'l1hich was 

apparently inserted in all f,ederal 'government d" l.spositions of surplus 
real property during this period. This clause reserved to th e govern-
ment the right to use any uranium, thorium and like materials which 

might be cont-ained l." n d . . eposl.'CS which were located in the land being. 
disposed of, d" an to prospect for, mine and remove the same,,24a 

Page 20,-fn. 25 ~ The f' t l.rs sentel}ce should be designated as foo~ote 

24a. ,Only the second sentenpe remains as footnote 25 _ () 
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PREFACE 

In 1930-32, hundteds of men died of the lung disease 
silicosis while building a tunnel in Gauley Bridge, west 
Virginia. These deaths .. and tl1e incapacitating illnesses of 
hundreds of other workers, were the r9sult of callous 
negligence on the part of the contracting company. The 
Gs\uley. Bridge incident is an example of the kind of action 
by cOl1panies that accounts for the hard line often taken now 
by union leaders. Having lived, through these abuses by 
uncontro~led industry" many of the union leaders are 
distrustful of the company management c They realize that in. 
spite of the improvements of the past forty years the mining 
industry is still, among the most backward industries, 
palcticularly in. the area of safet y and concern for workers, 
and so they are working to change that situation. 
Rennembering the harsh Gauley Bridge tragedy, and others of 
its kind, unions today liould no longer let a company get 
awc1\'Y with such a'buses and exploitation. 

The purpose of this paper is to examine the medical, 
engine~ring, legal, and social aspects of the outbreak o~ 
silicosis at. Gauley Bridge and, further, to consider the' 
legislative and tiocialconsequences of the tragedy.. ForI 
help in researching and writing the paper I am indebted to a 
number of people. I would like to thank Professo); Gerald 
Geison o£ the Princet9n University Department of aistory and 
Philosophy of Science for constructive criticisms, 
suggestions, and encouragement. In addition, I appreciate 
the us~ful suggestions of Edgar L •. R'einberg, Virginia mine 
geologist; Professor Abe Shtob of the Department of History, 
Philosophy and Religion of Essex County College; and 
Professor ,Duane Lockard' of the Department of Politics of 
Princeton University. I am especially grateful for helpful 
information from Professor Saul Benison of the Department of 
History of the University of Cincinnati; Robert C. Irwin, 
Jr., Writer-Editor of the Appalachian Laboratory for 
Occupational Safety and Health; Dr. Lorin E. Kerr, DirEctor 
of the Department of Occupation,al Health of the united Hine 
Workers of America; Alnd Richard N'ellius, Chief of the Office 
of Information of the Hining Enforcement and safety 
Administration, United States Department of the Interior. 
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1 

I. INTROnUCTION: THE TUNNEL 

The Ne,li·River is one of the oldest rivers in the world" 

Some ge.ologists even call it the oldest, re£erring to its 
'e l. , 

ancestor of forty million years agO, the Teays. One 'Of the 

few nor.thern-flowing . rivers, it . ,f ~. _ . ," alohe breaks through the 

AlleghanY l'2ountains froll east to west"indicating its birth 
I, 

p~tior to . the rise of .. the 

Alleghanies grew to heights of 

mountains. Around 

ten thousand' and 

it the 

fifte'en 

thousand. £eet. Then as the centuries passed they were 

eroded to two to four thousand £eet, the soil going tel' make 

the_ lower MississiFPivalley •. The River managed to cut .. up 

its gorge t~pugh the. rock and then push north· in West 

Virginia to Gauley Bridge, where it is joined by the Gauley 

River to beccme(~he Kanawha., 

Before the advent of the white man, the three 
'.) 

hundred 

and eighty mile l~ngth of the New-Kanawha River in North 

Carolina" V;:rginia • V.,j,rg:i,.nia 
'...,.! ',--' 

and west served as 
"',' 

Mason-Dixon line for the sectional conflict between the 

Iroquois and Algonguin~ of 'the north and the Catawbas an4 

Che),:okees of the south. Onlj remnants of the destroyed 

villages were still visible in 1645 when the indentured 

servant Abraham Wood discovered the river. By 1758 British 

troops had built Fort Crjswell to guard the lead mines and 
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2 

,the settle,rs from the Indians,. In the 1770s white settle~s, 

and native Indians fought Lord tunmox;e's war along the 

River. Fifty-three whites were killed,. eighty-seven 

wounded. On .the Indians there are no official figures, but 

it is known that they suffere.d greater losses than their 

more sophisticated enemy •. The civil War, too, came to the 

NeW-Kanawha River. Th,e New River Valley deleg,ates voted 

almost unanimously for secession in April·. 1861,! i,hen the 

war was over, the homes and lives of many 6£ those who lived 

along .the River had been destroyed. 

In the ''Wake -of the Civil ~ar the industria~ists--power/ 
p 

iron, and 
/ 

coal~ ...... mining companies--'~ame' to the River., and they, tt'~, 
brought dest~uction: With industry came the railro~~s./and 

I with the railroads came a distortion o"f the River ~orge. 

I . The' famous':Hawk' s t1est. overlooklfo~ example, ,was ;forred ~n 

{,1B73 when part of the ,mo~!tain ~long the RiVer ,.was/bla,sted 

# •• 
. away .to makoe room for a railway'!. The Hawk's ~est lrec~I?~ce 

has been admired by many since that ti.me--but the,llirds have 

companie~, s~lt manufacturers, and" ~ead, , zinc, 

abandoned it. 

What became the largest firm in the area, Union Carbide 

Chemicals Company, Koved into South Charleston, West 

Virginia, in the early years of the twentieth century. .. In 

January of 1901, the Company, b~.9an opel;atinJi its first 
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plant: a dam, power house, and electric fUrnace in Glen 

Ferris., Ten years later Union Carbide .began planning a 

power plant and tunnel further up the river in Gauley 

Bridge, near the Hawk's Nest over loo,x. 

The Company did not.start buying land for the project 

until 1926 and did not draw up detailed p1ans until' 1928 •. 

The tQnnel and power plant construction was to be directed 

by the New-Kanawha Power Company, which recei ved a 

preliminary license. in 1928 and a final license in April of 

1930 from the west Virginia poiir COlUlissio'n.', The license 

granted the right ,to. build the tunnel and associate.d plant 

to produce power forptlblic sale. -.. .... . - ~. 

The multimillion-dollar contract was given to Rineha~t 

& Denni::;, a contracting fir~ of Char~ot;tesvilleo, Virginia. 

The 30, OOO_horsepow!1r hydroelec,tric pJ;oject was to consist 

of adam' on t.he lie 11 River at' Hawk's Nest to' divert the 

waters int~ a. tunnel three miles in length, ha1f the 

distance' 'traveled by the winding New River. The water was 

to fall 169 feet to turn the turbines in the power .house at 

the end of the Hawk's Nest tunnel. 

Rinehart & Dennis began tunnel construction in 1930. 

Hundreds of men, eager to leave behind the hard times of the 

Great Depression, flocked to Gauley Bridge. In a matter of 

m~nths, '-the popUlation of theft small town of 1500 was 
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dou.bled .. The rest of the 2,000 to 2,500 n,:w miners set up 

their homes, in such nearby settlements ~s Vanetta, which lias 

on the other side of the Gauley River, and a mile away from 

. the main town, and Gamoca, two miles from Gauley Bridge. 

Two . and a half years later, in September of 1932,' the 

miners' .shacks were again deserted •. The pro ject had been 

finished· and the workers had moved on. 

The construgtio.n of the 

completed, but not forgotten. " In 1936 the project 

resurfaced, . and this time it hit the national press. A 

freshman congressm~n, Vito Marcantonio of New York, had 

brought it to the a(f:tentio~ of the United States House of 

Repres'eii tatives • He demanded an investigation into claims 

that hundreds of men had died of the lung disease silicosis 

while building that tunnel, and that many more of th~ 

workers were still suffering from (and dying of) that 

disease;- . 

During, his seven terms in Congress, . Marcantonio il earned 

a reputation for consistently advocating 1egislation on 

behalf of labor. He was strongly critici2ed for his radical 

stands, and ~as labeled a communist and a demagogue. His 
o 

sympathy for the downtrcdden, however. appears to .have been 

genuine. Marcantcnio was born of Italian-Am~rican parents 

in East Harlem in 1902. Even as a teenager he was a very 

:( 
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active, leftist leader who led a strike against high rents 

in East 'Harlem. Strongly believing that it was the duty of 

government~o protect and provide for the disadvantaged, 

Marcantonio entered Foli. tics as a protege of Fiorello 
::-- '-!! 

LaGuardia while attending law school. 

In the congressional election of 1934 Marcantonio 

defeated his district's Representative, James Lanzetta. 

Congressman Marcantonio xeversed his predecessor's lukewarm 
= 

support. of important relief and pUblic works measures. He 

played a particularly im,portan t role in the developaent of 

the Wagner-Connery Act of 1935, ~nd while most 

Repres,~ntatives were attacking the Social Security Act for 

its overly liberal and socialistic nature, Marcantonio 

" criticized the Act for nct going far' enough. 

other pro-labor stands taken b~ vito Marcantonio in his 
\ 

first term ±'U7/cluded: denouncing the Kramer Sedition Bill and 
- 0 

the emergency use of the National Guard as threats to labor 

anddenia:Ls~, ,'of ciyil xights, urging the federal government 
.;:r'·::;:: 
"~::-', . 

to set a good example in its treatment of civil service 

employees, criticizing the government for giving contracts 

to firms "which denied the 'basic rights of labor, and 

supporting 

statewide 

the demands involved 
'0 

in a ~umber of local and 

·strikes. In summary, Vito (J MarcantOnio 

demonstrated in his first two years '\S a Congressman that he 
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had ;:i1iIi"a e a 

I
I har:# work 

i ~iCized. 
.It 'was consistent with this cOJDmitment that Marcantonio 

total commitment to lab()r, not ca:cinghow much 

'this meant' nor how severely would 

should call. the attention of the House to the situation at 

Gauley Bridge. . In early 1934 a you'ng New Y k I or; p aywright, 

Albert Maltz, had picked up a hitchhiking miner from whom he 

ha'd heal:d t,he Gauley B.J:idge stOIY •. Impr~ssed by the tale, 

Maltz had written a. shol:t-story for the ra. dical 
weekly lt~l! 

~~2~2 about a miner ._~lowly suff t· f oca 1ng , rom.silicosis. 

((~eI). he returned to New York, 'Maltz told the story to editor 

Fcank .. Palmer of the J!eoE~ i\!ress .. a labOr weekly. Palmer 

got more information and b k th ro e " e story, which was then 

picked up by other labor newspapers. Representative 

l!arcantonio had sensed the rustl1·ngs of the d" ra 1cal press of 
the nation, which. in late 1935 was condemning the Gauley 
Bridge af;fair as a disgraceful industrial scandal. 
Marcantonio called f . . . or an 1nvest1gation. A congressional 

subcommittee of the House Labor Committee was formed in 

January of 1936 to investigate the affair. Chairman Glenn 

Griswald of Indiana, Matthew Dunn of Pl· ennsy Yan1a, Jennings 

Randolph of West" Virginia, 'ana w. P. Laml,l,ertson of Kansas 

joined Marcantonio on this~committee. At' th 
~~ e same 

l!anhattan group 

69-943 0 - 81 - 50 

"'. organized the National Gauley 

time, a 

Bridge 
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Committ~ae. The members of this' qommittee, including 

Columb;,ia pro'fepsor., and for!ller New York· Health~ommission.er 

Haven Emerson, Socialist Norman Thomas,: Drug Manufacturer 

and head ",of theCiti-;zen' s UnionlrJilliall' Jay Scbieffelini and 

Seq,retary of the American Associat;j.on for Labor Legislation 

JO.hn B. Andrews, ,paid tbe expenses of a ,.trip tQ· Washington" 

f'or. sOlie of the Gauley l3ridgeworkersso tbatthel' could 
1 . 

:testify bef ore Marcan tonia·.1? cOl8l8i ttee •. 

The congress~en found. that 476 of· the approximately 

2,000 ,to 2,.500. "workeJsin the 'Hawk's Nest tunnel ,had died 

since 1930 of tbe respiratory 'disease silicosi::; and that the 

1,500 to 2, ,ODD other underground \lOI:k~rs were seriously . " 
ill 

with the same fatal dipease., The final report adDed that 

the deatbs,illnesses, ,and hardships which' accompanieo the 

project were the result of bealth and safety' tunnel , ~ 

negligence on the part of the contracti~.g company.. 'lhe 
III •• .,:, 

report 'Was the outcome of the testimOny .. O£I!:fifttE!en ·persons. 

In aDdition to the five congressmen) who conducted 'the 

congressional hearings, the particip.ants wj~re: 
.;) .1 cooc':al yorker with the Jacob A., Reis Philippa, Alen, ... .... 

-' , 

----~--~---~ 

h "Silicosi~ Relief Oi:ganized Bere,"]§! X2tl ~.§! 25 
. 1936 P 1 The National Gauley ,Bridge Comml.ttee 

January ,.. '. ;II 1 t'h' f r the Hawk's also organized a drive fer funds anu co. ~ng 0 , 
Nest tunnel silic,osis. victims.. According to t~e secreta~y 
of the 'Committee, Edward Royce, 9ifts of cloth~ng and money 
poureo in in .response to the. Comm~ttee',::; request. 
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NeighborhoQ~ House of New York City; 

Joh·n -H. pinch, Direc.ter of the , 
United States, Bureau of 

Mines; 

Hilliam J. -Finke" New, Yoxk City merchant llorking as a 

reporter for the ~eOFle!~ Press: 

Leonard .. J., Gold.water, doctor, chief of the occufational 
,/ 

disease clinic of ille New York: Uni versit y College of 

Medicine; 

Rush Dew Holt, United States Senator from West Virginia; 
)~ " 

Char~es Jones, underground worker ("nipper")in the Hawk's 

Nest. tunnel, three of lIhase sons died of silicQsis, and 

whC5' was himself dYing"'~f the disease: 

Dora Jones.. wLMof Charles Jones; 

A.. C. I.amber.'t, radiology specialist of Charleston,. Rest 

Virginia; 

Gilbert Love, reporter for the Ri~!§2]~h l~~~ E£~22; 
1 

James M. ,Hason, attorney, formerly'employer;1 by the HQ,use of 

Delegates of the State of West Virginia to investigate 

workmen's compensation in that state (in 1931), and later 

represented ninety-sil[ of- the' Rinehaz;t ~ Dennis employees 

in their damage suits; 

Arthur Peyton, engineer for the NeW-Kanawha Power Company in 

the Hawk's Nest tunnel;' 

J1 
II 

George llobisOli, undergr'Qund worker (drill.er) in the Hawk's 

II 
II 
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Nest tunnel; 

It. li. Sayers, M. D. i former chief surgeon of the Bureau of. 

Mines (for twelve or thirteen years), then senior ~urgeon 

in the united states public Health Service and physician 

in charge of Industrial Hyg iene and Sa'nitation; 

Hiram Skaggs, underground w.orker (d~ill .mechanic) in the 

Hawk's Nest tunnel; and 

William P. Yant, chemist of the Qnited states Bureau of 

Mines. 

Rinehart & Dennis denied culpability and claimed that 

the findings of the congressional subcommittee were based on 

rumOri- not on fact. Along with the company doctors~ 

officials refused to appear 
however, Rinehart & Dennis 

before Marcantonio's investigatory 

I 

committee, saying that "\ 
} . \\ " 

they had "no knowledge" of any 
2 

contra-eted during the tunn~l job. 

deaths from silicosis 

Nevertheless, Marcantonio's exposure of labor abuse at 

Gauley Bridge was callEd 
3 

personal triumph," . and, 

by a biographer his "greatest 

according to this same author, 

Marcantonio himself considered the investigation and 

exposure of ,s" silicosis hazards to be a tlmajor highlight of 

---------------. ----------
2.' U.S., congress, House, 74th congo, 2nd S9SS., 1 April 
1936,~Dgressiona1 Reccrd 80: 4752. 
3. Salvatore aohn LaGUmIna, Vi!Q M~rcanton~o,.Ihe g~gplel§ 
folitician (Dubuque, Iowa: Kenoall/Hunt PublJ.sh1ng. Company, 
1969);"P. 20 • ~\ 
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" his career.~ Certainly the increased public awareness of 

s.ilicosis and the passage 'of state and federal legislation 

on industrial diseases which resulted from the examination 

of .the Gauley Bridge affair justify Marcantonio's pride in 

his accomplishment. Eut what were Marcantonio's reasons for 

choosing this specific incident for his investigation? Why 

did the subcommittee focus on what might seem to be a 

trivial or minor project? 

One answer to this question might be that tbe health 

conditions at Gauley Eridge were far worse than those at 

other u. s. mines, where silicosis was not a major problem. 

At the same time, however, many 

acts of the Rinebart & Dennis 

of:ithe negligent or callous 
\\ ". /"\ 

contractJ.ng cOlllpany. were 
,I 

scarcely ·unique. It was the. middle of the Depression and 

the employees of many other companies 'were suffering the 

consequences of lov wages and poor living conditions. Nor 

vas the contracting company so~ely responsible for the 

inadequate compensat icn received by the Hawk's Nest 

silicosis victims. The 'West Virginia State Legislature was 

also partly responsible for the ambiguous. and inadequate 

legal protection offered the vicnims of industrial diseases. 

By 1930 a great deal was known in scientific circles 

4. Ibid.#~p. 147, baSed on talk with Arthur Schutzer. 
, 
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about silicosis and about medical and engineering methods of 

preventing this major occupational disease. In fact, a 

major study, "The Health of Work~rs in Dusty Trades," with a 

two hundred page section on exposure to siliceous dust, bad 

been published by the United states Public Health Service in 

1929, the year before construction on the Hawk's Nest. tunnel 

was begun •. · However, communication between industrial 

company physicians and the governmental hea1th agencies 'was 

generally poor. Therefcre (when there is no evidence to the" 

contrary), it is possible that some companies, inq~udin9 
f! 

Rinehart & Dennis, may have been unaware of this thorough 

19Z9.,_study, of the many investigations which had prece?,~~ 

it, and of the curre~ accepted scientific knowledge on such 

industrial hea~thproblEms as silicosis. 

In short, the basic medical, engineering, social, and 

legal_ pl:ob~ems associated with silicosi~ at Gauley Bridge 

were shared by many other U.S. mines, so it was not the 

uniqueness of Gauley Bridge which explains the attention 

given to it in 1936. 

Yet it would be. misleading to suggest that 'Marcantonio 

was merely looking for a scapegoat in seeking to build his 

own r,":putation with "the people," and chose Rinehart & 
'> 

Dennis as the unlucky company by chance. Although many of 

the .criticisms leveled 'at Rinehart &. Dennis could 
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justifiably have been directed at any of a large number of 

mining companies, the:S;) evidence suggests that Rinehart. & 
Dennis executives, ~octors, and engineers ~~~~ aware of the 

dangers of their operatiollal practioes, an.d the treatment of 

workers at Gauley Bridge ~22 significant~y more apathetic, 
'. negligent, and callous even than would be expected by the 

very low sta~~ards of 1930. 

The Gauley Bridge incident the 'Was result of a 
combination. . of 

'(..,1:: 

\ 
singled it out1both 

c I 

negligence 

b~cause 

and ,ignorance. Marcantonio 

it demonstrated tbe typical 
kinds of negl~(kence 

. I among mining companies (and thus was an 

examp.~~ ox the many real ~roblems in the mining industry) 

and also becaus~ it demonstrated an at~pica11y high level of 

irresponsibility~ and concerning human lives. As 
such, it could be expected to attract a great deal of 
attention, . give Marcantonio significant polftical mileage, 

and result in the paSSagE of some much-needed progressive 
legisla ti'on. Although the ignorance of the contracting 

company,' thE state govez:nment, and the miners contributed to 

the poor conditions .. in Gauley Bridge, the callous treatment 
of workers in the Eaw]('s Nest tunnel must be largely 

attributed to employer irresponsibility. Even by the 

standards of the 1930s, there was no excuse for the outrages 

parpetrated at Gauley Bz:idge. 

o 

o 
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II. THE DISEASE AND THE DOCTORS 

Silica, the most abundant compound in the earth's 

c~ust, can be found in any ore, including those of gold, 

silver, lead, copper, and zinc. It. can exist in combined 

form in silicates, o~ in the free 5i02 form found in opal, 

in flint, and, most commonly, in quartz and sa~Fstone. 

Because silica is so lddespreali and common in 
~~r~ 

the,/&) arth ' s 

c~ust, workers in any, metal-mining or related industry must 

always b~ware of its effects. The most acute hazards are 

probably in the industries of metal-mining, anthracite 

coal-milling, smelt.ing and refining, foundries, potteries,. 

sandblasting, and. qua u:ying , drilling, 

granite', ganister, and sandstone. 

or tunneling in 

The respiratory disease silicosis has been known sinc~ 

ancien'f" times. It may be th e oldest occupational disease, 

having made afflicted 
'I • 

craftsmen even who 

arrowheads and spearheads. Hippocrates (in ~idemi£§) and 

Pliny the Elder {in both wrote of the 

respiratory diseases of metal and mine workers. Pliny the 

Elder recommended the use of masks to avoid dust inhalation. 

George Bower, who wrote ~g !~ ~iligs under the name 

Georgius Agricola in 1557, described the "ulcerating" eff Ect 

on the lungs of high cor.oentrations of dust in a dry working 

i ., 
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( 
a~ea. He advocated ventilation of mines t~ help prevent the 

"consumption" whic.~ "brought to an.' early grave" large 
1 i, "" 

numbers of mine workers. 
(? 

In 1713 ·the Englishman Thomas 

Beilson of Newcastle .... ur.der-Lyme was granted a patent for 
."" 

grinding flints by a 'IIet method.; Dry grinding,. l3enso1t~::oo~. . .~~ 

not'ed, could cause death in two 'years because of the dust 
Ii 

taken into the lungs •. { 
.. Friedrich Engels, in Rhis famous 1844 book, 

gQU4j.tiQ.D.2 of ~ !brki.!19 .£1s.2.§ in ]ngla,nd, comm,ented on the 
2 

large numbers af consumlltives\\ among the vorker~. He Fointed 
" \i 

out that 37 of 79 miner deaths listed in the public register 

of the Alston Moor (lead mining) district had been 
G 

attributed to "consumFtion" and another 6 to asthma. 

Because of the dust bI:eathed in continuousl.y by miners, 'he 

,~ noted, many of them developed incura'ble chest affections. 

t These 'affections, which were characterized by 

short, . "heezing breathing,;:rapid pulse (exceeding 
100-J 'pe'r minute), and abrupt cOl}ghing, with 
increasing leanness and)Clebility , ,,"Is pee dily make 'C' 

----------- I 
1. Dr. B. R. Sayers, in u.S. Congress, HOUse, committee on 
Labor, "An Investigat-ion r~lating to health conilitions of 
workers emplOyed in the con~truction and maintenance of 
pub~ic util.ities,1t ~ti!l$'1 pefore ssubco.!!!.!!1ll~g,g.!J:!.s 
§.~!!2~ £~.!!!.ID.ill!Eg 2!l Labf.!~ .Qn"lhR.:..J!.!!.2, 74th Cong., 2nd sess., 
1936, p •. 150. 
2. All 0 references to Friedrich Engels are from his chapter 
entitled "The Mining Proletariat," in :!h~ £~!ldij:i.Q!l2.Qt .tJ1~ 
~~~kin~ ClaS2 in ~nq1an~, which he originally published in 
1844. The version used .here was published in Moscow .by 
progress Publishers in 1973. 
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th~ patient unfit for work •. Ev~ry case o~ this 
di$, eas e ends fa tally. Dr. I!l ak eller, in 
Pencaitland, East Lothian, testified that in all 
the coal-mines which are properly ventilated this 
disease ·is unknown..... ~he profi t-:-greed of lIine 
owner.s which prevents the use of ventilators is 
therefol:e responsible for the fact that this 
working-men's disease exists at all ••• ~ ~he 
consequence .... is that, in all districts without 
exception, the coal-miners age early and become 
·unfit for work SOOD after tbe f9rtieth year. (2) 

15 

During the second 'half of the nineteenth .century a few 

studies appeared on silico.sis,· a di$€ase colloquially called 
!I 

"miner's iCQ,Dsumptionn OJ: "miner'S: phthisis" ·unti11913 when' );/ . ,. , 

i'c became 'afore widely known as "silicosis." Th~,sestudies 

in,ijicated a.' ,heigh mortality rate 'from 'the disease ~mong men 

who worked in mining and l:ela ted industJ;:ies. In 1867 the 
... , 

British government passed a law which required the rellloval: 

of e,:Y.cess dust frOID the working jlrea by mechanical. means., 

Partially asa result of stroft$jer tI;'ade unions, the 1890s 

brought laws in England >1Ihich maije the reporting of 

industrial diseases ccmpulsol:Y, established workllen·' s· 

compensation/cand defined the duties of tbe employers. By 

the tur.n of the century, according to the 1963 repod, on 

"Silicosis inth.e Metal.. !!ining lndustry" publishedc ' by the 

Uniteo,., S·tates . Public Eealth Service and the United states 

Bureau of Mines, there. was "a 'general awareness" of the 
" 

seveJrity 
,,' 

and prevalencl; of' silico~fis and tUberculosis among 

metal miners and a recognition of the need for further 
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II I researci on the subject. 

'11 of Cornw,all miners repo~ted that 

I 
1902, an English Royal Commission on the conditions' 

r 

1 
i 

So far as .the Cornish 'miners are concerned, it 
~eems ,Ev1dent enough that stone dust, which they 
1nhale, pro~uces permanent injury to the lung, 
g:a~uall~ 1D the case of ordinary miners and 
rap1dlY.1D the.c~se of machine dril1men.... ~hat 
th~ pr~mary. 1nJQry to the lung is due solely to 
th,e 7nbalat10n of dust would seem t b 
pract1cally certain. (3) 0 e 

I decade in the mines of Australia., 

I' Africa, 'Europe, apd A.ll!eI:ica confiI:med these results .. 

Other research of. that 

I In the same year as the, Cornwall study, Dr. Thomas 
Oliver discussed the med~cal t f . - aspec s 0 s11icosis in his 

1:00 k ·'Da1!.9.§L2.Y2 1.E!~.§: 

That';': the C01;ls;tant inhalation of dust as 
necessary con'fiiticn of daily .lal::o ur results soone~ 
or (later in the appea.I:ance of grave and 
characteristic leSions which lead to prematuJ:e 
brea~dol!n . and death among ~ol:kers, is matter of 
common med1ca1 experience. (4) 

He described, the \) etiClogy 
. 5 

of 5ilicosis l one of the four 

k1nds of pneumoconioses. As the result of repeated working 
\ 

in a dusty atmosphere, rarticles of dust 
t' manage to get past 

the natural nasal and bronchial protective mechantsms and 
-~----___ --=--~_____ \1 

3. Dr. E. R. sayers,' Hearinns, 150 " ---..;;r,. p., • 
~. Dr. ~hpmas Oliver, Dangerous ~~des 
Hurray, 1902), p. 134. --- ------
5. T~e ~ollolliIig discussion of silicosis is 
descr1pt10n by Dr. Thomas Oliver in hip 1902 
l~~g~2' pp. 271-273. 

(London: Jchn 

taken from the 
book, .2..!!!!gerc.Y2 
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enter the lungs. The l:esulting irritatio'n in the lung \ 

causes a " ver y marked increase, in its fibrq-connective 

tissue which encroaches upon the spongy stx;ucture of 1:he 

lung and destroys i:ts .aera ting function." Gradllally the 

lung beccmes hard v almost ~olid, and less able to contribute 

i:;f)the respiratory needs of the body. As the fibrotic 

tissue continues to replace the normal lung cells, the organ 

shrinks, and the che:;:.* becomes' smaller, 
I 

the co ugh more 

severe, the emaciation. mere obvious, and the breathing 
I 

more 

difficult .. 

Dr. Oliver made the important distinctio,n between 

"consuIl)ption" or "phthisis" caused ~l¥ the tubercle bacillus 

(tuberculosis) and that caused by dust inhalation 

f 

I 
I 

! 
1 

ell neumoconiosis) •. He noted that older silicosis victims ma·y ,~ 

is I also sufIer from tuberculosis because the weakened body 

more susceptible to invas~on by tubercle bacilluso Many of 

these people'die Of tuberculosis rather than directly from 

the silicosis.. Oliver warned physici.ans against the common 
(.' 

mistake of automatically labeling any form of consumption as 

tU.berculosis. Silicosis (and the other pneumoconioses) can 

b~ distinguished frcm tuberculosis, he noted, because it is 

the bases, ,rather than the apices, ofi ' the lungs which 

suffer. In addition, only pneumoconioses'can be arrested by 

permanently removing the miner f1:om the dusty atmosphere. 
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1902 'the basic 'etiology of 'silicosis was 

I ,understood 

J ::::::~:::. 
and the connection between poor w'orking 

silicosis illcidence and the of was clearly 

I 
! I 

In spite of this, as as 1908 only 

seventeen of ' the American states had laws reg~iring the 

removal of dangerous du.sts from~br.king areas by mechanical 

means. Oniy during the seconddecad~'of this century did 

the Uni~ed states 'govez:n'mentreally recogniz~ and act on the 

threats of industrial diseases. 

This 'crucial decade began with the Pirst National 

Conference on ,/' 
Industrial Diseas'es, !leld in chicago in June 

of, 1910., At the conference,: 'doctors' referred to' the 1902 
.' ..... 

Cornwall study and reF'crted that "there ca'n be no questioIl: 

or doubt as to the decidedly heaJ.th-injurious consequences 

of . underground 
Ii 

rock-drilling: and allied occupations in the 
6 

deep qudrtz' mines 
<.;.) 

speakers noted that 

of our 

miners 

western states." Conference 

were often "saved" from the 

ravages of "miner's consumption" only because they 'had 

already' died in fatal mining accidents.· Thespeake-rs urged 

further studies in mine~, fuller protecti:on of miners by 

state 'and federal s~fety 'and :compensation laws, and more 
------- -.~ ... -.:..-----

c_6 • Frederick t. Hoffman, "Problem and';' :Extent of Industrial 
Diseases," presented at the First National Conference on 
Industrial Diseases, which was organized by the American 
Association for Labor Legislation (New York: Princeton 
University Press, 1910), p. 42. '" 
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extensiVE educational p:ograms to 

miners, and the employers more 

industrial diseases. 

make 

aware 

19 

the' publi~, the 

of the dangers of 

Four years after the Chicago' conference, the Secretary 
. /). 

of the Anti~Tuberculosis Society of Jasper County, Missouri, 

and the state .Board of Health ofI<ansas init.iated the 'first 

major investigat.ion of silico,sis in the metal m,ines of 
7 

Joplin, lJ.j.ssouri •. Dr., A .. J. Lanz.a and his aides from the 

u.s. Public Health Service ,and the U. S.Bureau of Mines 

examined 93 miners •. Of these, 64, or 68.8% had silicosis, 

and 39 of those 64 also ,suffered from pulmonary 

tUbercurosis. Atmospheric dust concentrations in the mines 
:;~ 

were commonly as high as 6 to 7 mg per 100 liters of air. 

A more comprehensiv.e study .in the same district in 1915 J. 
J found that 472 out of 720, or 65.5%, of the miners had 

silicos:[s,w,ith \ 21~8%of the 472. also soffe.ring from· 

pulmonary t:u~erculosis •. T~e free si,lica content of the lIIine 

dust varied frOm 70 t¢ 95%. The. ~ubUchealth officiali3 

attributed the,. gigh concentration ()f~ ~ilica, 

-------~~-.. ----- . '('~.:} y 

and ;;,the 

7. u.S., Department cf' t'he tnterior, liBureau of Mines, 
g¥l!!!Q.na~ !!i,e!H!¥~ ,.!!ilQJl9:. J1i!!~~ i!!. !h~.li -?oE!i!!. J2istrict~ 
!'!~&~2U£~, And J:~ ~g..llQ.!1 SQ. B.gck ].y,e!. ~!! ill Ml.n,f:!s, by A. 
J. lanza and Edwin Higgins, Technical Pape;~ 105 (Washington, 
D.C.; GovernmentPrintipg Office, 1915). Joplin, ~issouti,. 
is located ;appro~d,matel, five miles from t'he Missouri-Kansas 
border. ~r:his may' account for the coopera,ti9n of the two 
sta tes op tbis stUdY .of Jo~l;in miners. .. 

() 

I 

,j 
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j,1 

j resulting high prevalence of sil.icosis (as 'di~tinguished 

.1 . from. tuberculosis) directly to the poor ventilation and the 

dry operational practic::es. of the mine.. 'rhey descrj,bed 

I 
I , 
t 
I 

I 

I 
I 

r1 
H 
";( 

II 
r 

silicosis as the result of "irritation by rock dust" which 

"produc~~ a fibroid '(thickened) condition of the lungs, 

leading to dyspnea (short wind) with cough, expectoration, 

lessened working ability, impaired general health, and 

sometimes loss of ve 19ht ••• TubeI:culosis infection may 

follow, they added. 

Between 1916 and 1919 the Bureau of Mines and the 

Public Health Service cooperated again on a silicosis 
8 

study. ·~.Of 101"8 miners in th'e Butte,' Montana, di,strict, 432, 

or 42.,4~, Were silicotic, and 14.6% of the 432 also had 

'pulmonary t uberculos is·,. TheSe Butte mines we re found t.o be 

more dusty than, those in Joplin, but . the concentrat'ion of 

free silica, at 40 to 50%, was much lower in the Eutte mines 

1 than in Joplin. :; 

j 'Th ese' and oth'er ma jar investigations of sili.cosis in' 

I! the '!I~,ta'l':l.i~ining .,,~.ndustry re~>ulted in better medical serVice 
.. ~} I 

more adegp.a'te prevetti vemeasures in many u. So mines. 
. "iP' 

. ~ ::: 
~ 
~ 

eXcPllpl~, mining cOJli:p,~,l}iirs' in the . Picher , Cklahoma, 

~~--:-~-:pa~~m~':;-:~ the\!nteri~r, ~ureau" gfMine:, 
!!in~.J;§· .£9n§umpYJm J..!l .!l!gM,Ll\eS of Butt:e . Montana by 
Danie~. Harrington . and A.. J~i t la~2a, -TEch~icaI-pape~ 260 
(Wa.sh~ngton,D .. c. : Gov.e rllment Pr~-.:nt~ngOffice, 1921) .. 

I { 
n \" p ~ 

Jl ~ 
Ii 

~I 
I 
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district applied the Joplin r'ecommendations to their lIIines. 

t a that the i roprQ vement in' working In -1923 they repor e . 

It' a' a decrease in the concentration of practice.s had resu . e 1n 

. th mines and a significant decreas~in atmospheric dust 1n e 

the number of Siilicotic mine workers in th~ Picher area. 

The Joplin report haa recommended yearly examination of 

miners to screen out the most susceptible 'workers and to 

check for.silicosisand ·tu arcuo • b 1 51' S As a. resu1.t the 

Bureau o'f Mines, wit h t be aid of the Tri-state Zinc and Lead 

Ore Producers Association, and the Picher, Oklahoma, Post of 

; 

! 

the American 

distric_t in 

Legion, 
9 

'1924. ' 

Qpened a small clinic in the Picher ' 

Three years later, with financial., 

assistance from the ~etropolitatl Life ;rnsuran~e Company, f 
/~')wa~ opened, 94'( tb.ey expanded the clinic. When th(. -2 j!inic I 

t.he m1" ners had definite silicosi~;. t out of 309, or 30.4%, of 

. f 11. 'W up study from 1928 -fo (11931 A Bure.au of 1'11nes c; 0 -

. the number of me~ with ~oth indicated. a 66. 6%d
1
£;crease 1n 

. d 82 7% decrea$e in the si~icosis ·and (~uberc1aos1san an Ii . 

. 1 Only 5,366 out of ·.27,553, f number with tuberculos1s a one. ' ~ 

-----------~-----------f· th Interior, Bureau of Mines, I. 
9. U.S., Department 0 . e 1'1° rs of the Tri-state 
Silicosis and .'rYhru;..£!!1.2~~ !.!!.Q,!!9. -~~ 'Part! (For . the 
District of-Ok1.ah,gmg., ~§.s~, ~ 12,1sl-'louU, Sayers, F. v. 
year--ended June 30, 1928), by B.R. Technica1.Paper 
Meriwether, A. J. Lanza, and W.~. Adams, 
5 h S" and P t II (For the year ended June 30, 1929), b¥ F., 

., • ar .-~" S sand A. J. lanza,TEchn7cal 
v. Meriwether, 1l .... R. ayer, • Government. Printing ()ff1ce, Paper 552 '(ila~lt,J,.ngtoIl" D.C •• 
1933) .0 
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or 19.4%, of the miners had silicosis, and~ 13.9% of those 

with silicosis also had tub~rculosis. 

Gradually, then,. public health officials and mining 

companies were becoiDing more, aware of the prevalence of 

silicosis Hill, the min€~ •. At the same time scientists ~ere 

gaining. a fulle~ UndeI:!3tandingof the disease itself. 

The 1929 Public Health Service publication, liThe Health 

of Workers in Dusty" Trades., It : highlighted the following 
. .10 

aspects of si1.icosis. The harreful effects .of free silica 

result not from mechanical irritation by' the silica 

particles in the lungs" tut f.rom the dissolution. of th~, tiny 

(10 mic:..;-ons diameter) ~articles in.to the alkaline .fluids of 

the lun g to form silicates which then induce the formation 

fibrosis lIIayresU:lt ·in. <leath by suffocation because. of 
lOll 

11 
cells. 

" oxygen 'level the {jerson '.s. blood . and 

Alternatively, the fi1:1:osis may progress . III ore. slewly and 

allow. time :for de~th to OCCUk' in p·ther ways. .s.ilicosis may 

cause death by predis(:osing the lungs to deve.lopment of 

------~------------------
10. U.~." Public .. :Health SerVice, 'I.h~ l!~s.J:!b. 2£ !QI1s~I.2 In. 
Ql!2U !!:~~2.: Ex.e22.!!~ .1Q §!J.ic~.Y§ .!L~!.§!:, Bulletin No.. 1 €7 
(Washington, D. C.: Government Printing Office, 1929). 
11. As Phil~ppa A~IEn described silicosis in Hearings, p. 
3, "Ultimately the victill strangles. to death.1I 

69-943 0 - 81 - Sl 
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pneumonia or to ,infection·b.) tubercle:. bacillus. In otber 

cases, fibrotic nodules result in' heart failure as the 

decreasing .area of the vascular bed of the lungs results in 

ca.rdiac hypertroFhy and finally-death •. . 
SilicDsis,aS'described by the radiology specialist' A. 

. . 
c. Lamber1;,·.was .known. to start centrally, and spr.ead· outward, 

~Ihile tu'hercu10sis spre.adsin from. jthe ap'ices. 'Whereas 

siJ:icosisaffects . bQth . lungs, tuberculosis. is general.1y a .. 1 
;: 

unilat:eral . disease." . Using x-rays,; silicosis . caIi-''''~' b2 ~. 

distingUished ~ .from .t •• ~lmi1itary tUberculosis", where the 

n:ldu1es ar e more '<lense : and p~actica1ly devoid of 

accompanying. fibrotic tissue, and fro.m carcinosis, which. is 

less evenl.Y· distribu:t.ed. 

Silicosis .develpps :in' three stages. As R. -. Ro ,Sayers of 

the Pub1ic Hea1th Ser~trice pointed out in 1936, the patient 

in the_ first stage{may not seem to be sick and lI'ay be al:le 

tD work. ,However, ~bme, coughing, recurrent colds, shortness 

of breath on exerti/:m, decreased e1asticity of the chest·, 

an d mott1in 9 in ;!the 
:. 

1 ungs ma}' be evident.· In th~ second 

stage these symptq:ins are more obvious and moret<::5serious. The 

pa tient Itay a1so ilemonstrate lassitude and loss of appetite 

and wei·ght. Ttf~re may still be no externa11y-visible 
, / A 

"phy~ical changes' at this stage, although a stethoscope 'wil1 

sltow a;decreased depth. ,of "respiration. X-ray analysis, 

o 

c 

J 
" 

'h?::;!iE"7: -~~'~_'<_-'~'_'~, _,_"_,_._,, 

-----'----------~~~--~----------~-----------------------------------------------------
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J i 
I h:lw~ver, wil.l point to the definite appearance of 
,j throughout both lungs. 

npdules 

!rhe' patient ,who has reached the third "stage shows the 

above s ymptomsto an even greater·' degree,;. There is ma.rked I 
f 'shortness 

f I 
II! 

,//, 
of"J'ire(it.h,r ~vsn on minor ex~rtion. The cough may 

I 
'1 ,I 
d 

be severe, the chest expansion capacit'1 is very noticeCib1y 
decreased, ther~ ~ay be some expectoration or ~putum with 

the cough, and if the c4est is tapped it will feel hard and 
the doctor will. .. hea,r a .du11 reso'nance.",·· . 

~nd~cating widesp~~ad 

f
), 
rep1ac~ment of., normal lung tiss.ue·. L f . 

I
'll oss Q appet~ te and 

we:ight ,may ,occur. X-ra~ analysis will show m,ore inte.Dse 

I! mott1in-g, with larg .1 II ' ," , ,er, congomerated clumps of nodu1es and 

I,! dense fibrosisc·· By .stage thr~e of ~ilicosis, serious and 

" per~anent impairment of work capacity is usuallv "d t Ii ' . , , .4 ev~ en. 
,I I i Permanent r-emoval of the patient from. the dusty working 

I atJ!losph~ere may hal,t the cumUlative progress of the disease :::' 

., but it does noi; lead,' to a rest t' f II ' ora ~on 0 norma1 lung tissue •. 

I 
1 silic~sis: t~e composition of the dust, the concentration q£ 

Ii t~e dusj:, the 

Five'major factors contr~bute the to developm'ent of 

\) 

size .. cf 'the dust Particles, the duration of i"J 
11 

/

' J exposl,lre, and the individual.' s personal I susceptibility • 

. ' I Even before 1930, dO'ctors knew that a person rl usually 
il required seven years or more of exposure to free 
11 12 silica II develop silicosis. 

! I ';"0 

I l' 

II 
Ii 
I
, I 
'j 
J 

Dr. J. Goldwater, 

to 

an 

-
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o:;cupational disease . specialist, testified at the 

congressional hearings in 1936 that extreme or unusual' 

conditions 'may result in, the development of silicosis within 
? 

a matter of months ... PI. Goldwater admitted that the Hawk's 

Nest tunnel condition. could he, categorised as ,Utery 

unusualu and. that ,t.herefore the claims of the victims were 

medcically possible6 even probable. Another' occu:pational 

disease expert, Dr •. Emery ·R. Hayh urst,. agreid that under', the 

Hawk's NEst tunnel wor~irtgconditions, with the drilling of 

rock containing 98%, .silica, the average person would get 

silicosis ,within ,six to eight months while the very 

susceptible might begin tc suffer fJ:om silicosis in as few' 

as fonrmonths.. Dr. Goldwater noted at the hearings that 

personal susceptibility. varies with . several 

including efficiency of nasal filtering, efficiencj of the 

cilia of ..the bronchial tubes in,,'.Setting rj,d of the dust, 

past history of l:espiratory disease or inf~ction, and manner 

of working and-breathing (i.e., even and orderly or vigorous 

and erratic). 

By the 1930s, then, scientists knew a great deal about 

silicosis. Yet thousancs of men still suffered from it. 
-----.-----------
12. u.s., Department of Labor, Division of Labor Standards, 
!ig,:tifmal ailicoga, Cont~g.m::g: .§..!!!9marI ReE~!~ ~ub.mll~ .t.g' 
:!:h.g .§..g£mary of lab~ 1I £Q!!~.!!£g ·£Q.!!!U~~2' l~!!U J, 
1'2J.:z., Bulletin Np •. 13 (Rashington, D.C.: Government Frinting 
Office,'1937), p. 12. 
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I I, According to the February 1937 initial reports of the 

I 

I 

National Silicosis Conference, one million, or 2%, af the 49 

million .u ••. s. ~orkers were exposed to a hazatdous 
13 

conce.ntration of free silica. Allout half of these, or .1% 

of the total, ,~.ere exposed to a serious. hazard, and 

approximately 110,000, or .2% of the total U. S. 'work force, 

actUally" had silicosis, with 11,000 to 5,000 of them being 

disabled by the di~ease. Even as late as 1937, therefore, a 

large number of lIm,ericans had silicosis or liere subjecting 

themselves ta the risk of getting it. 

Much of this high incidence .of silicosis was the result 

of contin,ued .ignorance ccncerning the disease and methods to 

prevent it .. Even as,:late as 1946, when Bernard J. Stern 
.(;J. 

published tl~gi£i~~ i~ Indu~~~, there was a gap between the 

company doctors, who had heen trained as general physicians, 

and the public health age~cies, which were aware of the 
.v 14 

cu rren t research. on silicos is. It was v ery difficult to 

miintain close contact between the reporting physician and 

the \' \ ,. 
a~!.,ncy ,to

l
;' which the occupational disease reF(jrts were 

sent. Even in 1946, as, stern pointed out, "physicians do 

n:>t have the t· . coopera ~ve att1tude toward the reporting of 

occupational oiseases wlJ.:ich they now have in regard to the 

-----------------------
13. Ibid., p. 2. 
14. Bernhard Jo Stern, P.edic ine ~~1.D.i!.!!2.lll: (,New Yark: 
Commonwealth Fund, 1946):-P:-Sg: 
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reporting of, ' comJRunicative diseases •• ' This lack of 

cooperatioIl, SternclailIEd, could he attributed to the fact 

tnat doctors are not trained to recognize occupational 

diseases, and they,.dp not realize or accept (or do .not care 

about) the; value of., l:eporting in the prevention of the 

diseases' .. 
, , 

r,' 

.. Health authorities," Stern noted" "complain that 

neither ,physicians . ;nor hospitals nor industries report 

occupational ,diseases adeguate~y •. ~he situation' is least 

sta te s "here reports of factory ph ysic~ ans 

n 
\ 
\ 
l 

I 
1\ 

\ 

I 

satisfactory "in 

we:ce "I,': 

to:repOl~t to the governmental agencies' on healtl!-
t 
~ 

ma y be u~ed in comp.~nsa. tiOD suits.'" These 

.' re 1 ucta il..t 

physicians 

conditions ang., prob:~ems, in a ,factory or aine because any 

such 
. h \t information qould he used against the companies In tel 

case of employee s,uits. The do~~ors felt an obligation to 

protect~he company from the employees and the 'law. 

At Gauley Bridge in 1930-32' the cOlllpany doctors did not 

xeport the respiratorj disease' problem to governmental 

health agencie~, ~or did t~ey attempt to deal effectively 

with the problem themselve~. The evigence seems to indicate 

that this was not the result of ignorance on the part of 

tb.ese doctors. As alre,ady, shown, at the time of the onset 

of the Hawk1 s Nest tunnel construction, scientists knew a 

qreat deal about theca use of silicosis. ~n addition, a 

I 
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number of major studies in the mines had already confirmed 

the connection between bjgh concentrations of silica dust in 

the working environmen~ and the significant incidence 6f 
~ , . 

silicosiS. Here inspection of' one study, published the year 
o . ,~. . 

before construction of the, tunnel~fbegan, would hav~ given 

these d8ctors the info:Cll1ation later exhibited during the 

conqressional hearings of 1936. ~t is, of course, 

conceivable that the doctors had not read this' thorough 

report (complete with case studies and x-rays) eyen though 

it obviously concerned their field of interest. However, it 

seems more like,ly that for most of the timec the company 

doctol:s did know about silicosis and were actively deceiving 
<:L 

the miners in the interest of their employer, the Rinehart & 

Dennis Ccmpany •. . 
The workmen, them~elves we:ce not at first aware of the 

dangers to ,theirhealt~. lih'en they finally understood the 

cause of the Hawk's Nest tunnel deaths, many of the diseased 

employ,ees and .surv:iving 'fa.Liiilies sued Rinehart & Dennis. 

Philippa Allen, a New yo:c~ social worker who had researched 

the Gauley Bri&~e affai~ in 193q ana 1935, was very familiar 

with the court :cecords cf the Hawk's Nest workers I lawsuits 

of 1933-35.' She relayed this information to the five 

congressmen on Marcantonio's subcommittee. 

at the congressional heatings in 1936: 

As she eXflained 

,: 

I 
I" 
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workers came from agr:icult,p.ral 
Many .Ot -~he th South wheI:e the disease" was 
commun1t1es T~~Y w:l:'~ not exp~rienced tunne~ men ,!r 
unknow~. miners who would have. _ known. ,The1;r 
hard,rock is universal that .it was :Jlot unt11 ~he 
test1mony, . da and night to the Coal. 
"am6ulance w~s clang1ng y I'zed there must be 
Valley: Hosp1tal"., tha~h!~ey t~:a .~en realized the sDmeth1ng wrong.... . 
danger it was·:~oo late •. (15) 

29 

Most of those who left Gauley Bridge in response to the 

had already been a£fected J:y deaths of theirco",wor,Kers 

disease. _ 

the 

The . Rinebart & Dennis company and its doctors. ma~e 

. ant of the disease •. every effort to keep the worker,~ 19nor 

E.· J. Perkins, " ~ su,per~ntendent of-Rinehart & Dennis, did not 

, dbv lall. _ -Even.,when post ~"otice of. the danger as was reg~1re ~ 
. h" t ryone who .worked in the tunnel it bec;ame pbV10US t a .eve . 

, 
i 
} 

~ 

r 

I 

, 
j 

';11 with the same symptoms# the' doctors told no on~ I:"~ bec~me • i 
and made little effort .to h.e1!!,:) the about th~ disease ! 

t th evtent of COllforti,ngo. 1 . d,y';ng - men, .not even~ 0 "e ..... bevildered ... 

, '(, (r •• theil:: phvsical, distress. Some workers, ~\ the~, or,l-.re11evl.ng ~ 1,\ 
~\ . f an were told. that ! \\" . \\ C M Skinner the > car'" J:ep<A1I:. or em , \\ l1~e\ •. .. I ,." • 

they ~\ad ast~ma,: or higb bloodpress~re. Most of ·the early 

daath r~cords listed the cause as asthma or pneumoni?-_ The 

. , M' t hell of Rinehar.t & Dennis company doctors, .Dr. _ 3. C '.' , , . and Dr .. 
·'r f 

-----------_._-------
----- •. , . p. 20. ,Miss Allen's 
15. Philippa Alle~,. .H~iit7ngs, the -pciyette County .. 
testimony is based almost- ent1rely on . h t & Dennis 

' . f d1\mage suits by R1ne ar . 
court reco.r:ds ~erself pointed this out .in ~he !!~)a r1ng§, 
employee~. Al.len. I am saying is court test3.lRony. '., p. 10 (tll'f9st of th1s 
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Simmons of the NeW-Kanawha 
Company and the Power 

El ectrom etallur 9 ical Company, .ignored complaints of 
breathing difficulty, loss of ~eight, and choking. When 

tney did agr~e to see a sick miner, they merely distribqted 
what worker Leo ~rey called .. ~: their "little black devils" 
(pills) without regar(l 

to the .nature of, the medical 
complaint, and 'tOld .the 

16 men that they should take better 
care of themselves. 

According to the court testimony of the 
comp~ny 

doctors, they were net allowed to inform the men of their 

situation because the ccmpany .knew .full well how dangerous 

the working condition~ were. Certainly Rinehart S Dennis 

knew that in tunneling through the White sandstone and 

quartz -he miners were. ,working with almost pure silica. The 

New-Kanawha Power Compan] had commissionedlgeologic tests on 

the rock by the Sprague & Honeywood Company of Scranton, 
Pennsylvania. 

These tests'revealed that the. rock 
in sQ-re 

places was ,more than 99% \., 
PU:!=e (fl:ee) silica., Aware of tli<e 

~S ~\ comJllercial value B(inehart 
actually 

of silic<;t, & Dennis 

ordered the Hawk's Nest tunnel" ld,denoed from 32 to 46 feet in 

the loc,ati ?¥! of highest purity. The rock, mined from the 

tunnel area was sent tc the ElectJ:ometallurgical Company 

plant in Alloy, West Virginia', to 'be used (without refining) 
------~~-----~--------
16'0 rbid.,p. 19. 
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as pure si1ica in a number of industries. Though the state 

had granted the New-Kanawha Power Company a construction 

license on the condition that=the power be provided to the 
:' . 

;) '" 

public, ,upon completion of the pl::oject the public uti1ity 

instead sold the power to the same Electrometa11urgical 

Company •. This o,ther Ullion Carl:ide lc:ompany subsidiary 1ater 
17 

bought out the New-Kanawha power Company. 

It appears likely that Rinehart & Dennis knew not oniy 

that there was a bigh concentration of silica in the rock 

being 'mined, but "also that this silica wascausi:ng men to 

become i11 and ~ven to die. According to Philippa Allen and 

employ~e attorney James Mason, Rinehart & Dennis workers' 

testified in court that the company feared the possibility 
~ 

of revealing, autopsies <lnthe bodies of the dead miners, and 

so 'hired its own undertaker to bury the. men quickly~ .. cheat;.+y 

and without publicity. H. C. White, a ' Summersville 

uridertaker,allegedly. agreed ,to bury the men at the 10w 
- , 

(bulk-rate) fee of fifty to fifty-five dollars a body on the 

assur,ance that he would get a lot of busin~ss from 
18 '.-' 

Einehart 

& Dennis. The Charleston attorney Has OR" who 
/' 

represented ninety-six cf the t.unnel. work~rs, cl.aimed,duI;ing 

17. II Silicosis Deaths Assailed in House," ~l! !giJi fu!!§, 8 
February 1936, p. 1; s~e also! Hearings, p •. 27 •. ' 

'18. Philippa' A11en, :tecalling testimony"at Payette County 
court trials,. ~!!lg2' p. 1(,j. 
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the heu:ings that White, h~d buried approximately 500 men in 

I
I pine boxes in. a farmyard near Su ••• rsvi11e. ~;eir 

were told that ,the men bad died of pneullonia. 
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Senator .. Rush Dew Holt of West Virginia 'testified that 

he had, received many 1etters from Gauiey Bridge victims and 

their, falftil~es·a;;lt;i.n9 ' for hi~ h,slp. ; In one' of these 

letters, , da.tedJanuary, 18, 1.936, Mrs.' Roosevelt Evans of 

Red House,. West Virginia,. wrote the follow.ing.: 

My hUSband w~s. a workman in. the Ha wk' ~~s.:t 
tunnel, . he took s~ck ~nd the contracting. IroctO?",~"J 
s~,nt h:Lm' tothebcsp~ta1. He died there a{d they ~-'-' 
d~d not even 1~t me know that he had died. ~ went 
to see him and the nurse said that he wasat~ tbe 
un.dertaker's •. ' I rushe~ to ~h,e undert.aker,s'\and 
foUnd that. they·had carr~ed hl.m to, Sommers ))and . 
buried him. Will you 'please look' after ioy .::ase 

'forme? .(20). , . '. . . f ' 
. , '/ 

Thi:<;; may be. the salle case referred to by ,6th Philippa 

Allen a!,d the .orke, Gecrqe Robison. : They tOll of a .anoho 

died duri.ng the, night shi~t at about .4a.m.: At (b the End of 

the shift a Cdtwor~~r went to inform the dead man'~ wite. 
1\ ',; • 

She had, to :travel an hour to get to the undertaker's. 

Before she arrived at. 7am with bq'~ial clothes, her hUstand 

had already been buried, ,wit,hout being washed •. other 

evidence that this wa,s, the usual way of dealing with the 

dead at Gauley Bridge emerged in court, and in letters 
-------------------------
19. , J'ames Mason, .H~!lrihg.§; 
20. Letter to Senator Rush 
Evans, read by Senator Belt 

p. 144 •. 
De W 'H.olt from Mrs. 
in Hearings, r~~24. 
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written t,o senator Holt from,C. C.'Log1lfood, Joe Martin, and 

other, tunnel workers. A miner was buried as quickly as 

possible after he died, with no effort to notify the 

relatives. ,'lhegra ves were unmarked, and later, when asked 

to produce his records in court, the undertaker stated that 
21 

they were no longer ~vailable •. ,They "hail been d~stroyed.1l . 

Despite its knowledge ,of the gangers to, workers, 

Rinehart & Dennis probat:ly ,did not anticipate' having to 

answer, for and /lgal with their deaths.' The company had 

allegedly recruited workers;~ifrom distant counties and states 
\) 

so that when the job was finished the~ sick me~ would be 
" ' ,"''1, 

scattereii allover the eastern section of the U1i':ttedStates. 

Since ,silicosis usually takes years of exposure "and 

addition~], months or years of~'~ inCUbation to develop, 

Rinehart & Dennis may have assumed that the deaths of the 
(.6 

sqattere.d miners would not be cp~.nected with the Hawk'sNest 

tunnel. 

Representative Dunn of Pennsylvania pOinted out during 

the hearings that the contractors hail been medically advised 

that it would take;· at least two Jears' before symftoms of 
"/~ 

silicosis would ,become a p\aren t. They hoped the project 

w.:>uld not t,ake that long, he said, and that the men would be 

-------------------------
21. Philippa Allen, recalling testimo.ny at Fayette couty 
court trials, ~~inqs, pp. 20-21~ 
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'dispersed before the disease appeared. Dunn' said that 

Rinehart & Dennis had 

obtained f,ull information as, to the probable 
effect of the course they had in mind and Which 
they followed., and they knew that if they 
compLeted the tunnel within two years 'they could 
get out of the state and nothing could be done to 
them by way,of litigation; but the men contracted 
the disease befor e the end of .two years., (22) 

In fact" the working cor.ditions at Gauley Bridge were so bad 

that men began to get sicle within a matter of months~ 

Rineha,r'i;.>& Dennis l!Ioved quickly to. fire the diseased men and 

to force. them to. leave the area. Construction of the tunnel 
23 

was accelerated. 
r/ '. 

As George ,Robi.son put it, "The boss was always telling 

us to hurry, hur~y, hurry.... When the rocks were in danger 

of falling at any tim.e the 'foreman kept telling us that 

ev.erything was all right and that we should keep right on." 

Philippa A1I€n described the concerns of Rinehart & Dennis: 

":Che . tunnel must, be finished quick, quick, quick--we want ' 
'. -------------------------

22. Representative Matthew A. Dunn, .!!~iUin!lll' p. 168. 
23.' In December 1935,., the International Juridical 
Association reported that the federal Power Commissio:d 
threatened a court act ion against Rinehart & Dennis l:ecause 
tbe power project would interfere with intersta~e co~meL~e 
(!!~5!.rin9.'§, pp.: 117-120). In trying to finish the project 
before court action was taken against them, Rinehart & 
De.nnis had another rea.sonfor promoting rapid construction 
work on the tunnel. ,The increased urgency of the Hawk's 
N~st project due to this could h~ve been an additional 
fhctor i.n the company's disregard £or time-consuming .safety 
precautions. (See Chapter Three below.) 
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our profits, prof~ts, was all that interested the 
·il 

company." 

Senator Holt. quoted a statement he ~ad received from a man 

who .worked at.Gauley Bridge as a foreman •. Writing under the 

caption of "li(;hey Versus Human Life.l".the man wrote bitterly 

at one point: "The only thing ; Rinehart & Dennis Company. 

could see was money, .and they did not g~ve a damn vhose life 

they took or what ~~se they took. 
24 -

Money, money, money was 

all they waDt~d. tt 

The silicosis expert Dr. L. R":l Harless agreed that the 

company knew full wel.1 the harm they were ,tnflicting on tbe 

He told William .; miners. J. Finke, a merchant doing some 
.1)' 

reporting for. t he !!~ople '2 .~§§, that;'.' fi,ve years before 

the tunnel project was started,. ·he had attended a New Yerk 

City conference of mo-rethan five hundred. engineers and 

. t d w\."th R1'nehart & doctors", all aSSOC:1.a e ... Dennis I parent 

company, the Union Carbide Company (later the Union Car.biee 

and Carbon Company). At t.he,time, Harless was serving as 

the Rinehart & Dennis company doctor. 

explicitly discussed at the conference. 

Silicosis was 

Dr. Emery R. 

Hayhurst, the occupational disease specialist. ,whO bad worked 

for the Ohio .state DepaJ:tment of Health, the United States 
.4-

Public Hei.(J.th Service, the United States Bureau of Mines, 
/1 
I i ~ -------,._- ------

211. George Robison, Philippa Allen, and Senator Rush Dew 
Holt, !i~J!£ing§,' pp. 6~, S, 122. 
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and the Uri ted States Bureau of Standards., spoke on the 

disease. 

easily 

He classified silicosis as being' "one of the most 
25 

qia,gnosed occu pa tiona 1 diseases. " As , Finke 

insisted, "every engineer and doctor at that conference 'must 

have been. familiar. with silicosis •. Ha~i'ng very fJ:obahly 

leai-ned about the disease in the training courses required 

for their ~egrees,. t.heir minds would have been refreshed at 

the conference. 

·The .. evidence certainly seems to suggest that the. 

regular Rinehart & Dennjs doctors deliberately deceived the 

employeeso Even if the doctors did believe at first that 

the Il\en- were dying of pneumonia OJ: tuberculosis, it should 

have becom.e obvious very guickly that o~ly those who , worked 

in the tunnel were. dying, .and the earlier diagnoses.should 

have been discarded. 

Let-the Ch~rles.~oDes family .stand fO·.r . hundreds of 
26 

others. In the 1936 hearings, Mr •. and Mrs. Charles Jones 
[.' 

testified tlJat the ma~' who took an X-ray of their sick son 

Shirley, who. did an autopsy on him when he died,. and who 

finally diagnosed the disease as-silicosis was the'same Dr. () .. 
------------~~ 

II 25 •. Dro ,,Emery R.Hayh.urst, Fayette County court testimony 
11 . during the 1933 trial of Rinehart Ci& Dennis e~ploye~, Raymond 

I I, IJJohnson; transcript. of Eayhurst'scourt test~mony :1.5 entered 
I in full in uea.r_in_g§, pp. 83-102 •. I! 26. i'he t~edy of the Jon7s family w;)s described .by Mr. 

f j! and Mrs •. Charl.es Jone~ in l!~srl.ngs, pp. 31'-48. 
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I" U 

Harl:gsswho had; .left' the "Rinehart, & Dennis Company to do 

!?rd:vate " me.dicalwprk in Char~estono Shirley Jones, age 17 
... 

when he began worki'ng, .'Was the youngest of the three sons of 

Ch~rles Jones. Befo,re the tunnel was started, Charles' and 

thei:) ,tw.o" olde]; ';sons, Cw(~:m (age 21) and Cecil (age 23) had 

wor1l:ed on' aildo~;ff in tpE1 west Virginia mines. They had been 

. t ddt t' he Ha'w"" 's Nest tunnel through afregueIit l.n ro uee 0, ,A. .' 

visit-o.r in the ; house, a foreman of the. New-Kanawha Power 
-' 1-

Company. ,Soon a:U fOUl: of "the men in the Jones :family were 

worKing 'in . the ':tunnel •. 
(, C The sediment left in the tub a:fter 

'- .\ ( ! 

MI:=';,. Jones washed outHher family's clo·thing unsettled her 

mind •.. Made her unea~y. 
, c)- 0 

"Rhen the boys would come home,".c. 

she sa:id,;,Hthey wmfld be all covered 
C; 

,with '~this dust. It 

w()ul.d be in their . hair, in their eyes, and in their 
(; 

clothes. I! 
o 

AftEg"'Shirley had obeen working 

eighteen months, said Mrs" Jones, 
",' 0 

in the tunnel 

he came home, o~e evening with a shortness of 
o cbreath. He said,"Mother1. Io canDot get my breat~.11 
.. I told him, "Son, I believe that dust is, har~1ll.ng 
. .' you." I kept him at home after that for a whl.le, 

and then his tunnel foreman came and asked why the 
boy was not at work. His name was ~r. Anders, a~cl 
I told him that I thought the tunnel dust was 

G ,Jeilling them. He said, "No; that is .just.a 
foofish idea of yours. I h'3ve been workl.ng ~n 

o tunnelsfol::. thirty ""Years. £t lIil1 not hurt them." 

for 

" Mrs. '~ones too.khe~. sons to see the now pl:ivate 

physician H~rless. He tcoki-rais of their lungs aTJdbegan 
(-' 
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to take an interest in th~ cases. Shirl-ey died three lIeeks 

later, on 

silicosis. 

June 18, 
(((i¥((o':."" 
"'riefore he died, the 

autopsy verified the 

boy said to his Iloth er, 

"When I die I want yo~ to. have them open me up and. see if 

that dust killed m.e. Try to get compensation, because you 

will. not have any 'Way .0£ making your living when we are 

gone, and the rest· of them are going too.... Shirley was 

right. 'His two brethers died, within thirteen months of 

Shirley's death; Gecil on September 25,1932, and Owen on 

October 27, 1933 •. Mrs •. Jones' brother, Raymond Johnson, 

followed thirteen. months later, i.n November of 1934. Mrs. 

Jones testified: "Tll,eY call it pneumenia. at first. They 
." iJ 

didn It a.9!:ee it was silicosis until my boy died. They would 
if 

pronounce it fever ana that woula be all. 'there would be to. 

it. They weuld then b,ury the men and forget :kt." 

Due to his ill.ness, Charles .lODes himself had left the 
.• !;. 

Hawk's Nest tunnel before the completion of the project. He 

had survived, but he vas too weak to do much with his life 

after Gauley Bridge. In Washington in 1936, he. described 

his 5i tuatien: 

The only work I could de after I left the 
tunnel--that was only a bit--was pickin' bony at 
the tipple, at the coal mine. And that's the 
easiest work they is,boyJ s work. I hed to give 
that up. Now I cain't hardly lug a bucket o£ 
water and that not fur. .I cain't hardly '0 git up 
on a' chair and haul window blinds. .I give mysel£ 
ahout a year. I kncw I'm goin' •• I'm not fo01in' 

69-943 0 - 81 ~ 52 
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myself. But there's no Use crYin' 'bout that new, 
is they'? (27) 

At the hearings CongresslJ,\n ~arcantonio, whp 

39 

had 

initiated .the 1936 ,inv.estigatioD, a,sked Mrs. Jones, "Dc you 

know how many persons died as a result of working in that 

tunnel?" She answe,re.d r "I ca~t· say exactly.... 'Reports rr· . 
kept conting in/every ,day about i(men working in the tunnel 

~" 
dying.. Every day, <sollebody diea. l!any colored men died." 

The drill mechanic Hira!ll Skaggs was asked the same guestion. 

His answer was: liT ha t is something I co uld not say 

accurately. From reports that one hears and his own 

observe.tion of the .,!'hole thi.ng, from beginning to end, it 

seems that there must have been nearly 1,000 deaths." An 

International Juridical Association article reported that 

"472 workers on 'the tunnel are known to have di~d from 

silicosis and hundreds more are ~oemed." Employee attorney 

James Mason said that. it was hard to estimate, but that the 

number 'of dead was alr~ady (in 1936) prohably around five or 
28 

si x hundred. 

Gilbert Love, a Pennsylvania reporter, was sent to 

investigate the Hawk's Nest story hy the Pi~tshY~gh ~2 , 

27. Charles. Jones", quoted in "EJ(citement in Congress," 
I~Ul!!2t:£ial .tl.§fuin~'5 (Febru.ary 1936): 93. 
28. Mrs. Chal:les Jones, Hiram,~. Skaggs,}! International 
Juridical Association, James Mason, ;tn ~ring.§, pp. 39, 49, 
118, 142. 
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everywhere he went in Gauley ~ridge tne ,men had silicosis. 

The' reperter had tried to find out how many had, died of the 

disease, but, he said, 

,"'\\ 

,.~:t,bere. were. no auth.entic records that :t could find. 
I went to the State capitol where I visited tbe. 
bureau of. liIines, the h~reau. of health the 
compensation commission, and various ' other 
d7partments of :the State government that I thought. 
m1ght :be expected to have such records, ~ut none 
of them had it., (29) , 

Even the Sta,te Department of Uealtb did not have 
records whi h . d" t-- d h c J.n 1c:a e ow many Eawk's Rest tl'(nnel workers 

';had died-4 "and the death records tended to list silicosis as 

"pneuhrouia" anyway_ 
" .'( Since many of the workers had left the 

area, LO',ve said, it was useless to try to determine the 

exact nUmber ofde.a ths •. Love spent much of his time in Hest 

Virginia tal-king with Dr. llarless. According to Love, 

Harless had believed that the cond';t';ons" th ...... 1n e, lower tun.nel 

at Gauley llridge were so bad that virtually .everyone who 

worked in" that area, .even for a v r h t t" .e ys or '. 1!;Ue, would get 

silicosis. and die o'f it.' Harless had said men began 
dyiri'g 

':'7 ' 
silicos,i,s in 1931 ~ th t , em..... a approxima~ely sevent,Y of 

died 0-£ it that winter. The doctor; whom Love referred to 

as "a consc,ie. nt'; ous man if h d Id i ... , a to h m that the situation 

was ver y ser ious" 
-------_. ---------
29. Gilbert Love, Hea~iDE§, p. 78. 
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According to William ~inke, who also spent some time 

talking to Harless a fe ti yeaz;s before the investigation, the 

doctor had three lists of names. On one of the lists, which 

Finke claimed he actually saw, were the names of 307 men who 

had died of silicosis. The second list contained the names 
~ 

of 250 men who .badsilicosis, but who had not yet died of 

tb.e disease. The thi~d listed the names of .20U additional 

men, many of whom had alI:eady left the a't'ea after developing 

the symptoms of silicosis. 

Love mentioned that at first Barless had been reluctant 

to discuss the affair. According to Love, Harless explained 

that "he had been ~ubjected~to so much puhlicity on that 

account that he did not like to talk abo.at the matter. It 

appeared that the doctor thought he had .been involved in too 
)~.A\ u 

many of those court cases." Harless had, '/~lie'lf9~er, finally 

opened -up to Love. Having worked with union Carbide and 

Carbon' Company for seventeen years, and having seve:red 

relations. with the company on the "friendliest of terms" so 

that he could spend mc!:e time in his private practice, 

Harless had expressed regret about testifying against the 

company in the court cases. But, Harless had added, be felt 

it was "his duty to his' pa tie nts and to the science of 

medicine to state what he had fou nd by his examination. 1I 

Yet when called to appear ~efore ~he congressiO~~l 
\ 

t 
I 
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subcommittee hea:rings, DI:. Harless J"o~n·ed Dr. H h ... ay urst--the 

other key member of the June 1933 court-appointed board to 

examine the alleged victims--in refusing to .. attend. 

Hayhurst, " one of the greatest authorities on silicosis in 

the Nation,"wired from Columbus, Ohio: "Telegram received 

re House Resolution q49. what provision has tha committee 
30 

to bear Expenses of witnesses apd per diem fees?" Hayhurst 

never did. appear before the 'committee, although recor!is of 

his earlier court appearances concern~ng the ... Gauley Bridge 

affair were entered int th o e records of the congr essional 

hearings. 

Haries$, the doctor who had been \ so concerned about 

silicosis at G ul B" d a ey l:~ ge a few years befor,e, an"§'I:Iered by 

telegram that he was "unable to appear" at the b ~; su commJ.ttee 

hearings. He explained more fully in a letter that his 

( inability-to be present was due to the ilJ,pess of 
(I 31 

wife his 

I ~I 
f! 
I 

~
tl.-\ (; 
!,.t;;::'_ 

. : ~ 
.' 

~ I· 
II~ 

I 

and his "urgent professionaLduties.tt After stating' i:n the 

letter that .the press and the subcomndttee had grossly 

exaggerated the true conditions, Harless pointed out that 

when he exall1J."ned 200 £ th k a e wo:r ers who claimed health 

impairment resulting fron their euployment at Gauley Bridge, 
- .. -.001!---
30. Telegram 
CQ n gressional 
31. Letter 
congressional 

----"!"9----
from DJ:. 

committee, 
from Dr. 
committee, 

E me:ry R. Hayhurst 
]~ring§, p. 35. 

Leonidas . R. Harless 
Jj~stln.9§,p.80. 
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("", 
he fOUIl;d. II, very little if any impairment of their :health'J 

which ,he could "attribute to their wor,lt in the tunnel." 

iln the "'same letter Harless also defended Rinehart & 

Dennis; by criticizing 'the vor,kers' suits for damages, on the 

grounds tl:la't he himself had 'warned "many of them of the dust 

hazard and, advise'd tlle'm that 
() 

continue~ woit unde~ these 
Q 

conditions would result in J~me serious lung damage." If, 

as he c1aimed earlier in irhe letter, the work in the tunnel 
(; 

had not contributed. significa~hlY to h~althJ impairment of 

work~rs, it seems .od~_thal~ he· ~hould have given such 

strongly~~orded varnin~s~~th' men. 

In this let.ter Harless reversEd his earlier ~tand, 

which. was sympathetic to the miner-so Y'!e even ,expressed the 

belief ·that many of \;.11'9 ')en "toolc advantage of'this 

si·tuation and made ou~ of it nothing less than a racket." 

"Love commented on Dr Q Harless' claim that the story was 
,'I 

(,:;,ov e,rbl own: . 

I ,would say that ,Dr. Harless has.probably become 
very self-conscious about til1s Illatter" a _ •• 

Possibly he v haa been thrust 'into the 1~meli9ht 
attaching to. this matter so llruc~ that he 1.S more· 
'conservative') now 'than when the lIIdtter was simply 
something of local interest. (32) 

~ , 

William Pinke was much more critical, of Harless. 

Recalling that 'l!arless "seemea very willing to give me 

-------------------------
32. Gilbect Love, ~aring2. p. 82. 
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"not understand his 

Of Dr •. Harl.ess·s letter, Finke said: Itr 
think it is ridiculpus. 

I can, though,. see why he has 

written a letter of that kind •. He wil·l not cOlRehere to 

this committee without ccmpulsion 1 am sure."· At this pOint 

in ,the hearings Representative, Randolph asked, liDo you think 

that the tunnel. contractors, Rinehart & 'DenniS, have been 

there to see the doctor:" Finke answered, nYes; there were 

many of the representatives of Rinehart & Dennis there 

before I arrived. They left only a da~~~~fore ve got, 

there.'" "Perhaps somebody put pressure on'the doctor
q Vl 

Ranaolph .suggested. Fin~e replied, If I have no doubt about' 

that.'; , 

Th'ere is no evidence to prove that .Finke' s judgment was 

correct or incorrectD Since the Einehart & Dennis Company 

refused to testify at the congressional hearings. ~e cannot 

know lith ce:t'tainty that Dr .. Harless act.'u1ill y did lel:lV'e :the 

company on friendl.y terms. ,But Harless' ea'rlier testimony 

in the court trials certainl" does' prov'd . £ . 
.L '. 2. e Q,r.l.ma ..s~ 

evidence that he had now (in 1936) yielded to some sort ot 

pressure from Rinehart & Denniso 

-----------,--------~--
33. W ill.iam Finke, l!.~aring§., pp. 115-116. 
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n 
III. CONSTRUC'IION AND WORKING CONDITIONS 

:..:!- '.: ~ 

early twenti€th 
(" 

, -> century studies in the mines 

prov~ded insight not only into silicosis ~£ 2~ but: also 
t 

intQ ways to prevent the outbreak of the disease. In an 
I 

att;,empt to determ.ine the degree of negligence on the part of j 

I 

thd' Rinehart G. Dennis ,Company,. these preventive measures!. 

weJ!e diSCUSSe~ in 1936 d uring ~he congressio nal hearings on ' 
, 

i the' Gau3.ey Br idge tra'gedy. 
\ 

"hen asked by congressman 

Ma~;cantoniO at the hea;rings hoW long. methods of preventing 

Sil\icosi~had been known, the Bureau of Mines chemist 

William Yant pointed to the in."estigat~on of the J(jplin 
. \ 

min~\s in 19140 '!hat study' .. and the other. Bureau of .Mines ~ , 

repcS\:rts of the 19105, described the fOUl; envi:.:onmental 

factrr~ ~ich contributed to the level of silicosis in the 

miner the concentrationo£ the dust, the content of the 

dust1\the si",ze oftli-e particles, and tbe length of [xposure. 

L~ngt~y exposure to a dcsty mine with more than £iv~ million 

of 
parti\p1es; per cubic feot and a hj.gh percentage 

in that dust, 
, 

ultra~~icroscOP:iC particles of free \~:~ca 

creat~ls a significant ha:zard Q.f silicosis. 

~herefore; as the Eureau of Mines pointed out in 

the I,. 

Joplin reports" of 1911f 
,t1:.'-:? 

and 1915, the goals of any mining 

health program should he to prevent the formation of dUst 

c 
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I 1 through the use of wet operating procedures, to effectively 

! ventilatE! the mine and l:eIDOVe the dust, and to provide the 

miners with respiratcrs .~,ndother personal protection 

devices •. In addition, the publication recommended, the 

company should provide close medical superviSion and 

I " . 
!'i\perJ.odJ.C physicaL examinations of the' mi'Mrs, a~'!.3cthe dust 

II ~)eV~lsshO~ld be carefully and freguently checked by company 

engJ.neers. D 

! 
I 
-. 

O'Silicos2.s," Yant said at the' hearings on Gauley 

Bridge, haas quite, prevalent before 

precautionary measures oin tunnel and 

we 

mine 

started using 
2· , 

operations" el 

4 Unfortunatel V,' although the preve t' 

II obviOus ~. t:" goyehment health 'and n :::1n:o

a

:::::1.::

e

,,:: 

"I.~»1 ~arl,y as the 1920s~, eilicosis continued to be' a prevalent 

11.-,. fr' disease becausetlle m1i;ning companies did not readily accept 

I
! the goveI:nment ' s safety recommendationso. The failure of the 

I H companies to use the available expertise of the public 

Ilj ,1 agencies in the area of engineering q as in the area of 

Ii medicineD can be attril:uted partly to industry's fear that 

II any inf" .. a tion obtained thra ugh outside invest.igat ion could 

I be used against the com[:any in damage suits lly employees. 

I ~~~~~ ~~=~o~~2f:":as ...:idespread is sUggested by • booklet 
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of the .National ASlsoci<iriion of Manufact.urers, whicb fJl t the 
'. ,I \ 

I , 

need to emphasiz~ that some stat~~$ gUcu::,anteE t.hat 
{ .< \. 

:::0:::::0:£ g:t:::::D:::::,:c::::~~n Plan\ ~e.oi be used in 

As Bernhard Stern noted in .his ~diCi~. ill lDg!!.§!ll. 

(1946), the !l.~or working relationship betw~en employers and 
\ 

g:>vernment scientists produced "a wide d,~sparity between 

availablE scientific knowledge and its J\PPli~ati'o'n in 
industry to the ~letriment of 'the workers' \peal th.,,4 The 

\ 

employers freguently did not take advantage ~f \~he knowledge 
. " 

• f~ , an}</~PErience of the .national and state agencies. Many 
~ (('.-~ , 

'{~remained ignora!lt of dangerous working situatio.ns, because 
1)/:' ' 

J" th~y ignored 
o 

,or9.ave only minimal attention to the reports 

And because they usually did not allpw 

the healJh agencies to examine their p.1ants or mi1lEs, t,be 

employers were less like~N 
(i 

become knowledgeable about tQ 

necessary safEl1:,y .precautions. 

"This gap between industry alfd the governmental agencies 

and ~cientists was widespreado Yet the existence of the gap 

does not itself explain why many employers did net concern 

-------------"---,------ ;', 

3. Naticnal Association Of Manufacturers, Committee qn 
Healthful Working Conditions, Who's (Ioo Small for A Health 
R£Qg,I;:~m?, guoted in Stern, !!2gicj.ne ·inliid!!2!t~-p. -123':----
4. Stern discusses· the pOOl: relationship . between 
ina ustrialists and gc;>vernmental agencies on pp. 121-128 of 
his' chapter on "Preventiv~ ~ervi~es, It in ll~~~ in, 
Ingy§S:y. '. 
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themselves with. the welfa~e of their employees. Inau~trial 

apa'thy towards preventive measures and safety was common. 

Stern wrote that one could ascribe this 'Ito the traditional 

indifference " of., . management to the ~roblems of the 

conservation ·of h.u.man ~esources and to the fact tbat'''', 

expenses incurred do ,not yield immediate blit only long-range 

financial returns •. '! On,e can .even question whether there are 

long term finanq,i.al. returns. Until the rise of union 

organizations, . employers haa very little incentive to 

protect their wOIkers. Employe.r apathy towa1;u "human 
::.. 

resources'" fr.aqueIit.ly had deadly manifestations. This was, 

unfO:t:bunately, . th,e case with Rinehar~:::':~~-De!iHl"'is ""at Gauley 
4 t \~"-' 

Bridge, Rest Virginia. 

. The working proced utes in the llawk's Nest tunnel were 

ba,sically the same as that of other mi(~es. There were ;fcu~ 
llheadi-ngstJ in the tunnel prqject. 

" the 
. " 

base.of the mountain. into 

Heading no.. 1 was cut 

;0:' '4 ~tarted down to meet 

the first beading from a point six miles up the river, at 

Hawk's Nest. At the midpoint of the three-mile tunnel pat~ 

were headings 'no. ,2 and no. 3. One of 
\t~) 

these 'c;limed toward 

nC) • 1, th,e O~;b'er toward no. 4. It was as if two separate 

ttl nnels were being buil t. 

There were three wCJ:ldng benches, or ledges,. at each 

heading of the t.unnel. One group of workers, pushing ahead 

o 

o 

'< 

I 0 , 
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of the other two groups" took care of the top part of the 

tunnel. A d O r follo .... ed at an intermediate level'e secon gr u" " " 

and the third completed the workoD ea,chtu'nnel section at 

the f~oor level. Drillers used the steel points brought to 
" 

them by, "ch uckers"or "nippers" to bo~e several" feet into 

the benches of stone, making holeS in ~hich to place 

dynamite. After the explosion, electricians would string up J 

.. 1 
lights along the newly-c);ened section. tlMqckers" followed 

out ·the rock and load it onto dinkey cars. them to clear 

The broken stone in the dinkeys was unloc;.ded directly into 
v 

. ue"'e' sitHng on the tracks read Y ,to transport, gondolas,. ~hich ...... 

the rock to an electrometal~urgical plant in Alloy, west 

Th"oughout ,the working process,· '.'walking bosses" Virginia. G ... 

wandered among the various crews to supervise. 

This basic d sounds normal, and the company proce u;!:e 

contract promised thatsclid precautio.nary measure,s were to 

be used. cn. ventilation, the contract said (as Fqr example. 

read during the congressl.ona _ " 1 ;n·vest.iga.tion .by social,,:'worker 

Philippa Allen): 

The contractor shall keep the ,tunnel!;air in a 
condition suitable for the health of th: men, ahnd: 

enough for the surveying operat~onsof t e' cle~r All rossible. precautions shall te 
eng~neers. r " I" 'th" such 
t ken to keep d tst from drl.l 1.ng W1: ~n '. 
l1mits as will not be injurious to health_. A 
sufficient supply of, fresh ·air shall be pronded 
t~ 11' t:imes in all places underground and 

~rov~sions shall be made for the quiFk.rerooval ~~ 
. and dusts generated by blastl.ng or ~ gases 

o 

n 
u 

1
1 
I 
I 
I 
! 
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dust-producing fa rillS?] if any· be i nstc;llied in 
the tunnel. Ventilating piants

l 
of ample 

capacity, shall be jnstalled and uS~d ••• while ~rk 
is going on in the tunnel. (5) 

50 

These and other provisions in the company ~ontract promised 

safe working conditions 'for the miners. 
According to 

articles X and XX of t'he contracting company's contract with 

the' power company, R ine,hci'i:l & Dennis 

maintaining safe working C~ditions. 
)\ 

'I 

was .responsible for 

"The contractpr," said 

the contract, "shall take all responsiblity <;>f the work, and 
D 

take 
..,'F all precautionsfoi: preventing injuries to pepsons and 

property in or about work." 
Perhaps other ~est' Virginia. 

companies failed toe P':A:ov.ide safe Working conditions due to 

iq norance of state health recommendations. However,.it seems' 

that with regard to the engineering aspects of the G~uley 

Bridge project, the errployers are to blame more for apathy 

and callousness than for ignorance. From the contract at 

~east, it appears that Binehart & Dennis knew what kinds of 
,:, 

conditions they shOUld ha ve provided; the y simply chose not 

to provide tbem.~,. 

Even aside from the problem o~dust in the mine, the 

air was not fresh. Especially on hot, hUmid summer day~ the 

men would faint from working hard in the "torpid
l 

~ad,ell,ed 
--~------------------------
5'. Contract between the NeW-Kanawha Power CQmpany and the 
Rinehart & Dennis Company, read by Philippa Allen, Heqr-i!!.9.§, p. 13. f 
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ail:}' inside 
~J 

the tun~~l., ~. PeJ:haps not much could have been 

donea.bout this problem, but it was exacerbated by the fumes 

olthe gasoline motors ~sed underground. Worker Charles 

Jones.- complained of feeling sleepy and drowsy while in the 

tunnel, but be ,risked being( fired if he sat down.. T.he 
'\) 

- \ . " 

lbr.~er-en~ineer Arthtrr Fey ton said that men often had to be 

cirried cut of' the tunn e-l. "One night, If he said~ "I saw 
.~ ", c 

twenty-eight. men ,carried out from heading no. ,1 on account 
~ 6-

of)carb·~.D monoxide;~ poiscning~/' Be believed the company 

sh~uld have!:;~ed bat;ter y motors instead of gasoline engines, 

but the .former were slower. The foremen were not willing to 

use' isIow~r .methods, explalned 'Peyton, because there was a 
) , 

race among the four headings to' see which could get through 
)', ..' , ". ~, 

t.he most yardage in a week. The foremen would push the lien 

to (f;bv~';\ a; quI~klY a~ possible to win that contest. 
. ~. ""',/c':' -', "'J .-

li0t- orilywere the fumes·unsafe in! themselves, but they 

arJ~ ~a t~e :'eifect of increasing oQer dangers. A s the 

. occu,patipD'al 'dis~ase expert. Dr. Emery Hayhurst pointed out 

"in'" court, if the air contains a significant amount of 

po isono us' g8,S "Which displaces so me of the atmospheIic 

to breathe more deeply tc get a 

;, Sll.f:;~lc~ent, amount: 'of oxygen. I' This kind of breathing 

nat'urally increases tie inspiration of dust and therefore 
-f n ~ - ,'- - '- " , 

~~~-~~-~~--~-
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increases the dangers of a given concentration of free 

silica in the mine air. . The gasoline fumes, then, 

ex acerba ted an already seriously hazardo us dust level. 

That the dust level vas patently dangerous can te 

ascertained :from th~ testimony of the workers. The Vanette 
ij 

lay preacher, "Deacon" Jene::, who drilled in the tunnel for 

three months, said that he could not stand the'p~essure on 

his lungs due to the. thick dust. Cbarles Jones and Arthur 

Peyton agreed at the congressional hearings that it lias very 

.hard to breatbe fn. the cloudy tunnel and that they vel: 

unable to SEe ten feet ahead of them because of the 
fJ 

milk-cQ;t~red dust. wit h light bulbs every twel.ve to fifteen 

feet, tbe tunnel should have been bright •. Yet the dinkeys 

ran into miners and other ca,rs on the'track, and' chuckers.or 
',1 

nippers could not see the signals of drillers whO, sought 

more ,iJ_teel. drilling tips. 

recallf,tijDr. ·Harless· saying that although he had been told It I . 
j
1 by ,Rinehart ~ Dennis that the company vas ~sin~ 'proper 

I '-Clust-reducin9 methods. (e.g., wet drilling), he had reali2ed 

fi tile statement. to be a, lie w;hen the lIin~rs came to.Bim with 

II' dost all over their clothes, eyebrow., a~,d hair. :E~en the 

I
! drinking water had a layer of dust ove~ it. r,/ flAs dar' as I 

~I am," the black driller George :RobiS?D testified, if,a. white 

o 1l co-worker had cOllie out cf the tunnel with him, "nobody could 
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7 
have told whichjwas the white man.M~ 

r; 

At,,~,".,th.e cc~gressional hearings of 1936, the chemist 

william tant i,expiressed his opinion that the two simplest 

observations of the rriners were probably efiough to make a . 

'judg~ent. If 1) the mine was so dusty that the men could not, 

see ten feet in front of them, and 2) they came out all white '" 

with dust, then the cloudiness in the tunnel r~sulted from 

silica aust, not fog' from the drill, ijl.nd the concentration 

was high enough to .produce silicosis within the time claimed 
8 

I by the men. . I 
working I ,The men found it difficult to adapt to the 

conditions •. Drill mechanic Hiram Skaggs, for e'Xample, I 

declared that"t he first day I went to work there I did n~t ! 
I think I could remain,." Eis reas::::ms: 

The "='d~st was so thick that one could not identify 
anybody he met'when the man vas onl¥}~ f7w feet· 
f'rc'im him. Then there was a ·tErr~f~c no~se, the 

,da1~/;Jer o~ falling rcc;k, explosions as a result ,of 
dS~~;~l9-te that was tung touched off. It puts f~ar 
int,~' \~ a man .and. he at once came to the conclus~o~l 
tha{~)he could n~t st!lY around there. (9) , 

The unsafeblast.ing procedures 'constantly t,hreatened tbe 

lives of the workers. Men' were frequently killed' by , . 
una.nlfd1unced m;i..nor blasts during the working shift. 

, 
George 
,J 

7 •. GeOrge Robison, Heari¥g~, p. 67. 
8. william F. Yant, ~!~g2' p. 1~6. 
9. Hiram Skaggs, !!ea£.~n9s, p. 50. 
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Robison, for example, remembered one time when he ·and a 

friend were drilling side by side with two other workers. 

Falling rocks killed the two men, leaving Robison and his 
10 a 

friend unhurt. 

Protably more dangerous to the' li'ves of the min€t's than 

the falling rocks was __ ~he 
\,,/1 • 

exceptionally and slower thick 
~-~ 

killing dust which .filled the air after each dynamite bl~t. 

west Virginia law prohibited wbxkers from re-entering a mine 
~ 

within thirty minutes of blasting, a rather minimal 

requirement. At 'first the foremen at Gauley Bridge did wait 

a half-hour after a blasting befox:e sen~ing the men back 

into. the tu@el, but as the project was accelerate~, the 
\l 

waiting period was decreased~ I 
II 
j( inutes was not enoug' h time, for the dust to settle, and the 

Ii :en_-resisted re-entering the tunnel until they ve~e tore.d. 

I} ,,,If the blast occurred ,during a',:shift.r foremen J~odded the 

For this tunnel, at least, original thirty even 

tunnel llorkers back in with essentially no break, "Deacon" 
, 11 

Jones recalled bitcterly- "I couldn1 t stand it," he said. 

Charles Jones explained that the day crew wOlJ1ld "shoot" 
II .. 

(blast) as they came out of the tunnel at the end of the 
() 

shift. The night crew, his crew, would ilDmediatelyenter 

10. Geol:vge"Robison, !!~mg2' po 66. '. , 
11. "Dei{con" Jones, quoted by Philippa Allen (as remembered 
from per~,onal conversaticn), in l!~.5ll:ings, p. 18. 
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the tunnel to. begin wo:rk. The air at; that time, Jones said, 

"was as full of smoke as it, could be. I ran right up upon 

the shovel and putted my head agaillst i.t, simply because I 
'. 12 

could not see it for the smoke and dust." 

~he company made no more than a token etfort to remove 

the dust from the ~unnel. Rinehart 6 Den~~s installed only f 

a twenty-four inch .canvas ventilation tube and an eighteen 

inch fan. Social worker Philippa Allen told the 

congressional subcommittee that all the workers jUdg~d ~he .~: 

ventilation system to be "totally inadequate,n and she added 

that the occupational disease specialist Dr •. Hayhurst had \ 

agreed with .. them •. 1I,llen recalled: 

The men tell hOlf they would go to the mouth of the 
tube, as they! call it, to get a breath of fresh 
air •••• There they woulag~t the eff~ct of the 
feeble flow of aiI coming into th~ tunnel; back a 
few' .feet it was lost in the clouds of silica· 

q 
I" 

'If f 
'\ 

1 \ 

\ t 
dust. (13) I, 

At the court trials no one denied that the 
< 1 

ventilation rI 
J ~ 

tube was full of hole~, making. the ventilation system even 

less efficient than its smp l1 size would ordinarily allow. 

Allen compared its size to that of the ventilation system ,of 

another contractor, W. C. Boxley. In his tunnel, which was 

hdlf the si2e of the Hawk's Nest tunnel, he had onli twenty 

----------~--------,------
12. Charles .Jones, ~Eing2' p. 43. 

\f 
~ 

13. Philippa Allen, :recalling Fayette court testimony, in I 
ti~~t:i~~§, p. 20 .. 
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men, compared. to~eVeral times that number in the Hawk's 

Nest tunnel~\ Yet ~e used a twenty-four inch ventilation 
d,." 

tube with a ,~~wenty-fou:r inch fan. Even this might nQt have 

been adequate. Dr. Hayhurst testified at th~\· 1933 court 
'J' , 

trials tbat the uusual standard" of ventll.ationl.n,'"1l~nes was 

100 cubic feet, of fres hair fJ:om outside the tunnel per man 

par minute., .If there we:re large quantities of. dust, as in 

the case of the Hawk's Nest tunnel, even 200 cubic feet was 

i~sufficient. In addcition, Hay;lturst said, theall:eged air 

velocity in ,the tunnel, at only six .feetper minute, was not 
14 

sufficient for the sixty to seventy men in each area. 

, COli"cernin;J the undersized fan, Arthur Peyton said :that 

mining'2' ·'f.ans of the day were ursually much larger, driving an 
15 

ai.r current which was a~proximatelf th,e size o~ the mi.ne •. 

Rather than ctllolofing the dust to enter the air and then 

US:Lng a ventilation system to .rem~ve it/ it would have .been 

better to prevent its formation in the fir::;t place. The 

basic "too,lIl used to keep down the levels of dust in a 

working area is water. Although studies in 1914-15 had 

shown that wet drilli~g effectively reduced dust levels (and 

pre~alence of silicosis), Rinehart & Dennis insisted on the 

-----~--------------~~ . /i 
14. Dr. Emery R. Haylhu~-;st, testifyi'\9 at Payette county 
court trial of Raymo.nd Johnson in 1933, recorded in 
ft~s£ing§, p. 101. 

ii 15 •. Ar~ur Peyton,' HeaIi.!iS2,p. 59. 
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I 
\\ 

use bf dry drilling in the Hawk's Nest tunnel. George 

Robison, a hench drille:c at Gauley Bridge" noted that wate:r 

was not allowed on the bench drills because wet drilling was 

too slow; it took th:ree tj,mes as long as dry drilling to do 
16 u . 

the same job. The drill mechanic Hiram Skaggsag:reed that 

though it would not have heen costlier to run wet drills 

(aside from the time factor), it would have been safer 

because it would have l~ft the silica as mud :rather than as 

a lethal dust. 

Engineer Arthur Peyton also fel t that it wpuld have ' 

helped if wet drills had. been used instead of the ten dry 

I 
I 

drills bench drills. The or.ly were of the used wet 

"drifte~" type, wbich we:ce used to bore holes st:raight ahe;~ 

into the n rock and which cou ld not be used without. water. ' 

For holes being bored at an angle the dry ("sinke:r") 
1" 

drills i ~ 
"d d ff~c~ent· ~eyton est~mated that if were cons~ ere more e •• • r • 

all the drills, had been wet"j it would have eliminated about 

seventy p~rcent of the dust. Dr. Hayhurst put that 

percentage even higher, saying that ninety. to ninety-five 

percent of the free silica dust vould have remained in the 

II relatively harmless mud form. 
CJ 

Besides allowing the formation of the silica dust and 

-----..--------~-

16. George Robison, Hellll!Hl'§, p. 66. c 
17. Hiram Skaggs, ~ari~§, p. 48. 
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1 
Ii 
faking no effort to remove it, Rinehart & Dennis also failed 
j , fO provide. the workers with personal protective devices. 

h~he simplest of such devices is the dust mask or respirator, 

lbout which good information was available from the Bureau I . \ I 

~f Mines by 1926" The mining industry should have been 
I 
'generally kno'Wledgeable 
j '. 18 
irespira tors. 
I 
I . 

concerning these effective 

Yet Rinehart & tennis refused to provide. 

'masks for the workers.· Philippa . Allen, declared· at the 
1 " 
hear~ngs: "As to the lIost important point iIi .the neglected 

lprotection of the It:]!a:lt.b of the men there . was no diff.erence 
I 
of opinion. 
I Clearly the men were not furnished respirators 
J 
~·t>r 
1\ masks-,n and the men were too igno:rant to know they should 

19 
Ibe 
tl 

using them. 

H The workers testified that only the en g"ineer~ of the 

I}~aw-Kanawha Power Company were provided with respirators or 
1 _ 

1 'nasks. Arthur Peyton "'as among those power company 
'I 

/lworker-engineerS who spent four hours daily gathering reck 

I~,ples in the Hawk's' tiest "tunnel. After stating that,llthe 

f !approXimatelY tl1'O thousand Rinehart 6 Dennis employees did 

ij, ~'t wear masks, Peyton revealed that a few months after the 

. commencement of construction, the NeW-Kanawha Company 
j 

~ealized the danger of the dust in the tunnel. _ At that time 
,!-----~~---- ... ,-. ..') 
11 
1118. William P. Yant, ~!!!g2' pp. 134-136. I }19. Philippa Allen, recalling testimony at Fayette .court. 
, jtrials, in .!!gllFing,§, F. 21., =" 

/"-", . . J'. 1 \ • .'. J .,J 1 
I 

I 1 
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th, power company provided masks for use by the company 

engineers. Peyton himself had used a respirato~ urged on 

hi m and the rest of the engineering sta.ff by Mr. B. E. 
20 

Buckley r field chief of the New-Kanawha Pqver Company •. 

So when the power company emp.loyers, who hired the 

engineers, recogni~ed the dangerous health practices in the 

tunnel, ·t4~y tried to do something' ab,out it. The 

,contracting company, which hired the, miners, did nothing. 
. i) , 

\) 

Since Rinehart & Dennis must ,naturally have come' into 

contact with the company doing the engineering work (the 

New-Kanawha Power Company), Peyton agreed with Congressman I 
':C't 

'~ 

Marcantonio that "it lIould have been within the knowledge of 
21 ' 

the general contracto:ts that there was da'nger." ~his was 

especially likely since the Rinehart & Dennis Company bact: 

had thirty years of"e~perience in contracting such jobs: the 
22 

company was not new to mining. 

The engineer Peyton also pointed out that the president 

of the contracting company, Hr. P. H. Faulconer, \vas 

sometimes 

I 
.j 

I 
.1 

J, 

presen t whlle the work was un,der pr<;lgress, and he 
'(.) 

ob ~erved 2;hat the engineHs used, masks while the wor kin

1

. ng mae, nn '! 
did not. Tbe Rinehart & Dennis employers acted 

, 
------~~---

20. Arthur Peyton, .ll,gsring2r p. 56. 
21. 'Statement of Congressman Vito Marcantonio, .lleari!Lq§, f. 
61. 
22. Philippa ,Allen, recalling testimony at Fayette court 
trials, In .ll~s£i~g~r p~ 20. 
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apat"heticand callous manner. One of the workers, having 

n:>ticed the engineers wearing masks, had b ought one himself. 

It cost him only two and a h" alf 'dollars., . 
Ph~lippa Allen 

relayed to congressional subcommittee the response of 
Rinehart & Dennis to this: 

Kies, purchasing agent for Bil'lehart & -Dennis was 
ove:thea~d .to say to a respirator~ sales~an ~I 

:1 ~oul~n 't ~~ve $ 2. 50 for a~l the niggers on the 
JO~. K~es was voicing the hatred and greed of 
th1s large c~mpan1 .for which he worked., Ernest 
Lyes,a ~h~te man .of 26, testified in ccurt that 
he hear:d Kl.es say this. (24) 

If Bineha:x;t . & Dennis had 
I . 

been wi,lling" to spend the 

(m:>ne y, ,what could they have done for the workers? 

1 asked_ t.bis question at the congressional hea~ings; Dr". R. B. 
i , 

When 

j Sayers of 

'I The best 

the Public Health Service gave a general answez:. 

If way to protect mine wOl:ke:ts, ~aye:r,s said, was 1) to 

I,p. revent the -&'ormati f d I ~ on 0 ust~ 2)to prevent the dust, when 

Jit dO_~s form., from gettin . t th . i . g 1n 0 e a1r,3)to remove thf dust 

I- from the air whem the first two methods are not 
t completely 
I satisfactory, 4}to replace the foul, dusty air with fresh, " I 

(j I clear air,. and 5) if all of these measures have not 
t cO,m, pletely eliminated the dust. to I . provide personal 
I . 25 
l,protect10n devices to tbe miners. 

li-------------------------I 
/123. Ar~hur Peyton, l!.~sri.!!g~1 p. 61 .. 

11

1 24: Ph1~ipl?a A~len, recalling testiltony at Payette court. 
trl.als, 1n ~srl.ng§, p. 9. 
25 •.. Dr. R. B. Sayers discusses preventive measu'res . » 
figS£.!!!..92, pp. 149-175. ~ 1n (t 
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At tile court trials a year after completion of the 

tunnel". the occupationa1 dis.~ase specialist Dr. ~mery 

Hayhurst answered the same question more specificall~;. A 

mining company should 1} select to work u~derground only the 

most fit, as determined by pre-employment and Feriodic 

physical examination~r 2) remove promptly from underground 

work any men wit h 1U1:g or hea.rt problems, 3) have the men 

work onl y five and a- half days a lIeek" and si;x to eight 

hours a day, including an' hour off for lunch, 4)ensUre good 

living and nutritional conditions, 5)provide a reliable and 

sympathetic' medical service' to take care of accidents and 

diseases ,_6) use wat er, ~ilcuum jackhammers,. or dust traps on 

the drills~ and vacuum suction devices for cleaning up the 

working area, to keep dust to a maximum of between two and 

three millio.n particl~s per cubic foot, 7) keep the {~ine or 

tunnel well lit so that the dust can be seen., and t.ake 

frequent dust counts, 8) keep gas fumes out of the working 

area, and 9} do not send men into the turH~el earlier than a 
26 

fe-" hours after major bl[fts. 

30 d · \\ \,. th' t d H h t ' .,' The pre -1.9 s st u 1es 1n' e m mes suppor e a y urs s 
1 

recommendations. and tbe investigations of the 1930s and 

1940s f1,lrther demonstrated the efficacy of these measures in 
".-----------------------
i6. Dr. Emery R. Hayhurst, testifying a.t Fayette court 
Trial of Raymond' Johnson in 1933; recorded in ~a£ing§, FP. 
100-101. 
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prevene-illg silicosis. Ey this later time there was tangitle 

evidence :that .such preventi ve measlu:-es decreased the 

prevalence of silicosis. From testimony of those 

involved in the digging of the tunnel at .Gauley Bridge, West 
I 

if Virginia, one can deduce that few, very any,. of the 

aVailable precautionary measures "ere taken. , Doubtless 

other mining companies also were not yet using some of the 

methods ana devices in 1930-32. For available' protective 

example,.in 1961 the Public Health Service ,made a very 

~reful~tudy of the :records of one mine in Wisconsin to 
27 . 

trace the. progress of operational practices. . The record,S 

of 'the Ogleberg Norton'Company first mention wet drilling in 

1922, lOhen ten wet 

development work. Again 

mention wet drills as 

However, the 'workmen WE!re 

drills were used for 

in 1927 and 1928 

main-level\ 
II 

thJ'; reports\, 

being 

still 

used 

doing 

for 

somE! 

shaft sinking. 

dry drilling 

until 1937 when 100% wet drilling went into effect. 

Yet the Wisconsin company made an effort 1;0 guard the 

health of the workers. The Ogleberg Norton' Company 

purchased f 

an X-ray machine in 1914, and replaced it in 1928 

and 1'950. According to the records, the company had been 

--------------~-------
27. ,This Wisconsin stU'dy is discussed by the U. S. Publ!ic 
Health Service and the Bureau of Mines in Silicosis in the. 
!1~~al !fining lM,Ystr,.Y (Washingtgn, D.C.: GoveriiiiientFrinting 
Office, 1963). 
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giving routine pre-employment and periodic physical exams in 

1933. In 1923 O'gleberg Norton organized a safety department 

which by the late 1920s consisted of two ·safety engineers 

and three Underground inspectors under a safety diLectcr. 

In 1933 the first ventilation engineer vas hired. The first 

mention of the use of safe'icy equipment refers to the use of 

wire-mesh goggles for prctection of the eyes. ThEre lias 

apparently good natural ventilation in these Wisconsin 

mines, but by 1930 the company had installed one primary fan 

and eleven auxiliary fans in. the mining area to supplement 

the natural ventilaticn). A second primary fan (cf siXty 

inches) 'lias added in 1931, and four Itore auxiliary fans were 

added in 1932. 

It seems that these Wisconsin miners did not work under 

the best operational practices as they are) now understood. 

But at -least the employers were trying to make conditions 

safer. Most o'cher companies were probably also wor.king 

un der a mixture of geed and bad practices. 'When as.kedin 

C3 by an attorney if the preventive measures he had listed 

w\§lrethe ones "usually and customaril}' used in industries 

where they handle sandstone with the presence of silica in 

it," Hayhars·t answered, "Some, and over half perhap~, of 
28, 

those are used ~n many jndustries to preve~t silicosis." 

,----------, 
2d. Dr. Emery R. Hayhurst, answering c7question of Attorney 
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Certain other mines functioned under .very good working 

practices. For example, the co~ditions in the mines of the 

Picher, Ok~ahoma, distrjct were good even before 1930. ~he ~. 

report for the year ending June 30, 1929, described the 

practices: 

were 

wet drilling. is pra~ticed .by all mines, .ana only 
in a fe~ ~stances are holes "collared" dry •••• 
All blast.~ng ~s done at the 'close of the shift 

. and the men are not allowed to return to the fac~: 
untilt~e followiI:gday. 'Cnly in exceptional 
c~ses .~s a s~ot fired during a shift. The muck 
p~les ~n most m~neE are kept fairly wet •. (29) 

In addition, vent:j.lation was. thorough. Physical exams 
;i 

performed on allworker,s oncla a year. If a man had 

first-stage silicosis, he 'was given a warning card. Many. 

wlto received such cards le.ft the m,j,.nes •.. Others chose to 

stay until they had reached th. second stage of silicosis~ 

when they were not recommended for employment. 

~hese Piche~ m~ne_~ set a d 1 f ~ ~ goo examp e or others. 

Unfortunately, the employers of Rinehart & Dennis did not 

bother to take note of the example. As a result, the Hawk's 

Nest tunnel appeared to te an example of extreme negligence, 

a negligence wbic h,' could not be ascribed primarily to 

ignorance. 

I . ---------------
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Bacon at the Fayette cQurt trial of Raymond ,Johnson in 1933 
recQrded in J!gru;:i!!SHh p. 101. \) .. ' 
29. U. S. Department of the Interior / Silicosis and 
~~h~£ylcsis A!gng Min~~s of the Tri-State Dis.tr~ct--TI---p 27. - - -- ----- -_. -=-, · 
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The engineer Arthur Peyton stated that the company used 

very poor equipment in the tunnel job and did not take any 
"1 

measures to correct thE conditions even though the foremen 
30. 

admitted to him that the practices were poor. The .. Bureau 

of Mines chemist William Yant agreed that, if the alleged 

facts were true, engineering negligence was obvious. He 

added that such conditions ~ould not be permitted in a 

federal project under the jurisdiction of the Bureau of 
~ 

Mines. Dr. Hayhurst also felt that "these men need not have 
. 31 

died" since sa,fety measures were available. 

The social worker Philippa Allen asked rhetor'ically 

"Why d'o- you think the contractors from Charlottesville, 

virginia, oared not furnish their wo~kerswi;th safeguards of 
, ~.""'~ 

masks and t"et drills?,t~, She then answered her own question: 
1. __ 1 

Because they thouabt they would finish the job and 
be out of the stafe before the men began to die. 
silicosis usually takes from ten to twenty years 
to oevelop in one's lungs. Kies spoke again for 
the company when h"E said to Hawkins, th~ assjst~nt 
superintendent, III knew they was g01ng to k1ll 
theSE niggers within five years, ':,but I didn't know 
they was going to kill them so quick." (32) 

Allen completed her hearings statement by saying: 

30. Arthur peyton, l!2l:i.n.mh p. 59. 
31. Dr. Emery R. Hayhurst, guoted by Philippa Allen in 
li.§!aIi!!.9~, p. 20. "". 
32. Philippa Allen, recall~ng 1933 Faye"tte court t'estimony ,., 
of Rinehart & Dennis employee George Houston, in ~ari.D.9.2' 
p. ®9. ' 
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In summary, the men did not and could not have 
known of the danger they underwent. The company 
did know the danger they were sending these IIIen to 
face. They del.iberately failed· to .furnish 
sufficient protection. The results have been 
devastating in their deadliness. (3~ 

66 

Why was this negligence allowed by the government when 

the results were so deadly? Why did the U. S. Bureau of 
\1 

Mines and the West Virginia Department of Mines f~il to. 

prevent such tragedies as occurred at Gauley Bridge? Arthur 

Peyton was one of the men who charged the State Department 

of Mines with negligence for . not forcing tbe contracting 
34 

company to institute safer working conditions. 

Urii~ed states senator Rush Dew Holt of West Virginia, 

on the other hand, while agreeing that Rinehart & Dennis 

sno uld .be accused of ilegligence, ·argued that the Fedexal 

Bureau of Mines and the State Department of Mines should not 

be blame~ in view of their limited powers. The U. S. Bureau 

of Mines (and the State tepartment of Mines) had no real 

power to enforce safety regulations in the Hawkts Nest 

(t}lnn el in 1930-32 because, .tuilding that tunnel was 
'---/ 

technically a construct ion job, not a aining operation. 

T.he Department of Mines did, however, make an a ttEl1!pt 

to evalua!~ and improve ~orking conditions in the Hawk's 
~ 

Nest tunnel. Inspectol:s were sent to observe operational 

.----------------------
33. Philippa Allen, Heari~g§r p. 21. 
34. Arthur peyton, H~Ii!!s§, p. 65. 
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practices and to measurE dust ,levels. To keep their poor 
. 
pl:actices exposed, and unhealthy conditions from being 

Rinehart 
II • d & Dennis foremen allegedly organ1ze warning 

systems, . including the posting of lookouts at th~ tunnel 

entrance~ According to Arthur Peyton, Senator Holt, Sam 

Butner, Laird King, and many others who testified in court, 

when the inspect~rs came around to look at the tunnel, dry 

drilling was hal ted, gasoline motors \lere kept out of the 

heading, and the stale, dusty ail: lias quickly removed from 
L\_ 

the tunnel through special 800 to 1000 foot 10ng-Itboosters. 1t 

These last devices were used only when the mine officials 
\ (J 

were inspecting becaus? a drill had· to be turned off in 

ox;der to turn on a booster. 

Robert M. Lambie, chief of. the ~est Virginia state 1 

Department of Mines during the Hawk's Nest tunnel 

construction, testified in the court trials that the tunnel 

was not hazardously dusty. yet one of the attorneys for the 
o 

employees, James M~son, said that Lambie had called the 
o 6 

Hawk's Nest tunnel conditions "deplorable" during a speech 
35 

at the Coal Institute of Madison, west Virginia. in 

addi tion, the chief engineer of the New-Kanawha 'Power 

Company, Owen M. Jones, had received a letter on May 18, 
\) 

1931, from Lambie himself which said that the dust 1ev~1 in 

------------------_.-----
35. James Mason, !!~S:ri.!lSs, p. 143. 
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the tunnel was highly dangerous and that the 1I0rkers should 
36 

use respirators. Accordi~g to Senator Holt, Departm13nt Qf 

Mines 'pressure finally induced the ~ompany to install its 

token .eighteen-inch fan with;, the twenty-four,";,inch duct but 
(\ 0 ' 

"Lamble had let himself be persuaded .by \;the contract:oI;s that 

respirators .1'Iere in fact not necessary •. 

Employees at Gauley Bridge, west Virginia, 'were, then, 

affprded by· the ff"· o ~c1algovernment mining agencies o~ly 

minimal J:rotection against poor operational practices., 'Iha 

l~gislation establishing these ag~ncies 

situation of und, e~ground workers cn" t . y cons rUct10n jobs. II It 

wi 11 be seen t ha t , 
;il • 

s1mJ.larly, such industrial safety 

leg isla tion as did :Exi~t ignore4~ industrial diseases, 

leaving the workers with no protection against the company 

and no-promise of compensation when the companyts Foor 

practi~es had deadly consequences. 

~~-------------------~--
36. Arthur Peyton and Philippa Allen, rec~lling Fayette 
courp cases of Raymond Johnson and Donald Shea, in ~srings, 
pp. S, 5 1I. 
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IV. THE LAW AN~ THE COURTS 
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.r:; 

Attempts had been m~de in the 1920s to increase 

government protecti~~r. of laborers •. During that d~cade, for 
,~ I 

~xa mple L,,: the we-'st Virginia: state {, government passed 

regulatory ~afety rules 1:ega.rding mines. It was legal 

" th part of' an employer not" to inform his negligence on e 
(~, 

employees of t.he dangers inherent in the job. The company 
o 

had to g:ive each vorker a copi~of the mining laws ana of the 
1 

'1:ules of' that particular mine. No petroleum Pt'oduct could 
2 

be used as motive power in any mine ."The mine, ':Boreman was 

'supposed the air current in the mine with .an 
'3 C' 

to measure 

.' anemometer at least twice a month. "The company was 

" provl.de adequate vent ilation, that is, 

hundred ~ubic feet of air per minute for each perS!~!n "{,ork ing 

in the mine~ No more than sixty persons vere su~posed to 

work in the=s~m~(~i!, current ,and any noxious or dangereu~ 

gases were to 'be carried out of the ~orking area. 

Concerning dust the west Virginia Code said: 
,r 

--------------~------~ ~\ 

1. west Virginia, ~£de ~£ 1932, Editorial supervisor Michie 
A. Hews<:n (Charlottes ville: ~he Michie company, law 
Publishers, 1932)" Chapter 22, art~cle 2 (section 52, nc. 
2431) ,. p. 650. 
2. Ibid., (section 
3. Ibi~., (section 
q. Ibido# (section 

10, no. 2389), p. 651. 
48, no. 2427), p. 657. 
4, no. 2383), p. 649. 
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In a':l.l 'jm'ines, accumUI'ations of fine, dry coal dust 
shall, as far as practicable, be removed from the 
ullIine , and all dry and dusty operating sections 
ke pt thorou9ht,_ (1iat~red down or rock ",dusted or 
dust allayed br :)Ch other methods, as may be 
approved byth~,t"~te department of mines. (5) 

,', 

70 

Unfcrtunately all of these regulations applied only to 

mining l!E§.§, and the definition of "mi ne" given at the 

beginning of the Code~s chapter on mines and mining seems to 
6, \~ 

refer only to coal mining. The laws were' therefore not 

explici tly extended to other mine-like jobs, such as the 

construction of the Hawk's 'Nest tunnel., But the Binehart & 

Dennis Company obviously realized that theSe regulations 
Q 

could be:.. applied ,to their pr.oject. If in establishing 

unsafe oferatio~al practices the Rinehar.t--'t Dennis Company 
-"':.0..,:::,.,. :-

did not actually violate the letter of th~~ial;f) it,m.ost 

assuredly did violate its spirit. 
.' (~ 

The _ 1930 West Virginia Coae did not spec;Lfically 
r!/ 

prptect the Hawk's Nest tunnel workers,~<;fainst dangerous 

working practlices, inadequate medical services u or peor 

living conditions, and even the mine inspectors vere made 

p::>werless in that tunnel by the law. "\In addition, once the 

employees became affected by silicosiS, they ~ould expect 

very little satisfaction from t~e law. When social vorker 
"" ii 

Philit>pa Allen vis,itedthe Gauley Eridge .ining camps, she 
-----..;;..-------------
5.~Ibid.,,(section 11, no. 2390), p. 651. 
6" Ibid., (s~ction 1, no. 2380), p. 648. 
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was accoste~ 9nall .sides with pitiful. . pleas of desperate 

work larS and their families. IiWhat are yO!! going to do to 
==' 

help us?" they asked. "What can be dODei" "Won't you help 

us?" 

In Vanetta, Allen talked to Thelma Andrews, formerly of 

Salisbury, North Carolina.. Mrs. Andrews was the widow of 
,;~I 

Sidney Andrelfs, who ha.d d,.:i:~d at age 'twent y:'seven in the Ccal 
/J), ' 

Valley Hospital., Thiswo~a'n had suod the compa:fiy twice, but 
, '-;~.;'- -:0' 

never received any compensatJ..on. "Deacon" Jones had also 
G~ 

b t t 'avaJ..°l He had no alternative but to t~ied to sue, . u 0 no • 

await~eath in poverty_. .:rake Swetman, too, tried to su~~J;; 

He had come from Drangeburg, south Carolina and had worked 

for twenty months in the tunnel, shifting among the jQbs of 
j",\ 
('--0.. 

drilling, mucking, and'cctlipping_ Having been told in 1933 by 

a Charleston 'doctor' that he had first-sta'1~silicosis, 
,"r .' 

Swetman\~had prepared his suit, but it 'was never filed by the 

lawyers, and the sick, dying man never received any 
7 

compensation. 

These men and their families had finally come to 

recognize the deadly working conditions under' which they had 

"t tOng the Hauk's lIest tunnel. Now that the been cons ruc J... • 

project was finished, they were to realize how li,ttle the 

----.--~--~------------
7. Phlrip{ia>_,~llen, rEcalling. personal interviews with 
Thelma Andrews·~'~n~.~.9.on" Jones, oaud J~ke Swetllliin, Hearj,I],9.lji, 
p •. 19. . '~':'.' 
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i{est V.i,z:ginia sta te}.aw§ had to offer them in the way of 

compensation for their sl,lffering a,nd abbreviated lives ... 

Fair cOlllpensation for on-the-job injurie's had 19n9 been 

acproblem in all indllstries. As late a's 1954, one American 

worker waskiiled or permanently disabled every three 

minutes, and another worker was injured every eleven 

seconds~ /(1 Computed less conserv.i£tively,on tlie basis of an 
. ~, 

eight-hour working day, one worker was killed or. . "Crippled 

evety minute during the working day, and another vas injuJ:ed 

every four s.econds. Thus during the 260-day work year there 

were sixteen thousand fiitalities, ninety-one thousand 

perlIlan ent disahilities,and, two million temporary 

disabilities. due to injury. The average freguency of injury 
r) 

among.manufacturing. grcups in 195'4 was fif1:een disabling 

injuries per million employee-hours" worked; that among 

co nstruction workers was forty-one and among' 'coal miners, 

fifty-three. , The. average time lost per injur y in' mining was .. , 
one hundred and fifty days. Sallluel Gompers ()nce pointed out 

~ that since 1820, .. when mining re.c.ords began to be compil'Ed" 

more l·i -ves had. been lost in the miDes than in war. 

Bef ore the pa.ssage· of workmen I s campen sa tion la liS in 

the early, twentieth century, a worker could °r'eeeive 

indemnity for· an injury only bywinnin:9 a court suit against 

the em ployer. If he d~ed,no indemnity could ·be secured 

.\ ~:~-':=~:~~~-:':;-"'!:;~~~~~_~T>"""";-""~",-,,,---,,--~~, ____ ~,,,_, ____ ~~-='r,W~~~1t~&tr;.:~~-=;-..!:>t 
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because suits brought by the worker's 'survivors litere not 

~egally meaningful. In these court' suits, the worker had to 

prove negligence on the part ot the elllployer.· In defending 

hirqself against such charges the "el!lp~oler could usually 

dismj.'ss liabili.ty claims by resorting .. ' to one of seveJ:al I, 

defenses, e. g., contribntoFY negli,gence on the part of the 

worker' or of ~?J fellow-worker, or appa'rent advance knowledge 
, ~ 

by the worker of,' the inherent hazards involved in the job. 

;rn the 'Progressi v.e Era of the early twentieth . century, 

th.e. common law method of .handling the problem seemed 

unsatisfactory ,he<;:ause .em.ploy.ee 0 recovery was freguently 

inadegua"te and uncertain, the co ur:t-) cases tOOK" a long time, 

the settlements were i):lconsistent;' employees often.' suffered 
. . 

from being treated in court as inferiors of the emFloyers, 

more money went to the lawyers and administrators involved 

in each - case than went to the injured worke~, the court 
/1 J" u, 

trial~ resdH:.ed in VOI:sened management-lab9 . .r relations, 
// 

",,-;r 

thEire was no financial incentive to study o,Fc.Y"put into effEct 

safer operational practices, a nd the permanently injured 

workers wa: e a burdell on society and on' their families. 

W.orkment s compensatl.on, which evolved to take the place of 

lawsuits, "·as based on, a new.principle which denied the 

usual . common law und'erstand ing ofth.e Master and SerYant 

relationship.o This . p.ewprinciple wa's liability without 
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fault. Employee injurie,s' were to ·b~ con:;;idered one of .tha 

~osts of produc'tiJ.on f,pr the employer and we:r;e to bE pai<,l 

wi thout,\"assi~ning culpability fox ,industrial accidents .. 

.In(~908 the first effective· American Gompensation lall 

was passed to protect federal civil s~rvice employees. At 

that time also,:Montana pas.sed .9' bill providing <;:pmpensation 

to injurEd .coal mine.!:s, but. its legality was ~enied by the 

Montana courts. Finally in 1911 New Jersey passed 'the first 

state compensation law which v.as approved as '.constitutional 

'by the courts, and bEtween 1911 and 1915, thirty states 

en a cte d sim ilar .la ws • By 1920 'forty-two :;;tates,' three 

territor).es, alid the feder!il" government had enac1:Ed such 

Unfortunately, ,the compensation lAws, with 
C) 

the 

exception of that of MassaChusetts, covered "accidental 

injuries" only and ignored occupational .disease.s. .It .was 

re,alized onJ.y in the mid-1930s that a dise.ase like .silicosis 

co uld as justifiably beattritute a to the circumstciDces of 

employment as the more cl:v,ious. machiIlE-severe'<'i arl!l 01; death 

from explosion. 

In the" Hawk- s Nest tunn~l incidEnt most9f the wo.rke;l:S 

did not Even try to sue the' Rinehart & Dennis COJllPa~l." 

Philippa Allen estimated that although approximately 2000 

men ~8rked in the 
\) " 

surviving £amili!,!s 

tunnel, only" 555 diseased workers or 
" ., . 

ha'd fiJ.·~a /sui~s or settled out of court 

-

(, 

~i,' 
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before 1936 •. Many of the 1500 others did not sue because 

they had scattered allover the country after leaving Gauley 

Bridge .. ~ Fell knew what their health problem was, who \iasto 

blame for ·it,ol! what they- 'could do about it .. 
,. 

Of those who remained'in ·the Gauley Bridge area for a 

while after I. the project was" :finished, many did try to get 

some sort of indemnity. ;Most of the workers knew,. hCWElVer:i 

tha t they were unlikely to succeed in court. For this 

reason mbst did not try to press their, suits but instead 

aJ.lowed them to be settled out of court. 

ThrEe hundred of t'he suits were settled a.ut of court as 

a grou'p~ . The special cQD.'mission of' Doctors Harless, Hughey, 

and. Hayhurst; determined that only half of t'hese three 

hundred men had silicosis. (Acc'ording to Philippa Allen, 

most of the rest of the" workers did l.ater develop ,more 
8 

convinc~ng symptoms and tf,ied to resue. ),' . for the roughly 

170 certifiably diseased men, employee lawyers were 9~pen:a 
--"?/ 

lump sum of $130:000 during the summet of 1933. Of this, ./ 

$65,.000 allegedly went to the lawyers themselves •. The 

among the victims remaining $65,000 was distributed 
if 1t. 

~ acco'r'ding to stage of .silicosis, marital state, and race---an 
~' 9 

.'- !d,\-

average of $389 each .• 

------,,-~---------------
e~ Pllilippa Allen, ]2.ti!!g~, p •. 4. 
9. James Mason and Philippa Allen, ~:!!eailig§, pp. 6, 140. 
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Philippa Allen recalled ta:i:king to the widow of Lindsey 

Jones# who died on .June 23, 1932~ alter ~ working nine to ten 

. months as a drill 'wC',rker; at Gauley Bri.dgla.Nancy Jones 
was 

as haaed . to . tell .... lIen bo w h 
A meager t e settlement was. 

'''Finally,J' . Allen 7' related at-the hearings,. 
Jones . had 

"confessed they had valued her husband at $188.85. .~ don't 

know what that Edghty .... fivecents was for,'. she added 
10 

bitterly," aCCording to Allen. 

Many of the. ignorant workers made :the mi$take. of 

signing' releases!! before settlements we a 
rema e." George 

Robiso.n,. for example, had his silicosis diag.nosed bl' Doctor 

Harles·s-.. and then approached the lawyer Mason in 'Charleston 

to take h ... .;s .. case·. Ms' t ld R b" a cn 0 0 1son that he . could get, 

$25,000 in indemnity,. ou.t of\which Robison Would receiye 

half. Hason never .did take. 'Robison t sease. Robison 

testifi-ed that he had been told by men who clai!llEd to be 

lawyex;s th~t. he liOUl,get no money 'at all l.fhedid 'not Sign 

a release 1nreturn fO.r a. dollar: til wanted t.o get. scmeth.i.ng 

at once .becauseI wanted ,to leave right a~ilY," .Hobis,onsaid.' 
o 

"ff one signed the releas,e hellas give.:n. adolla1=:. 
He gave 

rna. a pencil, and I signed, and he' took the pencil back, .and 
. 11 

rd1dn' t get anything at all, sir .. it 

~-------.-----------------
10, .• ' Philippa'AllEln, rElcalling ;personal interview with Nancy 
Jones, () H earin.9§, p. 19.. . . 
11. George Robison, Healing§, p. 69. 
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Most of the lawyers involved in the Hawk's Nest tunnel 

cases seemed to Fegard the workers as th~ co.mpany doc:;:tors 

did: ~hey were c:;:onsidered eai;~+y-exploitable, ignor.ant· men 

who w~re scarcely worth serious consideration as·human 

beings. Even at the law offices of Towhsend, .Bock & Moore, 

where in 1934 Philippa Allen had been aided in her search 

for material, she received only non-committal answers to her 

questions on the case settlements. While she asked hex; 

questions, Allen claimed, "the lawyers sat mysteriously 

silent, smiling like sphinxes." Finally Ben Moore answered, 

saying th'at hea'1ld .hispartners were "not at liberty to 

answer" her questions. He said that there was "a certain 

professional obligation to the other side not to disclose 
':J 

any facts they might not want given out." He then added, 

"All we can say ..... is :that the settle,ment was comparatively 
-12 

small." 

As for those cases which didactuallyc go to court, it 

that ,.the .Rinehart. & . Dennis ']Company scmetim{3s 

interfered. with proper, legal pr,ocedures. The -reporter 

Gilbert spoken, at .length with one of the who 
Q 

had Love, 

att.orn.eys fo.r t.he Gau1ey Bridge employees, A. A. 'lily, 

mentioned the suspicions of jury-fixing in the first trials 

-------------.-~-------

12. Philippa Al~len, ret:alling personal interview 'tith 
lawyers ~ownsend, Bock, and Moore, ~.2Einq2'p. 14 10 . 
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in the' Fayette County ccurt. According to another 
employee 

attorney, James Mason t f 
~ en 0 the jury. memhers agreed to 

give the plaintif'f $25,.000; ,two of them 'Wanted to give no 

indemnity and refus~d tc consider or discuss the case. 
This 

hung jury was discharged". Masqn said, and later one of the 

two dissenting jurors was fined by Judge Erie for contempt 

of court because of 
13 

his familiarity with the defendant, 
i.e., the company. "It was stated~" Love said, "that the 

jur,ors were allowed to go home 
a t night and that people 

interested lo·n th . 
. e SUl.ts were waiting outside the room with 

automo~.il.esn to give the jurors ril.'les home. 
14 

'-
Mason stated that he himself had done everything 

possible to help the tunnel workers, Of. whom he represented 

ninety-six. " For example, he pointed out, he had 
Challenged 

the meager $130,000 settlement given in the out-of-court 

sui ts. He had agreed to the sum only when informed firmly 

that Rinehart & Dennis w~uld "give no mor~ . money_' :r.he ~ases 

were closed in, August .of 1933. 

Two months later,.Mason testified 
G , he had' di~covere(l 

that some of 
the othe~ qttorneys had been ~aid a total of 

$20,000 to accept the s.ettlement. St "II . l. later be learned 

that a secret contract agreeing to' this . bad, beenm~d~ 
------------------~------
1~. James ~ason discusses 
Rineha~t & Dennis Company in 
14. G1ltert Love, n~arings, 

the illegal actions 
peari~gs, ~p. 139-147. 
pp. 17-78 •.... 
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w~uld testify for the company, and 'threatened with the 
16 

panitentiary' if he did not do so.o 

Rinehart & Dennis were unable to subvert the law 

between the Rinehart &- tennis general manager 'B. J. Perkins 

an d two of tbe attorneys for the employees., When Mason 

investigated this payment, one of the 'attorneys offered to 

distribute his half of that money amongth e clients. 

President Faulconer of the" Rinehart & Dennis Company 

Ij totally--some 

I 
of the suits were at least partially 

f\ 
admitted the $20,00'0 payment in a letter to Mason. But he 

made little effort to Explain the payment, saying only that 

it had been paid- "in good £ai th." It was the opinion of 

Hason that "the payment of that~o ney, [and] the suspicions 

of tampering with the jury system, w,as about the mcst 

damnable outrage that bad been perpetrated in any state up 
15 

to that time .. " 

Rinehart & Dennisal,legedly engaged not only in legal 

deception of the workers, jury tampering, and payoffs, hut. 

also in t,he suborning of perjury during the trials. Only 

two workers took the companY'sliside on the witness stand. 

one oftnese was a foreman who later died of silicosis. 

other was"a black worker ~ho testified that the tunnel was 

not dusty because drilljnghad bee,n done vet. Accor,ding to 

Philippa Allen, this worker, Albert Young, later changed his 

story ,in court. As Philippa Allen remembered it, ~Before he 

told his story the first time, he said, he was promised a, 

job and pay. 1:y an official of the contracting company if he 

---,-.. -,------~------------
15. James Hason, J:!!ll!.llI.UI.§, p. 140. 
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,s~cc::.essf!.!l and some of th.e victims did receive an indemnity. 

Tneextent of employer li~bility for industrial diseases had 

not yet heen worked out by the West Virginia courts .when the 

Charl.esJones family tried to sue the company for the loss 

~f their youngest son,~ Shirley_ In. his 1936 beok on the 

A~min!~~batioD of liQrkmen's ~ompensa~, written unasr the 

. f hi( lth auspices of the Le9a~ Research com~~ttea 0 .. t e Co~monwea 

Fund, Walter F. l)odd called this" the first of the suits 

against Rinehart & D~nnis, "the most important recent case" 

.dealing with the question of the right of an employe~ to sue 

at common law 
- 17 

for disease resulting from employer~' 

negligence .. 

This question,of the right to sue was·t~e mtjor issue 
.> 

debate~c~",:~t the Fayetteville court house betweE~n Hubard & 
I ' 

Bacon', the lawyers for the pla~ntiff, Mrs. Charl~es Jones, 

and tlle Company's lallyers, BrO\fn" Jackson ~ ~ni\ght;,W. 1. 
" 18 

Lee & Dillon; and Mahan & Holt. :rhe final d~cis:ion oli the 

------, -_ ...... _----,----
16. Pld.lippa 
Albert Young, 
17. Walter 
Compensation 
p. 758. 

Allen recalling Fayette court t~~stimony of 
Beanngs, F. 5. II 
F.Dodd, Administratign· ~i·!1 .!£!;kmel!!§ 
(New York: The Commonwealth Fund, '1~)J6), note,. 
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right to sue was made not by 'the of the 

81 

it 
Fay~tte 

county Circuit Court, but by the supr6me Court of Qest 

virginia, io which an a~peal had been- made. At the Supreme 

court of Appeals, on February 14, 1933, it vas decided that 

the Jones' did have the right to she. This case alerted the 

company 1:'0 the potential for claiu:sagainst it and it 

thereafter teok steps to prevent successful litigation~ 

At that appeal, the plaintiff Mrs. Charles Jones lias 

named as acting for her son, Shirley, a worker employed by 
19 

Rinehart & Dennis. The nain defendant was named as Mr. E. 

J. Perkins, the vice president and general manager of the 

Rinehart 1" Deiinis company and the supervisor of the project. 

Jones had accused Perkins on six counts, including negligent 

and willful failure to r:rovide the decedent with a safe l 
place to- work,~ with proper rules, with experienced foremen, 

o Ii, 

'with proper eguipment, with sufficient v'fintilation" and with 
\) 

kno wledge as to the" ha'zards inherent in the job. In each of 
o 

these counts, Jones assigned to Perkins and to Rinehart & 

------.-----------------
18. According to a lTews-W,2sa!£ article of January 25,. 1~3~, 
the plaintiff's attorn'eys used effective "visual a~ds J.n 
this Fayette County court case. 'Ihey ap,parently "thr~w 
handfuls' of silica dust into the air to show jurors bow J.t 
hung" like an ectoplasltid pall. They also arranged a 
courtroom procession of doomed silic~s~s s~fferers--'~he 
p3.rade of the living dEad'." (From II 5 J.IJ.cos J.S: TunnelJ.ng 
Through A; Atmosphere ~f Deadly Dust!" pp. 33-34.) 
19. See .,Tones V •. RJ.ne'hart & DennJ.s 1 168 S. E. 4e2 (~,. Va. 
ct. App.1933). 
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Dennis the blame for the death of her SOD. 

" 

The Rineil,art & Dennis Company cl.aimed ,that, .·under the 

terms of the State Compensation Law it was exempt from 

l.iability for allY work-related injury or disease,presumacly, 

because a worker suffering such injury was compensated 

throngh that Lalj'. Jones' lawyers argued that :hecausein 
',> 

fact, the Law q,id not provide ~or compensati6'O",for diseased 

workers, tlle Company was not removed from 

liability in su:ch cases. 

coml1lon:-law 

The State pupreme Court· s upholding of Jonf{s t rl~ht to, 
\\ " 

sue was based on four prepositions. "j ~ First of a~, the cqurt 

t said" earlier cases in iiest Virginia and other states had 
I 
1 
! 

\1 
f} 
I 

I 

I 
It 
I' 

11 

ti 
fI 
lj 

JI 

"/ ~! 

r p 
i 

f 

established cle~arll the geneJ?al right. of a~ employee to act 

in the common law courts against an employer who had through 

his negligence qaused the worker to contract disease., 

Secondly, if the employee legally could have .sued 1;he 

employer at common law, but had died of the disease 

ontracted during and as rQsult of the employment, then~ 

according to a West' V.i,rgini",~ 
o 

',\ 
statute, the personal 

represe ntati ve of the decedent retaiIt'e~, the right to press 

the suit. Thirdly, disease, whethe;r or not the result of 

employer Ilegligence, "was not compensable . u~lder the west 

Virginia Compensation Act unless it, "as the result of a 

"defini te, isolated" fortuitous occurrence .. " The Rest 
G ' 

o 

-
.<\ 

o 
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(( 

Virginia Code ignored the issue 0~1; compensation for 
~, 

occupational'» diseases; always the compensation was for 

"injuries" resu1.ting· ,frc.1I "accidents.1' The state Supreme 

'(I court decided during the Jones appeal' that the lack of 

reference to occupational diseases in" the liest 'Virginia 
(I 
~, 

Compensation Acts only"further supported the contention that 

disease was not compensab~e under those IC,ts. The court 

stated, ther,efore, that the West Virginia compensation 

statutes were not meant to provide comp-ensation far 

disabilities which resulted from long-term exposure to 

certain working conditions •. 

Th,e' £ourth prol'csition made by JOfi,€lS 'lawyers, and 

affirmed by the Supreme Court, was the key to the l.egality 

of the suit at common law .. Because the Law failed to 

provide compensati<m c fer ;g!,gi~.§~ caused by working 

conditions,' the 'plaintiff argued, the same LaW dauld hardly 

exempt'the employer from liability, for,"i':Such disease. The 

proble~ was in y':·the interpretation of the workmen's 
"'=--I: 

compensation laws. ,Section ;l516 stated. that:, 

Any employer subject to this ,chapter' who, shal.l 
elect to pay "i~ to the workmen j s compensat.ion fund 
the premiml1s pr'\Svided by ')this chapter shall not be 
liable torespontl, in damages at common law or by" 
statute ':for the'\,injury or death of any employee 
however occurring,'~fter such" election and during 
a.ny period in whicb such employer shall not be in 
defaul t' in the paYJfetit of such premiums and sh~ll 
have complied fully \fith 'all othel:' provisions of 
this chapter: PI:OVided,'fhat the injured employee 

I 

S57 

,has remained in his service 'with notice that his 
~~~IOJTeJ;:t ~as elected to pay into the workmen's 
Cha:~:;~ 1~~e ~~:~jnutahet~onpremiums provided by this 

~ in the service of such 
employer lIith such notice shall be dec,emed 'a waiver 
by the employer.... (20) 

84 

In, other words,' sn long as t':e 
/.1 emP:L0yer was ,dutifu1ly and 

regularly paying his premiums to th'e ~ , 
o wor~men's compensation 

fund, his workers would te covered by h 
t at fund, andh,e was 

no longer 'il.able for of their injuries.' Such, an 
employer lias liable OIly if' he failed' to falfill the 
requirem~nts of the Act, and only if the injury was the 

,result of :?is own negligence.: Otherwise, indemnity to the 
injured workers th' d or e2r ependents vas to be taken care of 

by the workmen's compens~tiqn fUnd as set forth 
in section 

2526: "The commissicner shall dispense the workmen's 
compe~satio~,£und to the employees 

not delinquent 'c;, in the payment of 

o£ such employers as are 

premiums for the month in 

which the injury occurs ••• II--on the conditions that the 

employee had actually been, injured during and as a result of" 

his job, and that the empl"oyer h' d b' 
21 a een following the rules 

of the Act. 
o 

The Law had been i~terpreted to m'ean\t~ " hat an em plo yer 

who failed to follow the requirements of the Act was 
-----~.:...:...---=------,' 

liable 

20 •. ')lest Virginia, fod~ Q,! 
(section 6, no. 2516), po 682. 

~~2. Ibid •• Ch~ 23. artic1e 

1#11, Chapter '23, article 2 

4 (section 1,rio~ 2526), p. 

c:. 
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not only fOr hi~ 9~n n~gligence but also for those of any of 

his officers, Cl-gents, or otheremployee~. The emplOyer was 
,> 

denied the· common lfl.w defenses of cont'ributory negligence or 
,. 22 

Rssumption of risk and negligence of a ,fellow servant. 

Rinehart & Dennis had argued that th~ phras e "however 

occurring, If in referellce to the ~njuries 1Eo!' J'lhich the 

employer was not liable (section 2516), "meant that any 

disability, including disease, whether, compensable or net, 

was included in this protecti ve clause. The Com'pany' claimed 

that, by this L'a w, it cculd not be held I,iabla for 2!ll 

work-related disa bili t J, whether that disability was 

compensable cr n~t (by other sections of the law). The 
',. .. 

d~ssenting Supreme Court Judge Hatc,her, who agreed with the 

Rinehart & Dennis lawyers, stated that section 2516 stood as 

a contract separate and distinct from section 2526. 

Al th ough , secti'on 2526 failed to,. specify that compensation 
if . 

~oney shcu~d go, to a 
. ,I: - , 

~.~ 

of _ disease, victim that did not 

contra vene,i.:he statement in section 2616 wh'ic h ~.aid that an 

employer following the rules of the Compensation Act was 

exempt from , ,liability for injuries to his employees, 

rlho wever occurring. t, Hatcher expla~ned: 

22. 

'C) , 
j 

If section ~526 does not include a certain class 
of occupa~lonal injuries which should be 
compensated', that cm~sion is ascribable solely to 

Ibid., discussion of the lav; p. 684. 
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the L.egisla~ure (acting £'or the state). '\ 'Ihe 
omission, if inadvertent, should be corrected by 
ame.ndmen't an;,d not by subtraction from the ter ~ of 
an executed contractunderseetion 2516. 

~his claim was disputed ty the majority OI the judges 

and seemed to be de!:troyed by the comment and discussion 

which followed the staterrent of the workmen 1 s compensation 

laws in the iest virg~nia Code book. In this discussion it 

. was pointed out that one of the purposes of the Act was to 

protect the employer fz:om liability for an injury which 

occnrred during the course of and as a result of the 

victim's employment. This protection covered all 
r, 

"injuri~s," "however occurring~" t'hat is, whether they 

occurred accidentally or as a result of negligence. The use 

of the key term "however occnrring," then, meant not that 
", 

any kind of injury (including disease) was included, but 

that th~ cause of injury (accident or negligence) was not to 

affect the protection of the ~mployer from liability. 
" (~~1,; 

11'he Court majority argued that the meaning, of the term 
. " 

"however occurring" must be determined within the context of 

the Act as a whole_ Tbe tackgrouEd and purposa of the West 

Virginia Act, and t.he expressed limits to compensation '. in 

the statutes of other states, suggested that disease should 

be considered non-compensable by workmen's compensation in 

West Virginia .. In addition, the purpose of the west" 

Virginia statute was to protect the employer against 

69-943 0 - 81 - 55 
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liability suits for inj~ries for·. which the victim was to 

receive 'an illdemni ty cut of the com'pensation fund',. ·to which 

the employer had given ~oDey for the purpose of dealing with 

such traumatic injuries. 

The majority of the Court argued that since a company's 

premium rate increased with the rat~ of comp~nsable injuries 

among its employees, immunity of employers, from liability 

for disease (withcut that disease being compensable) 

released the employer from a financial incentive to treat 

his workers well. This "would tend to -foster negligence of 

a kind .,tikely to produce disease. II "It must not be deemed," 

. the court majority opinIon continued, "that such right of 

action is taken from employees unless the statutory language 

is clear' and concise and not subject to any other reasonable. 

constru~tion." 

In other words, the Court claimed, it was the intent of 

the statute to exem;t employers -from liability in tlle case 

of compensable in juries, but not for those cases 
c 

of 

non-compensable employee disease contracted as a result cf 

employer negligence. As the' judges expressed. it, lithe 

compensation act exonerates employers from ccgcon law 

lia.hil.ity only in compensable .matters. II The Supreme Court 

of Appeals, with one dissenting vote, thus affitmed the 

action of the Fayette county court in overruling the 

861 
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that they could not be sued at common l'av 

eJ When ,the Jone~es von the 

c:>urt suits 'again9t 'Hinehart & Dennis for" the deaths' of 

their three sons and the illness of Charles, they lrere 

fo~tunate to get the much lower payment of $800 -for each. of 

the four • other 'Workers, Charles JoneS pointed out, had 

been gr'anted' through the courts 

settlements} only $300, $200, or 

(or in out-of-cl.)urt 
24 

even '$60. When they 

received their money from the court suit in ')Ju1y of 1'933, 

th-e Joneses bought a jJ house" two cows, and a 'heii:el:' £or 

$1700u ~hey also used Fart of th~-> money to pa1' off i:' ntlmber, 
, 

of debts to the grocer, the l.andlord, and others, j1lil1s 

which had accum}llated iihile the court suit WaS peJ~ding 
,:'; 

against the company. The mea,ger. compensation payment was 

therefore soon gone. Before l.onlJ the Joneses becaJlle 

dependent on federal funds for their dail.yexistence. 

oth€rs we;e even less fortunate. Not only did some of 

~,-----------

i23. 
2il. 

charles Jones, !!eari:n.ge, p. 47. 
Ibid.; p. 46. 
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the worker.s have to settle ~. for humiliatingly low 

" settlements, but others could not get their suits through 

. the courts at afl-.. especially after the spring of 1~.35, whel'/""

the' case of Scott. v. Rinehart & Dennis Company rendered. t~~ 

. cpmmon law remedy valueless for the Gauley Brj,dge ~orkers. 

in this case it was decided on appeal to. the State Supreme 

court(~hat the one-year statute of limitations ran from the 

time of exposure to the cause of the disease, not from the 

time of the manifestation of the disease. 

The Haw~'s Nest tunnel worker Lewis Scott had sued o 

Rinehart & Dennis for damages allegedly due him because he 

had contrac::ted silicosis •. ,Th,e Sup:ce.me Court debate focused 

on the interpretation of a ilest Virginia, statJlte whose 

essen,tial meaning. had remained unchanged since it was 

intr.oduced in the Virginia COile of 1819. In the Cod-es of 

1923 and .932 section 54C4 read as follows: 

Bvery personal action for which no limitation is 
otherwise prescribed shall be brought four years 
next after the right to bring the same shall have 
accrued, if it he for a matter of such nature 
that in case a party die, it can be hrought by or 
agai~st his re'pres1entative, and if it be for a 
matter not of such nature, shall be brought within 
one year 'next after the right to bring the same 
shall have a,ccrlle.d and not after .. (26) 

--------;....------
25. See Scott v. RinehaIt & Dennis 180 S. E9 276 (Wo Va. 
ct. App. 1935) .. 
26., west Virginia, ~od,e .Q! i116.r Ch.apter 55, (section 12" 
no. 5404), p. 1643. 
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The discussion following the pIeseiltation of the s'1:atute in 

the Code of 1932 point'ed~) out that it had. been interpreted to 

mean that "One year is the bar prescrihed by the statute of 

limita~ions for the I:eccvery of all damages for an injury to 

the pe~son in all cases ~cept actions for qeath by wrongful 
'1--: 

act." 

Lewis Scott and his lawyer .rJ. B. Bouchelle' of 

Ch,arleston.r challenged the ecompallY '.5 plea of . limitations., 

Tb.2:!j~S argued ,that sucb limitations could 'not apply to caseS' 

of silicosis because the disease usually became lIanifest 

only years after exposure.' Scott said that it was' more than 

a 1'ear after he left the Hawk's Nest tunnel t hat he learned 

oCt his diseased condition. He explained that he did not and 

could not reasonably have been' expected to know of his 

silicosis ,until three. months .before he brought his- action 

against Rinehart. & Dennis. 

The Co urt of Appeals, however;, in a decision written 1:y 

the same JudgeoHatcher who haddissente.d in the case of 

Jones v. Rinehart & Ienni~, overruled the plaintiff's 

(Scott's) demurrer. The Court sustained"'the defense on the 

ground that..; as 'had .been held' con's1' stently "" ~ b yWest-J.'V-irginia 

courts, "r.ight 'of action accrues when the 0 wrong is 

colllmitted, and in the' absence of some act l?f concealment by 

the wrongdoer, the mere ignorance of~he in'jured p.arty of 
!l, 
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the actionable wrong will not suspend th(;l, stat ute.'~ 

This decisiop. follOW~\ logically from the West Virginia 

Code .boo ~I s discussion of section ,:,540 q. The Code book 

pointed out that, section 5404 had always 'been interpreted to 

mean that, the statute of limitations ran from the date of 

the negligent act which led totbe injury. Unless the 

plaintiff could prove that the defendents had tried to 

preven1;. Ilis discovery of the wrong and could demonstr'ate 

that he bad good, reasons for failing to discover that wrong:

tile plail?,tiff could not press a suit for dam,g,ges against the 

employer more than a. year after the infliction of" tbe 
"·27 

injury. 

The West Virginia Supreme Court expressed sympathy for 

Lewis scott and his family, but the judges explained that 

tlleY ,had. an' obligatipn to' follow the law. Occupational 

iniuries and diseases had been recognized fora long time, 

yet the legislators had rot amended the statute to take 

account of the cOllq:ilicat;ion of lat'ent employment injuries 

which might manifest tbemselves o,nly after the statute of 

limitations had expireI'). ,until: the 'laws were changed, the 

judgescoul<l do nothing, they- said. IINo new sitllation is 

created here,." Hatcher wrote in the Court decision , lIand 

there i::;, not, presented any occasion f~r changing the 

-------------------------
27. Ibid., p. 16411"c 
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well-established rules of law •••• Any change in the statute 

as it has' been . d' . 11 JU 1C1a y construed is a legislative 

The Joneses, "in ,their suit aga,inst Ri:nehart & • Penn~s, 

had WltF a partial victory. They were not granted money out 

of the workmen's compensation fund. ,On the other band, tlle 

employer Rinehart &' Denni.s was to be held liable at com.on 

law' for th~ non-compensal:leillnesses of four members of'the 

Jones family. This small victory vas the result of a set of 

ol1tdatea~ laws--but at least the Joneses 

some rest~:t:ution. 

were able to get 

~he Scott case demonstr.ated even more obviously the, 

frustra tingly ,,-conservative nature of the 1 aw. The state 

Legisl~ture . continued to fail to recognize the need fer 
c 

change and Expansion of the statute of limitations., It 

not onl.yCJ Lew1's Scott the dl.·r t 1 . h , ec oser 1D t e appeal, who 

suffered from the decision..~he lies-t Virginia courts threw 

out many other Hawk's Nest worker suits when the statute of 

limitations was invoked in May of 1935 by the -Supreme Court 

in Scott's case. Without denying that these workers had 
.. 

Silicosis, and without disputing tbat it was the fault of 

the company that they did, the lawyers for Rinehart & Dennis 

base,d thEir cases on tlle technical defense of the statute of 

li!llitations. This defense worked. At the time of the 

'/ 1:. 
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congressional investigation, at least a hundred Hawk's Nest 

worker lawsuits had been thrown out by the Supreme CoU):t on 
28 

that basis •. 

Th us West Virginia laws failed not only to protec't the 

tunnel workers against. unsafe working conditions, but .a1so 

to provide the wO.I:kers with fair re~ribution and 

compensation when those' conditions .bad deadly cOJ1segu·ences. 

ThE\! law .5 servl3d Ii iIiehart Dennis e.mp 10yees neither 

during nor after the cQnstruction of the tunnel. .As will be 

seen, this .meant that t~e workers suffered under appa11ing 

living conditions while working in Gauley Bridge, and when 

th e project was. completed they 'W.ere left with diseased 

bodies and no means of im};rovil;lgtheir wr etched condition. 
--....;._-

28. Ray Tucker, "Silicosis Draws Spotlight," 
~i!2~1 11 lebruary:1936, sec. 4, p. 7. 
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V. PAY AND LIVrNG CONDITIONS 

For three major reasons the underground workers in the 

Haw~~.s Nest tunnel protested neither against the poor health 

services and opera tio:'?1 al practicES nor against the 

widespr·ead deception and exploitation by the executives of 
() 

the RLnehart & Dennis Compa~y and thel.·r t t' b u cons ruc 1.on osses, 

doctors, and lawyers. In the first place, many of the men 

probably did not even think of protesting. As ignorant, \ 

poorly educated men, they were unaware of minimum health 

standaras and of ~he legal rights and benefits to which they 

were entitled. 

Secondly, even . wel1-in.t'ormed and ~rate workers had no 

veh.t'c1e for 

recrQi ted) 
" 

tcheir protest.. Having been attracted (or 
1 

from many different states; these ,men were far 

from th~ir friends and relatives. ~s "strangers in Gauley 
~1 

'''Bridge, t4ey .had no standing in the community, and there was 

no' friendtY organization in the area to which they could 

hring their gri~vances. 

Third1y~. the workers d'; .. d t t • ... no, ~ro.est for fear of losing 
-------------
1.. Accora:~ng t·o Pp,i1ippa Allen, the men came "from 
~enn7ylvan1a, Ge~~gia, North Carolina, South Carolina, 
Fl?r1.da, and from States as far inland as Alabama, KentuckYr 
Ohl.o. Most of them had been recruited by scouts of the 
company who went ~hrough the States giving,glowing accoq .. l l:ts 
of 'steady". worJc' 1n Fayette County. II (Heari.ng,§,p. 9) •.. ", 
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their jobs. The Depression had, drastically reduced 

e.l.'lployment opportunities. A ~arge number of mines had 

closed down in 1929 and 1930, and the men came to Gauley 

Bridge because the tunne~ seemed to offer an o~portunity for 

steady J,~,work u George Eobison's account of how he got to 

Gauley Bridge app~ied tc many of the workers.: Robison had 

been in Tennessee when a friend told him o£ the tunnel job. 

Since he had been out of work for two years, Robison went to 
\i 

\' 
iest Virginia even tho.!l9P 

',~ l ... .: ' 
he knew the wage was low. Onder 

the prevailin9 economic conditions, it was difficult to 

resist or relinquish any paying job. 

, Each of the two wor~ing shifts at Gauley Bridge was ....... 

supposed to be ten hCHU:S ~ong, but !11th clean-up' the men 
I " actually worked twelve' hoUrs daily. . For each of jthe ten 

.. :.-. 

paid 'ho urs a day the men were at first paid fortl! cents. 
;cO (j" 

\1 " 
Because of the stream of cheap ,la1:or constantly ava\:~la.ble, 

hOii'avEJ:4 the comp~nywas able to r'educe this hourl-y ,\a ge to, 

twentyr~ive cents. The standar~ dail~ check of $2.50 \COUld 

be redeemed onl.y at the Gompany commissar'y. If, a rrker 

wanted tIlE money be,~ore~·the Saturday of each week, he hfd to 

pay a ten percent fee to cash his check. Out of the ~~ekly 

salary also came fifty to, se,venty-five cent;,s a wee~> for a 
. cl 

shacks, fifty c'ents for 

~" 
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iii coal, (ifty ce~t; for health services, and twenty-five cents 

I t ' 't '"hese fees were solt,etimes h()gher fOli lithe HI, for e ec r1C1 y. ... Ii 
Il colored, It who received an even lower salary fo~ ,th;eir work. 

jl The blacks \\were forced to use company ~ousing and dining 

! facilities. They. ha~\oto pay the fees even if they did not 

i use th~ coa~, and even though the only electrical appliance 

l,;i Ib f h h c'" All that used was one small l~ghtbu or eac s a h. 

I, worker~ had to pay ~he hospital and doctor fees, even though 

i the h~acks weIe allegedly denied equal access to the health 

I services, including a simple visit by the company doctor. 

I! I appalling_ 

c~ndition of the required 
// " 

The arrival cfthe tunnel 

housing was The cOl!;pany 

workers tripled . the' 

! pOPulati~ of the area. 1here vas inadequate housing space 

I in Gauley.Bridge, and the townspeople were so resen~ful and 

'I mistrustful of the workers that they opposed the 

. L , , th t for them The II Cconstr uction of new ho.us1ng !n e own -

f
lf " h f hast1'ly threw together some shacks outside compal\,Y, t ere ore 

'
I town, near Hawk's Nes11,. to house the tunnel workers. 

I Hubert Skidmore described these shacks in his 1940., 

11 
{ { novel Hawk's Nes!, based almos~ enti,rely on the Evidence 

11 brought forth during the court trials and the congressional 

11 hearings. J ! --_________ -.". ___ _ Certain open areas in Gauley Bridge were deemed 

J I 3. George Bcbispnand Philippa Allen, !!!'!!!.~!ng.§, pp. 68,8.< 
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unsuitable for the miner shacks. Out near cotton Hill there 
.. 

was inadequate space. An al ternati ve possibi,lit y was an, 

area near the confluence of the New Hiver and the Kanawha,. 

where . d stood befor·;';;~~Ht was burned down during O.ld Gauley ha '" ~ 

the Civil War. But thi,s ~pace was too' close to the 

townspebple, t'he ~m"ported itinerant workers. wh 0 disliked ... 

The b~st; place to bUilft the shacks seemed to be up the 

nountain, on the knoll hetween Cane Branch and Big Creek, 

oV!i~rlooking th~; ~~.~diching of the Kanawha. In this area the 
~ 

company erected a double row of shacks to house the men 

working in headings riO. , no. 1 2, and no. 3. 

Si'lililar shacks wet:e built near the foot of Lovers 'g 

Leap for the families 0 .L f the ~lacks working in heading no. 

4. A third camp was built nearer to no. below 

Hawk's Nest, for the hous'ing of, white workers. Some whib3 

th l:lacks vere forced to live men foun'd private housing but e I) 

Some of the blacks, in an effort to in the company shacks. 

avoid the company housing 

beneath rock ledges, or in 

however, they were forced to 

f~es, set up homes in gullies 
G 

old h~rns. When discovered, 
G . 

th black work ers in join the 0 er 

company .housing and company dining halls. 

These hastily built $hacks had no insulation beneath 

the f100rso Theyowere ccnstructed of wide plankS nailed to 

IJ;th SOln€ $trippingtoreduce the drafts coming two,..by-fours ... 
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through the cracks.. Tbebasic floor' plan was simple.. Most 

of the sO'aCksconsiste-d "'of two rooms of'equal size separated 

by a thin wall, with a window at eithel: end and one door 'in 

front and one ~.in bjCk. During the early weeks of the 

project a black fami~y had on~ of the two rooms 
to it'self" 

but soon there we,re two 'families per room,. or four families 

per shack •. In the housing'''~or ullmarl:ied black men, tbe 

furniture in. each ten-by-fourteen foot undivided shack 

c:>nsisted of four. bu~k heus~ on'e' i'n. each corner •. ' None of 

the bed,·c; 
\.) had a mattress; t~e men slept on straw •.. No fewer 

II 

than two men.slept in each bediand 'therELwere' two beds . pel: 

bunk, so --in eac:h tiny room there lived, about"s.;i.xteenmen. A 

single ligh tbulb' in each shack ~pl:ovided such li~'t'l1;: as t.her;e 

was. The wooden planks gave inadequate protection frb1D the 

c:>ld, the closest water was two miles away, and thel:e'\a~ 

insuff.tci-ent floor space for all the men to dress at once.: " 

Nonetheless," the 'lDen did not publicly complain. Theycould 

not afford to lose tlleir tunnel jobs or the meager shelter 

provided for them. 
C\ 

Unfol:tunately ~ 
/; 
~,-

the dreadful livin~' conditions probably 

served to exacel:bate tt.e unhealthy effect of the poor 

working conditions. 'Ihe Joplin study of '1914-1S:reported 
o '. _ 

that while the rock dust in the mines wa~ the primary cause 

of workers' l:esphatory troubles, the,ir health was also 
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working 
undermined 

poor housing, "e1Cposure, 

use ·of GommoD ,drinki.ng receptacl.es, ancl 
conditions, the 

Had. Rinehart & Deo.ni~ provided a c~etter living 
overwork. 

would.· doubtless have remC?-ined 
situation, the workers 

healthier. 
'rhe company was indit:fet:~nt about the liv~s of 

, 
and proba1:ly exacerl>ated\their h~a~th ,problems 

the workers 
min~mal subsis,tence for them and, 

by providing only a 

by ml.' strea.t . .l,ng. the,m o.n aDd of~ the., joh. 
"far,ther, 

At the congressional hearings O~) 1936, Philippa Al,1e~ 
;/ - t ce ox 

testified that "We heax:do"f instance· a"fter, J,ns an· 
Charles .Jones t wife 'd ~~ sc. rimination." .an .. " ... b ru tal,. .trea tmeF-t 

, "" 11en tha. t the men i,n her ~amily "was 
had on ce bi,~;tetlY .to~d .r. . '. 4 

treated worsen if ,they 1ola~ mules." 'rhe blacks alle9~dll'? 
of constant fear not only ,by the 

w~r~ kept in a state 

foremen e-:-f. thejabq,but ~lso by the "shack reuster
ll

, a man 

- d' ower companies had 
named McCloud. 'rhE! o,coIltract:Lng anp • 

induced Fayett~ Cou~ty 
officials.to deputize McCloud. 'ro 

-11 h the black workers 
and. OI:. der" cn the 11.3. 11 ere "keep peace 

lived, he chose the 
method of harassing and pushing "the. 

~igge~s." 
follows. McCloud.'s Robison, described . as George 

activities on the ~il1: ..... __ --=--~----~.'i...-------
4.'" Mrs. Charles" Jones, quoted by Philippa Allen, 

p. '8~,,, 
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J.:f a, colored man was sick and really couldn't go 
to work in t.bemorning, he had to hide out before 
the shack rouster came around. That fellow had 
two pistols and a tlackjack to force the mem to go 
to work. He was a f~t man and we c~lle~ him what 
we called most of the' other white men around 
there" "Captt .... e .We couldn't resist him.. •.• If 
wC)e <?-dn't go Yith him or go to' work he would club 
us and make us go, and i"f we resisted him he would 
shoot us, so there really wasn't anything to do 
but to do what he teld us to d?: (5) 

" 100 

i 1 
} I H Others tzlaimed that .M,cCloud encou:raged the blacks to gal1lble, 
1 , 

for himself.a percentage of their -winnings,. and t.hat II taking 

r! he threatenEd the men with a.'p:est, as well as wl,th physical 

'\ punishment, for disobeying him. 

l
lll It' is conceivable that these witllesses exaggerated t.he 

. (~ 
I shacltrouster' s reign of terror! .. While most of the" black 

1 workers did feel threatened by McCloud, several admitted 
'1 Ii ::::th::.s::d ::::nd::tU:::at:hO:id O:ndu::at::~ . :0.:: 
II 
f'j continue to'-llork in 'the tQnneleve.n ,when they were .sick. By 

\~ tnis action alone, ~cClcua was responsible for .serious1y 

'

II damaging the health of the workers in his attempt to 

1 \ maintai~~ h'jgh level, of di7c~pline., 
Xf a mfner really too. sick .to work" McCloud t! 

I. I.! all~gedly ran h.im off compan.y property. . Since there were. 

e;, H hundreds of men waiting to take the place of a lI~alt worlc,er,. 

11 ~.eh_.a_r~~~.~:~:~_~:g _.~~t long t~lerate those lIho eculd not 

~l I 5. 
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George Rob;sQn, Hearings, p. 67. 
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o 

work full time all thatime.' As ~oon as a man began to shew 

weakness or sickness, he vas fired and forced te leave the 

company housing--e,ven in the middle or vinter, and even if 
L 

the destitute man vas so physically' weak he could not stand 

up on his own. 

Some of the fired men tried to make their way back to 

their native states, to the families they had left behind. 

.Othersstayed in' West Virginia and tried to get another job, 

usually with little success.: Robison, for Example, 

complained that he could not get a job elsewhere because as 

soon as ha was examined by other company doctors in' the area 
6 

they knew..".be had been "working in that tunnel_" Charles 

Jones also tried to get another job, and he toe was turned 

away. A,t the Kropper Ccal Company, for example, the company t 

doctors -who examined him vould not tell him what was vrong, r 

"they just- laid my card down on the table and saia, 'ile are 
. 7. 

through with you'." 1 
C.M. Skinner, who ·hJ.' and done repair vork~ in the Hawk t s I 

Nest tunnel, qot sick the fall' of;i193 .l a.nd lest . 

forty'""'four When he went to see a company doctor, 
. .,. 

Sl.mmons, he was told first that he had asthma, thEm high 

'blood . pressure. After 

-----,--------~~-----------" 

6. Ibid;, p. 70. 

,j 

that he lost his cl~ss A Fhysical 

7. Charles Jones, ~mn.g2' p. 1I1. 
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rating '" and could f' ~.t a ojob because be conn not pass 

the physical . ~inat ion. There lfe,!:e .many others who did 
'c 

not actually dic~ o.f silic,?sis -while 'Working in Gaul.eyBridge 

but who\i were so physically disabled by the disease that tbey 

could not get another job to support themselves. 

Philippa Allen testified 'in 1936 that for thejohless 

Gauley -Bridge s:7!licot~cs and for the large familfes left 

behind by the dead victims of the disease, . "the relief 

situation is pretty bad." 
r.:;. , 

The relief.office was four.teen OJ: 

fifteen miles from Gauley Bridge", and the men, or their 

survivofs, had to walk or hitchhike the distance 'weekly. 

S:>meti.m~s, Allen repcrted, these poor people would finally 

make it 'to -the relief office, only to be told t'ha t the 

relief cfficer couldllot help' them •. These unlucky;people 

then hac} to depend on the ldndness of others who . were D able 
8 

to find work •. 

George. Robison was lucky' enough to get SOme relief 

money each time he valked :~he :fifteen miles. . For .hisfa1!lily 

of five.he was usuallY given $3.50 a week, 'reduced for a 

while to $1.50 a week. He was able to get supplemen tal 
9 

support fro m his generous and more fortunate neighbors. 

The family of Char.les Jones was also fortunate enough 

---~----------~---------
8. Philippa Allen, .!!~mn.92, p. 25. 
9. George Robison, li~n.92, p. 70. 
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to receive somerel.;ief lIIoney from thegovernll!ent in addi1iion 

. t:) t1,le small. . compensati()n they received fx:om the com:pany. 

The .Joneses .had used t~~ comp~nsatioh money to pay of~ their 

debts and to btlY a new four:-rool1\ houpt;l ... and some cows. The 

relief money 'had to prov~de the fallily IS daily support. 

Three wage-earners in the family~-Shirlgy,Owen, and 

cecil'7-were dead, and the fourth, Ch.arles,. was ,too. sick to 

vork.. Yet six dependen1:s livt;ld. with Jo.neS. and his wife: 

their surviving three youl;l9children, their;' daughter-in-l.aw 

(Cecil's widow), and ceciP s two children.' IT:o these t.wo 

families, which. totalled eight persons,. the 

governineqt, through, :the F.ederal .l;Em.ergency 
~\ 

Adminis:tr.ation, . gave four dollars a week., The 

federal.' 

Relief 

FERA 

allegedly' refused to mail the money to· the Jones'es be'cause 

of the extra cost. of the stamps, s.o' Mrs., Jones and her 

daughtel:-in-l.aw had to walk or hitcI-~'L,~e the l.ong miles to' 

the rel.ief office a t the end of eve1;Y week itO get their 

che~ks. "We can· hardly l.ive on what w~ get," Mrs. Jones 
'0 

said. "I go to bed man Ynights crying and wondering how J: 
10 

will get food for the next day." .She did SOllie washing to 

earn an e)Ctra qollar or two for the familY, and .one of' ·the 

t .d.i4 deJ?en~en s so me janitor worle to help pay. ta~es on the 

""'" house. Mrs. Jones had asked for more" money, but had been 
----_._--------
10. Mrs. Charles Jones, ].§!!£i!!.9~, p.39. 
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~cold that she was receiving, a sufficient amount .. , 

In fact, per week receivec:1 by each Gauley 

Bridge fami'!y was low for· West Virginia (where the average 

monthl.y relief received. in 193.2-3.LJ was $17 .. ~ 67) .,9 for 

.i?,ayette County (~bere the average monthlyrelie£' was 

$17.32) • The FERA knell! that the relief situation in the 

Gauley Bridge ax:ea was teq;ible. (' In 1934, West Virginia 
" 

statistician Leon ",BIower x,:epo.rted to the2.ER.a on the vil.lage 
. ' 1Uj' Ii 

of Vanatta. J1hen the pI:joject was finished in September of 
I: 

193.2, he. wrot~)i' 101 p:eJ:::C:~ls stil,l lived in Vanett,a.. Since 

these were not .. the bl~l.ck wOl:.kers for.c~d to l.ive in, the 
'. . :) ,f ~, 

- h' h~' d't' r 1 ss C);;.·.' .... owded. ~ompany campSf·t e1.r . ousl!ng can 1. 1.ons we e . e 

They, toe, l.ive~, ill hOVel,i: but the ,fort}lt-three adult males, 

fort},-four ,adult fe~aleS~I\ and, fOUI:teen/Chil.dren vere spread 

out among sixty~one' ShaCKS!:\- All but t~!~ of the 'men suffered 

from silicosis •. Of 

community, fou~teen 

too weak to ~ork every 

the "fifteen lien who 
\\ I 

bad ~,ilicosis .. I Mi:lllY of 
.' \ ,i 

day, \espec~aliy si,nce 

supported the 

tbes.e men were 

they. 'hadt.o 

walk the eighteen mile.s t6\their job, a roaq con~1:.I'uction , 

ptoject. 

Because of the "spasmodic and ir~egularll r€!1ief, these 

pe:)ple never had €!nough to eat Or wear, Brower report,ed. 

1":)r clays at-a time families·had nothing toe~t and w~:t;e J\:ept 

-----~~----------~ 
0,' 

Leon Brower, FERA report, l!.2arin~Hi' pp. 112-1111. 
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from stax:ving only' by the genex:osity of their more secux:e 

neighbors. During the winters these people were lucky if 

they had one meal a day •. "Their 'diet consisted of white and 

red beans, corn bread and syrup; and, when they could get 

it, cheap white por k. 1he childi'en had: "'had no milk at all 
: 11 

for two years, Brower wx:ote in 1934. The clothing situation 

was as bad as the focd problem. Because of inadeguate 

clothing, "there were llU merous cases" of slight'ly frozen 

limbs." 

Brower noted' that "Direct relief was' seldom given. 

I 

~ 

I 

Many families received commodities,' but 'very irregUlaX:lY.' \' 

three men were given ellA 'Work and these thr'ee llorked a Just I 

few wee ks on ly • " Brower also verified the 
. I 

workers' later \ 

testimony that the relief office was fourteen miles away and 
~ ! ::::. _ many arri vea t b er e on1y to hnd tha t they cou1d get no 1 

and t::: ::::::~~ge:h::t:::1:r::::e:: ::~:::e o::~!f::m::: \ 
long under the FERA because they could not be classified as 

"normally employable unerrployed." . But for the period during 

whi(-\h the federal government had to take cad~ of the 

GaUley Bridge people, Brower made 0 a fey 

st1gges~~()ns. I' Nobcdy- shculd have to wo rk againSt medical 

advice, everyone who needed it should be gi ven" adequa~e \ 

879 

1O(i 

direct relief, the housing and sanita'tion of the Gauley area 

should be improved, a public hea'ith nurse should be on duty 

in the area, an~ anyone who wante d to return to his home 

town should be encouraged and aided, for the sake of the 

i surviving 

I 

families!! more than for the dying men. "It is," 

Brower noted, "inadvisatle socially to keep a community of 

dying persons intact. 1t 

j Obviously the G situation of the Hawk's' Nest tunnel 

I 
workers, especially th,el:lacl~. workers, was terrible, but it 

thai; in " their low wages, poor living remembered must be 

cOl-lditions, or low level of relief they were scarcely unique 

i«the ... 1930s. The low wages and compulsory fees, thollgh 

[I Ob~iouS1Y brudensome for the Hawk's ~est tunnel workers, 
,t were by no means unusual for the Depression years. By 1933', 

1/ for example I' the hourly wage for bituminous coal winers (who 

I 'had earned eighty-five cents 'an hour ·in 1923) had been 
,f 

~,"l redu""a to £1£ty cent .. 
n tnirty hours a week,£or which the weekly wage, not 

The coal miner worked· average 

H including 

fl
ll }\~ftee n 

deductions 
12 

dollars. 

fer company or personal expenses, was 

At Gauley ~ridge the men were apparently' 
\ " . 

11 ~:,~~~~~=ft~~xt~_~ours ~_ week. ~ T.~US, even at the 
.1] 

11 

12. u.S., Department ~f the Interior, Coal ~ines 
Administration, A l!~i£al a.YDru Q~ !~ 1!.il.!!!!!.i!llU!s-Coal 
!!If!y;stn (ilashington, D •. C.: Government Printing Cffice, 

1 ! 1947) • 
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lowest Hawk's Nest hourly wage of twenty-five cents, the 

weekly salary vas twelve and a half to fifteen dollars. In 

addition, according to tialter Doda" author of a 1936 book on 

workmen's cOlDpensatipn,' it was ~'practi~'ally p universal· 

custom" for mining company employer:s: to aeduct a fixed 

am::>unt f,rolD the wages cf the employee for health se.J:vices. 

The normal wage deduction for the services of a company 

pb.ysician,and £or treatment in a hospital was from $1.75 to 

$2.35 per month for single men, and about double that, f~;t" 
13 

married men. " So even though the real. wag-es at Gauley 

Bridge liere 10 w, the. weekly income of the tunnel workers was , I 
of other miners dU.J:ing II 

those some years, although they bad to work longer hours to , 

n::>t significant.ly than that less 

make it. ~ " " 

Some miners, in fact, claimed ",bat ;they worked for less I 
::::n :::::::£:::er c:::: a::ho:o:::dS T::r:::t t::g::::i:~::: 1 
f::>r miners had . .been. bad enough before 192~, but that "when 

tile crash. come, .theygct abo~t; ten cents an hour--tha.t is, 
. 14 

if they begged the supervisor fora job." 

------------~---------
13.' Dodd ~m~nistration ~~ !~~2~~~tign' p. ~39) 
cites Pierce Williams (jh~ R~~2g 2! ~~£S! £g~ tnrough 
G:i.!.~g R..gr~odi£ PaY!!L§!llll as the source of his information. 
14. Aaron Earkhall!, quoted by Studs .Terkel in !!s££ :ll~: J!! 
Q.£!!!!!istory ~f .t.hg ~U Qru:!~~ssion (New York: Avon . BOQks, 
1970), p. 237. 
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Nor were long, hard .h()urs. unique to the Gauley Bridge 

. workers. Buddy Blankallshlp, a niner el~ew.here in. West 

J Virginia, told of 

I 
('0-::1 

riding" on horse-back the eight mil.es. to 

his job in 1.931 and 1932 •. He and his !=o-workers, would work 

1 daily f1:om six .in the mor.ning to ten at night--sixteen" I 49U~s-~for $1,75 a day. The wages .earned had, to be spent at 

, the company stor.e:,,· "He bad to trade it 0 ut, in the store, 

t we didn't 
'/-

or 

get to work no mor~I" Blankenship ~sserted. "It 

I was a company store. 'What} we made, we had to <)0 next 

\. evening and (:\ trade it Off. It we didn't, they'd lay us off. 

I They didn't let)'y~u drl:l\f no money at all. It~as scriPen15 

Eamund Hilson described the plight. of coal miners in 

Ward, Hest Virginia. During the 1930s thecompa.ny paid the !! 
ff miners 

'f at Gauley Br.id.ge, was not in legal 'United 

$2.~,60 to $3.00 ·fer their ten-hour day. i The vage, as 

I 
J 
~ 
1 

11 
!l 
f 
I 
f 

Stat~s currencY 

but in company scrip which was, voith only a.bout sixty cents 

on the doll,ar. 
D 

The cOmpaJ1Y :forces,=>the miner.s to trade at· the 
company store--the only store of course on its 
property-o;;.and goods are .so:t.d. there at so much 
higher prices than at nq,n-company ,stores only 
three miles away that the miners never come . any 
nearer th~n sixty percent to their money's 
worth.. (16) 

II 
--------
15. Buddy Blankenship, quoted by Terkel,. ]ard !i~, p. 
233. 
16~ E dill und wilson describes the JqiniDg town of Ward, 
Virginia, . in Milton Meltzer, ~ro!her Can !2! §pare s ~~? . 
(New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1969), pp. 114-116. 
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The wretched living conditions of the Hawk IS Nest 

workers can also he compared with those of the Ward miners. 

Two, or three miner families lived in each small, fl.imsy, 

company-owned house in Ward, Rilsonwrole. Most of these 

families co.nsisted of t.en to twelve persons. For days at a 

time the children went 51ithout food, and they had so little 

to wear that they walked around mo~e or less n~ked. ~he~ 

they did eat, 1~he;ir diet consisted of sowbellt. potatoes, 

and pinto beans. 

Mary Owsley, the wife of a Kentucky miner, complained 

about the life of the WQ~en, which was, of course, also 

h ar d. '. Four fa milies would share a water pump. In the 

wintertime, she said g a foot of ice would co~er the pump, 

and som'eone would, ha. ve to' get up at three 0 r clock in the' 

morning to mElt the ice off the pump with hot water from. the J 

:::er
b
:::::: ow::::t.u::: b:::er:~m:::1·a::a:: a~::::. ove:

1
: J 

. 18 I 
l!Il.ght deflate the com pan];: hank account." I 

Throughout the m~ing state.s men were paid Foor wages'" f 

and forcedtc gi vethe money back through the company store. 

The living conditions--bousing, food, and 

teI;:rible everywher.e during the Depression. 
" ------------------~--~--

17. tbi d., pp.1 V~-116. 
18. Ibidu,p. 23S. 
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employers w~re consistent in their ,lack of rnterest in the 
'0 

health and well-being of thei~ workers--often enough because 

the companies,. too, were struggling for their own existence. 
,....;; ("~ 

The Gauley Bridge aff-air took place during the Great 

Depression. Many Americans were forced to 'adapt to living 

conditions which were as ~retched as those of the Hawk's 

Nest workers. Miners also had to worry about surviving the 
/.0 

frequent mine disasters, vhich could kfil more than a 

/~ulldred men ,at one timE'i',) The Hawk's Nest tunnel workers, 
, .r 't " 

too, had to concern themselves wi.th all these pronlems. 

Their poor living and working conditions were not the result 
~ ~ 

of an '~berrant cruelty on the part of one'\ vicious company, 
,I 

but were instead the resul\it of social attitudes, company 
'1 

policies, and economic conditions during the Depression. 

Even so, thecy sUffet'ed more than'most miners because their 
: Cj 

exposure .. to the heavy ccncentration of silica dust rendered 
l 

them too weak to get another j~b, and ~po permanently 
\. " 

diseased to have much ~ope for ~he future. Although .fat 

in the degree of company irresponsibility and the extent of 
\j 

death and suffering whjch resulted from the pr ,ject. 
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VI •.. CONCLUStON,S: LEGISLATIVE CONS EQUENCES 

During the general, congressional debate on the Labor 
" " 

Department appropriation bill in April of 1936, 

Representative Glenn Gtis'Wold called the attent,ion of the 

House to the Connery Resolution, Bouse Resolution 1149, which 
:'I 

was at that time pending before the Rules Comlllittee. " H.R. 
(" c 

449 proposed that a board, appointed by the Secretary of 

Lahor" irlvestigate "the conditions of workers e:mployed in 
, 

,tile construct.ion and maintenance of public utilities." 

Griswold poin-t;ed Ollt, that the investigation of silicosis at 

discussion, Gauley' Bridge was related to the appropriations 
. l '. 

and he asked that the report of, the "Marcantonio cOlilmittee" 

be in$erted in the Congressional Record. With no objection, 
# 

,.~/ 

that report, addressed ,to Chairman WilliamP. connery of the 
, .. 'f' 

House Corumi tte~ on Laber ~ J~s inserted. ' 
G V, 

rhe five subcommittee members had held hearings on the 

,~ Gauley Bridge affair petween January 16 and February 4 of 
-::,>C_;"_j •• 

1936. They had aso9rtained that the Bawk's Nest tunnel was 
1 ~ ( D 

constructed by the contracting firm q)f Rin,ehart & Dennis of 
II 

Charlottesville, Virginia~ for the New-Kanawha power 

----------~-----~-----
1. The report of the Harcanto nio ~ubcommittee was preseiited 
and dllscussed in the House on 1 April 1936. (: See 
~2n.g~~~ional ~£.9!:!! 80: 4752. 
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Company, (3. subsidiary of the Union Carbide Company, to' 

" divert water from New River to a hydroelectric plant at 

Gauley Ju~~tion. The. iIlVestigatory committee found that the 

rocl<: which wal? being drH:J.ed . .contained up 'to 99% silica and 

that ."this is a fact.· that was known, or by the exercise of 

ordinary and reasonaple care should have been known, to the 

New-Kanawha Power and the, .. firn.' "of . Rinehart & 

Dennis.", Tllesl:J,bcommit1:ee members noted that the continuous 
..:: (' 

breathing .tn of silJca dust ca,n cause the .de~dly respiratory 

1

1.\1 0 :::::::itati"g Or fata1 "effecLof breathing s,i1ica'dust 

well k-nawn. to theo mediqal,. profession and to all"'Frope,rly 
"': ' ~, ........ 

IJ~gUal:i,tied mining enginee~s •••• For more than twenty yeaJ:'s the 

si;L:i,co'si s •. . of pointed out that this 

is 

"~ 
/' If 

I 1/ 
;. ~1 

II 
r! 
l' 

! 
i 
! 

1 

lJ 
rl 

I) 
t I ,", 
Ii ; I 
Ii ~ 
&1 r, 

. i i , ! 
t ! 
{! 

Uniteq.S'l:a,tes Burea!! of Hines hi:1s been isstling warnillgs and 

information' while conducting the educational campaign on .the 
'-, 

dangers ofc,silicosis and mean$ of prevention." 
I':; 

Marcantonio's $upc:ommi ttee repoI'te4 that· the R~neha~t & 

Dennis Company had demonstrated "an vtter disrega.rq~; £Ol;' the 

"approved mE!'t.hQds of preventiop"! 
,) 

wet drilliqg, adequate 

ventilation ... , the .1,1se of respirgtol;'s by the· ~orkers, etc. 

the cQDlPa,ny did notqse tlles!9 Inethods, the 'level :of 
, " ~ , 

" 
dust in the tUl;lnel was osohigh that., vi!?ibility only a 

few' feet and the worKmen left the tunnel "covered with dust. 

"The whole driving of the tun~el was b~gU.ll, 
'\\ 

.\ 

,,,,:;o:"~1 

contif)qed, ~.nd 

() 

C)·· 

,i , , 
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comp:Eeted with grave and inhUman disregard of all 

consideration for the health, lives, and 'future of the 

employees," the s~bco~mittee ~epo~ted_ I!As a result 'of 

their emplo yment and the negligence of the emplqying 

contractor," 476 of-the wo'~kmen died of silicosis and 1500 

m.ore were ildoomed to die from the' ravages of the disease.'! 

The inves.tigatory report noted that Rinehart & Dennis 

President P. H. Pa ulccner and. Vice President E •. J •. PerJdns 
'. ('/ 

had both refused to appear. befo.re the subco.mmittee.· These 

c01ntra<,'!ting company afficici'"ls had stated that "they'"had 110 

knowled\1"e 0 fany deaths fiom silicos.is contracted en the 

work~-" -Faulconer claimed that "Only forty-eight tilen died 
(, 

during the work here. 1 don'it know how many' had 'silicosis 

but most of the~ died of ~neumonia. And during that 

epidemic 'we had a lower death rate in our construction camps 
o 2 

than the rest of this' C:ounty." The defense of the 

comtractor was °presented in the January 1936· ID!.9i:.!l~.!l9. 

1!~li2.·gg£m;:g •. The record~ of the c(jntractor were said to 

indicate t·hat only sixty-five men died during the thirty 
3 

'months· of drilling. Cf these sixty-five, fi,fteen were 

acc3unted for' by accidents, t-wo bJ manslflughter (res,ulting " 

from fights) , th irt y,..fi ve pneumonia, three by 

-------------------------
2. "Silicosis," ]~]!S-if§jgJs, 25 January 1936, p. 34. 

93. "Perils of Bock Dust," !few !ill lli22' ,,28 ~anuary 1936, 
p. 1 B. 
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tuberc~losis, four~y; heart trouble, and one by typhoid. 
/;/' 

The rest of (;.:ne dea.ths wexe unclassified. 

The HOUSe subcolllmittee which investigated the Gauley,. 

Bridge,affa,i,r ignored the Rinehart & Dennis denials, just as 

the companyexecuti-ves bad ignored regueststo appear: before 

ttle subcommittee. Rinehart & Dennis o.fficials seemed to 

have somet hing to hide. This was suggested. not only by 

their declining tp app.ear dcuring the congressional heatings, 

bllt also by their alleged practice of burying dead tunnel 

workers hastily and sec::retively" tampering with the court 

tria.,ls, using the dec_eptive euphemism "tunnelitis" for 

silicosis, and changing Halil'kts Nest ·tunnel working 

procedures w.h~n inspectcJ:sarrived •. · Basing its findings on 

the testimo:ny at the 1936 heanings, the investiga·tory 

Subcommi ttee of t.he House Labor Committee harsh1y cC.ndemned· 

Rin.ehaI:-i: & Denni~1and tcld Congx:ess that 

The ~eccxd puesents a story of a condition that is 
hardly' conceivable in a democratic government in 
the present century. It -'would be more 
representative of the Middle Ages.. It is the 
story of a tragedy worthy of the pen of a Victor 
Hugo--the story of men in the darkest days of the 
depre~sion, with ,ork hard to SEcure, driven by 
despa~r and the s,tar:k fear of hunger to work for a 
mere' eXistence/wage under .almost intolerable 
condit:\!ons. (4) / 

Unfortunately, / a(:palling as __ ~_~ ___ ~ ____ ~~ ___ i ___ __ 
" l 

4. £Q!lgj;,g§si,gnal iecorg 80: 4752. 
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"intolerable conditions" were not unig'ue to Gauley Bridge. 

Silicosis, perhaps the most me.nacing of the industrial 

~iseases, was to occur p"'in thirty states," 
.) 

Represen tat.iye'~Grisw:old said. 
~~~. . "There are today in this 

country 1,000,. 000 peo1:le v.ho are potential victims of 

silicosis., 'lhere are actually 500,,000 people in the United 
. 4 

Sta tes with silll.icosis." ,_ 

Xh,~Olife Q:f theunder~round worker vas a hard one. At 

the time of' the cong'ressional. investigation of Gauley 

Bridge, thousands of miners "Were dying in united stat'as 

,mines each'year, and, for each one of these,. forty or fifty 

were i~jured--a11 because no one who had the power to change 

the'." system . cared enough to do so •. Most Americans accepted 
( 

the explanatory" stateme'nts of the employers. Too . mU'ch 

att enti'On placed. on' safety would be expensive and wOQ.ld 

therefQre stifle thegrcw't'h of ilidustry, they said. Nothing 

could be do ,lie a.hout t·h.e dangers of mining, and, thOse "ho 

cllose to enter the mines had to reali·:r.e that the; risks were 
~ 01 

part of the job •. , 

Many comfort~ble, Americans did not I:ealize that m()st 

miners wer.e trapped 'in that occupation.· The ":formless 

prison" of the mountains isolated them from the outside 

world. '~he mountains "imbued a kind of ignora:!lce, tc6, the.-!: 

makes the world beyond a strange and forbidding l~ll!l no1:; to 
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be enter'Ed easily •. Fathers and their sons, and their· sons 

,after them, go to 'Work in the coal. mines, and thus it has 
5 

been in all the days of their As united Mine 

Workers President JohIifl. Lewis said to Congr~ss· in 1947, 

Men do becomAirtured, to hazards~ Men Mb6 
continually hope hour after hour, day after day, 
that nothi.JJ~LJt~!l happen, th~y will not .be killed, 
finally persuade themselves that they are not 
going to be killed and the}' have a,' driving. 
incentive not to lose the work because of the 
requirements a.t home, and the'y continue to acce.pt 
the hazard and take a chance. ' (6) 

(I' 

In.addition to the pressure to keep earning 1II0'ney and 

the co,ntinual 
'./ ~ 

.prayers that one would survive the day, that 

someone else would 
., ., 

the "victim, there was alsc If the 

}lbedience sYIldro~e~ the compulsion to follow the wis.hes of 
~. 7 

the father, .th~,,"boss, the mine manager. H · It ~Iwas difficult 

for a man ~o get out of the mines and virtually impossible 

for him to. change the conditions in those mines. 
/? ',) 

- " 
For/Lewis, all this' emphasized the need for collective 

" ., 
action ,"1 n, the form of unions. 

~ lJlI 

The United Mine workers later 
,. 

such goals as shortened'miner to accomplish used J strikes 
j. ,/' 

and tonnage levels. But days 

the period of the construction of the Hawk's Nest 

5. Joseph E~ Finley, ~ £~£rupt KiDgg~: The Rise. and Fall 
Q.{ tl!~ 1!.D.U.~S t!in~ J!W~ (New lork: Simo 'D-aiidSciiuster, 
1972) ,," p. 215.. ' 
6. John L. Lewis, in Finley, £.Q-U.!!.2S ·!ingg£f!, p •. 217. 
7. FinleY,£.Qrrsp,t ;KingdollJI p. 230.. i .. 
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:i' 

t.un.nel, unions, -lnc.lndJ." ng the Un';t·ed Ml." ne Workers ... 'U .... .. , were 

struggling for their exist ence. The m~ning indust~y (of 
(, 

which the Hawk's Nest p~oject could be considered a part) 

was still noto~ious for its poo~ t~eotroent of employees. In 

its level of concern for the workers and its degree of 

implementation of safety standa.rds and eguipment, the mining 

industry was at the bottcmrung of industrial advanc€ment. 

Only laws could bring real change, and only genuine 

p~blic awareness could bring effective laws. Unfortunately, 

public awa.r;eness of industrial safety pro blems rar ely came 

without the prodding of tragedy, and sometimes even hundreds 

of lost,li ves were not enough to stir legislators to action. 

Four years 

completed, 

after the Hawk's Nest (tc!J')nel project 

however, the deaths had not-1~'en forgotten. 

was 

The 

sufferers themselves were ~eing help~d by the Red Cross, the 

Na tionaL Gauley Br~dge Committee, and other organi2ations. 

More important, the Gauley Bridge inciden~ became a 

springboard for th'';l passage of progressive ind ustrial safety 

legislation during the 19.30s. Because of Congressman Vito "j 
o 

Marcantonio, Representative Griswold said to the House, the 
'\~-t:;t-, I 

incident was "the veh5:cle" by which the silicosis situation 
8 

was "l)!~ought to the a ttention of the country_" 

A ]2.!!2ing22. H~,g~ article of April 25, 193 601 expressed. 

8 •. Conqr~s~onal ~~£2~~ 80:4751. 
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tltis nelf awareness by optimistically stating in the ,opening 

sentence t.hat '''Both government and industry have now' gone 
~ . 9 

se~iously at work to fight silicosis." Serious 

consideration, of" th{a silicosis problem was deemed necessary 

because of the overwhelming ignorance concerning the disease 

on the ,part of workers, employers, physicians, insurance 

companies, lEgislators, judges,' and jurors. ~he article 

. listed four reasons for the action of 1936 after years of 

debate over silicosis: 1) the recent increase in common law 

damage suits against employers by alleged victims, 2)the 

increase in costs to employers in states which had'lforkmen-s 

compens.ationlaws and the resulting closure of plants and 

mine~, because of inability to compete with those in otner' 

(non~compensating) states, 3)the uneuploymentresulting °from 

coo,'jobdisdrimination ag.ainst those who demonstrated physical 

weakne.ss or poor lung condi tion during physical 

examinations, and 4)"the Ga~ley' Bridge incident, which 

impressed on t.he public the idea "that something s,hoUld be 

done about th.ese dust diseases." ~he legislators saw that· 

there were nOll. grounds for. taking action on ipdustrial 
9 

diseases~ especially siljcosis. 

On April 14,193.6, secretaryot labor Frances 

9. ~sine2.§ ~~~ discussed the impact of the investigation 
ot the Gauley· Bridge incident" ill "Act 'on Silicosis problem," 
pp. 26-27. 
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called representa~:ives d~' emplClyers, employees, insurance 

com panies, and medica,l and 'engineering prof~ssionals to the 

First National Silicosis Conference. The report of this 

confer'e~ clarified many aspects. of the silicosis problem. 
./ 

The representatives discussed. theetiol.ogy of the disease, 

its relationship to tuberculosis" and medical and 

engineering preventive methodse The, leading cOmpanies in 

the steel, mining, glass, ,foundry, refractQry, and related 

industries set up the Air Hygiene Foundation of America. 

Doc tors, e ngi neers , and lawyers started 

silicosis problem. 

studying the 

Stat-a governments . organized committees to stUdy 

silicos;s. ,Tn 1935 alone MId M" h" - ~ , - nary an, ~c ~gan, and New 

Hampshire Up general investigatory committe'es on 

industrial. diseases, and .California oJ;ganized a committee 

specific'ally to study siiicosis. A Unit.ed States Department 

~of Labol: Bulletin of ~arly 1937· predicted that these 

committees, along with the generally increased . public 

a~areness Qf the problem, would lead to reneYed" interesto:fn 

occupational diseases such as silicosis in the legislative 

meetings of that year. 

In 1935 and 1936 a great deal ,of attention was given to 

the subjectpf compensation fOl: industrial diseases. By 

H36, forty-six of the' forty-eight states ha'd workmen,).s 

J 
1 
\ 
i 
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compensation laws. Sixteen states provided compensation for 
10 

occupational diseases. The state of Kentucky enlarged its 

compensation law in 1J:3~~ to allow for voluntary subjection 

to the law with regard to silicosis •. North Carolina's law 

of 1935 included compulsory compensation for silicosis, and 

gave the victim three years after the last exposure to 

silica dust in which to ;report the disease. In high-risk 

industries, '. periodic physical examinations were l:eguired. 

Hhode Island's new law of 1936 included compensation for 

silicosis, as did the new law of New York. The New York 

Code of that year also Exten ded the' safety regulations, 

mandating the use of dust-eliminating equipment. Nebraska's 

1935 law offered compensation for silicosis, with a two-year 

-statute 0.£ limitations. The new, expanded law of 1936 in 

Illinois also included silicosis, ~ith a three-year time 

limi t. ' 

The Hast Virginia silicosis compensation law of 1935 

result-ed largely from the Gauley 'Bridge lawsuits and the 
(:' ~ 

attention given them by the radical.press. B,efore that 

time, leqislatorswere reluctant to advocate changes in the 

-------------------~---
10. rhe sixteen states were California,' Connecticut, . f.' 
Illinois, KE!ntucky, Massachusetts,Minnesot~, Missouri, 
Nebraska; New Jersey, New York, North .Dakota, Ohiof' Rhode 
Island, West Virginia, and Wj:sconsin •. See U. 5., Department 
Q.f Labor, QQ£~liQ.!U!.1=Di~~ .!egi'§!.a~!Qn in lli~, 
121§., by Charles F. Shaikey, Bulleti.n 'No, •. 625 (Washingt.on, 
D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1937).: 
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compensation law. At the congressional hearings of 1936, 

Rush Dew Holt, who had been a memb~F of the west Virginia 
.' ' \\ 

state Legislature dUl:jIl~r the eai'l:y 1930s, said a:.bout the 

silicosis compensation problem: "All through We st virginia 

there has been much silence ahout this particular operation. 

Whenever anything was discussed in the" legislat ure it was 

discussed g uietly because of the danger of stepping on the 
11 

toes of s'6me industrialist at that particular time. II 

United States Senator Helt said in 1936 that industrial 

leaders had ,joined with politicians· to prevent the 

investigation of the silicosis pIoblem in the state 

Legi sla t u't'e. When West Virginia State Senator Fleming 

intFoduced the silicosis compensation bill in 1933, it was 

held up on a point of order •. Senator Holt, who called the 

Hawk's Nest froject "one of the most barbaric examples of 
12 

industrial construction" in history, expressed his belief 

that the Rinehart & Dennis Company was against the silicosis 

bill at first, 
! .;/ 

and it actually fought it, but when the supreme 
cour:t of our State decided that the men had a 
rigbt to sue I f.cund that in' the next session of 
the legislature the del,egates from that section 
which had gone against making silicosis 
compensable turned and we.re then willing to make 
it. compensa'ble in order to protect the 

--------------~~-------- (\ 

11. Senator Bush Dew Helt, 1!51ginQ2' p. 125. 
12. Senator Holt,~' quoted in "Senator Holt Backs Silicosis 
Inquiry," !!~ LQrk U~, 23 January 1936, p. 2-
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comp~ny. (13) 

Finally, in March 1935, 

Legis1ature passed a bill to make 

the West 

silicosis 

Virginia 

122 

sta.te 
14 

compensable. 

If an employer elected to pay the compensation premiums, 

I' () posted notices informing ,his employees of that fact, and did 

not deliberately .cause an employee to contract silicosis, he 

was to be exe'lnpt fr07J1; c cmmon law damage· suits •. The employee 
';11 
'~ could collect compensat ion if he had worked for the same 
! 

company under bazardous silica dust' conditions for at least 

two years, made his claim wi;thin one year of his last 

elCpo~ure to the' silica dust, and did not contract the 

disease as a result of willful self'-exposure PI' wi.llful 

disobedience of the regulations ()~ the mine •. (. 

. The West Virgi~~j,~ Act specified the characteristics of 
J 

the three stages of silicosis and the compensation to be 

awarded for each. Pc~ first stage si¥icosis, the employee 
.-

was to receivd $500 compensation~ and for se~ond stage 

silicosis, $1,OOQ~ If the employee was suffering frem ~hird 
\j 

stage silicosis, the amount of compensation varied and would 

be decideq largely on the advice of ~he "silicosis medical 

board, II . whicJI was to study the medical questions of. each 
~~. 

case •. 

-----------------
13. Senator Holt, H~a£jnQ~, p. 122. 
1.4. U.s., Department of Lahor, Q££..'!Ri\lional-Disease 
~~9.;!,§.lat!Q!! in.tl!~ !L!.§.:. • .ll-li, pp. 223-228.: 
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The West virginia Silicosis Compensation Act was far 

from perfect. In many·t4ays it was biased against the 

eelploy ee,,, especially in its short time-limitation 

provisions. In additicn,:' osince section 15 of the. Act 

specified 'that the provisions would not apply to cases of 

silicosis caused by exposure to silica dust before tbe bill. 

took effect. in June of 1935" the Gauley Bridge victims could· 

not themselves benefit from the new law. ~ However,. the 

Gauley Bridge incident had raised public awareness of 

industrial diseases and bad inspired 1egislati ve action. 

As a result of all this legislative action, the 
• 

silicosis situation impJ:oved significa'ntly in the united 

States. A Public Health Service pape;" entitled "'lhe 

Accomplishments in the' Epidemiologic study of Silicosis in 

the United states" "was presented at a symposiuIl in, 1955, 

twenty years after tt.e passage of the West Virginia , 

silicosis compensation hi. The general conclusions of the 

strudy were that while silicosis remained the major 

occupational. disease in the country, t~bercalosis had 

declined among silicotics, and, "because of present-day 

compensation laws and enlightened emploYloent practices, the 

disease no 

co ns eg uences." 

la.nger 
15 " 

,has' extreme 

--------------

and unique social 

15. U.S., public .Health Service, 2ilicosi~ in the ~~s1 
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A more thorough stUdY, .Ithe most extensi ve thus far 

"1 undertaken in the metal industry of the 'llJlited States,'i 

j a 

lias 

! 
I 

I 
I 

I 
I . , 
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j 
i( 

I 
! 
I 

conseguence of the symposium pr·esentatioll. of 1955. ihe . , 

Public Health Service and the Burea,.p of Hines:/ c-.ondupted this 

reevalua tion of the silicosis problem bet'Weeh, March 6£' 1958 

and September of 1961. It was concluded in this study that 

the metal m~ning indust ry had made considerable progress in 

the prevention of siliccsis. The average incidence rate was 

down to 3.4%, though 'the 0 to 12.4% range of incidence in 

different mines shewed that the disease was unevenly 

distributed. This . suggested that adeguate preventive 

mea,~ures were not uniformly practiced, although they had 

proven efxective where used •. 

The 1958-61 reevaluation reported that the overall 

silicosis rate was '40% lower than in 1939. Among miners who 

had been emEloyed less than ten years in 1958, the silicosis 

rate was 10% 1eg~ than in that category in 1939. In the ten 

to nineteen .years gr.oup, the rate was 73% ~)J.ess. ~lcst of the 

victi.ms of silicosis in the 1950s lIere men who had worked in 
D 

the mines before the mid 1930s. Few bf those ~en sho had 

started working after that time developed s111:cosis, even 

after twenty years of mining work. Conditions' in the mineS" 

ft~~~n~ !Dgyst£~, p. 2. This is the same reevaluative study 
o-f 1958~61 discussed belcw .. 

--
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the report said, seemed'to be improving. 

Hopefully men will never again have to suff'er f:tom 

silicosis as they did in one small WEst Virginia town in the 

1930s. Gauley Bridgellas' one of the worst industJ:ial 

tragedies i,n, Am,e,;rican hisiory. By civilized standards there 

was no excuse for the appalling living conditions, the 

c~llously unsafewo;rking practices, the hor,ribly inadeguate 

health services, ,the la,ck of legal protEction and 

compE!Osa tioo , or the medical and legal deception and 

exploitation of the, workers in the Hawk's Nest tunn'el. !Ihe 

Rawk's Nest 'project ia a perfect example of .mployer greed 

and moral insensibility, which exacted ,an immeasurable toll 

on the lives of thousands. 

take blam~. 
I, 

For thiS" Rinehart & Dennis must I 
~' 

\ project clearly demonstrated the blatant 

it I 
The ' 

the 

abuses to which unrestrained industrial power can lead" 

is, unfoxtunately, nr/t the only example of such abuses. 

Gauley Bridge incident must 1:e seen in th~, context of its 
own time. One must be aware of the ~idespread effects of 

h >.." /, 

the financial p,ressores of t,he G/eat Depression and of the 

lag between meaicaL and engin~,~ring knowledge and itls 

ap~nicai:.,ion in practice. 
\~ ~. 

more importa,nt was t be 

general acceptance of the hard lot of a miner or tunnel (i 

worker and the low regard of most eDployers for the lives of 
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'~ 
their employees. It was commonly believed that some 

suffering and loss of life was unavoidallie in, the mining -and 

. constructio'nindustries. with neither government nor lahor 

unions EX€Icising effective control over . industry, 

exploitation of workers such as occurred in'the Hawk's Nest 

tunnel was all too common. 

,Despite the fac't that " other Americans had their own 

problems in the 1930s1 tbe ~ountrydid act iri re~ponse to 

Gauley Bridge. 
" 

The incident increased public awareness of 

industrial diseases, convinced legislators that ,it was time 

to seriously consider ~the silicosis problelil, and generally 

strengthened the growing demand for progressive legislation 
" 

to effect social chaQge. 

The legislation which came out of this, period has 

helped to protect from such tragedies as Gauley 

Bridge. Conditions have improved, though they are not 

perfect. Even today we are faced with problems which aIe 

not unrelated to Gauley Bridge. Thir:ty years after,("the 
<~ ~> 

Gauley Bridge 0exposure, in spite of our more advanced 

medical and engineering knowledge, our more progressive 

laws, and our greater awareness of occupational hazards, 

newspapeLS are still telling th~ stories of men dying in the 

mines or suffering from aSbestosis because of unsafe working 

co nd i tio ns. 
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Remnants of the' conditions of the Gauley Bridge days 

are still with us, but" as i,a result of st,H;:h tragedi~s as 

tl].at of the west· Virginia tunnel, we ,pave -learned and we 

have adv.anced. As Geotg(i! Mc Gove:cn. wrote in 
'J 

a book 

another mining tragedy~ 

If, in justice to the innocent dead, w€ are 
constrained to seek meaning in what befell there, 

. perhaps it is, timely to settle for the If)dnshipof 
'humanity" .... ,. the most familiar yet disregarded cf 
all lessons, .that .whether W~ .. chooseto be or not, 
each one of us is his brother's keeper. (16) 

on 

He cannot reli,eve the sufferings of the tunnel workers of 

"1930-32. We can only say that perhaps the miseries, and the 

lives lost, have attained some meaning in establishing in 

industry a new and greater negard for the value of human 

life. 

-------------~------------
16. George S. 'McGovern and Leona:cd .F. Guttr,idge, fu§.!:m 
£!la!fiel.Q. !~ (Eoston: Houghton Mifflin Comp any, 1972), p. 
31.J8. 
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